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Roy Jensen

FIRE is the rapid reaction of a fuel and 
oxidizer at elevated temperature, 
producing a self-sustaining chemical 
reaction characterized by the emission of 
blackbody radiation and flames.  

A dynamic balance exists between  
 the reaction rate, temperature,   
and reactant availability. 

 
General reaction 

<fuel> + O2(g)    

 CO2(g) + H2O(g) + N2(g) + …  
 

The flame color is character-  
ized by the chemical nature of   
the fuel and additives. Every body   
also emits blackbody radiation   
based on its temperature.  
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The red-orange color often 
seen is primarily blackbody  
emission from soot formed  
during the slow,  
incomplete combustion. 

When oxygen is premixed  
with the fuel, combus- 
tion is rapid and  
complete, and the  
flames are nearly colorless. 

The sharp divide   
between the  
flame and nothing  
is an excellent  
example of the  
non-linear nature of 
chemical kinetics! 

The simplest combustion reaction: 

2 H2(g) + O2(g)  2 H2O(g) 
 

      Elementary reactions observed  
during hydrogen combustion include 

  H2   H• + H• 

  H2O   H• + OH• 

  H2 + O2   2 OH• 

 

 

 

H2 + OH•   H2O + H• 

H2O2 + H•   H2O + OH• 

H• + HO2•   H2O + O• 
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Exploring Chemistry is in development! 
Exploring Chemistry is being made available to solicit student and 
instructor feedback. Feedback is critical to developing Exploring 
Chemistry into an effective and valuable instructional resource. I would 
appreciate your thoughts on  

• areas with erroneous information 
• areas that are difficult to understand 
• areas where the amount of information can be reduced 
• areas where more information is required 

Some sections are not complete. Sections marked with ??? or <not 
developed> identify areas that I know require more information. 

I GREATLY APPRECIATE YOUR FEEDBACK! 

Please post your comments and suggestions to the forum at 
www.RoguePublishing.ca   
 

Exploring Chemistry will always be FREE for personal use. 
 
 
 
Applications chapters: The last 12 chapters of Exploring Chemistry are on 
applications of chemistry and range from atmospheric chemistry to nanotechnology 
to pharmaceutical science. For some chapters, I am looking for experts in the 
discipline to write the chapter. Interested persons can contact me using the Rogue 
Publishing contact page. 
 

Licensing: many institutions are considering developing custom in-house 
instructional material to provide students with custom course information, to 
reduce the cost, and for departmental revenue generation. Your department can 
license Exploring Chemistry to serve as the starting point for your custom 
instructional material. More information is available at www.RoguePublishing.ca 
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1.0080
±1

20.28
17.81

0.08988

6.97 9.012182
1 2

1615 2745
453.69 1560

0.53 1.848

22.989769 24.3050
1 2

1156.1 1363
370.96 922

0.971 1.738

39.0983 40.078 44.955912 47.867 50.9415 51.9961 54.938045 55.845 58.933195
1 2 3 2,3,(4) 2,3,4,(5) 2,(3),6 (2),3,4,6,7 2,(3) (2),3

1033.1 1757 3103 3560 3680 2945 2334 3134 3200
336.4 1112 1814 1941±10 2163±10 2130 1517 1808 1768

0.862 1.55 3.00 4.50 5.80 7.19 7.43 7.86 8.90

85.4678 87.62 88.90585 91.224 92.906 95.96 [97.9072] 101.07 102.90550
1 2 3 4 3,(5) 2,3,4,5,(6) 4,6,(7) 2,(3),(4),6,8 2,(3),4

959 1657 3611 4650 5015 4885 5150 4423 3968
312.04 1042 1795±8 2125±2 2471±10 2890 2445 2607 2239±3

1.53 2.60 4.47 6.40 8.57 10.20 11.5 12.20 12.40

132.905452 137.327 174.9668 178.49 180.94788 183.84 186.207 190.23 192.217
1 2 3 4 5 2,3,4,5,(6) -1,2,4,6,(7) 2,3,(4),6,8 2,3,(4),6

942.5 2170 3675 4875 5700±100 5933 5900 (est.) 5300 4403
301.55 998 1936 2500 3269 3683±20 3453 3327 2683

1.873 3.51 9.85 13.2 16.6 19.3 21.0 22.4 22.42

[223.0197] [226.0254] [261.1096] [265.1167] [268.1250] [271.133] [270] [277.150] [276.151]
1 2 3 4 — — — — —

950 1413 — — — — — — —
300 973 — — — — — — —

— 5.0 — — — — — — —

138.90547 140.116 140.90765 144.242 [144.9127] 150.36
3 (3),4 (3),(4) 3 3 2,(3)

3737 3706 3793 3347 3300 (est.) 2067
1191 1071±3 1204 1294 1315 1347

6.7 6.78 6.77 7.00 6.475 7.54

[227.0278] 232.0381 [231.0359] 238.02891 [237.0482] [244.0642]

3 4 4,(5) 3,4,5,(6) 3,4,(5),6 3,(4),5,6
3500±300 4273 — 4091 4175 3505
1323 2023 1873 1405 913 914

10.07 11.70 15.40 18.90 20.45 19.80
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56
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Sr Nb
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57
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44

Rh
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Co

40
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2726

5
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BeLi
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59 60
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Pr Nd
62
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[Rn]7s25f146d7

61

atomic number atomic mass

common oxidation states (most stable)

boiling point /K

melting point /K

name

density /(g/cm3; 
g/L for gases)

All properties at 298.15 K and 1 bar unless noted.

symbol

electronic configuration

(solid, liquid,                     
gas, synthetic)
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3134
1808

7.86
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Fe
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the Elements 
 

4.002602
0

4.216

0.8 (26 bar)

0.1787

10.81 12.011 14.0069 15.9994 18.998403 20.1797
3 2,(±4) ±1,±2,(±3),4,5 -2 -1 0

4273 5100 77.4 90.188 85.01 27.102
2352 4098 (sub.) 63.29 54.8 53.53 24.48

2.34 2.62 1.2506 1.429 1.696 0.8999

26.981539 28.085 30.973762 32.07 35.45 39.948
3 2,(4),-4 ±3,(5) -2,4,(6) (±1),3,5,7 0

2792 3538 550 717.8 238.6 87.5
933.52 1683 317.3 388.36 172.17 84

2.702 2.33 1.82 2.07 3.214 1.7824

58.6934 63.546 65.38 69.723 72.63 74.92160 78.96 79.904 83.798
(2),3 1,(2) 2 3 2,(4) (±3),5 -2,(4),6 (±1),5 0

3186 2840 1180 2477 3103 886 (sub.) 958.1 331.93 120.9
1726 1356 692.73 302.93 1210.6 1090 (28 bar) 490 266 116.6

8.90 8.96 7.14 5.907 5.323 5.72 4.79 3.119 3.708

106.42 107.8682 112.411 114.818 118.710 121.760 127.60 126.90447 131.293
(2),4 1 2 3 2,(4) (±3),5 -2,(4),6 (±1),5,7 0

3213 2435 1038 2353 2875 1860 1263.1 457.35 (35 bar) 166.1
1825 1235.08 594.1 429.76 505.12 903.89 722.7 387 161.3

12.02 10.50 8.65 7.31 7.30 6.684 6.24 4.93 5.88

195.084 196.966569 200.59 204.384 207.2 208.98040 [208.9824] [209.9871] [222.0176]

2,(4) 1,(3) 1,(2) (1),3 (2),4 (3),5 2,(4) (±1),3,5,7 0
4100 3081 629.73 1730±10 2013 1833±5 1235 610 211
2045 1337.58 234.28 576.7 600.652 544.5 527 575 202

21.45 19.32 13.546 11.85 11.34 9.80 9.4 — 9.73

[281] [280.164] [285.174] [285] [289.187] [288] [293] [294] [294]
— — — — — — — — —

— — — — — — — — —
— — — — — — — — —

— — — — — — — — —

151.964 157.25 158.925 162.500 164.93032 167.259 168.93421 173.054
2,(3) 3 (3),4 3 3 3 2,(3) 2,(3)

1800 3546 3503 2840 2973 3141 2223 1469
1095 1586 1629 1685 1747 1802 1818 1092

5.259 7.895 8.27 8.536 8.80 9.05 9.33 6.98

[243.0614] [247.0704] [247.0703] [251.0796] [252.0830] [257.0951] [258.0984] [259.1010]

(3),4,5,6 (3),4 (3),4 (3),4 (2),3 3 2,3 2,3
2880 — — — — — — —
1267 1613 — — — — — —

13.6 13.5 — — — — — —
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A printable version of this periodic table is available from www.RoguePublishing.ca  



Periodic Table of 
 

1 H
25 0.44936

154 (–1) 0.05868
— 28.84

72.77 0.1815

13.598 —

— 2.20

3 Li 4 Be
145 145.92 105 292.4

78 (+1) 3 34 (+2) 12.2

— 25.08 — 16.40

59.63 84.7 — 200
5.3915 10.80 9.3227 31.30

75.639 0.98 18.211 1.57

11 Na 12 Mg
180 96.96 150 127.4

98 (+1) 2.598 79 (+2) 8.954
— 28.28 — 24.79

52.87 141 — 156

5.1386 21.00 7.6457 22.60

47.282 0.93 15.035 1.31

19 K 20 Ca 21 Sc 22 Ti 23 V 24 Cr 25 Mn 26 Fe 27 Co
220 79.87 180 153.6 160 314.2 140 421 135 0.452 140 344.3 140 226 140 349.6 135 376.5

133 (+1) 2.334 106 (+2) 8.54 83 (+3) 14.1 86 (+2) 15.45 79 (+2) 20.9 82 (+2) 16.9 91 (+2) 12.05 82 (+2) 13.8 82 (+2) 16.19

— 29.32 — 25.25 — 26.97 61 (+4) 24.89 54 (+5) 24.96 62 (+3) 23.40 52 (+4) 26.37 67 (+3) 24.57 64 (+3) 24.75

48.39 102.4 2.37 200 18.14 15.8 7.62 21.9 50.66 30.7 64.26 93.7 — 7.82 14.57 80.2 63.87 100
4.3406 13.90 6.1128 29.80 6.5616 1.77 6.8280 2.34 6.7461 4.89 6.7668 7.74 7.4343 0.70 7.9028 9.93 7.8810 17.20

31.632 0.82 11.871 1.00 12.800 1.36 13.575 1.54 14.655 1.63 16.485 1.66 15.640 1.55 16.188 1.83 17.080 1.88

37 Rb 38 Sr 39 Y 40 Zr 41 Nb 42 Mo 43 Tc 44 Ru 45 Rh
235 72.216 200 144 180 363 155 58.2 145 682 145 598 135 660 130 595 135 493

149 (+1) 2.192 127 (+2) 8.3 106 (+3) 11.4 109 (+2) 16.9 74 (+4) 26.4 92 (+2) 32 95 (+4) 24 77 (+3) 24 75 (+3) 21.5
— 31.02 — 26.29 — 26.67 87 (+4) 24.63 69 (+5) 24.16 62 (+6) 23.99 72 (+5) 20.56 65 (+4) 24.05 67 (+4) 24.90

46.88 58.2 4.63 35.3 29.62 17.2 41.10 22.7 86.16 53.7 72.17 138 53.07 50.6 101.31 117 109.71 150

4.1768 7.79 5.6952 7.62 6.2186 1.66 6.6342 2.36 6.7585 6.93 7.0923 18.70 7.2757 6.70 7.3607 13.70 7.4592 21.10

27.289 0.82 11.030 0.95 12.230 1.22 13.163 1.33 14.303 1.60 16.168 2.16 15.235 1.90 16.790 2.20 18.034 2.28

55 Cs 56 Ba 71 Lu 72 Hf 73 Ta 74 W 75 Re 76 Os 77 Ir
260 67.74 215 142 175 355.9 155 575 145 743 135 824 135 715 130 746 135 604

165 (+1) 2.092 143 (+2) 7.75 85 (+3) 18.6 84 (+4) 24.06 72 (+3) 31.6 62 (+6) 35.4 60 (+7) 33.2 67 (+4) 31.8 75 (+3) 26.1

— 31.90 — 28.01 — 26.25 — 24.99 64 (+5) 25.33 — 23.90 — 24.21 — 24.73 66 (+4) 24.99

45.51 35.9 13.95 18.4 — 16.4 ≈0 23 31.07 57.5 78.64 174 14.47 47.9 106.14 87.6 150.89 147
3.8939 4.89 5.2122 3.00 5.4257 1.85 6.8249 3.12 7.8872 7.61 7.9805 18.90 7.8768 5.42 8.7060 10.90 9.1206 19.70

23.157 0.79 10.004 0.89 13.888 1.27 14.925 1.30 15.546 1.50 17.619 2.36 13.059 1.90 16.583 2.20 16.583 2.20

87 Fr 88 Ra 103 Lr 104 Rf 105 Db 106 Sg 107 Bh 108 Hs 109 Mt
— — 215 — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

180 (+1) — 162 (+2) — 88 (+3) — — — — — — — — — — — — —
— — — 27.12 — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

44.38 15 — 18.6 — 10 — 23 — 58 — — — — — — — —

3.9384 3.00 5.2785 — 4.8712 — 6.0113 — — — — — — — — — — —

— 0.70 10.147 0.90 — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

57 La 58 Ce 59 Pr 60 Nd 61 Pm 62 Sm
195 414 185 414 185 296.8 185 273 185 — 185 166.4
122 (+3) 6.2 107 (+3) 5.46 106 (+3) 6.89 104 (+3) 7.14 109 (+3) — 108 (+3) 8.63

— 26.39 — 26.62 — 26.77 — 27.41 — 26.08 — 30.07

45.35 13.5 — 11.4 — 12.5 — 16.5 — 17.9 — 13.3

5.5770 1.26 5.5387 1.15 5.4620 1.48 5.5252 1.57 5.5967 — 5.6433 0.96

11.059 1.10 10.882 1.12 10.572 1.13 10.779 1.14 10.882 1.13 11.090 1.17

89 Ac 90 Th 91 Pa 92 U 93 Np 94 Pu
195 — 180 514.4 180 — 175 477 175 — 175 344

162 (+2) — 99 (+3) 16.1 113 (+3) 12.3 103 (+3) 8.52 110 (+3) 5.19 108 (+3) 2.84

— — — 27.84 89 (+5) 27.72 80 (+6) 28.56 82 (+6) 28.45 81 (+6) 31.73

33.77 12 — 54 — 47 — 27.6 — 6.3 — 6.74
5.1718 — 6.0838 6.53 5.8869 5.29 6.1937 3.80 6.2652 0.82 6.0600 0.67

12.126 1.10 11.504 1.30 — 1.50 14.717 1.38 — 1.36 — 1.28

4
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*

**

3 5 6 7 8 9

1

2

atomic radius /pm enthalpy of vaporization /(kJ/mol)

ionic radius (charge) /pm enthalpy of fusion /(kJ/mol)

ionic radius (charge) /pm molar heat capacity /(J/(mol·K))

electron affinity /(kJ/mol) thermal conductivity /(W/(m·K))
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second ionization energy /eV electronegativity (Pauling)

All properties at 298.15 K and 1 bar unless noted.
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Preface 

This text has evolved from my lecture notes and has been refined through iterations of in-class 
use. It has been expanded to include all the topics commonly taught in a full-year introductory 
chemistry course plus eleven chapters on the applications of chemistry in specialized fields.  

My goals in writing this text are to produce a document that flows smoothly from one topic to 
another, builds upon material previously learned, and emphasizes the interconnectivity of 
seemingly disparate topics in chemistry, science, and the ‘real world’. A secondary emphasis is 
on brevity — saying more with less — in the words of William Strunk, “Omit needless words!”* 

Other features of this text: 

• IUPAC and ISO† have long-established standards for communicating science. Deviation 
from these standards are surprisingly common, but deviations introduce learning barriers. 
While these barriers may be small, they can be frustrating to students who later discover 
that material previously learned is incorrect. This leads students to question their previous 
and current instructors and all the knowledge they have acquired. This text adopts the 
IUPAC standards as presented in Quantities, Units and Symbols in Physical Chemistry, 3rd 
ed., Cambridge: RSC publishing, 2007. 

• There is an emphasis on real-world problems. Many of the in-chapter examples and 
exercises, and end-of-chapter exercises explore real-world problems and use accurate 
scientific data.‡ 

• Figures, tables, and equations have a unified numbering system, providing easier location 
of a given item. 

• Figures are true to experimental data; no artistic license has been applied. 

• Related information is presented in bulleted, 
~

~




, or stacked, 
a
b

  
 
  

, form. 

• The language is mostly active. This may sound different at first (‘reaction enthalpy’ vs. 
‘enthalpy of reaction’), but provides the same information, is easier to read, and is concise. 

• My education is in physical and analytical chemistry, and I am comfortable writing about 
these topics. Sections and chapters in other disciplines, including the applications’ chapters 
are either authored or reviewed by expert educators in the respective fields. 

                                                 
* For an introductory communication guide, consider Communicating Science, available from www.Rogue

Publishing.ca Communicating Science provides students with a foundation for writing, reviewing, and presenting 
scientific information. Communicating Science builds a solid foundation for students communicating in all areas 
of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.  

† IUPAC: International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry, <www.iupac.org> 
ISO: International Organization for Standards, <www.iso.org> 

‡ I may be naïve, but when I read real-world problems in other textbooks, I assume the data to be accurate. I was 
shocked to find that some texts adjust the values to suit the problem. To the best of my knowledge, Exploring 
Chemistry text uses the correct scientific data for all exercise and examples.  
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Order of instruction 

There is more material in this text that can reasonably be covered in two terms of introductory 
chemistry. This provides instructors with sufficient material to formally teach and provides 
students with an foundation in other areas of chemistry. 

The text is organized from atoms → molecules → reactions → applications. However, this is not 
the only valid progression and many instructors prefer to teach chemistry in alternative orders. 
For instructors interested in rapidly delving into chemical reactions, the following sequence is 
possible: 

• Chapter 1 (Foundations) 

• Chapter 4 (Molecular Entities) 

• Chapter 11 (Chemical Reactions) 

If students are not introduced to quantum mechanics in first year, instructors may omit Chapter 3 
(Quantum Theory) and Chapter 6 (Quantum Mechanical Bonding Theories) with little impact on 
the remainder of the chapters. Other chapters mention quantum mechanics to imbue the 
relevance of quantum mechanics and/or to provide an alternate perspective on the material. A 
few exercises in other chapters expect students to have an understanding of quantum mechanics. 
However, students may omit the information and questions with little loss of understanding. 

Chapter 4 (Molecular Entities) presents nomenclature of both inorganic and organic entities, 
leaving Chapter 11 (Chemical Reactions) and Chapter 12 (Synthetic Chemistry) to focus on 
chemical reactions. Gas phase reactions are often inorganic in nature; consequently, it is better to 
present Chapter 10 (States of Matter: Gases) before Chapter 11 (Chemical Reactions). 

Instructors may teach the modules on kinetics, equilibria, and thermodynamics in any order. 
Each module references other modules when explaining how the current topic fits into the bigger 
picture of chemistry and science as a whole. The concept maps further emphasize these 
relationships. I recommend the thermodynamics module be taught last because sections 19.9 
(Thermodynamics and equilibria) and 19.10 (Thermodynamics and kinetics) link 
thermodynamics to equilibria and kinetics, tying all three together and leaving students with an 
appreciation for the interconnectivity of these seemingly disparate topics. In the equilibrium 
module, the commonalities of all forms of equilibria are presented in Chapter 15 (Principles of 
Chemical Equilibria) to emphasize exactly that — that all equilibria have a common origin and a 
common method of solution. Chapter 16 (Acid-Base Equilibria) and Chapter 17 (Ionic 
Equilibria) then detail the nuances of acid-base, solubility, and complex-ion equilibria. 

The last module contains chapters on applications of chemistry. These chapters enable 
instructors to include topics of current and student interest in their course. Some chapters expect 
students to cover other chapters in Exploring Chemistry before completing the application 
chapter. 

Tables and figures 

They say a picture is worth a thousand words. Figures and tables are integrated into the text and 
are integral in understanding the material. Do not skip them! 
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Concept maps 

Each module contains a concept map showing the interconnectivity of the material in that 
module. In many cases, the links are mathematical in nature. 

Chemistry in action  

These short stories illustrate or augment the concepts presened in the text. 

End of chapter exercises 

Do you like mathematics? How about word problems in mathematics? 

 Welcome to chemistry! 

Much of chemistry is exactly that: mathematical word problems. Chapter 1 (Foundations) and 
Appendix A (Mathematical Review) contain a summary of the mathematics required to answer 
the exercises in this text. Calculus is not required, but the text presents simple calculus-based 
derivations to emphasize the mathematical foundation of science and for students who are taking 
calculus. 

You may have learned very specific procedures for identifying and solving certain types of 
problems. This approach fails when you cannot categorize a problem. For most problems, there 
is often more than one valid pathway to the solution of an exercise. Some pathways are better 
than others, but there may be more than one ‘best’ pathway. This text presents general problem-
solving strategies that may be applied to a range of problems. You will be able to apply these 
strategies to learning in other courses. 

There are between 60 and 100 exercises at the end of each 
chapter. Completion of the exercises is critical to learning and 
developing a true understanding of the material. The 
Integrative Exercises require you to apply knowledge and 
skills from the entire chapter and sometimes from other 
chapters to complete the exercise. 

Appendix C provides answers to all the exercises. The 
Solutions Manual does not contain — amazingly — the 
worked solutions to the exercises! Instead, it contains one or 
more pathways to obtain the answer. The Introduction to the 
Solutions Manual explains why.  

learn

teach

Teaching is the conveyance of information in a
        mode that facilitates learning.
Learning is the integration of information leading 
        to an increase in knowledge and/or skill.
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Learning and study guide 
KNOWLEDGE exists as neural networks in the brain. LEARNING is a biophysical process and occurs when new 
connections form between neurons, expanding the neural network. These connections are not permanent. 
Repeated use, in varied forms, is critical to strengthening the connections and expanding them to other 
networks. Without repetition and continued use, connections degenerate. 

1. Read the text before class. 
Don’t expect to understand it all, just read it. Reading the textbook before class acquaints you with the information so that the 
classroom is where you see the material for the second time. You will find yourself saying, “Oh, so that’s what the textbook 
means!” 

2. When studying, don’t just read, write and talk! 
Writing and talking are forms of active learning. 

Taking notes, rewriting your notes, and completing assignments use motor skills that further strengthen and expand the neural 
networks. Rewriting your notes (weekly and again at the end of term) forces you to critically review the information, follow the 
‘train-of-thought’ of the instructor, and repeat it in your own words. Importantly, you end up with a smaller but complete set of 
notes from which to study! When studying, work through exercises in a simulated examination environment (i.e., without 
consulting the solutions manual). Cue cards or a ‘super-summary’ of your notes are a great study tool. These contain only the 
major concepts and key points; read a key point and then fill in the details in your mind. 

Talking forces you to dynamically formulate your knowledge into coherent statements, again using and expanding the neural 
networks. Working in peer groups (two to six people) is an excellent way to pool and share knowledge. Students often explain 
concepts in a way that peers can relate to and teaching others is an excellent way to learn. 

3. Don’t pull ‘all-nighters’. 
Your ability to learn when fatigued is very low. Furthermore, your mind’s ability to recall information and dynamically 
formulate answers is faster if you get a good night’s sleep, not live off caffeine, etc. 

4. Don’t study right up to the exam. 
Take at least a four-hour break before the exam. Your mind can better consolidate what you have learned if you aren’t 
cramming more in. Get active: go for a walk, to the gym, etc. Exercise will refresh your mind and you will be able to recall 
information faster. 

Exam-taking suggestions 

1. Read the exam start to finish. 
This should take no more than a few minutes but will give you an overview of the entire exam. Your mind will begin 
processing all the questions. Some instructors even give hints/answers to questions in other questions. 

How many times have you been stumped on a question during the exam and then, while walking away, had a revelation on how 
to answer it. You weren’t thinking about it, were you? Now consider if your mind had been unconsciously processing that 
question for a while longer (like from the start of the exam). 

2. Go through the exam and answer questions you know ‘by heart’. 
Your train-of-thought should be, “One: I know how to do this … <answer>. Two: not a clue. Three: hmmm, not really sure. 
Four: oh yeah, that’s how four is done … <answer>. Five: like this … <answer>. Six: … ” 

Rereading the questions will keep your mind working on them. When the revelation strikes: “Oh yeah, that’s how question 
three is done!”, go back and complete three while it is still fresh in your mind. If you are stuck on a question, move on to the 
next one. 

3. Go through the exam and write something for questions you haven’t tried yet. 
As you take higher-level courses, questions become more complex and there may be more than one path to the correct answer. 
Writing may spark an idea. Try rewriting the question in your own words and jotting down ideas. Don’t be afraid to write 
something that may be wrong. If nothing else, putting something on paper gives the instructor something to mark!  

4. Reread each question and your answer. 
If you begin to second-guess yourself, leave the first answer! Studies have shown that the first answer is more often correct. 
Only change an answer if there is an obvious mistake, like you misinterpreted the question. For mathematical questions, 
consider: 

 Is the answer of reasonable magnitude? Is it dimensionally correct (unit analysis)? 

 Redo the calculations to ensure you haven’t made a simple mathematical error. 
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Demonstrations 

Possible demonstrations are sprinkled throughout the text. These demonstrations may aid in 
improving student learning and student interest. Full details are not given; instructors may find 
detailed instructions in any number of books and academic websites devoted to chemistry 
demonstrations. Please practice any demonstration prior to presenting it in class and have 
sufficient safety equipment available at all times. 

Website 

www.ExploringChemistry.com contains the complete Exploring Chemistry textbook in 
electronic form plus additional resources and links that may be of value to you as you learn 
chemistry. 

Challenges for you (students and instructors) 

This text is by no means complete. New chemical processes, new scientific understanding, and 
new pedagogical strategies are regularly developed. I want this text to exist as a living document 
— to grow and evolve with our understanding of chemistry. My challenges for you: 

 when you encounter chemistry in your courses and careers, please endeavour to explain the 
process to me. By explaining it to me, you gain a better understanding of the process and I 
get another example for the text and supplemental resources. 

◦ a barista learning why coffee goes bitter 

◦ an aeronautical engineer developing polymer glues for airlines to reduce the number 
of rivets 

◦ a pharmacist learning the pharmacology and pharmacokinetics of a drug 

◦ chemistry is everywhere! 

 when you discover an error in this text, please let me know. I endeavour to maintain 
scientific accuracy, but mistakes and misunderstandings occur. And I want to correct them! 

 provide me with your feedback on this text: areas require additional detail, areas where 
detail can be reduced, alternate ways of presenting a topic, and how the content is 
generally presented. 

 

Have fun! Enthusiasm will positively affect the learning environment and your learning. 

 

Thank-you, 
Roy Jensen 
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Chapter 1. Foundations 

Science represents a domain of knowledge accumulated by systematic study and organized by 
general principles. With the evolution of science over millennia, three disciplines emerged: 
chemistry, physics, and biology. 

Physics is the study of matter, energy, and their interactions, ranging from the fundamental 
building blocks of matter to interstellar interactions. 

Chemistry is the study of the composition, structure, properties, and reactivity of matter, 
especially of atomic and molecular systems. 

Biology is the study of life and of living organisms, including their structure, function, 
growth, origin, evolution, and distribution. 

Continued scientific advances have introduced further divisions and regrouping of chemistry, 
physics, and biology. The map on page 1 illustrates some of the current disciplines. 

It is important to realize that science is not fixed and that no discipline exists in isolation. 
Scientists constantly look outside their discipline for ideas and technologies to better conduct and 
interpret their own research. This interconnectivity creates an ever-expanding web of science. 
Mathematics, a substantive discipline itself, is an integral part of all scientific disciplines. As you 
proceed through this text, your course, and future studies, you will observe the integration of 
mathematics into chemistry and the interconnectivity of all disciplines. 

Surrounding the web of science on page 1 are some aspects of society that use, influence, and are 
influenced by science. Simply: everything. 

The impact of science on the world around you — the real world — is emphasized in this text. 

 

Science is a verb! 
 

Science is… Science is not…

developing a self-consistent understanding of nature believing without questioning

developing theories from collected data finding data that fits established beliefs

questioning theories to improve understanding reading books and textbooks

conducting experiments to test theories completing textbook exercises  
Before someone engages in science, they must understand the foundation that has already been 
laid. Your grade school and university education endeavours to build a foundation of knowledge 
to help you understand the world from a scientific perspective and to, if you choose, have a 
career in science. Please note that, like all of science, this foundation is not fixed. Future 
experiments gradually changing our understanding of nature and reshape the foundation. 
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1.1 Chemistry: the science of change 

Chemistry is often called the science of change because chemical research involves exploring 
how molecular entities interact and react. Chemists are interested in understanding reactivity 
with the desire to develop methods and procedures to produce new entities with specific 
properties. Consideration of chemical interactions is critical in the design and development of 
every product marketed today. Some examples include: 

• pharmaceutical companies employ chemists to design drugs to treat a specific illness and 
to monitor the drug, its metabolites, and their effect on various body systems 

• many industries (building, automotive, marine, etc.) employ chemists to develop alloys, 
polymers, pigments, and paints that are unreactive to their environment: sun, heat, water, 
salt water, fuel, etc. 

• petroleum companies employ chemists to optimize the refining of crude oil, to understand 
and optimize the combustion process, to assess the effect of emissions locally and globally, 
and to develop alternatives to fossil fuels 

 
Do you know someone who …  
 • was saved by an airbag? 
 • received an injection of epinephrine after an allergic reaction (peanuts, bee stings, etc.)? 
 • is diabetic and has undergone dialysis or uses insulin? 
 • wears clothes made from nylon, polyester, polycotton, gortex, kevlar, etc.? 
 • drinks decaffeinated coffee? 
Then you need to thank a chemist. 

Chemistry itself is divided into several sub-disciplines: analytical, biological, inorganic, organic, 
and physical chemistry. 

Analytical chemistry investigates and develops methods for the separation, identification, and 
quantification of individual molecular entities within matter. For example, analytical chemists in 
medical laboratories identify and quantify chemicals in blood and tissue; in forensic laboratories 
identify unknown molecular entities and match persons and/or objects to a crime; in 
environmental stations monitor pollutants in air, water, and soil; and in industrial environments 
monitor the purity of a desired product and cleanliness of effluent. 

Biological chemistry (biochemistry) investigates the chemical processes within living organisms. 
For example, biochemists investigate metabolic pathways and how drugs and toxins interfere 
with these pathways, biochemical changes within animals as their environment changes (such as 

salmon transitioning from freshwater streams to oceans and vice-versa), and the processes involved in 
biological transformations (such as metamorphosis). Biochemistry has evolved to such a level that it 
is often considered a separate discipline. 

Inorganic chemistry investigates molecular entities, with or without carbon, that are not 
biological in nature. For example, inorganic chemists develop processes and catalysts to increase 
synthetic rates, and study the bonding of metal ions with organic and inorganic entities to better 
predict the interaction and reactivity of similar molecular entities. Superconductors, stainless 
steels, and many industrial processes are the result of inorganic research. 
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Organic chemistry investigates carbon-containing molecular entities involved in or derived from 
biological processes. For example, organic chemists discover and investigate new procedures for 
manipulating functional groups, develop and optimize synthetic pathways for commercialization, 
and synthesize molecular entities with specific, desired properties. 

Physical chemistry investigates molecular entities and chemical reactions at the atomic level to 
understand the energetics in chemical bonding and reactivity. For example, physical chemists 
selectively excite and/or dissociate molecular entities and observe the distribution of energy in 
the products, investigate how surfaces and electric fields affect the stability and reactivity of 
molecular entities, and use computers to model molecular entities and chemical reactions to 
understand their stability and reactivity. 

The line between organic and inorganic chemistry is blurred by the use of organic entities in the 
synthesis of metal-containing entities and the use of metals in organic synthesis. The difference 
reduces to whether one is more interested in the metallic or the organic portion of the 
synthesized entity. Analytical and physical chemistry both focus on identification and 
quantification of molecular entities. The difference reduces to whether the chemist is more 
interested in quantifying the molecular entities or understanding the properties of the molecular 
entities. Thus, while the above sub-disciplines are common, one could propose alternatives, such 
as the following: 

Synthetic chemistry is the design and synthesis of molecular entities. 

Quantitative chemistry is the identification, quantification, and characterization of 
molecular entities. 

Figure 1.1 illustrates the chemical spectrum as one progresses through chemistry courses towards 
a chosen career.* 
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Figure 1.1 The divisions of chemistry you will encounter if you choose to pursue a chemistry-related 

career. As you progress through your courses, your scientific understanding decreases. The 
research level is, by definition, at the frontiers of understanding. 
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Chemical reactions are evident through observation of change in the nature and/or composition 
of matter. Reactions occur at all timescales. The conversion of biological matter to fossil fuels 
supposedly takes millions of years (see the essay on page 916). Conversely, the combustion of fossil 
fuel in an engine occurs in milliseconds.* 

1.2 Scientific inquiry 

By definition, science involves the systematic study of nature. In science, it is paramount that 
others can understand and reproduce an experiment. The interpretation of the results adds to the 
foundation of knowledge and influences the design of future experiments. Realize that results 
(data) are unchanging facts, but the interpretation of results may vary from person to person and 
over time. With additional information, often gleaned from additional experimentation, the 
interpretation of specific results may change. 

A few scientific concepts with changing interpretations: 

• Plate tectonics and the concept of the supercontinent Pangaea was proposed in 1912 and 
was soundly rejected by scientists who thought there was insufficient energy on the earth’s 
surface to move that much matter. In the 1930s, thermal convection in the mantle was 
discovered. In the 1960s, mapping of the ocean floor discovered the mid-Atlantic trench 
and mapping of global earthquakes showed regions with high earthquake activity. Only 
with all of this data did the concept of plate tectonics finally gain acceptance by the 
scientific community. 

• In the early 1900s, scientists began to understand heredity and realized that the body 
contained characteristic genetic material that was passed to progeny. One major question 
was where the genetic information was stored: in proteins or DNA? DNA was rejected 
because it contained only four subunits and was very fragile, regularly breaking during 
analysis. Proteins are composed of 20 different amino acids (similar to our own alphabet) and 
are more robust. Only with the discovery of DNA structure by Watson and Crick (Nobel 
Prize 1962) and the discovery of DNA codec’s did science reconsider DNA. The theory that 
the DNA strands could separate and code for various proteins and the ultimate discovery of 
the DNA → RNA → protein synthesis in the 1970s finally confirmed that DNA carried the 
genetic material. 

• In the 1960s, scientists were determining the properties of water and required small 
amounts of very pure water, which they had to make. After extensive purification, the 
scientists discovered that the water had different physical properties to normal water: 

                                                 
* Learning in any subject is a process of building upon one’s existing knowledge. Previous courses have already 

introduced you to many of the concepts in this text. This text builds upon this introduction and takes you to an 
increased level of understanding. Future courses will begin with the foundation laid by this and other texts, and 
on your knowledge of the world around you. 

 Consider dance: first you learn the basic steps. Then you combine those steps into certain complex patterns — a 
dance. Combined in another pattern, the steps form another dance. Regular practice of the basic steps and the 
dances brings greater skill and deeper understanding of movement, rhythm, etc.  
 Similarly for learning a musical instrument.  
 Similarly for learning science. 
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boiling points above 100 °C, melting points down to –40 °C, and increased densities and 
viscosities. They proposed a new form of water, polywater. Other scientists repeated the 
experiments and obtained the same results. One problem was that the reported boiling 
point, melting point, density, etc. varied from experiment to experiment. Another problem 
was bulk samples of polywater could not be produced. In the end, it was discovered that 
the glassware was contaminated with organic entities (like grease or sweat from a person’s hand). 
The anomalous results disappeared when strict cleaning protocols were followed. 

• Section 2.1 shows that our understanding of the atom has undergone numerous revisions as 
new experimental results could not be explained by the current theory. 

• Many more examples are scattered throughout this text. 

Healthy? foods …  

Many foods have a roller-coaster relationship with nutritionists. Below are just a few … . 

Eggs were once considered the ideal food. They were an excellent source of protein, vitamins, 
minerals, low in calories, and inexpensive. They also, however, have a greater percentage of 
cholesterol than any other food. When the relationship between cholesterol, atherosclerosis, and 
heart disease was discovered in the 1960s, all foods containing cholesterol were labelled ‘bad’, 
eggs especially so. Subsequent studies discovered there were different forms of cholesterol and 
that the body processes each form differently, some better than others. The body processes the 
cholesterol in eggs well. The Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada now states, “most people 
can eat eggs in moderation without any harmful increase in blood cholesterols.” 

Fats and oils are chemically similar. Fats, with a longer hydrocarbon chain than oils, are solids 
at room temperature; oils are liquids. Saturated fats do not contain any double bonds; unsaturated 
fats have one (monounsaturated) or more (polyunsaturated) double bonds. There are two possible 
configurations of the double bond: cis or trans. In the early 1900s, scientists developed a 

O

HO

O

HO

O
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oleic acid – a cis-unsatuated omega-9 fatty acid found in olive oil.

elaidic acid – a trans-unsatuated fatty acid found in margarine

alpha linolenic acid (ALA) – a cis-polyunsatuated omega-3 fatty acid.

 
Coffee: the risks and benefits of coffee are the subject of heated debate. Not surprisingly, coffee 
is both good for you and bad for you. According to recent studies, coffee is a source of 
antioxidants and lowers the risk of diabetes and cardiovascular disease. Conversely, caffeine is 
an addictive drug that acts as a stimulant, diuretic (increases urine output), and can cause headaches 

technique to convert unsaturated oils to satur- 
ated fats. Butter and shortening are saturated. 
Margarine was predominantly unsaturated. In 
the 1960s, producers marketed unsaturated 
trans fats as a healthy alternative to saturated 
fats. By the late 1980s, researchers understood 
that trans fats form ‘bad’ cholesterol and 
reduce the amount of ‘good’ cholesterol. Only 
since 2000 has the food and restaurant industry 
made the shift back to saturated fats.
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and increase blood pressure. The current belief is that up to four cups per day won’t hurt and 
may help. Time will tell. 

Sodium ions are one of the main entities used in nerve signal propagation and muscle activity. 
We need sodium to survive: it is recommended we ingest around 2.5 grams per day. The problem 
is that table salt (sodium chloride, NaCl) is an inexpensive flavorant. Most prepared foods contain 
the recommended daily amount of sodium. Look at a can of soup or a ready-to-eat dinner. They 
contain up to 100 percent of the recommended daily amount. Furthermore, table salt is refined to 
remove other trace, essential minerals. Excess sodium causes a person to urinate more 
frequently, which can result in dehydration and depletion of other essential minerals. 

Potatoes are reasonably healthy. However, they are plants with a nasty streak. Potatoes have 
evolved the ability to produce toxic chemicals when their flesh is exposed to air. This ability 
evolved as a natural response to insects and worms that feed on potatoes. Humans have a 
fondness for french fries and potato chips (chips and crisps in Europe). The production of these 
comfort foods involves cutting the potato and exposing large areas of its flesh. These areas 
produce toxins, which are themselves toxic to humans. A more serious concern is acrylamide, a 

O
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Breastfeeding: over hundreds of millions of years, mammalian females evolved and optimized 
(through natural selection) the ability to provide milk to their young. In the 1950s, companies that 
produced breast milk replacement (formula) began extensively promoting formula over breast 
milk. ‘Research’ funded by the formula companies ‘showed’ that formula was better. And the 
medical community bought into the idea that a manmade product was better than evolution. In 
the 1970s, over 75 percent of infants were exclusively formula fed. Subsequently unbiased 
studies showed that the original research was flawed. These studies found that breastfed infants 
are statistically healthier, happier, and smarter than formula fed infants. Studies have found links 
between formula-fed infants and increased risk of asthma, diabetes, eczema, intestinal problems, 
low immune function, and higher rates of infections. A 2008 study of 14 000 infants showed an 
average 5.4 IQ increase for breastfed infants. 

The above beliefs are current to 2012. There is a very good chance that some are not believed today. 

There is no single procedure for conducting research — no single scientific method.  Rather, 
research begins and proceeds via the general framework in Figure 1.2. In reality, there is also no 
beginning or end to research. Research builds on work done previously, and publishing the 
results allows others to conduct further research. 

known carcinogen. When food high in carbohydrates are cooked at high tempera-
tures (deep fryers, grills, roasters, toasters, etc.), acrylamide forms. Potato chips, french 
fries, and flour-based foods cooked at high temperatures (baked breads, pizza breads, 

cereals, toast) contain high acrylamide levels.
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Figure 1.2 A framework for scientific inquiry. 

We make observations every day — the traffic light is going to turn red, what a beautiful sunset, 
it will probably rain tomorrow — but these observations do not advance science until one looks 
beyond the observation: 

1. How do drivers react when they suspect the light will turn red? 

2. What causes the colors in the sunset? 

3. What is it about the environment that makes me believe that rain is coming? 

More generally, these questions are 

Why does ____ occur? 

What happens if ____?  

Can we make ____ happen? 

All of these questions lead to the formation of one or more hypotheses. 

A hypothesis is a proposed and testable explanation of a phenomena. A good hypothesis explains 
the phenomena and predicts the outcome of future research. If the predictions are incorrect, the 
hypothesis is rejected. If the predictions are correct, the hypothesis gains strength and credibility. 
The predict–test–update hypothesis cycle continues to refine the hypothesis to more accurately 
explain the phenomena and to establish the applicable range of the hypothesis. Once 
understanding is achieved, the results are published. Publishing adds this information to the body 
of scientific knowledge for other scientists to evaluate, support, criticize, and build upon.  

1. Assuming that drivers want to be safe on the road, drivers will slow down in anticipation 
of the light turning red. 

2. The colors in the sunset occur because the Earth’s atmosphere is acting as a prism. 
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3. Together, increasingly thick and dark clouds, falling temperatures, and high humidity 
suggest that precipitation is forthcoming. 

A theory is a set of rigorously tested statements or principles that explain a phenomena and can 
be used to make predictions about a phenomena. Evolving from a hypothesis, a theory is 
accepted by the scientific community as a correct explanation of a phenomena, but can still be 
disproved. The transition of a hypothesis into a theory may take millennia. Established theories 
include 

• evolution 

• quantum theory 

• theory of relativity 

A scientific law is a concise statement that describes the relationships among phenomena. Laws 
are often mathematical. Accepted laws include 

• the law of conservation of energy 

• the law of conservation of mass 

• the ideal gas law 

More succinctly: a law explains what occurs and a theory explains why something occurs. 

It is interesting to note that many theories and laws are valid at one level but fail at another. In 
science, models and theories do not need universal validity to be accepted. Section 10.7 (Real 
gases) discusses the validity of the ideal gas law. 

▼——————————————— 

Consider the example of the traffic light turning red. Two possible predictions 
are: “Observing a light about to turn red, young drivers will more frequently 

drive aggressively to make it through the intersection” and “Increasing the warning time prior to 
red lights has decreased the rate of collisions at intersections.” Researchers could test the first by 
interviewing drivers of varying ages and observing them drive a simulated route. The results 
could then be correlated to the driver’s age (and sex, marital status, etc.). They could test the second 
prediction by identifying intersections that have had the warning time increased or decreased, 
and then investigating the accident records to determine the accident frequency.* 

———————————————▲ 

                                                 
* This technique is called ‘data mining’ because the information already exists, but has to be extracted and 

analyzed in a way not originally intended. 

EXAMPLE 1.3 

 2Related through E m c
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Pseudoscience 

Pseudoscience is any concept, model, or theory presented as scientific, but that does not have 
supporting scientific evidence and/or cannot be tested via the scientific method. Science is 
founded on testing and evolving the hypothesis, with the realization and acceptance that the 
hypothesis may be wrong. Pseudoscience is founded on selecting evidence that supports the 
hypothesis and discounting contradictory evidence. 

The internet has created a situation where sales people — selling products and ideas — have an 
inexpensive and direct link to the consumer: you. The best way to distinguish science from 
pseudoscience is to have a good understanding of science. 

1.3 Système Internationale d’Unités (the Metric system) 

Communication of scientific information must be in a manner that allows for easy understanding 
by the intended audience. 

One key aspect of communication is to use a unified system for reporting information. Most 
countries (including the United Kingdom and the United States) have adopted the metric system* for 
reporting scientific information. Additionally, there are established guidelines for presenting 
scientific information. The International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) works 
with the International Organization for Standards (ISO) to develop standards for presenting 
chemical information, from pharmaceutical sciences, to industrial factories, to research 
laboratories. With everyone speaking the same scientific language, it is easier to convey 
information. 

Seven fundamental dimensions form the basis for all measurable quantities. Dimensions are the 
general quantities required to label a number; dimensions do not have magnitude. Units are a 
specific amount of a dimension used in measurements. For example: length is a dimension; 
common units of length include the meter, centimeter, foot, and inch. Additionally, some 
numbers are dimensionless, like π (π = 3.1415927 … ). 

                                                 
* The Metric System was originally developed in France with the name Système Internationale d’Unités, hence the 

common abbreviation: SI. 
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Table 1.4 Fundamental dimensions in the metric system. 

Name Abbreviation

mass kilogram kg kg, g, mg, µg, ng

length meter m km, m, cm, mm, nm, pm

time second s s, ms, µs

temperature kelvin K K, mK

electric current amp A A, mA, µA

luminosity candela cd cd, mcd, µcd

amount of substance mole mol kmol, mol, mmol, µmol

SI Unit
Dimension Often used as

 
To address instances when the quantity is very small or very large, the metric system attaches a 
prefix that indicates an order of magnitude multiplier to the unit. 

Table 1.5 Order of magnitude multipliers of the metric system. 

Exponential Expanded

yotta Y 1024 1 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000

zetta Z 1021 1 000 000 000 000 000 000 000

exa E 1018 1 000 000 000 000 000 000

peta P 1015 1 000 000 000 000 000

tera T 1012 1 000 000 000 000 trillion

giga G 109 1 000 000 000 billion

mega M 106 1 000 000 million

kilo k 103 1 000 thousand

hecto h 102 100 hundred

deca  da 101 10

——  1 1

deci d 10-1 0.1

centi c 10-2 0.01 parts per hundred (%)

milli m 10-3 0.001 parts per thousand (ppt)

micro µ 10-6 0.000 001 parts per million (ppm)

nano n 10-9 0.000 000 001 parts per billion (ppb)

pico p 10-12 0.000 000 000 001 parts per trillion (ppt; pptr)

femto f 10-15 0.000 000 000 000 001

atto a 10-18 0.000 000 000 000 000 001

zepto z 10-21 0.000 000 000 000 000 000 001

yocto y 10-24 0.000 000 000 000 000 000 000 001

SI Prefix Symbol
Value

Common Name

 
Every other dimension is derived from one or more fundamental dimensions. 
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Table 1.6 Selected dimensions and common units. 

Dimension Common Units
area  = length  · length = (length )2

volume  = length  · length  · length  = (length )3 1 L = 1000 cm3, 1 cm3 = 1 mL

force  = mass  · length  / time 2 N = kg·m/s2 = kg·m·s–2

energy  = mass  · length 2 / time 2 J = kg·m2/s2 = kg·m2·s–2

density  = mass  / volume  = mass  / length 3 kg/m3, g/cm3, g/mL

concentration  = mole  / volume  = mole  / length 3 mol/L, kmol/m3
 

▼——————————————— 

Below are some common applications of units in science and society: 

• your mass is measured in kilograms, kg 

• the mass of laboratory samples is measured in grams, g, and milligrams, mg 

◦ a paperclip weighs about one gram. Visualize cutting a paperclip into 1000 pieces; 
each piece weighs about one milligram, or 0.001 grams. Again cutting one piece into 
1000 pieces gives micrograms. Most analytical instruments (0) can readily detect 
microgram quantities of a chemical entity; several are able to detect nano and 
picogram quantities.  

• the wavelength of light is measured in nanometers, nm 

• environmental pollutants are measured in micrograms pollutant per gram sample, µg/g or 
ppm, nanograms pollutant per gram sample, ng/g or ppb, or picograms pollutant per gram 
sample, pg/g or ppt*,† 

• cordless phones currently operate at one of: 900 MHz‡, 1.2 GHz, or 2.4 GHz 

• cellular phones operate at numerous frequencies between 824 and 950 MHz and between 
1850 and 1990 MHz 

• your computer likely has a gigahertz, GHz, processor and gigabytes, GB, of RAM and 
hard-drive space 

———————————————▲ 

                                                 
* We learn in Chapter 9 that solids and liquid contaminants are measured by mass (ppm by mass), while gaseous 

contaminants are measured by moles (ppm by moles, often stated ‘by volume’). 

† ppm is calculated the same as percentage: determine the fraction of 
specific entity

total entities
 and multiply by 106 ppm. 

  Consider an exam grade of 43 out of 50: 
43

100 % 86 %
50

   

  Consider 4.2·10–5 grams of lead in 1.00 gram of water: 
5

64.2 10 g Pb
10 ppm 42 ppm Pb

g water


   

‡ Hertz (Hz) is cycles per second.  

EXAMPLE 1.7 
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A closer look …  

Looking specifically at mass, we find that the terms ‘weight’ and ‘mass’ are often used 
incorrectly in society and even in some science texts. Mass is an intrinsic, unchanging property 
of matter in the presence of an external force. Weight is one type of force. Weight and mass are 
mathematically related: weight = mass · acceleration. The common unit of mass is grams or 
kilograms; the unit of weight is newtons (N = kg·m/s2). For stationary bodies, the acceleration is 
the acceleration by gravity, g = 9.81 m/s2. When asked, “How much do you weigh?”, the correct 
response would be, “7360 newtons,” assuming your mass is 75.0 kg and you are stationary on 
Earth. Weight depends on location. 

Consider a mass of 75.0 kg 

• in orbit* around the earth: g = 0.0 m/s2; w = 0 N 

• on the top of Mount Everest: g = 9.76 m/s2; w = 7320 N 

• in a car accelerating horizontally at 5.00 m/s2, the net acceleration is 11.01 m/s2 and the 
weight is 8250 N 

• in an elevator accelerating upwards at 1.00 m/s2: g = 10.81 m/s2 and w = 8110 N; 
accelerating downwards at 1.00 m/s2: g = 8.81 m/s2 and w = 6610 N 

Consider a block of wood with a mass of 328 grams. How much would the block weigh if the 
balance were under water? Its mass is still 328 grams, but it would have negative weight because 
wood is buoyant in water. Buoyancy is the upward force that the surrounding fluid exerts on a 
body. The buoyant force of water makes wood float, makes some people float, and decreases the 
force required to lift objects in water. The buoyant force of air (air is a gaseous fluid) makes helium 
balloons float and affects the measurement of every other object! Correcting for the buoyancy is 
required for high precision work. (See section 10.4 for details.) 

Looking at temperature, the kelvin temperature scale is based on the thermodynamic condition 
where a minimum amount of kinetic energy is stored within a system. This occurs at absolute 
zero: 0 K. However, the celsius scale is commonly used in science and society. The celsius scale 
defines, under standard conditions, the freezing point of pure water to be zero celsius and the 
boiling point of pure water to be 100 celsius. These points are reproducible worldwide, allowing 
for calibration of thermometers and accurate measurement of experimental temperatures. The 
celsius scale is related to the kelvin scale by an offset of 273.15 °C. Section 10.3 presents the 
experimental determination of absolute zero. 

K C 273.15T t    1.8 

 

                                                 
* The space station is nominally 360 km above the Earth’s surface. At this altitude, the acceleration due to gravity 

is approximately 9.0 m/s2. The astronauts, however, experience zero effective gravity because they are constantly 
‘falling’ towards the earth. Because of their horizontal motion, they miss hitting the Earth and continually circle 
(orbit) it. 
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In the United States, the fahrenheit temperature scale is still commonly used in society. The 
relationship between fahrenheit and celsius is given by 

 5 9
C F 32 F C 32

9 5
t t t t         1.9 

▼——————————————— 

Show that the equations in 1.9 are equivalent. 

———————————————▲ 

Table 1.11 Temperatures and conditions of common events in the kelvin, celsius, and fahrenheit 
temperature scales. All numbers are rounded to the units decimal place. 

Kelvin /K Celcius /°C Fahrenheit /°F

373 100 212 water boils

310 37 99 normal body temperature

293 20 68 room temperature

273 0 32 water freezes

255 -18 0

233 -40 -40

195 -78 -108 CO2 deposition occurs

77 -196 -321 N2 liquifies

0 -273 -459 absolute zero

Temperature
Condition

 
Amount of substance is central to chemistry, and is discussed in detail in section 1.7. 

The previous commonly used units were in the Imperial System, which measured mass in stones, 
weight in pounds, distance in feet, temperature in rankine (the absolute fahrenheit scale), and 
luminosity in candlepower. Vestiges of this, and other, measurement systems still exist in some 
countries: 2×4 lumber, a 9/16 wrench, heating measured in btu, cooling in tonnes, height in feet 
and inches, etc. It is often confusing for consumers and scientists alike when people use 
uncommon measurement systems. The inside back cover lists conversion factors between non-SI 
and SI units. 

 

EXERCISE 1.10 
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1.4 Scientific measurement 

Independent of the system used, every measurement must have a numeric 
component and a units component. You would question the intelligence of 
anyone who emphatically argued that 5 = 11 and that 1 = 16. But it can with the 
correct units: 5 kg = 11 lbs and 1 lb = 16 oz. The inclusion of units clears up 
this ambiguity (and hopefully the question of competence of the speaker). There is zero 
information in the numeric component without the units. Always carry units 
through all calculations to ensure the final answer has the correct units. 

▼——————————————— 

Which of the following is larger: 2020, 3.14, or 0.0218? 

 We cannot answer this question because we have no idea about the 
dimensionality of the numbers. 

 If the numbers represent the area of the rectangle at right, the numbers are 
the same if the correct units are used. 

2020 mm2 = 3.14 in2 = 0.0218 ft2 

 We can use the conversion factors 1 in = 25.4 mm and 1 ft = 12.0 in. to confirm this:* 

22020 mm
1in

25.4 mm

2

2 23.14 in 3.14 in
 

 
 

1ft

12.0 in

2

20.0218 ft
 

 
 

 

———————————————▲ 

In every technical profession — from baking to auto racing to laboratory analysis — accurate 
measurement and astute observation skills are important. In science, it is paramount that we 
conduct experiments using a logical procedure and interpret results in a logical manner. As 
discussed in section 1.2, there is no single procedure for scientific inquiry. 

The consequences of ignoring units … a real-world example 

“The licensee reported that a 19-year-old female patient received 1.25 GBq (33.9 mCi) of iodine-
131 instead of the prescribed 1.11 MBq (30 µCi) for a diagnostic thyroid scan. … Two different 
nuclear medicine technologists at the licensee’s facility measured the dosage in the dose 
calibrator; however, both read the number but missed the units.” 

The patient received 1000× the required amount of radiation. 

“The patient is expected to be on synthetic thyroid hormone for the remainder of her life.” 

Source: http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML0807/ML080710054.pdf 

                                                 

* Note that mm2 = mm·mm, so that 

2

2 1 in
mm mm

25.4 mm
x x

 
 
 

mm
1 in

25.4 mm

1 in

25.4 mm

 
 
 

 
 
 

.  

EXAMPLE 1.12 

27.0 mm

75.0 m
m
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Accuracy, precision, and tolerance 

There is a difference between being able to obtain the same number repeatedly (precision) and 
how close the measurement is to the true value (accuracy). 

Accuracy is the agreement between a measurement and the true value. Deviations are accuracy is 
caused by systematic errors. Systematic errors are those that bias the measurement. Some 
examples of systematic errors include a graduated cylinder (or thermometer) with the graduation 
stamped too high or too low, using an 
uncalibrated pH meter, or having stray 
light leak into a spectrometer. 
Systematic errors are often hard to find 
since everything looks and operates 
properly. 

Precision is the reproducibility of a 
measurement. Fluctuations are caused by 
random errors. Random errors occur 
when small factors influence the 
measurement and vary from one 
measurement to another. For example, 
repeatedly measuring the mass of a 
sample on a sensitive balance. (Air 

currents and vibrations affect sensitive balances. 

Each measurement will be under slightly 

different conditions, thus reporting different 

masses.) As another example, envision 
driving and seeing the police behind 
you. To prevent getting a ticket, you try 
to stay at exactly 50 km/hr, but your 
gaze has to alternate between the road 
and the odometer: you see that you are going 52 km/hr and slow down, the next observation of 
the odometer says 46 km/hr and you speed up a bit, exactly 50 km/hr, 48 km/hr, 53 km/hr, etc., 
until you or the police turn off. 

Tolerance is the permissible deviation from a specified value for a given piece of equipment. For 
example, the tolerance of a 10.00 mL class A volumetric pipette is ± 0.02 mL. This means that 
the pipette is guaranteed to deliver between 9.98 mL and 10.02 mL. It does not mean that the 
pipette will deliver an average of 10.00 mL. A given pipette might routinely deliver 9.997 mL. 
Another pipette will repeatedly deliver 10.015 mL. Practicing analytical chemists calibrate their 
pipettes and can repeatedly deliver within ± 0.002 mL with a 10.00 mL pipette — an order of 
magnitude greater precision than the reported tolerance! It is a systematic error to use the 
tolerance instead of the actual, calibrated value. 

LOW accuracy
LOW precision

HIGH accuracy
LOW precision

LOW accuracy
HIGH precision

HIGH accuracy
HIGH precision  

Figure 1.13  Targets illustrating the difference between and 
independence of precision and accuracy. 
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Uncertainty is the estimated or statistical deviation between a measurement and the true value. 
Scientists want their results to be as meaningful as possible; this includes conveying the 
precision with which they know a result. In this text, the uncertainty of a result is assumed to be 
± 1 in the last significant digit.* 

Life isn’t linear! 

Often, we implicitly assume a linear response: double the amount and the end result will be twice 
as much. Is this always the case? 

▼——————————————— 

Consider baking cookies: 

• Does doubling the ingredients double the number of cookies? Yes. 

• Does doubling the temperature double the cooking time? No. 

• Does doubling the temperature halve the cooking time? No. 

Doubling the temperature (if possible on your oven) will burn the outside without cooking the 
inside of the cookies. Cooking is a complex chemical phenomena and scientists are just 
beginning to comprehend the complex interactions. Chapter 13 (Chemical Kinetics) 
explores how temperature affects reaction rates and Chapter 31 (Food and Nutrition 
Science) explores the chemistry of cooking. 

▼——————————————— 

The figure plots the average human height as a function of age. Estimate the 
person’s height at age 20. 

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

0 5 10 15 20

Age /years

H
e

ig
h

t 
/c

m

Age /years Height /cm Age /years Height /cm

2 88 12 148

4 103 15 169

6 115 17 175

9 132 18 177

 
Answer: see page 29. 

———————————————▲ 

                                                 
* The analog display in figure 1.16 (b) might be reported as ??? ± 0.1 ???, whereas that in (c) reported as ??? ± 1 

???. 

EXAMPLE 1.14 

EXERCISE 1.15 
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The dose maketh the poison – Paracelcius 

Practically everything is toxic in sufficient quantities. From poisons to peanut butter to pain 
killers — they are all toxic at some level. Toxins interfere with biological processes, from 
muscle contraction to nerve signal propagation. Scientifically, the lethal dose required to kill 50 
percent of the population, LD50, quantifies the toxicity of chemicals. Because of the variability 
within and between species* (tests are not conducted on humans), the values below should be taken as 
accurate to about an order of magnitude. 

Chemical Natural? LD50
* Chemical Natural? LD50

*

tetanus toxin Yes 1.0 ng/kg black widow venom Yes 0.90 mg/kg

botulinium toxin (BoTox™) Yes 1.1 ng/kg king cobra venom Yes 1.6 mg/kg

polonium metal No 10 ng/kg cyanide Yes 10 mg/kg

dimethyl mercury No 60 ng/kg nicotine Yes 50 mg/kg

ricin (castor beans) Yes 2.0 µg/kg caffeine Yes 200 mg/kg

dioxin Yes 20 µg/kg acetaminophen (Tylenol™) Yes 340 mg/kg

diphtheria toxin Yes 100 µg/kg acetylsalicylic acid Yes 1.2 g/kg

VX nerve agent No 140 µg/kg methanol Yes 5.6 g/kg

curare Yes 200 µg/kg ethanol (alcohol) Yes 7.1 g/kg

aflatoxin Yes 320 µg/kg mercury metal Yes <not toxic>
* Reported as mass of toxin required per kilogram of subject.

(Aspirin™)

 
When a toxin enters the body, the normal immune response is a measured response to remove 
the toxin. However, at some threshold toxin concentration, the body’s response is uncontrolled 
and actually attacks the body — an acute toxic response. Most people can eat grams of peanut  
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Number of bee stings
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In allergic individuals, a toxic 
immune response occurs with less 
venom than one bee sting.

A normal increasing immune response 
to increasing amounts of venom.

 
Simply, one cannot assume a linear relationship in life or in science. 

                                                 
* For example, chocolate is toxic to dogs, hamsters, and guinea pigs. 

butter in one sitting, but a few people 
cannot enter a room where a peanut 
butter sandwich was eaten yesterday. 
Consider bee stings. Everyone has a 
threshold amount of venom that will 
trigger an acute immune response. For 
people ‘allergic’ to bee stings, the dose 
of venom required to cause a toxic 
immune response can be less than a 
single bee sting. 
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1.5 Significant digits 

Significant digits (significant figures) are the number of meaningful digits in a measurement or 
calculation. The more significant digits, the greater the precision of the number. 

When you record a measurement, you assign to it a precision by virtue of how many digits you 
choose to record. These are the significant digits in the measurement. Stable digital displays fix 
the number of significant digits. Stable analog displays can be read to 1/10 the smallest division. 
Fluctuations on digital and analog displays decrease the precision of a measurement and the user 
must make a judgment call as to the value and uncertainty of the measurement.* 

 

??? thermometer, burette, pressure or odometer gauge, digital thermometer 

Figure 1.16 A selection of displays on common laboratory instruments. (a) has a digital display that 
remains unchanged while the measurement is made (it isn’t fluctuating), thus all the reported digits 
are significant; (b) is an analog display that also isn’t fluctuating and could be reported as ???; 
(c) illustrates a fluctuating analog display. 

▼——————————————— 

Bathroom scales — both digital and analog — are notorious for fluctuating 
wildly as you rock back and forth. Once you stand still, the fluctuations 

decrease but do not stop, and you can get a better estimate of your mass. 

▼——————————————— 

Class exercise: individually measure the length of bars A and B to the nearest 
tenth of a millimeter. Write your answer on a piece of paper. 

A

B
 

The instructor will ask for all or a selection of the measurements. How close do you expect the 
answers to be? 

Answer: see page 29. 

———————————————▲ 

                                                 
* In advanced courses, you may be expected to estimate and report the uncertainty of your measurements. 

EXAMPLE 1.17 

EXERCISE 1.18 
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The reality of scientific measurement 

Significant digits are a reasonable way of estimating the precision of a calculated value. 
However, many values are not known as accurately as you may believe. Most common 
chemicals are between 97 and 99 % pure, yet we often assume 100 % purity when calculating 
concentration. Even chemicals that can be obtained as 100.0 % pure often react with air, water, 
or organics, so their concentration changes over time. Chemicals that can be obtained in 100 % 
purity and are stable are called primary standards. (See section 7.5 for more information on primary 

standards.) These inaccuracies introduce systematic errors into measurements and calculations. 
Additionally, some experiments are non-linearly dependent on concentration and/or temperature. 
For example, the kinetic reaction rate changes exponentially with temperature, and a few degrees 
may change the rate by a factor of 10 or more.  

Rules for determining significant digits 

• Leading zeros are not significant. 

• Trailing zeros after the decimal point are significant. 

• Trailing zeros before the decimal point may or may 
not be significant (which causes problems). 

◦ Assume all trailing zeros are significant until 
proven otherwise. 

• Some numbers are exact. For example, 

◦ stoichiometric coefficients 

◦ counting numbers: 4 beakers, 6 airplanes 

◦ coefficients in mathematical formula: 1/2 and 2 in a = 1/2 m v2 

◦ certain physical constants: the speed of light is exactly 299 792 458 m/s 

Consider the number ‘1000’. It could contain 1, 2, 3, or 4 significant digits. Writing numbers in 
scientific notation removes this ambiguity. 1000 could be written as 

 1·103 one significant digit 

 1.0·103 two significant digits 

 1.00·103 three significant digits 

 1.000·103 four significant digits 

When faced with the problem of using a number with an ambiguous number of significant digits, 
assume all digits are significant until proven otherwise. This prevents any potential loss of 
information. 

00043.7400

573000

not 
significant

significant

assume
significant
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▼——————————————— 

A telephone battery pack holds 2000 mA hr (milliamp-hour) of power. If the 
phone draws 575 mA during use, how long will the battery last? 

 We are uncertain if the stored energy is known to one, two, three, or four significant digits. 
Assuming the stored energy is known to the maximum, four, we calculate the phone life. 

2000 mA
1

hr
575 mA
 3.48 hr  

◦ If we subsequently find that the stored energy is known to only two significant digits, 
2.0·103 mA hr, we can round the answer accordingly to 3.5 hr. 

◦ If we initially round to one significant digit, 3 hr, and then learn that the stored 
energy was known to three significant digits, information is lost and is difficult to 
recover. 

▼——————————————— 

While visiting a museum, a tour guide tells you that a particular set of 
dinosaur bones are 160 000 003 years old. When you ask for more 

information, the guide says that he started working at the museum 3 years ago and they were 
160 000 000 years old then. 

 The tour guide incorrectly assumed that all nine digits in the age were significant. 

 The museum doesn’t know the age of the dinosaur bones to nine significant digits, but with 
how much precision can scientists determine the age of dinosaur bones? 

Radioactive dating techniques (see Chapter 30) can determine the age to two or three 
significant digits. Written in scientific notation, the age is correctly reported as 
1.60·108 years. Observe that adding three to this value does not change the value of 

the significant digits. 
not signi

3

ficant

160 000 000 yrs

3 yrs

160 000 003 yrs 1.60 10 yrs


 



 

Conversely, if a bank approves a 1.2 million dollar loan for you, you can be sure that they will 
record the exact value to nine significant digits (to the penny). 

▼——————————————— 

In each of the following examples, indicate the precision in the number ‘100’. 

a) Counting, “ … 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, … ” 

b) Answering ‘100’ to the question, “How many birds are on the lake?” 

c) Finishing 100th in a race? 

d) Driving 100 km/hr on a freeway. 

Answer: see page 55. 

EXAMPLE 1.19 

EXAMPLE 1.20 

EXERCISE 1.21 
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———————————————▲ 

Scientific notation always gives the correct number of significant digits. However, it is not 
always used and it is up to the reader to use the context surrounding the number to determine the 
correct precision. 

• Consider the statement, “Pipette 5 mL of <solution> into a 25 mL volumetric flask.” 
Knowledge that pipettes and volumetric flasks are accurate to two decimal places allows 
the reader to correctly infer that the values are 5.00 mL and 25.00 mL, respectively. 

• If a procedure requires you to “dispense 15 mL from the burette into the reaction flask,” 
knowledge of burettes allows you to correctly interpret the statement: burettes are accurate 
to two decimal places, but the volume delivered is not fixed. When required to “dispense 
15 mL”, dispense any volume that, when rounded to the units number, would be 15 mL. 
Thus, any volume from 14.5 mL to 15.5 mL is acceptable. Record the volume to two 
decimal places and use this higher-precision number in all further calculations. 

Emphatically, “dispense 15 mL” does not mean exactly 15.00 mL. 

▼——————————————— 

What volume range is acceptable if asked to “dispense 12.0 mL from a 
burette?” 

Answer: see page 55. 

▼——————————————— 

The speed of light, c, is defined as c = 299 792 458 m/s. 

If we use c = 299 800 000 m/s in a calculation, we reduce the precision (the zeros are not significant). 
Writing in scientific notation presents the correct precision: c = 2.998·108 m/s. 

▼——————————————— 

How many significant digits are in the speed of light when we use 
c = 300 000 000 m/s in a calculation? 

Answer: see page 55. 

———————————————▲ 

 

EXERCISE 1.22 

EXAMPLE 1.23 

EXERCISE 1.24 
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Significant digits in mathematical operations 

The next step is to understand how the precision of a number, by virtue of the number of digits 
reported, is carried through calculations. The significant digits method estimates the number of 
meaningful digits a calculated answer contains.* 

• multiplication/division: the final answer has the same number of significant digits as there 
are in the least precise measurement. 

• addition/subtraction: the final answer has the same uncertainty as the measurement with 
the least uncertainty. In this context, uncertainty is the number of digits after the decimal. 

• logarithm/inverse logarithm: the mantissa (digits after the decimal) of the logarithm has the 
same number of significant digits as the original number.  

It is expected you already know how to apply the significant digits method to 
addition/subtraction and multiplication/division operations. Example 1.25 and exercise 1.26 
illustrates the significant digits method for logarithm/inverse logarithm operations. 

▼——————————————— 

Explain the trend in the logarithm calculations below and deduce the 
significant digits rule involving logarithm operations. 

log(2.438) = 0.387212 

log(24.38) = 1.387212 

log(243.8) = 2.387212 

log(2438). = 3.387212 

 The only thing changing in the 
original number

logarithm

 
 
 

 is the 
location of the decimal point.

digits before the decimal point.





  

 The digits before the decimal point indicate the location of the decimal point. 

 The numbers after the decimal point (the mantissa) pertain to the number itself. 

 The significant digits of the original number are stored in the mantissa. 

 Since the original number has four significant digits, the mantissa must have four 
significant digits. 

 

position of decimal point

4 sig. digs. 4 sig. digs.

log( 2.438 ) 0. 3872


  

                                                 
* The method of significant figures is a simple, but imperfect, method. Advanced courses present a more accurate 

method — propagation of error. Using propagation of error, a person estimates the precision of every 
measurement and statistically calculates the uncertainty of calculated values. 

EXAMPLE 1.25 

eight digits given; incorrect significant digits
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 To confirm that the mantissa pertains to the significant digits in the original number, 
consider the following logarithms: 

log(24.37) = 1.3870 

log(24.38) = 1.3872 

log(24.39) = 1.3874 

 As the fourth digit in the original number changes, so does the fourth digit in the mantissa 
of the logarithm. This confirms that the mantissa should contain four digits. 

▼——————————————— 

Apply the significant digits rule and determine the value to the correct number 
of significant digits. 

10–2.614 = 2.4322·10–3  10–2.613 = 2.4378·10–3 

10–3.614 = 2.4322·10–4  10–2.614 = 2.4322·10–3 

10–4.614 = 2.4322·10–5  10–2.615 = 2.4266·10–3 

10–5.614 = 2.4322·10–6 

Answer: see page 55. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the final answer, to the correct number of significant digits, for 
each of the following: 

a) 
0.248 16.84

0.0018


  c)  5log 1.20 10  

b) 
14.36 3.9

0.185
13.2


   d) 

10.8–2.10

1.26910  

Answer: see page 55. 

———————————————▲ 

In calculations, it is not acceptable to round after each mathematical operation. Doing so results 
in ‘round-off error’. In calculations, the best practice is to 

• keep at least one insignificant digit through intermediate calculations 

◦ Underline or subscript the insignificant digits. For example, the intermediate answer 
22.854683, to three significant digits, is reported as 22.85 or 22.85.

* 

• round the final answer to the correct number of significant digits 

When using constants in calculators, use at least one additional significant digit in the constant to 
reduce round-off error and ensure the uncertainty in the data limits the significant digits of the 
final answer, not the reduced significant digits in the constant. 

                                                 
* Do not use parenthesis to indicate insignificant digits. Parenthesis are often used to report uncertainty. 

EXERCISE 1.26 

EXERCISE 1.27 
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▼——————————————— 

For each of the following, calculate the answer twice: first, round the answer 
at each step (incorrectly); secondly, keep all intermediate digits and rounding at 

the end (correctly). 

a) 
14.36 3.9

0.185
13.2


  

b) 
10.8–2.10

1.26910  

Answer: see page 55. 

———————————————▲ 

Natural products are healthy, naturally! 

A portion of the population — mostly scientifically illiterate — strongly believes that Nature 
produces beneficial substances and anything produced in a laboratory is inherently unhealthy and 
‘bad’. Store shelves are filled with products promoted as ‘all natural’ and ‘no preservatives’. 

My singular response: “What about snake venom?” 

The table on page 17 lists numerous toxic chemicals. The majority are natural. Tetanus and 
botulinus toxin — both natural products — have the dubious distinction of being the most toxic 
chemicals known. (Yet botulinus toxin is used in medical clinics daily — ever heard of Botox™?) 

Why are these toxins produced? Plants produce toxins to battle insects and to battle competing 
plant species. Animals produce chemicals for defence and for eating. Snake venom is simply 
saliva that has become increasingly toxic as snakes evolved. Snakes do with their venom what 
other animals do with their limbs. 

Antioxidants are chemicals that slow the rate of decomposition of organisms. Many are natural, 
like vitamin C, vitamin E, BHA, and BHT. These natural chemicals, like everything, must be 
taken in moderation. They are all toxic at some level. However, many more lives have been 
saved by the use of antioxidants in food than killed by their absence. 

Both natural and synthetic chemicals can harm and help. Extensive testing and monitoring must 
be done to ensure the safety of our food, cosmetics, toys, and pharmaceuticals. Sadly, safety is 
not high on the priority list of most manufacturers, so it falls on independent organizations to test 
products and expose those that are harmful. 

 

EXERCISE 1.28 
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1.6 Dimensional analysis 

We saw in section 1.4 that a measurement must include units. These units are carried through 
calculations exactly like variables in algebra and calculus. Units follow the same rules of algebra 
as numbers do. 

Unit conversions 

Converting between units is the same as multiplying by one. 

1F F
F F

F F
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Instead of remembering a plethora of formulae for converting between mass, volume, energy, 
concentration, density, etc., this text advocates looking at the dimensionality of the problem and 
using suitable conversion factors that cancel unneeded units and introduce desired ones. 

▼——————————————— 

The mass of a copper cube, 1.00 cm on each side, is 8.96 g. Written 
mathematically, 

31.00cm Cu 8.96gCu  

From this equality, the following conversion factors are derived 
3

3

1.00 cm Cu 8.96 g Cu
1

8.96 g Cu 1.00 cm Cu
   

We happen to define the right-hand-side as the density of copper, ρCu = 8.96 g/cm3, but it is 
nothing more than another representation of the equality 1.00 cm3 Cu = 8.96 g Cu. ‘Cu’ is 
included to indicate that the values pertain only to copper. 

Alternatively, the conversion factors can be obtained from 
the density: the density of lead is 11.34 g/cm3. From this, 
we know that 1.00 cm3 Pb = 11.34 g Pb. 

▼——————————————— 

Derive the equalities and density equation for sucrose, C12H22O11, given that 
1.000 cubic centimeter of sucrose has a mass of 1.587 grams. 

Answer: see page 55. 

EXAMPLE 1.30 

EXERCISE 1.31 

 

Material Density range
solids 0.2 – 20 g/cm3

liquids 0.5 – 4.0 g/mL

gases 0.2 – 10 g/L
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▼——————————————— 

Concentration is another term that is nothing more than one half of an 
equality. Given an hydrochloric acid solution with concentration of 0.1033 

mol/L, 

  mol
HCl 0.1033

L
  

which rearrange to the underlying equality and conversion factors: 

0.1033 mol HCl 1.000 L sol'n

0.1033 mol HCl 1.000 L sol'n
1

1.000 L sol'n 0.1033 mol HCl



 
 

———————————————▲ 

DEMO Regular soda contains around 40 grams of sugar per can. Diet soda contains a 
fraction of a gram of artificial sweetener because the sweetener is hundreds of times 
sweeter than sugar. The density of regular soda is greater than water, so cans of 
regular soda sink in water; diet soda floats.  

Some conversion factors are specific to a chemical entity or system. In the above examples, we 
write ‘g Cu’, ‘L sol’n’ and ‘mol HCl’ because the numerical values are specific to that entity. 
Writing ‘12.2 g’ is about as meaningless as writing ‘12.2’. That said, we often simplify 
expressions like ‘12.2 g NaCl’ to ‘12.2 g’ when it is obvious what ‘12.2 g’ pertains to. (It is never 

simplified to ‘12.2’.) Be careful if you make this simplification or you will end up cancelling units 
that don’t cancel! Remember that it is always 

• moles of something: mol ___ 

• grams of something: g ___ 

• liters of something: L ___ 

•  …  

Conversion factors that affect the dimensionality are generally applicable. Some include 

1 m 3.28 ft
1 m 3.28 ft 1

3.28 ft 1 m
     

1 L 1000 mL
1 L 1000 mL 1

1000 mL 1 L
     

1 hr 3600 s
1 hr 3600 s 1

3600 s 1 hr
     

1.33 

Despite being generally applicable, it is often convenient to include the quantity being converted 
to allow for complete cancellation of the units, as shown in the examples in this text. 

EXAMPLE 1.32 
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▼——————————————— 

Polyethylene (PE) is regularly used as a plastic wrap to provide a temporary 
seal on food containers. A piece of polyethylene 25 cm × 60 cm weighs 

2.1784 g. Determine the thickness of the plastic wrap. (ρPE = 0.925 g/cm3) 

 The density equates the mass and volume of polyethylene. 

 3 '1' is an exact quantity0.925 g poly 1cm poly  

 Starting from the mass, determine the volume of polyethylene. 

2.1784 g poly
31 cm poly

0.925 g poly
 32.3550 cm poly  

 The polyethylene is a very thin rectangle. The volume of a rectangle is calculated as  

V length width height l w h       

which we rearrange to determine the height (thickness) of the polyethylene. 

V
V l w h h

l w
    


 

32.3550 cm
h 

25 cm 60 cm
0.00157 cm

0.0016 cm 1.6 µm



 

 

▼——————————————— 

The Earth’s oceans cover 3.6·108 km2 and have an average depth of 3790 m. 
The average gold concentration in the ocean is 2.0·10–11 g/L. 

a) Determine the mass of gold in the oceans, in kilograms. 

b) Determine the volume of gold in the oceans, in cubic meters. 

c) Determine the value of gold in the oceans, assuming gold is 1750 $ per troy oz. 

Answer: see page 55. 

———————————————▲ 

EXAMPLE 1.34 

EXERCISE 1.35 
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Waterfree urinals 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guys: you may have come across urinals 
that do not require water, yet there is no 
foul odour. Gals: I don’t want to know if 
you know anything about this.  

The operation of these urinals is 
amazingly simple: the trap contains a 
low-density liquid that is immiscible 
with water (oil, for example). The liquid 
floats on top of the urine and acts as an 
airtight barrier between the urine and 
restroom air. Urine, denser than the 
sealant, passes through the barrier, into 
the urine reservoir, and down the drain.  
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1.7 Chemistry primer 

This text — at the introductory university level — assumes that you have an understanding of 
fundamental chemistry concepts. It is from this foundation that we build and expand your 
knowledge of chemistry and its impact on the real world. This section reviews several concepts 
that you should already be familiar with. 
Understanding is a process of adding to existing knowledge. This started at birth when you 
first began observing your surroundings and has developed to include motor function, 
language(s), interpersonal skills, and an understanding of the world around you. This 
understanding — watching ice melt and food cook, observing ripples moving on a pond, 
watching a spider build a web — serves as the basis for your introduction to science. 
Academically, your science education started in grade 1 (or sooner). Around grade 7, you 
began taking classes dedicated to science. In high school, these science courses further divided 
into chemistry, physics, biology, earth sciences, etc. The further evolution of chemistry is 
shown in figure 1.1. 

Chemistry focuses on understanding the interactions of matter with matter and energy. Matter is 
anything that has mass and occupies space, and is measured by the amount of substance (moles). 
As matter is central to chemistry, chemists have many sub-classifications of matter, both at the 
macroscopic (bulk) and microscopic (atomic) levels as illustrated in figures 1.36 and 17.38. 

Matter

mixture

homogeneous

air, gasoline, juice,
coffee, plastic

heterogeneous

milk, blood, rock,
concrete, dirt

pure substance

element

nitrogen, sulfur,
calcium, gold

compound

  water, sugar,
  salt, aspirin  

Figure 1.36 Macroscopic classification of matter. 

An element is matter composed of atoms with the same atomic number, Z. 

A compound is matter composed of two or more different atoms bonded together. 

A mixture is matter containing two or more compounds or elements. 





Heterogeneous

Homogeneous
 mixtures are 

distinguishable

indistinguishable

 
 
 

 at the macroscopic level.  
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At the microscopic level, scientists also systematically characterize matter. A molecular entity* 
is an entity composed of one or more atoms. 

An atom is an electrically neutral molecular entity consisting of only one atom. Atoms are the 
smallest particle still retaining the characteristics of an element. 

A molecule is an electrically neutral molecular entity with more than one atom. 

An ion is a molecular entity having a net charge caused by the gain or loss of one or more 
electrons, producing anions and cations, respectively. 

Molecular Entity

atom
He, Na, 

Fe, U

ion
Na+, NH4

+, 

Cl–, NO3
–

molecule
N2, H2O, CH4, 

C12H22O11  
Figure 1.37 Microscopic classification of matter. 

▼——————————————— 

What is the difference between H2, 2 H, and 2 H+? 

Answer: see page 55. 

———————————————▲ 

 

                                                 
* The terms ‘species’, ‘substance’, and ‘compound’ are sometimes (incorrectly) used in place of molecular entity, 

but they already have other scientific meanings. ‘Molecular entity’ and ‘entity’ are used in this text.  

EXERCISE 1.38 
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Coffee! 

This common drink has been the subject of scientific analysis for decades. Over 800 different 
molecular entities have been identified in coffee. Some are produced during growth of the coffee 
beans, and many more are produced during fermentation and roasting. The age of the coffee 
beans, roasting process, degree of grinding, and brewing conditions all affect the type and 
quantity of entities in a cup of coffee. These translate to a plethora of mild, medium, and dark 
roast coffees. 

Neither coffee beans nor a brewed cup of coffee is stable. Many of the entities in coffee beans 
are volatile, and these components volatilize over time. These volatile entities contribute to the 

 

2-methyl furan lactic acid 

5-hydroxymethylfurfural malic acid 

acetic acid peptides

alicyclic ketones phenyl pyridine

aromatic ketones pyrazine 

caffeic acid pyruvic acid 

caffeine quinic acid

chlorogenic acid quinoline

citric acid thiazole

furfuryl alcohol trigonelline 

Chemicals that make coffee bitter

 

Amount of substance: moles 

The mole is a unit of measure established to equate mass and atomic mass. Atomic mass is 
defined so that one atom of carbon-12 is exactly 12 atomic mass units, u.*,†  

1 atom 12C ≡ 12.0 u 1.39 

The mole is defined as the number of atoms in exactly 12 grams of carbon-12. 

1 mol 12C ≡ 12.0 g 12C = 6.0221415·1023 atoms 12C 1.40 

From 1.40, we find the equality known as Avogadro’s number, NA. 

12 23 12

23 12 12

1 mol C 6.0221415 10 atoms C
1

6.0221415 10 atoms C 1 mol C


 


 

12
23

A 12

atoms C
6.0221415 10

mol C
N    

1.41 

                                                 
* The symbol ‘≡’ reads ‘is defined to be’. 
† The concept of isotopes is presented in section 2.2.  

flavor and aroma of the coffee. The hot 
environment and exposure to oxygen also 
facilitates chemical reactions that degrade the 
chemicals in coffee and increase bitterness. 
Coffee lovers argue that coffee beans should be 
used within three weeks of roasting and ground 
just before brewing; coffee older than three weeks 
is considered stale. Bitterness of brewed coffee 
increases with longer roasting of the beans, 
increased grinding, and longer brewing time.  

Source: CoffeeResearch.org 
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All other atomic masses are measured relative to carbon-12. It follows that the number of atoms 
equating mass and atomic mass is a constant, thus 1.40 can be generalized to all molecular 
entities:  

1 mol <entity> = 6.0221415·1023 <entities> = 
atomic

molecular

 
 
 

 mass <entity> 1.42 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the molecular mass of water, H2O. 

 The atomic mass of each element in water is  

1 mol H = 1.0079 g H 

1 mol O = 15.9994 g O 
1.44 

 The mass of one mole of water is the sum of the masses of two hydrogen and one oxygen 
atoms: 

1 mol H2O = 18.0152 g H2O 1.45 

 The molecular mass (molar mass), M, is obtained from the equality in 1.45.  

2 2

2 2

1 mol H O 18.0152 g H O
1

18.0152 g H O 1 mol H O
   1.46 

More commonly written as 

2H O

g
18.0152

mol
M   1.47 

———————————————▲ 

 
I must emphasize that it is always moles of something, mass of something, volume of some-
thing, etc. The expression ‘2.0 mol’, like ‘2.0’, is meaningless. ‘2.0 mol H2(g)’ has meaning. 

▼——————————————— 

The ocean is 3.5 percent sodium chloride, NaCl, by mass. Determine a) the 
sodium chloride concentration in mol/L; b) the sodium chloride mass in 

kilograms; and c) the salt volume in cubic kilometers. (Vocean = 1.35·109 km3; ρsol’n = 1.027 g/mL; 
ρNaCl = 2.165 g/cm3) 

a) A good starting point is the information given: 3.5 % NaCl by mass. This means that for 
every 100 g of ocean water (solution), 3.5 g is NaCl, or 

3.5 g NaCl
3.5 % NaCl

100 g sol'n
  

EXAMPLE 1.43 

EXAMPLE 1.48 
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To obtain the concentration in moles NaCl per liter solution, we find that two conversions 
are needed: 

mass NaCl → moles NaCl 

solution mass → solution volume 

Using the strategies presented above, these can be done without the need for determining 
intermediate values 

3.5 g NaCl

100 g sol'n

1 mol NaCl

58.44 g NaCl


conversion to moles NaCl

1.027 g sol'n



1 mL sol'n

1000 mL sol'n


conversion to liters solution

mol NaCl
0.6151

1 L sol'n L sol'n

mol NaCl
0.62

L sol'n






 

b) While concentration is an intensive property, mass is extensive.* A good starting point is 
the volume of the ocean, with the concentration being used to convert from volume to 
moles.† 

9 31.35 10 km sol'n
1000 m sol'n


1 km sol'n

100 cm sol'n


1 m sol'n

3 3

3

conversion from km  to cm

1 L sol'n 
  

 
31000 cm sol'n

conversion to liters

mol NaCl
0.6151


L sol'n

conversion to moles

58.44 g NaCl




1 mol NaCl

conversion to grams

1 kg NaCl

1000 g NaCl



conversion to kilograms

19

19

4.853 10 kg NaCl

4.9 10 kg NaCl

 

 


 

The sodium chloride concentration retains sufficient significant digits to not 
introduce round-off error. (Note: it is also possible to start with the NaCl concentration (3.5 % 

NaCl by mass) and obtained the same result.) 
 

                                                 
* Intensive properties are independent of the amount, be it a cup full, a tanker truck full, or the entire ocean. 

Intensive properties include density, pressure, concentration, temperature, physical properties (melting point, boiling 

point, density, … ), … . 

 Extensive properties are dependent on the amount: mass, moles, volume, … . 

 Asking yourself the question, “does the ___ change if I have 1.00 mL or 100 L?” will guide you in determining if 
a property is intensive or extensive. 

† To aid in understanding conversions like km3 to m3, consider the expansion of  3 3 3x y x y  and apply the same 

logic to dimensionality as well:  3 3 31km 1 km  and  3 3 3 9 31000 m 1000 m 10 m  .  
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c) Once the mass of salt is known, calculation of the volume of salt requires the density. 

194.853 10 kg NaCl
1000 g NaCl


1 kg NaCl

conversion to gram

3

s

1 cm NaCl



2.165 g NaCl

3conversion to 

5

cm

1km NaCl

10 cm NaCl



3

3

conversion to km

7 32.2 10 km NaCl

 
  
 

 

  

▼——————————————— 

Maple syrup contains 67.0 percent sucrose, C12H22O11, by mass and has a 
density of 1.133 g/mL. 

a) What mass of sucrose is contained in a 750 mL bottle of maple syrup? 

b) If the sap collected from the tree is 1.8 percent sucrose and has a density of 1.013 g/mL, 
what volume of sap must be collected and distilled to obtain 750 mL of maple syrup? 

c) What is the sucrose concentration, in mol/L, in the sap and finished maple syrup? 

Answer: see page 55. 

———————————————▲ 

The fall of the Romans …  

 … and downfall of British sailors. 

 
reacts with oxygen in acidic environments to form lead(II) ions, Pb2+, which are toxic. Lead 
poisoning causing intestinal problems, lethargy, confusion, and death. 

 2 Pb(s) + O2(aq) + 4 H+(aq)   2 Pb2+(aq) + 2 H2O(l) 

The Romans were marvellous builders. They build aqueducts to draw water from miles away to 
service their cities. Unfortunately, the Romans used lead to solder the pipes together. The 
dissolution of lead poisoned the Roman people and was one factor in the collapse of the empire. 

EXERCISE 1.49 

While mercury metal has very 
low toxicity (people have drank it and 

lived), mercury readily reacts to 
form compounds. Many mercury 
compounds are very toxic. The 
same is true for lead. 

Lead has a low melting point and 
was once used to make pipes and 
later used to join pipes together. 
Alloys containing lead are still 
commonly used to solder pipes, 
but not on pipes that pump 
drinking water. Lead slowly 
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[1810] Peter Durand patented the process to can goods for preservation. Canned goods became 
fashionable among high society and were common on ocean-going ships, which often sailed 
away with cargo holds full of canned goods. Unfortunately, lead was a principle component of 
the solder. Many people became ill and/or died, especially sailors who subsisted on canned 
goods. Lead was finally removed from solder about 50 years after the introduction of canned 
goods. 
Lead is but one example where technological advances had unexpected side effects; there are many others. What 
‘latest and greatest’ technology today harbours unforeseen dangers? cell phones? hair dyes? birth control pills? 

Chemical equations 

A chemical reaction is the interconversion of molecular entities. Literally what is occurring in 
the reaction vessel. A chemical equation is the symbolic representation of a chemical reaction. 
A generalized chemical equation is given by 

       
reactants products

A B C D energya t b u c v d w y      
1.50 

where 

• the reacting entities are reagents, often divided into reactants and products 

• {A, B, C, D} are the molecular entities involved in the reaction 

• {a, b, c, d} are the stoichiometric coefficients 

• {t, u, v, w} are the states of the matter, and can include solid, liquid, gas, aqueous, 
crystalline, amorphous, adsorbed, etc. 

•   reads as ‘reacts to give’, ‘produces’, ‘yields’, etc. 

◦ reaction conditions are often reported around reaction arrow: the temperature, 
pressure, solvents, catalysts, pH, etc. For example, Δ indicates that heat is required 
and hν indicates that light is required for reaction. 

• Energy is an ambiguous term. There are several types of energy. Energy, in its various 
forms, can be either a reactant or product. The Reaction Energetics module introduces 
many different forms of energy. 

In balanced chemical equations, both mass (the type and number of each element) and charge are equal 
on the left and right sides of the equation. The balanced chemical equation contains numerous 
equalities that can be used to obtain conversion factors for calculations. 

aA = bB = cC = dD = y·energy 1.51 

There are three common types of chemical equations 

• A molecular equation reports all entities being neutral. 

Na2CO3(aq) + 2 HCl(aq)   2 NaCl(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g) 

• An ionic equation reports how all entities exist during the reaction: ionized entities as 
independent ions and molecular entities as neutral. 

2 Na+(aq) + CO3
2–(aq) + 2 H+(aq) + 2 Cl–(aq)  

    2 Na+(aq) + 2 Cl–(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g) 
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• Spectator ions are not active in the reaction and thus exist on both the left and right sides 
of the chemical equation. A net ionic equation reports only the reactive entities, with the 
spectator ions removed. 

CO3
2–(aq) + 2 H+(aq)   H2O(l) + CO2(g) 

Balancing chemical equations by inspection 

You have balanced simple chemical equations in your mind. This process is formally called 
balancing by inspection and is the simplest possible method. Balancing by inspection can be 
reduced to two simple rules. 

 Balance unique atoms first. 

 Balance simple molecular entities last. 

Unique atoms are those that appear infrequently in the chemical equation, often only in one 
reactant and one product. 

Simple molecular entities are those that contain one or a few atoms, such as H2, O2, H
+, HCl, 

CO2, H2O, etc. 

After balancing, confirm that the chemical equation balances both mass and charge. 

▼——————————————— 

Balance the following chemical equation. 

PCl5(s) + 4 H2O(l)   H3PO4(aq) + 5 HCl(aq) 

 Looking at the chemical equation, unique atoms include phosphorus and chlorine. 
Phosphorus is already balanced. Balancing chlorine gives 

PCl5(s) + H2O(l)   H3PO4(aq) + 5 HCl(aq) 

 Water and hydrochloric acid are simple molecular entitities. They contain chlorine, 
oxygen, and hydrogen. Chlorine is already balanced. Since oxygen is only in two entities, 
balancing oxygen gives 

PCl5(s) + 4 H2O(l)   H3PO4(aq) + 5 HCl(aq) 

 This also balances hydrogen.  

 Finally, we confirm that all atoms are balanced. The balanced chemical equation is 

PCl5(s) + 4 H2O(l)   H3PO4(aq) + 5 HCl(aq) 

▼——————————————— 

Balance the following chemical equations. 

a) KO2(s) + CO2(g)   K2CO3(s) + O2(g)  (rebreather devices) 

b) Fe2O3(s) + CO(g)   Fe(l) + CO2(g)   (commercial iron production) 

c) C6H12O6(aq)   C2H5OH(aq) + CO2(g)  (fermentation of sugar to ethanol) 

Answer: see page 55. 

EXERCISE 1.52 

EXERCISE 1.53 
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▼——————————————— 

The Titan II rocket system uses dinitrogen tetroxide, N2O4, and Aerozine 50 (a 

50:50 mixture of hydrazine and dimethylhydrazine), N2H4:N2H2(CH3)2. The 
combustion products are nitrogen gas, water, and carbon dioxide. Balance the combustion 
reaction. 

Answer: see page 55. 

———————————————▲ 

Calculations 

Calculations involving chemical equations all follow the same basic pattern for solution. 

 Convert to moles. 

 Use mole ratios to get to the desired entity. 

 Convert to the desired units. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the 2mass of H O produced

amount of energy released

 
 
 

 from the reaction of 24.7 g of H2 

in excess O2. 

2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(l) + 483.6 kJ 

 From the chemical equation, we have the equalities 

2 H2 = O2 = 2 H2O = 483.6 kJ 

 The mass of hydrogen is the only information we have on this system, using this as a 
starting point and following the steps to calculate the mass of water produced gives 

224.7 g H 21 mol H

22.016 g H

conversion to moles

22 mol H O

 22 mol H

2mole ratio to moles H O

218.01 g H O

 21 mol H O

2conversion to mass 

2

H O

221g H O



 
Observe that the molecular masses have at least one additional significant digit than the 
information in the question. This reduces round-off errors and does not limit the precision 
of the answer. 

 The amount of energy produced is calculated in the same manner except that the mole ratio 
converts to the desired dimensionality at the same time. 

 
224.7 g H

21 mol H

22.016 g H

conversion to moles

2

483.6 kJ

2 mol H


mole ratio to energy

32.96 10 kJ 

  

EXERCISE 1.54 

EXAMPLE 1.55 
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the 2mass of oxygen, O , required

amount of energy released

 
 
 

 during the combustion of 14 g 

of propane, C3H8, in excess oxygen. One mole of propane releases 2219.9 kJ of energy. 

Answer: see page 55. 

▼——————————————— 

An unknown metal, M, forms the entity M2S3. Heating in oxygen, 2.834 g 
M2S3 produce 2.637 g MO2. Determine M. 

M2S3(s)  2O g  2 MO2(s) 

 We cannot directly calculate the molecular masses, but if we let A be the atomic mass of 
M, we have the following molecular masses 

M2S3: (2 A + 3·32.065) 2 3

2 3

g M S

mol M S
 

MO2: (A + 2·15.999) 2

2

g MO

mol MO
 

 Following the procedure from converting from one entity to another, we have 

2 32.834 g M S 2 31 mol M S

  2 32 A 3 32.065 g M S 
conversion to moles

22 mol MO

 2 31 mol M S

 

mole ratio

2

2

A 2 15.999 g MO

1 mol MO

 


2conversion to mas

2

s MO

2.637 g MO

  

 This expression has only one unknown: A (the atomic mass of M). The units are removed 
to simplify calculation and reintroduced based on our definition of A. Solving for A gives 

 
 

   

A 2 15.9991 2
2.834 2.637

2 A 3 32.065 1 1

2.834 2 A 2 15.999 2.637 2 A 3 32.065

5.668 A 181.36 5.274 A 253.67

0.394 A 72.03

g M
A 183.5

mol M

 


 

       

  




 

Looking this atomic mass up on a periodic table finds that it is tungsten.  

———————————————▲ 

 

EXERCISE 1.56 

EXAMPLE 1.57 
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Gases 

The ideal gas law predicts the relationship between pressure, P, volume, V, temperature, T, and 
amount of a gas, n.  

P V n R T  ideal gas equation 1.58 

In science, pressure is commonly measured in kilopascal, atmospheres, bar, and millimeters of 
mercury, mmHg. 

1 atm = 101.325 kPa = 760 mmHg 

1 bar = 100.000 kPa  = 750 mmHg  
1.59 

The gas constant, R, is the proportionality constant for the ideal gas equation. The choice of R 
depends on the units of the other variables. 

 

L kPa L atm L bar L mmHg
8.31415 0.08206 0.08314 62.36

mol K mol K mol K mol K
R      1.60 

Chapter 10 delves further into the properties of gaseous system. 

▼——————————————— 

A car with an internal volume of 2500 L is left in the sun by the beach. The 
interior temperature reaches 67 °C at 1.00 atm pressure. Determine the 

number of moles of gas inside the car.  

 Rearrange the ideal gas equation to solve for moles. 

P V
P V n R T n

R T
    

 Substitute and solve. R is selected based on the units in the question. 

1.00 atmP V
n

R T
 

2600 L
L atm

0.08216
mol K

340 K

93. 1 mol

 

▼——————————————— 

An automobile tire is filled to a pressure of 215 kPa above the ambient 
pressure. Ambient conditions are 0.968 bar and 22 °C. When the valve on the 

tire is opened, 31.05 L of gas is collected under ambient conditions. Determine the volume of the 
tire. 

 When the valve is opened the pressure inside the tire reduces to the ambient pressure. 
However, the total moles of gas do not change. Let x be the volume of the tire.  

EXAMPLE 1.61 

EXAMPLE 1.62 
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 The total pressure inside the tire is  

total measured ambient

215 kPa 0.968 bar

P P P 

 
100 kPa

1 bar

311.8 kPa

 

 The moles of gas inside the tire is 

tire

311.8 kPaP V
n

R T
 

Lx
L8.314 kPa

mol K
295 K

0.127 1 molx

 

 The moles of gas under ambient conditions is 

ambient

96.8 kPaP V
n

R T
 

 31.05 Lx 
L8.314 kPa

mol K
295 K

 0.03947 31.05 molx 

 

 Since the moles of gas doesn’t change. The moles in the tire and under ambient conditons 
are the same. This allows us to solve for the volume of the tire. 

 
tire ambient

0.127 1 mol 0.03947 31.05 mol

13.9 L

n n

x x

x



 



  

▼——————————————— 

The bursting pressure of latex ballons is 840 mmHg. How many moles of gas 
must be added to a balloon that has a 12” radius (assume spherical) at 20 °C. 

(Vsphere = 4/3 π r3) 

Answer: see page 55. 

———————————————▲ 

 

EXAMPLE 1.63 
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Looking forward …  

Chemical reactions are central to chemistry. Exploring Chemistry explores the structure of 
molecular entities, the mechanism by which entities react, and the energetics of the reactions. 
Understanding these components provides a detailed understanding of chemical reactions. 

Structures

Mechanisms Energetics  
Figure 1.64 Necessary information for the total understanding chemical reactions and chemistry. 

1.8 Additional resources 

This text is a starting point for information in this course. Below are a few resources that provide 
additional and complementary information. 

The CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics and Lange’s Handbook of Chemistry are 
repositories of chemical data. They are available in print and electronic form. 

The International Organization for Standards (ISO) is responsible for just that: establishing 
standards to ensure quality, safety, reliability, and interchangeability. ISO oversees these 
standards in most every aspect of society. In chemistry, the International Union of Pure and 
Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) is the international governing body for chemistry. ISO and IUPAC 
have established standards to facilitate communication of chemical knowledge globally. 

• IUPAC resources are available at www.iupac.org  

• The IUPAC Goldbook is an excellent dictionary of chemical terms. 

• The IUPAC Greenbook presents the standards for the presentation of units and symbols. 

• This text adopts these conventions. 

The National Institute for Science and Technology (NIST)  publishes standards for science and 
technology. They maintain many free scientific databases.  

• The Chemistry Webbook provides detailed information on molecular entities: structure, 
physical properties, spectra, reactivity, etc. 
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• The Physics Reference Data contains physical and chemical data on atomic and molecular 
systems. 

ChemSpider is a database on the properties of molecular entities. 

WebElements.com is a large repository of information on elements. 

Search engines allow you to find additional organizations and individuals who provide 
information. Questions you should ask about any website: 

• Does the website belong to educational or government organization? 

• Does the website provider benefit from a certain point of view? 

• Who is funding the website provider? 

• Are there inconsistencies in the text? 

• Are there spelling or grammatical errors? 

Answers to these questions allows you to develop an informed opinion on the neutrality and 
likely correctness of the information on the website. 
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Summary 

Chapter 1 should be a review to you. It should reaffirm your existing understanding of 
chemistry and prepare you to expand your understanding of science, chemistry, and their 
applications in the world around us. 

Science represents a domain of knowledge, historically divided into biology, chemistry, and 
physics, but that too is changing. The realm of chemistry divides into many sub-disciplines but 
also interacts strongly with the other sciences to create numerous multidisciplinary fields. 

 

Scientific inquiry explores new and poorly 
understood areas of the world, with the goal 
of improving scientific understanding. The 
scientific method is a general framework for 
scientific inquiry. 

 

In reporting results, scientists use the 
precision in their reported results to indicate 
the uncertainty in the result. The significant 
digits method is a simple but imperfect 
method for reporting results. 

Rules for determining significant digits: 

• Leading zeros are not significant. 

• Trailing zeros after the decimal point are significant. 

• Trailing zeros before the decimal point may or may not be significant. 

◦ Assume all trailing zeros are significant until proven otherwise. 

• Some numbers are exact. 

In calculations, 

• multiplication/division: the final answer has the same number of significant digits as there 
are in the least precise measurement. 

• addition/subtraction: the final answer has the same uncertainty as the measurement with 
the least uncertainty. In this context, we often interpret uncertainty as the number of digits 
after the decimal. 

• logarithm/inverse logarithm: the mantissa (digits after the decimal) of the logarithm has the 
same number of significant digits as the original number. 

• keep at least one insignificant digit through intermediate calculations. 

• carry the dimensionality through calculations. 

Dimensional analysis is a general and powerful method for solving problems. It is much better 
than remembering a plethora of formulae. Many of the commonly tabulated values (density, 

concentration, etc.) appear when we rearrange equalities to form conversion factors. 

 

conduct

Experiments
to test hypothesis

 
make or revise

Hypothesis

generally applicable models

and theories become Laws

make

Predictions
to test hypothesis

 

established hypotheses become 
Models or Theories

Observations
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In chemistry, the term molecular entity refers to any atom, molecule, or ion at atomic level. 
Chemical equations are central to understanding chemistry. A balanced chemical equation 
contains numerous that can be used to obtain conversion factors for calculations. 

       
reactants products

A B C D energya t b u c v d w y      
 

aA = bB = cC = dD = y·energy  

There are three common types of chemical equations 

• A molecular equation reports all entities being neutral. 

• An ionic equation reports how all entities exist during the reaction. 

• A net ionic equation reports only the reactive entities, with the spectator ions removed. 

 

Balancing by inspection — the simplest method for balancing chemical equations — reduces to 
two simple rules: 

 Balance unique atoms first. 

 Balance simple molecular entities last. 
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Exercises 

Chemistry: the science of change 

1. Why is our understanding of science at 
the research level poor? 

2. Find an real-world example where you 
have been in direct contact with  

  i) chemicals 

  ii) toxic or hazardous chemicals 

3. Find five research disciplines where 
chemistry is one component of the 
research (for example, atmospheric sciences). 

Scientific inquiry 

4. For each of the following observations, 
propose a hypothesis, two predictions, 
and an experiment to test the predictions. 

a) What a beautiful sunset. 

b) It will probably rain tomorrow. 

5. Classify the following statements as 
observations, hypotheses, predictions, or 
experiments. 

a) The colours of the rainbow are red, 
orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, 
and violet, which have the 
abbreviation ROYGBIV. 

b) The fading of paint in sunlight is 
caused by ultraviolet radiation. 

c) Shellfish should only be collected in 
months without an ‘R’ in them (May, 
June, July, and August) because of toxin 
contamination. 

6. Use additional resources to determine if 
the following are examples of science or 
pseudoscience: 

a) extrasensory perception (ESP) 

b) intelligent design 

c) magnetic bracelets for health 

d) ghosts 

e) second-hand smoke 

f) acupressure and acupuncture 

7. Use additional resources to determine if 
the following are examples of science or 
pseudoscience: 

a) UV radiation and skin cancer  

b) astrology and horoscopes 

c) cold fusion 

d) biorhythms 

e) aromatherapy 

f) global warming 

8. Prepare a paragraph either supporting or 
refuting the following hypothesis: 
“Science is the cause of most of 
humanities problems.” 

9. Is the statement, “Because God made it 
so” a reasonable hypothesis? Explain. 

Système Internationale d’Unités (the 
Metric system) 

10. Define the following as being a 
dimension or unit. 

a) energy  d) hour 

b) pound  e) weight 

c) mole   f) joule 

11. A thermometer graduated in fahrenheit 
and in celsius is placed in a solution. 
What is the solution temperature, in 
celsius, when the celsius temperature 

a) equals the fahrenheit temperature? 

b) is half the fahrenheit temperature? 

c) is 80 °C more than the fahrenheit 
temperature? 

Significant digits 

12. How many significant digits are in the 
following numbers: 

a) 0.00313 

b) 451.20 
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c) 12 400 

d) 1002 

13. Perform the following calculations and 
report your answer to the correct number 
of significant digits. Report the answer in 
scientific notation. 

a) (5.923 - 4.985)/6.345 

b) 
0.123 11.27

3.022
2.07 1.4





 

c) 
 22 3

3

4.270 10 4 10

48.06 10

 



  


 

d) 12.83e  

e)  log 0.00076  

f) 0.0007610  

14. How many significant digits are in a 
temperature measurement of 8 °C? 

15. If you use 16 g/mol as the atomic mass of 
oxygen, how many significant digits is 
this value correct to? 

16. Determine the number of significant 
digits in each number in the sequence: 
998, 999, 1000, 1001 

17. Automotive odometers can be read to the 
unit speeds. Identify the uncertainty 
when travelling at the following speeds 

a) 47 km/hr  c) 100 km/hr 

b) 90 km/hr  d) 108 km/hr 

18. Without calculation, arrange the 
following in order of increasing density: 
80.0 g (114 mL) octane, 90 g (289 mL) 
bromine, 100 g (100 mL) water. 

19. Comment on the following procedure to 
determine the mass of a penny: 

 Measure your mass on a scale. 

 Pick up a penny and measure your 
mass again. 

 Determine the penny’s mass by 
subtraction. 

Dimensional analysis 

20. Complete the sentence, “A part-per-
billion is one second in ___ years.” 

21. How many cancerous cells are in a near-
spherical tumor approximately 1 cm in 
diameter? (Vsphere = 4/3 π r3; dcell = 4.8 µm) 

22. A red blood cell has a diameter of 6.6 
µm. 

a) Determine the volume of a red blood 
cell. (Assume the cell to be a sphere. 
Vsphere = 4/3 π r3) 

b) A 70 kg person has approximately 5.0 
liters of blood, 45 percent of which is 
red blood cells. How many red blood 
cells are in the body? in one milliliter 
of blood? 

c) Red blood cells live approximately 
120 days and are replaced by new 
cells produced in the bones (bone 
marrow). At what rate are new cells 
produced. Report your answer in cells 
0per second, cells per hour, and cells 
per day. 

23. A 25.00 mL sample of liquid mercury 
has a mass of 339.650 g. Determine the 
density of mercury. 

24. Determine 

a) the number of kilometers in 1.00 light 
year. 

b) the pressure in atmospheres inside an 
automobile tire pressurized to 44 psi. 

c) the temperature of absolute zero in 
fahrenheit. 

25. After World War I, Germany agreed to 
pay the war costs of the other nations — 
a total of 29 billion dollars. Fritz Haber 
proposed that this could be done by 
extracting the gold from sea water. At the 
time, gold was 22 $ per troy ounce. The 
gold concentration in sea water is 26 
parts per trillion by mass. (The scheme 
never worked.) 
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a) Determine the gold concentration in 
moles per liter and moles per cubic 
kilometer. (ρH2O = 1.027 g/mL) 

b) How many cubic meters must be 
processed to obtain one troy ounce of 
gold? 

c) How many cubic kilometers must be 
process to pay Germany’s debt? 

26. Dust settles from the air at a rate of 44 
lbs per acre per month. (1 km2 = 247 acres) 

a) What is this rate in milligrams per 
square meter per day? 

b) How long will it take to accumulate a 
0.1 mm layer of dust (ρdust = 2.2 g/cm3)? 

27. Sand grains are, on average, cubes with 
0.20 mm edges. Determine the depth of 
sand when 1.00 mol of sand evenly 
covers the Earth, assumed to be a sphere 
with radius 5480 km. (Vsphere = 4/3 π r3; 
Asphere = 4 π r2) 

Chemistry primer 

28. For trinitrotoluene, TNT, 
C6H2(CH3)(NO2)3, calculate 

a) the total number of atoms in one 
molecule. 

b) the moles of nitrate per mole of TNT. 

c) the molecular mass of TNT. 

d) the number of carbon atoms in 1.484 g 
of TNT. 

e) the carbon:nitrogen mole ratio. 

f) the mass of TNT that contains 1.28 
mol nitrogen? 

29. Aspirin™, ASA, is acetyl salicylic acid, 
C6H4(OCO2CH3)(CO2H). Calculate 

a) the total number of atoms in one 
molecule. 

b) the moles of oxygen atoms per mole 
of ASA. 

c) the moles of ASA in a sample 
containing 5.84·1024 atoms total. 

d) the moles of ASA in a sample 
containing 5.84·1024 carbon atoms. 

e) the number of molecules in a tablet 
containing 325 mg ASA. 

f) the hydrogen:oxygen mole ratio. 

30. For the biological buffer TRIS, 
(HOCH2)3CNH2, determine 

a) the total number of atoms in one 
molecule 

b) the carbon to hydrogen mole ratio 

c) the oxygen to nitrogen mass ratio 

d) the mass of carbon in one mole of 
TRIS 

e) the number of carbon atoms in 47.385 
g TRIS 

31. For the chelating agent EDTA, 
C2H4(N(CH2CO2H)2)2, determine 

a) the total number of atoms in one 
molecule 

b) the carbon to oxygen mole ratio 

c) the nitrogen to oxygen mass ratio 

d) the mass of hydrogen in one mole of 
EDTA 

e) the number of nitrogen atoms in 
175.8623 g EDTA 

32. Balance the following chemical 
equations by inspection 

a) Mg3N2(s) + H2O(l)  
   Mg(OH)2(s) + NH3(g) 

b) SOCl2(g) + HI(g)    
 H2S(g) + H2O(l) + HCl(aq) + I2(s) 

c) Fe2O3(s) + C(s)    
 Fe(s) + CO2(g) 

d) H2S(g) + SO2(g)  
   S(g) + H2O(g) 

e) NH3(g) + O2(g)  
   NO(g) + H2O(l) 

33. Balance the following chemical 
equations by inspection 

a) C4H10(g) + O2(g)  
   CO2(g) + H2O(l) 
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b) Ca5F(PO4)3(s) + H2SO4(aq) + H2O(l)  
   CaSO4•2H2O(s) + HF(aq)  
 + H3PO4(aq) 

c) Ca3(PO4)2(aq) + HNO3(aq)    
 Ca(H2PO4)2(aq) + Ca(NO3)2(aq) 

d) Fe(s) + H2O(l)  
   Fe3O4(s) + H2(g) 

34. One type of solid rocket fuel, commonly 
used by amateur rocketeers, is a mixture 
of sugar, C12H22O11, and potassium 
nitrate, KNO3. Balance the simplified 
decomposition equation: 

 C12H22O11(s) + KNO3(s)   CO2(g)  
 + H2O(g) + N2(g) + K2O(s) + O2(g) 

35. Potassium sesquoxide, K2O3, can be 
considered a mixture of potassium 
superoxide, KO2, and potassium 
peroxide, K2O2. What combination of 
these entities gives potassium 
sesquoxide? 

36. A 12.0 % by mass sodium hydroxide 
solution has a density of 1.131 g/mL. 
What volume of this solution is required 
to supply 2.25 kg of sodium hydroxide? 

37. An aqueous solution containing 18.0 % 
Na2Cr2O7 by mass has a density of 1.521 
g/mL. Chromium is used in 
electroplating. What volume of solution 
contains 1.00·1024 chromium atoms? 

38. Common table sugar (sucrose, C12H22O11), 
exists in cubes that average 0.12 mm per 
side. Sucrose has a density of 1.587 
g/cm3 and a packing ratio of 0.76. (Packing 
ratio is the ratio of the volume occupied by sugar 
to that of the container, due to voids between 
sugar crystals.) Determine the container 
volume required to hold 1.00·106 sugar 
crystals and the volume of void space. 

39. The solubility of table sugar (sucrose; 
C12H22O11) at 20 °C is 67.1 g per 100 g 
water. Determine the number of water 
molecules hydrating each sugar 
molecule. 

40. Sugar packets contain 5.0 grams of 
sucrose, C12H22O11. Determine the 
sucrose concentration in moles per liter 
when two sugar packets are added to a 
Tim Horton’s medium coffee (10 fluid 
ounces) and stirred. 

41. Automotive antifreeze, ethylene glycol, 
(CH2)2(OH)2, has a density of 1.114 
g/mL at 25 °C. 

a) Some containers are filled by volume. 
What is the mass of a 4.0 L of 
antifreeze? 

b) Some containers are filled by mass. 
What volume is occupied by 20.0 kg 
of antifreeze? 

42. The nutritional information on a 
Snickers™ chocolate bar is given below.  

 

serving size: 1 bar (59 g)

total calories: 278

total fat—14 g 21%

saturated fat—5 g 26%

trans fat—190 mg

cholesterol—8 mg 3%

sodium—118 mg 5%

total carbohydrates—37 g 12%

dietary fiber—1 g 6%

sugar—31 g

protein—4 g 8%

% daily value

 
a) How many fat molecules are in the 

chocolate bar? (Assumed the fat to be 
C56H100O6.) 

b) If the calories are stored in the fat and 
sugar, and fat and sugar have the same 
energy content per gram, determine 
the number of calories in the fat and in 
the sugar. 

43. An empty 45 gallon drum weighs 61.3 
lbs. Filled with toluene, the drum weighs 
385.7 lbs. Determine the density of 
toluene in g/mL. (assume US gallons) 

44. Determine 

a) the volume of dimethyl mercury, 
Hg(CH3)2, in the LD50 of dimethyl 
mercury, if the person weighs 75 kg. 
(ρ = 2.78 g/mL) 
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b) the number of mercury atoms in the 
LD50 of dimethyl mercury, if the 
person weighs 75 kg. 

c) the number of carbon atoms in 1.564 g 
of calcium carbonate, CaCO3. 

d) the mass of 18 carat gold that contains 
6.47·1022 atoms of gold. 18 carat gold 
is 75 percent gold atoms by mass. 

45. Ethanol combusts via the equation 

 C2H5OH(l) + O2(g)   CO2(g)  
 + H2O(l) + 973.2 kJ/mol ethanol 

a) Balance the chemical equation. 

b) For the production of 1.00 L of water, 
determine 

  i) the mass of ethanol required. 

  ii) the mass of oxygen consumed. 

  iii) the amount of energy released. 

46. One method of pressurizing tennis balls 
involves placing solid ammonium 
chloride, NH4Cl, solid sodium nitrite, 
NaNO2, and a small amount of water into 
the ball during manufacturing. Upon 
heating, nitrogen gas, N2, liquid water, 
and aqueous sodium chloride are formed. 
Write the balanced chemical reaction for 
this process. (The initial water goes over the 
reaction arrow.) 

47. Household vinegar contains 4.5 percent 
acetic acid, CH3COOH, by mass. 

a) What mass of acetic acid is in 1.00 L 
of vinegar? (ρvinegar = 1.00 g/mL) 

b) What is the concentration in moles per 
liter? 

48. Everyone ‘knows’ that mercury metal is 
toxic. Why is there no LD50 for mercury 
metal? 

49. a) Determine the average quantity of 
ethanol that will kill a 65 kg person. 

b) What volume of beer, with 4.5 percent 
alcohol, provides this amount of 
ethanol. (ρbeer = 1.00 g/mL) 

c) What volume of spirits, with 40 
percent alcohol, provides this amount 
of ethanol. (ρspirits = 0.94 g/mL) 

50. Hydrazine, N2H4, is a rocket fuel 
produced by mixing ammonia and 
chlorine. Determine the balanced 
chemical reaction for the production of 
hydrazine. 

 NH3(g) + Cl2(g)  
   N2H4(l) + NH4Cl(s) 

51. Iron exists in the environment as iron 
oxide, Fe2O3. Ore samples are crushed 
and heated with excess carbon, producing 
carbon monoxide and iron metal. 1658 kg 
of ore produced 932 kg of pure iron. 
Determine the mass percent iron oxide in 
the ore. 

52. For rain to form, there must be nucleating 
sites — dust — in the atmosphere for 
water vapor to condense on. In very clean 
air, rain will not fall. Agricultural 
scientists have discovered that silver 
iodide, AgI, is a good nucleating agent. 
Silver iodide is dissolved in acetone and 
atomized into the atmosphere. For every 
gram of silver iodide, approximately 1015 
nucleating sites are created. Determine 
the number of silver iodide entities in 
each nucleating site. 

53. In pharmaceutical sciences, the grain was 
once used to measure mass: 15 gr = 1.0 g. 
Persons with heart disease often take 
Aspirin™ to reduce the risk of heart 
attack and stroke. The common dose is 
two 325 mg Aspirins per day. 

a) What is the dose in grains? 

b) For a 220 lb person, what is the dose 
in gr/kg? 

c) How long would it take to consume 
1.0 kg of Aspirin? 

54. Phenolphthalein, C20H14O4, is a common 
acid-base indicator used in titrations. The 
indicator solution is prepared by mixing 
0.5 % by mass phenolphthalein in 
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ethanol. In one particular titration, three 
drops of indicator are used in a titration 
and the solution volume is 83 mL at the 
end point. Determine the phenolphthalein 
concentration in ppm by mass and moles 
per liter. (ρEtOH = 0.789 g/mL; ρsol’n = 1.00 
g/mL; 15 drops = 1.0 mL) 

55. Ethyl chloride, C2H5Cl, is a topical 
anaesthetic produced by the reaction of 
ethylene and hydrogen chloride 

C2H4(g) + HCl(g)   C2H5Cl(l) 

a) Determine the mass of hydrogen 
chloride required to produce 250 
grams of ethyl chloride. 

b) Given 275 grams of ethylene, how 
many grams of ethyl chloride can be 
produced. 

56. Chalk is a mixture of calcium carbonate 
and calcium sulfate. Only calcium 
carbonate reacts with acid: 

 CaCO3(s) + 2 H+(aq)  
   Ca2+(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g) 

 5.85 g of chalk produces 1.75 g of carbon 
dioxide. Determine the mass percentage 
of calcium carbonate in the chalk sample. 

57. A beaker containing 300 mL of 0.25 
mol/L sodium thiosulfate, Na2S2O3, is 
left open in the fume hood. The next day, 
only 220 mL remain because of water 
evaporation. What is the sodium 
thiosulfate concentration of this new 
solution? 

58. The LD50 of simple alcohols is about the 
same. However, methanol has an added 
complication that the liver degrades 
methanol to formaldehyde and formic 
acid. Both of these damage the retina, 
potentially causing blindness. 

methanol: 6 g/kg (mouse, rat) 
 blindness: 0.1 g/kg (medical estimate) 
ethanol: 6 g/kg (mouse, rat, rabbit) 

propan-2-ol: 5 g/kg (mouse, rat, rabbit) 

 People ignorant to chemistry may not be 
aware that ‘alcohol’ refers to a class of 
chemical entities. They naively assume 
that ‘alcohol’ means the stuff you drink 
to get drunk. To address this ignorance, 
different words are used for alcohols that 
are not ethanol.  
 methanol: methyl hydrate, wood alcohol  
 propan-2-ol: isopropanol, rubbing alcohol 

 For a 70 kg person,  

a) determine the mass of methanol, 
ethanol, and propan-2-ol required to 
reach the LD50.  

b) determine the mass of methanol to 
cause blindness. 

c) Scientific-use ethanol is often 
denatured with 4.0 % methanol by 
volume. (ρEtOH = 0.789 g/mL; ρMeOH = 0.792 
g/mL) Which is reached first: the LD50 
of ethanol or the blindness threshold 
of methanol? 

Additional resources 

59. A container is labelled ‘6.0 Baume 
caustic at 60 °F’. The small print states 
that each gallon contains 0.33 pounds of 
sodium hydroxide (assume US gallons). 

a) What is the concentration in moles per 
liter? 

b) What is the mathematical relationship 
between Baume and molarity at 60 
°F? 

c) What does a Baume actually measure? 
Is it temperature dependent? 

60. The sugar concentration in maple syrup 
is actually measured in ‘degrees brix’. 

a) Determine how a degree brix is related 
to concentration. 

b) What factors influence the 
measurement of degree brix? 

61. El niño and la niña are hot and cold 
oceanic currents, respectively, which 
affect weather globally. Investigate how 
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these weather patterns affect the weather 
in your area. 

INTEGRATIVE EXERCISES 

62. Estimate the number of tennis balls, with 
a diameter of 60 mm, that will fill your 
classroom. 

63. a) A 1 ¢ coin is approximately 1.5 mm 
thick. Stacking one mole of coins is 
how long: 

  i) 150 km 

  ii) across North America 

  iii) around the earth a few times 

  iv) earth to sun 

  v) diameter of Milky Way galaxy 

  vi) distance to Andromeda galaxy 

b) A grain of sand is a cube 
approximately 0.3 mm on each side. 
One mole of sand fills: 

  i) a bucket 

  ii) all the worlds oceans 

  iii) the earth 

  iv) the sun 

  v) the Milky Way galaxy 

c) One mole of water is approximately: 

  i) a large sip from a glass 

  ii) a swimming pool 

  iii)the water in a severe thunderstorm 

  iv) all the worlds oceans 

  v) the volume of the earth 

  vi) the volume of the solar system 

64.

 

 

65. Splenda, the maker of Sucralose, was 
accused of misleading costomers with the 
slogan, “Because it comes from sugar, it 
tastes like sugar.” Sucralose is made from 

sugar, replacing three OH functional 
groups with chloride functional groups. 

 C12H14O3(OH)8 + 3 Cl  
   C12H14O3(OH)5Cl3 + 3 OH 

 Is the slogan valid? Explain. 

66. a) An average 70 kg person breathes 14 
times per minute, has a tidal volume 
of 475 mL of air, and extracts 25 
percent of the available oxygen. 
Determine the moles of oxygen used 
per minute and the grams oxygen per 
kilogram per minute. (Air is 21 percent 
oxygen by volume (by moles) and has a density 
of 1.25 g/L.) 

b) A 2.4 kg fish passes, on average, 340 
mL of water over its gills per minute 
and extracts 80 percent of the 
available oxygen. Determine the 
oxygen requirement in grams oxygen 
per kilogram of fish body mass per 
minute. (Assume that water contains 10.2 
mg O2/L water.) 

c) People dream of a device that would 
extract oxygen from water to allow 
humans to breathe underwater. What 
volume of water would the device 
need to process to provide sufficient 
oxygen for a 70 kg human? Assume 
the device has the same efficiency as 
fish gills and there is 10.2 mg O2/L 
water. 

d) Comment on the feasibility of such a 
system as a device worn by a diver. 

67. A home requires 150 gigajoules of 
energy to heat it through the winter. 
What volume of wood is required to heat 
the home, assuming a 80 percent heating 
efficiency. (ρwood ≈ 0.63 g/cm3; Ewood = 1.6 
MJ/kg) Report your answer in cords of 
wood, where one cord is 4 ft × 4 ft × 8 ft. 

68. Trinitrotoluene (TNT), C7H5(NO2)3, 
explosively decomposes to form nitrogen, 
water, carbon monoxide, and solid 
carbon. Write a balanced chemical 
reaction for the decomposition of TNT. 

The logo for a decaffein-
ation process is given at 
right. Explain the 
scientific fallacy this 
logo is perpetuating? 
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69. Three magnesium samples weighing 
0.856, 1.957, and 3.365 g were burned in 
excess oxygen. The mass of magnesium 
oxide produced was 1.418, 3.247, and 
5.580, respectively. 

a) Does this data indicate that 
magnesium oxide has a fixed 
composition? 

b) Determine the stoichiometric 
composition of magnesium oxide. 

70. The BBC News Service reported, “A 
NASA study has found that the continent 
[Antarctica] is losing around 152 cubic 
km of ice each year — equivalent to 40 
Olympic sized swimming pools of 
water.” Is this statement correct? Use 
mathematics to justify your answer. (An 
Olympic-sized swimming pool measures 50 m × 
25 m × 3.0 m.) 

71. Sulfur forms two products when burned 
in oxygen. When 1.000 g sulfur is burned 
in excess oxygen, the fast, kinetic 
product consumes 0.998 g oxygen. The 
slow, thermodynamic product consumes 
another 0.499 g oxygen. Determine the 
stoichiometric composition of the two 
sulfur oxides. 

72. Phosphorus forms two entities with 
chlorine. Under certain conditions, 1.000 
g phosphorus combines with 3.433 g 
chlorine. In other conditions, 1.000 g 
phosphorus combines with 5.773 g 
chlorine. Determine the stoichiometric 
composition of the two phosphorus 
chloride entities. 

73. In 1983, Canada was transitioning from 
imperial to metric units. A Boeing 767 
aircraft travelling from Montreal to 
Edmonton required fuel. The plane 
contained 7700 L of fuel, but required 
22 300 kg of fuel. The documented 
density of fuel was 1.77. 

a) Assuming the conversion factor was in 
metric, 1.77 kg/L, determine the 
volume of fuel that must be added.  

 The 767 ran out of fuel over Manitoba. 
Because the pilot had experience with 
gliders he was able to land at Gimli, 
Manitoba without any serious injuries. 
The front wheels collapsed because they 
could not lock into position without 
hydraulic pressure. 

 

 Note: there is nothing in the Boeing 767 
emergency manual about conducting a 
zero-power landing. 

b) The conversion factor was actually in 
imperial: 1.77 lb/L. Determine the 
volume of fuel that should have been 
added. 

c) What is the correct metric conversion 
factor: ___ kg/L? 

74. Solder is used to join copper plumbing 
pipes and fittings. A tin-lead solder has a 
tin:lead mass ratio of 63:37. 

a) Determine the mole ratio. 

b) Does this solder have a stoichiometric 
composition? 

75. Nitinol is a nickel-titanium alloy that 
exhibits shape memory and super-
elasticity. 

a) Nitinol-50 is 50 mole percent nickel. 
Determine the mass of each metal 
required to form this alloy. 

b) Investigate the properties of this alloy, 
including the alloy’s properties as a 
function of composition? 

76. A lead-free solder has the composition 
SnAg3.50Cu0.90. What mass of solder 
contains 

a) 1.00 gram of silver? 

b) 1.45·1022 atoms of copper? 
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c) What is the mass percent composition 
of the solder? 

77. Silver solder has a mole ratio of 5.00 Ag: 
4.00 Cu: 1.00 Zn. What mass of each 
metal is required to prepare 1.00 kg of 
silver solder? 

78. Chlorinated swimming pools typically 
contain 1.5 ppm chlorine by mass. 

a) If the chlorinating solution is 7.0 
percent chlorine by mass and has a 
density of 1.09 g/mL, what volume of 
chlorinating solution is required to 
chlorinate a 50 000 L pool of new 
water (ρpool = 1.00 g/mL) 

b) After a few weeks, tests showed the 
pool to only contain 0.6 ppm chlorine. 
What volume of chlorinating solution 
is required to bring the chlorine 
concentration to 1.5 ppm? 

c) The chlorinating solution is often 
prepared from solid sodium 
hypochlorite, NaOCl. What mass of 
sodium hypochlorite is required to 
prepare 10 L of 7.0 percent by mass 
chlorinating solution? 

79. Copied from an online weight program: 
 You are overweight by 7.6 kilograms 

(16.7 pounds). Your caloric requirements 
are 2270 Calories per day. Limit your food 
intake to 1929 Calories per day to lose 
2.5 pounds per month. 

 (Their use of significant digits is pathetic.) 
Verify that reducing the diet by 340 
Calories per day corresponds to burning 
2.5 lbs of fat per month. (1 g fat = 38 kJ, 1 
Cal = 4.184 kJ) 

80. City water is chlorinated to 1.0 ppm 
chlorine by mass. Toronto water services 
supplies 5.8 million people with water. If 
each person uses an average of 380 L of 
water per day, what mass of sodium 
hypochlorite is used each day in 
Toronto? 

81. Garden fertilizer contains cryptic 
numbers: 10-20-10 is an all-purpose 

fertilizer, 30-10-10 for flowering plants, 
and 15-15-30 for vegetables. These 
numbers refer to the macronutrients in 
the fertilizer (nitrogen-phosphorus-potassium, 
N-P-K). However, the numbers refer the 
mass percentage of nitrogen if it were 
nitrogen (that’s good), phosphorus if it 
were phosphorus pentoxide, P2O5, and 
potassium as potassium oxide, K2O. 

a) The mass percent nitrogen is 100 
percent. Determine the mass percent 
phosphorus and potassium. 

b) Determine the mass percent of 
elemental nitrogen, phosphorus, and 
potassium in the three fertilizers listed 
above. 

c) Why aren’t phosphorus pentoxide and 
potassium oxide used in fertilizer? 

d) The actual chemicals used to provide 
the nitrogen, phosphorus, and 
potassium differs for the different 
types of fertilizer: quick release, slow 
release, etc. Assuming that phosphate 
is from diammonium hydrogen 
phosphate, (NH4)2HPO4, nitrogen 
from diammonium hydrogen 
phosphate and ammonium nitrate, 
NH4NO3, and potassium from 
potassium chloride, determine the 
masses of these chemicals required to 
produce the above fertilizers. 

e) N-P-K are the macronutrients. What 
micronutrients are essential to plant 
growth? 

82. One type of fertilizer is pure potassium 
nitrate. Use the information on fertilizer 
number in question 81 to determine the 
numbering, ??-??-??, of potassium nitrate 
fertilizer. 

83. Compact fluorescent bulbs are great! 
Right? They use 75 % less energy for the 
same amount of light, but they contain 
mercury. But wait, coal also contains 
around 100 µg of mercury per kilogram 
of coal; burning coal releases this 
mercury into the environment. The heat 
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content of coal is 35 MJ/kg and the 
conversion efficiency of a coal-fired 
power plant is 37 %. Determine which 
option releases the least mercury into the 
environment:  

i) a 23 W compact fluorescent bulb 
contains 5.0 mg of mercury. The bulb 
life is 12 000 hours. (W = J/s)  

ii) six 100 W incandescent bulbs, each 
with a life of 2 000 hours. 

84. Wood’s metal is a low melting alloy used 
in fire protection systems. The alloy is 
50.0 % bismuth, 26.7 % lead, 13.3 % tin, 
and 10.0 % cadmium by mass. Determine 
the mole percent composition. 

85. Urine contains, on average, 5.0 g/L of 
urea, (NH2)2CO. A child urinates 250 mL 
into a 50 000 L swimming pool. 
Determine the urea concentration in ppb, 
by mass. (ρpool = 1.00 g/mL) 

86. Low melting alloys are used in fire 
sprinklers. A tin-lead-bismuth alloy 
contains a bismuth:lead mole ratio of 
1.857 and a tin:lead mass ratio of 0.873. 
Determine the mass percent composition 
of this alloy. 

87.

 

 

a) A pycnometer weighs 28.9034 g 
empty and 47.3829 g when filled with 
water at 20.00 °C. Determine the 
internal volume of (calibrate) the 
pycnometer. (ρH

2
O(20 °C) = 0.99821 g/mL) 

b) When filled with octane at 20.00 °C, 
the pycnometer weighs 41.9138 g. 
Determine the density of octane. 

c) 12.3884 g of iron is placed in the 
pycnometer and then filled with water 
at 20.00 °C. The total mass is 58.2003 
g. Determine the density of iron. 

88. A gasoline tank holds 60 liters of fuel. 
(Assume the fuel to be octane.) 
 C8H18(g) + O2(g)  

   CO2(g) + H2O(l) 

a) What volume of liquid water is 
produced by the tank of fuel? 
(ρoctane = 0.8025 g/cm3) 

b) What volume of CO2 is produced 
assuming the outside conditions are 
0.8125 bar and 38 °C. 

89. Plaster of Paris is commonly used in 
archaeology to cast ancient bones and 
was once the common material for 
casting broken limbs. The powdered 
form is CaSO4·0.5H2O. Adding water 
forms gypsum, CaSO4·2H2O, which is a 
rigid solid. 

a) Determine the minimum amount of 
water needed to set 0.450 kg of Plaster 
of Paris. 

b) How much heat is evolved when 0.450 
kg sets? 

  CaSO4·0.5H2O(s) + 1.5 H2O(l)  
    CaSO4·2H2O 

ΔrH° = –17 kJ 

90. The petrochemical industry announced, 
with great fanfare, the world’s largest 
carbon dioxide storage facility in 
Saskatchewan. What is less touted is that 
the carbon dioxide will be used to pump 
additional petroleum from the wells. This 
80 million dollar government-funded 
project will store approximately 40 
million tonnes of carbon dioxide between 
2005 and 2035 and produce an additional 
20 000 barrels per day of oil. (Source: 
ACCN, September 2008, 22) 
a) How many tonnes of carbon dioxide 

will the additional oil produce during 
combustion. Assume oil is C20H42. (ρoil 
= 0.77 g/mL) 

A pycnometer is a 
device for measuring 
the density of liquids 
and solids. The internal 
volume is calibrated 
with a fluid of known 
density, usually water, 
and then the density of 
the test entity 
determined.
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b) Is the well a net carbon dioxide source 
or sink? 

91. Besides the cruel treatment of animals, 
what is scientifically wrong with 
exposing animals to huge doses of 
chemicals and using that data to set 
human exposure limits. (There are a least 
two major errors with this research philosophy.) 

92. In 2008, some politicians told the world 
that doubling the atmospheric carbon 
dioxide concentration would double the 
amount of heat retained and lead to an 
uncontrolled greenhouse effect. The 
politicians are using this argument to 
justify spending billions of dollars to 
reduce carbon dioxide emissions and 
sequester carbon dioxide.  

 The absorption spectrum of carbon 
dioxide, below, shows that the current 
atmospheric carbon dioxide 
concentration, 365 ppm by moles, 

absorbs about 96 % of the infrared 
radiation in its absorption bands.  

a) Using the figures below, estimate how 
much infrared radiation is absorbed 
when the carbon dioxide concentration 
doubles? 

b) What error are the politicians making? 
Infrared absorption by atmospheric carbon dioxide
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Answers to in-text exercises 
1.15 At 20, the person will probably be 178 ± 2 cm. 

People don’t grow indefinitely! The average 
height increases linearly with age (individuals will 

have growth spurts), but slows and stops in the late 
teens. The last two data points, which don’t 
follow the linear progression, are not in error; 
they are the first indication of the slowing 
growth rate and nonlinearity of the data. 

1.18 Most everyone should be within ± 0.1 mm on 
bar A, but substantially further, possibly ±3 
mm, on bar B because determining the end is 
more subjective, much like a fluctuating 
display. 

 Sometimes, a measurement deviates 
substantially from the remainder. This is 
normal. Accidents do happen when making 
measurements or recording numbers. There are 
statistical tests to remove these numbers that 
you will learn in analytical chemistry, physics, 
or an introductory statistics course. 

1.21 a) 3; b) most likely 2; c) 3; d) 2 or 3 (In no case is 

the answer ‘one significant digit’!) 

1.22 11.95 to 12.05 mL 

1.24 3. Consider the resulting value when the speed 
of light is rounded to 

  5: 2.9980·108 m/s = 299 800 000 m/s 

  4: 2.998·108 m/s = 299 800 000 m/s 

  3: 3.00·108 m/s = 300 000 000 m/s 

  2: 3.0·108 m/s = 300 000 000 m/s 

1.26 All the data is consistant with the value being 
known to three significant digits: 2.43·10–x 

1.27 a) 2.3·103, b) 1.20, c) 5.079, d) 7·106 

1.28 a) 1.21 (incorrect), 1.20 (correct); b) 106.9 = 8·106 
(incorrect), 106.856 = 7·106 (correct) 

1.31 
sucrose 3

g
1.587

cm
   

1.38 H2 is one molecule (composed of two hydrogen atoms 

bonded together). 

 2 H are two independent hydrogen atoms. 

 2 H+ are two independent hydrogen ions.   
(2 H is not the same as 2 H+.) 

1.49 a) 569 g; b) 31 L; 2.22 mol/L, 5.3·10–2 mol/L 

1.53 a) 4 KO2(s) + 2 CO2(g)   2 K2CO3(s) 
 + 3 O2(g) 
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 b) Fe2O3(s) + 3 CO(g)   2 Fe(l)  
 + 3 CO2(g) 

 c) C6H12O6(aq)   2 C2H5OH(aq)  
 + 2 CO2(g) 

1.54 5 N2O4(l) + 2 N2H4:N2H2(CH3)2   

   9 N2(g) + 12 H2O(g) + 4 CO2(g) 

1.56 51 g O2; 7.1·102 kJ 

1.63 0.68 mol 
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Overview 

Chapter 2 (Atomic Theory) shows how our understanding of the atom has evolved over time as a 
necessity to explain experimental observations. The current model, the quantum-mechanical 
model, proposes that the atom is comprised of neutrons and protons in a core nucleus and 
electrons with discrete energies in orbitals around the nucleus. A labelling scheme neatly 
consolidates all of this information: 

 is the atomic number,  the mass number, and  the chargeZ A q
A q
Z E  

Mass spectrometry is presented as the method for determining isotopic mass and abundance, and 
is followed by the calculation of the average atomic mass. 

Several periodic trends are presented without proof. These trends are fully explained with the 
knowledge learned in Chapter 3. 

 

Chapter 3 (Quantum Theory) continues the exploration of the atom from the perspective of 
quantum mechanics. Beginning with an exposé of the failings of classical physics and the need 
for a better theory to explain experimental observations, Chapter 3 introduces quantum 
mechanics as an explanation for these and other experimental phenomena. 

The Schrödinger equation, EΨ ΨH , is the fundamental 

equation of quantum mechanics. Solution of the Schrödinger 
equation for atoms requires the use of five variables, called 
quantum numbers because of their discrete (quantized) values. 
(Thankfully, you are not expected to solve the Schrödinger equation in this 

text!) 

The concept of atomic wavefunctions, orbitals, and their energies 
leads to the most important section of this chapter: section 3.8 
(Electronic configurations). An understanding of electronic configurations lays the foundation 
for understanding reactivity, stability, preferred ionization states, and chemical bonding. 
Electronic configurations also explain the trends presented in Chapter 2 and other trends in the 
periodic table. 
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Chapter 2. Atomic Theory 

2.1 Early atomic models 

Experiments drove the development of atomic models. 

[1803] John Dalton proposed the Billiard Ball model of the atom. Dalton observed that matter is 
solid and assumed that the smallest indivisible component of matter — atoms — were solid.  

[1897] Joseph John (J. J.) Thomson proposed the Plum Pudding model of the atom. Using the 
novel tool, electricity, Thomson was able to extract a negatively charged beam from atoms. By 
passing the beam through electric and magnetic fields, Thomson showed that the beam contained 
discrete ‘corpuscles’ that were negatively charged 
and that were very light compared to the atom 
(electrons are almost 2000 times lighter than protons). 
Thomson had discovered electrons.  

Thomson realized that the atom was composed of 
positive and negative entities. Without any ability 
to see inside the atom, he proposed they were 
randomly arranged. Thomson was aware that this 
violated the laws of physics (opposite charges attract), 
but could not devise any better theory to explain 
the experimental observations. Thomson was 
awarded the 1906 Nobel prize in physics for 
discovering the electron as a negatively charged 
particle. 

For reference: atoms were first observed in 1981 
with the development of the scanning tunnelling 
microscope (STM). STM currently has a resolution 
of 0.05 nm. 

▼——————————————— 

What observations can you draw comparing the atomic radius (inside front 

cover) to the STM resolution shown in figure 2.1. 

Answer: see page 83. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 2.2  

 
Figure 2.1 False colour STM image of iron

atoms on a copper (111) surface.
Scientists have fun too: the STM
first moved the atoms into this
position and then scanned the
resulting image. The Kanji charac-
ters represent the word ‘atom’. 
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2.2 Current model of atomic structure 

[1909] Ernest Rutherford conducted experiments to test the plum pudding model of the atom. He 
bombarded a thin sheet of gold foil with α particles and observed the deflection of the α particles. 
(α particles are one product from radioactive decay, with a doubly positive charge.) He expected that α 
particles, being much higher in energy, would show little deviation when passing through the 
gold foil because the positive and negative charges were randomly distributed. However, the 
gold foil deflected some α particles through large angles, up to 180°. 

n+

observed result

expected result

diffuse
 positive
     charge

 
Figure 2.3  Rutherford’s experimental setup to observe the deflection of α particles by gold foil. The

majority of the α particles passed straight through the gold foil, as expected. However, the gold 
foil deflected some α particles through large angles, up to 180°. This was not expected, 
predicted, or explainable by the plum pudding theory. 

Rutherford stated, “It was as if you shot a 15 inch shell at a piece of tissue paper and it came 
back and hit you!” Another model was obviously needed. 

[1911] Rutherford proposed the nuclear model of the atom, with an atomic core containing the 
positive charge and electrons surrounding the core. 

[1913] Niels Bohr proposed the Bohr model of the atom. The Bohr model refined the nuclear 
model by adding that electrons exist with specific energies orbiting the nucleus. With this 
addition, Niels Bohr could explain the discrete emission observed from atoms; emission that is 
illustrated in figure 2.4. (Chapter 3 (Quantum Theory) explores this in detail.)  
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In his experiments, Rutherford was able to determine the mass of the fragments and, much to his 
surprise, observed that the electron had a single mass but the other fragments had multiple 
masses.* How could the multiple masses be explained? 

[1920] Rutherford proposed the existence of the neutron. Only with the advent of a neutral 
particle in the nucleus, with approximately the same mass as the proton, could Rutherford 
explain the different masses of the positive fragments. [1932] James Chadwick, an employee in 
Rutherford’s laboratory, experimentally observed the neutron. Radioactivity was an active 
research area and Chadwick correctly deduced that one form of radioactive decay — beta decay 
— involved the emission of a neutron. (See Chapter 30 (Nuclear Science) for details on radioactive decay.) 

[1926] Erwin Schrödinger applied quantum mechnics to the atom. He proposed that electrons 
exist, not in discrete orbtials, but as a wave surrounding the nucleus. The region that the electron 
wave exists in is called an orbital. 

The quantum-mechanical model proposes that atoms are comprised of neutrons and protons in a 
core nucleus and electrons with discrete energies in orbitals around the nucleus. 

Elements are defined by the number of protons in the nucleus. 

Isotopes of a given element are defined by the number of neutrons in the nucleus. 

Ions form when electrons are added or removed from the atom. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.4 The discrete emission spectra of helium, neon, and krypton in the visible region of the 

electromagnetic spectrum (see figure 3.1). 

Spektruś Mikołaj Pytel wrote the program Spektruś for visualizing the spectra of atoms and 
atomic ions. Spektruś is available on ExploringChemistry.com  

                                                 
* Rutherford conducted experiments using neon, which has three naturally occurring isotopes: 20Ne (90.48 %), 21Ne 

(0.27 %), and 22Ne (9.25 %). 

He

Ne

Kr
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Labelling of elements 

A q
Z E

 

 

The labels A, Z, and q are only specified when required. 

• Z and E both define the element. Scientists regularly omit Z except in experiments where it 
changes. (See Chapter 30 (Nuclear Science) for details.) 

• A defines the isotope of a given element. Scientists only specify A when needing to 
distinguish between isotopes. 

• q is specified when a charge exists. 

Isotopic mass 

Section 1.7 shows that isotopic mass is relative to carbon-12, with the mass of one atom of 
carbon-12 defined as exactly 12.0 u (atomic mass units). The mass of all other isotopes is measured 
relative to carbon-12 in a mass spectrometer. A mass spectrometer measures mass by converting 
an entity to ions and then accelerating them in an electric field. The electric field gives all ions 
the same energy. However, the ion’s momentum depends on its mass and the ions can be 
separated by an electromagnetic field that accelerates the ions in an arc. Lighter ions turn more 
than heavier ions and impact the detector at different locations. Mass spectrometers are very 
precise, able to determine mass and abundance to six or more decimal places. 

 

 ( ) is a one or two letter abbreviation for that element.

 ( ) is the number of protons in the atom.

 ( ) is the number of protons and neutrons in the atom.

 

E

Z

A

Element symbol

Atomic number

Mass number

Charge ( ) is the difference between the protons and electrons in the atom.q

Z p A n p q p e
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Figure 2.5 A typical electric sector mass spectrometer. 

With the exception of carbon-12, isotopic masses are not 
integers for two main reasons: 

• neutron, proton, and electron have different mass 

• nuclear binding energy 

When neutrons and protons bind to form a nucleus, some 
mass is converted to energy through Einstein’s famous equation, 2E m c . The resulting nucleus 

is lower in energy — more stable — than the individual unbound neutrons and protons. Nuclear 
binding energy is the basis for solar fussion and nuclear energy. (See Chapter 30 (Nuclear Science) for 

details.) 

27
n

27
p

31
e

1.675 10 kg

1.673 10 kg

9.109 10 kg

m

m

m
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Table 2.6 Isotopic mass and abundance of elements with two or three isotopes. Appendix B.10 lists all 
the stable isotopes. 

mass /u abund. /% mass /u abund. /% mass /u abund. /%
1H 1.007825 99.9885 28Si 27.976927 92.2297 113In 112.904061 4.29
2H 2.014102 0.0115 29Si 28.976495 4.6832 115In 114.903882 95.71

30Si 29.973771 3.0872
6Li 6.015121 7.59 138La 137.907105 0.09
7Li 7.016003 92.41 35Cl 34.968853 75.78 139La 138.906347 99.91

37Cl 36.965903 24.22
10B 10.012937 19.9 151Eu 150.919702 47.81
11B 11.009305 80.1 39K 38.963707 93.2581 153Eu 152.921225 52.19

40K 39.963999 0.0117
12C 12.000000 98.93 41K 40.961825 6.7302 175Lu 174.940770 97.41
13C 13.003355 1.07 176Lu 175.942679 2.59

50V 49.947161 0.25
14N 14.003074 99.632 51V 50.943962 99.75 180Ta 179.947462 0.012
15N 15.000109 0.368 181Ta 180.947992 99.988

63Cu 62.929599 69.17
16O 15.994915 99.757 65Cu 64.927793 30.83 185Re 184.952951 37.4
17O 16.999131 0.038 187Re 186.955744 62.6
18O 17.999160 0.205 69Ga 68.925580 60.108

71Ga 70.924701 39.892 191Ir 190.960584 37.3
20Ne 19.992436 90.48 193Ir 192.962917 62.7
21Ne 20.993843 0.27 79Br 78.918336 50.69
22Ne 21.991383 9.25 81Br 80.916289 49.31 203Tl 202.972320 29.524

205Tl 204.974401 70.476
24Mg 23.985042 78.99 85Rb 84.911794 72.17
25Mg 24.985837 10.00 87Rb 86.909187 27.83 234U 234.040947 0.0055
26Mg 25.982594 11.01 235U 235.043924 0.7200

107Ag 106.905092 51.839 238U 238.050785 99.2745
109Ag 108.904756 48.161

Source: Isotopic Compositions of the Elements 1989, Pure and Applied Chemistry , 1998, 70 , 217.

Isotope
Isotopic…

Isotope
Isotopic…

Isotope
Isotopic…

 

Atomic mass 

Isotopic mass is the mass of each isotope. Atomic mass is the average mass of an element, 
calculated accounting for isotopic mass and abundance. Table 2.6 reports all the isotopic masses 
to six decimals precision. However, the periodic table (inside front cover), often reported atomic 
masses to less. For example, the periodic table reports platinum to three decimal places: 195.084 
u; gold to six decimals: 196.966569 u; and mercury to two: 200.59 u. The reason for the varying 
precision is the global distribution of isotopes. For any given sample, it is possible to measure 
the isotopic abundance to six decimals precision. However, the abundance between samples — 
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collected from different parts of the world — varies. We see differences in samples taken from 
atmospheric, biological, and geological sources, and the reported value is the average of many 
samples of different origins. As the variability in isotopic abundances increases, the precision of 
the average abundance decreases. Table 2.6 reports the average abundance from many samples 
taken around the world. 

195 197 199 201 203 205
Mass /u

S
ig
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 /a
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mass /u abundance
196Hg 195.965815 0.001538
198Hg 197.966752 0.099667
199Hg 198.968262 0.168733
200Hg 199.968309 0.230973
201Hg 200.970285 0.131818
202Hg 201.970626 0.298562
204Hg 203.973476 0.068710

Isotope
Isotopic …

 
Figure 2.7 Isotopic mass spectrum for a mercury sample. 

The periodic table reports the average atomic mass of the stable isotopes. It provides no direct 
information on the number or abundance of isotopes, except when only a single isotope exists. 
The periodic table reports single isotopes to six decimals precision* and reports unstable isotopes 
in square brackets that give the atomic mass or atomic number of the expected [xxx] or observed 
[xxx.xxx] most stable isotope. 

                                                 
* One naturally occurring isotope exists for 9Be, 19F, 23Na, 27Al, 31P, 45Sc, 55Mn, 59Co, 75As, 89Y, 93Nb, 103Rh, 127I, 

132Cs, 141Pr, 159Tb, 165Ho, 169Tm, 197Au, 209Bi, 232Th. 
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You are what you drink 

The molecules we use to build our bodies comes from the food we consume. While the global 
average deuterium:hydrogen ratio, D:H, is 0.000115, scientists discovered that the D:H ratio in  

mass /u abundance

HOH 18.010565 0.999770

HOD 19.016841 0.000230

DOD 20.023118 1.32·10–8

Isotope
Isotopic …

 
ratio. Once vaporized, the gravitational force on heavy water is greater, so heavy water falls 
preferentially as precipitation. Both of these cause the D:H ratio in rainwater to deviate from the 
global average. Storm systems start at the coast and follow similar tracks through geographic 
areas. The water in a given region has a relatively constant D:H ratio, but a ratio that is different 
from the global average.  

Isotopic variance is the deviation of a sample from the average isotopic distribution. The figure 
presents the D:H isotopic variance, reported in parts-per-thousand deviation from the global 
average. Negative values indicate that water is deuterium deficient. 

 

rain varies with geographic location. The reason for this is 
surprising: deuterium-containing water is heavier. 

HOD and DOD are, collectively, called heavy water. 

Having a greater mass, more energy is required to 
vaporize heavy water, so water vapour has a lower D:H 
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The majority of the water we drink is from local sources, and our bodies adopt the D:H ratio of 
the region we live in. Our hair is produced with this D:H ratio, growing about 1 cm per month. 

 
Hair analysis is one application of isotopic analysis. Measuring the isotope ratio of seized drugs 
— cannibus, cocaine, heroin, tobacco, tea, … — informs law enforcement of the country and 
region where the plants were grown. 
(Adapted from an article by Emily Chung, Hair chemistry could help solve cold cases, CBC News, 07 Sep. 2011. 
Reviewed by Dr. Gilles St-Jean, University of Ottawa.) 

Determining atomic mass 

Equation 2.8 calculates the average atomic mass. 

 = isotope iii

isotopicisotopicatomic
mass mass abundance

      
    2.8 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the average atomic mass of magnesium. 

 Magnesium has three isotopes. Table 2.6 lists abundance as percentages, which needs to be 
converted to fractional abundance. Divide by 100 % prior to substitution into equation 2.8. 

24 25 26

 = isoto

Mg Mg M

pe

g

23.985042 u 0.7899 24.985837 u 0.1000 25.982594 u 0.1101

24.31 u

iii

isotopicisotopicatomic
mass mass abundance

      
  

     





    

 The periodic table lists the atomic mass of magnesium as 24.035 u. The difference in 
precision is due to correlation — a factor not considered by the significant digits method. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the average atomic mass of bromine. 

Answer: see page 83. 

EXAMPLE 2.9 

EXERCISE 2.10 

Scientists can measure the D:H ratio along a strand of hair 
and estimate the geographic area we lived in and when.  

In forensics, this can help trace the recent past of a person. 
For example, in 2001, a body was found in Montreal, 
Canada. An analysis of her 43 cm hair showed that she was 
moving southwards towards Montreal from either southern 
Manitoba, northwestern Ontario, or northern Quebec (D:H 

ratio of –110). She lived in seven distinct locations in the 43 
months leading up to her death. This information has helped 
the investigation, but her identity is still unknown. 
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▼——————————————— 

There are two isotopes of boron: 10B (10.012937 u) and 11B (11.009305 u). 
Determine the isotopic abundances and check your answer with table 2.6. 

 There are two unknowns: the abundances of 10B and 11B. However, these unknowns are 
related because the total abundance sums to 1.00. 

 Letting x be the abundance of 10B, the abundance of 11B is 1.00 – x. 

 From the periodic table, the average atomic mass is 10.811 u. Substituting this into 2.8 
gives 

 
10 11B B

10.811 u 10.012937 u 11.009305 u 1.00

0.199028

x x

x

    



 

  

As x was defined as the abundance of 10B, the abundances are 

 
 

10

11

B : 0.19903 19.903 %

B: 0.80097 80.097 %
 

———————————————▲ 

When atoms form molecules, the underlying isotopic distributions are carried into the molecule. 
We find in Chapter 7 (Instrumental and Chemical Analysis) that the combined isotopic 
distribution is valuable in identifying molecular entities. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the mass spectrum of bromine monochloride, BrCl. 

 

 There are two isotopes of both bromine and 
chlorine. 

 

 

 

 There are four possible isotopic combinations of 
bromine monochloride; each atom combining 
proportional to its abundance.* For example, the 
abundance of 79Br35Cl is 0.5069 · 0.7578 = 0.3841. 

                                                 
* Combining probabilities: 

  Consider a coin being flipped, what is the probability that it lands heads?  (1/2)  
 Consider a second coin being flipped, what is the probability that it lands heads? (1/2)  
 Consider both coins together, what is the probability of both coins landing heads? (1/4)  
 The combined probability is the product of the individual probabilities: 1/2 · 

1/2 = 1/4 

EXAMPLE 2.11 

EXAMPLE 2.12 

mass /u abundance
79Br 78.918336 0.5069
81Br 80.916289 0.4931
35Cl 34.968853 0.7578
37Cl 36.965903 0.2422

Isotope
Isotopic …

mass /u abundance
79Br35Cl 113.887188 0.3841
79Br37Cl 115.884239 0.1228
81Br35Cl 115.885141 0.3736
81Br37Cl 117.882192 0.1195

Isotopic …
Isotope
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 79Br35Cl and 81Br37Cl have nearly the same 
mass. On the mass spectrum at right, these 
peaks merge into a single peak. A higher 
resolution mass spectrometer is capable of 
resolving the peaks. 

 

 

———————————————▲ 

2.3 The periodic table 

[1869] Dmitri Mendeleev organized the elements into a table that presented the properties of the 
elements in a systematic manner. Mendeleev made two bold proposals: 

• he reassigned the mass of two elements 

• he left gaps for elements and predicted their properties 

Mendeleev proposed ideas that were controversial and often dismissed by his colleagues. 
However, his ideals provoked some scientists into conducting experiments that ultimately 
confirmed Mendeleev’s masses for indium and cerium, and led to the discovery of gallium 
(1875), scandium (1879), germanium (1886), and technetium (1937). 

By 1880, the scientific community generally accepted Mendeleev’s table. 

Arrangement of the periodic table 

The periodic table contains significant amounts of information about the elements themselves 
and, by virtue of the arrangement of the periodic table, information on the properties of groups of 
elements. 

Periods (rows) are in order of increasing atomic number, Z. 

Groups (columns) contain elements with similar properties. 

Regional trends on the periodic table 

We can divide the periodic table in several ways. One possible division is on the macroscopic 
(physical) properties of the elements. These properties include 

• melting point  • fusion and vaporization enthalpies 

• boiling point  • thermal and electrical conductivity 

• density  • acid/base character 

• malleability/ductility  • reactivity 

Isotopic Mass Spectrum of BrCl

113 114 115 116 117 118 119
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115.883 115.885 115.887
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1 2

H He
1.008 4.003

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Li Be B C N O F Ne
6.968 9.012 10.81 12.01 14.01 16.00 19.00 20.18

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar
22.99 24.31 26.98 28.09 30.97 32.07 35.45 39.95

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr
39.10 40.08 44.96 47.87 50.94 52.00 54.94 55.85 58.93 58.69 63.55 65.38 69.72 72.63 74.92 78.96 79.90 83.80

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54

Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe
85.47 87.62 88.91 91.22 92.91 95.96 [97.9072] 101.07 102.91 106.42 107.87 112.41 114.82 118.71 121.76 127.60 126.90 131.29

55 56 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86

Cs Ba Lu Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn
132.91 137.33 174.97 178.49 180.95 183.84 186.21 190.23 192.22 195.08 196.97 200.59 204.38 207.20 208.98 [208.9824] [209.9871] [222.0176]

87 88 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118

Fr Ra Lr Rf Db Sg Bh Hs Mt Ds Rg Cn Uut Fl Uup Lv Uus Uuo
[223.0197] [226.0254] [261.1096] [265.1167] [268.1250] [271.133] [270] [277.150] [276.151] [281] [280.164] [285.174] [285] [289.187] [288] [293] [294] [294]

57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

* La Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb
138.91 140.12 140.91 144.24 [144.9127] 150.36 151.96 157.25 158.93 162.50 164.93 167.26 168.93 173.05

89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102

** Ac Th Pa U Np Pu Am Cm Bk Cf Es Fm Md No
[227.0278] 232.04 [231.0359] 238.03 [237.0482] [244.0642] [243.0614] [247.0704] [247.0703] [251.0796] [252.0830] [257.0951] [258.0984] [259.1010]

metaloid noble gas

alkali metal

alkaline metal

transition metal

inner transition metal non-metal

halogensemi-metal

**

*

 
Figure 2.13 Grouping of elements based on macroscopic properties of elements. 

Alkali metals: low melting and boiling points, low density, malleable, very reactive, form basic 
oxides, good conductors. 

Alkaline metals: similar to alkali metals, except less reactive. 

Transition metals: high melting and boiling points, high density, high tensile strength, malleable, 
active atom in catalysis, often magnetic, forms coloured complexes, forms basic oxides, good 
conductors. 

Inner transition metals: (often divided into lanthanides and actinides), like metals, but more reactive, all 
actinides are radioactive. 

Semi-metals: melting and boiling points lower than transition metals, low density, soft, 
malleable, good conductors. 

Metalloids: properties are similar to non-metals, except they conduct electricity under special 
conditions (they are semiconductors). 

Non-metals: low melting and boiling points, low density, brittle, forms acidic oxides, poor 
conductors. 

Halogens: similar to non-metals, but more reactive. 

Noble gas: similar to non-metals, but much less reactive, all are gases. 

 

Another possible division is on the microscopic (atomic) properties of the elements. Figure 2.14 
identifies some properties. Future chapters use the trends in 2.14 extensively to explain ionic 
charges, chemical bonding, and chemical reactivity. Chapter 3 (Quantum Theory) uses quantum 
mechanics to explain the trends in 2.14. (Note that 2.14 moves helium to above beryllium.) 
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# Bonds 1 2 3 4 3 2 1 0

+1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 —

… … … … …

— — –5 –4 –3 –2 –1 0

# Valence 
Electrons

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8/0

1 2

H He
1.008 4.003

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Li Be B C N O F Ne
6.968 9.012 10.81 12.01 14.01 16.00 19.00 20.18

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar
22.99 24.31 26.98 28.09 30.97 32.07 35.45 39.95

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr
39.10 40.08 44.96 47.87 50.94 52.00 54.94 55.85 58.93 58.69 63.55 65.38 69.72 72.63 74.92 78.96 79.90 83.80

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54

Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe
85.47 87.62 88.91 91.22 92.91 95.96 [97] 101.07 102.91 106.42 107.87 112.41 114.82 118.71 121.76 127.60 126.90 131.29

55 56 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86

Cs Ba Lu Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn
132.91 137.33 174.97 178.49 180.95 183.84 186.21 190.23 192.22 195.08 196.97 200.59 204.38 207.20 208.98 [208] [209] [222]

87 88 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118

Fr Ra Lr Rf Db Sg Bh Hs Mt Ds Rg Cn Uut Fl Uup Lv Uus Uuo
[222] [223] [261] [265] [268] [271] [270] [277] [276] [281] [280] [285] [285] [289] [288] [293] [294] [294]

57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

* La Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb
138.91 140.12 140.91 144.24 [144] 150.36 151.96 157.25 158.93 162.50 164.93 167.26 168.93 173.05

89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102

** Ac Th Pa U Np Pu Am Cm Bk Cf Es Fm Md No
[226] 232.04 [231.0359] 238.03 [237] [244] [243] [247] [247] [251] [252] [257] [258] [259]

Charge   .

d and f-block elements typically form 4 or 6 bonds 
and have oxidation states of +2 or +3.
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Figure 2.14 Grouping of elements based on their microscopic properties. For the s and p blocks ‘main 

group’ elements, systematic trends exist in the typical number of bonds formed, charge, and 
number of valence electrons. When a range of charges exist, the actual charge may be 
anywhere within the range. Helium is in the s block, but forms zero bonds and has 2/0 valence 
electrons. 

The 

s and p

d

f

 
 
 
 
 

 block elements form the 

main group

transition

inner transition

 
 
 
 
 

 elements. 

▼——————————————— 

Predict whether element 118 will be a gas or liquid at room temperature. 

 From the inside front cover, we observe that the melting and boiling points increase going 
down the group. The melting and boiling 
points could be plotted either against atomic 
mass or atomic number (both give similar 

results). 

 Extrapolating to element 118 shows that the 
melting point will be approximately 221 K 
and the boiling point approximately 231 K. 

 Element 118 will be a gas at room 
temperature. 

EXAMPLE 2.15 

Phase changes of group 18 elements
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▼——————————————— 

Estimate the density of francium. 

Answer: see page 83. 

———————————————▲ 

Global trends on the periodic table 

Four trends are global to the periodic table: 

• atomic radius 

• ionization energy 

• electron affinity 

• electronegativity 

These trends are introduced here and fully explained in the Periodic trends section on page 144.  

Atomic radius (covalent radius) is half the bond length between two 
identical atoms singly bonded together. In general, atomic radius 
decreases up and to the right on the periodic table. (Numerical values are 

tabulated on the inside front cover.) 

For ions, the ionic radius depends on whether cations or anions are 

formed. The 
cationic

anionic

 
 
 

 radius is 
less

greater

 
 
 

 than the neutral atom, and the magnitude of the 

radius change increases with increasing charge. 

EXERCISE 2.16 

d = 2 r
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H He

37 32

Li Be B C N O F Ne

134 90 82 77 75 73 71 69

Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar

154 130 118 111 106 102 99 97

K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr

196 174 144 136 125 127 139 125 126 121 138 131 126 122 119 116 114 110

Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe

211 192 162 148 137 145 156 126 135 131 153 148 144 141 138 135 133 130

Cs Ba Lu Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn

225 198 160 150 138 146 159 128 137 128 144 149 148 147 146 — — 145

Fr Ra Lr Rf Db Sg Bh Hs Mt Ds Rg Cn Uut Fl Uup Lv Uus Uuo

— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

* La Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb

169 — — — — — — — — — — — — —

** Ac Th Pa U Np Pu Am Cm Bk Cf Es Fm Md No

— — — — — — — — — — — — — —

**

*

 
Figure 2.17 Atomic radii, in picometers. Atomic radii, in general, decreases up and to the right. The 

actually values are tabulated on the periodic tables on the inside front cover.  
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* La Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb
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Figure 2.18 Ionic radii, in picometers, of common atomic ions (charge in parenthesis). Cationic radii are smaller 

than the corresponding atomic radii; anionic radii larger. The magnitude of the change 
increases with increasing magnitude of ionic charge. The actually values are tabulated on the
periodic tables on the inside front cover. 
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Ionization energy (IE, Ei) is the minimum energy required to remove an electron from an atom. 
In general, ionization energy increases up and to the right on the periodic table. (Numerical values 

are tabulated on the inside front cover.) 

A   A+ + e– (first ionization energy) 
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Figure 2.19 The trend in ionization energy across the periodic table.* The actually values are tabulated on 

the periodic tables on the inside front cover. 

                                                 
* The units, electronvolts (eV), are commonly used to represent ionization energies (1 eV = 96.485 kJ/mol). 
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Successive ionization energies are at higher energies because the resulting charge differences are 
greater: 

A+   A2+ + e– (second ionization energy) 

A2+   A3+ + e– (third ionization energy) 

Table 2.20 Ionization energies of the main group elements. The staircase line divides the core and valence 
electrons. That is, the first ionization of lithium ejects a valence electron; subsequently, core 
electrons are ejected. Ejection of core electrons requires significantly more energy. 

first second third first second third

hydrogen 13.598 — — sodium 5.139 47.282 71.620

helium 24.587 54.418 — magnesium 7.646 15.035 80.144

lithium 5.391 75.639 122.454 aluminum 5.985 18.829 28.448

beryllium 9.323 18.211 153.896 silicon 8.151 16.345 33.493

boron 8.298 25.155 37.930 phosphorus 10.487 19.765 30.203

carbon 11.261 24.383 47.888 sulfur 10.360 23.340 34.793

nitrogen 14.534 29.600 47.449 chlorine 12.968 23.817 39.612

oxygen 13.618 35.117 54.936 argon 15.760 27.629 40.742

fluorine 17.422 34.971 62.708 potassium 4.341 31.632 45.810

neon 21.565 40.963 63.450 calcium 6.113 11.871 50.913

Ionization energy /eV Ionization energy /eV
Element Element

 
Qualitatively, elements early in the period (sodium, magnesium) form cations to obtain a noble gas  
configuration. Elements late in the period (sulfur, chlorine) form anions to obtain a noble gas 
configuration. We learn in Chapter 3 that the noble gas electronic configuration has a filled p 
subshell. 

Electron affinity (EA, Ea) is the energy released when an electron adds to a neutral entity. In 
general, electron affinity increases up and to the right on the periodic table, but does not include 
the noble gases. (Numerical values are tabulated on the inside front cover.) 

A + e–   A– 
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Figure 2.21 The trend in electron affinity across the periodic table. The actually values are tabulated on the 

periodic tables on the inside front cover. 
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Electronegativity (EN, χ) is a measure of the electron-attracting power of atoms within chemical 
bonds. In general, electronegativity increases up and to the right on the periodic table, but does 
not include the noble gases. (Numerical values are tabulated on the inside front cover.) 

Electronegativity
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Figure 2.22 The trend in electronegativity across the periodic table. The actually values are tabulated on the 

periodic tables on the inside front cover. 

Electron affinity and electronegativity are similar. 

Electron affinity

Electronegativity
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through space

through bond

 
 
 

attraction of an atom to an electron. 
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▼——————————————— 

Use ionization energies and electron affinities to determine if the following 
reaction is endo or exothermic. 

Mg(g) + 2 F(g)   Mg2+(g) + 2 F–(g) 

 The reaction can be broken into two processes: 

Mg(g) 1IE  Mg+(g) 2IE  Mg2+(g) + 2 e– first and second ionization of magnesium 

2 F(g) + 2 e–   2 F–(g)    electron capture by atomic fluorine 


 The respective ionization energies and electron affinities are tabulated on the periodic table 

on the inside front cover. Because of the electron affinity definition, a negative sign is 
introduced to give the reaction energy.* 

Mg(g) 1IE  Mg+(g) 2IE  Mg2+(g) + 2 e–  IE = 7.646 eV + 15.035 eV 

2 F(g) + 2 e–   2 F–(g)     EA = 2·(–328.17 kJ/mol) 
————————————————————————————————— 
Mg(g) + 2 F(g)   Mg2+(g) + 2 F–(g)   E = 1532.0 kJ/mol 

The reaction is endothermic. 

▼——————————————— 

Use ionization energies and electron affinities to determine if the following 
reaction is endo or exothermic. 

Zn(g) + 2 Cl(g)   Zn2+(g) + 2 Cl–(g) 

Answer: see page 83. 

———————————————▲ 

                                                 
* Using the conversion, 1 eV = 96.485 kJ/mol, the conversion from electronvolts to kilojoules is given as 

  
7.646 eV 15.035 eV 22.681 eV

22.681 eV

 
kJ

mol96.485

1 eV


kJ
2188.38

mol


 

EXAMPLE 2.23 

EXERCISE 2.24 
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Summary 

The quantum-mechanical model proposes that the atom is comprised of neutrons and protons in 
a core nucleus and electrons with discrete energies in orbitals around the nucleus. 

Elements are defined by the number of protons in the nucleus. 

Isotopes of a given element are defined by the number of neutrons in the nucleus. 

Ions are formed when electrons are added or removed from the atom. 

 

The periodic table consolidates considerable information on the elements. This information is 
valuable when we explore chemical bonding and reactivity in future chapters. 

 

# Bonds 1 2 3 4 3 2 1 0

+1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 —

… … … … …

— — –5 –4 –3 –2 –1 0

# Valence 
Electrons

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8/0

1 2

H He
1.008 4.003

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Li Be B C N O F Ne
6.968 9.012 10.81 12.01 14.01 16.00 19.00 20.18

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar
22.99 24.31 26.98 28.09 30.97 32.07 35.45 39.95

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr
39.10 40.08 44.96 47.87 50.94 52.00 54.94 55.85 58.93 58.69 63.55 65.38 69.72 72.63 74.92 78.96 79.90 83.80

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54

Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe
85.47 87.62 88.91 91.22 92.91 95.96 [97] 101.07 102.91 106.42 107.87 112.41 114.82 118.71 121.76 127.60 126.90 131.29

55 56 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86

Cs Ba Lu Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn
132.91 137.33 174.97 178.49 180.95 183.84 186.21 190.23 192.22 195.08 196.97 200.59 204.38 207.20 208.98 [208] [209] [222]

87 88 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118

Fr Ra Lr Rf Db Sg Bh Hs Mt Ds Rg Cn Uut Fl Uup Lv Uus Uuo
[222] [223] [261] [265] [268] [271] [270] [277] [276] [281] [280] [285] [285] [289] [288] [293] [294] [294]

57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

* La Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb
138.91 140.12 140.91 144.24 [144] 150.36 151.96 157.25 158.93 162.50 164.93 167.26 168.93 173.05

89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102

** Ac Th Pa U Np Pu Am Cm Bk Cf Es Fm Md No
[226] 232.04 [231.0359] 238.03 [237] [244] [243] [247] [247] [251] [252] [257] [258] [259]

Charge   .

d and f-block elements typically form 4 or 6 bonds 
and have oxidation states of +2 or +3.

s blo
ck

p b
lo

ck

d block

f b
lo

ck







**

*

 
 

The systematic arrangement of the periodic table provides for numerous trends within regions 
and across the entire periodic table. These global trends can be remembered as a series of 
diagonal arrows. 
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1 18 1 18

1 2 1 2

H He H He
1.00794 2 13 14 15 16 17 4.002602 1.00794 2 13 14 15 16 17 4.002602

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Li Be B C N O F Ne Li Be B C N O F Ne
6.941 9.012182 10.811 12.0107 14.0067 15.9994 18.9984032 20.1797 6.941 9.012182 10.811 12.0107 14.0067 15.9994 18.9984032 20.1797

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar
22.989770 24.3050 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 26.981538 28.0855 30.973761 32.065 35.453 39.948 22.989770 24.3050 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 26.981538 28.0855 30.973761 32.065 35.453 39.948

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr
39.0983 40.078 44.95591 47.867 50.9415 51.9961 54.938049 55.845 58.9332 58.6934 63.546 65.39 69.723 72.64 74.92160 78.96 79.904 83.80 39.0983 40.078 44.95591 47.867 50.9415 51.9961 54.938049 55.845 58.9332 58.6934 63.546 65.39 69.723 72.64 74.92160 78.96 79.904 83.80 

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54

Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe
85.4678 87.62 88.90585 91.224 92.90638 95.94 [98] 101.07 102.9055 106.42 107.8682 112.411 114.818 118.71 121.76 127.60 126.90447 131.293 85.4678 87.62 88.90585 91.224 92.90638 95.94 [98] 101.07 102.9055 106.42 107.8682 112.411 114.818 118.71 121.76 127.60 126.90447 131.293

55 56 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 55 56 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86

Cs Ba Lu Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn Cs Ba Lu Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn
132.90545 137.327 174.967 178.49 180.9479 183.84 186.207 190.23 192.217 195.078 196.96655 200.59 204.3833 207.2 208.98038 [210] [210] [222] 132.90545 137.327 174.967 178.49 180.9479 183.84 186.207 190.23 192.217 195.078 196.96655 200.59 204.3833 207.2 208.98038 [210] [210] [222]

87 88 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 87 88 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118

Fr Ra Lr Rf Db Sg Bh Hs Mt Ds Rg Cn Uut Fl Uup Lv Uus Uuo Fr Ra Lr Rf Db Sg Bh Hs Mt Ds Rg Cn Uut Fl Uup Lv Uus Uuo
[223] [226] [261.1096] [265.1167] [268.1250] [271.133] [270] [277.150] [276.151] [281] [280.164] [285.174] [285] [289.187] [288] [293] [294] [294] [223] [226] [261.1096] [265.1167] [268.1250] [271.133] [270] [277.150] [276.151] [281] [280.164] [285.174] [285] [289.187] [288] [293] [294] [294]

57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

* La Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb * La Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb
138.9055 140.116 140.90765 144.24 [145] 150.36 151.964 157.25 158.92534 162.50 164.93032 167.259 168.93421 173.04 138.9055 140.116 140.90765 144.24 [145] 150.36 151.964 157.25 158.92534 162.50 164.93032 167.259 168.93421 173.04

89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102

** Ac Th Pa U Np Pu Am Cm Bk Cf Es Fm Md No ** Ac Th Pa U Np Pu Am Cm Bk Cf Es Fm Md No
[227] 232.0381 231.03588 238.02891 [237] [244] [243] [247] [247] [251] [252] [257] [258] [259] [227] 232.0381 231.03588 238.02891 [237] [244] [243] [247] [247] [251] [252] [257] [258] [259]

1 18 1 18

1 2 1 2

H He H He
1.00794 2 13 14 15 16 17 4.002602 1.00794 2 13 14 15 16 17 4.002602

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Li Be B C N O F Ne Li Be B C N O F Ne
6.941 9.012182 10.811 12.0107 14.0067 15.9994 18.9984032 20.1797 6.941 9.012182 10.811 12.0107 14.0067 15.9994 18.9984032 20.1797

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar
22.989770 24.3050 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 26.981538 28.0855 30.973761 32.065 35.453 39.948 22.989770 24.3050 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 26.981538 28.0855 30.973761 32.065 35.453 39.948

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr
39.0983 40.078 44.95591 47.867 50.9415 51.9961 54.938049 55.845 58.9332 58.6934 63.546 65.39 69.723 72.64 74.92160 78.96 79.904 83.80 39.0983 40.078 44.95591 47.867 50.9415 51.9961 54.938049 55.845 58.9332 58.6934 63.546 65.39 69.723 72.64 74.92160 78.96 79.904 83.80 

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54

Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe
85.4678 87.62 88.90585 91.224 92.90638 95.94 [98] 101.07 102.9055 106.42 107.8682 112.411 114.818 118.71 121.76 127.60 126.90447 131.293 85.4678 87.62 88.90585 91.224 92.90638 95.94 [98] 101.07 102.9055 106.42 107.8682 112.411 114.818 118.71 121.76 127.60 126.90447 131.293

55 56 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 55 56 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86

Cs Ba Lu Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn Cs Ba Lu Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn
132.90545 137.327 174.967 178.49 180.9479 183.84 186.207 190.23 192.217 195.078 196.96655 200.59 204.3833 207.2 208.98038 [210] [210] [222] 132.90545 137.327 174.967 178.49 180.9479 183.84 186.207 190.23 192.217 195.078 196.96655 200.59 204.3833 207.2 208.98038 [210] [210] [222]

87 88 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 87 88 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118

Fr Ra Lr Rf Db Sg Bh Hs Mt Ds Rg Cn Uut Fl Uup Lv Uus Uuo Fr Ra Lr Rf Db Sg Bh Hs Mt Ds Rg Cn Uut Fl Uup Lv Uus Uuo
[223] [226] [261.1096] [265.1167] [268.1250] [271.133] [270] [277.150] [276.151] [281] [280.164] [285.174] [285] [289.187] [288] [293] [294] [294] [223] [226] [261.1096] [265.1167] [268.1250] [271.133] [270] [277.150] [276.151] [281] [280.164] [285.174] [285] [289.187] [288] [293] [294] [294]

57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

* La Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb * La Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb
138.9055 140.116 140.90765 144.24 [145] 150.36 151.964 157.25 158.92534 162.50 164.93032 167.259 168.93421 173.04 138.9055 140.116 140.90765 144.24 [145] 150.36 151.964 157.25 158.92534 162.50 164.93032 167.259 168.93421 173.04

89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102

** Ac Th Pa U Np Pu Am Cm Bk Cf Es Fm Md No ** Ac Th Pa U Np Pu Am Cm Bk Cf Es Fm Md No
[227] 232.0381 231.03588 238.02891 [237] [244] [243] [247] [247] [251] [252] [257] [258] [259] [227] 232.0381 231.03588 238.02891 [237] [244] [243] [247] [247] [251] [252] [257] [258] [259]

Atomic Radius Ionization Energy

Electron Affinity Electronegativity

**

*

Decreasing

Increasing

Increasing

Increasing

**

*

**

*

**

*
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Exercises 

Current model of atomic structure 

1. Complete the table: 

Element n p A e q
?Mg 12

110 75 75
31

P
3–

16 16 6+

52 92 40

50 118 48  

2. Complete the table: 

Element n p A e q
30 56 23

85Rb+

58 44 0
?Cl– 20

63 152 0
?
Pb 208  

3. Complete the table: 

Element n p A e q
7 15 3+

64 48 48
?V 29 23 0

74 184 68
127I–

55 43 0  

4. When is isotopic mass equal to atomic 
mass? 

5. Identify the hypothetical isotope, A
Z E , 

that has twelve more neutrons than 
protons and the number of protons equals 
one third the mass number in the isotope. 

6. Isotope E has a mass number equal to 
three times its atomic number and a 
neutron number that is equal to two times 
its atomic number. Identify E. 

7. Unknown isotope EA
Z  has equal numbers 

of protons and neutrons, and seven times 
as many neutrons as 4He. Identify isotope 
E. 

8. Determine the 2+ ion that satisfies the 
following criteria: 

• the ionic charge is 1/10 the nuclear 
charge 

• there are four times more neutrons 
than three times the electrons 

9. Use data from table 2.6 to calculate the 
average atomic mass of lithium. 

10. Use data from table 2.6 to calculate the 
average atomic mass of magnesium. 

11. Calculate the average atomic mass of 
iron from the data below. 

mass /u abundance
54Fe 53.939615 0.05845
56Fe 55.934942 0.91754
57Fe 56.935399 0.02119
58Fe 57.933280 0.00282

Isotope
Isotopic …

 

12. The following data was collected on a 
sample of rubidium. 

mass /u abundance
85Rb 84.911792 0.721682
87Rb 86.909186 0.278318

Isotope
Isotopic …

 
a) Why does the isotopic mass of 

rubidium differ from the expected 
integer value? 

b) Why is the isotopic abundance on the 
periodic table reported with less 
precision? 

13. Determine the abundances of 207Pb and 
208Pb. 

mass /u abundance
204Pb 203.973029 0.014
206Pb 205.974449 0.241
207Pb 206.975881 ?
208Pb 207.976636 ?

Isotope
Isotopic …

 

14. There are two isotopes of gallium: 69Ga 
(68.9256 u; 60.108 %) and 71Ga. Using 
data from the periodic table, determine 
the mass and percent abundance of 71Ga. 
Confirm your answer with table 2.6. 
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15. There are two stable isotopes of carbon: 
12C (12.0000 u) and 13C (13.0034 u). 
Using data from the periodic table, 
determine the abundance of these 
isotopes. Confirm your answer with table 
2.6. 

16. There are four isotopes of nickel. The 
two major isotopes are 58Ni (57.9353 u; 
68.077 %), 60Ni (59.9308 u; 26.223 %), 
61Ni (60.9311 u), and 62Ni (61.9283 u). 
Using data from the periodic table, 
Determine the abundance of 61Ni and 
62Ni. 

17. Use additional resources to learn how 
isotopic analysis is used to track the 
origin of plant-based drugs. 

18. Sketch the mass spectrum of 

a) AuCl  d) CuCl2 

b) GaP   e) BCl3 

c) BN 

19. Which is correct about the mass of 
individual chlorine atoms? 

• no atoms have a mass of 35.45 u 

• some atoms have a mass of 35.45 u 

• all atoms have a mass of 35.45 u 

20. Considering phosphorus atoms, which 
statement is true: 

• no atoms have a mass of 30.973761 u 

• some atoms have a mass of 
30.973761 u 

• all atoms have a mass of 30.973761 u 

21. Considering silicon atoms, which 
statement is true: 

• all atoms have a mass of 28.0855 u 

• some atoms have a mass of 28.0855 u 

• no atoms have a mass of 28.0855 u 

22. Considering cobalt atoms, which 
statement is true: 

• all atoms have a mass of 58.9332 u 

• some atoms have a mass of 58.9332 u 

• no atoms have a mass of 58.9332 u 

23. How many 204Pb atoms are there in an 
857 mg lead sample? The mole 
abundance of 204Pb is 0.014. 

24. Determine the mass of 10B in a 4.824 g 
sample of boron. 

25. Using dimensional analysis, confirm that 
an atomic mass of 12.0 u equals 12.0 
g/mol. 

26. The compound XF3 contains 65 % 
fluorine by mass. Identify X. 

27. Two entities contain only chlorine and 
element X. One has a molecular mass of 
137 u and contains 77.5 % chlorine by 
mass. The other is 208 u with 85.1 % 
chlorine by mass. 

a) Identify element X. 

b) Determine the molecular formulae. 

28. A white crystalline solid containing 
potassium and elements X and Y and has 
the chemical formula KXY3. The mass 
percent of Y in the mixture is 28.74. The 
following are the only stable isotopes for 
element X. Identify elements X and Y. 

mass /u abundance

78.918336 50.69

80.916289 49.31

Isotopic …

 

29. Show in general that atomic mass units, 
u, and molar mass, g/mol, have the same 
numerical value. 

The periodic table 

30. How do cation and anion formation 
affect the radius relative to the atom? 

31. Using information on general trends, 
arrange the following entities in order of 
increasing radius 

 Al, Cu, N, K, Ne 

32. Using information on general trends, 
arrange the following entities in order of 
increasing radius 

 Na+, Sb, I–, Br–, Ba 
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33. Using information on general trends, 
arrange the following entities in order of 
increasing ionization energy 

 Si, S, Na, As, Te 

34. Using information on general trends, 
arrange the following entities in order of 
increasing ionization energy 

 K, Ca+, N, Sb, As3+ 

35. Using information on general trends, 
arrange the following entities in order of 
increasing ionization energy 

 Rb+, Y3+, Se2–, Br–, Sr2+ 

36. Use ionization energies and electron 
affinities to determine the overall 
reaction energy for the following 

a) Ca(g)+ 2 Cl(g)     
 Ca2+(g) + 2 Cl–(g) 

b) Na+(g) + Cl–(g)   Na(g) + Cl(g) 

37. Bromine dissociates via the reaction 

 Br2(g)   2 Br(g) ΔrH° = 193 kJ  

 Determine if the formation of gaseous 
bromide, Br–, from gaseous bromine, Br2, 
is endo or exothermic. 

38. The formation of Li– is exothermic. If Li+ 
and Li– bond, will the bonding be ionic 
(Li+Li–) or covalent (Li–Li)? Prove your 
answer mathematically. 

39. The normal melting point of the group 17 
elements (halogens) is given below. 
Interhalogens are formed when two 
different halogens bond together. 

Entity m.p. /K Entity m.p. /K
F2 53.5 Br2 266

Cl2 172 I2 387  
a) Estimate the melting point of the 

interhalogens ClF, BrCl, and IF.  

b) Compare your results with the 
experimental values of 173 K, 278 K, 
and 371 K, respectively. 

40. Estimate the melting 
point of potassium 

chloride and francium chloride. 

41. Estimate the first ionization energy of 
element 118. 

42. Indium oxide is 82.5 percent indium. 
Indium oxide was originally believed to 
have the formula InO. 

a) If oxygen has an atomic mass of 16, 
determine the atomic mass of indium. 

b) Based on atomic mass, where should 
indium be placed on the periodic 
table? 

c) Based on atomic charge, in which 
group should indium be placed on the 
periodic table? 

d) The answers to b) and c) do not agree. 
Mendeleev noticed this and proposed 
the formula In2O3. Again determine 
the atomic mass of indium and predict 
where indium should be on the 
periodic table. 

INTEGRATIVE EXERCISES 

43. It is expensive to make maple syrup. 
Some unscrupulous producers dilute the 
maple syrup with honey. Investigate and 
explain how isotopic data is used to catch 
these producers. 

44. Testosterone is produced by the body that 
gives strength and stamina. It can be used 
as a performance enhancing drug.  
Investigate and explain how isotopic data 
is used to catch atheletes who use 
testosterone. 

45. How many potassium ions are produced 
per joule of energy absorbed by gaseous 
potassium atoms? 

46. Oil and water do not mix — they are 
immiscible. If just the right amount of oil 
is present, it will spread over the water 
surface and form a monolayer — one 
molecule thick — on the surface. Dr. 
Robert O’Brien realized that this 
monolayer would reduce the rate of 
evaporation and heat loss and developed 

Entity m.p. /°C
NaCl 801

RbCl 718

CsCl 645
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commercial products for hot tubs, 
swimming pools, and water reservoirs. 
Tests show that the evaporation rate is 
reduced by up to 30 percent, depending 
on the roughness of the water surface. 
The monolayer is formed by octadecanol, 
C18H37OH. Octadecanol is non-toxic (it is 
used in moisturizing creams) and conveniently 
for aquatic life, does not impeded oxygen 
dissolution into the water. 

a) If the surface area per octadecanol 
molecule is 0.22 nm2, what mass of 
octadecanol is required to cover a 
1250 m2 pool (an olympic-sized pool). 

–  

 

 

Answers to in-text exercises 
2 STM resolution is just barely able to resolve 

individual atoms. 

2.10 79.90 u 

2.16 2.62 g/cm3 

2.24 1942.5 kJ/mol 

 

b) Octadecanol biodegrades
over about three days.
What mass of octadecanol
is required per month to
maintain a monolayer on a
28 km2 water reservoir. 

c) Octadecanol itself will not
spread over the pool
surface. To do this, a
solution containing 10 %
octadecanol, 85 %
isopropanol, and 5 %
calcium hydroxide by mass
is used. How long will 800
g of this solution protect
the olympic pool in a). 
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Chapter 3. Quantum Theory 

The material in Chapter 3 is a radical departure from what you have learned before in science. 
Chapter 3 delves into a world that exists all around you but a world that you have never 
experienced: the microscopic world of atoms. 

During the latter half of the 19th century, experimental results were obtained that could not be 
explained by the then-accepted laws of physics. It was a period of much turmoil as claims were 
made and refuted or outright dismissed by the scientific community. However, several carefully 
conducted experiments completed by well established scientists combined with several novel 
solutions in the early 20th century laid the foundation for 
dramatic changes to our understanding of microscopic 
phenomena. In the end, scientists developed a new modern 
physics, encompassing quantum mechanics, special 
relativity, and general relativity, that explained the 
experimental observations. Classical physics is limited to 
systems of size and speed common in the world around us. 

3.1 Electromagnetic radiation 

Frequency /s-1

Energy /eV

Energy /(kJ/mol hν)

Wavelength /m

400 450 500 550 600 650 700 nm
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Figure 3.1 The electromagnetic spectrum, presenting the wavelength of radiation and the 

corresponding energy in varying units. Scientists divide the electromagnetic spectrum into
several regions based on how the energy interacts with molecular entities. The visible portion
of the electromagnetic spectrum — the portion our eyes are sensitive to — is a small fraction
of the entire spectrum.  
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Many of the results that couldn’t be explained by classical physics dealt with electromagnetic 
radiation. This is because the generation of electromagnetic radiation occurs within atoms and 
molecules. Since classical physics fails to correctly explain the atomic structure, it fails to 
explain processes occurring within the atom. Figure 3.1 presents the electromagnetic spectrum. 

Table 3.2 A selection of electromagnetic frequencies and their application. 

Frequency Application Frequency Application
60 Hz AC electricity 900 MHz, 2.4 GHz, 5.8 GHz cordless phones

824 – 849 MHz cell phones

465 MHz, 1850 – 1990 MHz FRS and PCS (walkie–talkies)

54 – 88 MHz TV channels 2-6

174 – 220 MHz TV channels 7-13

60 kHz atomic clocks 470 – 806 MHz TV channels 14-70

9 – 540 kHz maritime/aeronautical mobile comm. 72 – 75 MHz radio-controlled toys

0.535 – 1.7 MHz AM radio 215 Mhz wildlife tracking collars

88 – 108 MHz FM radio 960 MHz, 1215 MHz air traffic control radar

3 – 30 MHz shortwave radio 1227 MHz, 1575 MHz GPS

27 MHz CB radio 38.6 – 275 GHz satellite communication

49 MHz baby monitors 24 GHz police radar
Information is encoded by modulating the amplitude and/or frequency. The higher the carrier frequency, the more information that can be encoded.

At 300 GHz, the wavelength is 1 mm and the radiation begins behaving more like particles than waves; it can only be used for line of sight purposes.

communication to submarines and in 
mines (minimal absorption by earth)

global communication (ionosphere is global 
waveguide)

30 – 300 KHz

0.3 – 3 KHz

 

▼——————————————— 

Locate the frequencies in table 3.2 on the electromagnetic spectrum in figure 
3.1. 

Answer: see page 160. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 3.3 
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Just nuke it! 

The microwave oven you use for cooking emits electromagnetic radiation at 2.45 GHz. This 
radiation is absorbed primarily by one important molecule: liquid water, and makes the water 
molecules rotate. The water molecules transfer the energy to nearby molecules through collision, 
thereby heating up the entire article. Water is in most foods. If a food does not contain much 
liquid water (frozen food or pizza, for example), it does not heat quickly or well. When a frozen dinner   

 

Properties of electromagetic radiation (light)  

Light exists as a wave travelling through space.* The regions of the electromagetic spectrum in 
figure 3.1 are classified by either the 
frequency or wavelength of the light. 
Frequency is the number of oscillations per 
second, s–1, which is commonly called hertz, 
Hz. Wavelength is the distance between 
repeating units of the wave. Frequency and 
wavelength are related mathematically, 
where c is the speed of light. 

c


  3.5 

The amplitude of the wave is proportional to 
the intensity (brightness) of the light. 

                                                 
* Later in this chapter, we will see that considering light as a wave is incomplete, as light has some properties that 

are difficult to explain using waves. 

is taken from the freezer, the outside is 
exposed to warm air and begins to thaw. 
This is the only liquid water in the food. 
When placed in a microwave, the outside 
will get very hot, but the inside will 
remain frozen. 

Other entities also absorb 2.45 GHz 
radiation. Some metals heat up and/or 
spark when in a microwave oven. Fats 
such as cheese and butter get hotter faster 
than the surrounding food. 

Table 3.4 The atomic interactions occurring in the 
regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

radiowave cause nuclear spin transitions

microwave increase molecular rotation

infrared increase molecular vibration

visible excite chemical bonds

ultraviolet break chemical bonds

x-ray excite/eject core electrons

gamma ray nuclear disruption

Atomic interaction
Electromagnetic 

region

wavelength, λ

amplitude
 • brightness is proportional
    to amplitude 
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▼——————————————— 

Green is the center of the visible spectrum, with a wavelength of 550 nm. 
Determine the frequency of green light. 

 Substitute into 3.5 and solve. 
8 m2.998 10c




  s
9550 10 m

14 1

14

5.45 10 s

5.45 10 Hz

 

 

 

▼——————————————— 

The middle of the FM radio band is 98 MHz. What wavelength does this 
correspond to? 

Answer: see page 160. 

———————————————▲ 
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Figure 3.8 Relative wavelengths of visible light. (For reference, the actual wavelength is approximately 

40 000 times narrower than pictured here.) 

 

EXAMPLE 3.6 

EXERCISE 3.7 
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Interaction of light with matter 

When light interacts with matter, the light can be absorbed, reflected, or transmitted by the 
material.  

Color your world 

The process of selective absorption, reflection, and transmission imbues color to all substances. 
Look around you. Clothes, pictures, furniture, plants, etc., all contain different pigments that 
absorb and reflect certain wavelengths of light.  

Absorption occurs when light is absorbed by a surface. Absorption occurs when the wavelength 
of light equals an energy level within the material and the photon energy is transferred to the 
material. Wavelengths that are not absorbed are either reflected or transmitted.  

 

mirror???  wall??? 

Figure 3.9 Examples of reflection: (left) specular reflection of a mountain reflected in a lake; (center)

specular reflection from a mirror; (right) diffuse reflection from a painted wall. 

Reflection occurs when light bounces from a surface. In 
reflection, the incident angle and the reflected angle are 
equal. The nature of the surface dictates how the light is 
reflected. If the surface is rough — rough in comparison 
to the wavelength of light — the reflected light will be 
diffuse. Most surfaces are rough and the reflected light 
indicates the shape, texture, and color of the surface. 
Smooth surfaces cause specular reflection. Specular 
surfaces include mirrors, polished metal surfaces, glass 
surfaces, and the surface of calm water. In fact, household 
mirrors are a piece of glass with a thin metal coating on 
one side. The glass supports and protects the metal 
surface. specular surface

diffuse surface
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Reflection in the mirror 

incident light

partial reflection 
(air:glass interface)

full reflection 
(mirror surface)

prismatic glass
with mirrored back

 

Refraction occurs when light enters or leaves a material. Every material has a refractive index, 
which is a property of the material and the wavelength of light. When light encounters a 
transparent surface, the difference in refractive index between the materials (air:glass, air:water, 
glass:water, etc.) causes two phenomena to occur: 

• a fraction of the light is reflected (If you look at a window and focus on the window, you will see a 
reflection in the window.)  

• a fraction of the light is transmitted, and the transmitted fraction changes angle as it enters 
the material 

Depending on the material, refraction can bend all wavelengths equally or it can bend some 
wavelengths more than others.  

• the lens in your eye refracts light, focussing it onto the retina at the back of the eye. If the 
lens is mis-shaped, you wear glasses or contact lenses to correct your vision. The material 
in the lens of your eye and in the glasses/contact lenses are chosen because they refract all 
wavelengths of light equally.  

• The lenses in your camera also, ideally, refract all wavelengths of light equally. However, 
high zoom lenses are prone to chromatic abberations, where the different wavelengths are 
not focussed at the same location. 

• if you have a crystal sun catcher in a window, that material produces rainbows around the 
room. The material bends blue wavelengths more than red, creating a rainbow of color. 

• refraction through water droplets in the air is responsible for rainbows in the sky 

• In science and technology, prisms disperse light into its wavelengths. (Prisms were once 
common in instruments, but are being replaced by diffraction gratings.) 

The rear-view mirror in automobiles has two 
settings, one as a mirror and one much 
dimmer. This second setting uses the partial 
reflection from the front air:glass surface. On a 
flat mirror, these reflections would propagate 
in the same direction. However, the material 
used to make automobile rear-view mirrors is 
prismatic, and the surface and mirror 
reflections go in different directions. 
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Figure 3.10 Examples of refraction: (top left) the eye focussing light onto the retina; (top right) a rainbow; 

(bottom left) a prism diffracting light into a rainbow; (bottom center) a suncatcher crystal in a wind 
spinner; (bottom right) the diffraction of light in a droplet of water, forming a rainbow. 

It was mentioned above that a fraction of light is reflected and a fraction is transmitted. There is 
a mathematical relationship between reflection and transmission, related to the refractive index. 
At a certain critical angle, all light is reflected: total internal reflection. The air:water angle is ≈ 
49°; the air:glass angle is ≈ 42°.  

• Total internal reflection is the operating principle behind fiber optics. 

• Gemstones are cut at the critical air:crystal angle for maximum sparkle. 

• When underwater, look up: you can see the sky when looking straight upwards, but at an 
angle the water acts as a mirror. 
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Figure 3.11 Total internal reflection observed in a (left) glass and (right) polymer block, simulating a fiber 

optic. In the gass, the fingers are not visible, while where the fingers touch the glass is visible, 
because of the different refractive index of air versus skin. 

Diffraction occurs when light bounces from a surface, but the incident and reflected angles are 
not equal. Diffraction occurs on specially designed surfaces and produces three-dimensional 
constructive and destructive interference.* 

• A series of slits or grooves spaced at approximately the wavelength of the radiation 
(between 300 and 3000 grooves/mm for visible light) will diffract visible light. 

• A thin film on top of a specular surface will cause diffraction of radiation whose 
wavelength is approximately the same as the film thickness. 

Towards a functional cloaking device 

If you are a Star Trek or Harry Potter fan, you have heard of cloaking devices. Be it a shield that 
renders a starship or entire planet invisible, or an invisiblilty cloak that allows you to walk 
around unseen, scientists have also dreamed of hiding objects from detection: people, planes, 
ships, etc. Currently, stealth fighters reduce the probability of detection by absorbing incoming 
radar signals, but this is not cloaking. Cloaking involves taking all electromagnetic radiation 
from behind an object and projecting it in front, thus hiding the object from view.  

To date, scientists have developed materials that cloak from some electromagnetic wavelengths, 
but far from cloaking all of the electromagnetic spectrum. But this is science: small 
advancements lead to a complete solution. 

                                                 
* Consult an advanced physics or optics textbook for an advanced explaination of diffraction. 
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3.2 The development of modern physics 

The following sections illustrate several phenomena that could not be explained by classical 
physics and present the modern physics explanation. The sections are arranged in order of when 
they were explained by modern physics.* 

Thermal (blackbody) radiation 

[1859] Gustav Kirchhoff showed that the known laws of physics failed to predict the emission 
spectrum of a heated solid. Section 2.2 shows that gases emit discrete wavelengths of 
electromagnetic radiation because the electrons exist with discrete energies in the entity. Solids 
are macroscopic objects that emit all wavelengths of radiation; the intensity of the emission and 
the emission maximum are dependant on the temperature of the solid, not on its composition. 
The idealized continuous emission spectrum from a solid is called blackbody radiation.  

Experimentally, the blackbody emission profile reaches a maximum and then decreases to zero. 
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Figure 3.12 Blackbody spectra for bodies at various temperatures. The sun, with an outer surface of

approximately 5500 K, has a maximum emission intensity at 525 nm. Not coincidentally, eyes 
are most sensitive at this wavelength. 

                                                 
* What is physics doing in a chemistry textbook? The theories of the microscopic world were developed by 

physicists and chemists. To truly understand the interaction of atoms — bonding and reactivity — we need to 
apply modern physics to chemical systems. This is the realm of physical chemistry and explored in future 
physical chemistry and chemical physics courses. 
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The Rayleigh-Jeans equation, based on classical physics, predicts approximately the correct 
emission intensity at long wavelengths, but fails to predict the emission intensity at short 
wavelengths. At short wavelengths, it predicts that the emission intensity will continue 
increasing, often called the ultraviolet catastrophe. 

[1900] Maxwell Planck solved the blackbody radiation problem by assuming that radiation could 
only be emitted in discrete amounts, which he called quanta.* Planck hypothesized that the 
energy of quanta was proportional to the frequency. 

h c
E h


   3.13 

where h is Planck’s constant, 6.62607·10–34 J s. Since the total available energy is limited by the 
temperature of the body, Planck’s hypothesis limited high frequency (short wavelength) emission. 
Applying this to a blackbody, Planck derived the equation 

B B
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 Blackbody radiation equation 
3.14 

which perfectly fit the experimental emission profile. Despite the success of 3.14, Planck was not 
convinced that quantization occurred and spent much time looking for another explanation. The 
work of others (see below) convinced Planck that quantization was indeed a unique feature of the 
microscopic world. 

▼——————————————— 

Green is the center of the visible spectrum, with a wavelength of 550 nm. 
Determine the energy of one photon and of one mole of photons. 

 Substitute into 3.13 and solve. 
346.626 10 J sh c

E h



  

8 m
s2.998 10 

9550 10 m
19 per photon3.61 10 J   

 The answer to  is energy per photon. To determine the energy per mole of photons, 

19 J
3.61 10

photon
E  

236.022 10 photons


J
217508

mol photons mol photons

kJ
217.5

mol





 

                                                 
* To understand the idea of quantization, consider a staircase: each step is an energy level. You can stand on the 

individual step — step 4, step 5, etc. — but you cannot stand on a fractional step — like step 4.2. 

EXAMPLE 3.15 
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▼——————————————— 

 

a) The middle of the FM radio band is 98 MHz. Determine the energy of one photon and one 
mole of photons? 

b) Microwave ovens emit at 2.45 GHz. Determine the energy of one photon and one mole of 
photons? 

Answer: see page 160. 

———————————————▲ 
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Figure 3.17 Emission from the sun approximates a blackbody at 5778 K. Gaseous molecular entities in the

sun’s corona and the Earth’s atmosphere absorb portions of the emission — portions 
characteristic of the absorbing entities. The most intense emission is centered on the visible
portion of the spectrum. 

Solar emissions 

Figure 3.17 shows that the sun is approximately a blackbody. Surrounding the sun is an 
atmosphere of gases — the corona — that absorbs certain wavelengths of the blackbody 
emission. The Earth’s atmosphere contains other gases that absorb more of the blackbody 
radiation. The amount of gas determines the amount absorbed. These absorptions explain the 
increasing deviation from that of an ideal blackbody radiator. 

 

EXERCISE 3.16 
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A new thermometer 

Every object above zero kelvin radiates thermal energy, with the intensity of the thermal energy 
proportional to the temperature of the object. Engineers have developed instruments to measure 
the thermal intensity and, from that, determine the temperature of the object. 

Blackbody Spectra
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One such instrument is the medical thermometer that measures body temperature in the ear canal 
in a few seconds. Medical thermometers are accurate to ±0.1 °C in the range 30 to 45 °C.  

Photoelectric effect 

[1839] Alexandre Becquerel (the father of Henri Becquerel, known for his work on radioactivity) discovered 
that shining light on certain metals caused them to eject electrons — photoelectrons — 
producing an electric current. This in itself did not violate classical physics. Classical physics 
proposes that light was a wave and that the photoelectron energy should increase with increasing 
light intensity: more light, more energetic photoelectrons. However, experiments showed that, 
for every metal, there was a threshold energy required to produce photoelectrons. Below the 
threshold, no photoelectrons were observed. Above the threshold, the photoelectron energy 
increased with increasing photon energy. Increasing the light intensity increased the number of 
photoelectrons, but they were all ejected with the same energy.  
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Figure 3.18 (top) The experimental setup for detecting photoelectrons. (bottom) The observed results when 
measuring (left) electron kinetic energy and (right) elctric current. When measuring electric 
current, the amount of current is proportional to the light intensity if the light has energy 
greater than the work function. 

[1905] Building on the concept of quantization introduced by Planck, Albert Einstein proposed 
that light existed as discrete packets of energy — photons. Einstein explained the photoelectric 
effect as the collision between two 
particles: the photon and the electron. 
The electron was bound by a certain 
amount of energy, called the binding 
energy or the work function, . If the 
photon has energy equal to or greater 
than the binding energy, the electron 
is ejected. Any excess photon energy 
becomes kinetic energy of the 
electron.  

ehE KE    3.19 

 



Insufficient 
photon energy

Sufficient 
photon energy

energy to eject
the electron

kinetic energy of 
ejected electron

ionization 
energy
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Table 3.20 The work function of selected metals and semiconductors. 

element   /eV element   /eV element   /eV element   /eV

Ag 4.52 Cr 4.50 Hg 4.48 Pt 5.64

Al 4.06 Cs 1.95 K 2.29 Se 5.90

Ba 2.52 Cu 4.48 Li 2.93 Sr 2.59

Be 4.98 Fe 4.67 Mg 3.66 U 3.63

Ca 2.87 Ga 4.32 Na 2.36 W 4.45

Cd 4.08 Gd 2.90 Ni 5.04 Zn 3.63

Ce 2.90 Ge 5.00 Pb 4.25 Zr 4.05

n-Ge(Ag) 0.54 n-Si(Ag) 0.78 n-GaAs(Ag) 0.88

n-Ge(Ag) 0.50 p-Si(Ag) 0.54 p-GaAs(Ag) 0.63

n-Ge(Ni) 0.49 n-Si(Ni) 0.61

p-Si(Ni) 0.50

1. These work functions are for polycrystaline solids, and will vary as a function of crystal surface.

Source: CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics , CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl., 2004.

metals 1

semiconductors

 
Einstein’s proposal met with significant resistance: it was well established that light was a wave. 
Einstein’s assumption that light was a particle explained the photoelectric effect, but how could 
light be both a particle and a wave at the same time?!  

Einstein won the 1921 Nobel Prize in physics for this work. 

Nondestructive elemental analysis 

Later in this chapter, you will discover that electrons within atoms exist with certain energies. 
Each element has electrons with unique energies. Table 3.20 lists the lowest work function for 
each element. In reality, each element has several work functions, one for each energy level.  

Photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) is a technique for identifying the elements within a sample by 
accurately measuring the energy of the emitted electrons. An important feature of PES is that the 
sample is not damaged. This type of non-destructive testing is important when the sample is 
valuable — historic artefacts, paintings — and when each product from a manufacturing process 
must be tested, such as components for aircraft, ships, and satellites. 
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▼——————————————— 

Aluminum is illuminated with 266 nm laser radiation. Determine the kinetic 
energy of the ejected photoelectrons. 

 Determine the photon energy. 
346.626 10 Jh c

E



 

s 8 m
s2.998 10 

9118 10 m 19

1 eV

1.602 10 J



10.5 1 eV

  

 Determine the excess photon energy and the electron kinetic energy. 

e e

e
10.51 eV 4.06 eV

6.45 eV

h hE KE KE E

KE

   



    

 



  

▼——————————————— 

What maximum photon wavelength that will emit photoelectrons from 
sodium metal? In what region of the electromagnetic spectrum are these 

photons? 

Answer: see page 160. 

———————————————▲ 

The photoelectric effect forms the basis for lots of modern technology: motion detectors, solar 
panels, charge-couple devices (CCDs; in digital cameras), and photomultiplier tubes (night vision 

goggles) all operate because of the photoelectric effect. Light emitting diodes (LEDs) and diode 
lasers both operate on the reverse principle: inputting electrons to emit light. 

Digital cameras colour your world 

Digital cameras capture images using a charge couple device (CCD) array containing millions of 
CCDs. Each CCD is called a pixel. (The number of pixels is the resolution of your camera.) Each pixel is 
a microscopic capacitor that is charged when the light hits its surface — electrons are ejected 
because the photon energy is greater than the work function of the p-type semiconductor surface. 
Each pixel is filtered to collect only only one color of light: red, green, or blue. When light 
strikes the pixel, electrons are ejected and drift to the other side of the pixel (a very short distance), 
charging the capacitor. The greater the light intensity, the greater the charge.  

EXAMPLE 3.21 

EXERCISE 3.22 
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▼——————————————— 

A 1/3 in. CCD array (common in digital cameras) is 3.600 mm × 4.800 mm and 
contains 2736 × 3648 pixels (10 megapixels). Determine the size of each pixel. 

Answer: see page 160. 

———————————————▲ 

Heat capacity of solids 

Heat capacity is the amount of energy required to change the temperature of a substance.  

[1819] The Dulong-Petit law is derived from classical physics and accurately calculates the heat 
capacity of solids under ambient conditions. Importantly, the Dulong-Petit law predicts heat 
capacity to be independent of temperature. However, it was discovered that heat capacity drops 
dramatically with decreasing temperature. As the temperature approaches absolute zero, the heat 
capacity approaches zero. Classical physics and the Dulong-Petit law can not explain these 
observations. 

[1907] Building on the concept of quantization introduced by Planck, Albert Einstein derived an 
expression that approximately calculated the low temperature heat capacities. At high 
temperature, Einstein’s equation reached the same value as the Dulong-Petit law. Einstein’s 
work showed that quantization was critical to understanding heat capacity. 

[1912] Peter Debye improved upon the work of Einstein and derived an expression that exactly 
calculates the heat capacity at all temperatures. 

EXERCISE 3.23 

When the picture is taken, the CCD is exposed for a 
fixed time (controlled by you or your camera) and then the 
charge on each pixel rapidly read. The Bayer pixel 
array is shown at right. (There are more green pixels than 

red or blue because our eyes are most sensitive to subtle changes 

in green light.) The camera electronics then interpolate 
the red, green, and blue color at each pixel and stores 
that as the image.
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Figure 0.24 The heat capacity of tungsten as predicted by classical physics and observed experimentally. 

Discrete atomic spectra 

[1840s] Anders Ångström discovered that emission occurred at discrete wavelengths (see section 

2.2) and studied the emission spectra of gases and of the aurora borealis (northern lights). 
Ångström’s observations could note be explained by classical physics, which predicted that 
emission should occur at all wavelength — that all objects are blackbody emitters. 

[1885] Johann Balmer discovered that the discrete emission wavelengths from atomic hydrogen 
could be calculated using equation 3.25, with B being a constant and n being a series of integers, 
n  3, 4, 5, … .* The integer nature of n is indicative of the quantized nature of the microscopic 
world. 

2

2 4

n
B

n


 
   

 Balmer equation 3.25 

[1888] Johannes Rydberg generalized the Balmer equation to calculate all the emission 
wavelengths from any one electron entity: H, He+, Li2+, … .  

2
2 2

1 1 1

i f

R Z
n n 

   
 

 Rydberg equation 3.26 

                                                 
* The symbol ‘‘ means ‘contains’ or more formally, ‘contained within’. 
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Z is the atomic number, R∞ is a constant, and ni and nf are the initial and final states of the 
electron. For hydrogen, Z = 1. A more in-depth discussion of the hydrogen spectrum is presented 
on page 149 (APPLICATION: atomic hydrogen). The sign 3.26 follows the rules of 
thermodynamics: the sign is positive if a photon is absorbed by the entity (absorption); the sign 
is negative if a photon is emitted by the entity (emission). Importantly, the numerical wavelength 
is the same, just the sign is changed. 
Despite extensive research, no equation was found that correctly predicts the emission energies 
of any atom or polyatomic entity with more than one electron.* 

 

 
Figure 3.27 The discrete emission spectra of selected elements. (Additional emission spectra are given in figure 2.4.) 

[1913] The Bohr model of the atom — that electrons in an atom exist with discrete energies — 
provides a theoretical framework to explain the observed discrete emission wavelengths. 
Absorption and emission occur when an electron transitions between two energy levels. 

Absorption is the absorption of a photon that causes an electron to transition from a lower energy 
to a higher energy level. Emission is the transition of an electron from a higher energy to a lower 
energy level with the emission of a photon. 

                                                 
* Computational chemistry is an active research field. This chapter and Chapter 6 (Quantum Mechanical Bonding 

Theories) introduce you to some aspects of computational chemistry. 

Na

K 
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Figure 3.28 Schematic of the Bohr model, showing discrete absorption and emission transitions. 

When light from a blackbody passes through a sample, absorption occurs when the photon 
energy is the same as the spacing between energy levels in the sample. This results in that 
wavelength of light being absorbed, leaving dark bands in the otherwise continuous blackbody 
spectrum. Emission occurs when electrons are excited by passing energy (commonly electrical, 
thermal, or photonic) through a sample. The excited electrons emit photons when they transition 
to lower energy levels. Absorption and emission are complementary, as illustrated in figure 3.27. 

DEMO The colored flames produced when different salts are burned. Salts can be burned in 
an open flame or dissolved in methanol and burned in a petri dish. These salts are 
used to create colors in fireworks, road flares, and other specially desgned products. 

 PICTURE??? 

 

Good sun, bad sun …  

We are indoctrinated with news and advertising messages that tell us that exposure to the sun is 
bad for us. But how many scientific studies prove this? Historically, people would work outside 
from spring to fall. In the spring, when the sun was weaker, people would tan gradually and this 
tan would protect them from the hot summer sun. People in the equatorial regions evolved to 
have permanently dark skin. The skin has also evolved mechanisms for repairing solar damage.  

Now, we are told to avoid the sun at all costs; that ultraviolet radiation causes cancer, that more 
ultraviolet radiation penetrates the atmosphere, and to use sunscreen. (Read the breastfeeding section 

on page 6.) Consequently, we lather on chemicals that absorb the UV radiation, but how safe are 
the decomposition products of the sunscreens? (The decomposition products of one sunscreen have already 

been shown to cause cancer.) We stay inside until summer and then go outside white as a ghost, 
exposing untanned skin to the full force of the summer sun. Few of us reapply sunscreen every 
hour. On the other hand, our skin needs solar exposure to produce vitamin-D. Vitamin-D 
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deficiency has itself been linked with colon cancer, breast cancer, and multiple sclerosis. 
Diabetes and heart disease are more prevalent in northern latitudes compared with tropical 
latitudes, but there could be other reasons for this. 

The answer is unknown, but I don't trust studies by sunscreen manufacturers who have an 
interest in selling their product. We need independent scientific studies on sunscreens and the 
decomposition products produced when they absorb ultraviolet radiation. I would like to see a 
study on the cancer rates in farmers and outdoor workers vs. urbanites who avoid the sun, 
subdivided into those who use sunscreen or not. (The first can likely be done using existing cancer 

demographic data.) 

Atomic structure 

[1897] J. J. Thomson’s discovery of electrons (see section 2.1) caused much confusion in the 
scientific community. Classical physics predicted that oppositely charged particles would be 
attracted to each other, so the positive nucleus and negative electrons should neutralize each 
other. Additionally, if the electrons were to 
orbit the nucleus, they should emit a 
continuum of electromagnetic radiation and 
spiral into the nucleus. Classical physics 
could not explain the stability of a separate 
nucleus and electrons in an atom, nor the 
discrete emission spectrum observed from 
atoms. 

[1913] The Bohr model of the atom — that 
electrons in an atom exist with discrete 
energies — provided a theoretical 
framework to explain the observed discrete 
emission wavelengths. Section 3.3 explains 
the stability of electrons. 

[1926] The quantum-mechanical model of 
the atom applies quantum mechanics to the 
Bohr model. This model accounts for the 
wave-particle duality of matter — a property 
that is very important at the atomic level. 

The Application: atomic hydrogen section on page 149 derives an equation for the quantized 
energy levels of atomic hydrogen. 

electron

proton

 
Figure 3.29 Classical physics prediction of the 

interaction of two charged bodies. This 
prediction fails at the atomic level and at 
the celestial level: planets orbiting a sun 
should lose energy and spiral into the sun.
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Wave-particle duality 

[1630s] Renee Descartes proposed that light was a wave. [1660s] Robert Hooke and Christiaan 
Huygens provided mathematical support for the wave nature of light.  

[1660s] Isaac Newton proposed that light was a particle — the corpuscle theory of light. [1704] 
Newton published Opticks, in which he provided mathematical support for the particle nature of 
light. 

The debate as to whether light was a wave or a particle raged for the next 250 years. In the early 
1800s, several experiments furthered the confusion. 

[1803] Thomas Young conducted the double slit experiment.  Light was passed through two 
parallel slits cut in a plate. The light formed a pattern of light and dark regions on the screen. The 
pattern could readily be explained by the wave nature of light, where the light diffracted (see 
page 88) through the slits and the dark and light pattern formed through constructive and 
destructive interference of the light waves.  

[1839] Alexandre Becquerel’s discovery of the photoelectric effect, which was explanable using 
the particle nature of light. (The photoelectric effect is discussed in detail on page 95.)  

[1873] James Maxwell united electricity, magnetism, and light as electromagnetic waves with 
his now-famous Maxwell’s equations.  

[1897] J. J. Thomson discovered the electron. His discovery confounded physicists: Thomson’s 
experiments clearly showed the electron was a particle and responsible for electricity, yet 
Maxwell’s equations showed conclusively that electricity was a wave. Now, two entities — light 
and electrons — had properties of both waves and particles. 

[1900] Maxwell Planck’s derivation of the blackbody equation, 3.14, requires absorption and 
emission of photons. (Blackbody radiation is discussed in detail on page 92.) 

[1905] Einstein proposed that light exists in a wave-particle duality state and that it is the nature 
of the experiment that determines if light will manifest itself as a wave or a particle. Einstein’s 
proposal wasn’t well-received by the scientific community because it was believed that 
something was either a wave or a particle. 
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Figure 3.30 A conceptual image of the double slit experiment. Light entering the two slits engages in 

constructive and destructive interference — diffraction — resulting in varying intensity along 
the top edge. 

[1924] Louis-Victor de Broglie proposed that all matter has a wave-like nature. Using Einstein’s 
relativity equations, de Broglie derived 

h h

p m v
    3.31 

where λ is the wavelength, h is Planck’s constant, and p is the momentum of the particle.* The 
lightest know particles were electrons.  

                                                 
* momentum = mass × velocity p = m v 

 Note the symbols for frequency, ν (Greek symbol ‘nu’) and velocity, v (Roman ‘vee’) are similar and often confused. 
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[1927] Research groups led by Clinton Davisson and by George Thomson (J. J. Thomson’s son), 
experimentally confirmed the de Broglie hypothesis by showing that electrons diffract from 
crystals. In an interesting twist, 

• J. J. Thomson was awarded the Nobel prize for showing that the electron was a particle. 

• George Thomson was awarded the Nobel prize for showing that the electron was a wave. 

picture??? 

The double helix 

Diffraction, specifically x-ray diffraction, has become a powerful instrument for determining the 
structure of any crystal. The use of x-ray diffraction to determine crystal structures started in 
1912 and was the first technique to determine atomic position. By 1920, the structure of 
numerous simple crystals had been determined (salt, limestone, quartz, diamond, graphite, and many 

metals). X-ray diffraction as an analytical tool has improved with technology. Today, if a chemist 
or biochemist can crystallize an entity — no matter how complex — an x-ray diffractometer can  

 

In general, all matter and electromagnetic radiation has properties of both waves and particles. It 
is the nature of the experiment that determines if matter or electromagnetic radiation will 
manifest itself as a wave or a particle. For matter, the wave nature of matter is only important at 
the atomic level. The wave nature of electrons, lone neutrons, and lone protons (hydrogen) is 
important in understanding the behaviour of these particles. At temperatures just above absolute 
zero, Bose-Einstein condensates exhibit wave properties. (See page 938 for details.) All other matter 
is too massive or too warm for the wave nature to significantly effect its behaviour.  

determine the crystal structure, with atom positions 
known to about 1 % of the bond length. 

[1952] Rosalind Franklin recorded an x-ray diffraction 
pattern of DNA (shown at right). Franklin’s image fell into 
the hands of James Watson and Francis Crick, and it was 
this critical information they needed by to deduce the 
double-helix structure of DNA. Franklin’s research notes 
show that she too was very close to determining the 
structure of DNA. Because of Franklin’s death in 1958, 
she didn’t share in the 1962 Nobel prize awarded to 
Watson and Crick. 
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▼——————————————— 

If the electron in a hydrogen atom has a wavelength of 50 pm, determine the 
momentum of the electron.  

 From equation 3.31, we have 

34
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12

6.626 10 J s N m
1.33 10

50 10 m

h h
p

p

p









  


  


s

m

23 kg m
N m

s

J N m

1.33 10 N m 



    
 

  

▼——————————————— 

Determine the wavelength of an electron travelling at 1/10 the speed of light: 
3.00·107 m/s. 

Answer: see page 160. 

———————————————▲ 

Electron microscopy 

Wavelength limits the size of objects that can be seen. Known as the diffraction limit, the 
smallest object or feature that can be seen is approximately one-half the wavelength. For visible 
light, this smallest object that can be seen is around 200 nm. 

The most powerful microscopes do not use light; they use electrons.  

Exercise 3.34 calculates that the wavelength of an electron in an electron microscope is 
approximately 2.7 pm, which means the diffraction limit object size is 1.3 pm. This is not 
realized experimentally. Other equipment limitations limit the resolution of electron microscopes 
to objects and features that are around 50 pm in size. This is still 40 000 times smaller than the 
best light microscope.  

The periodic tables on the inside front cover show that atomic radii range from 25 to 175 pm. 
Table 4.11 shows that chemical bonds range from 100 to 250 pm. State-of-the-art electron 
microscopes are able to resolve individual atoms. 

picture??? STM & image of objects 

EXAMPLE 3.32 

EXERCISE 3.33 
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▼——————————————— 

Wavelength determines the ultimate precision of an instrument. Electrons 
have a much smaller wavelength and thus greater precision. Determine the 

wavelength of electrons in an electron microscope, where the electrons are accelerated through a 
200 keV potential. 

 From equation 3.31, we have 

h

m v
    

 To determine the electron velocity, we convert the electrical potential to energy 

200 keV
1000 eV

1 keV

191.602 10 J

1 eV

 143.204 10 J    

 and then to velocity 
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 The wavelength is calculated 
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2m s s

kg 2s m

122.743 10 m 2.74 pm  

  

———————————————▲ 

EXAMPLE 3.34 
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Uncertainty principle 

The wave nature of matter introduces a complexity regarding measurements. Considering a 
wave, with a fixed wavelength, and answer the question, “Where is the wave located?” The 
wave, which oscillates uniformly is delocalized over the entire wave (blue line in figure 3.35). if 
waves of varying wavelength are added together, the constructive and destructive interference 
localizes the wave to the area with high amplitude. The more waves, the greater the localization. 
However, since every wave has a different wavelength, localization of the wave loses 

information on the wavelength. That is, if the 
wavelength

position

 
 
 

 is known well, there is limited 

information on the 
 

 
blue line
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Figure 3.35 Localization of waves. The delocalized wave has a known wavelength, but unknown position. 

The localized waves have increasingly well defined positions, but decreasingly well defined 
wavelengths. 

Mathematically, the relationship between the uncertainty* in position, x, and wavelength, λ, is  

1

4
x 


    3.36 

 

                                                 
* Uncertainty pertains to the statistical standard deviation. 
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[1926] Werner Heisenberg applied this concept to atomic systems and to de Broglie’s expression 

h

p
   3.31 

By solving 3.31 for Δλ and substituting into 3.36, we get 

4 2

h
x p


   


 Heisenberg uncertainty principle 3.37 

where 
2

h


 . Equation 3.37 states that it is not possible to simultaneously determine both the 

position, x, and momentum, p, of a particle to unlimited precision. Another version of the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle relates energy and time.*  

2
E t  


 3.38 

One application of 3.38 relates the uncertainty in determining the energy of an excited electronic 
state with how long that state exists. 

Ultrafast titanium:sapphire lasers 

Titanium:sapphire lasers are commonly used in research labs because they can generate 
ultrashort laser pulses, which are used to take a ‘snapshot’ of a chemical system. The faster the 
snapshot, the less it changes. Chemical bonds vibrate around 1013 times per second, one vibration 
takes 10–13 seconds. The fastest laser pulse is currently 1 femtosecond, 10–15 seconds, and 100 
times faster than bond vibration. 

The energy-time uncertainty is evident in ultrafast lasers. substituting for Δt = 1 fs in 3.38 returns 
an energy uncertainty of 5·10–20 J. This doesn’t appear to be much, but if the Ti:sapphire laser 
has a central emission of 1000 nm, the wavelength uncertainty is approximately ±250 nm. 

▼——————————————— 

Confirm the calculations in the above essay. 

 Using equation 3.38, we can calculate ΔE. 

34

2 2

1.055 10 J s

E t E
t

E


     



 

 

152 1 10 s 
205.3 10 J 

  



                                                 
* The derivation is beyond the scope of this course. 

EXAMPLE 3.39 
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 Using equation 3.13, we can determine the energy of the Ti:sapphire laser at 1000 nm 

346.6261 10 J sh c
E
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91000 10 m
191.9864 10 J 

  

 The energy range is therefore  
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 and the wavelength range calculated using equation 3.13 
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34
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s

2.998 10
191.46 10 J

1361 nm

  

 The ultrashort laser pulse produces an energy uncertainty of 1.986·10–19 J in the emitted 
laser pulse, which corresponds to a wavelength range from 790 to 1360 nm, or 1000 ± 250 nm. 
Observe that the range isn’t the same above as below 1000 nm because of the non-linear 
relationship between energy and wavelength. 

▼——————————————— 

Telecommunication lasers that transmit data through fiber optic cables operate 
operate at 1.00 GHz, with an time uncertainty of 1 ps. Estimate the 

wavelength uncertainty if the laser pulse is centered at 1400 nm. 

Answer: see page 160. 

▼——————————————— 

Quantum mechanics considers the electron in an atom to be a wave. 
Considering the hydrogen atom: if we assume the atom diameter, 50 pm, is 

the position uncertainty, determing the momentum uncertainty. 

Answer: see page 160. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 3.40 

EXERCISE 3.41 
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Quantum biology 

The world of quantum mechanics is not something you have knowingly experienced. The laws 
of physics that apply at the microscopic level — to atoms and molecules — does not obviously 
manifest itself in the world around us. I use the term obviously because scientists are finding 
more and more phenomena where classical explanations fail. Quantum biology started in early 
2000s because classical explanations for some biological processes were failing.  

Taste and smell. 1H and 2H (deuterium) are two isotopes of hydrogen. While the nucleus of 
deuterium contains an extra non-reactive neutron, their electronic structures are identical. 
Entities produced with deuterium have the exact same structure as entities with hydrogen. 

The classical explanation for taste/smell is the lock and key model: the molecular structure fits 
the receptors on the tongue/nose and triggers a response. With this model, hydrogenated and 
deuterated entities should taste/smell the same. They don’t. Within quantum mechanics, the 
vibrational frequency of hydrogenated entities is different than deuterated entities. Consequently, 
to explain the experimental observations, a quantum mechanical model is required. 

 
converted into nutrients (the reaction center). When a photn is absorbed, quantum coherence 
causes all pathways between these centers to be explored simultaneously and the best pathway 
chosen. This phenomena is still poorly understood and an active research area. 

  
entangled electrons. The magnetic field influences the orientiation of the electrons, which is 
detected as different reaction products. This information gives the orientiation and strength of the 
magnetic field, which allows for determination of longitude and latitude.  

Interestingly, the quantum entanglement in the birds eyes was measured at 100 µs, which is 
longer than what scientists can do in the laboratory under ideal conditions: 80 µs. 

Adapted from a CBC Quirks and Quarks documentary, Quantum Biology, 07 April 2012 <www.cbc.ca/quirks>, and 

from Ball, P. Physics of life: The dawn of quantum biology, Nature, 2011, 474, 272. 

Photosynthesis. Normally, absorption of a photon by a liquid or 
solid results in most of the photon energy being converted into 
heat. Solar cells, which are optimized for efficient conversion of 
light into electricity, are only 10 % to 30 % efficient. However, 
the efficiency of photosynthesis approaches 100 %. Within a leaf, 
there is physical separation between the regions where the photon 
is absorbed (the absorption center) and where the energy is

Migration. Migration is an annual activity for birds, fish, and
aquatic mammals. Scientists have long known that these
animals sense and navigate using the earth’s magnetic field,
but scientists are not sure how animals sense the magnetic
field. The latest theory involves quantum entanglement,
which is a consequence of conservation laws applied to
atomic particles. Blue light absorbed by the eye creates two
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3.3 Quantum mechanics 

Since the inception of modern physics in the early 1900s, scientists have developed a detailed 
understanding of the quantum world and how it affects the macroscopic world. We know that, 
within the atom, 

• neutrons and protons are not fundamental particles (quarks are(?)) 

• the nucleus has structure and energy levels 

• electrons exist in orbitals with discrete energies 

• absorption and emission of radiation occurs with transitions between energy levels 

• light and atomic-sized matterexists in a wave-particle duality state 

• position and momentum cannot be simultaneously determined to infinite precision 

Additionally,* 

• like matter, time and energy are quantized 

Quantum mechanics is a subset of modern physics that explores the interactions of electrons 
and nuclei. The basis of quantum mechanics is the Schrödinger equation, which probes 
molecular entities using the wave nature of the electron. 

Ĥ EΨ Ψ  3.42 

Ĥ — hamiltonian — is the energy operator of the system 

Ψ — wavefunction — are the standing wave solutions to the Schrödinger equation 

E — energy — are the energies of the wavefunctions 

The wavefunction, Ψ, forms the orbitals within the system, each with energy E. The orbitals 
contain electrons.† The wavefunction squared, Ψ 2, is the electron density, or more formally, the 
probability density distribution of each electron. 

                                                 
* These are included for completeness. Future chemistry and physics courses will discuss them in detail. 
† There are two common definitions of ‘orbital’ in use. 

 One definition is that an orbital is an “one-electron [mathematical] wavefunction obtained as solution of the 
Schrödinger equation for an atom.” This definition separates the electron from the orbital and thus, proponents 
do not care whether the orbital is occupied or not. Computational chemists regularly calculate the energies of 
‘occupied’ and ‘virtual’ orbitals and favour this definition. 

 A second definition of orbital commonly used is “the space in an atom occupied by an electron.” This 
definition asserts that the electron is the orbital; without an electron, there is no orbital. 

 These two definitions are the cause of heated debates over whether orbitals are observable. Most scientists agree 
we can observe the total electron density, but the electron density has yet to be separated into components for 
individual electrons. Furthermore, the approximations in generating the atomic orbitals and approximations 
required to obtain a tractable solution of the Schrödinger equation for a multielectron system result in a model 
whose accuracy decreases with increasing complexity of the system.  

 At this introductory level, these arguments are probably confusing. Ignore them, but realize that minor 
differences in interpretation are the cause for serious scientific debate. 
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Wavefunctions and orbitals 

Quantum mechanics treats electrons as waves.  

Understanding waves is integral to understanding quantum mechanics. When waves meet, their 
amplitudes combine and the resulting wave is a function of the relative phase of the original 
waves. Consider how one-dimensional linear waves interact when combined in-phase, partly in-
phase, and out-of-phase, resulting in constructive and destructive interference. 
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Figure 3.43 Combination of linear waves in varying phases. Nodes are regions where there is zero 
probability of finding the electron (zero electron density). 

Active noise cancellation: headphones, cars, airplanes, …  

Airplanes have had noise cancelling electronics since the 1950s, however it is only recently that 
this technology has been used in cars and headphones. The operating principle is the same: a 
microphone is used to measure the sound waves. That signal is then inverted and played through 
the speakers or headphones, effectively cancelling the noise through destructive interference. 
More advanced systems have an additional microphone inside the car or headphone that 
monitors the sound and adjusts the intensity for maximum sound elimination.  

A problem with noise cancellation is that it works too well. Noises like horns and sirens are 
meant to get your attention, but they are cancelled. 

 

<image???> 
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If both ends of a wave are fixed — a guitar or similar 
musical instrument — the only permissible waves have 
nodes at the fixed ends of the waves. This limits the 
wavelength to multiples of the distance between the 
ends as illustrated in figure 3.44. From equation 3.13, 
we know that the energy of a wave is proportional to its 
wavelength. Since only certain wavelengths are 
possible in 3.44, only certain energies are possible. 

If we wrap the one-dimensional waves in figure 3.44 
into a circle and join the ends, we create waves on a 
ring, shown in figure 3.45. Important in figure 3.45 is 
the observation that a wave on a ring travels back onto 
itself. Thus, a wave can destructively interfere with 
itself. Like linear standing waves, only waves with 
certain wavelengths do not self-annihilate. These are 
the circular standing waves.  

a)

—

b)

—

c)

 

Figure 3.45 Waves on a ring: a) destructively interferes with itself; b) and c) give two stable waves. The 
fact that only certain wavelengths are stable leads to the quantization of atomic energy levels. 

The fundamental reason for the quantization of atomic energy levels is because only certain 
wavelengths — certain energies — are stable. This is fundamentally different from what we 
experience in the macroscopic world. 

Ψ 2 is the electron density. As illustrated in figures 3.43 and .46, squaring the wavefunction 
removes the phase (the sign of the wavefunction). However, knowledge of the phase is critical to 
understanding bonding and chemical reactivity: wavefunctions with the same phase 
constructively interfere; wavefunctions with opposite phase destructively interfere (see Chapter 6 

for details). Thus, we purposely retain phase information by shading the lobes in Ψ 2. The absolute 
phase (+ or –) is unimportant, just the information that the phase is different. 

Nodes are regions where there is zero probability of finding the electron (zero electron density). 
Zero-crossings in Ψ become nodes in Ψ 2. At every node, the phase changes. 

Standing waves
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Figure 3.44  Allowed standing waves. 
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The orbital is the region of space with a high probability of the electron existing. Orbitals are 
three-dimensional standing waves. While some people use the terms ‘orbital’ and 
‘wavefunction’ synonymously, this text refers to wavefunctions as mathematical equations and 
orbitals as the representational images generated from the mathematical equations. 

wavefunction
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+
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Figure 3.46  Wavefunction, phase, and probability distribution of waves on a ring. 

3.4 Quantum numbers 

The Schrödinger equation is only solvable 
exactly for one element: the hydrogen atom. 
Solution of the Schrödinger equation for the 
hydrogen atom requires five variables: 
quantum numbers. Because of quantization, 
quantum numbers have discrete values. * 
Figure 3.47 and table 3.48 present these 
quantum numbers. 

Table 3.48 The atomic quantum numbers and their allowed values. 

Symbol Name Historical Name Allowed values
n principle — n    1, 2, 3, …, ∞

l orbital angular momentum azimuthal l    0, 1, 2, …, n  – 1

m l orbital projection magnetic m l    0, ±1, ±2, …, ±l

s electron angular momentum — s  = ½

m s electron projection (spin) spin m s    ±½

1. The historical name is given only for reference to older texts.

1

 

                                                 
* These quantum numbers are specific to atoms. Other quantum numbers are possible for molecules. 
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Figure 3.47  

Atomic quantum numbers, 
their relationship and 
dependencies. 
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n — the principle quantum number — defines the shell (a collection of orbitals) where electrons 
may exist. For every n value, there exists a corresponding letter label. The letter labels are used 
extensively in nuclear science, but not in everyday chemistry. 

n  1, 2, 3, … , ∞ 3.49 

n: 1 2 3 4  …    There are n2 orbitals within a shell. 

 K L M N  …  

l — the orbital angular momentum quantum number — defines the subshell (type of orbital) within 
a given shell. The subshell letter labels are used extensively in everyday chemistry. 

l  0, 1, 2, … , n – 1 3.50 

l: 0 1 2 3 4 5  …  There are 2 l + 1 orbitals within a subshell. 

 s p d f g h  …  

ml — the angular projection quantum number — defines the orientation of each orbital in space. 
Each ml value corresponds to an orbital. Historically, scientists used magnets to separate orbitals 
with different ml values, hence the historical name, ‘magnetic quantum number’.  

ml  0, ±1, ±2, … , ±l 3.51 

s — the electron angular momentum quantum number — is a constant for individual electrons.* 

s = ½ 3.52 

ms — the electron projection quantum number — defines the orientation of each electron in 
space. ms is often referred to as the ‘spin’ of the electron, which is an equally good name for this 
quantum number. ms has two values and several common representations for these spins. 

½ spin up, , 

½ spin down, , 
s

α
m



  
 

 3.53 

 

                                                 
* Some introductory texts do not discuss s because it is a constant for individual electrons. It is, however, an 

important parameter when analyzing multi-electron systems.  
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z

ml = +2

+1

0

–1

–2

 

z

ms

–1/2

+1/2

 
Figure 3.54  Vector projection of ml and ms onto the z axis. A full discussion is beyond the scope of this 

text. 

Allowed sets of quantum numbers 

n, l, and ml control the orbital. s and ms control the electrons in the 
orbital. The relationship between them is shown graphically in 
figure 3.47.  

Considering n, l, and ml, which generate the orbitals: 

• n defines the shell 

n  1, 2, 3, … , ∞ 3.49 
• l defines the subshell (type of orbital) and is dependent on n 

l  0, 1, 2, … , n – 1 3.50  
• ml defines the orbital orientation and is dependent on l 

ml  0, ±1, ±2, … , ±l 3.51  
 

Table 3.55 Series of allowed quantum numbers and associated orbital labels for increasing values of n. 

n 1 2 3 4

l 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 2 3

m l 0 0 0, ±1 0 0, ±1 0, ±1, ±2 0 0, ±1 0, ±1, ±2 0, ±1, ±2, ±3

subshell 1s 2s 2p (×3) 3s 3p (×3) 3d (×5) 4s 4p (×3) 4d (×5) 4f (×7)

s s px s px dxy s px dxy

py py dxz py dxz

pz pz dyz pz dyz

dx²–y ² dx²–y ²

dz ² dz ²

not        
listed

Orbital Quantum Numbers

orbital

label







  

n

l   s

ml    ms

or
bi

ta
l

electron

 
Figure 3.47 Atomic quantum

numbers, their
relationship and
dependencies. 
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To understand table 3.55, consider the n = 3 shell. 

• For n = 3, the allowed values of l are 0, 1, and 2. 

◦ For l = 0, the only allowed value of ml is 0. 

◦ For l = 1, the allowed values of ml are {–1, 0, 1}. 

◦ For l = 2, the allowed values of ml are {–2, –1, 0, 1, 2}. 

• Recall that l = 

0

1

2

 
 
 
 
 

 has a 

s

p

d

 
 
 
 
 

 label. For n = 3, they form the 

3s

3p

3d

 
 
 
 
 

 subshells. 

▼——————————————— 

Show that the number of orbitals in the l = 0, 1, and 2 subshells equal the 
number of orbitals in the n = 3 shell. 

 In the n = 3 shell, the allowed values of l are 0, 1, and 2. 

 In the n = 3 shell, there are n2 orbitals. 

23 9 orbitalsn n    

 For each l, there are 2l + 1 orbitals within each subshell. 
0 2 1 1 orbital

1 2 1 3 orbitals

2 2 1 5 orbitals Total: 9 orbitals

l l

l l

l l

   
   

   

 

▼——————————————— 

Show that the number of orbitals in the l = 0, 1, 2, and 3 subshells equal the 
number of orbitals in the n = 4 shell. 

Answer: see page 160. 

▼——————————————— 

Identify the orbitals when n = 5. 

Answer: see page 160. 

———————————————▲ 

EXAMPLE 3.56 

EXERCISE 3.57 

EXERCISE 3.58 
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Information on the allowed {n, l} values is also contained on the periodic table: 
1 2

H He
1.008 4.003

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Li Be B C N O F Ne
6.941 9.012 10.81 12.01 14.01 16.00 19.00 20.18

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar
22.99 24.31 26.98 28.09 30.97 32.07 35.45 39.95

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr
39.10 40.08 44.96 47.87 50.94 52.00 54.94 55.85 58.93 58.69 63.55 65.41 69.72 72.64 74.92 78.96 79.90 83.80

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54

Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe
85.47 87.62 88.91 91.22 92.91 95.94 [97] 101.07 102.91 106.42 107.87 112.41 114.82 118.71 121.76 127.60 126.90 131.29

55 56 57 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86

Cs Ba La Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn
132.91 137.33 138.91 178.49 180.95 183.84 186.21 190.23 192.22 195.08 196.97 200.59 204.38 207.20 208.98 [208] [209] [222]

87 88 89 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118

Fr Ra Ac Rf Db Sg Bh Hs Mt Ds Rg Uub Uut Uuq Uup Uuh Uus Uuo
[223] [226] [227] [261] [262] [266] [264] [277] [268] [281] [272] [285] [285] [289] [288] [289] [291] [293]

58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71

* Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu
140.12 140.91 144.24 [144] 150.36 151.96 157.25 158.93 162.50 164.93 167.26 168.93 173.04 174.97

90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103

** Th Pa U Np Pu Am Cm Bk Cf Es Fm Md No Lr
232.04 231.04 238.03 [237] [244] [243] [247] [247] [251] [252] [257] [258] [259] [262]

**

*

1s

2s

3s

4s

5s

6s

7s

2p

3p

4p

5p

6p

3d

4d

5d

6d

4f

5f

7p

 
Figure 3.59 Arrangement of atomic orbitals on the periodic table. The quantum numbers dictate that the

first s subshell is 1s, the first p subshell is 2p, d subshell is 3d, etc. (Note that helium is moved into the 
1s block.) 

When putting electrons into orbitals, the Pauli exclusion principle proposes that no two 
electrons in an atom have the same set of quantum numbers. As there are two possible states for 
the electron, ms = ±1/2, it is possible to have two electrons with opposite spins per orbital. 

For a given n, it is sometimes convenient to have a visual image of all the possible orbitals, as 
shown in figure 3.60 for n = 4. 

n  = 4

l  = 2

l  = 1

l  = 0

m l  =

4d

4p

4s

4fl  = 3

–3 –1 0 1–2 32
 

Figure 3.60 Allowed quantum numbers for n = 4. 
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▼——————————————— 

In n = 3, how many electrons can exist with ml = 1 and ms = +1/2? 

 Using a figure similar to 3.60, we first isolate ml = 1. 

n  = 3

210–1

l  = 1

3d

3p

3s

l  = 2

–2m l  =

l  = 0

 
Then we isolate ms = +1/2. 

n  = 3

l  = 2 3d

l  = 0 3s

l  = 1 3p

1 2m l  = –2 –1 0  
Two electrons have ml = 1 and ms = +1/2 in n = 3. 

▼——————————————— 

In n = 4, how many electrons can exist with l = 2 and ms = 1/2? 

Answer: see page 160. 

———————————————▲ 

EXAMPLE 3.61 

EXERCISE 3.62 
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Spherical wavefunctions 

You have probably seen and used cartesian coordinates, 
(x, y, z), to graph in three-dimensional space. Cartesian 
coordinates are not the only way to graph in three-
dimensional space. Spherical objects, like atoms, are 
more easily graphed using spherical coordinates, (r, θ, ), 
illustrated in 3.63. 

The Schrödinger equation is more easily solved using 
spherical coordinates because the wavefunction, Ψ, is a 
function of (r, θ, ). 

Additionally, just as functions are often separable,  

     ,F x y f x g y  3.64 

the wavefunction is separable into radial and angular 
components. 

     , ,, , ,
ln l l mr R r Y   Ψ  3.65 

This information on spherical coordinates and equation 3.65 allows us to understand the 
mathematical solutions to the Schrödinger equation for the hydrogen atom, which are 
summarized in table 3.67.* 

To produce the 3py orbital, Rn,l(r) for 3p and Yl,ml
(θ,) for py are combined.  

     

     

3p 3p p

31
22

2

0

, , ,

1 3
4 e sin cos

49 6

y y
r R r Y

Z

π a



   

   




  
   

   

Ψ

 3.66 

                                                 
* You are not expected to use the equations in table 3.67 in this text. Just realize that they do exist and that they are 

used to produce the orbitals later in this chapter and in Chapter 6. Physical chemistry courses explore this topic in 
detail. 

x

y

z





r

Figure 3.63  Cartesian and spherical 
coordinates. 
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Table 3.67 Radial and angular functions that generate hydrogen-like orbitals based on the quantum 
numbers derived for the hydrogen atom. When Z = 1, the functions produce the orbitals for the 
hydrogen atom. 

Radial function: R n ,l (r  ) Angular function: Y l ,m (θ , )

Hydrogenic wavefunctions: Ψ (r ,θ , ) = R n ,l (r ) · Y l ,m (θ , )
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3.5 Orbitals 

Figure 3.68 presents a few s, p, and d orbitals, scaled approximately to size. Several trends are 
apparent in the orbitals: 

• For a given l, the orbitals have the same basic shape: s orbitals are spherical, p orbitals 
have two main lobes of different phase, and most d orbitals have four main lobes with 
alternating phase. 

• As n increases, the general shape does not change, but the size increases and more nodes 
are present. 

         
1s  2s  3s  4s  5s 

         
  2pz  3pz  4pz  5pz 

         
    3dyz  4dyz  5dy 

 
Figure 3.68 Computer generated atomic orbitals. Note the increasing number of radial nodes as n increases 

and increasing number of angular nodes as l increases. 

Orbital Viewer David Manthey prepared Orbital Viewer for visualizing orbitals in three 
dimensions. The user is able to visualize, rotate, slice, and animate orbitals. Orbital 
Viewer is distributed free from his website, www.orbitals.com. Orbital Viewer was 
used to create the three-dimensional images in this text. 

Orbitron Mark Winter prepared a website, www.winter.group.shef.ac.uk/orbitron, that 
provides three dimensional images, wavefunctions, electron densities, and radial 
distributions of orbitals up to n = 7. 
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Two types of nodes are observed in atomic orbitals.  

• Radial nodes have the probability go to zero at 
a fixed radius, r, from the nucleus, thus forming 
a circle around the nucleus.  

• Angular nodes go to zero at certain angles (θ, 
), thus forming nodal planes or surfaces. 

• there are n – 1 nodes in an orbital: 

◦ l angular nodes 

◦ n – l – 1 radial nodes 

Figure 3.68 shows the increasing number of radial 
nodes as n increases and the increasing number of angular nodes as l increases. 

▼——————————————— 

Consider the n = 3 series of orbitals in figure 3.68. There should be two nodes 
(n – 1) in each of these orbitals. 

• The 3s orbital has two radial nodes. 

• The 3p orbital has one radial node and one angular node. 

• The 3d orbital has two angular nodes. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the number and type of nodes in the n = 5 series of orbitals in 
figure 3.68. Predict the nodes in the 5f and 5g orbitals. 

Answer: see page 160. 

———————————————▲ 

An orbital is often represented as a probability density distribution of the electron or as a fixed 
probability surface (isoprobability). Isoprobability surfaces enclose a fixed percentage of the 
electron density, usually between 95 and 99 percent. 

hand drawnradial probabilityisoprobabilityelectron density  

Figure 3.71 Electron density distribution and two isoprobability surface representations of a 2p orbital. 

This text uses colour to indicate the orbital phase. In electron density representations, the colour 
intensity is proportional to the probability of finding an electron at that location in space.  

EXAMPLE 3.69 

EXERCISE 3.70 

radial
   node

angular
node
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The outermost lobe of an orbital is of chemical interest. The outermost orbitals on different 
atoms react and form chemical bonds (see 
Chapter 6 (Quantum Mechanical Bonding 
Theories)). When drawing orbitals by hand, only 
the outermost lobe is drawn and the size of the 
orbital indicative of the principle quantum 
number, as illustrated in figure 3.72. This 
representation is non-standard and fails to show 
the inner nodes, but it is easier to draw and 
focuses the attention on the chemicallt reaction 
portion of the orbital. Additionally, the orbital is 
often elongated as illustrated in figure 3.71 to 
better separate and visualize the orbitals on 
different atoms. 

Orbital construction 

We start by considering a slice through the atom center and observing how the wavefunction and 
electron density change. Referring to figure 3.73, we observe that the 1s wavefunction has the 
highest electron density at the nucleus (graph origin) and that the density decreases to zero with 
increasing radius. The resulting three-dimensional 1s orbital is spherically symmetric, much like 
a ball. The 2s wavefunction changes phase as the radius increases. However, the phase at any 
radius is the same. The phase change produces a radial node in the electron density, which is 
evident in the orbital as a colour change. The 3s wavefunction changes phase twice as the radius 
increases, and two radial nodes are evident in the orbital. 

The 2p orbital crosses zero at the nucleus and is a different phase on either side of the nucleus. 
The orbital shows that there is an angular node perpendicular to the orbital lobes. The 3p orbital 
is similar to the 2p orbital except that it contains a radial node (like the 2s compared with the 1s orbital). 
The 3d orbital has two angular nodes and four lobes. 

 

— —  

—2p  —–-3p  —–4p 

Figure 3.72  Alternate, non-standard, drawing 
strategy emphasizing the importance 
of the outermost lobe. This is most 
often seen in hand-drawn orbitals. 
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                                     1s orbital

   Wavefunction

      /m-3/2

   Probability density

     2 /m-3

radius

                                     2s orbital

   Wavefunction

      /m-3/2

   Probability density

     2 /m-3

radius

                                     3s orbital

   Wavefunction

      /m-3/2

   Probability density

     2 /m-3

radius  
 

                                     2p orbital

   Wavefunction

      /m-3/2

   Probability density

     2 /m-3

radius

                                     3p orbital

   Wavefunction

      /m-3/2

   Probability density

     2 /m-3

radius

                                     3d orbital

   Wavefunction

      /m-3/2

   Probability density

     2 /m-3

radius  
Figure 3.73 Comparison of selected atomic orbitals. The wavefunction is superimposed over the orbital. 

The wavefunction and electron density represents a slice through the orbital on the horizontal 
axis. 

Table 3.55 shows that, for a given n, there are one s, three p, and five d orbitals. Figure 3.48 
shows the s orbitals up to n = 5. The p and d orbitals differ in their spatial orientation (ml value). 
Figures 3.74 and 3.75 show the orientation of the three p orbitals and five d orbitals referenced to 
the cartesian x, y, and z axis. 
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x

y

z

 

x

y

z

 

x

y

z

 
 2px 2py 2pz  

Figure 3.74 The three orientations of the p orbitals. Each orbital lies on a cartesian axis: the px orbital has 
lobes on the x axis, the py has lobes on the y axis, and the pz has lobes on the z axis. 

 

x
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 3dxy 3dxz 3dyz 
 

 

x

y

z

 

x

y

z

 
 3dx2–y2 3dz2  

Figure 3.75 The five orientations of the d orbitals. Except for the 3dz2 orbital, all orbitals have four lobes 
and exist either on or between the cartesian axes. The dxy, dxy, and dyz have lobes between the 
axes on the plane identified by the subscript (the dxy has its lobes on the x and y plane, between 
the axes). The 3dx2–y2 has lobes on the x and y plane, on the x and y axes. The 3dz2 orbital is 
different: it has two lobes on the z axis and a donut-like ring in the xy plane. 

▼——————————————— 

Use Orbital Viewer to create and visualize the three-dimensional structure of 
the 3d and 4f orbitals. Create all the 4f orbitals (all possible ml values) and 

compare their structure to that of the 2p and 3d orbitals. 

EXERCISE 3.76 
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———————————————▲ 

The electron density in figure 3.73 gives the probability in a small volume element dτ. The 
volume is zero at the nucleus and increases as 24 r . Thus, the probability of finding an electron 

at a given radius from the nucleus — the radial probability — is the product 2 24 d .r Ψ  The 

maximum of 2 24 dr Ψ  indicates the radius with the highest probability of the electron 

existing and is the radius of interest when considering atomic size, bond lengths, and other 
atomic properties, as illustrated in figure 3.78. 

x

y

z

d

d
dr

 radius

R
ad

ia
l P

ro
b

ab
ili

ty
4 π r 2 Ψ 2

4 π r 2

Ψ 2

nucleus

 
Figure 3.77  Volume elements at radius r.  Figure 3.78  The radial probability is the product of the 

wavefunction, Ψ2, and the available volume,
4 π r2. 

Considering the 1s orbital, 2Ψ  is a maximum at the nucleus, but there is zero volume at r = 0 
(from 

24 r ). Thus, the probability of finding an electron in the 1s orbital at the nucleus is very 

small (not zero because the nucleus has a finite radius). It is most likely that the 1s electron will be found 
at a distance from the nucleus. Figures 3.79 and 3.82 give the radial probability distributions for 
several series of orbitals. 
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Figure 3.79 Overlay of the most probable radii for ns and np orbitals. Observe that, as n increases, the most 
probable radii increases. 
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3.6 Shielding and effective nuclear charge 

Electrons in lower n shells are, on average, closer to the nucleus than electrons in higher n shells 
as shown in figures 3.79 and 3.80. The closer electrons shield the outer electrons from the 
nuclear charge, Z. Thus, the distant electrons experience a lower nuclear charge — an effective 
nuclear charge, Zeff. Table 3.81 lists the effective nuclear charge for atoms up to argon. 

nucleus

n = 1
2p

2s
3d 3p 3s

1s

n = 2
n = 3  

Figure 3.80 A simplified schematic assuming electrons exist only at their most probable radii. The inner 
electrons see the full nuclear charge and partially shield the outer electrons from the nucleus. 

Table 3.81 Effective nuclear charge on the core and valence orbitals of elements with Z ≤ 18. 

H He

1s 1.00 1.69

Li Be B C N O F Ne

1s 2.69 3.68 4.68 5.67 6.67 7.66 8.65 9.64

2s 1.28 1.91 2.58 3.22 3.85 4.49 5.13 5.76

2p 2.42 3.14 3.83 4.45 5.10 5.76

Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar

1s 10.63 11.61 12.59 13.57 14.56 15.54 16.52 17.51

2s 6.57 7.39 8.21 9.02 9.83 10.63 11.43 12.23

2p 6.80 7.83 8.96 9.95 10.96 11.98 12.99 14.01

3s 2.51 3.31 4.12 4.90 5.64 6.37 7.07 7.76

3p 4.07 4.29 4.89 5.48 6.12 6.76

Source: Winter, M., www.WebElements.com, 2005. (Clementi-Raimondi algorithm)

Effective Nuclear Charges of Selected Atoms

 
Within a given shell, the subshells have different shapes and different most probable radii, 
resulting in varying penetration by each subshell. These factors give each subshell a different Zeff 
and different energy. 
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Figure 3.82 Overlay of the most probable radii for n = 2 and n = 3 orbitals. Observe that, as l increases, the 
most probable radii decreases, meaning that electrons in lower l orbitals exist further from the 
nucleus. 

Within a given subshell, all orbitals are in different regions of space and, on average, the same 
distance from the nucleus (consider px, py, and pz in figure 3.74). Therefore, they do not effectively 
shield each other. They have the same Zeff and same energy. Orbitals with the same energy are 
called degenerate. 

Figures 3.79 and 3.82 show that some orbitals have lobes that penetrate closer to the nucleus. 
While most of the electron density is further from the nucleus, this penetration affects the 
effective nuclear charge and shielding. 

3.7 Orbital energies 

The energy of an orbital is dependent on several factors and is difficult to predict: 

• effective nuclear charge, which depends on {n, l} 

• electron-electron repulsion, which depends on the number of electrons in the atom 

• distance from the nucleus 

nucleus

electron-electron
repulsion

electron-nucleus
attraction

2s
1s

 
Figure 3.83  A simplified schematic of electron-nucleus attraction and electron-electron repulsion.  
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The classical equation for the interaction energy between two charged bodies provides insight on 
the nature of atomic energy. 

1

2 eff

1 2 1 electron

nucleus

q

q Z

k q q
E

r

 




 


 3.84 

Using 3.84, we find that 

• orbital energies are negative  

• orbital energies are approximately proportional to the distance from the nucleus 

• at infinite distance, r = ∞, the interaction energy is zero 

◦ The atom has lost the electron and become an ion. 

From quantum mechanics, we additionally find that 

• within a given shell, s orbitals are lower in energy than p, etc. 

• orbitals of a given subshell are degenerate until bonded to another atom 

Experimentally, we find that the energy ordering of atomic orbitals follows the sequence 

1s 2s 2p 3s 3p 4s 3d 4p 5s 4d 5p 6s 4f 5d 6p 7s 5f 6d 7p 8s …  3.85 

Do not memorize 3.85. Several methods for reproducing this sequence are presented below. 

The Aufbau principle  states that electrons fill the lowest orbitals first. The Aufbau method 
generates the observed orbital energy order, and is presented in figure 3.86. Each row contains 
the allowed orbitals for the stated n. Downward diagonal arrows intersect the orbitals in 
adjoining rows. We obtain the orbital energy order by following the arrows from top to bottom 
and writing the orbitals as they are crossed. 
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n  = 1 1s

2 2s 2p

3 3s 3p 3d

4 4s 4p 4d 4f

5 5s 5p 5d 5f 5g

6 6s 6p 6d 6f · · ·

7 7s 7p 7d · · ·

8 8s 8p · · ·

9 9s · · ·
 

Figure 3.86  Aufbau method for determining the orbital energy order. 

Alternatively, the arrangement of elements on the periodic table allows the orbital energy order 
to be read directly from the periodic table. Each row of each block is a subshell. The s block 
starts with 1s, the p block with 2p, d block with 3d, and f block with 4f. Reading exactly like a 
book — left to right, top to bottom — gives the orbital energy order. Remember that the f 
orbitals insert into the main periodic table. 

1 2

H He
1.008 4.003

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Li Be B C N O F Ne
6.968 9.012 10.81 12.01 14.01 16.00 19.00 20.18

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar
22.99 24.31 26.98 28.09 30.97 32.07 35.45 39.95

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr
39.10 40.08 44.96 47.87 50.94 52.00 54.94 55.85 58.93 58.69 63.55 65.38 69.72 72.63 74.92 78.96 79.90 83.80

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54

Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe
85.47 87.62 88.91 91.22 92.91 95.96 [97] 101.07 102.91 106.42 107.87 112.41 114.82 118.71 121.76 127.60 126.90 131.29

55 56 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86

Cs Ba Lu Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn
132.91 137.33 174.97 178.49 180.95 183.84 186.21 190.23 192.22 195.08 196.97 200.59 204.38 207.20 208.98 [208] [209] [222]

87 88 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118

Fr Ra Lr Rf Db Sg Bh Hs Mt Ds Rg Cn Uut Fl Uup Lv Uus Uuo
[223] [226] [261] [265] [268] [271] [270] [277] [276] [281] [280] [285] [285] [289] [288] [293] [294] [294]

57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

* La Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb
138.91 140.12 140.91 144.24 [144] 150.36 151.96 157.25 158.93 162.50 164.93 167.26 168.93 173.05

89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102

** Ac Th Pa U Np Pu Am Cm Bk Cf Es Fm Md No
[227] 232.04 [231.0359] 238.03 [237] [244] [243] [247] [247] [251] [252] [257] [258] [259]
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Figure 3..87  A simplified schematic of electron-nucleus attraction and electron-electron repulsion.  

Madelung’s rule states that the orbital energy increases in order of n + l. For identical values of 
n + l, orbital energy increases with increasing n. 

: 1 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 6

orbital: 1s 2s 2p 3s 3p 4s 3d 4p 5s 4d 5p 6s

n l

           
 

Madelung’s rule is convenient when ordering orbitals of arbitrary n.  

▼——————————————— 

Order the following orbitals in order of increasing energy: 6f, 7p, 9s. 

Answer: see page 160. 

———————————————▲ 

Figure 3.89 presents an atomic orbital energy 
diagram.  Energy is the vertical axis and 
degenerate orbitals are plotted with the same 
energy.  

▼——————————————— 

What is the term for the 
‘energy to remove an 

electron from an orbital’? 

Answer: see page 160. 

▼——————————————— 

How many horizontal lines 
would there be for the 4d 

and 4f subshells? 

Answer: see page 160. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 3.88 

EXERCISE 3.90 

EXERCISE 3.91 
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Figure 3.89 Representative atomic orbital energy 

diagram. 
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X-rays on demand 

Every element has and orbital energy diagram like figure 3.89, with the energy of the orbitals 
being specific to that element. 

Modern x-ray instruments produce x-rays by bombarding a target anode with high voltage 
electrons. The majority, 99 %, of the electrons interact with the outermost valence electrons and 
produce heat. 1 % of the electrons penetrate into the atom and eject a core electron. This leaves a 
vacancy in the core orbital. When an electron in a higher energy orbital drops into the core 
orbital, a photon is released. The photon energy corresponds to the difference in energy between 
the orbitals. 

<image??? – electrons hitting a target, producing x-rays> 

Different targets produce x-rays with specific energies, and these x-rays interact differently with 
matter. X-rays are used in medicine to assess damage to bones. Bones have greater amounts of 
phosphorus, which better absorb x-rays. X-rays are also used to detect drugs, explosives, and 
weapons everywhere from post-offices to airports. 

<image??? – x-ray of body, x-ray of backpack> 

 

3.8 Electronic configurations 

All atoms have all orbitals, but only a small fraction of the orbitals contain electrons. Orbitals 
that contain electrons are occupied. Unoccupied orbitals are virtual. 

The lowest energy, ground state, electronic configuration is obtained by filling the lowest energy 
orbitals until all electrons are used. An excited state configuration is generated by promoting one 
or more electrons into higher energy orbitals. Only one ground state electronic configuration 
exists for an atom, but an infinite number of excited state configurations are possible. 

When filling degenerate orbitals of a given subshell, Hund’s rule states that the lowest energy 
configuration is obtained when the subshell has maximum multiplicity. In other words, 

• electrons occupy degenerate orbitals singly before pairing 

• electrons in singly occupied orbitals have the same spin 

When singly occupied, electron–electron repulsion is minimized by having electrons in different 
orbitals that occupy different regions of space. Quantum mechanically, there is less interaction 
between electrons with the same ms value, thus any configuration where the electrons have the 
same ms value is lower in energy than configurations with mixed ms values. 

Consider the ground state of carbon: the carbon atom has six electrons. Putting these electrons 
into 3.85, the 1s orbital can hold two electrons (labelled 1s2), the 2s orbital can hold two electrons 
(labelled 2s2), leaving two electrons to put into the degenerate 2p set of orbitals (labelled 2p2). All 
other orbitals are virtual, and generally not reported. Written in spdf notation gives 
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C: 1s2 2s2 2p2 3s0 3p0 4s0 …  spdf notation, showing the virtual orbitals 3.92 

C: 1s2 2s2 2p2 spdf notation, with virtual orbitals removed 3.93 

To explicitly report the electrons in the 2p subshell, we use an orbital diagram.  The orbital 
diagram in 3.94 is a more compact version of 3.89. 

C: 
1s 2s 2p

     orbital diagram 
3.94 

In 3.94, the filling of the degenerate 2p orbitals follows Hund’s rule and therefore represents the 
ground state of carbon. While 3.93 doesn’t explicitly indicate which 2p orbitals are occupied, the 
convention is that it represents the ground state unless otherwise indicated. 

3.94 is the common way to show the degenerate electrons, but it is not the only way. All of the 
following orbital diagrams are equivalent ground state configurations of carbon: 

C: 
1s 2s 2p

      C: 
1s 2s 2p

      

C: 
1s 2s 2p

       C: 
1s 2s 2p

        

C: 
1s 2s 2p

        C: 
1s 2s 2p

    

Any electronic configuration that is not the ground state is an excited state; an asterisk (*) 
denotes excited state atoms. Below are a few possible excited state configurations of carbon: 

C*: 
1s 2s 2p

       C*: 
1s 2s 2p

    

C*: 
1s 2s 2p

      C*: 
1s 2s 3s2p

       

C*: 
1s 2s 2p

        C*: 
1s 2s 3s2p

      

▼——————————————— 

Identify the electronic transitions that makes each excited state of carbon, 
above, ‘excited’. 

Answer: see page 160. 

▼——————————————— 

Identify the error in each of the following electronic configurations. 

a) C: 
1s 2s 2p

       b) C: 
1s 2s 2p

       

c) C*: 
1s 2s 2p

      d) C*: 
1s 2s 2p

       

Answer: see page 160. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 3.95 

EXERCISE 3.96 
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Going across a period, electrons fill orbitals systematically. The ground state configurations for 
the second period elements are 

 Li: 1s2 2s1  
1s 2s 2p

     

 Be: 1s2 2s2  
1s 2s 2p

      (s subshell fully filled) 

 B: 1s2 2s2 2p1  
1s 2s 2p

    

 C: 1s2 2s2 2p2  
1s 2s 2p

     

 N: 1s2 2s2 2p3  
1s 2s 2p

      (p subshell half filled) 

 O: 1s2 2s2 2p4  
1s 2s 2p

     

 F: 1s2 2s2 2p5  
1s 2s 2p

     

 Ne: 1s2 2s2 2p6  
1s 2s 2p

     (s and p subshells fully filled) 

▼——————————————— 

Write the ground state and two excited state configurations of atomic sodium. 

Answer: see page 160. 

———————————————▲ 

Aurora: the northern and southern lights 

If you live above 50° north latitude (Canada, Russia, Scandinavian countries) or below 50° south 
latitude (Chile, Argentina, Australia, Antarctica), you will likely have seen the aurora borealis or aurora  

 

EXERCISE 3.97 

australis: the northern or southern lights. The aurora 
exists because the solar wind interacts with the 
Earth’s magnetosphere. The solar wind consists of 
high-energy charged particles (protons and electrons)

that interact with the magnetosphere and spiral 
towards either the north or south pole. Entering the 
ionosphere, the charged particles excite atmospheric 
entities that subsequently emit light. 
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Atomic oxygen accounts for the majority of aural colors 

 Red: O*(g)    O(g) + hνred 

   
1s 2s 2p

      
1s 2s 2p

     

 Green: O*(g)    O(g) + hνgreen 

   
1s 2s 2p

       
1s 2s 2p

     

Atomic nitrogen does not have any strong emissions in the visible region. Less common violet, 
blue, and red emission is caused by the excitation of N2

+ and O2
+. (Section 6.2 discusses molecular 

electronic configurations.) 

Valence electronic configuration 

An electronic configuration can be divided into two components. The orbitals and electrons that 
comprise the noble gas configurations are very stable and chemically unreactive, and are called 
the core orbitals and core electrons.  The orbitals and electrons after the noble gas are called the 
valence orbitals and valence electrons. Atomic properties of chemical interest involve the 
valence orbitals and electrons, so it is convenient to simplify the electronic configurations to 
focus on the valence orbitals and electrons. The noble gas configurations are 

He: 1s2 = [He]  Ar: 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 = [Ar] 

Ne: 1s2 2s2 2p6 = [Ne]  Kr: 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 4s2 3d10 4p6 = [Kr] 

For example, the complete and valence electronic configurations for iron and polonium are 

Fe: 
 Ar core

2 2 6 2 6 2 61s 2s 2p 3s 3p 4s 3d       complete configuration 

Fe: [Ar] 4s2 3d6      valence configuration 

 

Po: 
 Xe cor

2 2 6 2 6 2 10 6 2 10 6 2 14 1

e

0 41s 2s 2p 3s 3p 4s 3d 4p 5s 4d 5p 6s 4f 5d 6p  complete configuration 

Po: [Xe] 6s2 4f14 5d10 6p4      valence configuration 

Focussing on polonium: the valence electrons of polonium are 6s2 4f14 5d10 6p4. As written, it is 
evident that the next electron would enter the 6p orbital. However, when removing electrons, we 
find that the electrons are removed from the highest n subshells first. 

Po: [Xe] 6s2 4f14 5d10 6p4 order in which electrons fill orbitals 

Po:  
14 1

4 5 6

0 2 4Xe 4f 5d 6s 6p
n n n  

  order in which electrons empty orbitals 3.98 

To explain this observation, we must realize that a subshell, once filled, is stable. In order to 
obtain another stable configuration, the orbital must empty. Consequently, p6, d10, and f14 
configurations do not lose electrons because too many electrons would be lost before another 
stable p0, d0, and f0 configuration was achieved. The one exception is s2 → s0, which does occur. 
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When writing the complete electronic configuration, the orbital energy ordering in 3.85 must be 
used. When writing the valence electronic configuration, either ordering in 3.98 is acceptable. 

▼——————————————— 

Write the complete and valence electronic configurations for tellurium. 

Answer: see page 160. 

———————————————▲ 

Elements in the same group are isovalent because they have the same valence electronic 
configuration, independent of n. 

 F: [He] 2s2 2p5    … 
2s 2p

    

 Cl: [Ne] 3s2 3p5  …    … 
3s 3p

    

 Br: [Ar] 3d10 4s2 4p5    … 
4s 4p

    

 I: [Kr] 4d10 5s2 5p5    … 
5s 5p

    

Since the nd10 subshell is full in bromine and iodine, it is chemically unreactive. Thus, the 
reactive orbitals on bromine and iodine that same as on fluorine and chlorine. 

Knowing that two or more entities are isovalent allows for prediction of their properties. We 
know chlorine exists as the anion, Cl–, with the valence electronic configuration [Ne] 3s2 3p6. We 
can propose that fluorine, bromine, and iodine also exist as anions, which they do. Since the 
valence electrons on fluorine are closer to the nucleus than on chlorine and the valence electrons 
on bromine and iodine further away, we can further propose there will be a trend in the reactivity 
— and there is!. 

If n is the same, the entities are isoelectronic. Consider the following entities: 

B: [He] 2s2 2p1—–→——B3+: [He]
 
 

N: [He] 2s1 2p3—–→——N5+: [He] 

O: [He] 2s1 2p4—–→——O2–: [Ne] 

Al: [Ne] 3s2 3p1—–→——Al3+: [Ne] 

Of the atoms on the left, boron and aluminum are isovalent: both have ns2 np1 electronic 
configurations. Of the ions, all the ions are isovalent in that they have a noble gas configuration. 
Additionally, B3+ and N5+ are isoelectronic and O2– and Al3+ are isoelectronic. 

▼——————————————— 

Identify other common ions that are isoelectronic with neon. 

Answer: see page 160. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 3.99 

EXERCISE 3.100 

isovalent entities











isoelectronic




isoelectronic
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3.9 Stability on the periodic table 

The noble gases are the most stable elements on the periodic table. We find that entities with 
closed subshell configurations — completely filled or empty subshells — are relatively stable 
and unreactive compared with elements with partially filled subshells. Entities with a half-filled 
subshell have some stability. 

 
Atoms react to obtain closed or half-filled subshell configurations through ionization or 
bonding. The fundamental reason why atoms react is to attain a lower energy state. 

Achieving stability 

Using the knowledge that fully filled electronic configurations have significant stability and half-
filled electronic configurations have some increased stability, we can predict the stable ions of 
elements and compare this with the expected charges observed experimentally and proposed in 
Chapter 2. 

The noble gas configuration is very stable. Consider the common ions of the following atoms: 

Mg: [Ne] 3s2——–→——Mg2+: [Ne] 

Na: [Ne] 3s1——–→——Na+: [Ne] 

F: [He] 2s2 2p5—→——F–: [He] 2s2 2p6 (= [Ne]) 

▼——————————————— 

Propose tin ions that are likely to be stable. 

 The electronic configuration of atomic tin is 

Sn: [Kr] 4d10 5s2 5p2 

 Stable ions have filled and half-filled valence electronic configurations. These include 

Sn4–: [Kr] 4d10 5s2 5p6 fully filled p6 orbital 

Sn–: [Kr] 4d10 5s2 5p3 half-filled p3 orbital 

Sn2+: [Kr] 4d10 5s2 empty p0 orbital 

Sn4+: [Kr] 4d10 empty s0 p0 orbital 

 Electrons are not taken from the filled 4d orbital because all ten electrons would have to be 
removed to obtain another stable configuration. 

▼——————————————— 

Propose tellurium ions that are likely to be stable. 

Answer: see page 160. 

EXAMPLE 3.101 

EXERCISE 3.102 
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▼——————————————— 

 

a) Propose iodine ions that are likely to be stable. 

b) Determine the oxidation state of iodine in I–, IO–, IO2
–, IO3

–, IO4
–, and identify which ions 

are expected to be stable based on your answer to a). 

c) Look up the stability of the oxoions of iodine. 

Answer: see page 160. 

———————————————▲ 

Experimentally, we find that the ns–np energy spacing increases with increasing n. 
Consequently, the ns subshell is increasingly more stable than the np subshell. As a result, 
heavier p-block elements have an increasing tendency to retain their ns2 electrons with only the 
npx electrons involved in reactions and ionization.* This is known as the inert pair effect. For 
example, the Sn4+ ion is less stable than the Ge4+, Si4+, and C4+ ions. 
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Figure 3.104 Average ns–np energy spacing interval as a function of n.  

Transition metals early in the d-block (scandium to manganese) tend to lose their valence s and d 
electrons completely; transition metals late in the d-block (copper and zinc) tend to attain a filled 
d10 configuration; and transition metals in the middle of the d-block (titanium to nickel) tend to 
attain half-filled d5 configurations.  

Most transition metals form stable +1, +2, and +3 ions. The common stable oxidation states of 
the transition metals appear on the inside front cover. When transition metals ionize, they lose 
the valence s electrons before loosing the valence d electrons because the s electrons are higher 
in energy and further from the nucleus. 

Considering iron, the following ions are stable 

Fe: [Ar] 3d6 4s2 

Fe2+: [Ar] 3d6 the 4s2 electrons are removed first, leaving an s0 orbital 

Fe3+: [Ar] 3d5 the s0 orbital is empty and d5 orbital is half-filled 

                                                 
* The p-block is the only region on the periodic table where both ns and np orbitals are active and being filled. 

EXERCISE 3.103 
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▼——————————————— 

Manganese forms several common ions: Mn2+, Mn3+, Mn4+, Mn6+, and Mn7+. 
Which ones can be explained using the stability arguments given above? 

 Stable ions have filled or half-filled electronic configurations. 

Mn2+: [Ar] 3d5 

Mn7+: [Ar] 

Filled and half-filled electronic configurations do not explain the stability of the other ions. 
Other concepts, introduced in section 6.3, are required to explain their stability.  

▼——————————————— 

Vanadium forms several common ions: V2+, V3+, V4+, and V5+. Which ones 
can be explained using the stability arguments given above? 

Answer: see page 160. 

———————————————▲ 

The stability achieved from closed and half-filled configurations results in several transition 
metals deviating from the ground state electronic configuration predicted by the Aufbau 
principle. From the first row transition metals, chromium and copper both deviate from the 
expected electronic configuration. 

Cr: [Ar] 4s2 3d4—→—[Ar] 4s1 3d5 

Cu: [Ar] 4s2 3d9—→—[Ar] 4s1 3d10 

 –predicted—————actual 

In both cases, the actual configuration has both the s and d subshells full or half-full. The number 
of exceptions increases with increasing Z and we need to consider other factors, such as 
minimizing electron–electron repulsion and varying Zeff, to explain the deviations. Other 
transition metals that deviate similarly from the expected configuration are, expectedly, 
molybdenum (but not tungsten) below chromium, and silver and gold below copper. Palladium 
adopts a d10 configuration. The periodic table on the inside front cover lists the observed ground 
state electronic configurations of the elements. 

How they work: lasers! 

A laser is a device for producing an intense beam of electromagnetic radiation at a single 
wavelength. Lasers have been produced that operate in all regions of the electromagnetic 
spectrum. As you are aware, electronically excited entities will spontaneously emit radiation. 
Emission can also be stimulated by another photon. A laser operates by producing more entities 
in an excited state than in the ground state. Stimulated emission …  

 

<not developed> 

EXAMPLE 3.105 

EXERCISE 3.106 
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APPLICATION: magnetism 

The physical basis for magnetism is unpaired electrons, which is common in transition-metal 
containing entities. (The arrows represent unpaired electrons.) 

 

Paramagnetism occurs in entities that have one or more unpaired 
electrons. The unpaired electrons are randomly oriented. 
Paramagnetic entities are attracted to magnetic fields. Many metals 
(chairs, paper clips, tacks, etc.) are paramagnetic. 

 

 

 

Ferromagnetism occurs when the unpaired electrons align. 
Ferromagnetic entities create their own magnetic field — they are the 
magnets common in everyday life: speakers, electric motors, sunglasses 
clips, fridges, etc. 

 

 

 

Diamagnetism occurs in molecular entities that have no 
unpaired electrons. Diamagnetic entities are slightly 
repelled by magnetic fields. Most organic entities — 
including living organisms — and some metals are 
diamagnetic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VIDEO The levitating frog and a levitating strawberry can be found on YouTube. 

 

 
Figure 3.107 Diamagnetic levitation of a live

frog in a magnetic field.  

Paramagnetism
random orientation

Ferromagnetism
aligned orientation
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The levitating minister 

The very weak repulsion of diamagnetic entities — like the levitating frog in figure 3.107 — 
means that very powerful magnets are required to levitate even the smallest entities, like the frog. 
A religious minister came across the images and video of the levitating frog and contacted the 
research center to determine if it would be possible to install one under the pulpit so that, when 
he preached, he would levitate above the congregation –– a very powerful biblical event — made 
possible by science! Unfortunately, a magnet that powerful does not exist. If it did, it would rip 
the paramagetic iron from the haemoglobin in your blood. 

APPLICATION: periodic trends 

It was shown on page 139 that isovalence and the drive for stability gives entities within 
individual groups imilar properties and reactivity. For example, the group 1 elements (lithium, 
sodium, potassium, rubidium, … ) all have an ns1 valence electronic configuration. Stability is 
achieved by loss of the valence electron, leaving a noble gas configuration. For group 1 
elements, all are stable as a +1 ion. However, the reactivity of the group 1 elements changes 
systematically down the group because the distance of the valence electrons from the nucleus 
increases with n. 

A pea size amount of 

lithium

sodium

potassium

 
 
 
 
 
  

in water reacts to ions in 

< '   >

hours.

seconds.

a second.

don t try it!








 

DEMO Reactivity of lithium, sodium, and potassium in water. 

Section 2.3 presents four global trends. The information in Chapter 3 gives us the knowledge to 
explain those trends from a quantum mechanical perspective. 

• atomic and ionic radius 

• ionization energy 

• electron affinity 

• electronegativity 

Considering the principle quantum number, n, 

• across a period, n is constant. (The same principle shell is being filled.) 

• down a group, n increases. Figure 3.79 shows that each n exists at a greater radius than the 
preceding shells. 

effall controlled by changes in  and n Z
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Considering the effective nuclear charge, Zeff. 

• down a group, Zeff is approximately constant 
(see table 3.81). 

• across a period, protons are added to the 
nucleus and electrons into orbitals of the 
same subshell. This results in 

◦ increasing Zeff  

◦ increasing electron-electron repulsion 

 These actions have opposite effects: 

◦ increasing Zeff attracts electrons towards the nucleus 

◦ increasing electron-electron repulsion tends to push electrons apart 

 The change in Zeff has a greater impact on atomic properties. 

To emphasize the difference: n increases down a group, Zeff increases across a period. 

Atomic radius 

Atomic radius (covalent radius) is half the bond length between two 
identical atoms singly bonded together. In general, atomic radius 
decreases up and to the right on the periodic table, as illustrated in 
figure 2.17 (copied below). 

• Going down a group, increasing n increases the radius. 

• Going across a period, increasing Zeff decreases the radius. 

Anomalies in the general trend exists between the blocks because new subshells starts filling 
with electrons. For example, an anomaly exists between zinc and gallium in the d and p blocks. 
Another anomaly exists between the cesium and francium periods: the entire francium period has 
smaller atomic radii than the cesium row because of the lanthanide contraction that occurs 
during the filling of the 4f orbitals. (This topic is discussed in advanced inorganic chemistry courses.) 

Ionic radius 

Figure 2.18 (copied below) shows that there is a tendency to lose electrons towards the left of the 
periodic table and a tendency to gain electrons towards the right — both result in a stable noble 
gas electronic configuration. When an atom ionizes, electrons are added to or removed from the 
valence shell while retaining a constant number of protons in the nucleus. The change in radius 
depends on whether a cation or anion forms and on the number of electrons removed or added. 

• Cations: the radius decreases due to emptying of the subshell and decreasing electron-
electron repulsion, with constant Zeff. 

◦ When a subshell empties, the next filled shell is closer to the nucleus, resulting in a 
decreased radius.  

◦ With fewer electrons, there is decreased electron-electron repulsion with a constant 
Zeff, also making the ion smaller. 

Na: [Ne] 3s1—→—Na+: [Ne] 

nucleus

n = 1
2p

2s
3d 3p 3s

1s

n = 2
n = 3

d = 2 r
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◦ Electrons are not removed from filled subshells (except s) and from core orbitals. 

• Anions: the radius increases due to increasing electron-electron repulsion, with constant 
Zeff. 

◦ The number of protons is the same and electrons are added to a single subshell.  

◦ The increased number of electrons increases electron-electron repulsion, pushing the 
electrons apart and increasing the radius. 

F: [He] 2s2 2p5—→—F–: [He] 2s2 2p6 

◦ Electrons do not start filling empty subshells. 

• The magnitude of the radius change increases with increasing ion charge. Considering 
titanium, the Ti2+ ion has a radius of 86 pm and the Ti4+ ion has a radius of 61 pm. For 
isoelectronic entities, the radius increases systematically: cation, neutral, anion. 

▼——————————————— 

List the following isoelectronic entities in order of increasing radii: Al3+, F–, 
Mg2+, Na+, Ne, O2–. 

Answer: see page 160. 

———————————————▲ 

Ionization energy 

Ionization energy (IE, Ei) is the minimum 
energy required to remove an electron from 
an atom. In general, ionization energy 
increases up and to the right on the periodic 
table as illustrated in 2.19 (repeated at right). 
The first ionization energy removes an 
electron from the neutral entity.* 

A   A+ + e– (first ionization energy) 

• Going down a group, increasing n decreases the ionization energy because the outermost 
electrons are less tightly bound to the nucleus. 

◦ Shielding causes the valence electrons to have an approximately constant effective 
nuclear charge (see table 3.80). 

◦ Equation 3.84 shows that less energy is required to remove an electron that is further 
from the nucleus as Zeff is approximately constant. 

• Going across a period, increasing Zeff increases the ionization energy because Zeff increases 
and the electron is closer to the nucleus. Both of these factors in 3.84 increase the energy 
required to remove the electron. 

1

2 eff

1 2 1 electron

nucleus

q

q Z

k q q
E

r

 




 


 3.84 

                                                 
* Ionization energy is commonly reported with units of electronvolts (eV) or kilojoules per mole (kJ/mol).  

EXERCISE 3.108 
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Anomalies in this trend exist between beryllium and boron, and between nitrogen and oxygen. 
As before, this is because the first atom (beryllium, nitrogen) is stable with either a fully filled or 
half-filled subshell. It doesn’t want to lose an electron, thus it has an anomalously high ionization 
energy. The next atom (boron, oxygen) wants to lose an electron to achieve either a fully filled or 
half-filled subshell; they have anomalously low ionization energies. The magnitude of these 
anomalies continue down each group to a decreasing degree. 

Multiple ionizations occur when electrons are removed. The increased charge of the resulting 
cation makes the loss of subsequent electrons harder, increasing the ionization energy as shown 
in table 2.20. 

A+   A2+ + e– (second ionization energy) 

A2+   A3+ + e– (third ionization energy) 

Electron affinity 

Electron affinity (EA, Ea) is the energy 
change that occurs with the addition of an 
electron to a neutral entity. In general, 
ionization energy increases up and to the 
right on the periodic table, but does not 
apply to the noble gases, as illustrated in 
figure 2.21. 

A + e–   A– (usually exothermic) 

• Going down a group, increasing n decreases the electron affinity because the outermost 
electrons are less tightly bound to the nucleus. 

◦ Equation 3.84 shows that less energy is released putting an electron in a distant 
orbital than a nearer orbital. (This is the same argument as for ionization energy.) 

• Going across a period, increasing Zeff increases the electron affinity because the electron 
enters an orbital closer to the nucleus. 

◦ In 3.84, these factors increase the energy released when an electron is added. 

Anomalies again exist for beryllium and nitrogen for the same reasons given for ionization 
energy: adding an electron to a stable fully filled or half-filled subshell requires an anomalously 
high amount of energy. However, adding an electron to an atom so that it achieves a stable fully 
filled or half-filled subshell (lithium and carbon) requires a lower amount of energy. These 
anomalies continue down each group, but to a lesser degree. The noble gases have zero electron 
affinity because the next electron would have to go into the next, empty, s orbital, which is very 
energetically unfavorable. 

Electron affinity /(kJ/mol)
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Electronegativity 

Electronegativity (EN, χ) is a measure of the electron-attracting power of atoms within chemical 
bonds. In general, electronegativity 
increases up and to the right on the periodic 
table, but does not apply to the noble gases, 
as illustrated in 2.22. The electronegativity 
has the electron-attracting power of lithium 
as approximately one and fluorine as 
approximately four. (It is convenient to remember 

that Li ≈ 1.0 and F ≈ 4.0 when gauging the 

electronegativity of other atoms.) 

Electronegativity is much like electron affinity, so the same explanations apply: 

• Going down a group, increasing n decreases the electronegativity because the outermost 
electrons are less tightly bound to the nucleus. 

• Going across a period, increasing Zeff increases the electronegativity because the electron 
enters an orbital (a bonding orbital, see Chapter 6) closer to the nucleus. 

◦ In 3.84, these factors increase the energy released when an electron is added. 

Because electronegativity pertains to bonding, which involves the sharing of electrons, 
anomalies are not directly evident in 2.22. 

The noble gases are not included in the electron affinity and electronegativity series because of 
their filled subshell configuration. Fluorine, for example, has the strongest electron attracting 
power of any element, but once it obtains that electron — achieving a noble gas configuration — 
it becomes stable and relatively unreactive. 
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APPLICATION: atomic hydrogen 

Hydrogen is the simplest atom — composed of a single proton and a single electron — is also 
the most abundant element in the universe, corresponding to 91 % of the mass of the universe. 
(See Chapter 30 (Nuclear Science) for more information on stellar evolution.) 

It is possible to derive an expression for the energy levels of 
atomic hydrogen and other one-electron entities* by assuming the 
system is a negatively charged electon orbiting a positively 
charged nucleus.† 

Angular momentum 

In order for a hydrogen atom to be stable, the forces acting on the 
electron must cancel. The two dominant forces are  

• the Coulomb force (electrostatic attraction) between the positive nucleus and negative electron 

• the centripetal force of the electron orbiting the nucleus 

2
e1 2

Coul. cent.2

m vk q q
F F

r r
   3.109 

where me is the mass of the electron, ke is Coulomb’s constant, and q1 and q2 are the charge on 
the electron and nucleus. Equating these two forces gives 

2
e 1 2 e

Coul. cent. 2

k q q m v
F F

r r
    3.110 

which can be solved for the velocity of the electron 

e 1 2

e

k q q
v

m r
  3.111 

Energy 

The total energy of the electron is the sum of its kinetic and potential energy. 

K PE E E   3.112 

where the kinetic energy is the energy of motion 

2
K

1

2
E m v  3.113 

and the potential energy is the work done moving the electron from infinity to its radius, r, from 
the nucleus. 

                                                 
* This derivation is valid for all one-electorn atoms: H, He+, Li2+, …  
† This derivation neglects the reduced mass and spin-orbit splitting, which together introduce an error of 0.03 %.  

mp, +

me, –

FCoul.

Fcent.

r
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e 1 2 e 1 2
P Coul. 2

d d
r r k q q k q q

E F r r
r r 


     3.114 

Thus, the total energy is 

2 e 1 2
K P e

1

2

k q q
E E E m v

r
     3.115 

substituting for velocity from 3.111 and simplifying gives 

e

1

2
E m e 1 2

e

k q q

m
e 1 2 e 1 2 e 1 2

2

k q q k q q k q q

r r rr
     
 

 

e 1 2

2

k q q
E

r


  

3.116 

Observe that the energy is negative. Zero energy 
occurs at infinite separation, r = ∞. Furthermore, 
the potential energy is a continuous function that 
takes the form of a 1/r function. In 3.116, there is 
nothing stopping the electron from spiralling into 
and neutralizing the nucleus (figure 3.28). 
However, we know this doesn’t occur. 

Quantization 

In order to obtain the observed quantization, 
Bohr postulated that electrons, as waves, could 
only exist in orbits where the wavefunction constructively interfered with itself, figure 3.45. 
Bohr proposed that the electrons’ angular momentum,* L, was quantized with  1,2, ,n  . 

The space between the step is  .† 

 
Bohr's angular

postulate momen

e

tum

nL n m v r   
3.118 

Substituting for velocity from 3.111 and solving for r gives an expression that states the electon 
is stable only at certain distances from the nucleus, rn. 

e 1 2 e 1 2
e e

e e

k q q k q q r
n m r m

m r m
    

                                                 
* Angular momentum is the momentum of a rotating body, like a spinning tire or DVD.  

† 
341.0546 10 J s
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Figure 3.117 Energy continuum of atomic

hydrogen.  
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e 1 2

e

k q q r
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2 2
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k q q m
 


 3.119 

Substituting 3.119 into 3.116 gives an expression for the allowed electronic energies. 

2 2 2
e 1 2 e

2 22n

k q q m
E

n





 3.120 

Realize that q1 = –1 (the charge on the electron) and q2 = Z (the nuclear charge). Additionally, 
the remaining constants can be combined into a single constant, the Rydberg constant, RH.* This 
simplifies 3.120 to 

2
H

2n

R Z
E

n
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Figure 3.122 Quantized energy levels in atomic hydrogen. The energy level spacing decreases approaching 

zero energy, which is the ionization limit. The light line corresponds to the classical potential 
energy continuum. Quantization — the heavy energy levels — results from Bohr’s postulate 
that waves could only exist when the wavefunction constructively interfered with itself. 

                                                 
* Electronvolts, eV, are a common unit in physical chemistry. 
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Rydberg equation 

To this point, we have derived 3.120, which gives the energy of the allowed electronic energies 
of the hydrogen atom. We can now derive equation 3.26, which predicts the wavelength of the 
electronic transitions in atomic hydrogen. 

From 3.120, we can determine the energy difference, ΔE, between two energy levels, ni and nf 

2 2
2H H

H2 2 2 2

1 1
f in n

f i f i

R Z R Z
E E E R Z

n n n n

           
 

 

2
H 2 2

1 1

i f

E R Z
n n

    
 

 transition energy 3.123 

The relationship between energy and wavelength was proposed by Planck and given in 3.13 

h c
E h


    3.13  

Substituting 3.13 for ΔE in 3.123 and solving for λ–1 gives the Rydberg equation, 3.26. 



2 2H
H 2 2 2 2

1 1 1 1 1

i f i
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2
2 2

1 1 1

i f

R Z
n n 

   
 

 Rydberg equation 3.26 

The signs of 3.123 and 3.26 follow the rules of thermodynamics: the sign is positive if energy is 
absorbed by the entity; the sign is negative if energy is emitted by the entity. Importantly, the 
numerical value is the same. 

 
Figure 3.124 Visible spectrum of atomic hydrogen. 

[1885] Johann Balmer was able to fit the visible spectrum of atomic hydrogen to a function with 
m = 2 (called the Balmer equation and in the form of equation 3.25). For his work, the progression of 
hydrogen transitions in the visible spectrum is called the Balmer series. 

H
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▼——————————————— 

Calculate the emission wavelengths of the Balmer transition series for atomic 
hydrogen, with  3,4,5,6,n  . 

 Substitution of Z = 1 and nf = 2 into 3.26 gives 

2 7 1 1
2 2 2 2

7

1 1 1 1 1
1.09737 10 m 1524125 m

3 2

6.56114 10 m 656.114 nm

i f

R Z
n n



 




              
      

ni = 3 is shown. The wavelength is negative because a photon is being emitted (the atom is 
giving off energy).  

 The positive wavelengths for ni = 3, 4, 5, 6, and ∞, 

3 5

4 6

656.114 nm 433.938 nm 364.508 nm

486.010 nm 410.071 nm
n n n

n n

  
 

  

 

  

 
 

———————————————▲ 

[1888] Johannes Rydberg generalized the 
Balmer equation, predicting hydrogen 
transitions in the ultraviolet, infrared, and 
other regions of the electromagnetic 
spectrum. These transitions were discovered 
at the wavelength predicted by 3.26. 

▼——————————————— 

Calculate the emission 
wavelengths of the 

Lymann transition series, with 
 2,3,4,5,n   and indicate which region 

of the electromagnetic spectrum these 
transitions occur. 

Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 
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Figure 3.126 Electronic transitions in atomic hydrogen. 
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Summary 

 

<not developed> 

 

Chapter 3 provides a quantitative framework to support the information in Chapter 2. As such, 
the module summary on page 161 provides a comprehensive summary of this material. 
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Exercises 

Electromagnetic radiation 

1. — 

2. — 

3. Larger stars are cooler than the sun and 
are commonly called ‘___ giants’? Why? 

4. Microwave ovens convert 1200 W of 
power into photons at 2.45 GHz. How 
many photons are produced per second? 

5. Medical x-rays are produced by 
bombarding tungsten with high energy 
electrons. Tungsten emits 69.5 keV x-
rays. Determine the wavelength of this 
radiation. 

The development of modern physics 

6. Determine the units of light intensity by 
conducting a dimensional analysis of the 
blackbody radiation equation, 3.14. 

7. What maximum wavelength of light can 
produce photoelectrons from ???.  

8. If the ionization energy of carbon is ???, 
what is its work function? 

9. A ??? target is illuminated with ??? nm 
radiation. What is the maximum velocity 
of the photoelectrons? 

10. Photoelectrons with a velocity of ??? m/s 
were measured when ??? was illuminated 
with ??? nm radiation. Determine the 
work function of ???. 

11. Another digital camera detection system 
is based on complementary metal-oxide 
semiconductor (CMOS) sensors. 
Investigate the operating principle of the 
CMOS detector.  

12. What is the maximum work function for 
the detectors in infrared goggles that are 
sensitive to light at 1400 nm? 

13. Nine 510 nm photons are sufficient to 
stimulate the optic nerve. 

a) Determine the energy of this group of 
ph0otons. 

b) The sensitivity of the eye at 680 nm 
(red) is approximately 1/10 that at 510 
nm. Determine the number of red 
photons required to stimulate the optic 
nerve. 

14. The enthalpy of glucose synthesis from 
carbon dioxide and water is 2805 kJ/mol. 
Determine the minimum number of 550 
nm photons required to photosythesize 
one molecule of glucose in chlorophyll. 

15. Use additional resources to identify the 
assumption used by Einstein resulted 
caused his heat capacity equation to only 
qualitatively explain low temperature 
heat capacities? 

16. a) Calculate the energies of the first five 
electronic states of Li2+. 

b) Determine the ionization energy of 
Li2+. 

c) Determine the wavelength of the 2–1, 
3–1, 4–1, and 5–4 electronic 
transitions. 

d) Prepare an orbital energy diagram like 
figure 3.126. 

17. A single electron entity has an ionization 
wavelength of 2.5 nm, identify the ion. 

18. Calculate and draw an energy level 
diagram with the first five electronic 
states of He+. 

19. — 

20. Mercury has its most intense emission at 
253.6 nm. 

a) In what region of the electromagnetic 
spectrum is this emission? 

b) What is the energy of one photon, in 
joules? 
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c) What is the energy of one mole of 
photons, in kJ/mol? 

d) Is it dangerous to be exposed to this 
emission? 

21. A source is producing light with an 
energy of 956 kJ/mol photons. 

a) What is the emission wavelength? 

b) In what region of the electromagnetic 
spectrum is this emission? 

c) Is it dangerous to be exposed to this 
emission? 

22. Arrange the following in order of 
increasing energy per photon: 

 • emission from a red traffic light 

 • emission from a green traffic light 

 • emission from a cellular phone 

 • an x-ray photon 

 • emission from a microwave oven 

23. What is the wavelength of electrons 
accelerated to 10 percent of the speed of 
light? 

24. What is the velocity of an electron with a 
wavelength of 1.00 µm? 

25. What is the velocity of an electron with a 
wavelength equal to the diameter of the 
hydrogen atom (see inside front cover)? 

26. C60 is the largest entity whose 
wavelength has been experimentally 
observed. With a wavelength of 2.5 pm, 
determine the velocity of C60 in this 
experiment 

27. Hypervelocity bullets travel at over 3000 
m/s. What is the wavelength of a 120 
grain bullet travelling at this velocity? 

28. NASA investigated the effect of 
micrometeoroids impacting spacecrafts at 
up to 7.5 km/s. What is the wavelength of 
a 0.20 g object travelling at this velocity? 

29. What is the wavelength of a 146 g 
baseball travelling at 175 km/hr? 

30. Sodium vapour lamps are used to 
illuminate roadways. The two brightest 
lines are at 588.9950 and 589.5924 nm. 
Determine the energy difference between 
these two energy levels. 

31. Street lights often operate on the 3s ← 3p 
electron transition in gaseous sodium that 
emits at 589 nm. If the lamp efficiency is 
70 percent, how many photons per 
second are emitted from a 500 W bulb?  

32. Classical physics was able to explain the 
heat capacity of monoatomic gases 
(helium, argon, etc.) but not polyatomic 
gases (hydrogen, nitrogen, water vapour, 
etc.). Use additional resources to 
determine what properties of polystyrene 
are quantized. 

33. Investigate how the ‘double slit’ 
experiment can be explained using the 
particle nature of light. 

34. Einstein used the concept of molecules to 
explain brownian motion. Use additional 
resources to understand brownian motion 
and Einstein’s explanation thereof. 

Quantum mechanics 

35. Write the complete mathematical 
equation for a 1s orbital. 

36. Quantum numbers are dimensionless. 
Determine the units associated with the 
wavefunction. 

37. — 

38. — 

39. — 

40. — 

Quantum numbers and Orbitals 

41. Identify the allowed orbital quantum 
numbers in each of the following sets. 

a) n = 2, l = ?, ml = 1 

b) n = 4, l = 3, ml = ? 
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c) n = 3, l = ?, ml = 0 

d) n = ?, l = 3, ml = –3 

e) n = 4, l = ?, ml = 2 

42. In the above question, determine how 
many electrons that can exist with the 
stated quantum numbers. 

43. Which of the following are allowed sets 
of quantum numbers? For the improper 
sets, identify the error. 

a) n = 4, l = –2, ml = 2 

b) n = 2, l = 0, ml = 0 

c) n = 3, l = 0, ml = –1 

d) n = 1, l = 2, ml = 2 

e) n = 4, l = 2, ml = –1 

44. In the above question, name the orbital 
defined by the {n, l} quantum numbers. 

45. Which of the following are allowed sets 
of quantum numbers? For the improper 
sets, identify the error. 

a) n = 2, l = 2, ml = 1, s = 1/2, ms = 1/2 

b) n = 3, l = 0, ml = 0, s = 1/2, ms = –1/2 

c) n = 1, l = 0, ml = 0, s = 1/2, ms = 1/2 

d) n = 4, l = 2, ml = –2, s = –1/2, ms = –1/2 

e) n = 4, l = 3, ml = 2, s = 1/2, ms = –1/2 

46. In question 45, name the orbital defined 
by the {n, l} quantum numbers. 

47. How many orbitals exist with the 
following quantum numbers. 

a) in the 4s subshell 

b) n = 3, l = 2 

c) n = 2, ml = 2 

d) n = 3 

e) in the 3p subshell 

48. How many orbitals exist with the 
following quantum numbers.  

a) n = 4, ml = 1 

b) n = 7 

c) in the 5d subshell 

d) n = 6, l = 4 

e) n = 5, ml = –4 

49. Identify the nodal plane(s) of the 
following orbitals 

a) py 

b) dxy 

c) pz 

d) dx2–y2 

e) dyz 

Shielding and effective nuclear charge 

50. — 

51. In figure 3.81, the 2s and 2p effective 
nuclear charges of neon are the same but 
the 3s and 3p orbitals of argon are 
different. Speculate on why this might be 
the case. (Hint: consider the composition of the 
shells.) 

52. — 

Orbital energies 

53. Madelung rule questions ??? 

54. — 

Electronic configurations 

55. Which of the following is the correct 
ground state electronic configuration of 
polonium? Draw the correct expanded 
orbital diagram. 

i)  [Xe] 6s2 5d10 6p4 

 ii) [Xe] 6s2 4f14 5d10 6p4 

 iii) [Xe] 6s1 4f14 5d10 6p5 

 iv) [Xe] 6s2 4f10 5d10 6p4 

 v) [Xe] 5d10 6p6 

 vi) [Xe] 6s1 5d10 6p5 

56. Which of the following is the correct 
ground state electronic configuration of 
chromium? Draw the correct expanded 
orbital diagram. 

i)  [Ar] 4s2 3d4 

 ii) [Ar] 4s1 3d5 

 iii) [Ar] 4s2 3d5 
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57. The field of spectroscopy studies the 
energy levels within atoms and 
molecules. Light is emitted when 
electrons move from an excited state to a 
lower (ground) state. For example, the 
yellow emission from street lamps is due 
to a transition from the 3p orbital of 
sodium to the 3s orbital, the latter being 
the ground state of sodium. Write the 
electronic configuration for the excited 
and lower states of sodium. 

58. Write the complete and valence 
electronic configuration for the 
following. 

a) Mg   d) Sr 

b) Mo   e) Ga 

c) Am   f) Pt 

59. For each element in question 58, 

i)  identify the valence electrons 

ii) identify the number of reactive 
electrons 

iii) identify the number of unpaired 
electrons 

iv) determine the number of d 
electrons 

60. Write the complete and valence 
electronic configuration for the 
following. 

a) Se2–   d) Te+ 

b) Fe2+   e) Mn7+ 

c) Ca2+   f) Co2+ 

61.  For each element in question 60, 

i) identify the valence electrons 

ii) identify the number of reactive 
electrons 

iii) identify the number of unpaired 
electrons 

iv) determine the number of p 
electrons 

62. Write the valence electronic 
configuration for the following and then 
predict the ions that are expected to be 

stable. Give the electronic configuration 
for each stable ion. 

a) Mo   d) Sr 

b) Pb   e) Br 

c) Cr   f) U 

63. For each element in question 62, give one 
excited state electronic configuration. 

64. Write the valence electronic 
configuration for the following and then 
predict the ions that are expected to be 
stable. Give the electronic configuration 
for each stable ion. 

a) Y    d) Si 

b) Ho   e) W 

c) Zn   f) In 

65. For each element in question 64, give one 
excited state electronic configuration. 

66. Can two ions be isoelectronic without 
having a noble gas configuration? 

67. Which of the following are isovalent; 
which are isoelectronic? 

 P3–, Ti4+, Te2–, Sr2+, Cl–, F– 

68. Which of the following are isovalent; 
which are isoelectronic? 

 N3+, Pb2+, B, Cl5+, Mg2+, Ga 

69. Identify the groups of isoelectronic 
entities below: 

 Be2+, Al3+, I2+, Fe3+, Ti4+, Ne, P3–, Ca, 
Rh4+, Br–, Ar, Mn7+, Cl–, Sb3+, Ga+ 

70. Carbon and silicon always form four 
bonds. From germanium → tin → lead, 
there is an increasing trend to form two 
bonds. Why is this the case? 

71. What do you predict the most stable 
oxidation state of bismuth to be? 

APPLICATION: magnetism 

72. a) If an atom has an odd number of 
electrons, is it guaranteed to be 
magnetic? 
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b) If an atom has an even number of 
electrons, is it guaranteed to be 
diamagnetic? 

73. Classify the following atoms as either 
diamagnetic or paramagnetic. For the 
paramagnetic entities, determine the 
number of unpaired electrons. 

 Sn, Fe3+, Cd, B, W, Ga+ 

74. Classify the following atoms as either 
diamagnetic or paramagnetic. For the 
paramagnetic entities, determine the 
number of unpaired electrons. 

 P, Ni2+, Ti4+, Sr, Al3+ 

APPLICATION: periodic trends 

75. Why is there a large increase when 
ionizing the third electron from 
magnesium? 

76. Use electronic configurations to explain 
why oxygen has an anomalously low 
ionization energy? 

77. Use electronic configurations to explain 
why zinc and nitrogen have anomously 
low electron affinities? 

78. Explain why the magnitude of the 
anomolies in ionization energy decreases 
down the group. 

79. Is it theoretically possible for the second 
ionization energy to be lower than the 
first ionization energy? Explain. 

APPLICATION: atomic hydrogen 

80. Calculate the emission wavelengths of 
the Paschen transition series, with 

 4,5, 6, 7,in    and indicate which 

region of the electromagnetic spectrum 
these transitions occur. 

81. The Brackett transition series has ni = 4. 
Calculate the absorption wavelengths of 
the Brackett transition series, with 

 5,6,7,8,fn    and indicate which 

region of the electromagnetic spectrum 
these transitions occur. 

82. The Pfund transition series has nf = 5. 
Calculate the emission wavelengths of 
the Pfund transition series, with 

 6, 7,8,9,in    and indicate which 

region of the electromagnetic spectrum 
these transitions occur. 

83. What electron transition in atomic 
hydrogen, starting from n = 6, produces 
light of wavelength 410 nm? 

84. Can x-ray radiation be used to eject 
electrons from hydrogen? 

INTEGRATIVE EXERCISES 

85. An alloy was analyzed with ??? nm 
radiation in a photoelectron spectrometer. 
Photoelectrons were detected with 
energies of ???, ???, and ??? eV. What 
metals are in the alloy? 

86. Neon is a stable noble gas, yet the red-
orange ‘neon lights’ do contain neon! 
Use additional resources to identify 

a) the electronic transition in neon 
responsible for the red-orange 
emission. 

b) the entity(ies) and the electronic 
transition(s) responsible for signs that 
emit 

 i) blue light 

 ii) green light 

 iii) yellow light 

 iv) white light 

87. Investigate and explain how fluorescent 
lights work and how fluorescent lights 
are different from ‘black lights’ often 
found in night clubs. 

88. Phosphorescence: The United States 
Navy had a problem with the operation of 
their flight decks: it was difficult to 
identify who were pilots, navigators, 
flight engineers, ground crew, … , on the 
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busy flight deck since they all wear about 
the same uniforms. They had an idea to 
have each of the different classes of 
personnel wear a colored fluorescent 
band (much like cyclists wear). Each color 
would correspond to a different class: 
blue for pilots, green for engineers, 
orange for ground crew, … . The flight 
deck was illuminated using sodium 
vapour lamps at 598 nm.  

a) Identify what was wrong with their 
plan. 

b) Propose a solution to the problem. 

89. The K shell in tungsten has a binding 
energy of 69.5 keV. L electrons are 
bound by 12.1 keV. Determine the x-ray 
energy in eV and x-ray wavelength when 
a K electron is ejected and replaced by an 
L electron. 

90. All isotopes of radon is radioactive. Are 
ions isoelectronic with radon also 
radioactive? 

 

 

Answers to in-text exercises 
3.3 Selected frequencies are identified below. 
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10-4

1014

102

Electromagnetic Spectrum

1012

100

10101016

104

104

10-8

102

10-10

10-10 10-12

106

10-6

10-6 10-810-2 10-4102 100

10-2

microwave

ultraviolet infrared

radio wave


60 Hz


900 MHz


275 GHz


27 MHz


60 kHz


5.8 GHz

|       |
AM radio

|  |
FM radio

|     |
TV 7 – 70

 
3.22 ??? 

3.23 1.316 µm square 

3.33 242 fm 

3.40 ??? 

3.41 Δp = 1.1·10–24 (kg m)/s, Δv = 1.2·106 m/s 

3.57 Both calculations produce sixteen orbitals: 1 + 
3 + 5 + 7 = 16 

3.58 There are 25 orbitals: 5s, 5p (×3), 5d (×5), 5f 
(×7), 5g (×9) 

3.62 five electrons 

3.70 four nodes in each orbital, progressing from 
four radial nodes to four angular nodes. 

3.88 
: 9 8 9

: 6f 7p 9s
n l

orbital


. Applying Madelung’s 

rules, the 7p orbital is lowest, followed by the 
6f and then 9s: 7p < 6f < 9s 

3.90 ionization energy 

3.91 5 and 7 

3.95 Electronic excitation results from: 2p electrons 
having opposite spins; 2p electrons paired into 

one orbital; single 2s → 2p excitation; double 
2s → 2p excitation; 2p → 3s excitation; double 
2s → 3s excitation. 

3.96 a) the 2s electrons have the same spin; b) this 
is an excited state; c) the 2p electrons have the 
same spin; d) this is a ground state 

3.97 Na: 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s1, there is an infinite 
number of excited states. 

3.99 Te: 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 4s2 3d10 4p6 5s2 4d10 5p4  
     (complete) 

 Te: [Kr] 5s2 4d10 5p4 (valence, in order of filling) 

 Te: [Kr] 4d10 5s2 5p4 (valence, in order of removing) 

3.100 F–, Na+, Ca2+ 

3.102 Te2–, Te+, Te4+ 

3.103 a) I–, I2+, I5+, I7+; b) 
1

I


, 
1

IO


, 
2

3

IO 


, 
3

5

IO 


, 

4

7

IO 


; I– , IO3
–, and IO4

– are expected to be 

stable; IO– and IO2
– are significantly less stable  

3.106 V2+: [Ar] 3d4 and V5+: [Ar] 

3.108 O2– (132 pm), F– (133 pm), Ne (51 pm)???, Na+ 
(98 pm), Mg2+ (79 pm), Al3+ (57 pm) 

 AUTHOR’S NOTE: neon should be between 
fluoride and sodium. The error lies in the how 
radius is defined by the different 
experimenters. 

3.127 ni = 2: –121.503 nm; ni = 3: –102.518 nm;  
ni = 4: –97.202 nm; ni = 5: –94.924 nm;  
ni = ∞: –91.127 nm; UV region 
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Summary 

This module reviews and explores the world of atoms.  

Chapter 2 reviews the development of atomic 
models based on the best available experimental 
data of the time, culminating in the quantum-
mechanical model of the atom. The mass 
spectrometer is an analytical instrument that 
provides very accurate and precise information on 
elemental isotopes, their natural abundances. The 
variability in isotope abundance globally affects the 
precision of the atomic mass reported on the periodic table. 

The arrangement of the periodic table provides the knowledgable user with information about the 
macroscopic and microscopic properties of elements. Many trends exist within individual 
groups, which allows for the properties of undiscovered or unavailable elements to be estimated. 
Some microscopic trends exist across the entire periodic table, which is valuable for 
understanding the reactivity and stability of the elements. These trends are used in Chapter 5 
(Classical Bonding: the Electron Domain Model) to determine the 3D structure of molecular 
entities. 

Chapter 3 delves into quantum theory — a theory developed because classical physics is unable 
to explain the results of experiments that probe the microscopic properties of molecular entities. 
By accepting that matter and energy have both wave and particle properties, we uncover the 
fundamental difference between the macroscopic and microscopic worlds: the microscopic world 
is quantized. There are discrete amounts of matter and energy, and entities can only exist with 
certain energies. Quantum mechanics is able to explain numberous experimental results that 
classical physics cannot, and provides society with insights into matter and energy that we apply 
in developing new technology. 

At the heart of quantum mechanics is the Schrödinger equation, which probes the interaction of 
electrons and nuclei. Solutions of the Schrödinger equation give wavefunctions, Ψ, from which 
orbitals, orbital shapes and energies, and related atomic properties can be derived. Solution of the 
Schrödinger for atoms requires five quantum numbers are 

 n — principle 

 l —orbital angular momentum 

 ml — orbital projection (orientation of the orbitals in space) 

 s — electron angular momentum 

 ms — electron projection (spin) 

The Pauli exclusion principle provides information on the allowable sets of quantum numbers. 
One important consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle is that an orbtial can contain a 
maximum of  two electrons.  

n

l   s

ml    ms

or
bi

ta
l

electron
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The Aufbau process provides information on orbital energies and filling of orbitals with 
electrons, allowing us to prepare ground and excited state electronic configurations for atoms. 

• electrons fill the lowest energy orbitals first 

• closed or half-filled electronic configurations are particularly stable 

Hund’s rule identifies the ground state electronic configuration when degenerate valence orbitals 
are partially filled. 

With an understanding of electronic configurations, we can explain many of the periodic trends 
introduced in chapter Chapter 2. Two main factors control the global trends on the periodic table: 

• principle quantum number, n, which increases going down a group 

• effective nuclear charge, Zeff, which increases going across a period 

One amazing but unfortunate aspect is that the quantum world is so complex that our 
understanding of it is limited by mathematics and computational capabilities. With increasing 
computational power, our understanding of the quantum mechanical world is also increases. 

 

<not developed> 

 

Lewis model good, but qualitative  

 starting point for other models 

 

Valence bond involves hybridization 

 only occurs with n = 2 

 VB used extensively in organic chemistry 

 

MO most accurate, most complex 

 advanced courses to accurately predict properties of entities. 
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Overview 

Chapter 4 focuses on multiatomic molecular entities produced from atoms. These entities fall 
into four broad classifications: molecular covalent, network 
covalent, ionic, and metallic. Each classification has its own 
unique bonding and properties. Most molecular entities exist 
somewhere between these extreme classifications. 

For molecular covalent and ionic classifications, this chapter 
covers how the empirical formula (molecular) and formula 
unit (ionic) are determined and explores the different types 
of formulae, along with the information they provide: 

empirical molecular structural molecular

formula formula formula model
    

Also presented is the nomenclature of inorganic and organic entities. 

 

Chapter 5 focuses on a classical bonding model: the electron domain model (EDM). The electron 
domain model provides a simple and convenient method for 
determining molecular 
structures, but it provides 
little information on the 
properties of the entities. 

 

 

<PES picture???> 

Chapter 6 explores quantum mechanical bonding theories. Valence bond theory and molecular 
orbital theory confirm the predictions of the electron domain model and go beyond the electron 
domain model by providing quantitative information on all aspects of the molecular entity, from 
bond lengths and angles to chemical properties and reactivity. Molecular orbital theory is the 
best theory for describing and understanding molecular entities but is more mathematically 
complex. Band theory is an extension of molecular orbital theory that looks at the electronic 
properties of bulk matter: conductors, semiconductors, and insulators. 

0 explores instrumental and chemical methods of identifying and quantifying unknown entities. 
Specific topics include 

• the interaction of matter with electromagnetic radiation 

• electrochemical analysis methods 

• methods of separating a mixture of entities 

• wet chemical methods for identifying and quantifying entities 

O

O

N

N

N

N

O

O

N

N

N

N

caffeine theobromine (in chocolate)

O

chloresterol

Metallic

Ionic

Network Covalent

Molecular
Covalent
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Chapter 4. Molecular Entities 

Molecular entity (entity) is the term used to describe and encompass anything at the atomic 
level. A molecular entity may be composed of one or more atoms and may or may not be 
charged. 

4.1 Classification of multiatomic entities 

Monoatomic molecular entities — atoms and atomic ions — are described in Chapter 2 and 
Chapter 3. Multiatomic molecular entities are classified based on the types of atoms involved in 
bonding: metals and/or non-metals. The bonding in each classification is uniquely different, and 
results from the electronegativity of the atoms involved. 

 

Network Covalent
  • formed from non-metals
  • strong intra and intermolecular covalent
 •  bonding forms an extended lattice structure
  • high melting point, insoluble, insulator,
  • chemically inert

Ionic
  • formed from metal and non-metals
  • intra and intermolecular ionic bonding
  • forms an extended lattice structure
  • high melting point, soluble, insulator,
  • varying chemical reactivity

Molecular Covalent
formed from non-metals •••

strong intramolecular covalent •••
bonding and weak intermolecular •••

forces form discrete entities •••
low melting and boiling points, •••

insulators, solvents, varying •••
chemical reactivity •••

Metallic
  • formed from metals
  • unique metallic bonding allows
  • electrons to move through bulk
  • conductor, malleable, lustrous,
  • varying chemical reactivity

 
Figure 4.1 Classification system for multiatomic molecular entities based on the elements involved, intra 

and intermolecular forces,* and macroscopic properties. 

 

                                                 
* Intramolecular interactions occur within an entity. 

 Intermolecular interactions occur between entities. 

 Chapter 8 (Intermolecular Forces) explores the types of intermolecular forces in detail. 
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Figure 4.1 shows that there are four different classificationsthat result from three different types 
of bonding: 

• covalent bonding involves atoms with high electronegativities that share bonding electrons 
and hold  all their electrons tightly to the atoms 

• metallic bonding involves atoms with low electronegativities that share electrons, but allow 
their electrons to move freely through the bulk 

• ionic bonding involves atoms with large electronegativity differences that transfer 
electrons, forming ions that are electrostatically attracted to each other. The high 
electronegativity atom retains the electrons tightly. 

Molecular covalent classification 

Molecular covalent entities form discrete entities with strong intramolecular covalent bonds and 
weak intermolecular bonds. These discrete entities are the quintessential molecules produced by 
synthetic chemists: entities with fixed stoichiometry such as water, H2O, methanol, CH3OH, 
nitric acid, HNO3, morphine, C17H19NO3, vitamin C, C6H8O6, etc. 

Molecular covalent entities exist as gases, liquids, or soft solids, with low melting and low 
boiling points. 

• The strong localized covalent bonds give molecules a fixed structure. 

• When the thermal energy (energy from the ambient temperature) is comparable to the 
intermolecular forces, the molecules exist as a gas. With decreasing temperature, liquids 
and solids form.  

• Because the intermolecular forces are weak, minimal energy is required to break the 
intermolecular bonds, forming liquids and gases at low temeratures. The boiling point is 
not far above the melting point. 

Molecular covalent entities are generally soluble in solvents with similar polarity: polar 
molecules are soluble in polar solvents, non-polar molecules are soluble in non-polar solvents. 

Conductivity is low because the electrons are localized to the chemical bonds and individual 
molecules. The electrons do not flow through the bulk. 

Molecular covalent entities were the historical focus of chemistry and are still critically 
important.* Once a new molecular covalent entity is synthesized, the task is to determine the 
formula and the properties of the entity. Formulae range in complexity from the simple empirical 
formula to the complex molecular model, each providing greater information on the entity. 

The empirical formula is the simplest formula for a molecule. It gives the type and relative 
quantity of atoms in an entity (smallest integer subscripts). 

◦ The empirical formula is commonly determined from an elemental analysis (section 7.4). 

The molecular formula gives the type and actual quantity of atoms. 
◦ Historically, freezing point depression or boiling point elevation experiments (section 9.8) determined 

the molecular mass. Now, a mass spectrometer or chromatographic methods are used. 

                                                 
* Chemistry has diversified into exploring everything from biological systems to ceramics to semiconductors . 
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The structural formula gives the type, quantity, and three-dimensional bonding of atoms. 
Knowledge of the functional groups allows for speculation on the properties and reactivity. 

◦ 0 presents several analytical methods of identifying and characterizing an entity. 

A molecular model gives the type, quantity, three-dimensional bonding, and properties of 
the entity. Some properties include molecular volume, electron density distribution, 
electronic energy levels, and reactivity. We use molecular models to understand the world 
around us, from ozone depletion to combustion processes to in-vivo drug function. 

◦ Chapter 6 looks at some molecular models and the information available computationally. 

Emperical:

Molecular:

Structural:

Molecular 
Model:

formaldehyde acetic acid α-D-glucose

CH2O

one possible 
isomer

hundreds of 
isomers

CH2O C6H12O6C2H4O2

seven possible 
isomers

HH

H

C C

O

O H

O

HH
C

CH2OH

H

H

H

OH

OH
H

O

C

C

C

C

H

OH C

OH

 
Figure 4.2 Different representations for ‘molecular’ entities with the empirical formula CH2O.  
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Acetic acid is one of seven structural formula from the molecular formula C2H4O2. The other 
entities are below. 

H O H
CC

OHH

H H
CO

O

C

H H

methyl formate

O O

H
H

C C

H
H

hydroxyacetaldehyde 1,2-dioxetane  
 

O H

C

H

C

O

H

H

(Z) ethene-1,2-diol

O H

H

C C

H

OH

C HCH

O H

H O

formaldehyde dimer(E) ethene-1,2-diol  
For simple entities, an in-text version of the structural formula is also possible: CH3COOH for 
acetic acid, CH3C(O)CHO for methyl formate, and CH2(OH)CHO for hydroxyacetaldehyde. 
Section 4.5 introduces syntax for preparing in-text structural formulae. 

Some of the entities with the molecular formula C6H12O6 include β-D-glucose, β-D-fructose, 
mannose, galactose, hexahydroxycyclohexane, etc. The NIST chemistry webbook 
<webbook.nist.gov> lists hundreds of entities with the molecular formula C6H12O6. 

Carbohydrates 

The empirical formula, CH2O, in figure 4.2 can be perceived as a carbon atom attached to a 
water molecule. That is, a hydrated carbon atom or a carbohydrate. The name carbohydrate 
comes from the empirical formula discovered for sugars. Scientists obtained the empirical 
formula long before they knew any structural information. It is obvious from the structural 
formulae that carbohydrates are not hydrated carbon atoms, nor is the empirical formula limited 
to sugars, but the name carbohydrate was, by then, a commonly used term. 

Network covalent classification 

Network covalent entities form an extended lattice with strong covalent bonds throughout. Some 
network covalent entities are also called ceramics. There are no discrete ‘molecules’. 
Consequently, we cannot write an empirical or molecular formula for network covalent entities. 
The formula unit is equivalent to the empirical formula, but for network covalent entities, and 
represents the smallest integer stoichiometry. 
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Network covalent entities exist as hard, rigid, and brittle solids — a solid does not dent or bend, 
but shatters when force is applied. They have high melting and boiling points. 

• The strong covalent bonds hold atoms in fixed sites. When sufficient force is applied, the 
bonds break and the bulk material shatters. 

• High temperatures are required to break sufficient covalent bonds to liquefy a network 
covalent entity.  

Network covalent entities are insoluble because covalent bonds must be broken. 

Conductivity is usually low because the electrons are localized to the chemical bonds. One 
common exception to this is graphite, which has delocalized bonding that allows the electrons to 
move through the bulk and conduct electricity. 

The hardest material in the world is diamond, the second hardest is boron nitride, BN. Both of 
these are network covalent entities. Boron nitride has the same atomic structure as diamond, 
except that carbon atoms alternate between boron (one fewer proton than carbon) and nitrogen (one 

more proton than carbon). Other common network covalent entities include graphite, alumina, Al2O3, 
silicon carbide, SiC, silicon dioxide (sand, quartz), SiO2, and zirconium dioxode (ceramics, cubic 

zirconia), ZrO2. A novel network covalent entity, boron aluminum magnesium (BAM) has a 
hardness similar to that of boron nitride. 

——  

Figure 4.3 Network covalent bonding in diamond (left) and boron nitride (right). The highlighted atoms 
show that both have the same atomic structure. 

Engineering and material science explore the properties of network covalent entities because 
their physical and chemical properties can be tailored to specific applications. 
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Ionic classification 

Ionic bonding occurs between atoms with largely different electronegativities: a metal and a non-
metals. One or more electrons is transferred to the more electronegative atom, forming ions that 
are electrostatically attracted to each other. (From Chapter 3, the resulting ion has filled or empty 
valence orbitals.) Salt is another term for ionic entities. Like network covalent entities, ionic 
entities exist as an extended lattice. The formula unit is the equivalent of the empirical formula, 
but for ionic entities, and represents the smallest electrically neutral collection of ions.  

Ionic entities form an extended lattice and exists as a hard, rigid, and brittle solid — the solid 
does not dent or bend, and shatters when force is applied. Ionic entities have high melting and 
high boiling points. 

• The electrostatic interaction requires ions to be in specific locations. When force is applied, 
the ions resist moving, making the substance hard and rigid. When sufficient force is 
applied, ions of the same charge are placed close together, and the repulsive forces drive 
the material apart (brittle).  

• High temperatures are required to break the strong ionic interactions. When forming gas 
phase entities, evaporation occurs as neutral entities, not individual ions. 

Ionic entities are generally soluble in polar solvents that can stabilize the individual ions (water, 
methanol, acetone, … ). 

Conductivity is low because the electrons are localized to the ions, which are fixed in position. In 
solution, the ions can migrate to the electrodes and conduct electricity. 

▼——————————————— 

Are molten salts conductive? 

 When molten, the ions are free to move through the liquid. So, yes, molten salts are 
conductive. 

———————————————▲ 

For example, in solid sodium chloride all bonds between adjacent sodium and chlorine atoms are 
equivalent. Each sodium atom is equidistant to six chlorine atoms, and the same is true for each 
chlorine atom. There are no discrete ‘NaCl’ entities.  

 

EXAMPLE 4.4 
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Formula Unit:

3D Crystal: 
Structure: 

NaCl

 
Figure 4.5 The formula unit and three-dimensional structure of sodium chloride. The joined atoms on the 

left exemplify the cubic crystal structure. The joined atoms on the right illustrate that a single 
sodium atom is equidistant to six chlorine atoms — individual ‘NaCl’ entities do not exist in 
the crystal. 

Salt of the Earth 

The Dead Sea in the Mediterranean has mineral-laden rivers flowing into it, but no rivers 
flowing out. Interestingly, the water level is not rising; water is evaporating so fast that its 
surface level is actually decreasing! And the salt concentration is increasing. In time, all that will 
remain is a vast salt reservoir. This process — considered by some as an ecological disaster — is 
how all salt reservoirs formed. The salt you put on chips likely comes from a dead, dry sea 
millions of years old. The salt reservoirs and mines in Utah, Ontario, Pakistan, Romania, and 
many other locations were once thriving oceans. For paleontologists, there is be a treasure trove 
of fossils just under the salt deposit. 
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Metallic classification* 

Metallic bonding occurs between atoms with 
low electronegativities: metals. Alloy is 
another term for metallic entities. The valence 
electrons do not form discrete bonds. The low 
electronegativity allows the valence electrons 
to move throughout the bulk, forming a ‘sea 
of electrons’ around the metal atoms. Thus, 
bonding is intrinsically delocalized. 

Metallic entities have an amorphous 
arrangement. When carefully cooled, metallic 
entities will have a crystalline structure, but 
that structure can be deformed by external forces. The solid is soft, malleable, and ductile. 
Metallic entities have a large gap between the melting and boiling points. Despite the flexible 
nature of metallic entities, metallic bonds are quite strong. 

• The amorphous arrangement of atoms allows the atoms to change positions when external 
force is applied. This allows the bulk metal to deform without breaking, explaning the soft, 
malleable, and ductile nature of metals. 

• Little additional energy is required to allow the metal atoms to change positions relative to 
each other, meaning that metals will melt at relatively low temperatures. 

• The high boiling point indicates that considerable energy is required to remove a metal 
atom from the bulk. This indicates that, while metallic bonding is not in fixed orientations, 
metal:metal bonds are strong. Boiling requires that all the metal:metal bonds break. 

Metallic entities are also lustrous — they reflect light — because the electrons are able to 
oscillate with the electromagnetic radiation (a requirement for reflection). Metallic entities are 
not soluble in molecular covalent solvents (water, hexane). Metallic entities are soluble in other 
metals, readily forming alloys. Conductivity is high because the electrons are free to flow 
through the bulk. 

Table 4.7 lists the composition of several common alloys. The concept of empirical formulae or 
formula units does not apply to alloys — alloys have arbitrary compositions. It is notable that 
small changes in the composition causes substantial changes in the properties of the alloy. 

                                                 
* This is a very-simplified explanation of metallic bonding. A much better explanation requires an understanding of 

quantum theory (Chapter 3), quantum bonding (Chapter 6), and specifically band theory (section 6.4). 

 
Figure 4.6 The ‘sea of electrons’ formed by the 

valence electrons in metallic entities. 
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Table 4.7 The chemical composition of selected steel alloys. 

Cr Mn Ni Mo C Si P  S  

316 SS 17.00 2.00 12.00 2.50 0.08 1.00 0.045 0.030 —

321 18.00 2.00 10.50 — 0.08 1.00 0.045 0.030 Ti: 0.40

440A SS 17.00 0.65 — 0.75 1.00 1.00 0.040 0.030 —

904L 21.00 2.00 25.50 4.50 0.02 1.00 0.045 0.035 Cu: 1.50

2205 22.00 2.00 5.50 3.00 0.03 1.00 0.030 0.020 N: 0.15

1006 — 0.45 — — 0.08 — 0.040 0.050 —

1055 — 0.75 — — 0.55 — 0.040 0.050 —

1090 — 0.75 — — 0.90 — 0.040 0.050 —

4140 0.95 0.88 — 0.20 0.41 0.22 0.035 0.040 —

50B44 0.50 0.92 — — 0.46 0.22 0.035 0.040 —

6150 0.95 0.80 — — 0.51 0.22 0.035 0.040 V: 0.15

8645 0.50 0.92 0.65 0.20 0.46 0.22 0.035 0.040 —

stainless steels

carbon steels

alloy steels

Alloy
Metals (balance Fe) /mass percent Nonmetals /mass percent

Others

 
Engineering and materials science explore the properties of metallic entities in detail (see Chapter 

28 (Materials Engineering)) because their physical and chemical properties can be tailored to specific 
applications. For example, 316 stainless steel is resistant to mild acids and bases and to saline 
solutions, making it suitable in the food industry and in marine applications. 440A stainless steel 
is one of the hardest stainless steels; it is used to make kitchen and hunting knives. 

Have a cavity? Need a filling? 

An amalgam is an alloy that contains mercury. The amalgam is composed of a mixture of metal 
powders with an approximately equal mass with the mercury. In dentistry, amalgams are used to 
replace portions of a tooth that was removed because of decay. Depending on the specific 
application, dental amalgams are supplied in vials with premeasured amounts of metal and 
mercury. After mixing, the dentist has two to three minutes to fill the cavity and shape the 
amalgam to resemble the removed portion of the tooth. The amalgam solidifies in six to ten 
minutes. (The working time and properties of the final amalgam depends on the specific powder composition.) 
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–

silver tin copper zinc

strength ↑

durability ↑

hardness ↑

expansion ↑ ↓ ↑

flow ↓ ↑ ↓

color

working time ↑ ↓ ↑

workability ↑ ↑

cleanliness ↑

Property
Ingredient

silver: 65+ %

tin: up to 29 %
copper: 6 – 13 %

zinc: up to 2 %

   

One highly debated topic is whether mercury from dental amalgams leaks into the body. Other 
filling compositions are available that do not use mercury and more closely resemble tooth 
coloration, but none yet have the longevity of mercury-based amalgams. 

 

DEMO Copper, silver, gold pennies. Clean copper pennies are coated with zinc in a hot basic 
bath, making them look like silvery. When heated in a flame or on a hot-plate, the 
copper and zinc alloy together to form brass, which is gold in color. 

Table 4.8 summarizes many of the physical properties of molecular covalent, network covalent, 
ionic, and metallic entities. 

Table 4.8 Summary of the properties of molecular covalent, network covalent, ionic, and metallic 
bonding. 

melting boiling

molecular 
covalent

non-metals
gas, liquid, 
soft solid

high low low low

network 
covalent

non-metals rigid solid low low high high

ionic
metal & non-
metal

rigid solid high low high high

metallic metals soft solid low high low high

Atom
Physical 

state
Solubility Conductivity

Phase changes
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4.2 Chemical bond properties 

The properties of an individual chemical bond is primarily dependent on the 
atoms bonded together and secondarily on the surrounding bonded atoms. 
Chemists are able to predict the structure and reactivity of molecular entities 
based on their specific atoms and bonds. You should already be familiar with 
the following properties:  





Bond length

Bond angle
 is the average 

length

angle

 
 
 

 between 
two

three

 
 
 

 nuclei in an entity. 

Bond order is given by 

. .
2

# bonding electrons
b o   4.9 

A bond order of 

1

2

3

 
 
 
 
 

 has 

2

4

6

 
 
 
 
 

 electrons and is written as 

–

=




  

Bond energy is the energy required to break a chemical bond. 

▼——————————————— 

Is it possible for a bond to contain 3 electrons and have a bond order of 1.5? 

Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

Covalent bond energies 

The energy to break a specific bond type (C–C, C–H, O–H, etc.) is approximately constant.* 
Tables 4.11 and 4.12 list the average covalent bond lengths and bond energies between selected 
atoms. As you analyze 4.11 and 4.12, observe the relationship between bond length, bond angle, 
and bond energy:  

• bond length decreases with increasing bond order 

• bond length increases moving down a group on the periodic table 

• bond energy increases with increasing bond order 

                                                 
* In Chapter 18 (Thermochemistry), we use bond dissociation energies to estimate the reaction enthalpy if other 

thermodynamic data is not available. 

EXERCISE 4.10 

angle ABC

B

C

A
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Table 4.11 Average covalent bond lengths. 

H C N O F Cl Br I Si Ge P As S Se

H 74

C 109 153

N 102 146 145 C=C 134 N=N 124 C≡C 120

O 96 142 143 148 C=N 121 N=O 118 C≡N 116

F 92 139 137 142 141 C=O 121 O=O 121 N≡N 113

Cl 128 179 190 170 163 199

Br 141 194 176 214 228

I 161 213 191 232 247 267

Si 148 187 163 158 205 221 244 233

Ge 153 195 173 215 230 251 240

Sn 171 214 228 267

P 142 185 165 157 204 222 225

As 151 196 171 217 232 210

S 134 182 156 205 224 214 200

Se 147 195 171 233

Source: CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics , CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl., 2004.

single bonds

Average bond lengths /pm

 

Table 4.12 Average gaseous bond energies. Accuracy is about ± 10 %. Some entities have bond energies 
anomalously higher than the average and are listed separately.  

H B C N O F Cl Br I P S

H 436

B 377 150

C 414 490 348

N 389 500 305 250

O 464 515 359 208 180

F 565 644 486 277 190 159

Cl 431 339 200 247 256 243

Br 366 286 243 234 280 218 193

I 297 215 234 271 211 179 151

P 350 305 402 331 272 213

S 368 272 364 284 255 218 274

611 440 390 837

615 590 536 891

745 498 351 1079  

799 460 293 946

Source: CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics , CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl., 2004.

C≡O

single bonds

P=P

C≡C

(SO2) S=O

S=O

N≡N

N=N

N=O

O=O

P=O P=S

C=O

(CO2) C=O

C=N C≡N

Average gaseous bond energies /(kJ/mol)

C=C
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▼——————————————— 

Use table 4.11 to confirm that bond length increases moving down a group on 
the periodic table. 

 To observe the trend, we need to identify a series in table 4.11. Several are possible: {H2, 
F2, Cl2, Br2, I2}, {H2, HF, HCl, HBr, HI}, {HN, 
HP}, {HO, HS}. 

 Using the {H2, F2, Cl2, Br2, I2} and {H2, HF, 
HCl, HBr, HI} series, the bond lengths are given 
at right and confirms that bond length increases 
with increasing n.  

▼——————————————— 

Confirm that a) bond length decreases with increasing bond order, and b) 
bond energy increases with increasing bond order by tabulating the N–N, 

N=N, and N≡N bond lengths and energies. 

▼——————————————— 

Estimate the bond 
length in solid lithium, 

sodium, potassium, and rubidium. 

Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

It is evident that there is a progression in 
bond length and bond energy with 
increasing bond order. Looking at the 
progression in carbon or nitrogen, it is 
apparent that the double and triple bonds 
are not integer multiples of the single bond energy. Figure 4.15 illustrates that multiple bond 
energies of C–C, C–N, C–O, and N–N are not integer multiples of the single bond, nor are they 
consistent multiples. These deviations suggest that bonding is a complex phenomena with many 
factors affecting bond length and strength. Quantum mechanics (section 6.2) confirms this 
suggestion. 

EXAMPLE 4.13 

EXERCISE 4.14 

EXERCISE 4.16 
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Figure 4.15 Bond energies relative to the single bond 

energy for selected bond types. While most 
double and triple bonds are less that integer 
multiples of the single, double, and triple bond 
energy, the N≡N bond is almost four times the 
N–N single bond energy. 

order length /pm energy /(kJ/mol)

C–C 153 348

C=C 134 611

C≡C 120 837

Bond Properties

H–H 74 H–H 74

F–F 141 H–F 92

Cl–Cl 199 H–Cl 128

Br–Br 228 H–Br 141

I–I 267 H–I 161

Average Bond Lengths /pm
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Ionic bond energies 

The energy to break an ionic bond can be estimated from Coulomb’s law, which is a classical 
expression of the energy between two charged particles.  

e 1 2k q q
E

r


 
Coulomb’s law 4.17 

ke is Coulomb’s constant, q1 and q2 are the charges on the ions, r is the distance between the ions.  

From 4.17 and table 4.18, we see that  

• bond energy increases with increasing charge 

• bond energy decreases with increasing distance 

Table 4.18 Average ionic bond energies. 

F– Cl– Br– I– NO3
–

O2– CO3
2– SO4

2– PO4
3–

Li+ 1049 864 820 764 854 2814 2254 2142 —

Na+ 930 790 754 705 763 2478 2016 1938 —

K+ 829 720 691 650 694 2232 1846 1796 —

Rb+ 795 695 668 632 671 2161 1783 1748 —

Be2+ 3526 3033 2914 2813 — 4443 — — —

Mg2+ 2978 2540 2451 2340 2521 3791 3122 — 11407

Ca2+ 2651 2271 ≈2130 2087 2247 3401 2811 2480 10479

Sr2+ 2513 2170 — 1976 2151 3223 2688 2484 10075

Fe2+ 2967 2641 2577 2491 2580 3865 3169 — —

Fe3+ ≈5870 5436 5347 ≈5120 — 14774 — — 7300

Cu+ — 996 978 966 — 3189 — 2166 —

Cu2+ 3102 2824 2774 ≈2640 2739 4050 ≈3490 — —

Source: CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics , CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl., 2010.

Approximate values are calculated, not experimentally determined.

Lattice energy of common ionic substances /(kJ/mol)

 

▼——————————————— 

Using equation 4.17 without calculation, place the following ionic entities in 
order of increasing bond strength. Compare your answers with table 4.18. 

KCl, NaCl, CsCl, LiCl 

 Bond strength decreases with increasing radius. Chlorine has a fixed ionic radius. Radius 
increases down a group in the periodic table. So the sequence should be: 

CsCl, KCl, NaCl, LiCl 

This is confirmed by table 4.18. 

▼——————————————— 

Using equation 4.17 without calculation, place the following ionic entities in 
order of increasing bond strength. Compare your answers with table 4.18. 

EXAMPLE 4.19 

EXERCISE 4.20 
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MgCl2, Na2O, MgO, NaCl 

Answer: see page 233. 

▼——————————————— 

Using equation 4.17 and ionic radii from the periodic table on the inside front 
cover, estimate the bond energy in calcium chloride. Compare your answer 

with table 4.18. 

 From the periodic table, rCa2+ = 106 pm, rCl– = 181 pm. The ionic bond length is 287 pm. 
Calcium has a +2 charge; chlorine a –1 charge. These are the differences between the 
protons and electrons. To determine the charge in Coulomb’s, they are multiplied by the 
electron charge.  

 Substituting these values into equation 4.17 gives 
2N m9

e 1 2
8.988 10k q q

E
r


 

2C
  192 1.602 10 C      191 1.602 10 C   

287 pm
1 m
1210 pm

181.607 10 N m 

 

 Recall that N m = J (from work = force × distance) and that the answer in  is for one 
bond. For one mole of bonds, we have 

18 23 1
1.607 10 J 6.022 10

mol

kJ
968

mol

E     


 

This answer is smaller than the value in table 4.18. While smaller, it is based on the 
classical Coulomb’s law, assumes point charges, and ignores the other ions in the solid. 
Ingoring the atomic structure makes this calculation only approximate. 

▼——————————————— 

Repeat example 4.21 for calcium fluoride, calcium bromide, and calcium 
oxide to confirm the values are consistently low, but also that the same trend 

is present. 

Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

EXAMPLE 4.21 

EXERCISE 4.22 
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Bond polarity 

The difference in electronegativity (ΔEN) between two bonding atoms provides a measure of the 
polarity — the distribution of bonding electrons — of that bond.  

B AEN EN EN    ΔEN is positive 4.23 

H He

2.20 0
1 2

Li Be B C N O F Ne

0.98 1.57 2.04 2.55 3.04 3.44 3.98 0
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar

0.93 1.31 1.50 1.80 2.19 2.58 3.16 0
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr

0.82 1.00 1.36 1.54 1.63 1.66 1.55 1.83 1.88 1.91 1.90 1.65 1.81 2.01 2.18 2.55 2.96 0
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe

0.82 0.95 1.22 1.33 1.60 2.16 1.90 2.20 2.28 2.20 1.93 1.69 1.78 1.96 2.05 2.10 2.66 0
37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54

Cs Ba La Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn

0.79 0.89 1.10 1.30 1.50 2.36 1.90 2.20 2.20 2.28 2.54 2.00 2.04 2.33 2.02 2.00 2.20 0
55 56 57 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86

Fr Ra Ac Rf Db Sg Bh Hs Mt Ds Rg Uub Uut Uuq Uup Uuh Uus Uuo

0.7 0.9 1.1 — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
87 88 89 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118

Electronegativity

**

*

 
Figure 4.24 Electronegativity of the s, p, and d-block elements. 

If 
0

0

EN

EN

  
   

, the bond is 




non - polar.

polar.
 

To this point, we have considered bonds to be either ionic or covalent. We considered ionic 
bonds to have complete separation of charge, forming positive and negative ions and covalent 
bonds to share the bonding electrons. However, these actually represent the extreme of a 
continuum. The magnitude of ∆EN provides a guide to the degree of ionic character in a 
chemical bond. Figure 4.25 illustrates the continuum between ∆EN and the percent ionic 
character. 

Electronegativity Difference (EN )

Percent Ionic Character

  0                    0.5                   1.0                   1.5                   2.0                   2.5                   3.0                  3.5

  0                       10                  20               30             40            50           60          70         80         90       100

 
Figure 4.25 The percentage of ionic character in a chemical bond based on the electronegativity difference

between the bonded atoms. 
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Bonds with 
1.5

1.5

EN

EN

  
   

 are generally considered to be 
covalent or metallic.

ionic.





 However, 

numerous counterexamples exist: covalent bonds involving fluorine have ∆EN near or greater 
than 1.5 (∆ENB–F = 1.94; ∆ENC–F = 1.43) and some ionic entities have ∆EN near or less than 1.5 
(∆ENMg–I = 1.09). Calculation of ∆EN is a guide to estimating the electron distribution of the 
bond. We will see on page 182 that even highly ionic entities do not have complete separation of 
charge. 

▼——————————————— 

Consider the following bond data: 

C–C:  r = 153 pm, E = 348 pm  

Cl–Cl: r = 199 pm, E = 243 pm  

C–Cl: r = 179 pm, E = 339 pm  

The C–Cl bond length is approximately halfway between the C–C and Cl–Cl bond length, but 
the C–Cl bond energy is significantly stronger than the average energy. Why? 

 The C–C and Cl–Cl bonds are non-polar, but the C–Cl bond is polar. With ΔEN = 0.61, the 
bond is 10 % ionic. This ionic character has a partial positive charge on the carbon and a 
partial negative charge on the chlorine. These partial charges attract and increase the bond 
energy. 

▼——————————————— 

Repeat example 4.28 for the C–C, P–P, and C–P bonds. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine ∆EN and the percent ionic character for the 
bonds in chloroacetic acid. 

C–H H C

C–Cl Cl C

C–C

C–O

O–H

2.20 2.55 0.35 6 % ionic

3.16 2.55 0.61 11 %

2.55 2.55 0.00 0 %

3.44 2.55 0.89 17 %

2.20 3.44 1.24 25 %

EN EN EN

EN EN EN

EN

EN

EN

     

     

   

   

   

 

Note that the O—H bond has the greatest ∆EN and also partially dissociates in aqueous solution 
— chloroacetic acid is a weak acid. 

———————————————▲ 

The above example illustrates that individual bonds within an entity can be polar or not. 
Complex entities have many bonds and it becomes impossible to separate the individual bonds 
and their effects on each other. Only the net effect is measurable — the dipole moment.  

EXAMPLE 4.26 

EXERCISE 4.27 

EXAMPLE 4.28 HH

Cl

C C

O

O H
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Dipole moment 

From our understanding of atomic structure, we know that molecular entities contain protons and 
electrons. Specifically, 

• protons are localized to the atomic nuclei 

• electrons are distributed through the entity, localized in bonding regions and around 
electronegative atoms 

To an observer far from the entity, the positive charges appear as a single, summative positive 
charge originating from one point in the molecular entity (the positive charge center). Similarly, all 
the electrons appear as the single, summative negative charge at the negative charge center.* 

 +         +


↓
↑



—

  17+                      17+


↓
↑



—

 +               17+


↓
↑



 

Figure 4.29 Positive and negative charge centers in H2, Cl2, and HCl, respectively from top to bottom. The 
positive charges (protons) are localized to the nuclei while the negative charges (electrons)
exist in the space surrounding the nuclei. The positive and negative charge centers are in the
same location for H2 and Cl2, but not in HCl, producing a dipole moment. 

The dipole moment, µ, is a quantitative measure of the separation between the positive and 
negative charge centers. The dipole moment is an arrow — a vector — drawn from the negative 
to positive charge centers.†  

The dipole moment is commonly reported in Debye (D), 1 D = 3.3356·10-30 C m 

q d   4.30 

Where q is the electron charge and d is the distance between the charge centers. 

If the entity is diatomic (composed of two atoms, like HCl), the dipole moment is a quantitative 
measure of the polarity of that bond. However, in general, the dipole moment is the sum of all 
the individual bond dipoles and depends on the molecular geometry. (Section 5.5 explores how 

symmetry affects the dipole moment.) 

▼——————————————— 

The dipole moment of HCl is 1.11 D. Determine the distance between the 

                                                 
* This is the similar to the center of mass calculation in physics. To visualize the center of mass, find the balance 

point of your pen. When in the kitchen, find the balance point of spoons, forks, ladles, etc. The center of charge is 
calculated in a similar manner.  

† Some chemistry texts, especially organic textbooks, draw the dipole moment from positive to negative to indicate 
the direction of electron shift. This is wrong! The definition from physics, IUPAC, and physical chemistry texts 
correctly draw the dipole moment from negative to positive, which is based on 4.30. 

EXAMPLE 4.31 
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positive and negative charge centers assuming a one-electron charge. 

 Converting the dipole moment to coulomb-meters gives 

1.11 D 30 C m
3.3356 10

D
  303.703 10 C m   

 The charge must be converted to coulombs 

1 chargeq  19 C
1.602 10

charge
  191.602 10 C   

 Substituting these into 4.30, rearranged to solve for d, gives 
303.703 10 C

d
q

 
 

19

m

1.602 10 C
112.312 10 m 23.1 pm    

 The positive and negative charge centers are 23.1 pm apart. Noting that the H–Cl bond 
length (table 4.11) is 128 pm, the charge separation is only a fraction (18.0 %) of the bond 
length. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the distance between the positive and negative charge centers in 
NaCl, µ = 9.00 D, and H2O, µ = 1.94 D. Assume a one-electron charge. 

Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

You have seen bonding in ionic solids often portrayed as the electrostatic attraction between 
entities with integer charges. This is a reasonable approximation as illustrated for sodium 
chloride in exercise 4.32: the diatomic Na–Cl bond length is 236 pm, corresponding to a charge 
separation of 79 % of the bond length!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXERCISE 4.32 
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4.3 Oxidation states 

The oxidation state is the formal term for the hypothetical charge on each atom in an entity. 
Figure 2.14 gives the trend in stable oxidation states for atomic ions and section 3.8 (Electronic 
configurations) explains why these ions are stable. For multiatomic entities, the oxidation states 
method is convenient for determining the oxidation state of every atom in an entity, which is 
valuable in understanding and predicting reactivity. The method assumes that bonding electrons 
transfer completely to the most electronegative atom.* 

Assigning oxidation states …  

This procedure is given in order of precedence: once a rule is applied to an atom, move to the 
next atom. 

1. The oxidation state of atoms in free or elemental form is zero. 

2. Hydrogen has an oxidation state of 
1 when combined with nonmetals.

1 when combined with metals.




 

3. Group 1 and 2 elements have +1 and +2 oxidation states, respectively. 

4. Oxygen has an –2 oxidation state, unless bonded to oxygen or fluorine. 

5. Group 17 (halogens): fluorine has a –1 oxidation state. Other halogens have a –1 oxidation 
state unless combined with oxygen or a halogen higher on the periodic table. 

6. The sum of the oxidation states equals the charge on the entity. 

Rule 6 is always true. If you can assign all the oxidation states without rule 6, rule 6 can be used 
to check the assignments. 

▼——————————————— 

Assign oxidation states to the atoms in the following entities. 

H2O   2H O  → 
    1   +  

2H O  → 
+1     –2

2H O  

Rule 2 is first applicable: hydrogen is assigned a +1 oxidation state because it is attached to nonmetal 
oxygen. 

Rule 4 is next applicable: oxygen is assigned a –2 oxidation state. 

All the atoms are uniquely assigned. Rule 6 confirms the assignment. 

HOF   HOF  → 
        +1   

HOF  → 
+1       –1

HOF  → 
+1   0  1 –

HOF  
Rule 2 is first applicable: hydrogen is assigned a +1 oxidation because it is attached to nonmetal oxygen. 

Rule 5 is next applicable: fluorine is assigned a –1 oxidation state. 

Rule 6 is next applicable: oxygen must have a 0 oxidation state. 

                                                 
* Section 4.2 shows the assumption that bonding electrons transfer to the most electronegative atom is not true 

when atoms bond, but the assumption does successfully explain the properties of these entities.  

EXAMPLE 4.33 
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NO3
–   3NO   → 

    –2     

3NO   → 
+5  –2     

3NO   

Observe that there are no rules for nitrogen. 

Rule 4 is first applicable: oxygen is assigned a –2 oxidation. 

Rule 6 is next applicable: nitrogen must have a +5 oxidation state, which is within the expected range for 
nitrogen in figure 2.14: –3 to +5. 

NaF   NaH  → 
        –1  

NaH  → 
+1   –1   

NaH  
Rule 2 is first applicable: hydrogen is assigned a –1 oxidation because it is attached to a metal. 

Rule 3 is next applicable: sodium is assigned a +1 oxidation state. 

All the atoms are uniquely assigned. Rule 6 confirms the assignment. 

CH3OH  3CH OH  → 
 +1         +1    

3CH OH  → 
    +1    –  1 2  +

3CH OH  → 
–2  +1    –2  +1

3CH OH  

Observe that there are no rules for carbon. 

Rule 2 is first applicable: hydrogen is assigned a +1 oxidation because it is attached to nonmetal oxygen and 
carbon. 

Rule 4 is next applicable: oxygen is assigned a –2 oxidation state. 

Rule 6 is next applicable: carbon must have a –2 oxidation state, which is within the expected range for 
carbon in figure 2.14: –4 to +4. 

▼——————————————— 

Assign oxidation states to the atoms in the following entities. 

CO, CO2, CO3
2–, H2O2, F2, F2O, NO, NO2, NH4

+, BrCl, ICl5, H2CO, CN–, CaH2, FOH 

When assigning the oxidation state of cyanide, CN–, consider which atom has a preferred charge. 

Answers: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

The overall oxidation state of a polyatomic ion equals the charge on the ion. If a polyatomic ion 
is conserved during a reaction, assign an oxidation state to the conserved entity without worrying 
about the individual atoms in the polyatomic ion. 

 
+2          –2     

3Fe CO  +  
+1          –1  

6 Na CN     
+1       +2          –1          

64Na Fe CN  +  
+1              –2    

2 3Na CO  carbonate and cyanide are conserved 

 
+1          +4  –2   

2 3Na CO  + 
+1  –1

2 HCl    
+1     –2

2H O  + 
+4  –2    

2CO  + 
+1  1  –

2 NaCl   –carbonate is not conserved 

In reduction-oxidation (redox) and electrochemical reactions* the oxidation state of individual 
atoms changes and details of the reaction determined from the different oxidation states. 

–2  +1    –2  +1

3CH OH  + 3/2 
0  

2O    2 
+1     –2

2H O  + 
+4  –2    

2CO     combustion is an redox process 

                                                 
* Detailed in section 11.3 (Reduction-oxidation reactions) and Chapter 20 (Electrochemistry). 

EXERCISE 4.34 
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4.4 Inorganic nomenclature 

A revolution is occurring in chemistry. Over the past 50 years, many, many scientists have died 
fighting this revolution!* The fight centers on the adoption of a systematic method for naming 
molecular entities. Some of you will join the revolution — vive la revolution! 
For example, FeCl3 had three different names: ferric chloride, iron trichloride, and iron(III) 
chloride. The latter example, using roman numerals to identify the oxidation state, is currently 
the correct notation for ionic entities. 

Because of the large overlap between organic and inorganic chemistry, they are sometimes 
combined into the more general category of synthetic chemistry. The nomenclature, however, 
has not merged. 

Rock hounds 

While wandering through a souvenir, gift, or science store, you often encounter polished rocks as 
earrings, pendants, or art. More formally called minerals, each mineral is a specific inorganic 
entity that has crystallized naturally. Rock is an aggregation of many minerals, formed when 
minerals co-crystallize or after the minerals have weathered and are again compressed into a 
solid. 

 

<not developed> 

 

Nomenclature conventions 

Because of the changes occurring in chemical nomenclature, there are multiple considerations 
when naming a molecular entity: 

• is the bonding covalent or ionic? 

• are we interested in acidic properties or not? 

Common to both covalent and ionic bonding is the rule that we write chemical names and 
chemical formulae in order of increasing electronegativity: 

increasing electronegativity

A B Cx y z


 

                                                 
* The chemists usually die from old age! 
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A is the most electropositive entity and C is the most electronegative entity. Tables 4.35 and 4.36 
list the names of atomic and polyatomic ions, respectively. The rules for naming ions are: 

• the name of atomic electropositive ions is unchanged from the element and augmented 
with ‘ion’ to differentiate it from the element 

◦ An exception is the hydrogen ion, which is sometimes called the ‘hydron’. 

Na   Na+ sodium atom → sodium ion 

H   H+ hydrogen atom → hydrogen ion (or hydron) 
 

• the name of atomic electronegative ions has the name modified to end in ‘ide’ 

Cl   Cl– chlorine atom → chloride ion  

• polyatomic ions have assigned names that may or may not relate to the elements present 

Table 4.35 Common monoatomic cations and anions.  

Name Formula Name Formula Name Formula

hydrogen ion, hydron H+ barium ion Ba2+ copper(I) ion Cu+

lithium ion Li+ aluminum ion Al3+ copper(II) ion Cu2+

potassium ion K+ zinc ion Zn2+ gold(I) ion Au+

rubidium ion Rb+ silver ion Ag+ gold(III) ion Au3+

cesium ion Cs+ chromium(II) ion Cr2+ mercury(II) ion Hg2+

magnesium ion Mg2+ chromium(III) ion Cr3+ lead(II) ion Pb2+

calcium ion Ca2+ iron(II) ion Fe2+ lead(IV) ion Pb4+

strontium ion Sr2+ iron(III) ion Fe3+

hydride ion H– bromide ion Br– sulfide ion S2–

fluoride ion F– iodide ion I– nitride ion N3–

chloride ion Cl– oxide ion O2– phosphide ion P3–

negative ions (anions)

positive ions (cations)

Monoatomic ions
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Table 4.36 Common polyatomic cations and anions. 

Name1 Formula Name1 Formula

mercury(I) ion Hg2
2+ ammonium ion NH4

+

acetate CH3CO2
– nitrite NO2

–

azido N3
– nitrate NO3

–

oxalate C2O4
2– hydroxide HO–

cyanide CN– peroxide O2
2–

carbonate CO3
2– phosphate PO4

3–

hydrogen carbonate (bicarbonate) HCO3
– hydrogen phosphate (biphosphate) HPO4

2–

hypochlorite2 ClO– dihydrogen phosphate H2PO4
–

chlorite2 ClO2
– silicate SiO3

2–

chlorate2 ClO3
– sulfite SO3

2–

perchlorate2 ClO4
– hydrogen sulfite (bisulfite) HSO3

–

chromate CrO4
2– sulfate SO4

2–

dichromate Cr2O7
2– hydrogen sulfate (bisulfate) HSO4

–

permanganate MnO4
– thiosulfate S2O3

2–

1. Historical names, still in use, are in parentheses.

2. BrOx
– and IOx

– also exist.

positive ions (cations)

negative ions (anions)

Polyatomic ions

 

▼——————————————— 

Give the names of BrO–, BrO2
–, BrO3

–, BrO4
–. 

Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

The existence and stability of polyatomic ions can be related to the stability of atomic ions 
presented in section 3.8. 

Atoms

Polyatomic entities





 ionize to fill their valence subshell, becoming 
atomic ions.

polyatomic ions.





 

To understand the stability of polyatomic ions, we need to compare them 
to related neutral polyatomic entities. For example, consider the bonding in 
nitrogen and cyanide, N2 and CN–. Nitrogen is a stable entity with 14 
electrons. Envision one nucleus losing a proton, which would change the 
atom from nitrogen to carbon. To have a stable electronic configuration 
with 14 electrons, the entity would have to have a negative charge. Voila! 
The cyanide ion. 

EXERCISE 4.37 

N          N

C          N

14 e–

14 e–
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▼——————————————— 

Identify the stable neutral entities that explain the stability of NH4
+ and O2

2+. 

Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

Miracle cancer drugs? 

  

 
DCA has minimal effects on normal cells and the body (unlike many of the chemotherapy drugs on the 

market). Not surprisingly, there is little interest from pharmaceutical companies to test a drug that 
they cannot patent. DCA sells for pennies a gram. Thankfully, public and private donations are 
funding clinical trials.  

Also in 2007, researchers at Nottingham University in Britain found that vanilloids (a class of 

entities found in food) trigger cell death in cancer cells but not normal cells. The reason for this is 
unknown, but the prospects are promising. 

EXERCISE 4.38 

[2007] Researchers at the University of Alberta discovered — 
much to their surprise — that dichloroacetate (DCA) shrunk 
certain cancer tumours. It was once believed that mitochondria 
were permanently damaged when cancer invades a cell 
(mitochondria produce energy within cells). DCA is known to boost 
mitochondrial function, and when tested on cancerous tissue both 
in vitro and in vivo, reverted cancerous cells to normal cells.
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Oxidation states 

Figure 2.17 and the rules for assigning oxidation states in section 4.3 indicate that more than one 
oxidation state is possible for many atoms. In these cases, the name must explicitly indicate the 
oxidation state of the atom. 

For molecular covalent entities, if more than one 
oxidation state is possible, specify the number of each 
atom using a prefix, subject to the following conditions. 

• Do not write ‘mono’ for first element. 

• For historical reasons, monooxide → monoxide. 

For ionic entities, if more than one oxidation state is 
possible, specify the oxidation state using roman 
numerals.*  

▼——————————————— 

There is more than one oxidation 
state of carbon in carbon-oxygen 

entities. 
+2  –2 

carbon xide

CO

mono
 

+4  –2    

2

carbon oxide

CO

di

 

▼——————————————— 

There is more than one oxidation state of iron in iron-chlorine entities. 
+2    –1  

2

iron(II) chloride

FeCl  
+3    –1  

3

iron(III) chloride

FeCl  

▼——————————————— 

Name the following entities. 

a) HI  c) AlCl3 

b) FeSO4  d) SnO 

Answer: see page 233. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the chemical formula of the following entities. 

a) manganese(IV) oxide  c) copper(II) hydroxide 

b) diphosphorus pentoxide  d) boron nitride 

Answer: see page 233. 

                                                 
* The notation for ionic compounds is recommended as the standard, but adoption by the scientific community is 

slow. Some terms will be used for a long time: ‘carbon(IV) oxide’ vs. ‘carbon dioxide’, for example. 

EXAMPLE 4.39 

EXAMPLE 4.40 

EXERCISE 4.41 

EXERCISE 4.42 

1 mono I

2 di II

3 tri III

4 tetra IV

5 penta V

6 hexa VI

7 hepta VII

8 octa VIII

9 nona IX

10 deca X

Number
Molecular 

prefix
Roman 
numeral
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———————————————▲ 

Table 4.43 A selection of binary entities illustrating molecular and ionic nomenclature conventions. The 
majority of binary molecular entities follow the nomenclature conventions. 

Name1 Formula Name1 Formula

boron chloride BCl3 barium chloride BaCl2

bromine monochloride BrCl cesium chloride CsCl

bromine pentachloride BrCl5 copper(I) fluoride CuF

carbon tetrachloride CCl4 copper(II) oxide CuO

carbon dioxide CO2 copper(II) phosphide Cu3P2

carbon monoxide CO germanium(IV) nitride Ge3N4

cyanogen (CN)2 gold(I) chloride AuCl

diborane B2H6 iron(II) chloride  (ferrous chloride) FeCl2

dinitrogen monoxide (nitrous oxide) N2O iron(II) oxide  (ferrous oxide) FeO

dinitrogen pentaoxide N2O5 iron(II,III) oxide (hematite) Fe2O4

dinitrogen tetraoxide N2O4 iron(III) chloride (ferric chloride) FeCl3

dinitrogen trioxide N2O3 iron(III) oxide (ferric oxide, rust) Fe2O3

gallium nitride GaN iron(III) sulfide Fe2S3

hydrogen fluoride HF lead(II) oxide PbO2

hydrogen monoxide H2O lead(IV) oxide PbO4

hydrogen peroxide H2O2 lithium fluoride LiF

hydrogen nitride (ammonia) H3N magnesium bromide MgBr2

nitrogen dioxide NO2 osium(VIII) oxide OsO4

nitrogen monoxide NO potassium oxide K2O

phosphorus hydride (phosphine) PH3 sodium chloride NaCl

phosphorus pentachloride PCl5 sodium hydride NaH

phosphorus trichloride PCl3 sodium iodide NaI

sulfur dioxide SO2 titanium(II) chloride TiCl2

sulfur hexafluoride SF6 titanium(IV) chloride TiCl4

sulfur tetrafluoride SF4 uranium(VI) fluoride (uranium hexafluoride) UF6

Ionic compoundsMolecular compounds

1. Historical names, still in use, are in parentheses.  
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Table 4.44 A selection of polyatomic entities illustrating molecular and ionic nomenclature conventions. 
As molecular covalent entities become more complex, they deviate from the nomenclature
conventions. 

Name1 Formula Name1 Formula

acetaminophen C8H9NO2 ammonium acetate NH4CH3COO

acetic acid CH3COOH ammonium dichromate (NH4)2Cr2O7

benzene C6H6 calcium carbonate CaCO3

caffeine C8H10N4O2 cerium(IV) ammonium nitrate Ce(NH4)2(NO3)6

carbonyl chloride (phosgene) COCl2 chromium(II) nitrate Cr(NO3)2

dichloromethane (methylene chloride) CH2Cl2 iron(II) sulfate FeSO4

trichloromethane (chloroform) CHCl3 iron(III) sulfate Fe2(SO4)3

glycerol (glycerin, glycerine) C3H5(OH)3 lead(II) nitrate Pb(NO3)2

hydroxylamine NH2OH lead(IV) nitrate Pb(NO3)4

methanamine (methylamine) CH3NH2 lithium aluminum hydride LiAlH4

methyl cyanide (acetonitrile) CH3CN platinum(II) diamine chloride Pt(NH3)2Cl2

nicotine C10H14N2 potassium cyanide KCN

periodic acid HIO4 potassium permangante KMnO4

phenolphthalein C20H14O4 sodium hydrogen carbonate NaHCO3

sucrose C12H22O11 sodium hydroxide NaOH

trinitrotoluene C7H6(NO3)3 sodium nitrite NaNO2

urea (NH2)2CO zinc sulfite ZnSO3

Molecular compounds Ionic compounds

1. Historical names, still in use, are in parentheses.  

Dihydrogen monoxide: the invisible killer 

Dihydrogen monoxide (DHMO, hydroxyl acid) is a colourless, odourless, and tasteless chemical. 
It kills thousands of people every year and causes billions of dollars in property and 
environmental damage. Despite the well-documented dangers of DHMO, governments are 
refusing to ban the production, importation, distribution, and use of this dangerous chemical 
because of its “importance to the economic health of this nation”. 

Dihydrogen monoxide 

 • is a major component of acid rain 

 • contributes to the ‘greenhouse effect’ and global warming 

 • contributes to soil erosion 

 • accelerates corrosion of many metals 

Almost every stream, lake, and reservoir globally is contaminated with DHMO! These water 
sources — used for our drinking water and to manufacture everything from baby food to beer — 
are rarely, if ever, analyzed for DHMO contamination or treated to remove that contamination. 

Despite the known dangers of dihydrogen monoxide, DHMO is often used 
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 • as an industrial solvent and coolant 

 • in nuclear power plants 

 • in the manufacturing of biological and chemical weapons 

 • as a fire retardant 

 • in pesticide production and distribution (DHMO is difficult to remove with washing) 

Pharmaceutical companies and the military use dihydrogen monoxide in animal and human tests. 
The effects of DHMO on humans, in appropriate doses, ranges from performance enhancement 
of elite athletes to the active agent in torture and ethnic cleansing campaigns. Medically, 

 • ingestion of DHMO induces excessive sweating, urination, nausea, and vomiting 

 • DHMO is found in high concentrations in tumor cells 

 • prolonged exposure to solid DHMO causes severe tissue damage 

 • contact with gaseous DHMO causes severe burns 

 • inhalation of DHMO often causes death 

<www.DHMO.org> is a website with further information and is actively campaigning 
governments to ban DHMO. 

Pretty convincing, eh? 

Oxoanions 

Oxoanions are a class of polyatomic ions where an element — C, N, P, S, Cl, Br, I — bonds to 
varying numbers of oxygen atoms. In general, the ‘ate’ suffix is the most stable and the most 
common ion.  

Table 4.45 Nomenclature of oxoanions. Note that the number of oxygen atoms in a group is not constant, 
but the charge is constant. 

hypo___ite ___ite ___ate per___ate

Nomenclature
Notes

X = Cl, Br, I

NO2
–

————nitrite

NO3
–

————nitrate

XO– 

—X = Cl: hypochlorite

XO2
–

————chlorite

XO3
–

————chlorate

XO4
–

————perchlorate

SO3
2–

————sulfite

SO4
2–

————sulfate

CO3
2–

————carbonate

PO3
3–

————phosphite

PO4
3–

————phosphate
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▼——————————————— 

Assign oxidation states to the entities in table 4.45 (use X = Cl). 

Answer: see page 233. 

▼——————————————— 

Use electronic configurations (Chapter 3) to show that the chlorine atom in 
chlorate is likely to be stable. 

Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

Hydrated entities 

Hydrates are a class of solid that contains a fixed number of water molecules as an integral part 
of the chemical structure. Heat can drive off the hydrates but often reduces the solid to powder. 
Entities without water are anhydrous. Some anhydrous entities are hygroscopic, meaning they 
absorb water from the surroundings. Ultimately, a stable crystal structure is obtained where each 
entity retains a fixed number of water molecules. This number ranges from zero (stable as the 

anhydrous entity) to infinity (stable only in solution). The examples illustrate hydrate nomenclature: 

Na2CO3•H2O sodium carbonate monohydrate 

CoCl2•6H2O cobalt(II) chloride hexahydrate 

Fe(NO3)3•9H2O iron(III) nitrate nonahydrate 

The readiness of some salts to absorb water is useful in chemistry and society. The term 
desiccant is used when an anhydrous hygroscopic entity is used to absorb water from the 
surroundings. Calcium oxide, CaO, and diphosphorus pentoxide, P2O5, are commonly used to 
absorb water from non-aqueous solvents like methanol, ether, benzene, etc. Cobalt(II) chloride is 
a desiccant with the added benefit that the varying hydrated forms of cobalt chloride are different 
colours. This allows the user to determine when the desiccant is exhausted. 

 

???images  CoCl2 (blue)  CoCl2•2H2O (purple) CoCl2•6H2O (pink) 

Figure 4.48 Cobalt(II) chloride desiccants with varying degrees of hydration. Each degree of hydration is a 
different colour, making it easy to observe how much of the desiccant is exhausted. 

 

EXERCISE 4.46 

EXERCISE 4.47 
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Household desiccants 

Desiccants are commonly used to control humidity. 

 • When you purchase electronics, there is often a small packet of silica desiccant. This 
protects the electronics from moisture encountered between the factory and the consumer. 
Manufacturers also add silica desiccants to leather garments. 

 • Common table salt, sodium chloride, is an effective desiccant. Prior to the development of 
refrigeration, people used it to preserve meats. The low moisture content of the meat 
decreased the rate of bacterial and fungal growth. 

 • Rice is more hygroscopic than table salt. In humid climates, people add rice to salt shakers 
to prevent the salt from clumping. 

 • Anhydrous calcium chloride, CaCl2, is used in boat cabins to absorb moisture that leaks 
into the cabin, protecting the cabin interior from mold and decay. 

Opposite of table salt, which needs to be dry to prevent clumping, is brown sugar. Brown sugar 
clumps if it loses too much water. Brown sugar spontaneously loses water to the environment — 
is efflorescent. Adding a slice of bread to the brown sugar provides moisture, keeping it 
granular. 

Desiccants absorb water, but there are many other entities that absorb a range of unwanted 
chemicals. 

 • Baking soda, NaHCO3 (sodium hydrogen carbonate), absorbs organic odours in refrigerators 
and is effective in removing odours from carpets. 

 • Activated charcoal (coal with a lot of surface area) absorbs organic odours. It is also useful in 
fish tanks to filter organic entities from the water. 

 • Zeolites in fish tanks absorb ammonia and nitrogen-containing entities. 

 • Cartridge respirators contain chemicals that quantitatively remove specific toxic chemicals 
from the air, allowing a person to temporarily work in dangerous environments. 
Chemicals, however, can still be absorbed through the skin! 

Acidic nomenclature 

If an entity is an acid, ionic nomenclature is used when not considering the acidic properties of 
an entity and acid nomenclature is used when considering its acidic properties. 

Binary acids form from hydrogen and a halogen. The change from ionic to acidic nomenclature 
takes the form 

hydrogen ___ide → hydro___ic acid 

— hydrogen fluoride → hydrofluoric acid 

Anions that end in ‘ide’ have the same nomenclature as binary acids: 

HCN 
hydrogen cyanide

cyanhydro ic acid





  H2S 
hydrogen sulfide

sulfurhydro ic acid
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Hydrogen cyanide is a poisonous gas, causing constriction of the bronchi and death through 
asphyxiation. It is the chemical used in United States’ gas chambers. (The antidote to cyanide 

poisoning is any nitrite, NO2
–, salt.) 

Oxoacids form from hydrogen and an oxoanion. The change from ionic to acidic nomenclature 
takes the form 

 … ..___ite → ___ous acid    … ___ate → ___ic acid 

sodium chlorite → chlorous acid   sodium nitrate → nitric acid 

Table 4.49 A selection of entities illustrating the different ionic and acidic nomenclature conventions. 

Formula Name Formula Acidic name Ionic name

NaF sodium fluoride HF hydrofluoric acid hydrogen fluoride

NaCl sodium chloride HCl hydrochloric acid hydrogen chloride

NaBr sodium bromide HBr hydrobromic acid hydrogen bromide

NaI sodium iodide HI hydroiodic acid hydrogen iodide

Na2CO3 sodium carbonate H2CO3 carbonic acid hydrogen carbonate

NaNO2 sodium nitrite HNO2 nitrous acid hydrogen nitrite

NaNO3 sodium nitrate HNO3 nitric acid hydrogen nitrate

Na3PO4 sodium phosphate H3PO4 phosphoric acid hydrogen phosphate

Na2SO3 sodium sulfite H2SO3 sulfurous acid hydrogen sulfite

Na2SO4 sodium sulfate H2SO4 sulfuric acid hydrogen sulfate

NaClO   * sodium hypochlorite HClO    * hypochlorous acid hydrogen hypochlorite

NaClO2 * sodium chlorite HClO2  * chlorous acid hydrogen chlorite

NaClO3 * sodium chlorate HClO3  * chloric acid hydrogen chlorate

NaClO4 * sodium perchlorate HClO4  * perchloric acid hydrogen perchlorate

* BrOx
– and IOx

– also exist.

Ionic Acidic

binary entities

oxo entities

 

▼——————————————— 

What is the difference between ‘hydrogen phosphate’ and the ‘hydrogen 
phosphate ion’? 

Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

 

Exceptions 

I mentioned that there were exceptions to the convention of writing formulae from 
electropositive to electronegative, but that those exceptions are explainable. For example, 

• Ammonia should be written H3N (like H2O for water), but we write NH3. The reason for this 
is historical.  

EXERCISE 4.50 
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• Sodium hydroxide is often written as NaOH, instead of NaHO, because the bonding is 
actually between the sodium and the oxygen: Na–O–H. 

• Sodium acetate is often written as CH3COONa, instead of NaCH3COO, because of the 
structural information provided by the former: the sodium binds to an oxygen atom. 

HH

H

C C

O

O– Na+
 

▼——————————————— 

What are two ways of writing sodium hypochlorite, whose bonding is Na–O–
Cl? 

Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

Summary 

When naming inorganic entities, we must consider 

• if the bonding is covalent or ionic 

• whether we are interested in acidic properties or not 

▼——————————————— 

Name the following molecular entities or write the chemical formula of the 
entity. Assign oxidation states to all atoms. 

a) sodium hypochlorite  l) Na3PO4 

b) iron(II) sulfate  m) Na2HPO4 

c) HNO3  n) NaH2PO4 

d) Mg3(PO4)2  o) H3PO4 

e) H2S  p) ammonium nitrate 

f) Cu(HCO3)2  q) CuCO3•3H2O 

g) diboron pentoxide  r) P4O10 

h) HCl  s) periodic acid 

i) HOBr  t) Li2SO4 

j) Mg(OCl)2  u) iron(III) sulfate 

k) Fe2(SO4)3•5H2O  v) chromium(III) nitrate nonahydrate 

Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 4.51 

EXERCISE 4.52 
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4.5 Organic nomenclature 

Sections Error! Reference source not found., 4.6, and Chapter 12 (Synthetic Chemistry) were 
prepared in collaboration with Dr. Peter Marrs, Organic Chemistry Laboratory Coordinator 
in the Department of Chemistry at the University of Victoria. 

Organic chemistry is the study of carbon-containing molecules that are involved in or derived 
from biological processes. Nomenclature in organic chemistry adopts a different strategy to 
address the unique nature of organic entities. 

The nomenclature of organic chemistry is complicated by the fact that many 
organic entities are known by common names. Following the International 
Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC)  guideline for naming organic 
entities,* the top structure at right is  

(5α,6α)-7,8-didehydro-4,5-epoxy-17-methylmorphinan-3,6-diol 

Even simple entities can have many names; the lower structure at right is 
grain alcohol, ethyl alcohol, and ethanol. 

Representing three-dimensional structure 

Because carbon is central in organic chemistry and to simplify the presentation of complex 
organic molecules, structures are often condensed by:† 

• using lines to represent a pair of shared electrons between atoms 

• not explicitly labelling each carbon atom 

◦ Every vertex in the structure represents a carbon atom. 

• not showing hydrogen atoms bonded to carbon 

◦ Each vertex contains a carbon atom and sufficient hydrogen atoms so that the carbon 
atom forms four bonds. 

◦ Hydrogen atoms that affect the stereochemistry are shown (see section 4.6 for details). 

To indicate three-dimensional structure, the following notation is commonly used 

• a line, , indicates a bond (two electrons) in the plane of the page 

• a solid wedge, , indicates a bond coming out of the plane of the page 

• a dashed wedge, , indicates a bond going into of the plane of the page 

◦ The point on the wedge indicates the point furthest from the reader. 

• a dotted line, , indicates a partial bond 

                                                 
* Chemical Abstracts (CA) also has a systematic method for naming organic entities. The two methods are similar, 

differing primarily in the order of the prefixes. 
† Section 5.2 (The electron domain model) and Chapter 12 (Synthetic Chemistry) give additional notation. 

N
O

HO

H

HO

morphine

CH3CH2OH

ethanol
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H

H H

H H H H

HHHH

HCH3CH2CH2CH2CH3

condensed structure full 3D structure line bond structure  
Figure 4.53 Three common representations of pentane. All of these representations are used in different 

contexts. 

▼——————————————— 

Convert the following condensed formulae into line bond structures 

a) CH3CH2CH2C(CH3)2CH2CHBrCH3 

 Breaking the condensed formula into its components, we have 

CH3~ , ~CH2~ , ~CH2~ , ~C(CH3)2~ , ~CH2~ , ~CHBr~ , ~CH3 

The only non-trivial structure is ~C(CH3)2~, which is a carbon bonded to two CH3 
groups, as indicated by the brackets.  

 Forming bonds between the carbon atoms gives 

H3C
CH2

CH2

C

H3C CH3

CH

Br

CH2 CH3  
 Removing the carbon and hydrogen atoms gives the line bond structure 

 

b) HO2CCH2CH(OH)CH(CH3)CONH2 

 Breaking the condensed formula into its components, we have 

HO2C~ , ~CH2~ , ~CH(OH)~ , ~CH(CH3)~ , ~CO~ , ~NH2 

 Forming bonds between the carbon atoms gives 
O

HO

OH O

NH2

C
CH2

CH
CH

CH3

C

 
 Removing the carbon and adjoining hydrogen atoms gives the line bond structure 

 

EXAMPLE 4.54 
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▼——————————————— 

Convert the following condensed formulae into line structures 

a) (CH3)2CHCH2CH2CH(OH)CH3 

b) CH3C(=O)CH2CHFCH2SO3H 

Answer: see page 233. 

▼——————————————— 

Draw morphine, explicitly showing the carbon and hydrogen atoms. 

Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

Hydrocarbons 

Carbon has a propensity for forming strong bonds with itself, and this leads to long-chain 
molecular entities. Carbon-carbon bonds form the backbone of organic entities. Hydrocarbons 
are the simplest organic entities and are composed of only carbon and hydrogen. Within the class 
of hydrocarbons,  

• the simplest hydrocarbons are alkanes, where all the carbon atoms are singly bonded to 
each other. The general form of alkanes is CnH2n+2. That is, for every n carbon atoms, there 
are 2n + 2 hydrogen atoms. 

• Linear alkanes have all carbon atoms in a straight chain. The name of a linear alkane is 
based on the number of carbon atoms in the chain. This is the root name of the alkane, 
ending in ane. 

• Alkanes can also form rings, giving cycloalkanes with the general 
formula CnH2n. The most common ring sizes are between three and 
eight carbons, though the rings can be almost any size. Cycloalkanes 
are named by putting the prefix cyclo in front of the parent name of 
the alkane. 

Hydrogen deficiency index 

??? 

 

EXERCISE 4.55 

EXERCISE 4.56 

cyclohexanecyclopropane
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Table 4.57 The nomenclature and structural formulae of linear alkanes, organized by number of carbon 
atom. The radical name used when the hydrocarbon is a side chain on a larger structure 
(discussed below). 

molecular condensed phase

8 C8H18 CH3(CH2)6CH3 l octane ׃ octyl

9 C9H20 CH3(CH2)7CH3 l nonane nonyl

10 C10H22 CH3(CH2)8CH3 l decane decyl

11 C11H24 CH3(CH2)9CH3 l undecane undecyl

12 C12H26 CH3(CH2)10CH3 l dodecane dodecyl

13 C13H28 CH3(CH2)11CH3 l tridecane tridecyl

: ׃ ׃ ׃-  ׃ ׃ 

17 C17H36 CH3(CH2)15CH3 l heptadecane heptadecyl

18 C18H38 CH3(CH2)16CH3 s octadecane octadecyl

19 C19H40 CH3(CH2)17CH3 s nonadecane nonadecyl

20 C20H42 CH3(CH2)18CH3 s eicosane eicosyl

: ׃ ׃ ׃-  ׃ ׃ 

30 C30H62 CH3(CH2)28CH3 s triacontane triacontyl

: ׃ ׃ ׃-  ׃ ׃ 

butyl

pentyl

hexyl

heptyl

Radical 
name

methyl

ethyl

propyl

g

g

g

g4

3

2

C5H125

C6H14

C7H167

6

CH3CH2CH2CH3

CH3CH2CH3

CH3CH3C2H6

C3H8

C4H10

pentane

hexane

heptaneCH3(CH2)5CH3

CH3(CH2)4CH3

CH3(CH2)3CH3 l

l

l

methane

ethane

propane

butane

1 CH4 CH4

Carbon 
atoms

Formula
Structural formulaName

CH4

 

▼——————————————— 

Verify the CnH2n+2 formulae for methane, butane, nonane, and pentadecane. 

Methane has the formula CH4: n = 1 and 2·1 + 2 = 4  
H

H

H
H

 

Butane has the formula C4H10: n = 4 and 2·4 + 2 = 10 

H H

H

H H H H

HH

H
 

EXAMPLE 4.58 
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Nonane has the formula C9H20: n = 9 and 2·9 + 2 = 20 

H H

H

H H H H H H H H

H

HHHHHHHH

 

Pentadecane is not listed in table 4.57, but has 15 carbon atoms: n = 15 and 2·15 + 2 = 32. 
The formula is C15H32. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the formula of octaeicosane. 

Answer: see page 233. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the name of the entity with the chemical formula C14H30. 

Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

Nomenclature 
I expect that you have experience naming organic entities with one functional group in your 
previous chemistry courses. 

Linear alkanes provide the root names for more complex entities. Alkyl radicals (identified in 4.57) 
can also attach to the hydrocarbon backbone, giving branched alkanes. A hydrocarbon with the 
same empirical formula but different connectivity will have different physical and chemical 
properties. Functional groups are atoms or groups of atoms on a hydrocarbon backbone that 
have unique chemical properties.  

Given a chemical structure, the chemical name can be derived using the following procedure.* 

1. Identify the parent hydrocarbon chain† — the longest chain of carbon atoms containing 
the highest precedence functional group. 

◦ If the entity contains either an alkene or alkyne, the parent chain is the longest 
hydrocarbon chain that includes the alkene or alkyne. 

2. Identify the substituents (functional group(s) and side hydrocarbon chain(s)) attached to the parent 
chain. Identify the substituent with the highest precedence (see table 4.68). 

◦ Side alkyl chains are never precedent. If an entity is only a branched hydrocarbon, 
the parent chain has the highest precedence. 

3. Number the carbon atoms of the parent chain so that the substituent with the highest 
precedence is on the carbon atom with the lowest number. 

                                                 
* These are simplified rules — the IUPAC blue book (IUPAC Nomenclature of Organic Chemistry) contains over 

200 pages on organic nomenclature rules, and new rules are being developed to name the ever-more-complex 
entities being discovered and synthesized. Future courses will build on the rules introduced in this text. 

† Sometimes called the main or root hydrocarbon chain. 

EXERCISE 4.59 

EXERCISE 4.60 
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4. The numerical position of each substituent in the parent chain is its locant. The locant is 
written before the substituent’s prefix or suffix. 

◦ If there is more than one of the same substituent, report the number of substitutents 
using a prefix: di, tri, tetra, etc. 

◦ If the substituent can only exist at the end of the parent chain, it does not need to be 
numbered. 

5. Write the non-precedent substituents in alphabetical order (ignore any di, tri, … , prefix when 

ordering) before the parent chain, then the parent chain, then the precedent substituent.  

   
for each non-precedent subsituent, for the precedent subsituent
written in alphabetical order

locant- multiplier prefix main chain locant- multiplier suffix   

◦ When punctuating the name, 

· commas are used to separate numbers 

· hyphens are used between a number and word 

· brackets are used to contain complex substituents 

Table 4.68 lists several common functional groups.  

• If an entity contains two different entities with the same precedence, the earliest 
alphabetically has the highest precedence.  

◦ For example, if an entity contains both ester and amide functional groups (both 
precedence 2), the amide takes precedence. 

• ‘R’ is used to represent an unspecified organic radical. 

• With the exception of alkene and alkyne functional groups, all functional groups contain 
one or more heteroatoms —atoms that are not carbon or hydrogen. These heteroatoms give 
the functional group unique chemical reactivity. 

Examples and exercises 4.61 to 4.66 focus on naming branched alkanes. 

▼——————————————— 

Name the following branched hydrocarbons. 

a)   c) CH3CH2CH(CH2CH3)CH2CH3 

b)   d)  

 

EXAMPLE 4.61 
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a)  

 The longest chain contains eight carbon atoms: octane. 

 
 The substituent contains one carbon atom: a methyl group. Since the substituent is a 

hydrocarbon, the highest precedence is the parent chain. 

 We could number the carbon atoms starting from either the right or the left side of 
the chain. Starting from the left, the branch is on carbon-3; starting from the right, 
the branch is on carbon-6. The locant is three: 3-methyl 

1
2

5
6

7
8

3
4

   

6
35 17

248

 
 The complete name is 3-methyloctane. 

 

b)  

 This is cyclic hydrocarbon with a branched chain. The ring has more carbons than 
the chain, so it is the parent chain: cyclopentane. 

 
 The substituent contains two carbon atom: an ethyl group. Since the substituent is a 

hydrocarbon, the highest precedence is the parent chain. 

 The ring is number to give the branch the lowest number. The locant is one: 1-ethyl 

1

23

4

5 1
2

   
 The complete name is 1-ethylcyclopentane, but since there is no ambiguity and the 

‘1’ may be omitted, leaving ethylcyclopentane. 
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c) CH3CH2CH(CH3)CH2CH3 

 A common strategy is to draw the 2D structure and then name the structure. The 
brackets contain an ethyl substituent, leaving five carbon atoms in the parent chain. 

 
Off the third carbon is the ethyl substituent, giving 

 
 The longest chain contains five carbon atoms, pentane. 

 
 The substituent contains one carbon atom, a methyl group. Since the substituent is a 

hydrocarbon, the highest precedence is the parent chain. 

 The substituent is equidistant from both ends. The locant is three: 3-methyl 

   
 The complete name is 3-methylpentane.  

 

d)  

 There are three possible parent chains, each with eight carbon atoms. Parent chains 
are chosen to give the simplest — least branched — side chains. The left example 
leaves a complex branch at the 3 position. The remaining two are equivalent. 
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 The substituents include two methyl groups and two ethyl groups. Since the 
substituents are all hydrocarbons, the highest precedence is the parent chain. 

134

5

6

7

8

2

 
 The parent chain is numbered to give the branches the lowest numbers. The methyl 

locants are at two and five; the ethyl locants are at three and four. 

 The complete name is 3,4-diethyl-2,5-dimethyloctane.  

▼——————————————— 

Name the following entities. 

a)  c) (CH3)3CCH2CH(CH2CH3)CH2CH3   

b)  d) 

 
Answer: see page 233. 

▼——————————————— 

Confirm that the condensed formula of 4.58 d) is CH3CH(CH3)CH(CH2CH3)- 
CH(CH2CH3)CH(CH3)CH2CH2CH3 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the condensed formula of 4.62 a) and d). 

Answer: see page 233. 

▼——————————————— 

Draw the line bond structures of  

a) 3,3-dimethylheptane 

 The parent chain is heptane. It is numbered from one end (either end is fine). 

2 5431 76
 

 The substitutents are two methyl groups on the number three carbon in heptane.  

 

EXERCISE 4.62 

EXERCISE 4.63 

EXERCISE 4.64 

EXAMPLE 4.65 
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b) ethylcyclopentane 

 The parent chain is cyclopentane. Since there is only one substituent, it doesn’t 
matter which carbon is selected. 

 
 The substitutents is an ethyl group.  

 

▼——————————————— 

Draw the line bond structures of  

a) 4-ethylnonane 

b) 3-ethyl-2-methyloctane 

Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

Several alkyl chains have historical names that are still in use.  

 

R

n-propyl  

R

n-butyl  

R

sec-butyl  

 

R

isopropyl  

R

isobutyl  

R

t-butyl  
Figure 4.67 Historical names of some common alkyl chains. R is where the alkyl chain bonds to the parent 

chain. n stands for normal, sec for secondary, and t or tert for tertiary.  

Isopropanol is sold in drug stores as a cleanser and disinfectant. 

Methyl t-butyl ether (MTBE) is an oxygenating gasoline additive. 

 

EXERCISE 4.66 

OH O
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Table 4.68 Several common organic functional groups.  
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Fossil fuels 

Fossil fuels, formed during as biomass degradation products and collected in natural 
underground reservoirs, are primarily hydrocarbons. Degradation produces two primary 
products: methane and oils.  

 

??? Biological degradation to methane 

 

??? degradation to oils 

 

Refineries convert the high molecular mass oil into lower molecular mass hydrocarbons and then 
separate the products. The result is a range of hydrocarbon fuels with varying uses. 

Range Name Uses
CH4 natural gas automobile fuel, heating fuel

C3H8 propane automobile fuel, heating fuel

C4H10 butane handheld lighters

C5 – C7 naphtha aviation fuel, camping fuel

C5 – C12 gasoline automobile fuel

C10 – C15 kerosene aviation fuel, camping fuel

C10 – C22 diesel fuel automobile fuel, heating fuel

C16 – C20 lubricants oil

C20+ solids paraffin, asphalt, candle

C100+ polymers polypropylene, polyethylene   

Hydrocarbon composition of selected fuels

0

10

20

30

0 5 10 15 20 25

Number of Carbon atoms

P
er

ce
n

t 
C

om
p

os
it

io
n

  gasoline

  #2 diesel

  JP-8 jet fuel

 

Diesel fuel and lubricants contain heavy hydrocarbons that, according to table 4.57, are solids. 
These solids are dissolved in the lighter liquid hydrocarbons. 

▼——————————————— 

Use additional resources to learn why jet fuel is primarily composed of 
hydrocarbons with an even number of carbon atoms.  

Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 4.69 
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▼——————————————— 

Name the following entities. 

a) 

HN
NH

H

H   c) OH

O

OH

 

b) 

OH

  d) OH

I

 

 

a) 

HN
NH

H

H  

 The only chain contains six carbon atoms: hexane. 

HN
NH

H

H  
 The substituents are two amine groups, which are precedent. 

HN
NH

H

H  
 Since the substituents are identical, they have equal priority. The parent chain can be 

numbered from either direction. 

HN
NH

H

H

3 4 5 621

 
This puts the amine groups at locants one and six. 

 The complete name is hexane-1,6-diamine.  

 

EXAMPLE 4.70 
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b) 

OH

 

 The longest chain contains five carbon atoms: pentane. (There are two equivalent 

selections for the parent chain.) 
OH

 
 The substituents are two methyl groups and an alcohol group. The alcohol is 

precedent. 
OH

 
 The parent chain is numbered to give the alcohol group the lowest number. 

4

OH

1235

 
The methyl locants are at three and five; the alcohol locant is at two. 

 The complete name is 3,4-dimethylpentan-2-ol.  

 

c) OH

O

OH

 

 The longest chain contains three carbon atoms: propane. 

OH

O

OH

 
 The substituents are an alcohol and a carboxylic acid. The acid is precedent. 

OH

O

OH
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 The parent chain is numbered to give the alcohol group the lowest number. 

OH

O

OH
2 13

 
The alcohol locant is two; the carboxylic acid locant is one, but is not required 
because the acid is a terminal functional group. 

 The complete name is 2-hydroxypropanoic acid. (Also known as lactic acid.) 

2-hydroxypropanoic acid (lactic acid) is produced in the muscles as a by-product of 
anaerobic exercise; it is the precursor to polylactate, a biodegradable polymer; it is 
one of a class of entities known as alpha-hydroxy acids and used in moisturizers. 

 

d) OH

I

 

 The longest chain contains six carbon atoms and a double bond: hexene. 

OH

I

 
 The substituents are an iodo, two methyl, and an alcohol. The alcohol is precedent.  

OH

I

 
 The parent chain is numbered to give the alcohol group the lowest number. 

OH

I

6 5 4 3 2 1

 
The iodo locant is five; the methyl locants are both three; the alcohol locant is two; 
and the alkene locant is five. 

 The non-precedent substituents are listed in alphabetical order, except for the alkene, 
whose name is also incorporated into the parent chain name. The complete name is 
5-iodo-3,3-dimethyl-hex-5-en-2-ol. 
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the condensed formula of 4.70 a) to c).  

Answer: see page 233. 

▼——————————————— 

Name the following entities. (Remember to use the priorities in table 4.68. 

a)   c) 

NH2

O

OH  

b) 

O

H   d) 
I

Br

O

Cl
 

Answer: see page 233. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the IUPAC names of isopropanol and methyl t-butyl ether. 

methyl t-butyl ether

OH

isopropanol

O

 
Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

RESOURCE For practice with organic nomenclature, visit www.nomenclature101.com  

 

“Natural and artificial flavours” 

These words are listed on most storee-bought foods. Natural flavours are in the ingredients used 
to prepare the food (apples, coffee, meat, etc.). But what are the artificial flavours? They are 
organic entities. Many are small enough to vaporize, be inhaled, and stimulate the olfactory 
system (sense of smell). The Good Scents Company <http://www.TheGoodScentsCompany.com> 
has an excellent website listing thousands of chemicals used as flavorants and fragrances for 
everything from food to perfume. The chemical names, formulae, and properties are given for 
most entities. 

EXERCISE 4.71 

EXERCISE 4.72 

EXERCISE 4.73 
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Complex organic entities 

With increasingly complex structures, IUPAC has named common building blocks to simplify 
naming the overall entity.  

benzene —— naphthalene ——

O

O

dioxane  

 

O

furan ——

N

piperidine——

N

pyridine  

Figure 4.74 Selected building blocks in organic chemistry.  

Steroids, naturally! 

<not developed> 

 

4.6 Organic isomers 

Organic entities regularly contain ten to hundreds of atoms. As the number of atoms in a 
molecule increases, more than one possible structure becomes possible. The term isomer refers 
to molecular entities that have the same molecular formula but different atomic arrangements 
and different chemical properties.  

• Constitutional isomers (structural isomers) have different atomic connectivity. 

• Stereoisomers have the same connectivity, but different spatial arrangement of atoms.  

• Enantiomers are stereoisomers with non-superimposable mirror images. Enantiomers have 
identical physical properties and identical reactivity in ordinary chemical reactions, but 
differences arise in the reactivity with light and with chiral entities. (Chirality is introduced on 
page 218.) 

H

H H

R

steroid framework
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• Diastereomers are stereoisomers that are not enantiomers. Diastereomers have different 
physical properties and different reactivity. The broad class of diastereomers can be 
subdivided in to several categories. 

◦ Chiral diastereomers (often just called diastereomers) are stereoisomers with chiral 
stereocenters, but that are not mirror images.  

◦ Cis-trans isomers are stereoisomers with different spatial arrangements relative to a 
plane within the entity. The plane is created by a double bond or ring. 

◦ Conformational isomers (conformers) are stereoisomers that differ relative to 
rotation around a single bond. 

In the examples that follow, the boiling point is given as one example of the physical properties 
that vary between isomers. Only for enantiomers are the physical properties identical. 

Isomer

stereoisomer

diastereomer

O H

H H
OC C

C
C

H

H H H H
HH

HH

constitutional isomer

CH3

CHO

H

OHH

HO

CH3

CHO

OH

OHH

H

chiral diastereomerenantiomer

CH3

CHO

OH

OHH

H

CH3

CHO

H

HHO

HO

mirror

C C

ClCl

H H

C C

HCl

H Cl

cis-trans isomer

C

H

H
C

H

H
C

H H

H

H

HH

C

H H

conformational isomer

 
Figure 4.75 Classification of isomers, with examples. 

Constitutional isomers 

These isomers have the same molecular formula, but the atoms have a different connectivity.  

  ——  — —  

Figure 4.76 Constitutional isomers with the molecular formula C5H12. 
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—— ——  

Figure 4.77 Constitutional isomers with the molecular formula C2H6O. 

The difference in the functional groups account for the different chemical properties. The 
hydroxyl functional group allows ethanol to hydrogen bond, giving it a significantly higher 
boiling point. Alcohols are also more readily be oxidized, whereas dimethyl ether is relatively 
unreactive. 

1,2-dichlorobenzene 
ortho-dichlorobenzene 

m.p. = -17 °C; b.p. = 180 °C

1,3-dichlorobenzene 
meta-dichlorobenzene 

m.p. = -25 °C; b.p. = 173 °C

1,4-dichlorobenzene 
para-dichlorobenzene
m.p. = 54 °C; b.p. = 174 °C

Cl

Cl

ClCl

Cl

Cl

 
Figure 4.78 Constitutional isomers with the molecular formula C6H4Cl2. The ortho, meta, and para 

nomenclature is an approved alternative when naming substituents on benzene rings. 

While the dichlorobenzene constitutional isomers have boiling points within 8 degrees of each 
other, their melting points are very different: two are liquids at room temperature, one is a solid. 

NIST Chemistry Webbook The US National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) 
maintains a free online database <webbook.nist.gov> that provides detailed 
information on molecular entities: structure, physical properties, spectra, reactivity, 
etc. Searching the Webbook for a chemical formula will return the known 
constitutional isomers. 

There are nine constitutional isomers with the molecular formula C3H6O. Two of these, acetone 
and propen-2-ol, are interesting because they interconvert — formally called tautomerization — 
with acetone being the more stable isomer. This internal rearrangement is not commonly 
observed, but can be used to advantage in organic synthesis (Chapter 

12). In Chapter 19, we learn the relationship between the 
equilibrium constant and the relative stability (energy) of the 
isomers.  

H2C CH3

propen-2-ol

OH

C
H3C CH3

acetone

O

C
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▼——————————————— 

Draw the other seven constitutional isomers with the formula C3H6O. 

Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

Stereoisomers 

It is possible for isomers to have the same connectivity, but differ in the arrangement of atoms in 
3D space. If two entities are identical, they must be superimposable — it must be possible to 
place every atom in one entity in the same position as every atom in the second entity. One test 
to determine if stereoisomers exist is to create the mirror image and determine if it is 
superimposeable on the original. When an entity is not superimposable on its mirror image, there 
must exist one or more atoms that are the stereogenic centers (stereocenter) within the entity. 
Enantiomers and diastereomers are two classes of 
stereoisomers.  

Enantiomers exist when an entity is not 
superimposable on its mirror image. Many objects 
in nature are not superimposable on their mirror 
images — the mirror image of your right hand 
looks like your left hand, but your left and right 
hands aren’t superimposable. The key requirement 
for enantiomers is the existence of a chiral 
stereocenter within the entity. 

▼——————————————— 

Which of these items would be superimposable on its mirror image? 

a) screwdriver  c) tea cup 

b) screw  d) coffee mug with writing 

Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

A chiral atom has different groups attached to it. Looking specifically at carbon with four 
groups attached to it: if the groups are different, the carbon atom is a stereocenter; if any two 
groups are the same, the mirror image can be superimposed on the original, making that carbon 
atom and its mirror image identical.* 

                                                 
* The nomenclature for enantiomers entities is purposely not introduced because it requires you to readily 

visualized entities in 3D. You will see it as the R- and S- in named entities below. At this stage in your learning, 
you should be able to identify chiral stereocenters; nomenclature of chiral stereocenters will be introduced in 
future organic chemistry courses. 

EXERCISE 4.79 

EXERCISE 4.80 
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Figure 4.81 (left) A tetrahedral atom with four different substituents. The mirror image is not 

superimposeable on the original. (right) A tetrahedral atom with four substituents, but two are 
identical. Consequently, rotation of the mirror image shows that it is identical to the original. 

Model kits and/or modelling software Many people find it difficult to visualize in 3D 
structures on paper. Chemists routinely use molecular model kits to prepare 3D 
models to aid in visualization. The models allow a person to hold and rotate the 
entity in their hand (good for kinaesthetic learners). Model kits are an excellent first step 
in learning to visualize in 3D. 

 Once you can visualize simple entities in 3D, modelling software exists to assist you 
in visualizing larger entities in 3D. One good modelling programs is Avogadro, 
available from <avogadro.openmolecules.net> 

 I strongly encourage you to use either a model kit or modelling software to assist you 
in visualizing these entities. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine which of the following entities are enantiomers. Identify all 
stereocenters. 

a) C
BrH

H

Cl

bromochloromethane

 (Halon 1011, previously used as a fire extinguisher) 

 Two of the groups attached to the central carbon atom are hydrogen atoms, so that 
carbon atom should not be chiral. To confirm this, we draw the mirror image of 
bromochloromethane. 

C
BrH

H

Cl

Br

Cl

C

H
H

mirror  

EXAMPLE 4.82 
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 Rotation of the mirror image by 180° shows that the mirror image can be 
superimposed on the original entity, confirming that bromochloromethane is not 
chiral. 

Br

Cl

C

H
H

rotate 180°
C

BrH
H

Cl

mirror image rotated mirror  
image

C
BrH

H

Cl

original

 

b)  

 One carbon atom has four different groups attached to itself, so that carbon atom 
should be chiral. To confirm this, we draw the mirror image of butan-2-ol. 

OHH OHH

mirror  
 Rotation of the mirror image by 180° shows that the mirror image cannot be 

superimposed on the original entity — note that the hydroxyl and hydrogen are 
reversed — confirming that butan-2-ol is chiral. (The stereocenter is denoted with an *.) 

OHHOHH
rotate 180°

mirror image rotated mirror  
image

original

HHO
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c) HO

HHO

HH

O

H

2,3-dihydroxypropanal

 (glyceraldehyde; a sugar produced during metabolism) 

 One carbon atom has four different groups attached to the central carbon atom, so 
that carbon atom should be chiral. To confirm this, we draw the mirror image of 
glyceraldehyde. 

HO OH

HHO

HH

O O

HH HH

OHH

mirror  
 Rotation of the mirror image by 180° shows that the mirror image cannot be 

superimposed on the original entity — note that the hydroxyl and hydrogen are 
reversed — confirming that glyceraldehyde is chiral. (The stereocenter is denoted with an 

*.) 

HO

HHO

HH

O

H

OHO

H HH

OHH

HO

OHH

HH

O

H

rotate 180°

mirror image rotated mirror  
image

original

 

▼——————————————— 

Determine which of the following entities are enantiomers. Identify all 
stereocenters. 

a) C C

H

HHHCl

Br

1-bromo-1-chloroethane

  c) 
H2N

O

OH

H H

glycine (an amino acid)

 

b) CH3

H

methylcyclohexane 
(a component of jet fuel)

  d) 
H2N

O

OH

H3C H

alanine (an amino acid)

 

Answer: see page 233. 

EXERCISE 4.83 
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———————————————▲ 

The primary differences between enantiomers are how they interact with light and how they 
react with other enantiomers. Enantiomers are important biologically: almost all amino acids are 
enantiomers. Thus the interaction of proteins (and the body) with enantiomers will differ.  

As illustrated above, enantiomers exist in pairs. They have 

• the same molecular formula 

• the same connectivity 

• identical physical properties, except for their interaction with light 

• the same reactivity, except with other enantiomers 

Carvone is a biological entity with one stereocenter.  

• The enantiomer on the left is produced by the mint-family of plants and is responsible for 
the minty flavour and odour. 

• The enantiomer on the right is produced by the caraway plant (the seeds are used as a spice) and 
is responsible for the unique caraway flavour and odour. 

O

R-carvone 
minty odor and flavour 

H

———— 

O

S-carvone 
caraway odor and flavour  

Figure 4.84 Two enantiomers of carvone.  

Thalidomide: a medical disaster 

The drug thalidomide was prescribed between 1957 and 1961 to pregnant women to prevent 
morning sickness. Thalidomide was synthesized and prescribed as an equal mixture of both 

  

enantiomers (called a racemic mixture). Physicians now know that 
R-thalidomide is responsible for relieving morning sickness and S-
thalidomide inhibits the growth of blood vessels. While slowing the 
growth of new blood vessels isn’t a serious problem for an adult, it is 
devastating to a developing foetus. Many children were born with 
severely underdeveloped arms and legs before the drug was removed 
from the market. Prescribing thalidomide as a single enantiomer 
won’t work: the enantiomers are interconverted in the body. The 
detailed story of thalidomide is a sad but fascinating adventure in 
chemistry, medicine, history, politics, and drug development. 

O

HN

O

O

O

N

R-thalidomide

O

HN

O

O

O

N

S-thalidomide
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In the real world, we use products derived from nature: mint, vanilla, and cinnamon flavouring, 
vitamin C and E, and drugs like Taxol (See question 61.) and penicillin. The ability to synthesize 
these entities in the laboratory in greater quantities than available naturally requires the ability to 
control the chirality during the synthesis or separate out the desired chiral product after synthesis. 

Diastereomers 

A diastereomer is any stereoisomer that is not an enantiomer, which leads to several classes of 
diastereomer. 

Chiral diastereomers are possible when there is more than one chiral atom 
in an entity. 2,3-dihydroxybutanal has two chiral atoms. For simplicity, we 
can draw 2,3-dihydroxybutanal with the carbon chain in a vertical line such 
that the substituent on the left and right are coming towards us. 

O

H

OH

HHO

H
CH3

CHO

H

H OH

OH

CHOH3C

OHHOHH

 
Figure 4.85 Reorientation of 2,3-dihydroxybutanal.  

Using the reoriented image, we can arrange the hydroxyl groups in four possible orientations.  

 

—— ——

CH3

CHO

OH

HHO

H

b.p. = 390 K ——

CH3

CHO

H

OHH

HO

b.p. = 390 K —— 

Figure 4.86 Four stereoisomers of 2,3-dihydroxybutanal.  

But what is the relationship between the stereoisomers? There are two sets of enantiomers 
(mirror images). The others are not mirror images of each other, they are chiral diastereomers, 
or simple diastereomers. 

O

H

OH

HHO

H

2,3-dihydroxybutanal
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Figure 4.87 Relationship between the stereoisomers of 2,3-dihydroxybutanal.  

Enantiomers will have identical physical properties while the diastereomers will have different 
physical properties. The melting point is given in figure 4.86. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine if the following entities are enantiomers or chiral diastereomers. 

a) 

Br

Br ——

Br

Br   c) 

CH3

CHO

H

HO H

OH

——

CHO

CH3

H

HO H

OH

 

b) 

Cl

Br——

Cl

Br   d) ??? 

Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

Cis-trans isomers are diastereomers without stereocenters, but with different spatial 
arrangements relative to a plane within the entity. These isomers occur when the entity has 
restricted rotation due to a double bond or a ring. The prefixes cis and trans come from Latin, 
meaning ‘on the same side’ and ‘across’, respectively.  

EXERCISE 4.88 
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Consider C4H8: there are five constitutional isomers of C4H8. 

   

H2C

CH3

C
CH3

2-methylpropene 
 

 

CH2

CH2H2C

H2C

cyclobutane 

H2C CH2

CH

CH3

methylcyclopropane 
Figure 4.89 Constitutional isomers of C4H8.  

If you make models of these entities, you will discover that there are actually two ways of 
building 2-butene because the double bond prevents rotation around itself (explained in Chapter 6).* 

• In cis-2-butene, the two methyl groups are on the same side of the double bond.  

• In trans-2-butene, the two methyl groups are on the opposite sides of the double bond. 

————

CC

H

H3C H

trans-but-2-ene
m.p. = -106 °C; b.p. = 1 °C

CH3

 

Figure 4.90 Cis-trans isomers of but-2-ene, C4H8.  

Cis and trans-2-butene are not superimposable, making cis-trans isomers another class of 
diastereomers. The prefixes cis and trans are used when the double bond is doubly substituted. 
The nomenclature for tri- and tetra-substituted alkenes is more complex and beyond the scope of 
this text. The concept of cis-trans isomers also exists for cycloalkanes. The ring prevents 
rotation, like the double bond.  

                                                 
* For completeness, a third type of isomer is commonly mentioned with cis and trans: geminal. The geminal isomer 

is actually a configurational isomer, but follows the same logic as cis and trans. 

• cis – functional groups are on different atoms,  
but on the same side of a rigid bond 

• trans – functional groups are on different atoms,  
but on the opposite sides of a rigid bond 

• geminal – functional groups are on the same atom –

Cl

H

C C

H

Cl

1,2-dichloroethane

Cl

H

C C

Cl

H

cis geminal

Cl

Cl

C C

H

H

trans

1,1-dichloroethane  
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H H

CH3H3C

cis-1,2-dimethylcyclopropane
m.p. = -141 °C; b.p. = 36 °C ————

H CH3

HH3C

trans-1,2-dimethylcyclopropane
m.p. = -150 °C; b.p. = 28 °C  

Figure 4.91 Cis-trans isomers of 1,2-dimethylcyclopropane, C5H10, illustrating isomerization on a ring.  

Cis-trans isomerisation also occurs in inorganic chemistry. The entity 
diamminedichloroplatinum, PtCl2(NH3)2, has the substituents in a square-planar arrangement 
around the central platinum atom. (Molecular geometries are explored in Chapter 5.) The cis isomer is 
also called cisplatin, and is used in some cancer chemotherapies. 

Pt
Cl Cl

NH3H3N

cis-diamminedichloroplatinum———— 

Cl

H3N Cl
Pt

NH3

trans-diamminedichloroplatinum 

Figure 4.92 Cis-trans isomers of diamminedichloroplatinum, PtCl2(NH3)2. 

▼——————————————— 

Name the following entities. 

a)   b) 

OH

 

c) 

OH

  d) ??? 

Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

To this point, we have assumed that there is free rotation about single bonds. Conformational 
isomers are diastereomers that exist because of the rotation around single bonds. Considering the 
rotation about the carbon-carbon bond in ethane: the hydrogen atoms exist in several 
orientations. The two extremes of rotation are eclipsed and staggered. If the orientations were 
frozen, the different spatial arrangements of the atoms cannot be superimposed on each other. 
Since the frozen arrangements are not mirror images, they are conformational diastereomers. 
The staggered configuration is the lowest energy and most stable configuration. In the eclipsed 
configuration, the hydrogen atoms are closer together, making the eclipsed configuration higher 
in energy, as illustrated in 4.94. 

EXERCISE 4.93 
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————  

Figure 4.94 Eclipsed and staggered conformational diastereomers of ethane, C2H6. The diagram on the 
extreme left and right look down the two carbon atoms and more clearly illustrate the 
arrangement of the hydrogem atoms. (They are called Newman projections and illustrated with 
atoms in figure 4.95.) 

At room temperature, there is sufficient energy to permit free rotation about the carbon-carbon 
bond. However, at low temperature,* there is insufficient energy to allow free rotation and the 
conformers are locked in their particular configuration. Increasing the size of the functional 
group generally increases the rotational energy barrier.  
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Figure 4.95 Conformational energy of ethane, C2H6, and 1,2-dichloroethane, C2H4Cl2. The dihedral angle is 
the angle between four points; in the examples above, between H–CC–H and Cl–CC–Cl. 
(Computed using Gaussian 98 at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory.) 

▼——————————————— 

Use figure 4.95 to estimate the energy barrier in  

a) ethane, when the hydrogens are eclipsed 

b) 1,2-dichloroethane, when i) a chlorine eclipses a hydrogen, and ii) when the chlorine atoms 
eclipse each other 

Answer: see page 233. 

———————————————▲ 

                                                 
* The actual temperature depends on the energy barrier. 

EXERCISE 4.96 
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Future courses 

This section introduces you to the different types of isomers and their nomenclature. Future 
organic and inorganic chemistry courses will build on this understanding. 

Summary 

There are four classifications of entities based on the entities 
involved in bonding, illustrated at right. These classifications 
dictate the physical properties of the entities as detailed 
below.  

 

 

melting boiling

molecular 
covalent

non-metals
gas, liquid, 
soft solid

high low low low

network 
covalent

non-metals rigid solid low low high high

ionic
metal & non-
metal

rigid solid high low high high

metallic metals soft solid low high low high

Atom
Physical 

state
Solubility Conductivity

Phase changes

 
 

<not developed> 

 

Chemical bonds characterized by bond length and energy. 

 

 

 

Metallic

Ionic

Network Covalent

Molecular
Covalent
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Exercises 

Classification of multiatomic entities 

1. Identify the following as molecular, 
metallic, ionic, or network covalent. 

a) wedding ring e) graphite 

b) beach sand f) epsom salts 

c) calcite (a mineral) g) vegetable oil 

d) dental amalgam h) gasoline 

2. Melamine is a precursor to melamine 
plastics, commonly used in dishes and 
countertops. Melamine was first 
synthesized in 1834 and found to contain 
carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen in a 1:2:2 
atom ratio. Its molecular mass was 
subsequently determined to be 126 
g/mol. What are the empirical and 
molecular formulae of melamine?  

3. a) Modern gold jewellery is measured in 
carats. 24 carat gold is pure gold. 14 
carat gold is 14/24 gold and 10/24 other 
metals. Using equal amounts, by mass, 
of silver and copper retains the ‘gold’ 
color and make the resulting alloy 
stronger. Assuming that density is 
linear with composition, determine the 
density of 

 i) 10 carat gold 

 ii) 14 carat gold 

 iii) 18 carat gold 

b) White gold is alloyed with palladium. 
Assuming that density is linear with 
composition, determine the density of 

 i) 14 carat gold 

 ii) 18 carat gold 

c) Investigate the validity of the 
assumption that ‘density is linear with 
composition’ for the gold alloys in a) 
and b). 

4. Nordic gold is an alloy developed by the 
Swedish Mint in 1991 and is now used 
for the gold color on many Euro coins. It 

looks like gold, but contains no gold. 
Nordic gold is composed of 89.0 % 
copper, 5.0 % aluminum, 5.0 % zinc, and 
1.0 % tin by mass. 

 

 Assuming that density is linear with 
composition, determine the density of 
nordic gold. 

5. Recall the story about Archimedes’ 
crown: Archimedes realized that the 
density of a complex object could be 
determined by measuring the object’s 
mass and determining its volume by the 
amount of water it displaces. If the crown 
has a density of 14 g/cm3 and is alloyed 
with equal volumes of silver and copper, 
determine the mass percent composition 
of copper, silver, and gold in the crown. 

6. A forger wants to forge gold sovereigns 
(rare historical coins with a high sales value), 
mixing copper with another element to 
obtain the correct density and color. 

a) What other elements can be used? 

b) What other options are available? 

7. Find applications for two of the other 
steels in table 4.7. 

Chemical bond properties 

8. Determine ΔEN for each bond in the 
following entities. 
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a)  b)  

c)  d)  

9. Determine ΔEN for each bond in the 
following entities. 

a)    b)  

c)   d)  

10. — 

11. — 

Oxidation states and Inorganic 
nomenclature 

12. Name the following entities: 

a) Na2CO3  d) KCN 

b) BaSO4  e) PCl3 

c) SrC2O4  f) HNO2 

13. Determine the oxidation state of the 
atoms in the above question. If a 
polyatomic ion is present, indicate the 
oxidation state of the polyatomic ion. 

14. Give the chemical formula of the 
following entities: 

a) zinc(II) iodide 

b) hydrogen nitrite 

c) dihydrogen phosphate ion 

d) butan-2-ol 

e) chromium(III) sulfide 

f) ammonium thiosulfate 

15. Name the following entities: 

a) SrH2   d) CuBrO4 

b) Fe(OCl)2  e) FeSO4·7H2O 

c) CaCl2·4H2O f) Ca(HSO4)2 

16. Determine the oxidation state of the 
atoms in the above question. If a 
polyatomic ion is present, indicate the 
oxidation state of the polyatomic ion. 

17. Give the chemical formula of the 
following entities: 

a) ammonium dichromate 

b) copper(II) sulfate pentahydrate 

c) calcium hydrogen sulfate 

d) potassium iron(III) hexacyanide 

e) manganese(IV) oxide 

f) chlorous acid 

18. Name the following entities: 

a) Na2C2O4  d) H3PO4(aq) 

b) MgNO2  e) BiP 

c) KIO3  f) (NH4)3PO3 

19. Determine the oxidation state of the 
atoms in the above question. If a 
polyatomic ion is present, indicate the 
oxidation state of the polyatomic ion. 

20. Give the chemical formula of the 
following entities: 

a) cobalt(II) nitrate 

b) potassium permanganate 

c) magnesium hypochlorite 

d) iron(III) chromate 

e) cadmium oxalate 

21. Name the following entities: 

a) Al2(C2O4)3 d) HNO3(aq) 

b) RbMnO4  e) S2N3 

c) Ba(HSO3)2 f) Fe(OH)2 

22. Determine the oxidation state of the 
atoms in the above question. If a 
polyatomic ion is present, indicate the 
oxidation state of the polyatomic ion. 

23. Nitrogen forms five oxides, with nitrogen 
having oxidation states +1 to +5. 
Determine the empirical formulae of 
these oxides. 
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24. a) Put the following in order of 
increasing carbon oxidation state. 

 i) HCO2H  iv) H2CO3 

 ii) CH4   v) CH2O 

 iii) CH3OH 

b) What trend can you see regarding 
hydrogen and oxygen and changing 
carbon oxidation state? 

c) Why does carbon not exist in ±3 and 
±1 oxidation states? (You need to have 
completed Chapter 3 to answer this question.) 

25. Potassium hydrogen tartrate, KHC4H4O6, 
is ‘cream of tartar’, commonly used in 
cooking. What is the oxidation state of 
the carbons in tartrate? 

26. Hematite, Fe3O4, is a black mineral 
common in jewellery. Hematite contains 
a mixture of iron(II) and iron(III). 
Determine the number of iron atoms with 
each oxidation state in Fe3O4. 

Organic nomenclature 

27. — 

28. Convert the following condensed 
formulae into line structures 

a) CH3CH2CHClCO2CH3 

b)  

c)  

29. Give the chemical formula of the 
following entities: 

a) tetrafluoroethene (the precursor to teflon) 

b) methyl ethyl ketone (paint thinner) 

c) 1,2-ethanediol (antifreeze) 

d) 4-hydroxybutanoic acid (the acid form of 
gamma-hydroxybutyrate (GHB)) 

e) ethanol (booze) 

f) 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene 

30. — 

31. — 

32. — 

33. Name the following entities 

a)  

b) 

OH O

 

34. — 

35. — 

36. Identify the type of isomerization 
between the entity pairs (constitutional, 
enantiomers, chiral diastereomers, cis-trans, or 
conformational). 

a) 

O

OH — OH

O

 

b) 

CH3

Br

—

CH3

Br

 

c) 

H3C

H

H H

Cl

H —

CH3

H

HH

Cl

H  

d) 

H3C

O

NH2

OHH

—

CH3

O

H2N

H OH

 

e) 
OH OH

 

f) 

H3C
Cl

H H

HH  —

H3C
H

HCl

HH  

37. Identify the type of isomerization 
between the entities. 
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H3C

HO H

HO H

OH

O

HO H

HO H

H

O

HO
CH3

HHO

OHH

HO

O

CH3

OHH

HHO

HO

O

H3C

HO H

H OH

OH

O

c

h

a

bd

e

f

g

 

38. — 

39. — 

40. 2,2,4-trimethylpentane-1,3-diol 
monoisobutyrate is used to bind paint 
pigment. Draw the line structure. 

41. — 

42. Certain new halogenated cyclobutanes 
have been synthesized and found to 
possess utility as inhalation anaesthetics. 
Draw six of the halogenated 
cyclobutanes. 

i) 1,4-dichloro-1,2,2-
 trifluorocyclobutane 

ii) 1-chloro-1,2,2,4-
 tetrafluorocyclobutane 

iii) 1,4-dichloro-1,2,2,4-
 tetrafluorocyclobutane 

iv) 1-chloro-1,2,2,3,3-
 pentafluorocyclobutane 

v) 1,2,2-trifluorocyclobutane 

vi) 1-chloro-2,3,3-trifluorocyclobutane 

vii) 1-chloro-2,4,4-trifluorocyclobutane 

viii) 1-bromo-1,2,2-trifluorocyclobutane 

ix) 1-bromo-2-methyl-1,4,4-
 trifluorocyclobutane 

x) 1-bromo-2-chloro-1,4,4-
 trifluorocyclobutane 

43. — 

44. Skunks are known for their odor, which 
are caused by sulfur-containing 

chemicals. Three different chemicals are 
common to skunks, but the relative 
amounts of each and the minor chemicals 
give each species of skunk a 
characteristic odor (not that you want to learn 
this first hand). 

 Name the following sulfur-containing 
entities. 

a) SH  

b) CH3CHCH2CH2SH

CH3

 

c) 

S

O  

 (Tomato juice does not remove skunk odour; you 
stop smelling the skunk because it has saturated 
your olfactory sensors. To remove skunk odour, 
the sulfur must be oxidized to sulfonic acid, 
RSO3H. This can be done using 3 % hydrogen 
peroxide on people and animals or dilute bleach 
on objects.) 

 Interested persons can learn more reading the 
paper by William Wood in The Chemical 
Educator, 1999, 4, 44. 

45. — 

Organic isomers  

46. — 

47. — 

48. What type of isomers are cis-1,2-
dichloroethene and 1,1-dichloroethene? 

49. Why are there no cis-trans isomers for a 
monosubstituted alkene? 

50. — 

INTEGRATIVE EXERCISES 

51. Explain why nitrate can only act as an 
oxidizing agent while chlorate can act as 
both an oxidizing agent and reducing 
agent. 
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52. Use electronic configurations to explain 
why carbon commonly exists in a +2 and 
+4 oxidation state, but not +1 or +3. 

53. Use electronic configurations to 
determine the oxidation state of the 
atoms in cyanide, CN–. 

54. Use electronic configurations to show 
that the carbonate and phosphate ions are 
likely to be stable. 

55. a) Which of the chlorine oxyanions can 
be proposed to be stable based on their 
electronic configuration?  

b) Use additional resources to figure out 
which chlorine oxoanion is the most 
stable? least stable? 

56. Use your knowledge of stable electronic 
configurations to explain why 
hyposulfite, SO2

2–, doesn’t exist. 

57. A dentist prepares 1.2 g of dental 
amalgam with a 50:50 metal:mercury 

ratio. If 5.0 % of the mercury leaks into 
the person’s 82 kg body, determine the 
mercury concentration in ppm by mass. 

58. — 

59. The structure of menthol is given below. 

—

OH

HO

 

60. — 

61. Explore the history of the drug Taxol and 
its relationship to the Pacific Yew tree. 
How does this relate to the interest of 
chemists to be able to synthesize drugs in 
the laboratory? 

62. — 

 

Answers to in-text exercises 
4.10 Yes, fractional bond orders are possible. 

 Chapter 5 gives examples of numerous 
fractional bond orders, including 1.5, 1.33, and 
1.67. 

4.14 Use any series that has two atoms singly, 
doubly, and triply bonded together. 

4.16 These atoms are all in group 1, thus their bond 
length should increase systematically. You can 
obtain an estimate using the data on the inside 
front cover: dLi = 264 pm, dNa = 308 pm, 
dK = 392 pm, and dRb = 422 pm. 

4.20 NaCl, MgCl2, Na2O, MgO 

4.22 CaF2: E = 1162 kJ/mol; CaBr2: E = 920 kJ/mol; 
CaO: E = 2335 kJ/mol 

4.32 NaCl: d = 187 pm; H2O: d = 40.4 pm 

4.34 
+2  –2 

CO , 
+4  –2    

2CO , 
+4  –2        

2
3CO  , 

+1    –1   

2 2H O , 
0 

2F , 
–1   +2

2F O , 
+2  –2 

NO , 
+4  –2    

2NO , 
–3  +1      

4NH  , 
+1    –1  

BrCl , 
+5  –1     

5ICl , 
+1     0  –2   

2H CO , 
+2  –3     

CN , 
+2   –1    

2CaH , 
–1  0  +1 

FOH  

4.37 hypobromite bromite, bromate, perbromate  

4.38 NH4
+: compare with CH4; O2

2+: compare with 
N2. 

4.41 a) hydrogen iodide; b) iron(II) sulfate; c) 
aluminum trichloride; d) tin(II) oxide 

4.42 a) MnO2; b) P2O5; c) Cu(OH)2; d) BN 

4.46 
+1   –2   

ClO  , 
+3   –2      

2ClO  , 
+5   –2      

3ClO  , 
+7   –2      

4ClO  , 
+3  –2     

2NO  , 
+5  –2     

3NO  , 
+4  –2         

2
3SO  , 

+6  –2         
2

4SO  , 
+3  –2         

3
3PO  , 

+5  –2         
3

4PO  , 
+4  –2         

2
3CO   

4.47 Cl: [Ne] 3s2 3p5 → Cl5+: [Ne] 3s2 3p0, the 
valence subshell is empty with Cl5+ 

4.50 Hydrogen phosphate: H3PO4; hydrogen 
phosphate ion: HPO4

3–. 

4.51 The rules suggest a formula of NaClO; bonding 
suggests a formula of NaOCl. 

4.52 a) 
+1   –2   

ClO   

4.54 a) OH  

a) Identify the chiral
atoms in menthol. 

b) Draw the eight
stereoisomers of
menthol. 
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 b) 

O F O

O
OH

S

 

4.56  

4.59 C28H58 

4.60 tetradecane 

4.62 a) 3-ethyl heptane; b) 1-methyl cyclohexane; c) 
3-ethyl-5,5-dimethylhexane; d) 4-ethyl-3,3-
dimethylnonane 

4.64 a) CH3CH2CH2CH(CH2CH3)CH2CH2CH3 

 d) CH3CH2C(CH3)2CH(CH2CH3)(CH2)3CH3 

4.66 a)  

 b)  

4.69 The energy density is greater. Hydrocarbons 
with an even number of carbon atoms have 
higher density and higher combustion enthapy. 

4.73 propan-2-ol; ethoxy-2,2-dimethylpropane 

4.71 ??? 

4.72 a) trans-non-2-yn-6-ene; b) 4-hydroxyhexanal; 
2-aminopentanoic acid; d) 3-bromo-2 chloro-4-
iodocyclohexane 

4.79 
OH

—
OH

— O   

 

O

H — OH —
O

—
O

 

4.80 superimposable: screwdriver, teacup  

4.83 

C C

H

HHHCl

Br

—

H2N

O

OH

H3C H

 

4.88 a) diastereomer; b) enantiomer; c) identical; d) 
??? 

4.93 a) trans-hex-2-ene; b) cis-hex-3-en-1-ol; c) 
cyclohex-2-en-1-ol (cis is not required since trans is 

impossible in the ring); d) ??? 

4.96 a) 11.3 kJ/mol; b) 18.7 kJ/mol, 37.9 kJ/mol 
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Chapter 5. Classical Bonding: the Electron Domain Model 

Why do atoms form chemical bonds? 

Chapter 2 (Atomic Theory) shows that atoms can ionize to achieve a noble gas electronic 
configuration. 

Chapter 3 (Quantum Theory) explains that this is because the noble gases have a closed shell 
electronic configuration, which is energetically more stable. 

 
Energy is the key consideration to explain why entities ionize, form bonds, and react: the 
energy of the products is lower than the energy of the reactants. Specific to bonding: the 
energy of the bound entity is lower than the energy of the individual fragments. 

In this chapter, we focus on a bonding model that predicts stable bonding arrangements based on 
two criteria: 

• the minimization of formal charge 

• the attainment of a closed valence shell 

While this method satisfactorily explains most chemical bonding, it is limited. Direct 
consideration of the energy involved in bonding, which is done in Chapter 6, allows for a greater 
understanding of chemistry. 

5.1 Historical bonding models 

The first successful bonding model was developed by Gilbert Lewis between 1916 and 1923. 
The Lewis model predicts the arrangement of atoms and the bonding between them. The Lewis 
model is classical. It assumes electrons are discrete entities and only provides information on the 
connectivity between atoms. 

Augmenting the Lewis model is the valence shell electron-pair repulsion (VSEPR) model. The 
VSEPR model predicts the three-dimensional arrangement of atoms by projecting the electrons 
of the Lewis model into three-dimensional space. 

Since their original proposal, many refinements have been made to both the Lewis and VSEPR 
models. However, adoption of these refinements varies, which has resulted in many different 
versions of the ‘Lewis model’ and confusion amongst instructors and students. To avoid 
confusion, this text presents a unified model that wholly encompasses the Lewis and VSEPR 
models: the electron domain model. 
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Summarizing bonding taught in high school 

In high school, you may have 
learnt to put a box around 
each element and that up to 
two electrons may be put on 
each side of the box. You 
learnt to put electrons onto each side of the box singly and then paired. This process was 
rationalized by the observation that electrons, being negatively charged, prefer to be as far from 
each other as possible. Hydrogen and helium were exceptions, having a maximum of two 
electrons on one side only. These electrons represent the valence electrons of these atoms: the 
electrons involved in bonding. 

Atoms can fill or empty the boxes through ionization: N3–, O2–, 
F–, He, all have the same filled electron shell (they are 

isoelectronic with neon). Na+, Mg2+, Al3+ lose their valence 
electrons to empty their valence shell and are also isoelectronic 
with neon. (See section 3.8 for a quantum mechanical explanation.) 

Alternatively, the boxes can fill or empty by bonding. By sharing the electrons in NH3, each 
atom obtains a filled valence shell. The bonding electrons are shared between the atoms they are 
bonded to and can be counted twice, each covalently bonded atom has the preferred number of 
electrons: two for hydrogen and eight for 
nitrogen. By transferring the electrons 
from magnesium to fluorine in MgF2, each 
atom obtains a filled or empty valence 
shell. This difference — through the 
sharing or transferring of electrons — 
represents covalent and ionic bonding, 
respectively. In O2, sharing four electrons (a 

double bond) gives each atom a filled valence 
shell. In ionic magnesium fluoride, fluorine 
has eight electrons and magnesium has 
emptied its valence shell. 

If you have completed Chapter 3, you will see numerous similarities to the information in this 
example. Chapter 3 rationalizes some of the procedures herein. For example, we know that 
orbitals fill with electrons singly before pairing and that two electrons occupy an orbital, which 
explains why the boxes’ sides fill as they do.  

This chapter formalizes and expands upon these concepts. 

H He

Li Be B C N O F Ne

N3– O2– F– Ne

Na+ Mg2+ Al3+

F– F–Mg2+ F– F–Mg2+

OOO O

HH

H

N HH

H

N
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5.2 The electron domain model 

The electron domain model (EDM) proposes that a chemical bond involves the sharing of 
electrons between atoms. Atoms minimize their formal charge using the shared (bonding) and 
unshared (non-bonding) electrons. The source of the electrons is irrelevant, but there are three 
distinct ways in which chemical bonds can form. 

• Common covalent bonding involves each atom 
donating one electron to the bond. 

• Another form of covalent bonding involves one 
atom donating both electrons to the molecular 
bond (sometimes called a coordination bond). 

• Ionic bonding involves oppositely charged entities 
coming together because of electrostatic attraction.* 

Terminology 

Electron domains are the groups of bonding or non-bonding electrons around a given atom. 
Each domain contains between one and eight electrons, with two, four, and six electrons being 
most common. Electron domains can be bonding or non-bonding: 

Bonding domains form bonds between two or more atoms. 

Non-bonding domains reside on a single atom. 

Because they contain negatively charged electrons, electron domains repel each other. This 
repulsion is the basis for the three-dimensional structure of molecular entities. 

Bond order (b.o.) refers to the number of electrons in a bonding electron domain. 

bonding electrons
. . # bonds

2

# 
b o    5.1 

Neither the number of bonding electrons, nor the bond order, needs to be an integer quantity. 

                                                 
* Section 4.2 shows that ionic bonding has more covalent character than people realize. While it is convenient to 

consider ionic bonding as a complete separation of charge, it is not correct! 

H3C CH3H3C            CH3

H3N BH3H3N            BH3

Na+      +        Cl Na Cl
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Table 5.2 A selection of possible bond orders and the notation used to represent them. All non-integer 
bond orders have a dashed line to represent a partial bond, but the partial bond does not
indicate the actual bond order. 

Order Name Representation

1 0.5

2 1.0 single

2.67 1.33

3 1.5

4 2.0 double

5 2.5

6 3.0 triple

Bonding 
electrons

Bond

 




Localized

Delocalized
 bonding occurs between 

two atoms.

three or more atoms.



   

Most chemical bonds are localized. 

When two or more reasonable structures exist for an entity, the true structure is the weighted 
average of all individual resonance structures and called the resonance hybrid structure. The 
structures that average to the resonance hybrid structure are depicted with . I must 
emphasize that resonance is not an oscillation between structures; when resonance occurs, 
bonding becomes delocalized, and bond order and formal charge become non-integer. 

▼——————————————— 

The resonance structures and resonance hybrid structure of the formate ion are 
given below. 

 
In the formate ion, the double bond and negative charge could equally be on either oxygen atom. 
As the two structures are equivalent, the true structure has a delocalized bond across the O–C–O. 
The C–O bond order is 1.5 and the charge, distributed over both oxygen atoms, becomes –1/2 on 
each oxygen atom. (Section 5.2 details structure prediction.) This average is observed experimentally: 
the two oxygen atoms in formate are equivalent. 

———————————————▲ 

EXAMPLE 5.3 
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Radicals are entities with one or more domains containing a single electron. The unpaired 
electron(s) make radicals very reactive. Molecular entities with an odd number of electrons will 
be radicals, but entities with an even number of electrons can be radicals as well. 

Radicals in society …  

 Not the fanatic roaming the streets or extremist politician or your chemistry instructor,  

 but chemical radicals. 

The reactive nature of radicals makes them essential for life, and the prime cause of death. The 
most common radical we encounter is oxygen, O2, in the air we breathe. It is the radical nature of 
oxygen that makes it reactive and critical for life, bit its reactive nature also makes it dangerous. 

Oxygen dissolved in our tissues reacts with cellular structures, causing defects. As oxygen is 
critical but dangerous, our bodies have developed mechanisms to correct defects and to remove 
radicals. We ingest and also produce chemicals that react with radicals: they are antioxidants, or 
more scientifically, radical traps. By reacting with the radical, they stop the radical from 
reacting further. The body then safely degrades the radical. Vitamins C and E are two common 
antioxidants. Vitamin C is water-soluble; vitamin E is fat-soluble. 

Antioxidants are also added to food to delay degradation. BHA and BHT are two common 
antioxidants. 

OH

O

OH

BHTBHA

HO

O

vitamin E

O
O

OHHO

HO

OH

vitamin C  
Nitrogen monoxide, NO, is a radical that was believed to be toxic. It is. But nitrogen monoxide is 
also produced by the body for nerve signal propagation, vasodilatation, and during sexual arousal 
(it is implicated in penile and clitoral hardening). (NO was named molecule of the year in 1992.) 

Most of your experience with chemistry has been using water as a solvent. Radicals don’t 
generally form in polar solvents like water. Radicals do form in non-polar environments like 
hydrocarbons, organic solvents, and gaseous mediums (atmosphere). Ozone depletion, detailed on 
page 649, occurs via a radical mechanism. 
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Valence shells* 

The outermost electrons in an atom — the valence electrons — are chemically active. The 
valence electrons exist in valence shells. Stability is achieved when atoms empty or fill their 
valence shell of electrons. Figure 5.4 indicates the number of valence electrons and the preferred 
number of bonds of elements in each group. The number of electrons each valence shell can 
contain depends on the element’s location on the periodic table, and is summarized in table 5.5. 

 
# Bonds 1 2 3 4 3 2 1 0

# Valence 
Electrons

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8/0

1 2

H He
1.008 4.003

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Li Be B C N O F Ne
6.941 9.012 10.81 12.01 14.01 16.00 19.00 20.18

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar
22.99 24.31 26.98 28.09 30.97 32.07 35.45 39.95

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr
39.10 40.08 44.96 47.87 50.94 52.00 54.94 55.85 58.93 58.69 63.55 65.41 69.72 72.64 74.92 78.96 79.90 83.80

37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54

Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe
85.47 87.62 88.91 91.22 92.91 95.94 [97] 101.07 102.91 106.42 107.87 112.41 114.82 118.71 121.76 127.60 126.90 131.29

55 56 57 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86

Cs Ba La Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn
132.91 137.33 138.91 178.49 180.95 183.84 186.21 190.23 192.22 195.08 196.97 200.59 204.38 207.20 208.98 [208] [209] [222]

87 88 89 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118

Fr Ra Ac Rf Db Sg Bh Hs Mt Ds Rg Uub Uut Uuq Uup Uuh Uus Uuo
[222] [223] [226] [261] [262] [266] [264] [277] [268] [281] [272] [285] [285] [289] [288] [289] [291] [293]

58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71

* Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu
140.12 140.91 144.24 [144] 150.36 151.96 157.25 158.93 162.50 164.93 167.26 168.93 173.04 174.97

90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103

** Th Pa U Np Pu Am Cm Bk Cf Es Fm Md No Lr
232.04 231.04 238.03 [237] [244] [243] [247] [247] [251] [252] [257] [258] [259] [262]

d and f-block elements typically form 4 or 6 bonds 
and have oxidation states of +2 or +3.

**

*

 
Figure 5.4 Trend in the number of valence electrons and the preferred number of bonds formed by 

elements on the periodic table. Note that helium moves to beside hydrogen in this table because
it is in the s block, but helium forms zero bonds and has 2/0 valence electrons. 

There are absolute limits on the number of electrons around some elements: 

• period 1 elements may have a maximum of two electrons 

• period 2 elements may have a maximum of eight electrons 

These absolute limits exist because there are no additional orbitals in the shell. Elements in 
period 3 and higher may have up to their maximum occupancy. For example, the 3d subshell is 
empty in period 3 and can accept up to ten electrons, allowing the valence shell to hold up to 
eighteen electrons. 

                                                 
* Chapter 3 introduces the concept of orbital shells and electronic configurations and provides a theoretical 

foundation for the information in this section. However, it is not required to understand this information.  
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Table 5.5 The valence electron occupancy of the elements. The empty orbitals in the valence shell are 
indicated with parenthesis, (). (See section 3.8 for more information on electronic configurations.) 

1 H – He 1s 2

2 Li – Ne 2s 2p up to 8

3 Na – Ar 3s 3p (3d) up to 18

4 K – Kr 3d 4s 4p (4d) up to 18

5 Rb – Xe 4d 5s 5p (5d) up to 18

6 Cs – Rn 4f 5d 6s 6p (6d) (6f) up to 32

7 Fr – … 5f 6d 7s 7p (7d) (7f) up to 32

Period Elements
Valence electronic 

configuration
Occupancy

 

Formal charge 

Formal charge (f.c.) is the hypothetical charge on each atom calculated assuming all bonding 
electrons are shared equally. Formal charge and oxidation state provide complementary 
information on atoms. (Oxidation state was introduced in section 4.3.) 

Formal charge

Oxidation state





 assumes bonding electrons 
are shared equally.

transfer to the most electronegative atom.





 

Both equations in 5.6 are equivalent. 

f.c. = # valence e– – # non-bonding e– – # bonds 

f.c. = # valence e– – # non-bonding e– – 1/2 # bonding electrons 
5.6 

In forming molecular entities, we find that the correct structure minimizes the magnitude of the 
formal charges.* In practice, we also find that 

• the sum of the formal charges equals the charge on the entity 

• if two adjacent atoms have opposite formal charges, they can form a bond (subject to not 
exceeding the maximum number of electrons around the atom) 

                                                 
* Many texts teach an ‘octet rule’ for determining geometries. Only three atoms require eight electrons for stability: 

C, F, and Ne. Every other element forms stable compounds with more or less electrons. Obviously, a rule that 
applies to less than 3 % of the elements is not general. What is general — and used in this textbook — is the 
concept of structure prediction through minimization of formal charge. 
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the formal charges of CO2, H2CO, and NO3
– in the following 

structures. 

  

C OO
 0      0       0

  
C

HH

O

0 0
0

0

    

N

O

OO

0

–1
+1

–1

 
  CO2    H2CO    NO3

– 

 f.c.(C) = 4 – 0 – 4 = 0  f.c.(H) = 1 – 0 – 1 = 0  f.c.(N) = 5 – 0 – 4 = +1 

 f.c.(O) = 6 – 4 – 2 = 0  f.c.(=O) = 6 – 4 – 2 = 0  f.c.(C) = 4 – 0 – 4 = 0 

      f.c.(O) = 6 – 4 – 2 = 0   f.c.(–O) = 6 – 6 – 1 = –1 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the formal charges of H2O, HNO, and SO3 in the following 
structures. Form bonds to reduce the formal charges to zero on all atoms. 

  H
O

H
   H

N O

   

S

O

OO
 

Answer: see page 266. 

———————————————▲ 

In exercise 5.8, observe that the sulfur atom in SO3 had 12 electrons around it. This is fine! 
Sulfur is in group 3 and can have up to 18 electrons in its valence shell. 

EXAMPLE 5.7 

EXERCISE 5.8 
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Representing three-dimensional structure 

Modern computing technology permits the generation of realistic three-dimensional images, but 
an older notation is valuable in hand-written work and when drawing complex entities. To 
indicate three-dimensional structure, use the following notation* 

• a line, , indicates a bond (two electrons) in the plane of the page 

• a solid wedge, , indicates a bond coming out of the plane of the page 

• a dashed wedge, , indicates a bond going into of the plane of the page 

◦ The point on the wedge indicates the point furthest from the reader. 

• a dotted line, , indicates a partial bond 

Carbon-containing structures are ubiquitous in chemistry, they are often condensed by 

• using lines to represent a pair of shared electrons between atoms 

• not explicitly labelling each carbon atom 

◦ Every vertex in the structure represents a carbon atom. 

• not showing hydrogen atoms bonded to carbon 

◦ Each vertex contains a carbon atom and sufficient hydrogen atoms so that the carbon 
atom forms four bonds. 

◦ Hydrogen atoms that affect the stereochemistry are shown (see section 4.6 for details). 

 
ethanol

caffeine

condensed notation— all-atom notation computer model

N O

O

N

N
N

CH3

C

CH3

H3C

H
C

C

C

C

N O

O

N

N

N

H
C

H

H H H

HO

CO H

 
Figure 5.9 A selection of entities showing the condensed notation, all atom notation, and a computer 

modelled image. (Note that in the computer model of caffeine, one hydrogen atom in each of the CH3 fragments is 
eclipsed by carbon.) 

                                                 
* Section Error! Reference source not found. (Error! Reference source not found.) and Chapter 12 (Synthetic 

Chemistry) give additional notation. 
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5.3 Three-dimensional geometries 

We need to consider two things when determining the three-dimensional geometry of an entity: 

• the geometry of all electron domains: the electron domain geometry 

• the geometry of the bonding electron domains: the molecular geometry* 

Table 5.10 lists the electron domain geometries that are pictured in figure 5.11. Table 5.13 then 
explores the molecular geometries for each electron domain geometry. 

Electron domain geometries 

Table 5.10 Electron domain geometries.  

trigonal bipyramidal

4 AL4 109.5° tetrahedral

3 AL3 120.0° trigonal planar

1 AL —— linear

180.0° linear

Electron 
domains

Notation
Expected 
(LAL)

Geometry

2 AL2

A – atom being evaluated; L – electron domain

6 AL6 90.0°, 180.0° octahedral

5 AL5 90.0°, 120.0°

 
 

A A

trigonal 
bipyramidal

tetrahedraltrigonal 
planar

linear

A A A

octahedral

AA

120° 109.5°120° 120°180°

90°

90°

90° 90°

 
Figure 5.11 Stereochemical and computer modelled three-dimensional representations of the electron 

domain geometries. 

                                                 
* When using instruments to look at individual molecules, we discover that we can see nuclei but we can’t see the 

electrons! We infer the presence of non-bonding electrons from the geometry observed from the nuclei. 
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Software Software is available to visualize these 3D structures. Avogadro is free and available 
from <avogadro.openmolecules.net>. To use Avogadro, draw the structure, then 
minimize the energy to obtain the idealized geometry.   

 Note: Avogadro is very powerful; we are using it for a very basic feature. It will take 
some time to figure out how to use Avogadro effectively, but it is worth it! 

The atoms in linear and trigonal planar geometries exist on a two-dimensional plane; tetrahedral 
and higher-order geometries exist in three dimensions. Figure 5.12 shows how the tetrahedral 
and octahedral geometries relate to a cube.  

——— —

x

y

z

 

Figure 5.12 Relationship of tetrahedral and octahedral electron domains to a cube: atoms in a tetrahedral 
geometry are on opposite corners of a cube; atoms in an octahedral geometry are on the faces 
of a cube. The octahedral electron domains also align with the cartesian {x, y, z} axes. 

For all geometries in 5.11, except trigonal bipyramidal, the electron domains are degenerate (they 

have the same energy). The trigonal bipyramidal geometry is unique: it 
contains two types of electron domains. The two domains are 180° 
apart and form axial domains.  The remaining three domains are the 
equatorial domains.  

If the electron domains are not equivalent around an atom — bonded to 
different atoms or containing non-bonding electrons — their nature 
distorts the orientation from the idealized geometries in table 5.10 via 
the following factors: 

• non-bonding domains occupy more space than 
bonding domains because the electrons reside 
solely on a single atom. In the series of 
molecules at right, the HXH decreases as the 
number of non-bonding domains increases. 

• the volume required by a bonding domain increases with 
increasing number of electrons in the domain (double bonds 
require more space than single bonds, etc.) because of the greater 
number of electrons and greater repulsion of other domains. The 
HCH bond angle in H2CO is smaller than the expected 120° 
because the double bond occupies more space. 

H

H
H H

C

HCH = 109.5°

H
H H

N

HNH = 106.7° HOH = 104.5°

O
H H

O

HH
C

HCH = 116.0°

F

FF
B

FBF = 120.0°

axial

equitorial
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• the volume required by a bonding domain around a central atom 
increases with increasing size of the terminal atom(s). The 
HCH in CH3OH is smaller than the expected 109.5° because 
the OH occupies more space than the hydrogen atoms. 

Molecular geometries 

Table 5.13 Molecular geometries for each electron domain geometry. 

electron bonding

1 1 AX —— linear

2 2 AX2 180.0° linear

1 AXE —— linear

3 3 AX3 120.0° trigonal planar

2 AX2E <120° V-shaped; angular

1 AXE2 —— linear

4 4 AX4 109.5° tetrahedral

3 AX3E <109.5° trigonal pyramidal

2 AX2E2 <109.5° V-shaped; angular

1 AXE3 —— linear

Examples*Domains
Notation

Expected 
(XAX)

Geometry

H ?

CO O

N NC O

O ?

Cl ?

B

F

FF
C

H

O

H
116°

C

H

HH
H

N
HH

H
106.7°

O
H H

104.5°

O
O

O
117°

S
O O

119°

 

OH

H
H H

C

H
H H

C

H

HCH = 109.5° HCH = 108.6°
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For example, consider sulfur dioxide, SO2. There are three electron domains surrounding the 
central sulfur: two bonding and one non-bonding domains. The electron domain geometry is 
trigonal planar and the molecular geometry is angular. The non-bonding domain occupies more 
space than the bonding domains, making the OSO angle less than 120.0°.  

Table 5.13 Molecular geometries for each electron domain geometry. 

electron bonding

5 5 AX5 90.0°, 120.0° trigonal bipyramidal

4 AX4E <90°, <120° see-saw

3 AX3E2 <90°, <180° T-shaped

2 AX2E3 180.0° linear

6 6 AX6 90.0°, 180.0° octahedral

5 AX5E <90°, <180° square pyramidal

4 AX4E2 90.0°, 180.0° square planar

A – atom being evaluated; X – bonding domain; E – non-bonding domain

*. In the trigonal bipyramidal and octahedral electron domains, we only show the non-bonding domains that 
    influence the geometry. Bond angles are shown when they deviate from the ideal value.

Domains
Notation

Expected 
(XAX)

Geometry Examples*

P Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

Cl

FF S

F F
101°87°

Cl

F

F F

88°

Cl
Cl Cl

ClPt

BrF
F

F
F

F84°

89°

S

F

F
F

F
F

F

XeF F

 
For example, consider sulfur tetrafluoride, SF4. There are five electron domains (giving a trigonal 

bipyramidal structure) surrounding the central sulfur: four bonding and one non-bonding domains. 
Recall that the trigonal bipyramidal structure has axial and equatorial electron domains. The 
equatorial domains have more available space, so the non-bonding electrons, which occupy more 
space, preferentially exist in equatorial domains. The resultant molecular geometry resembles a 
[childhood] see-saw. The non-bonding domain occupies more space than the bonding domains, 
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making the FSF angle less than 90.0° (between the axial and equatorial domains) and less than 120.0° 
(between the equatorial domains). 

▼——————————————— 

Qualitatively explain why the axial domains have more space than the 
equatorial domains in the trigonal bipyramidal geometry. 

Answer: see page 266. 

———————————————▲ 

5.4 Structure prediction 

This method for predicting structure works for entities containing p-block elements.   
It also works when forming bonds to certain metals (see page 256). 

The procedure for predicting the correct three-dimensional structure of a molecular entity is 
given below. This skill is fundamental to all of chemistry and serves as a starting point for all 
other bonding models. 

Predicting molecular structure 

 Calculate the total number of valence electrons, including charge. 

 The atom with the capability to form the most bonds is the central atom. (There may be more 

than one central atom.)  
◦ If the atoms are in the same group, select the lowest atom as the central atom.  

◦ For oxoanions, the non-oxygen atom is the central atom. 

 Connect all terminal atoms to the central atom(s) with a single bond (dash), containing two 
electrons. 

 Distribute remaining electrons, in pairs, to give all terminal atoms sufficient electrons to 
fill their valence shell (two electrons for s-block elements, eight for p-block elements). 

 Distribute remaining electrons, in pairs, around central atom(s). 

 Determine formal charges for all atoms. If non-zero, form multiple bonds to minimize 
formal charges. Repeat. 

Carbon, oxygen, and fluorine atoms must have eight elctrons.  
The correct structure minimizes the magnitude of the formal charges and distributes the 
formal charges according to the atoms’ electronegativity. 

 If two or more structures are equal in , the true structure is the average: resonance. 

 Project into 3D. 

If resonance occurs, it will be necessary to calculate the average formal charge and average bond 
order. They are calculated as 

EXERCISE 5.14 
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charges
. .

structures
f c  


  (per atom) 5.15 

bonds
. .

structures
b o  


  (per bond) 5.16 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the structure of H2O, H2CO, NO3
–, and ClO3

–. Estimate the bond 
angles. 

H2O  8 valence electrons. 

 From figure 5.4, oxygen can form the most bonds. The hydrogen atoms 
are connected with a single bond. (4 electrons remain.) 

 The terminal hydrogen atoms have two electrons. (4 electrons remain.) 

 The remaining four electrons are distributed around the central oxygen. 

 All formal charges are zero. 

 <Not applicable since all formal charges are zero.> 
 Four domains around the oxygen atom give it a tetrahedral electron 

domain geometry. The V-shaped molecular geometry should have a 
bond angle of less than 109.5° because of the non-bonding electrons. (The 
actual bond angle in water is 104.5°.) 

 

H2CO  12 valence electrons. 

 From figure 5.4, carbon can form the most bonds. The remaining atoms 
are connected with a single bond. (6 electrons remain.) 

 The terminal hydrogen atoms already have two electrons. The terminal 
oxygen atom has two electrons; it is given the remaining six electrons for 
a total of eight. (0 electrons remain.) 

 No electrons remain. 

 Formal charges are zero on hydrogen, +1 on carbon, and –1 on oxygen. 
The adjacent opposite charges on carbon and hydrogen indicate that a 
bond can be formed. This also gives both carbon and oxygen eight 
electrons. 

 <Not applicable since all formal charges are zero.> 

 Three domains around the carbon atom give it a trigonal planar electron 
domain geometry. Since all domains are bonding, the molecular 
geometry is also trigonal planar. The HCH should be less than 120.0° 
because the double bond occupies more space. (The actual HCH is 116.4°; 
the HCO is 121.8°.) 

EXAMPLE 5.17 

O HH  
 

O HH
 

 

 

C

O

H H  

C

O

H H  

C

O

H H
0

–1

+10
 

C

O

H H  
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NO3
–  24 valence electrons. 

 Nitrate is an oxoanion: nitrogen is thus the central atom. Nitrogen being 
the central atom is also consistent with figure 5.4. The oxygen atoms 
are connected with a single bond. (18 electrons remain.) 

 The terminal oxygen atoms have two electrons. Distributing the 
remaining electrons gives each oxygen atom eight. (0 electrons remain.) 

 No electrons remain. 

 Formal charges are +2 on nitrogen and –1 on oxygen. The adjacent 
opposite charges on nitrogen and oxygen indicate that a bond can be 
formed. This also gives both nitrogen and oxygen eight electrons each.  
WAIT! The double bond could have been formed in three equivalent 
locations. Recall that nitrogen can have a maximum of eight electrons. 

NO

O

O
–1 –1+1

NO

O

O

–1

–1+1
NO

O

O

–1

–1 +1

 
 The resonance hybrid structure is the average of the above three, with the 

double bond delocalized over the atoms. The average formal charge is +1 
on nitrogen and -0.667 on oxygen. The average bond order is 1.333. 

 
avg

charges 2 charges 2
. . O 0.667

structures 3 structures 3
f c

 
    


 

avg

bonds 4 bonds 4
. . 1.333

structures 3 structures 3
b o    


 

 Three domains around the nitrogen atom give it a trigonal planar electron 
domain geometry. Since all domains are bonding and identical, the 
molecular geometry is also trigonal planar with a bond angle of exactly 
120°. 

 

ClO3
–  26 valence electrons. 

 Chlorate is an oxoanion: chlorine is thus the central atom. The oxygen 
atoms are connected with a single bond. (20 electrons remain.) 

 The terminal oxygen atoms have two electrons. Distributing the 
remaining electrons gives each oxygen atom eight. (2 electrons remain.)  

 The remaining two electrons are distributed around the central chlorine. 

 Formal charges are +2 on chlorine and –1 on oxygen. The adjacent 
opposite charges on chlorine and oxygen indicate that multiple bonds can 
be formed — chlorine can accommodate more than 8 electrons.  
WAIT! The double bonds could have been formed in three equivalent 
locations and chlorine is nearly as electronegative as oxygen. 
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 The resonance hybrid structure is the average of the above four, with the 
double bond delocalized over the atoms. The average formal charge is –
0.25 on each atom. The average bond order is 1.75. 

 
avg

charges 1charges 1
. . all 0.25

structures 4 structures 4
f c

 
    


 

avg

bonds 7 bonds 7
. . 1.75

structures 4 structures 4
b o    


 

 The central chlorine has between three and four electron domains around 
the chlorine atom. Without additional information, we don’t know which 
resonance structure dominates. Assuming they all contribute equally, the 
average electron domain geometry should be between trigonal pyramidal 
and trigonal planar, which is still trigonal pyramidal. Since all domains 
are bonding and identical, the molecular geometry is also trigonal 
pyramidal and should have a bond angle of less than 109.5° because of 
the non-bonding electrons. (The actual bond angle is 108.2°.) 

———————————————▲ 

It is assumed that you are sufficiently skilled to realize that each atom has sufficient electrons to 
fill their valence shell. Non-bonding domains are often omitted from final structures for clarity. 
However, some non-bonding domains are not excluded: 

• non-bonding domains that control the three-dimensional structure (like the two electrons on 
chlorine in ClO3

–) 
• partially filled non-bonding domains (radicals) 

• non-bonding domains that give an atom more than eight electrons 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the structure of NH3, NaCN, CO2, and NO2
–. Show any non-zero 

formal charges and estimate the bond angle(s) in each. 

Answer: see page 266. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the structure of CN, SO2, PCl5, N2O, and HClO3. Estimate the 
bond angle(s) in each. 

CN  9 valence electrons. Being an odd number, this must be a radical. 

 From figure 5.4, carbon can form the most bonds. The remaining atom is 
connected with a single bond. (7 electrons remain.) 

 The terminal nitrogen has two electrons; it is given six electrons for a 
total of eight. (1 electron remains.) 

 The remaining electron is distributed to the central carbon. 

 Formal charges are +2 on carbon and –2 on nitrogen. The adjacent 
opposite charges indicate that bonds can be formed. This also gives 
carbon seven electrons and nitrogen eight electrons. 

 <Not applicable since all formal charges are zero.> 

 Two electron domains around carbon have a linear electron domain 
geometry. The molecular geometry stays linear. Note that the non-
bonding domain on carbon contains only one electron. 

 

EXERCISE 5.18 

EXAMPLE 5.19 

C N  

 
C N

 

C N
 

C N
–2+2
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SO2  18 valence electrons. 

 From figure 5.4, both sulfur and oxygen commonly form two bonds. Sulfur, 
being lower in the group, is chosen as the central atom. The remaining 
atoms are connected with a single bond. (14 electrons remain.) 

 The terminal oxygen’s have two electrons; they are given six electrons each 
for a total of eight each. (2 electron remains.) 

 The remaining two electrons are distributed to the central sulfur. 

 Formal charges are +2 on sulfur and –1 on each oxygen. The adjacent 
opposite charges indicate that bonds can be formed. This gives sulfur ten 
electrons — acceptable given that it is in period three. 

 <Not applicable since all formal charges are zero.> 

 Three domains around sulfur give it a trigonal planar electron domain 
geometry. The V-shaped molecular geometry should have a bond angle of 
less than 120.0° because of the non-bonding electrons. (The actual OSO is 
118.3°.) 

 

PCl5  40 valence electrons. 
 From figure 5.4, phosphorus forms the most bonds. The remaining atoms 

are connected with a single bond. (30 electrons remain.) 

 The terminal chlorine atoms are given six electrons each for a total of eight 
each. (0 electrons remain.) 

 No electrons remain. 

 Formal charges are zero on all the atoms. 

 <Not applicable since all formal charges are zero.> 

 Five domains around the phosphorus atom give it a trigonal bipyramidal 
geometry. Since all domains are bonding and identical, the molecular 
geometry is also trigonal bipyramidal with ideal bond angles: the ClPCl is 
120.0° around the equator and 90.0° between the axial and equatorial 
chlorine atoms. (The electrons on chlorine are removed for clarity.) 

 

N2O  16 valence electrons. 

 From figure 5.4, nitrogen forms the most bonds. The remaining atoms are 
connected with a single bond. (12 electrons remain.) 

 The terminal atoms are given six electrons each for a total of eight each. (0 
electrons remain.) 

 No electrons remain. 

 Formal charges are shown. However, nitrogen can only form two additional 
bonds because it can have a maximum of eight electrons. This can happen 
in several ways. 

 The first two structures have the same minimal formal charge. The third has 
higher formal charges and is not reasonable. The charges should be 
distributed according to the atoms’ electronegativity. Oxygen is more 
electronegative than nitrogen, but not by much, so the second structure 
should be a minor contributor to the resonance hybrid structure. 

 The resonance hybrid structure is the average of the first and second struc-
ture. Question 34 explores the fractional contribution from each structure. 

 Two electron domains around nitrogen have a linear electron domain 
geometry. The molecular geometry is also linear since both domains are 
bonding. 

N ON  
 

N ON
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ON N
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HClO3  26 valence electrons. 

 The structure of chlorate is known from the previous example. Hydrogen 
could add to the central chlorine or to an oxygen. In both structures, all the 
bonds are localized and there is net zero formal charge. 

 Which structure is correct? Experimentally, we find that oxoacids have the 
hydrogen attached to oxygen. Thus, the first structure is correct. 

 Four domains around chlorine give it a tetrahedral electron domain 
geometry and trigonal pyramidal molecular geometry. Four domains around 
oxygen give it a tetrahedral electron domain geometry and V-shaped 
molecular geometry. The bond angles around chlorine differ because not all 
oxygen atoms are equivalent but should be around 109.5°. The OHO 
should be less than 109.5° (actually 103.8°). 

———————————————▲ 

In the case of hydrogen chlorate, HClO3, two structures are possible. With an increasing number 
of atoms in a molecular entity, more than one structure becomes possible with zero formal 
charge on all atoms. In some cases, such as hydrogen chlorate, only one structure exists. In other 
cases, more than one stable structure exists, like the seven structural isomers with the molecular 
formula C2H4O2 on page 166.*  

▼——————————————— 

Determine the structure of POCl3, BrF3, HN3, and PtCl4. Show any non-zero 
formal charges and estimate the bond angle(s) in each. 

Answer: see page 266. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the structure of phosphate, PO4
3–. Build on the phosphate structure 

to determine the HPO4
2–, H2PO4

–, and H3PO4 structures. Show any non-zero 
formal charges and estimate the bond angle(s) in each. 

Answer: see page 266. 

———————————————▲ 

Multicenter entities 

Increasing the number of atoms in a molecular entity increases the number of possible isomers. 
Consider the seven structural isomers with the formula C2H4O2 and hundreds with the formula 
C6H12O6. For these entities, the molecular formula does not provide sufficient information to 
produce the three-dimensional geometry of the entity; a structural formula is required. Table 4.68 
illustrates some common structural formulae and their expanded forms. 

                                                 
* The concept of isomers is presented in section 4.6. 

EXERCISE 5.20 

EXERCISE 5.21 
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When building a three-dimensional model for a multicenter entity, you should 

• identify the fragments in the backbone  

• join these fragments together 

• add any terminal atoms, fragments, or electrons not yet accounted for 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the structure of CH3CH2OH. 

 Table 4.68 indicates the structure consists of the fragments: 

~CH3—~CH2~—~OH 

 Connecting these fragments gives 

O HCCH

H H

HH  
 Note that non-bonding electrons are added to give each atom a filled valence shell and zero 

formal charge. (This skill improves with practice!) 

 There are four electron domains around each carbon and oxygen atom, which gives a 
tetrahedral geometry. Projecting into three-dimensions gives 

H
C

H

H H H

HO

C

 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the structure of CH3CH2C(=O)NHOH. 

 Table 4.68 indicates the structure consists of the fragments: 

~CH3—~CH2~—~C(=O)~ —~N~—~OH 

 Connecting these fragments gives 

C C N OC

H

H

H

H

H

O

H

H

 
 Note that non-bonding electrons are added to give each atom a filled valence shell and zero 

formal charge. (This skill improves with practice!) 

 The C(=O) has three electron domains and a trigonal planar geometry. The remaining 
backbone atoms have eight electron domains and a tetrahedral geometry. Projecting into 
three-dimensions gives 

O
C

C C
H

OH

H
H

H H

N

H  

EXAMPLE 5.22 

EXAMPLE 5.23 
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the structure of ???. 

Answer: see page 266. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the structure of 4-ethylhex-5-en-1-ol and identify the chiral 
center(s). 

 The backbone consists of a six member chain (hex) with an alkene on the fifth carbon (5-
en) and an alcohol on the first carbon (1-ol). 

HO

1 3

4

5

62

 
 From the forth carbon is an ethyl group (4-ethyl). 

HO

1 3

4

5

62

 
 Projecting into three-dimensions is challenging as there are numerous carbon and hydrogen 

atoms. Each carbon atom contains sufficient hydrogen atoms to make four bonds. Note that 
carbon 4 has four different substituents and is chiral. Two different enantiomers are 
possible (see section 4.6 for details): 

HO

1 3

4

5

62

H   

HO

1 3

4

5

62

H  

▼——————————————— 

Determine the structure of 4-chlorocyclopent-2-en-1-ol and identify the chiral 
centers. 

Answer: see page 266. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the structure of HN3. 

  16 valence electrons. 

 The empirical formula does not indicate the bonding. From figure 5.4, nitrogen forms the most bonds, 
but there are two possible bonding arrangements. 

N NH

N  H

N N N

 
 Adding electrons and assigning formal charges for each of these gives the following resonance hybrid 

structures. (Recall that nitrogen can have a maximum of eight electrons.) 

EXERCISE 5.24 

EXAMPLE 5.25 

EXERCISE 5.26 

EXAMPLE 5.27 
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 Both structures look reasonable — the EDM is unable to identify the correct structure. Experiment 

and higher levels of theory show that the second structure is correct. This same conclusion can be 
inferred because nitrogen in the first structure does not have a filled valence shell of eight electrons, 
whereas all the nitrogen atoms in the second structure do. 

———————————————▲ 

Metal-containing entities 
An understanding of electronic configurations (Chapter 3) is required to understand the 
information in this subsection. 

The electron domain model works well when the entity in comprised of p-block elements. An 
entity containing both metals and p-block elements will form either a salt or a complex ion. 
Predicting the structure of metal-containing entities is possible under specific circumstances: 

• s-block elements: the electron domain model correctly predicts these 3D structures 

• d-block elements: the electron domain model correctly predicts these 3D structure if the 
metal ion has a d0 or d10 electronic configuration 

• f-block elements: the electron domain model cannot predict these 3D structures 

For s-block elements, these elements exist as cations with s0 electronic configuration. They  form 
ionic bonds, usually with p-block anions. The number of bonds formed is given in figure 5.4. 
After this number of bonds is made, the formal charge will be zero. 

For d-block elements, these elements exist as cations with between zero and ten valence d 
orbitals. If the cation has a d0 electronic configuration (Sc3+, Ti4+, … ), the normal electron 
counting method is used. If the cation has a d10 electronic configuration (Cu+, Zn2+, … ), the d 
electrons are not included in the electron counting or geometry determination.* 

The electron-counting procedure on page 248 becomes difficult to apply when there are many 
atoms. However, the foundation that this procedure provides allows you to apply the principles 
therein to more complex entities. When building a three-dimensional model for a metal-
containing entity, you should 

• use the metal as the central atom(s). 

• consider the metal as a cation and the ligands as neutral or anionic entities 

                                                 
* Predicting the geometry of entities with partially filled d-block and f-block elements is challenging and requires 

quantum mechanics. Section 6.3 introduces ligand field theory, a quantum mechanical model that predicts the 
geometry of transition metal-containing entities and provides an explanation for this bonding. 
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• form at least one bond between the metal and each ligand. Each bonds reduces the adjacent 
charges by one. Bonds occur between the metal and either a lone pair or anionic site on the 
ligand (most ligands form only one bond with the metal) 

• form multiple bonds if it reduces the charges 

More information on the bonding in transition metal complexes is presented in section 6.3. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the structure of CaCl2, TiO2, and Zn(CN)4
2–. 

CaCl2  Calcium is an s-block element with a 2+ charge and a s0 electronic 
configuration. The chloride ligands have a 1– charge. 

 Calcium is the central atom. The chloride ligands are placed around 
calcium and connected with a single bond. The net charge is zero. 

 Charges are 0 on all atoms.  

 Two electron domains around calcium have a linear electron domain 
geometry. The molecular geometry stays linear.  

From figure 5.4, calcium should form two bonds, which it does. 

 
TiO2  Titanium is a d-block element with a 4+ charge and a d0 electronic 

configuration. The oxygen ligands have a 2– charge. 

 Titanium is the central atom. The oxygen ligands are placed around 
titanium and connected with a single bond. The net charge is zero. 

 

 Given the remaining charges, titanium can form another bond with each 
ligand. This reduces the formal charges to zero.  

 Two electron domains around titanium have a linear electron domain 
geometry. The molecular geometry stays linear.  

Extrapolating from from figure 5.4, titanium should and does form four bonds. 

 
Zn(CN)4

2–  Zinc is a d-block element with a 2+ charge and a d10 electronic 
configuration. The cyanide ligands have a 1– charge, with the negative 
charge on the carbon. 

 
 Zinc is the central atom. The cyanide ligands are placed around zinc and 

connected  with a single bond. The net charge is 2–. 

 

 

 

 

 Forming multiple bonds will not reduce the charges. 

 Four electron domains around zinc have a tetrahedral electron domain 
geometry. The molecular geometry stays tetrahedral.  

It is not possible to predict the number of bonds zinc will form from figure 5.4. 

EXAMPLE 5.28 
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the structure of NaCl, TiCl4, and CuCl2
–. 

Answer: see page 266. 

———————————————▲ 

5.5 Symmetry and the dipole moment 

Dipole moment is introduced in section 4.2. 

The dipole moment in carbon 
monoxide, CO, is 0.11 D, yet the 
dipole moment in carbon dioxide, 
CO2, is 0.00 D. Why? Because 
while each bond is polar, the bond 
dipoles are exactly 180 degrees 
apart and cancel each other. 

In entities composed of only one 
element, such as O3, P4, and C60, it 
is evident that there are no polar 
bonds and no net molecular dipole 
moment. Polar bonds exist whenever two dissimilar elements are bonded together. 

However, despite having polar bonds, molecular entities with certain symmetries will not have a 
net dipole moment. Symmetry exists when an entity has an exact matching form when shifted 
around a plane, axis, or point within the entity.* Bond dipoles will exactly cancel if 

• the geometry is one of the primary geometries in table 5.10, or is ‘square planar’ 

◦ linear, trigonal planar, tetrahedral, trigonal bipyramidal, octahedral, square planar 

• the terminal entities are arranged so that identical entities are opposing 

Visualization of the electron density shows both the polarity of bonds and that the electron 
density distribution in symmetric entities cancels. It is easy to see how the bond dipoles in 
carbon dioxide exactly cancel, but it becomes harder with increasingly complex entities. The 
bond dipoles in boron fluoride, BF3, and carbon chloride, CCl4, also exactly cancel.†,‡ If a 
fluorine on boron fluoride were replaced with any other atom, the bond dipoles would not cancel 

                                                 
* A full discussion of symmetry — formally called group theory — is beyond the scope of this text. These 

criteria work for simple entities. Analysis of more complex entities requires a more detailed understanding of 
symmetry and is beyond the scope of this text. 

† ‘Boron fluoride’ and ‘carbon chloride’ are used because there are no other stable entities containing only boron 
and fluorine, or carbon and chlorine. 

‡ This is provable using trigonometry and the bond angles. 

EXERCISE 5.29 

CO (dipole moment) 
 

CO2 (no net dipole moment)  
Figure 5.30  The carbon:oxygen bond is polar, but because the 

dipoles in carbon dioxide are exactly 180° apart, the 
bond dipoles completely cancel and there is no net 
dipole moment. 
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and the entity would have a net dipole moment. This is also true when the chlorine atoms on 
carbon chloride are replaced. 

   
 BF3 HBF2 H2BF H3B  

Figure 5.31 Electron density and net molecular dipole moments in a series of trigonal planar entities. 

CC C se es

    
 CCl4 CHCl3 CH2Cl2 H3CCl CH4  

Figure 5.32 Electron density and net molecular dipole moments in a series of tetrahedral entities. 

▼——————————————— 

Using their structures, predict if the following entities have dipole moments. 

a) SO2  

b) N2O 

 

a) SO2  

 The structure of SO2 was determined in example 5.19 and is given below. 

 
 The electron domain geometry is trigonal planar, but not all the electron domans are 

identical. The molecular geometry is V-shaped. The bond-dipoles do not cancel, so 
SO2 has a dipole moment. 

  
 

EXAMPLE 5.33 
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b) N2O  

 The structure of N2O was determined in example 5.19 and is given below. 

 
 The electron domain geometry is linear, but not all the electron domans are identical. 

The molecular geometry is linear, but the bonds are to different atoms. The bond-
dipoles do not cancel, so N2O has a dipole moment. 

  

▼——————————————— 

Using their structures, predict if the following entities have dipole moments. 

a) XeF2 

b) NO2 

c) NO3
– 

Answer: see page 266. 

▼——————————————— 

There are two geometries of PtI2Cl2. One has a dipole moment and the other 
does not. Determine the structure of each. 

Answer: see page 266. 

———————————————▲ 

Analysis of the electron domain model 

The electron domain model (EDM) is simple, fast, and correctly explains the three-dimensional 
bonding of all organic and most inorganic entities. The EDM works well for main group (s and p 

block) elements, but not well for metals (d and f block). Notably, the electron domain model is 
completely classical, treating electrons as discrete entities. 

The EDM is designed to predict bonding and shape, and correctly predicts charge distributions. 

The EDM is not designed to provide information on 

• bond energies  • chemical reactivity and stability 

• spectroscopy 

• physical properties: colour, state of matter (m.p., b.p.), conductivity, etc. 

The EDM fails to correctly explain 

• why electrons pair  • why O3 and NO2
– are not rings 

• the stability of H2
+ (a 1 e– system)  • why many oxoanions are not peroxides 

• why O2 is a diradical  • the bond order in C2 (predicts 4; actually 2) 

• the bond angles of H2S (92°) and PH3 (93°), which are lower than the expected 109.5° 

EXERCISE 5.34 

EXERCISE 5.35 
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• why non-bonding electrons have different energies 

• the location of non-bonding electrons in resonance structures 

• hindered rotation around multiple bonds (C2H4, flatness of benzene, etc.) 

These deficiencies are, in fact, small compared with the amazing predictive capabilities of the 
electron domain model, as shown by the longevity of the Lewis and VSEPR models. Higher 
level bonding models use EDM structures as the starting point for their calculations. 

Summary 

The electron domain model is a simple model that provides the three-dimensional structures of 
molecular entities. It isn’t perfect, but once we know where it doesn’t work, we can confidently 
apply it to other systems. 

In determining structures, the most important consideration is minimizing the magnitude of the 
formal charges. Period 1 and 2 elements are unique in having a limit of two and eight electrons, 
respectively, and this limit is often reached minimizing the formal charges. Minimum formal 
charges on other elements are usually attained without reaching that atom’s electron limit. 
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Exercises 

The electron domain model 

1. Determine the formal charge on each 
atom in the following entities. 

a) BeH H   e) N N  

b) C N   f) N O  

c) 

SF

F

F
F

F

F
 g) H

O
F  

d) 
Cl

O O   h) 
H

OH
H  

2. Determine the formal charge on each 
atom in the following entities. 

a) O O   e) MgCl Cl  

b) 

C

H

H
H H

  f) 

CH
H

H

Cl
 

c) 
C

O

O O   g) 
S

O

O O  

d) Cl
N

O  h) Cl
O

Cl  
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Structure prediction 

AsX3 CdX2 H3O
+ LiOH NX4

+ SX2

BeX2 CH2X2 HgX2 MgCl2 PbX2 X2

BH3 CH3X HgX4
2– NaNH2 PX3 X2O

BH4
– CHX3 HOCl NH3 SbX3 ZnX2

BX3 CX4 K2O NH4
+ SnX2 ZnX4

2–

CaH2 GaX3 LiF NX3 Sr(OH)2

AsF5 CO3
2– ICl2

– NO PCl6
– SiF6

2–

AsF6
– HC(=O)X ICl4

– NO2 POCl3 SnCl6
2–

BrF3 HCN IF3 NO2
– PO4

3– SO4
2–

BrF4
– HCO2H IF5 NO2

+ Sb(OH)6
– TeF6

BrF4
+ HNO LiCN NOCl SCN– TeX4

BrF5 HO2
– N3

– N2H4 SCO X2CO

ClF3 HONO NCO– OH SeF4 XeF2

ClO2 H2O2 (NH2)2CO PbCl6
2– SF4 XeF4

CO I3
– NH2F2

+ PX5 SF6 XNO

BH3NH3 C2H6 CH5N Ga(CH3)3 HNO3 H2SO4

C2H2 C2H6O ClNO2 HClCCHCl HPO4
2– N2O4

C2H2X2 C3H6O H2C2O4 HCO2
– HSO4

– NSF

C2H3N C4H10 H2CCCCl2 HCO3
– H2CO3 S2O3

2–

C2H4 C2H4Cl2 H2CCCH2 HN3 N2H2 S2O8
2–

C2H4O CH4O H2PO4
– HNO2 H3PO4 XN3

In the above structures, X in the structures represents any halogen (F, Cl, Br, I).

moderate entities

complex entities

simple entities

 

 

3. Determine the molecular structure and 
estimate the bond angles for ten to fifteen 
simple entities above. 

4. Determine the molecular structure and 
estimate the bond angles for ten to fifteen 
moderate entities above. Continue until 
you have developed a rhythm and 
confidence for solving the moderate 
entities. 

5. Determine the molecular structure and 
estimate the bond angles for ten to fifteen 
complex entities above. Continue until 

you understand how the complex entities 
are an extension of the moderate entities. 

6. Carbon suboxide, C3O2, is a stable entity 
with a single structure (not in resonance). 
Determine the structure and estimate the 
bond angles in carbon suboxide. 

7. Circle the entity with the larger bond 
angle. Explain your decision. 

a) SiH4 or PH3 

b) H2O or I2O 

c) OPH3 or OPCl3 (the OP(H/Cl)) 
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8. Of the HBH and HNH 
angles in H3BNH3, which 
angle is expected to be 
larger? Why? 

9. The cyanate ion, NCO–, exists in several 
structural isomers: 

  CNO– CON– NCO– 

 Predict the structure of each isomer and 
which isomer is the most stable. 

10. What are the three plausible structures of 
ClO2

– that are averaged to determine the 
resonance hybrid structure. 

11. The chlorate ion, ClO3
–, and chlorous 

acid, HClO3, are related by one hydron. 
Determine the structure and estimate the 
bond angle in each. (Hint: one entity is in 
resonance.) 

12. Compare the structures of B2H4 and 
C2H4. 

13. Nitrogen dioxide, NO2, is a radical that is 
in equilibrium with the dimer dinitrogen 
tetroxide, N2O4, joined with an N–N 
bond. 

 2 NO2(g)   N2O4(g) 

 Determine the structures of NO2 and 
N2O4. 

14. O3 and SO2 are both comprised of group 
16 elements. Both are v-shaped but O3 
exists in resonance with 1.5 bond orders, 
while SO2 can be drawn without 
resonance. What are the bond orders in 
SO2 and why is it different than O3? 

15. a) Determine the structure of the azide 
ion, N3

–. 

b) Hydrogen azide, HN3, adds a 
hydrogen atom to a terminal nitrogen. 
Determine the structure of HN3. 

c) Comment on the need for resonance in 
a) and b). 

16. Dinitrogen trioxide, N2O3, has an N–N 
bond. Determine the structure of N2O3. 

17. The ion I3
–, Br3

–, and Cl3
– have been 

prepared, however, F3
– has not. 

Rationalize this observations. 

18. Consider the entities AO2 and B2O (where 
A and B are unspecified elements, but not 
oxygen). 

a) What geometries would result in AO2 
or B2O having a dipole moment?  

b) What geometries would result in AO2 
or B2O not having a dipole moment?  

19. Consider the entities AO3 and B2O2 
(where A and B are unspecified elements, but not 
oxygen). 

a) What geometries would result in AO3 
or B2O2 having a dipole moment? 

b) What geometries would result in AO3 
or B2O2 not having a dipole moment? 

20. The ion XeF3
+ has been prepared, but not 

the XeF3
– ion. Explain. 

21. AL7 adopts a pentagonal bipyramidal 
geometry. Draw this geometry. 

22. Cyanic acid, HOCN, and isocyanic acid, 
HNCO, are structural isomers. Determine 
the structures of these entities. 

23. Methyl isocyanate, H3CNCO, is used as a 
precursor to many pesticides. Draw two 
probable structures of methyl isocyanate. 

24. BH3 can be drawn with zero formal 
charges on all atoms. B2H6 is composed 
of two BH3 entities bonded by two 
hydrogen atoms forming a B–H–B 
bridge. Both boron atoms adopt a 
tetrahedral geometry. Determine the two 
resonance structures and the actual 
resonance hybrid structure of B2H6. 

25. At room temperature, carbon subnitride 
(dicyanoacetylene, NCCCCN) is a clear liquid 
composed of carbon and nitrogen. 
Because of its high endothermic heat of 
formation, it can explode to carbon 
powder and nitrogen gas, and it burns in 
oxygen with a bright blue-white flame at 
a temperature of 5260 K, which is the 
hottest flame of any chemical according 

HH

H

B N

H

HH
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to Guinness World Records. Determine 
the structure of carbon subnitride.  

26. Why is SnCl2 stable with six electrons 
around the tin atom? 

27. Identify the error’s made when determing 
the following structures. 

 i)  N N O  

 ii) N O N  

 iii) 

N
N O

 

 iv) 
Cl

H O  

28. Draw the three-dimensional structure of 
three of the following. 

i) ??? 

ii)  

iii)2,2,4-trimethylpentane 

iv)  

29. Certain new halogenated cyclobutanes 
have been synthesized and found to 
possess utility as inhalation anaesthetics. 
Draw the three-dimensional structure of 
these halogenated cyclobutanes. You do 
not need to do them all, but continue until 
you can read the name and visualize the 
3D structure in your mind. 

i) 1,4-dichloro-1,2,2-
trifluorocyclobutane 

ii) 1-chloro-1,2,2,4-
tetrafluorocyclobutane 

iii) 1,4-dichloro-1,2,2,4-
tetrafluorocyclobutane 

iv) 1-chloro-1,2,2,3,3-
pentafluorocyclobutane 

v) 1,2,2-trifluorocyclobutane 

vi) 1-chloro-2,3,3-trifluorocyclobutane 

vii) 1-chloro-2,4,4-trifluorocyclobutane 

viii) 1-bromo-1,2,2-trifluorocyclobutane 

ix) 1-bromo-2-methyl-1,4,4-
trifluorocyclobutane 

x) 1-bromo-2-chloro-1,4,4-
trifluorocyclobutane 

INTEGRATIVE EXERCISES 

30. Ozone, O3, is predicted to be a ring, yet 
the correct structure is bent. Draw each 
and speculate on why ozone does not 
exist as a ring. 

31. The EDM incorrectly predicts nitric acid, 
HNO3, to be a linear entity with zero 
formal charges. 

a) Draw the incorrect structure: ONOOH 

b) Using the nitrate structure on page 
250, correctly draw nitric acid. 

32. Use trigonometry 
to show that the 
polar bonds in a 
symmetric trigo-
nal planar geome-
try exactly cancel. 

 

33. Use trigonometry to show that equivalent 
bond dipoles in a tetrahedral geometry 
sum to zero. 

34. N2O is the resonance hybrid structure 
from the following two structures: 

   

 The contribution from each is not 
equivalent because oxygen and nitrogen 
do not have equivalent electronegativ-
ities. The experimental N–N bond length 
is 118 pm and the N–O bond length is 
124 pm. Use the data in table 4.11 to 
estimate the bond orders. (Assume bond 
length is linearly proportional to bond order.) 

35. a) Draw the EDM structure of the sulfate 
ion. Explicitly show all possible 
resonance structures with minimized 
formal charges. 

b) Determine the average S–O bond 
order from EDM structures the a). 

120°

30°
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c) Estimate the average S–O bond length 
in the sulfate ion from the data in table 
4.11, assuming that bond length 
changes linearly with bond order. 

d) Is the experimental S–O bond length 
of 149 pm consistent with the EDM 
structure? 

36. Two structures for SOCl2 are predicted 
by the EDM: linear ClSOCl and trigonal 
planar ClS(=O)Cl. 

a) Draw each of these structures. 

b) Which is the correct structure? (You 
may need to consult other resources.) 

c) Is this a failure of the EDM? 

 

 

Answers to in-text exercises 
5.8 H2O: all zero 

 
H

N O
0

–1+1

 → 
H

N O

 

 S

O

OO
0

–1

+2
–1  → S

O

OO  
 HNO: all zero; SO3: all zero 

5.14 Surrounding the axial domain are three other 
domains at 90°. Surrounding the equatorial 
domain are two domains at 90° and two 
domains at 120°. 

5.18 
H

H H
N , HNH < 109.5° (actually 106.7°) 

 C NNa , linear 

 O C O , linear 

 
N

O O
–½–½ , ONO < 120.0° (actually 115.4°) 

5.20 P
ClCl

O

Cl

, ClPCl < 109.5° (actually 103.3°) 

 

BrF

F

F , FBrF < 180.0° and < 90.0° (actually 

172.4° and 86.2°) 

 ???,  FXeF = 180.0° 

 

 
PtCl

Cl
Cl
Cl

, ClPtCl = 180.0° 

5.21  

  

  

  

5.26 

OHCl
1

23

4

5

4-chlorocyclopent-2-en-1-ol 

5.29 — —
Cl ClCu –

 

5.34 a)   

 b)   

 c)   

5.35 
Pt

Cl Cl

I I

 
Pt

ICl

I Cl
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Chapter 6. Quantum Mechanical Bonding Theories 

Students should complete Chapter 3 (Quantum Theory) and Chapter 5 (Classical Bonding: the 
Electron Domain Model) prior to beginning Chapter 6. 

The electron domain model introduced in Chapter 5 is classical, treating electrons as discrete 
entities, and giving only qualitative information on the bound complex: connectivity and 
geometry. Quantum mechanical theories treat electrons as waves in orbitals and give quantitative 
information on molecular entities.* 

The electron domain model proposes that chemical bonds form to minimize the formal charge 
and to fill each atom’s valence shell with electrons. More correctly, chemical bonds form 
because the energy of the bound entity is lower than the energy of the individual fragments. We 
will find that the lowest energy configuration exists when orbitals fill with electrons, validating 
the concept of filled valence shells. 

A chemical bond is a careful balance of electron:proton attraction, electron:electron repulsion, 
and proton:proton repulsion. Together, these produce a potential energy surface, which is a 
quantitative representation of bond formation. There are four distinct regions on the surface: 

 separated fragments are 
non-interacting 

 interaction between frag-
ments decreases the energy 
of the bonding entity 

 fragments are bound at the 
optimal interaction distance 
— the energy is a minimum 

 internuclear and core-elec-
tron repulsion increases the 
energy, forcing the 
fragments apart 

 

 

The zero in figure 6.1 is defined as the energy of the non-interacting fragments. 

                                                 
* As you read this chapter, you will find numerous similarities with Chapter 3 (Quantum Theory) and Chapter 5 

(Classical Bonding: the Electron Domain Model). This is because science builds on its foundations! In this case, 
quantum mechanical bonding models build on the foundations laid for atoms and classical bonding. 

Internuclear Distance

E
n

er
gy

 . 





Energy required 
to break bond.

Energy released 
when bond forms.

0

bond length

 
Figure 6.1 Potential energy surface for the formation of a bond 

between two fragments. 
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Figure 6.2 gives sample potential energy surfaces for two series of diatomic entities. The 
potential energy surfaces provide quantitative information on the molecular entities: 

• bond length is the location of the minimum 

• bond energy is the depth of the minimum 

• the surface curvature provides information on the energy levels within the entity 
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Figure 6.2  Sample potential energy surfaces for two series of diatomic entities. Comparison of the bond
lengths and bond energies with the values in tables 4.11 and 4.12 shows that the same 
information is presented in the potential energy surface. 

Research scientists use the quantum mechanical theories presented in this chapter to understand 
and predict the reactivity of chemical systems. Computational chemistry is one area of physical 
chemistry that specializes in using computers to understand chemical processes by preparing and 
analyzing the potential energy surfaces, from thermal and photolytic decomposition of molecular 
entities (ozone depletion and global warming) to drug-receptor binding within living beings. 

Modelling in vivo protein folding 

One of the most complex systems scientists are trying to understand is the process by which 
proteins go from a long chain of amino acids exiting a ribosome to a compact, globular protein 
with a specific biological function (the ‘native’ form). The native form is one of billions of possible 
shapes, and the only one with the correct biological activity. Yet, microseconds after being 
formed, secondary structure (alpha and beta sheets) form. After tens of milliseconds, the protein has 
folded to the native form and begun functioning within the body. 
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protein be modelled, but so must the surrounding aqueous environment and the presence of other 
proteins that guide folding. Scientists model protein folding in one nanosecond (10–9 s) 
increments to understand each step of the process. 

Existing computers are woefully inadequate to solve these systems! That 3.0 GHz computer on 
your desk with one to four gigabytes of RAM can model about a nanosecond per day. To model 
ten microseconds, a single computer would have to operate non-stop for ten thousand days (27 

years)! Alternatively, one million computers would have to operate for fourteen minutes each. 
One of those million computers could be yours! The Folding@Home distributed computing 
project <http://folding.stanford.edu> uses unused time on your computer (when the screensaver is on) 
to calculate how proteins fold in living systems. Tens of thousans of people have donated the idle 
time of their computer to distributed computing projects. 

That is the power of distributed computing: Many of people donating a small amount of time for 
a task that that would be impossible alone. Thanks! 
Protein folding is one distributed computing project; other current projects explore AIDS, cancer, diabetes, multiple 
sclerosis, and potential drugs to treat these and many other diseases. Beyond medicine, distributed computing 
projects explore climate change, analyze data from telescopes to find stars, planets, and asteroids, analyze data from 
particle accelerators, and search for extraterrestrial intelligence (the SETI project), to name a few. 

Improper protein folding leads to Alz-
heimer’s, BSE (mad cow disease), ALS (Lou 

Gehrig’s disease), Huntington’s, Parkinson’s, 
and many cancers. An understanding of pro-
tein folding will allow scientists to better 
understand biological function, better under-
stand the causes of these illnesses, and 
potentially develop treatments and/or cures 
for them. 

The system complexity is astonishing: not 
only must the hundreds of amino acids in the
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6.1 Valence bond theory 

Valence bond theory (VB) proposes that atomic orbitals (AOs) of similar energy on the same 
atom mix to form hybrid orbitals. A bond forms when orbitals (hybridized and unhybridized orbitals) 
on adjacent atoms overlap and fill with electrons.* 

• The amount of hybridization determines the bond angles. 

• The distance with optimum overlap determines the bond length. 

• The amount of overlap determines the bond energy. 

Recall from Chapter 3 that orbitals are nothing more than a set of mathematical equations. The 
‘mixing’ of orbitals is the systematic mathematical manipulation of those equations. 

Hybridization 

Hybridization converts one set of AOs (s, p, d, etc.) into a set of degenerate hybrid atomic 
orbitals. Orbitals close in size and energy hybridize to minimize electron repulsion. (This is the 

same reason why electron domains orientate themselves in the electron domain model!) It should not be 
surprising that hybrid orbitals have the same geometries that we see in the electron domain 
model. 

Hybridization is common between 2s and 2p orbitals as they are close in energy. The 3s and 3p 
orbitals hybridize to a lesser extent because they are further apart in energy. 

When forming hybrid orbitals, the number of hybrid orbitals formed equals the number of atomic 
orbitals used. Any orbitals not active in hybridization remain unchanged as unhybridized 
orbitals.  

Table 6.3 Possible hybridizations of the s, p, and d set of orbitals and the geometry obtained from that 
hybridization.†  

s + 3 p → sp (×2) p (×2) 180.0° linear

→ sp2 (×3)   p 120.0° trigonal planar

→ sp3 (×4) —— 109.5° tetrahedral

s + 3 p + 5 d → sp3d (×5) d (×4) 90.0°, 120.0° trigonal bipyramidal

→ sp3d2 (×6) d (×3) 90.0° octahedral

Geometry
Atomic 
orbitals

Hybrid   
orbitals

Unhybridized 
orbitals

Bond 
angle

 

                                                 
* Exploring Chemistry does not delve into the calculations to determine optimal bond lengths, angles, and energies. 

Programs are available to determine these values. Those programs were used to prepare the figures in this text. 
Physical and computational chemistry further explore this aspect of chemistry. 

† Exploring Chemistry presents sp3d and sp3d2 hybridization, from the 3s, 3p, and 3d orbitals, to form trigonal 
bipyramidal and octahedral geometries, respectively. This is a convenient way to visualize these geometries, but 
sp3d and sp3d2 hybridization does not actually occur due to the large 3p – 3d energy spacing. Molecular orbital 
theory in section 6.2 provides an alternate perspective on these geometries.  
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It is easy to confuse the names of the hybrid orbitals — 
sp, sp2, sp3, etc. — with the electronic configurations 
from Chapter 3: 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 … . The hybrid 
names refer to the number of atomic orbitals used to 
create the hybrid orbitals, not the occupancy of the 
orbital. Practice is the only way to understand this 
difference.* 

 

▼——————————————— 

From the s and p subshells, one ‘s’ orbital and one ‘p’ orbital (two orbitals total) 
can combine together to form two ‘sp’ hybrid orbitals. The remaining two ‘p’ 

orbitals remain unhybridized. 


unhybridizedatomic orbitals hybrid

orbitalsorbitals

s p p p sp sp p p         

———————————————▲ 

The electron domain model from Chapter 5 predicts the correct geometries, but for less-than-
accurate reasons. Valence bond theory gives the same geometries as the EDM, but for well-
established theoretical reasons. 

Orbital phase is critical in determining the mixing of atomic orbitals. Regions with the same 
phase undergo constructive interference resulting in increased electron density whereas regions 
of opposite phase undergo destructive interference and decreased electron density. This can most 
easily be visualized for the formation of sp hybrid orbitals in figure 6.5.  

Videos at www.ExploringChemistry.com gives animated visualizations of hybrid orbital 
formation. 

 

sp→+

 

                                                 
* From another perspective, consider the term ΔfH°, which is the standard formation enthalpy of an entity. This one 

term is four characters long, 
four charac er

r

t s

°H  

 Similarly, one hybrid orbital is represented by several characters: 
two characters

sp , 
three characters

2sp , 
three characters

3sp , etc. 

EXAMPLE 6.4 

2 sp
3 sp2

4 sp3

s, p, p, p, d, d, d, d, d

5 sp3d 6 sp3d2

hybrid orbitals:

atomic orbitals:

hybrid orbitals:
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sp→+

 
Figure 6.5 Formation of sp hybrid orbitals by taking linear combinations of one s and one p orbital. The

left image shows the separate atomic wavefunctions and orbitals (they are actually on the same atom). 
The right image shows the overlapped wavefunctions and the resulting sp hybrid orbital.
Interference constructively increases the size of one phase and destructively decreases the size
of the other. 

The valence orbitals and valence bonds shown in figure 6.5 are to scale. However, it is 
challenging to draw all the valence bonds on a single atom to scale! Consequently, for clarity, we 
often draw orbitals elongated.  

   
Figure 6.6 Elongated hybridized and unhybridized orbitals commonly used to clarify hand-drawn valence 

bond diagrams. The dots identify the nucleus. 

Only one p orbital was used in producing the sp hybrid. The remaining unhybridized p orbitals 
exist perpendicular to the hybrid orbitals as shown in figure 6.7. 

a)  b)  

Figure 6.7 The sp hybrid orbitals formed from one s and one p orbital. a) shows only the hybridized
orbitals. b) shows the elongated hybridized and unhybridized orbitals — what we would draw 
by hand. All the orbitals exist on the same atom and are shown separately for clarity. In the 
atom, the nuclei would all be at the center.  
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a)  b)  

Figure 6.8 The sp2 hybrid orbitals formed from one s and two p orbitals. a) shows only the hybridized 
orbitals. b) shows the elongated hybridized and unhybridized orbitals — what we would draw 
by hand. In the atom, the nuclei would all be at the center. (The hybrid orbitals in b) are rotated and 
superimposed on a trigonal planar framework for clarity.) 

 a)  b)
  

Figure 6.9 The sp3 hybrid orbitals formed from one s and three p orbitals. Since all orbitals are used, no 
unhybridized orbitals remain. a) shows the hybridized orbitals. b) shows the elongated 
hybridized orbitals — what we would draw by hand. In the atom, the nuclei would all be at the 
center. (The orbitals in b) are superimposed on a tetrahedral framework for clarity.) 
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When orbitals hybridize, their energies change to the average of the unhybridized orbitals (the 
hybrid orbitals become degenerate). Unhybridized orbitals remain unchanged in shape and 
energy. Figure 6.10 illustrates the energy changes during sp, sp2, and sp3 hybridization. 

2p

2s

p

sp

sp Hybridization

 
 

2s

sp2 Hybridization

2p


p

sp2

 
 

sp3 Hybridization

2p


2s

sp3

 
Figure 6.10 Energy levels of the unhybridized and hybridized orbitals. The hybrid orbitals have the average

energy of the unhybridized orbitals used to form the hybrid orbitals. The energy of the
unhybridized orbitals is unchanged. 
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Chemical bonding 

In applying valence bond theory to molecular entities, it is convenient to determine the EDM 
structure and, from that, the hybridization of each atom. 

Valence bond theory works well for period 2 elements, notably carbon, and organic chemists 
routinely use it to understand and explain organic reactivity.* An atom’s hybridization is based 
on the number of electron domains (from the electron domain model) surrounding each atom.† 

Entities with 

two

three

four

five

six

 
 
  
 
 
 
  

 electron domains are 

2

3

3

3 2

sp

sp

sp

sp d

sp d

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 hybridized. 

Chemical bonds form when orbitals on adjacent atoms overlap and fill with electrons. There are 
two common types of bonding:‡ 

Hybrid and s orbitals form sigma bonds, σ, on the internuclear axis. 

Unhybridized p orbitals form pi bonds, π, above and below the internuclear axis. 

The first bond formed is a σ bond. π bonds form the multiple (double and triple) bonds observed in 
the electron domain model. In bonding, hybrid orbitals are oriented towards each other while p 
orbitals orient perpendicular to the bond. 

• σ bonds form when hybridized and s orbitals overlap ‘head-on’, as illustrated in figures 
6.12 and 6.13. 

• π bonds form when unhybridized p orbitals overlap ‘side-on’, as illustrated in figure 6.14. 

▼——————————————— 

Draw the EMD structure and then label the bonds in formic acid, HCO2H, and 
hydrogen cyanide, HCN, as σ or π. 

Answer: see page 332. 

———————————————▲ 

σ and π overlap will be different because of the different orbital shape and orientation, resulting 
in different σ and π bond energies. In general, π bonds are weaker than σ bonds. This explains 
why double and triple bond energies are not integer multiples of the single bond energy as shown 
in the table for carbon-carbon bonds and in figure 4.15. 

                                                 
* Valence bond theory has been largely replaced by molecular orbital theory. It does, however, remain strongly 

rooted in organic chemistry because the hybridization concept works well for period 2 elements. 
† Some texts propose that only the central atom hybridizes while the terminal atoms do not. In fact, neither is 

completely correct as shown in section 6.2. This text assumes that all atoms hybridize, except hydrogen. In 
arguing that all atoms hybridize, the hybrid orbitals are involved in σ bonding and contain the non-bonding 
electrons while unhybridized orbitals only engage in π bonding. Hydrogen cannot hybridize because it only has a 
single orbital: 1s. 

‡ The terms σ and π come from transforming s and p into Greek: s → σ, p → π 

EXERCISE 6.11 
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→       ←

 
Figure 6.12 A σ bond formed between two hybrid orbitals. The orbital exists on the internuclear axis. 

Hydrogen has only the 1s orbital and also forms σ bonds with hybrid orbitals. 

→          ←

 
Figure 6.13 A σ bond formed between a hybrid orbital and a hydrogen 1s orbital. The orbital exists on the 

internuclear axis. 

→            ←

 
Figure 6.14 A π bond formed between two unhybridized p orbitals. The orbital exists with two lobes,

simultaneously above and below the internuclear axis. 

Recall from Chapter 3 that atomic orbitals can contain a maximum of two electrons. These σ and 
π bonds are new orbitals that form between atoms and can similarly contain a maximum of two 
electrons per orbital. This realization — that each bond is an orbital — provides a theoretical 
explanation for why bonds contain two electrons. 

Determining valence bond structures 

The electron domain model correctly predicts molecular geometry, and this geometry is the basis 
for determining the valence bond hybridization. Hybridized orbitals are then substituted for the 
first bond between each set of atoms and unhybridized orbitals substituted for each subsequent 
bond between atoms. 
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the valence bond structure of methane, CH4, ammonia, NH3, and 
water, H2O. 

 The electron domain geometries of these entities are 
H

H
H C

H
    H

H N
H

    HH
O

 
 They all have a tetrahedral electron domain geometry, differing only in the number of non-

bonding domains. 

 Given a tetrahedral geometry around the central atom, the central atom is sp3 hybridized. 
Each hydrogen atom bonds with a 1s orbital. The resultant valence bond structures are 
below. (The smaller lobe of the sp3 hybrid orbitals is hidden by the other hybrid orbitals.) 

   

▼——————————————— 

Determine the valence bond structure of methanol, CH3OH. 

 The electron domain geometry of methanol is 

CH

H

H O
H

 
 Both the carbon and oxygen have a tetrahedral electron domain geometry, making them 

both sp3 hybridized.  

 

 The challenge in preparing the valence bond geometry is 
orienting the sp3 hybridized orbitals so there is a sigma 
bond between carbon and oxygen. (The smaller lobe of the sp3 

hybrid orbitals is hidden by the other hybrid orbitals.) 

 

 

 

 Once the ‘backbone’ is constructed, the terminal 
hydrogen atoms and non-bonding electrons are added. 

EXAMPLE 6.15 

EXAMPLE 6.16 

BC

O
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the valence bond structure of HOF, NH2OH, and CH3CH3. 

Answer: see page 332. 

———————————————▲ 

Hindered rotation and isomers 

Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show that the unhybridized p orbital exists in a fixed orientation relative to 
the hybrid orbitals. When two p orbitals form a π bond, they lock the orientation of the hybrid 
orbitals and the σ bonds. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the valence bond structure of ethene, C2H4. 

 The electron domain geometry of ethene is 
H

HH

H

C C

 
Both carbon atoms are sp2 hybridized because of the trigonal planar geometry. 

 

 

 The sp2 hybrid orbitals on carbon are drawn so that there is 
a σ bond between the carbon atoms. 

 

 

 Once the ‘backbone’ is constructed, the terminal hydrogen 
atoms form σ bonds with the remaining sp2 hybrid orbitals. 
This is the sigma framework since it only presents the 
sigma bonding within the entity. 

 

 

 Redrawing the σ bonds as lines emphasizes the π 
bond, which forms from the unhybridized p 
orbitals perpendicular to the σ bonds. This is the 
pi framework. Note that the π bond is 
perpendicular to the plane of the atoms. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 6.17 

EXAMPLE 6.18 

BC BC

BC BC

H

H

H

H

BC BC H
H

H
H
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Drawing the sigma and pi frameworks separately produces clearer 
structures that are easier to interpret. 

The greatest π overlap (and strongest bond) occurs when the sigma 
framework is planar. If one CH2 fragment were rotated around the C=C 
bond, the π bond would weaken and break when the two CH2 fragments 
are at 90° to each other. At 90° to each other, there is no overlap of the p 
orbitals.  
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Figure 6.19 π energy when the CH2 fragments in ethene, H2C=CH2, are rotated relative to each other. 

(Computed using Gaussian 98 at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory and scaled to the experimental bond energy.)

The energy required to rotate the CH2 fragments to 90° is the energy required to break the second 
bond. This averages to 260 kJ/mol for the carbon-carbon double bond and does not occur under 
normal conditions.  

Hindered rotation can produce entities with the same bonding but different orientations in space: 
isomers. Cis-trans isomers are produced when considering hindered rotation around a double 
bond (see section 4.6). Dichloroethene, CH2Cl2, has three stable isomers. Cis-1,2-dichloroethene 
has the chlorine atoms on the same side of the double bond. Trans-1,2-dichloroethene has the 
chlorine atoms on opposite sides of the double bond. Geminal-1,1-dichloroethene has both 
chlorine atoms on the same carbon atom. Cis and trans-1,2-dichloroethene do not interconvert 
because of the hindered rotation about the carbon-carbon double bond. They can be individually 
isolated and their physical properties differ. 

BC BC H
H

H
H

BB C

H

H

CH
H
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cis -1,2-dichloroethene trans -1,2-dichloroethene gem -dichloroethene

melting point /K: 193 223 151

boiling point /K: 333 321 305

heat capacity /(J/(mol K)): 114 113 111

liquid density /(g/mL): 1.28 1.26 1.21  
Figure 6.20 Isomers of dichloroethene, CH2Cl2, and their physical properties. Cis-trans isomers exist 

because of hindered rotation about the double bond. The third, geminal dichloroethene, is a
constitutional isomer and included to show all possible isomers. 

▼——————————————— 

Sufficient energy for cis-trans isomerisation is available during cooking. Why 
is this a problem? (Hint: trans ____ are unhealthy.) 

Answer: see page 332. 

———————————————▲ 

I see! 

<not developed> 

 

Rotation around a double bond is not all bad. 

vision and double bonds 

optical storage 

darkening glasses 

 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the valence bond structure of hydrogen cyanide, HCN. 

 The electron domain geometry of hydrogen cyanide is 

 
 Both the carbon and nitrogen atoms are sp hybridized because they have two electron 

domains each. 

 The sigma framework forms from the sp hybrid orbitals on carbon and nitrogen, which we 
draw so that there is a σ bond between them. The 
hydrogen atom forms a σ bond with the remaining sp 

EXERCISE 6.21 

EXAMPLE 6.22 

H BC N
 framework
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hybrid orbitals on carbon; the non-bonding electrons occupy the sp hybrid orbital on 
nitrogen. 

 

 The pi framework is from the 
unhybridized p orbitals on carbon 
and nitrogen. Each atom has two p 
orbitals 90° to each other. This 
results in two π orbitals. 

 

▼——————————————— 

Draw the valence bond diagram for bonding in carbon dioxide, CO2. 

Answer: see page 332. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the valence bond structure of formaldehyde, H2CO, and compare it 
to that of ethene. 

Answer: see page 332. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the three valence bond structure structures of N2H2. 

Answer: see page 332. 

———————————————▲ 

We have only considered bonding involving s and p orbitals. In metals, d orbitals are also active 
in bonding and allow for the formation of delta bonds, δ. If a quadruple bond is made, the first 
bond formed is σ, the second and third are π, and the fourth δ. Delta bonds occasionally in 
transition metal chemistry. A few entities are known to contain quintuple bonds, where two 
metal atoms are bonded together and there are two known instances of a sextuple bond.* 

Strengthening drill bits and saw blades 

<not developed> 

 

tungsten carbide (WC) very strong — tips of drills and blades, others 

diamond 

boron nitride 

                                                 
* Quintuple is the highest bond order possible from the valence nd subshell. Sextuple bonds only occur because of 

a fortuitous energy of the next highest s orbital. While this is beyond the scope of this text, interested persons can 
check the Wikipedia (yes, Wikipedia) entry on ‘sextuple bond’, which has a good molecular orbital diagram. 

EXERCISE 6.23 

EXERCISE 6.24 

EXERCISE 6.25 









H BC N

H BC N

H BC N

 framework
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Delocalized bonding 

Recall that the electron domain model in Chapter 5 introduced the concept of resonance as a way 
to minimize formal charges. In doing so, resonance delocalized the bond across more than two 
atoms. Valence bond theory shows that 
delocalized bonding occurs when there are 
adjacent p orbitals with the same orientation. 

Considering the carboxylate functional group, 
R–CO2

–: two equivalent structures exist, and 
the true structure is the average. As presented 
in Chapter 5, the bond order and charge are the average of the individual resonance structures. 

There are always three electron domains around the central carbon, making it sp2 hybridized. 
The hybridization of the terminal atoms differs between the two equivalent structures. Fixing the 
hybridization of the terminal atom to be the same as the central atom — sp2 hybridized — leaves 
adjacent p orbitals on the carbon and oxygen atoms. The three adjacent p orbitals overlap to 
produce a delocalized π structure across the entire functional group.  

    
Figure 6.27 (left) Valence bond σ and π framework of the formate ion. (right) A computer-modelled image of 

the delocalized π bonding in the formate ion. 

▼——————————————— 

Compare the delocalized bonding in the carboxylic acid functional group, 
~CO2

–, with the delocalized bonding in the nitro, ~NO2, functional group. 

Answer: see page 332. 

———————————————▲ 

Benzene, C6H6, is represented as the resonance hybrid structure composed from two equivalent 
structures that differ in the location of the double bonds. Benzene is planar: all the atoms lie in a 
plane. 

 

EXERCISE 6.28 

 
Figure 6.26 Resonance structures and the resonance 

hybrid structure of the carboxylate ion.
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Each carbon atom contains three electron domains and is sp2 hybridized. The σ framework forms 
from hybridized orbitals and the delocalized π framework forms from the unhybridized p 
orbitals. 

 

 
Figure 6.29 Valence bond sigma and pi framework of benzene. (Figure 6.71 presents a molecular orbital diagram of 

the π framework.) 

The optimum σ and π overlap occurs when benzene is planar. Distortion of benzene from planar 
requires energy as both the σ and π overlap is reduced. 

Filling orbitals 

Bonding occurs when orbitals fill with electrons. 

In water, the 2s and 2p orbitals on oxygen hybridize to form four sp3 hybrid orbitals. The six 
valence electrons completely fill two hybrid orbitals and half-fill another two (because of Hund’s 

rule). For each hydrogen atom, the 1s orbital on hydrogen then overlaps with a partially filled sp3 
hybrid, filling the orbital and forming a bond. The hybrid orbitals are approximately 109.5° 
apart, explaining the geometry in water. 



2s O 2 H

+ 1s on Hsp3
2p

 
Figure 6.30 The formation of water through hybridization of oxygen and subsequent overlap with hydrogen 

1s orbital. 

In hydrogen sulfide, the 3s and 3p orbitals on sulfur are further apart and do not hybridize. The 
six valence electrons fill the 3s orbital and one 3p orbital; two other p orbitals are half-filled. For 
each hydrogen atom, the 1s orbital on hydrogen overlaps with a partially filled p orbital, filling 
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the orbital and forming a bond. Importantly, the unhybridized p orbitals are 90° from each other, 
consistant with the experimental bond angle of 93.5°. 

2 HP

3p

3s

+ 1s on H

 
Figure 6.31 The formation of hydrogen sulfide through bonding between the unhybridized p orbital and 

hydrogen 1s orbital. The 3s – 3p spacing is too large to effectively hybridize. 

Non-integer hybridization 

Thus far, only integer numbers of s and p orbitals have been 
considered. There is nothing magical about integer orbital 
contributions. Mathematically, it is as easy to combine 
fractional amounts of an orbital, thus a hybrid orbital could 
conceivably be sp1.91, sp2.75, or sp6.03. The most obvious result 
of non-integer hybridization is the deviation in bond angles. Table 6.32 lists the hybridization of 
several entities.  

Table 6.32 Hybridization of several molecular entities illustrating the bond angles and non-integer 
hybridizations. 

s p Hybridization2

BH3 120.0° B–H 33.3 % 66.7 % sp2 pure sp2 hybridization

CH4 109.5° C–H 25.0 75.0 sp3 pure sp3 hybridization
CH3Cl C–Cl 20.1 79.9 sp3.97 distorted sp3 hybridization

C–H 26.7 73.3 sp2.75 HCH = 110.8°

H2O 105.1° O–H 23.2 76.8 sp3.31 distorted sp3 hybridization

H2S 92.5° S–H 14.2 85.8 sp6.03 mostly p character

NH3 107.9° N–H 24.1 75.9 sp3.15 distorted sp3 hybridization

PH3 93.5° P–H 14.5 85.5 sp5.90 mostly p character

H2CO C=O 34.3 65.7 sp1.91 distorted sp2 hybridization

C–H 33.2 66.8 sp2.01 HCH = 116.0°

BondEntity Notes
Bond    

angle1
Orbital Contribution (central atom)

1. Bond lengths and orbital contributions calculated using Gaussian 98 at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory.
    The bond angles in this table are based on calculation and may deviate slightly from the experimental values.
2. The s orbital contribution is normalized to unity, which explains why there appears to be more than 3 p orbitals.  

Hybridization Bond Angle
sp 180.0°

sp2 120.0°

sp3 109.5°
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Considering chloromethane, CH3Cl, the carbon is sp3.97 hybridized in the bond to chlorine and 
sp2.75 in the bonds to hydrogen. The sp2.75 hybrid orbitals should have a bond angle between 
109.5° and 120.0° since the hybridization is between sp2 and sp3, which is in agreement with the 
observed bond angle of 110.8°. Similarly, the sp3.31 hybridization in water indicates that the bond 
angle must be less than 109.5°. 

▼——————————————— 

Rationalize the bond angles in ammonia, NH3, and hydrogen phosphide, PH3. 

Answer: see page 332. 

———————————————▲ 

Analysis of valence bond theory 

Hybridization is unique to second-row p-block elements, where the 2s and 2p orbitals are close 
in energy. It works well in organic chemistry. Some third-row p-block elements hybridize to a 
small extent. Valence bond theory is still a localized theory because it is applied to one atom at a 
time, but delocalized π orbitals are explainable using adjacent p orbitals. 

Valence bond theory successfully predicts 

• bond lengths, angles, and energies  • chemical reactivity and stability 

• why electrons pair  • the geometry of O3 and NO2
– 

• dipole and multipole moments  • that oxoanions are not peroxides 

• the bond angles of H2S (92°) and PH3 (93°) compared to H2O (104.5°) and NH3 (106.7°) 

• hindered rotation around multiple bonds 

Valence bond theory fails to explain 

• spectroscopy  • the stability of H2
+ (1 e– system) 

• physical properties  • why O2 is a diradical 

• the bond order in C2 

• why non-bonding electrons have different energies 
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6.2 Molecular orbital theory 

Valence bond theory proposes that atomic orbitals (AOs) on each atom mix to form hybrid 
orbitals that then overlap to form localized bonds. 

Molecular orbital theory proposes that AOs on all atoms mix to form molecular orbitals (MOs). 
Because all AOs are mixed at the same time, the resulting MOs are intrinsically delocalized over 
the entire entity. 

Molecular orbitals can be grouped into three categories: 

In bonding orbitals (σ, π), the electron density is concentrated between the nuclei. Bonding 
orbitals are lower in energy than AOs. 

In antibonding orbitals (σ*, π*), there is a node (zero electron density) between the nuclei. 
Antibonding orbitals are higher in energy than AOs. 

In non-bonding orbitals (ns, np, nσ, nπ), the electron density is concentrated primarily on 
one atom. Non-bonding orbitals have the same or nearly the same energy as the AOs. 

Several rules introduced for atomic orbitals in Chapter 3 also apply to molecular orbitals: 

• the Aufbau principle, which fills the lowest energy orbitals first. 

• Hund’s rule, where degenerate orbitals fill singly before pairing. 

• the Pauli Exclusion principle, which states that no two electrons can have the same set of 
quantum numbers. 

◦ Molecular orbitals have different quantum numbers than those presented for atomic 
orbitals in Chapter 3. Molecular quantum numbers are not taught in this text (they are 
introduced in advanced physical chemistry and spectroscopy courses); consequently, the Pauli 
Exclusion principle reduces to, ‘each orbital contains a maximum of two electrons’. 

Now a small confession: the bond order equation given in equation 4.9 and 5.1 is incomplete. 
The full equation is 

   *

e e

1 1
. . # bonding electrons # antibonding electrons

2 2
b o n n      6.34 

The EDM and valence bond theories assume all electrons are involved in bonding, which is a 
flaw in these models; therefore there were always zero antibonding electrons. Setting *

e
n   to zero 

in 6.34 gives equation 4.9 and 5.1. 

Formation of molecular orbitals 

The outermost orbitals — the valence orbitals — are active in bonding and reactivity. The core 
orbitals are too small to interact with other atoms. Molecular orbitals form from valence AOs of 
similar energy and the same symmetry.*  

                                                 
* Symmetry exists when an object, molecular entity, or orbital(s) has an exact matching form when shifted around 

a plane, axis, or point within the entity. This text presents sufficient symmetry for you to understand molecular 
orbital theory as it is presented herein. This foundation will be built upon in future courses. 
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In the n = 1 shell, the valence orbital is the 1s orbital. The combination of s AOs on separate 
atoms gives a bonding and antibonding set of molecular orbitals. The formation of these 
molecular orbitals may be visualized by referring to the underlying atomic wavefunctions as 
shown in 6.35. 

• When 1s wavefunctions with the same phase on separate atoms interact, constructive 
interference generates a region between the atoms with high probability of finding the 
electron: a σ bonding orbital. 

• If the wavefunctions are of opposite phase, they destructively interfere. At some point, the 
destructive interference is complete and a node created: a σ* antibonding orbital. 

σ*
–+

σ

–

+
—

 

σ*
→

 

σ
→

 

Figure 6.35 Molecular orbital formation from two 1s orbitals. The orbitals mix to produce bonding and 
antibonding sigma orbitals. The right figure includes the overlapping wavefunctions. 

The bonding molecular orbital is more stable —lower energy — than the atomic orbitals, while 
the antibonding orbital is higher energy. The common representation of the relative energies is in 
a molecular orbital diagram (MO diagram), which presents the molecular orbitals in order of 
increasing order. The MO diagram is 
similar to the atomic orbital energy 
diagram in 3.73. The MO diagram is 
similar to the atomic orbital energy 
diagram in 3.73. The MO diagram in 
6.36 presents the atoms and atomic 
orbitals on the left and right. As the 
atoms move towards each other, σ 
and σ* molecular orbitals form. The 
separation between the bonding and 
antibonding orbitals is an indication 
of the overlap between the orbitals. 
A large separation indicates a good 
overlap, large stabilization, and 
strong bonding while a small 
separation indicates poor overlap, 
little stabilization, and weak 
bonding. Populating an antibonding 

lower 
energy

A

1s 1s

A A2

 higher
 energy

σ*

σ

 
Figure 6.36 Molecular orbital diagram for two 1s orbitals. 

The σ orbital is lower in energy — more stable 
— than the atomic orbitals and the σ* is higher in 
energy — less stable — than the atomic orbitals.
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orbital cancels the energy benefit of populating a bonding orbital.  

The molecular orbital diagram in 6.36 helps to understand the bonding of entities whose valence 
shell is n = 1. Molecular hydrogen, H2, is the common entity. Figure 6.37 illustrates the bonding 
in hydrogen and other entities. Note that H2

+, with one electron, is stable since it has a bond 
order greater than zero. H2

– is similarly stable, but He2 is unstable because the filled antibonding 
orbitals cancel the filled bonding orbital; resulting in a bond order of zero. 

The molecular orbital diagram in 6.36 helps to understand the bonding of entities whose valence 
orbital is the 1s orbital. Molecular hydrogen, H2, is the common entity. Figure 6.37 illustrates the 
bonding in hydrogen and other entities. Note that H2

+, with one electron, is stable since it has a 
bond order greater than zero. H2

– is similarly stable, but He2 is unstable because the filled 
antibonding orbitals cancel the filled bonding orbital; resulting in a bond order of zero. 

1s 1s

H2 H2
+ H2

– He2

b.o. = 1.0 0.5 0.5 0

σ*

σ

σ*

σ

σ*

σ

σ*

σ

 
Figure 6.37 Molecular orbital diagrams for several entities with valence 1s orbitals. The atomic 1s orbitals

are only shown for H2.  

▼——————————————— 

Draw the MO diagram of He2
+ and determine its bond order. 

Answer: see page 332. 

———————————————▲ 

In actuality, the overlap of the 1s orbitals varies across the period, affecting the separation 
between the σ and σ* orbitals. Entities with the same bond order have different bond energies. 
For example, H2

+ and H2
– both have a bond order of 0.5, but they have bond energies of 256 and 

150 kJ/mol, respectively. H2 has a bond energy of 436 kJ/mol. (Calculation of the actual bond energies 

is beyond the scope of this text, but is possible using spectroscopy and/or computational chemistry methods.) 

The n = 2 shell contains the 2s and 2p orbitals. Combination of the 2s AOs gives similar bonding 
and antibonding orbitals to the 1s AOs in 6.36. 

EXERCISE 6.38 
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–+
σ*

σ

–
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Figure 6.39 Molecular orbital formation from two 2s orbitals, producing bonding and antibonding σ 
orbitals.  

The three 2p AOs have different symmetries and overlap two different ways: 

• head-on overlap produces σ and σ* orbitals 

• side-on overlap produces π and π* orbitals (two degenerate sets of these are produced) 

 

σ*

σ

–+

–

+
 

 

π

π*–+

–

+
——

π*

π

–+

–
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Figure 6.40 Molecular orbital formation from the 2p orbitals, producing (top) one set of σ and σ* orbitals 
and (bottom) two sets of π and π* orbitals. 

In general, there is greater overlap when forming σ orbitals, hence the σ–σ* orbitals are further 
separated than the π –π* orbitals. This explains why the multiple bond energies in table 4.12 are 
not integer multiples of the single bond order. 
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A AA2

2p 2p

π

π*

σ

σ*

 
Figure 6.41 Molecular orbital diagram for the 2p orbitals. There is greater overlap in the σ molecular

orbital as indicated by the greater σ – σ* separation compared with the π – π* separation. 

Homonuclear diatomic bonding 

Valence bond theory indicates that AOs close in energy hybridize. In molecular orbital theory, 
MOs that are close in energy and of the same symmetry* interact to keep the orbitals from having 
the same energy. 

In n = 2, the 2s – 2p energy spacing is small early in the period and increases across the period. 

2s

2s

2s

2s

2s

2p

2p

FN OB C

2p
2p

2p

 
Figure 6.42 Relative energy of the n = 2 atomic orbitals. Going across the period, the 2s – 2p energy 

spacing increases and the absolute energy of the atomic orbitals decreases. 

In figure 6.42, the energy of the orbitals decreases as the electronegativity of an atom increases 
across the period. Explaining this trend requires consideration of the effective nuclear charge 
from section 3.7 and equation 3.84: increasing Zeff has greater attraction for the orbitals, 
decreasing their energy. The 2s orbital decreases faster than the 2p because the s orbitals have 
greater interaction with the nucleus. 

                                                 
* In the context here, symmetry may be interpreted as the type of molecular orbital. Thus, σ/σ* orbitals that are 

close in energy will interact, as will π/π* orbitals, but σ orbitals will not interact with π orbitals. 
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Because of the closeness in energy of the 2s and 2p orbitals, the σ*2s and σ2p are close in energy.* 
This results in the σ*2s and σ2p repelling each other. The repulsion pushes the σ*2s to lower 
energy and the σ2p to higher energy. The π2p and π*2p orbitals are not affected because they are of 
different symmetry. This repulsion may be great enough to push the σ*2s orbital above the π2p 
orbitals, producing an inverted orbital ordering. As the 2s–2p spacing increases across n = 2, the 
repulsion decreases and the molecular orbitals revert to a regular orbital ordering.  

This inversion is not observed for n ≥ 3 because the ns–np spacing increases with increasing n. 

2s 2s

A A2

2p2p 2p 2p

INVERTED structure (early in the n  = 2 period.)

2s 2s

REGULAR structure (late in the n  = 2 period.)

A2 AA A

σ

π

σ*

π*

σ

σ*

σ

π

σ*

π*

σ

σ*

 
Figure 6.43 The inverted and regular molecular orbital ordering in n = 2. The arrow identifies the σ2p

orbital that shifts from above (inverted) to below (regular) the π orbital. The σ2s orbital is also 
pushed closer to the 2s orbitals early in the n = 2 period. 

The repulsion is sufficiently strong that Li2, Be2, B2, C2, and N2 have an inverted orbital 
ordering, while O2 and F2 have a regular orbital ordering. Figure 6.44 gives idealized molecular 
orbital diagrams for B2 to Ne2 and illustrates several key concepts: 

• there is no repulsion between orbitals of different symmetry (σ and π orbitals can exist with the 
same energies) 

• there is a general shift to lower energy as the electronegativity increases 

• the σ*2s–σ2p repulsion decreases across the period 

• σ*2s falls below the π orbital between N2 and O2 

                                                 
* Subscripts on orbitals (σ2s, σ2p, etc.) identify a particular orbital. This non-standard notation is used for 

instructional purposes in this section.  
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Figure 6.44 Idealized molecular orbital diagrams for B2 to Ne2. There is no stabilization of Ne2, so no 

molecular orbital diagram actually exists. The σ2p orbital is tracked across the period. Compare 
this figure with figure 6.47, which gives the actual MOs. 

▼——————————————— 

Confirm the bond order for B2 → N2 in 6.44. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the molecular orbital diagram and bond order of Li2 and Be2. 

Answer: see page 332. 

———————————————▲ 

Additional observations from figure 6.44: 

• C2 is predicted to have a bond order of 2, in agreement with experimental observations.  

• O2 half fills the degenerate π* orbitals and, because of Hund’s rule, oxygen is a diradical 
and paramagnetic. So is boron, B2. 

• The non-bonding orbitals in F2 do not have the same energy. 

Actual molecular orbitals 

Actual molecular orbitals are more complicated than illustrated in 6.44. Orbital size and bond 
length affect the amount of overlap and stabilization achieved in bonding. Figure 6.54 gives the 
actual molecular orbital diagrams for C2 to F2. We find that the σ–σ* and π–π* separation is 
small in B2, increases to a maximum in N2, and decreases towards F2. 

B2 and C2 have large σ–σ* and π–π* orbital spacing. However, the vacant low-energy orbitals 
make them prime candidates to accept electrons from other entities (form chemical bonds with other 

entities.). These low-energy orbitals are filled in N2, making N2 stable. 

In VB theory, we assumed that the terminal atoms hybridized and that the non-bonding electrons 
resided in the hybrid orbitals. Experimentally, the non-bonding electrons have different energies. 
Valence bond theory also fails to consider the existence of antibonding orbitals. When bonding 

EXERCISE 6.45 
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and antibonding orbitals fill with electrons, the destabilizing effect of the antibonding orbital 
approximately cancels the stabilizing effect of the bonding orbital, resulting in net non-bonding 
electrons. For example, in nitrogen, the π electrons are bonding. In fluorine, the π* orbital fills 
and cancels the stabilizing effect of the π bonding orbital, resulting in non-bonding orbitals with 
different energies. 

b.o. =
paramagnetic paramagnetic

1 12 3 2 0

B2 C2 N2 O2 F2 Ne2
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π* π*
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Figure 6.47 Actual molecular orbital diagrams for B2 to Ne2. The σ–σ* and π–π* separation indicates the 

strength of the bond. Compare this figure with figure 6.44, which shows the idealized MOs. 
(Computed using Gaussian 98 at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory.) 

▼——————————————— 

Oxygen has a bond energy of 498 kJ/mol. 
Use the molecular orbital diagram of the 

valence oxygen orbitals (at right) to estimate the σ and π bond 
energies in O2. 

 The π–π* energy spacing is unaffected by repulsion between the σ*2s–σ2p orbitals. 
Consequently, the atomic p orbitals are midway between the π–π* orbitals. The distance 
from the 2p orbitals to the bonding orbitals is bond energy. 

 The double bond in O2 is composed of a σ bond and a π bond, with a total bond energy of 
498 kJ/mol. 

tot σ πE E E  

 The vertical scale is linear with energy. Using a ruler, the π–2p distance is 7.9 mm and the 
σ–2p distance is 9.1 mm. Substituting this into the above equation allows us to determine 
the bond energy per millimeter in the form of a conversion factor. 

kJ kJ
498 7.9 mm 9.1 mm 17.0 mm 1.00 mm 29.3

mol mol
     

EXAMPLE 6.48 

2p

1π
2σ

1π*
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 The repulsion between the σ*2s–σ2p orbitals does not affect the π–π* energy spacing. 
Consequently, the atomic p orbitals are midway between the π–π* orbitals. 

σ 9.1 mmE 
kJ

mol29.3

1.00 mm


π

kJ
270

mol

7.9 mmE




kJ

mol29.3

1.00 mm


kJ
230

mol


 

▼——————————————— 

Use the molecular orbital diagram at right to 
estimate the σ and π bond energies in N2. The 

bond energy in nitrogen is 946 kJ/mol. 

Answer: see page 332. 

———————————————▲ 

Heteronuclear diatomics 

Orbital energy decreases with the electronegativity of the atom. Figure 6.50 presents the 
diatomic molecular orbitals created from two atoms with different electronegativities. It is 
evident that both regular and inverted ordering occurs for heteronuclear diatomics. If both A and 

B in 6.50 have 
 

 
Li to N

O or F

8

8

Z

Z

 
 

 
, the orbital ordering will be 

.

.

inverted

regular





  

There is no general rule as to whether the MO diagram is regular or inverted if one atom has 
Z < 8 and another has Z ≥ 8; the orbital ordering must be determined experimentally or through 
calculation. 

Because the AOs have different energies, they contribute differently to the MOs. MOs have a 
greater contribution from the AOs that are closest in energy. For example, in figure 6.50, the σ 
and π orbitals are closer in energy to the electronegative B atom while the σ* and π* orbitals are 
closer in energy to the electropositive A atom. Electrons filling the bonding σ and π orbitals are 
MOs composed mostly from the electronegative atom’s AOs. This shifts the electron density 
towards the electronegative atom. The opposite is true for the σ* and π* orbitals: the orbitals are 
composed mainly of electropositive AOs and the electron density shifts towards that atom. This 
is the quantum mechanical explanation of the dipole moment. 
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Figure 6.50 The inverted and regular molecular orbital diagrams for heteronuclear diatomic entities. B is 

more electronegative; hence its atomic orbitals are lower energy than those of A. 

The hydrogen 1s orbital interact with orbitals that can form sigma bonds. Hydrogen does not 
have valence p orbitals. Consequently, the p orbitals with π symmetry on the other atom are non-
bonding, np. The exact orbitals involved in bonding to hydrogen depend on the relative energy of 
the atomic s and p orbitals, as illustrated in figure 6.51. Early in the n = 2 period, the H1s, A2s, 
and A2p orbitals are close in energy and all interact. The three orbitals form σ, nσ, and σ* orbitals. 
The non-bonding sigma orbital, nσ, is so named because its energy is similar to the atomic orbital 
energies. Late in the n = 2 period, the H1s orbital only interacts with the A2p orbital. 
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Figure 6.51 Bonding to hydrogen by the n = 2 elements. The energy of the H1s orbital is fixed, but the n = 

2 orbital energy decreases with increasing electronegativity as shown in figure 6.42. This 
results in different bonding between hydrogen and the elements. 
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▼——————————————— 

In the heteronuclear entities in 6.54, visually identify the entity with a) the 
strongest σ bond, and b) the strongest π bond. 

Answer: see page 332. 

▼——————————————— 

Use the scale determined for N2 to estimate the bond strength in CO. Compare 
your answers with the experimental bond strength of 1079 kJ/mol. 

Answer: see page 332. 

———————————————▲ 
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Figure 6.54 Molecular orbital diagram of several homonuclear and heteronuclear diatomics. These MO 

diagrams have the same vertical scale, illustrating the observed trend in decreasing orbital 
energy with increasing electronegativity and the bonding-antibonding separation as a function 
of orbital overlap. Nitrogen and carbon monoxide have good orbital overlap (large separation) and 
high bond energies. BN and C2 are isoelectronic, so are N2 and CO. Their molecular orbital 
diagrams should be qualitatively similar.  
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Frontier orbitals 

Chemical reactivity primarily involves two orbitals 

• the highest occupied molecular orbital, HOMO, is the last 
orbital filled or partially filled with electrons 

• the lowest unoccupied molecular obital, LUMO, is the first 
empty molecular orbital after the HOMO 

The energy of the frontier orbitals aids in predicting and understanding chemical reactivity.  

• entities with a high energy HOMOs readily donate the HOMO electrons  

• entities with a low energy LUMOs readily accept electrons 

• in spectroscopy, the HOMO – LUMO energy difference is an absorption band 

• in electronics, the HOMO – LUMO energy difference is an electronic band gap 

Chemical stability 

The following factors have the greatest influence on entity stability: 

• filled subshells are more stable 

• higher bond orders are more stable 

• empty low energy orbitals are less stable 

• filled high energy orbitals are less stable 

Chemically reactive entities have partially filled orbitals and/or empty low-energy orbitals. The 
low-energy orbitals can accept electrons from other entities and undergo reaction. Figures 6.44 
and 6.54 show that 

• B2 and C2 have empty low-energy orbitals and are not stable 

• N2 is the first entity that fills these orbitals and is stable 

• O2 is reactive because of the partially filled π* orbitals 

• F2 is reactive because of the filled higher energy π* orbitals and the small σ – σ*  
and π – π* orbital spacing 

▼——————————————— 

Using either figure 6.44 or 6.47, identify the entities with high energy 
HOMOs and compare that to their reactivity. 

 B2, C2, and N2 only fill the low energy bonding orbitals. Ne2 doesn’t.  

 The remaining entities: O2, and F2 have high energy HOMOs. Both are reactive.  

▼——————————————— 

Using either figure 6.44 or 6.47, identify the entities with low energy 
LUMOs. 

Answer: see page 332. 

EXAMPLE 6.55 

EXERCISE 6.56 

together, these constitute

the 







frontier orbitals
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▼——————————————— 

Explain the stability of N2. 

Answer: see page 332. 

▼——————————————— 

Why does the small energy spacing in F2 imply a reactive entity? 

Answer: see page 332. 

▼——————————————— 

Predict whether diatomic Li2, Be2, BN and CO are stable. 

Answer: see page 332. 

———————————————▲ 

Electronic configurations and spectroscopy 

In Chapter 3, we were able to write an electronic configuration for an atom and explain the 
stability, reactivity, and discrete spectroscopic spectrum using the electronic configuration. 
Molecular orbital theory is the first bonding theory to propose both filled and empty orbitals and 
the molecular electronic configuration may be used to explain the stability, reactivity, and 
discrete spectrum of an entity. 

Color the world! 

Color — from leaves and flowers to the colors in your clothes — results from absorption of 
visible photons by the dye, putting the dye into an electronically excited state. For most dyes, the 
excited state returns to the ground state by distributing the energy to the surrounding entities as 
heat. A few dyes release the energy as light: fluorescence. Fluorescence is often observed when 
ultraviolet light (commonly called black lights) is used. See also the story on page 280.  

There are a few differences between atomic and molecular electronic configurations: 

• the order of the molecular orbitals depends on the entity as illustrated for B2 → N2 series 
on page 292. Thus, a knowledge of the orbital ordering for the particular entity is necessary 
to determine the electronic configuration. 

• core orbitals and core electrons are excluded. Only the molecular orbitals created from the 
valence atomic orbitals are considered. 

• molecular orbitals are not numbered using a quantum number. Each type of molecular 
orbital is numbered sequentially from the lowest energy orbital upwards: the first σ orbital 
is 1σ, the second is 2σ, 3σ, … ; similarly for σ*, π, and π*, and n orbitals. 

EXERCISE 6.57 

EXERCISE 6.58 

EXERCISE 6.59 
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▼——————————————— 

Prepare the molecular orbital diagram and write the electronic configuration 
for N2 and NO. (NO has a regular orbital ordering.) 

 Using 6.44, the MO diagrams are at right: 

 

 Writing the orbitals in order, the electronic   
configurations are 

N2: 1σ
2 1σ*2 1π4 2σ2 

NO: 1σ2 1σ*2 2σ2 1π4 1π*1 

▼——————————————— 

Prepare the molecular orbital diagram and write the electronic configuration 
for C2, O2, BN (regular ordering), LiF (inverted ordering), and HF. Calculate the bond order for BN, 
LiF, and HF.  

Answer: see page 332. 

———————————————▲ 

Electronic excitation of molecular entities has an interesting feature: it can change the bond 
order, potentially breaking chemical bonds! 

▼——————————————— 

Propose an excited state of nitrogen and predict its bond order. 

 There are an infinite number of excited states, three of which are 

N2
*: 1σ2 1σ*2 1π4 2σ1 1π*1  (promotion of an electron from 2σ → 1π*; b.o. = 2.0) 

N2
*: 1σ2 1σ*2 1π3 2σ2 1π*1  (promotion of an electron from 1π → 1π*; b.o. = 2.0) 

N2
*: 1σ2 1σ*1 1π4 2σ2 2σ*1  (promotion of an electron from 1σ* → 2σ*; b.o. = 3.0) 

▼——————————————— 

Propose an excited state of nitrogen monoxide and predict its bond order. 

Answer: see page 332. 

▼——————————————— 

Propose an excited state of fluorine that results in a bond order of zero. 

Answer: see page 332. 

———————————————▲ 

EXAMPLE 6.60 

EXERCISE 6.61 

EXAMPLE 6.62 

EXERCISE 6.63 

EXERCISE 6.64 
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Fun in the sun …  

Ahhh … nothing beats a nice day at the beach. The hot sun, warm sand, warm water, and good 
company all come together to make the day(s) perfect. You don’t feel the ultraviolet radiation 
emanating from the sun. However, this radiation should concern you the most. 

 

<beach picture???> 

 

Ultraviolet radiation has sufficient energy to break weaker chemical bonds, like π bonds. The π 
bond has an energy of approximately 230 kJ/mol. Using equation 3.13, we calculate that this 
corresponds to a 520 nm photon. 

In sections 4.6 and  6.1, we saw that rotation around a double bond is hindered by the π bond. 
Excitation of an electron from the π → π* orbital effectively breaks that π bond since the excited 
state contains one electron in each of the π and π* orbitals. This electronic excitation allows for 
free rotation around the π bond. If the bond reforms in the opposite orientation (cis ↔ trans), its 
properties will be different. Alternatively, if the partially filled low-energy orbital interacts with 
another entity, it could disrupt vital cellular processes, leading to cell death or cancer. The longer 
your skin is exposed to ultraviolet radiation, the greater the chance of skin cancer and the 
decreased skin elasticity (premature aging).  

Your body is fully aware of the dangers of ultraviolet radiation. When exposed to ultraviolet 
radiation, the skin produces melanin, a dark brown pigment. In general terms, you get a suntan. 
Melanin’s role is to absorb ultraviolet radiation in the outer layers of the skin, protecting the 
DNA deeper in the body. 

Ozone and oxygen are the two main entities protecting the earth from UV radiation. The 
absorption spectra in 6.68 shows that oxygen and ozone absorb in different but overlapping 
regions of the ultraviolet region. 

It is also possible to form molecular ions by by adding or removing electrons. Doing so will 
affect the stability of the entity.  

▼——————————————— 

Predict diatomic oxygen ions likely to be stable and estimate the relative 
stability. 

 Adding two electrons will fill the π* orbital. Removing two electrons will empty it. Thus, 
we predict two ions to be stable: 

O2
2+: 1σ2 1σ*2 2σ2 1π4  b.o. = 3.0 

O2
2–: 1σ2 1σ*2 2σ2 1π4 1π*4  b.o. = 1.0 

Based on the bond orders: O2
2+ is predicted to be more stable than O2

2–. 

Based on HOMO/LUMO arguments: O2
2+ has no low energy LUMOs and no high energy 

HOMOs; O2
2– has high energy HOMOs. O2

2+ is predicted to be more stable than O2
2–. 

EXAMPLE 6.65 
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▼——————————————— 

Predict ions of C2 and CN likely to be stable and estimate the relative 
stability. 

Answer: see page 332. 

———————————————▲ 

Excimers: excited dimers 

It was shown earlier that Ne2 had a bond order of zero. The ground state of Ar2 is similarly 
dissociative. However, the first excited state promotes an electron from an antibonding orbital to 
a bonding orbital, giving Ar2

* a bond order of one. 

 Ar2: 1σ
2 1σ*2 2σ2 1π4 1π*4 2σ*2   b.o. = 0.0 

 Ar2
*: 1σ2 1σ*2 2σ2 1π4 1π*4 2σ*1 3σ1  b.o. = 1.0 

Section 6.4 indicates that lasing action requires a population inversion. Excimers are stable in the 
excited state (hence the name, excited dimer) but not in the ground state. If any excimer is formed, a 
population inversion instantly exists. Excimer-based lasers are generally pumped using an 
electric discharge and produce nanosecond to picosecond laser pulses. 

  

Whereas atomic absorption and emission occurs at discrete energies (wavelengths) as illustrated in 
2.4, multiatomic entities have a series of closely spaced transitions that form a band that consists 
of rotational and vibrational transitions that occur simultaneously with the electronic transition.* 

                                                 
* The quantum mechanics that explains the band shapes in 6.68 is well understood but beyond the scope of this 

text. The application of theory to particular molecular entities is an active area of physical chemistry called 
spectroscopy. 

EXERCISE 6.66 

Figure Error! Reference source not found. 
gives the ground and lowest excited state of 
argon fluoride. The ground state is 
dissociative, while the excited state is 
weakly bound, creating a population 
inversion when any excited state argon 
fluoride forms. Lasing emission occurs at 
193 nm. Other excimer lasers include Ar2 
(126 nm), Kr2 (146 nm), KrF (248 nm), and 
XeCl (308 nm). Excimer lasers can be 
powerful, and are commonly used to correct 
vision, remove tattoos, and imprint images 
on silicon wafers
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Figure 6.67 The dissociative ground state and bound 

excited state of argon fluoride, ArF. 
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Ultraviolet absorption spectra of O2 and O3
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Figure 6.68 Spectra of select molecular entities. In atomic spectra, there is a resonance at one wavelength. 
In molecular spectroscopy, the broad bands and multiple lines correspond to vibrational and 
rotational transitions accompanying the electronic transition.  

Monitoring automobile emissions 

Automobiles are a major source of air pollution. To reduce pollution, many cities have 
legislation requiring automobiles to be tested regularly, commonly every two years. However, 
numerous studies show that over 50 % of the pollution is emitted by less than 10 % of the 
automobiles. It is a waste of time and money to bring every vehicle in for regular testing. A 
better system would be to test cars while they are driving down the road, identify the ones that 
are polluting, and require them to be repaired immediately.  

Dr. Donald Stedman at the University of Denver invented a device to do just that: a portable 
instrument that dynamically monitors the emissions of passing vehicles. The instrument works 
by shining infrared radiation across the road. After the vehicle passes, the radiation pass through 
the exhaust and into a detector that simultaneously detects CO, CO2, NOx (NO + NO2), and 
unburnt hydrocarbon fuel (HC). Each of these absorb in a unique region of the infrared spectrum. 
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detector camera to photograph
  license plate of 
    polluting vehicles

light source and
collimating mirror

Infrared signal

CO2 CO HCNOx

single lane road
(on-ramp, off-ramp, etc.)

 

 (YES! this is the limit of my artistic ability.) 

A properly functioning engine will emit lots of CO2 and little CO, NOx, and HC. The detection 
system doesn’t measure the absolute amount of each. Rather, it measures the ratios of CO2:CO, 
CO2:NOx, and CO2:HC. These values should be large, corresponding to lots of carbon dioxide 
and little pollution. Owners of vehicles with low ratios (high polition emissions) are sent a letter 
requiring them to have their vehicles repaired and retested.  

 

Larger molecular entities 

The information given on page 278 on hindered rotation and isomer formation also applies in the 
molecular orbital explanation of bonding: rotation around the π bond requires substantial energy 
because the π bond is broken during the rotation. 

We can apply molecular orbital theory to larger molecular systems. The larger the system, the 
more complex the calculation and the greater the approximations that need to be made to make 
the system solvable with the available computing power. Below are the molecular orbitals for a 
few of the entities discussed in this text. (Ignore the orbital labels — the labels, derived from symmetry, are 

different for more complex orbitals.) 
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1σ*

1π

1σ

2σ

Molecular orbitals of ethyne, C2H2

2σ*
1π*

1Ag

3Ag

Molecular orbitals of ethene, C2H4

1Au

1B1u

1B2g

1B2u

1B1g

2Ag

 
 

1A2u

1A1g

Molecular orbitals of ethane, C2H6

1Eg

1Eu

3A1g

2A1g

  CH3OH??? 

Figure 6.69 Molecular orbital diagrams of ethyne, C2H2, ethene, C2H4, and ethane, C2H6. These MO 
diagrams have the same vertical scale. Ignore the orbital labels until you take an advanced 
course in symmetry or spectroscopy. 
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Molecular orbitals of water, H2O

2B2

1A1

3A1

1B1

2A1

1B2

1Σg

2Σu

Molecular orbitals of carbon dioxide, CO2

1Πg

2Σg 2Σu

3Σg

2Πu

1Πu

 
 

Figure 6.70 Molecular orbital diagrams of waer, H2O, and carbon dioxide, CO2. These MO diagrams have 
the same vertical scale. Ignore the orbital labels until you take an advanced course in symmetry
or spectroscopy. 

Figure 6.71 gives the π bonding MO of benzene. 

Stability is obtained because the π bonding is 
delocalized over the entire entity, but only when 
benzene is planar. Distortion of the benzene ring 
results in weakening of the π bond. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.71  The bonding π molecular 

orbital of benzene, illustrating 
delocalized π bonding and 
explaining the planar structure 
of benzene. 
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Energy minimization 

 
A major theme in this text is that everything happens — ionization, bond formation, chemical 
reactions — because the final product has a lower energy than the reactant. 

Trust me: let the computer do the math* 

Energy minimization is the key to computational modelling of chemical systems. Chemical 
systems are so complex that there isn’t a mathematical equation where you input all the variables 
and get the answer in a single step. Instead, computations software determines properties in an 
iterative (repeated) manner. A common calculation determines the optimized structure of a 
molecular entity. This is done by  

 • computing the energy of the current structure 

 • computing the derivative of the energy with respect to the spatial coordinates, (r, θ, ) 

 • moving the atoms along the path to lower energy 

and repeating the above steps until the energy no longer changes, leaving the entity in the lowest 
energy state possible. While this may sound simple, the functions are complex. Recall the 
Schrödinger equation introduced in Chapter 3: 

 Ĥ EΨ Ψ            3.42 

The hamiltonian, Ĥ, in its simplest form, expands as 
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where T is the kinetic energy and V is the potential energy. 

The wavefunction, Ψ, in the simplest formulation, expands as 
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The Schrödinger equation is solved to minimize the energy, E. 

Once at the lowest energy geometry — the optimized geometry — is determined, other 
properties, such as dipole moment, electronic spectrum, vibrational spectrum, and nmr spectrum 
can be computed. Information on multiple entities can be used to predict the stability, reactivity, 
and properties of the chemical system.† 

                                                 
* Yep, this is here to both scare you and entice you to learn more about quantum and computational chemistry! 
† Yep, this is here to both scare you and entice you to learn more about quantum and computational chemistry! 
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For example, computational software* shows that 

• v-shaped ozone is lower energy than ring ozone, despite the formal charge argument 

structure: correct zero f.c.

energy /(kJ/mol): -591999 -591864

ΔE  /(kJ/mol): -135 0

ozone

 
• oxoanions are higher energy as peroxides, despite the formal charge argument 

structure: correct zero f.c.

energy /(kJ/mol): -737709 -737567

ΔE  /(kJ/mol): -142 0

hydrogen nitrate (nitric acid)

 
• carboxylic acid decomposes because the products are more stable (lower energy) 

H2CO3(aq) H2O(l) + CO2(g)

energy /(kJ/mol): -696045 -200763 -495292

total energy: -696045 ΔE  = –11 kJ/mol-696056



 

COMPUTATIONAL SOFTWARE A much better understanding of quantum chemistry is 
required to properly use software to produce meaningful information on molecular 
entities (taught in advanced physical and/or computational chemistry courses). However, it is fun 
to play and explore. Below are a few programs. 

 AVOGADRO avogadro.openmolecules.net – molecular mechanics, graphical 
interface to other computational programs 

 SPARTAN www.spartan.com – molecular mechanics, semi-empirical, and ab 
initio calculation of systems containing hundreds of atoms 

 HYPERCHEM www.hyper.com – molecular mechanics, semi-empirical, and low-
level ab initio calculation of systems up to biochemical systems 

 MOPAC www.openmopac.net – semiempirical structure and property 
calculation of large systems (hundreds of atoms) 

 TINKER dasher.wustl.edu/tinker – molecular mechanics and dynamics of 
biochemical systems 

                                                 
* Computed using Gaussian 98 at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory. 
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 AMBER www.ambermd.org – molecular mechanics and dynamics of 
biochemical systems 

 GOLD http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/Solutions/GoldSuite/Pages/GOLD.aspx – 
biological protein:substrate interactions 

 Additional software at www.openscience.org  

6.3 Ligand field theory 

Ligand field theory (LFT) is the application of molecular orbital theory to transition metal 
complexes. *  Ligand field theory provides quantitative information on metal:ligand bonding, 
energetics, and reactivity. This text introduces ligand field theory. Future courses in inorganic 
and materials chemistry will explore ligand field theory in greater detail. 

Ligand is a generic term that refers to the entities bond to a metal atom. Ligands are generally p-
block molecular or anionic entities. Figure 6.74 lists some common ligands. 

Bonding to transition metals commonly involves the ligand donating two electrons to the metal. 
(Historically, this was called a coordination bond.) 

Valence orbitals 

Recall from section 6.2 that  

• atomic orbital energy is proportional to the electronegativity of the atom 

• orbitals with the same symmetry and similar energies interact to form bonding and 
antibonding orbitals 

• orbitals with different symmetries form non-bonding orbitals  

• molecular orbitals are a mixture of the atomic orbitals, and the molecular orbitals have a 
greater contribution from the orbitals that are closer in energy 

• compared to atomic orbitals, bonding orbitals are lower in energy, antibonding orbitals are 
higher in energy, and non-bonding orbitals have the same energy 

Transition metals have unfilled d or f orbitals. The valence orbitals are the ns, np, and (n–1)d 
orbitals. For example, iron has the electronic configuration, Fe: [Ar] 4s2 3d6 4p0. In a free atom, 
all orbitals within a given subshell are degenerate: the five 3d orbitals have the same energy; the 
three 4p orbitals have the same energy, etc. That degeneracy is lost when chemical bonds form. 

Since the electronegativity of metals is lower than the ligand atoms, the bonding orbitals are 
predominantly ligand-nature in character, while the non-bonding and antibonding orbitals are 
predominantly metal-ion nature in character. 

                                                 
* An earlier theory, crystal field theory (CFT), treated the interaction between metals and ligands as ionic. CFT 

successfully explains many of the observed geometries, spectroscopic properties, and magnetic properties. CFT 
does not explain metal:ligand bonding, hence the development of LFT. 
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Octahedral complexes 

The MO diagram of an octahedral transition metal complex is presented in figure 6.72.*  
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Figure 6.72 Molecular orbital diagram for an octahedral transition metal complex. The box identifies the

valence orbitals, which are discussed in detain below. 

Figure 6.72 is complex because there are many atoms and orbitals involved. The grey box 
identifies the non-bonding and antibonding orbitals that are formed from the metal d orbitals. 
These contain the HOMO and LUMO and are of significant chemical interest. 

Spectrochemical series 

The eg orbitals of the metal become antibonding orbitals during metal:ligand bonding. The 
separation between the t2g and eg orbitals is called the ligand-field splitting energy, ΔO,* and is a 

                                                 
* The symmetry labels on the orbitals are presented for information. 
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measure of the orbital overlap and bond strength. The magnitude of ΔO depends on the ligand, 
metal, and charge on the metal ion. For a given metal ion, ΔO depends only on the ligand binding 
to the metal. 

t2g

3d weak metal:ligand bondsstrong metal:ligand bonds ––

eglarge ΔO small ΔO

t2g

eg

 
Figure 6.73 The degree of splitting, forming the eg antibonding orbitals, depends on the strength of the 

metal:ligand bond.  

ΔO has energies comparable to the energy of visible light, resulting in transition metal complexes 
being colored. That is, the eg → t2g electronic transition occurs with visible light. It was 
discovered that ligands could be ordered by the amount they split the eg → t2g orbitals. This 
ordering was the same for different metal ions and, because it is measurable as the color of the 
complex, has become known as the spectrochemical series. 

 

I– < Br– < S2– < SCN– < Cl– < NO3
– < N3

– < F– < OH– < C2O4
2– < H2O < NCS– 

< CH3CN < py < NH3 < en < bipy < phen < NO2
– < PPh3 < CN– < CO 

Figure 6.74 The spectrochemical series — a ranking of orbitals by the degree of d-orbital splitting they 
induce when bonding to transition metals, ΔO. The underlined atom bonds to the metal.   
py = pyridine;  en = ethylenediamine; bipy = 2,2’-bipyridine; phen = 1,10-phenanthroline 

 

??? – spectra of entities from series 

 

                                                                                                                                                             
* The subscript O refers to the octahedral geometry. ΔT is the ligand-field splitting energy for a tetrahedral 

geometry. 
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Filling of the d orbitals 

The magnitude of ΔO affects how electrons fill the t2g and eg orbitals (collectively, the d orbitals). 
Filling of d1, d2, and d3 obeys Hund’s rule. 

 

d1

eg

t2g ——

d2

eg

t2g ——

d3

eg

t2g  

Figure 6.75 Orbital energy diagrams of d1 – d3.  

Filling of d4 has two possibilities. The forth electron could pair up in a t2g orbital or it could enter 
an empty, higher energy, eg orbital. What occurs depends on the magnitude of ΔO. Putting a 
second electron in a t2g orbital puts those electrons in the same region of space, resulting in 
additional electron-electron repulsion. Energy is required to overcome the electron-electron 
repulsion, called the pairing energy, P. Putting an energy in the higher energy eg orbital requires 
an energy of ΔO.  

• If ΔO is small, P > ΔO, and the electron will pair up in a t2g orbital: low-spin 

• If ΔO is large, P < ΔO, and the electron will enter an empty eg orbital: high-spin 

The terms low-spin and high-spin refer to the number of unpaired electrons in the complex. 
Since unpaired electrons are repelled by a magnetic field (the complexes are paramagnetic), it is 
possible to determine the number of unpaired electrons — determine whether the complex is 
low-spin or high-spin — by measuring how much a sample is repelled by a magnetic field. This 
device is called a Gouy balance. 

d4
eg

t2gt2g

eg

low spin high spin  
Figure 6.76 Low-spin and high-spin d4. Whether a complex is low-spin or high-spin is determined by the 

ligand-field splitting energy, ΔO. 

Metals with d4 to d7 electronic configurations can be either low-spin or high-spin, depending on 
the ligands. Metals with d8 to d10 have only one electronic configuration. 

▼——————————————— 

 

a) Draw the low- and high-spin d5, d6, and d7 electronic configurations. 

b) Show that d8, d9, and d10 only have one electronic configuration. 

Answer: see page 332. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 6.77 
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The 3d4 to 3d7 metals exist both as low and high-spin complexes. Elements low on the 
spectrochemical series (I–, Br–, etc.) produce small ΔO and exist as high-spin complexes. 
Elements high on the spectrochemical series (CN–, CO, etc.) produce large ΔO and exist as low-
spin complexes. Since ΔO increases down a group, the 4d and 5d metals exist only as low-spin 
complexes.  

Tetrahedral complexes 

The MO diagram of an tetrahedral transition metal complex is presented in figure 6.78. 
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Figure 6.78 Molecular orbital diagram for a tetrahedral transition metal complex. The box identifies the 
valence orbitals, which are discussed in detain below. 

In tetrahedral complexes, the ligands are not perfectly aligned with the d orbitals, so the 
metal:ligand orbital overlap is poorer, making ΔT smaller. All tetrahedral complexes are high 
spin. 
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Square-planar complexes 

The MO diagram of a square-planar transition metal complex is presented in figure 6.79.  
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Figure 6.79 Molecular orbital diagram for a square planar transition metal complex. The boxi dentifies the
valence orbitals, which are discussed in detain below. 
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6.4 Band theory 

This section prepared by Dr. Nathan Gerein, with information and images adapted from 
“Fundamentals of Photonics” by B. E. A. Saleh and M. C. Teich. 

Band theory is the application of molecular orbital theory to explain the electronic properties of 
solids. While the application of molecular orbital theory to complex molecules is challenging, we 
are able to determine the electronic properties of solids by taking advantage of repeating 
structural units — unit cells — within the solid. The properties of the bulk material can be 
determined by considering only the unit cell, greatly simplifying the computational task.  

Nanotechnology is a common buzzword, with active research in biochemistry, chemistry, 
physics, and engineering. These disciplines use computational methods to understand the 
processes occurring at the microscopic level. This section explores the electronic properties of 
crystalline materials and the devices commonly made from them. 

Electronic bands 

Recall in the previous section that two atomic orbitals (AOs) form bonding and antibonding 
molecular orbits (MOs), with energies below and above the energy of the AOs. When additional 
atoms are added — forming solids — additional bonding and antibonding orbitals form with 
energies between two extrema. With sufficient nuclei, the orbitals form a continuum: an 
electronic band. 

Atoms: 1 2 4 6 8 10 20 ∞

…

 
Figure 6.80 The bonding and antibonding orbitals formed as increasing number of atoms cluster together. 

With a large number of atoms, the orbitals are so close together that a continuum of orbitals 
exist, an electronic band. The circles, ○●, on the 2 and ∞ orbitals represent atomic orbitals 
and show the extreme of bonding (all ○) and antibonding (alternating ○●) molecular orbitals. 
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Several features of the band are important: 

• There are more orbitals at the top and bottom of the band than in the middle. This 
concentration of orbitals is referred to as the density of states.  

• The orbitals lower in the band are more bonding and the orbitals higher in the band are 
more antibonding. 

• The occupancy of the band depends on the occupancy of the atomic orbitals. 

◦ if the AOs were 
full

half-full

 
 
 

, the band will be 
full.

half-full.





 

Insulators, semiconductors, conductors 

Recall that atoms have more than one AO. The formation of a solid produces bands that occupy 
an energy range. The overlap of and spacing between the energy levels controls the electronic 
properties of the solid. We are most interested in the properties of the bands formed from the 
frontier orbitals (introduced on page 298):*  

• the HOMO forms a band that his either partially or completely filled with electrons† 

• the LUMO forms a band empty of electrons 

Figure 6.81 shows the bonds formed by the bonding and antibonding orbitals as a function of 
internuclear distance. The only range that is important is the range at the normal bond length. 
Two possibilities exist: the bands overlap or they do not. If they do not overlap, a band gap is 
formed between the HOMO and LUMO bands. 

Internuclear Distance /pm

E
n

er
gy

most bonding

bond length

overlapping bands

most antibonding HOMO

LUMO

— Internuclear Distance /pm

most antibonding

most bonding

bond length

band gap

HOMO

LUMO

 

Figure 6.81 Bonding and antibonding ranges as a function of internuclear distance. At the normal bond 
length, the bands overlap (left), or a band gap exists (right). Commonly, only the electronic bands 
are shown. 

The nature of the band gap is critical in modern electronics. 

• if the HOMO is partially filled, or if the HOMO and LUMO overlap, the solid is an 
electrical conductor 

                                                 
* In the semiconductor world, the terms valence band and conduction band are used. However, because these 

definitions apply only to semiconductors, this text retains the terms HOMO band and LUMO band. 
† HOMO: highest occupied molecular orbital 

 LUMO: lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
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• If the HOMO is filled, a  band bap exists and  

◦ the solid is an electrical semiconductor if the band gap is small 

◦ the solid is an electrical insulator if the band gap is large 

Electrical conduction requires electrons to be in partially filled bands. Electrical conduction 
occurs when electrons are able to move between orbitals and move through the solid. If a band is 
filled, the electrons cannot move. 

The band gap energy, Eg, is the energy between the HOMO and LUMO bands. In 
semiconductors at zero kelvin, the material is an insulator. With increasing temperature, Eg is 
sufficiently small that thermal energy promotes some electrons into the LUMO band, increasing 
the conductivity. When an electron is promoted to the LUMO band, a hole is left in the HOMO 
band. Both holes and electrons are charge carriers in solids.* Insulators have sufficiently large Eg 
that negligible electons are promoted. 

conductor conductor semiconductor semiconductor insulator

LUMO

HOMO

LUMO

T  > 0 K

filled
HOMO

HOMO filled
HOMO

LUMO

T  = 0 K

LUMO

LUMO

filled
HOMO

 gsmall E glarge E








 
Figure 6.82 The band arrangement in electrical conductors, semiconductors, and insulators. The circles 

represent electrons, ●, or holes, ○. 

 

                                                 
* Advanced materials and electronics courses will explore the concept of charge carriers in greater detail. 
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APPLICATION: electronics 

An intrinsic semiconductor is a material whose natural band gap is sufficiently small to allow 
for HOMO to LUMO promotion. In an intrinsic semiconductor, the current is equally carried by 
electrons and holes. 

An extrinsic semiconductor is a material that has 
been turned into a semiconductor by the addition of a 
dopant. Added at the parts per million level, a dopant 
is selected that has an electronic band within the band 
gap of the bulk material. Because of its low 
concentration, the dopant does not form bands. Rather 
the atomic orbitals of the dopant can donate electrons 
to the LUMO or accept electrons from the HOMO 
band. 

• n-type semiconductors have an dopant whose 
filled atomic orbitals are in the band gap. The 
dopant donates electrons to the LUMO band. 
The mobile charge carriers are the electrons in 
the LUMO. 

• p-type semiconductors have an dopant whose 
empty atomic orbitals are in the band gap. The 
dopant accepts electrons from the HOMO band. The mobile charge carriers are the holes in 
the HOMO. 

The world of electronics is based on semiconductors devices. 

Table 6.84 Selected semiconductors. 

dopant formula dopant formula

silicon Si 1.11 1125 gallium(III) nitride GaN 3.40 367

n-doped with Li, P, Sb, As magnesium

p-doped with B, Al, Ga, In gallium(III) phosphide GaP 2.26 553

aluminium arsenide AlAs 2.16 578 germanium Ge 0.67 1864

cadmium sulfide CdS 2.42 516 n-doped with Li, P, Sb, As

cadmium telluride CdTe 1.49 838 p-doped with B, Al, Ga, In

gallium(III) arsenide GaAs 1.42 880 lead(II) sulfide PbS 0.37 3376

n-doped with Si, Ge, S, Sn lead(II) telluride PbTe 0.29 4307

p-doped with Be, C, Mg, Si zinc sulfide ZnS 3.60 347

Semiconductor
E g /eV λ min /nm

Semiconductor
E g /eV λ min /nm

 

intrinsic n-type p-type

LUMO LUMO

LUMO

T  > 0 K

filled
HOMO

HOMOHOMO


gE


gE

 gsmall E

Figure 6.83 Types of semiconductors. 
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p-n junction 

The p-n junction is used as a regulator, rectifier, logic gate, and optoelectronic device (see below). 
A very versatile component! 

A p-n junction consists of a p-type and n-type semiconductor in physical contact. The p-region 
has a majority of hole charge carriers; the n-region a majority of electron charge carriers. At the 
point of contact, the mobile holes and electrons combine, creating a region depleted of charge 
carriers, a depletion layer. The charges localized to the 
dopant creates an electric field that opposes the diffusion 
of additional mobile charges. The potential difference 
between the n and p-regions is illustrated by a lower 
energy of the n-region. 

p-type n-type depletion region

– ––

++
+

 
Figure 6.85 The formation of a p-n junction and the effect on the HOMO and LUMO bands. The circles 

represent electrons, ●, or holes, ○. An electric field is created because the mobile charges are 
depleted, while the fixed charges are localized to the dopant. 

An applied potential will alter the potential difference betweeen the p and n regions in the 
junction.  

• a forward biased junction applies a positive potential to the p-region. This counters the 
intrinsic electric field in the depletion region, allowing current to flow. The current is 
controlled by the applied voltage, which regulates the current. 

• A reverse biased junction applies a negative potential to the p-region. This increases the 
barrier, preventing current from flowing. 
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forward-biased reverse-biased
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Figure 6.86 Forward and reverse biased p-n junctions. Current can flow through forward baised junctions, 

but is blocked in reverse biased junctions. 

Diode 

A diode, with the symbol , is a p-n junction that passes current in only one direction. 
Putting an alternating current (AC) voltage through a diode only passes the positive component. 
This is the first step in rectifying AC → DC in a solid state power supply.  

 
Figure 6.87 A half-wave rectifier: a diode acting on an AC voltage. 

Diodes are at the heart of any power supply. A power supply converts 120 V or 240 V AC 
electricity into lower voltage DC electricity. The power supply to your laptop likely operates at 
between 12 and 24 V. Figure 6.88 shows how four diodes are used to create a rectfier that 
transforms AC to DC voltage. (Additional electronics smooths the DC output to give a constant 
voltage.) 

AC input to filtering and
conditioning
electronics

rectified
DC output

rectifier 
    bridge

V

 
Figure 6.88 (left) A full-wave rectifier to transform AC to DC electricity. (right) A power supply that 

contains a full-wave rectifier and supplies DC power to an electronic device. 
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Transistor 

The transistor is at the heart of every electronic device. Well, actually, millions of them are. The 
CPU in your calculator, microwave, and computer is an array of millions of transistors. The 
microphone and volume control on audio equipment contains one or a few transistors.  

A transistor is an electronic device that allows for electronic control of current. A common type 
of transistor is a p-n-p junction with three leads, one on each semiconductor. The leads on the p 
semiconductors form part of the moderated electronic circuit. The lead on the central, base, 
semiconductor controls the current.  

• with zero voltage on the base, there is a barrier and no current flows through the circuit  

• with increasingly positive voltage on the base, the resistance decrease and current flows  

collector

base

emitterp       n       p

—
B

EC

—  

Figure 6.89 (left) The components of a p-n-p transistor. (center) The symbol used in circuit diagrams. (right) A 
typical transistor. 

Optoelectronics 

Optoelectronics is the union of electronics with photonics: electronics are used to produce light 
and light is used to produce electrons. The band gap energy corresponds to the photon energy 
emitted from an LED). Changing the semiconductor material or dopant alters the photon energy. 
A specially designed p-n junction is the principal component of all light emitting diodes (LEDs), 
laser diodes, photodetectors, and solar cells. 

A light-emitting diode is a forward biased p-n junction. Forward biasing creates an environment 
with excess holes in the p region and excess electrons in the n region. When the electron and 
hole recombine, there is a transition from the LUMO to HOMO and the emission of a photon. 
This process is very efficient. Currently, the best LED convert 40 % of the electrical energy to 
photonic energy. LEDs are everywhere in society, from the lights on your laptop to the 
headlights, taillights, and turning lights on newer cars. 
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photon emission — LED

+V
+V

p                  n

p-n 
junction

— laser diode

+V+V
+V

p-n 
junction

p              n

 

Figure 6.90 LEDs and diode lasers produce light in specially designed forward-biased p-n junctions. In the 
LED, one semiconductor layer is very thin, allowing photons to pass through it. In the laser
diode, the optical cavity is designed parallel to the p-n junction for maximum gain and 
minimum dispersion.   

In an LED, the photons are emitted in random directions. A diode laser is an LED manufactured 
within a optical cavity (see the essay on page 142). Typically, the laser cavity is integral to the LED. 
Forward biasing a diode laser initiates emission that near-instantly stabilizes along the length of 
the laser cavity.  

To get LED and laser diodes that span the infrared-visible-ultraviolet region, mixed 
semiconductors are prepared. However, only certain formulations are stable 

• 
Gallium arsenide

Aluminum arsenide





 has an emission wavelength of 
880 nm.

578 nm.





 An LED composed of 

GaxAl(1–x)As will have an emission wavelength between 880 and 578 nm, depending on x. 

• Mercury telluride is a conductor — it has no band gap. Mercury telluride mixes with 
cadmium telluride to form LEDs with the composition HgxCd(1–x)Te that have an emission 
wavelength between about 18 µm and 838 nm, depending on x. 

Consider what is occurring in 6.90: forward-biasing an p-n junction creates an excess of 
electrons and holes at the junction. Combination of an electron and hole produces a photon. 
Conversely, the absorption of a photon will create an electron and hole. When light hits a 
reverse-biased p-n junction, an electric current is created. 
Voila! A photon detector. When you walk into some stores, 
you may notice that passing through the doorway triggers a 
bell. If you look carefully around knee level, you will discover 
a small box on one side of the door and a reflector on the other 
side. The small box contains a light source and detector. The 
detector senses the amount of reflected light. When you block 
the reflector, the amount of light changes and the box triggers 
the bell. Photon detectors can be designed to be exquisitely 
sensitive, able to detect single photons, which is critical in 
astronomical telescopes and research laboratories. In this 

photon absorption  
Figure 6.91 Creation of an 

electric current. 
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application, they are called photomultiplier tubes, PMTs. 

??? – photon detector     

Figure 6.92 (left) A photon detector in a store entranceway. (right) A high intensity LED lamp 

If you put millions of photon detectors on a semiconductor chip, you have the working 
component of a digital camera! (See the Digital camera essay on page 98.) By changing the 
semiconductor material, it is possible to make a digital camera sensitive to infrared or ultraviolet 
light. 

Imaging heat 

Thermal imaging cameras are used to measure the temperature of objects, from the ocean 
currents to the walls in a home. This information allows the observer to determine the flow of 
heat energy and apply that information to better understand the system.  

 • Ocean temperatures greatly affect weather patterns and marine life.  

 • Homeowners can determine where insulation should be added in a home to reduce the 
amount of energy required to heat (in winter) and cool (in summer) the home. 

 • Police and search-and-rescue teams can find victims, criminals, and missing persons. 

 

 
Figure 0.93 Selected thermal images. Images are commonly displayed in false color, with red being hotter 

and blue being cooler. (left) El Niño in December 2009; (center) home with missing insulation; 
(right) a police helicopter locates a suspect. 
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If the photon source is the sun, then we have a device that converts solar energy into electrical 
energy: a solar cell.  A solar cell produces a current at the 
band-gap voltage. In order to be absorbed by the solar cell, 
the photon must have least the energy of the band gap 

• photons lower in energy than the band gap are not 
absorbed 

• photons higher in energy are absorbed, but the excess 
energy is converted to heat 

These factors reduce the efficiency of solar cells, with the 
current maximum efficiency being around 30 %. Multi-
junction semiconductors (beyond the scope of this text) have 
efficiencies up to 42 %. 

Solar cells are designed like the LED in figure 6.90: a p-n junction with one thin and transparent 
layer and a large surface area facing the sun. Solar panls are often configured to output 12 V by 
connecting many solar cells in series. The amount of current produced is proportional to the 
surface area of the solar cells and the solar light intensity. 

 
Figure 6.95 Solar cells on the roof of a home. This installation can produce a maximum of 3.0 kW, about

half the average energy required by the house. 

 

photon absorption

high energy
photon

min. energy
photon

excess energy

 
Figure 6.94 Operation of a solar cell.
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Quantum wells and dots 

The p-n junction is a layered semiconductor device. It is also possible to create devices where a 
well or a dot of semiconductor material is surrounded by another semiconductor. The electronic 
properties of quantum wells and quantum dots is an active area of scientific research, and these  

 
layer well dot

p       n

 
For example and to illustrate the interesting nature of atomic-sized particles. Bulk cadmium 
selenide has a band-gap of 717 nm (1.73 eV). As a quantum dot, the emission wavelength is 
dependant on the size of the quantum dot. As the size increases, the wavelength decreases to a 
minimum of 717 nm. 

 

materials may one day form the basis for 
negative refractive index materials, cloaking 
(akin to Star Trek and Harry Potter), and new 
optoelectronic devices. 
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Figure 6.96 Cadmium-selenide quantum dots emit light based on the size of the dot. Scientists are learning 
to control manufacturing on the nano scale to obtain quantum dots with desired emission 
wavelengths and other properties. 
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Summary 

<not developed> 

 

Molecular orbital theory is currently the best available theory. However, it takes days to weeks 
of computer time to complete a calculation. Even then, the approximations made in solving the 
problem may not be valid, leading to inaccurate results. Increasing computer capabilities allows 
us to study larger and more complex problems to a high level of accuracy. 

Valence bond theory 

good for organic 

 

sp, sp2, sp3 hybridization 

 

s + 3 p → 2 sp 2 p 180.0° linear

→ 3 sp2   p 120.0° trigonal planar

→ 4 sp3 —— 109.5° tetrahedral

s + 3 p + 5 d → 5 sp3d 4 d 90.0°, 120.0° trigonal bipyramidal

→ 6 sp3d2 3 d 90.0° octahedral

Geometry
Atomic 
orbitals

Hybrid  
orbitals

Unhybridized 
orbitals

Bond 
angle

 

3 hybrid orbitals from 
3 atomic orbitals

4 hybrid orbitals from 
4 atomic orbitals

2 remaining p orbitals 1 remaining p orbitals 0 remaining p orbitals

tetrahedral, 109.5°trigonal planar, 120°linear, 180°

2 hybrid orbitals from 
2 atomic orbitals

sp sp2 sp3
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Molecular orbital theory 

 

Molecular orbital theory shows that the 

There is not eight electrons surrounding each atoms 

 

 

Band theory 

 

Much of everyday electronics is based on quantum mechanical phenomena and, with the 
increasingly small scale of semiconductor components, the quantum nature of matter cannot be 
ignored in the design of semiconductor components. In fact, an understanding of quantum 
mechanics is critical to the design and development of new materials, from bio??? To materials 
engineering to the emerging field of nanotechnology. 
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Exercises 

Valence bond theory 

1. What benefit is provided when AOs 
hybridize? 

2. How does valence bond theory explain 
the following? 

a) bond length 

b) bond energy 

c) the different energy of σ and π bonds 

d) that two electrons form a bond 

3. For each of the following entities, 
determine the EDM structure, the valence 
bond hybridization of each atom, and 
then draw the valence bond structure. 

a) HF   d) BF3 

b) F2   e) CH2Cl2 

c) O2   f) H2O2 

4. For each of the following entities, 
determine the EDM structure, the valence 
bond hybridization of each atom, and 
then draw the valence bond structure. 

a) SF6   d) NO2
+ 

b) CH3OH  e) NH2OH 

c) BrF5   f) XeF2 

5. For each of the following entities, 
determine the EDM structure, the valence 
bond hybridization of each atom, and 
then draw the valence bond structure. 

a) HCN  d) NO3
– 

b) H2CO  e) COS 

c) HONO  f) SO3 

6. For each of the following entities, 
determine the EDM structure, the valence 
bond hybridization of each atom, and 
then draw the valence bond structure. 

a) I3
–   d) HONO2 

b) BrNO  e) N3
– 

c) N2O   f) ClO2
– 

7. For each of the following entities, 
determine the EDM structure, the valence 
bond hybridization of each atom, and 
then draw the valence bond structure. 

a) NSF   d) COCl2 

b) POCl3  e) NCO– 

c) ClF3   f) SO3 

8. For each of the following entities, 
determine the EDM structure, the valence 
bond hybridization of each atom, and 
then draw the valence bond structure. 

a) CH3CH2OH   (ethanol) 

b) (CH3)2CO    (acetone) 

c) (COOH)2    (oxalic acid) 

d) NCCN    (cyanogen) 

e) H2CCCH2    (allene) 

9. For each of the following entities, 
determine the EDM structure, the valence 
bond hybridization of each atom, and 
then draw the valence bond structure. 

a) HCCCH3    (propyne) 

b) H2NC(=O)OH   (carbamic acid) 

c) CH3CN    (acetonitrile) 

d) (NH2)2CO    (urea) 

e) cyclopenta-1,3-diene 

10. The ion ZrF8
4– has been prepared. It has 

no lone pairs on zirconium. What is the 
expected hybridization of the zirconium 
atom. 

11. What is the hybridization of iodine in 
IF7? 

12. What similarities exist in the valence 
bond structures of carbon dioxide, allene, 
H2CCCH2, and the azide ion, N3

–? 

13. What are the three isomers of N2H2? 

14. Compare the delocalized bonding of 
carboxylic acid, ~CO2

–, with a nitro, 
~NO2, functional group. 
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15. The EDM structure of urea, (NH2)2CO, 
has trigonal pyramidal nitrogen atoms. 
Experimentally, urea is known to exist as  

 

16. Carbonic acid, H2CO3, is unstable to 
dissociation to carbon dioxide and water. 
What does this say about the energies of 
the entities? 

Molecular orbital theory 

17. How is MO theory different from valence 
bond theory? 

18. How is resonance explained in MO 
theory? 

19. Why is the bond energy of H2
+ and H2

– 
approximately half the bond energy of 
H2? 

20. Draw, to scale, the molecular orbital 
diagrams of H2

+, H2, H2
–. 

??? table: energy, bond length 

21. Which homonuclear diatomic in figure 
6.54 forms 

a) the strongest σ bond? Explain. 

b) the strongest π bond? Explain. 

22. Carbon monoxide, CO, has a regular 
molecular orbital ordering 

a) Prepare a molecular orbital diagram 
for CO. 

b) write the electronic configuration for 
ground state CO. 

c) what excited state electronic 
configuration 

 i) increases the bond order 

 ii) decreases the bond order 

 iii) gives a bond order of 2.0 

d) what ground state ion gives 

 i) a longer bond 

 ii) an integer bond order 

 iii) a more stable entity 

 iv) a bond order of 1.5 

23. Referring to the overlapping 
wavefunctions in 6.35, draw the 
overlapping wavefunctions for the 
combining of the 2p orbitals to form σ 
and σ* molecular orbitals. 

24. CN has a regular molecular orbital 
ordering 

a) Prepare a molecular orbital diagram 
for CN. 

b) write the electronic configuration for 
ground state CN. 

c) what excited state electronic 
configuration 

 i) increases the bond order 

 ii) decreases the bond order 

 iii) gives a bond order of 1.5 

d) what ground state ion gives 

 i) a stronger bond 

 ii) a longer bond 

 iii) an integer bond order 

 iv) a more stable entity 

 v) a bond order of 2.0 

 vi) a bond order of 3.0 

25. Using the molecular orbital diagram of 
C2, 

a) write the electronic configuration for 
ground state C2. 

b) what excited state electronic 
configuration 

 i) increases the bond order 

 ii) decreases the bond order 

 iii) gives a bond order of 3.0 

c) what ground state ion gives 

 i) a stronger bond 

 ii) a longer bond 

 iii) an integer bond order 

a completely 
planar structure, 
with the nitrogen 
and carbon atoms 
being trigonal 
planar. Explain 
this observation 
using VB theory. 
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 iv) a more stable entity 

26. BN also has a regular orbital ordering. 
How will the MO diagram of BN and C2 
differ? 

27. OF has a regular molecular orbital 
ordering 

a) Prepare a molecular orbital diagram 
for OF. 

b) write the electronic configuration for 
ground state OF. 

c) what excited state electronic 
configuration 

 i) increases the bond order 

 ii) decreases the bond order 

 iii) gives a bond order of 2.5 

d) what ground state ion gives 

 i) a stronger bond 

 ii) a longer bond 

 iii) an integer bond order 

 iv) a more stable entity 

 v) a bond order of 2.0 

28. MgN has an inverted molecular orbital 
ordering 

a) Prepare a molecular orbital diagram 
for MgN. 

b) write the electronic configuration for 
ground state MgN. 

c) what excited state electronic 
configuration 

 i) increases the bond order 

 ii) decreases the bond order 

 iii) gives a bond order of 2.5 

d) what ground state ion gives 

 i) a stronger bond 

 ii) a longer bond 

 iii) an integer bond order 

 iv) a more stable entity 

 v) a bond order of 0.5 

29. In n = 3, the 3s – 3p spacing is larger 
than the the 2s – 2p spacing. If the 
hydrogen 1s orbital interacts only with 

the 3p orbitals, what would the MO 
diagram look like? 

30. List plausible neutral and ionic entities 
that are isoelectronic with nitrogen, N2. 

31. How do you expect the bonding to 
change in HF, HCl, HBr, HI? 

32. Which of the following is most likely to 
exist: NeF, NeF+, or NeF–? Why? 

33. Potassium superoxide, KO2, can be 
envisioned as an electrostatic interaction 
between K+ and O2

–. ??? 

34. Use HOMO:LUMO arguments to predict 
which heteronuclear diatomics in figure 
6.54 are stable. 

35. — 

36. — 

Ligand field theory 

37. — 

38. — 

Band theory 

39. — 

40. — 

41. Use additional resources to learn how a 
transistor is used in a microphone. 

42. Use additional resources to learn how a 
transistor is used in a logic circuit. 

43. Use additional resources to learn how a 
full-wave rectifier is constructed using 
diodes. 

44. Identify the following as a conductor, 
insulator, or semiconductor. 

a) steel 

b) silicon 

c) solid sodium chloride 

d) aqueous sodium chloride 

e) liquid bromine 
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45. Relate the increasing ns – np spacing to 
increasing metallic character in p-block 
elements. 

46. What must the band structure look like 
for magnesium, with an electronic 
configuration of [Ne] 3s2, to be a 
conductor. 

47. The band gap of several common 
semiconductors is 

 SiC  2.86 eV 

 ZnS  3.60 eV 

 CdS  2.42 eV 

 PbSe 0.27 eV 

 Determine the LED emission wavelength 
for each of these semiconductors. 

48. In what wavelength region does a 
CdxZn(1–x)S LED function? 

49. In what wavelength region does a 
PbxSn(1–x)Te LED function? (Tin telluride is 
a conductor.) 

50. Some infrared detectors can use indium 
antimonide semiconductor detectors (band 
gap = 0.17 eV). What minimum wavelength 
of light are InSb detectors sensitive to? 

51. Pure gallium(III) phosphide LEDs emit 
light at 555 nm. Nitrogen doped GaP 
LEDs emit light at 565 nm and zinc 
doped GaP LEDs emit light at 700 nm. 
Draw the band diagram of each LED. 

52. — 

53. — 

54. — 

55. — 

INTEGRATIVE EXERCISES 

56. The EDM predicts the nitrogen in 
acetamide to be sp3 hybridized. It is, in 
fact, sp2 hybridized and the hydrogen 
atoms are fixed in position as shown 

below. Give a plausible explanation for 
this observation and why this occurs. 

 

57. Nitrogen monoxide, NO, 

a) Is nitrogen monoxide attracted or 
repelled by a magnetic field? 

b) Do you expect NO+, to exist? Why? 

c) Which has the shortest bond length: 
NO+, NO2+, or NO–? 

58. Molecular nitrogen, N2, and carbon 
monoxide, CO, are isoelectronic and 
have virtually identical molar masses. 
Which entity would you predict to have 
the higher melting point? 

59. There is no reasonable EDM structure 
that explains the stability of KO2 or 
K2O2. Provide an explanation using MO 
theory. 

60. Given the information on nitrogen in 
figures 4.12 and 6.54, what maximum 
wavelength of light will be absorbed by 
the π → π* transition? 

61. A new ‘feature’ of LEDs is the ability to 
change color. For example, Christmas 
LEDs alternate from red to green (and 
sometimes white). Use additional 
resources to determin how this occurs? 

62. Newer digital cameras use 
complementary metal–oxide–
semiconductor (CMOS) arrays for image 
capture. The light detecting component 
of each pixel is a silicon or selenium 
semiconductor. How does each pixel 
detect the color and intensity of light? 
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Answers to in-text exercises 
6.11 ??? 

6.17 HOF  

H
O

F

 

 NH2OH 

H
H O

H
N

 

 CH3CH3 
H

H

HH

BC

H

H

BC

H

 

6.21 Trans-fats are linked to high cholesterol and 
heart disease. Cis-trans isomerisation more 
readily occurs at higher temperature, during 
cooking. The higher the temperature, the 
greater the isomerisation rate. 

6.23 

OO

 framework

BC

—

OO

 framework

BC

 

6.24 

O

BC
H H

 framework —

H

H
BC O

 framework  

 The valence bond structure of ethene and 
formaldehyde is the same. The non-bonding 
hybrid orbitals on oxygen in formaldehyde 
bond to hydrogen atoms in ethene. 

6.25  

cis-N2H2

H H

HH
N N

NN

 framework

 framework

H

H

H
H

N N

NN

 framework

 framework

trans-N2H2

H

H

H
H

N N

NN

 framework

 framework

gem-N2H2
 

6.28 They are the same. 

6.33 The bond angle in ammonia is close to sp3, so 
the bond angle should be close to 109.5°. The 

bond angle in phosphine is close to sp6, mostly 
p character, and should be close to 90°. 

6.38 MO diagram the same as H2
– , b.o. = 1/2 

6.46 ??? 

6.56 B2 and C2 have low energy LUMOs. 

6.57 N2 has neither high energy HOMOs or low 
energy LUMOs. 

6.49 Eσ = 350 kJ/mol; Eπ = 300 kJ/mol 

6.52 a) HF; b) CO 

6.53 Your estimated bond strength should be ± 50 
kJ/mol of the experimental value. 

6.61 C2: 1σ
2 1σ*2 1π4; O2: 1σ

2 1σ*2 2σ2 1π4 1π*2 

 BN: 1σ2 1σ*2 1π4 (isoelectronic with C2),  
 1

2. . 6 2 2.0b o     

 LiF: 1σ2,  1
2. . 2 0 1.0b o     

 HF: 1σ2 1nσ
2 1np

4,  1
2. . 2 0 1.0b o      

(non-bonding electrons are not considered in the 

calculation of bond order). 

6.63 There are lots. Three include  

  NO*: 1σ2 1σ*2 2σ2 1π3 1π*2 (b.o. = 1.5) 

  NO*: 1σ2 1σ*2 2σ2 1π2 1π*3 (b.o. = 0.5) 

  NO*: 1σ2 1σ*2 2σ2 1π4 2σ*1 (b.o. = 2.5) 

6.64 F2*: 1σ2 1σ*2 2σ1 1π4 1π*4 2σ*1 (promotion of 

an electron from 2σ → 2σ*) 

6.59 Li2, Be2, BN: no (all have low energy LUMOs)  
CO: yes 

6.66 C2
2– and CN– have: 1σ2 1σ*21π4 2σ2 ; b.o. = 3.0.  

 They are stable because they have no low 
energy LUMOs and no high energy HOMOs; 
they have the same electronic configuration as 
N2.

 

6.77 a)

 low spin high spin
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Chapter 7. Instrumental and Chemical Analysis 

The realm of chemistry extends beyond the stereotypical crazed person in a laboratory coat 
mixing chemicals. In addition to synthetic chemistry, chemists analyze and quantify chemicals. 
Physical chemistry explores the interaction of molecular entities and their surroundings. 
Analytical chemistry develops ways to identify and quantify analytes within various matrices 
(lead in blood, nitrogen oxides in air, dioxin in soil, etc.). In the course of their research, physical and 
analytical chemists often design and build new instruments and improve upon existing scientific 
instruments. Some of these instruments become commonplace in scientific laboratories.  

A selection includes 

• thermometers (mercury, alcohol, digital) • balances (scales, beam, electronic) 

• spectrometers (UV/Vis, infrared, nmr)  • electrochemical probes (pH, fluoride) 

People regularly use analytical techniques to: 

• monitor air quality in buildings 

• monitor municipal water quality 

• check carry-on baggage for drugs and explosives 

• determine the concentration of a specific entity: pollutant concentrations in air, water, or 
soil; drug and/or toxin concentrations in the body; the purity of gold in jewelry; etc. 

• analyze a substance seized by police to determine its composition 

• analyze blood samples in a medical laboratory 

For every profession, specialty equipment is available to specific tasks: 

• medical thermometers that measure the ear canal temperature in seconds 

• specialized pressure meters for determining blood pressure 

• the ‘breathalyser’ for determining the amount of alcohol in a sample of breath 

• spectrometers for detecting explosives and drugs in luggage 

This chapter introduces you to some common analytical instruments, analytical techniques, and 
provides a foundational understanding of how the instruments interact with molecular entities. 
Future courses probe deeper into this interaction and explain how instruments can be optimized 
to obtain the greatest information on molecular entities and the greatest sensitivity to detecting 
that entity. 

There are two major detection methods: 

Spectroscopic detection uses the interaction of a molecular entity with electromagnetic 
radiation. Visible spectroscopy can be as simple as a colour change (an acid-base indicator in a 

titration) or colour intensity change (the blue intensity when measuring chlorine in a pool). 

Electrochemical detection uses the interaction of a molecular entity with electrons under 
varying potentials. The pH meter is a commonly used electrochemical instrument. 

The analyte is the entity of interest, and the matrix is the medium containing the analyte. 
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Instruments can either analyze for a particular analyte within the matrix (like the pH of a solution) or 
separate the analyte from the matrix and then detect the desired analyte separately. 

• When detecting an analyte in its matrix, a concern and problem is that other entities in the 
matrix may interfere with the detection of the analyte by either i) binding with the analyte 
to make it less detectable by the detector or ii) behaves like the analyte and being detected 
as the analyte. (Sodium ions mimic hydrogen ions and are detected by pH meters, causing problems at 
high pH.) Careful design and testing is required to minimize the interferences and know the 
conditions when the measurement is valid.* 

• When extracting the analyte from the matrix, a concern is that the extraction process may 
destroy some of the analyte or that some of the analyte may be lost. To address these 
concerns, chemists have developed analytical methods that correct for losses in sample 
preparation.*  

7.1 Spectroscopic analysis  

Spectroscopy is the interaction of a molecular entity with electromagnetic radiation (light). Every 
molecular entity interacts differently: absorbing radiation of certain wavelengths, but not others.  

• The absorption spectrum allows for unique identification of a molecular entity. 

• The amount of light absorbed or emitted allows for quantitative determination of the 
amount of that molecular entity present in the sample. 

Frequency /s-1

1081022 10141020 10181024 1012 10101016 104 102106

 

Wavelength /m

400 450 500 550 600 650 700 nm

10-2 10010-14 10-1010-12 10-610-16 10-410-8 104 106102

visible

microwavex-ray

ultraviolet infrared

gamma ray radio wave

 
Figure 7.1 The electromagnetic spectrum. From left to right, the wavelength increases and energy 

decreases. 

Each region of the electromagnetic spectrum interacts differently with molecular entities.  

                                                 
* These are presented to inform you of their existence. Future courses will explore these complex topics in greater 

detail. 
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Scientific instruments are limited in their 
ability to detect the electromagnetic 
radiation. For example, optics and 
detectors that work well for ultraviolet 
light do not work to detect infrared or 
microwave radiation. Consequently, 
different instruments are required for the 
different regions of the electromagnetic 
spectrum.* 

Beer-Lambert Law 

When light with an initial intensity, I0, passes through a 
sample, some of the light is absorbed by the sample. The 
light leaves the sample with a reduced intensity, I. The 
amount of light absorbed by the sample is commonly 
reported as either the transmittance or absorbance. 

The transmittance, T, of the sample is given by 

0

I
T

I
  7.4 

Absorbance, A, is related to transmittance through 

 log 10 AA T T     7.5 

The amount of light absorbed by a sample depends on the concentration of absorbing entities and 
the absorption probability. More light will be absorbed if 

• if the concentration of the absorbing entity increases 

• if the light passes through a longer path length of sample 

• if the absorption probability is high 

These statements have been expressed in a mathematical form known as the Beer-Lambert Law 
or simply Beer’s Law: 

A b c   Beer’s Law 7.6 

where 

• A is the absorbance, a dimensionless quantity that expresses how much light is absorbed 
by the sample. 

• ε is the molar absorptivity, the probability that light of a given wavelength is absorbed by 
an entity. Molar absorptivity is unique to the molecular entity and is responsible for the 
spectrum created by that entity. The common units of molar absorptivity are L/(mol cm). 

                                                 
* Future courses in analytical chemistry explore instrument design, data collection, and data analysis in more detail. 

Courses in physical chemistry explore the interaction of electromagnetic radiation and matter in more detail. 

Table 7.2 The atomic interactions occurring in the 
regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

radiowave cause nuclear spin transitions

microwave increase molecular rotation

infrared increase molecular vibration

visible excite chemical bonds

ultraviolet break chemical bonds

x-ray excite/eject core electrons

gamma ray nuclear disruption

Atomic interaction
Electromagnetic 

region

b

sample

cuvette

I (final intensity)I0 (initial intensity)

Figure 7.3 The absorbance of 
radiation by a sample. 
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• b is the path length through the solution. 

• c is the concentration of the absorbing entity in solution. 

A key observation in 7.6 is that absorbance is linear with concentration! When conducting a 
chemical analysis, analytical chemists 

• measure the absorbance of standards with known concentrations  

• prepare a calibration curve by plotting absorbance versus concentration for the standards 

• measure the absorbance of samples with unknown concentrations  

• determine the unknown concentration from the calibration curve 

With all measurements, analytical chemistry is interested in high accuracy and high precision (see 

section 1.4) so that the reported sample concentrations are meaningful. 

Spectroscopic instruments 

Three types of instruments are commonly used for spectroscopic analysis: scanning, diode array, 
and Fourier transform. 

• All instruments contain a light source that passes a beam of light through the sample. 

• Scanning instruments use a a rotating prism or diffraction grating* to pass one wavelength 
of light at a time past a single detector. Scanning instruments have the potential to be of 
very high resolution, depending on the configuration, but they only detect one wavelength 
at a time. 

• Diode array instruments have a fixed grating that disperses the light onto multiple 
detectors (see the Digital camera story on page 98), detecting all wavelengths at the same time. 
The resolution of diode array instruments is limited by the number of detectors. 

• Fourier transform instruments are very different than the two above. Fourier transform 
instruments have a moving mirror that varies the distance the light travels. Varying the 
distance changes the wavelengths of light that constructively and destructively interfere. 
The detector detects the total light intensity as a function of time — time correlates to the 
mirror position — and then mathematically converts that signal to intensity as a function of 
wavelength. The mathematical algorithm is called a Fourier transform (FT). 

Analytical chemistry courses explore instrumentation in greater detail. 

                                                 
* Prisms are not commonly used in scientific instruments; they have been replaced by smaller, less expensive, and  
 better diffraction gratings. 

Diffraction gratings do the same
thing as prisms: disperse light as a
function of wavelength (like a 

rainbow). The operating principle of
prisms and diffraction gratings will
be taught in future analytical
chemistry courses. –

diffracted 
   beam

incident
beam
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   beam

diffraction grating

incident
beam
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Figure 7.7 Schematics of (top) scanning, (middle) diode array, and (bottom) Fourier transform spectrometers. 

The Fourier transform spectrometer also illustrates the location of the light source for detecting 
emission. All spectrometers are capable of working in absorption or emission mode. 
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x-ray ultraviolet visible infrared microwave radiowave  
Figure 7.8 The sun observed in various regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. (All images, other than visible, 

are false-color.) 

7.1a Gamma-ray spectroscopy 

Gamma radiation is produced during radioactive decay. The radiation energy is unique to the 
nuclei that is decaying, so it can be used to identify the radioactive elements. Gamma ray 
spectroscopy is not commonly used in chemistry, but is an important aspect of nuclear physics. 
Chapter 30 (Nuclear Science) explores nuclear processes and radioactivity in greater detail.  

7.1b X-ray spectroscopy 

[1895] Wilhelm Röntgen observed that a 
fluorescent screen glowed when a Crookes 
tube was active, even after the Crookes tube 
was enclosed in a light-tight box. (The 

Crookes tube is an early version of the cathode ray 

tube; the same device used by Thomson when he 

discovered the electron in 1897.) Naming them x-
rays — ‘x’ for unknown — Röntgen 
continued investigating x-rays and 
discovered that they passed through many materiasl, but were stopped by most metals, including 

lead. While placing the lead in front of the fluorescent screen, Röntgen 
saw his own skeleton on the fluorescent screen, which scared him. Two 
weeks later, he took an ‘x-ray’ of his wifes hand. Röntgen won the first 
Noble prize in physics (1901) for this work and received recognition 
from the medical community for the value of his work in diagnostic 
medicine. Today, x-ray spectroscopy is a common medical diagnostic 
technique,  used in airport screening of luggage for drugs and explosives, 
and used to determine the chemical composition of paintings, pottery, 
and historical artifacts. 

 
Figure 7.9 The style of Crookes tube used by 

Röentgen in the discovery of x-rays. 
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Many early scientists working with x-rays 
developed cancers from their work. We now 
understand that x-rays are dangerous because they 
penetrate matter and, when they do interact with 
matter, they have sufficient energy to break 
chemical bonds.  

X-rays are commonly produced by accelerating 
electrons onto a target. The accelerating electrons 
can eject core electrons from the target. Relaxation 
of a valence electron to fill the core orbital results in 
emission of x-rays. We saw in Chapter 3 and 
Chapter 6 that the electrons exist in discrete energy 
levels. The energy levels depend on the element 
and, for a given element, vary depending on the 
oxidation state of the element.  

X-ray spectrometers operate in two different modes: 

• x-ray fluorescence spec-
troscopy (XFS): x-rays 
with energy Ehν irradiate 
a sample and eject core 
electrons from the atom. 
X-rays are emitted when 
valence electrons relax 
and fill the core orbital. 
The energy of the emitted 
photon is the difference 
in energy between the 
orbitals. 

• x-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS): x-rays 
with energy Ehν irradiate 
a sample and eject core 
electrons from the atom. 
The energy of the ejected 
electron, EK, is measured 
and the orbital energy 
level, Eorb, is the energy 
difference. 

photon upper upperE E E   XFS emitted photon energy 7.12 

K photon orbitalE E E    XPS electron kinetic energy 7.13 
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Figure 7.10 The energy levels (shells) and x-

ray transitions within an atom. 
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Figure 7.11 Two common detection strategies for determining orbital 

energy levels via x-ray spectroscopy: measure the kinetic 
energy of the ejected electron and measure the wavelength 
(energy) of the photon emitted as the electron drops to fill 
the core orbital. 
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X-ray spectroscopy can identify the element, bonding environment, and relative abundances of 
elements in a complex matrix. This is convenient, for example, in the analysis of historical 
artifacts.  
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Figure 7.14 X-ray spectrum of azurite, a pigment common until the 1700s. 

That’s a fake! 

Artistic pieces from master artists — da Vinci, Rembrandt, Picasso — are worth millions. 
Anything of value — paintings, sculptures, coins, etc. — draws forgers. Chemical analysis is a 
common way of identifying fakes. 

In painting, the composition of available paints changed through history, geographically, and 
artists often had their preferred formulations. X-ray spectrometry may be used to identify the 
pigments in a painting to determine if those pigments were available at the time the artist lived. 
If not, the painting is obviously a fake. 
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Pigment (color) Composition Use range Comments
red lead Pb3O4 antiquity → 1900s toxic; degrades in light; reacts with sulfides

red ochre Fe2O3 antiquity → present

vermilion (red) HgS antiquity → 1900s toxic; replaced by cadmium red

cadmium red CdS•CdSe 1919 → present slowly converts to cadmium carbonate

lead-tin yellow Pb2SnO4 1300s → 1800s toxic

indian yellow MgC19H16O11 1400s → 1883 production banned by law

lemon yellow BaCrO4 1830 → present

cobalt yellow K3[Co(NO2)6] 1852 → present toxic; degrades in watercolors

verdigris (green) Cu(OH)2•[CH3COOH]2 antiquity → 1800s reacts with sulfides; damages canvas

cobalt green CoO•ZnO 1780 → present

emerald green Cu(CH3COO)2•[Cu(AsO2)2]3 1814 → 1900s toxic; incompatible with sulfur pigments

azurite (blue) [CuCO3]2•Cu(OH)2 antiquity → 1700s replaced by prussian blue

prussian blue Fe4[Fe(CN)6]3 1724 → present

cobalt blue CoO•Al2O3 1807 → present

lead white [PbCO3]2•Pb(OH)2 antiquity → present toxic; reacts with sulfides

zinc white ZnO 1834 → present reacts with sulfides

titanium white TiO2 1921 → present

Source: www.webexhibits.org/pigments/  

X-ray chrystallography 

If a sample is crystalline, x-rays undergo diffraction (see page 106). Diffraction is an interaction 
between the x-rays and the regularly ordered atoms in the crystal, causing the x-rays to scatter in 
a specific pattern. Every crystalline sample has a unique diffraction pattern. The structure of 
DNA (page 106) was determined using x-ray diffraction spectrometry. Many drugs and explosives 
are crystalline. X-ray scanners in airports and government buildings are designed and 
programmed to automatically alert security if a bag may contain buildings drugs or explosives.  

 

??? 

Figure 7.15 X-ray diffraction pattern and crystal structure of (top) vitamin C, and (bottom) cocaine. 

???crystal meth, explosive 

7.1c Ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy 

Absorption and emission of electromagnetic radiation in the ultraviolet and visible regions 
correspond to transitions between electronic energy levels in the entity. (See sections 3.8 and 6.2 for 

details.) For atomic entities, UV-Vis spectra exist at discrete wavelengths, as shown in figure 2.4. 
For molecular entities, vibrational and rotational transitions occur with each electronic transition. 
The transitions are so close together that they overlap into broad bands. (High resolution instruments 

can sometimes resolve the individual transitions for small, gas phase entities.)  
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Figure 7.16 Electronic, vibrational, and rotational energy levels. (Rotational levels are shown for only the ground 

vibrational levels, but exist for all vibrational levels.) Electronic transitions typically originate from the 
ground state (ground electronic, vibrational, and rotational state) to one of many rotational,
vibrational states in an excited state. Figure 19.13 illustrates the actual energy level spacing. 

Two strategies are used to analyze entities: absorption and emission. The light source 
electronically excites the entities in the sample. Absorption spectroscopy measures the amount of 
light that passes through the sample. Emission spectroscopy measures the light that is emitted 
from the excited entities in the sample. (Equation 7.6 is not valid for emission spectra.) 

Absorption is the more general technique: all entities absorb, but not all entities emit light if 
electronically excited. 
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continuous emission from source

blackbody 
          source

sample

prism

absorption spectrum of sample

emission spectrum of sample  
Figure 7.17 The process of obtaining absorption and emission spectra. Observe that the absorpotion and 

emission spectra are complementary: they add up to the continuous emission spectrum. 

Hey! Your shirt’s glowing! 

At a night club or other party venue, you may have noticed that portions of peoples clothes glow. 
That glow is the emission of electromagnetic radiation by the chemicals in the clothes, caused by 
absorption of ultraviolet radiation from blacklights.  

Image – glowing shirt??? 

Fluorescent lamps contain mercury vapor and work by passing electricity through mercury, 
creating a plasma. The excited atoms and ions in the plasma emit light. (Neon lights work the same 

way, but with different gases.) Mercury has numerous high intensity emissions in the ultraviolet. 

 
Normal fluorescent lamps have a phosphor on the inside of the glass tube. The phosphor absorbs 
the ultraviolet radiation and re-emit visible radiation. Several phosphors are used to give an 
overall white emission, and there are several common combinations of phosphors: warm white, 
cool white, solar simulating, etc. 

Blacklights are the same as normal fluorescent lamps, but without the phosphor. While mercury 
may emit dangerous UV-B and UV-C radiation, the glass of the lamp absorbs UV light below 

Hg
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approximately 320 nm. The remaining ultraviolet radiation is absorbed by the chemicals in your 
clothes. Those that fluoresce will re-emit visible light. 

Because UV-Vis spectra exist as broad bands (due to the overlap of closely spaced vibrational and 

rotational transitions), it is not possible to obtain information about the atomic bonding in the 
molecular entity. The intensity of the broad absorption band is proportional to concentration as 
presented on page 336. Several applications are possible:  

• the analyte concentration can be determined by measuring at a single wavelength (see 
example 7.19) 

• UV-Vis spectra are unique. In a mixture of entities, a computer can identify and quantify 
the entities in a mixture by matching the experimental spectrum with spectra in a database.  

• the rate of chemical reactions can be monitored by measuring the concentration as a 
function of time*  
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Figure 7.18 UV-Vis spectrum of iron(III) thiocyanate. 

▼——————————————— 

The iron content in ground water is analyzed using visible spectroscopy. 
Iron(III) reacts with thiosulfate to form a colored 
complex that has an absorption maximum at 450 mn.  

Fe3+(aq) + SCN–(aq)   FeSCN2+(aq) 

Five calibration standards, with known iron(III) 
concentrations, were prepared. The standards and the 
ground water were treated identically and the 
absorbance measured at 450 nm. Determine the iron 
concentration in mol/L and ppm, by mass. 

                                                 
* CCD spectrometers are ideal for chemical kinetics because they record a complete UV-Vis spectrum in a few 

milliseconds. The reactant absorbance’s can be seen decreasing while the product absorbance’s are increasing. It 
is even possible to determine the reaction stoichiometry from the changing spectra (see Chapter 13 (Chemical Kinetics)). 

EXAMPLE 7.19 

label Fe3+ /(mol/L) A450 nm

std. 1 6.73E-05 0.593

std. 2 5.07E-05 0.475

std. 3 3.39E-05 0.336

std. 4 1.68E-05 0.199

unk. A –?– 0.329

unknown

standards
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 All the iron(III) is converted to iron(III) thiocyanate. A calibration curve plots the 
absorbance versus concentration for the standards.  

y = 7844.9x + 0.0701

R2 = 0.9991
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 The trendline also gives the equation of the line, but does not account for significant 

figures or units. Proper units are added below. 
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 Parts per million, ppm, by mass is calculated by converting to µg iron(III) per g solution. 
Since the concentration is so low, we assume a water density of 1.00 g/mL. 
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▼——————————————— 

Chlorophyll is the entity that gives plants their green color and is the 
photoactive center in plants. The absorption spectrum of chlorophyll is given 

below. 
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Chlorophyll was extracted from 10.0 g of soy 
and 10.0 g of spinach and dissolved in 500 mL 
of methanol. Determine the iron concentration in 
mol/L and ppb, by mass. The molecular mass of 
chlorophyll is 907.5 g/mol. 

Answer: see page 399. 

 

 

 

 

 

———————————————▲ 

Smile for the camera!  

The circuitry in everything from your calculator to your computer was mass produced using 
intense ultraviolet light. 

 

<not developed> 

 

Photoresist chemistry:  

Molecular entities are generally less than a nanometer in diameter.  

EXERCISE 7.20 

Label Conc. /(µmol/L) Abs. at 427 nm

1 94.7 1.554

2 63.5 1.020

3 37.1 0.609

4 21.9 0.361

5 9.3 0.156

soy –?– 1.328

spinach –?– 0.299

Calibration curve data

standards

unknowns
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Ultraviolet light breaks chemical bonds.  

circuits and microfluidic channels; photoresist chemistry 

7.2d Infrared (IR) spectroscopy 

Infrared spectroscopy involves transitions between vibrational levels within the same electronic 
level. Rotational transitions occur with each vibrational transition, but generally do not make the 
bands so wide that they overlap. Consequently, it is possible to obtain information on the atomic 
bonding from infrared spectroscopy. This makes IR spectroscopy a powerful analytical tool, 
commonly used in identification and quantification of unknowns in research, environmental 
chemistry, forensic science, etc. 
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Figure 7.21 Infrared vibrational transitions occur on one potential energy surface, going between specific

rotational levels on different vibrational levels. Infrared spectra typically go between v = 0 and 
v = 1.  

Every atom can move in three directions: x, y, z. For a molecular entity with N atoms, there are 
3N possible motions of the atoms. These 3N motions are divided into three groups: 

• 3N – 6 vibrations* 

                                                 
* There are 3N – 6 vibrations and 3 rotations for non-linear molecules. For linear molecules, there are  

  • 3N – 5 vibrations  

  • 2 rotations 
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• 3 rotations* (rotation of the entire entity) 

• 3 translations (motion of the entire entity) 

Figure 7.21 presents only one vibration.  

The vibrational excitations are commonly divided into two groups: stretches and bends, 
illustrated in figure 7.22. These modes can be further divided into several types of stretches and 
several types of bends, and you may see this in future chemistry courses.  

sym C–H stretch asym C–H stretch C=O stretch 

sym C–H bend asym C–H bend (wag) C o.o.p. bend  
Figure 7.22 The stretches and bends in formaldehyde, H2CO. The dominant motions are shown for each 

vibration. ‘Sym’ stands for symmetric; ‘asym’ for asymmetric, and ‘o.o.p.’ for ‘out-of-plane’ 
vibrations. 

Infrared spectra are presented differently than UV-Vis spectra: 

• the y-axis is commonly transmittance, not absorbance. 100 % transmittance is at the top of 
the spectrum and indicates that the sample is not absorbing that wavelength of radiation. 

• The x-axis is in wavenumbers, which is inverse centimeters, cm–1. Wavenumbers,  , are 
an energy unit and related to energy through the following relationship.  

 11
 in cm

h c
E h c  

 
    7.23 
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Figure 7.24 Infrared spectra of formaldehyde, H2CO, and, ???. 

The infrared spectra of formaldehyde and ??? in figure 7.24 shows that there are many bands. 
These bands have 

• varying energies (dependant on the bond flexibility) 

• varying intensities (dependant on the change in dipole moment) 

Not all molecular vibrations will result in the absorption of infrared radiation. For a band to 
absorb — be infrared active — there must be a change in dipole moment during the vibration 
(dipole moment is introduced in section 4.2). The greater the change, the stronger the infrared 
absorption. Carbon dioxide is an excellent example: the symmetric stretch does not have a 
change in dipole, but the asymmetric stretch and the bend do. Other techniques — beyond the 
scope of this text — can characterize vibratons that do not change the dipole moment. 
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ν 2ν 3

 
Figure 7.25 Infrared spectrum of carbon dioxide. The infrared active bands (asymmetric stretch and bend) have a 

change in dipole moment during the vibration. The infrared inactive symmetric stretch is
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superimposed on the spectrum.*  

It was shown in section 4.2 (Chemical bond properties) that the average energy required to break 
a specific bond type (C–C, C–H, O–H, etc.) is approximately constant between entities. The same 
can be said for vibrational excitations: the vibrational excitation energy for a specific bond type 
is approximately constant. The majority of these vibrations occur in the mid-infrared region, 
between 4000 and 400 cm–1. 

Table 7.26 Molecular processes occurring in the mid-infrared region.  

IR region /cm–1 Molecular process Images

3700 – 2500 single bonds to hydrogen

1400 – 600 single bonds (other than to hydrogen)

2000 – 1600 double bonds

2300 – 2000 triple bonds

1500 – 600 bends involving hydrogen

< 600 bends involving heavier atoms

stretching regions

bending regions

 
Table 7.27 and figure 7.28 expand on 7.26 and identify the absorption energy of specific 
functional groups. This information is used to identify the specific functional groups in an 
infrared spectrum. 

                                                 
* The two bands at 3610 and 3710 are combination bands — also beyond the scope of this text — which are 

combinations of the fundamental carbon dioxide vibrations: ν1, ν2, ν3, labelled on the spectrum.  
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Table 7.27 Infrared assignment table.  

energy (# bands) assignment intensity energy (# bands) assignment intensity

alkanes ~CHx ~ 2850 – 3000 (2+) C–H strong 1350 – 1470 XCH medium

720 – 725 HCH (rocking) weak

alkenes ~C=C~ 3020 – 3100 C–H medium 880 – 995 XCH strong

1900 – 2000 C=C strong 780 – 850 o.o.p. medium

alkynes ~C≡C~ 3300 C–H strong, sharp 600 – 700 XCH strong

2100 – 2150 C≡C variable

aromatic 3030 C–H variable 690 – 900 XCH med. – str.

1600 & 1500 (2) C=C weak

alcohol ~COH 3200 – 3550 O–H strong 1330 –1430 XOH medium

970 – 1250 C–O strong

ether ~O~ 1000 – 1260 C–O strong

aldehyde ~CHO 2690 – 2840 (2) C–H medium 1350 – 1450 CHx  (adjacent) strong

1720 – 1740 C=O strong 1100 CCH medium

ketone ~C(=O)~ 1690 – 1780 C=O strong 1350 – 1450 CHx  (adjacent) strong

1100 CCH medium

carboxylic acid ~COOH 2500 – 3300 O–H strong 1395 – 1440 COH medium

1705 – 1720 C=O strong

1210 – 1320 C–O med. – str.

ester ~COO~ 1680 – 1780 C=O strong

1120 – 1320 (1 or 2) C–O strong

amine ~N~ 3300 – 3500 N–H weak 1000 – 1250 XNH medium

1550 – 1650 C–N med. – str. 660 – 900 o.o.p. variable

amide ~C(=O)N~ 3140 – 3500 N–H strong

1630 – 1700 C=O strong

nitrile ~C≡N 2240 – 2260 C≡N strong, sharp o.o.p. = out of plane

imine ~C=N~ 1650 – 1690 C=N strong

nitro ~NO2 1350 & 1550 (2) N=O strong

sulfoxide ~S=O 1050 S=O strong

Functional Group
stretching vibrations bending vibrations

|
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Figure 7.28 Infrared assignment chart. 

▼——————————————— 

Use the infrared spectrum to identify the functional groups in these entities. 

??? 

amide with aromatic 

alcohol with alkene 

 

▼——————————————— 

Use the infrared spectrum to identify the functional groups in these entities. 

??? 

ester with alkene 

amine with cyanide 

Answer: see page 399. 

———————————————▲ 

 

EXAMPLE 7.29 

EXERCISE 7.30 
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Greenhouse gases: who? what? where? when? why? 

<not developed> 

 

7.2e Microwave spectroscopy 

Microwave spectroscopy involves transitions between rotational levels within the same 
vibrational level. Microwave spectroscopy is valuable in physical chemistry where detailed 
information on the potential energy surface is determined. However, microwave spectroscopy 
requires the sample to be in the gas phase and be cooled to temperatures below 100 K, which 
limits its applicability in society. 

Internuclear Distance
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levels, v

    rotational
 levels

zero-point energy










 
Figure 7.31 Rotational transitions occur within one vibrational level of an entity.  

Microwave ovens are so named because they emit radiation at 4.08 m (2.45 GHz). The operation of 
microwave ovens is discussed in the essay on page 86. 

What’s under your clothes? 

An ‘outside-the-box’ application of microwave radiation. We are aware that x-rays penetrate 
clothing and skin to image the heavier molecular mass atoms in our body (notably the phosphorus in 
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our bones). Say we need to see through the clothes but not into the skin, and we need to do this 
continuously. Like, for example, body scanners in government building’s and airports. X-rays 
are high energy radiation, with sufficient energy to break chemical bonds and cause cancer. Not 
a good choice.  

Introducing microwaves. Microwaves are a billion-times lower energy than x-rays and much less 
likely to damage tissue. In this application, it doesn’t matter the specific wavelength — all we 
require are photons with a wavelength around 1 mm. (The microwave region has a wavelength from 1 

mm to 100 mm.) The key property is that waves will pass around objects that are smaller than their 
wavelength, like the fibers of clothing. The waves are then reflected or absorbed by whatever is 
under the clothing. The reflected waves are detected and converted to an image. Viola! an image 
of what is under the clothing. In the image, observe that metal absorbs microwaves better than 
skin and appear darker.  

image??? – wave passing around object  

 

Medical instrument development 

In the 1930s, scientists were trying to understand and remove an ‘annoying’ noise in their 
measurements that limited the precision to which measurements could be made. In 1938, Isidor 
Rabi realized that this fluctuation was actually providing information on the molecules and 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy was born. NMRs have evolved to be a very 
powerful analytical tool. NMRs can identify specific atoms within a molecular entity and then 
look at the unique chemical environment surrounding that atom, allowing for the structure and 
reactivity of the molecular entity — up to the size of proteins — to be characterized. 

NMRs operate in the 60 MHz to 1 GHz region, well into the radio wave region of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. Radio wave photons have one trillionth the energy of a visible photon, 
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yet most people see the word ‘nuclear’ and instantly think radioactivity and cancer, (which is 

actually caused by ultraviolet, x-ray, and gamma-rays). So pronounced is society’s fear of anything 
‘nuclear’ that NMRs could not be sold as a medical diagnostic tool! So the name changed: 

 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance → Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

Get rid of the word ‘nuclear’, and MRIs have become a leading medical diagnostic tool! 

A recent advancement, functional MRIs (fMRI), record data in real time and have revolutionized 
patient assessment and, in research, our understanding of how the brain processes information. 

 

???NMR  MRI 

Figure 7.32 (left) An NMR used in sceintific analysis and research. (right) An MRI used in medical analysis 
and reserch. Both of these instruments use radiowaves to analyze the samples.  

7.2f NMR spectroscopy 

Chapter 3 (Quantum Theory) 
introduces the concept of 
quantization — that there are 
discrete units of matter and energy 
— and focused on the quantum 
numbers of atomic electrons. One of 
those quantum numbers was the 
electron angular momentum 
quantum number (electron spin), s, 
which has a value of 1/2, and two 
projections of that spin: +1/2 and –1/2. 
The same is true for neutrons and 
protons, which also have angular 
momentum of 1/2. When nuclei form, 
neutron spins pair up and cancel; so 
do proton spins. Entities with an odd 
number of neutrons and/or protons 
will have a net spin.* Table 7.33 lists 
the spin of some nuclei that are used 
in NMR spectroscopy. 

                                                 
* It is fine if you did not complete Chapter 3, just recognize that some nuclei have angular momentum. 

Table 7.33 Common NMR-active nuclei. 

Nuclei Spin γ'  /(MHz/T) receptivity /rel.
1H 1/2 42.576 5870.
2H 1 6.536 0.0065
7Li 3/2 16.548 1590.
10B 3 4.575 23.2
11B

3/2 13.663 777.
13C 1/2 10.705 1.
14N 1 3.077 5.9
17O 5/2 -5.774 0.065
19F 1/2 40.078 4900.

23Na
3/2 11.270 545.

29Si 1/2 -8.465 2.16
31P 1/2 17.251 391.

35Cl 3/2 4.177 21.
43Ca 7/2 2.870 0.051
195Pt 1/2 9.292 20.1

Source: www.WebElements.com  
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The key aspect is that a spinning 
charged particle (the nuclei) 
produces a magnetic field, B. * 
Under normal conditions, the 
nuclear spins are degenerate (have 

the same energy). However, when 
placed in a magnetic field, B0, 
the nuclear spins will align with 
the magnetic field, either 
parallell or antiparallel as shown 
in 7.34. †  The applied magnetic 
field removes the degeneracy 
between the spin states of the 
nuclei. Nuclei that align parallel 

to the magnetic field are lower in energy than nuclei that align antiparallel. The difference in 
energy is given by 

0E h B    7.35 

where γ' is the magnetogyric ratio,‡ a property intrinsic to each nuclei (tabulated in table 7.33), h is 
Planck’s constant, and B0 is the applied magnetic field. 

From Chapter 3, we know that ΔE = h ν. (ν is the radiation frequency measured in hertz, Hz.) 

0B    7.36 

NMR spectrometers use powerful, superconducting magnets, with the magnet strength measured 
in Tesla, T. The stronger the magnet, the greater the resolution of the spectrometer. (NMR magnets 

are stronger than the magnets used to lift and move cars in a junkyard.)  

                                                 
* In physics, magnetic fields are created when a wire is coiled up and electricity is passed through the coil, creating 

a rotating ring of charge. This is the basis for electromagnetic devices, solenoids, and inductors. 
† For reasons beyond the scope of this text, the spin orientations are not oriented straight up, ↑, or straight down, ↓. 

However ↑ and ↓ are commonly used to represent spin up and spin down nuclei (and electrons, see Chapter 3). 
Additionally, this text focuses on spin 1/2 nuclei, specifically hydrogen and carbon. Advanced courses in organic 
chemistry and specialty courses in nmr spectrometry will build upon this foundation. 

‡ Two values are commonly tabulated for the magnetogyric ratio: γ with units of rad/(s T) and γ' with units of 
MHz/T. 

  2     

 γ' is used herein because it simplifies the calculations.  

Increasing magnetic field, B 0
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Figure 7.34 The splitting of nuclei based by a magnetic field. This 

atom shown has a spin of 1/2: 
1H, 13C, 19F, 31P, etc.  
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the frequency required to cause a proton to flip spin in an NMR 
with an 11.7 T magnet.  

0

MHz
42.576

T

B  

 11.7 T

498 MHz

 

The frequency required is around 500 MHz. An NMR based on an 11.7 T magnet is often 
referred to as a 500 MHz NMR spectrometer. From figure 7.1, 500 MHz is in the radio wave 
region of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

▼——————————————— 

The same NMR in example 7.38 can also be used to analyze for carbon. 
Determine the frequency required to cause a carbon-13 atom to flip spin. 

Answer: see page 399. 

———————————————▲ 

The external magnetic field, B0, interacts with molecular entities in two ways: 

• interaction with the electron cloud 

• interaction with the individual nuclei 

When a magnetic field passes through an electric field — like the 
electron cloud produced by the electrons in a molecular entity (see the 

electron density map of ethanol, CH3CH2OH, at right) — a magnetic field 
that counters B0 is induced in the electric field. The induced 
magnetic field shields the nuclei within from B0; the greater the 
electron density, the greater the induced magnetic field, and the 
greater the shielding, σ.  

Focussing on proton NMR, ethanol has three distinct groups of 
protons: CH3, CH2, and OH. Each of the proton groups experiences a 
slightly different magnetic field because of shielding. This means that 
each group of protons will resonate with a slightly different 
frequency, νeff. This is the basis of NMR spectroscopy. 

 eff 0 is a shielding coefficient, different 
for each group of equivalent nuclei

B      
7.39 

The 1H NMR spectrum of ethanol consists of three peaks, one for each of the three distinct 
proton groups (almost). 

EXAMPLE 7.37 

EXERCISE 7.38 
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Figure 7.40  Simulated decoupled 1H NMR spectrum of ethanol. (CDCl3 is a common NMR solvent. See figure 7.44) 

Information from figure 7.40: 

• the x-axis is the chemical shift of the nuclei. The chemical shift, δ, is the variation of the 
resonance frequency of a nuclei because of its electronic environment.  

◦ Chemical shifts are commonly reported relative to a reference entity. 
Tetramethylsilane (TMS), Si(CH3)4, is commonly used in 1H and 13C NMR. 

◦ Because chemical shifts are so small, it is common to report them in ppm. 

6TMS

TMS

10
 

   

 
 

• the area under the peaks provides an indication as to the number of protons that contribute 
to that peak. 

Factors affecting the chemical shift: 

• electronegativity: electronegative regions within an entity contain more electrons and are 
shielded more than electropositive regions. 

• hybridization (see section 6.1 (Valence bond theory)): the increasing amount of s-character (sp > 
sp2 > sp3) increases the electron density around the nucleus, making them more 
electronegative and more shielded. 

• conjugation: conjugation and cyclization of pi bonds (benzene-containing entities) creates a 
conducting ring. A magnetic field will cause electrons to move in the ring, creating large 
counter fields that affects the shielding. 

As I hinted, figure 7.40 is not exactly the proton NMR spectrum of ethanol. We are neglecting 
some small magnets: the other NMR active nuclei. Recall that each spinning nuclei produces a 
small magnetic field that couples to the external magnetic field, B0, creating regions with 
modified magnetic fields. Nearby nuclei sense the effects of this coupling and the single 
resonance in figure 7.40 is split into multiple resonances, a process called spin-spin coupling. 
Statistics determines the splitting pattern and signal intensity.  
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Figure 7.41 Splitting of NMR signals by equivalent nearby spin-1/2 nuclei. The highlighted atom (green)

interacts with the NMR active nuclei on the adjoining carbon atom. (Carbon-12 is not NMR active.)

The resonance intensity is determined by the statistical distribution of the adjoining spins. J is 
the spin-spin coupling constant: a measure of the magnetic field exerted by the nearby nuclei.
Figure 7.43 shows what happens when a nuclei is split by multiple different nuclei. 

The number of NMR resonances for a given nuclei is given by 

# resonances = 2 I n + 1 7.42 

where n is the number of nearby equivalent nuclei.  

For hydrogen, with I = 1/2, a single peak is split into 
n + 1 resonances. Figure 7.41 shows the statistical 
distribution of spins for the nearby nuclei and that 
some of the distributions result in the same magnetic 
field. The relative intensity of spin-spin splitting 
resonances for nuclei with I = 1/2 can also be 
obtained from Pascal’s triangle (shown at right). The 
total intensity — the integrated area under all the 
resonances — is proportional to the number of 
nuclei. 

The spin-spin coupling constant, J, is the distance between the split signals and a measure of the 
magnetic field exerted by the nearby nuclei. The magnitude of the coupling decreases as the 
nuclei get further apart. In this text, we only consider the splitting from nuclei on adjacent atoms. 
If there are multiple non-equivalent nuclei nearby, a given nuclei is split by all nearby nuclei, 
each with its own coupling constant. The resulting complex splitting pattern can sometimes be 
broken down into the respective splitting (doublet of doublets; triplet of doublets, etc.). If the splitting 
cannot be determined, it is called a multiplet.* The detailed analysis of spectra with complex 
splitting patterns will be addressed in advanced synthetic and spectroscopy courses. 

                                                 
* Advanced NMR techniques are able to determine the coupling between nuclei that are not adjacent, but that are 

close spatially, such as in proteins and complex organic entities. 
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Figure 7.43 Splitting of NMR signals by non-equivalent nearby spin-1/2 nuclei. The number of nuclei 

determines the splitting pattern. The amount of coupling affects the coupling constant, J. 

The coupled 1H NMR spectrum of ethanol is given in figure 7.44.* We find that 

• the H1 protons are split into a triplet by the two H3 protons 

• the H2 protons are split into a quartet by the three H1 protons 

• the H3 proton is not split (Protons attached to oxygen are usually not split.) 
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Figure 7.44 Actual 1H NMR spectrum of ethanol.  

A feature unique to 1H NMR is that the area under the resonance is proportional to the number of 
protons creating the signal. 

There are characteristic ranges for each NMR active nuclei, depending on what it is bonded 
(which controls the electronic environment). The following tables will assist in assigning 1H and 13C 
NMR peaks and, ultimately, in identifying a molecular entity from its NMR spectrum.  

                                                 
* Figure 7.40 uses the word ‘decoupled’ to indicate that the coupling to other protons has be removed. Carbon-13 

spectra are often decoupled for simplicity.  
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Figure 7.45 NMR assignment charts for 1H NMR and 13C NMR.  

Applying the assignment tables in 7.45 to the spectrum in 7.44, 

• considering H1, 

◦ the resonance at 1.2 ppm is within the range of alkanes, ~CHx~ 

◦ the relative area under the peak integrates to three protons 

• considering H2, 

◦ the resonance at 2.6 ppm is within the range of alcohols, ~C(OH)~ 

◦ the relative area under the peak integrates to one protons 

• considering H3, 

◦ the resonance at 3.7 ppm is within the range of ethers, ~CHx–O~ 
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◦ the relative area under the peak integrates to two protons 

The coupled 13C NMR spectrum of ethanol is given in figure 7.46.* Applying 7.45 to 7.46,  

• considering C1, 

◦ the resonance at 18 ppm is within the range of alkane, ~CHx~ 

• considering C2, 

◦ the resonance at 58 ppm is within the range of alcohols, ~C(=O)~ 
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Figure 7.46 13C NMR spectrum of ethanol. All carbon-13 NMR spectra are decoupled because of the 

splitting from the bonded hydrogens is very large. 

When analyzing spectra, consider the following: 

• number of peaks: the number of different electronic environments for the nuclei 

• splitting: the number of nearby NMR active nuclei 

◦ the coupling constant identifies the nuclei that are splitting each other 

◦ if the spectrum is decoupled, this information is supressed 

• chemical shift: the actual electronic environment (what a nuclei is bonded to)  

• integration: the relative ratio of nuclei in that environment 

                                                 
* Figure 7.46 uses the word ‘decoupled’ to indicate that the coupling to other atoms has be removed. Carbon-13 

spectra are often decoupled for simplicity.  
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▼——————————————— 

Use the following infrared and NMR data to identify the molecular entity. The 
molecular formula is C4H8O2. 
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EXAMPLE 7.47 
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 There is strong infrared absorption below 3000 cm–1 and no absorption above 3000 cm–1: 
there are no alkanes, alkenes, or alkynes. 

 There is a strong infrared absorption at 1720 cm–1: this is the C=O stretch in an aldehydes, 
ketone, carboxylic acid, or ester. 

◦ The absorption around 1210 cm–1 indicates either an acid, ester, alcohol, or ether.  

◦ Since there is no strong, broad absorption from 2500 to 3300 cm–1, the unknown is 
probably an ester. 

 The 1H NMR resonances at 1.2 and 4.1 ppm have the same coupling constant, J: they are 
splitting each other. 

◦ The 4.1 ppm resonance is a quartet with an integration 
of two: it is a CH2 group being split by a CH3 group.  

◦ The 1.2 ppm resonance is a triplet with an integration 
of three: it is a CH3 group being split by a CH2 group. 

 The CH2 group at 4.1 ppm is within the range of a cabon bonded to oxygen, ~CHx–O~  

◦ thus the bonding is ~OCH2CH3 

 The 1H NMR resonance at 2.1 ppm is a singlet — no adjoining NMR active nuclei — with 
an integration of three: probably a CH3 group. If is is a CH3 group, then all eight protons 
are accounted for: ~CH3, ~CH2CH3 

◦ at 2.1 ppm, it could be bonded to the carbonyl group, ~CHx–C=O~ 

◦ thus the bonding is CH3–C(=O)~ 

 There are four distinct carbon nuclei. 

◦ The resonances at 14 and 21 ppm are within the range of alkanes, ~CHx~ 

◦ The resonances at 61 is within the range of a cabon bonded to oxygen, ~CHx–O~ 

◦ The resonances at 171 is within the range of a carbonyl carbon, ~C(=O)O~  

The 13C NMR data is not needed for identification, but is 
useful for confirming the structure.  

The unknown is ethyl acetate: CH3C(=O)OCH2CH3 

(Note: the weak infrared absorption at 3450 is due to an alcohol 

impurity (ester’s readily hydrolyze).) 

2 3~ CH CH
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▼——————————————— 

Below are the infrared and NMR spectra of 
methyl propionate — very similar in 

structure to ethyl acetate. Analyze the spectra and note the 
differences between methyl propionate and ethyl acetate, 
which was analyzed in example 7.47. 
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  13C: C4H8O2 (CDCl3)
   (decoupled)

 
Answer: see page 399. 

EXERCISE 7.48 
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▼——————————————— 

Use the following infrared and NMR data to identify the molecular entity. The 
molecular formula is C3H8O. 
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Answer: see page 399. 

———————————————▲ 

 

EXERCISE 7.49 
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Atmospheric analysis by satellites 

<not developed> 

 

7.2 Mass spectrometry 

Mass spectrometry was introduced in Chapter 2 (Atomic Theory) as the method of determining 
atomic mass. Mass spectrometry is more commonly applied to molecular systems as a methods 
of detecting, identifying, and quantifying molecular entities. 

Proteomics: deducing protein sequences 

 

Mass spectrometers are commonly used because of their high sensitivity, high speed, broad 
detection range, durability, and their ability to provide structural information on the analyte, 
which aids in identifying the analyte. Mass spectrometers are common in  

• medical laboratories (used to test for drugs, toxins, and biochemicals) 

• forensics laboratories (used in chemical and biochemical analyses) 

• environmental analyses (used to identify pollutants in soil, water, and air) 

• chemical laboratories (used to determine sample composition and purity, monitor chemical reactions) 

• biochemical laboratories: (used to determine amino acid sequence, monitor biological processes)  

Figure 0.50 Biological assembly of a bacterial
potassium channel. The assembly
consists of four identical subunits.
(Source: structure 2X6A from the RSCB
Protein Data Bank <www.pdg.org>) 

Proteomics is the study of protein structure and 
function, which is currently a major research area 
as science endeavours to better understand how 
the body functions. Historically, protein structure 
was done by crystallizing the protein and using an 
x-ray diffractometer (see examples on pages 106 and 

342). The major hurdle was actually crystallizing 
the protein. 

Structure determination is now commonly done 
using a mass spectrometer. The mass spectrome-
ter fragments the protein and determines the mass 
of each fragment. Because the amino acids that 
make up the protein have slightly different 
masses, a computer is able to reconstruct the pro-
tein sequence from the mass spectrum. 
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output

accelerated ions

high vacuum: ~10–10 atm

sample

ion source

vacuum pump

mass analyzer detector

signal processing

 
Figure 7.51 Block diagram of a mass spectrometer. 

A mass spectrometer measures mass by converting an entity to ions and then accelerating the 
ions in an electric field. The electric field gives all ions the same kinetic energy; ions with 
different masses* have different velocities and different momenta. Separation of the ions is based 
on the different velocities or momenta. 

2 K
K

21

2

E
E m v v

m
     velocity 7.52 

K2p m v m E     momentum 7.53 

• The ion source is either an electron beam, ion beam, or laser beam. 

• The mass analyzer separates the ions  

◦ by accelerating them through a radius (magnetic sector; illustrated in Chapter 2) 

◦ by measuring the time to reach the detector (time-of-flight)  

◦ by applying an oscillating electric field to stabilize a single m/z ratio (quadrupole) 

◦ by some combination or variation of the above 

• The detector measures the current created by the ions. 

A detailed understanding of mass spectrometer operation is beyond the scope of this text 
(analytical instrumentation courses explore mass spectrometer operation in detail). It should be noted that 
mass spectrometers are extremely sensitive; they are able to detect entities at the parts-per-
trillion level. 

                                                 
* More correctly, ions with different mass:charge, m/z, ratios. 
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Data analysis 

To simplify analysis, we assume that only singly-charged ions form. This means that the m/z 
ratio is equivalent to the mass. It is important to note that the average atomic and molecular 
masses tabulated on periodic tables cannot be used. Mass spectrometry detect the individual ion 
fragments, so the isotopic masses and distributions must be used. 

During the ionization of an atom, an atomic ion is created: A   A+ + e– 

During the ionization of a polyatomic entity, the ionization can also fragment the entity:  

ABC   ABC+ + e–  parent ionization 

ABC   A+ + BC + e–  fragmentation and ionization of A 

ABC   A + BC+ + e–  fragmentation and ionization of BC 

<and many other fragmentations> 

 
A key observation in mass spectrometry is that certain fragmentions are common. These 
fragmentations provide insight into the structure of the parent entity. 

Table 7.54 Common mass spectrometric fragments. 

m /z fragment1 m /z fragment1 m /z fragment1

15 CH3 30 CH2O 45 C2H5O

17 OH 31 CH3O 46 NO2

19 F 31 CH2OH 57 (CH3)3C

26 CN 33 SH 77 C6H5

28 CH2CH2 35, 37 Cl 79, 81 Br

28 CO 36, 38 HCl 80, 82 HBr

29 CH3CH2 41 C3H5 105 C6H5CO

30 CH2NH2 43 CH3CH2CH2 127 I

30 NO 43 CH3CO 128 HI

1. The fragment could be either positively or negatively charged.

(75:25)

(75:25) (50:50)

(50:50)

 
Predicting and understanding the intensity of the peaks in the mass spectrum is complicated. 
Several factors affect the fragmentation 

• the type and energy of the ionization source 

• the strength and number of bonds that must be broken to form the ion  

• the inherent stability of the ion itself (it may decompose before reaching the detector) 

◦ positive ionization tends to form stable entities with carbon and nitrogen 

◦ negative ionization tends to form stable entities with oxygen and the halogens 

 

<not developed> 
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Drug and explosive detection …  

<not developed> 

 

APPLICATION: identifying chemical entities 

<not developed> 

 

RESOURCE A spectrum assignment game is available at www.spectralgame.com  

7.3 Electrochemical analysis 

Every chemical equation not at equilibrium proceeds towards equilibrium, driven to reach the 
lowest energy state. Under the correct conditions, that driving force can be measured as an 
electrochemical potential.* Electrochemical analysis is based on the measurement of current 
and/or potential in a chemical system. It is possible to design instruments that sense a single 
chemical entity in a system and measure the potential and/or current of that chemical entity. 

Some instruments that generate an electrical signal include 

• pH meter  • conductivity probes 

• electronic balances  • automotive O2 sensor 

• thermocouples  • photosensors 

• breathalyzer  • microphone 

Electrochemical analysis is very sensitive because modern electronics can measure picoamps of 
current and picovolts of electrical potential. 

Beause Exploring Chemistry is focussed on understanding chemistry, a discussion of 
electrochemical instruments is presented in Chapter 20 (Electrochemistry), where both the 
chemistry and applications are discussed concurrently. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
* This is true for all chemical equations, not just ‘redox’ reactions. See Chapter 20 for details. 
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Separation strategies: chromatography 

Consider typical chemical analyses:  

• environmental: trace pollutants in an air, soil, or water sample 

• medical: trace toxins or drugs or drug metabolites in a blood or urine sample 

In these and many other examples, chemists are looking for entities on the parts-per-million to 
parts-per-trillion level. The vast majority of the sample — the matrix — is benign but can 
interfere with with the detection and quantification of the analyte. Simply, it is challenging to 
analyze a complex matrix; it would be much better to separate the analytes from the matrix and 
detect them individually. 

Chromatography is a method of separating a mixture the entities in a sample based on their 
affinity between a mobile and stationary phase. Both the mobile and stationary phases are 
chemicals that interact with the entities in the sample.  

• The mobile phase is a gas, 
liquid, or supercritical fluid 
that transports the sample 
through the column. 

• The stationary phase is a 
liquid, gel, or solid fixed to 
the column.  

Chromatographic systems are 
grouped based on the nature of the 
mobile and stationary phases. 

The analytes partition themselves between the mobile and 
stationary phase: an equilibrium. Analytes that preferentially 
partition into the mobile phase move quicker through the 
column than analytes that preferentially partition into the 
stationary phase. 

Amobile   Astat. 
 
 

s

m

A

A
D   7.55 

The distribution ratio, D, is the ratio of analyte concentrations in the stationary and mobile 
phases. The distribution ratio is similar to the equilibrium constant. 

The goal is to adjust the nature of the mobile and stationary phases and the experimental 
conditions (such as temperature) so that each analyte has a different distribution ratio. With different 
distribution ratios, the entities travel through the column at different rates and separate.  

stationary phase

mobile phase



Am 

As 

Chromatography

planar column

gaspaperthin layer liquid supercritical
fluidmobile phase
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Figure 7.56 Separation of two analytes on a column. B has less affinity for the stationary phase, thus

passing through the column faster than A. 

DEMO Planar chromatography using felt-tip pen with hexane on a piece of filter paper. 
 Alternatively, the coating on M&M’s and Smarties™ can be separated in a coffee 

filter using water as the solvent. 
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Detection 

Chromatography is a separation process, not a detection method. The detector in figure 7.56 is 
one of many, and chomatography columns often have more than one depending on what is being 
analyzed. The key feature is the detector sensitivity: their ability to detect very small amounts of 
analyte, from 10–10 to 10–16 moles analyte per second. It shouldn’t surprise you that the detectors 
listed below are based on spectroscopic, electrochemical, and mass-spectrometric methods 
presented earlier in this chapter. Detectors are often specific to gas chromatography (GC) or 
liquid chromatography (LC). 

• flame ionization: (GC) the mobile phase is passed through a flame. Any analyte is ionized 
by the flame and the resulting current detected and measured. 

• electron capture: (GC) similar to flame ionization except the ionization source is 
radioactive decay. 

• thermal conductivity: (GC) the ability to conduct heat (thermal conductivity) depends on the 
molecular entity. A wire is heated with a fixed current and the temperature of the wire 
monitored. (Temperature is monitored as the resistivity of the wire.)  

• absorbance: (LC) the mobile phase is passed through an absorbance cell and the spectra 
monitored. both By monitoring the entire spectrum using a diode array detector, the 
absorbance spectrum of the analyte can be recorded to aid in identifying the analyte. Both 
UV-Vis and infrared detectors can be used. 

• fluorescence: (LC) if the analyte fluoresces, the fluorescence can be monitored instead of 
absorbance. Fluorescence is about 1000 time more sensitive than absorbance. 

• mass spectrometry: (LC & GC) the mobile phase is sampled by a mass spectrometer. Like 
absorbance detection, analysis of the mass spectrum allows for identification of the 
analyte. GCMS and LCMS are common analytical instruments found in teaching, research, 
and industrial laboratories around the world. 
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Chemicals! in our food 

If you puree an apple and run it through a gas chromatograph, you will discover the following 
chemicals. Known or suspected carcinogens are highlighted in bold. These chemicals are in 
every apple you eat! What are these chemicals doing in our food? (For the answer: see page 399.) 

APPLICATION: chemometrics 

The analysis of a sample containing a single entity is relatively straight-forward: subject the 
sample to a series of tests — IR, NMR, MS — and use that data to identify the entity. If the 
sample contains several entities, chemical and/or chromatographic techniques can be used to 
isolate individual entities, which are then analyzed separately. 

But what if there the entities cannot be readily separated? Another strategy is needed. The field 
of chemometrics is the application of statistics to the analysis of chemical data. The goals of a 
chemometric analysis include 

• learning the underlying relationships between the data and the entities in the system 

acetaldehyde • acetic acid • acetophenone • amyl pentanoate • benzaldehyde • benzene • benzoic acid • benzyl acetate • benzyl
alcohol • butan-2-ol • butanal • butane-2,3-dione • butanoic acid • butanol • butan-2-one • trans-but-2-enal • 1-butoxy-1-
ethoxyethane • 1-butoxy-1-hexoxyethane • 1-butoxy-1-2-methyl butoxyethane • butyl-2-methyl butyrate • butyl acetate • t-butyl
acetate • butyl butyrate • butyl decanoate • butyl dodecanoate • butyl formate • butyl heptanoate • butyl hexanoate • butyl
isobutyrate • butyl octanoate • butyl pentanoate • butyl propionate • butyl trans-hex-2-enoate • butylamine • cinnamyl butyrate •
citronellol • damascenone • decanal • decanoic acid • decanol • decenoic acid • decyl acetate • 1,1-dibutoxyethane •
dibutoxymethane • dibutyl ether • 1,1-diethoxyethane • 1,1-diethoxypropane • diethyl ether • diethyl succinate • diethylphthalate
• diethyoxymethane • dihexoxymethane • dihexyl ether • dimethylphthalate • dipropylphthalate • 1,1-dipthoxypentane •
dodecanal • dodecanoic acid • dodecenoic acid • eicosanoic acid • ethane • ethanol • 1-ethoxy-1-hexoxyethane • 1-ethoxy-1-
octoxyethane • 1-ethoxy-l-propoxyethane • ethyl-2-methyl butyrate • ethyl-2-phenylacetale • ethyl-2-methyl propionate • ethyl
acetate • ethyl benzene • ethyl butyrate • ethyl crotonate • ethyl decanoate • ethyl dodecanoate • ethyl formate • ethyl heptanoate
• ethyl hexanoate • ethyl hydroxy propionate • ethyl isobutyrate • ethyl isopentanoate • ethyl nonanoate • ethyl octanoate • ethyl
pentanoate • ethyl propionate • ethylamine • ethylene • ethylhexanol • α-farnesene • β-farnesene • formaldehyde • formic acid •
furan • furfural • geraniol • heptadecanoic acid • heptadecenoic acid • heptan-2-ol • heptanal • heptanoic acid • heptanol •
heptane-2-one • heptan-3-one • heptan-4-one • trans-hept-2-enal • cis-hept-3-enoic acid • heptyl acetate • hexadecanoic acid •
hexadecenoic acid • hexanal • hexanoic acid • hexanol • hexan-2-one • hex-1-en-3-ol • hex-1-en-5-ol • cis-hex-3-enal • trans-
hex-2-enal • trans-hex-3-enal • transvhex-2-enoic acid • cis-hex-2-enol • trans-hex-2-enol • cis-hex-3-enol • trans-hex-3-enol •
trans-hex-2-enyl acetate • cis-hex-3-enyl acetate • 1,1-dihexoxyethane • hexyl-2-methyl butyrate • hexyl acetate • hexyl butyrate
• hexyl decanoate • hexyl dodecanoate • hexyl formate • hexyl isobutyrate • hexyl octanoate • hexyl propionate • hexylamine • 3-
hydroxybutan-2-one • 5-hydroxymethylfurfural • isoamyl pentanoate • isoamylamine • isobareol • isobutanal • isobutanoic acid •
isobutanol • isobutyl-isobutyrate • isobutyl-2-methyl butyrate • isobutyl acetate • isobutyl butyrate • isobutyl decanoate • isobutyl
hexanoate • isobutyl octanoate • isobutyl propionate • isopentanal • isopentyl butyrate • isopentyl decanoate • isopentyl
isopentanoate • isopentyl octanoate • isopropanol • isopropyl butyrate • cis-linalool oxide • trans-linalool oxide • methanol • 4-
methoxyallyl benzene • 4-methoxyallylbenzene • 6-methyl hept-5-enol • methyl-2-methyl butyrate • methyl acetate • 2-methyl
butan-2-ol • 2-methyl butanal • 2-methyl butanoic acid • 3-methyl butanoic acid • 2-methyl butanol • 3-methyl butanol • 1,1-di-
2-methyl butoxy-ethane • 1,2-methyl butoxy-1-hexoxyethane • 2-methyl butyl acetate • 3-methyl butyl acetate • 2-methyl butyl
ether • 3-methyl butyl ether • 2-methyl butyl formate • 3-methyl butyl formate • 2-methyl butyl hexanoate • 3-methyl butyl
hexanoate • 2-methyl butyl propionate • 3-methyl butyl propionate • methyl butyrate • methyl formate • methyl hexanoate •
methyl isobutyrate • methyl isopentanoate • methyl-n-propionate • 2-methyl pentan-2-ol • methyl pentanoate • 4-methyl
pentanoic acid • 3-methyl pentanol • methyl propyl ether • 1-methylnaphthalene • 2-methylnaphthalene • 7-methyloctan-4-one •
4-methylpentan-2-one • methylphenyl ether • nonadecanoic acid • nonadecenoic acid • nonan-2-ol • nonanal • nonanoic acid •
nonanol • cis-non-3-enoic acid • nonyl acetate • octadeca-9,T2-dienoic acid • octadecanoic acid • octadeca-9,12-15-trienoic acid
• octadec-9-enoic acid • octan-2-ol • octan-3-ol • octanal • octanoic acid • octanol • octan-2-one • cis-oct-3-enoic acid • oct-3-
enol • octyl acetate • 2-oxopropanal • pentadecanoic acid • pentadecenoic acid • pentan-2-ol • pentan-3-ol • pentan-4-ol •
pentanal • pentanoic acid • pentanol • pentan-2-one • pentan-3-one • pentenoic acid • pentyl-2-methyl butyrate • pentyl acetate •
pentyl butyrate • pentyl decanoate • pentyl formate • iso-pentyl formate • pentyl hexanoate • pentyl isobutyrate • pentyl octanoate
• 2-phenethanol • phenyacetaldehyde • 2-phenyl ethyl acetate • α-pinene • propanal • propanoic acid • propanol • propan-2-one •
prop-2-enal • propyl-2-methyl butyrate • propyl acetate • propyl butyrate • propyl formate • propyl heptanoate • propyl
hexanoate • propyl octanoate • propyl pentanoate • propyl propionate • terpinen-4-ol • α-terpineol • tetradecanoic acid •
tetradecenoic acid • tridecanoic acid • tridecenoic acid • 2,4,5-trimethyl-l,3-dioxolane • undecanal • undecanoic acid •
undecenoic acid 
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• identifying features in the data that can be used to quantify the entities with minimal 
interference 

• extracting the maximum amount of information from the data 

A full discussion of chemometrics is beyond the scope of this text and requires you to have a 
foundational understanding of both chemistry and statistics, but chemometrics is a growing field 
in applied chemistry  fields — from environmental to industrial to medicinal chemistry. A few 
examples are presented below to illustrate the power of chemometrics. 

 

example??? 

7.4 Compositional analysis 

The first step in characterizing a newly synthesized entity is to determine the empirical and 
molecular formulae or the formula unit. Numerous procedures exist to identify and quantify the 
elements in a molecular entity. Combustion analysis for organic samples and chemical analysis 
for ionic samples are two procedures detailed below. These procedures return the amount of a 
certain component of the entity (For example, the amount of each element, the presence of specific functional 

groups, or the presence of specific ions.) 

The following procedure derives the empirical formula/formula unit from an analysis: 

6. convert to mass of the atoms present (may be convenient to assume 100 g of sample) 

7. convert to moles 

8. divide by smallest # moles  (scales the stoichiometry to give one or more integers) 

9. multiply by a factor that gives all integer values* 

write the empirical formula 

10. If molecular mass is known, multiply empirical 
formula by an integer that converts the empirical 
mass to the molecular mass. 

                                                 
* In step 4, experimental techniques aren’t perfect and obtaining an integer may require making a judgment call 

based on the mantissa. 

  
   
   

.2, .4, .6, .8 5 .33, .67 3

.25, .75 4 .5 2

x x x x x x

x x x

 

 
 

 If, after step 3, there are 1.20 moles of an entity, multiplying by 5 gives an integer: 6.00. But what if there are 
1.22 moles? Multiplying by either 4 or 5 might be correct. Looking at how other atoms must be scaled may 
provide the answer. If not, a judgement call must be made. Realize that real data is not ‘exact’, and these 
judgement calls are commonplace. 

formula mass
empirical
molecular
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▼——————————————— 

DEET is the active ingredient in many insect repellents. An elemental analysis 
of DEET found that it contained 75.4 % carbon, 8.9 % hydrogen, and 7.3 % 

nitrogen, and 8.4 % oxygen by mass. Determine the empirical formula of DEET. 

 The best practice is to work will all entities at once and complete several calculations in a 
row.  

 Starting from the elemental analysis, assuming 100 grams means that the percentage equals 
the mass for each element.  

75.4 % C
100 g C

100 % C
 75.4 g C  

 Starting from the mass for each element, determine the moles and then divide by the 
smallest number of moles.  

75.4 g C
1 mol C

12.01 g C


6.28 mol C
6.28 mol C 12.0 mol C

0.521

8.9 g H

  

1 mol H

1.01 g H


8.9 mol H
8.9 mol H 17.1 mol H

0.521

7.3 g N

  

1 mol N

14.01 g N


0.521 mol N
0.521 mol N 1.00 mol N

0.521

8.4 g O

  

1 mol O

16.00 g O


0.525 mol O
0.525 mol O 1.01 mol O

0.521
  

 

 Since all the values round reasonably to integers, we can write the empirical formula: 

DEET: C12H17NO 

▼——————————————— 

Sorbitol is an artificial sweetener. An elemental analysis of sorbitol found that 
it contained 39.6 % carbon, 7.7 % hydrogen, and 52.7 % oxygen by mass. 

Another experiment estimated the molecular mass as 180 ± 4 u. Determine the empirical and 
molecular formulae and exact molecular mass. 

Answer: see page 399. 

———————————————▲ 

EXAMPLE 7.57 

EXERCISE 7.58 
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Combustion analysis 

Combustion analysis is a specific method for determining the elemental composition of organic 
entities. In a combustion analysis, the entity is combusted in excess oxygen and the combustion 
products trapped separately.* 

• C → CO2  • H → H2O 

• N → NO2  • S → SO2 

• P → P2O5 

 
Figure 7.59 Schematic of combustion analysis setup. Each collection canister traps only one combustion

product. The canister mass is measured before and after the sample is combusted; the 
difference in mass corresponds to the amount of combustion product trapped. 

The amount of each element, except for oxygen, can be determined from the mass of combustion 
product trapped. Oxygen is common in organic entities but must be added to the combustion 
reactor to ensure complete oxidation of the other elements. The amount of oxygen in a sample is 
determined by the mass difference between the original sample and the other elements. 

▼——————————————— 

Pills were confiscated from a person who claims them to be vitamin C, 
C6H8O6. The organic component of the pill was extracted and analyzed using 

combustion analysis. A 0.485 g sample of the organic entity produced 0.722 g carbon dioxide 
and 0.199 g water. Is it possible that the pills contained vitamin C? 

                                                 
* Water is commonly trapped with magnesium perchlorate, Mg(ClO4)2; carbon dioxide is trapped in a concentrated 

basic solution. More complex apparatti are required to identify other entities. 

EXAMPLE 7.60 
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 Starting from the mass of products produced, determine the original mass of carbon and 
hydrogen. (The amount of oxygen is determined by difference.)  

20.722 g CO 21 mol CO


244.01 g CO

1 mol C


21 mol CO

12.01 g C

1 mol C


2

0.1969 g C

0.199 g H O



21 mol H O


218.01 g H O

2 mol H


21 mol H O

1.01 g H

1 mol H
 0.02233 g H

 

 Realizing the total mass must be 0.485 g, determine if there is any oxygen in the sample.  

 total C H O O total C Hm m m m m m m m        

 O 0.485 g 0.1969 g 0.0223 g

0.2658 g O

m   


 

 Now that all the mass is accounted for, determine the moles and then divide by the smallest 
number of moles. 

0.1969 g C
1 mol C

12.01 g C


0.01639 mol C
0.01639 mol C 1.000 mol C

0.0164

0.02233 g H

  

1 mol H

1.01 g H


0.02211 mol H
0.02211 mol H 1.348 mol H

0.0164

0.2658 g O

  

1 mol O

16.00 g O


0.01661 mol O
0.01661 mol O 1.013 mol O

0.0164
  

 

 Hydrogen is non-integer, but close to 1.33. Multiplying everything by three gives all 
integer values 

1.000 mol C 3 3.000 mol C

1.348 mol H 3 4.045 mol H

1.013 mol O 3 3.038 mol O

 
 
 

 

 The empirical formula of the unknown pills can be determined: C3H4O3 

Since this empirical formula is exactly half the molecular formula of vitamin C,  
it is possible that the pills are vitamin C. (Other tests could determine the identity of the chemicals in 

the pill.) 

▼——————————————— 

1.266 g of a foul-smelling entity was analyzed using combustion analysis. 
2.649 g carbon dioxide, 0.540 g water, and 0.966 g of sulfur dioxide were 

recovered. Another test estimated the molecular mass at 84 g/mol. Determine the empirical and 
molecular formulae. 

Answer: see page 399. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 7.61 
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Chemical analysis 

Chemical analysis uses chemical tests to identify features of the chemical entity. 

Organic entities — composed of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and occasionally 
phosphorus and sulfur — have several common functional groups (table 4.68). Given an unknown 
or newly synthesized entity, figure 7.62 presents chemical tests to identifying the functional 
groups in an organic entity. 
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Figure 7.62 Chemical tests to identify organic functional groups. 
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Figure 7.63 Chemical tests to determine common cations and anions. 
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Figure 7.63 Chemical tests to determine common cations and anions. 
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Ionic entities often contain common ions. Ionic entities may be hydrated, so two tests must be 
conducted to determine the complete formula unit: 

1. Identify the cation and anion using the tests figure 7.63. 

2. Determine the amount of water in the sample using thermal desorption. 

Figure 7.63 presents chemical tests to identify common cations and anions. The formula unit of 
the salt is determined as the integer ratio of ions that produce an electrically neutral entity. 

The amount of water is determined by heating the sample to drive off the water, cooling, and 
weighing. This procedure is repeated until the remaining solid has a constant mass. The 
difference in mass between the original, hydrated, sample and the final, anhydrous, sample is the 
mass of water driven off. The hydration number is determined as the moles of water per mole of 
anhydrous salt. 

 after heating

mass hydrated mass anhydrous
mass water

sample salt
   7.64 

Biochemical detectors 

Figures 7.62 and 7.63 present chemical methods of identifying various entities based on their 
reactivity. Taking this idea to an extreme: our tongues contain chemical receptors for the five 
tastes: sweet, salty, bitter, sour, and savory (umami); our noses are able to detect thousands of 
unique scents; and our bodies produce antibodies that target foreign bioorganisms — each type 
of antibody targeting a specific bioorganism. 

One active research area involves creating antibodies targeted to a specific, often non-biological, 
entity. The goal being to create a sensor specific to that specific entity in a natural matrix. Some 
examples include 

 • cocaine in perspiration • TNT in water 

 • sugar in blood • sarin in air 
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▼——————————————— 

The label has been lost from several bottles in a chemical stock room. 
Analyzing one salt, we find that the salt forms a clear aqueous solution. The 

cation chemical test showed no reaction in acid, a white precipitate with the addition of one drop 
of base, and that the precipitate remained with the addition of more base. The anion chemical test 
showed an acidic solution, no reaction with the addition of nitric acid, and a white precipitate 
with the addition of barium ions. 3.296 g of the sample was heated to drive off any water. After 
repeated heating and cooling cycles, the mass stabilized to 1.610 g. Determine the formula unit 
of the chemical. 

 Following the cation test through figure 7.63 leads to a positive test for magnesium. 

 Following the anion test through figure 7.63 leads to a positive test for sulfate. 

The entity is magnesium sulfate, MgSO4. 

 The original sample appears to have been hydrated because its mass changed upon heating. 
After driving off all the water, 1.610 g of the anhydrous salt remained. 

Mass of hydrous salt: 3.296 g

Mass of anhydrous salt: 1.610 g

Mass of water in salt: 1.686 g

  

 The moles of anhydrous salt and water can be determined: 

4
4 4

4

2
2 2

2

1 mol MgSO
1.610 g MgSO 0.01337 mol MgSO

120.36 g MgSO

1 mol H O
1.686 g H O 0.09358 mol H O

18.016 g H O

 

 
 

 Dividing by the smallest number of moles (magnesium sulfate) gives a water:salt ratio of 
7:1. Thus, the formula unit is MgSO4•7H2O. 

2 2
4 2

4 4

0.09358 mol H O 7 mol H O
MgSO •7 H O

0.01337 mol MgSO 1mol MgSO
   

▼——————————————— 

Analyzing another salt, we find that the salt forms a blue aqueous solution. 
The cation chemical test showed no reaction in acid, a blue precipitate formed 

with the addition of one drop of base, and that precipitate remained with the addition of more 
base. The anion chemical test showed a neutral solution, no reaction with the addition of nitric 
acid, no reaction with the addition of barium ions, and a white precipitate with the addition of 
silver ions. 2.850 g of the sample was heated to drive off any water. After repeated heating and 
cooling cycles, the mass stabilized to 2.248 g. Determine the complete formula unit of the 
chemical. 

Answer: see page 399. 

———————————————▲ 

EXAMPLE 7.65 

EXERCISE 7.66 
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Lather, rinse, repeat 

The instructions on shampoo bottles say something like, ‘dispense into the palm of your hand. 
Work into hair until a lather has developed. Rinse. Repeat.’ Is repeating the process a cleaver 
way to get you to use shampoo faster? Amazingly, no. There is actually a scientific basis for this 
procedure! 

Clean glassware and equipment are critical in chemistry. Chemists have studied and optimized 
the cleaning procedure. They showed that rinsing several times with small quantities of water (a 

sufficient amount to coat the inside of the container) is much better than filling the container with water 
once and emptying. For example, a pipette is rinsed at least three times with the solution before 
the accurate amount is drawn into the pipette. 

But why? The concept of optimal cleaning is directly related to the partition coefficient 
introduced in section 0. In this case, the partitioning is between the cleaning solution and the 
container walls. 

 

IMAGE??? 

 

So, when cleaning an empty bottle at home (milk container, syrup bottle, mayonnaise jar, etc.), rinse it 
several times with small quantities of water instead of filling the container once and emptying it. 
You save water and get a cleaner container! 

On the other had, the Bayer Corporation (makers of Aspirin™) devised an ingenious 
advertisement: “Take two Aspirin and call me in the morning.” To this day, us egotistical beings 
believe that we are more pain tolerant than our peers so that, when we ache, we need to take two 
tablets. NEWS FLASH: you very likely have an average pain tolerance. The next time you have an 
ache, try taking half a tablet! 
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7.5 The titration process 

Titration is a process for determining the amount of an analyte, A, by adding controlled amounts 
of a titrant, B, until it is observed that all of A has reacted.  

initial 
conditions

before equiv. 
point

end pointequivilance 
point

Terminology    
 

   analyte       A
   titrant         B 
   indicator     Ind

Relevant Reactions    
 

   A + B  C 
 

   B + Ind  BInd

A, Ind
C, Ind

B

C, BIndA, C, Ind

 
Figure 7.67 Steps in the titration process. 

Initially, the flask contains A and an indicator. B is added with a burette and is the limiting 
reactant in the reaction with A prior to the equivalence point. The equivalence point is the 
theoretical state where stoichiometric amounts of A and B are present, which have all been 
converted to C. The end point occurs when an indicator signals that all of A has reacted. 
Generally, the end point is beyond the equivalence point since excess B is required to trip the 
indicator, but, for accuracy, the end point must be as close as possible to the equivalence point. 
The amount of A is determined from the known reaction stoichiometry and the titrant volume 
and concentration. A poor choice of indicator could cause the end point to occur at any point 
during the titration. 
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Types of titrations 

There are several types of titrations, based on the nature of A and B: 

• acid-base  • reduction-oxidation (redox) 

• complexometric (chelate)  • precipitation 

Acid-base titrations are discussed in section 16.10 and the others in advanced analytical courses. 
They are, however, all solved using the procedure outlined above and in the examples below. 

cresol red

     thymol blue

 bromophenol blue

methyl red

 bromothymol blue

phenol red

 3-nitrophenol

phenolphthalein

 thymolphthalein

indigo carmine  

11 12 14137 8 9 10

Selected Acid Base Indicators

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

pH  
Figure 7.68 A selection of acid base indicators. The chosen indicator should change colour near the pH of 

the equivalence point. See Chapter 16 (Acid-Base Equilibria) for details and table 16.64 for a 
more complete list of indicators. 

 

▼——————————————— 

10.00 mL of household vinegar (acetic acid) was titrated with 13.86 mL of 
0.565 mol/L sodium hydroxide. Determine the concentration of acetic acid in 

household vinegar. 

CH3COOH(aq) + NaOH(aq)   CH3COONa(aq) + H2O(aq) 

 Starting from the volume of sodium hydroxide needed, determine the moles of acid.  

0.01386 L NaOH
0.565 mol NaOH

L NaOH
31 mol CH COOH

1 mol NaOH
30.007831 mol CH COOH  

 The acetic acid was in the 10.00 mL sample. The acid concentration is determined as 

3
3

3

0.007831 mol CH COOH mol
0.783 CH COOH

0.01000 L CH COOH L
  

EXAMPLE 7.69 
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▼——————————————— 

The wastewater from a manufacturing plant is being tested for iron by titration 
with dichromate. 5.00 L of wastewater was evaporated down to 80 mL and 

the iron reduced to iron(II) with acid. 10.00 mL of this was titrated with 16.35 mL of 0.01747 
mol/L dichromate. Report your answer in moles per liter and ppm by mass. Assume a 
wastewater density of 1.000 g/cm3. 

Cr2O7
2−(aq) + 14 H+(aq) + 6 Fe2+(aq)   2 Cr3+(aq) + 6 Fe3+(aq) + 7 H2O(l) 

 Starting from the volume of dichromate needed, determine the moles of iron.  

2–
2 70.01635 L Cr O

2 2–
2 71.747 10 mol Cr O

2–
2 7L Cr O

2+

2–
2 7

6 mol Fe

2 mol Cr O
4 2+8.5690 10 mol Fe   

 The iron was only a portion — 10/80 — of the total iron in the sample. The total iron in the 
sample is calculated as 

4 2+8.5690 10 mol Fe sample
80 mL total

10 mL sample
3 2+6.8552 10 mol Fe   

 The iron concentration is determined as 
3 2+

3 2+6.8552 10 mol Fe mol
1.37 10 Fe

5.00 L wastewater L




   

 Conversion to ppm gives* 
2+

3
mol Fe

1.371 10
L

1 L

wastewater 1000 mL

1 mL

converts to mass of wastewat

2+

er

2+

55.845 g Fe

1g 1 mol Fe
converts to mass of iron

2+
5

2+
5 6 2+

g Fe
7.657 10

g wastewater

g Fe
7.657 10 10 ppm 76.6 ppm Fe

g wastewater





 

 

  

▼——————————————— 

??? Iodine titration with starch indicator  

Answer: see page 399. 

———————————————▲ 

                                                 

* ppm is calculated the same as percentage: determine the fraction of 
specific entity

total entities
 and multiply by 106 ppm. 

  Consider an exam grade of 43 out of 50: 
43

100 % 86 %
50

   

  Consider 7.66·10–5 grams of iron in 1.00 gram of wastewater: 
5 2+

6 2+7.66 10 g Fe
10 ppm 76.6 ppm Fe

g wastewater


   

EXAMPLE 7.70 

EXERCISE 7.71 
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Cleansing the body of metal ions  

We are exposed to metal ions in our environment. Some metal ions — iron, manganese, 
vanadium, zinc, etc. — are essential to life in trace amounts. Other metal ions — cadmium, 
chromium, lead, mercury, etc. — are toxic. Industry has become a major source of toxic ions, 
using them in products such as batteries, paints, electronics, and fluorescent lights. Workers in 
factories may be exposed to bulk toxic chemicals. Many toxic metal ions bind to DNA and 
proteins and can cross into the brain, causing adverse reactions. 

  

Titration standards 

It may surprise you to learn that it is very hard to get get a solution concentration accurate to 
three or more significant digits. The primary reason is the difficulty making absolutely pure 
samples of the chemical. Most chemicals either cannot be obtained in pure form or react with the 
environment: oxygen, water, organics, etc. To get 

• three significant digits, the sample must be 99.9 % pure 

• four significant digits, the sample must be 99.99 % pure 

This limits the accuracy in the known titrant concentration.  

 can

 cannot





Primary standards

Secondary standards
 be obtained in pure form. Quite often, secondary standards are 

used in titrations. Secondary standards are standardized against a primary standard to determine 
their concentration.  

• common primary standards: potassium hydrogen phthalate (KHP); sodium carbonate, 
Na2CO3; potassium chromate, K2Cr2O7 (for redox reactions) 

• common secondary standards: sodium hydroxide, NaOH (hygroscopic); sulfuric acid, H2SO4 
(hygroscopic); potassium permanganate, KMnO4 (reacts with 
organics) 

HO

O

O

OHN
N

O

OH

O

HO

EDTA

HO

O

SH

SH

O

OH

DMSA

Chelation therapy is a method of removing metal ions from the 
body. Dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) and ethylene diamine 
tetraacetic acid (EDTA) are two common chelating agents. They 
bind to metal ions, making them soluble and allowing for the 
metals to be extracted and excreted by the liver and kidneys. 

However, chelating agents do not just bind to toxic metal ions. 
They also strip essential-to-life ions like zinc and calcium from the 
body. Zinc is an essential part of vitamin C and calcium is critical 
for proper muscle function. People undergoing chelation therapy 
must take supplements to replenish these essential ions. (People have 

died because chelation therapy stripped essential ions from the body.) 
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▼——————————————— 

Solid sodium hydroxide is hygroscopic. When you make a sodium hydroxide 
solution using sodium hydroxide pellets, look at the scale after you have 

added the pellets. You will see the last digit increment upwards. This is because the sodium 
hydroxide tablets are adsorbing atmospheric moisture. The mass you observe is a combination of 
sodium hydroxide and water. 

a) You need to prepare 1.000 L of 0.15 mol/L sodium hydroxide. What minimum mass of 
sodium hydroxide pellets should you use? 

b) The solution in a) was used to titrate 25.00 mL of a 0.1032 mol/L potassium hydrogen 
phthalate solution. 18.23 mL of sodium hydroxide were required. Determine the 
concentration of — standardize — the sodium hydroxide solution. 

c) If you used 6.682 g of pellets, determine the mass percentage of water in the pellets? 

Answer: see page 399. 

———————————————▲ 

Back titrations 

Sometimes it is difficult to directly titrate an analyte: 

• the analyte may not be in a form that can be titrated (insoluble solid, gaseous) 

• the analyte may react slowly or not to completion with the titrant in the direct titration 

• the analyte may contain impurities that interfere with direct titration 

• weak acid/base titrations and polyprotic titrations do not yield distinct endpoints 

When this problem exists, a back titration can be done. A back titration involves 

 adding an excess, known amount of 
reactant and allowing it to react with the 
analyte 

 titrating the excess reactant in  to 
determine the amount in excess 

The initial analyte concentration is determined 
as the difference 

xn n n    7.74 

where n is the number of moles of the entity. 
Equation 7.74 also assumes a 1:1 mole ratio 
between the reactant and x. 

EXERCISE 7.72 

am
ou

n
t 

of
 e

n
ti

ti
es





 known amount of
 reactant added

 excess reactant
 titrated

back titration

 x

analyte

0

 
Figure 7.73 The two-step process of a back titration.
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▼——————————————— 

Aspirin™ is the chemical acetylsalicylic acid (ASA). Direct titration of ASA 
with sodium hydroxide is complicated because of the slow hydrolysis of the 

ester. 

+   OH–                                                       +   H2O

O

OH

O

O

O

O

O

O

–

fast

 
O

O

O

O

–

+   OH–                                                       + 

O

O
–

O

O

OH

slow

 
To overcome this, an excess of base is added, both reactions allowed to proceed to completion 
(often aided by heating), and the excess base back titrated with hydrochloric acid. 

+   2 OH–                                                       +   H2O   +

O

OH

O

O

O

O

OH

O

O
–

 
Five 325 mg tablets of Aspirin were crushed and dissolved in water. 100.00 mL of 0.2496 mol/L 
sodium hydroxide was added and the reaction allowed to proceed to completion. The final 
solution was diluted to 250.00 mL in a volumetric flask. 50.00 mL of this solution was titrated 
with 16.27 mL of 0.08744 mol/L hydrochloric acid. Determine the actual mass of ASA per 
tablet. 

 Determine the amount of sodium hydroxide that reacted with ASA.  

The initial amount of sodium hydroxide is 

0.1000 L NaOH
0.2496 mol NaOH

L NaOH
22.496 10 mol NaOH   

The titration determines the amount of sodium hydroxide remaining in 1/5 the volume. 

0.01627 L HCl
0.08744 mol HCl

L HCl

1 mol NaOH

1 mol HCl
31.4227 10 mol NaOH   

And the amount of sodium hydroxide in the total volume is 

3
250 mL soln

1.4227 10 mol NaOH
50 mL soln

37.1132 10 mol NaOH   

EXAMPLE 7.75 
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The amount that reacted with ASA is  

NaOH added to ASA NaOH remaining, titrated with HCl NaOH reacting with

2 3

 ASA

22.496 10 mol NaOH 7.1132 10 mol NaOH 1.7847 10 mol NaOH          

 The mass of ASA in the total volume is 

21.7847 10 mol NaOH
1 mol ASA

2 mol NaOH

180.16 g ASA

1 mol ASA
1.6077 g ASA  

 This is the mass of ASA in five tablets. In each tablet, there is 

1.6077 g ASA
321.5 mg ASA

5 tablets
  

▼——————————————— 

The reaction of acetone and iodine is slow, occurring over a period of hours.  

(CH3)2C=O(aq) + I2(aq) 
+H  (CH3)(CH2I)C=O(aq) + HI(aq) 

The reaction can be studied by periodically taking a sample and titrating to determine the amount 
of iodine remaining. The reaction must, however, be stopped for this titration to be accurate. The 
iodine is removed immediately with excess thiosulfate and the residual thiosulfate back titrated 
with dichloroiodine, ICl2

–. 

A 10.00 mL aliquot of the reaction mixture is removed and quenched with 30.00 mL of 0.05021 
mol/L sodium thiosulfate. The excess thiosulfate is titrated with 12.49 mL of 0.02617 mol/L 
dichloroiodine solution. Determine the iodine concentration at the time of quenching. 

Answer: see page 399. 

———————————————▲ 

7.6 Looking forward 

This chapter just scratches the surface of the plethora of analytical instruments and analytical 
techniques available to everyone from physicians to automotive mechanics to home inspectors. 
Oh, yes, and scientists use these tools too. While it is generally okay that the casual user 
(physician, mechanic, home inspector, … ) of an analytical instrument doesn’t know how the instrument 
works, it is critical that scientists have a good understanding of how instruments function.  

Your institution likely does not have state-of-the-art instrumentation in their teaching labs. And 
they shouldn’t. Instrument development has evolved to a point where the instrument does 
everything for you. This is great for industrial automation, but students with a chemistry 
background are expected to know how an instrument works, not just how to use it. Manual 
instruments require students to work with the instrument to get results. The time spent aligning, 
calibrating, and troubleshooting an instrument provides that person with a better understanding 
of how that instrument operates and allows that person to apply the theory they learned in their 
courses and careers. 

EXERCISE 7.76 
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Chemists are regularly involved in 

• optimizing instrument performance 

• interpreting the instrument output 

• new instrument development 

• modifying an instrument for specific task 

• identifying when an instrument is malfunctioning 

Each of these tasks requires an intimate knowledge of how the instrument functions. 

Miniaturizing chemistry: lab on a chip 

<not developed> 

 

Summary 

<not developed> 
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Exercises 

Spectroscopic analysis 

1. — 

2. — 

3. Explore the science used to make paper 
currency and how science makes 
counterfeiting difficult. 

Electrochemical analysis 

4. — 

5. — 

Mass spectrometry 

6. — 

7. — 

Separation strategies: chromatography 

8. — 

9. — 

Compositional analysis 

10. Determine the mass percent sulfur in 
ethyl mercaptan, CH3CH2SH. 

11. Quinine, C20H24N2O2, is used to prevent 
malaria. Determine the mole percent and 
mass percent composition of each 
element in quinine. 

12. Determine the mass percent nitro in 
trinitrotoluene (TNT), C6H2(CH3)(NO2)3. 

13. Without detailed calculation, determine 
which of the following has the greatest 
mass percent nitrogen: 

 NO, NH3, N2O, NH4NO3 

14. Without detailed calculation, arrange the 
following in order of increasing mass 
percent phosphate: 

 H3PO4, NaH2PO4, Na2HPO4, Na3PO4 

15. Gypsum is the white powder in drywall. 
Determine the mass percent water in a 
sample of gypsum, CaSO4·2H2O. 

 

 

??? need questions that use the cation and 
anion tables! 

 

 

 

16. Cobalt(II) chloride is a common 
desiccant. Anhydrous cobalt(II) chloride 
is blue. Hydrated cobalt(II) chloride 
hexahydrate, CoCl2·6H2O, is red. 

a) Determine the mass percent water in 
cobalt(II) chloride hexahydrate. 

b) What mass of water can 18.34 g of 
anhydrous cobalt(II) chloride absorb? 

17. Which of the following are true for 
Vitamin C (ascorbic acid), C6H8O6: 

i) it contains 30 % carbon by mass. 

ii) it contains 4.5 % hydrogen by 
mass. 

iii) it has the same empirical formula 
as pyruvic acid, C3H4O3. 

iv) the carbon:oxygen mole ratio is 
1:1. 

18. 2.012 grams of fuel was tested in a 
combustion chamber and produced 2.362 
grams of water and 3.849 grams of 
carbon dioxide. 

a) Determine the empirical formula of 
the new fuel. 

b) Another chemical process determined 
the molecular weight to be 46 
grams/mole. Identify the fuel. 

c) Write a balanced combustion reaction 
for the alternative fuel. 
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19. Monosodium glutamate (MSG) is a 
common food additive. Analysis of a 
sample of MSG returned 13.6 % sodium, 
35.5 % carbon, 4.8 % hydrogen, 8.3 % 
nitrogen, and 37.8 % oxygen by mass. 
Determine the empirical formula of 
MSG. 

20. Roundup™ is an herbicide commonly 
used on farms. An analysis of Roundup 
found 21.3 % carbon, 4.7 % hydrogen, 
8.3 % nitrogen, 47.3 % oxygen, and 18.3 
% phosphorus. Determine the empirical 
formula of Roundup. 

21. Ibuprofen is a common painkiller. A 
3.167 g sample is combusted, yielding 
8.787 g CO2 and 2.489 g H2O. A separate 
experiment measured the molecular mass 
at 206.3 g/mol. Determine the empirical 
and molecular formulae of ibuprofen. 

22. Combustion of a 1.3020 gram sample of 
thiophene, an organic solvent, produced 
2.7224 g CO2, 0.5575 g H2O, and 0.9915 
g SO2. Determine the empirical formula 
of thiophene. 

23. Nicotine, an additive in cigarettes, is 
composed of carbon, hydrogen, and 
nitrogen atoms. A 5.520 mg sample of 
nicotine was combusted in pure oxygen, 
producing 15.0 mg CO2 and 4.29 mg 
H2O. A freezing point depression 
experiment estimated the molecular mass 
at 160 ± 3 g/mol. Determine the 
molecular formula of nicotine. 

24. Dimethylhydrazine is a common rocket 
fuel. A 0.628 g sample of 
dimethylhydrazine is burned, producing 
0.921 g CO2, 0.752 g water, and 0.962 g 
NO2. The mass spectrum contained a 
peak at 60 m/z, which is likely the parent 
ion. Determine the empirical formula of 
dimethylhydrazine. 

25. Pharmaceutical companies are looking to 
plants with suspected medicinal 
properties for new drugs. An organic acid 
was isolated from the sumac family of 

plants. 1.233 g of the acid was combusted 
in an excess of oxygen, producing 3.086 
g of carbon dioxide and 1.125 g of water. 
Determine the empirical formula of the 
acid. 

26. You are attempting to synthesize 
testosterone, C19H28O2, and send a 
sample for compositional analysis. 

a) What would you expect the mass 
percent composition to be? 

b) A combustion analysis of 0.5923 g of 
your entity produced 1.810 g of CO2 
and 0.888 g of H2O. Is it possible that 
you synthesized testosterone? 

27. 2.759 g of hydrated chromium(III) 
sulfate were analyzed using thermal 
desorption. After the hydrated sample 
was heated, 1.510 g of anhydrous 
chromium(III) sulfate remained. 
Determine the formula unit of the 
hydrate. 

28. Chlorophyll contains 2.72 percent 
magnesium by mass. Determine the 
empirical mass of chlorophyll. 

29. Heme (in haemoglobin) contains 6.57 
percent iron by mass. 

a) Determine the empirical mass of 
heme. 

b) Haemoglobin has a mass of 68 000 u 
and contains four heme entities. 
Determine the mass percent iron in 
haemoglobin. 

30. A sample of Fe2O3 containing ore is 
heated with an excess of carbon (called 
‘coke’ in the industry), producing iron metal 
and carbon monoxide gas. 492 kg of pure 
iron are obtained from a 1048 kg ore 
sample. Determine the mass percent 
Fe2O3 in the ore sample. 

31. Admiralty brass contains copper, zinc, 
and tin. 3.647 g of brass was chemically 
converted to 4.809 g CuCO3, 1.648 g 
ZnS, and 0.086 g Sn(OH)2. Determine 
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the mass percent composition of copper, 
zinc, and tin in admiralty brass. 

32. Ethyl mercaptan, CH3CH2SH, burns in 
O2 to produce CO2, H2O, and SO2. 
Determine the mass of each product 
produced from the combustion of 12.3 
mL of ethyl mercaptan in excess O2. 
(ρC

2
H

6
S = 0.84 g/cm3) 

33. A manufacturing process co-produces 
ethanol, C2H5OH(l), and diethyl ether, 
(C2H5)2O(l). The combustion of 1.242 g 
of the mixture sample produces 2.596 g 
of CO2. Determine the mass percent of 
ethanol in the sample. 

34. The metal M forms a sulfate M2(SO4)3. 
0.638 g of this salt yields 1.306 g BaSO4. 
Identify the element M. 

35. Heating 5.100 g of lead(II,III) oxide, 
Pb3O4, released 0.119 g oxygen gas. 
Determine the formula unit of the 
remaining lead oxide. 

The titration process 

36. The titration of 10.00 mL of sulfuric acid 
required 21.37 mL of 0.0975 mol/L 
NaOH. Determine the sulfuric acid 
concentration. 

37. In the standardization of a sodium 
hydroxide solution, 25.51 mL of the 
sodium hydroxide solution was required 
to neutralize 0.1302 g of potassium 
hydrogen phthalate, KHP. Determine the 
sodium hydroxide concentration. 

38. A sodium hydroxide solution is being 
standardized against KHP. 23.46 mL of 
the sodium hydroxide solution was 
required to neutralize 0.4382 g of KHP 
that had been dissolved in 30 mL of 
deionized water. Determine the sodium 
hydroxide concentration. 

39. A sample of battery acid is tested to 
determine its sulfuric acid content: 10.00 
mL of battery acid is diluted to 100 mL 
in a volumetric flask. 5.00 mL of the 

diluted solution is neutralized by 37.16 
mL of 0.08526 mol/L KOH. Determine 
the sulfuric acid concentration in the 
original sample. 

40. OxiClean® is a chlorine free cleaning and 
bleaching agent. The active ingredient is 
listed as sodium percarbonate, 
C2H6Na4O12, but this is nothing more 
than a hydrogen peroxide ‘hydrate’ of 
sodium carbonate: 2Na2CO3•3H2O2. 
Hydrogen peroxide can be titrated with 
permanganate in acidic environment via 
the chemical equation, 

 2 MnO4
–(aq) + 5 H2O2(aq) H

   
 2 Mn2+(aq) + 8 H2O(l) + 5 O2(g) 

 2.46 g of OxiClean is titrated with 24.53 
mL of 0.3542 mol/L permanganate. 
Determine the mass percentage of 
sodium percarbonate in OxiClean. 

41. An organic insecticide was combusted 
and the chloride trapped as an aqueous 
chloride solution. The chloride was 
precipitated with silver, forming silver 
chloride, AgCl. A 0.7745 gram 
precipitate was obtained from a 0.503 
gram sample of insecticide. Determine 
the mass percent chlorine in the sample. 

42. 1.328 g of hydrated oxalic acid, 
H2C2O4•xH2O was dissolved in distilled 
water and the solution diluted to 250.00 
mL in a graduated cylinder. 25.00 mL of 
this solution was titrated with 20.58 mL 
of 0.0928 mol/L NaOH(aq). Determine 
the formula unit of the hydrate. 

43. 13.91 g of hydrated sodium carbonate, 
Na2CO3•xH2O was dissolved in water 
and diluted to 1.000 L. 25.00 mL of the 
sodium carbonate solution was 
neutralised by titrating wht 24.53 mL of 
0.0983 mol/L hydrochloric acid. 
Determine x in Na2CO3•xH2O. 

44. Nair™ is a hair removal product with 
calcium hydroxide, Ca(OH)2, as the 
active ingredient. Calcium hydroxide is 
sparing soluble. 3.176 g of Nair is 
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dissolved by the addition of 50.00 mL of 
0.???? mol/L hydrochloric acid. The 
excess acid is titrated with 36.49 mL of 
0.???? mol/L sodium hydroxide. 
Determine the mass percent calcium 
hydroxide in Nair. 

45. Chalk (for writing on blackboards and 
sidewalks) is composed of calcium 
carbonate, CaCO3, and calcium sulfate, 
CaSO4. Calcium carbonate cannot be 
analyzed directly because it is insoluble 
and only slowly reacts with acid. 0.866 g 
of chalk was reacted with 25.00 mL of 
0.1985 mol/L hydrochloric acid, HCl 
(excess hydrochloric acid). The excess 
hydrochloric acid was titrated with 32.38 
mL of 0.1102 mol/L sodium hydroxide, 
NaOH. Determine the mass percent 
composition of calcium carbonate in 
chalk. 

46. Milk of Magnesia™ is an suspension of 
magnesium hydroxide, Mg(OH)2, in a 
thick aqueous solution. Magnesium 
hydroxide is sparing soluble. 2.0781 g of 
Milk of Magnesia is dissolved by the 
addition of 25.00 mL of 0.2437 mol/L 
hydrochloric acid. The excess acid is 
titrated with 11.52 mL of 0.2837 mol/L 
sodium hydroxide. Determine the mass 
percent magnesium hydroxide in Milk of 
Magnesia. 

47. Accurate ammonia and ammonium ion 
titrations are difficult because ammonia 
is volatile. 0.414 g of an ammonium salt 
was reacted with 50.00 mL of 0.2011 
mol/L sodium hydroxide. This reaction 
caused all the ammonia to evolve as a 
gas. 

 NH4
+(aq) + OH−(aq)   

   NH3(g) + H2O(l) 

 The solution was then titrated with 26.53 
mL of 0.1014 mol/L hydrochloric acid. 
Determine the mass percentage 
ammonium ion in the salt. 

48. Motor oil is formulated with additives to 
neutralize acids formed during operation 
of the engine. If acids persist in the 
engine, they corrode the engine interior, 
which leads to decreased engine 
performance, increased wear, and early 
failure. The additives are oil soluble, not 
water soluble, making them inconvenient 
to titrate directly.  

 Industry — sadly — does not yet use the 
Metric System to measure the amount of 
base in the oil. Instead, they use base 
number (BN), which is the milligrams of 
potassium hydroxide, KOH, per gram of 
oil. (The base isn’t potassium hydroxide, but 
they assume it is! Sigh.) In our automobiles, 
we change oil regularly. In industry, they 
monitor the BN through titration.  

 20.00 mL of oil (ρoil = 0.887 g/mL) was 
mixed with 100.0 mL of 0.0116 mol/L 
hydrochloric acid and vigorously shaken 
for 20 minutes to ensure neutralization of 
the oil soluble base with the water 
soluble acid. 10.00 mL of the aqueous 
layer was then titrated with 5.40 mL of 
0.00582 mol/L sodium hydroxide. 
Determine the BN of the oil. 

49. Brass is a mixture of copper and zinc. 
Brass dissolves in nitric acid to form 
copper(II) and zinc(II) ions. The 
composition can be determined because 
copper(II) reacts with iodide, but zinc(II) 
does not.  

 2 Cu2+(aq) + 4 I−(aq)   
   2 CuI(s) + I2(aq) 

 The amount of iodine, I2, formed can be 
determined through titration with sodium 
thiosulfate, Na2S2O3. Starch is added to 
give a distinct blue → clear endpoint. 

 2 S2O3
2–(aq) + I2(aq)  

 starch  2 I–(aq) + S4O6
2–(aq) 

 1.893 g of brass was dissolved in acid, 
excess potassium iodide was added, and 
the iodine titrated with 18.37 mL of 
0.986 mol/L sodium thiosulfate. 
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Determine the mass percent copper in the 
brass. 

INTEGRATIVE EXERCISES 

50. Classical mercury and alcohol 
thermometers function because density is 
a function of temperature. Explain how 
these thermometers work. 

51. A combustion analysis yields only 
CO2(g) as the product. What information 
does this provide about the sample? 

52. Investigate the legitimacy of the 
following claim (found on the web): 

 “It is plastics with polar bonds that 
absorb microwave energy. That is, 
bonds between atoms with large 
difference of electronegativity. For 
example, polyester, PMMA, and 
nylons contain carbon-oxygen bonds, 
and PVC contains carbon-chlorine 
bonds. Carbon-hydrogen bonds are 
rather non polar so any 
carbon/hydrogen only plastic should 

be quite ok, if it does not melt when 
heated by hot food.” 

53. — 

54. Write the chemical equation for each of 
the functional group determination tests 
in figure 7.62. (You may need to consult 
additional resources.) 

55. 50 litres of air at SATP is slowly bubbled 
through 100.00 mL of 0.0285 mol/L 
barium hydroxide, Ba(OH)2, solution. 
Carbon dioxide in the air reacts to form 
barium carbonate, BaCO3.  

 Ba(OH)2(aq) + CO2(g)  
   BaCO3(s) + H2O(l) 

 The remaining barium hydroxide is 
titrated with 18.13 mL of 0.1364 mol/L 
hydrochloric acid. Determine the carbon 
dioxide concentration in ppm by moles. 
(SATP: 298 K, 1 bar; use the ideal gas law to 
determine the moles of air.) 

 

56. — 

57. — 

 

Answers to in-text exercises 
7.20 soy: 81.4 µmol/L, 73.6 ppb;   

spinach: 18.2 µmol/L, 16.6 ppb 

7.38 125 MHz 

7.58 empirical formula: C3H7O3; molecular formula: 
C6H14O6; molecular mass: 182 g/mol 

7.61 C4H4S 

7.66 CuCl2•2H2O 

7.49 2-propanol  

7.71 ??? 

7.72 a) at least 6.6 g; b) 0.1415 mol/L NaOH; c) 
6.687 % H2O 

7.76 0.1179 mol/L 

 

 

Chemicals in our food: everything is made of 
chemicals. Apples produce the listed chemicals 
naturally. These chemicals function as flavors and 
aromas in the natural cycle of fruit. 
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Summary 

<not developed> 

 

Electron domain model 

 

 

Valence bond model 

 

 

Molecular orbital theory 

 

 

Metals and semiconductors 
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Overview 

Interactions between molecular entities control many physical properties of the bulk entity: 
melting and boiling points, colour, hardness, conductivity, etc. At the atomic level, entities can 
be non-polar, polar, or ionic, each with increasing intermolecular interaction energies. 

increasing intermolecular energy

non - polar polar ionic   
 

In general, entities with 

non-polar

polar

ionic

 
 
 
 
 

 intermolecular interactions tend to be 

gases

liquids

solids

 
 
 
 
 

 under 

ambient conditions. 

 

Chapter 8 (Intermolecular Forces) explores the different types of 
charge distributions — induced dipoles, dipoles, and ions — and 
how the strength of these charge distributions dictate the 
macroscopic properties of the entity. When combined, entities 
form homogenous solutions if the mixed intermolecular bonds 
are stronger than the bonding within the individual entities. 

 

Chapter 9 (States of Matter: Condensed Phases) explores properties of solids, liquids, and 
solutions. <more???> 

 

Chapter 10 (States of Matter: Gases) explores the properties of gases and gas mixtures, 
presenting the properties of ideal gases and real gases. These models are applied to real world 
situations, from combustion in an automobile 
engine, to the buoyancy of objects in air, to the 
gases in the atmosphere. The kinetic-molecular 
theory provides a theoretical foundation for 
models.  
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Chapter 8. Intermolecular Forces 

Chapter 4 (Molecular Entities) introduces four broad 
classifications of molecular entities. These 
classifications are shown at right. Bonding in network 
covalent, ionic, and metallic entites is uniform and 
extends throughout the bulk. The energy required to 
break a bond depends on the specific bonding atoms.  

• Table 4.12 shows that the covalent bond energies 
range from 200 and 900 kJ/mol.  

• Table 4.18 shows that the ionic bond energies 
range from 400 to 12 000 kJ/mol.  

The bonding described above is intramolecular bonding. Chapter 6 explains that intramolecular 
bonding occurs so that atoms achieve filled valence shells, which makes them more stable (lower 

energy). Molecular covalent entities exist as discrete molecules with covalently intramolecular 
bonds. 

The molecules also interact with each other. Intermolecular (IM) bonding* occurs between 
molecules because of electrostatic attraction resulting from charge distributions within individual 
entities. Intermolecular bonding is responsible for forming condensed states of matter — liquids 
and solids — and the macroscopic properties of matter: mp, bp, density, viscosity, etc. Typical 
intermolecular bond energies are between 0.1 and 50 kJ/mol. 

It is convenient to compare the intermolecular energies with the energy available because of the 
temperature of the system, the thermal energy, given by 8.1.  

E R T  8.1 

At 298 K, there is 2.45 kJ/mol of thermal energy — similar to the intermolecular bond energies. 
Consequently, temperature strongly affects intermolecular bonding. 

8.1 Charge distributions within entities 

Three distinct types of charge distributions are possible within entities: 

• induced dipoles are transient partial charge distributions 

• dipoles are permanent partial charge distributions 

• ions are permanent integer charge distributions 

                                                 
* Sometimes called van der Waals forces.  

Metallic

Ionic

Network Covalent

Molecular
Covalent
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Ions 

Ions were introduced in section 4.2. In brief, entities that form from a metal and a non-metal 
have an ionic bond. Ionic bonding involves the electrostatic attraction between ions. 

Dipoles 

Dipoles were introduced in section 4.2. In brief, when there is a difference in electronegativity 
between bonding atoms, the bond is polar. The vector sum of the polar bonds equals the dipole 
moment. In some symmetric molecular entities, the polar bonds exactly cancel and there is no 
dipole moment. 

Induced dipoles 

In molecules without a dipole moment, the average positive and negative charge centers are in 
the same location. However, at any given instant, they may be temporarily shifted from their 
average position, creating a transient induced dipole. Induced dipoles are produced when an 
entity interacts with its surroundings through 

• absorption of heat or light 

• intermolecular collisions 

• being close to a polarized entity 

• being near oscillating electric and magnetic 
fields 

Induced dipoles are produced in all entities but are 
usually small compared with permanent dipoles 
and ions.  

 

 

An atom, normally 
without a dipole moment, 
collides with a wall, 
inducing a dipole.

            After a time, the
        transient dipole
    decreases
to zero.

10+

10+

10+

10+

10+

10+

 
Figure 8.2  Induced dipoles created during a 

collision. The induced dipole 
oscillation decreases after the 
collision. The rate of decrease is 
dependent on the polarizability of 
the entity. 
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Figure 8.3 A golf ball deformed during impact. 

▼——————————————— 

Consider a child in a bath-tub. When the child is sitting still, the water is flat 
and uniformly distributed. However, the child is able to generate large waves 

by rocking back and forth. Envision the water as electrons and the child as the surroundings 
imparting a force. The non-uniform and changing water level is akin to the fluctuating electron 
distributions. When the child stops, the water returns to a uniform distribution. 

———————————————▲ 

DEMO A water balloon is an excellent analogy of an induced dipole. The water sits in one 
place when at rest, but oscillates back and forth for a time after being disturbed. 

The polarizability of the electrons determines the magnitude of the transient dipole. 
Polarizability is the ease in which electrons in a molecular entity are distorted. The valence 
electrons have the greatest mobility, and we assume that core electrons are not polarized (a 

reasonably good assumption). 

• Polarizability increases with increasing nuclear charge, Z. 

◦ Xenon is more polarizable than neon. 

◦ Valence electrons on small atoms (He, O, F, Ne, etc.) are tightly held by the nucleus 
and are not very polarizable. 

◦ Valence electrons on larger atoms (I, Xe, etc.) are more polarizable. 

• Bonding electrons are further from their respective nuclei and more polarizable than non-
bonding electrons on the same atom. 

◦ Methane, CH4, and neon have the same number of valence electrons, but the bonding 
electrons in methane are more polarizable.  

▼——————————————— 

Consider the bathtub being filled with oil, pudding, honey, or molasses 
instead of water. The same force generates smaller distributions. 

———————————————▲ 

In polyatomic entities, vibrations may distort a 
molecular entity, giving the entity an induced dipole. 
Figure 8.6 illustrates this for carbon dioxide. The 
bending vibration transiently gives carbon dioxide an 
angular geometry and a transient induced dipole. 

EXAMPLE 8.4 

EXAMPLE 8.5 

 
Figure 8.6 Induced dipole resulting from

vibrations in carbon dioxide. 
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▼——————————————— 

Draw the carbon dioxide molecule at full bending vibration and indicate the 
induced dipoles. 

Answer: see page 433. 

▼——————————————— 

Identify the following as having induced dipoles, dipoles, and/or ions. 

H2S, CH4, NH3, Mg3N2, O2, NO, Ar, NaF, CH3OH, BaCl2, HBr 

All entities produce induced dipoles. 

Ions are identified as ionic entities: Mg3N2, NaF, BaCl2 

Neutral atoms have no net charge distribution and thus only induced dipoles: Ar. 

The molecular structure is required to determine if an entity has a dipole or not. 

HH
S

—— 

H

H
H C

H—— 
N

HH
H

—— OO —— N O —— 
CH

H

H O
H

—— H Br  

Using the strategy presented in section 5.2, we find that CH4 and O2 do not have dipole 
moments — they only have induced dipoles. All the others have dipole moments. 

induced dipole only: CH4, O2, Ar 

dipole and induced dipole: H2S, NH3, NO, CH3OH, HBr 

ionic, dipole, and induced dipole: Mg3N2, NaF, BaCl2 

▼——————————————— 

Identify the following entities as having induced dipole, dipole, and/or ionic 
charge distributions. 

O3, CaCO3, SO2, SO3, CS2, SF4, Na2O, CuBr2, C2H6, NaN3, H2O2 

Answer: see page 433. 

———————————————▲ 

Aligning molecules with electromagnetic fields 

<note developed> 

lcd, nmr 

 

 

EXERCISE 8.7 

EXAMPLE 8.8 

EXERCISE 8.9 
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8.2 Intermolecular bonding 

The three types of charge distributions — induced dipole, dipole, and ion — result in several 
possible intermolecular bonds.  

The strength of intermolecular bonds depends on the type of charge distribution. 

Induced dipole

Dipole

Ionic







 bond strength increases with 

polarizability.

dipole moment.

ion charge.







  

When considering intermolecular bonding, the total bond strength is the combination of the 
individual contributions. 

• For entities with induced dipoles, the only consideration is the polarizability. 

• For entities with dipoles, both the polarizability (induced dipole) and dipole moment (dipole) 
must be considered. 

• For ionic entities, polarizability (induced dipole), dipole moment (dipole), and ion charge (ionic) 
exist in the entity. However, the ionic component is significantly stronger than the 
induced-dipole and dipole components.  

Table 8.10 Types of intermolecular bonding.  

induced dipole ionic

dipole-dipole

ion-dipole ion-ion

dipole

ionic ion-induced dipole

induced dipole-        
induced dipole

dipole-induced dipole

induced

 

8.3 Intermolecular bonding in pure substances 

In a system containing a single entity, all entities have the same type of charge distribution. 
Three types of intermolecular bonding is possible: induced dipole-induced dipole, dipole-dipole, 
and ion-ion.  

To compare the intermolecular bond energies, we can look at the melting point or boiling point 
of the entity. At the melting point, the bonds are just beginning to break. At the boiling point, 
sufficient thermal energy is available to break all the intermolecular bonds. 

Induced dipole-induced dipole bonding (historically called london forces) forms the weakest bonds. 
They occur in all entities and are the only intermolecular bonds in non-polar entities. Typical 
energies are between 0.1 and 5 kJ/mol and increase with increasing polarizability. 
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Table 8.11 Selected series of entities that only interact through induced dipole-induced dipole bonding. 
The increasing bond energy, observed as an increase in the boiling point, is explainable
because of increasing polarizability. 

Entity b.p. /K Entity b.p. /K Entity b.p. /K Entity b.p. /K
He 4 H2 20 N2 77 Ar 88

Ne 27 F2 85 O2 90 CO2 195

Ar 88 Cl2 239 F2 85

Kr 121 Br2(l) 332 Ne 27

Xe 166 I2(s) 387 CH4 112  
Observations from table 8.11 

• As the polarizability in the helium series and the hydrogen series increases, the boiling 
point increases. 

• Bonding electrons are more polarizable than non-bonding electrons as observed in couples 
with similar masses and similar numbers of electrons: {He, H2}, {Kr, Cl2}, {Ar, CO2}, and 
{Ne, CH4}. The entities containing chemical bonds have higher boiling points. 

• Nitrogen, oxygen, and fluorine have similar polarizabilities. 

• Most entities with only induced dipole-induced dipole bonds are gaseous under ambient 
conditions. The bonding in bromine and iodine is sufficiently strong that these entities are 
liquid and solid, respectively. 

Dipole-dipole bonding occurs between polar entities. Both the polarizability and dipole moment 
must be considered. Typical total intermolecular bond energies are between 1 and 10 kJ/mol. 

Table 8.12 Selected series of entities that interact through dipole-dipole bonding (listed with their dipole 
moment), compared with entities that contain only induced dipoles. 

Entity b.p. /K Entity b.p. /K Entity b.p. /K
Ne 27 Kr 121 N2 77

CH4 112 Cl2 239 O2 90

HF (1.83 D) 293 HBr (0.82 D) 186 NO (0.16 D) 121

H2CO (2.33 D) 254

Ar 88 Xe 166

CO2 195 HI (0.83 D) 222 C4H10 (0.07 D) 272

HCl (1.11 D) 158 (CH3)2CO (2.88 D) 329  
Observations from table 8.12 

• A dipole moment increases the bonding energy. 

• The larger the dipole moment, the greater the bond energy and the higher the boiling point. 

• Some non-polar entities (CO2, halogens) have induced dipole-induced dipole energies 
comparable to dipole-dipole energies. 

• Considering HCl, HBr, and HI: while HCl has the greater dipole moment, the greater 
polarizability of bromine and iodine give them a higher boiling point. (HF engages in hydrogen 
bonding.) 
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As the entity size increases (pentane → hexane → heptane → … ), there is increased area to interact 
with nearby entities, increasing the total bonding energy (and the boiling point), as illustrated in 
figure 9.42. For a fixed chemical formula but varying structural formula, the bonding energy 
decreases with increasing compactness of the entity. The increased compactness decreases the 
surface area and the entities ability to interact with other entities. This is illustrated with C5H12 in 
figure 8.13. 
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Figure 8.13 Boiling points of several isomers of pentane, C5H12. The more compact the structure (shown by 

the space filling models), the less interaction with other entities and lower boiling point. 

Bonds involving hydrogen are unique 
in that hydrogen has no core electrons. 
Thus, when the bonding electrons are 
drawn away by an electronegative 
atom, the opposite side of the X–H 
bond is an exposed proton that 
interacts strongly with non-bonding 
electrons. Hydrogen bonding is a 
strong dipole-dipole bonding between 
H bonded to an electronegative 
element (N, O, or F) interacting with 
other N, O, or F atoms in the system. 
Typical hydrogen bonding energies are 
between 10 and 50 kJ/mol. Hydrogen 
bonding does not occur when 
hydrogen is bonded to other elements as illustrated in 8.14. 

In water, each molecule is able to form four hydrogen bonds: donating two hydrogen atoms and 
accepting two hydrogen atoms with the non-bonding electron pairs on oxygen. In ammonia and 
hydrogen fluoride, only two hydrogen bonds can form with either extra hydrogen atoms or extra 
non-bonding electrons on the central atoms. The greater hydrogen bonding potential of water is 
experimentally observed as a higher boiling point. 
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Figure 8.14 Boiling point of selected entities illustrating 

hydrogen bonding in entities with hydrogen 
bonded to nitrogen, oxygen, or fluorine, but not 
carbon or other atoms. 
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HH
O

H
H N

H FH

3 N–H donors    2 O–H donors    1 F–H donor
1 N: acceptor    2 O: acceptors   3 F: acceptors  

Figure 8.15 The simplest nitrogen, oxygen, and fluorine entities that engage in hydrogen bonding. 

Table 8.16 Selection of entities that interact through hydrogen bonding (denoted with *), compared with 
entities that contain only induced-dipoles or dipoles. 

Entity b.p. /K Entity b.p. /K Entity b.p. /K
Ne 27 *HF 293 Ar 88

CH4 112 HCl 158 HCl 158

*NH3 240 HBr 186 *CH3OH 338

*H2O 373 HI 222

*HF 293  
Hydrogen bonding is responsible for the high melting and boiling point of water. In ice, each 
water molecule forms four hydrogen bonds, producing ice in the ordered array shown in figure 
8.17. 
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Figure 8.17 The structure of ice formed by hydrogen bonds. The hexagonal cavities in ice make ice less 

dense than liquid water. 

When ice melts, some of the hydrogen bonds break, allowing the water molecules to move. The 
water molecules are able to slide into the hexagonal cavities, increasing the density of the liquid 
water. This reason — the need to form a rigid hexagonal structure when freezing — explains 
why ice expands when freezing. (Rigid containers break and ice floats on water.)  

The above examples focus on 
intermolecular hydrogen bonding, 
where different entities are the donor 
and acceptor. Intramolecular 
hydrogen bonding occurs in some 
large entities that have both 
hydrogen donors and acceptors. 

 
Hydrogen bonding is critical to life. 

OOO O
H
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H

Figure 8.18 Intramolecular hydrogen bonding in acetylacetone. 
Hydrogen bonding stabilizes the right structure and
restricts the entity to a planar configuration. 
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Hydrogen bonds serve a special purpose in biological functioning. 

• Hydrogen bonds are strong enough to hold proteins and DNA together and weak enough to 
allow for proteins to slightly change shape — a necessity for protein function. Similarly, 
the hydrogen bond strength allows for DNA to separate for RNA synthesis and DNA 
replication. 

• The cells in plants have more hydrogen bonds than in animals, resulting in a more rigid 
structure that can support the plant to many meters in height.  
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Figure 8.19 Samples of hydrogen bonding in a) proteins, b) DNA, and c) carboxylic and oxoacids. 

Ionic bonding is significantly stronger than bonding involving induced dipoles and dipoles. 
Energies range from hundreds to thousands of kJ/mol.  

The strength of the ionic bond can be approximated using the physics equation for the interaction 
between two charged bodies. This is an approximation because we are assuming complete 
charge separation (see page 182) and are applying a classical equation to a quantum mechanical 
system. 
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▼——————————————— 

All other factors being equal, which of the following will have the strongest 
ionic bond? 

MgO, Mg3N2, MgCl2 

 The charges (oxidation states) on these entities are 
  +2   –2

MgO , 
 +2    

3

–  

2

 3

Mg N , 
+2    –1

2MgCl  

 The relative strength of the ionic bonding can be estimated from equation 8.20. For 
simplicity, we set k = r = 1.  
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Magnesium nitride, Mg3N2, will have the strongest ionic bond. 

▼——————————————— 

Arrange the following entities in order of increasing ionic bonding. 

LiF, KF, CaCO3, CuBr2 

Answer: see page 433. 

▼——————————————— 

Arrange the following in order of increasing boiling point. 

N2, O3, F2, Ne, Cl2, CH4. 

 By inspection, we see that all the entities are non-polar. The only intermolecular bonding is 
induced dipole-induced dipole. 

 The boiling point thus depends on the polarizability: 

◦ neon is atomic and should have the lowest polarizability 

◦ chlorine should have the greatest polarizability because it has the highest Z and the 
electrons are involved in bonding 

◦ ozone, with three oxygen atoms, should be next in polarizability 

◦ methane, with has several bonds, should be next 

◦ between nitrogen and fluorine, fluorine is more electronegative and should be less 
polarizable 

 In order of increasing boiling point, we have 

Ne < F2 < N2 < CH4 < O3 < Cl2 

EXAMPLE 8.21 

EXERCISE 8.22 

EXAMPLE 8.23 
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▼——————————————— 

Arrange the following in order of increasing boiling point. 

H2S, CH4, NH3, Mg3N2, O2, NO, Ar, NaF, CH3OH, BaCl2, HBr 

• When entities have varing IM bonds, we should separate them based on the strongest IM 
bonding and then arrange the individual groups in order of increasing boiling point. 

◦ induced dipole: CH4, O2, Ar 

◦ dipole: H2S, NH3, NO, CH3OH, HBr 

◦ ionic: Mg3N2, NaF, BaCl2 

• Considering the polarizablility within the induced dipoles: argon should have the lowest 
boiling point because it is atomic, oxygen should be next with only one bond, methane is 
the largest entity and has the most bonds. 

◦ induced dipole: Ar, O2, CH4  

• Considering the polarizablility within the dipoles: methanol and ammonia hydrogen bond 
and will have the highest boiling points; methanol should have a higher boiling point 
because it is the larger entity. Nitrogen has the smallest dipole moment (lowest boiling 
point). Hydrogen bromide and hydrogen sulfide are comparable: one has more bonds, but 
bromine is more polarizable. 

◦ dipole: NO, HBr ~ H2S, NH3,CH3OH 

• For the ionic entities: the lattice energy determines the boiling point: Mg2+, N3–; Na+, F–; 
and Ba+, Cl–. The entity with the lowest charges should have the lowest boiling point. 

◦ ionic: NaF, BaCl2, Mg3N2 

• Combining the above lists, we predict 

Ar, O2, CH4, NO, HBr ~ H2S, NH3,CH3OH, NaF, BaCl2, Mg3N2 

 Note: this ordering assumes that there is no overlap between induced dipole, dipole, and 
ionic entities. (This is not always the case.) 

▼——————————————— 

Arrange the following in order of increasing melting point.  

CH3CH2OH, KI, Ne, K2SO4, H2CO, F2, MgO, NO2, CO2. 

Answer: see page 433. 

———————————————▲ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXAMPLE 8.24 

EXERCISE 8.25 
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8.4 Intermolecular bonding in mixtures  

When two or more entities form a homogeneous mixture, the entities are 

• soluble if a solid or gas dissolves in a liquid 

• miscible if two liquids mix 

• alloyed if two metal solids mix 

The factors affecting solubility and miscibility are complex. The adage that ‘like dissolves like’ 
is not true in all circumstances. For example, dichloromethane, CH2Cl2, is polar but not miscible 
with water but miscible with non-polar hexane. Additionally, many ionic entities are not soluble 
in water. 

DEMO Solubility of iodine in dichloromethane, water, and hexane. A one liter graduated 
cylinder is carefully filled with 300 mL each of dichloromethane, water, and hexane. 
A distinct layer is formed between each liquid because of their different densities. 0.2 
g of powdered iodine is sprinkled on top of the hexane layer. As the powder sinks 
through the layers, the hexane and dichloromethane layer turn color, indicating 
dissolution, but no dissolution in the water layer. Next, pour the contents into a two 
liter bottle. Cap and shake vigorously, then quickly pour back into the graduated 
cylinder. The entire column will be pink or orange. However, water will separate as a 
distinct, colorless layer. Since dichloromethane and hexane are miscible, they will 
form one colored layer. (The exact amounts of dichloromethane and hexane used will 
affect the density of this mixture. It may appear above or below the water layer.) 

Hard and soft entities 

One important factor is the degree of polarizability. Smaller atoms — up to neon for atoms; up to 
zinc for cations — have low polarizabilities and are called hard. Larger atoms have have higher 
polarizabilities and are called soft. The tendancy is for atoms to preferentially form covalent and 
ionic bonds with atoms that have similar polarizabilities. That is, hard:hard and soft:soft 
interactions are stronger than hard:soft interactions. For example, both water and 
dichloromethane are polar, but dichloromethane has greater polarizability (is softer) than water. 
Consequently, dichloromethane and water are not miscible. Also, as seen in the demo, non-polar 
iodine is soluble in dichloromethane because of the soft:soft interaction. 
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8.5 Aqueous solubility 

Section 9.8 explores the properties of the solvent as a result of dissolved entities. This section 
explores the factors affecting the solubility of salts and gases. 

Solubility of ionic entities 

Table 8.26 Aqueous solubility of common salts. 

sparingly insoluble sparingly soluble

Soluble salts can produce an aqueous solution of at least 0.1 mol/L at 298 K.

‡, Li+, Mg2+, Ca2+

OH– Ca2+, Ba2+ ‡, Li+, Sr2+

Insoluble salts produce an aqueous solution of at most 0.01 mol/L at 298 K.

Sparingly soluble salts produce an aqueous solution between 0.01 and 0.1 mol/L at 298 K.

IO3
– Mg2+, Ni2+, Zn2+ ‡, Li+, Co2+

C2O4
2– none ‡, Li+, Fe3+

S2– none

Exceptions

CO3
2–, PO4

3–, SO3
2– Li2CO3 H+, Na+, K+, NH4

+ = ‡ 

SO4
2– Ag+ Ca2+, Sr2+, Ba2+,       

Hg2
2+, Pb2+

Soluble salts Exceptions

H+, Na+, K+, NH4
+,    

NO3
–, ClO3

–, ClO4
–

RbClO4, CsClO4 none

Insoluble salts

CH3COO– Ag+, Hg2
2+ none

F– Li+ Mg2+, Ca2+, Sr2+, Ba2+, 

Fe2+, Hg2
2+, Pb2+

Cl–, Br–, I– HgCl2, PbCl2, 
PbBr2

Cu+, Ag+, Hg2
2+,      

Hg2+, PbI2

 
When a salt dissolves, the ionic bonds holding the salt together must break, the hydrogen bonds 
holding water molecules together must break, and several ion-dipole bonds are formed between 
the ion and water to hydrate the ions. That is, the following reaction releases energy. 

bonds broken bonds formed

ion-ion hydrogen bonding ion-dipole    
8.27 

 

+

  

→

 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 8.28 The dissolution of sodium chloride in water, showing the hydration of ions. 
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Figure 8.29 Hydrated sodium (left) and chloride (right) ions. The partial negative oxygen atom is attracted to 

and stabilizes the sodium ion, while the partial positive hydrogen ions stabilizes the chloride 
ion. 

It is possible to make some generalizations about solubility from table 8.26: 

• soluble salts have at least one ±1 ion* 

• soluble salts have at least one hard ion 

For polyatomic ions, the ion is soft if it has one soft atom. Thus, NO3
– is hard, and ClO4

– is soft.  

▼——————————————— 

Use the above generalizations to predict if the following salts are soluble in 
water. Compare your results with table 8.26. 

a) NaCl 

Sodium is hard with a +1 charge; chloride is soft with a –1 charge. NaCl should be 
soluble. (it is) 

b) MgO 

Magnesium is hard with a +2 charge; oxide is hard with a –2 charge. MgO should not 
be soluble. (it isn’t) 

c) MgCl2 

Magnesium is hard with a +2 charge; chloride is soft with a –1 charge. MgCl2 should 
be soluble. (it is) 

                                                 
* The anomalous solubility of sulfate, SO4

2–, and sulfide, S2–, salts deserve note: both sulfate and sulfide are bases 
and react with water. 

  SO4
2–(aq) + H2O(l)   HSO4

–(aq) + OH–(aq) 

  S2–(aq) + H2O(l)   HS–(aq) + OH–(aq) 

 Both sufate and sulfide actually produce ions with a –1 charge, which makes their observed solubility consistant 
with that of other ±1 ions. 

EXAMPLE 8.30 
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d) AgCl 

Silver is soft with a +1 charge; chloride is soft with a –1 charge. AgCl should not be 
soluble. (it isn’t) 

▼——————————————— 

Predict if the following mixtures are miscible or soluble. 

a) SrSO4 

b) Sr(OH)2 

c) KIO3 

d) SrSO4 in water 

Answer: see page 433. 

———————————————▲ 

H+, H3O
+, … , what difference does it make?  

A seemingly trivial problem with no generally accepted answer. 

How do you represent an entity in solution? No one has any problem writing Na+(aq), Ca2+(aq), 
NH3(aq), F–(aq), etc., but some instructors vehemently argue that H+(aq) does not exist. Those 
teachers are completely correct: H+(aq) does not exist. Neither does Na+(aq), Ca2+(aq), or even 
NH3(aq). Aqueous ions and entities are hydrated, meaning that water molecules form a hydration 
sphere around the ion. This hydration sphere can be detected spectroscopically. The number of 
water molecules in the hydration sphere depends on the ion. For sodium ions at 298 K, the 
average hydration sphere contains four water molecules: [Na(H2O)4]

+. Calcium exists as 
[Ca(H2O)12]

2+, ammonia as [NH3(H2O)2], and fluoride as [F(H2O)4]
–.*  

The number of water molecules in the hydration sphere is also temperature dependent.   

Teachers who do not use H+ use [H(H2O)]+, often written as H3O
+. Does H3O

+ exist? No!  
H+ actually exists as [H(H2O)7]

+ at 298 K. Few people have a problem with OH–, but it actually 
exists as [OH(H2O)5]

– at 298 K, or H11O6
–. 

Compare the following sets of reactions 

 HNO3(l) + 16 H2O(l)   [H(H2O)7]
+(aq) + [NO3(H2O)9]

–(aq) 

 HNO3(l)   H+(aq) + NO3
–(aq) 

 Ca(OH)2(s) + 18 H2O(l)   [Ca(H2O)8]
2+(aq) + 2 [OH(H2O)5]

–(aq) 

 Ca(OH)2(s)   Ca2+(aq) + 2 OH–(aq) 

                                                 
* Hydration numbers from Zavitsas, A. J. Phys. Chem. B 2001, 105, 7805. 

EXERCISE 8.31 
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If you take biochemistry and discuss ion channels through cell membranes, compare the ion 
channel diameter (the pore size) to the ionic radius in table 2.18. The pore size is significantly 
larger because the ions are hydrated! In fact, both sodium and calcium have approximately the 
same ionic radii, but drastically different hydrated radii. 

(The essay on page 965 provides further evidence supporting the use of H+(aq).) 

Advanced concepts regarding ionic solubility 

Table 8.33 quantifies the ion-ion bond energy predicted by equation 8.20 and confirms that bond 
energy increases with ion charge. 

The essay on page 418 shows that the number of water molecules depends on the ion. Ion-dipole 
bond strengths have energies from 50 to 200 kJ/mol, depending of the charge and hardness of the 
ion. The number of hydrogen bonds that must be broken is approximately half the number of 
ion-dipole bonds formed since one side of the water molecule still faces the bulk water.  

From the law of conservation of energy, we know that the energy before and after the dissolution 
of a salt must be the same, just in different forms. Equation 8.27 lists the bonds formed and the 
bonds broken. Additionally, there is a solution enthalpy that causes the solution to change 
temperature. Formally, the solution energy, Esolution is the solution enthalpy, ΔsolH°, and can be 
either positive or negative. Combining these together accounts for all the energy changes: 

break bonds form bonds solutionE E E   8.32 

 

The second and fourth reactions are simpler and 
convey the same information. For convenience and 
simplicity, and to focus on the chemistry, H+(aq) is 
used in this text. Just like Na+(aq), Ca2+(aq), F–(aq), 
OH–(aq), etc. But remember none of them exist as 
naked ions in solution — they are all hydrated. 

 
—— [Na(H2O)4]

+  -[Ca(H2O)12]
2+ 
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Table 8.33 The bond strength and crystallization energy (collectively, the lattice energy) of common salts. 

F– Cl– Br– I– NO3
–

O2– CO3
2– SO4

2– PO4
3–

Li+ 1049 864 820 764 854 2814 2254 2142 —

Na+ 930 790 754 705 763 2478 2016 1938 —

K+ 829 720 691 650 694 2232 1846 1796 —

Rb+ 795 695 668 632 671 2161 1783 1748 —

Be2+ 3526 3033 2914 2813 — 4443 — — —

Mg2+ 2978 2540 2451 2340 2521 3791 3122 — 11407

Ca2+ 2651 2271 ≈2130 2087 2247 3401 2811 2480 10479

Sr2+ 2513 2170 — 1976 2151 3223 2688 2484 10075

Fe2+ 2967 2641 2577 2491 2580 3865 3169 — —

Fe3+ ≈5870 5436 5347 ≈5120 — 14774 — — 7300

Cu+ — 996 978 966 — 3189 — 2166 —

Cu2+ 3102 2824 2774 ≈2640 2739 4050 ≈3490 — —

Source: CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics , CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl., 2010.

Approximate values are calculated, not experimentally determined.

Lattice energy of common salts /(kJ/mol)

 

▼——————————————— 

The solvation enthalpy of sodium chloride is 3.9 kJ/mol. Both sodium and 
chloride form four ion-dipole bonds each. Assume that each water molecule 

makes four hydrogen bonds and that each hydrogen bond is 50 kJ/mol. Estimate the ion-dipole 
bond energy. 

 Determine the number of hydrogen bonds broken. 

To orient four water molecules around an ion, two hydrogen bonds need to break.  

 Substitute the values into equation 8.32.  

NaCl bond hydrogen bonds ion-dipole bonds

break bonds form bonds solu

solution enthal

i

py

t on

energy per ion-dipole bon

kJ kJ kJ kJ
790 4 50 8 3.9

mol mol mol mol

kJ
123

mol

E E E

x

x

 

    



   



d

 

As expected, the calculated ion-dipole bond energy, 123 kJ/mol, is between dipole-dipole 
and ion-ion bond energies. 

———————————————▲ 

EXAMPLE 8.34 
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To reiterate, example 8.34 makes some assumptions, but confirms that ion-dipole bond energies 
are between dipole-dipole bond and ionic bond energies. 

Solubility is also a function of temperature as illustrated in figure 8.36. This is because a 
saturated solution is an equilibrium system and energy is a part of the equilibrium.  

AB(s)   A+(aq) + B–(aq) + energy written for an exothermic reaction 8.35 

Based on Le Châtelier principle, adding or removing energy — changing the temperature — will 
affect the equilibrium. For the exothermic reaction in 8.35, increasing the temperature will shift 
the equilibrium to the left, decreasing the solubility. (See section 15.6 for details.) 
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Figure 8.36 The effect of temperature on selected ionic solubilities. The solubility of sucrose, table sugar, is 

reported for reference. 

DEMO Sodium polyacrylate is the chemical added to diapers. (Yes, there are chemicals in 

diapers!) Sodium polyacrylate gels water because of extensive hydrogen bonding. 
Addition of sodium chloride (or any salt) breaks the hydrogen bonds by creating 
stronger ion-dipole bonding. The solution liquefies in the process. 
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▼——————————————— 

There are two main reasons why diapers leak: 

• the child is given too much to drink 

• the child is not given enough to drink 

Rationalize each of these using your knowledge of intermolecular bonding and the information 
in the above demonstration. 

Answer: see page 433. 

———————————————▲ 

Stain-B-Gone! 

<not developed> 

 

Stain removal is a science. Stain removal follows the general principle of like-dissolves-like, but 
with the added caveat that the remover must minimally damage the underlying material. 

 

 

Tarnish-B-Gone! 

<not developed> 

 

Solubility of gases 

When a gas dissolves in water, the hydrogen bonds in water break and weaker dipole–induced-
dipole bonds form with the gas (assuming the gas is non-polar). It is not energetically favourable 
for gases to dissolve in water. One would not predict gases to be soluble. And they aren’t very 
soluble. The solubilities in figure 8.38 are much lower than the salt solubilities in 8.36.  

To explain why gases do dissolve to a small extent requires an additional consideration — 
entropy — which is introduced in Chapter 19 (Thermodynamics). 

 

EXERCISE 8.37 
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Figure 8.38 The effect of temperature on selected gaseous aqueous solubilities. 

The aqueous solubility of oxygen 

The solubility of oxygen decreases with increasing salinity and with increasing temperature. 

The explanation for this centers on the relative strength of the intermolecular bonding between 
oxygen, salt, and water. 

  

Oxygen in fresh water must disrupt the 
hydrogen bonding between water 
molecules to form weaker induced 
dipole-dipole intermolecular bonds. 
This weaker interaction accounts for 
the low solubility of oxygen. Saltwater 
contains dissolved salts that form ion-
dipole bonds with water. For oxygen to 
dissolve in salt water, it must disrupt 
the stronger ion-dipole bonds, which 
requires more energy than disrupting 
hydrogen bonding. Therefore, oxygen 
is less soluble in salt water. 
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solutions and as a function of temperature. 
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A similar explanation also explains why gas solubility decreases with increasing temperature: the 
higher thermal energy more readily breaks the weak induced dipole-dipole bonds between 
oxygen and water, decreasing the solubility. 

Kinetics of dissolution 

Several factors control the rate at which solids and gases dissolve. 

• Surface area: grinding the solid or bubbling the gas increases the surface area and 
increases dissolution rate 

◦ powdered sugar dissolves faster that granular sugar 

◦ bubbling carbon dioxide through a solution causes it to dissolve faster 

• Temperature: increasing temperature allows for more energetic collisions between the 
solute and solvent, and increased dissolution rate.  

◦ sugar and carbon dioxide dissolve faster in hot water  

• Agitation: the area surrounding the solute become highly concentrated. Stirring or shaking 
constantly removes the high concentration solution and puts the solute in contact with fresh 
solvent. 

8.6 Miscibility 

Section 9.7 explores the properties of mixtures of volatile entities. This section explores the 
factors affecting the miscibility of solvents. 

A common statement is that ‘like dissolves like’, meaning that non-polar entities prefer to 
associate with non-polar entities. Similarly, polar entities prefer to associate with other polar 
entities. Some examples of homogeneous mixtures include 

• air: a mixture of nitrogen, oxygen, and argon; all entities are non-polar 

• gasoline: a mixture of hydrocarbons from C5H12 to C12H24; hydrocarbons are non-polar 

• wax: a mixture of hydrocarbons with between 30 and 60 carbon atoms. Wax is soluble in 
other non-polar solvents like hexane, C6H14, and carbon tetrachloride, CCl4. 

• water: methanol, ethanol, and ammonia are miscible in water; all are polar 

• steel: a mixture primarily containing iron, chromium, and nickel metals 

As illustrated above, homogeneous mixtures can be solid, liquid, and gaseous. 

To understand why the above mixtures are miscible, observe that the intermolecular bond energy 
in each of the substances that comprise the system is approximately the same: 0.1 to 1.0 kJ/mol 
for induced dipoles and 1.0 to 10 kJ/mol for dipoles. Homogeneous mixtures form because the 
intermolecular bond energy is approximately the same for each entity. There is little difference 
between two water molecules forming a hydrogen bond or one water molecule and one methanol 
molecule forming a hydrogen bond. Hence, water and methanol are miscible. Similarly, an 
oxygen molecule will have similar bond energies interacting with another oxygen molecule, a 
nitrogen molecule, or an argon atom. Hence, these substances are miscible. 
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Solubility of organic entities 

It is commonly known that water and oil do not mix — they are not miscible. This is because it 
is not energetically favorable: organic entities composed of only carbon and hydrogen (alkanes, 
alkenes, and alkynes) have minimal polarity and weak intermolecular bonds. To dissolve them, 
the strong hydrogen bonds in water would have to break and form weaker induced dipole-dipole 
bonds. Functional groups polarize a region of the organic entity and increase its solubility. 
Figure 8.40 illustrates the polarity of ethane, ethanol, and ethanoic acid (acetic acid). The latter 
two are soluble in water because the functional groups create a polarized region that forms 
hydrogen bonds with water. 

ethanol ethanoic acidethane  
Figure 8.40 Electron density distributions in ethane derivatives. 

Figure 8.41 presents comutational verification of the hydrogen bonding in ethanol. Molecular 
dynamics* shows that, water molecules bond more strongly to the hydroxyl functional group of 
ethanol. 

     
Figure 8.41 Molecular dynamics is a computational method  that models how chemical systems evolve 

over time. (left image) A system is created with an ethanol molecule surrounded by 16 water 
molecules. (right image) After the system is allowed to run, the only water molecules remaining 

                                                 
* Molecular dynamics is a computational method that investigates intermolecular and intramolecular bonding as a 

function of time. Advanced physical and computational chemistry courses will explore molecular dynamics in 
greate detail. 
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are those interacting with the alcohol functional group. 

Functionalized organic entities can be divided into polar regions that prefer to interact with water 
(hydrophilic; water loving) and non-polar regions that prefer to avoid water (hydrophobic; water 
hating). The polarity and fraction of hydrophilic regions on an organic entity determines the 
solubility. Table 8.42 shows that increasing the size of the organic component decreases the 
solubility of functionalization organic entities. With ten carbon atoms, decanol is as insoluble as 
decane. 

Table 8.42 Aqueous solubility of selected hydrocarbons and alcohols. 

methane CH4 1.42E-03 methanol CH3OH miscible

ethane C2H6 1.89E-03 ethanol C2H5OH miscible

propane C3H8 9.07E-04 1-propanol C3H7OH miscible

butane C4H10 1.05E-03 1-butanol C4H9OH 0.85

pentane C5H12 5.55E-04 1-pentanol C5H11OH 0.25

hexane C6H14 1.10E-04 1-hexanol C6H13OH 0.058

octane C8H20 6.13E-05 1-octanol C8H17OH 2.3E-06

decane C10H22 insoluble 1-decanol C10H21OH insoluble

Entity
Solubility at 298 K

 /(mol/L)
Entity

Solubility at 298 K
 /(mol/L)

 
When placed in an aqueous environment, large organic entities or groups of entities 
spontaneously adjust their structure to put the hydrophilic regions on the exterior — in contact 
with water — and group the hydrophobic regions away from the aqueous environment. (See the 

story below and page 457 for more information.) 

Antioxidants: vitamins C and E  

Vitamins C and E are both antioxidants. They scavenge radicals within our bodies, but function 
in different environments within our bodies. Vitamin C (left) contains many hydroxyl groups and 
preferentially exists in the aqueous regions of our body: blood stream and cell interiors, for 
example. Vitamin E (right) contains a large hydrophobic region and preferentially exists in non-
aqueous regions of our body: stored fat, brain, tendons, cartilage, and lymphatic system, for 
example. 
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DEMO Separation of a methanol:water mixture. Mix 250 mL methanol, 250 mL water, and a 
few drops of food coloring in a 1 L conical flask. Pour into a 500 mL grad cylinder 
and show the solution is miscibile. Pour into the conical flask, add ≈ 250 g of 
potassium carbonate, and mix vigorously for 20 seconds. Pour into the grad cylinder 
and observe. The ion-dipole bonds with water are stronger and form preferentially to 
hydrogen bonding.  

Table 8.43 presents the miscibility of common organic solvents. The immiscible combinations 
are between hard polar entities (water, methanol, etc.) with either soft entities (dichloromethane) 
or hard non-polar entities (pentane, hexane, etc.).  
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Table 8.43 Miscibility of selected solvents. 
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acetonitrile .
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carbon tetrachloride .
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Ethanol blended fuels 

There is growing demand for renewable automobile fuel. Ethanol is one of the first viable 
renewable fuels. However, automobile engines do not work on pure ethanol, so ethanol:gasoline 
blends are common. Common blends include E10 (up to 10 % ethanol) and E15 (up to 15 % 
ethanol). An alternative has been to design FlexFuel engines that dynamically optimize their 
performance for different fuels, from pure gasoline to pure ethanol (E100).  
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Ethanol blended fuels are not without problems. Two major problems with ethanol blended fuel 
are separation and water contamination. Ethanol and gasoline are marginally miscible. The will 
separate on their own in a few months and, as stated above, automobile engines cannot run on 
pure ethanol. Also, ethanol is hygroscopic. Water facilitates the separation of ethanol and 
gasoline. An additional problem is that ethanol and water react with rubber hoses, metals, and 
sealants in the engine and cause premature failure of these components. 

 

DEMO Separation of a ethanol:gasoline mixture. Add a few drops of food coloring to 500 
mL of ethanol-blended gasoline with in a 1 L conical flask. Pour into a 500 mL grad 
cylinder and show the solution is miscibile. Pour into the conical flask, add ≈ 5 mL 
of water, and mix vigorously for 20 seconds. Pour into the grad cylinder and observe. 
Relate these observations to water in ethanol blended fuels. 

 (To form an E10 equivalent, mix 50 mL ethanol with 450 mL hexane.) 

 

Tagging 

Tagging is the willful defacement of private or public property, usually with spray paint, 
resulting in graffiti. The remedy for tagging is commonly to stripping the surface with harsh 
chemicals and repaint. Proactive measures (before tagging occurs) involves coating the surface with 
a chemical that prevented the paint from adhering to the surface. But you can’t coat every 
possible surface. 

www.HotWash.ca has developed a chemical that removes graffiti with minimal, often zero, 
damage to the surface. 
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Summary 

 

<not developed> 

 

The strength of intermolecular bonds is controlled by the type of charge distribution within the 
interacting entities. Three distinct types of charge distribution are possible within entities 

• induced dipoles are transient partial charge distributions and occur in all entities 

◦ the polarizability of the electrons controls the induced dipole strength  

• dipoles are permanent partial charge distributions and occur in entities with a dipole 
moment 

◦ the magnitude of the dipole moment controls the dipole strength  

• ions are permanent integer charge distributions and occur in ions 

◦ the charge on the ion controls the ion strength  

 

Intermolecular bonding occur when entities are in close proximity. The general strength of the 
intermolecular bonds is given by 

—   

— —  

Figure 8.44 A tagged brick wall (top) and tagged van (bottom) before and after cleaning. There is no damage to 
the underlying brick or van finish. (top right) a hand covered with Gel Force, with no toxic effects.  
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induced dipole ionic

dipole-dipole

ion-dipole ion-ion

dipole

ionic ion-induced dipole

induced dipole-        
induced dipole

dipole-induced dipole

induced

 
Hydrogen bonding is a strong form of dipole-dipole bonding between H bonded to a very 
electronegative element (N, O, or F) interacting with other N, O, or F atoms in the system. The 
strength of the intermolecular bonding controls whether the bulk sample is gas, liquid, or solid at 
ambient temperature; stronger bonding tend to form liquids and solids.  

In general, entities mix if the new intermolecular bonds are equal to or stronger than the 
homogeneous intermolecular bonds of the separate entities. (This is a very simple explanation, with 

several exceptions.) 

 

hard/soft arguments 
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Exercises 

Charge distributions within entities 

1. — 

2. — 

Intermolecular bonding  

3. For the following entities 

 H2O2, H2S, Li2O, O2 

a) Identify the dominant intermolecular 
bonding. 

b) Arrange the entities in order of 
increasing boiling point. 

4. For the following entities 

 PbO, BeO, NaCl, CO2 

a) Identify the dominant intermolecular 
bonding. 

b) Arrange the entities in order of 
increasing boiling point. 

5. For the following entities 

 Br2, HCl, ICl, HF, CH4, BrCl, Cl2 

a) Identify the dominant intermolecular 
bonding. 

b) Arrange the entities in order of 
increasing boiling point. 

6. For the following entities 

 C6H6, C6H5OH, C6H5COOH, 
C6H5NO2, C6H5Cl, C6H5Br 

a) Identify the dominant intermolecular 
bonding. 

b) Arrange the entities in order of 
increasing boiling point. 

7. For the following entities 

 SO2, O3, CO2, SO3, NO, NO2, N2O 

a) Identify the dominant intermolecular 
bonding. 

b) Arrange the entities in order of 
increasing boiling point. 

8. For the following entities 

 (CH3)2CHOH, (CH3)2C=O,  
CH3CH2CH3, NH3 

a) Identify the dominant intermolecular 
bonding. 

b) Arrange the entities in order of 
increasing boiling point. 

9. For the following entities 

 CH2(OH)2, CH2CH3OH, CH3CH2NH2, 
CH3CH2F, CH2F2 

a) Identify the dominant intermolecular 
bonding. 

b) Arrange the entities in order of 
increasing boiling point. 

10. Hydrogen bonding occurs in which of the 
following 

i)  H2CCH2 

ii) H2CNH2 

iii) H2CO 

iv) HCO2H 

11. Hydrogen bonding occurs in which of the 
following 

i)  CH3CN 

ii) CH3OH 

iii) CH3SH 

iv) HOCN 

12. Ethylene glycol, (CH2OH)2, and pentane, 
C5H12, have about the same mass. Predict 
which will have the greatest vapor 
pressure at room temperature. Explain. 

13. From the boiling point of nitrogen, 77 K, 
and oxygen, 90 K, is the boiling point of 
nitrogen monoxide 

 i)  < 77 K 

 ii) 77 K < b.p. < 90 K 

 iii) > 90 K 

14. Boron nitride, BN, is crystalline with a 
melting point of 2967 °C. What 
intermolecular forces exist in this entity? 
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15. Which will have a higher boiling point: 
ethanol, C2H5OH, or dimethyl ether, 
H3COCH3? Explain. 

16. Draw the nitrous acid dimer. 

17. Why does the density of water increase 
going from ice at 0 °C to liquid water at 0 
°C? 

18. Use additional resources to explain why 
the sheen on polluted water has the colors 
of the rainbow. 

Intermolecular bonding in pure 
substances 

19. — 

20. — 

Intermolecular bonding in mixtures  

21. — 

22. — 

Aqueous solubility 

23. — 

24. — 

Miscibility 

25. — 

26. — 

INTEGRATIVE EXERCISES 

27. Use additional resources to find the 
temperature with the highest density of 
liquid water. 

28. Cell walls are not held together through 
hydrogen bonding. Use additional 
resources to explain how cell walls 
maintain their integrity. 

29. — 

30. The melting points of beryllium oxide, 
magnesium oxide, calcium oxide, and 
strontium oxide are 2530, 2800, 2570, 
and 2530 °C, respectively. What factor(s) 
dominate this progression? 

31. Gallium expands upon freezing (the solid 
density is less than the liquid density). Use 
additional resources to explain why this 
is the case for gallium. 

32. — 

 

 Answers to in-text exercises 

8.7 

OCO
O C O

 

8.9 induced: O3, SO3, CS2, CuBr2, C2H6 

 dipole and induced: SO2, SF4, Na2O, H2O2 

 ionic, dipole, and induced: CaCO3, Na2O, 
CuBr2, NaN3 

8.31 insoluble; soluble; soluble; insoluble 

8.25 separate by maximum interaction process and 
then ordered in increasing boiling point 

 induced dipoles: Ne, F2, CO2 

 dipoles: C3H8, CH3CH2OH, H2(CH(OH))3H2 

 ions: KI, K2SO4, MgO 

8.37 Too much to drink: there is too much urine for 
the polyacrylate to gel. 

 Not enough to drink: the urine is salty and the 
salt disrupts gel formation, instead forming 
stronger ion-dipole bonds. 

8.22 KF, LiF, CuBr2, CaCO3 (the LiF bond length is 

shorter than the KF bond length) 

9.5 See page 881. 
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Chapter 9. States of Matter: Condensed Phases 

There are three common states of matter on Earth: solid, liquid, and gas. A forth state, plasma, is 
stable at higher temperatures than found on Earth.  

States of matter are differentiated by their physical properties. 

Table 9.1 Physical properties of the different states of matter. 

shape volume

solid fixed fixed packed molecules in fixed sites

liquid fixed variable packed molecules in random motion

gas variable variable isolated molecules in random motion

State
Properties

Notes

 
Solids and liquids are commonly called condensed states since the molecules are constantly 
interacting with each other. In gases, the molecules are not in contact with each other. In addition 
to the common states in table 9.1, there are entities that have the properties of more than one 
state under certain conditions: supercritical fluids and liquid crystals. 

At a specific temperature and pressure, the state of matter of a substance is determined from its 
dominant intermolecular force and the molecular size. Under ambient conditions, network 
covalent, ionic, and metallic entities form solids (with a few exceptions). Molecular covalent 

entities are typically 

gas

liquid

solid

 
 
 
 
 

 when the dominant intermolecular force is 

induced dipole.

dipole.

strong dipoles.







 

As the molecular size increases, each entity can engage in more intermolecular bonding and the 
state of matter changes from gas → liquid → solid. For example, consider hydrocarbons, 
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Figure 9.2 State of hydrocarbons at 298 K. The intermolecular forces are the same, but the increased size
allows for more intermolecular bonding by each entity, which changes the state of matter. 

For another example, ethene, H2C=CH2, is gaseous. However 
polymerization of ethene into polyethene (polyethylene) results 
in a solid that is commonly used for bags, tubing, bottles, 
insulation, and construction materials. 
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Bond strength 

Intermolecular bonds have a fixed energy. Additionally, the entities have kinetic energy from the 
ambient temperature (see section 10.8 for details). Increasing the temperature increases the 
amount of kinetic energy. 

 

:

:

:

Solids

Liquids

Gases







the intermolecular bond energy is 

greater than

comparable to

less than

 
 
 
 
 

 the kinetic energy. 

At a certain temperature, there is sufficient kinetic energy to break the intermolecular bonds and 
for a phase change to occur. For example, at 0 °C, there is sufficient kinetic energy to break 
some hydrogen bonds in ice, forming liquid water. At 100 °C, there is sufficient kinetic energy to 
break all the hydrogen bonds in water, causing liquid water to boil at atmospheric pressure. 

Physical and chemical change 

Chemical reactions are sometimes divided into chemical changes and physical changes. Physical 
change involve the change of state without altering the chemical composition. Chemical change 
involve the rearrangement of atoms to form different molecular entities.  

solid liquid

gas

——
solid gas

solution

 

Figure 9.3 Phase changes between solid, liquid,
and gaseous entities.  

 Figure 9.4 Phase changes associated with 
solution formation.  

Figure 9.3 illustrates physical changes associated with phase changes.  

Figure 9.4 illustrates processes associated with solution formation. These processes can be either 
chemical or physical. For example: 

• the dissolution of an entity that dissociates or reacts is a chemical change: 

NaCl(s)   Na+(aq) + Cl–(aq) 

HCO2H(l)   HCO2
–(aq) + H+(aq) 

NH3(g) + H2O(g)   NH4OH(aq) 

CO2(g) + H2O(l)   H2CO3(aq) 
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• the dissolution of an entity that does not dissociate or react is a physical change: 

C12H22O11(s)   C12H22O11(aq)  

CH3OH(l)   CH3OH(aq) 

O2(g)   O2(aq) 

x Mo(s) + y Cr(s) alloy  MoxCry(s) 

▼——————————————— 

For the phase transitions in figure 9.3, give examples of these processes for 
water. For example, making ice cubes is an example of crystallization. 

Answer: see page 433. 

———————————————▲ 

‘Freezing’ or ‘crystallization’? 

Crystallization refers to the formation of a crystalline solid. However, solids can be both 
crystalline and amorphous (see section 9.2 and 9.3). The term freezing is more general and includes 
the formation of both crystalline and amorphous solids. However, the freezing temperature can 
vary by several degrees, depending on the fraction of amorphous solid formed. Opposite this, the 
crystallization temperature is a single temperature at which a well-defined crystalline structure 
forms. 

Similarly, the term melting is more general than fusion: the fusion temperature of a crystalline 
solid is constant, whereas the melting temperature varies depending on the amorphous nature of 
the solid. 

9.1 Phase diagrams 

Consider water: we know that water freezes at 0 °C and boils at 100 °C. You may also know that 
the boiling point of water decreases with elevation. At the top of Mount Everest, water boils at 
69 °C! Fundamentally, boiling occurs when the vapor pressure equals the external pressure. At 
sea level, the average pressure is one atmosphere, 1.00 atm. At the top of Mount Everest, the 
average pressure is 0.26 atm.  

A phase diagram presents the stable state of matter as a function of temperature and pressure. 
Figure 9.6 presents the phase diagram for carbon dioxide. 

EXERCISE 9.5 
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Figure 9.6 Phase diagram for carbon dioxide.  

The information common to phase diagrams include 

• for a given temperature and pressure, only one state of matter is stable 

• along the sublimation, vaporization, and fusion curves, two phases are in equilibrium 

• when the three curves intersect — the triple point — all three phases are in equilibrium 

• above a certain temperature and pressure — the critical point — liquids are not stable 

Supercritical fluids 

Figure 9.6 introduces a new state of matter not commonly found on Earth: supercritical fluids. 
The supercritical fluid state has properties between the liquid and gas states: 

• expands and flows like a gas 

• dissolves solutes like a liquid 

Supercritical fluids require high pressures and temperatures to maintain the supercritical state. 
However, research is discovering new uses and new processes that occur in supercritical fluids: 

• supercritical water: biofuel production, removing organic entities from industrial waste, 
energy transfer medium in some nuclear reactors  

• supercritical methanol: biodiesel production 

• supercritical carbon dioxide: removing caffeine from coffee beans, removing nicotine from 
tobacco, drycleaning  

• supercritical argon: removing hydrocarbons from soil  
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Supercritical fluids also occur naturally: the conditions on Venus and the interiors of gas giants 
like Jupiter and Saturn are sufficient to produce supercritical fluids. Geothermal vents (undersea 
volcanos) that are more than 2.2 km below the surface will produce supercritical fluid water if 
the temperature exceeds 647 K. 

DEMO Liquid carbon dioxide at its triple point can be formed by placing dry ice into a 
sealed heavy-walled schlenk tube. The schlenk tube is modified with a quik-clamp 
adapter, pressure guage, and pressure relief valve. (Use a schlenk tube that is 38 mm 

diameter, or less, and which will sustain up to 10 bar pressure) The apparatus must be used 
behind a blast shield. Use a video camera to project the demo. Dry ice normally 
sublimes at 195 K. In a sealed environment, the pressure and temperature will 
increase until the triple point is reached: (217 K, 5.27 bar). Releasing the pressure 
will cause the liquid to boil, which cools the liquid and reforms solid carbon dioxide. 

 CAUTION: do not let all the solid liquify. If this occurs, the pressure will increase and 
may burst the schlenk tube. 

 

“I’ll have a coffee please, decaf.” 

O

O

N

N N

N

caffeine  
from the coffee beans, changing the flavour. Other processes use dichloromethane (also toxic, but 

didn’t change flavour), ethyl acetate (low toxicity, but changed flavour), or water (complex and costly). These 
processes gave decaffeinated a negative reputation of being toxic and tasting different from 
regular coffee. 

Hundreds of chemicals exist in coffee beans (and also in tea leaves) that 
contribute to the flavor and aroma. To selectively remove one chemical — 
caffeine — is challenging. 

Early processes used organic solvents. The first viable decaffeination process 
used benzene. Benzene is toxic and carcinogenic, and stripped other chemicals
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Sample phase diagrams 

The phase diagram of carbon dioxide in figure 9.6 is the simplest possible form, with only one 
solid state. Entities that have more than one stable solid form are called polymorphs and each 
form is an allotrope. For example, carbon exists as both graphite and diamond allotropes as 
shown in figure 9.7. Graphite is the stable form of carbon under ambient conditions. Diamond 
was formed in active volcanoes, which had the necessary conditions to make diamond the stable 
form of carbon. 

Diamond is metastable under ambient conditions. Diamond does not spontaneously convert to 
carbon because there is insufficient energy available (this is a kinetic barrier). However, it is possible 
to burn diamond in oxygen and have it convert into carbon dioxide. 

VIDEO Videos that illustrate diamonds burning. 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1QbHRLpYc-0 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TPyuDY3iq1Q 

The current common process uses supercritical 
carbon dioxide, which selectively extracts 
caffeine from the coffee beans. Passing the 
carbon dioxide stream through water extracts the 
caffeine into the water, and the carbon dioxide is 
recycled back through the coffee beans. After 
about 10 hours, about 99 percent of the caffeine 
is removed. The beans are then roasted and 
ground like regular coffee. The caffeine is 
purified and used in pharmaceuticals and other 
beverages. 

Supercritical carbon dioxide is also used as an 
environmentally friendly dry cleaning solvent. 
Previously, tetrachloroethene, C2Cl4, was used, 
but tetrachloroethene is carcinogenic, an 
environmental pollutant, and an ozone depleting 
agent. 
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Figure 9.7 Phase diagram of carbon. Carbon has two stable solid forms: graphite and diamond. Metallic 

carbon has been theorized, but not experimentally confirmed. 

Helium is unique.* Helium is the only known entity that does 
not have a solid:liquid:vapor triple point and is the only known 
entity that is not solid at zero kelvin and 1 bar pressure. Below 
2 K, helium enters a superfluid state characterized by zero 
viscosity and extremely high thermal conductivity. Superfluid 
helium appears to defy gravity: when a container is partially 
immersed in superfluid helium, helium self-siphons into the 
container until the liquid levels are equal. If the container is 
removed, the reverse occurs. 

 

 

                                                 
* The phase diagram for helium-3 is quite different to helium-4. Understanding the differences requires advanced 

quantum chemistry and quantum physics. 

Superfluid 
helium
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Figure 9.8 Phase diagram of helium-4. Liquid helium I is a normal liquid. Liquid helium II is a superfluid, 

with anomolous properties. Solid helium exists in two crystal structures. (Source: 
ltl.tkk.fi/research/theory/helium.html) 

Water is one of the best studied entities. Research has discovered 15 different phases of ice, most 
of which are illustrated in figure 9.9.  
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Figure 9.9 Phase diagram for water showing the known states of ice. (Source: www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/phase.html) 

Example & exercise??? 

Carbon sequestration 

In early 2000s, as the concern over greenhouse gases increased and carbon dioxide was singled 
out as the ‘problem gas’ (not true, but that’s another essay), governments and petroleum companies 
began touting the virtues of carbon sequestration. Carbon sequestration involves pumping liquid 
carbon dioxide into abandoned oil and gas wells. Figure 9.6 shows that carbon dioxide is liquid 
above 70 atmospheres pressure under ambient conditions, which is readily achievable in 
industrial environments. 

While the message expressed by government and petroleum companies was once similar, it is 
now quite different. Governments continue to espouse how carbon sequestration removes carbon 
dioxide from the atmosphere and an environmentally sound project worthy of substantial public 
funding. Petroleum companies explain that carbon dioxide is used to extract the remaining oil. 
(Conventional processes only extract 30 to 70 % of the oil.) A quick calculation shows that, volume for 
volume, the extracted oil will produce more carbon dioxide than the amount pumped into the 
well. 

Finally, looking at the sequestration process: it is not permanent. Hundreds of holes are drilled to 
extract oil. From each hole, ambient heat sublimes the solid carbon dioxide cap, returning carbon 
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dioxide to the atmosphere. Already, lakes above sequestration sites have become carbonated, 
killing the aquatic life in the lake. Animals in low-lying areas above sequestration sites have 
been found dead, likely because of oxygen depravation due to displacement of oxygen by denser 
carbon dioxide. 

 

???Additional phase diagrams: P, I2, S 

 

9.2 Crystalline solids 

We encounter crystalline solids regularly: table salt and sugar, ice and snowflakes, gemstones, 
rocks, and metals are all crystalline or polycrystalline. 

• crystalline solids are composed of a single crystal. These crystals form slowly so that a 
single crystal grow: salt, snowflakes, and gemstones are usually single crystals. Crystalline 
solids have a defined shape and are often transparent. 

• polycrystalline solids are composed of many small crystals. These crystals formed rapidly 
or were formed from the combination of crushed existing crystals: sugar, rocks, and metals 
are usually polycrystalline. Polycrystalline solids are often opaque and may look like 
powder, but microscopic inspection shows small crystals. 

The key concept of crystalline solids is that they contain an repeating arrangement of atoms 
throughout the solid. The unit cell is the smallest repeating arrangement of atoms. By contrast, 
amorphous solids contain randomly arranged atoms. 

???snowflake     ???pyrite 

Figure 9.10 (left) The crystalline structure of a snowflake illustrates the underlying hexagonal arrangement 
of atoms. (center) A quartz, SiO2, crystal transitions from an opaque polycrystalline structure to 
a transparrent single crystal. (right) Iron pyrite, FeS, crystalizes in a cubic geometry. 

 

<not developed> 
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Tessellation and unit cells 

There is a limited number of shapes that repeat and can fill all space with no gaps and no 
overlaps — a process known as tessellation. In two-dimensions, three shapes tesselate: triangles, 
parallograms, and hexagons, which are shown in figures 9.11. Other geometric shapes can fit 
together to fill all the space, but they will have one of these polygons as an underlying repeating 
unit, as illustrated in figure 9.12. 

triangle parallogram hexagon  
Figure 9.11 The three 2D unit cells that tessellate. 

   
Figure 9.12 Examples of 2D repeating patterns in (left) paving stones with a parallelogram (rectangular) unit 

cell, (center) a work by M. C. Escher with a parallelogram unit cell, and (right) a honeycomb with
a hexagonal unit cell. 

In three-dimensions, two shapes tesselate: parallelograms and hexagons. There are six different 
3D unit cells based on the paralleogram angles and lengths. There is one 3D hexagonal unit cell.  
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a   c a   b   c

tetragonalcubic orthorhombic

rhombohedral monoclinic triclinic

(α  = β  = γ )  90° α  = γ  = 90°; β   90° α , β , γ   90°

hexagonal

 
Figure 9.13 The seven 3D unit cells that tesselate. 

 

Cubic structures 

Exploring Chemistry focuses on the cubic unit cell. What we learn from the cubic structure can 
be applied to other geometries, which is done in advanced inorganic chemistry courses. 

 

???coordination number 

 

When a single element forms a cubic crystal, the atoms arrange themselves in one of three ways: 

• simple cubic (cubic) 

• body-centered cubic (bcc) 

• face-centered cubic (fcc) 
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simple cubic body-centered cubic face-centered cubic  
???get space-filling version of these as well 

Figure 9.14 The three possible atomic arrangements in a cubic unit cell. (top) The location of atoms on the 
cube. (bottom) The space-filling version showing the adjoining atoms. 

To determine the number of each atom inside each unit cell, we note that 

• corner atoms contribute 1/8 of their atom to the unit cell 

◦ conversely, 8 unit cells interact at the corner to completely contain the atom 

• face atoms contribute 1/2 of their atom to the unit cell 

◦ conversely, 2 unit cells completely contain the atom 

• central atoms are completely in the unit cell 

• edge atoms contribute 1/4 of their atom to the unit cell 

 

???picture: custom cube with one corner, one face, one central, and one edge atom. 

 

Looking at figure 9.14, it appears that the simple cubic unit cell has more empty space than the 
others. It is possible to determine the volume occupied by the atoms in each of the atomic 
arrangements. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the packing ratio in the following elemental unit cells: 

a) simple cubic unit cell 

 Because all atoms are the same, one atom exists within the simple cubic unit cell.

 The atom volume is given by 3
atom

4

3
V r 

 The sides of the cube are 2 r in length: a = 2 r. The volume is given by 3
cubeV a 

???picture 

EXAMPLE 9.15 
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 The packing ratio is given by 

 

3

atom
3

cube

4 4
3
2

rV
packing ratio

V r


  

3

3
r

22 2 3r
0.5240

6

52.4 %


 



 

b) body-centered cubic (bcc) unit cell 

 Because all atoms are the same, two atoms exists within the bcc unit cell.

 The atom volume is given by 3
atom

4
2

3
V r   

 


 The sides of the cube have length: 
4

3
a r . The volume is given by 3

cubeV a 

???picture 

 The packing ratio is given by 

3 3

atoms
3

cube

4 82
3 3
4

3

r rV
packing ratio

V
r

 
 
 
   
 
 
 

3
3

2

64

3
r

3
0.680

8

68.0 %


 





▼——————————————— 

Show that the packing ratio of the face-centered cubic unit cell is given by 

atoms

cube

0.740
3 2

74.0 %

V
packing ratio

V


  


 

???picture 

———————————————▲ 

Only recently have mathematicians proved that the body-centered cubic structure is the most 
compact packing arrangement. This is important because many real-world objects are round — 
from oranges to basketballs — and the closer they are packed, the more that can be shipped in 
the same container volume. 

EXERCISE 9.16 
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Crystal structures 

Atoms and ions interact with each other through covalent bonding or ionic bonding. There is no 
single interaction distance; the  interaction distance depends on the type of interaction. 

• Covalent bonding occurs when atomic orbitals overlap and share electrons. The covalent 
radius is half the distance between two identical singly bonded atoms. 

• Ionic bonding occurs when an atom transfers an electron and the resulting ions are 
attracted electrostatically. It is assumed that there is no overlap of the orbitals. The ionic 
radius is the distance to the edge of the ions’ valence orbitals. The ionic radius depends on 
the ion charges (see figures 2.17 and 2.18). 

• Non-bonding occurs when atoms come into contact, but do not form bonds. This occurs in 
condensed phases (liquids and solids) and in gas phase collisions. The atomic radius is the 
distance to the edge of the atoms’ valence orbitals. 

 

Example & exercise: density calculation??? 

 

Quasicrystals: the “impossible” crystal  

In 1982, Daniel Shechtman observed atomic structures in a rapidly cooled magnesium:aluminum 
alloy that — according to the conventional understanding of solids — couldn’t exist. The atomic 
structure was crystalline, but did not  have a unit cell (it was aperiodic). Shechtman remembers 
how Linus Pauling, a double Nobel laureate and Shechtman’s supervisor, told him to read a 
crystallography textbook and then expelled him from the laboratory for “bringing disgrace” on 
the research team. 

However, the theoretical foundation for aperiodic tiling structures had been developed in the 
1960s and 1970s. Slowly, scientists began to consider the possibility that aperiodic structures 
could be made. And as they started considering that possibility, they made them in the laboratory 
and discovered them in nature. 

Shechtman was awarded the Nobel Prize in chemistry in 2011 for his work. 
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Because there is no unit cell, quasicrystals are stronger, less reactive, and have reduced friction. 
They have applications as protective coatings (low friction) and as surgical scalpels (thinner, 
stronger blade that stay sharp longer). One future application might be in razor blades, which are 
notorious for getting dull and rusting quickly. A quasicrystal coating would reduce the rate of 
both problems.  

Many flowers have five-fold symmetry, which is only possible with an aperiodic core. Similarly, 
patterns with eight-fold symmetry is only possible with an aperiodic core. 

(Source: www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/chemistry/laureates/2011/index.html) 

 

Gemstones 

Diamond is an allotrope of carbon that crystallizes in a cubic unit cell. Every atom is 
tetrahedrally bound to other carbon atoms.  

<???diamond unit cell, alumina unit cell> 

The alpha allotrope of alumina, α-Al2O3, has a rhombohedral unit cell and is the basis for many 
gemstones. Pure alumina is colorless. 

 • ruby has up to 5 % of the aluminum(III) ions replaced with chromium(III), resulting in a 
red gemstone.  

 • sapphire has up to 0.1 % of the aluminum(III) ions replaced with iron(II) and titanium(IV), 
resulting in a blue gemstone. 

 
Figure 9.17 (left) STM image of barium titanate, BaTiO3, on a platinum surface. While crystaline, there is 

no regularly repeating unit. The atoms identified in yellow have the atominc arrangement 
illustrated in the top-right corner. (right) An example of non-repeating tiling proposed by Roger 
Penrose. This penrose tiling has two parallelograms that arrange to fill all space. 
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 • synthetic alumina gemstones have been made with other ion substitutions, resulting in 
numerous other colors 

Interestingly, diamonds are a relatively common gemstone. Their high price comes from 
advertising and an expectation that they are expensive. Ruby is the rarest natural gemstone. 
However, since alumina crystallizes readily, gem-quality crystals can be grown in a laboratory. 

 

Determining crystal structures 

 

<not developed> 

 

Story: piezoelectric 

<not developed> 

 

Story: superconductors 

<not developed> 

 

 

9.3 Amorphous solids 

 

<not developed> 

 

Glass: liquid or solid? 

Archaeologists examining historical buildings observed that glass in the windows was thicker at 
the bottom than at the top. At the time, solids were opaque (you couldn’t see through them). The 
only things that were transparent were air and liquids. From these observations, it was 
hypothesized that glass was a very viscous liquid that flowed over hundreds of years. 

The hypothesis is wrong. 
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We now understand that opacity/transparency is not a property associated with the state of 
matter. A substance is opaque or transparent because of the energy level spacing of the orbitals. 
(See page 137 and section 6.4 for details.) To explain why the thicker end was on the bottom, it 
is important to realize that glass making was not very refined in the 1400 – 1600s. Glass panes 
had imperfections and often had a thicker edge. This thicker side was placed downwards because 
it balances better — it is not top-heavy — during the installation process. Archaeologists also 
ocassionally found glass where the thicker edge was to one side, which refuted the hypothesis. 

Glass is an amorphous solid composed primarily of silicon dioxide, SiO2. Glass is drawn from 
molten glass and quickly cooled between rollers that also shape the glass. The quick cooling 
prevents the glass from crystallizing. If cooled slowly and allowed to crystallize, quartz is 
produced. 

Amorphous glass is more flexible and less prone to shattering than quartz. However, glass is also 
structurally weaker. Quartz is used where strength is important, such as the LCD screens on your 
watch, phone, and computer. 

9.4 Liquid crystals 

Liquid crystals have properties between the liquid and solid states. Liquid crystals were 
discovered in the 1880s, but only in the 1980s were commercial applications found. Now liquid 
crystals are commonplace in society. 

Entities that can exist as liquid crystal are typically long quasi-linear molecular entities where 

• the intermolecular forces are not the same in all directions  

• the geometry hinders crystal formation 

Each liquid crystal phase is anisotropic, meaning that the entities retain some degree of long-
range order and alignment. The long-range ordering results from intermolecular bonding that 
maintains alignment between adjacent entities. Liquids are isotropic, meaning that the molecular 
entities are randomly oriented. 

Thermotropic liquid crystals change phase as a function of temperature. The entities exist as a 
crystalline solid at low temperature, pass through one or more (commonly two) liquid crystal 
phases with increasing temperature, and then become a liquid.  

Lyotropic liquid crystals change phase as a function of their concentration and their 
environment. The molecular entities exist as solutes in solution, with one region of the entity 
forming strong intermolecular bonds with the solvent and another region forming weak 
intermolecular bonds. As the concentration changes, the entities aggregate into different liquid 
crystal phases. 
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Thermotropic liquid crystals 

Two liquid crystal phases are common: 

Smectic liquid crystals have alignment of the entities along two or three axes. These crystals 
form layers that can slide over each other. A given liquid crystal can have more than one smectic 
phase, where the phases differ by the degree of orientation.  

Nematic liquid crystals have alignment of the entities along one axis, usually the long axis, but 
no alignment along the other axes. These crystals flow much like a liquid, but can be aligned by 
an external electric or magnetic field.  

            smectic liquid crystal            nematic liquid crystal isotropic liquidcrystalline solid  
Figure 9.18 (left) A crystalline solid. (center left) A smectic liquid crystal state exists when the layers remain 

aligned, but the layers are able to pass by each other. (center right) A nematic liquid crystal state 
exists when the long-axis remains aligned, but the layering of entities has been disrupted. The
entities are able to pass by each other along the long axis. (right) A liquid state where there is no 
ordering of the entities, also called isotropic. 

Chiral entities* can additionally form a twisted nematic phase (also called the cholesteric phase). 
The shape of an entity causes the adjacent entity to be at a slight angle, which results in long-
range twisting of the liquid crystal.  

 

                                                 
* Chirality is introduced in section 4.6. An understanding of chirality is not critical to understanding this section. 
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4-cyano-4'-pentylbiphenyl cholesteryl benzoate dodecyl sulfate  
Figure 9.19 A sample of entities that form liquid crystals. (left) An achiral thermotropic liquid crystal.

(center) An chiral thermotropic liquid crystal. This crystal is based on the cholesterol 
framework. (right) A detergent that forms a lyotropic liquid crystal (see page 457). 

Early applications of thermotropic liquid crystals were as aquarium and bathtub thermometers, to 
warn of hot regions on equipment, and in mood rings. These devices contain twisted nematic 
liquid crystals, where the pitch (length between complete twists of the crystal) is temperature dependent. 
The pitch controls the wavelength of light that the crystal reflects: only light with the same 
wavelength as the pitch is reflected. With increasing temperature, the pitch decreases and the 
reflected color goes from red → orange → yellow → green → blue. 
At higher or lower temperature, the crystal appears either clear or 
black. Small changes to the structure of the liquid crystal controls the 
temperature at which the liquid crystal is colored. 

In an aquarium thermometer, each temperature cell has a separate 
liquid crystal solution. The backing of the 
thermometer is black, so each cell appears 
black when not in a liquid crystal phase. 

In a mood ring, different regions of the crystal 
may be at different temperatures, so the crystal 
will have different colors. 

Liquid crystal displays (LCDs)  — from your watch to cell phone to 
computer monitor — use an applied voltage to control how much light passes through the 
display. An LCD does not emit light, it functions as a light valve. Most devices have an 
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embedded light source behind the LCD panel. Others, like calculators, rely on ambient lighting 
to illuminate the LCD. 

To understand how LCDs work, it is important to understand polarization. Light is an oscillating 
electromagnetic wave. The orientation of this wave is called the polarization. Light sources emit 
light with random polarizations, but light can be polarized by passing it through a polarizer, 
which only allows one polarization of light to pass. 

randomly 
polarized light

linear 
polarizer

linearly
polarized light  

Figure 9.20 A linear polarizer permits only one polarization of light to pass. 

Polarizing effects  

vertically
polarized

 

The interaction of light with matter can partially polarize the light. 
For example, the majority of sunlight reflecting off material is 
polarized parallel to the surface of the material. Sunlight reflecting 
off of roads and water are predominantly horizontally polarized.  
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Observe that the linear polarizer in figure 9.20 blocks all polarizations but one.* When two 
polarizers are placed at 90° to each other, all light is blocked. 

polarizers at 90°  
 

LCD’s are constructed of two crossed polarizers with a twisted nematic liquid crystal between. 

horizontal polarizer
rear electrode 

vertical polarizer
front electrode

liquid crystals
as waveguidelight

rear plate

front plate

RGB filter

illuminated
subpixel

 

oriented
liquid crystals

applied
          voltage

RGB filter

black
subpixel

V

 
Figure 9.21 The components of an LCD display illustrating (left) illuminated and (right) black subpixels. 

The rear and front electrodes are treated to orientate the liquid crystals in the direction of 
polarization. Thus, when the LCD is constructed with the rear and front polarizers crossed, the 
liquid crystals form a twist between the plates, as illustrated in figure 9.21. This 90° twist occurs 
over 10 µm — much longer than the wavelength of light — so the twist does not reflect a 

                                                 
* Polarizations that are close also pass through the polarizer, but with lower intensity. 

Quality sunglasses are vertically polarized,
which removes most of the glare and
improves clarity. 

Polarization filters on cameras control the
amout of reflected light entering the
camera. The Ferarri images at left were
taken without (left) and with (right) a
polarization filter. The filter angle was
adjusted to remove the majority of the
reflection from the hood and windshield. 
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specific wavelength of light. Instead, the twisted liquid crystals form a waveguide and twist all 
the light by 90°. Thus, the light passes through the crossed polarizers.*  

Electrodes control the orientation of the liquid crystals. Without an applied voltage, the liquid 
crystals twist, form a waveguide, and allow light to pass through. Voltage applied across the 
electrodes creates an electric field that disrupts the twisting of the liquid crystals. The light is 
blocked by the second polarizer. 

These are the two extremes: 

• no voltage: the LCD is colored 

• full voltage applied: the LCD is black 

By controlling the voltage, some light can be made to pass through the LCD. Commercial LCDs 
typically have 256 (28 = 8-bit) settings between no voltage and full voltage. 

Color LCD systems have color filters to generate red, green, and blue subpixels. Each pixel 
consists of a red, green, and blue subpixel. So, an 800 × 600 screen will have 480 000 pixels and 
1.44 million subpixels (480 000 of each color). Each subpixel has 256 (28) voltage settings; each 
pixel is capable of generating 16.8 million (224) colors. 

 
Figure 9.22 The red, green, and blue subpixels that form pixels in a computer monitor. Varying the

intensity of the voltage to each subpixed determines the color and intensity of the pixel. You 
can take a similar picture yourself: put a digital camera in macro mode and place it on a
computer monitor. Take a picture, and voila!  

Polarized phones 

Your smartphone and LCD monitors all have polarized screens to function. So do some 
sunglasses to reduce glare. The outer screen of your smartphone is polarized, usually at a 45° 
angle, in such a way to not impede viewing when wearing polarized sunglasses. Using polarized 
sunglasses, it is easy to identify the direction of polarization from the device: rotate the device 
until the light is blocked by the crossed polarizers. 

                                                 
* The information presented herein is a simplification of several advanced concepts: polarization, waveguides, 

electric fields, etc. To better understand these phenomena, consider taking advanced courses in physics and 
physical chemistry. 
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Lyotropic liquid crystals  

Molecular entities that form lyotropic liquid crystals are amphiphilic: one region of the entity 
forms strong intermolecular bonds and another region forms weak intermolecular bonds with the 
solvent. For example, phospholipids (in cell walls), soaps, and detergents have a hydrophilic (water 

attracting) head and a hydrophobic (water repelling) tail. Aqueous amphiphiles self-assemble into 
structures that maximize the hydrophilic bonding and minimize the hydrophobic interaction with 
water. The structure that forms is dependent on the relative size of the hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic regions, concentration, and temperature. Concentration is the biggest determinant of 
the structure. At low concentrations, the molecular entities are dispersed in solution and do not 
associate. With increasing concentration, the entities associate to minimize the bonding between 
the hydrophobic region and water. Figure 9.23 illustrates some of the possible liquid crystal 
structures. 

 
Figure 9.23 Amphiphile aggregations that may occur with increasing concentration.  

The micellar and reversed-micellar phases are not liquid 
crystal states because there is no long-range ordering of 
the micelles. These phases increase the viscosity and gel 
the solution. 

Phospholipids form biological cell walls and organelles 
walls within cells, which are both lamellar liquid 
crystals. Detergents are capable of forming lyotropic 
liquid crystals, but they are commonly used at 
concentrations where micellar formation is dominant. 
Detergents surround a hydrophobic contaminant to make 
it soluble in water. Foam and soap bubbles are a lamellar 
liquid crystal formed from detergents.  

hydrophilic
head

phospholipid detergent

hydrophobic
tail
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9.5 Liquids 

The melting and boiling point of pure substances was discussed in Chapter 8. In the liquid state, 
the intermolecular bonding is sufficiently strong to keep the molecules in contact with each 
other, but the bonds are dynamic in that they constantly break and form between different 
molecules. This allows the fluid to flow and conform to the shape of its container.  

For example, in solid water (ice), each water molecule is engaged in four hydrogen bonds that 
hold each water molecule rigidly in place as illustrated in figure 8.17. In liquid water, each water 
molecule is engaged in less than four hydrogen bonds and constantly breaks and forms new 
bonds. This allows the water molecules to move and conform to the container. 

Two types of intermolecular interactions controls the physical properties of liquids: 

• cohesive interactions between molecules 

• adhesive interactions between the molecules and 
their surroundings (air, container)  

Surface tension 

Liquid molecules at the surface form a barrier between 
the liquid and the surroundings. The shape of that 
barrier depends on the properties of both the liquid and 
the surroundings.  

Considering water: water molecules are polar.  

• If the surface is polar — glass, wood, skin, some polymers — strong adhesive interactions 
bind water to the surface, a process called wetting. 

• If the surface is non-polar — some paints, some polymers — the cohesive interactions are 
stronger than the adhesive interactions, and water minimizes its contact with the 
surroundings by beading. 

 

       large 
contact angle

Beading

non-polar surface
 

Wetting
small contact
  angle

polar surface
 

Figure 9.24 Beading and wetting. The contact angle is a measure of the surface tension of the liquid. 

Considering hexane: hexane molecules are non-polar. Hexane will wet to both non-polar and 
polar surfaces because the cohesive interactions are of similar strength on non-polar surfaces and 
stronger on polar surfaces. For example, gasoline forms a thin film on water because the induce-
diole – dipole bonds with water is stronger than the induce-diole – induced-dipole bonding 
between gasoline molecules. 

uniform interactions
within liquid

weak interactions
with air strong 

interactions
with wall
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To increase wetting by water, surfactants can be added to the water. Surfactants reduce the 
surface tension of the liquid or adhere to the surface, allowing the liquid to wet to surfaces. For 
example:  

• ink, paint, and adhesives have added surfactants so they adhere to surfaces while drying. 

•  

• fire department’s adding soap to water so that the water adheres to the burning structure, 
instead of rolling off. 

• soaps and detergents clean clothes by lowering the surface tension of water so that the 
water more readily interacts with soiled areas.  

Conversely, surfaces can be coated with a non-polar substance to increase beading of water.  

VIDEO A video illustrating a super non-polar coating. 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZrjXSsfxMQ  
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IPM8OR6W6WE   
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BvTkefJHfC0  

 

—  

—  

Figure 9.25 A selection of images illustrating surface tension. (top left) A water strider resting on the water 
surface. (top right) Water beading on a leaf. (bottom left) A paperclip floating on water. (bottom right)
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A windshield with the right half coated with Rain-X®. 

Oil on water 

  

 

Camping in the rain 

An important rule when camping in the rain is never touch the tent roof. Why? The fabric is 
porous, but the surface tension of water is sufficient to bridge the pores and keep water on the 
outside of the fabric. However, anything that touches the inside surface of the fabric breaks the 
surface tension and allows water to freely pass through the fabric. This spreads across the fabric, 
allowing water to enter the tent and dampen the contents.  

 

pictures??? 

 

Why does oil form a layer on water?  

• An oil drop is spherical because the 
intermolecular forces attracted the oil 
molecules to each another. A sphere 
minimizes the number of molecules that are 
not surrounded by other molecules. 

• An oil drop on water spreads out to form a 
thin layer because the oil:water 
intermolecular bonds are stronger than the 
oil:oil intermolecular bonds. The thin layer 
has the greatest oil:water contact area. 

• Oil is not miscible with water because an oil 
drop in water would have to break the strong 
water hydrogen bonds to form weaker 
oil:water intermolecular bonds. The oil only 
forms intermolecular bonds with the water 
molecules at the surface — water molecules 
that are not completely surrounded by other 
water molecules. 

Because of the different properties of oil and 
water, specifically the refractive index, the oil 
forms a shiny surface — an iridescent sheen — on 
the water. A sheen synonymous with pollution. 
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Using a fly will minimize the amount of water that gets onto the tent roof. Waterproofing the tent 
fabric also increases its water resistance. Waterproofing involves coating the fabric fibers with a 
non-polar substance that forces water to bead and run off the fabric. 

 

DEMO Mason jars have a two-piece lid. Replacing the sealing disk with a piece of window 
screen makes a container that demonstrates the surface tension of water. When filled 
with water and held exactly upside down (screen down) surface tension holds the 
water in the jar. When the bottom is touched or the jar is tilted a few degrees,  the 
water pours out. 

Figure 9.24 presents beading and wetting on a horizontal surface, but the same phenomena is 
observed between liquids and the vertical walls of its container. The meniscus is the curved 
surface of a liquid near the wall of the container. The meniscus is either concave, indicating 
stronger adhesion to the container material, or convex, indicating stronger cohesion within the 
liquid. Water in glass containers forms a concave meniscus. Mercury in glass forms a convex 
meniscus. When precise measurements are important, it is important to be at eye level with the 
meniscus to avoid a parallax error and to read the bottom of a concave meniscus, and the top of a 
convex meniscus, as illustrated in figure 9.26. 

co
nc

av
e

co
nv

ex

measure at 
this level

??? water and mercury in a graduated cylinder 

Figure 9.26 (left) Appropriate eye positioning for measuring concave and convex menisci. (right) A burette 
with a measurement of ??? mL of water and ??? mL of mercury. 
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Capillary action 

As the tubing diameter in figure 9.26 decreases, the intermolecular interactions with the surface 
draws the fluid into the tube. The distance the fluid flows depends on the radius of the capillary 
and the external forces acting on the fluid.  

 
 

The more common term for capillary action in society is wicking. Wicking is commonly 
observed. 

• a teabag string wicking water out of a full tea cup 

• a candle wick drawing up molten wax to be burned 

• paper towel soaking up a spill 

• transporting fluids in plants (osmosis is also involved; see page 493) 

• formation of a coffee ring 

• concrete absorbing water 

Concrete absorbing water is a major problem in construction. Unless the concrete contains a 
hydrophobic agent or is coated with a waterproof barrier, water seeps into basements through 
capillary action. This leads to perpetual dampness, mold growth, and premature structural 
failure, especially in regions that experience freezing conditions.  
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—  

Figure 9.27 (left) Waterproofing added to the underground foundation of a home. (right) A candle wick 
drawing wax into the flame.  

DEMO Place a mug on a piece of paper. Dribble a few drops of coffee down one side. After 
a minute or two, capillary action from the porous cup and paper fibers have drawn 
the coffee around most of the cup.  

 

Forensic analysis of pen ink 

Borrow a pen from a friend and you may notice that the shade of ink is slightly different than the 
pen you were using. The formulation of pen ink varies considerably between different brands of 
pen. This is great for forensic analysis. In addition to matching handwriting, forensic scientists 
can analyze the ink in a document and determine which brand of pen was used to write the 
document. Finding that pen on the suspect substantiates the allegations. One common analysis 
method is thin-layer chromatography (TLC). TLC is discussed in detail in section 0. The 
different inks are separated by TLC and quantified by their intensity. The result is a unique 
identifier for each pen. 
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Picture: pens???   

 

(Source: Forensic Sci. Int. 2008, 179, 199.) 

Viscosity 

Viscosity measures the resistance of a fluid to flow, and is related to the strength of the cohesive 
forces and molecular size. Water has a low viscosity because of its small molecular size. 
Gasoline and oil are both hydrocarbons with weak cohesive forces. Oil has a higher viscosity 
because of its larger molecular size. Syrup has a high viscosity because of both large molecular 
size and strong cohesive forces.  

Table 9.29 Viscosity of selected fluids. 

Substance Viscosity @ 25 °C /(mPa·s) Substance Viscosity @ 25 °C /(mPa·s)
air (1 bar) 18.6·10–3 liquid nitrogen 0.158

acetone 0.306 mercury 1.526

blood ≈5 methanol 0.544

vegatable oil 985 milk (2 % milk fat) ≈2

corn syrup 1380 olive oil 81

ethanol 1.074 peanut butter ≈250000

glycerol 1200 propanol 1.945

honey ≈5000 SAE 40 motor oil 319

ketchup ≈80000 water 0.894  

DEMO Fill one container with water and another container with corn syrup, both about half 
full. In pouring each, it is clear that the corn syrup is more viscous. To emphasize 
this, drop a coin into each container and observe how the fluid reacts and how fast 
the coin sinks.  

Figure 9.28 (left) A selection of different brands of pens. (right) The unique TLC of ten different blue pens. 
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Viscosity is temperature dependent because, with increasing temperature, more energy is 
available to break the intermolecular bonds, thereby reducing the cohesive forces between 
molecules. This is illustrated for water and motor oil in figure 9.30. 
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Figure 9.30 (top) Viscosity of water as a function of temperature. (bottom) Viscosity of different grades of 
motor oil. The grade ##W-##, refers to the viscosities at engine starting and engine operating
temperatures. 

DEMO To observe the temperature dependence of viscosity, the next time you have waffles 
or pancakes, compare the properties of cold syrup (put in the fridge the day before), room 
temperature syrup, and warm syrup (microwave before use).  

When fluids are moved through pipes and tubing, 
adhesion of the fluid to the walls causes the fluid 
to move slower near the walls. This resistance to 
flow has several consequences:* 

• the fluid pressure drops the further the fluid travels through the pipe 

• the fluid spreads out as it moves through the tube 

The pressure drop is observed with both air and liquid fluids. If you look at ventilation systems 
in buildings, the diameter of the ventilation conduit decreases with distance from the air 
conditioning system. This endeavours to maintain approximately constant pressure throughout 
the building since the pressure is higher in smaller diameter conduit. When using multiple hoses, 
notice that the water pressure and water flow rate decreases as the length of hose (number of hoses 

joined together) increases. The same is observed for electricity: the voltage decreases through long 
extension cords. 

Fluid spreading out is problematic when multiple fluids are transported in the same pipe since 
the fluids mix at their boundaries and contaminate each other. Two common examples of this are 
petroleum pipelines where different types of petroleum are shipped and laboratory instruments 
where samples pass through the same tubing. 

Improved bullet-proof vests …  

 

                                                 
* Understanding these phenomena is in the realm of fluid dynamics, an area of physics.  

Kevlar™ is an exceedingly tough fabric, used to 
make slash-resistant clothing and bullet-proof 
vests. One layer is sufficient to stop a knife 
slash. However, 30 to 50 layers are required to 
stop bullets, depending on the type of bullet one 
wishes to stop. Bullet-proof vests are critical for 
police, military, and security forces. However, 
the many layers makes them hot and bulky. 
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Most fluids are newtonian, in that their viscosity is constant, independent of the forces applied to 
the fluid. Some fluids are non-newtonian, and their viscosity changes.  

 • the viscosity of thixotropic fluids decreases the longer the forces are applied (clay, paints, 

yoghurt, ketchup) 

 • the viscosity of shear-thinning fluids decreases with the strength of the applied forces 
(syrup, molasses, blood) 

 

<For more information, see http://www.sciencedaily.com/videos/2006/0803-liquid_body_armor.htm> 

 

DEMO Cornstarch saturated with water is shear-thickening. Made in a shallow pan, a punch 
will not go through the mixture, but hands placed gently on the surface will sink in.  

Vapor pressure 

Molecules at the surface of a liquid are in constant random motion. Intermolecular collisions 
constantly exchange energy between the entities. When a molecule obtains sufficient energy to 
overcome the cohesive intermolecular forces, the molecule is ejected from the surface, becoming 
gaseous. Conversely, gaseous molecules that collide with the surface may be trapped by the 
intermolecular forces, causing the molecule to become part of the liquid. This is the basis behind 
the vapor pressure. Vapor pressure is the partial pressure, PA, an entity has when in equilibrium 
with the liquid or solid state of that entity, A(l,s). Solids and liquids that produce an appreciable 
vapor pressure are called volatile.  

A(l,s)   A(g) 9.31 

For example, most liquids are volatile, so are a few solids. 

H2O(l)   H2O(g) PH2O(298 K) = 3.17 kPa = 23.8 mmHg 

C6H6(l)   C6H6(g) PC6H6
(298 K) = 12.6 kPa = 94.4 mmHg 

CO2(s)   CO2(g) PCO2
(217 K) = 101 kPa = 1.00 atm 

Hg(l)   Hg(g) PHg(298 K) = 0.261 Pa    (very low volatility) 

 • the viscosity of shear-thickening fluids increases with the 
strength of the applied forces (silly putty, cornstarch and water) 

Considering the last category: bullets apply a force. If the viscosity 
increases fast enough and there is sufficient fluid, a sheer-thickening 
fluid could stop a bullet. And it does. 

A new style of bullet-proof vest uses around 10 layers of Kevlar 
dipped in a proprietary sheer thickening fluid. The result is a lighter, 
more flexible and more comfortable bullet-proof vest with the same 
stopping power as a much bulkier vest made only from Kevlar. 
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Increasing the temperature increases the energy of each molecule and the available energy during 
collisions. With increasing temperature, more molecules have sufficient energy to leave the 
surface, resulting in a higher vapor pressure. 
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Figure 9.32 The vapour pressure of water. 

The boiling point is the temperature where the vapor pressure equals the external pressure. 
Boiling causes vapor bubbles to emerge from the liquid. The normal boiling point is tabulated at 
an external pressure of 101.325 kPa (1.00 atm). The normal boiling point of water is 100 °C, as 
illustrated in figure 9.32. The standard boiling point is defined as the temperature when the 
vapor pressure equals 100 kPa (1.00 bar). At this pressure, water boils at 99.6 °C. 

High-altitude cooking 

With increasing altitude, atmospheric pressure decreases as shown in figure 10.42. People living 
in Canberra, Australia are at an altitude of 600 m, where the atmospheric pressure is 0.94 atm 
and water boils at 98 °C. In Mexico city, at an altitude of 2.2 km, the atmospheric pressure is 
0.78 atm and water boils at 93 °C. 

Cooking is the process of preparing food with heat. Water is present in most foods and maintains 
a constant cooking temperature. Recipes are based on water boiling at 100 °C, so corrections 
must be made when cooking at high altitudes, typically above 600 m. Common corrections 
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include increasing the cooking times, increasing the liquid volume, and decreasing the amound 
of baking powder/soda. The magnigude of the correction depends on the altitude. 

▼——————————————— 

Rationalize how the following corrections improve cooking at high altitudes. 

a) increased cooking time 

b) increased amount of liquid 

c) decreased baking powder/soda 

Answer: see page 501. 

———————————————▲ 

Cold-climate living 

Living in cold climates has some interesting challenges.  

Propane, commonly used to heat homes and in automobiles, boils at –44 °C. Below the boiling 
point, there is insufficient vapor pressure to supply fuel. In regions where the temperatures fall 
below –44 °C, propane for heating must be itself stored in a heated room so that there is 
sufficient pressure to supply propane to the furnaces. 

If you smoke, you may have noticed that your lighter doesn’t work well in the cold. In fact, your 
lighter doesn't work at all below –12 °C. Lighters are filled with butane and/or 2-methyl propane 
(isobutane). Butane boils at 0.5 °C and isobutane at –11.7 °C. Warming the lighter in your hand 
will help, but evaporation is endothermic and cools the liquid during use. At room temperature, 
the vapor pressure is 1550 mmHg, a pressure the plastic lighter housing can contain. 

Propane, butane, and/or isobutane are also used in camp stoves. Winter campers must select a 
fuel (if they use pressurized fuels) that will function in their environment. 

9.6 Solutions 

A solution is a homogeneous mixture of molecular 
entities. Solutions can be solid, liquid, or gaseous, 
and there is no requirement for stoichiometric 
amounts of the entities. 

• Solid solutions include alloys and blended 
polymers. 

• Liquid solutions are common in laboratories, 
but include things like coffee, wine, and 
outdoor (river, lake, ocean) water. 

• Gaseous solutions include air and surgically 
inhaled anaesthetics. 

EXERCISE 9.33 

solid gas

solution
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The solvent is the entity present in the greatest amounts. Solutes are entities present in minor 
amounts. Solutions may not have a defined solvent or solute if there is no obvious entity in 
excess: 

• alcoholic spirits contain 40 – 55 % ethanol in water 

• antifreeze is approximately 30 % ethylene glycol in water 

• no single entity in gasoline is more than 15 % abundant (see figure 9.34) 

▼——————————————— 

Does water conduct electricity? 

Answer: see page 501. 

———————————————▲ 

Concentration 

Concentration is a measure of the amount of solute in solution, reported as an intensive 
property.* Several forms of concentration are common: 

  3

mol kmol mass/volume/mole ratio (fraction, %, ppm)
 molarity, normality ,

L m

moles of  solute mass / volume / moles of  solute moles of  solute

volume of  solution mass / volume / moles of  solution 
 mol

 molality
kg

mass of  solvent
 

Molality is the recommended standard for reporting concentration. (Example 9.35 explains why.) 
Molality (m)† is commonly used in industry and was once common in laboratory settings. 
Molarity (M) has replaced molality in most laboratory settings. 

Normality (N) is limited to an entity in a specific chemical reaction. Normality combines the 
molarity concentration and the mole ratio of the reacting entities. Consider the neutralization 
reaction of sulfuric acid with sodium hydroxide. 

H2SO4(aq) + 2 NaOH(aq)   Na2SO4(aq) + 2 H2O(l) 

In the reaction, two equivalents of hydrons, H+, from sulfuric acid react. If the sulfuric acid 
molarity concentration is 1.00 M, the normality is calculated as 

2 4
2 4M

mol H SO
1.00 H SO 1.00

2 4

2 mol H

L sol'n 1 mol H SO



 2 4

mol H
2.00 2.00 N H SO

L sol'n



   

However, in the precipitation reaction with barium chloride, 

H2SO4(aq) + 2 BaCl2(aq)   BaSO4(s) + 2 HCl(aq) 

the sulfate is the reacting entity. The sulfate normality is calculated as 

2 4
2 4M

mol H SO
1.00 H SO 1.00

2
4

2 4

1 mol SO

L 1 mol H SO

 2
4

2 4

mol SO
1.00 1.00 N H SO

L



   

                                                 
* See footnote * on page 30 for a explanation of intensive versus extensive. 
† The abbreviation for molality is the same as meters. However, the context of the problem should clarify the units. 

EXERCISE 9.34 
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Because normality changes based on the chemical reaction being considered and is simply the 
mathematical combination of molarity and mole fraction, normality is a poor concentration 
unit.* 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the concentration of pure water at 5 °C, 25 °C, and 95 °C. Report 
your answer in molarity and molality. 

 To determine the concentration in molarity (moles solute per volume solution), assume we have 
a container that holds exactly 1.000 L. To determine the number of moles, we need the 
mass of the solution, which we obtain from the density. 

 
2H O 2 2

2

g
5 C 1.0000 1 mL H O 1.0000 g H O

mL

1.00 L H O

    

21000 mL H O

21 L H O
21.000 g H O

21 mL H O
2

2

1 mol H O

18.01 g H O

  

2

2

55.52 mol H O

mol
H O 5 C 55.52

L



 

 

 
2H O

2

g
25 C 0.9971

mL

1.00 L H O

  

21000 mL H O

21 L H O
20.9971 g H O

21 mL H O
2

2

1 mol H O

18.01 g H O

  

2

2

55.36 mol H O

mol
H O 25 C 55.36

L



 

 

    
2H O 2

g mol
95 C 0.9617 H O 95 C 53.40

mL L
        

 To determine the concentration in molality (moles solute per mass solvent), assume we have 
exactly 1.000 kg of water, which is equivalent to 55.52 moles of water. The molality is 
thus calculated: 

  2
2

2

55.52 mol H O mol
H O 55.52

1.0 kg H O kg
    all temperatures 

Since mass is independent of temperature, the molality is the same at all temperatures. 

Observations regarding molarity and molality 

◦ molarity is temperature dependent; molality is independent of temperature 

◦ adding solute will change the solvent volume, but not the solvent mass 

◦ mass can be measured to greater precision than volume 

These factors make molality better as a concentration standard. (Yet we still cling to molarity!?) 

                                                 
* Normality is not used in this text.  

EXAMPLE 9.35 
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———————————————▲ 

Steps to convert from molarity to molality: 

 determine the moles of solute 

 determine the mass of the solution, the mass of solute, and the mass of the solvent 

 determine the molality of the solution 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the molality of a solution that is 3.00 mol/L sucrose (C12H22O11). 

Answer: see page 501. 

▼——————————————— 

Show that the conversion from molarity to molality of an entity in solution is 
given by 

molarity
molality

density molarity molecular mass


 
 

▼——————————————— 

Rearrange the above formula to solve for molarity. 

Answer: see page 501. 

———————————————▲ 

Very dilute concentrations — often found in environmental and medical settings — are often 
measured in ‘parts per ___’. Environmental pollutants, drugs, and toxin concentrations are 
commonly reported in ‘parts per million, ppm’, ‘parts per billion, ppb’, and ‘parts per trillion, 
ppt’.*  

In analytical chemistry and environmental science, the analyte is the entity of interest and the 
matrix is the medium containing the analyte. 

However, there is a nuance in how these are calculated: 

• for solids and liquid solutions, concentrations are commonly reported in ppm by mass 

mass fraction

6mass analyte
ppm 10 ppm

mass matrix
 


   solids & liquids 

                                                 

* ppm is calculated the same as percentage: determine the fraction of 
specific entity

total entities
 and multiply by 106 ppm. 

  Consider an exam grade of 43 out of 50: 
43

100 % 86 %
50

   

  Consider 4.2·10–5 grams of lead in 1.00 gram of water: 

5

64.2 10 g Pb
10 ppm 42 ppm Pb

g water


   

EXERCISE 9.36 

EXERCISE 9.37 

EXERCISE 9.38 
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• for gaseous solutions, concentrations are commonly reported in ppm by moles 

◦ from the ideal gas law, volume is proportional to moles 

mole fractio

6

n

moles analyte
ppm 10 ppm

moles matrix
 


   gases 

▼——————————————— 

An oxygen sensor reports the aqueous oxygen concentration as 420 ppm by 
mass. What is the concentration in mol/L? 

 determine the mass fraction of oxygen 
4

2 2
6

420 ppm O 4.20 10 g O

10 ppm g sol'n


  

 convert to moles per liter. We assume an aqueous density of 1.00 g/mL 
4

24.20 10 g O

g sol'n
2

2

1 mol O

32 g O


1 g sol'n

1 mL sol'n

1000 mL sol'n
 2 2mol O

1.31 10
1 L sol'n L

   

———————————————▲ 

Ahhh, coffee! 

Whether you like coffee or not, the aroma from coffee is characteristic. While there is a common 
aroma associated with coffee, the chemicals that produce the aroma are controlled by the growth 
environment of the beans (soil, sun, moisture, temperature), how ripe they are when picked, and the 
roasting process.  Flavored coffees also have chemicals added to alter the aroma. Over 800 
volatile compounds have been detected in coffee, and their specific concentration in a given 
blend of coffee dictates the aroma. The table below identifies some of the common chemicals 
and their typical contribution to the aroma of coffee. 

EXAMPLE 9.39 
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Chemical Conc. /ppm1 Odor activity2 Aroma
(E)-ß -damascenone 0.20 2.6E+05 honey-like, fruity

2-furfurylthiol 1.1 1.1E+05 roasty

3-mercapto- 3-methylbutylformate 0.13 3.7E+04 catty, roasty

3-methyl-2-buten-1-thiol 0.0082 2.7E+04 amine-like

2-isobutyl-3-methoxypyrazine 0.083 1.7E+04 earthy

guaiacol 4.2 1.1E+04 phenolic, spicy 

2,3-butanedione 51. 3.4E+03 buttery

4-vinylguaiacol 65. 3.2E+03 spicy

4-hydroxy-2,5-dimethyl- 3(2H)-furanone 109. 1.7E+03 caramel-like

2,3-pentanedione 40. 1.3E+03 buttery

methional 0.24 1.2E+03 potato-like, sweet

2-isopropyl-3-methoxypyrazine 0.0033 8.3E+02 earthy, roasty 

vanillin 4.8 1.9E+02 vanilla

2-ethyl-3,5-dimethylpyrazine 0.33 1.7E+02 earthy, roasty 

2,3-diethyl-5-methylpyrazine 0.095 1.0E+02 earthy, roasty 

3-hydroxy-4,5-dimethyl- 2(5H)-furanone 1.5 7.5E+01 seasoning-like

4-ethylguaiacol 1.6 3.0E+01 spicy

5-ethyl-3-hydroxy-4-methyl- 2(5H)-furanone 0.16 2.0E+01 seasoning-like
1. ppm by mass.
2. Odor activity is the ratio of the entity concentration to its odor threshold.
Source: www.coffeeresearch.org/science/aromamain.htm (January 2011)  

▼——————————————— 

Convert the concentration of vanillin, C8H8O3, in coffee, to moles per liter. 

Answer: see page 501. 

———————————————▲ 

Conductivity in aqueous solutions 

Conductivity is the ability to conduct electricity. Electrolytes are solutes that produce ions in 
solution and increase the conductivity of the solution. The ability of a solution to conduct 
electricity depends on the ion concentration.* 

• Ionic compounds ionize completely and are strong electrolytes unless they are insoluble, 
then they are weak electrolytes. 

• Molecular compounds are non-electrolytes if they do not produce ions or weak electrolytes 
if ions are produced. 

Strong electrolytes completely dissolve to ions. 

CaCl2(s)   Ca2+(aq) + 2 Cl–(aq) 

                                                 
* In all cases, we write the entities that are dominant in solution. 

EXERCISE 9.40 
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Weak electrolytes partially dissolve to ions (reach equilibrium) in solution. 

AgCl(s)   Ag+(aq) + Cl–(aq) 

CH3COOH(l)   CH3COO–(aq) + H+(aq)  written CH3COOH(aq) 

Note: NaCH3COO dissolves completely 

NH3(aq) + H2O(l)   NH4
+(aq) + OH–(aq) 

Non-electrolytes do not dissolve to ions, producing a non-conducting solution. 

C12H22O11(s)   C12H22O11(aq)   sucrose 

CH3CH2OH(l)   CH3CH2OH(aq)  ethanol 

▼——————————————— 

Classify the following as an electrolyte, weak electrolyte, or non-electrolyte. 
(Table 8.26 may help.) 

a) HF  d) HCl 

b) CH3OH  e) CaSO4 

c) NH4NO3  f) NaOH 

Answer: see page 501. 

———————————————▲ 

DEMO Conductivity of pure water, and with weak and strong electrolytes. 

 

The specialized blend of hydrocarbons in jet fuel 

Figure 9.42 presents the melting points of straight chain hydrocarbons. Of significant interest are 
the different progressions in the even and odd-chain length hydrocarbons. With the exception of 

methane, the 
odd

even

 
 
 

-carbon hydrocarbons have a 
lower

higher

 
 
 

 melting point than expected. The 

difference decreases to zero above C20. 

EXERCISE 9.41 
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So? Passenger aircraft fly at altitudes around 10 km. At this altitude, the ambient temperature is 
230 K ± 30 K. Jet fuel is specifically composed of even-carbon hydrocarbons to minimize the 
potential of the fuel freezing. 

9.7 Mixtures of volatile entities 

Section 8.5 and 8.6 detail intermolecular bonding of solutes in solvents. This section explores the 
relationship between the composition and vapor pressure when a solution contains one or more 
volatile entities. Two laws apply: 

• Henry’s law applies to volatile solutes — entities present in low concentrations. 

• Raoult’s law applies to volatile solvents — entities present in high concentrations. 

Henry’s law 

Henry’s law predicts that the vapor pressure of an entity, A, is proportional to a constant, KH.*  

 A H AP K  9.44 

KH is Henry’s coefficient, which is dependent on the entity A, solvent, and temperature. Henry’s 
law applies to volatile solutes that are present in low concentrations, such as 

• dissolved gases  

• organic entities in water 

• miscible entities, such as methanol and acetic acid, when they are present in low 
concentrations in aqueous solutions 

• water in organic solvents, such as benzene and hexane, where it has a low solubility 

                                                 
* In a mixture of gases, the total pressure is the sum of the partial pressures of the individual gases: 

Ptot = PA + PB + … . See page 110 for details. 
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Figure 9.42 Melting point of odd ( ) and even
( ) chain length hydrocarbons. 

 Figure 9.43 Composition of various hydrocarbon 
fuels. 
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Table 9.45 Henry’s law coefficients of selected entities. 

 

<not developed> 

 

???Example & exercise 

Raoult’s law 

Raoult’s law predicts that the vapor pressure of an entity, A, is proportional to the  vapor 
pressure of the pure entity. 

*
A A AP P   9.46 

where *
AP  is the partial pressure of pure A and χA is mole fraction of A.  

The total pressure above the solution is the sum of the partial pressures. 

*
tot i iP P   9.47 

Equation 9.47 uses the vapour pressure of the pure entity as the basis for the partial pressure of 
that entity in solution. This is strictly valid only for pure A and pure B. However, solutions are 
not ideal and deviations occur for mixtures of A and B. Thus, Raoult’s law works well for 
entities that are present in high concentrations, such as the solvent.  

Table 9.48 Vapor pressures of common solvents at 298 K. 

/mmHg /bar /mmHg /bar

acetone 228. 0.304 heptane 45.8 0.0611

acetonitrile 91.2 0.122 hexane 151. 0.201

benzene 95.1 0.127 methanol 127. 0.169

n -butanol 6.9 0.0092 pentane 511. 0.681

butyl acetate 11.3 0.0151 n -propanol 20.9 0.0279

chloroform 197. 0.263 isopropanol 45.2 0.0603

cyclohexane 97.6 0.130 tetrahydrofuran 162. 0.216

ethanol 58.7 0.0783 toluene 28.4 0.0379

ethyl acetate 94.7 0.126 water 23.7 0.0316

diethyl ether 533. 0.711 p -xylene 8.8 0.012

Source: http://ddbonline.ddbst.com/AntoineCalculation/AntoineCalculationCGI.exe

After consulting several resources, it is evident that vapor pressure varies by about 2 % between resources. 

Solvent
298 K vapor pressure

Solvent
298 K vapor pressure
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In an ideal solution, the intermolecular bond energies between A–A, B–B, and A–B are identical. 
The vapor pressure diagram for an ideal solution of A and B is presented in figure 9.49. In real 
solutions, the intermolecular bond energies differ and deviations from 9.49 are observed. If the 

observed vapor pressure is 
greater

less

 
 
 

than predicted, the intermolecular energy between the 

liquids is 
weaker

stronger

 
 
 

 than the interaction energy within the pure liquids.* The ideal and real 

vapor pressure in a water:ethanol solution is presented in figure 9.50. It is evident that the 
intermolecular bonding is weaker in pure water (the partial pressure of water is greater than predicted). 
The intermolecular bonding within ethanol changes from being weaker at low ethanol fractions 
to being greater at high ethanol fractions. Overall, the total ethanol:water intermolecular bond 
energy is weaker than in pure ethanol and pure water, leading to a higher total vapor pressure. 
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Figure 9.49 The vapor pressure above an ideal solution of A and B. 

                                                 
* A more technical explaination is based on the concept of solution activity and gas fugacity. Activity and fugacity 

are introduced in Chapter 15, but a complete discussion is beyond the scope of this text. Look for these concepts 
in future analytical and physical chemistry courses. 
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Figure 9.50 The actual vapor pressure above a water:ethanol solution at 298 K. The dashed lines present 

the vapor pressure assuming an ideal solution  (compare with figure 9.49).* 

Comparison of Henry’s and Raoult’s law 

Both Henry’s law and Raoult’s law relate the partial pressure of an entity to the concentration of 
that entity. Henry’s and Raoult’s laws’ are limiting laws and apply at extremes in composition. 

• Henry’s law is applicable to low concentration solutes 

 A H AP K  9.44 

• Raoult’s law is applicable to high concentration solvents 
*

A A AP P   9.46 

Figure 9.51 shows how the partial pressure of a real solute changes as a function of its 
concentration. There is no single equation that applies to all B concentrations.  

                                                 
* Data in vapor pressure figures from the AIOMFAC thermodynamic model, www.aiomfac.caltech.edu  
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Figure 9.51 Vapor pressure of B related to Henry’s Law, where B is a solute, and Raoult’s Law, where B is 

the solvent.  

Fractional distillation 

Figure 9.50 shows that every volatile entity has a vapor pressure that contributes to the total 
vapor pressure of a solution. 

Fractional distillation is a process of separating a mixture of entities based on their different 
vapor pressures. Consider a solution containing two volatile entities (water and ethanol; 
methanol and ethanol; benzene and hexane, … ). When the solution boils, the vapor contains a 
greater amount of the more volatile entity, and the residual solution contains more of the less 
volatile entity. This is the basis of fractionation and illustrated in figure 9.52.  
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Figure 9.52 The boiling point (▬▬) of an ideal solution varies as a function of  the solution composition. 

The vapor composition differs from the solution composition because the vapor contains a 
greater proportion of the higher volatile entity. 

To understand what happens when a solution boils, consider a solution with composition 30 
mole percent B, point x in figure 9.52. When the solution is heated to Tx, it begins to boil. The 
vapor composition is y with 52 % B, significantly higher in the more volatile B. The residual 
solution depletes in B and the boiling point decreases.  

If the vapor collected from x is condensed and reboiled, it will boil at a higher temperature, Ty, 
and again fractionate into a vapor containing more volatile entities (78 % B) and a residual 
solution depleted in the  more volatile entity. 

More generally,  

• if an unknown liquid has a changing boiling point, the liquid is a mixture of two or more 
volatile solvents 

• if an unknown liquid has a constant boiling point, that liquid is either pure or an azeotropic 
mixture 
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Figure 9.53 The constant temperature vapour pressure (298 K) and constant pressure (1.00 atm) phase
diagrams for solvent mixtures where the entities are similar and have similar intermolecular
bonding: hydrogen bonding. (Source: AIOMFAC, www.aiomfac.caltech.edu) 

 

???image: fractional distillation column 

???Example & exercise 

Azeotropes 

Figures 9.49 and 9.52 show that the minimum and maximum vapour pressures exist for the pure 
solvents: the minimum vapour pressure for pure A and the maximum vapour pressure for pure B. 

However, real solutions introduce the possibility that the maximum or minimum in the vapor 
pressure curve will occur at some composition other than pure A or pure B. Where-ever these 
maximum or minimum occur, there will be a minimum or maximum in the boiling point, and the 
vapor and solution composition will be the same. This last point is critical: an azeotrope is a 
mixture that has the same composition in both the vapor and solution. Azeotropic mixtures 
cannot be separated by distillation.  
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Figure 9.54 (left) The constant temperature vapour pressure (298 K) and (right) constant pressure (1.00 atm) 
phase diagram of a benzene:ethanol mixture. The maxima in the vapour pressure and the 
minima in the phase diagram complement each other. From the phase diagram, it is evident 
that distillation will shift the liquid composition to the azeotropic composition: 67 mole percent 
benzene. (Calculated using data from AIOMFAC: www.aiomfac.caltech.edu/index.html) 

 

Table 9.55 Azeotropic properties of common mixed solvents. 

entity b.p. /°C entity b.p. /°C b.p. /°C mass % A

acetic acid 118.0 water 100.0 — —

acetone 56.0 water 100.0 — —

methanol 64.7 water 100.0 — —

ethanol 78.4 water 100.0 78.2 –95.6

isopropanol 82.5 water 100.0 80.3 87

tetrahydrofuran 66.0 water 100.0 65.0 95

acetone 56.0 dichloromethane 39.6 — —

diethyl ether 34.6 dichloromethane 39.6 40.8 30

hexane 68.0 dichloromethane 39.6 — —

methanol 64.7 dichloromethane 39.6 37.8 — 7.3

benzene 67.8 ethanol 78.4 67.8 67

methanol 64.7 ethanol 78.4 — —

isopropanol 82.5 ethanol 78.4 — —

methyl-ethyl ketone 79.6 ethanol 78.4 74.8 60

AzeotropeSolution A Solution B
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Ethanol:water phase diagram 
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Figure 9.56 (left) The constant temperature vapour pressure (298 K) and (right) constant pressure (1.00 atm) 
phase diagram of an ethanol:water mixture. The minima in the vapour pressure and the maxima
in the phase diagram complement each other. From the phase diagram, it is evident that
distillation will shift the liquid composition to the azeotropic composition: 96 mass percent
ethanol. (Calculated using data from AIOMFAC: www.aiomfac.caltech.edu/index.html) 

Denatured alcohol …  

Ethanol is the principle component of alcoholic beverages, in concentrations ranging from 3 to 
55 % ethanol by volume. Ethanol is also an important solvent. Pure ethanol used in chemistry is 
obtained from distilleries, but is denatured to prevent improper use in chemistry labs. Different 
chemicals that are difficult to remove are used to make ethanol toxic or bitter. For example, 
benzene is toxic and methyl-ethyl ketone is bitter. Both also form azeotropes with ethanol, so 
they cannot be removed via distillation. Methanol is toxic and, although not azeotropic, difficult 
to remove because it is chemically very similar to ethanol. 

Some experiments do require pure ethanol. Pure ethanol is regulated, meaning that every 
milliliter must be accounted for in a legal log book. A problem with ethanol is that it is 
hygroscopic: it will absorb water from the atmosphere. That water cannot be removed through 
distillation because of the ethanol:water azeotrope containing 95.6 % ethanol. The water may be 
removed by adding a dessicant that chemically binds water but that does not dissolve in ethanol. 

9.8 Colligative properties 

Section 8.5 details intermolecular bonding of salts and explains how salts dissolve in solvents. 
This section explores the properties of the solvent resulting from dissolved solutes. 

Colligative properties are properties that depend on the quantity of non-volatile solutes, not on 
their chemical nature. When a solute dissolves to make a solution, the solute entities occupy 
space in the liquid that would otherwise be occupied by the solvent. 
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Figure 9.57 (left) Pure liquid water. (right) An aqueous sodium chloride solution showing that the solute 

entities displace solvent molecules. 

Freezing and boiling are equilibrium processes. At the freezing point, the crystallization rate 
equals the fusion rate.  

H2O(l)   H2O(s)   freezing  

Solutes (impurities) in the liquid decrease the crystallization rate because there are fewer solvent 
molecules at the liquid:solid interface. The fusion (melting) rate is unchanged because the solid 
contains only the solvent. To restore equilibrium, the temperature must decrease: freezing point 
depression. 

Similarly at the boiling point, the evaporization rate equals the condensation rate. 

H2O(l)   H2O(g)   boiling  

Solutes in the liquid decreasing the concentration of the solvent, while the condensation rate is 
unchanged because the vapor contains only the solvent. To restore equilibrium, the temperature 
must increase: boiling point elevation. 

An equivilant explaination for boiling point elevation comes from considering the vapour 
pressure. Section 9.7 introduces the idea that vapor pressure is affected by other entities in 
solution. Raoult’s law predicts that the vapor pressure is proportional to the mole fraction of that 
entity. *  As solutes are added, the mole fraction of the solvent decreases and so does its vapour 
pressure. Recall that boiling occurs when the vapour pressure equals the external pressure. To 
make a solution boil, the temperature must be higher than the normal boiling point of the pure 
solvent.  

These effects can also be visualized on a phase diagram. 

                                                 
* Some resources present the concept of reduced ‘surface concentration’ of the solvent or blocked sites at the liquid 

surface. This explanation is no longer preferred. 
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Figure 9.58 Phase diagram illustrating why the freezing point decreases and the boiling point increases for

a solution. 

Freezing point depression 

When an entity freezes, the entities arrange themselves into an ordered crystalline array. Figure 
8.17 illustrates the crystalline structure of ice. Solutes interfere with the crystallization process 
and result in a decrease of the freezing point. This phenomena is referred to as freezing point 
depression. 

At low impurity concentrations, the nature of the impurity is not important: sugar, salt, and 
alcohol all decrease the freezing point of the solvent by the same amount. The only relevant 
factor is the concentration of entities in solution and the solvent itself. How much the impurities 
affect solvent crystallization is indicated by the cryoscopic constant, Kf, of the solvent. 

f fT i K m   9.59 

Where i is the dissociation factor (historically, the van’t Hoff factor) and m is the concentration in 
molality. The dissociation factor is the number of entities that a solute dissociates to when 
dissolving in the solvent. For most organic entities, such as sucrose and alcohols, i equals one.  
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For ionic entities, i equals the number of ions formed.* Consider the following solutes in aqueous 
solution: 

C12H22O11(s)   C12H22O11(aq)   i = 1 

NaCl(s)   Na+(aq) + Cl–(aq)    i = 2 

CaCl2(s)   Ca2+(aq) + 2 Cl–(aq)   i = 3 

Molality (with units of moles solute per kilogram solvent) is used because it is independent of 
temperature. (See page 470 for details.) 

Table 9.60 Cryoscopic constants (freezing point depression) and ebullioscopic constants (boiling point 
elevation) for common solvents. 

f.p.  /°C K f /((K kg)/mol) b.p.  /°C K b /((K kg)/mol)
acetic acid 16.6 3.63 117.9 3.22

aniline -6.0 5.23 184.2 3.82

benzene 5.5 5.07 80.1 2.64

camphor 178.8 37.8 — —

cyclohexane 6.6 20.8 80.7 2.92

cyclohexanol 25.9 42.2 160.8 3.50

decane — — 174.2 6.10

dimethyl sulfoxide 17.9 3.85 189.0 3.22

1,4-dioxane 11.9 4.63 101.5 3.01

ethylene glycol -12.7 3.11 197.3 2.26

glycerol 18.1 3.56 — —

naphthalene 80.3 7.45 — —

nitrobenzene 5.7 6.87 210.8 5.20

phenol 40.9 6.84 181.9 3.54

toluene -95.0 3.55 110.6 3.40

water 0.0 1.86 100.0 0.513

Boiling point elevation
Entity

Freezing point depression

 
If a solution freezes slowly, the preference is to cyrstallize the pure solvent, excluding the solute. 
If the solution freezes quickly, the solute becomes trapped in the solid. Both of these phenomena 
are desired at different times 

• Ice cubes: ice cubes freeze from the outside inwards. If frozen slowly, the outer edge of the 
ice cube will be clear, with the central portion of the ice cube containing any impurities in 
the original water. It is very challenging to obtain perfectly clear ice cubes: the water must 
be free of both solutes and dissolved gases. 

• Popsicles: when making popsicles, you want to freeze the solution quickly so the coloring 
and flavouring are trapped uniformly throughout the popsicle. Popsicles made at home 
often freeze too slowly, concentrating the coloring and flavouring at the center. 

                                                 
* The dissociation factor can be fractional if a solute partially dissociates. 
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• Freeze desalination produces fresh water from salt water. Saltwater freezes slowly, and the 
ice that is formed is predominantly freshwater. In many arctic communities, this is how all 
their drinking water is obtained. 

• Freeze concentration increases the alcohol content of beverages without affecting the 
flavor. Yeast can produce a maximum of 5 % alcohol before the ethanol becomes toxic. To 
increase the alcohol content, the beverage can be distilled, but that alters the flavor. 
Another option is to allow the solution to partially freeze and them remove the ice. The 
remaining liquid has the same flavor and a higher alcohol content because only pure water 
is in the removed ice. 

• Animal antifreeze: insects, amphibians, and fish that live in cold climates produce 
antifreeze to protect their tissue from freezing. The antifreeze increases the concentration 
of entities in their tissues and inhibits the crystallization of water, which would otherwise 
kill the cell. 

  ???: ruby crystal   ??butterfly 

Figure 9.61 (left) A popsicle flash-frozen to trap the impurities (sugar, flavor, color) uniformly throughout
the treat. (center) gem-quality synthetic ruby crystals are produced by slow freezing. (right)

Some species of butterfly (among many types of insects) produce antifreeze that reduces the
freezing point of their bodies. 

DEMO Regular soda contains around 40 grams of sugar per can. Diet soda contains a 
fraction of a gram of artificial sweetener because the sweetener is hundreds of times 
sweeter than sugar. Regular soda freezes at around –1.2 °C; diet soda freezes at 
almost 0.0 °C.  
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Road deicing … and ice cream 

Many regions on Earth receive snow. Vehicles compact the snow on the roads into ice, making 
driving dangerous. Many regions spread a mixture of sand and salt on the roads. The sand 
provides traction; the salt reduces the freezing point of the ice in immediate contact and melts it. 
While the freezing point depression of water is independent of the entity applied, numerous 
factors affect the selection of salt: solubility, ions produced, cost, and environmental effect. 

ammonium sulfate (NH4)2SO4 4.8 -27 fertilizer; damages concrete; expensive

calcium chloride CaCl2 4.5 -25 exothermic dissolution; corrosive

calcium acetate Ca(CH3CO2)2 2.4 -13 safe for concrete & vegetation; expensive

magnesium chloride MgCl2 4.9 -27 corrosive; expensive

potassium chloride KCl 3.5 -13 fertilizer; damages concrete

sodium chloride NaCl 5.9 -22 corrosive; damages concrete

urea (NH2)2CO 4.2 -8 fertilizer; corrosive

1. Solubility at the freezing point, extrapolated from solutility data.

2. Assumes water cryoscopic constant is independent of concentration.

Notes
Freezing 

Point2 /°C
Entity Solubility1 

/molal

 
Currently, calcium chloride and sodium chloride are the most common salts used. However, a 
recent study by the US EPA estimates that, for every 100 $ spent on salt, 1000 $ in damage is 
done to vehicles, structures, and the environment. Because of this, some regions are abandoning 
salt and using only sand on their roads. 

Ice cream: ice cream freezes at around –3 °C. Home ice cream makers have an outer bowl that 
contains an ice-salt mixture. This mixture maintains a temperature well below zero to facilitate 
ice cream formation. 

 

Zone refining 

 
 3 SiCl4(g) + Si(s) + 2 H2(g)   4 HSiCl3(g) (sublime silicon at high temperature) 

 4 HSiCl3(g)   3 SiCl4(g) + SiH4(g)   (chemical rearrangement; distillation of SiH4) 

 SiH4(g)   Si(s) + 2 H2(g)    (deposit silicon at lower temperature) 

Ultrahigh purity silicon is required of electronic components. 

Silicon makes up 27.7 % of the Earth’s surface, by mass. 
Electrorefining ore produces silicon that is 99.99 % pure, which 
can be used for most industrial applications, including electronic 
solar cells. Silicon that is 99.9999999 % (1 ppb impurities) pure is 
obtained by chemically subliming and redepositing the silicon. 
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Final purification and crystallization occurs through zone refining. Zone refining involves slowly 
moving silicon through a heated zone that melts the silicon. Because the silicon crystallizes 
slowly, the impurities remain and concentrate in the molten region and ultimately at the end of 
the silicon cylinder. The silicon crystallizes as a single crystal, which is important for electronics. 

 

???picture 

Boiling point elevation 

When an entity boils, the vapour pressure equals the atmospheric pressure. Impurities (solutes) 
reduce the concentration of the solute, which decreases its vapour pressure. To increase the 
vapour pressure, the temperature must increase. This phenomena is referred to as boiling point 
elevation. 

At low impurity concentrations, the nature of the impurity is not important: sugar, salt, and 
alcohol all increase the boiling point of the solvent by the same amount. The only relevant factor 
is the concentration of entities in solution and the solvent itself. How much the impurities affect 
solvent crystallization is indicated by the ebullioscopic constant, Kb, of the solvent. 

b bT i K m   9.62 

These factors are explained on page 486. Ebullioscopic constants are listed in table 9.60. 

There are few applications of boiling point elevation, but there is one significant misconception: 

• cooking with salt water: chefs put about a pinch — 1/8 of a teaspoon — of salt in water 
used to cook pasta. This salt is added to season the food. 

◦ A common misconception is that the salt makes the water boil faster. This is 
incorrect: the salt water will take longer to boil because its boiling point has been 
elevated, albeit very slightly elevated. 

◦ Another common misconception is that the pasta cooks faster because the salty water 
boils at a higher temperature. This is incorrect: a pinch of salt in one liter of water 
raises the boiling point by 0.01 °C, which is easily offset by cooking in a low 
pressure region or cooking at altitude (see page 467).  

Molecular mass determination 

Freezing point depression and boiling point elevation were once the standard method of 
determining molecular mass. Now mass spectrometry (section 7.2) is commonly used. These 
chemical methods are still used when mass spectrometry is not available and to confirm 
molecular masses when mass spectrometry gives uncertain results. 

Boiling point determinations have an advantage that solutes are usually more soluble at higher 
temperatures. 
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???Example & exercise 

Antifreeze … antiboil 

Automobile antifreeze does more than protect the engine from freezing. Antifreeze is a mixture 
of water and a polyol. Ethylene glycol, propylene glycol, and glycerol are commonly used. 

 
The colligative properties associated with freezing point depression and boiling point elevation 
assume the same interaction between the solute and solvent, and breaks down with solutes that 
have different interactions. The assumption also breaks down with increasing solute 
concentration. 

In antifreeze solutions, extensive hydrogen bonding of the polyols with water prevents water 
from freezing and prevents the polyol from being excluded as water freezes around it. The result 
is a substantial decrease in the freezing point of water:polyol mixtures. The effect of the 
extensive hydrogen bonding on the boiling point is not as substantial. The net result is a 
water:polyol mixture that has a substantially lowered freezing point and an increased boiling 
point. 
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Notably, all the water:polyol mixtures have a significantly lower freezing point at 30 % 
antifreeze by moles. Ethylene glycol has a liquid range from –51 °C to 111 °C; propylene glycol 
from –53 °C to 111 °C, and glycerol from –37 °C to 113 °C. 

If you have experience with automobiles, you may know that your antifreeze mixture is 60 % 
ethylene glycol. It is. 60 % ethylene glycol by volume is approximately 30 % ethylene glycol by 
moles. 

Which antifreeze to use? Ethylene glycol is most commonly used, but is extremely toxic and 
tastes sweet. Bitterants can be added to prevent people and animals from ingesting ethylene 
glycol. Propylene glycol and glycerol are less toxic alternatives, but they are more expensive. 
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Osmosis 

Consider a container where there is a concentration gradient of some solute. The solute diffuses 
to regions of lower concentration and the solvent diffuses to regions of higher solute 
concentrations. Both these processes act to equalize the concentration throughout the container. 
However, if a membrane is present that only allows the solvent to pass through it, then only the 
solvent can diffuse through the membrane to equalize the concentrations. 

 

???pictures 

   initial conditions 

 /    |   \ 

no membrane flexible membrane  fixed membrane  

Figure 9.63 ??? 

The membrane discussed above and in figure 9.63 is semipermeable, which means they allow 
certain types of entities to pass (permeate) while blocking other entities. Commonly, the solvent 
molecules are smaller than the solutes, so a membrane with very small pores will function as a 
semipermeable membrane by allowing only the solvent to pass. For water, the pore size must be 
less than 200 pm to exclude aqueous ions, which are the smallest solutes.* 

Osmosis is the flow of an entity through a semipermeable membrane to equalize the 
concentration of that entity on both sides of them membrane.  

Depending on the membrane, two things are possible: 

• if the membrane is flexible, it will expand as the solvent diffuses through 

• if the membrane is rigid, a small amount of solvent will diffuse through, until the pressure 
prevents more solvent molecules from diffusing. The osmotic pressure, Π, is the pressure 
required to stop the flow of solvent. 

Mi R T   9.64 

Where i is the dissociation factor, M is the concentration in molarity, R is the gas constant, and T 
is the temperature in kelvin. Common values of R are given below. Use the one that has the 
correct dimensionality. 

L atm L bar L kPa
0.08206 0.08314 8.314

mol K mol K mol K
R      

The concept of pressure and the similarity between equation 9.64† and the ideal gas equation is 
not coincidental: the solute is equivalent to a gas. 

                                                 
* The periodic table on the inside front cover indicates that cations are significantly smaller than 200 pm. In 

aqueous solution, these ions are hydrated (see page 19), and the hydration sphere is greater than 200 pm, so the ions 
cannot pass through the membrane. 

† Equation 9.64 can also be written Π V = n R T; the ideal gas equation is P V = n R T 
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Figure 9.65 shows a carrot placed in pure water overnight will absorb water through osmosis. 
The carrot cells have a higher solute concentration than the water, but are only permeable to 
water. The cells absorb water from the surroundings and enlarge the overall carrot. 

 

   ???carrot  

Figure 9.65 (left) Osmosis occurs to equalize the concentration. There is a net flow of water from left to 
right until the solute concentration is the same or the osmotic pressure is reached. When the
osmotic pressure is reached, the flow of water is the same in both directions.   
(right) Osmosis occurs in a carrot. 
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Intraveneous (IV) solutions 

The human body is a complex, multi-balanced system. For example, the intracellular and 
extracellular fluids in the body is isotonic, meaning they have equal osmotic pressure. This is 
readily evident in blood, where blood cells are suspended in the plasma. Plasma is mostly water, 

 
When a person is injured, they may require an intraveneous (in vein; IV) injection to supply 
fluids, medication, and/or blood. Ringer’s Lactate and Normal Saline are two commonly used IV 
fluids. All IV fluids are isotonic with blood. 

??? IV bag image 

Examples of osmosis and semipermeable membranes include 

• cell walls consist of a lipid bilayer. The cell wall is permeable to non-polar entities such as 
oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide, but not to polar entities such as water, sugar, and 
ions. The cell wall contains transmembrane proteins that actively and selectively transport 
these polar entities through the cell wall. Together, these passive and active mechanisms 
maintain an environment that allows the cell to function. 

• dialysis is medical treatment for removing waste products from blood. The waste products 
— creatine, urea, ammonia, carbon dioxide, excess salts, phosphates, etc. — are all small 
entities compared to blood cells and proteins. During dialysis, blood passes along one side 
of a semipermeable membrane and dialysis fluid passes along the other. The membrane is 
made with pores sufficiently large to pass the waste products, but not the blood cells and 
proteins in blood. The dialysis fluid contains physiological concentrations of potassium, 
calcium, and bicarbonate, so that the cleaned blood has the correct concentrations of these 
essention ions. 

• the ability of trees to transport fluids to the tops of trees over 100 m in altitude (capillary 
action is also involved; see page 462) 

• some adhesive bandages that cover wounds have a semipermeable membrane as part of the 
adhesive layer. This membrane allows water and air to permeate to and from the wound, 
but stops bacteria and viruses. 

 

???Example & exercise 

but contains ions, proteins, and 
sugars to a total solute 
concentration of approximately 270 
mmol/L. 

Cells in 
 
 

low-solute

high-solute

hypotonic

hypertonic

 
 
 

 

solutions 
absorb

lose

 
 
 

 water through 

osmosis. Both situations can kill 
the cell. 
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Dialysis 

 

<not developed> 

 

Kidneys not able to regulate the amount of water in body nor remove waste products. 

Waste products are small molecules, membrane is permeable to larger entities, so cells and 
proteins remain in blood, but waste and excess water removed. 

 

Reverse osmosis 

In equation 9.64, it was presented that Π was the osmotic pressure. If a system was designed that 
exerted a pressure greater than Π onto impure water, water would be forced through the 
semipermeable membrane — the reverse direction predicted by osmosis. The product coming 
through the membrane would be pure water. This is the basis of reverse osmosis: applying 
pressure to force water through a semipermeable membrane to purify it. 

 

<not developed> 
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Figure 9.66 (left) Reverse osmosis occurs when a pressure greater than the osmotic pressure is applied to a 

solution, which forces water through the membrane is the ‘reverse’ direction predicted by 
osmosis. The result is the production of pure water.  

 

Filtered water 

Bottled water is common. However, the method of purifying water varies and ultimately 
determines the impurities in the water.  

 
While distillation produces the purest water, it is also the most expensive process. Reverse 
osmosis is an inexpensive method of obtaining large qualtities of inexpensive drinking water. 

water atomic
ions

molecular
ions

viruses bacteria suspended
solids

microfiltration

nanofiltration

reverse osmosis

distillation
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Reverse osmosis systems range from small hand-held devices for camping to industrial 
complexes that provide water to a city.  

 

—  

Figure 9.67 (left) A home reverse osmosis system capable of producing 16 L/hr.  
(right) A commercial reverse osmosis system capable of producing 5000 L/hr. 

9.9 Colloidal suspensions 

<not developed> 

Summary 

<not developed> 
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Exercises 

Phase diagrams  

1. — 

2. Identify the following as physical or 
chemical processes. 

 i)  breaking glass 

 ii) firing a bullet 

 iii) adding ice to juice 

 iv) adding ice to water 

 v) grinding metal 

 vi) cooking food 

3. Identify the following as physical or 
chemical processes. 

 i)  burning wood 

 ii) carbonated pop going flat 

 iii) forming an alloy 

 iv) rusting of iron 

 v) making popcorn 

4. — 

Crystalline solids  

5. What intermolecular forces must be 
overcome to dissolve nickel(II) sulfate in 
water? 

6. The melting points of sodium fluoride, 
sodium chloride, sodium bromide, and 
sodium iodide are 988, 801, 755, and 651 
°C, respectively. What factor(s) dominate 
this progression? 

7. The melting points of beryllium chloride, 
magnesium chloride, calcium chloride, 
and strontium chloride are 415, 714, 772, 
and 874 °C, respectively. What factor(s) 
dominate this progression? 

8.  

9.  

10. 

Amorphous solids  

11. Why is water a liquid? 

12. — 

Liquid crystals  

13. Concentrated nitric acid is approximately 
15.4 mol/L with a density of 1.41 g/mL. 
Determine the concentration in 

a) molality 

b) normality 

c) mass percent 

14. a) Determine the molarity and molality 
concentrated sulfuric acid, 94.0 % 
H2SO4 by mass. (ρH

2
SO

4
 = 1.831 g/cm3) 

b) What volume of concentrated sulfuric 
acid is required to prepare one liter of 
a 2.5 mol/L solution? 

15. What volume of concentrated 
hydrochloric acid (12.4 mol/L, ρ = 1.19 g/mL) 
must be diluted with water to prepare 
20.0 L of 3.0 mol/L HCl? 

16. Determine the molality and molarity of a 
solution containing 184 g of KMnO4 in 
750 mL of water at 25 °C. (ρH2O(25 
°C) = 0.9971 g/mL) 

17. A 0.128 mol/L HCl solution has a density 
of 1.03 g/mL. What is the molality of the 
solution? 

18. A 3.81 mol/L KOH solution has a density 
of 1.17 g/mL. What is the molality of the 
solution? 

19. Sugar packets contain 5.0 grams of 
sucrose, C12H22O11. Determine the 
sucrose concentration in moles per liter 
when two sugar packets are added to a 
Tim Horton’s medium coffee (10 oz) and 
stirred. Report the concentration in 
molarity, molality, and percent by mass. 
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20. Phenolphthalein is a common acid-base 
indicator used in titrations. The indicator 
solution is prepared by mixing 0.5 % by 
mass phenolphthalein in ethanol. In one 
particular titration, three drops of 
indicator are used and the solution 
volume is 83 mL at the end point. 
Determine the phenolphthalein 
concentration in moles per liter and in 
ppm by mass. (ρEtOH = 0.789 g/mL; 15 drops = 
1.0 mL) 

21. Blood – isotonic??? 

22. — 

23. Referring to question ???, what is an 
important property of molality. 

24. — 

25. Why should there be fossils just under 
the lowest salt deposit in a salt mine? 

Liquids  

26. Which of the solutions below would be 
able to dissolve the most calcium 
hydroxide? Explain. 

a) 0.3 mol/L HCl 

b) 0.3 mol/L NaOH 

c) pure water 

27. — 

Solutions 

28. — 

29. — 

Mixtures of volatile entities 

30. — 

31. Explain the deviations from ideal liquids 
for the following systems in term of the 
intermolecular interaction energies. 

a) Vapor pressure above a 2-propanol:water mixture
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b) Vapor pressure above a 2-propanol:ethanol mixture
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32. Explain the deviations from ideal liquids 
for the following systems in term of the 
intermolecular interaction energies. 

a) Vapor pressure above an acetone:water mixture

0
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40
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Mole fraction acetone

V
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b) Vapor pressure above an acetic acid:water mixture

0
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33. — 

34. — 

Colligative properties 

35. — 
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Colloidal suspensions  

36. — 

37. — 

INTEGRATIVE EXERCISES 

38. — 

39. — 

40. — 

41. Consider the following advertisement. 
What scientific misconception are the 
advertisers perpetuating?  

  

42. — 

43. — 

44. — 

45. — 

 

Answers to in-text exercises 
9.33 a) because the cooking temperature is lower, it 

will take longer to cook; b) ???; c) since the 
atmospheric pressure is lower, less baking 
powder/soda is required to get the food to rise 

9.34 see page 475. 

9.36 6.25 mol/kg sucrose 

9.38
 

1

molality density
molarity

molality molecular mass




 
 

9.41 a) weak; b) non; c) strong; d) strong; e) weak; 
f) strong 
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Chapter 10. States of Matter: Gases 

10.1 Ideal gas law 

The ideal gas law predicts the relationship between pressure, P, volume, V, temperature, T, and 
molar amount of a gas, n. There are two postulates* of the ideal gas law: 

• gas molecules have zero volume 

• there are zero intermolecular forces between gas molecules 

Your current knowledge probably causes you to doubt these postulates. Rightfully so. However, 
these postulates are actually reasonably valid for most gases under ambient conditions and the 
ideal gas law provides a mathematically simple approximation of the state of the gas. The state is 
the specific pressure, volume, temperature, concentration, etc. Failure of the ideal gas law is 
discussed in section 10.7 (Real gases). 

Numerous historical experiments determined the relationship between pressure, volume, 
temperature, and amount of a gas. The combination of these experiments results in the ideal gas 
equation: 

P V n R T  ideal gas equation 10.1 

Pressure occurs because molecules collide with the wall of the container. Pressure is the force 
per unit area. The metric unit of pressure is the pascal, Pa, with units of N/m2. Since the pascal is 
a very small unit, kilopascals, megapascals, and bars are commonly used. Common pressure 
units include 

1 atm = 101325 Pa = 101.325 kPa = 760 mmHg = 14.696 psi 

1 bar = 100000 Pa = 100.000 kPa = 0.1000 MPa = 750 mmHg  
10.2 

[1779] Joseph Lambert proposed an absolute temperature scale, which set absolute zero as the 
condition where there is zero kinetic energy in molecular entities. In the metric system, this is the 
kelvin temperature scale. Lambert proposed that the kinetic energy of molecules is proportional 
to the temperature of the substance. 

The gas constant is the proportionality constant that determines the thermal energy stored in a 
gas. That energy can be measured in joules or volume × pressure. 

J L kPa L atm L bar
8.31415 8.31415 0.08206 0.08314

mol K mol K mol K mol K
R      10.3 

 

                                                 
* Postulates are statements assumed to be true without proof. They are underlying assumptions used as a basis for 

argument. ‘Postulate’ is derived from the word ‘apostle’. In religion, apostles were/are messengers sent to spread 
the word of the religion. Followers of the religion generally accepted the preaching without question.  
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A dimensional analysis of the ideal gas equation gives 

3
2

N
m J

m

force
P V pressure volume volume

area

N m

   

  
 10.4 

This suggests that energy is stored in a gas! It is. If two systems are at different pressures, the 
higher pressure system will use the excess energy to expand and equalize the pressures. 

Consider the explosive decomposition of nitroglycerol: 

4 C3H5(NO3)3(l)   12 CO2(g) + 10 H2O(g) + 6 N2(g) + O2(g) + 5656 kJ 

Four liquid molecules convert into 29 gas molecules during decomposition.* The gas molecules 
are hot because of the exothermicity of the reaction. If we assume that the decomposition occurs 
faster than the gas molecules can escape (a good assumption), they are confined to the same volume 
as the original nitroglycerol.† 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the pressure immediately after a sample of nitroglycerol (NG) 
decomposes and before expansion. The final temperature of the gas is 7700 

K.‡ (ρNG = 1.60 g/cm3) 

 No mass of nitroglycerol is given!? Looking at the chemical equation, the relationship 
between nitroglycerol and energy released is linear. It shouldn’t matter what amount of 
nitroglycerol is used. For convenience, assume that 1.00 g of nitroglycerol decomposes. 

 The volume occupied by the nitroglycerol is 

1.00 g NG
31 cm NG

1.60 g NG
 30.625 cm NG  

 The moles of gas produced: 

1.00 g NG
1 mol NG


227.1 g NG

29 mol gas

4 mol NG
 0.1277 mol gas  

 The final pressure is calculated using a gas constant that gives the desired units. 

n R T
P V n R T P

V
    

                                                 
* Water is produced as a gas and contributes to the explosive power. 
† Explosions and combustion reactions occur so rapidly that there is insufficient time for the gases to move beyond 

the volume of the container before the reaction is over. This type of reaction is called ‘adiabatic’. (See Chapter 18 
(Thermochemistry) for details.)  

‡ The final temperature of the combustion processes is given in this chapter. We learn to estimate the final 
combustion temperature in Chapter 18 (Thermochemistry). 

EXAMPLE 10.5 
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3

5

3

L bar

mol K

1 L

cm

0.1277 mol gas 0.08314 7700 K
1.3 10 bar

0.625 cm
1000

P
 

  


 

The resulting high pressure expands rapidly, causing significant damage. 

▼——————————————— 

Repeat example 10.5 using x grams of nitroglycerol. Confirm for yourself that 
x cancels in the last equation. 

———————————————▲ 

All conventional explosives, rocket propellants, gunpowder, and even automotive combustion 
engines operate on this same principle: these processes derive energy through the generation of 
high temperature gas molecules. For example, the combustion of heptane converts 11 gas 
molecules into 15 higher temperature gas molecules.  

C7H16(l) + 11 O2(g)   7 CO2(g) + 8 H2O(g) + 4817 kJ 

Combustion produces several different gases — carbon dioxide, water vapor, nitrogen, etc. — 
we will see that all gases behave similarly, so that it doesn’t matter if a pure gas is produced or a 
mixture of gases. 

▼——————————————— 

Gunpowder is predominantly nitrocellulose, C6H7O2(NO3)3. The regular load 
of a .30-06 shell is 46.0 grains of powder in a volume of 4.85 cm3. Determine 

the pressure immediately after the 
gunpowder decomposes and before the 
bullet fires. The final temperature of the 
gas is 5620 K. 

2 C6H7N3O11(s)   4 CO2(g) + 7 CO(g) + C(s) + 7 H2O(g) + 3 N2(g) + 2719 kJ 

Answer: see page 557. 

———————————————▲ 

Rifling 

–  

EXERCISE 10.6 

EXERCISE 10.7 

In exercise 10.7, we calculated that the internal pressure rose to 1.00·104

bar before the bullet discharged. This extreme pressure shocks the bullet
and causes it to expand to the sides of the barrel. This seals the bullet to
the barrel and ensures no gases escape, ensuring the bullet has maximum
energy. The barrel is also lined with spiral grooves called rifling. Rifling
improves the ballistics of the bullet and, conveniently, leaves unique
marks on the bullet, which are valuable in forensic investigations. 
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10.2 Standard conditions 

Experimental data is often referenced to a common temperature and pressure for ease of 
comparison and calculations. In 1982, IUPAC established two sets of standard conditions:* 

Standard Temperature and Pressure (STP) 

T = 273.15 K (0 °C) 

P = 1.0  bar 

Standard Ambient Temperature and Pressure (SATP) 

T = 298.15 K (25 °C) 

P = 1.0  bar 

STP has been used for hundreds of years because it is universally possible to generate and 
maintain a system at 273 K using an ice water bath. Realize that refrigeration and accurate 
thermometers didn’t exist when many important experiments were conducted! SATP has largely 
replaced STP because SATP provides more comfortable conditions at which to conduct 
experiments. 

▼——————————————— 

Calculate the volume occupied by one mole of an ideal gas (the molar volume, 

Vm) at STP and SATP. 

Answer: see page 557. 

It is convenient to remember that one mole of gas occupies about 25 L under normal conditions. 

———————————————▲ 

SCUBA systems 

Self-contained [underwater] breathing apparati (SCUBA) contain a source of oxygen for the 
wearer. Recreational divers use compressed air, but that limits the diver to about 40 m depth 
since both oxygen and nitrogen become toxic at higher pressures. Nitrogen narcosis (the bends) 
kills many divers annually. Divers going below 40 m must breath specialized gas mixtures. 

                                                 
* In Chapter 18, we introduce standard reaction conditions for thermodynamic systems. Standard reactions 

conditions do not have a defined temperature, which often leads to confusion. 

EXERCISE 10.8 
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air 78 % N2; 21 % O2; 1 % Ar 40 inexpensive; used by recreational divers

oxygen 100 % O2 6 used in decompression chambers

nitrox variable: N2 & O2 60 equalizes nitrogen and oxygen toxicity

trimix variable: N2 & O2 & He 100 minimizes nitrogen and oxygen toxicity

heliox variable: O2 & He 300 deepest diving, but divers chilled by helium

hydrox ≤ 4 % O2; ≥ 96 % H2 200 not explosive in this composition

Name Composition Comments
Maximum save 
diving depth /m

 
The key in depth diving is to maintain the partial pressure of oxygen between 0.16 and 1.4 bar. 
Outside this range, oxygen depravation or oxygen toxicity occur, respectively. For example, 4 % 
oxygen supplied at 20 bar (about 200 m depth) has an oxygen partial pressure of 0.8 bar. Divers 
using mixed gases must control the oxygen content as they change depths or use different tanks 
at different depths. 

SCUBA systems are inefficient, wasting the oxygen in the exhaled air — exhaled air contains 16 
% oxygen. A closed SCUBA system passes exhaled air over potassium superoxide, KO2, which 
regenerates oxygen from carbon dioxide. 

 4 KO2(s) + 2 CO2(g)   2 K2CO3(s) + 3 O2(g) 

Closed SCUBA systems are used in environments where it is hazardous or unwise to release gas: 
some types of firefighting, submarines, and space vehicles. 

10.3 Combined gas equation 

Chemists often want to see how the state of a gas changes as the conditions change. To do this, 
realize that R is a constant. 

P V
R constant

n T
   

When a system changes between two states, R1 = R2 

1 1 2 2

1 1 2 2

P V P V

n T n T
   combined gas equation 10.9 

Equation 10.9 accounts for changes to all the possible variables between two states of a gaseous 
system. 
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Historical experiments 

The combined gas equation allows us to explore the historical experiments that led to the 
development of the ideal gas equation, 10.1. Early experimenters found relationships between 
gases by holding two parameters constant. The work of those experimenters, at the time, was 
invaluable. They are much less valuable today. 

[1662] Robert Boyle showed that the product of pressure and volume was constant when the 
amount of substance and temperature are held constant. The result is known as Boyle’s law: with 
n and T constant, the product P V is constant, resulting in 

 1 1 2 2

constant

P V n R T P V P V    
10.10 

or from the combined gas law, n1 = n2 and T1 = T2 

1 1

1 1

P V

n T
2 2

2 2

P V

n T
 1 1 2 2P V P V   10.11 

[1699] Guillaume Amonton showed that the ratio of pressure and temperature was constant when 
volume and amount of substance are held constant. No gas law is ascribed to Amonton because 
his work was not quantitative. However, it is obvious that, when n and V are constant, the ratio 
P / T is constant, resulting in  

1 1P V

1n
2 2

1

P V

T


2n
1 2

1 22

P P

T TT
   10.12 

[1779] Joseph Lambert plotted pressure vs. temperature and extrapolated to the temperature 
where pressure equals zero. He proposed this as the temperature for absolute zero — the lowest 
temperature possible. Setting absolute zero to zero is the basis of the kelvin temperature scale. 
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Figure 10.13 An example of Lambert’s determination of absolute zero using different initial conditions. 

[1787] Jacques Charles observed that different gases expanded by the same fraction for the same 
rise in temperature: V T  . Charles originally used the celsius temperature scale. By plotting 
volume against temperature, Charles also deduced the absolute temperature scale by 
extrapolating to zero volume. 

Using the kelvin scale, Charles was able to show that the ratio of volume to temperature was a 
constant when pressure and amount of substance are held constant. The result is known as 
Charles’ law: with P and n constant, the ratio V / T is constant, resulting in  

1P 1

1

V

n
2

1

P

T
 2

2

V

n
1 2

1 22

V V

T TT
   10.14 

[1802] Joseph Gay-Lussac discovered an integer relationship between the volumes of reacting 
gases. The result is known as the Law of combining volumes and is the basis of stoichiometry. 

[1811] Amedeo Avogadro hypothesized that the law of combining volumes could be explained 
by assuming that equal volumes of gases contain the same number of entities. The result is 
known as Avogadro’s law: with P and T constant, the ratio V / n is constant, resulting in  

1P 1

1 1

V

n T
2P

 2

2 2

V

n T
1 2

1 2

V V

n n
   

10.15 
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Avogadro was honoured for his work by having his name ascribed to the number of entities 
required to obtain a mass equal to the molecular mass of a substance — Avogadro’s number. 

Common applications 

While the historical experiments were valuable in their day, they can all be derived from the 
more general combined gas equation, 10.9. All the historical experiments held two parameters 
constant; this is not always the case. Equation 10.9 is a much better starting point. 

▼——————————————— 

A child releases their helium-filled balloon (assume a sphere with 12.0” diameter) at 
an outdoor carnival. The ground level conditions are 0.952 bar and 28 °C. 

Determine the volume of the balloon at an altitude of 5 km where the pressure is 0.505 bar and 
the temperature is –4 °C. 

 We can tabulate the two states of the system in visual form. This will guide subsequent 
calculations: 

P1 = 0.952 bar

V1 = ?

T1 = 28 °C

n1 = ?

P2 = 0.505 bar

V2 = ? (desired)

T2 = –4 °C

n2 = ? = n1

 
 Note that the moles of gas is unknown, but constant: n1 = n2. 

 The initial volume of balloon is 

34 4
6.0 in.

3 3
V r  

2.54 cm

1 in.

3

14.8 L
 

 
 

 

 The final volume of balloon is calculated using the combined gas equation 

1 1

1

P V

n
2 2

1 2

P V

T n
 1 1 2 2 1 2

2 1
1 2 2 12

2

0.952 bar 269 K
14.8 L 24.9 L 25 L

0.505 bar 301 K

P V P V P T
V V

T T P TT

V

   

  
 

▼——————————————— 

Example 10.16 ignores the pressure exerted by the stretched balloon material. 
Repeat example 10.16 correcting for the elastic balloon material, which exerts 

a constant pressure of 0.085 bar. (The total pressure, Ptot = Patm + Pmaterial, is used on both sides of the 

equation.) 

Answer: see page 557. 

EXAMPLE 10.16 

EXERCISE 10.17 
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▼——————————————— 

Combustion engines commonly operate on gasoline. The typical procedure is 
for a cylinder to fill with air at 20 °C and 725 mmHg, compress by a factor of 

10, inject the fuel, and then ignited by the spark plug. Determine the final pressure when a 
stoichiometric amount of octane (assume octane reasonably approximates gasoline) is ignited. Assume a 
flame temperature of 2120 °C. 

 We can visualize what is occurring. 

P1 = 725 mmHg

V1 = V1

T1 = 20 °C

n1 = calc.

P2 = ? (desired)
V2 = 1/10 V1
T2 = 2600 °C
n2 = calc.

 
 Balance the combustion reaction. 

C8H18(g) + 25/2 O2(g)   8 CO2(g) + 9 H2O(g) 

 Determine the final number of moles. 

Air is 20.9 % oxygen and 79.1 % non-combustible gases. We do not know the volume of 
the cylinder, nor the moles of gas. Assuming (hoping) we don’t need this value, let x be the 
moles of air in the cylinder. The air contains 0.791 x moles of unreactive gases and 0.209 x 
moles of oxygen. 

mol airx
0.791mol gas

1 mol air
 non-reactive gases0.791 mol gasx  

mol airx 20.209 mol O

1 mol air
 20.209 mol Ox  

The 0.209 x moles of oxygen react. 

20.209 mol Ox
 2 2

25
2 2

8 mol CO 9 mol H O

mol O


 0.284 mol productsx  

 The result is 0.791 x + 0.284 x moles (= 1.075 x moles) of product gases (n2). 

 Note that we do not need to calculate the amount of fuel injected since it is stoichiometric 
and accounted for in the combustion products. 

EXAMPLE 10.18 
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 Determine the final pressure using the combined gas equation. The volume compresses by 
a factor of ten. Since the units cancel, we set V1 = 10 and V2 = 1. Also note that the 
unknown moles of air, x, cancels. Substituting this into the combined gas equation gives 

1 1 2 2 1 2 2
2 1

1 1 2 2 2 1 1

2

10 1.075
725 mmHg

1

P V P V V n T
P P

n T n T V n T

x
P

  

  
mol gas

x
42393 K

6.37 10 mmHg 84.9 bar
293 Kmol gas

   
 

———————————————▲ 

DEMO Combustion using an lighter fluid:air mixture in a soda bottle with cork stopper. 

▼——————————————— 

A stoichiometric isobutane:air mixture is combusted in a 710 mL soda bottle. 
Determine the volume of isobutane required to react with 710 mL of air. 

Show that you do not need knowledge of the temperature and pressure if both butane and air are 
at the same temperature and pressure. 

 The balanced combustion equation is 

C4H10(g) + 13/2 O2(g)   4 CO2(g) + 5 H2O(g) 

 We use the ideal gas equation to determine the moles of air. Note that P, V, and R are 
carried through the calculation. 

air

710 mLP V P
n

R T R T
   

 To determine the moles of oxygen, we know that oxygen is 20.9 percent of air. 

2O air0.209

710 mL
0.209

n n

P

R T




 

 From the balanced chemical equation, we can determine the moles of butane required. 

4 10 2

4 10
C H O13

2 2

1 mol C H

mol O

2 0.209 710 mL

13

n n

P

R T




 

EXAMPLE 10.19 
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 The volume of butane required is determined from the ideal gas equation. 

4 10C H

2 0.209

n R T
V

P

P






710 mL

13 R T

R T

P

4 10

note that pressure and temperature cancel

2 0.209 710 mL

13

22.8 mL C H

 




 

▼——————————————— 

The calculation in 10.9 errs in two aspects. First, when adding butane, it 
displaces air in the container and the actual volume of air is less than 710 mL. 

Second, oxygen is 20.9 percent of dry air. Ambient air contains some amount of water vapor 
(humidity) that decreases the fraction of oxygen. 

 To correct for the displaced volume of air, let x equal the volume of butane. Then, 

air 710V x   

 
air

710 mLP V P x
n

R T R T


   

 We need the actual atmospheric pressure to correct for the humidity. Assuming that 
Patm = 760 mmHg and PH2O = 12 mmHg. Then Pdry air = 748 mmHg, of which 20.9 percent 
is oxygen. Thus, 

2O air

correction for humid air

748 mmHg dry air
0.209

760 mmHg air

748 710 mL
0.209

760

n n

P

R T






 

 Combining these corrections gives a new equation for the moles of oxygen. 
 

2O

748 710 mL
0.209

760

P x
n

R T


  

When propagated to the volume of butane gives the equation 

 
4 10C H

2 748
0.209 710 mL

13 760
V x x    

 Solving for x gives 21.8 mL butane. 

▼——————————————— 

Confirm the butane volume calculation in 10.20 by determining the number of 
moles of oxygen in the reduced volume and the number of moles of butane 

injected. 

EXAMPLE 10.20 

EXERCISE 10.21 
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▼——————————————— 

Using the results from 10.19, determine the pressure in the container 
immediately after combustion, starting from SATP. (The final temperature is 1980 

°C.) 

Answer: see page 557. 

▼——————————————— 

A scuba diver exchanges 550 mL with each breath and breathes 16 times per 
minute. Ocean pressure increases by 1.00 bar every 10.2 meters. The surface 

conditions are SATP and the ocean is a constant 17 °C. 

a) Determine the percent increase in moles of gas inhaled at a depth of 8.0 meters. (Hint: solve 

for n1/n2.) 

b) The scuba tank has a volume of 10.6 L and is pressurized to 3200 psi at 298 K. Estimate 
the length of time the diver can stay submerged at 8.0 m. Assume the diver spends the 
entire time at 8.0 m. 

Answer: see page 557. 

———————————————▲ 

10.4 Concentration and density of gases 

Realizing that concentration is fundamentally moles per unit volume, we can derive an equation 
for the concentration of a gas. 

moles
concentration

volume
  

n P
P V n R T conc

V R T
     10.24 

Density is mass per unit volume. To derive an equation for the density, we need to incorporate 
the mass of the gas into the ideal gas equation.  

mass
density

volume
  

Mass can be obtained from molar mass 

grams m m
molar mass M n

mole n M
      

which gives 

m R T m P M
P V n R T density

M V R T
       10.25 

EXERCISE 10.22 

EXERCISE 10.23 
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Equation 10.25 indicates that density is proportional to the molecular mass of the gas. 

The crying game 

 

At the other end of the periodic table, radon is a radioactive gas with a molecular mass of 222 
g/mol. Radon is produced through radioactive decay of heavier elements commonly found — 
unfortunately — in building materials 
like granite, shale, and brick. 
Radioactive decay from these building 
materials produces radon gas, which is 
significantly heavier than air and settles 
in the lowest part of buildings. (Radon is 

also found in the lowest part of mines.) If a 
basement has limited ventilation, it is 
susceptible to radon accumulation. If 
inhaled, radon settles in the lungs and 
undergoes radioactive decay. The decay 
process and products damage lung tissue 
and may cause cancer. It is estimated 
that radon is the sixth major cause of 
cancer worldwide! 

 

VIDEO Inhaling helium and SF6 affects the pitch of the voice.  
  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d-XbjFn3aqE 
 CAUTION: gases denser than air are difficult to remove from the lungs — you must 

lie with your head down, below the level of your lungs.  

▼——————————————— 

Calculate the density of dry air at STP and SATP. (Mair = 28.96 g/mol) 

Answer: see page 557. 

EXERCISE 10.27 

Why do you care that density is proportional to molecular mass? And yes, you do 
care. You cried about this. Think back to your childhood. A clown, doctor, store
employee — someone — gave you a helium balloon. Outside, you accidentally let 
go of the balloon and cried as it soared into the air. Equation 10.25 explains why: 
the molecular mass of helium (4.0 g/mol) is substantially less than the molecular 
mass of air (28.9 g/mol; section 10.6). Consequently, helium is less dense — more 
buoyant — than air and floats away.

α, γ  3.8 days β, γ  160 µs

α, γ  3.1 min β, γ  22 years

β, γ  27 min β, γ  5.0 days

β, γ  20 min

α, γ  140 days

polonium-210

lead-206
stable

bismuth-214

polonium-214

lead-210

bismuth-210

radon-222

polonium-218

lead-214

 
Figure 10.26 The major radioactive decay process of radon 

and subsequent radioactive nuclei. See 
Chapter 30 (Nuclear Science) for details. 
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▼——————————————— 

If you have a home with a basement, where should you mount the radon 
detectors? 

Answer: see page 557. 

———————————————▲ 

DEMO Methanol bottle. Underground parking garages have a sign at the entrance stating, 
“No propane-powered vehicles in the underground parking area.” Propane, C3H8, 44 
g/mol, is slightly denser than air and will stay in the underground parking area. Any 
spark will set off a vigorous combustion. This confined-space combustion can be 
modelled using a 20 L water bottle.  

 While the demonstration is impressive, envision being inside the bottle (parking garage, 

home, etc.) and breathing in the combustible gases. Hair usually grows back, but 
combustion inside lungs leads to permanent damage, pneumonia, and sometimes 
death. 

 

Gas density: an important consideration in research …  

While working in a research laboratory, we required fluorine atoms for a chemical reaction. 
Sulfur hexafluoride, SF6, is an excellent source of fluorine, decomposing to give atoms when 
heated or exposed to light. For experimental reasons, we mixed sulfur hexafluoride with helium 
(2 % SF6, 98 % He) and stored the mixture in a pressurized container. A gas line on the bottom of 
the container transferred gas to the experimental apparatus. 

The routine was to prepare a gas mixture, fine-tune the data collection equipment, and then begin 
experiments. We found that tuning the instrument was difficult and the signal was very poor. 
Every day, the signal would fade after about thirty minutes and no amount of tuning would 
recover it. This continued for weeks. We would check the equipment, check for leaks, and 
troubleshoot every aspect of the experimental details. Our patience was at breaking point (so was 

the supervisor’s). I thought about the difference in densities of the gases, but others assured me that 
they would stay mixed. Another two weeks went by with negative results. Then I observed a 
helium balloon rising in the air. Eureka! I reasoned that, if a balloon filled with helium (M = 4 

g/mol) rose very rapidly in air (M = 28.9 g/mol), SF6 (M = 146 g/mol) should settle in helium faster 
than lead in water. A small fan kept the gases mixed and produced a strong, continuous signal! 

EXERCISE 10.28 
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Buoyancy 

An entity is buoyant if it floats in another medium: wood floats in water; helium balloons floats 
in air. All entities weigh less because of the buoyant force of the medium they are in (their mass is 

constant). Wood in water and helium balloons in air have a negative weight because the buoyant 
force is greater than the gravitational force. Entities that sink, like rocks in water, have a reduced 
weight because of the buoyant force of the medium. 

The weight, w, depends on the difference in density between the medium and the entity. If an 

entity has a 
lesser

greater

 
 
 

 density, it 
floats.

sinks.





 If the densities are the same, the entity is neutrally 

buoyant with zero weight. (g is the force of gravity.)* 

 entity mediumw V g    10.29 

DEMO Cartesian diver. 

▼——————————————— 

Derive a simplified version of 10.29 for when an entity is neutrally buoyant. 

Answer: see page 557. 

———————————————▲ 

For most practical purposes, the density of air is so low that it negligibly affects the weight of the 
entity being measured. Not so for helium balloons and hot air balloons! And not so when high 
precision measurements are required. 

▼——————————————— 

Solid sulfur has a density of 2.07 g/cm3. Determine the error associated with 
ignoring the buoyancy of air at SATP. Assume the air is dry. 

 From exercise 10.27, we know the density of dry air at SATP to be 1.209 g/L. 

 Assuming 1.000 cm3 of sulfur, we can calculate the weight with and without the medium, 

  3
sulfur air 3 3

g g
2.07 1.209 10

cm cm

g
2.069

w V g V g        
 


3cm

31.000 cm
2

m 1 kg
9.80665

s 1000 g


2 2
2

kg m
2.029 10 2.029 10 N

s
    

 

                                                 
* 10.29 is derived in exercise 37. 

EXERCISE 10.30 

EXAMPLE 10.31 
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sulfur airw    
assume zero

g
2.07V g




3cm

31.000 cm
2

m 1 kg
9.80665

s 1000 g


2 2
2

kg m
2.030 10 2.030 10 N

s
    

 

 From these calculations, we see that the difference is in the forth significant digit — 
beyond the certainty to which the density of sulfur is known. 

To calculate the error, 

 

2 2

2

4

2.030 10 N 2.029 10 N

2.029 10 N

5 10 .05 %

actual theoretical
error

theoretical
 








  




  

 

In normal laboratory practice, the buoyancy of air can be ignored. However, there are 
many common applications where buoyancy cannot be ignored. 

▼——————————————— 

A rock with a density of 2.63 g/cm3 and volume of 150 cm3 is placed in water 
(ρH

2
O = 1.00 g/cm3). Determine the weight of the rock in dry air at SATP and 

under water. 

Answer: see page 557. 

▼——————————————— 

Propose a method for determining the mass of a helium-filled balloon. 
Assume the air is dry. 

This is a challenging problem. Below are two possible methods. 

 Determine the state (pressure, volume, temperature) inside the balloon and then determine the 
mass of helium inside the balloon. Add this to the mass of a deflated rubber balloon 
assuming the density of air is negligible compared with the density of the balloon material. 

 Attach a piece of tape to the balance, then zero the balance. Secure the balloon to the 
balance with the tape. Record this mass, m′, which will be less than zero. The observed 
weight is calculated as w = m′ g. Measure the volume of the balloon. Use 10.27 to calculate 
the density of dry air at your experimental temperature and pressure. Use 10.29 to calculate 
the density of the balloon. Use m = ρ V to calculate the mass of the balloon. 

EXERCISE 10.32 

EXAMPLE 10.33 
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▼——————————————— 

A balloon (assume a sphere with 12.0” diameter) is filled with helium at 0.952 bar 
and 28 °C in dry air.  

a) The mass of the balloon material and string weigh 6.38 g. Determine the mass of the 
balloon. 

b) Determine the weight of the helium-filled balloon. Report the answer in newtons. 

Answer: see page 557. 

———————————————▲ 

10.5 Gas mixtures 

The majority of gaseous systems are a composite of several different 
gaseous entities. Air is a mixture, as are combustion products, 
natural gas, welding gases, and deep-sea diving gases. 

[1891] John Dalton proposed that, since gas molecules are non-
interacting (a postulate), the nature of the gas does not affect the 
properties of the total gas. Dalton’s law of partial pressures states 
that we can consider each gas in a mixture of gases independently.  

The image visualizes how the total pressure is the sum of the 
individual pressures. For a mix of A, B, and C 

CA B
A B C

n R Tn R T n R T
P P P

V V V
    10.35 

Pi is the partial pressure of each gas. 

 total A B C A B C

total

R T
P P P P n n n

V
n R T

V

     


 10.36 

The contribution of one gas to the total pressure is given by 

A

A

total

n R T

P

P
 V

totaln R T

V

A
A

total

n

n
   10.37 

where χA is the mole fraction of A. 

When collisions are non-reactive, it doesn’t matter what two molecules collide. Gas mixtures 
behave the same as a pure gas. 

EXERCISE 10.34 

PC

PA

PB Ptotal
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When collisions are reactive, the partial pressure of the reactive entities is important because 
partial pressure is proportional to concentration. In Chapter 15 (Principles of Chemical 
Equilibria), we learn that equilibrium constants can be based on either pressure or concentration. 

▼——————————————— 

Equation 10.37 shows that the pressure fraction is equivalent to the mole 
fraction. Assuming the gases have the same pressure, show that the volume 

fraction is also equivalent to the mole fraction. 

Answer: see page 557. 

▼——————————————— 

Helium-filled balloons do not stay buoyant indefinitely. Helium leaks out 
through the material and air leaks in. If the mass of a balloon and string is 

6.85 g, the balloon diameter remains unchanged at 12.0”, and the balloon material exerts a 
constant pressure of 0.085 bar, determine the mole fraction of helium that makes the balloon 
neutrally buoyant at 19 °C and 710 bar in dry air. 

 Neutral buoyancy occurs when density of air and the balloon are the same. 

air balloon   

 Using 10.25, the density of air equals 

air

g air

mol
28.96 710 mmHg

M P

R T
  

1 bar
750 mmHg

L bar

mol K
0.08314

 
 
 
 
 

292 K

g air
1.129

L
  

 The balloon volume is 
3

34 4 2.54 cm
6.0 in. 14.8 L

3 3 1in.
V r 

 
   

 
 

 The density of the balloon gas can be determined such that air and balloon are the same. 

material gas gasmaterial material
air balloon gas

gas

gas

g 6.85 g
1.129

L 14.8 L

g
0.6662

L

m m mm m

V V V V
  






     

 



 

EXERCISE 10.38 

EXAMPLE 10.39 
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 The average molecular mass is calculated below. Note that the pressure inside the balloon 
is greater than the atmospheric pressure because of the pressure exerted by the latex. 

 gas 1.052 0.085 barg
0.6662

L

M 


L bar
0.08314

mol K
292 K

gas

g
14.22

mol
M 

  

 Letting x = mole fraction helium, then (1 – x) is the mole fraction of air and the 
composition calculated as 

 

 

mix He air1

g g g
14.22 4.00 1 28.96

mol mol mol

0.591

M x M x M

x x

x

  

  




 

 The neutrally buoyant balloon contains 59.1 percent helium, by moles. 

———————————————▲ 

Fallout from a punctured natural gas line 

An institution was preparing to build a new student residence. Part of the preliminary work 
involved taking soil samples to determine how best to build the foundation. The backhoe severed 
a 15 cm (6 in.) high pressure natural gas line. No-one was injured, but natural gas spewed from 
the puncture for over 45 minutes before the gas line was shut off. During that time, eight nearby 
buildings were evacuated because people smelled gas and pulled the fire alarm. (Note: DO NOT pull 

the fire alarm if you smell gas; the electrical contacts in the alarms could ignite the gas.) 

Was there a real danger in the buildings and what would have happened if the gas ignited? No. 
Natural gas is 95 percent methane, CH4 (M = 16 g/mol), which is buoyant in air. Since the gas leak 
was outside, there was nothing to contain the methane, and it rose into the atmosphere. If the gas 
had ignited, it would only burn at the gas-air interface. The flammability range of methane is 
between 4 and 16 percent in air. A person standing at the puncture site wearing an oxygen 
regenerator (so no oxygen is released) would not be engulfed in flames; rather, a wall of flames 
would exist a few meters away, at the gas:air interface.  

Why did people smell gas and pull the fire alarms? Methane has no odour. An odorous agent, 
ethanethiol CH3CH2SH (ethyl mercaptan), is added to natural gas to give it the characteristic odour 
— one that warns people of a gas leak. With a molecular mass of 62 g/mol, ethanethiol settles in 
air. In this incident, the ethanethiol drifted along the ground and into the buildings. People 
smelled it and pulled the fire alarm — luckily, there was no natural gas present. 
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10.6 The atmosphere 

The atmosphere is the layer of gases surrounding the Earth held by gravity. The pressure exerted 
by the atmosphere depends on the weight of the gases vertically above that point. At sea level, 

the pressure averages to 101.325 kPa or one atmosphere (1.0  atm). At increasing elevation, there 
is less gas above and, therefore, less pressure. Figure 10.42 illustrates the temperature and 
pressure with increasing altitude. The temperature profile is complex, but the decrease during the 
first 15 kilometers of the troposphere can be approximated using 10.40. Atmospheric pressure 
decreases exponentially with altitude through the entire atmosphere and can be approximated 
using 10.41. 

0 6.43T T h   valid for the first 15 kilometers, h in km 10.40 

0 e
M g h

R TP P


  valid for the entire atmosphere 10.41 
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Figure 10.42 Atmospheric temperature and pressure as a function of altitude. This data is for 01 January 
2000 above Taiwan <http://modelweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/models/msis.html>. 
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Barometer 

Pressure is an intensive property — independent of the amount measured. A barometer measures 
atmospheric pressure by balancing the pressure of the atmosphere with another substance. Two 
types of barometers are commonly used: an aneroid (liquid-free) barometer and a Torricelli (liquid-

filled) barometer. 

An aneroid barometer contains a 
sealed, collapsible cell connected 
to a deflection arm to magnify 
the changes in the cell. The cell 
flexes to keep the pressure inside 
the aneroid cell equal to the 
atmospheric pressure. 

The Torricelli barometer is a 
liquid-filled tube, closed at one 
end, and inverted into a container 
of liquid. The liquid in the tube 
falls to the point that the force of 
the column of liquid balances the atmospheric pressure on the container. Mercury is commonly 
used in Torricelli barometers because the high density of mercury allows for a complete 
barometer to be constructed using a tube less than one meter long. The high density does, 
however, mean that mercury barometers are not very sensitive to small changes in pressure. Less 
dense liquids are used when changes in pressure are important. 

atmospheric

pressure

mercury

pressure

 
Figure 10.44 An image of the atmosphere above the Earth’s surface. A Torricelli barometer reproduces this

on a laboratory scale: the pressure excerpted by the column of mercury exactly counters the
atmospheric pressure. A vacuum exists above the atmosphere and above the mercury.  

 

Atmosphere

aneroid cell

lever
assembly

kPa

 
Figure 10.43 An aneroid barometer 

operates because the cell 
changes shape with 
changing pressure. 
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Focusing on a Torricelli barometer, 10.45 gives the pressure exerted by a fluid, where ρ is the 
density of the fluid, g is the acceleration of gravity (9.81 m/s2), and h is the height of the fluid 
column. The atmosphere forms one column of fluid and the mercury in the barometer forms 
another. Conveniently, the density of a liquid is constant.* 

P g h  10.45 

Since we are interested in the condition when the two pressures are equal,  



atm Hg

atm H

cons

g Hg

tant

P P

P g h



  10.46 

Because the mercury density and gravity are constants, the pressure is proportional to the height 
of the column. This explains the use of millimeters of mercury, mmHg, as a unit of pressure. 

▼——————————————— 

Confirm that the right-hand-side of 10.45 has units of pascals. 

Answer: see page 557. 

▼——————————————— 

The density of mercury is 13.55 g/cm3 at 298 K. Determine the pressure 
exerted by a mercury column 750 mm high. 

 Substituting the values into 10.45 gives 
3

Hg Hg 3 2

4

1kg 100 cm 1m

1000 g 1m 1000 mm

g m
13.55 9.81 750 mm

cm s

9.97 10 Pa

P g h
      

  

 

 

▼——————————————— 

Calculate the average height of a water barometer. 

Answer: see page 557. 

———————————————▲ 

                                                 
* Liquid density is slightly temperature dependent and must be accounted for in precise work. 

EXERCISE 10.47 

EXAMPLE 10.48 

EXERCISE 10.49 
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The average atmospheric pressure at sea 
level is 101.3 kPa and ranges ± 3 kPa 
depending on the weather. (You have probably 

heard weather forecasters talk about ‘high pressure’ 

and ‘low pressure’ regions.) Interestingly, 
independent of the altitude at which you 
live, the weather reports report pressures as 
between 98 and 104 kPa. But consider 
Bogotá, Columbia: figure 10.50 shows that 
the average pressure in Bogotá is about 
0.71 bar (71 kPa). Why do the weather 
reports range from 98 and 104 kPa in 
Bogotá? 

Weather offices correct for altitude by 
adding the average deviation from sea 
level. For the general public, this correction 
means that 101.3 kPa is the average 
pressure whereever they are.  

▼——————————————— 

If the pressure range at 
any given altitude is 6 

kPa, at what altitude will a community 
never have an actual pressure of 101.3 
kPa? 

Answer: see page 557. 

▼——————————————— 

A pressure gauge and 10.45 can be used to determine the height of liquid in a 
tank if the density of the liquid is known. A pressure gauge reads zero 

pressure in air and 1.86 bar at the bottom of a diesel storage tank. (ρdiesel = 0.85 g/mL) 

a) How deep is the diesel fuel? 

b) The storage tank is a vertical cylinder 10.0 m in diameter. What volume of diesel is in the 
tank? 

Answer: see page 557. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 10.51 

EXERCISE 10.52 
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Figure 10.50 Average atmospheric pressure at various 

locations on Earth. 
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The discovery of argon 

[1777] Antoine Lavoisier conducted quantitative experiments that showed 20.9 % of air was a 
substance vital for combustion and life — oxygen — and the remaining 79.1 % was inert: 
nitrogen, or so they thought. 

[1894] John Rayleigh and William Ramsey were taking oxygen and nitrogen samples from 
different sources to determine the densities of these gases (much like taking elemental samples from 

around the world to determine the isotopic variability in section 2.2). The density of oxygen was always 
constant to several decimal places. The density of nitrogen varied: unreactive air had a different 
density than nitrogen from chemical sources. Reacting the remaining air with magnesium forms 
magnesium nitride, but left a small amount of unreacted gas. This gas was named argon, 
meaning ‘inactive’. 

 

Atmospheric composition 

The atmosphere is composed of three 
primary entities: nitrogen, oxygen, and 
argon. Numerous other gases are present, 
but all at much less than 0.1 percent 
abundance. For example, carbon dioxide is 
0.034 percent of the atmospheric gases. 
Water is not included in table 10.53 
because its abundance varies depending on 
the location and temperature. 

▼——————————————— 

Confirm the molecular mass of dry air is 28.965 g/mol. 

▼——————————————— 

Predict whether the molecular mass of humid air is greater than or less than 
the molecular mass of dry air. 

Answer: see page 557. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 10.54 

EXERCISE 10.55 

Table 10.53 Composition of dry air. 

N2 28.013 78.084

O2 31.999 20.946

Ar 39.948 0.934

CO2 44.010 0.034

0.002

Average: 28.965 —

other gases                   —

Entity
% composition    

(by moles)
Molecular mass 

/(g/mol)
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Relative humidity 
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Humidity can be envisioned as an system endeavouring to reach equilibrium. 

 H2O(l)   H2O(g) 

Provided that liquid water is available, the forward reaction (evaporation) occurs to increase the 
humidity in the air. Only when the air is saturated with water vapor is equilibrium achieved. 

Relative humidity, R.H., is a measure of the state of this equilibrium. It is the ratio of the actual 
partial pressure of water to the maximum partial pressure of water at that temperature. 

 
 

 
2

2

H O

H O

actual
. . 100 %

maximum,

P
R H

P T
         10.56 

The regional environment affects the local humidity. Coastal regions have large bodies of water 
and generally have high humidity. Desert regions have low humidity. We, as humans, can create 
environments with different humidities: inside the bathroom after a shower, in a greenhouse or 
terrarium, or in an building with air conditioning.* 

Relative humidity varies for several reasons: 

 • temperature variability 

 • the availability of water  

 • winds moving thpe air from region to region 

Consider a cup of hot coffee. We see steam rising because coffee is hotter than the room. After 
the coffee cools to room temperature, the water will evaporate over a few days if the air is not at 
100 percent humidity.  

                                                 
* ‘Air conditioning’ is often taken to mean cooling, when it actually controls many aspects of the environment: 

temperature (cooling or heating), humidity, dust, etc. 

Humidity pertains to the water content in the 
atmosphere. Water evaporates from lakes, rivers, 
oceans, and even snow. However, water vapor 
often does not saturate the atmosphere. The 
maximum amount of water the air can hold is a 
function of temperature; it is illustrated in the 
figure on the right. Appendix B.1 tabulates the 
water vapor pressure as a function of temperature. 
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▼——————————————— 

At 25 °C and 100 percent relative humidity, the partial pressure of water is 
23.8 mmHg. Determine the composition of this moist air and its molecular 

mass at SATP. 

The addition of water vapor will decrease the abundance of the other gases listed in table 10.53. 

 SATP corresponds to 1.00 bar pressure. The partial pressures of dry air are: 

N2: 0.78084 bar Ar:  0.00934 bar 

O2: 0.20946 bar CO2:  0.00034 bar 

 The total pressure remains unchanged at 1.00 bar. If water vapor accounts for 0.0317 bar, 
the dry air exists at 0.9683 bar. 

2 2tot H O dry air dry air tot H O

dry air 1.00 bar 0.0317 bar 0.9683 bar

P P P P P P

P

    

  
 

 Determining the partial pressures gives 

2N 0.9683 bar dry airP  20.78084 bar N

1.0000 bar dry air


2

2

2

O

Ar

CO

H O

0.7561 bar

0.2028 bar

0.0090 bar

0.0003 bar

0.0317 bar

P

P

P

P



 

 

 









 

 The molecular mass is calculated as 

g
28.61

mol

i i
i

M M abundance 




 

▼——————————————— 

Water in a fish tank at 19 °C evaporates faster in Tibet than in Hawaii. Why? 

Answer: see page 557. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the molecular mass of air that is 60 % relative humidity at SATP. 

Answer: see page 557. 

EXAMPLE 10.57 

EXERCISE 10.58 

EXERCISE 10.59 
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▼——————————————— 

Calculate the relative humidity inside a home at 20 °C when the outside 
relative humidity is 45 percent at –10 °C. Assume there are no water sources 

inside the home and there is reasonable interior/exterior air exchange. 

 The key is the temperature dependence of PH2O(max). 

 Determine the actual humidity. Referring to the figure, PH2O(max, –10 °C) = 2.0 mmHg 
and PH2O(max, 20 °C) = 18.0 mmHg. 

 At –10 °C, the air is only 45 percent saturated with water vapor. Thus, the actual water 
vapor pressure is 

 
     2

2 2

2

H O
H O H O

H O

actual . .
. . 100 % actual maximum,

maximum, 100 %

P R H
R H P P T

P T
     

   
2 2H O H O

. .
actual maximum,

100 %

45 %
2.0 mmHg

100 %

0.90 mmHg

R H
P P T





 

 Because of the air exchange, the partial pressure of water inside the home is 0.90 mmHg. 
However, the maximum at 20 °C is 18.0 mmHg. Calculating the relative humidity inside 
the home gives 

 
 

2

2

H O

H O

actual
. . 100 %

maximum,

0.90 mmHg
100 %

18.0 mmHg

5.0 %

P
R H

P T
 

 



 

The relative humidity in the home is 5.0 percent. 

▼——————————————— 

In coastal regions, the word ‘muggy’ describes the weather when there is 100 
percent humidity and a temperature greater than 37 °C. In this environment, 

perspiration does not evaporate and cannot cool the body. 

a) What are the partial pressures of water vapor and oxygen at 37 °C and 1.00 bar? 

b) It was previously stated that oxygen is 20.946 % by moles of dry air. Determine the 
percent composition of oxygen in air saturated with water vapor at 37 °C. 

c) Updrafts draw the ground level air higher into the atmosphere and form storms. What 
volume of rain will fall for every cubic kilometer of air, originally at 100 percent humidity 
and 37 °C, drawn into a region at 5 °C? 

Answer: see page 557. 

EXAMPLE 10.60 

EXERCISE 10.61 
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———————————————▲ 

10.7 Real gases 

Recall the postulates of the ideal gas law: 

• gas molecules have zero volume 

• there are zero intermolecular forces between molecules 

Real molecules: 

• have finite volume 

◦ Under ambient conditions, the size of gas molecules is small (about 0.1 % of available 
space) compared with the volume between gas molecules. At high pressures, the size 
of gas molecules is not negligible. The ‘zero volume’ postulate fails at high pressure. 

• have attractive intermolecular forces 

◦ Gases exist because the thermal energy is greater than the intermolecular forces 
between entities. With decreasing thermal energy, the temperature eventually reaches 
a point (the boiling point) where intermolecular bonds form and the gas condenses to a 
liquid. The ‘zero intermolecular forces’ postulate fails at low temperature. 

Beyond the ideal gas law, many other equations of state have been developed that approximately 
corrects for the limitations of the ideal gas equation. However, the ideal gas equation is still 
commonly used because it is convenient and reasonably accurate under ambient conditions. 

Compressibility 

The compressibility, Z, measures the non-ideal behaviour of a gas. 

P V
Z

n R T
   10.62 

Comparing 10.62 with the ideal gas equation, 10.1, it is evident that Z = 1 for an ideal gas. 
Figure 10.63 illustrates how real gases deviate from ideal as a function of gas and temperature. 
All gases behave ideally — Z approaches unity — as the pressure decreases. However, there are 
two distinct deviations with increasing pressure: 

• an initial decrease in compressibility, due to attractive intermolecular forces 

• a subsequent rise in compressibility, due to finite volume of gaseous entities 

These deviations arise from the non-ideal nature of gases. 
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Figure 10.63 (left) The compressibility of real gases as a function of pressure at 298 K. Note that, at 1 bar, the
ideal gas approximation is very good, Z ≈ 1. (right) The compressibility of nitrogen as a function 
of temperature. The deviation from ideal becomes more pronounced as the temperature
approaches the liquefaction point of nitrogen, –196 °C (77 K). 
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Van der Waals equation 

The van der Waals equation approximately corrects for 
the failings of the ideal gas law using terms that relate 
directly to the breakdown of the postulates. 

Finite volume: we assume each mole of gas molecules 
occupies volume b. 

The volume available in the system is thus 

actual containerV V n b   10.65 

 

 

Intermolecular forces: the parameter, a, accounts for the 
intermolecular interactions. The effect of intermolecular 
forces is observed as a decrease in the pressure of the 
system.  

Pressure occurs because molecules collide with the wall 
of the container. Consider a gas molecule just about to 
collide with the wall. It is surrounded by gas molecules on 
all but one side. The attractive intermolecular forces draw 
the molecule away from the wall, decreasing the 
collisional force with the wall. The strength of the 
intermolecular forces is proportional to number of 
intermolecular interactions and the distance between 
molecules, both of which are proportional to the gas 
concentration, n/V.*  

The decreased collisional force and decreased collision 
frequency reduces the pressure by 

2

observed ideal

n
P P a

V
    
 

 10.67 

At the extreme, the intermolecular forces are strong 
enough to liquefy the gas. 

                                                 
* The squared dependence arises from a consideration of the number of intermolecular interactions. For a system 

containing N particles, there are  1 2N N  interactions. When N is very large, as it is for gaseous systems, 

1 N N , and 

    21

2 2




N N N  

 N/V is the concentration. The a coefficent includes the factor of 1/2 in this derivation. 

Entities in the bulk experience
uniform IM interactions.

Entities at the wall experience
a net attractive force towards 
the other entities.

 
Figure 1010.

66 
Intermolecular (IM) forces
acting on gaseous entities
at the wall and in the bulk.

Volume occupied 
by n moles of gas.

container
volume

 
Figure 10.64 Finite volume of gaseous 

entities decreases the 
container volume. 
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We ideally want an equation that uses the measurable quantities: the pressure on a pressure 
gauge, the volume of the container, and the temperature. Substituting for Vactual and Pideal into the 
ideal gas equation gives the van der Waals equation of state: 

 

corrected pres

2

observed

sure corrected 

container

volume

n
P a V n b n R T

V

      
   

 
10.68 

The van der Waals equation simplifies to 

 
2 2

n n R T n
P a V n b n R T or P a

V V n b V

                   
10.69 

▼——————————————— 

Analyze 10.69 and confirm for yourself that  

a) a decreases the system pressure 

b) b increases the system pressure 

———————————————▲ 

Since a and b have opposite effects on the pressure, a competition is established 

• if a (intermolecular forces) dominates, the pressure and compressibility will be less than that 
predicted by the ideal gas equation: Z < 1 

• if b (molecular volume) dominates, the pressure and compressibility will be greater than that 
predicted by the ideal gas equation: Z > 1 

These influences are evident in figures 10.63. At intermediate presures, the intermolecular forces 
dominate and the actual pressure is less than ideal. At high pressure, the molecular size 
dominates and the actual pressure is greater than ideal. 

Van der Waals parameters 

The van der Waals parameters, a and b, are temperature dependent: a(T) and b(T),*  

 

 
0

0

intermolecular forces  with temperature

molecular volume  with temperature

e

e

T

T

decrease

increases

a T a

b T b








 10.71 

 

                                                 
* In 10.71, temperature, t, is in celsius. 

EXERCISE 10.70 
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Table 10.72 Values for the calculation of the van der Waals coefficients using equations 10.71. These data 
is valid up to 1000 K and 1000 bar for most gases. Parameters for additional gases and valid 
ranges are listed in appendix B.2. 

a 0 /((bar L2)/mol2) α  /K–1 b 0 /(L/mol) β  /K–1

hydrogen He 0.137 5.09E-03 0.01689 -7.50E-05

helium He 0.000 0.00E+00 0.01176 -1.62E-04

neon Ne 0.257 5.91E-03 0.01379 -3.03E-05

argon Ar 1.364 1.74E-03 0.02440 -1.52E-05

nitrogen N2 1.448 2.60E-03 0.02900 4.95E-05

oxygen O2 1.382 1.44E-03 0.02353 2.01E-04

carbon monoxide CO 1.599 2.65E-03 0.02993 9.55E-06

carbon dioxide CO2 3.896 1.25E-03 0.02888 1.61E-04

ammonia NH3 2.696 8.48E-05 0.01808 4.50E-04

hydrogen sulfide H2S 3.772 3.47E-04 0.02803 2.72E-04

sulfur dioxide SO2 5.385 3.32E-04 0.03979 2.62E-04

methane CH4 1.963 1.00E-03 0.03038 1.53E-04

Molecular volume: b (T)
Entity

Intermolecular forces: a (T )

 

Table 10.73 The van der Waals coefficients at 273 K and 298 K. 

a 273 /((bar L2)/mol2) b 273 /(L/mol) a 298 /((bar L2)/mol2) b 298 /(L/mol)

hydrogen He 0.034 0.0165 0.030 0.0165

helium He 0.000 0.0112 0.000 0.0112

neon Ne 0.051 0.0137 0.044 0.0137

argon Ar 0.848 0.0243 0.811 0.0243

nitrogen N2 0.712 0.0294 0.667 0.0294

oxygen O2 0.933 0.0249 0.900 0.0250

carbon monoxide CO 0.775 0.0300 0.725 0.0300

carbon dioxide CO2 2.769 0.0302 2.684 0.0303

ammonia NH3 2.635 0.0204 2.629 0.0207

hydrogen sulfide H2S 3.432 0.0302 3.402 0.0304

sulfur dioxide SO2 4.919 0.0427 4.878 0.0430

methane CH4 1.494 0.0317 1.457 0.0318

Entity
273 K 298 K

 
The magnitude of a and b between entities is easily rationalized: 

• a is proportional to the strength of the intermolecular forces. Chapter 8 (Intermolecular 
Forces) discusses how bond polarity and the geometry of the entity affects the nature of 
intermolecular interactions. 

• b is the volume occupied by one mole of gaseous entities. b increases with increasing size 
— number of atoms — in the entity. 
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The temperature dependence of a and b is also easily rationalized. 

• a decreases with increasing temperature. As the temperature increases, there is more 
thermal energy available to break intermolecular bonds. Consequently, the importance of 
intermolecular interactions decreases with increasing temperature as shown in 10.63. 

• b increases with increasing temperature. As rotational and vibrational modes of the entity 
store thermal energy, the entity volume increases. The temperature dependence of b is 
smaller — molecular volume is not very temperature dependent. 

▼——————————————— 

Rationalize why b for hydrogen is larger than for helium. 

Answer: see page 557. 

▼——————————————— 

Natural gas powered vehicles store their fuel in high pressure cylinders. 
Cylinders are routinely filled by mass to prevent problems with non-ideal gas 

behaviour. A 30.0 L cylinder is filled with 5.00 kg of natural gas. (Assume natural gas to be pure 

methane.) 

a) Determine the pressure at 273 K assuming the gas behaves ideally. 

 Determine the moles of gas. 

45.00 kg CH 41000 g CH

41 kg CH
4

4

1 mol CH

16.04 g CH
4311.7 mol CH  

 Using the ideal gas law, 

n R T
P V n R T P

V
    

L bar
4 mol K311.7 mol CH 0.08314 273 K

236 bar
30.0 L

P
 

   

b)  Determine the pressure at 273 K assuming the gas behaves like a van der Waals gas. 

 We need to calculate a and b for methane at 273 K using 10.71. 

 
3 12 1.00 10

K
0 2

bar L

mol
273 K e 1.963 eTa a 

 
 

273 K

 
4

2

2

1
1.54 10

K
0

bar L

mol

L

mol

1.494

273 K e 0.03038 eTb b 




 
273 K L

mol
0.03168

 

 Solving the van der Waals equation for pressure and substituting these values gives  
2

2L bar 2
4 mol K 4

2L
4 mol

311.7 mol CH 0.08314 273 K 311.7 mol CHbar L
1.494

30.0 L 311.7 mol CH 0.03168 mol 30.0 L

190 bar

n R T n
P a

V n b V
      

   
      



 

EXERCISE 10.74 

EXAMPLE 10.75 
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c) The vehicle is moved to a heated garage and the fuel cylinder heats up to 28 °C. Determine 
the new pressure assuming the gas behaves like a van der Waals gas.  

 We need to calculate a and b for methane at 28 °C (301 K) using 10.71. 

 
3 12 1.00 10

K
0 2

bar L
301 K e 1.963 e

mol
Ta a 

 
 

301 K

 
4

2

2

1
1.54 10

K
0

bar L
1.453

mol

L
301 K e 0.03038 e

mol
Tb b 





 
301 K L

0.03182
mol



 

 Solving the van der Waals equation for pressure and substituting these values gives  
2

2L bar 2
4 mol K 4

2L
4 mol

311.7 mol CH 0.08314 301 K 311.7 mol CHbar L
1.453

30.0 L 311.7 mol CH 0.03182 mol 30.0 L

242 bar

n R T n
P a

V n b V
      

   
      



 

▼——————————————— 

Argon is a common welding gas. A 43.3 L cylinder contains 13.8 kg of argon. 
During a fire in a welding shop, the cylinder is exposed to temperatures of 

700 °C. 

a) Determine the pressure inside the cylinder at 700 °C assuming argon behaves like a van 
der Waals gas. 

b) Cylinders are equipped with a pressure relief valve that keeps the maximum pressure 
inside the cylinder at 500 bar. What mass of argon is released? 

Answer: see page 557. 

———————————————▲ 

Other equations of state 

Numerous other equations of state have been developed. These equations have more variables 
and are more accurate than the van der Waals equation. 

The Virial equation of state is based on a series expansion. 

2 3
m m m m

1
R T A B C

P
V V V V

 
     

 
  10.77 

Vm is the molar volume, V/n. {A, B, C, … } are empirically chosen to fit the observed data but, 
unlike the van der Waals equation, have no correlation to molecular properties. Analytical 
equations of state can be obtained by truncating the virial equation at various levels. Truncation 
after the first term gives the ideal gas equation. 

EXERCISE 10.76 
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The Beattie-Bridgeman equation of state is an expanded version of the van der Waals equation 
of state, with five empirical parameters, a, b, c, A, B. 

2
m m3

m m m

1 1
c b B a

P V R T V B A
V T V V

    
         

    
 10.78 

The Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation of state has nine empirical parameters. The equation uses 
density, ρ, instead of volume.  
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 10.79 

10.8 Kinetic-molecular theory of gases 

Gas laws and equations predict the properties of gases. The kinetic-molecular (KM) theory of 
gases explains the gas laws. KM theory is based on the following postulates: 

• A gas consists of molecules of mass m and diameter d in constant random motion. 

• The molecular diameter is negligible compared with the average distance between 
molecules and the average distance between collisions, 
known as the mean free path. 

• There are no interactions between molecules, except that 
they make perfect elastic collisions when separated by the 
sum of their radii, d. 

An elastic collision is one where the total kinetic energy 
remains constant. In KM theory, we assume that all energy 
exists as kinetic energy of the molecules.  

Pressure 

The most obvious consequence of entities randomly colliding is 
their interaction with the walls of the container, which we 
observe as the pressure of the gas. Because of the high number 
of gaseous entities, we consider collisions with the gas 
container a constant force and can derive an equation for the 
pressure exerted by a gas on its container. 

To derive an equation for pressure, assume a container has a 
wall perpendicular to the x axis. (Angle brackets, , are used to 

indicate an average value, below.) 

 The mole concentration of the gas is given by n/V, and the 
number concentration, N, given by (n NA)/V. 

d = <vx> t

vx

Entities with a velocity 
component, vx, towards
the wall.

Half the entities in this
region will collide with
the wall.

 
Figure 10.80 Entities that can 

collide with the wall 
in Δt. 
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 Divide the velocity of entities into components along each axis. The average velocity in the 

x direction is xv . At any given time, half the entities are moving towards the wall, xv , 

and half away, xv . 

 The momentum is x xp m v . During each elastic collision, the momentum change of 

an entity is 2x xp m v   as the entity rebounds from the wall. 

 For an entity to hit the wall in time interval Δt, the maximum distance an entity can be 

from the wall is xd v t   . The volume containing these molecules is 

xV A d A v t    , where A is the wall area. 

The number of entities that hit the wall is a product of the number concentration and the volume. 
The 1/2 is introduced because half of the entities are moving in the negative x direction. 

1
#

2 xA v t N  

The momentum change for all the molecules is thus 

2

1
2

2x x x

x

p A v t m v

A t m v

    
 

 

N

N

 

Recall that pressure equals force/area, and force equals momentum change/time change. 

2

2

x

x

force p
P force A m v

area t

A m v

A


  





N

N
  

2 2

x xm v vP m N N  10.81 

In deriving 10.81, note that Δt and area cancel. This makes sense intuitively as 

• the pressure doesn’t change as a function of time 

• the pressure is independent of the container size for the same gas concentration 

It can be shown that the relationship between the component velocity and speed, v, is given by 
2 21

3xv v . Thus, the pressure of a gaseous system is given by 

21

3
P m v N  10.82 
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▼——————————————— 

The definition of v, above, is specifically for the root-mean-square speed, vrms, 
which is the speed at which half the entities have greater and half have less 

energy. (Other definitions are given in 10.91 to 10.93.) To derive an equation for vrms, we substitute 
10.82 for P in the ideal gas equation, substitute for N, and simplify. 

2 A

2
A A

2

1

3
1

3
1

3

n N
P V n R T m v V

V

R T N m v M N m

R T M v

  

 



N N

  

rms

3 R T
v

M
  10.84 

———————————————▲ 

Collision frequency 

The collision frequency, Z, is important because molecules need to collide to react. The collision 
frequency is one factor in determining the reaction rate (see Chapter 13 (Chemical Kinetics)).  

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution 

At every instant in time, some entities have high speeds while others are nearly stationary. Every 
collision redistributes the energy among the entities  21

2E m v . There exists a mathematical 

distribution for the speed distribution (given without proof). 

 
23

2
2 24 π e

2 π

M v

R TM
f v v

R T

 
  

 
  Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution 10.85 

The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is a function of molecular mass and temperature and 
presented in figures 10.86.  

EXAMPLE 10.83 
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Figure 10.86 Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of various gases at 298 K. The most probable speed — the 

maximum on each curve — varies with the molecular mass of the gas.  

Also of interest is the energy distribution, which is calculated by applying the kinetic energy 
equation, EK = 1/2 m v2, to equation 10.85. All of the gases have the same kinetic energy 
distribution. 
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Figure 10.87 Kinetic energy distribution of all gases at 298 K. While the speed of each gas depends on its 

molecular mass, the kinetic energy is the same. Kinetic energy is only dependent on
temperature. 

Two points in figure 10.87 are highlighted: 

• the most probable energy, E*, is the energy with the greatest probability  

• the root-mean-squared (rms) energy, Erms, is the energy with equal amounts of energy 
above and below this energy. Erms is commonly called the thermal energy.  

The kinetic energy profile is temperature dependent, but the most probable and rms energy can 
be calculated as shown below. 

   

*
rms

at 298 K
at 298 K

3

2
kJ kJ2.45 3.72mol mol

E R TE R T 

 
 10.88 
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Figure 10.89 The effect of temperature on the kinetic energy distribution. The maximum (most probably 

energy) shifts higher as the temperature increases. 

▼——————————————— 

Derive the energy form of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution from 10.85 by 
substituting EK = 1/2 m v2. Confirm that the energy distribution is only a 

function of temperature. 

———————————————▲ 

Average speed 

The term ‘average’ has been used previously. In truth, ‘average’ is ambiguous as there are 
several types of averages (mean, mode, and median in statistics). In physics, we are interested in the 
most probable speed, v*, mean speed, v , and root-mean-squared (rms) speed, vrms. 

The most probable speed is the highest point on the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, found by 
setting the derivative to zero and solving for v*.  

  * 2
0

d
set

df v R T
v

v M
    10.91 

EXERCISE 10.90 
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The mean speed is the speed at which half the entities have greater and half have less speed, 
found by integrating the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with v.* 

 
0

8
d

π

R T
v v f v v v

M



    10.92 

The root-mean-squared speed is the speed at which half the entities have greater and half have 
less energy. 10.93 is derived in 10.84. 

rms

3 R T
v

M
  10.93 

▼——————————————— 

Use equations 10.91 to 10.93 to derive the following relationships between 
the speeds of gases. 

a) *4
v v


 ————b) *

rms

3

2
v v ————c) rms

8

3
v v


  

———————————————▲ 

Figure 10.86 and equations 10.91 to 10.93 show that the velocity of gases is dependent on the 
molecular mass. Given gases A and B, the relationship between speed and molecular mass can 
be derived using any of equations 10.91 to 10.93. 

AA A B

B B A

_

_

B

R T
Mv v M

v v MR T
M

    10.95 

While gaseous entities have high velocities as illustrated in figure 10.86, they are constantly 
colliding with each other and changing direction. In the context of the movement of gaseous 
entities, equation 10.95 is interpreted as the relative rate at which entities migrate from their 
original location. This migration occurs as either diffusion or effusion. 

                                                 
* This calculation requires error function (erf) integrals and is not shown here. 

EXERCISE 10.94 
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Diffusion and effusion 

Because of their temperature, entities are in constant random motion. Diffusion and effusion are 
two phenomena that occur because of this random motion. 

Diffusion is the movement of entities through a gaseous, liquid, or solid medium.  

Effusion is the movement of entities through a small orifice (hole) into a vacuum. 

Diffusion occurs whenever a concentration gradient exists within a mixture. That is, an entity has 
a higher concentration in one region. Through random motion, there is a net flow from the higher 
concentration region through the medium. Once the concentrations are equal, the entities still 
move randomly, but the motion is the the same in all directions. Diffusion can also be explained 
using entropic arguments found in Chapter 19 (Thermodynamics). 

Diffusion is a common phenomena: 

• in the lungs, oxygen diffuses into our blood stream and carbon dioxide diffuses out 

• aroma from food and perfumes diffuse through the air  

• in batteries and fuel cells, the charge carriers diffuse to the electrodes 

• helium diffuses out of latex balloon 

• oxygen and nitrogen gas diffuse through the rubber on tire walls 

• hydrogen gas diffuses into palladium metal  

• tea diffuses out of a teabag in water 

• food coloring diffuses through water 

Diffusion is generally a slow process. Gases diffusing through a gaseous medium is the fastest 
process since the entities have the most freedom. Consider how long it takes for the aroma from 
cooking to fill a home* compared with the diffusion of helium out of a balloon. The diffusion 
rate increases with temperature because the entities move faster. This is easily seen by placing a 
tea bags in hot and cold water. 

 

Cycling enthusiasts: the pros and cons of carbon dioxide inflators 

If you’ve heard the “fill tires with nitrogen" debacle, you would know that a primary argument 
made by the proponents is that nitrogen molecules are “bigger” than oxygen molecules, so they 
don’t diffuse through the rubber as fast. While it is true that nitrogen diffuses slower than 
oxygen, the explanation is garbage. The table shows that oxygen does diffuse 4× faster than 
nitrogen, but carbon dioxide diffuses 16× faster than nitrogen.  

                                                 
* Convection also occurs in gaseous and liquid media, increasing the rate an entity is distributed. 
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H2 He O2 N2 CH4 CO2

relative permeability 
in butyl rubber

21.2 24.8 3.99 1.00 2.32 15.7

molecular volume* /nm3 0.087 0.093 0.124 0.140 0.156 0.165

* Calculated using HyperChem 8.0 at the B3-PW91/6-31G** level of theory.  
Diffusion is linked to solubility. The more soluble a gas is, the faster it partitions in moves 
through the solid. Diffusion occurs when there is a higher gas pressure on one side of a barrier 
than the other. (See also the discussion on osmosis on page 493.) 

Why is this an issue? Cyclists commonly use carbon dioxide field inflation devices to rapidly 
inflate their tires. Cyclists also report that the tires go flat noticeably quicker.  

 
Hydrogen gas is an extreme example of a rapidly diffusing gas. Hydrogen is soluble in many 
metals, so tanks must be specially treated or coated to store hydrogen. Alternatively, hydrogen is 
so soluble in LaNi5 that these metals are used to store and transport hydrogen. Amazingly, 
hydrogen is more concentrated in the metal matrix than in liquid hydrogen. 

In lithium batteries, lithium ions diffuse from the cathode to the anode when in use. This is an 
examples of diffusion of a solid within another solid. 

 

DEMO Mount a one meter glass tube, approximately 3 cm in diameter, horizontally. A small 
wad of cotton is placed in both ends and two rubber stoppers are available. 2 mL of 
concentrated hydrochloric acid are placed onto the cotton in one end; 2 mL of 
concentrated ammonia on the other. Both ends are stoppered. Both gases diffuse 
towards each other. But since ammonia is lighter, it diffuses faster. Where the gases 
meet, solid ammonium chloride precipitates onto the glass. 

 ???picture 
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▼——————————————— 

From the preceeding demo, predict where the ammonium chloride 
precipitates. 

 Using equation 10.95, we can calculate the relative diffusion rate between ammonia and 
hydrogen chloride. 

3

3

g
molNH HCl

HCl NH

36.46v M

v M
 

g
mol17.03

3NH HCl

1.4632

1.4632v v





 

Ammonia diffuses faster than hydrogen chloride. 

 Recall that d = v t. Since the diffusion times are the same, the velocity ratio and distance 
ratio is the same 

3

3

NH

NH

HCl

d
v t
v


HCld

t

3NH

HCl

d

d
  

 In a tube 1.00 m long, we let x be the distance travelled by ammonia, then (1.00 m – x) is 
the distance travelled by hydrogen chloride. 

3NH

HCl

1.4632 1.4632
1.00 m

0.594 m

d x

d x

x

  



  

Ammonia travels 0.594 m; hydrogen chloride travels 0.406 m. 

In general, ammonia travels 59.4 % of the distance and hydrogen chloride travels 40.6 %. 

———————————————▲ 

Effusion is not a common phenomena, mainly because vacuum chambers are not found outside 
of science laboratories. Low molecular mass gases have higher velocities and pass through the 
orrifice at a higher rate. The composition of the gas in the vacuum is enriched in the lower 
molecular mass gases, with equation 10.97 being the enrichment factor. 

A B

B A

v M

v M
  effusion enrichment factor; MA > MB 10.97 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the enrichment factor between nitrogen and oxygen. 

 Nitrogen has a lower mass than oxygen. Using equation 10.95, we find that 

EXAMPLE 10.96 

EXAMPLE 10.98 
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2 2

2 2

g
molN O

O N

32.00v M

v M
 

g
mol28.01

1.0689

 

The enrichment factor is 1.069 

▼——————————————— 

Uranium exists predominantly as uranium-235 and uranium-238. Uranium-
235 is the required fuel for most nuclear reactors. Uranium hexafluoride, UF6, 

is gaseous and used in effusion enrichment reactors. Determine the enrichment factor between 
235UF6 and 238UF6. (M235U = 235.0439 g/mol; M238U = 238.0508 g/mol) 

Answer: see page 557. 

———————————————▲ 

I (the author) have looked and enquired about current applications of effusion, and found 
nothing. One historical application is in the separation of uranium-235 and uranium-238 isotopes 
in the production of nuclear fuel. Because the enrichment factor is so small, hundreds to 
thousands of enrichment cycles are required to produce 3 % uranium-235. This is the minimum 
amount of uranium-235 required for CANDU nuclear reactors; other types of reactors and 
nuclear weapons require significantly more. (See Chapter 30 (Nuclear Science) for details.) 

???image 

 

One all-to-common example of effusion does occur in science, but not in a desireable way: leaks 
into vacuum systems! 

▼——————————————— 

Assuming air is only composed of nitrogen and oxygen, determine the 
composition inside a vacuum chamber that has air leaking into it. 

 Nitrogen is the lighter gas and will pass through an orifice more rapidly. The gas inside the 
chamber should be enriched in nitrogen and depleted in oxygen. The enrichment factor 
between nitrogen and oxygen was calculated in example 10.98 and equals 1.0689 

 From table 10.53, the mole fraction of nitrogen is 0.7808 of air and of oxygen is 0.2905 of 
air. The ratio of gases inside the chamber is 

chambe

2 2

2 2
r air

N N

O O

0.7808
1.0689 3.9836

0.2095

enrichment factor
   

    
   

    
 

 

EXERCISE 10.99 

EXAMPLE 10.100 
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 Assuming one mole of nitrogen, the amount of oxygen inside the chamber is 

2 2

2

2

N N
O

O

3.9836 0.2510 mol
3.9836

n n
n

n
     

 And the mole fraction of each gas calculated as 

2

2

N
N

total

1.000 moln

n
  

1.2510 mol
0.799  

2

2

O
O

total

0.2510 moln

n
  

1.2510 mol
0.201  

Nitrogen is enriched to a mole fraction of 0.799.  

Oxygen is depleted to a mole fraction of 0.201. 

▼——————————————— 

The natural abundance of uranium-235 is 0.00722 (0.722 %) and of uranium-
238 is 0.99278 (99.278 %). Enrichment occurs through a series of vacuum 

chambers. Determine the composition after one enrichment step.  

Answer: see page 557. 

▼——————————————— 

The CANDU heavy water nuclear reactor (see Chapter 30) requires 3.0 % 
uranium-235. Using data from exercise 10.101, determine the number of 

enrichment steps are required? 

 The initial abundances are given in exercise 10.101. Each enrichment stage increase the 
fraction of uranium-235 by 1.00430. We wish to obtain a uranium-235 mole fraction of 
0.030. 

final ini

235 235
6 6

23

tia

8 2
6

l

38
6

UF UF

UF UF

0.030 0.00722
1.00430

0.970 0.99278
n

enrichment factor
   

    
   

       
   

 

Solving for n gives 

     

0.030 0.00722
1.00430

0.970 0.99278

1.00430 4.253

log 1.00430 4.253 log 1.00430 log 4.253

338

n

n

n n

n

       
   



  



 

340 enrichment stages are required. 

EXERCISE 10.101 

EXAMPLE 10.102 
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▼——————————————— 

Light water reactors requires 7.0 % uranium-235. How many enrichment steps 
are required.  

Answer: see page 557. 

———————————————▲ 

 

???image 
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Exercises 

 Exercises with this symbol are calculus based. 

Ideal gas law 

1. The absolute fahrenheit scale is called the 
rankine scale. Determine absolute zero in 
degrees fahrenheit. 

2. A 24 L welding tank contains of 285 bar 
of argon at 28 °C. Nitrogen is added to 
obtain an 80:20 argon:nitrogen mixture.  

a) What are the partial pressures of argon 
and nitrogen? 

b) What will be the total tank pressure?  

3. Hydrogen peroxide is an antibacterial 
agent, decomposing into water and 
oxygen gas. What volume of oxygen is 
released from 5.58 mL of 3.0 % 
hydrogen peroxide by volume at 17 °C 
and 680 mmHg. (assume a peroxide density of 
1.00 g/mL) 

4. How many liters of hydrogen at SATP 
are produced per gram aluminum. 

 2 Al(s) + 2 OH–(aq) + 6 H2O(l)  
   2 Al(OH)4

–(aq) + 3 H2(g) 

5. A car tire has an outer diameter of 64.8 
cm, an inner diameter of 43.1 cm, is 23.1 
cm wide, and is inflated to 248 kPa at 
298 K. A mechanic removes the wheel 
and lays it horizontally on a work table. 
Approximately how much air escapes 
when the mechanic opens the valve and 
allows the pressure to equalize with the 
outside pressure of 722 mmHg? (Vcyl = π r2 
h) 

6. Complete a dimensional analysis of 
10.45 and show that the right-hand side 
has dimensionality of pressure (force/area). 

7. Magnesium metal is so reactive that it 
will react with oxygen to form solid 
magnesium oxide and also with nitrogen 
to form solid magnesium nitride. 3.17 g 

of magnesium reacts with dry air at 755 
mmHg in a 5.0 L sealed vessel at 298 K. 

a) Assuming the reaction with oxygen is 
much faster than the reaction with 
nitrogen, determine the mass of 
magnesium oxide and magnesium 
nitride formed. 

b) Determine the final pressure inside the 
jar. 

8. A pressure transducer at the bottom of a 
tank of diesel fuel (ρ = 0.850 g/mL) 
reports a pressure of 2.15 bar. Determine 
the depth of the fuel. 

9. Determine the depth of water that exerts 
a pressure equal to 1.00 atm. 

10. A gas mixture consists of equal masses of 
neon and nitrogen. The total pressure is 
10.2 kPa. Determine the partial pressure 
of each gas. 

11. The vapor pressure of carbon dioxide is 
55.7 bar at 20 °C. A carbon dioxide fire 
extinguisher at 20 °C with an internal 
volume of 1.25 cubic feet is filled with 
2.2 lbs of carbon dioxide. Determine the 
pressure inside the extinguisher. 

12. Two scuba tanks are joined by a valve, 
currently closed. Tank A has an internal 
volume of 11.2 L and an internal pressure 
of 2.72 atm at 25 °C. Tank B has an 
unknown volume and an internal pressure 
of 45.16 atm at 25 °C. When the valve is 
opened, the pressure in both tanks 
becomes 14.51 atm. Determine the 
volume of tank B. 

IMAGE??? 

Standard conditions 

13. What would a graph of Charles’ 
determination of absolute zero look like? 
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Prepare a graph using two sets of initial 
conditions. 

Combined gas equation 

14. A 28.0 L cylinder contains 280 g of 
nitrogen. What mass of nitrogen must be 
released so that the pressure is 2.50 bar at 
45 °C? 

15. A balloon is blown up to 7.5 L at 22 °C 
and 740 mmHg and then immersed in 
liquid nitrogen at 77 K. What is the 
volume of the balloon? 

16. The correct inflation of a tire at 20 °C is 
200 kPa. After driving for several hours, 
the driver checks the tires. If the 
temperature of the tires is now 40 °C, 
what will the pressure be? 

17. A typical incandescent light bulb is filled 
with argon and nitrogen at room 
temperature (20 °C) and 0.80 
atmospheres of pressure. When 
operating, the gas heats up to between 
200 and 400 °C. Determine the pressure 
range of the gas in the bulb when it is on. 

18. A typical halogen lamp contains mostly 
argon or xenon and a little bromine or 
iodine at a total pressure of 5.0 
atmospheres. Halogen lamps operate at 
much higher temperatures than ordinary 
incandescent light bulbs. The glass 
envelope surrounding the filament can 
reach temperatures as high as 1200 °C. 
Determine the pressure of the gas inside a 
halogen lamp after it has reached 
operating temperature. 

19. The automobile combustion process 
involves injecting fuel and air into the 
cylinder, compressing the mixture, and 
then igniting the mixture. The pressure in 
the cylinder then powers the car. 

 

inject compress combust

 

 A typical four cylinder engine with a 
total displacement of 1798 milliliters; 
each cylinder has a maximum volume of 
497 mL and a compression ratio of 
10.5:1.0. Determine the combustion 
pressure, starting with a stoichiometric 
octane:air mixture at 40 °C and 0.955 
bar. The flame temperature is 2120 °C.  

20. a) Repeat 19 using propane as a fuel. The 
flame temperature is 2400 °C.  

b) Which fuel, octane or propane, gives 
more power per mole of fuel?  

21. Incandescent lights are filled with 
nitrogen and/or argon to 80 percent of 
normal atmospheric pressure to insulate 
the filament and prevent its sublimation. 
Why aren’t they filled to atmospheric 
pressure? 

22. A gas cylinder in a factory contains 175 
kg of argon at 18 °C and 280 atm. The 
cylinder is equipped with a pressure 
relief valve that keeps the maximum 
pressure inside the cylinder at 500 atm. 
During a fire in the factory, the cylinder 
is exposed to temperatures of 750 °C. 

a) Determine the mass of gas vented. 

b) Determine the pressure inside the 
cylinder after the fire and the cylinder 
has cooled to its original temperature. 

23. When scuba diving, every 10.2 meters 
below the water surface increases the 
pressure on the diver by one bar. Thus, at 
10.2 m, divers feel two bar total pressure 
(1 bar from air and 1 bar from water). At 20.4 
m, divers feel three bar total pressure. For 
divers to breathe underwater, the gas 
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pressure must be equal to the total 
pressure. 

a) A scuba diver fills their lungs to their 
full capacity of 5.0 liters when 8.0 m 
below the surface. What volume 
would this gas occupy at the surface, 
where the pressure is 1.00 bar? (Hint: 
determine the pressure at 8.0 m depth.) 

b) Humans require the partial pressure of 
oxygen to be between 0.16 bar and 1.5 
bar. Below 0.16 bar, haemoglobin 
cannot extract sufficient oxygen and 
unconsciousness occurs. Above 1.5 
bar, oxygen toxicity occurs, causing 
convulsions and respiratory problems. 
Nitrogen narcosis occurs when the 
partial pressure of nitrogen is greater 
than 3.1 bar leading to confusion and 
stupor. Underwater, these symptoms 
can be fatal. 

 Using air as a diving gas, which gas 
becomes toxic first? At what depth 
does this gas become toxic? (Hint: 
determine the depth at which the partial 
pressure of each gas reaches its toxic value.) 

Concentration and density of gases 

24. Propane and air separate. Determine the 
densities of propane and air at SATP. 

25. Phosphorus has a density of 2.77 g/L at 
250 °C and 730 mmHg. Determine the 
molecular formula of phosphorous vapor. 

26. A gaseous element has a density of 2.71 
g/L at 3.00 atm pressure and 0.0 °C. 
Identify the gas. 

27. Divers often use a helium-oxygen 
mixture for diving. What is the density of 
a 79 % He, 21 % O2 by volume mixture 
at SATP. 

28. Graph the density of argon for the 
temperature range of 20 °C to 200 °C. 

29. A gaseous mixture of helium and oxygen 
has a density of 0.496 g/L at STP. 
Determine the mole fraction of helium. 

30. Determine the mass and weight of a 
block of wood with a volume of 24.8 cm3 
and a density of 0.85 g/cm3: 

a) underwater (ρH
2
O = 1.00 g/cm3) 

b) in air (ρair = 1.25 g/L) 

31. By what percentage is a steel plate 
(ρ = 7.85 g/cm3) lighter in water compared 
with air. 

32. The Titanic, with a mass of 46 328 
tonnes, sunk in the North Atlantic Ocean 
in April 1912. The wreck was found in 
1986. What is the Titanic’s weight under 
water, assuming no decomposition? (ρtitanic 
≈ ρsteel = 7.85 g/cm3; ρocean = 1.028 g/cm3) 

33. When an object is neutrally buoyant, the 
density of the object and the mediums are 
equal: ρobject = ρmedium  

 A hot air balloon has a volume of 2200 
m3 when inflated. The balloon is to be 
launched on a day when the temperature 
is 27 °C and the pressure is 710 mmHg. 
The air inside the balloon is at 115 °C 
when the balloon floats horizontally (is 
neutrally buoyant). What is the mass of 
the balloon, gondola, and passengers? 

 

34. The mass of a Mylar balloon is 3.947 g. 
Determine the buoyant force if filled with 
4.5 L of helium and both the internal and 
external states are at SATP. 

35. Is it more economical to use a hot air 
balloon in summer, when the ambient 
temperature is 25 °C, or in winter, when 
the ambient temperature is –15 °C. 
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Provide reasoned scientific or 
mathematical arguments for your answer. 

36. Tire manufacturers advise you to inflate 
tires to the correct pressure (often 32 psi) 
after having driven on them to warm 
them up. Driving tire temperature is 
about 25 °C above the ambient 
temperature. 

a) If inflated to 32 psi when cold at an 
ambient temperature of 14 °C, what 
will be the driving pressure?  

b) Is there more of a change in tire 
pressure when the ambient 
temperature is hot (35 °C on the African 
savannah) or cold (–45 °C on the arctic 
tundra)? 

37. Derive equation 10.29, an equation for 
the weight of an object in a medium, 
using the mathematical equations: 

 F = m a 

 m = ρ V 

Gas mixtures 

38. A sample of natural gas contains the 
following entities 

 

component name mole percent

CH4 methane 94.9

C2H6 ethane 2.5

C3H8 propane 1.1

0.2

1.3

Natural Gas Composition

heavier hydrocarbons

other gases  

 Determine the average molecular mass of 
natural gas, ignoring the heavier 
hydrocarbons and other gases. 

39. a) What is the average molecular mass of a 
gaseous stoichiometric butane-oxygen 
mixture? 

b) What is the average molecular mass of 
the combustion products? 

40. The flammability range of natural gas in 
air is 4 to 16 percent by volume. 
Determine the partial pressures of natural 
gas and oxygen that correspond to the 

upper flammability limit at SATP in dry 
air. 

41. A marketing ploy is to fill automobile 
tires with pure nitrogen, rather than air. 
The theory is that oxygen and argon 
diffuse more rapidly through rubber than 
nitrogen, hence the tire loses pressure. 

a) Given a tire filled to 32 psi with air, 
determine the final pressure after all 
the oxygen and argon diffuse out. 

b) The tire is repressurized to 32 psi with 
air. Again determine the final pressure 
after the oxygen and argon diffuse out. 

c) How many repetitions of b) are 
required before the tire contains 99 
percent nitrogen? 

42. A sample of liquid chlorine dioxide, 
ClO2, is placed into an evacuated 500 mL 
vessel and held at 120 °C until it 
completely decomposed to chlorine and 
oxygen gas. The final pressure inside the 
vessel was 888 mmHg. 

a) What is the partial pressure for each 
gas in the container? 

b) What was the mass of the original 
chlorine dioxide sample? 

43. 1.28 g of aluminum reacts with aqueous 
hydrochloric acid, releasing hydrogen 
gas. What is the total volume of gas, 
saturated with water vapor, collected at 
22 °C and 752 mmHg? 

  Al(s) + 3 HCl(aq) 

     AlCl3(aq) + 3/2 H2(g) 

44. A lighter initially weighed 26.486 g. The 
lighter was then discharged under water 
(no flame) and the butane gas collected 
over water. 48.2 mL of butane saturated 
with water vapor was collected at 22.0 °C 
and 738 mmHg. After drying the lighter, 
it was found to weigh 26.377 g. 
Determine the molecular mass of butane. 

45. Aluminum metal reacts with excess 
aqueous hydrochloric acid to produce 
aluminum(III) chloride and hydrogen 
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gas. 35.5 mL of hydrogen gas is collected 
over water at 26 °C at 755.8 mmHg. 
Determine the mass of aluminum reacted. 

46. Gallium reacts with excess hydrochloric 
acid to form hydrogen gas and gallium 
chloride. 28.32 mL of hydrogen gas was 
collected over water at 21.8 °C and a 
barometric pressure of 718.3 mmHg. 
Determine the mass of gallium reacted. 

47. Highway lighting is commonly done 
using sodium vapor lamps because of 
their low operating cost, high intensity 
output, and long life (typically 25000 hours). 
One style of lamp is cylindrical: 16.5 
inches in length and 3.0 inches in 
diameter (Vcyl = π r2 h). The lamp is filled 
with 15 mmHg xenon and 25 mg sodium 
at 20 °C. (The vapor pressure of sodium is 
negligible at room temperature and 16.10 bar at 
1300 °C. 1 in = 2.54 cm) 
a) Determine the partial pressure of 

sodium at the operating temperature of 
1300 °C. 

b) Determine the total operating pressure. 

The atmosphere 

48. a) Determine the density of air at ground 
level, 5 km, 10 km, and 50 km, at a 
constant temperature of 10 °C. The 
pressure at ground level is 760 mmHg. 
(Hint: you first need to use equation 10.41 
with appropriate units so that the exponent 
term is dimensionless.) 

b) Determine the diameter of a spherical 
hydrogen balloon, initially 14 cm in 
diameter at 10 °C and 760 mmHg, at 5 
km, 10 km, and 50 km. (Vsphere = 4/3 π r3; 
assume a constant 10 °C temperature.) 

49. When the external pressure changes by 
1.0 pascal, determine the change in 
height of 

a) a mercury barometer 

b) a water barometer 

50. If air is humidified to 60 percent relative 
humidity at 21 °C and 735 bar, determine 
the mole percent composition of oxygen. 

51. Mammalian life requires greater than 12 
percent oxygen by volume at SATP to 
survive. Temperature affects the amount 
of humidity in the air. What is the 
maximum temperature that can support 
life, assuming 100 percent relative 
humidity? 

52. Why do fog and dew form as a result of 
night-time cooling? 

53. The variability in density of ‘nitrogen’ 
from air (actually nitrogen and argon) and 
nitrogen from chemical sources (pure 
nitrogen) led to the discovery of argon. 
Determine the percent error in the 
densities of pure nitrogen and unreactive 
air (nitrogen and argon). 

54. What conditions are best suited for the 
formation of fog and dew? 

55. During a rainstorm, what is the relative 
humidity? 

56. Tropical storms often turns into 
hurricanes or cyclones. These storms 
obtain energy through the condensation 
of water. A cylindrical storm 400 km 
across and 12 km high forms near the 
equator. It is saturated with water vapor 
at 48 °C. This system moves steadily 
northward into cooler regions. 
(Vcyl = π r2 h; Acircle = π r2; V = A h) 

 H2O(g)   H2O(l) + 44.0 kJ 

a) The temperature in Cuba is 42 °C. 

 i) How much water has condensed? 

 ii) How much energy is released? 

 iii) What depth rain has fallen (assume 
it falls uniformly over the storm area)? 

b) The temperature in Halifax is 16 °C 

 i) How much water has condensed? 

 ii) How much energy is released? 

 iii) What depth rain has fallen (assume 
it falls uniformly over the storm area)? 
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c) What depth of snow, with a density 15 
% that of water, would fall over Baffin 
island if the temperature suddenly 
plummeted to –5 °C? 

57. Imagine entering a car during a rainstorm 
at 15 °C. Your clothes are wet. 

a) Very soon, the windows begin to fog 
up. Why? 

b) You turn the defrost on. How does the 
defrost remove the fog, despite a 
relative humidity of 100 percent? How 
can you increase the rate of fog 
removal? 

58. People often think of ‘air conditioning’ 
as cooling. That is one part; humidity is 
another. 

a) What volume of water must be added 
to the air in a 20 000 m3 museum to 
change the humidity from 17 % to 30 
% at 19 °C? 

b) Water is removed from air by chilling 
it to condense, leaving 100 % humid 
air at the lower temperature. What 
temperature must the chiller be set to 
so that the humidity remains at 45 % 
at 20 °C? 

Real gases 

59. A 7.65 L fire extinguisher is charged 
with 2.5 kg of CO2 at 23.2 °C. 

a) Determine the pressure inside the fire 
extinguisher, assuming CO2 behaves 
as an  

  i) ideal gas  

  ii) van der Waals gas 

b) Which van der Waals factor (a or b) 
most greatly affects the difference 
between the pressures in a)? Explain. 

60. 22.00 g of water at 20 °C in a 250 mL 
flask is heated to 500 °C. 

a) Determine the pressure assuming 
water behaves as an  

  i) ideal gas  

  ii) van der Waals gas 

b) Which van der Waals factor (a or b) 
most greatly affects the difference 
between the pressures in a)? Explain. 

61. — 

62. — 

63. A 50.0 L gas cylinder contains 20.0 kg of 
nitrogen at 27 °C. Determine the pressure 
assuming the gas behaves as an 

  i) ideal gas  

  ii) van der Waals gas 

64. a) A 20 L propane tank contains 5.00 kg 
of propane (C3H8). At 27 °C, the vapor 
pressure of propane is 9.979 bar. 
Determine the pressure assuming the 
gas behaves as an 

  i) ideal gas  

  ii) van der Waals gas 

b) 4.65 kg of propane are discharged 
from the tank. Repeat a) on the new 
system. 

65. a) Use the b value of nitrogen to estimate 
the fraction of space occupied by 
gaseous nitrogen molecules at SATP. 

b) Estimate the average distance between 
gaseous nitrogen molecules at SATP. 

66. Prepare a figure similar to 10.63 for N2O 
at 40 °C and estimate the pressure at 
which the gas behaves ideally. 

67. Determine the pressure when the ideal 
gas pressure equals the van der Waals 
pressure for CO2 at 298 K. 

68. a) Calculate the mass of O2 that can be 
stored at 21 °C and 2200 psi in a 
cylinder with a volume of 60.0 L 
assuming the gas behaves as an 

  i) ideal gas 

  ii) van der Waals gas 

b) Which van der Waals factor (a or b) is 
dominant nder the conditions in a)? 
Explain. 
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Kinetic-molecular theory of gases 

69. a) Determine crms at 298 K for the noble 
gases: helium, neon, argon, krypton, 
xenon, and radon. 

b) Determine the average kinetic energy 
for the noble gases at 298 K. 

70. At what temperature will vrms for nitrogen 
equal the vrms for carbon dioxide at 25 
°C? 

71. At what temperature does Erms equal 

a) 5.0 kJ/mol 

b) 10.0 kJ/mol 

72. At what temperature does neons’ rms 
velocity, vrms, 340 m/s. 

73. Which has more thermal energy at 298 
K: a gas, liquid, or solid? 

74. In the thermosphere at the edge of our 
atmosphere, the temperature reaches 
2000 °C during the day. At this 
temperature, determine the average 
kinetic energy and average speed of 

a) nitrogen atoms 

b) oxygen atoms 

c) hydrogen atoms 

d) helium atoms 

e) argon atoms 

75.  Derive 10.92 using one or more of the 
following erf equations: 
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76. Determine the relative effusion rate of 
nitrogen compared with bromine gas. 

77. If 0.0217 g methane effuses through an 
orifice in 180 s and 1 bar pressure. 

a) What mass of ethane would effuse 
under the same conditions? 

b) 0.00115 g of an unknown hydrocarbon 
effuses in 180 s. Determine the 
molecular mass of the hydrocarbon. 

78. A vacuum system has a small leak that 
effuses air into it. Assuming the room 
contains dry air at SATP, determine the 
mole fraction of nitrogen, oxygen, and 
argon in the chamber. 

79. Natural uranium contains 0.720 % by 
moles 235U and the remainder 238U. Both 
are converted to UF6 and passed through 
an orifice. 

a) What is the mole percent composition 
235UF6 after one pass? 

b) How many passes are required to 
obtain 8.00 % 235UF6?  

80. Gaseous sulfur effuses at 0.395 times the 
rate of argon. Determine the molecular 
formula of sulfur vapor. 

INTEGRATIVE EXERCISES 

81. 1.430 g of an unknown liquid is placed 
inside an evacuated 600 mL vessel and 
heated to 73 °C. At this temperature, the 
liquid is completely converted to a gas 
and the observed pressure is 431 mmHg. 
Elemental analysis shows that the 
compound contains 10.10 % carbon, 0.84 
% hydrogen, and the remainder chlorine. 
Determine the molecular formula of the 
liquid. 

82. 0.588 g of a gaseous hydrocarbon exerts 
a pressure of 765 mmHg in a 250 mL 
vessel at 18 °C. Determine the molecular 
mass of the entity. 

83. 1.84 grams of a gaseous entity occupies a 
volume of 145 mL at 34 °C and 784 
mmHg. Elemental analysis indicates a 
composition of 15.5 % carbon, 23.0 % 
chlorine, and 61.5 % fluorine by mass. 
Determine the molecular formula of this 
entity. 
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84. If the valve on a pressurized tire is 
removed, is the expanding gas cold or 
hot? 

85. 4.18 g of ammonium nitrate, NH4NO3, 
are placed in a 5.0 L flask and evacuated. 
The flask is then heated to 300 °C and the 
ammonium nitrate decomposes: 

 NH4NO3(s)   N2O(g) + 2 H2O(g) 

What is the total pressure in the flask 

 i) at 300 °C? 

 ii) once it cools to 25 °C? 

86. a) What volume of oxygen that can be 
produced at 3.0 bar from a rebreather 
containing 1.0 kg of potassium 
superoxide? 

b) An average 70 kg person breathes 14 
times per minute, has a tidal volume 
of 475 mL of air. A rebreather 
maintains air at 21 % oxygen; humans 
exhale oxygen at 16 % oxygen. A 
minimum of 16 % oxygen is required 
for consciousness. How long can a 
person remain conscious wearing a 
rebreather at SATP? 

87. Use additional resources to determine the 
chemistry of bromine and iodine in 
halogen bulbs. 

88. A chemical elemental analysis of exhaled 
air contained 2.30 % C, 0.059 % H, 76.57 
% N, 20.62 % O, and 0.46 % Ar by 
moles. Assuming the chemical entities 
are N2, O2, H2O, CO2, and Ar, determine 
the mole percent oxygen, water, and 
carbon dioxide in exhaled air. 

89. You want to use sodium bicarbonate and 
vinegar to fill 12” balloons (assume 

spherical with 34
3V r ) with carbon 

dioxide, saturated with water vapor, at 20 
°C and 745 mmHg. 

a) Determine the mass of sodium 
bicarbonate required per balloon. 

b) The balloons are for an outdoor spring 
party. On the party day, the outdoor 
temperature is a cool 5 °C and a 

pressure of 710 mmHg. What is the 
radius of the balloons? 

90. A 0.155 gram sample of a lithium-
aluminum alloy reacts with excess 
sulfuric acid, liberating 217 mL of 
hydrogen gas at 22 °C and 811 mmHg. 
Determine the mole fraction and mass 
fraction of lithium in the alloy. 

91. A 0.165 g sample of a magnesium-
aluminum alloy dissolves in aqueous 
hydrochloric acid, releasing hydrogen 
gas. 212 mL of gas are collected over 
water at 19 °C and 744 mmHg. 
Determine the mass percent composition 
of the magnesium-aluminum alloy. 

92. Humans require a minimum of 16 
percent oxygen at SATP to remain 
conscious. 

a) Use equation 10.41 to determine the 
highest altitude humans can survive at 
298 K? (Assume the water vapor pressure is 
negligible.) 

b) Can humans survive at the summit of 
Mount Everest: 8850 m? (Assume the 
water vapor pressure is negligible.) 

c) What is the maximum temperature 
that has the minimum concentration of 
oxygen for human survival, assuming 
SATP and 100 percent relative 
humidity? 

93. Sounding balloons regularly carry 
scientific instruments into the 
stratosphere to measure atmospheric 
conditions. Consider a 1.10 kg balloon 
filled with 2.00 mol H2 and carrying a 
1.55 kg payload. What is the maximum 
altitude of the balloon? 

94. A 20.0 L heavy-walled tank contains 
1.00 mole each of hydrogen and oxygen 
at 25 °C. A spark ignites the mixture, 
which proceeds to completion. Calculate 
the pressure inside the tank once the tank 
cools to 25 °C. 

95. Robotic missions to Mars have provided 
important information on the atmosphere 
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and surface conditions. The average 
atmospheric pressure is 7.0 mbar, with a 
composition of 95.32 % CO2, 2.7 % N2, 
1.6 % Ar, 0.13 % O2, and 0.021 % H2O 
by volume. The Viking 1 lander 
measured average daytime temperatures 
of –25 °C and average night time 
temperatures of –85 °C. 

a) Determine the relative humidity on 
Mars using the average Martian 
temperature. 

b) Could fog form on Mars? 

96. General chemistry laboratories use 
simple vacuum systems, such as water 
aspirators, for filtration purposes. What 
limits the lowest possible pressure of a 
water aspirator? (Hint: the minimum pressure 
is temperature dependent.) 

 

Answers to in-text exercises 
10.7 1.01·104 bar 

10.8 Vm(STP) = 22.7 L/mol; Vm(SATP) = 24.8 
L/mol 

10.17 23 L 

10.22 8.16 bar (you must determine the moles of combustion 

products produced from the available oxygen) 

10.23 a) 183 %; b) 1.4·102 min 

10.27 ρSTP = 1.276 g/L; ρSATP = 1.169 g/L 

10.28 As close to the floor as possible in the lowest 
area of the house. 

10.30 w = 0, therefore
entity medium

   

10.32 2.40·103 N 

10.34 a) 8.64 g; b) 131 N 

10.38 If each gas is permitted to expand so that their 
pressures are equal, we have 

 2O

air

P

n

n


2OV

R T

P airV

R T

2O

air

V

V
   

10.47 


3 2 2

N

2 2

kg m kg m 1 N
m Pa

m s s m m
g h      

10.49 10.3 m 

10.51 Any community above an altitude of 
approximately 300 m will never have an actual 
pressure of 101.3 kPa. 

10.52 a) ??? m; b) ??? L 

10.55 The molecular mass of humid air is less than 
that of dry air. 

10.58 The ambient relative humidity is lower in 
Tibet. 

10.59 28.756 g/mol 

10.61 a) PH2O = 47 mmHg, PO2
 = 147 mmHg; b) 19.6 

%; c) 4.05·107 L (corresponds to a 4.1 cm of rain) 

10.74 The two atoms in hydrogen, H2, occupy more 
space than the single helium atom. 

10.76 a) 792 bar; b) ??? 

10.99 1.0043 

10.101 235UF6: 0.00725; 238UF6: 0.99275 

10.103 545 enrichment stages 
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Summary 

For gases, the mole fraction, pressure fraction, and volume fraction are equivalent. 

A A A

total total total

n P V

n P V
   

 

 

<not developed> 
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Overview 

Looking at the chapters to this point, we discussed atoms in Chapter 1 to Chapter 3 and 
molecular entities and their properties in Chapter 4 through Chapter 10. In high school and in the 
preceding chapters, you have seen many chemical reactions. This module explores chemical 
reactions in detail. 

 

 

We learned that molecular entities form because 
the energy of the entity is lower than the 
fragments. 

 

 

 

 

We will learn that chemical reactions occur 
because the energy of the products is lower than 
the reactants. 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 11 reviews the syntax of chemical equations and then focuses on the classifications of 
inorganic chemical equations. The chapter explores reduction-oxidation reactions in detail and 
introduces two advanced methods for balancing chemical equations: 

• the half-reaction method for balancing chemical equations that are not readily balanced by 
inspection. 

• the matrix method when a system of chemical equations must be balanced simultaneously. 

Setting the stage for the chapters to come, the chapter presents strategies for using chemical 
equations to aid in the solution of exercises. 

Chapter 12 focuses on organic chemical reactions, giving an overview of synthetic strategies that 
then expands into selected organic and inorganic chemical reactions. 
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Chapter 11. Chemical Reactions 

A chemical reaction is the interconversion of molecular entities inside the reaction vessel.  
A chemical equation is the symbolic representation of a chemical reaction. Equation 11.1 is a 
generalized chemical equation and was detailed in section 1.7 (Chemistry primer). 

aA(t) + bB(u)   cC(v) + dD(w) + y·energy 11.1 

When a chemical bond breaks, it can dissociate in two ways: 

• Homolytic dissociation divides the bonding electrons equally amongst the atoms, forming 
radicals.* 

HI   H• + I•  homolytic bond dissociation 

• Heterolytic dissociation gives the bonding electrons to the most electronegative atom, 
forming ions. 

HI   H+ + I–  heterolytic bond dissociation 

The chemical environment dictates which process occurs. 

• Polar environments stabilize ions, allowing heterolytic dissociation. Polar environments 
include water, alcohols, and ionic liquids. 

• Non-polar environments do not stabilize ions, allowing homolytic dissociation. Non-polar 
environments include organic solvents, hydrocarbon fuels (gasoline, diesel, oil), and gases 
(including the atmosphere). For example, radical reactions are responsible for ozone production 
and depletion. 

Chemists endeavour to control chemical reactions by controlling the chemical environment. 
Organic chemists vary the solvent to selectively obtain one product from a complex chemical 
reaction. Biologically, proteins create micro environments at the active site. The 
microenvironment is often very different from the aqueous environment and moderates the 
chemistry occurring at the active site. 

11.1 Types of chemical equations 

A molecular equation reports all entities being neutral. 

Na2CO3(aq) + 2 HCl(aq)   2 NaCl(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g) 

An ionic equation reports how all entities exist during the reaction: ionized entities as 
independent ions and molecular entities as neutral. 

2 Na+(aq) + CO3
2–(aq) + 2 H+(aq) + 2 Cl–(aq)  

     2 Na+(aq) + 2 Cl–(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g) 

Spectator ions are not active in the reaction and thus exist on both the left and right sides of the 
chemical equation. In the above reaction, the sodium and chloride ions are spectator ions. 

                                                 
* • represents an unpaired electron 
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A net ionic equation reports only the reactive entities, with the spectator ions removed. 

 2 Na aq  + CO3
2–(aq) + 2 H+(aq) +  2 Cl aq   

      2 Na aq  +  2 Cl aq  + H2O(l) + CO2(g) 

CO3
2–(aq) + 2 H+(aq)   H2O(l) + CO2(g) 

When considering the net ionic equation, it must be emphasized that it doesn’t matter what the 
other ions are. For example the following chemical equations have the same reactive entities, the 
same products, the same net ionic equation, and — of course — undergo the same chemistry. 

CaCO3(aq) + 2 HNO3(aq)   Ca(NO3)2(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g) 

K2CO3(aq) + H2SO4(aq)   K2SO4(aq) + H2O(l) + CO2(g) 

▼——————————————— 

Identify the spectator ions and the net ionic equation in the above equations. 

Answer: see page 598. 

———————————————▲ 

In all chemical equations, both mass (the type and number of each element) and charge are equal on the 
left and right sides of the equation. The chemical equation introduces numerous equalities that 
allows for the interconversion between entities. 

aA = bB = cC = dD = y·energy 11.3 

The state of matter is important to understanding the reaction conditions. When it is possible for 
an entity to exist in more than one state, the dominant form is given. For example, acetic acid is a 
weak acid, the dominant form is the unionized* CH3COOH(aq). 

CH3CO2H(aq)   CH3CO2
–(aq) + H+(aq) 

When an ionic equation includes acetic acid, the convention is to write the unionized form 

CH3COOH(aq) + Na+(aq) + OH–(aq)   CH3CO2Na(aq) + H2O(l) 

Numerous entities commonly exist in more than one state. Some include 

• CH3OH(l) vs. CH3OH(aq)   (methanol) 

• CH3CO2H(l) vs. CH3CO2H(aq)   (ethanol) 

• C12H22O11(s) vs. C12H22O11(aq)  (sugar) 

• CO2(g) vs. CO2(aq)   (carbon dioxide) 

                                                 
* To identify a chemist, ask them to pronounce the word ‘unionized’. (This is suppose to be humorous.) 

  A chemist will pronounce it ‘un-ion-ized’ (pertaining to an entity in solution without charge). 

  A non-chemist will pronounce it ‘union-ized’ (pertaining to the labour movement: management often slurs the word). 

EXERCISE 11.2 
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11.2 Classification of chemical equations 

Synthetic chemists have a product or certain functionality they are trying to produce; they select 
chemicals and reaction conditions that hopefully produces the desired product. However, there 
are many possible reaction pathways — only one leads to the desired product. The chemist 
makes their decisions based on their knowledge of chemical reactions.  

The reaction failed … accidental discoveries in chemistry 

Most scientific discoveries are made by accident.  

 • [1828] Friedrich Woehler was trying to make ammonium cyanate, NH4OCN, by mixing 
ammonium chloride and potassium cyanate. 

  NH4Cl(aq) + KOCN(aq)   NH4OCN(aq) + KCl(aq) 

 Instead, he synthesized urea. This was the first synthesis of an organic entity. 

  NH4Cl(aq) + KOCN(aq)   (NH2)2CO(aq) + KCl(aq) 

 • [1938] Roy Plunkett was synthesizing and testing new gases for refrigerators (refrigeration 
was new in the 1930s). He synthesized tetrafluoroethene, C2F4, but discovered that it converted 
to a waxy solid when stored inside metal cylinders. He had discovered Teflon™ that is 
now used as a non-stick surface, lubricant, electrical and thermal insulator, medical 
implants, and in numerous other applications. 

 • [1942] Harry Coover and Fred Joyner were attempting to synthesize a strong clear plastic 
from cyanoacrylates. Their product didn't polymerize as a solid block, but did quickly bond 
many materials together. Voila! Krazy Glue™ 

 • [2009] Graduate students at Oregon State University were exploring the interesting 
ferroelectric and ferromagnetic properties of manganese oxides. At 1200 °C, manganese 
oxide undergoes a phase transition to an intensely blue color — a totally unexpected 
property. Existing blue pigments are either carcinogenic, toxic, or degrade within a few 
years. The blue manganese oxide pigment is none of these and may eventually replace the 
blue pigments currently in use. 

Numerous books on chemical advances — many of them accidental discoveries — are available from authors like 
Joe Schwarcz, John Emsley, Cathy Cobb, and Penny Le Couteur.  

While it is impossible to guarantee the products of a reaction or even that a reaction will proceed, 
it is valuable to be able to predict chemical reactions by looking at the reactants and reaction 
conditions. Chapter 19 (Thermodynamics) and Chapter 20 (Electrochemistry) provide strategies 
for determining if a reaction will proceed. 
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It is valuable to develop a classification scheme for chemical equations. There are five general 
classifications of chemical equations and numerous sub-categories. The general classifications 
are: 

• double displacement 

• reduction-oxidation 

• decomposition and combination, without redox 

• radical reactions 

• organic reactions  

The classifications are not exclusive; some chemical equations will match more than one. 

Double displacement (metathesis) 

Double displacement reactions occur if two entities exchange fragments and new entities form. 
If no new entities form, no reaction occurs. That is, the products must be distinguishable from 
the reactants. 

AB + CD   AD + CB 11.4 

C2H5OH(l) + CH3OH(l) 
–OH  C2H5OCH3(l) + H2O(l) 

NH4Cl(aq) + NaNO3(aq) 
no rxn

 NH4NO3(aq) + NaCl(aq)   all are spectator ions 

Acid-base reactions are double displacement reactions between an acid and a base. The products 
of an acid-base reaction are a salt and a molecular covalent entity, often water. 

HA + BOH   BA + H2O 

acid + base   salt + molecular covalent entity (often water) 
11.5 

HCl(aq) + NaOH(aq)   NaCl(aq) + H2O(l) 

2 HNO3(aq) + Ca(OH)2(aq)   Ca(NO3)2(aq) + 2 H2O(l) 

HCl(aq) + NaOCl(aq)   NaCl(aq) + HOCl(aq) 

Phase change reactions are double displacement reactions where one or more products form in 
a phase different from the reagents. 

AB + CD   AD(s/l/g) + CB 11.6 

CaCO3(aq) + 2H2SO4(aq)   [H2CO3(aq)]   H2O(l) + CO2(g) + CaSO4(aq) 

CO3
2–(aq) + 2 H+(aq)   H2O(l) + CO2(g)    (net ionic reaction) 

FeCl3(aq) + 3 NaOH(aq)   Fe(OH)3(s) + 3 NaCl(aq) 

NH3(g) + HCl(g)   NH4Cl(s) 

HgO(s)   Hg(l) + 1/2 O2(g) 

There is no general rule for determining if an entity will precipitate from aqueous solution. Table 
11.7 gives guidelines for determining if an ionic entity is soluble or insoluble. (See section 8.5 for 

details.) 
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Table 11.7 General trends in the aqueous solubility of salts. 

sparingly insoluble sparingly soluble

Soluble salts can produce an aqueous solution of at least 0.1 mol/L at 298 K.

‡, Li+, Mg2+, Ca2+

OH– Ca2+, Ba2+ ‡, Li+, Sr2+

Insoluble salts produce an aqueous solution of at most 0.01 mol/L at 298 K.

Sparingly soluble salts produce an aqueous solution between 0.01 and 0.1 mol/L at 298 K.

IO3
– Mg2+, Ni2+, Zn2+ ‡, Li+, Co2+

C2O4
2– none ‡, Li+, Fe3+

S2– none

Exceptions

CO3
2–, PO4

3–, SO3
2– Li2CO3 H+, Na+, K+, NH4

+ = ‡ 

SO4
2– Ag+ Ca2+, Sr2+, Ba2+,       

Hg2
2+, Pb2+

Soluble salts Exceptions

H+, Na+, K+, NH4
+,    

NO3
–, ClO3

–, ClO4
–

RbClO4, CsClO4 none

Insoluble salts

CH3COO– Ag+, Hg2
2+ none

F– Li+ Mg2+, Ca2+, Sr2+, Ba2+, 

Fe2+, Hg2
2+, Pb2+

Cl–, Br–, I– HgCl2, PbCl2, 
PbBr2

Cu+, Ag+, Hg2
2+,      

Hg2+, PbI2

 
Gas formation is also possible. CO, CO2, NH3, SO2, H2S, H2, N2, O2 are common gases. With 
experience and practice, one gets an idea which reactions tend to form gases. In practice, when 
conducting research and observing gas formation, the first problem is to identify the gas (easy) 
and secondly to determine how the gas formed (more challenging, but much more interesting). 

Some gas forming reactions include 

CO3
2–(aq) + 2 H+(aq)   [H2CO3(aq)]   H2O(l) + CO2(g) 

NH4
+(aq) + OH–(aq)   [NH4OH(aq)]   H2O(l) + NH3(g) 

SO3
2–(aq) + 2 H+(aq)   [H2SO3(aq)]   H2O(l) + SO2(g) 

S2–(aq) + 2 H+(aq)   [H2S(aq)]   H2S(g) 

HCl(aq) + HOCl(aq)   H2O(l) + Cl2(g) 

▼——————————————— 

In the following chemical equations, determine if a reaction occurs and 
identify the metathesis subcategory. 

a) FeCl2(aq) + Na3PO4(aq)   

b) HNO3(aq) + Ca(OH)2(aq)   

c) Pb(NO3)2(aq) + NaCl(aq)   

d) CaCO3(aq) + Sr(OH)2(aq)   

e) NH4NO3(aq) + NaOH(aq)   

Answer: see page 598. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 11.8 
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Reduction-oxidation (redox)  

Reduction-oxidation (redox) reactions occur when the oxidation states (see section 4.3) of the 
entities change during the reaction. Reduction and oxidation are complementary — both must 
occur simultaneously. Section 11.3 presents information on assigning oxidation states and 
balancing redox reactions. 

Single displacement reactions exchange one fragment of a molecular entity. 

AB + C   AC + B 11.9 

         
       +2        –1+1    –1 0

3 3 2

 0

2 AgNO aq Cu s Cu NO aq 2 Ag s    

In the above example, the oxidation state of silver changes from +1 to 0 and the oxidation state 
of copper changes from 0 to +2. Silver is reduced (gains electrons) and copper is oxidized (loses 

electrons). 

DEMO The reduction of copper occurs in the presence of zinc and can be monitored by the 
change in colour: copper(II) solutions are blue and zinc(II) solutions are colourless. 
Acid removes any excess zinc metal through aother redox reaction. 

  Cu2+(aq) + Zn(s)   Cu(s) + Zn2+(aq) 
  2 H+(aq) + Zn(s)   H2(g) + Zn2+(aq) 
 Both are redox reactions. 

Combustion reactions are an exothermic reaction between an entity and an oxidizer, usually 
oxygen, to form fragments of the entity and the oxidizer. The products are often gaseous. 

A + O2   CO2(g) + H2O(l) + NO2(g) + SO2(g) + … (other oxides) …  11.10 

         
–2 +1  –2 +1 0 +4 –

3 2 2

2   +

2 2

1   –2 +4 –2   

2 CH SH g 2 O g CO g H O l SO g     

         
–2 +1  –2 +1 0 +  4   

3 2 4 6

 –1  +1 –1 +6 –1 

2 CH SH g 7 F g CF g 4 HF g SF g     

Hydrocarbons are generally inert, except to combustion. 

CH4(g) + 2 O2(g)   CO2(g) + 2 H2O(l) 

C2H6(g) + 7/2 O2(g)   2 CO2(g) + 3 H2O(l) 
 

In general, hydrocarbon combustion proceeds via the general reaction 

CxHy(g) + (x+y/2)O2(g)   xCO2(g) + yH2O(l) 11.11 
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Combustion products: gas or liquid 

In combustion chemical equations, is water a gas or a liquid? It depends. Chemical equations are 
written using the state of matter appropriate to the temperature.  

During combustion, water is produced as a gas because of the high temperature. However, the 
combustion gases cool and water condenses to a liquid. The convention is to write the chemical 
equation assuming it returns to its original temperature, so liquid water is commonly seen. 
However, if one is interested in the properties during combustion, such as determining flame 
temperature and work done, water must be treated as a gas. 

 

Decomposition reactions involve fragmentation of a molecular entity into smaller entities. Some 
decomposition reactions proceed via redox. 

A   B + C 11.12 

H2O(l) elec.  H2(g) + 1/2 O2(g) 

HgS(s)   Hg(l) + 1/8 S8(s) 

Combination reactions involve the formation of a molecular entity from smaller entities. Some 
combination reactions proceed via redox. 

B + C   A 11.13 

2 Na(s) + Cl2(g)   2 NaCl(s) 

H2C=CH2(g) + Br2(g)   H2C CH2

BrBr

(g) 

Observe that decomposition and combination reactions are the reverse of each other. 

A 
decomposition

combination
  B + C 11.14 

Disproportionation reactions are decomposition reactions where entities react with themselves. 
Specifically: the same atom, on separate molecules, is oxidized and reduced. 

H2O2(aq)   H2O(l) + 1/2 O2(g)    (oxygen is oxidized and reduced) 

2 N2H2(g)   N2(g) + 2 N2H4(g)   (nitrogen is oxidized and reduced) 

4 KClO3(aq)   KCl(aq) + 3 KClO4(aq)  (chlorine is oxidized and reduced) 

▼——————————————— 

Assign oxidation states to the entities in the preceding decomposition and 
combination, and disproportionation reactions. 

Answer: see page 598. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 11.15 
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Hair, pulp, lasers, rockets, and bacteria 

Hydrogen peroxide, H2O2, is an interesting chemical with a broad array of uses. In different 
concentrations and reaction conditions, hydrogen peroxide is used to bleach hair, propel a rocket, 
run a high energy chemical laser, and kill bacteria, among others. 

Hair bleaching Eumelanin and phaeomelanin (melanins) are the proteins primarily responsible for 
hair color. In increasing amounts, eumelanin gives dirty blonds → browns → black hair, while 
phaeomelanin gives golden → red hair. Hair bleaching agents are often basic and contain 
solutions of 1 – 3 percent hydrogen peroxide. The base, usually ammonia, softens the hair fibers, 
allowing the hydrogen peroxide to penetrate them. Hydrogen peroxide is a strong oxidizing 
agent and degrades the melanins. At this stage, you are a ‘peroxide blond’. If a hair dye is added, 
it binds to the hair fiber, coloring your hair. The hair dye is not degraded by hydrogen peroxide. 

Paper bleaching The same process for bleaching hair also bleaches paper. To make paper, 
wood, cotton, and/or plant fibers are mechanically beaten to a pulp. In the presence of hydrogen 
peroxide, most colorants degrade, leaving a white pulp. Additional chemicals are added to the 
pulp to increase the strength, whiteness, brightness, and opacity of the paper. 

Rocket propellant The decomposition of hydrogen peroxide is very exothermic. Hydrogen 
peroxide is used as a monopropellant or as the oxidizing component in a bipropellant rocket. In 
rocketry, 90 – 98 percent hydrogen peroxide is passed over a silver or platinum catalyst. The 
hydrogen peroxide rapidly decomposes, producing large volumes of oxygen and steam. As a 
monopropellant, these hot gases are exhausted through the nozzle, propelling the rocket. If the 
decomposition gases are mixed with a hydrocarbon, a combustion reaction takes place, 
producing more combustion gases and releasing more energy, making a more powerful rocket. 

Chemical laser The exothermicity of hydrogen peroxide decomposition is actually a problem in 
chemical lasers. That heat must be dissipated. What is of interest is that oxygen is formed in an 
electronic excited state (denoted with *) and that energy readily transfers to iodine atoms. Under the 
right conditions, sufficient excited iodine is produced that an iodine laser at 1315 nm is 
produced. 

 2 H2O2(aq)   2 H2O(l) + O2
*(g) 

 O2
*(g) + I(g)   O2(g) + I*(g) 

 I*(g)   I(g) + hν1315 nm 

This is the chemical oxygen-iodine laser (COIL) and produces sustained laser output of greater 
than 105 watts (laser pointers are 10–3 watts). A one second pulse will burn through 0.5 cm of steel. 
Industry uses COILs to cut and drill metals. The military is endeavouring to mount COILs in 
planes to target enemy planes and missiles (look up ‘airborne laser project’). 

Disinfectant Three percent hydrogen peroxide is available in drug stores as a disinfectant, able 
to kill bacteria on wounds and on walls and floors. Iron(III) catalyzes the decomposition of 
hydrogen peroxide, which is why it bubbles when you pour some on a wound. The disinfecting 
ability (and the bleaching ability) of hydrogen peroxide comes from the electronically excited 
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oxygen. The excited state oxygen reacts with organic matter, degrading proteins, DNA, and cell 
walls. Bacteria are unicellular organisms — one cell wall rupture and they die. Humans are 
multicellular organisms — the cells exposed to hydrogen peroxide die but protect the underlying 
tissue. The body then repairs the wound and replaces the tissue killed by the hydrogen peroxide. 
Killing the first few layers of your cells is far better than getting an infection!  

If hydrogen peroxide is ineffective in treating an infection, you can always try larval therapy! 
(Search the internet.) 

Formation reactions involve the creation of one mole of an entity from elements in their 
standard state. While most formation reactions are hypothetical, the concept forms a basis for 
thermodynamics (Chapter 18). Because by definition, one mole of an entity is produced, fractions 
are often required to get the correct quantity of reactant entities. 

       1
82 8

0 0  0  –2 +1 

3

 –2 +1

C s, graphite 2 H g S s CH SH l    

       
0 0  0  –2 +1   –2 +1   –2 +1

1
22 2 3 22 C s, graphite 3 H g O g CH CH OH l    

▼——————————————— 

Identify the redox subcategory of the following chemical equations. 

a) Na(s) + H2O(l)   NaOH(aq) + 1/2 H2(g) 

b) 2 C(s, graphite) + 2 H2(g) + O2(g)   CH3COOH(aq) 

c) 2 Sn2+(aq)   Sn(s) + Sn4+(aq) 

d) Cl2(aq) + H2O(l)   HCl(aq) + HOCl(aq) 

e) CH3OH(g) + 3/2 O2(g)   CO2(g) + 2 H2O(g) 

f) 2 KClO3(s)   2 KCl(s) + 3 O2(g) 

Answer: see page 598. 

———————————————▲ 

Decomposition and combination, without redox 

Some decomposition reactions — fragmentation of a molecular entity into smaller entities — 
proceed without redox.  

CaCO3(s)   CaO(s) + CO2(g) 

H2CO3(aq)   H2O(l) + CO2(g) 

PbSO4(s)   PbO(s) + SO3(g) 

SnCl2•2H2O(s)   SnCl2(s) + 2 H2O(g) 

Similarly, some combination reactions proceed without redox. 

SO3(g) + H2O(l)   H2SO4(aq) 

CoCl2(s) + 2 H2O(l)   CoCl2•2H2O(s) 

EXERCISE 11.16 
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▼——————————————— 

Assign oxidation states to the entities in the preceding non-redox 
decomposition reactions. 

Answer: see page 598. 

———————————————▲ 

Radical reactions 

Radicals are entities with unpaired electron(s). Radicals are often denoted with a ‘•’ when the 
radical nature of the entity is important (see sections 0 and 6.2). In general, the unpaired electron(s) 
makes radical entities more reactive. While radicals are not common in aqueous chemistry, they 
are very common in organic solvents and gas phase chemistry. Radical reactions control most 
atmospheric processes, including ozone depletion. 

Radical reactions fall into four classes: 

• initiation reactions produce radicals  

• propagation reactions produce product without loss of radicals 

• branching reactions produce different radicals 

• termination reactions remove radicals, creating either reactants or products 

▼——————————————— 

The combustion of hydrogen and oxygen proceeds via a radical mechanism. 

2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(g) 

The reactions required to accurately model this reaction are given below* 

Initiation reactions produce radicals† 

H2 
M  H• + H•  H2O M  H• + OH• 

H2 + O2 
M  2 OH• 

Propagation reactions produce product and other radicals  

H2 + OH•   H2O + H•  H2O2 + H•   H2O + OH• 

H• + HO2•   H2O + O•  H2O2 + OH•   H2O + HO2• 

2 OH•   H2O + O• 

                                                 
* Adapted from Konnov, A. A., Combustion and Flame, 2008, 152, 507. 
† M is any entity in the system that either supplies energy to initiate a reaction or removes energy to stabilize the 

reaction products. 

EXERCISE 11.17 

EXAMPLE 11.18 
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Branching reactions produce different radicals 

H• + O2   O• + OH•  HO2• + H•   2 OH• 

H• + O2 
M  HO2•  HO2• + O•   OH• + O2 

O• + H2   H• + OH•  H2O2 + H•   H2 + HO2• 

O• + H• M  OH•  H2O2 + O•   OH• + HO2• 

Termination reactions remove radicals 

O• + O• M  O2  H• + OH• M  H2O 

HO2• + H•   H2 + O2   HO• + HO• M  H2O2 

H• + H• M  H2   HO2• + OH•   H2O + O2 

   HO2• + HO2•   H2O2 + O2 

———————————————▲ 

Organic reactions 

Reactions involving organic entities may also be classified via the above categories. However, 
the multitude of organic reactions has resulted in an alternate classification scheme based on the 
reacting entities. Chapter 12 (Synthetic Chemistry) introduces some of these reactions. 

An explosion that may save your life 

You have been less than 25 cm from an explosive and been thankful for its presence. Sodium 
azide, NaN3, is a low-grade explosive and the active agent in automobile airbags. 

In a motor vehicle accident, the decomposition of sodium azide inflates the airbags faster than 
momentum carries a person’s body forward into the steering wheel or dashboard. Slow deflation 
of the airbag cushions the person’s body. 

picture??? 

The primary reaction inflating the airbag is 

 2 NaN3(s)   2 Na(s) + 3 N2(g) 

The physical, chemical, and commercial properties of sodium azide make it suitable for use in 
airbags. Sodium azide is chemically stable (it does not decompose over time, nor does it spontaneously 

detonate, and it is fairly nonreactive), a salt (ideal for producing uniform crystals, which are important during 

detonation), and inexpensive. Sodium azide undergoes deflagration (slow detonation) rather than 
explosion (see Chapter 25 for details). If the detonation occurred too quickly, the fabric of the air bag 
would not have time to expand. 

Unfortunately, sodium azide is toxic, but we don’t come in contact with the azide, just the 
decomposition products. One product, metallic sodium, is itself a strong base. Contact with the 
skin would produce bases that might cause irritation or injury. Additional chemical processes are 
used to trap sodium. 
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 10 Na(s) + 2 KNO3(s)   K2O(s) + 5 Na2O(s) + N2(g) 

 M2O(s) + SiO2(s)   M2SiO3(s)     M = K or Na 

The products of the first reaction, potassium oxide and sodium oxide, are also strong bases. The 
addition of silicon dioxide, SiO2, a Lewis acid, neutralizes the bases, producing harmless 
silicates. 

▼——————————————— 

The decomposition of sodium azide produces hot gases but, because of the 
short reaction period, very little energy is transferred even to the airbag fabric 

(the reaction is adiabatic). Assuming the gases are formed at 550 K, determine the amount of sodium 
azide required to pressurize a 40 L airbag to 1.2 atm. 

Answer: see page 598. 

———————————————▲ 

11.3 Reduction-oxidation reactions 

Reduction-oxidation (redox) reactions occur when the oxidation states of the entities change. 

• Reduction and oxidation are complementary — both occur simultaneously. 

• Usually, only one atom is oxidized and one atom is reduced, but there may be more. 

While the gain or loss of electrons defines redox 
reactions, the table shows some other common 
characteristics of redox reactions. A common 
pneumonic is  

LEO the lion says GER.  

LEO: loss of electrons, oxidation 

GER: gain of eletrons, reduction 

An 

A 





oxidizing agent

reducing agent
 causes another entity to be 

oxidized

reduced

 
 
 

 and is itself 
reduced.

oxidized.





 

The procedure for assigning oxidation states was introduced in Section 4.3 and is summarized 
below. This procedure is given in order of precedence; once a rule is applied to an atom or 
conserved entity, move to the next atom or conserved entity. 

1. The oxidation state of atoms in free or elemental form is zero. 

2. Hydrogen has an oxidation state of 
1 when combined with nonmetals.

1 when combined with metals.




 

3. Group 1 and 2 elements have +1 and +2 oxidation states, respectively. 

4. Oxygen has an –2 oxidation state, unless bonded to oxygen or fluorine. 

EXERCISE 11.19 

Reduction Oxidation
gain of electrons loss of electrons

loss of oxygen gain of oxygen

gain of hydrogen loss of hydrogen
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5. Group 17 (halogens): fluorine has a –1 oxidation state. Other halogens have a –1 oxidation 
state unless combined with oxygen or a halogen higher on the periodic table. 

6. The sum of the oxidation states equals the charge on the entity. 

▼——————————————— 

Assign oxidation states to the entities in the following chemical equations. 
(These are the reactions in the demonstration on page 566.) 

Cu2+(aq) + Zn(s)   Cu(s) + Zn2+(aq) 

2 H+(aq) + Zn(s)   H2(g) + Zn2+(aq) 

Answer: see page 598. 

▼——————————————— 

In the following half-reactions, is the reactant an oxidizing or reducing agent? 

a) Cl2   Cl–  c) S2O3
2–   S4O6

2– 

b) Na   Na+  d) O3   O2 

Answer: see page 598. 

▼——————————————— 

Identify the oxidizing and reducing agents in the reaction. (Do not attempt to 

balance it.) 

KMnO4(aq) + HCl(aq) + H+(aq) H

  Mn2+(aq) + Cl2(aq) + K+(aq) + H2O(l) 

 Assign oxidation states and identify the redox couples. 

ox
red

             
+1 +2 +1+1   +7  –2 +1    –1 0 +1   –2 

2
4 2 2KMnO aq HCl g H aq Mn aq Cl aq K aq H O l       

 
 Identify the oxidizing and reducing agent. 

Chloride oxidizes from –1 → 0. It is the reducing agent. 

Manganese reduces from +7 → +2. It is the oxidizing agent. 

▼——————————————— 

Assign oxidation states and identify the oxidizing and reducing agents in the 
following unbalanced reactions: 

a) S2O3
2–(aq) + I2(aq)   S4O6

2–(aq) + I–(aq) 

b) NaOCl(aq) + (NH3)2CO(aq) OH

  NH3(g) + CO3
2–(aq) + NaCl(aq) 

Answer: see page 598. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 11.20 

EXERCISE 11.21 

EXAMPLE 11.22 

EXERCISE 11.23 
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Swimming pool chemistry 

<not developed> 

 

 

DEMO The combustion of magnesium forms the basis for flares and fireworks. 
  Mg(s) + O2(g)   MgO(s) 
 Iron oxidizes slowly, but steel wool will burn in an enriched oxygen environment. 
  Fe(s) + O2(g)   Fe2O3(s) 

▼——————————————— 

The chemical equations in the above demonstration can be balanced by 
inspection. Balance them and assign oxidation states to the entities. 

Answer: see page 598. 

———————————————▲ 

Balancing redox reactions 

Many chemical equations may be balanced by inspection (see exercise 11.24). For those that cannot, 
the half-reaction method is a systematic method for balancing redox chemical equations. 

Procedure: 

 Assign oxidation states to all atoms or conserved entities and identify the redox couples. 

 Rewrite the separate reduction and oxidation half-reactions. 

 Balance each half-reaction. 

◦ assume acidic conditions 

◦ balance all atoms except O and H 

◦ balance O by adding H2O 

◦ balance H by adding H+ 

◦ balance charge by adding electrons 

 Combine the two half-reactions and simplify. 

◦ equalize the number of electrons in each half-reaction (multiplying one or both by the 
appropriate integer(s)) 

◦ simplify and add — the electrons must cancel completely 

◦ verify mass and charge balance 

 Convert to basic conditions (if required). 

◦ add sufficient OH– to both sides to eliminate H+ 

◦ simplify 

◦ verify mass and charge balance 

EXERCISE 11.24 



mass balance

charge balance
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Figure 11.25 presents visually the steps to balancing a redox reaction. 

Balancing half reactions:

• assume acidic conditions

• balance all atoms except O and H

• balance O by adding H2O

• balance H by adding H+

• balance charge by adding electrons

oxidationreduction Write the separate half-reactions.

Balance the 
half-reaction.

Balance the 
half-reaction.

Convert to basic conditions (if required).

Assign oxidation states and 
identify the redox couples.

Verify mass and charge balance.

Combine the half reactions and simplify.

 
Figure 11.25 The steps to balancing a redox reaction. 

▼——————————————— 

Balance the following equations: 

a) Cr2O7
2– + Ag(s) H

  Cr3+ + Ag+ 

 Assign oxidation states and identify redox couples. 

red
ox

       
 

H
+6   –2      +3   

2 3+ +
2

+1 

7

 0

Cr O aq Ag s Cr aq Ag aq
   

 
 Rewrite the separate reduction and oxidation half-reactions. Leave additional space is 

left to add entities as required. (States of matter are removed for convenience.) 

Cr2O7
2–   Cr3+ 

Ag   Ag+ 

EXAMPLE 11.26 
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 Balance each half-reaction. 

Cr2O7
2–   2 Cr3+    (balance unique atoms) 

Cr2O7
2–   2 Cr3+ + 7 H2O   (balance O by adding H2O) 

Cr2O7
2– + 14 H+   2 Cr3+ + 7 H2O   (balance H by adding H+) 

Cr2O7
2– + 14 H+ + 6 e–   2 Cr3+ + 7 H2O   (balance charge by adding e–) 

 

Ag   Ag+     (all atoms balanced) 

Ag   Ag+ + e–    (balance charge by adding e–) 

 Combine the two half-reactions and simplify. 

Cr2O7
2– + 14 H+ + 6 e    2 Cr3+ + 7 H2O 

6 Ag   6 Ag+ + 6 e    (multiplied through by 6) 

————————————————————— 

Cr2O7
2–(aq) + 6 Ag(s) + 14 H+(aq) H

  2 Cr3+(aq) + 6 Ag+(aq) + 7 H2O(l) 

 

b) P4(s) + OH

  H2PO4
–(aq) + PH3(g) 

 Assign oxidation states and identify redox couples. 

ox
red

     
+1  +5 –2  

O
  0 –3 +1  

H –
4 2 4 3P g H PO aq PH g



 

 
 Rewrite the separate reduction and oxidation half-reactions. Leave additional space 

to add entities as required. (States of matter are removed for convenience.) 

P4   4H2PO4
– 

P4   4 PH3 

 Balance each half-reaction. 

P4   4 H2PO4
–    (balance unique atoms) 

P4 + 16 H2O   4 H2PO4
–    (balance O by adding H2O) 

P4 + 16 H2O   4 H2PO4
– + 24 H+   (balance H by adding H+) 

P4 + 16 H2O   4 H2PO4
– + 24 H+ + 20 e–  (balance charge by adding e–) 

P4   4 PH3    (balance unique atoms) 

P4 + 12 H+   4 PH3    (balance H by adding H+) 

P4 + 12 H+ + 12e–   4 PH3    (balance charge by adding e–) 
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 Combine the two half-reactions and simplify. 

3 P4 + 48 H2O   12 H2PO4
– + 72

12

H  + 60 e  (multiplied through by 3) 

5 P4 + 60 H  + 60 e    20 PH3    (multiplied through by 5) 

——————————————————————————— 

8 P4 + 48 H2O OH

  12 H2PO4
– + 20 PH3 + 12 H+ 

 This can be simplified further by dividing through by 4. 

2 P4 + 12 H2O OH

  3 H2PO4
– + 5 PH3 + 3 H+ 

 Convert to basic conditions. 

2 P4 + 12 H2O (+ 3 OH–) OH

  3 H2PO4
– + 5 PH3 + 3 H+ (+ 3 OH–) 

2 P4 + 12
9

2H O  + 3 OH– OH

  3 H2PO4
– + 5 PH3 + 

23 H O  

2 P4(s) + 9 H2O(l) + 3 OH– OH

  3 H2PO4
–(aq) + 5 PH3(g) 

Note that phosphorus undergoes disproportionation in this reaction. 

———————————————▲ 

While the half-reaction procedure is designed for aqueous solutions, with H+, OH–, and H2O 
available, it can be used for non-aqueous reactions. The main caveat being that the aqueous 
entities balancing each half-reaction cancel out in the final chemical equation. 

▼——————————————— 

Balance the following chemical equations using the half-reaction method. 

a) S2O3
2–(aq) + I2(aq)   S4O6

2–(aq) + I–(aq) 

b) NaOCl(aq) + (NH2)2CO(aq) OH

  NH3(g) + CO3
2–(aq) + NaCl(aq) 

Answer: see page 598. 

———————————————▲ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXERCISE 11.27 
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11.4 Matrix balancing of chemical equations 

You must understand matrix operations in order to complete this section.  

Consider, for a moment, what is meant by ‘balancing’. A balanced chemical equation has  

• the same number of each element on the reactant and product sides of the chemical 
equation 

• the same net charge on the reactant and product sides of the chemical equation 

Chemical equations are a unique form of mathematical equation. Mathematically, there is no 
difference between 

a x + b y = c z 11.28 

and  

a H2(g) + b O2(g)   c H2O(g)—⇒—a H2(g) + b O2(g) = c H2O(g) 11.29 

Matrices are a convenient way to systematically store all the information pertaining to a 
chemical equation. Interestingly, it has been a very challenging mathematical problem to develop 
a general solution strategy using matrices. This problem was solved in 2009.* 

To solve chemical equations mathematically, the molecular entities and the atoms they contain 
are separated  

     2 2 2

elements

H g O

H

O

g H O g

2 0 2

0 2 1

a b c 

     



    

    




  

The reactant elements and product elements are stored in separate formula matrices. 


2 2 2

productsreactants

elements

H O H O

2 0 2

0 2 1

H

O





   
   
   



 11.30 

Combining 11.30 with a stoichiometry matrix gives the matrix form of 11.29. 

 
 


stoich. coefficients stoich.coefficients

2 0 2

0 2 1

a
c

b

     
     

     
 

11.31 

 

                                                 
* The general solution is found at <www.siam.org/journals/problems/downloadfiles/71-025s.pdf>. 
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In matrix form, if we let A be the reactant formula matrix, B be the product formula matrix, x be 
the reactant stoichiometry matrix, and y be the product stoichiometry matrix, 11.31 reduces to 

 2 0 2

0 2 1

a
c

b

     
        
     

A B x y  11.32 

A x B y  11.33 

▼——————————————— 

Confirm that the matrix expansion of 11.31 and 11.33 gives 

  
2 2 2H O H O

H:

O:

2 0 2

0 2 1

a b c

a b c

 
 

 

———————————————▲ 

In the above example, we separated the entities in the chemical equation into their elements. If a 
chemical equation contains conserved entities (SO4

2– groups, for example), or if the entities are 
charged, this must also be included in the formula matrix. The general form of the formula 
matrix is 

entities in chemical equation

elements,

conserved entities,

charge

    





 
 
 
 
 
 






  general form of formula matrix 11.35 

Matrix solution* 

It is 11.33 that we must solve. 

A x B y  11.33 

The goal is to determine the stoichiometry matrices, x and y. To simplify calculations, it is 
convenient to define a matrix G, 

  G I A A B  11.36 

 

                                                 
* Another strategy, which works for square matrices, is to convert 11.29 to the form A x = 0 and solve. This 

strategy is presented by Blakley in J. Chem. Ed., 1982, 59, 729. 

EXERCISE 11.34 
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where I is the identity matrix of the same dimension as A A+, and A+ is the pseudoinverse of A.* 
The y stoichiometric matrix is defined as 

  y I G G u  11.37 

where u is a vector with the same number of rows as G+ G, containing only 1’s: uT = (1, 1, … , 
1). The x stoichiometric matrix is defined as 

    x A B y I A A v  11.38 

where v is a vector with the same number of rows as A+ A, containing only 1’s: vT = (1, 1, … , 
1). 

x and y calculated from 11.36 and 11.37 will most likely not be integers. Since we prefer 
integers, integers can be obtained by dividing through by the smallest and then finding a 
common multiple that gives all integer values. (Identical to the process in section 7.4.) 

Observations regarding the matrix balancing method 

• some chemical equations, however nice on paper, cannot be solved by any method 

◦ (NH4)2SO4(s)   NH4OH(s) + SO2(g)  

• if balancing redox reactions, one must add H+/OH– and H2O to opposite sides of the 
chemical equation 

• if a stoichiometric coefficient is negative, it indicates that that chemical entity belongs on 
the other side of the chemical equation 

These calculations are best performed by a computer.†  

Mathcad A Mathcad program is available on <www.ExploringChemistry.com> that 
implements this process. You require Mathcad 14 or later. 

Application 

Consider the chemical equation 

a P4(s) + b H2O(l) + c P2I4(s)   d PH4I(s) + e H3PO4(aq) 

where {a … e} are the desired stoichiometric coefficients. Rewritten as an equation gives 

a P4(s) + b H2O(l) + c P2I4(s) = d PH4I(s) + e H3PO4(aq)  

 

                                                 
* The pseudoinverse is the inverse of a non-square matrix (an advanced mathematical concept), such that, for any non-

singular matrix, M M + M = M. If M is square, then M + = M–1. 
† The pseudoinverse is only available on certain advanced mathematical processing software, including Maple, 

Mathcad, and Mathematica. 
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The formula matrices are 

4 3 4

product entitiesreactant entites

4 2 2 4

elements,

conserved entities,

charge

P H O P I PH I H PO

4 0 2 1 1

0 2 0 4 3

0 1 0 0 4

0 0 4 1

P

H

0

O

I






   
   
   
   


   
   

 

  

Rewriting in the form of 11.31 and 11.32 gives 

4 0 2 1 1

0 2 0 4 3

0 1 0 0 4

0 0 4 1 0

a
d

b
e

c

   
                       

   

  

4 0 2 1 1

0 2 0 4 3

0 1 0 0 4

0 0 4 1 0

a
d

b
e

c

   
                           

   

A B x y   

Applying the method in 11.36 to 11.38 gives 

0.35671
1.09756

3.51220
0.87805

0.27439

 
          

x y   

Definitely not integers … dividing x and y by the smallest value, 0.27439, gives 

1.300
4.000

12.800
3.200

1.000

 
          

x y   

An obvious common multiple is 10. Multiplying through by 10 gives 

13
40

128
32

10

 
          

x y   

So the balanced chemical equation is 

13 P4(s) + 128 H2O(l) + 10 P2I4(s)   40 PH4I(s) + 32 H3PO4(aq) 11.39 
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▼——————————————— 

Balance the chemical equation 

NO3
–(aq) + MnO4

–(aq) + [Co(NO2)6]
3–(aq) H

  Co(NO3)2(aq) + Mn2+(aq) 

 This chemical equation contains charges and occurs in an acidic, aqueous solution. To 
address this, we add H+ and H2O to the chemical equation. (It doesn’t matter if they are added as 

a reactant or product.) 

NO3
–(aq) + MnO4

–(aq) + [Co(NO2)6]
3–(aq) + H+(aq)  

 H

  Co(NO3)2(aq) + Mn2+(aq) + H2O(l) 

 The formula matrices are 

    3

3 4 2 36 2

product entitiesreactant entites

2
2

elements,

conserved entities,

charge

NO MnO Co NO H Co NO Mn H O

N

O

M

1 0 6 0 2 0

3 4 12 0 6

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 1

0

n

Co

H

charge

0 0 1 0

1 1 3 1 0

   

 








 
 
 

 
 
 
 
   

 

0

0 1

1 0

0 0

0 2

2 0

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1 0 6 0 2 0 0

3 4 12 0 6 0 1

0 1 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 1 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 2

1 1 3 1 0 2 0

   
   
   
   

    
   
   
   
     

A B  

 Applying the method in 11.36 to 11.38 gives 

1.754
0.439

0.965
0.965

0.439
1.228

2.456

 
  
      
    

 

x y  

 Dividing x and y by the smallest value, 0.439, and finding a common multiple gives 

5

4.0 20
1.0 5

2.2 11
2.2 11

1.0 5
2.8 14

5.6 28



    
      
                
         

   

x y x y  

EXAMPLE 11.40 
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 The matrix indicates that nitrate, NO3
–, is on the wrong side of the initial chemical 

equation. The balanced chemical equation is 

11 MnO4
–(aq) + 5 [Co(NO2)6]

3–(aq) + 28 H+(aq)  

 H

  5 Co(NO3)2(aq) + 11 Mn2+(aq) + 20 NO3
–(aq) + 14 H2O(l) 

▼——————————————— 

Using the method presented in this section, balance the chemical equation. 

Al2(SO4)3(aq) + Fe4C3(s) + N2(g) + CO2(g)   Al4(Fe(CN)6)3(aq) + FeS(s) + NO(g) 

Answer: see page 598. 

———————————————▲ 

11.5 Working with chemical equations 

The chemical equation as a data table 

The chemical equation provides convenient headings for organizing data relating to the entities. 
Tabulation of the amount present, concentration, and/or thermodynamic data for each entity 
allows for unknowns and potential solution pathways to be identified. 

ICE tables are convenient in equilibria problems. Equation 11.42 gives the general format for an 
ICE table. If the system reaches equilibrium, the end conditions become equilibrium conditions. 
The units vary; common units include moles, molarity, and pressure. Limiting reactant problems 
use a variant of 11.42. These tables are used extensively in Chapter 15 to Chapter 17. 

units conditions

 in conditions

 conditions

A B C D
Initial

Change

End

a b c d
 
 
 

 
I

C

E

 11.42 

Equation 11.43 illustrates the use of tabulated formation enthalpies and entropies and the 
calculation of reaction enthalpy and entropy. These tables are used extensively in Chapter 18 and 
Chapter 19. 

unitsf

units

data for each entity

data for each entity

A B C D
H

S

a b c d
   

  

 
 11.43 

 

EXERCISE 11.41 
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Limiting reactant 

The limiting reactant is the reactant that is depleted first in a chemical reaction. To determine 
the limiting reactant, convert all reactants to a single product. The reactant producing the least 
product is the limiting reactant. If there is a choice, choose the product required for further 
calculations. 

▼——————————————— 

How many whole airplanes — a fuselage, two 
wings, and three tires — can be built when you have 

6 fuselages, 9 wings, and 17 tires available? All other components 
needed to build the planes are available in excess.  

 From the figure, a plane consists of one fuselage, two wings, and three tires. We can write 
an equation to build a plane: 

fuselage + 2 wings + 3 tires   plane 

 Using the equation, the number of planes that each reactant can produce is calculated. As it 
is impossible to make a fraction of a plane, scale down all fractions. 

fuselage 2 wings 3 tires plane

6 6

9 4.5 4

17 5.7 5

  




fuselage

wings

tires

 

 For example, the calculation of the number of planes from tires is 

17 tires
1plane

3 tires
 5.67 planes 5 planes   

 The least number of planes is from wings. Therefore, wings are the limiting component 
and four planes can be built. 

▼——————————————— 

You have 60 ounces of 
chocolate, 4 cups of butter, 2 

dozen eggs, and an excess of all the other 
ingredients. How many chocolate indulgence 
cakes can be baked? 

Answer: see page 598. 

 

 

EXAMPLE 11.44 

EXERCISE 11.45 
quantity ingredient

16 oz semisweet chocolate
3/4 c butter
3/4 c powdered sugar

1 tb all-purpose flour

4 large eggs, separated

1 1/2 ts vanilla

1 c sour cream

Chocolate Indulgence  Cake

In large saucepan, melt chocolate and butter together, 
then gradually add sugar and flour, stirring constantly 

ith i hi k Add lk t ti i i
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the mass of sulfur trioxide produced when 50.0 g of sulfur dioxide 
reacts with 15.0 g of oxygen gas. Determine the mass of sulfur trioxide 

produced and the mass of the excess reactant? 

 Determine the chemical equation. 

2 SO2(g) + O2(g)   2 SO3(g) 

 Determine the amount of product from each reactant. Note that moles are used in the table. 

     2 2 3

mol

2 SO g O g 2 SO g

0.781 0.781

0.469 0.938

 

2

2

SO

O  
The amount of SO3 is calculated as 

20.781 mol SO 3

2

1mol SO

1 mol SO
 30.781mol SO  

20.469 mol O 3

2

2 mol SO

1 mol O
 30.938 mol SO  

 Sulfur dioxide is the limiting reactant because it produces the least sulfur trioxide. 

3
3 3

3

80.1g SO
0.781mol SO 62.5 g SO

mol SO
   

 Oxygen is the excess reactant. To determine the amount in excess, calculate the amount 
required to produce 62.5 g SO3 and subtract from the amount present. 

362.5 g SO
31 mol SO


380.1 g SO

21 mol O


32 mol SO
2

2

32.0 g O

1 mol O
 212.5 g O  

2 2 215.0 g O 12.5 g O 2.5 g O remaining   

▼——————————————— 

Ammonia, NH3, can be generated by heating ammonium chloride, NH4Cl, and 
calcium hydroxide, Ca(OH)2, forming ammonia, calcium chloride, CaCl2, and 

water. If a reaction vessel contains 20.0 grams each of ammonium chloride and calcium 
hydroxide, determine the mass of ammonia formed and the mass of the excess reagent. 

Answer: see page 598. 

———————————————▲ 

Limiting reactant calculations are often the first step in a more complex problem. Often, it isn’t 
obvious that you need to identify the limiting reactant — you must deduce this yourself.  

EXAMPLE 11.46 

EXERCISE 11.47 
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Yield 

The theoretical yield is the mass of product expected based on the chemical equation, assuming 
the reaction proceeds solely via that reaction and proceeds to completion. 

The experimental yield (actual yield) is the mass of product found experimentally. The 
experimental yield is usually less than the theoretical yield due to any of the following 

• reactant losses 

• competing reactions (see Multistep reactions, below) 

• incomplete reactions (see Chemical Equilibria, Chapter 15 to Chapter 17) 

The experimental yield can never be greater than the theoretical yield. That said, an experimental 
yield greater than the theoretical yield indicates a contaminated product. Common contaminants 
include the starting materials and the solvent. 

Percent yield is defined as the 100 %
experimental yield

theoretical yield
 . 

Percent error is defined as 100 %
expt. yield – theor. yield

theor. yield
 , and takes into account the direction 

of deviation. A negative deviation indicates that the actual yield is less than the theoretical yield. 
A positive deviation indicates contamination. 

▼——————————————— 

 A chemist determines they have a 100 % yield, yet the best reported yield by 
other scientists is 72 %. What may have occurred? 

Answer: see page 598. 

▼——————————————— 

Carrying on from example 11.46, only 58.2 g of sulfur trioxide were 
recovered. Determine the percent yield and percent error. 

 Determine the percent yield. 

358.2 g SO
100 %

experimental yield
percent yield

theoretical yield
  

362.5 g SO
100 %

93.1%





 

 Determine the perent error. 

358.2 g SO
100 %

expt. yield – theor. yield
percent error

theor. yield
   362.5 g SO

362.5 g SO
100 %

6.9 %



   

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 11.48 

EXAMPLE 11.49 
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▼——————————————— 

Carrying on from example 11.47, only 5.7 g of ammonia were recovered. 
Determine the percent yield and percent error. 

Answer: see page 598. 

———————————————▲ 

Atom economy 

Another concept of yield is the atom economy: what percentage of matter is present in the final 
product?  

mass of desired product
% atom economy 100 %

total mass of products
   11.51 

Consider the following two syntheses of maelic anhydride, an industrially important chemical. 

2 C6H6(l) + 9 O2(g)    2 C4H2O3(l) + 4 H2O(l) + 4 CO2(g) 11.52 

2 C4H10(l) + 7 O2(g)    2 C4H2O3(l) + 8 H2O(l) 11.53 

Assuming 100 percent completion, the atom economy of reaction 11.52 is 

4 2 3

4 2 3 2 2

C H O

C H O H O CO

2
% atom economy 100 %

2 4 4

2 mol

M

M M M


 

    


g

mol98.06

2 mol g
mol98.06 4 mol g

mol18.02 4 mol g
mol44.01

 maximum atom economy

100 %

44.15 %





 

The atom economy of reaction 11.53 is  

4 2 3

4 2 3 2

C H O

C H O H O

2
% atom economy 100 %

2 8

2 mol

M

M M


 

  


g

mol98.06

2 mol g
mol98.06 8 mol g

mol18.02

 maximum atom economy

100 %

57.63 %





 

From an atom economy perspective, reaction 11.53 is better. Additionally, observe that reaction 
11.52 starts with toxic benzene and produces carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas. Reaction 11.53 
is also better from a toxicological and environmental perspective. However, this is not always 
the case. More advanced calculations take into account the toxicity and environmental impact of 
the reactants and products.  

EXERCISE 11.50 
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Making Viagra greener 

Viagra® treats erectile disfunction by stimulating male erections. Sales of Viagra exceeds two 
billion dollars annually. To maximize profit, it benefits the manufacturer to minimize the cost of 
production, which means minimizing the amount of chemicals used in manufacturing and using 
environmentally friendly chemicals which cost less to dispose of. The figure shows the evolution 
of the solvents required in the Viagra® synthesis, where the solvent:product ratio drops from 
1300:1 to 4:1. 

 

Image adapted from Dunn, P. Green Chemistry, 2004, 6, 43. 

Multistep reactions 

Given that chemical systems contain many different entities, including the solvent, there is the 
possibility of multiple reactions occurring concurrently or consecutively. 

Concurrent chemical reactions (also called simultaneous, parallel, competitive, side) occur at the same 
time as the primary reaction — the reaction we are interested in — and generally reduce the 
yield of the desired product. The reactant(s) are involved in more than one reaction. 

A + B   C + D  primary reaction 

A + E   F + G  concurrent reaction that depletes A 

If A is the limiting reactant, then the concurrent reaction reduces the yield of C and D. 

Zn(s) + Cu2+(aq)   Zn2+(aq) + Cu(s)   process for recovering copper from solution 

Zn(s) + 2 H+(aq)   Zn2+(aq) + H2(g)   acid concurrently reacts with zinc 
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Consecutive chemical reactions (also called sequential, step-wise) use the product(s) of one reaction 
as the reactant(s) in another. Depending on the desired product, consecutive reactions may affect 
the yield. 

A + B   C + D  primary reaction 

C + E   F + G  consecutive reaction that depletes C 

If C is the desired product, the consecutive reaction decreases the yield. If D is the desired 
product, then removing C either does not effect the yield or increases the yield if the primary 
reaction iis an equilibrium. 

 

???Example & exercise 

 

Kicking the habit …  

Many drugs are competitive, meaning that they bind to receptors on the body and either activate 
or block a biological pathway. 

Competitive activators force normal biological function to function. 

 •  

Competitive inhibitors prevent normal biological function. 

 •  

 

<not developed> 

 

In many cases, concurrent and consecutive reactions occur together. 

A + B   C + D  reaction of interest 

A + C   F + G 

Reactions that are both concurrent and consecutive provide feedback that controls the primary 
reaction. Feedback mechanisms are common in biological systems. 

Mood swings 

<not developed> 
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Summary 

<not developed> 
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Exercises 

Classification of chemical equations 

1. Write balanced molecular and net ionic 
equations for the following. If no reaction 
occurs, indicate so. Determine the 
classification for the reactions that occur. 

a) CH3COOH(aq) + Ca(OH)2(aq)   

b) CaH2(s) + H2O(l)   

c) CH3NH2(g) + O2(g)   

d) BaCl2(aq) + Na2CO3(aq)   

e) Na(s) + Cl2(g)   

2. Write balanced molecular and net ionic 
equations for the following. If no reaction 
occurs, indicate so. Determine the 
classification for the reactions that occur. 

a) Cl2(aq) + KBr(aq)   

b) NH4Cl(aq) + NaOH(aq)   

c) Na(s) + O2(g)   

d) C(s) + H2O(l)   

e) N2O(g) + H2O(l)   

3. Write balanced molecular and net ionic 
equations for the following. If no reaction 
occurs, indicate so. Determine the 
classification for the reactions that occur. 

a) H2O2(aq) 
2+ 3+Mn or Fe  O2(g) + 

b) K2S(aq) + CaCl2(aq)   

c) NH4Cr2O7(s)   Cr2O3(s) + 

d) MgCl2(aq) + CuSO4(aq)   

e) Fe(s) + H2O(l)   

4. Write balanced molecular and net ionic 
equations for the following. If no reaction 
occurs, indicate so. Determine the 
classification for the reactions that occur. 

a) Na2CO3(aq) + HCl(aq)   

b) 1/2 H2(g) + 1/2 N2(g) + 3/2 O2(g)   

c) CaS(s) + HBr(aq)   

d) SO2(g) + H2O(l)   

e) MgCO3(s)   

5. Write balanced molecular and net ionic 
equations for the following. If no reaction 
occurs, indicate so. Determine the 
classification for the reactions that occur. 

a) CH3CO2Na(aq) + Sr(NO3)2(aq)   

b) Al(s) + HCl(aq)   H2(g) + 

c) CH3COOH(g) + O2(g)    

d) CaSO3(s) + HI(aq)   

e) CaCO3(s)   

6. Write balanced molecular and net ionic 
equations for the following. If no reaction 
occurs, indicate so. Determine the 
classification for the reactions that occur. 

a) Cl2(g) + O2(g)   

b) CH3COOH(aq) + NH4OH(aq)   

 

c) MnO2(s) + H2(g)   

d) Na2CO3(aq) + Ca(OH)2(aq)   

e) BaBr2(aq) + NaOH(aq)   

7. Write balanced molecular and net ionic 
equations for the following. If no reaction 
occurs, indicate so. Determine the 
classification for the reactions that occur. 

a) KCl(aq) + AgNO3(aq)   

b) Al(s) + H2O(l)   

c) HgO(s)   

d) NH3(g) + HNO3(aq)   

e) NaHCO3(s) + CH3COOH(aq)   

8. Write balanced molecular and net ionic 
equations for the following. If no reaction 
occurs, indicate so. Determine the 
classification for the reactions that occur. 

a) Fe(NO3)3(aq) + NaOH(aq)   

b) NaBr(aq) + Pb(NO3)2(aq)   

c) Li(s) + H2O(l)   H2(g) + 

d) MgCO3(aq) + HCl(aq)   
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e) Pd(s) + HCl(aq)   

9. Write the balanced chemical equation 
representing the following reactions. Not 
all products are stated. 

a) Aqueous sodium carbonate reacts with 
aqueous sulfuric acid to form …  

b) Solid zinc reacts with lead(II) nitrate 
to form …  

c) Solid aluminum sulfite decomposes 
upon heating to give …  

d) Aqueous sulfuric acid reacts with 
aqueous ammonia to form …  

10. Write the balanced chemical equation 
representing the following reactions. Not 
all products are stated. 

a) Concentrated nitric acid yellows over 
time because of slow decomposition 
of nitric acid to dinitrogen tetroxide 
and oxygen. 

b) Reacting gaseous nitrogen dioxide and 
hydrazine produces nitrogen gas and 
… . 

c) Aqueous sodium sulfide reacts with 
aqueous hydrochloric acid to form 
hydrogen sulfide and … . 

11. The following entities decompose with 
heating. Complete and balance their 
reactions: 

a) KClO3 

b) NaNO3 (one product is sodium oxide) 

c) Pb(NO3)2 (one product is lead(II) oxide) 

d) HgO 

e) NH4NO3 (one product is N2(g)) 

f) NH4NO3 (one product is N2O(g)) 

12. The ANFO explosive is a mixture of 
ammonium nitrate and fuel oil. Assuming 
that fuel oil is simply a long chain 
hydrocarbon approximated by CH2 (a 
good assumption), determine the mass 
percent of ammonium nitrate required for 
a stoichiometric reaction. 

 NH4NO3(s) + CH2(l)  
    N2(g) + CO2(g) + H2O(g) 

13. Black powder was one of the first 
propellants and explosives discovered. 
Black powder was used in mortars, 
cannons, and rifles and is still used in 
fireworks. A simplified reaction of 
potassium nitrate (saltpetre), sulfur, and 
charcoal is given below. 

 KNO3(s) + S(s) + C(s)    
 K2S(s) + N2(g) + CO2(g) 

a) Balance the reaction of black powder. 

b) Determine the mass ratio of 
KNO3:S:C and compare it with the 
common recipe of 75:10:15 parts by 
mass. 

Reduction-oxidation reactions 

14. Balance the following redox equations. 

a) HS–(aq) + HSO3
–(aq)  

 H

  S2O3
2–(aq) 

b) BrO3
–(aq) + N2H4(aq)  

 H

  Br–(aq) + N2(g) 

c) UO2+(aq) + NO3
–(aq)  

 H

  UO2
2+(aq) + NO(g) 

d) Cl2(g) OH

  Cl–(aq) + ClO3
–(aq) 

e) VO4
3–(aq) + Fe2+(aq)  

 H

  VO2+(aq) +Fe3+(aq) 

15. Balance the following redox equations. 

a) Cr2O7
2–(aq) + Ag(s)  

 H

  Cr3+(aq) + Ag+(aq) 

b) BrO3
–(aq) + N2H4(aq)  

 H

  Br–(aq) + N2(g) 

c) HS–(aq) + HSO3
–(aq)  

 H

  S2O3
2–(aq) 

d) VO4
3–(aq) + Fe2+(aq)  

 H

  VO2+(aq) +Fe3+(aq) 

e) S2O3
2–(aq) + I2(s)  

 H

  SO4
2–(aq) + I–(aq) 

16. Balance the following redox equations. 
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a) S8(s) + OCl–(aq)  

 OH

  SO3
2–(aq) + Cl–(aq) 

b) Cl2(g) OH

  Cl–(aq) + ClO3
–(aq) 

c) MnO4
–(aq) + SO3

2–(aq)  

 OH

  MnO2(s) + SO4
2–(aq) 

d) NO(g) + H2(g)   

 OH

  NH3(g) + H2O(l) 

e) H2O2(aq) + MnO4
–(aq)  

 OH

  MnO2(s) + O2(g) 

17. Balance the following redox equations. 

a) Fe3+(aq) + NH3OH+(aq)  

 H

  Fe2+(aq) + N2O(g) 

b) UO2+(aq) + NO3
–(aq)  

 H

  UO2
2+(aq) + NO(g) 

c) As2S3(s) + H2O2(aq)  

 OH

  AsO4
3–(aq) + SO4

2–(aq) 

d) S2O3
2–(aq) + MnO4

–(aq)  

 H

  SO4
2–(aq) + Mn2+(aq) 

e) Fe(OH)2(s) + O2(aq)  

 OH

  Fe(OH)3(s) 

18. Balance the following redox equations. 

a) IBr(aq) + BrO3
–(aq)  

 H

  IO3
–(aq) + Br–(aq) 

b) O2
–(aq) OH

  OH–(aq) + O2(g) 

c) S2F2(aq) H

  S8(s) + H2S4O6(aq)  
 + HF(aq) 

d) Ag(s) + CN–(aq) + O2(g)  

 OH

  [Ag(CN)2]
–(aq) 

e) H5IO6(aq) + I2(aq) H

  IO3
–(aq) 

19. Balance the following redox equations. 

a) Zn(s) + NO3
–(aq)  

 OH

  Zn(OH)4
–(aq) + NH3(g) 

b) Cl2(aq) + Br–(aq)  

 H

  Cl–(aq) + Br2(aq) 

c) Mn2+(aq) + ClO3
–(aq)  

 OH

  MnO2(s) + Cl–(aq) 

d) Fe2+(aq) + Cr2O7
2–(aq)  

 H

  Fe3+ + Cr3+(aq) 

e) C2O4
2–(aq) + MnO4

–(aq)  

 H

  Mn2+(aq) + CO2(g) 

20. Some equations look plausible but, in 
fact, are not possible. Explain why the 
following equations are impossible. 

a) MnO4
–(aq) + Cr2O7

2–(aq)  

 OH

  MnO2(s) + Cr3+(aq) 

b) H2O2(aq) + Cl2(aq)  

 H

  ClO–(aq) + O2(g) 

c) MnO4
–(aq) + HOCl(aq) 

 H

  Mn2+(aq) + Cl2(aq) 

21. Sodium thiosulfate, Na2S2O3, is a 
common reducing agent. However, it 
slowly disproportionates in acidic 
solution. Balance the disproportionation 
equation. 

22. Balance the following redox equations. 

a) H2S(g) + SO2(g)  
   S8(s) + H2O(g) 

b) CH4(g) + NH3(g) + O2(g) 
   HCN(g) + H2O(g) 

c) Cl2O(g) + NH3(g)  
   N2(g) + NH4Cl(s) + H2O(l) 

d) CH4(g) + NO(g)  
   CO2(g) + N2(g) + H2O(g) 

e) C4H4O6
2–(aq) + Cr2O7

2–(aq) + H+(aq)  
   CO2(g) + H2O(l) + Cr3+(aq) 

23. Chlorine dioxide bleaches wood pulp and 
flour and is used as a water treatment 
agent. It lasts longer than chlorine, has a 
broader usable pH, and is more effective 
against bacteria and cysts. Below are 
three commercial reactions for the 
production of chlorine dioxide. Balance 
each. 

a) NaClO2(s) + Cl2(g)  

 H

  ClO2(g) + NaCl(s) 

b) NaClO2(aq) + HCl(aq)  

 H

  ClO2(g) + NaCl(aq) 
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c) NaClO2(aq) elec.  ClO2(g)  
 + NaOH(aq) + H2(g) 

24. Write balanced chemical equations for 
the combustion of 

a) propylene, C3H6 

b) methanethiol, CH3SH 

c) glycerol, C3H5(OH)3 

d) ethyl amine, CH3CH2NH2 

25. Write a balance chemical equation for the 

a) reaction of methane, ammonia, and 
oxygen gases to form gaseous 
hydrogen cyanide and water vapor. 

b) reaction of aqueous ammonia and 
nitrogen monoxide to form nitrogen 
gas and liquid water. 

c) decomposition of potassium chlorate 
to potassium chloride and oxygen gas. 

26. A portable water purification system for 
camping purifies water using ‘stabilized 
chlorine dioxide’. Use additional resourcs 
to determine what stabilized chlorine 
dioxide is. 

27. Ozone, O3, is a strong oxidizing agent. 
Write balanced equations for the 
oxidation of 

a) iodide to iodine in acidic solution 

b) sulfur to sulfuric acid in aqueous 
conditions 

28. The production of hydrazine, N2H4, 
occurs through a stepwise process: 

i) chlorine and sodium hydroxide 
produce sodium hypochlorite 

  2 NaOH(aq) + Cl2(g)   

   NaOCl(aq) + NaCl(aq) + H2O(l) 

ii) ammonia reacts with sodium 
hypochlorite to produce chloramine 

  NaOCl(aq) + NH3(aq)   

   NH2Cl(aq) + NaOH(aq) 

iii) additional ammonia reacts with 
chloramine to produce hydrazine 

  NH3(aq) + NH2Cl(aq)   

   N2H4(aq) + NaCl(aq) + H2O(l) 

 Write the overall reaction for the 
production of hydrazine. 

Matrix balancing of chemical equations 

29. Use the matrix method to balance the 
following chemical equations. 

a) Na2SO4(aq) + FeCO3(aq) + N2(g) 
  Na4Fe(CN)6(aq) + Fe2S3(s) + 
NO2(g) + CO(g) 

b) Pb(N3)2(aq) + Cr(MnO4)2(aq)   
Cr2O3(s) + MnO2(s) + Pb3O4(s) + 
NO(g) 

c) H2CO(aq) + Ag(NH3)2
+(aq) OH

  
HCO2

–(aq) + Ag(s) + NO3
–(aq) + 

NH3(g) 

d) H2SO4(aq) + MnS(aq) + 
As2(Cr2O7)5(aq)   HMnO4(aq) + 
AsH3(g) + Cr2(SO4)3(aq) + H2O(l) 

e) FeCl2(aq) + K2CrO7(aq) + HCl(aq) 
  FeCl3(aq) + CrCl3(aq) + H2O(l) 
+ KCl(aq) 

30. Use the matrix method to balance the 
following chemical equations. 

a) KClO3(s) + C12H22O11(s)   
CO2(g) + H2O(g) + KCl(s) 

b) Fe(CN)6
3–(aq) + HNO3(aq)   

NO3
–(aq) + FeO(s) + CO(g) + NO2(g) 

+ H2O(l) 

c) HNO3(aq) + KMnO4(aq) + 
K2NaCo(NO2)6(aq)   
Co(NO3)2(aq) + KNO3(aq) + 
NaNO3(aq) + Mn(NO3)2(aq) + H2O(l) 

d) SO4
2–(aq) + FeCO3(aq) + N2(g)   

Fe(CN)6
4–(aq) + Fe2S3(s) + NO2(g) + 

CO(g) 

e) H2O2(aq) + NaMnO4(aq) + HCl(aq) 
  MnCl2(aq) + H2O(aq) + O2(g) 
+ NaCl(aq) 

31. Use the matrix method to balance the 
following chemical equations. 
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a) Fe2+(aq) + CrO7
2–(aq) H

  
Fe3+(aq) + Cr3+(aq) + H2O(l) 

b) [Cr(N2H4CO)6]4[Cr(CN)6]3(aq) + 
KMnO4(aq) + H2SO4(aq)   
K2Cr2O7(aq) + MnSO4(aq) + CO2(g) + 
KNO3(aq) + K2SO4(aq) + H2O(l) 

c) KMnO4(aq) + HCl(aq)   Cl2(g) + 
MnCl2(aq) + KCl(aq) + H2O(l) 

d) H2(g) + Ca(CN)2(aq) + NaAlF4(aq) + 
FeSO4(s) + MgSiO3(aq) + KI(aq) + 
H3PO4(aq) + PbCrO4(s) + BrCl(aq) + 
CF2Cl2(g) + SO2(g)   PbBr2(aq) 
+ CrCl3(aq) + MgCO3(aq) + 
KAl(OH)4(aq) + Fe(SCN)3(aq) + 
PI3(aq) + Na2SiO3(aq) + CaF2(aq) + 
H2O(l) 

e) NO3
–(aq) + C(s) + S(s)   CO3

2–

(aq) + SO4
2–(aq) + S2–(aq) + CO2(g) + 

CO(g) + N2(g) 

Working with chemical equations 

32. 8.37 g of sodium carbonate, Na2CO3, is 
added to 150 mL of vinegar, CH3COOH, 
with a concentration of 0.583 mol/L. 
Determine if the resulting solution will 
be acidic or basic. 

33. When small quantities of chlorine are 
required, it can be produced by the 
reaction of hydrochloric acid and 
manganese dioxide. 

 HCl(aq) + MnO2(s)    
 Cl2(g) + MnCl2(aq) + H2O(aq) 

 250 mL of 1.275 mol/L HCl react with 
2.056 grams of manganese dioxide, 
producing 1.244 grams of chlorine. 

a) What is the theoretical yield of 
chlorine? 

b) What is the percent yield of chlorine? 

34. Consider the reaction 

 P4(s) + 6 I2(s)   4 PI3(s) 

 29.0 g of P4 was reacts with 332.0 g of I2 
at room temperature. 

a) What is the theoretical yield of PI3 
under these conditions? 

b) How much of the excess reactant is 
left unreacted 

35. Ammonia reduces nitrogen monoxide to 
nitrogen gas (unbalanced). 

 NH3(g) + NO(g)  
   N2(g) + H2O(l) 

 Starting with 40.9 g NH3 and 72.3 g NO, 

a) determine the limiting reactant. 

b) determine the mass of nitrogen 
produced. 

c) determine the excess mass of the 
excess reactant. 

36. Consider the following unbalanced 
reaction: 

 CH4(g) + S8(g)  
   CS2(g) + H2S(g) 

 For this reaction a yield of 90 % is 
typical. How many grams of sulfur and 
methane must react to form 75.0 g of 
carbon disulfide? 

37. One type of camping water-purification 
system involves two solutions. One is 2 
% sodium chlorite by mass (called 
‘stabilized chlorine dioxide’ on the packaging), 
the second is 5 % phosphoric acid by 
mass. Chlorine dioxide is produced via 
the equation 

 NaClO2(aq) + H3PO4(aq)   

  ClO2(aq) + NaH2PO4(aq) + 

  NaCl(aq) + H2O(l) 

a) Balance the chemical equation. 

b) 5.0 mL of each solution is mixed and 
then added to 1.0 L of water. What is 
the resulting chlorine dioxide 
concentration? (assume solution densities 
of 1.00 g/mL) 

38. In the production of CFCs, 
tetrachloromethane, CCl4, reacts with HF 
to produce a selection of CFCs: 
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 CCl4(l) + HF(g)  
   CCl3F(g) + HCl(g) 

 CCl4(l) + 2 HF(g)  
   CCl2F2(g) + 2 HCl(g) 

 CCl4(l) + 3 HF(g)  
   CClF3(g) + 3 HCl(g) 

 CCl4(l) + 4 HF(g)  
   CF4(g) + 4 HCl(g) 

 200 kg of carbon chloride react with 
excess hydrogen fluoride, producing 80 
kg trichlorofluoromethane, 110 kg of 
dichlorodifluoromethane, 40 kg of 
chlorotrifluoromethane, and 5 kg of 
tetrafluoromethane. 

a) What is the theoretical yield of each 
product? 

b) What is the percent yield of the each 
product? 

c) What mass of tetrachloromethane 
remains unreacted? 

d) What mass of tetrachloromethane 
must be used to produce 200 kg of 
dichlorodifluoromethane if the yield is 
unchanged from that determined in a)? 

39. The chemical composition of kaolin clay, 
used to manufacture dinnerware, is 
Al2O3·2SiO2·2H2O. Kaolin is moldable. 
After forming into the desired shape, the 
pottery is fired at high temperatures, 
where all the water is lost and the 
remaining entities sinter (form a solid). 

What percentage of the mass is lost 
during firing? 

40. ‘Crystal meth’ (methamphetamine) is a 
very addictive street drug that is, 
unfortunately, easy to synthesize. The 
ability to purchase chemicals used to 
synthesize crystal meth, as well as all 
other drugs and explosives, has been 
severely restricted. There is obvious 
interest in using the stoichiometrically 
correct amount of each chemical and 
there are numerous ‘recipes’ on the web, 
but the people writing the recipes are 
often chemically ignorant. 

 The first step in the synthesis of 
methamphetamine, C10H15N, from 
ephedrine, C10H15NO, is given below. 
The intermediate is iodoephedrine, 
C10H14NI. 

a) A street recipe calls for equal masses 
of ephedrine and iodine. If a ‘cook’ 
uses 12.57 grams of each, how much 
of the excess reactant remains? 

b) determine the theoretical mass of 
methamphetamine produced. 

c) 5.82 grams of methamphetamine are 
recovered. Determine the yield. 

d) Use additional resources to determine 
the health effects caused by the excess 
reagent, if that reagent is not removed 
from the batch. 

N

OH

ephedrine

N

I

iodoephedrine

+  I2 +  HOI
N

methamphetamine  

INTEGRATIVE EXERCISES 

41. Investigate the following serendipitous 
discoveries 

a) Christian Schönbein and nitrocellulose 

b) Ludwig Mond and nickel carbonyl 

c) Charles Pedersen and crown ethers 

d) William Perkin and aniline dyes 

e) Eric Fawcett and polyethylene 

42. Investigate the following serendipitous 
discoveries 

a) phthalocyanine dyes 
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b) Post-It Notes™ 

c) aspartame 

d) Viagra™ 

43. Investigate the following serendipitous 
discoveries 

a) saccharin 

b) naloxone-9 

c) nitrocellulose 

d) cyclamate 

44. Investigate the many accidental 
discoveries involving collodion. 

45. One method of pressurizing tennis balls 
involves placing solid ammonium 
chloride, NH4Cl, solid sodium nitrite, 
NaNO2, and a small amount of water into 
the ball during manufacturing (the internal 
diameter of the ball is 58.77 mm). Upon 
heating, nitrogen gas, N2, liquid water, 
and solid sodium chloride form. US 
Patent 4151029 states that 0.300 g of 
each solid are used. What pressure is 
actually achieved at SATP? 

46. The Kjeldahl process (named after Johan 
Kjeldahl) is a procedure for quantitatively 
determining the amount of nitrogen in 
organic entities. It is the international 
standard for determining the amount of 
protein in food. The process involves 
reacting a sample in boiling concentrated 
sulfuric acid to convert all of the nitrogen 
to ammonium sulfate, (NH4)2SO4. The 
solution is neutralized with sodium 
hydroxide. Once the solution is basic, the 
ammonium ion reverts to gaseous 
ammonia and is trapped in a dilute acid 
solution, neutralizing some of the acid. 
Back titration of the excess acid solution 
provides the amount of ammonia 
prepared from the original organic 
sample. 

a) The first equation is given below. 
Give equations for subsequent steps in 
the Kjeldahl process. 

  N(food)   (NH4)2SO4(aq) 

b) 1.85 g of food was reacted, and the 
ammonia collected in 50.00 mL of 
0.9982 mol/L HCl. After the reaction, 
the HCl solution was titrated with 
27.52 mL of 1.021 mol/L NaOH. 
Determine the mass percent nitrogen 
in the sample.  

47. The reaction of gaseous ammonia and 
nitrogen monoxide produces nitrogen gas 
and liquid water. 

a) Balance the chemical equation. 

b) When 50.0 g each of ammonia and 
nitrogen monoxide are mixed together, 
what is the theoretical yield of 
nitrogen? 

c) What mass of the excess reactant 
remains after the reaction is complete? 

d) If the system is at a constant 735 
mmHg and 16.3 °C, what are the 
initial and final volumes? 

48. One method of producing nitric acid 
commercially begins by combining 
anhydrous ammonia with oxygen in the 
presence of a catalyst to produce nitrous 
oxide. The nitrous oxide is then absorbed 
in water to produce nitric acid. 

 Commercial ammonium nitrate can be 
made by neutralizing nitric acid with 
anhydrous ammonia, which is then 
evaporated to > 99 percent ammonium 
nitrate and formed into granules. 

 Write the chemical equations involved in 
the formation of a) nitric acid, and b) 
ammonium nitrate. 

49. Would it be reasonable to use 
concentrated nitric acid to prepare a 5.00 
L of 0.10 mol/L HNO3? 

50. We assume that all reactions are acidic 
when balancing and then convert to basic 
conditions if necessary. Devise a 
procedure to balance basic equations 
using H2O and OH–. 
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Answers to in-text exercises 
11.2 Spectator ions: Ca2+, NO3

–, K+, SO4
2–. Net 

ionic reaction: CO3
2–(aq) + 2 H+(aq)   

H2O(l) + CO2(g) 

11.8 a) ??? 

 b)  

 c)  

 d)  

 e)  

11.20        
+2   +2    0 0

2 2Cu aq Zn s Cu s Zn aq     

        2
2

+1  +2    0 0  

2 H aq Zn s H s Zn aq     

11.24      
0 0    +2   

2

–2

Mg s O s MgO s   

      
0 0    +3   –

3
2 2 2 3

2   

2 Fe s O s Fe O s   

11.15      elec. 1
22 2 2

+1   –2 0 0 

H O l H g O g   

 
     

+2  –2 0 0  
1

8 8HgS s Hg l S g   

 
     

2

0 0 +1   –1

2 Na s Cl g 2 NaCl s   

 

     2 2 2

+1  –2    –2  +1 0 +1  –1    –1  +

2

1

–1

2

 

–1

H C=CH g Br g H C–CH g
|    |

Br  Br

   

      
+1   –1  +1   –2 0 

1
22 2 2 2H O aq H O l O g   

      2 2 2

–1   +1  0

2

 –2   +1  

4

 

2 N H g N g N H g   

      
+1  +5  –2  +1

3

  –1 +1  +7  –2  

44 KClO aq KCl aq 3 KClO aq   

11.16 a) ??? 

 b)  

 c)  

 d)  

 e)  

11.17      
+2  +4  –2 +2  –2 +4  –2  

3 2CaCO s CaO s CO g   

      
+1  +4  –2 +1   –2 +4  –2  

2 3 2 2H CO aq H O aq CO g   

      
+2  +6  –2 +2  –2 +6  –2  

4 3PbSO s PbO s SO g   

      
 +2   –1         +1   –2 +2   –1  +1   –2 

2 2 2 2SnCl 2H O s SnCl s 2 H O g   

11.19 43 g NaN3 

11.23 a) Reducing agent: sulfur oxidizes from +4 → 
+5. Oxidizing agent: iodine reduces from 0 
→ –1. 

 b) Reducing agent: carbon oxidizes from +2 
→ +4. Oxidizing agent: chlorine reduces 
from +1 → –1. 

11.27 a) 2 S2O3
2–(aq) + I2(aq)   S4O6

2–(aq) + 2 
I–(aq) 

 b) NaOCl(aq) + (NH2)2CO(aq) OH

  2 
NH3(g) + CO3

2–(aq) + NaCl(aq) 

11.21 a) oxidizing agent; b) reducing agent; c) 
reducing agent; d) oxidizing agent 

11.41 8 Al2(SO4)3(aq) + 9 Fe4C3(s) + 129 N2(g)   

+ 45 CO2(g)   4 Al4(Fe(CN)6)3(aq)  
+ 24 FeS(s) + 186 NO(g) 

11.45 3 cakes 

11.47 6.36 g NH3 produced; 6.17 g Ca(OH)2 remains 

11.48 Several things may have occurred: the product 
is contaminated; a different reaction occurred, 
producing two products; the amount of reactant 
measured was incorrect (too much); there was 
an error in calculating the yield. 

11.50 89 % yield, –11 % error 
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Chapter 12. Synthetic Chemistry 

This chapter was prepared by Dr. Barbara Morra, Lecturer at the University of Toronto. 

Historically, two divisions of chemistry focused on the synthesis and characterization of new 
entities: organic and inorganic chemistry. 

Organic chemistry centers on the design and synthesis of carbon-containing entities that 
are involved in or derived from biological processes. 

Inorganic chemistry centers on the design and synthesis of entities, with or without carbon, 
that are not biological in nature. 

However, organic chemists often use metals in the synthesis of ‘organic entities’ and inorganic 
chemists often use organic fragments in their ‘inorganic entities’. Even biologically, inorganic 
atoms are involved: iron in haemoglobin, copper in crustacean blood, zinc in the immune system, 
iodine in the thyroid, etc. (Hence, the need for minerals in our diet.) 

Organic and inorganic chemistry has evolved and the overlap is significant. Consequently, there 
is an increased tendency to merge organic and inorganic chemistry into a single discipline: 
synthetic chemistry. Furthermore, synthetic chemistry has developed to a level that synthetic 
chemists can design molecular entities with specific properties: properties directed synthesis and 
molecular engineering.* 

 

<not developed> 

 

                                                 
* There are two common strategies for teaching synthetic (organic and inorganic) chemistry: 

  1. functional group: students are taught organic reactions involving specific functional groups 

  2. mechanistic: students are taught common principles underlying chemical reactions  

 With the functional group approach, students are immediately able to predict the products of reactions involving 
the functional groups they have learned. However, as the number of reactions increases, it becomes challenging 
for some students to memorize them all. 

 With the mechanistic approach, students learn and then apply principles of chemical reactivity to predict the 
reactivity of organic and inorganic entities. There are a limited number of principles that, once learned, provide 
students with the ability to predict many synthetic reactions. 

 Exploring Chemistry presents synthetic chemistry from a mechanistic perspective. This method provides for 
better undertanding of the principles underlying chemistry — a tenet of this resource. 
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Energetics
  • energies of the reactants, 
  • products, and intermediates
  • for the calculation of reaction
  • kinetics and thermodynamics

Mechanism
optimize reaction conditions •••

ability to apply synthetic •••
strategies to other systems •••

Structures   • structures of the reactants, 
  • products, and intermediates
  • for understanding microscopic
  • and macroscopic properties

 
Figure 12.54 Necessary information for the total understanding of a chemical reaction. 

 

Making drugs for a living …  

Looking at employment statistics, we find that about 13 % (2006 Canada census) of people with 
a chemistry degree find careers making drugs for a living! Thankfully, these people are 
employed by reputable pharmaceutical companies, like Merck, Pfizer, etc.  

Those synthesizing illegal drugs often have little to no knowledge of chemistry and are literally 
following recipes. Clandestine drug labs are notoriously dangerous because of the unsafe use of 
chemicals and negligible consideration for safety. Professional chemists are united against illegal 
drug laboratories because the fundamental activity is illegal and because they negatively 
stereotype chemistry. Professional chemists strive to use chemistry to make the world a better 
place to live. 
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Love drugs …  

There is that someone special who makes your heart go pitter-patter. What is actually occurring 
can be traced to chemicals in your brain. Some of these chemicals behave like illegal drugs. 

  
You probably know someone who has fallen madly in love. They can’t stop thinking and talking 
about their significant other; they can’t concentrate; they daydream; they long for the next time 
they are together. When they are together, they can’t get enough of each other. These actions are 
very similar to someone who is addicted to a drug. Studies have shown that people in love 
produce dopamine. Constantly thinking about their significant other tricks the body into 
producing dopamine (and probably other chemicals we haven’t discovered yet). Dopamine production is 
also stimulated by cocaine. To support the idea that love is an addiction, consider the 
physiological events when people break up: anger, depression, anxiety, irritability, fatigue, 
increased appetite, etc. All are symptoms of cocaine withdrawal. (Just a reminder: love is legal, cocaine 

isn’t.) 

Adapted from a CBC Quirks and Quarks documentary, Your Brain in Love, 14 February 2009. <www.cbc.ca/quirks> 

Testosterone and estrogen are widely known developmental hormones. 
They are also strongly linked to sexuality. High testosterone levels 
correlate with high libido (sex drive) in both men and women. High 
testosterone levels indicate a healthy male while high estrogen levels 
occur when a women is most fertile. Studies show that women are 
drawn to men with high testosterone levels and that men are able to 
identify women with high estrogen levels. Both of these suggest that 
humans can sense and select the ‘best’ mate. 

Sex pheromones are chemicals released by a species that signals sexual 
readiness to others of that species. No human sex pheromones have 
been confirmed, but science discovered that androstenol is a porcine 
(pig) pheromone. When a female pig detects androstenol, she ‘assumes 
the position’ for mating. Androstenol is used by pig farmers to aid in 
artificial insemination of their herds.  

Investigating the chemistry behind mate selection is an active research 
area with many benefits: 

• developing a better understanding of physiological processes 

• supporting human relationships 

• encouraging mating in near-extinct species 

• acting as bait in pest traps 

◦ methyl eugenol, 1,2-dimethoxy-4-(2-propenyl)-benzene, is 
a pheromone used by many species of fruit flies and used 
in fruit fly traps 

H

H

H

estradiol (an estrogen)

OH

HO

H

H

H

O

testosterone

OH

methyl eugenol

O

O

HO

androstenol

H

H
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Substituting one poison for another 

Bacterial contamination of drinking water sickens or kills millions of people annually. ([20??] ??? 

people died and thousands became ill because of E. coli contaminated drinking water in Walkerton, Ontario.) E. 
coli can be controlled through chlorination, but introduces the potential of chlorinated organics 
in water. Some chlorinated organics are carcinogens. Study after study has shown that the annual 
illness and death rate drops dramatically after chlorination is started. Chlorination has now been 
in use for decades. While cancer rates have increased, few cancers can be attributed to 
chlorination. 

There are currently no options to kill bacteria that are completely harmless to humans, and it is 
unlikely that any will be found. The next time you hear about an active human intervention 
(chlorination, pesticides, preservatives, etc.) causing harm to humans, consider the effect if they were 
not used in the first place. 

Also realize that it is impossible to prove that a chemical or a process is safe. The best that 
science can do is say, “To the best of our knowledge today, the benefits outweigh the risks.” 
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OUCH! My arm — I think it's broken! 

  

 R–NCO(am) + H2O(l)   
R

OH
C

O

N

H

   RNH2(am) + CO2(g) 

 R–NH2(am) + R–NCO(am)   
R

O

C
N

H H

N
R

 

Plaster casts start as a specially prepared bandage impregnated with dry Plaster of Paris, 
CaSO4•0.5H2O, calcium sulfate hemihydrate. The bandage is applied to the injury site and water 
added. Water hydrates the Plaster of Paris, causing it to recrystallize as gypsum, CaSO4•2H2O, 
and causing the entire cast to harden. 

 2 CaSO4•0.5H2O(s) + 3 H2O(l)   2 CaSO4•2H2O(s) 

Plaster of Paris is also used by archaeologists to protect fragile artefacts, from ancient pottery to 
dinosaur bones, for transport and storage. Calcium sulfate dehydrate is still water soluble, so 
soaking a plaster cast in water will dissolve the plaster. [Author’s note: this last sentence from personal 

experience!]  

In both cases, energy is released and patients report that the cast warms up during the curing 
process. 

 

 

So you need a cast. Casts are commonly made of 
fiberglass or plaster and applied over padding that is 
placed around the injury to cushion the injury. 

Fiberglass casts start as a fiberglass bandage with the 
surface functionalized with isocyanate groups, R–N=C=O. 
The bandage is applied to the injury site and water added. 
Water initiates the polymerization of isocyanate into 
polyurethane. This cross-linking causes the entire cast to 
harden. (‘am’ in the chemical equations denotes ‘amorphous solid’.)
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Crying over onions 

If you've had the pleasure of cooking with onions, you have discovered that cutting onions bring 
tears to your eyes. Literally. Cutting onions disrupts the cellular structure, allowing enzymes 

propanethial S-oxide

S
O

 
The decomposition is kinetically controlled. At room temperature, the production of 
propanethial-S-oxide reaches a peak about 30 seconds after being cut and is complete after 5 
minutes. There are several ways to minimize the irritation: 

 • Cutting cooled onions slows down the reaction and decreases the volatility.  

 • Cutting the onions underwater solubilizes propanethial-S-oxide.  

 • Cutting with vinegar on the cutting board denatures alliinase and reduces propanethial-S-
  oxide production.  

 • Cooking the onion whole before cutting denatures the alliinase.  

 • Cooking cut onions increases the reaction rate — be prepared for a blast of propanethial-S-
  oxide. 

Why do onions have this mechanism? Because it forms a defence against animals and insects 
intent on eating the onion. It also helps prevent bacterial growth on damaged tissue. In fact, 
alliinases are one reason why onions (and garlic) are so healthy. 

 

Summary 

<not developed> 

called alliinases to react with amino acid sulfoxides, producing sulfenic acids. 
Sulfenic acids are unstable and decompose into propanethial-S-oxide, which is 
a volatile organic compound that irritates the cornea. This irritation activates 
the tear glands and you cry.
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Exercises 
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Summary 

<not developed> 
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Overview 

Kinetics and thermodynamics provide 
complementary information on a chemical system. 

Thermodynamics investigates the direction and 
extent of a reaction. All reactions strive to achieve 
the lowest energy state possible. Thermodynamics 
identifies the most stable product, but does not 
provide information on the time it takes to reach the 
final state. 

Kinetics investigates the rate of chemical reactions. 
The goal of chemical kinetics is to understand how reactions proceed. With this understanding, it 
is possible to optimize reaction conditions to obtain the desired product. 

Consider a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen gas. The reactants are stable under ambient 
conditions but, once initiated, react rapidly to form water. Thermodynamically, the products are 
strongly favoured, as seen by the large, negative ΔG°. (Chapter 19 introduces the concept of reaction 

spontaneity and free energy, ΔG°.) 

2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(l)    r 298 K 474.2 kJG    

Similarly for iron, the reaction to form iron oxide (rust) is thermodynamically favoured, yet the 
reaction takes centuries under ambient conditions. 

2 Fe(s) + 3/2 O2(g)   Fe2O3(s)    r 298 K 742.2 kJG    

For the general reaction 

aA + bB   cC + dD 

the rate of reaction, v, is given by 

         X1
A B C D

m n p q
rate v k

x t


  


 

Experimental data can be analyzed in several ways to provide information on the reaction rate, 
reaction order, and rate reaction constant: 

• initial rates method 

• reaction profiling method 

• numerical modelling 

Chapter 13 (Chemical Kinetics) introduces chemical kinetics and explores the initial rates 
method and the reaction profiling method as ways to analyze chemical systems. 

Chapter 14 (Multistep Kinetics) explores the kinetics of multistep reactions, expands on the 
analytical mechanisms introduced in Chapter 13, and presents numerical modelling as a means to 
analyze complex chemical systems. 

Energetics of Chemical Reactions

Reaction Coordinate

E
ne

rg
y reactants

products

kinetics

‡

thermodynamics

common methods for kinetically

analyzing chemical systems
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Chapter 13. Chemical Kinetics 

Kinetics is the study of the rate of chemical reactions. Chemical reactions occur on vastly 
different timescales. At one extreme are kinetically rapid reactions such as combustion and 
explosions. At the other extreme are kinetically slow reactions like the oxidation of iron and the 
geological conversion of biological matter to oil and coal. In between is everything else: acid-
base neutralization, precipitation, biological processes (like vision, see page 280), cooking, ozone 
depletion, photochromic and thermochromic reactions, … . 

Collision between reactant entities is required for a reaction to occur. With this understanding, 
several factors that affect the reaction rate can be explained: 

• concentration: increased reactant concentrations increase the collision rate and the reaction 
rate. 

• state: mixing allows for reactants to collide with each other. Gases and miscible liquids 
mix at the molecular level and increases the reaction rate. Immiscible liquids and solids 
mix only at the interface. Increasing the surface area (atomizing a liquid or powdering a 
solid) increases the reaction rate.  

• temperature: molecules require sufficient energy to react. Increased temperature increases 
the available energy and the reaction rate. 

• catalyst: catalysts provide a lower energy pathway for a reaction to proceed, increasing the 
reaction rate. 

This chapter explores the factors that affect reaction rates. 

DEMO Fine steel wool will ignite if a flame is held to it, but it will not burn on its own. 
Increasing the oxygen concentration increases the reaction rate so that steel wool will 
burn continuously. Caution: the reaction is sufficiently exothermic to form molten 
iron. 

13.1 Reaction rate 

The chemical reaction rate, v, measures the change in concentration with time of an entity. 

change in concentration

change in time
rate v   13.1 

Figure 13.3 shows how the reagent concentrations change starting from equimolar amounts of 
hydrogen and oxygen for the reaction  

2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(g) 13.2 
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Figure 13.3 Kinetics of the hydrogen:oxygen combustion reaction, starting with equal amounts of each

reactant. (Δ is calculated as final – initial: Δ[O2] = [O2]final – [O2]initial) 

Observations from figure 13.3: 

• It is evident that 
2

2

2

H

H

O

 
 
 
 
 

 is consumed at 

twice

the same

half

 
 
 
 
 

 the rate that 
2

2

2

O is consumed.

H O is produced.

H is consumed.







 

• Δ[H2] and Δ[O2] are negative, while Δ[H2O] is positive. 

Using 13.1 directly would give different rates depending on whether hydrogen, oxygen, or water 
were monitored and would give negative rates if hydrogen and oxygen were monitored. Ideally, 
we want a rate equation that returns the same rate and a positive rate independent of the entity 
monitored. Comparing the observations from figure 13.3 to the stoichiometric coefficients in 
13.2, we find that the following rate equation resolves these problems*,† 

 


 


average instantaneous

X d X1 1

d
rate v

x t x t

  
     

 

   differential rate equation 
13.4 

• In 13.4, x is the stoichiometric coefficient, and X is the molecular entity. 

                                                 
* Δ[X]/Δt refers to concentration measurements at two discrete points in time, thus reporting the average rate. 

From calculus, d[X]/dt refers to an instantaneous rate measurement at a point in time.  
† While a knowledge of calculus is not required to understand this textbook, calculus is included in this text for 

students with suitable mathematical background.  
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• The 1/x term normalizes the rate as a function of stoichiometric coefficient. The same 
reaction rate is reported, independent of the reagent being observed. 

• A negative sign is introduced for reactants to make the overall rate positive. If X is a 
reactant

product

 
 
 

, a 
negative

positive

 
 
 

 sign is used. 

For the reaction 2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(g), the rate equation is given by 

     2 2 2H O H O1 1 1

2 1 2
v

t t t

   
  

  
 13.5 

For the general reaction, 

aA + bB   cC + dD 

the rate equation is given by 

       

loss of reactants growth of products

A B C D1 1 1 1
v

a t b t c t d t

    
   

    
 

13.6 

If we know the initial conditions and reaction stoichiometry, monitoring the concentration of a 
single reagent allows us to determine the concentration of all the reagents. 

▼——————————————— 

Does the reaction stoichiometry affect the reaction rate? Consider the rate for 
the following reactions: 

 2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(g) 

 H2(g) + 1/2 O2(g)   H2O(g) 

Answer: see page 666. 

———————————————▲ 

Measuring reaction rates 

Reaction rates are determined by monitoring one or more entities involved in the reaction to 
determine how far the reaction has proceeded. Some common techniques include monitoring 

• spectroscopically — using changes in the absorption or emission of electromagnetic 
radiation to monitor the concentration of an entity. If the radiation is in the visible 
spectrum, the reaction is observed as a colour change. 

• electrochemically — a concentration cell or ion selective electrode can monitor the 
concentration of an entity. (pH electrodes are one ion selective electrode.) 

• thermally (a.k.a. calorimetry) — if the reaction enthalpy is known, the system temperature is 
proportional to the extent of reaction. 

• chemically — if the monitored entity is a gas or precipitate, the volume, pressure, or 
precipitate mass indicates the extent of reaction. Alternatively, an small amount can be 
extracted and analyzed to determine the extent of reaction. 

EXERCISE 13.7 
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DEMO An oscillatory or time delayed colorimetric reaction.  

13.2 Reaction order 

For a chemical reaction to occur, the reactant entities must collide. Changing the reactant 
concentration will affect the collision frequency and thus should affect the reaction rate. This 
leads to the equation 

       A B C D
m n p q

v k  13.8 

k is the reaction rate constant. k is independent of the environment (solvent, concentrations, pressure, 

etc.), but is temperature dependent. The larger the magnitude of k, the faster the rate. 

{m, n, p, q} are the reagent reaction orders of {A, B, C, D}. {m, n, p, q} are either integers or 
half-integers and typically range from –2 … 2.  

The total reaction order is the sum of the reagent orders: O = m + n + p + q. 

If the reaction order (reagent or total) is 

0

1

2

3

 
 
 
 
 
  

, it is called 

zeroth

first

second

third

 
 
 
 
 
  

 order. 

Consider the chemical equation 

S2O8
2–(aq) + 2 I–(aq)   2 SO4

2–(aq) + I2(aq)  2– –
expt expt 2 8S O Iv k          

The reaction is first order in S2O8
2– and first order in I–. The overall reaction is second order. 

Dimensionality of the rate constant 

The dimensionality of the rate constant is dependent on the reaction order. Knowing that the 
reaction rate always has dimensionality of concentration per unit time and that each reagent has 
dimensionality of concentration, the rate constant’s dimensionality may be determined: 

For a zeroth order reaction, 

 0A
conc

v k k
time

    13.9 

For a first order rate reaction, 

   
A

A

conc
v

v k k    time
conc

1
k

time
   13.10 
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There are two common types of reactions that are overall second order. They have the same 
dimensionality. 

 
 

       

2

2A
A

A B
A B

v
concv k k

k
v

v k k

   
  
  


2

time
conc

1
k

conc time
 


 13.11 

For a general reaction, 

   A B
m n

v k   13.12 

with reaction order m + n + …  

1

1m n
m n-

conc
k conc k

time time conc


   


 13.13 

Combined rate equation 

The effect of changing concentration on the reaction rate for a given reaction can be determined 
by preparing a two-state equation from 13.8. At constant temperature, the rate constant is 
constant, allowing for the derivation of a combined rate equation.  

       
       

               
       
       

1 2

1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

1 1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2

A B C D
A B C D

A B C D A B C D

A B C D

A B C D

m n p q

m n p q

m n p q m n p q

m n p q

m n p q

v
v k k

v v

v

v

  





 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

1 1 111

2 2 222

A B C D

A B C D

m n p q
v

v

       
             

 13.14 

Or more generally, where i and j refer to two different trials of the experiment.  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

A B C D

A B C D

m n p q
i i iii

j j jjj

v

v

       
        
      

  combined rate equation 13.15 
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▼——————————————— 

For the reaction 

aA + bB   cC + dD 

let v = 1 when [A] = [B] = [C] = [D] = 1. Consider how the rate changes if [A] doubles and all 
other concentrations are constant: [A] → [2A] 

 
 

 
 

1 11

2 22

A B

A B

m
v

v

   
    
   

 
 

1

2

C

C

n

 
 
 

 
 

1

2

D

D

p

 
 
 

 
 

1

2

A

A

q m
 

  
 

 

 
 

 
 

1 21
2 1

2 12

A A

A A

m m
v

v v
v

   
     
   

 

 

If the reaction is 

 zeroth order in A: 
 
 

0 0
1

2 1 1 1
1

2 A 2

A 1
v v v v

          
  the reaction doesn’t change 

 first order in A:  
1

2 1 1

2
2

1
v v v   

 
    the reaction rate doubles 

 second order in A: 
2

2 1 1

2
4

1
v v v   

 
    the reaction rate quadruples 

———————————————▲ 

Consider the reaction 

aA + bB   cC + dD 

Equation 13.15 suggests the presence of products will affect the reaction rate. Is this reasonable? 
No! Chemical reactions occur when reactants collide. It is reasonable to expect the reactant 
concentration to affect the reaction rate. A dependence on the product concentration is not 
expected. However, a dependence on the product concentration is sometimes observed, which 
indicates a complex system. This complex system can be broken down into a series of more 
fundamental — elementary — reactions, some of which have C or D as reactants. Chapter 14 
(Multistep Kinetics) focuses on analyzing multistep reactions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXAMPLE 13.16 
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13.3 Determining reaction order: initial rates method 

In this method, the reaction rate is measured a short time after the reactants are mixed — after 
only a small and fixed amount of reactant has reacted. This method is convenient because 

• the initial reactant concentrations are known 

• the system contains a minimum of entities (reactants and solvent), minimizing concurrent and 
consecutive reactions 

• the product concentration is constant 

For example, both the forward and reverse reactions of an equilibrium occur simultaneously 

aA + bB fwd  cC + dD 

aA + bB rev  cC + dD 
13.17 

The initial rates method may be used to analyze one-half of an equilibrium system. By starting 
with only the reactants, the product concentration is negligible and the forward rate measured. 

Method 

The initial reaction rate for the reaction of interest is measured repeatedly, under identical 
conditions, except that the reactant concentrations are varied systematically. 

For a general reaction 

aA + bB   cC + dD         A B C D
m n p q

v k  

Since the reaction rate is measured after a fixed amount of reactant has reacted, the amount of 
product produced is a constant, independent of the varying reactant concentrations. 
Consequently, the product concentration is constant, simplifying the combined rate equation. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

A B C

A B C

m n p
i i ii

j j jj

v

v

     
      
     

 
 
D

D

q
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A B

A B

m n
i i

j j

   
    
   

 13.18 

The reactant reaction orders m, n are determined by applying 13.18 to a series of experimental 
runs.* 

The rate constant is determined by substituting the known orders back into any run and solving 
for k. k calculated for all runs should give the same value. 

   A B
m n

v
k   13.19 

                                                 
* It is also possible to determine the product concentration dependence — if there is one — by adding some 

product to the initial reaction. 

A B C Da b c d
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Once this form of the rate equation is known, the instantaneous reaction rate can be determined 
for any set of initial conditions. 

   A B
m n

v k  13.20 

▼——————————————— 

The initial rate for the peroxydisulfate-iodide reaction was measured at 295 K 
using thiosulfate to indicate when 0.300 
% of the peroxydisulfate had reacted. 

S2O8
2–(aq) + 2 I–(aq)   

   2 SO4
2–(aq) + I2(aq) 

Determine the reagent reaction orders, 
the overall reaction order, and the 
reaction rate constant. 

 The combined rate equation is 
written as 

2 2
2 8 4

2 2
2 8 4

S O I SO

S O I SO

m n p

i i i i

j
j j j

v

v

  

  

                    
                         

 
 

2

2

I

I

q

i

j

 
 
 
 

 

The product concentrations are always equal and simplify to unity because the reaction 
was always measured after a fixed amount of reactant had reacted. 

 To determine n, compare two runs where the iodide concentration changes. To remove the 
dependence on peroxydisulfate, the chosen runs must maintain a constant peroxydisulfate 
concentration: runs 1 and 2. 

62 mol
L s2 81 1 1

2
2 2 8 2 2

1.13 10S O I

S O I

m n

v

v

 

 

              
            

7 mol
L s5.72 10

mol
L

mol
L

0.0159

0.0159

m
   
 

mol
L0.0229

mol
L0.0114

n
 
 
 
 

 

 which simplifies to 
6

7

1.13 10 0.0229

5.72 10 0.0114

n



    
  

 

 Taking the log allows for the determination of n. 
6

7

1.13 10 0.0229
log log

5.72 10 0.0114
n





         
 

 
 

log 1.976
0.976 1

log 2.009
n     

EXAMPLE 13.21 

KI Na2S2O8

1 0.0159 0.0229 1.13E-06

2 0.0159 0.0114 5.72E-07

3 0.0159 0.0057 2.84E-07

4 0.0077 0.0229 5.50E-07

5 0.0039 0.0229 2.79E-07

6 0.0077 0.0114 2.76E-07

Run
Concentration /(mol/L) Rate 

/(mol/(L s))
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 To determine m, compare two runs where the peroxydisulfate concentration changes. The 
concentration of iodide can vary since n is known. In this example, we use runs 3 & 4. 

72 mol
L s2 83 3 3

2
4 2 8 4 4

2.84 10S O I

S O I

m n

v

v

 

 

              
            

7 mol
L s5.50 10

mol
L0.0159


mol
L0.0077

mol
L0.0057

m
 
 
 
 

mol
L0.0229

1n
 
 
 
 

 

 which simplifies to 

   

 
 

17

7

2.84 10 0.0159 0.0057

5.50 10 0.0077 0.0229

0.5164 2.065 0.2489

0.5164
2.065 2.075

0.2489

m

m

m





            



 

 

 Taking logs allows for the determination of m. 

     
 

log 2.075
log 2.065 log 2.075

log 2.065

1

m m

m

  



 

 The reaction is first order in peroxydisulfate and first order in iodide, and second order 
overall. To determine the rate constant, we solve 13.19 using any of the runs. Considering 
runs 1, 2, and 3, we see that the rate is constant. 

6 mol
L s1

1 mol mol2 2
L L2 8 2 8 1 1

3

3
2

3
3

1.13 10

0.0159 0.0229S O I S O I

L
3.11 10

mol s

L
3.15 10

mol s

L
3.13 10

mol s

i

i i

v v
k k

k

k



   








   
              

 

  

  





 

3 L
3.13 10

mol s
k    

 The overall rate expression is 

3 2
2 8

L
3.13 10 S O I

mol s
v             
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▼——————————————— 

We used only a few of the reactions in example 13.21. Repeat example 13.21 
using runs 1 & 3 or runs 4 & 6 to determine n. Then determine m using 

different runs other than runs 3 & 4. 

Answer: see page 666. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the overall reaction order and the rate constant for the reaction of 
nitrogen monoxide with oxygen. Write the complete rate equation and 

determine the instantaneous rate when 
[NO] = 0.040 mol/L and [O2] = 0.040 mol/L. 

2 NO(g) + O2(g)   2 NO2(g) 

Answer: see page 666. 

▼——————————————— 

The following initial reaction rates were measured for varying initial 
concentrations of the reactants. Determine the overall reaction order for the 

reaction. 

[A] /arb. [B] /arb.

1 [A]1 [B]1 4.0

2 [A]2 = [A]1 [B]2 = 1.5 [B]1 9.0

3 [A]3 = 2 [A]1 [B]3 = [B]2 18.0

Run
Concentration Initial rate 

/(mol/(L s))

 
 To determine n, compare two runs where B concentration changes. To remove the 

dependence on A, the chosen runs must maintain a constant A concentration: runs 1 and 2. 

   
   

L
mol s1 1 1

2 2 2

4A B

A B

m n

m n

v

v
 

L
mol s9

k


k

 1A
m

 1A
m

 
  

 

1

1

1

B

1.5 B

B

n

n


 11.5 B

n
 
 
 
 

 

 which simplifies to 

4 1

9 1.5

n
   
 

 

EXERCISE 13.22 

EXERCISE 13.23 

EXAMPLE 13.24 

NO O2

1 0.015 0.027 0.044

2 0.038 0.027 0.275

3 0.055 0.048 1.043

Run
Initial conc. /(mol/L) Rate 

/(mol/(L s))
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 Taking the log allows for the determination of n. 

4 1
log log

9 1.5
n

      
   

 

4
log

9
2

1
log

1.5

n

 
 
  
 
 
 

 

▼——————————————— 

Determine m for the data in example 13.24 by analyzing runs 1 & 3. 
Determine the overall reaction order. 

Answer: see page 666. 

▼——————————————— 

The following 
initial reaction 

rates were measured for varying 
initial concentrations of the 
reactants. Determine the overall 
reaction order for the reaction. 

Answer: see page 666. 

———————————————▲ 

13.4 Integrated rate equations 

Review the significant digits rules for logarithm/inverse logarithm operations on page 22 prior 
to completing this section and the remainder of this chapter. 

Section 13.3 presented a method of calculating the rate given the reagent concentrations, but 
provides no information on how those concentrations change with time. This section focuses on 
obtaining analytical equations for concentration as a function of time. 

In example 13.21, the analytical rate equation for the reaction was determined to be 

3 2
2 8

L
3.13 10 S O I

mol s
v             

This equation gives the rate of a reaction for arbitrary peroxydisulfate and iodide concentrations. 
Consider the equation 

         X1
A B C D

m n p q
v k

x t


 


 13.27 

EXERCISE 13.25 

EXERCISE 13.26 

[A] /arb. [B] /arb.

1 [A]1 [B]1 4.1

2 [A]2 = [A]1 [B]2 = 1.5 [B]1 5.0

3 [A]3 = 2 [A]1 [B]3 = [B]2 20.1

Run
Concentration Rate 

/(mol/(L s))
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Experimentally, we measure the rate of appearance or disappearance of an entity,  X t  . This 

rate is proportional to the reaction rate by a 1/x term as illustrated in the differential rate 
equation, 13.4. 

   X d X

d
x v

t t

 
     

 differential rate equation 13.4 

In the derivation of the rate equations below, we propose to measure a reactant, A. With this, 
equation 13.27 simplifies to  

         A
A B C D

m n p q
v a k a

t


 


  13.28 

Zeroth order reaction 

For a zeroth order reaction, 

A   products 

If m = n = … = 0, and a = 1, the differential rate equation simplifies to 

     0 0A
A Bk k

t


 


  13.29 

 A
k

t


 


 differential rate equation 

13.30 

and integrates to 

   0A A
t

k t    integrated rate equation 13.31 

Equation 13.31 gives the reagent concentration as a function of 
time: [A]t is the concentration at time t and [A]0 is the initial 
concentration. Equation 13.31 is also in a linear form: 
 
  

 


0
A A

m x

t

y b

k t   . Figure 13.33 shows how the concentration 

changes as a function of time. 

The half-life, t½, is the time required for half of a reactant to 
undergo reaction. Knowledge of the half-life is important because it 
provides information on the duration of the reaction. The half-life is 

determined by setting    1
2 0

A A
t
 , ½t t , and solving for t½.* For a zeroth order reaction, 

       1
2 ½0 0 0

A A A A
t

k t k t         

                                                 
* While the time, t, is a variable, t½ is a constant. 
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Figure 13.33 Concentration profile of a zeroth order reaction. The dashed line indicates the half-lives as the 
reaction proceeds. 

Zero order reactions are limited to systems where 
one entity is in very high or fixed concentration 
and another entity is limiting the reaction rate. As 
the entity concentration decreases, the reaction 
order will change as illustrated in the figure at 
right. 
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▼——————————————— 

Some examples of zeroth order reactions include 

• reactions involving catalysts:  

◦ biological degradation of alcohol by the liver. When you drink, the liver decomposes 
alcohol at a rate of between 0.012 and 0.018 percent per hour, depending on the 
individual. 

◦ iron(III) (in blood) catalyzes the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide when hydrogen 
peroxide is placed on a wound. 

• reactions involving solids and solvents 

◦ oxidation of iron and burning of wood are limited to the surface area of the solid 

———————————————▲ 

Kinetics of reactions involving solids and liquids 

You likely know from previous chemistry courses that solids and liquids (including the solvent) 
are removed from the equilibrium constant equation. Section 15.5 shows that this is because the 
concentration of solids and liquids is constant. 

In kinetics, the reaction order of solids and liquids is usually zero. The reaction proceeds at a 
fixed rate for as long as the solid/liquid is present. The reaction rate is affected by the surface 
area of the solid/liquid: the greater the surface area, the faster the reaction rate, but the surface 
area typically doesn’t change during the reaction. The reaction rate may be monitored by 
measuring how much of the solid/liquid remains (mass, volume, etc.). Since the surface is 
constant, it can be incorporated into the rate constant as illustrated in section 13.5. 

First order reaction 

For a first order reaction, 

A   products 

m = 1, n = p = … = 0, and a = 1, and the differential rate equation simplifies to 

       1 0A
A B Ak k

t


 


  13.35 

   A
Ak

t


 


 differential rate equation 13.36 

and integrates to 

   
   

0

0

ln A ln A

A A e

t

k t

t

k t


  


 integrated rate equation 13.37 

EXAMPLE 13.34 
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13.37 gives the desired reagent concentration as a function of 
time. There are two common forms of the integrated rate equation 
for first order reactions. The first is linear: 

  
 

  0
ln A ln A

m xy

t

b

k t  
 

, and plotted in figure 13.39. 

The half-life of a first order reaction is given by 

        1
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First order reactions are unique in that their half-life equation is independent of the initial 
concentration. This is evidenced by the constant half-life in figure 13.39, while figures 13.33 and 
13.47 show that the zeroth and second order half-lives vary with concentration. 
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Figure 13.39 Concentration profile of a first order reaction. The dashed lines show the half-lives as the 
reaction proceeds and the inset shows that plotting the ln(conc.) versus time results in a linear
graph.  

 

??? 

Figure 13.40 Phosphorescent stars. 

• After an entity absorbs a photon, that energy can be released as light (glow sticks, fluorescent 
dyes in fabric detergent, phosphorescent stars on your bedroom wall, etc.) or cause the entity to 
decompose. 

◦ H2SiO*(g)   H2(g) + SiO(g)       10 11200 K 1.78 10 sk    

• Some entities decompose or rearrange via first order kinetics. 

◦ ClN3(g)   NCl(g) + N2(g)       4 1800 K 1.25 10 sk    

◦ (CH2)2O(g)   CH4(g) + H2(g) + CO(g)    4 1688 K 2.04 10 sk     

◦         2 1600 K 5.54 10 sk     

• Acid dissociation is sometimes first order 

◦ CH3COOH(aq)   CH3COO–(aq) + H+(aq)    5 1298 K 7.8 10 sk    

• Radioactive decay is a first order process. Atoms have half-lives ranging from 
microseconds to billions of years. Radiocarbon dating uses carbon-14, with a half-life of 
5730 years. (See Chapter 30 (Nuclear Science) for more information.) 

Second order reaction 

There are two common second order reactions: 

• m = n = 1 and all others zero 

• m = 2 and n = p = … = 0 

Each produces different rate equations 

       2 0 2A1
A B Ak k

a t


 


 13.41 

           1 1 0 1 1A1
A B C A Bk k

a t


 


 13.42 

The differential rate equation for equation 13.41, with a = 1, simplifies to 

   2A
Ak

t


 


 differential rate equation 

13.43 
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and integrates to 

   0
1 1

A A
t

k t   integrated rate equation 13.44 

Equation 13.44 gives the desired reagent concentration as a 
function of time. Equation 13.44 is also in a linear form: 

     0

1 1

A A
m xy b

t

k t  , and plotted in figure 13.47. 

▼——————————————— 

Using the same procedure as for zeroth and first 
order reactions, show that the half-life for a 

second order reaction is given by  
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———————————————▲ 
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Figure 13.47 Concentration profile of a second order reaction. The dashed line shows the half-lives as the 

reaction proceeds and the inset shows that plotting the conc.–1 versus time results in a linear 
graph. 
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EXAMPLES??? 

 

▼——————————————— 

 Show that the integrated rate equation and half-life equation from 13.41, 
with a = 2 for the second order reaction 

2 A   products 

are 

   0
1 1

2
A A

t

k t  , with 
 ½

0

1

2 A
t

k
  

———————————————▲ 

The other chemical equation that is second order overall is 

A + B   products 13.49 

The differential rate equation for equation 13.42, with a = b = 1, simplifies to 

     A
A Bk

t


 


 differential rate equation 

13.50 

and integrates to* 
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 integrated rate equation 13.51 

and has linear form 
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13.52 

Comparing figure 13.51 with 13.37 for a first order reaction shows several similarities. In fact, 
13.50 is actually first order in A and first order in B.  

Consider reaction 13.49 and envision the concentration of B being much greater than A. How 
would the concentration of B change as the reaction proceeded? When a reactant is in such 

excess, its concentration is effectively constant:    0B B
t
 . Thus 13.51 simplifies to 

 
      0 0

0

A
ln B A

A
t k t

 
   

 
 13.53 

                                                 
* The integration of 13.50 is done in exercise 58. 

EXERCISE 13.48 
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which looks very similar to the integrated rate equation for a first order reaction (13.37). 13.53 is 
an example of a pseudo first order reaction: a reaction that appears to be first order because all 
reactants are in large excess, except one. 

For example, the hydrolysis of sucrose 

C12H22O11(aq) + H2O(l)   2 C6H12O6(aq)    5 1
½298 K 2.3 10 s 8.4 hrsk t     

is pseudo-first order. The solvent (water) concentration is approximately constant at 55 mol/L. 
Thus, it is reasonable to use the pseudo-first order equation when considering the hydrolysis of 
sucrose. 

Other order reactions 

Zeroth, first, and second order reactions are common but are not the only possible reaction 
orders. Negative and fractional reaction orders occur, and it is possible to derive analytical 
equations for these systems as well. 

Summary 

Table 13.54 Summary of the analytical equations for simple kinetic systems, with a = 1. 

Differential rate 
expression

Integrated rate              
expression

Half-life Linear graph

         

              

           

0
½0

½0

2

½

0 0

zeroth order:

first order:

second order:

AA
A A A vs.

2

A ln 2
A ln A ln A ln A vs.

A 1 1 1 1
A vs.

A A A A

t t

t t

t t

k k t t t
t k

k k t t t
t k

k k t t t
t k
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13.5 Pseudo-nth order approximation 

Reactions involving more than one entity are difficult to study since the concentrations of both 
entities are changing simultaneously. It is possible to simplify the system and reduce the 
complexity of the calculations by making all the reactant concentrations, except one, very high 
so that their concentration is approximately constant. It is then possible to determine the order of 
each entity and the rate constant for the reaction. 

The term ‘pseudo’ refers to the fact that the reaction appears to be a different order than it 
actually is. Pseudo reactions often exist when the solvent is a reactant. 

For the reaction, 

A + B   products 

   A B
m n

t t
v k  13.55 

if we make        0 0 0
B A B B

t
   , the rate equation reduces to* 

   0A B
m n

t
v k  13.56 

Combining the constants gives 

 0
B

n
k k   13.57 

and the rate equation reduces to a pseudo-nth order equation similar to the ones already analyzed. 

   d A1
A

d

m

t
v k

a t

   
 

 differential pseudo-nth order equation 13.58 

Solution of 13.58 when m equals zero, one, or two gives 

   0A A
t

a k t    integrated pseudo-zeroth order equation 13.59 

   0A A e a k t

t

  integrated pseudo-first order equation 13.60 

   0
1 1

A A
t

a k t   integrated pseudo-second order equation 13.61 

Equations 13.59 to 13.61 are identical to equations 13.31, 13.37, and 13.43. 

Similarly, we can determine the reaction order for B by setting       0 0 0
A B A A

t
   . The 

rate equation reduces to 

   0
A B

m n

t
v k  13.62 

                                                 
*  means ‘such that’. The line is read, “if we set the concentration of B much greater than the concentration of A, 

such that the concentration of B at time t (during the reaction) is approximately the same as the initial B 
concentration, the rate equation reduces to … ”. 
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Combining the constants gives 

 0
A

m
k k   13.63 

and the rate equation reduces to a pseudo-nth order equation similar to the ones already analyzed. 

   d B
B

d

n

t
v b k b

t


   differential pseudo-nth order equation 13.64 

Once we know all the reactant orders, the rate constant can be determined from  

   0 0
B A

n mor
k k

k k
 

   13.65 

Both equations in 13.65 should give the same rate constant. 

Table sugar is not as common as you might think …  

So … how much sucrose — table sugar — do you actually consume on a daily basis? 

        
glucose fructo

12 22 1 6 12 6

se

1 62 6 12C H aq aq C H O aq C H OO H O aq  
 

Dissolved ‘sugar’ hydrolyzes to glucose and fructose via a first order reaction with a half-life of 
8.4 hours at 298 K. Any liquid or semi-liquid food that was made with sugar and then stored for 
a few days no longer contains sugar. Jam, jelly, Jell-O™, pudding, and juice are a few foods that 
do not contain sugar by the time you consume them. It is interesting to read the labels on these 
foods. Some list sugar or sucrose as an ingredient, other list glucose and fructose. 

Don’t think of this as a bonus. Glucose and fructose provide the same carbohydrates as the 
original sucrose. However, sucrose tastes slightly different than the glucose-fructose mixture. If 
you sweeten juice with sugar and drink it, it will have one flavour. Leave it in the refrigerator for 
a few days and it will have a different flavour! 

▼——————————————— 

Kool-Aid® initially contains approximately 
0.30 mol/L of sucrose. Determine the 

sucrose concentration after 24 hours at 298 K. 

 The essay indicates that sucrose hydrolyzes via a first 
order reaction with a 8.4 hour-half life at 298 K. 

 Determine the rate constant for a first order reaction using 13.38. 

   

 

½
½

1

ln 2 ln 2

ln 2
0.0825 hr

8.4 hr

t k
k t

k 

  

 

 

EXAMPLE 13.66 
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 Determine the sucrose concentration using 13.37. 

   
1

0

0.0825 hr

sucrose sucrose e

mol
0.30 e

L

k t

t





 



 24 hr

mol
0.041

L


 

▼——————————————— 

???Example & exercise 

———————————————▲ 

13.6 Determining reaction order: monitoring reaction profiles 

Since each reaction order has a different functional relationship (summarized in table 13.54) and a 
different linear relationship, it is possible to determine the reaction order by plotting the linear 
relationships and identifying which graph is actually linear. The rate constant is then a function 
of the linear slope. 

• If a graph of concentration versus time is linear, the reaction is zeroth order. 

• If a graph of logarithm concentration versus time is linear, the reaction is first order. 

• If a graph of inverse concentration versus time is linear, the reaction is second order. 

• If all of the above graphs are non-linear, the reaction is not zeroth, first, or second order. 

▼——————————————— 

The data was collected for the following reaction at 298 K. Determine the 
reaction order and rate constant. 

A   products 

 In order to determine the 
reaction order, we need to 
organize the data into graphable 
forms: ln(conc.) and conc.–1 
This is completed in grey on the 
data table. 

 Graphing the linear data for 
each order is shown below. 
Only the second order graph is 
linear, indicating that the 
reaction is second order. 

 

EXAMPLE 13.67 

0.0 0.255 -1.367 3.925

20.0 0.103 -2.273 9.706

40.0 0.065 -2.738 15.450

60.0 0.048 -3.037 20.852

80.0 0.038 -3.273 26.383

100.0 0.031 -3.463 31.913

120.0 0.026 -3.650 38.484

140.0 0.023 -3.778 43.726

160.0 0.021 -3.886 48.733

180.0 0.018 -4.021 55.755

Time /s [A] /(mol/L) ln([A]) [A]–1
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Test for zeroth  order reaction
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Test for second  order reaction

y  = 0.2884 x  + 3.605
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 For a second order graph, the rate constant is the slope of the line. 

L
0.288

mol s
k    

▼——————————————— 

The decomposition of dinitrogen 
tetroxide was monitored in two 

ways: by monitoring the total pressure, and 
spectroscopically, by looking at the absorbance of 
nitrogen trioxide at 627 nm in a 10.00 cm gas cell at 
365 K.  

N2O5(g)   NO2(g) + NO3(g) 

Confirm that both methods return the same reaction 
order and rate constant. 

Pressure data 

 The pressure data is the total pressure. The analysis must be based on either the pressure or 
concentration of a single reactant or product. An ICE table illustrates how pressure changes 
during the reaction and allows for us to calculate the partial pressure of each gas. 

Realize that partial pressure and concentration are related through equation 10.24. 

EXAMPLE 13.68 Time /s P tot /bar A 627 nm

0.0 0.992 0.000

10.0 1.438 0.070

20.0 1.695 0.111

30.0 1.832 0.132

40.0 1.902 0.143

50.0 1.940 0.149

60.0 1.960 0.152

70.0 1.971 0.154
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 Setting up the ICE table using pressure gives 

     2 5 2 3

bar

N O g NO g NO g

0.992 0 0

0.992

x x x

x x x






I

C

E

 

The total pressure is the sum of the partial pressures. Initially — time zero — the total 
pressure is only from dinitrogen tetroxide. As the reaction proceeds, we know the total 
pressure, so x and the partial pressures can be calculated. For the data at 10.0 ms, 

 
2 5 2 3

units removed to simplify calcula

tot N O NO

tion

NO 1.438 bar 0.992 bar bar bar

1.438 0.992 0.446 bar

P P P P x x x

x x x x

       

     
 

Thus, PN2O5
 = 0.546 bar; PNO2

 = PNO3
 = 0.446 bar 

 PN2O5
 is tabulated on the data table and converted to concentration using 10.24. To 

determine the reaction order, we also need the concentration in graphable forms: ln(conc.) 
and conc.–1 

Time /s P tot /bar P N2O5 [N2O5] ln([N2O5]) [N2O5]
–1

0.0 0.992 0.992 0.03268 -3.421 30.60

10.0 1.438 0.545 0.01797 -4.019 55.65

20.0 1.695 0.289 0.00951 -4.655 105.1

30.0 1.832 0.152 0.00500 -5.298 200.0

40.0 1.902 0.081 0.00268 -5.923 373.4

50.0 1.940 0.043 0.00143 -6.549 698.9

60.0 1.960 0.023 0.00077 -7.166 1294

70.0 1.971 0.013 0.00042 -7.786 2407  
 Graphing the linear data (based on table 13.54) for each order is shown below. Only the first 

order graph is linear, indicating that the reaction is first order.  

Test for zeroth  order reaction: N2O5
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y  = -0.0626 x  – 3.411
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Test for second  order reaction: N2O5
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 The rate constant is the negative slope, k = 0.0626 ms–1 = 62.6 s–1 

 The complete rate expression is  

 1
2 562.6 ms N Ov   

Absorbance data 

 The relationship between absorbance and concentration is presented in section 7.1 
(Spectroscopic analysis). Briefly, absorbance is proportional to concentration via the Beer-
Lambert law, A = ε b c, where ε is the molar absorptivity of the absorbing entity and b is 
the path length. For nitrogen trioxide, ε627 nm = 4.77·103 L/(mol cm). In this experiment, 
b = 10.00 cm. From the figure, it is evident that nitrogen trioxide is the only absorbing 
entity at 627 nm.  

200 300 400 500 600 700

Wavelength /nm

M
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ar
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b
so

rb
ti
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ty

  N2O5(g)
  NO2(g)

  NO3(g)

  627 nm

A
b
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ce

Pressure 
/mmHg
 

10
 

 8
 

 6
  

 4
 

 2
 

 0

 
 Using the Beer-Lambert law, we can directly calculate the nitrogen trioxide concentration. 

For the data at 10.0 ms, 

 

<not complete> 

 

▼——————————————— 

Use the results obtained in example 13.68 to determine the pressure  EXERCISE 13.69 
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a) after 55 ms. 

b) after the reaction has gone to completion. 

Answer: see page 666. 

———————————————▲ 

The reaction profiling method is limited because one must test for each individual order. Recall 
that the reaction order can be any real number. While zeroth, first, and second order are the most 
common, it is possible that the reaction order will be none of these and none of the tests will give 
a linear relationship. 

13.7 Factors affecting the rate constant 

Given the equations,  

         X1
A B C D

m n p q
v k

x t


 


 13.70 

sections 13.3 to 13.6 probed the dependence of the reaction rate on the reagent stoichiometry and 
reagent concentration. We now look at the factors affecting the rate constant, k.* 

[1889] Svante Arrhenius proposed the Arrhenius equation, 13.71, that empirically predicts the 
temperature dependence of the rate constant.  

 
a

e
E

R Tk T A


  Arrhenius equation 13.71 

• A is the frequency factor: the frequency of reactants colliding with the correct orientation. 

• Ea is the activation energy: the minimum energy required for a reaction to proceed. 

The Arrhenius equation can be linearized by taking the natural logarithm, giving 

  


 


a 1
ln ln

m x by

E
k T A

R T


 


 

13.72 

Equation 13.72 allows for the determination of the activation energy and pre-exponential factor 
from the slope and intercept, respectively. 

                                                 
* Until this point, we have written the rate constant simply as k. Since the rate constant is, in fact, temperature 

dependent, we explicitly show that dependence by writing k(T). 
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DEMO Alka-Seltzer™ tablets are put into two beakers, one containing room temperature 
water, the other hot water, and the bubbling observed as the reaction rate. Alka 
Seltzer contains solid citric acid, C6H8O7, and sodium hydrogen carbonate. As solids, 
these do not react. But once dissolved, undergo rapid acid-base neutralization.  

  C6H8O7(aq) + 3 NaHCO3(aq)   Na3C6H5O7(aq) + 3 COg(g) + 3 H2O(l) 
 The reaction produces sodium citrate, which neutralizes stomach acid — the primary 

function of Alka-Seltzer. 

▼——————————————— 

(This is a continuation of example 13.21.) The initial rate for the peroxydisulfate-
iodide reaction was measured at varying temperatures, using thiosulfate to 

indicate when 0.300 % of the peroxydisulfate had reacted. 

S2O8
2–(aq) + 2 I–(aq)   2 SO4

2–(aq) + I2(aq) 

KI Na2S2O8

1 4.0 0.0159 0.0229 2.90E-07 7.99E-04

2 13.2 0.0159 0.0229 6.66E-07 1.84E-03

3 21.7 0.0159 0.0229 1.25E-06 3.45E-03

4 34.3 0.0159 0.0229 2.91E-06 8.01E-03

5 41.2 0.0159 0.0229 4.06E-06 1.12E-02

Rate constant 
/(L/(mol s))

Run
Concentration /(mol/L) Initial rate 

/(mol/(L s))
Temp. /°C

 
Determine the reaction activation energy, Ea, and pre-exponential factor, A. 

 In order to plot the data via the Arrhenius equation, 13.72, 1/T (in kelvin) and ln(k) must be 
calculated.  

1 4.0 7.99E-04 3.61E-03 -7.132

2 13.2 1.84E-03 3.49E-03 -6.300

3 21.7 3.45E-03 3.39E-03 -5.670

4 34.3 8.01E-03 3.25E-03 -4.827

5 41.2 1.12E-02 3.18E-03 -4.493

Temp.–1 /K–1 ln(k )Rate constant 
/(L/(mol s))

Run Temp. /°C

 
 

 The data is plotted below at right and the 
equation of the line determined. 

 From equation 13.72, the slope equals –
Ea/R. The activation energy is determined 
below, with R chosen to give the desired 
units. Observe that the units on the slope are 

1
K

1
K . 

EXAMPLE 13.73 

Activation energy determination

-8

-7

-6

-5

-4

-3

3.0E-03 3.2E-03 3.4E-03 3.6E-03 3.8E-03

Inverse temperature /K–1

ln
( k

 /(
m

ol
/(

L
 s

))

2 I–(aq) + S2O8
2–(aq) → I2(aq) + 2 SO4

2–(aq)

y  = -6188 x  + 15.27
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a
a

a 6188 K

E
m E m R

R

E


   


J

8.314
mol K

kJ
51.4

mol


 

 From equation 13.72, the intercept equals ln(A). The pre-exponential factor is calculated 
below. Observe A has units equal to that of the rate constant, but that ln(A) is 

dimensionless. ln(A) is more correctly calculated as ln
units

A 
 
 

. 

 
mol mol
L s L s

15.27 6

mol
ln ln e e

L s

mol mol
e 4.3 10

L s L s

b bA A
b A b A

A

        
 

  

 

▼——————————————— 

The rate constant for the 
decomposition of dinitrogen 

pentoxide was measured at varying temperatures. 
Determine the reaction activation energy and pre-
exponential factor. 

N2O5(g)   NO2(g) + NO3(g) 

 

 

Answer: see page 666. 

▼——————————————— 

Using the results from exercise 13.74, determine the uncertainty in the rate 
constant if the temperature varied by ± 1 K at 350 K. 

 Calculate the rate constant at 349 K and 351 K. 

 

 

a

3 J
mol93.0 10

15

e

mol
349 K 1.2·10 e

L s

E

R Tk T A

k



 




J

mol K8.314 349 K

 

 

mol
14.4

L s

mol
350 K 15.8

L s

mol
351 K 17.3

L s

k

k



 

 





 

EXERCISE 13.74 

EXAMPLE 13.75 

Activation energy determination

-4

-2

0

2

4

6

2.6E-03 2.8E-03 3.0E-03 3.2E-03 3.4E-03

Inverse temperature /K–1

ln
( k

 /s
–1

)

N2O5(g) → NO2(g) + NO3(g)

y  = -11.18 x  + 34.72
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 Determine the uncertainty. 

The error between 349 K and 350 K is 1.4 mol/(L s). The error between 351 and 350 
K is 1.5 mol/(L s). The error is not the same above and below because the function is 
not linear, it is exponential. The uncertainty in the rate is greater than the uncertainty 
predicted by the significant figures in exercise 13.74. 

Thus, the rate constant is 

  1.5
1.4

mol mol
350 K 15.8 16 1

L s L s
k 

    

Clearly, accurate control of temperature is important to obtaining accurate results. 

———————————————▲ 

We often wish to compare two states of the system; we can derive a combined rate constant 
equation from the Arrhenius equation by solving for A and equating. A is approximately constant 
with temperature.*  

 
 a

a
e

e

E

R T
E

R T

k T
k T A A



    

a

a
1

1 2

a a a

1 2 2

1 1

1 2 1

2

e
e

e e e

E
ER T
R T T

E E E

R T R T R T

k k k
A

k


 

 
 

        

 

a,2 a,11

2 2 1

ln
E Ek

k R T R T

 
  

 
 13.76 

The activation energy is also independent of temperature, giving 

a1

2 2 1

1 1
ln

Ek

k R T T

   
    

   
 13.77 

▼——————————————— 

Simple example??? 

 

 

                                                 
* A thermodynamic derivation of the Arrhenius equation (the Eyring equation, derived on page 645) shows that A is slightly 

temperature dependent. 

EXAMPLE 13.78 
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▼——————————————— 

When at 20 °C, milk spoils in approximately 6 hours. However, milk in the 
fridge at 2 °C spoils in approximately 10 days. Estimate the rate limiting 

activation energy for this reaction. Assume the times are first order half-lives. 

 Sort the data into the two states.  

State 1: 20 °C (293 K) t½ = 6 hr    k1 = 0.116 hr–1 

State 2: 2 °C (275 K) t½ = 10 days = 240 hr  k2 = 0.00289 hr–1 

 Determine the rate constants. They are tabulated above. 

   
½

½

ln 2 ln 2
t k

k t
    

 Substitute into equation 13.77 and solve for the activation energy. R is chosen to give the 
desired units. 

1
a1

2 2 1

1 1 0.116 hr
ln ln

Ek

k R T T

   
     

    10.00289 hr
a

4 1a

a

1 1

275 K 293 K

J
3.692 2.23 10 K 8.314

mol K

kJ
1.4

mol

E

R

E
R

R

E

 

   
        

  



 

▼——————————————— 

Repeat the above example using the t½ for a second order reaction and 
confirm the results are independent of the reaction order. 

▼——————————————— 

How long would it take milk to spoil on a hot day, when it is 35 °C? 

———————————————▲ 

Temperatures in the kitchen 

Food in the fridge is cooled to slow the rate of bacterial growth and the spoiling of food. 

Food at room temperature is at the ideal temperature for bacterial growth. 

Food is cooked at higher temperatures to denature the proteins in food — cooking — and kill 
bacteria growing on the food.  

EXAMPLE 13.79 

EXAMPLE 13.80 

EXAMPLE 13.81 
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▼——————————————— 

Assume that one well-fed squirrel must eat every two days during the summer 
but hibernates for 20 days at a time during winter. (They wake up every 20 days or 

so to feed.) If the normal body temperature is 37 °C and the hibernation body temperature averages 
–2 °C, what is the rate limiting biological activation energy? (Assume days equals the half-life of the 

squirrel.) 

Answer: see page 666. 

———————————————▲ 

The Arrhenius equation is empirical, meaning that it was developed from experimental 
observations, not from theory. Subsequent work in kinetics led to the development of Collision 
theory and Transition State theory, which provide a theoretical framework for the Arrhenius 
equation and create an important link between kinetics and thermodynamics. 

Collision theory 

Collision theory proposes that a reaction is most probable if the reactants have sufficient energy 
and are in a correct orientation for reaction. 

A minimum amount of energy, the activation energy, must be available for a reaction to occur. 
Section 10.8 introduces the concept that thermodynamic temperature is equivalent to kinetic 
energy and that molecules have, on average, an energy of R T. However, the distribution of 
kinetic energy about R T is broad and given by the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (section 10.8 

and figure 13.86). When entities collide, 
some of their kinetic energy converts to 
potential energy and, if sufficient 
potential energy is available to overcome 
the energy barrier, may lead to reaction. 
When the colliding entities move in 
exactly opposite — antiparallel — 
directions, there is the greatest conversion 
of kinetic energy to potential energy and 
therefore the greatest reaction probability. 
As the collision angle decreases, an 
increasing amount of energy remains as 
kinetic energy.* 

                                                 
* This is a highly simplified explanation of an active field of chemistry research: reaction dynamics. Scientists 

explore chemical systems experimentally and theoretically to understand the very complex interactions that occur 
during intermolecular collisions. 

EXERCISE 13.82 

??? 

??? 

??? 

??? 

??? 

??? 

??? 

Figure 13.83 Research on collision dynamics measures the 
angle and energy of the product fragments. 
The energy distribution provides information 
on the reaction mechanism. 
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Figure 13.84 gives two possible trajectories for the reaction 

Br(g) + BrNO(g)   Br2(g) + NO(g) 

For this reaction to occur, the bromine atoms must collide, as done in a). In b), the bromine atom 
hits the oxygen atom, resulting in an inelastic collision and no reaction.* 

I NCORRECT  collision orientation does not allow for reaction.

→→

→

C ORRECT  collision orientation allows for reaction.









 

 

→
‡

 
 
 

‡
 
 
 

 
Figure 13.84 Antiparallel collision of bromine and nitrosyl bromide, NOBr, in two orientations. The first 

orientation leads to a reactive collision while the second does not. 

There is a large reactive angle in the reaction of bromine and nitrosyl bromide. Consider, 
however, the reaction of a substrate with a protein. Often, the active site on proteins is buried 
deep within a channel on the protein and the path leading to the active site is designed for a 
specific substrate. The acceptable angle is very narrow, and the probability of a substrate having 
exactly the correct angle and the correct orientation to the reactive site is very small. To assist 
the substrate, the channel often has functional groups to align the substrate for successful 
reaction and the protein itself contains sufficient energy to ensure that most substrates reaching 
the active site react. 

                                                 
* You are familiar with the use of square brackets, [ ], to report concentrations. Square brackets are also used to 

represent the entity at the transition state as shown in figure 13.84 and to enclose complex-ions (section 17.3). 
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——  

Figure 13.85 Alpha-amylases are a class of enzymes that catalyze the conversion of polysaccharides (starch 

and sucrose) into monosaccharide’s (glucose and fructose). Our bodies can then absorb 
monosaccharide’s for use or storage. Calcium (grey) and chloride (yellow) are required for 
function in the active site. The left image presents the enzyme as a ribbon; the right image is a 
space filling model. A polysaccharide segment is shown in the active site. 

RCSB PROTEIN DATA BANK The RCSB protein data bank (pdb) is a repository for 
scientific data on biological entities. The freely accessible website, <www.rcsb.org>, 
allows anyone to view structures, download structure files, and read short summaries 
of the entities and their function. (JMol and RasMol are free visualization programs for pdb 

structures.) 

Increasing the temperature increases 

• the collision frequency 

• the number of entities with sufficient energy for reaction 

More collisions mean more opportunities to react. Increasing the temperature increases the 
average kinetic energy so more collisions have sufficient energy to react. 
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Figure 13.86 Kinetic energy distribution (Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution) for entities at 273 K and 373 K. 

If a reaction has an activation energy of 42 kJ/mol, each reacting entity must have a minimum
average kinetic energy of 21 kJ/mol. 

Food is cooled to slow bacterial growth (to keep it ‘fresh’). Food is heated to cook it and to kill 
bacteria. These processes occur specifically because of the change in available kinetic energy, 
illustrated by 13.86. Consider an egg. In the fridge at 2 °C, the molecules in the egg have a low 
kinetic energy distribution. There is limited energy to for bacterial growth, so it will take about a 
month for bacteria to spoil the egg. Now consider an egg in boiling water at 100 °C. After 20 
minutes, the egg is ‘hard boiled’ and ready to eat. The only difference is the kinetic energy 
distribution of the molecules. At 100 °C,* there is sufficient energy to denature the proteins in the 
egg; we perceive this denaturation as ‘cooking’ the egg. As an added benefit, the high 
temperature also denatures proteins within the bacteria colonizing the egg, effectively killing 
them. (See Chapter 31 (Food and Nutrition Science) for more information.) 

The typical gas phase collision frequency is 1030 collisions per second at 298 K. If all collisions 
led to reaction, the second-order rate constant would be 106 L/(mol s). As you complete the 
exercises, you will discover that typical second order rate constants are between 10-9 L/(mol s) 
and 10-2 L/(mol s) for the oxidation of iron and a explosion, respectively. Comparing these 
values with the maximum indicates that between 1 in 108 and 1 in 1015 collisions is reactive. For 

                                                 
* Denaturation actually occurs at around 70 °C. Once the center of the egg reaches this temperature, it is ‘cooked’. 

We use higher temperatures to cook the egg in a reasonable time, to speed the transfer of energy to the center of 
the egg, and because it is easy to maintain a system at 100 °C.  
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stable systems, no collision is reactive. Similar processes occur in solutions. The large number of 
unsuccessful collisions results from poor orientation and insufficient potential energy for 
reaction. 

▼——————————————— 

Considering the above paragraph, 

a) confirm that the second-order rate constant would be 106 L/(mol s) if the collision 
frequency was 1030 and all collisions led to reaction. 

b) confirm that the second-order rate constant of 10–9 L/(mol s) corresponds to 1 in 1015 
collisions leading to reaction. 

———————————————▲ 

Transition state theory 

Transition state theory (TST) proposes that the reactants are in equilibrium with the activated 
complex — the transient entity formed during the collision — at the transition state, denoted 
with ‡. Proceeding from the transition state to products is irreversible. These steps form a 
reaction coordinate for the system, illustrated in 13.88. 

A + B   [AB]‡   C + D 

Reaction Coordinate

E
n

th
al

p
y

reactants

products

 

 E a = Δ‡H

[AB]‡

 ΔrH

x   A + B

C + D   x

 
Figure 13.88 Schematic of the reaction pathway for an exothermic reaction. Superimposed on each of the 

reactants and products is the Maxwell-Boltzmann kinetic energy distribution.  

EXERCISE 13.87 
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Recall that the Arrhenius equation, 13.71, is empirical.  

a

e
E

R Tk A


  13.71 

Transition state theory develops a theoretical foundation for kinetics using several 
thermodynamic functions.* 

• enthalpy: ΔH 

• entropy: ΔS 

• free energy: ΔG 
‡ ‡‡

B Be e e
G HS

R T R TR
k T k T

k
h h

 

    Eyring equation 13.89 

Equation 13.89 is called the Eyring equation,† after Henry Eyring, whose research focused on 
developing transition state theory. Comparing 13.71 and 13.89, we find that  

‡

‡ B
a

S

R
k T

E H A e
h



    13.90 

In A,  

• the Bk T

h
 term relates to the collision frequency 

• the 

‡S

Re


 term relates to the collision orientation 

In addition to providing a theoretical foundation for kinetics, transition state theory also links 
kinetics with equilibria and thermodynamics. Chapter 18 (Thermochemistry) and Chapter 19 
(Thermodynamics) explore these links in more detail. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
* The Reaction Energetics module discusses these thermodynamic parameters in more detail.  
† The Eyring equation is given without proof. 
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13.8 Catalysis 

This section introduces reaction mechanisms and intermediates. These are introduced in 
section 14.1 and should be taught before delving into the mechanisms in this section. 

A catalyst is something that increases the reaction rate by providing an alternate lower energy 
pathway, but is itself not consumed. Catalysts are molecular entities with unique properties that 
make them catalytic in certain reactions. It is important to note that the original pathway is still 
present and reaction proceeds by both pathways. However, section 13.7 shows that the lowest 
energy pathway carries the bulk of the reaction. 








Homogeneous

Heterogeneous
catalysts are 

the same

different

 
 
 

 phase as the reactants. 

Reaction Coordinate

E
n

er
gy reactants

products

 uncatalyzed

 catalyzed

 
Figure 13.91 Schematic of the reaction pathway of a catalyzed and uncatalyzed reaction.  

An inhibitor is an entity that decreases the reaction rate by blocking the lowest energy pathway. 
The reaction must proceed via a higher energy — slower — pathway. 

Kicking the habit …  

<not developed> 
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methadone, heroin 

 

 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the increase in the reaction rate constant if the activation energy 
decreases from 50 to 48 kJ/mol at 295 K. Assume that A is constant for both 

pathways. 

 Equation 13.77 cannot be used because the activation energy is changing. However, the 
same process can be used to derive the equation we require.  

a,2 a,11

2

ln
E Ek

k R T

   
 

 13.93 

 Substitution of the values into 13.93 gives 

 
1

2

48 kJ/mol 50 kJ/mol
ln

8.314 J/ mol K 295 K

0.815

k

k

   
 

 

 

1
2 1

2

0.44 2.26
k

k k
k

    

 

 The catalyzed rate is 2.3 times greater than the uncatalyzed rate. 

▼——————————————— 

Derive equation 13.93 from 13.76, holding temperature constant but with 
varying activation energy. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the activation energy difference that causes the catalyzed rate 
constant to be ten times greater than the uncatalyzed rate constant at 700 K. 

Assume that A is constant for both pathways. 

Answer: see page 666. 

———————————————▲ 

 

Catalytic mechanisms* 

Finding a molecular entity that catalyzes a chemical reaction is good, often great. 
Commercialization of these faster, lower energy processes reduces energy consumption and 

                                                 
* Mechanisms are the individual reactions that occur between reactants and products. They add up to the overall 

reaction. See section 14.1for details. 

EXAMPLE 13.92 

EXERCISE 13.94 

EXERCISE 13.95 
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promotes business. But science endeavours to understand why the entity catalyzes the chemical 
reaction. By understanding why, we learn more about the chemical system and can then apply 
that knowledge to discover other, potentially better, catalysts and other chemical systems that 
might also be catalyzed by that entity. 

Drug homology 

The body is a very complex chemical system. Small changes in chemical structure often result in 
dramatic changes in the physiological effects — chemicals change from toxic to  non-toxic and 
the potency of drugs changes dramatically. 

Starting with a chemical that has physiological effects (a known drug), pharmaceutical research 
involves finding and understanding the drug:receptor interaction inside the body. Once a model 
of the drug:receptor interaction has been developed, chemists synthesize thousands of similar 
chemicals and test their potency. Some lose all physiological effects, some become toxic, and 
some become more or less potent drugs. The latter are developed further and tested for viability 
as commercial pharmaceuticals. 

Opioids are a class of drugs. Heroin and morphine — both strong pain relievers, but addictive — 
are natural. Codeine and naloxone are milder, less addictive pain relievers. 

O O

HO

HO O

morphine naloxone

HO

H OH
N N

O

heroin

O

O

O

O

H
N

O

codeine

HO

O

H
N

 
Penicillin was isolated from the mold growing on a cantaloupe and became the first antibiotic. 
However, the adaptability of bacteria and misuse of the antibiotics allowed bacteria to develop 
resistance to penicillin. Consequently, numerous variants of penicillin have been developed that 
overcome bacterial resistance. Below are selected penicillin-based drugs. 

R N

O

H

N
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O
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O

penicillin drug family

                      penicillin G                                                  amoxicillin 
 
 
 
 
                      ampicillin                                                     meticillin 
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▼——————————————— 

Identify the homological differences in the opioid family shown above. 

Answer: see page 666. 

———————————————▲ 

For example, hydrogen peroxide, H2O2, is a reactive entity (see the essay on page 568), producing 
water and oxygen gas during its decomposition. Many entities catalyze the decomposition of 
hydrogen peroxide, including bromide, iodide, hypochlorite, manganese(IV) dioxide, iron(II) 
and iron(III), silver, platinum, and light. The mechanism for iodide catalyzed decomposition of 
hydrogen peroxide has IO– as a reactive intermediate* 

H2O2(aq) + I–(aq) 1k  H2O(l) + IO–(aq)   Ea,1 = 56 kJ/mol 

H2O2(aq) + IO–(aq) 2k  H2O(l) + I–(aq) + O2(g)    Ea,2 = <small> 
————————————————————— 

2 H2O2(aq) I  H2O(l) + O2(g) 
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E a unknown 

E a = 75 kJ/mol E a = 56 kJ/mol 

 
Figure 13.97 Reaction pathway for the iodide catalyzed decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. The first step 

is rate-limiting because it has the greatest activation energy. 

▼——————————————— 

Propose a mechanism, based on the iodide mechanism above, for 
hypochlorite, OCl–, catalyzed decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. 

Answer: see page 666. 

———————————————▲ 

                                                 
* Intermediates are entities that are produced and consumed during the course of the reaction. They are not in 

the overall chemical equation. IO– is an intermediate in this mechanism. See section 14.1for details. 

EXERCISE 13.96 

EXERCISE 13.98 
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DEMO Catalyzed degasification of carbonated beverages with candy (Menthos™ in pop is a 

classic example). 
 Catalyzed decomposition of hydrogen peroxide using potassium iodide (elephant’s 

toothpaste demonstration). 

Ozone depletion 

In the stratosphere (15 to 45 kilometers altitude, figure 10.42), ultraviolet radiation (UV-B) from the sun 
aids in the formation of ozone. (The absorption spectra of oxygen and ozone are given in figure 6.32.) 

O2(g) UVh  2 O•(g) 

2 O•(g) + 2 O2(g)   2 O3(g)  ozone formation mechanism 
————————————— 
3 O2(g)   2 O3(g) 

13.99 

Ozone is depleted when it absorbs ultraviolet radiation at longer wavelengths (UV-A region). 

2 O3(g) UVh  2 O2(g) + 2 O•(g) 

2 O•(g)   O2(g)  ozone depletion mechanism 
—————————————— 
2 O3(g)   3 O2(g) 

13.100 

The result is a balance — an equilibrium — between ozone formation and depletion reactions. 

2 3
UV photolysis of O UV photolysis of O

ozone formation ozone depletion     

 

other 
decomposition

processes

UV-C

UV-B

equilibrium

 — 

Cl + O3 
      ClO + O2

ClO + O3 
      Cl + 2 O2

 

Figure 13.10
1 

(left) Schematic of the ozone formation and depletion reactions.  
(right) Schematic of chlorine catalyzed ozone depletion. 
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Ozone depletion? Preposterous!  

[1974] Molina and Rowland theorized that halogens would catalyze the decomposition of ozone 
and that chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) were a likely source of the halogens. Molina and Rowland 
were publically criticized for their ‘preposterous’ proposal. The most vocal criticism came from 
the DuPont chemical company. At the time, DuPont made over 80 percent of the world’s CFCs. 
(Source: <www.wunderground.com/education/ozone_skeptics.asp>) 

Other scientists tested Molina and Rowland’s theory by looking for CFCs and halogens in the 
stratosphere … and found them! This prompted intensive scientific study that led to an improved 
understanding of atmospheric processes, the discovery of the ozone ‘hole’ in 1985, and opening 
of the scientific field of climate change and global warming. 

DuPont was finally forced to stop producing CFCs in 1992. In 1995, Molina, Rowland, and 
Crutzen were awarded the Nobel Prize in chemistry for their pioneering work. 

The catalytic ozone depletion cycle, sometimes referred to as the YOx cycle, is given by* 

Y(g) + O3(g)   YO(g) + O2(g)  Y = F, Cl, Br, I, NO, HO, SO2 

YO(g) + O3(g)   YO2(g) + O2(g) 

YO2(g) M  Y(g) + O2(g) 
———————————————— 
2 O3(g) Y  3 O2(g) 

13.102 
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Cl(g) + 2 O3(g)

uncatalyzed
     proceeds via 320 nm photolysis

E a = 374 kJ/mol E a = 2.1 kJ/mol 

ClO(g) + O2(g)
+ O3(g)

ClO2(g) + 2 O2(g) Cl(g) + 3 O2(g)

E a = 33.3 kJ/mol 

E a = 16.7 kJ/mol 

 
Figure 13.10

3 
Reaction pathway for the chlorine catalyzed decomposition of oxone. Without ozone, the direct 
reaction of two ozone molecules does not occur because the activation energy is so high.
However, chlorine and many other chemicals catalyze the decomposition. 

                                                 
* In reaction 3, YO2 is unstable and readily dissociates when it collides with any other gaseous entity. This ‘any 

entity’ is given the symbol M. 
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▼——————————————— 

Rewrite the YOx cycle for a) Y = Br, and b) Y = NO. 

Answer: see page 666. 

———————————————▲ 

—  

Automobile catalytic converters 

In the 1970s, governments legislated that all automobiles be fitted with a ‘catalytic converter’ in 
the exhaust system to reduce the amount of harmful emissions. Carbon dioxide and water are 
produced during ideal combustion. In non-ideal combustions, 

• carbon monoxide and unburnt hydrocarbons form if there is an excess of fuel 

• nitrogen oxides, NOx, form when there is excess oxygen that reacts with nitrogen 

EXERCISE 13.104 

 

 
Figure 13.10

5 
The ozone hole over Antarctica on 24
September 2006 is a region 26·106

km2 with less than one third the
normal amount of ozone. 

 

 

–  

–  

Figure 13.10
6 

(top) A typical automobile catalytic 
converter. (bottom) Surface catalysis for 
oxidizing carbon monoxide to carbon 
dioxide. 
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The catalytic converter contains two catalysts. Each is a honeycomb structure coated with a very 
thin layer of platinum and/or palladium.* The reduction catalyst reduces nitrogen oxides to 
nitrogen 

NO2(g) + CO(g) Pt Pd  NO(g) + CO2(g) 

NO(g) + CO(g) Pt Pd  
1/2 N2(g) + CO2(g) 

NO(g) + H2(g) Pt Pd  
1/2 N2(g) + H2O(g) —(H2 from syngas reaction.) 

The direct reaction, NOx(g)   N2(g) + O2(g), is kinetically slow and does not 

occur. 

13.107 

The oxidation catalyst removes any remaining carbon monoxide and fuel 

CO(g) + O2(g) Pt Pd  CO2(g) 

CxHy + O2(g) Pt Pd  CO2(g) + H2O(g) 
13.108 

Sulfur inhibits platinum and palladium catalytic activity in 13.107 and 13.108, forming 
platinum(IV) sulfide and palladium(IV) sulfide. Thus, petroleum refining employs numerous 
processes to remove sulfur from fuel. When an entity inhibits a catalyst in an undesired way, it is 
called poisoning the catalyst. Lead-containing entities improve engine performance, but lead 
also poisons platinum and palladium catalysts, which forced the discontinuation of ‘leaded 
gasoline’ in the 1980s. Given the toxicity of lead to plants and animals, this discontinuation was 
good for many reasons. 

Petroleum production 

We typically extract fossil fuels as crude oil. To 
convert the crude oil into usable smaller 
hydrocarbons, the crude oil is passed through an 
alumina, Al2O3, catalyst with added hydrogen 
gas. Alumina catalyzes the breaking of carbon–
carbon bonds, replacing them with carbon–
hydrogen bonds. 

The residence time in the presence of alumina 
controls the degree of fragmentation. The 
fragments are then separated in a fractionating 
tower. A platinum catalyst further refines the 
fuel by converting saturated hydrocarbons (all 

carbons singly bonded to each other) into unsaturated 
hydrocarbons (alkenes, alkynes, and aromatics). 

                                                 
* Gerard Ertl won the 2007 Nobel Prize in chemistry for his pioneering studies of chemical reactions on surfaces. 

sample crude oil: C23H48  

2 3 2
Al O H , 

 
CH4

random fragments: CH4, C3H8, C4H10, C7H16, C8H18  
Figure 13.10

9 
Alumina breaks random carbon-
carbon bonds in hydrocarbons, a 
necessary step in the conversion of 
crude oil to usable petroleum 
products. 
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 C1 to C4 pressurized gases
 ~20 °C (methane, propane)

 C5 to C9 naphtha
 ~70 °C (camping fuel, manufacturing)

 C5 to C10 gasoline
 ~120 °C (fuel for vehicles)

 C10 to C16 kerosene
 ~170 °C (jet fuel, lamp oil)

 C14 to C20 diesel fuel
 ~270 °C (fuel for vehicles, trains)

 C20 to C50 lubricating oils
 ~350 °C (oils, wax, polish)

 >C70  bitumen residue
 ~600 °C (asphalt for roads, roofs)

 C20 to C70 fuel oil
 ~400 °C (ships, heating oil)

`̀

heated
 

crude oil

  small entities 
• low boiling point
• volatile
• flammable

  large entities 
• high boiling point
• viscous
• not very flammable

 
Figure 13.11

0 
(left) Typical industrial fractionation towers. (right) The hydrocarbon fractionation occurring 
within the tower, and some common uses of the fractions. 

DEMO Catalyzed decomposition of methanol on platinum. 

 

Q: Figure 13.109 illustrates how oil is broken down into smaller hydrocarbons. Envision a 
simpler system where 

C24H50 2 3

2

Al O
H ,Δ

  4 C6H14 

Use additional resources to calculate how many barrels of hexane are produced form one barrel 
of oil. (Assume the oil to be pure C24H50). 

Autocatalysis 

Autocatalysis occurs when the product of a chemical reaction catalyzes that reaction. 
Autocatalysis is an example of positive feedback, presented in section 11.5. 

For example, permanganate oxidizes oxalic acid.  

2 MnO4
– (aq) + 5 H2C2O4(aq) + 6 H+(aq)  

  
2Mn 

  2 Mn2+(aq) + 8 H2O(l) + 10 CO2(g) 
13.111 

Manganese(II) ions catalyze the reaction. But manganese(II) is produced by 13.111! 

• The addition of an external catalyst, such as manganese sulfate, MnSO4, catalyzes 13.111 
immediately. 

• Without a catalyst, 13.111 begins slowly but increases because the product autocatalyzes 
the reaction. 
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The decomposition of nitrocellulose (NC) — the primary propellant in bullets — is autocatalytic. 
While the decomposition mechanism has not been fully determined, the initial decomposition fits 
the rate expression*  

              1 2 0

d NC
NC NC NC NC

d
k T k T

t
     13.112 

where     0
NC NC  is the concentration of products and is the autocatalytic term. The rate 

constants are 

   
kJ kJ

mol mol210.4 171.2

16 16
1 22.5 10 e 5.0 10 eR T R Tk T k T

 

     13.113 

DEMO A 1.0 cm3 sample of gunpowder 
on a piece of tile

in a hole 1.5 cm diam; 3 cm deep

 
 
 

 will burn 

completely 
in a few seconds.

in less than a second.





  

 

Biomass → petroleum 

Chemical kinetics is interesting. Changing the temperature by only a few degrees can change the 
reaction rate by orders of magnitude. And we know that global temperatures fluctuate seasonally 
and historically. The further we drill into the earth, the warmer it gets. 

I have long contemplated the production of petroleum (fossil fuels) from biomass deposited 
millions of years ago. The belief — still widely held — is that the conversion of biomass to 
petroleum has occurred over millions of years. This doesn’t make sense kinetically. Kinetically, 
the exponential dependence on the activation energy means that a reaction either occurs or it 
doesn’t. And then there are catalysts that would lower the activation energy. 

When I looked into the kinetics of biomass conversion, I found nothing. After much thought, I 
concluded that the conversion of biomass to fossil fuels could not logically have taken millions 
of years. I submit that that the biomass remained relatively unchanged for millions of years. 
Changing tectonics eventually created acceptable pressure and temperature conditions to conver 
the biomass to petroleum in a short period.  

In 2008, I heard a documentary on CBC Quirks and Quarks about an invention, currently on a 
small scale, to convert biomass waste (from grass clippings to scrap lumber to carcasses) to petroleum. 
An editorial by Peter Fairley in the February 2009 issue of Discover Magazine (p. 14) discusses a 

                                                 
* Binke, N.; et al. Journal of Thermal Analysis and Calorimetry, 1999, 58, 403. 
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pilot plant by Changing World Technologies (CWT) in Missouri: not economic yet, but getting 
there! These technologies create an environment where the conversion of biomass to oil occurs 
rapidly — from a few days to a few weeks. 

(The essay on page 916 explores the production of coal and crude oil from biomass.) 

Summary 

<not developed> 

 

The general equation for the rate of reaction is given by 

         X1
A B C D

m n p q
v k

x t


 


 13.114 

The first equality allows for analytical rate equations to be determined and the order determined 
from monitoring the reaction profile. 

 X1
v

x t





 13.115 

The second equality allows for analytical rate equations to be determined 

       A B C D
m n p q

v k  13.116 

The rate constant is a function of temperature. 

 k = f(T) 

 

 

The method of initial rates will return the correct order, but requires multiple runs of the 
reaction, each systematically varying the initial concentrations while keeping all other factors — 
notably temperature — constant. 

 

The reaction profiling method is limited because one must test for each individual order. Recall 
that the reaction order can be any real number. While zeroth, first, and second order are the most 
common, it is possible that the reaction order will be none of these and none of the tests will give 
a linear relationship.  
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Differential rate 
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Integrated rate              
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Exercises 

 Exercises with this symbol are calculus based. 

Reaction rate 

1. Write differential rate equations for the 
following reactions. 

0a) N2H4(g) + O2(g)  
    2 H2O(g) + N2(g) 

b) 2 NO(g) + Cl2(g)   2 NOCl(g) 

c) (CH3)2O(g)  
    CH4(g) + H2(g) + CO(g) 

2. In the reaction, 

  2 A + B   C + 3 D 

the concentration of A drops from 0.5623 
mol/L to 0.5574 mol/L in 3.00 s. 

a) Determine the reaction rate. 

b) Determine the formation rate of D. 

3. Coal-fired power plants crush the coal 
prior to combustion. What effect does 
crushing the coal have on the combustion 
rate? Explain. 

4. Hydrazine is used in organic synthesis, as 
a rocket fuel, and in the removal of 
oxygen from closed aqueous systems, 
like boilers and heating and cooling 
systems. Interestingly, the same reaction 
occurs in both the latter processes: 
rocket propulsion 
 N2H4(g) + O2(g)  

    2 H2O(g) + N2(g) 
oxygen removal 
 N2H4(aq) + O2(aq)  

    2 H2O(l) + N2(g) 

How is this possible? 

5. — 

6. Coal-fired power plants crush the coal 
prior to combustion. What effect does 

crushing the coal have on the combustion 
rate? Explain. 

7. — 

8. — 

9. — 

Determining reaction order: initial rates 
method 

10. The initial reaction rate for  

 A + B   C + D 

 was studied as a function of reactant 
concentration. 

A B

1 0.50 1.00 2.7·10–3

2 1.50 1.00 2.4·10–2

3 1.00 2.00 2.2·10–2

Initial conc. /(mol/L)
Run

Rate 
/(mol/(L s))

 
a) Determine the reactant reaction orders. 

b) Determine the rate constant. 

c) Write the complete rate equation. 

11. — 

12. —???partial order 

13. —???partial order O3 –> O2 from 
Pettrucci 

14. The recombination rate of bromine 
atoms, Br•, was measured as a function 
of bromine atom pressure at ??? K. 

 2 Br•(g)   Br2(g) 

1 3.2 81

2 5.8 490

3 9.3 2020

Run
Rate

 /(mmHg/s)
P Br• /mmHg

 
a) Determine the reactant reaction orders. 

b) Determine the rate constant. 

c) Write the complete rate equation. 
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15. The initial reaction rate for the reaction, 

 2 NO(g) + Cl2(g)   2 NOCl(g) 

 was studied as a function of reactant 
concentration at ??? K. 

NO Cl2

1 0.0125 0.0255 2.27·10–5

2 0.0125 0.0510 4.55·10–5

3 0.0250 0.0510 1.81·10–4

Run
Initial conc. /(mol/L) Rate 

/(mol/(L s))

 
a) Determine the reactant reaction orders. 

b) Determine the rate constant. 

c) Write the complete rate equation. 

16. The initial rate for the reaction, 

 2 D2(g) + Cl2O2(g)   2 DCl(g) + 
D2Cl2(g) 

 was studied as a function of reactant 
concentration at 25 °C. (D is deuterium, an 
isotope of hydrogen.) 

D2 Cl2O2

1 0.35 0.21 0.000742

2 0.35 0.28 0.00176

3 0.69 0.44 0.0265

Run
Initial conc. /(mol/L) Rate 

/(mol/(L s))

 
a) Determine the reactant reaction orders. 

b) Determine the rate constant. 

c) Write the complete rate equation. 

d) Determine Δ[Cl2O2]/Δt and Δ[D2]/Δt 
for run 1. 

17. — 

18. — 

19. — 

20. The initial reaction rate for the reaction, 

 A + 2 B + C   products 

 was studied as a function of reactant 
concentration. 

A B C

1 1.80 1.80 0.50 R 1

2 0.90 1.80 0.50 R 2 = 1/2 R 1

3 0.90 0.90 0.50 R 3 = 2 R 2

4 1.80 1.80 1.00 R 4 = 4 R 3

5 0.90 0.90 0.50 R 5 = ?

Run
Initial conc. /(mol/L) Rate 

/(mol/(L s))

 

a) Determine the reactant reaction orders. 

b) Determine R5. 

21. — 

Integrated rate equations 

22. Which statement is correct for zeroth 
order, first order, and/or second order 
reactions? 

i) The half-life is dependent on the 
initial reactant concentration. 

ii) The half-life is independent on the 
initial reactant concentration. 

iii) The half-life is dependant on the 
reactant stoichiometric coefficient. 

iv) If the half-life is 42 seconds, the 
reaction is complete in 84 seconds. 

v) If the half-life is 42 seconds, the 
reaction is 3/4 complete in 84 
seconds. 

vi) If the half-life is 42 seconds, the 
reaction is 3/4 complete in 126 
seconds. 

vii) The same quantity of reactant is 
consumed every 42 seconds. 

23. The reaction, 

  A + B   C + D 

 has [A] = 0.125 mol/L and [B] = 0.085 
mol/L. 

 What is the reaction rate when the 
reaction 

a) is first order in A and first order in B, 
with a rate constant of 0.0275 L/(mol 
s)? 

b) is second order in A and first order in 
B, with a rate constant of 0.0275 
L2/(mol2 s)? 

c) is first order in A and zeroth order in 
B, with a rate constant of 0.0275 s–1? 

d) is zeroth order in A and B, with a rate 
constant of 0.0275 mol/(L s)? 

24. The first order reaction, 
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 A   products 

 has a half-life of 14.2 minutes. 

a) What is the reaction rate when [A] = 
0.097 mol/L? 

b) From an initial concentration of 0.273 
mol/L, determine the concentration 
after 25.0 minutes. 

25. A reaction is 50 % complete is 12 
minutes. How long will it take to be 75 % 
complete if the reaction is 

a) zeroth order 

b) first order 

c) second order 

26. The reaction, 

 A   products 

 is zeroth order in A. From an initial 
concentration of 0.348 mol/L, 

a) 0.285 mol/L remains after 22 minutes. 
Determine the half-life. 

b) What reactant concentration remains 
after 1.5 hours? 

27. The reaction, 

 A   products 

 is first order in A. From an initial 
concentration of 0.348 mol/L, 

a) 0.285 mol/L remains after 22 minutes. 
Determine the half-life. 

b) What reactant concentration remains 
after 1.5 hours? 

28. The reaction, 

 A   products 

 is second order in A. From an initial 
concentration of 0.348 mol/L, 

a) 0.285 mol/L remains after 22 minutes. 
Determine the half-life. 

b) What reactant concentration remains 
after 1.5 hours? 

29. The reaction, 

 A   products 

 is first order in A. Starting with 2.946 
grams of A, 

a) 1.026 grams remain after 58 seconds. 
Determine the half-life. 

b) What mass remains after two minutes? 

c) Why is an initial concentration not 
required when analyzing the rates of 
first order reactions? 

30. The reaction, 

  A + 2 B   2 C 

 has a reaction rate of 6.83·10–4 mol/(L s). 
When the A concentration is 0.182 
mol/L, 

a) what is the formation rate of C? 

b) what will the A concentration be after 
two minutes? 

31. The integrated rate equation the third 
order reaction 

 A   products 

is

    2 2

0

1 1
2

A A
t

k t   

 Derive the half-life equation. 

 32.  Derive the integrated rate equation and 
half-life equation for a reaction, 

 A   products 

that is half order: 

 
   0.5A

Ak
t


 


 

33.  Derive the integrated rate equation and 
half-life equation for second order 
reaction, 

 2 A   products 

34.  Derive the integrated rate equation and 
half-life equation for the following third 
order reactions. (Note the different reaction 
stoichiometries.) 

 A   products 

 2 A   products 

 3 A   products 
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35. For each third order reaction in question 
34, 

a) What relationship between 
concentration and time is linear? 

b) What do the slope and intercept 
correspond to? 

36.  Thus far, we have only derived 
integrated rate equations for reactants, 
which requires the reactant be monitored. 
It is also possible to monitor the 
products.  

 If the products are monitored, their 
increasing concentration can be related to 
the decreasing reactant concentration: 

 Given the chemical equation, with a 1:1 
stoichiometry 

 A   P 

The product concentration is  

 P = Pmax – A 

 where Pmax is determined assuming the 
reaction goes to completion. Derive 
integrated zeroth, first, and second order 
rate expressions where the product is 
being monitored. 

37. The first order reaction, 

 A   products 

has a half-life of 53 seconds. 

a) What percentage of A is unreacted 
after 6.00 minutes? 

b) What is the reaction rate when the A 
concentration is 0.25 mol/L? 

38. Consider the first order reaction, 

 A   products 

 From an initial concentration of 0.680 
mol/L, 0.096 mol/L remains after 84 
minutes. 

a) When was the A concentration 0.300 
mol/L? 

b) What is the reaction rate when the A 
concentration 0.300 mol/L? 

39. Methanol decomposes on a hot platinum 
wire. The following data was collected. 

??? 

a) Determine the reaction order. 

b) Determine the rate constant. 

c) How long will it take for an ammonia 
sample, initially at ??? bar, to 
completely react? 

40. Ammonia decomposes on a hot tungsten 
wire. The following data was collected at 
1100 °C.  

??? 

NH3 /bar t1/2 /min  

0.331  6.9 

0.171  3.5 

0.080  1.7 

a) Determine the reaction order. 

b) Determine the rate constant. 

c) How long will it take for an ammonia 
sample, initially at 0.285 bar, to 
completely react? 

41. For the reaction A   B and an initial 
A concentration of 0.13 mol/L, the first 
half-life was measured to be 27 s; the 
second 54 s, and the third 108 s. 

a) Determine the reaction order. 

b) Determine the rate constant. 

c) What is the first half-life if [A]0 = 0.11 
mol/L? 

42. Acetoacetic acid decomposes in acidic 
solution via the equation, 

 CH3C(=O)CH2COOH(aq)  
    CH3C(=O)CH3(aq) + CO2(g) 

 The first order decomposition half-life is 
144 minutes. 

a) How long will it take for 95 % of the 
acid to decompose? 

b) Starting with 250 mL of 0.150 mol/L 
acetoacetic acid, what volume of gas, 
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at SATP, will be produced after 20.0 
minutes? 

43. The dimerization of benzoic acid radical, 
C6H5COO•, is second order, with a rate 
constant of 0.78 L/(mol s) at 25 °C. For 
an initial concentration of 0.35 mol/L 
C6H5COO•, 

2 C6H5COO•(g)   (C6H5COO)2(g) 

a) Determine the concentration of the 
product, (C6H5COO)2, after 3.00 
minutes. 

b) How long will it take for 80 % of the 
radical to dimerize? 

c) What is the half-life of this reaction? 

44. The first order reaction 

 N2O5(g)   2 NO2(g) + 1/2 O2(g) 

 has a half-life of 2.38 minutes at 65 °C. 
12.583 g of dinitrogen pentoxide are 
introduced into a 5.00 L reaction vessel 
at 65 °C. 

a) What is the initial pressure, in mbar? 

b) What is the total pressure after 60.0 
seconds? 

c) What is the total pressure after 5.00 
minutes? 

d) What is the final pressure in the flask? 

45. Radioactive iodine, 131I, with a half-life 
of 8.02 days, is used to treat thyroid 
cancer. It is supplied as Ca131I2. 

a) If 5.00 mg of 131I are required for a 
treatment, what mass of Ca131I2 must 
be shipped if the transit time is 2.5 
days? 

b) Determine the initial radioactivity in 
disintegrations per second of a 5.00 
mg sample of 131I. 

46.  Derive the integrated rate equation 
when A is simultaneously involved in 
two first order reactions: 

 A 1k  B 

 A 2k  C 

47. An alternate to the half-life is the 
lifetime. The lifetime, τ, is the time 
required for the concentration to decrease 
to 1/e times the original value. 

a) Derive lifetime equations for zeroth, 
first, and second order reactions. 

b) Comment on why the lifetime 
equation is better than the half-life 
equation. 

48. Consider the reactions, 

 A k  products  zeroth order 

 B k  products  first order 

 C k  products  second order 

 If k has the same numerical value for all 
three, what are the initial concentrations 
if 

a) the zeroth and first order reactions 
have the same half-life? 

b) the first and second order reactions 
have the same half-life? 

c) the zeroth and second order reactions 
have the same half-life? 

Determining reaction order: monitoring 
reaction profiles 

49. The decomposition of methanol was 
measured at 1200 K. Determine the 
reaction order and rate constant. 

 CH3OH(g)   H2(g) + H2CO(g) 

Time /s P CH3OH /bar Time /s P CH3OH /bar
0.0 1.006 75.0 0.203

15.0 0.743 90.0 0.151

30.0 0.522 105.0 0.106

45.0 0.383 120.0 0.081

60.0 0.282 150.0 0.041  

50. The dimerization of 1,3-butadiene was 
studied at 600 K. 

 2 C4H6(g)   C8H12(g) 
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0.00 0.01690

32.75 0.01138

68.05 0.00842

96.35 0.00697

133.12 0.00569

Time /s
[C4H6] 

/(mol/L)

 
a) Determine the reaction order. 

b) Determine the rate constant. 

c) When is the 1,3-butadiene 
concentration 0.0100 mol/L? 

51. Carbon monoxide reacts quantitatively 
with chlorine gas to form phosgene, 
Cl2CO, a precursor to nerve agents. The 
concentration of carbon monoxide was 
monitored spectroscopically as a function 
of time at 700 K.  

Time /s P CO /bar
0.0 1.000

5.0 0.816

10.0 0.675

20.0 0.462

40.0 0.210

60.0 0.097  
a) Determine the reaction order and rate 

constant. 

b) Determine the initial half-life of 
carbon monoxide. 

c) Determine the carbon monoxide 
pressure after 3.00 minutes. 

52. The half-life of ammonia decomposing 
on a 1370 K platinum surface was 
monitored as a function of initial 
concentration. 

1 0.00131 3.2

2 0.00640 15.6

3 0.01172 28.6

4 0.00057 1.39

Run
Half-life

/min
[NH3]0 

/(mol/L)

 
a) Determine the reaction order. 

b) Determine the rate constant. 

53. Oxalic acid oxidase (an enzyme) oxidizes 
H2C2O4 to CO2 via a reaction that is first 

order in oxalic acid with a half-life of 12 
minutes at 37 °C. 

 H2C2O4(aq) + enzyme  
    2 CO2(g) + H2•enzyme 

 What volume of CO2 is produce from a 
4.75 g sample allowed to react for 38 
minutes at 711 mmHg? (Neglect the 
solubility of CO2.) 

54. The decomposition of dimethyl ether at 
500 °C was monitored by recording the 
total pressure. 

 (CH3)2O(g)     
 CH4(g) + H2(g) + CO(g) 

0 312

390 406

777 492

1195 566

2155 774

Time /s
Pressure

/mbar

 
a) Determine the reaction order and rate 

constant. 

b) Determine the total pressure at 1000 s. 

c) Determine the total pressure once the 
reaction has gone to completion. 

55. The decomposition of hydrogen peroxide 
occurs via the reaction 

 H2O2(aq)   H2O(l) + 1/2 O2(g) 

 The following data was collected at 
SATP. Determine the reaction order and 
rate constant give the following data. 

0 0.00 0.882

60 2.96 0.697

120 5.06 0.566

180 6.78 0.458

240 8.16 0.372

300 9.34 0.298

360 10.34 0.236

420 11.10 0.188

480 11.68 0.152

540 12.19 0.120

600 12.61 0.094

Time /s
[H2O2] 

/(mol/L)

Volume O2 

produced /mL
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56. The kinetics of crystal violet 
decomposition by sodium hydroxide is a 
common introductory experiment. The 
crystal violet concentration was 
monitored spectroscopically and the 
following data collected. 

0 2.00E-04

105 1.03E-04

209 6.94E-05

419 4.19E-05

507 3.60E-05

603 3.11E-05

710 2.71E-05

Time /s
Concentration 

/(mol/L)

 
a) Determine the reaction order. 

b) Determine the rate constant. 

c) Determine the initial half-life of 
crystal violet. 

d) Determine the concentration of crystal 
violet after 6.0 minutes. 

57. The decomposition of hydrogen iodide at 
700 K was monitored and the hydrogen 
iodide concentration determined at 
several times. 

 2 HI(g)   H2(g) + I2(g) 

<Table: Time /s [HI] /(mol/L)> 

??? 

a) Determine the reaction order. 

b) Determine the rate constant. 

c) Determine the total pressure at 1000 s. 

d) Determine the total pressure once the 
reaction has gone to completion. 

 (To understand some the nuances of this 
experiment, see question 82.) 

58. Show that 13.50 integrates to 13.51. 

59. The reaction, 

 A   2 B + C  

 was studied as a function of time. 

Time /min [A] /(mol/L)
0.0 0.80

8.0 0.60

24.0 0.35

40.0 0.20  
a) Determine the reaction order. 

b) Determine the rate constant. 

c) Determine the B formation rate at 15 
minutes. 

60. <pseudo nth order???> 

61. <pseudo nth order???> 

Factors affecting the rate constant 

62. A mixture of hydrogen and oxygen is 
stable indefinitely at room temperature. If 
a spark occurs, the gases react 
explosively. Explain this observation. 

63. The rate constant for the reaction, 

 H2(g) + I2(g)   2 HI(g) 

 is 5.5·10–4 L/(mol s) at 600 K and 2.7· 
10–2 L/(mol s) at 680 K 

a) Determine the activation energy. 

b) At what temperature is the rate 
constant 1.0·10–3 L/(mol s)? 

c) What is the rate constant at 500 K? 

64. The decomposition rate of methanol was 
measured as a function of temperature. 
Determine the activation energy for the 
reaction. 

 CH3OH(g)   H2(g) + H2CO(g) 

750 1.00 5.60E-12

800 1.00 2.28E-10

900 1.00 1.08E-07

1000 1.00 1.51E-05

1100 1.00 8.71E-04

1200 1.00 2.52E-02

1300 1.00 4.34E-01

Temp /°C
Rate constant  

/s–1

P CH3OH        

/atm

 

65. The second order reaction, 

 C2H5I(aq) + OH–(aq)  
  2 5C H OH  C2H5OH(aq) + I–(aq) 
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was studied at various temperatures. 

15.83 5.03·10–5

32.02 3.68·10–4

59.75 6.71·10–3

90.61 1.19·10–1

Temp.
/°C

Rate constant
/(L/(mol s))

 
a) Graphically determine the activation 

energy. 

b) Determine the rate constant at 50 °C. 

66. The reaction, 

 A   products 

 has a half-life of 14.58 minutes at 25 °C 
and 2.44 minutes at 45 °C. 

a) Determine the activation energy. 

b) At what temperature is the half-life 10 
minutes? one minute? 

67. The reaction, 

 A → products 

 was studied at various temperatures, 
while the initial concentration, [A]0, was 
kept constant at 0.500 M. The half-life of 
this first order reaction is 49.0 minutes at 
25 °C and 17.0 minutes at 55 °C. 

a) What is the activation energy of this 
reaction? 

b) At what temperature will the half-life 
be 1.00 minute? 

c) What is the expected half-life at body 
temperature, 37 °C? 

68. The zeroth order rate constant is 183 
mol/(L s) at 22 °C and the reaction has an 
activation energy of 29 kJ/mol. 
Determine the rate constant at 41 °C.  

69. The first order rate constant is 183 s–1 at 
22 °C and the reaction has an activation 
energy of 29 kJ/mol. Determine the rate 
constant at 41 °C.  

70. One (often inaccurate) rule of thumb in 
biology is that a 10 °C change increases 
the rate by a factor of ten. To what 
activation energy does this correspond? 

71. For an activation energy of 32 kJ/mol, 
what increase in temperature from 21 °C 
would give a 25 times increase in 
reaction rate. 

72. If the reaction rate doubles when the 
temperature was raised from 25 °C to 35 
°C, determine the activation energy for 
the reaction in kJ/mol. 

73. The reaction 

 H2(g) + I2(g)   2 HI(g) 

 has a forward activation energy of 171 
kJ/mol and a reaction enthalpy of –12 
kJ/mol. What is the activation energy of 
the reverse reaction? 

74. The reaction 

 2 NO(g) + Br2(g)   2 BrNO(g) 

 has a forward activation energy of 2.39 
kJ/mol and a reverse activation energy of 
49.80 kJ/mol. What is the reaction 
enthalpy? 

75. Considering the chemical equations in 
exercises 73 and 74, which reaction 
reaches equilibrium first? Why? 

76. Derive a rate constant equation like 
13.77, except using the Eyring equation, 
13.89. 

Catalysis 

77. What happens to the original pathway 
when a catalyst is added? 

78. Platinum, palladium, and rhodium are all 
possible automotive catalytic converter 
catalysts. Investigate the cost and 
catalytic efficiency of each and compare 
that to which is currently used. 

79. The rate constant for the decomposition 
of gaseous dinitrogen monoxide to 
nitrogen and oxygen was measured at 
several temperatures. 
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1250 0.32

1340 1.21

1400 2.70

1510 9.99

1630 34.22

Rate constant 

/(bar s)–1Temp. /K

 
a) Determine the activation energy and 

pre-exponential factor. 

b) Consider the catalytic mechanism 

  N2O(g) + NO(g)  
  1  N2(g) + NO2(g) 

  2 NO2(g) 2  2 NO(g) + O2(g) 

i) Identify the catalyst(s) and 
intermediate(s). 

ii) Given your answer to a), what can 
you say about the activation energy 
of the catalytic mechanism? 

iii) How will the rate change as the 
reaction proceeds? 

 This reaction is one of the reactions catalyzed by 
platinum or palladium in automotive catalytic 
converters. 

80. Is it a good idea for scientists to design a 
way to remove the CFCs from the 
stratosphere faster than the natural 10 to 
100 year cycle? 

81. Referring to figure 13.106, propose a 
mechanism for nitrogen dioxide, NO2, 
reaction to nitrogen and oxygen on a 
catalytic surface. 

INTEGRATIVE EXERCISES 

82. Consider question 56. 

 2 HI(g)   H2(g) + I2(g) 

 The concentration of hydrogen iodide can 
be determined by recording the infrared 
absorbance as a function of time and 
using the Beer-Lambert law, 
 A b c  

 A 10.00 cm gas cell is initially filled with 
hydrogen iodide at 700 K and 723 

mmHg. The initial infrared absorbance is 
???. 

a) Determine the initial HI concentration. 

b) Determine the molar absorptivity, in 
L/(mol cm). 

 The following absorbance’s were 
measured during the decomposition at 
700 K and 723 mmHg. 

<Table> 

Time /s Absorbance 

??? 

c) Determine the concentration at these 
times. 

83. For the reaction, 

  A(g)   2 B(g) + C(g) 

a) Derive an expression for the pressure 
as a function of time. 

b) If the reaction vessel initially contains 
748 mbar A, what will be 

 i) the composition when the total 
pressure is 1180 mbar? 

 ii) the total pressure when the 
reaction is complete? 

84. A more thorough consideration of 13.93 
shows that A is not constant, which was 
assumed in the derivation of 13.77. A is 
not constant because the non-catalytic 
and catalytic mechanisms differ. Derive a 
truly general expression, like 13.77, but 
holding R constant. 

85. A pressure cooker is a sealed cooking pot 
that can be pressurized to 2.0 bar. How 
does a pressure cooker increase the 
cooking rate? 

86. In the laboratory, you may have added 
EDTA (ethylenediamminetetraacetic acid) to 
some solutions. What is the purpose of 
EDTA? 

87. The rate of alcohol metabolism is a 
zeroth order process with a rate constant 
of around 0.015 % by mass per hour. 
(Recall that percentage is a form of 
concentration.) Jane Doe is a typical 70 kg 
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female with 58 percent free water. John 
Doe is a typical 83 kg male with 65 
percent free water. A drink — 30 mL (1 
oz) of spirits (40 % alcohol), 150 mL of 
wine (8.0 %), or 350 mL of beer (3.5 %) 
— each contains 12 mL of alcohol. The 
alcohol distributes itself through the 
aqueous regions of the body.  

a) How many drinks do Jane and John 
need to achieve an instantaneous 
blood alcohol level of 0.12 %? 

b) How many drinks per hour can Jane 
and John have and maintain a blood 
alcohol of 0.00 percent one hour after 
they stop drinking. 

c) Jane and John each have three drinks 
per hour from 2115 to 0115 hours. 
What is the blood alcohol content at 
0115? at 0800 the next morning?  

d) Continuing from c), when are Jane and 
John legally allowed to drive home? 
Assume the legal limit is 0.05 percent. 

88. In the 1980s, one million tonnes of CFCs 
were released into the atmosphere. 
Assuming the CFCs were CF2Cl2 and 
that they dispersed evenly throughout the 
lower 20 km of the atmosphere, 
determine the CFC concentration in ppm. 
(Vsphere = 4/3 π r3) 

89.  The escape velocity is the velocity 
required for a body to escape the 
gravitational pull of a planet. The escape 
velocity is 11.19 km/s from the Earth’s 
surface. However, when considering 
gases, it is relevant to think about the 
escape velocity from the edge of the 
atmosphere. The atmospheric escape 

velocity is 10.9 km/s from Earth and 4.9 
km/s from Mars. Assume that the 
temperature at the edge of the both 
atmospheres is 1300 K. Integrating the 
Maxwell-Boltzmann speed distribution, 
10.85, from the escape velocity, vmin, to 
infinite speed results in a complex 
function, but can be approximated for 
high velocity as 
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a) Calculate the fraction of helium 
molecules that have sufficient speed to 
escape from the Earth. 

b) In collisions at the atmosphere’s edge, 
half will be deflected into the 
atmosphere and half into space. The 
latter are forever lost from Earth. 
Determine the half-life of helium 
atoms in the Earths atmosphere. 

c) Derive a general expression for the 
half-life of molecules in the 
atmosphere. (Escape velocity and body 
mass should be variables.) 

d) Which of the following have 
atmospheric half-lives of less than 
1.00·106 years due to escape from the 
Earths and Martian atmospheres: H2, 
He, Ne, H2O, NH3, N2, O2, and Ar? 

90. All unimolecular reactions revert to 
bimolecular when the energy source is at 
a sufficiently low concentration. Explain. 

 

Answers to in-text exercises 
13.7 No. The stoichiometric coefficents normalize 

the reaction rate. 

13.25 m = 1; the overall reaction order is 3 

13.26    1 0.5
A Bv k  

13.22 As expected, both n and m equal one, 
independent of the runs selected. 

13.23    
2

2 1

22

L
7100 NO O

mol s
v  ; 

mol
0.45

L s
v   
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13.25 First order; k = 62 s–1. 

13.74 Ea = 93.0 kJ/mol; A = 1.2·1015 mol/(L s) 

13.75 18 percent error! (Kinetics is very temperature 

dependent.) 

13.82 ??? 

13.95 ΔEa = 13 400 kJ/mol 

13.96 ??? 

13.98 ??? 

13.104 ??? 

13.104 a) Cl(g) + O3(g)   ClO(g) + O2(g) 

 — ClO(g) + O3(g)   ClO2(g) + O2(g) 

 — ClO2(g) M  Cl(g) + O2(g) 

 b) NO(g) + O3(g)   NO2(g) + O2(g) 

 — NO2(g) + O3(g)   NO3(g) + O2(g) 

 — NO3(g) M  NO(g) + O2(g) 
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Chapter 14. Multistep Kinetics 

The differential form of the rate equation,  d X

d t
, is used in this chapter. 

Chapter 13 investigates the rate of the overall reaction rate, but does not delve into what is 
actually occurring at the molecular level. While most chemical equations are written as  

 reactants   products    overall reaction 

that is not what is occurring at the molecular level.  

Understanding what is occurring at the the molecular level — literally what entities are colliding 
and reacting with each other — is important to understanding the chemistry. The increased 
knowledge of understanding these elementary reactions allows scientists to optimize the reaction 
conditions to obtain the desired product, understand related chemical systems, and propose 
reaction conditions to synthesize new molecular entities. 

14.1 Elementary reactions 

An elementary reaction is a chemical reaction that occurs ‘as written’ and is not the sum of other 
reactions. Literally, the chemical equation represents the reactive collisions between entities. For 

elementary reactions, the 
reactant

product

 
 
 

 reaction orders simplify to 
the stoichiometric coefficients.

zero.





 

   elem elem A B
a b

v k  a and b are stoichiometric coefficients 14.1 

In the quest to understand how reactions proceed, scientists are very interested in elementary 
reactions and determining if a reaction is elementary or not.  

It is a requirement of elementary reactions that the reactant reaction order be the stoichiometric 
coefficient. However, this observation is not sufficient to show that a reaction is elementary.* 
There are several ways to show that a reaction is not elementary: 

• non-stoichiometric reactant orders 

• non-zero product orders 

• observation of intermediates 

• overall reaction order is greater than two 

Reactions involving one or two entities are common. However, reactions involving three entities 
do not occur. Why? Chemical reactions occur when an entities collide. The probability of three 
entities colliding simultaneously with sufficient energy and the correct orientation is very, very 

                                                 
* In science, we can never prove that something is true, but we can prove it false. Thus, we assume that a reaction 

is elementary until we find evidence to the contrary. 
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unlikely (see Collision theory on page 639). Consider a snowball fight. What is the probability of two 
snowballs colliding? of three snowballs colliding?  

DEMO Distribute foam balls to the students. Have participants try to make two balls collide. 
Now try for three balls colliding simultaneously. 

▼——————————————— 

Is the following reaction an elementary reaction? 

2 NO(g) + O2(g)   2 NO2(g)        2

expt expt 2NO Ov k  

Answer: see page 693. 

———————————————▲ 

For the reaction 

S2O8
2–(aq) + 2 I–(aq)   2 SO4

2–(aq) + I2(aq)  2– –
expt expt 2 8S O Iv k          

If this reaction were elementary, the reaction orders must be the stoichiometric coefficients: 
22– –

elem 2 8S O Iv k          Since the experimental reaction orders are non-stoichiometric, this 

reaction is not elementary. Additionally, the reaction would require three entities to collide 
simultaneously, which does not occur. A possible reaction mechanism for this reaction is given 
by 

S2O8
2–(aq) + I–(aq) 1k  2 SO4

2–(aq) + I+(aq)  (rate limiting step) 

I+(aq) + I–(aq) 2k  I2(aq) 
———————————————————— 
S2O8

2–(aq) + 2 I–(aq)   2 SO4
2–(aq) + I2(aq) 

I+ is produced in reaction 1 and consumed in reaction 2; it is an intermediate. 

Intermediates are reactive entities produced and consumed during the chemical reaction. 
Intermediates do not appear in the overall chemical equation or rate equation. Intermediates are 
often radicals, with one or more unpaired electrons, making them very reactive. Radicals are 
often denoted with an • to represent the unpaired electron. 

The molecularity of an elementary reaction refers to the number of entities involved in an 

elementary reaction: reactions involving 
one

two

 
 
 

 entities are called 
.

.





unimolecular

bimolecular
 

In the above reaction mechanism, both elementary reactions are bimolecular. 

Page 683 explains the process of unimolecular reactions. 

EXERCISE 14.2 
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▼——————————————— 

Consider: H2(g) + I2(g)   2 HI(g)   expt expt 2Iv k  

This reaction is not an elementary reaction because the reaction orders are not stoichiometric (not 

   2 2
H Iv k ). A plausible mechanism for this reaction is given below. 

I2(g) 1k  2 I•(g)   (rate limiting step) 

I•(g) + H2(g) 2k  IH2•(g) 

I•(g) + IH2•(g) 3k  2 HI(g) 

————————————— 

H2(g) + I2(g) exptk  2 HI(g) 

In the mechanism, I• and IH2• are radical intermediates. One method of validating a mechanism 
is by looking for intermediates. Finding the expected intermediates validates the mechanism. 
Finding other intermediates means the mechanism must be modified or discarded. 

▼——————————————— 

Label the elementary reactions in example 14.3 as unimolecular or 
bimolecular. 

Answer: see page 693. 

▼——————————————— 

For the thiosulfate mechanism on page 669, determine if the intermediate, I+, 
is a radical. (You must have completed Chapter 3 and section 3.8 to answer 

this question.) 

Answer: see page 693. 

———————————————▲ 

Reaction mechanisms 

A reaction mechanism is a sequence of elementary reactions that detail the steps from reactants 
to products. To be valid, the mechanism must be consistent with the experimental observations: 

• summing to the observed stoichiometry 

• deriving the experimental rate equation 

• involving the known intermediates 

• predicting the observed stereochemistry 

Some common features about reaction mechanisms are listed below. 

• The rate determining (rate limiting) step (RDS) is the slowest elementary reaction and 
limits the rate of the overall reaction. 

◦ Reactions having intermediates at reactants are often faster than reactions having 
stable entities as reactants.  

◦ The rate determining step may change as a function of reaction conditions. 

EXAMPLE 14.3 

EXERCISE 14.4 

EXERCISE 14.5 
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• There may be more than one reaction mechanism consistent with the experimental 
observations. It is possible that both reactions are occurring, or, more likely, additional 
investigation is required to eliminate a mechanism. 

• The derived rate equation must not contain intermediates. 

Determination of reaction mechanisms is by trial-and-error! The more information that is 
available about a system and the greater experience you have in proposing reaction mechanisms 
generally results in higher likelihood of a reasonable mechanism. 

KINETICS DATA The US National Institute for Science and Technology (NIST) maintains two 
online databases containing experimentally measured reaction rates for thousands of 
reactions. One database contains gas phase reactions and one contains aqueous phase 
reactions. It is from these databases that most of the examples in Chapter 13 and 
Chapter 14 are drawn. (These databases may use concentrations other than moles per liter.) 

  Gas phase database: <http://kinetics.nist.gov/kinetics> 
      <http://www.iupac-kinetic.ch.cam.ac.uk/> 
  Solution database: <http://kinetics.nist.gov/solution> 

14.2 Analytical reaction mechanisms 

An analytical equation is a mathematical function that gives the state of the system at an 
arbitrary time. Simple analytical equations were calculated in section 13.4 (Integrated rate 
equations). For more complex systems, despite being ‘analytical’, some approximations are 
necessary in order to obtain an analytical rate equation. Different levels of approximation are 
possible and discussed below. Numerical solutions avoid these limitations but introduce other 
limitations, which are discussed in section 14.3. 

Steady-state approximation 

The steady-state approximation (SSA) assumes that the concentration change of an 
intermediate, I, is zero 

 d I
0

dt
  14.1 

In other words, the production rate of the intermediate equals the consumption rate. 

i i
production consumption

v v   
14.2 

 The steady-state approximation is reasonable for most reactions, except 

• at the beginning and end of a reaction 

• when any two rate constants are comparable (within a factor of 10) 
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Method of solution* 

 Write the differential rate equation for a product from a single elementary reaction.† 

 Remove intermediates from  with the steady-state approximation. 

▼——————————————— 

The aqueous reaction of peroxydisulfate and iodide is a common laboratory 
kinetics experiment and proceeds as 

S2O8
2–(aq) + 2 I–(aq)   2 SO4

2–(aq) + I2(aq)  2– –
expt 2 8S O Iv k          

This reaction is not elementary because the reaction orders are not stoichiometric. Evaluate the 
following mechanism to determine if it is consistent with the experimental rate equation. 

S2O8
2–(aq) + I–(aq) 1k  2 SO4

2–(aq) + I+(aq)  2–
1 1 2 8S O Iv k          

I+(aq) + I–(aq) 2k  I2(s)     2 2 I Iv k           

 Following the method of solution, we write the differential equation for a product, I2, 

     2
2

d I
I I

d
v k

t
    

 I+ is an intermediate and cannot be in the final rate equation. Applying the steady-state 
approximation to I+, the rates of production and consumption are equal 

     
++ I  consumptionI  product

2

on

1 8

i

2
2S O I I I 0k k          

 Solving for I+ gives 

   
 

2 2
1 2 8 1 2 8

22

S O I S O
I

I

k k

kk

  




         

 Substituting into the differential expression for I+ gives 

2v k
 2

1 2 8

2

S O Ik

k

     

 2
1 2 8S O Iv k       

Comparing the derived and experimental rate equations shows that expt 1k k . 

                                                 
* Understanding the steady state approximation, and other procedures in the text, requires practice. 
† Writing the reaction rate equation for a product regularly gets to the solution faster than writing the differential 

rate equation for a reactant.  

EXAMPLE 14.3 
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▼——————————————— 

The reaction NO2(g) + CO(g)   NO(g) + CO2(g) has the experimental 

rate equation of  2

expt 2NOv k . Determine the rate equation based on 

following reaction mechanism. 

 NO2(g) + NO2(g) 1k  NO(g) + NO3(g)  

 NO3(g) + CO(g) 2k  NO2(g) + CO2(g) 

Answer: see page 693. 

▼——————————————— 

The reaction 2 NO(g) + Br2(g)   2 NOBr(g) has the experimental rate 

equation    2

expt NO Brv k  and NOBr2 is observed as an intermediate. 

Determine if any of the following mechanisms is consistent with the experimental rate equation. 

—Mechanism A 

NO(g) + Br2(g) 1k  NOBr2(g)       1 1 2NO Brv k  

NOBr2(g) 2k  NO(g) + Br2(g)     2 2 2NOBrv k  

NOBr2(g) + NO(g) 3k  2 NOBr(g)      3 3 2NOBr NOv k  

—Mechanism B 

NO(g) + Br2(g) 1k  NOBr2(g)       1 1 2NO Brv k  

NOBr2(g) 2k  NOBr + Br(g)     2 2 2NOBrv k  

NO(g) + Br(g) 3k  NOBr(g)       3 3 NO Brv k  

Solution A 

 Following the method of solution, we write the differential rate equation for NOBr, 

   3 2

d NOBr1
NOBr

2 d
v k

t
   the ½ is the NOBr stoichiometric coefficient 

 NOBr2 is an intermediate and cannot be in the final rate equation. Assuming the production 
and consumption rates of NOBr2 are equal 

         
2 2NOBr  production NOBr  consumption

1 2 2 2 3 2NO Br NOBr NOBr NO 0k k k    

 Solving for NOBr2 gives 

        

     
 

1 2 2 3 2

1 2
2

2 3

NO Br NO NOBr

NO Br
NOBr

NO

k k k

k

k k

 




 

EXERCISE 14.4 

EXAMPLE 14.5 
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 Substituting into the differential expression for NOBr2 gives 

   
   

   
 

1 2
3

2 3

2

1 3 2

2 3

NO Br
NO

NO

NO Br

NO

k
v k

k k

k k

k k







 

Solution B 

 Following the method of solution, we write the differential equation for NOBr. Both 
reactions 2 and 3 produce NOBr. Reaction 2 is used here. 

   2 2

d NOBr
NOBr

d
v k

t
   

 NOBr2 is an intermediate and cannot be in the final rate equation. Applying the steady-
state approximation to NOBr2 gives 

     
2 2

1 2 2

NOBr  production NOBr  consumption

2NO Br NOBr 0k k   

 Solving for NOBr2 gives 

     1 2
2

2

NO Br
NOBr

k

k
  

 Substituting into the differential expression for NOBr 

2v k
   1 2

2

NO Brk

k

   1 2NO Brk

 

 

Mechanism B does not return the correct NO reaction order. This mechanism is clearly incorrect.  

Mechanism A proposes that the rate equation is 
   

 

2

1 3 2

2 3

NO Br

NO

k k
v

k k



. As printed, mechanism A 

is incorrect, but if  2 3 NOk k , then  2 3 2NOk k k   and the rate equation simplifies to 

     
     

2
21 3 2 1 3

2
2 3 2

d NOBr 2 NO Br 2
NO Br

d NO

k k k k

t k k k
 


 

with 1 3
expt

2

2 k k
k

k
 .  
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That is, mechanism A gives the expected rate equation only when the nitrogen monoxide, NO, 
concentration is low. To see if this is correct, we can test to see what happens at high NO 
concentration. The result is that mechanism A is correct.* 

▼——————————————— 

Repeat the calculation for mechanism B in example 14.5 starting with reaction 
3. Confirm the same rate expression is derived. 

▼——————————————— 

The reaction of hydrogen and iodine proceeds explosively. 

H2(g) + I2(g)   2 HI(g)    expt 2Iv k  

The experimental rate equation indicates that the reaction is not elementary. Below are two 
possible mechanisms. Which reaction mechanism is consistent with the experimental rate 
equation? 

—Mechanism A   —Mechanism B 

I2(g) 1k  2 I•(g)   H2(g) 1k  2 H•(g) 

I•(g) + H2(g) 2k  IH2•(g)   H•(g) + I2(g) 2k  HI2•(g) 

I•(g) + IH2•(g) 3k  2 HI(g)   H•(g) + HI2•(g) 3k  2 HI(g) 

Answer: see page 693. 

———————————————▲ 

Mechanism A in example 14.5 illustrates a common requirement when exploring reaction 
mechanisms: we must speculate as to the relative magnitudes of two or more additive 
parameters. Focussing on 14.5, three possible scenarios exist regarding the denominator: 

     
 

2

1 3 2

2 3

d NOBr NO Br1

2 d NO

k k
v

t k k
 


 

• if  2 3 NOk k , k2 dominates and the rate equation simplifies to    21 3
2

2

NO Br
k k

k
 

• if  2 3 NOk k ,  3 NOk  dominates and the rate equation simplifies to    1 2NO Brk  

• if  2 3 NOk k , the mechanism is dependant on the nitrogen monoxide concentration 

◦ at high NO concentration, the rate equation is    1 2NO Brk  

◦ at low NO concentration, the rate equation is    21 3
2

2

NO Br
k k

k
 

                                                 
* Example 14.5 took over two pages to solve, typed. Analyzing a single mechanism is about a page, typed. Keep 

this in mind as work through the exercises in this chapter. (Hint: some will take you several pages to complete.) 

EXERCISE 14.6 

EXERCISE 14.7 
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Applying the scientific method to kinetic mechanisms 

Example 14.5 is an example of the scientific method at work:  

 • Each proposed mechanism is a hypothesis of how the chemical reaction proceeds. 

 • Both hypotheses predict different intermediates, which provides a way to test them. 

 • The results will indicate which, if any, mechanism is correct. 

It is possible that neither intermediate is observed because the intermediate concentration is 
below the detection limit or because both mechanisms are incorrect.  

Pre-equilibria approximation 

A pre-equilibrium is established when the first elementary reaction(s) establish an equilibrium. 
The subsequent reactions in the mechanism are slow. That is, the first reaction is fast and 
reversible. 

A + B 
fast

  C 
slow
  D 14.8 

At equilibrium, the rates of the forward and reverse reactions are equal and the equilibrium 
constant, K, is given by* 

fwd

rev

k products
K

k reactants
   

The pre-equilibrium assumption is more restrictive than the steady-state assumption and will 
lead to incorrect answers if improperly applied. However, if we know a pre-equilibrium exists, 
then the problem is more-easily solved. 

Method of solution 

 Write the differential rate equation for a product from a single elementary reaction. (This is 

the same as the steady state approximation.) 

 Remove intermediates from  with the pre-equilibrium approximation. 

▼——————————————— 

Mechanism A in example 14.5 is actually a pre-equilibrium systems. The 
reaction could be better written as 

NO(g) + Br2(g) 1

1

k

k
  NOBr2(g)      (fast, reversible) 

NOBr2(g) + NO(g) 2k  2 NOBr(g) 

                                                 
* This is the link between kinetic and equilibria: the equilibrium constant is the ratio of the forward and reverse 

reaction rates for a fast, reversible system. 

EXAMPLE 14.9 
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To solve using the pre-equilibrium assumption, 

 Write the differential equation for the product, NOBr, 

     2 2

d NOBr1
NOBr NO

2 d
v k

t
   

 NOBr2 is an intermediate and cannot be in the final rate equation. Since the first reaction is 
at equilibrium, the forward and reverse rates are equal.  

     
1 1

1 2 1 2NO Br NOBr

v v

k k







 

 Solving for NOBr2 gives 

         1
2 2 2

1

NOBr NO Br NO Br
k

K
k

   where 1

1

k
K

k


  

 Substituting into the differential expression for NOBr2 gives 

     

   

1
2 2

1

21 2
2

1

NO Br NO

NO Br

k
v k

k

k k

k








 

Compared with 14.5, the same answer is obtained and obtained faster. However, if the pre-
equilibrium assumption is wrong, the alternate answer is not obtained. 

▼——————————————— 

The decomposition of ozone is proposed to occur via the following 
mechanism.  

O3(g) 1

1

k

k
  O2(g) + O(g)      (fast, reversible) 

O3(g) + O(g) 2k  2 O2(g) 

Determine the rate equation for this mechanism. 

Answer: see page 693. 

———————————————▲ 

Guidelines for deducing mechanisms from rate equations 

The following guidelines are helpful in deducing mechanistic information from an experimental 
rate equation. 

 Entities with a positive reaction order provide information on reactions that form 
intermediates. 

 Entities with a negative reaction order provide information on reactions where 
intermediates react. 

EXERCISE 14.10 
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  Entities with a positive reaction order appear in the mechanism as reactants. They appear 
as many times before or during the rate-limiting step as their order in the rate equation. 

 Reactants not in the rate equation occur in the reaction mechanism after the rate-limiting 
step. 

  Fractional orders (1/2, 
3/2, etc.) indicate the dissociation of the entity in question. 

Michaelis-Menten kinetics 

Biological systems are very complex. [1913] Leonor Michaelis and Maud Menten proposed 
several kinetic models to describe the kinetics of enzymatic systems. 

The simplest model is a two step process between an enzyme, E, and substrate, S, to produce 
product, P. ES is an enzyme:substrate intermediate. While the mechanism looks much like a pre-
equilibrium system, 14.8, the most general solution is via the steady state approximation. 

E + S 1

1

k

k
  ES 

ES 2k  E + P 
14.11 

The steps in 14.11 are commonly written as 

E + S 1

1

k

k
  ES 2k  E + P  

To derive a rate equation from the equations in 14.11, we start by writing the differential 
equation for the product, 

   2

d P
ES

d
v k

t
    

ES is an intermediate. Applying the steady-state approximation to ES gives 

       
ES production ES consumptio

1 1 2

n

E S ES ES 0k k k    
14.12 

A key observation about enzymatic systems is that the enzyme is a catalyst and not consumed. 
Thus, the total catalyst concentration is fixed, [E]0 = [E] + [ES], and 14.12 becomes 

          1 1 20
E ES S ES ESk k k    

           
    

1 1 1 20

1 1 2

E S ES S ES ES

ES S

k k k k

k k k





  

  
 

14.13 

14.13 can be simplified by dividing through by k1  

        1 2
0

1

E S ES S
k k

k
    

 
 14.14 
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and defining the Michaelis constant, KM, as 

1 2
M

1

k k
K

k
 

  14.15 

so that 14.14 simplifies to  

        

     
 

M0

0

M

E S ES S

E S
ES

S

K

K

 




 14.16 

Substituting 14.16 into the differential rate equation gives 

   
 2 0

M

S
E

S
v k

K



 14.17 

At high substrate concentrations compared to KM, the ratio approaches unity and the rate 
approaches k2 [E]0, which is zeroth order in [S]. This is the maximum reaction rate and given the 
symbol Vmax. 

 
 

max

M

S

S

V
v

K



 Michaelis-Menten equation 14.18 

Another key observation is that inverting 14.18 gives a linear relationship: 

    
M

max max

1 1 1

S
y m bx

K

v V V
   

14.19 
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0

max

1

V
M

1

K



 
1

S

1

v

M

max

K
m

V


 
Figure 14.20  Linear relationship of the Michaelis-Menten enzyme kinetics equation. 

▼——————————————— 

Confirm that the x-intercept in the Michaelis-Menten plot equals 
M

1

K


. 

▼——————————————— 

Equation 14.18 can also be derived by applying the pre-equilibrium 
approximation to equation 14.11 and redefining KM as k1/k–1 (KM being simply 

the equilibrium constant for the pre-equilibrium). 

a) Derive 14.18 using the pre-equilibrium approximation. 

b) The steady-state derivation above is more general. What is required for KM defined is this 
exercise to be equal to KM derived using only the steady-state approximation? 

Answer: see page 693. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 14.21 

EXERCISE 14.22 
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Other versions of the Michaelis-Menten equation can also be derived that consider other factors 
affecting the enzyme reaction: 

• if there is an equilibrium between the products and the intermediate, k–2 is important  

E + S 1

1

k

k
  ES 2

2

k

k
  E + P  

     
   

1 max 1 2 0

1 1 2 2

S E P

S P

k V k k
v

k k k k
 

 




  
 

• if an inhibitor is present that reduces the amount of available enzyme. 

E + S 1

1

k

k
  ES 2k  E + P  

 
   

max

M I M

S

S I

V
v

k k k


 
 

E + I 3

3

k

k
  EI 

▼——————————————— 

Derive the rate equation for an enzymatic system with an inhibitor present. 

Answer: see page 693. 

▼——————————————— 

Michaelis-Menton example. ??? 

▼——————————————— 

Michaelis-Menton exercise. ??? 

———————————————▲ 

Competitive drug inhibition 

Drugs function in the body similar to the enzyme:substrate interaction. In the case of drugs, the 
drug initiates or blocks a biochemical pathway. This occurs for all drugs, from medicinal 
pharmaceuticals to recreational pharmaceuticals. 

When a person overdoses on a drug, one treatment strategy is to administer a drug that binds to 
the same site but does not initiate the same biochemical processes. This way, fewer receptor sites 
are available for the drug, so its action is reduced and other parts of the body (liver, kidneys) can 
degrade and remove the drug from the body before it binds to a receptor. This process is 
identical to competitive inhibition of the enzyme:substrate process. 

 receptor + drug 1

1

k

k
  receptor:drug 2k  biological function 

 receptor + inhibitor 3

3

k

k
  enzyme:inhibitor 

For example, male erection occurs when nitrogen monoxide binds to and activates guanylate 
cyclase (GC). GC produces cyclic guanosine mono-phosphate (cGMP) which causes 
vasodilation and erection formation. (This is a simplified explanation of the process.) 

 GC + NO 1

1

k

k
  GC:NO 2ak  production of cGMP 2 bk  vasodilation and erection 

EXERCISE 14.23 

EXAMPLE 14.24 

EXERCISE 14.25 
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Phosphodiesterase type 5 (PDE5) catalytically degrades cGMP. One common type of erectile 
dysfunction is caused by excess production of PDE5. 

 PDE5 + cGMP 3k  PDE5 + GMP 

Three drugs (shown below) are known to selectively inhibits PDE5 function. 

 PDE5 + drug 4

4

k

k
  PDE5:drug (inactive PDE5) 

N

N
S

O

O

O

N

HN

O

N

N

sildenafil (ViagraTM) —

S

O O

N

N N

O

N

O

N
N

vardenafil (LevitraTM) —

O

N

H

H

O

O

O

N
H

tadalafil (CialisTM)  

PDE enzymes are active in the eyes and responsible for vision, adverse effects include altered 
vision. Other side effects include hyptension (low blood pressure) and priapism (prolonged 
erection). 

 

Inverse Arrhenius reactions 

The Arrhenius equation, 13.71, predicts that reaction rate increases with temperature. Some 
reactions involving nitrogen monoxide exhibit an interesting property: the reaction rate 
decreases with increasing temperature! The mechanism for these reactions involve a pre-
equilibrium froming an NO dimer. Reaction 2 is rate limiting. 

 2 NO(g) 1

1

k

k
  (NO)2(g) 

 (NO)2(g) + X2 2k  2 NOX(g) 

The explanation for this unexpected property is the temperature dependence of the pre-
equilibrium reaction. The equilibrium favours the reactants with increasing temperature. 

 2 NO(g) 
high T
  (NO)2(g) 

The NO dimer is the reactive entity in reaction 2. With increasing temperature, the dimer 
concentration decreases, which decreases the rate of reaction 2 and the overall reaction rate. 
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Lindemann mechanism 

The concept of a first-order reactions,  

A → products 

suggests that the reaction proceeds without external influence or energy. This is incorrect. 
Careful analysis of first-order reactions indicate that the reaction becomes second order with 
decreasing total pressure (not the partial pressure of A).* [1921] Frederick Lindemann proposed 
the following mechanism that correctly explains this observation.  

A + M 1

1

k

k

  A* + M  (collisional activation and deactivation) 

A* 2k  B  (reaction) 

In the mechanism, M represents any other entity. M establishes a pre-equilibrium, providing a 
energy to form a stable energetic entity, A*. The energetic entity then undergoes a unimolecular 
reaction to form products.  

▼——————————————— 

Apply the steady state approximation to the Lindemann mechanism and show 

that 
 
   1 2

2 1

M
A

M

k k
v

k k




.  

Answer: see page 693. 

———————————————▲ 

From the answer to 14.26,  

• at high [M],  1 2Mk k  , and the rate equation simplifies to  1 2

1

A
k k

v
k

  

• at low [M],  2 1 Mk k , and the rate equation simplifies to    1 M Av k  

So, first-order reactions are first order only when the energy transfer source concentration is 
high. With decreasing [M], the reaction shifts from first-order to second-order. That is, the rate-
determining step changes from the reaction 2 to reaction 1.  

                                                 
*  It is not possible to decrease the concentration in solution because the solvent concentration is constant and large 

compared with the A concentration. However, the same mechanism occurs in solution. 

EXERCISE 14.26 
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[M]

R
ea

ct
io

n 
ra

te

0

second-order limit 
     rate varies with [M] 
     at low concentration

first-order limit 
     rate independent of [M] 
     at high concentration

 
   1 2

2 1

M
A

M

k k
v

k k




   1 M Av k

 1 2

1

A
k k

v
k



 
Figure 14.27  The relationship between M concentration and reaction rate for first-order reactions. At high 

concentrations, the reaction is first-order; with decreasing concentration, the reaction becomes 
second-order and dependant on the [M]. 

For example, the isomerization of methylisonitrile, CH3NC, to acetonitrile, CH3CN, 

CH3NC(g)   CH3CN(g) 

is first order at high pressure,  expt Av k , and second order at low pressure,    expt A Mv k .  

14.3 Numerical reaction mechanisms 

A numerical equation requires information about the previous states of the system to determine 
the current state of the system. Most chemical reactions proceed via a very complex mechanism, 
with dozens to hundreds of reactions occurring simultaneously. If only a few reactions dominate 
and we assume they occur exclusively, the system may be solvable analytically as illustrated in 
section 14.2. If not, the many relevant reactions must be solved numerically. Theoretically, 
because more reactions are considered, numerical solutions will be more accurate than analytical 
solutions. However, there are computational limitations of numerical integration. 

This section is an survey of systems that require numerical analysis. Advanced courses in 
physical chemistry will explore these and other systems in greater detail and you will learn to 
analyze the reactions computationally (section 6.2) and numerically model the reaction progress. 
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Because many concurrent and consecutive reactions occur, it isn’t obvious that the reaction sum 
to the overall reaction, but this is critical for mass conservation. 

DEMO Hydrogen-oxygen balloon or hydrogen-oxygen bottle rocket. 

Radical-based mechanisms 

 

<not developed> 

 

Modeling the combustion of hydrogen 

The combustion of hydrogen has the overall reaction, 

2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(g) 

The reactions required to accurately model this reaction are given below* 

Initiation reactions produce radicals† 

 H2 
M  H• + H•  H2O M  H• + OH• 

 H2 + O2 
M  2 OH• 

Propagation reactions produce product and other radicals  

 H2 + OH•   H2O + H•  H2O2 + H•   H2O + OH• 

 H• + HO2•   H2O + O•   H2O2 + OH•   H2O + HO2• 

 2 OH•   H2O + O• 

Branching reactions produce different radicals 

 H• + O2   O• + OH•  HO2• + H•   2 OH• 

 H• + O2 
M  HO2•  HO2• + O•   OH• + O2 

 O• + H2   H• + OH•  H2O2 + H•   H2 + HO2• 

 O• + H• M  OH•  H2O2 + O•   OH• + HO2• 

Termination reactions remove radicals 

 O• + O• M  O2  H• + OH• M  H2O 

 HO2• + H•   H2 + O2   HO• + HO• M  H2O2 

 H• + H• M  H2    HO2• + OH•   H2O + O2 

 HO2• + HO2•   H2O2 + O2 

                                                 
* Adapted from Konnov, A. A., Combustion and Flame, 2008, 152, 507. 
† M is any entity in the system that either supplies energy to initiate a reaction or removes energy to stabilize the 

reaction products. 
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A hydrogen-oxygen rocket is used to lift the space shuttle into orbit. The hydrogen:oxygen ratio 
must be carefully controlled to ensure optimum lift, but not an explosive reaction. The following 
figure illustrates the reaction rate as a function of composition.  

 

figure??? 

 

 

Advanced modeling: energy balance 

In additional to modelling the entity concentrations, energy is also a reactant (endothermic) or 
product (exothermic). This changing energy affects the temperature. (Examples 18.33 and 18.90, 
together, illustrates how the temperature of a system is calculated when energy is added.) 
Chemical systems also gain or lose energy to the surroundings and can be purposely heated or 
cooled. The latter is common in laboratory and industrial environments, where a constant 
temperature is desired to control the reaction. 

The most important effect of changing temperature is that the rate constant is temperature 
dependant. The effect of temperature on the rate constant is different for every reaction because 
the change depends on the reaction activation energy. Accounting for the changing temperature 
is challenging and computationally intensive.  

To avoid accounting for the energy balance, some systems are assumed to be isothermal because 
they are sufficiently slow or are conducted in a controlled manner and remain at a constant 
temperature. Another strategy is to model the system only at its operating temperature where the 
rate constants are fixed. (This strategy is much like the steady state approximation.) This strategy 
works for continuous processes such as the pyrolysis reaction below, where the process runs for 
months at a time. 

However, some systems intrinsically involve temperature changes, such as explosions, 
automotive combustion, and biological processes in cold blooded animals. 

 

Modeling the pyrolysis of ethane 

Pyrolysis is thermal decomposition in the absence of oxygen. When exposed to high 
temperatures, molecules decompose. Pyrolysis occurs during cooking and is an important 
industrial process. For example, pyrolysis of ethane produces ethene, which is an important 
precursor to many polymers. 

 CH3CH3(g) 1100 K CH2CH2(g) + H2(g) + byproducts  K(1100 K) ≈ 1 
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The byproducts include carbon and longer chain hydrocarbons. Careful control of the reaction 
conditions maximize ethene yield.  

 

<not developed> 

Temperature, time important 

kinetics temperature dependent 

 
 

Residence time: 1 second 

 

 

Important reactions in the mechanism are given below. 

Initiation reactions produce radicals 

 CH3CH3  2 CH3• 

 CH4  CH3• + H• 

 CH3•  C(s) + 3 H•     (simplified source of hydrogen) 

Propagation reactions produce product and other radicals  

 CH3CH2•  CH2CH2 + H•     ethene 

 CH3CH2• + H•  CH2CH2 + H2    ethene, hydrogen 

Branching reactions produce different radicals 

 CH3• + CH3CH3  CH4 + CH3CH2•    methane 

 H• + CH2CH2  CH3CH2• 

 CH3• + CH2CH2  CH3CH2CH2• 

 CH3CH2• + CH2CH2  CH3CH2CH2CH2•  polymer propagation 

 CH3CH2CH2•  CH3CHCH2 + H•   propene 
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Termination reactions remove radicals* 

 CH3CH2• + CH3•  CH2CH2 + CH4   ethene, methane 

 CH3CH2• + CH3CH2•  2 CH2CH2 + H2  ethene, hydrogen 

 CH3CH2• + H• M  CH3CH3    ethane 

 CH3CH2CH2• + H• M  CH3CH2CH3   propane 

 CH3CH2CH2• + H•  CH3CHCH2 + H2  propene, hydrogen 

 CH3CH2CH2• + CH3•  CH3CHCH2 + CH4 propene, methane 

 H• + H• M  H2       hydrogen 

 CH3CH2CH2CH2• + H•  M  C4H10   butane 

Oscillatory reactions 

In physics, we think nothing of a pendulum oscillating or ball bouncing. Both are examples of 
oscillatory phenomena and can be explained mathematically. But we naïvely expect chemical 
reactions to proceed from reactants to products. Not always! While most reactions proceed from 
reactants to products, it is possible to create a system where the chemical entity concentration 
oscillates. This is not common, but several chemical systems exhibit oscillatory behaviour. The 
most famous being the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) class of reactions. 

DEMO Oscillating reaction. 

???more on oscillatory reactions 

 

 

A key feature of oscillatory systems is autocatalysis, where the product catalyzes the reaction. 
The simplest kinetic system to exhibits oscillatory behaviour is given below. 

A + X 1  2 X 

X + Y 2  2 Y 

Y 3  P 

14.28 

The overall reaction being A   P. To envision what is occurring,  

• reactions 1 and 2 in 14.28 are autocatalytic: the product catalyzes the reaction 

• the starting material, A, is present in excess 

• the concentration of X increases until reaction 2 becomes dominant, quickly producing 
large quantities of Y and depleting X 

                                                 
* M is any entity in the system that either supplies energy to initiate a reaction or removes energy to stabilize the 

reaction products. 
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• reaction 3 is fast to remove Y 

▼——————————————— 

Consider the reactions involved in the BZ reaction??? 

 

———————————————▲ 

Polymer reactions 

Most polymer formation occurs via a radical reaction mechanism. The reaction is started by the 
introduction of radicals: peroxide, epoxides, etc., readily form radicals. For ethylene (C2H4) 

 ROOR   2 RO•      (initiation) 

 RO• + C2H4   ROCH2CH2•    (propagation) 

 ROCH2CH2• + C2H4   ROCH2CH2CH2CH2• (propagation) 

let R• and R•’ be long radicals: RO(CH2)x•(g) 

 R• + R•’   R—R’      (termination) 

 By controlling the conditions, the propagation reactions occur 106 to 108 times before 
termination. 

 

name formula

polyethylene ethylene CH2=CH2

polypropylene propylene CH3—CH=CH2

PAN (Acrylon) acrylonitrile N≡C—CH—CH2

PVC, plumbing, records vinyl chloride Cl—CH=CH2

BUNA rubber 1,3-butadiene CH2=CH—CH=CH2

PMMA (plexiglass, Lucite) methyl methacrylate CH3—O—CO—CH=CH2

PVA (latex) vinyl acetate CH3—CO—O––CH=CH2

PTFE (teflon) tetrafluoroethylene CF2=CF2

polystyrene styrene C6H5—CH=CH2

Polymer
Monomer

 

▼——————————————— 

Halon 1301 (CF3Br) is a fire suppressant that extinguishes fires by a removing 
free radicals critical to fire propagation (notably HO•). Halon operates via a 

catalytic free radical reaction. Determine the rate equation based on following reaction 
mechanism. 

 CF3Br   CF3• + Br• 

 R-H + Br•   R• + HBr 

 HBr + HO•   H2O + Br• 

 Again, Br• reacts ~106 times before termination (termination reactions not shown). 

 

———————————————▲ 

▼——————————————— 

Sulfur dioxide is produced in combustion of sulfur. Sulfur trioxide is the 
precursor in the production of sulfuric acid, the second most produced 

EXAMPLE 14.29 

EXAMPLE 14.30 

EXAMPLE 14.31 
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chemical in the world. Conversion of sulfur dioxide to sulfur trioxide occurs slowly but is 
catalyzed by nitrogen dioxide via the following mechanism. 

NO2(g) + SO2(g) 1k  NO(g) + SO3(g) 

NO(g) + 1/2 O2(g) 2k  NO2(g) 
————————————————— 
SO2(g) + 1/2 O2(g) 2NO  SO3(g) 

▼——————————————— 

The cerium-thallium redox reaction is catalyzed by manganese ions:  

2 Ce4+(aq) + Tl+(aq) Mn  2 Ce3+(aq) + Tl3+(aq) 
24

expt Ce Tlv k           

2 Ce4+ + Mn2+ 1k  Ce3+ + Mn3+ 

2 Ce4+ + Mn3+ 2k  Ce3+ + Mn4+ 

Mn4+ + Tl+ 3k  Mn2+ + Tl3+ 

The overall rate is the sum of the catalyzed and uncatalyzed rates 
24 2 4

cat uncatCe Mn Ce Tlv k k                    

———————————————▲ 

 

 

▼——————————————— 

equilibria; biological feedback, clock reactions, regulatory 

 

———————————————▲ 

Summary 

<not developed> 

 

EXAMPLE 14.32 

EXAMPLE 14.33 
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Exercises 

Analytical reaction mechanisms 

1. — 

2. Nitrogen monoxide catalyzes the 
decomposition of dinitrogen monoxide. 
A plausible mechanism is given below. 

 N2O(g) + NO(g) 1k  N2(g) + NO2(g) 

 2 NO2(g) 2k  2 NO(g) + O2(g) 

a) Identify the reactants, products, 
intermediates, and write the overall 
reaction. 

b) Derive a rate equation based on 
mechanism. 

mechanism??? 

3. The decomposition of hydrogen peroxide, 

 2 H2O2(aq) I  2 H2O(l) + O2(g) 

 is catalyzed by iodide. The energetics of 
this reaction are shown in figure 13.97. 
Determine the rate equation based on 
following reaction mechanism. 

 H2O2(aq) + I–(aq)  
 1k  H2O(aq) + OI–(aq) 

 H2O2(aq) + OI–(aq)  
 2k  H2O(aq) + O2(g) + I–(aq) 

4. — 

5. — 

6. — 

7. Halogens and pseudohalogens catalyze 
ozone depletion. The reaction  

 2 O3(g) X  3 O2(g)  

 has the experimental rate equation 

 expt 3Ov k . Determine the rate 

equation based on following reaction 
mechanism. (X = F, Cl, Br, I, NO, HO, SO2) 

 X(g) + O3(g) 1k  XO(g) + O2(g) 

 XO(g) + O3(g) 2k  XO2(g) + O2(g) 

 XO2(g) 3k  X(g) + O2(g) 

8. — 

9. The reaction  

 2 NO2(g) + F2(g)   2 NO2F(g)  

 has the experimental rate equation 

   expt 2 2NO Fv k . Determine if the 

following mechanism satisfies the 
experimental rate equation. 

 NO2(g) + F2(g) 1k  NO2F(g) + F(g) 

 F(g) + NO2(g) 2k  NO2F(g) 

10. The reaction  

 CH3CHO(g)   CH4(g) + CO(g)  

 has the experimental rate equation 

 3 2

expt 3CH CHOv k , with minor 

amounts of C2H6 and H2 also formed. 
The following mechanism has been 
proposed. 

 CH3CHO(g) 1k   
 CH3•(g) + H•(g) + CO(g) 

 CH3CHO(g) + CH3•(g) 2k   
 CH4(g) + CO(g) + CH3•(g) 

 CH3•(g) + CH3•(g) 3k  C2H6(g) 

 H•(g) + H•(g) 4k  H2(g) 

a) Classify the reactions as initiation, 
propagation, branching, or 
termination.  

b) Determine the rate equation based on 
the reaction mechanism. 

11. The reaction 

 2 NO(g) + O2(g)   2 NO2(g)  

 has the experimental rate equation is 

   2

expt expt 2NO Ov k . Determine which 

of the following reaction mechanisms 
satisfy the experimental rate equation. 

—Mechanism A 

2 NO(g) 1

1

k

k

  (NO)2(g) 
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(NO)2(g) + O2(g) 2k  2 NO2(g) 

—Mechanism B 

NO(g) + O2(g) 1

1

k

k

  NO3(g) 

NO3(g) + NO(g) 2k  2 NO2(g) 

12. Two mechanisms for the chlorine 
catalyzed ozone-depletion reaction have 
been proposed. 

 2 O3(g) Cl  3 O2(g). 

—Mechanism A 

Cl(g) + O3(g) 1k  ClO(g) + O2(g) 

ClO(g) + O3(g) 2k  ClO2(g) + O2(g) 

ClO2(g) 3k  Cl(g) + O2(g) 

—Mechanism B 

Cl(g) + O3(g) 1k  ClO(g) + O2(g) 

2 ClO(g) 2k  Cl2O2(g) 

Cl2O2(g) 3k  2 Cl(g) + O2(g) 

 Determine the steady state rate equation 
for each and propose a strategy for 
determining which mechanism is more 
plausible. 

13. Phosgene is a precursor to many nerve 
agents and is itself toxic. Production of 
phosgene has the experimental rate 

equation    3 2

expt 2CO Clv k . 

Determine if the following mechanism 
satisfies the experimental rate equation. 

 Cl2(g) 1

1

k

k

  2 Cl•(g) 

 Cl•(g) + CO(g) 2

2

k

k

  COCl•(g) 

 Cl•(g) + COCl•(g) 3k  COCl2(g) 

 ——————————————— 

 CO(g) + Cl2(g)   COCl2(g) 

14. The reaction, 

 2 O3(g)   3 O2(g) 

 has the rate equation, 

 
 

2

3
expt expt

2

O

O
v k  

 Propose a two-step mechanism that 
consists of a fast first step and a slow 
second step. 

15. The reaction, 

 NO(g) + H2(g)  
   1/2 N2(g) + H2O(g) 

 is second order in nitrogen monoxide and 
first order in hydrogen. The first step in a 
three step mechanism is the reversible 
dimerization of nitrogen monoxide. The 
third step is the fast reaction, 

 N2O(g) + H2(g)   N2(g) + H2O(g) 

 Propose a complete reaction mechanism 
and confirm that it gives the experimental 
reaction order. 

16. — 

17. Michaelis Menten ??? 

18. — 

19. — 

20. — 

Numerical reaction mechanisms 

21. Use modelling software to plot ??? 

22. — 

INTEGRATIVE EXERCISES 

23. Integrate the Michaelis-Menten equation 
in 14.18 to obtain the following 
integrated rate equation. 

          0 0M maxln S ln S S SK V t     

24. The integrated rate equation cannot be 
solved explicitly for [S]. Use electronic 
resources (the solver function on a calculator or 
spreadsheet) to determine [S] at 0.1 
intervals and plot the data. Use KM = 1, 
Vmax = 1, and vary t from 0 to 15. 
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25. — 

26. — 

27. — 

 

Answers to in-text exercises 
14.2 The reaction is not elementary because the 

overall reaction order is 3. 

14.4 reaction 1 is unimolecular; reactions 2 and 3 
are bimolecular 

14.5 I+ is a radical intermediate 

14.4  2

1 2
NOv k  

14.7 Mechanism A is correct, giving a derived rate 

equation of  1 2
Iv k . The I2 bond is weaker 

than the H2 bond, and breaking the I2 bond is 
the rate limiting step. Additionally, further 

investigation would show that I• and IH2• are 
observed intermediates, not H• and HI2•. 

14.10. ??? 

14.22 b) k–1 >> k2 

14.23 
 

   
max

M I M

S

S I

V
v

K K K


 
 

14.26 Solve for  d B dt  using steady-state 

approximation for A*, 
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Summary 

<not developed> 
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Chapter 15. Principles of Chemical Equilibria 698 

Chapter 16. Acid-Base Equilibria 757 

Chapter 17. Ionic Equilibria 834 

Summary 860 
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Overview 

Similar to atoms and molecular entities, all chemical systems proceed to the lowest energy state 
of the system. This could be 

• no reaction, where no product forms 

• completion, where no reactant remains 

• equilibrium, where both products and reactants are present 

This module focuses on systems that reach 
equilibrium. Equilibrium is one aspect of 
thermodynamics and kinetics. Section 19.9 
explores equilibria from a thermodynamic 
perspective. Briefly, the difference in energy 
between the reactants and products determines the 
equilibrium constant, and he barrier height 
controls how fast equilibrium is achieved.  

For example, the reaction 

2 Fe(s) + 3/2 O2(g)   Fe2O3(s) 

strongly favours the products, but the reaction takes thousands of years to reach equilibrium 
under ambient conditions — much to the relief of automobile owners! The reaction of gasoline 
with oxygen occurs at an imperceptibly slow rate under ambient conditions, but is complete in 
milliseconds at elevated temperature.  

For the reaction 

reactants   products R   P 

The equilibrium constant, K, is calculated as 

  products
K T

reactants
  

reactants productsdoesn't goes tofavoured favouredreact completion

0 1K  
 

   

and ranges from zero (the reaction doesn’t proceed) to infinity (the reaction proceeds to completion). 
Between zero and infinity, an equilibrium is established that ranges from the reactants being the 
dominant entities at equilibrium, K < 1, to the products, K > 1. Equilibrium systems are affected 
by several primary factors, often referred to as Le Châtelier’s principle, that affect the entities 
involved in the equilibrium, and several secondary factors that affect the chemical environment.  

The thermodynamic equilibrium constant, K, is based on the amounts of each entity being 
reported in their standard state.  

• If all the entities are gases, the thermodynamic equilibrium constant is also the pressure 
equilibrium constant, KP. 

• If the amounts are reported as concentration, the result is the concentration equilibrium 
constant, Kc. 

Energetics of Chemical Reactions

Reaction Coordinate

E
ne

rg
y reactants

products

kinetics

‡

thermodynamics
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Chapter 15 explores the general features of equilibrium systems, factors that control equilibria, 
and methods to analyze and mathematically solve equilibrium systems of varying complexity. 

Chapter 16 applies the material in Chapter 15 to acid-base systems, exploring buffers and 
titration curves. 

Chapter 17 applies the material in Chapter 15 to sparing soluble entities and entities that form 
complex-ions in solution. This chapter presents strategies for solving complex systems and 
applies it to the extraction of a particular entity from a complex matrix. 
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Chapter 15. Principles of Chemical Equilibria 

All chemical systems proceed spontaneously to the lowest energy state of the system. Depending 
on the system, this could involve not reacting at all, proceeding to completion (combustion, for 

example), or reaching an equilibrium with both products and reactants present. Thermodynamics 
allows us to calculate which will happen. This chapter focuses on understanding systems that 
reach equilibrium. 

The reason why a system reaches equilibrium is the same as discussed in other chapters: 

• In Chapter 3 (Quantum Theory), electrons occupy orbitals to minimize the atoms energy. 

• In Chapter 6 (Quantum Mechanical Bonding Theories), atoms ionize and chemical bonds 
form because the energy of the bound entity is lower than that of the fragment. 

• In Chapter 19 (Thermodynamics), we will learn that chemical systems proceed to the point 
that minimizes the energy of the system. 

Reactions occur continuously in all chemical systems. Even in systems where there is no visible 
change occurring, reactants convert to products and products to reactants. This balance is the 
nature of chemical equilibrium: a chemical equilibrium exists when the forward and reverse 
reaction rates are equal. This means the reagent concentrations are unchanging in time. 

Figure 15.1 illustrates an experiment that verifies the dynamic nature of equilibria. If the 
chemical reactions stopped once equilibrium was established, there should not be any radioactive 
iodine in the solid. However, radioactive iodine does distribute throughout the solution and, 
eventually, the ratio of radioactive:non-radioactive iodine is the same in solution and solid. 
Every chemical system tested shows that chemical equilibrium is dynamic. 

 

??? 

Figure 15.1  The dynamic nature of equilibria is shown by adding a saturated solution of radioactive silver
iodide to a saturated solution of non-radioactive silver iodide and solid silver iodide. After a 
time, the solid is found to be contain radioactive iodine. This can only occur if dissolution and 
precipitation continue to occur at equilibrium. 

▼——————————————— 

Some examples of equilibrium systems: 

 The water cycle: water evaporates from rivers, 
lakes, and oceans, is transported by air currents, 
and deposits as rain or snow that feed the rivers, 
lakes, and oceans. 

 Photochromic plastic is used to make prescription 
lenses and has the ability to darken when outside 
and lighten when inside (photo = light; 

chromic = coloured). The plastic contains a chemical 
that is sensitive to ultraviolet light. When outdoors 

EXAMPLE 15.2 
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and exposed to ultraviolet light, the chemical converts to a coloured form, darkening the 
lens. When indoors, the lack of UV radiation means the chemical reverts to its original, 
uncoloured form. Ultraviolet light controls the equilibrium position. 

———————————————▲ 

15.1 Kinetics of equilibrium systems 

In equilibrium systems, a minimum of two reactions are occurring: 

• the reaction of reactants to products 

• the reaction of products to reactants 

fwd
fwd fwdR P Rk v k    forward reaction 

rev
rev revP R Pk v k     reverse reaction 

15.3 

These can be written succinctly as 

fwd

rev
R P

k

k
  15.4 

At equilibrium, the forward and reverse rates are equal.* 

   
fwd rev

fwd revR P

v v

k T k T




 15.5 

which rearranges to 

 
   fwd

rev

P

R

k T
constant K T

k T
  

 15.6 

Since kfwd and krev are constants at a fixed temperature, the ratio P/R is also a constant. The 
equilibrium constant, K, is the ratio of the forward to reverse rate constants for a chemical 
reaction or the ratio of products to reactants. Other observations include:  

• since kfwd and krev are temperature dependent (see section 13.7), the equilibrium constant is 
also temperature dependent: K(T).† 

• since kfwd and krev have units, the equilibrium constant may have units.‡ 

                                                 
* The rate equations purposely do not report concentration, [i], or pressure, Pi, for reasons detailed below. 
† K(T) is not K multiplied by T! Consider f(x): f is a function of x. Similarly for K(T): K is a function of T. 

 Because of confusion, this text uses K(T) only when the temperature dependence is relevant. 
‡ If kfwd and krev have the same units, the equilibrium constant will be dimensionless. Usually the units do not 

cancel, so the equilibrium constant has units. Some texts endeavour to make the equilibrium constant 
dimensionless by dividing through by a ‘standard unit’. This is fraught with problems as the ‘standard unit’ is 
often not stated and may change with time. 
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For a general equation, 

aA + bB   cC + dD 15.7 

the equilibrium constant equation is given by* 

  C D

A B

c d

a b
K T 

 15.8 

Equilibrium is not achieved instantly. The rate at which equilibrium is achieved depends on the 
rate of the individual reactions. Sometimes this is rapid; sometimes it is not. 

• the oxidation of iron takes thousands of years 

• an ice cube placed in boiling water takes tens of seconds to melt 

• a weak acid in water reaches equilibrium in milliseconds 

• a combustion reaction is complete in milliseconds 

15.2 Equilibrium constants 

Equations 15.3 to 15.8 do not state the dimensionality used in the equilibrium constant equation. 
This is because, at the heart of thermodynamics, activities are the appropriate quantity to use. 

Activities 

▼——————————————— 

Imagine someone has gone missing in the forest and a six person search party 
is organized. The search leader could send all six searchers off in different 

directions and have an activity of six. However, the standard practice is to send searchers out in 
groups of two or three to ensure their safety. As a result, the search groups cover less ground, 
reducing their effective search capability — the activity — of the searchers. 

??? 

Figure 15.10 Scenario a) sends the searchers out individually, and has the maximum search capacity (activity). 
Scenario b) sends the searchers out in groups of two or three, increasing the searchers safety
but decreasing the search capacity (decreased activity). 

 

                                                 
* Chapter 13 showed that the reagent orders are often not the stoichiometric coefficients of the chemical equation. 

Thus, the reagent orders in the rate equations in Chapter 13 need not be the stoichiometric coefficients of their 
respective chemical equations. However, for reasons beyond the scope of this text, the reagent orders in 
equilibrium constant are always the stoichiometric coefficients of the equilibrium equation. 

 Interested readers should look up the Principle of Microscopic Reversibility and apply it to a series of elementary 
equilibria summing to the reaction of interest. 

EXAMPLE 15.9 
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▼——————————————— 

A small amount of acetic acid dimerizes in aqueous solution. These dimers 
move through solution as a single entity. A 1.0 mol/L acetic acid solution 
will have an effective acetic acid concentration — activity — less than 
1.0 mol/L because not all molecules move freely. 

This example considers only dimerization. In fact, there are a multitude of factors that will affect 
the activity of acetic acid. 

———————————————▲ 

Activity, A, is the effective concentration of an entity. Activity is related to concentration 

through equation 15.12. γi being the activity coefficient. 

Ai = γi [i] 15.12 

Fugacity, f, is the effective pressure of a gaseous entity. Fugacity is related to pressure through 
equation 15.13. i being the fugacity coefficient. 

fi = i Pi 15.13 

The coefficients γi and i are dimensionless* — activity and fugacity have the same units as 
concentration and pressure, respectively. While activity and fugacity are formally different, the 
term activity and symbol A is used in a general sense to represent both. All of science should 

use activity, not concentration or pressure, in calculations.†  

The thermodynamic equilibrium constant is correctly written as 

     
   

C D

A B

c d

a bK T 
A A

A A
 15.14 

Why don’t we use activities? Because it is very difficult to accurately calculate the activity 
coefficients γi and i! Many factors affect the activity coefficients: concentration, solvent, 
temperature, and other entities in solution. For example, consider an entity i in solution: 

• changing the amount of i changes γi in a non-linear fashion 

• changing the solvent changes γi 

• changing the temperature changes γi  

                                                 
* In my commitment to scientific accuracy, I must admit to a small digression from IUPAC standards. IUPAC 

standards are that i is dimensionless, but γi has dimension. This affects the dimensionality of the thermodynamic 
equilibrium constant, 15.14, but everything else in this text is correct: Kc and KP have dimension as discussed in 
this text. (For details, see the IUPAC publication, Quantities, Units and Symbols in Physical Chemistry (The Green Book).) 

 The reason for this digression is to avoid the convoluted arguments for introducing units when converting from 
the thermodynamic equilibrium constant to the concentration equilibrium constant. Adding to this confusion is 
that the thermodynamic equilibrium constant does have pressure units (because i is dimensionless) but not 
concentration units (because γi has dimensions). This subtly confuses students and instructors alike. 

 If your career path takes you into fundamental analytical and/or physical chemistry research, you will have the 
scientific and mathematical skills to better comprehend this. 

† The concept of activity is further developed in analytical chemistry courses. 

EXAMPLE 15.11 

CH3C

O

H3C C

O

O H

H O

acetic acid dimer
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• adding any other entity changes γi 

Figure 15.15 shows that the activity coefficient deviates substantially from unity for ions. For 
uncharged entities, the activity coefficient deviates less from unity. And in all cases, the activity 
coefficient goes to unity as the ionic strength approaches zero. Section 15.7 goes into greater 
detail on the relative magnitudes of activity coefficients. 
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Figure 15.15 Activity coefficients for various ions at 298 K as a function of the total ion concentration (a 

parameter known as ‘ionic strength’), produced using sodium chloride. For hydron, the variation as a 
function of temperature is shown. As the ionic strength approaches zero, the activity coefficient
approaches unity. 

DEMO A pH meter actually measures the hydron activity, AH+. To observe activity change 

as a function of added salt, start with a pH meter in 0.100 mol/L HCl and add any 
non-acidic/non-basic salt: NaCl, KBr, CaCl2, etc. The pH meter can also be used to 
calculate the relative activity coefficients of the solutions. 

The difficulty in calculating activities has resulted in a simplification: unless highly accurate 
results are required, the activity coefficient is assumed to be one. With this assumption, the 
activity is equal to the concentration or pressure, and these are used in the equilibrium constant 
equation. 
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This approximation is 

poor

okay

good

 
 
 
 
 

 for 

ions in solution.

neutral entities in solution and the solvent.

gases.







  

Equilibrium constants 

The thermodynamic equilibrium constant, K or K°, retains the normal reporting state of the 
reagents: pressure for gases and concentration for solutes, solids, and liquids.* 

H2CO3(aq)   H2O(l) + CO2(g)  
 
 

22 CO

2 3

H O

H CO

P
K   

H2O(l)   H2O(g)  
 

2H O

2H O

P
K   

15.16 

For example, consider the solubility of oxygen gas in water. 

O2(g)   O2(aq)  
 

2

2
H

O

O
K

P
  15.17 

The equilibrium constant in 15.17 is often called Henry’s constant, and has units of mol/(L bar). 
Henry’s law is discussed and applied in section 8.5. 

If the system contains only gases, the thermodynamic equilibrium constant is sometimes referred 
to as the pressure equilibrium constant, KP.  

   
   

C D
P

A B

c d

a b

P P
K

P P
  15.18 

Solely in terms of concentration, the concentration equilibrium constant, Kc, may be different 
from the thermodynamic equilibrium constant. 

   
   c

C D

A B

c d

a bK   15.19 

▼——————————————— 

KP is identical to K in all cases. When is Kc equal to K? 

Answer: see page 755. 

———————————————▲ 

                                                 
* Remember that all equilibrium constants are functions of temperature: K(T) 

EXERCISE 15.20 
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Dimensionality of the equilibrium constant 

The dimensionality of the equilibrium constant equation is dependent on the chemical equation. 
The equilibrium constant equations in 15.16 are functions of pressure and temperature; their 
respective dimensionality is given below.  

 
 

22 CO

2 3

H O

H CO

P concentration
K 

pressure

concentration


pressure  

 
2H O

2H O

P pressure
K

concentration
  

15.21 

In general, the dimensionality of the equilibrium constant equation can be determined from the 
chemical equation or the equilibrium constant equation. 

▼——————————————— 

Write the thermodynamic equilibrium constants, with units, for the following 
chemical reactions. 

a) CH3COOH(aq)   CH3COO–(aq) + H+(aq) (acetic acid dissociation) 

b) C(s) + H2O(g)   CO(g) + H2(g)   (syngas reaction) 

c) SO2(g) + 1/2 O2(g)   SO3(g)    (reaction on path to form acid rain) 

d) CH3OH(aq) + CO(g) Rh  CH3COOH(aq) (carbonyl insertion; rhodium is a catalyst) 

Answer: see page 755. 

———————————————▲ 

Relationship between KP and Kc 

The relationship between the pressure and concentration of a gas, originally derived in Chapter 
10, is given by 

 i
i i i

n
P V n RT P RT i RT

V
     
 

 15.23 

▼——————————————— 

Determine Kc for the chemical equation 

H2CO3(aq)   H2O(l) + CO2(g)  
 
 

22 CO

2 3

H O

H CO

P
K   

 Using 15.23, the carbon dioxide pressure is equivalent to 

 
2CO 2COP RT  

EXERCISE 15.22 

EXAMPLE 15.24 
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 Substitution into the equilibrium constant equation gives 

   
 

c

2 2
c

2 3

H O CO

H CO

K

K
K R T K

R T
  


 

▼——————————————— 

Can KP be determined for the chemical reaction in the above example? 

Answer: see page 755. 

———————————————▲ 

To derive a general relationship between KP and Kc, consider the equilibrium constant equation 
of an all-gas reaction,* 

   
   

C D
P

A B

c d

a b

P P
K

P P
  15.26 

Substituting 15.23 into 15.26 gives 

     
     
   
   

        

P

is the difference in
 

gaseous stoichiometric coefficients

C D

A B

C D

A B

c d

a b

c d
c d a b

a b

c d a b

R T R T
K

R T R T

R T
     



   
 

 

   
   

 

c

gas

P

C D

A B

c d
n

a b

K

K R T



 

15.27 

15.27 reduces to 

  gas

P c

n
K K R T


 15.28 

▼——————————————— 

Determine Kc and KP for the reaction 

2 SO2(g) + O2(g)   2 SO3(g)    11000 K 3.3 barK   

 All entities are gases, KP = K = 3.3 bar–1 at 1000 K. 

                                                 
* Remember that all equilibrium constants are functions of temperature: KP(T), Kc(T) 

EXERCISE 15.25 

EXAMPLE 15.29 
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 Kc can be calculated using equation 15.28. For this system, Δngas = 2 – 3 = –1. 

   
 

gas

P P
c P

1
3.3

bar

n

K K
K K R T

R T R T
   


L bar

0.08314
mol K

1000 K
L

273
mol

 
 

 

 

▼——————————————— 

Determine KP for the reaction at 298 K 

CO(g) + 2 H2(g)   CH3OH(g)  
2

11
c

L
1.4 10

mol
K     

 
 

Answer: see page 755. 

▼——————————————— 

When does KP equal Kc? 

Answer: see page 755. 

———————————————▲ 

15.3 Magnitude of the equilibrium constant 

For the reaction R   P, 

P
K

R
  15.32 

If the products are dominant at equilibrium, P >> R, and 

big number

small number
 is big, approaching infinityK K   15.33 

If the reaction goes to completion, none of the limiting reactant remains and K = ∞. 

Conversely, if the reactants are dominant at equilibrium, P << R , and 

small number

big number
 is small, approaching zeroK K 

 15.34 

If the reaction does not proceed to form any products at all, K = 0. 

Finally, if the products and reactants are comparable, P ≈ R, and K ≈ 1.  

EXERCISE 15.30 

EXERCISE 15.31 
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Thus, the equilibrium constant ranges from 0 … 1 … ∞. Placed on a number line, considering 
the equilibrium constant as ‘extent of reaction’ or ‘amount of products’ gives information on the 
system. 


reactants productsdoesn't goes tofavoured favouredreact completion

extent of reaction

0 1K  
 



 
 15.35 

Many reactions proceed to one extreme or another. 

2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(g)   83 11.4 10 barK    

2 Fe(s) + 3/2 O2(g)   Fe2O3(s)   130
c

L
1.3 10

mol
K    

If the equilibria so highly favour the products, why is a hydrogen-oxygen mixture stable? Why 
doesn’t iron rust immediately? These reactions are kinetically controlled and have a very high 
barrier between the reactants and products. From Chapter 13 (Chemical Kinetics), we find that 
the rate can be increased by increasing the temperature, increasing the reactant concentration, or 
adding a catalyst. 

CO2(g) + 2 H2O(l)   CH4(g) + 2 O2(g) 138
c

L
4.3 10

mol
K    

Carbon dioxide and water do not react to form methane and oxygen. In fact, the reverse reaction 
(combustion of methane) is the preferred reaction. 

DEMO Fine steel wool will ignite if a flame is held to it, but it will not burn on its own. 
Increasing the oxygen concentration increases the reaction rate so that steel wool will 
burn continuously. Caution: the reaction is sufficiently exothermic to form molten 
iron. 

DEMO Combustion of a hydrogen-oxygen balloon. (ear protection mandatory) 

The changing equilibrium constant 

The equilibrium constant is a function of temperature. Details on the temperature dependence of 
the equilibrium constant is presented in section 19.9 (Thermodynamics and equilibria). For some 
equilibria, dramatic changes in equilibrium concentrations exist around room temperature. 

2 NO2(g)   N2O4(g)     
 
 

1
P

1
P

298 K 6.8 bar

325 K 1.0 bar

K

K








 

???images 
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DEMO A vial containing either CoCl4
2– or Fe(SCN)2+ is used to fill three test tubes that are 

then stoppered. One test tube is placed in hot water, the second left at room 
temperature, and the third in ice water. The varying equilibrium position is observed 
as different colour of the solutions. The solutions can be reused. 

  CoCl4
2–(aq) + 6 H2O(l)   Co(H2O)6

2+(aq) + 4 Cl–(aq) 

  Fe(SCN)2+(aq)   Fe3+(aq) + SCN–(aq) 

In general, equilibrium favours 

• the exothermic reaction (enthalpic control, see sections 18.6 and 19.9) 

• the side that has the most entities (entropic control, see sections 19.1 and 19.9) 

Sometimes these factors work together, sometimes they compete. 

For example, the Haber process involves the synthesis of ammonia from nitrogen and hydrogen. 

N2(g) + 3 H2(g)   2 NH3(g) + 92.2 kJ 

Ammonia is the exothermic product but 
the reactants contain more gaseous 
entities. Figure 15.36 gives the 
temperature and pressure dependence of 
ammonia formation equilibrium. At 10 
bar and 0 °C, the equilibrium lies on the 
product side. By 250 °C, the extent of 
reaction is at 50 percent (equal amounts of 

products and reactants). With increasing 
reactant pressure at constant 
temperature, the equilibrium 
increasingly favours the side with fewer 
gaseous entities, ammonia in this case. 
(A more thorough explanation of this system is 

on page 715.) 

The essay on page 974 explores this reaction in detail. 

▼——————————————— 

We naively believe that our atmosphere, composed of 
nitrogen and oxygen, is stable.  

 Lightning heats the atmosphere to an estimated 25 000 K. At this 
temperature, the equilibrium between nitrogen and oxygen favours 
the formation of nitrogen monoxide, a toxic gas. 

N2(g) + O2(g)   2 NO(g)  K(298 K) = 4.4·10–31 

    K(25000 K) = 8.4 

EXAMPLE 15.37 

 Extent of Reaction for N2 + 3H2  2NH3
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Figure 15.36 Amount of ammonia produced under varying 
reaction conditions for a stoichiometric mixture 
of hydrogen and nitrogen. 
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 Lightning also produces atomic oxygen, 

O2(g)   2 O(g)    K(298 K) = 5.9·10–82 bar 

    K(25000 K) = 1.2·105 bar 

 After the lightning strike, the air inside the strike mixes with surrounding air. 

NO(g) + 1/2 O2(g)   NO2(g)  K(298 K) = 1.5·106 bar–0.5 

O(g) + O2(g)   O3(g)   K(298 K) = 1.0·1012 bar–1 

If you go for a walk immediately after a thunderstorm, the ‘freshness’ in the air you notice 
is due to ozone. Ozone, however, is corrosive and toxic. Ozone is used as an antibacterial 
agent in swimming pools (see the essay on page 777). The electric spark needed to create 
ozone does not need to be as big as lightning. Light switches, photocopiers, and laser 
printers all produce ozone. In enclosed environments, like a photocopy room, ozone can 
concentrate and make people ill. (Look up ‘sick building syndrome’.) 

▼——————————————— 

Explain the units on the equilibrium constants in example 15.37. 

———————————————▲ 

Cleaning the air 

<not developed> 

 

Relating the equilibrium constant to chemical equations 

Given: 

R 1  P 1

P

R
K   

Consider the effect on K when …  

• the reaction is reversed: the equilibrium constant is inverted. 

P 2  R 2
1

R 1

P
K

K
   

• multiplied by a constant: the equilibrium constant is raised to the power of the constant. 

2 R 3  2 P  
2

2

3 12

P

R
K K   

1/2 R 4  1/2 P 
½

4 1

P

R
K K   

 
 

EXERCISE 15.38 
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• two reactions are added: their equilibrium constants are multiplied. 

R 1  P 1

P

R
K   

P 5  Q 5

Q

P
K   

——————————————————— 

R 6  Q 6 1 5

Q

R
K K K    

▼——————————————— 

Determine the equilibrium constant for the overall reaction, K3, at 1100 K. 

C(s) + H2O(g) 1  CO(g) + H2(g)  1 10 barK   

CO(g) + 2 H2(g) 2  CH3OH(g)   4 2
2 4.0 10 barK     

———————————————————————————————— 

2 C(s) + 2 H2O(g) 3  CO(g) + CH3OH(g) 3 ???K   

 Since equation 3 has two carbon atoms, and equation 1 is the only source of carbon, there 

must be double equation 1. The equilibrium constant is  2

1K . 

2 C(s) + 2H2O(g) 4  2 CO(g) + 2 H2(g)  2 2
4 1 100 barK K   

 To obtain equation 3, equations 2 and 4 are added together. The equilibrium constant is the 
product 3 2 4K K K . 

CO(g) + 2 H2(g) 2  CH3OH(g)   4 2
2 4.0 10 barK     

2 C(s) + 2 H2O(g) 4  2 CO(g) + 2 H2(g) 2
4 100 barK   

—————————————————— 

2 C(s) + 2 H2O(g) 3  CO(g) + CH3OH(g) 2
3 2 4 4.0 10K K K      

▼——————————————— 

For the reaction 
1/2 N2(g) + 1/2 O2(g) + 1/2 Br2(g)   NOBr(g) 

a) Determine Kc from the following data 

 2 NO(g)   N2(g) + O2(g)  Kc = 2.1·1030 

 NO(g) + 1/2 Br2(g)   NOBr(g)  Kc = 1.4 (L/mol)0.5 

b) Determine KP. 

Answer: see page 755. 

———————————————▲ 

EXAMPLE 15.39 

EXERCISE 15.40 
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15.4 Reaction quotient 

The reaction quotient is closely related to the equilibrium constant. 

The 
, ,

, ,

 Q

equilibrium constant  K

 
 
 

reaction quotient
 is ‘products over reactants’ for a system 

in any state.

at equilibrium.





 

We usually calculate Q for the initial conditions. Comparison of Q with K provides information 
on how a reaction will proceed in time. All reactions proceed to equilibrium. Three possibilities 
exist: 

• If 
Q K

Q K

 
  

, the system proceeds toward 
products.

reactants.





 

• If Q = K, the system is at equilibrium. 

The direction can be visualized using the number line in 15.35 
and at right. Envision a system with K = 150 and Q = 1 plotted on 
the number line. In order for Q to proceed towards K, Q shifts 
right. This shift correlates with the reaction proceeding to the 
right, producing more products. 

If the system contains only reactants (Q = 0) or only products (Q ≈ ∞), the reaction must shift right 
or left, respectively, to reach equilibrium  

▼——————————————— 

A 10.0 L flask at 298 K contains 0.011 mol carbon monoxide, 0.029 mol 
chlorine, and 0.84 mol phosgene, COCl2. The flask is heated to 650 K. In 

which direction does the reaction proceed to establish equilibrium? 

CO(g) + Cl2(g)   COCl2(g)  K = 34 bar–1 

 We need to determine the reaction quotient and compare it with the equilibrium constant. 
The most robust way to proceed is using an ICE table. (ICE tables are introduced in section 11.5 

and again in section 15.9.) 

 The ICE table for this reaction is given below with the entities added. 

     2 2

mol

CO g Cl g COCl g

0.011 0.029 0.84


I

C

E



 

EXAMPLE 15.41 

2mass of HO produced

amount of energy released

 
 
 

0 1K   
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 Q is calculated using the initial conditions. Note that the moles are converted to pressure 
using the ideal gas equation. 

2

2

COCl

COCl

CO CO

n R T
P

Q
P P

  V

2ClCO
n R Tn R T

V V

2

2

COCl

CO Cl

0.84 mol

n V

n n R T
   
 


0.011 mol

10.0 L

0.029 mol L
0.08314

bar

mol K
650 K

–1487 bar

 
 
 
 
 



 

 As shown on the number line, Q is greater than K and 
the reaction shifts left. 

▼——————————————— 

0.15 g of solid iodine is added to a 5.0 L flask containing 0.50 bar each of 
gaseous hydrogen iodide and hydrogen at 350 K. The iodine vaporizes 

completely. In which direction will the reaction proceed to reach equilibrium? 

2 HI(g)   H2(g) + I2(g)   K = 0.16 

Answer: see page 755. 

———————————————▲ 

15.5 Equilibria involving solids, liquids, and solvents 

Consider the beakers in figure 15.43, where the only difference is the amount of solid silver(I) 
chloride. Silver(I) chloride is sparingly soluble, reaching equilibrium in solution. 

AgCl(s)   Ag+(aq) + Cl–(aq)  
 

Ag Cl

AgCl
K

         

EXERCISE 15.42 

0 1K   
 2O g
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Despite there being different amounts of solid silver chloride, we find that the concentrations of 
silver ions and chloride ions is the 
same. 

Interestingly, we observe that the ion 
concentrations is independent of the 
amount of solid present. *  We make 
similar observations when the reaction 
involves liquids or the solvent. 

The only varying parameter is the 
amount of solid silver chloride. To 
explain these observations, we should 
focus on the solid silver chloride. 

Concentration of solids and liquids 

It is sometimes taught that the concentration of solids and liquids is one. This is incorrect! 

Recall that 

moles n
conc c

volume V
    

15.44 

mass m
molar mass M

moles n
    15.45 

Solving 15.45 for moles and substituting into 15.44 gives 

1n m M m density
c

V V M V M molecular mass

         
   

 15.46 

Equation 15.46 shows that concentration can be expressed as a function of density and molecular 
mass. Molecular mass is constant for a pure entity, so is the density of pure solids and pure 
liquids. The density of solvents is also approximately constant.† 

 , ,
ρ

solid liquid solvent constant
M

   15.47 

                                                 
* The amount of solid present does affect the rate at which equilibrium is achieved. Increasing the surface area of 

the solid (by having more solid present or grinding the solid into a powder) increases the dissolution rate and, therefore, the 
rate at which equilibrium is achieved, but the equilibrium concentrations are always the same. 

† It is shown on page 458 that the concentration of water is 55.5 mol/L. As solutes are added to pure water, the 
volume of the solution increases, maintaining a relatively constant solvent concentration. 

 Density is slightly temperature dependent. 

Ag+

Ag+

Ag+ Ag+

Ag+
Cl–

Cl–

Cl–

Cl–

Cl–

a)

Ag+

Ag+

Ag+

Cl–

Cl–

Cl–

b)

AgCl(s)

AgCl(s)

 
Figure 15.43 Beakers containing a saturated solution of silver 

chloride in the presence of a) little solid and b) 
lots of solid silver chloride. 
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Application 

Reactions involving solids, liquids, and solvents include the solid, liquid, and/or solvent 
concentration in the tabulated equilibrium constant.  

Considering the silver chloride example in figure 15.43, the tabulated solubilty-product 
equilibrium constant incorporates the constant solid silver chloride concentration. (The silver 
chloride concentration is calculated in example 15.48.) 

AgCl(s)   Ag+(aq) + Cl–(aq) 

 

sp

Ag Cl Ag Cl

AgCl

Ag Cl

K K
constant

K constant K

   

 

                

        

 

Considering the dissociation of carbonic acid, the water concentration is incorporated into the 
tabulated equilibrium constant.  

H2CO3(aq)   H2O(l) + CO2(g) 

 
     

2 22 CO CO

2 3 2 2 3

H O

H CO H O H CO

P PK
K K    

 
In general, tabulated equilibrium constants incorporate the constant solid and liquid 
concentrations.  

▼——————————————— 

Determine the concentration of solid silver chloride  

 We need both the density and molecular mass of silver chloride. (The density of silver chloride 

is obtained from another resource.) 

 Inputing this information into 15.47 and solved to get concentration in moles per liter. 

 
3

g

cmAgCl

AgCl

5.56
AgCl

ρ

M
 

g143.3

3

mol

1000 cm mol
38.8

1 L L
  

▼——————————————— 

Determine the concentration of solid sodium chloride and liquid ethanol at 
298 K. 

Answer: see page 755. 

———————————————▲ 

 

 

 

 

EXAMPLE 15.48 

EXERCISE 15.49 
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15.6 Primary factors affecting equilibria 

[1885] This concept expands on the work of Le Châtelier: primary factors directly affect entities 
in the equilibrium equation. Le Châtelier’s principle states 

 
“A system at equilibrium acts to mitigate perturbations — changes in concentration, pressure, 
and temperature — to that equilibrium.” 

In practice, Le Châtelier’s principle can be restated as “whatever you do to a system at 
equilibrium, the system shifts to reverse your action.” 

Given the reaction 

aA + bB   cC + dD + energy 15.50 

Consider when an entity is added, increasing the concentration or partial pressure of that entity: 
the system shifts to remove the entity (and vice versa).* 

• If A is added to 15.50, the equilibrium will shift right to remove A. 

• Given i
i

n R T
P

V
 , we find that the partial pressure is affected by 

◦ changing the amount of gas, ni 

◦ changing the temperature, T 

◦ changing the volume, V 

· If the volume of the system is decreased, all the partial pressures increase, and 
the equilibrium shifts to the side with fewer gas molecules to decrease the 
partial pressures for the most gases. 

Consider when the total pressure is increased by adding an inert gas 
at constant volume: the equilibrium position is unchanged. 

• The equilibrium constant equation depends only on the partial 
pressure of each entity involved in the equilibrium, not the 
total pressure of the system. 

◦ Adding an inert gas does not affect the partial pressures, nor the equilibrium. 

◦ Similarly, a solution equilibrium only depends on the concentration of each entity 
involved in reaction, not the spectator entities. 

                                                 
* The common ion effect (used in older texts) states that the addition of an ion common to an equilibrium shifts 

the equilibrium away from the common ion. The common ion effect is just Le Châtelier’s principle applied 
specifically to ions! 

How the addition of gases 
affects equilibrium often 
confuses students — make 
sure you understand this! 
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Consider when energy is added: the system shifts to remove energy (and vice versa). 

• Temperature is proportional to the energy and is often called thermal energy. 

• Including energy in the equilibrium constant equation of 15.50 gives 

     
   
C D

A B

c d

a b

energy
K T 

A A

A A
 (assuming an exothermic reaction) 15.51 

and shows that energy affects the equilibrium constant. 

• Increasing the temperature (adding energy) in 15.50 causes the equilibrium to shift left to 
remove energy. 

▼——————————————— 

Given the following system at equilibrium at 298 K 

2 SO2(g) + O2(g)   2 SO3(g) + 141.8 kJ 

Determine how the equilibrium changes when 

a) sulfur trioxide, SO3, is removed 

The equilibrium shifts right to replace SO3. 

b) sodium is added 

Sodium reacts with oxygen to form Na2O: 2 Na(s) + 1/2 O2(g)   Na2O(s) 

Since oxygen is removed by this secondary reaction, the equilibrium shifts left to 
replace O2. 

c) the system volume is increased 

There are three gaseous reactants and two gaseous products. 

Increasing the volume decreases the partial pressures. The reaction shifts to increase 
the partial pressure by shifting the reaction to the side with most gaseous entities. In 
this reaction, the equilibrium shifts left. 

d) nitrogen gas, N2, is added 

Nitrogen is an inert gas. It does not affect the equilibrium position. 

e) the temperature is decreased 

The equilibrium shifts right to replace some of the removed energy. 

EXAMPLE 15.52 
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▼——————————————— 

Given the following system at equilibrium at 298 K 

CH3OH(g) + CO(g) + 75.0 kJ   CH3COOH(g) 

Determine how the equilibrium changes when 

a) carbon monoxide is added 

b) the system volume is increased 

c) argon gas is added 

d) NH3 gas is added 

e) the temperature is decreased 

Answer: see page 755. 

———————————————▲ 

Resistance to change 

Consider the equilibrium 

A   B + C 15.54 

An interesting consequence of mixing two entities that reach equilibrium is that they form a 
system that resists concentration changes. For example, if the equilibrium in 15.51 is prepared 
from A and C, the system resists changes in B. That is, the system is buffered to resist change in 
B. 

• With the addition of B, the equilibrium shifts to the left, consuming C and most of the 
added B. 

• With the removal of B, the equilibrium shifts to the right, consuming A and replacing most 
of the consumed B. 

In both cases, there is no dramatic change in the B.  

Buffered systems are common in acid-base equilibria (Chapter 16), but can be prepared for any 
equilibrium system. 

EXERCISE 15.53 
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15.7 Secondary factors affecting equilibria 

These secondary factors arise because of the use of concentration and pressure in place of 
activity and fugacity. If activity and fugacity were used, these secondary factors would not 
exist. 

Non-reactive entities — the solvent, spectator ions, and other gases — create the environment 
where a reaction occurs.  

2 SO2(g) + O2(g) 2N  2 SO3(g)    nitrogen gas is non-reactive 

CH3OH(g) + CO(g) Ar  CH3COOH(g)  argon gas is non-reactive 

AgCl(s) 
 3NaNO aq  Ag+(aq) + Cl–(aq)   sodium and nitrate ions are non-reactive 

Because there is no reaction with the non-reactive entities, we often assume they do not interact 
with reactive entities. But all entities interact through intermolecular forces (Chapter 8) and the 
strength of the intermolecular forces is proportional to the strength of these secondary 
interaction. These intermolecular interactions affect the activity of the entities. 

• Gases generally have induced dipole or weak dipole moments. They are insensitive to their 
environment. This is why the ideal gas equation, which assumes no intermolecular forces 
between gases, is valid. However, there is some interaction; the ideal gas equation fails at 
low temperatures, when gases condense to liquids (section 10.7 (Real gases)). From an 
activities perspective, the fugacity coefficient of gases is close to unity in all environments. 

• Liquids and solids generally have dipole moments or stronger intermolecular forces and 
interact with other entities in their environment. From an activities perspective, the activity 
coefficient of uncharged entities in solution deviates from unity more than the fugacity 
coefficient of gases. 

• Ions have full charges and interact strongly with other entities in the environment. 
Changing the solvent, say from water to methanol, will affect the equilibrium. From an 
activities perspective, the activity coefficient of ions deviates substantially from unity as 
illustrated in figure 15.15. 

The environment has an effect on the equilibrium position, and that effect is most pronounced 
for ions. Focussing on the secondary factors that affect ions, two common effects exist: the 
secondary-ion effect and the ion-pair effect. 

Secondary-ion effect 

The secondary-ion effect* states that the addition of electrolytes not common to an equilibrium 
shifts the equilibrium to the side with the most ions, increasing the observed solubility. 

Consider the solubility of magnesium fluoride  

MgF2(s)   Mg2+(aq) + 2 F–(aq)   primary equilibria 

                                                 
* Also called the salt effect, other-ion effect, and kinetic electrolyte effect. 
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Recall that equilibrium is dynamic: magnesium fluoride dissolves at the same rate that 
magnesium and fluoride ions react to form a solid and precipitate. The addition of sodium 
chloride introduces spectator ions. The spectator ions don’t react with magnesium or fluoride 
ions, but they ‘shield’ the magnesium and fluoride ions from each other. Consequently, the 
interaction of magnesium and fluoride ions decrease, slowing the rate of precipitation but not the 
rate of dissolution. Thus, more magnesium fluoride dissolves. 

From an activities perspective, the activity coefficient is a function of the ionic strength (total ion 

concentration) as shown in 15.15. When we assume the activity coefficient is unity, we observe the 
solubility changing with changing ionic strength. Since the activity coefficient decreases for 
most ions, we generalize that solubility increases with increasing ionic strength. From an 
activities perspective, more solid must dissolve to obtain the same solution activity. 

Ion-pair effect 

The ion-pair effect occurs when ion-pairs form and decrease the concentration of ions, 
increasing the observed solubility. Ion-pairs are solvated collections of ions held together by 
electrostatic attraction that move through the solvent as a single entity.  

Consider the solubility of magnesium fluoride  

MgF2(s)   Mg2+(aq) + 2 F–(aq)    primary equilibria 

Mg2+(aq) + F–(aq)   [Mg2+···F–]+(aq) 

Mg2+(aq) + 3 F–(aq)   [Mg2+···3F–]–(aq) 

The secondary equilibria reduce the magnesium and fluoride ion concentrations, causing the 
primary equilibria to shift right, increasing the observed solubility. 

The difference between the secondary-ion effect and the ion-pair effect is that 

• the secondary-ion effect involves spectator ions  

• the ion-pair effect involves the ions from the primary equilibrium  

Mg2+

Mg2+

MgF2(s)

F–

F–

F–

F–

add NaCl

Na+

Na+

Na+

Na+

Na+
Mg2+

Mg2+Cl–

Mg2+

Na+
Na+

Na+

Na+

Na+

Na+

Na+

Na+

Na+

Na+

Na+

Na+

Cl–

Cl–

Cl–
F–

F–

F–

F–

F–

F–

Cl–
Cl–

Cl–
Cl–

Cl–

Cl–

Cl–
Cl– Cl–

Cl–

Cl–

Cl–

Cl–

MgF2(s)
 

Figure 15.55 The solubility of magnesium fluoride in pure water and with added sodium chloride. The 
sodium and chloride ions shield the magnesium and fluoride ions from each other, slowing the 
precipitation rate and allowing more magnesium fluoride to dissolve, increasing the solubility. 

ion-pair equilibra
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▼——————————————— 

Is the solubility of iron hydroxide greater in salt water (assume a 0.5 mol/L 
sodium chloride solution) or fresh water? 

Answer: see page 755. 

———————————————▲ 

15.8 Types of equilibria 

As we are seeing, chemical equilibria exist everywhere. There is no general classification 
system, but certain equilibria are sufficiently commonplace to have a unique label.* 

Acid-base equilibria exist when weak acids or bases are in solution. 

HA(aq)   H+(aq) + A–(aq)   
   a acid

H A

HA
K K

          

BOH(aq)   B+(aq) + OH–(aq)   
   b base

B OH

BOH
K K

          

All protic solvents auto-ionize, producing a cation and anion of the solvent.  

H2O(l)   H+(aq) + OH–(aq)    w waterH OHK K          

NH3(l)   H+(aq) + NH2
–(aq)   

3

–
2 NHH NHK K         

CH3OH(l)   H+(aq) + CH3O
–(aq)  

3

–
3 CH OHH CH OK K         

Gas solubility equilibria occur when a gas dissolves in solution. 

O2(g)   O2(aq)   
 

 
2

2
H Henry's law

O

O
K K

P
   

Solubility equilibria occur when sparingly soluble entities are in solution. 

Cr(OH)3(s)   Cr3+(aq) + 3 OH–(aq)   
33

sp solubility
product

Cr OHK K          

[Complex-ion] formation equilibria occur when soluble ionic complexes form in solution. 

Ag+(aq) + 2NH3(aq)   [Ag(NH3)2]
+(aq) 

 
   

3 2

f formation2

3

Ag NH

Ag NH
K K





 
  
  

 

                                                 
* See the story on page 419 to understand why this text uses H+(aq) instead of H3O

+(aq). 

EXERCISE 15.56 
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Solubility and formation equilibria are the same phenomena. If the product formed is neutral, it 
precipitates from aqueous solution. If the product is charged, it stays in solution. 

Mn+(aq) + nL–(aq)   MLn(s)   (zero charge; ppt; 
sp1K K ) 

Mm+(aq) + nL–(aq)   MLn
±(aq)  (charged (q = m – n); soluble; 

fK K ) 

Often, the process is competitive. 

Ag+(aq) + Cl–(aq)   AgCl(s)    
2

9

sp

1 L
5.6 10

mol
K

K
     
 

 

Ag+(aq) + 2 Cl–(aq)   [AgCl2]
–(aq)   

2
5

f

L
1.4 10

mol
K K      

 
 

▼——————————————— 

Find a solubility and a formation equilibrium involving copper(II) and 
carbonate. 

Answer: see page 755. 

———————————————▲ 

DEMO Redissolving of lead chloride: in a 50 mL test tube, mix 10 mL of 1.0 mol/L 
PbNO3(aq) and 10 mL of 1.0 mol/L NaCl(aq). Mix. A white precipitate forms. Add 
concentrated hydrochloric acid, about 1.0 mL at a time with mixing. The precipitate 
dissolves after about 20 mL is added. 

  Pb2+(aq) + 2 Cl–(aq)   PbCl2(s) 

  Pb2+(aq) + 3 Cl–(aq)   PbCl3
–(aq) 

DEMO A similar demo works with copper(II) and sodium carbonate. Stoichiometric 
amounts form a precipitate. With excess carbonate, a soluble complex-ion forms. 
Note that carbonate solutions are basic. 

  Cu2+(aq) + CO3
2–(aq)   CuCO3(s) 

  Cu2+(aq) + 2 CO3
2–(aq) + 2 OH–(aq)   [Cu(CO3)2(OH)2]

4– 

EXERCISE 15.57 
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15.9 ICE tables 

An ICE table is a convenient method for organizing the available data, determining unknowns, 
and setting up equations to solve the problem. Equation 15.58 gives the typical ICE table format 
for a reaction that proceeds to equilibrium. In this case, ICE stands for Initial, Change, and 
Equilibrium. E represents the End conditions for a system that goes to completion. 

units conditions

 in conditions

 conditions

A B C D
Initial

Change

Equilibrium

a b c d
 
 
 

 
I

C

E



 15.58 

When using ICE tables, the most general method is to work in moles and then convert to the 
required dimensionality — often pressure or concentration — prior to calculation. If the system 
volume doesn’t change, it is possible to complete the ICE table using pressure or concentration 
units. If the solution volume changes, it is much easier to work in moles. 

ICE tables may be used in chemical systems where a single equilibrium is dominant. When more 
than one equilibrium is important, more advanced problem-solving strategies must be used (see 

section 15.10 (Multiple equilibria systems)). 

Solution strategies 

It is good practice to solve equilibrium problems with the entities on the side favoured by the 
equilibrium constant. 

• If K > 1,  

 assume reaction goes completely to products 

 solve the equilibrium expression using x to establish equilibrium 

• If K < 1,  

 assume reaction goes completely to reactants 

 solve the equilibrium expression using x to establish equilibrium 

If the reaction is already on the side favored by the equilibrium constant, step  is already done. 

Often, if the equilibrium constant is extremely large or extremely small, it 
is possible to assume that the change, x, is negligible compared with the 
initial value, A, which simplifies the method of solution.* An equilibrium 
constant is extreme when it is less than 10–4 (reactants very favoured) or greater 
than 104 (products very favoured). 

                                                 
* To understand the idea of a negligible amount, consider the following experiment to determine the mass of a 

penny: you determining your mass on a bathroom balance, then someone hands you a penny and you again 
measure your mass. In reality, the mass of the penny is negligible compared to your mass. The scale also does not 
have the precision to detect the increased mass.  

4 410 10

extent of reaction

0 1K
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R

x is small when
starting from reactants

equilibrium
favours reactants

P

  

R

x is small when
starting from products

equilibrium
favours products

P

 
Mathematically, assuming that x is negligible is: A ± n x ≈ A, where n is the stoichiometric 
integer from the chemical equation. 

Always check the validity of assumptions! An assumption is valid if less than 5 percent of the 
original amount reacts. That is, the change, x, is less than 5 percent of the initial value, A. 

If 0.05 then the assumption is valid.
change x

initial A
   15.59 

If the assumption fails or if the equilibrium constant is not extreme (it is between 10–4 and 104), 
then the complete expression must be solved.  

• Second-order polynomials may be solved using the quadratic equation.  

• There is no simple equation for solving third and higher-order polynomials. Some 
scientific calculators have built-in routines for determining polynomial roots. Appendix 
A.4 provides strategies for solving polynomials iteratively and with your scientific 
calculator. 

Whe solving polynomial expressions, several roots will satisfy the polynomial. However, only 
one root will make sense from a chemical perspective. The correct root is the one that returns all 
positive concentrations at equilibrium. The correct root may be negative, but equilibrium 
concentration cannot be negative! 

To understand what is meant by “shifting to the side favored by the equilibrium constant”, 
consider the following system. 

6

mol/L

A B 1 10

0 0.1

K  
I


 

 

The equilibrium constant favors the reactants, but the initial conditions have products. The first 
step is to shift to the side favored by the equilibrium constant.  

6

mol/L

A B 1 10

0 0.1

0.1 0.1

0.1 0

K   


I

C

E
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Now that the reagents are on the side favored by the equilibrium constant, the equilibrium ICE 
table can be set up and solved. 

6

mol/L

A B 1 10

0.1 0

0.1

K

x x

x x

 




I

C

E



 

 

▼——————————————— 

For each of the following, determine what must be done before setting up the 
ICE table. Give the ICE table that will be solved. 

a) 
6

mol/L

A B 1 10

0 0.1

K  
I

  

b) 
6

mol/L

A B 1 10

0.1 0

K  
I

  

Answer: see page 755. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the solubility of magnesium fluoride in  

a) pure water 

b) an aqueous solution containing 0.100 mol/L NaF 

MgF2(s)   Mg2+(aq) + 2 F–(aq)  Ksp = 7.4·10–11 (mol/L)3 

a) In pure water …  

 The ICE table for the dissolution of magnesium fluoride in pure water is 

 
2MgF s

excessI

C

E




   2

mol/L

Mg aq 2 F aq

0 0

+2

2

x x

x x

 





 

The amount of initial magnesium fluoride is irrelevant, provided that sufficient 
magnesium fluoride is available for reaction. 

 The equilibrium constant equation is given by 
22

sp Mg FK            solids are not included 

 Using the Ksp and equilibrium values allow us to solve for x. 

EXERCISE 15.60 

EXAMPLE 15.61 
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3

211

4

mol
7.4 10 2

L

mol
2.6 10

L

x x

x





   
 

 

  

The ICE table indicates that x is the amount of magnesium fluoride that dissociated 
— the solubility of magnesium fluoride: 2.6·10–4 mol/L. 

No approximations were necessary to determine the magnesium fluoride solubility. 

b) In 0.100 mol/L NaF …  

 Sodium fluoride is soluble, dissociating completely and producing a solution 0.100 
mol/L Na+ and F–. 

     2

mol/L

NaF s Na aq F aq

0.100 0 0

0.100 0.100 0.100

0 0.100 0.100

 



I

C

E

 

 The ICE table for the dissolution of magnesium fluoride becomes 

 
2MgF s

excessI

C

E




   2

mol/L

Mg aq 2 F aq

0 0.100

+2

0.100 2

x x

x x

 






 

 The equilibrium constant equation is given by 
22

sp Mg FK           

 
2

211 mol
7.4 10 0.100 2

L
x x     

 
 

The equilibrium constant equation would be a third-order polynomial. The Ksp value 
indicates that the reactants are favoured. Since there is a zero on the product side, we 
can assume x to be negligible when an initial amount of that entity is present: A ± x ≈ 
A. This allows for x to be determined simply. 

 Using the Ksp and equilibrium values allow us to solve for x. 

   

8

7

2
2 211

assume
 is neg.

9 1.4 10
check : 1.4 10 0.05

0.1

mol
7.4 10 0.100 2 0.100

L

mol
7.4 10

L

x

change

initial

x x x

x








 
  

     
 

  



valid!

 

Again, x is the solubility of magnesium fluoride: 7.4·10–9 mol/L. 
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The solubility in part b) is much less than in part a) because of Le Châtelier’s principle: the 
fluoride limited the dissolution of magnesium fluoride. From another perspective, consider 
adding sodium fluoride to the equilibrium in a): the equilibrium shifts left because of the 
added fluoride ion, decreasing the solubility. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the solubility of silver(I) chloride, AgCl, in a) pure water, b) 0.10 
mol/L NaCl, and c) 0.10 mol/L NaCN. 

AgCl(s)   Ag+(aq) + Cl–(aq)   Ksp = 1.8·10–10 (mol/L)2 

Answer: see page 755. 

▼——————————————— 

Starting with 0.10 mol/L AgNO3 and 0.25 mol/L NH3, determine the 
equilibrium concentrations of all entities. (Assume all the ammonia is in the form 

NH3.) 

 We need to determine if these entities react! 

AgNO3 is soluble, producing Ag+ and NO3
–. 

Ag+ reacts with NH3 to produce a complex-ion, Ag(NH3)2
+ (determined by looking at 

tabulated formation constant data). 

Ag+(aq) + 2 NH3(aq)   Ag(NH3)2
+(aq) Kf = 1.6·107 (L/mol)2 

NO3
– does not react with NH3; it is a spectator ion. 

 Since Kf is extremely large and there are only reactants present, we must shift to the side 
favored by the equilibrium constant. Following the procedure in section 11.5, we find that 
the limiting reactant is silver. (Silver produces the least product.) 

       +
3 3 2

mol/L

2 NH aqAg aq Ag NH aq

0.10 0.10

0.25 0.125

 
+

3

Ag

NH
 

Assuming the reaction proceeds to completion, the end values are 

       +
3 3 2

mol/L

2 NH aqAg aq Ag NH aq

0.250.10 0

0.200.10 0.10

0.050 0.10

 



I

C

E

 

EXERCISE 15.62 

EXAMPLE 15.63 
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 The end values in  are the initial values when re-establishing equilibrium: 

       +
3 3 2

mol/L

2 NH aqAg aq Ag NH aq

0.050 0.10

2

0.05 2 0.10

xx x

xx x



 
 

I

C

E



 

 The equilibrium constant equation is given by 

 
 

3 2

f 2

3

Ag NH

Ag NH
K





 
 
  

 

 The Kf value suggests that we can assume x to be negligible. Solution for x gives 

   

6

6

6

4

2
7

2 2

assume
 is neg.

6 2.47 10
check : 2.47 10 0.05

0.1

5.94 10
check : 1.19 10 0.05

0.05

L 0.10 mol L 0.10 mol L
1.6 10

mol 0.05 mol L 2 0.05 mol L

mol
2.47 10

L

x

change

initial

change

initial

x

x x x

x









 
  


  

    
  

  





valid!

valid!

 

Two checks are shown because there are two A ± x in the equilibrium constant equation. In 
truth, the check only needs to be calculated for the smallest initial value since this would 
fail first (‘0.05 mol/L + 2x’ in the above example). 

 Substituting x back into the ICE table gives the equilibrium concentrations: 

       +
3 3 2

mol/L

6 6 6

6

Ag aq 2 NH aq Ag NH aq
0 0.05 0.10

2.47 10 4.94 10 2.47 10

0.052.5 10 0.10



  



 

   



I

C

E

 

Nitrate also has a concentration of 0.10 mol/L. 

▼——————————————— 

Repeat 15.63 and show that x would not be negligible if the reaction in step  
was assumed to reach equilibrium. Use the initial concentrations in the ICE 

table in . 

Answer: see page 755. 

EXERCISE 15.64 
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▼——————————————— 

30.00 mL of 0.060 mol/L AgNO3 are added to 50.00 mL of 0.200 mol/L 
NaCN at high pH. Determine the equilibrium concentrations of each entity. 

(Assume all the cyanide is in the form CN–.) 

Ag+(aq) + 2 CN–(aq)   [Ag(CN)2]
–(aq)  Kf = 8·1020 (L/mol)2  

Answer: see page 755. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the equilibrium pressures after 0.020 mol H2(g), 0.050 mol I2(g), 
and 0.200 mol HI(g) are mixed in a 5.00 L flask and allowed to equilibrate at 

298 K. 

H2(g) + I2(g)   2 HI(g)    K = 3.9 

 The equilibrium constant is not extreme; it is not likely the assumptions will work. 

 Since both reactants and products are present initially, calculation of Q will indicate which 
direction the reaction will proceed. 

     2 2

mol

H g I g 2 HI g

0.020 0.050 0.200


I

C

E



 

The ICE table is in moles. The equilibrium constant equation must be in pressures, which 
are calculated using Pi V = ni R T. Note the cancellation of the (R T)/V terms. 

   
2 2 2 2

2

2 2

HI HI

H I H I

R T
P n V

Q
P P n n

 
 
 

 
R T
V

R T
V

 

 

2 2

2

HI

H I

2
0.200 mol

40
0.020 mol 0.050 mol

n

n n


 

 

Since Q > K, the equilibrium will shift left. 

 The ICE table for the reaction becomes 

     2 2

mol

H g I g 2 HI g

0.020 0.050 0.200

2

0.020 0.050 0.200 2

x x x

x x x



  
  

I

C

E



 

EXERCISE 15.65 

EXAMPLE 15.66 
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 Substituting the equilibrium values into the equilibrium constant equation allows us to 
solve for x. 

     
   

2 2 2 2

2 2 2

HI HI

H I H I

0.200 mol 2
3.9

0.020 mol 0.050 mol

P n x
K

P P n n x x


   

 
 

Solution requires expanding both binomials, rearranging the equation into the quadratic 
form (equation A.33), and using the quadratic formula (equation A.34) to solve. Selected steps 
are given below 

   3 2 2 2 2 23.9 1.0 10 mol 0.070 mol 4.0 10 mol 0.8 mol 4x x x x         

which gives 
2 2 2 26.00 10 1.075 mol 3.606 10 mol 0x x       

which gives 

2

17.8 mol

3.36 10 mol
x




 


 

 The correct value of x gives all positive equilibrium values. The first, when substituted into 
0.200 – 2 x, is negative. Therefore, x = 3.36·10–2 mol. 

 Substituting x = 3.36·10–2 mol into the ICE table and converting to pressures using the 
ideal gas equation gives 

     2 2

mol

2 22

barP

H g 2 HI gI g

0.020 0.2000.050

3.36 10 6.72 103.36 10

0.0536 0.13280.0836

0.266 0.6580.414

 



  
I

C

E

E



 

 After all this math, it is always a good idea to check the answers to ensure you didn’t make 
a simple mathematical error. The equilibrium pressures, when substituted into the 
equilibrium constant equation, must return the equilibrium constant, 

   
2 2

2 2

HI

H I

0.658 bar
3.9

0.266 bar 0.414 bar

P
K

P P
    

which is within the uncertainty of the significant digits (± 1 in the last digit). 
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▼——————————————— 

The calculation of Q is not necessary if one is willing to accept that a negative 
x is the correct answer — negative because the assumption of direction was 

incorrect. The correct x is the one that leaves all equilibrium concentrations positive; the correct 
x is not the positive x value. Confirm this by repeating the above calculation at step , but 
reversing the sign on x. That is, use the following ICE table. 

     2 2

mol

H g I g 2 HI g

0.020 0.050 0.200

2

0.020 0.050 0.200 2

x x x

x x x



  
  

I

C

E



 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the equilibrium pressures after 1.00 mol carbon monoxide and 1.00 
mol chlorine are mixed in a 2.50 L flask and allowed to equilibrate at 1200 K. 

CO(g) + Cl2(g)   COCl2(g)   Kf = 94 bar–1 

Answer: see page 755. 

▼——————————————— 

A 1.00 L flask is filled with 0.70 bar nitrogen monoxide and 0.25 bar oxygen 
at 295 K. At equilibrium, the total pressure is 0.547 bar. Determine the 

equilibrium constant. 

NO(g) + 1/2 O2(g)   NO2(g) 

2 NO2(g)   N2O4(g) 

(This is one solution pathway.) 

 Determine the pressure of the excess reactant and of the initial amount of nitrogen dioxide. 

     1
2 2 2

bar

NO g O g NO g

0.70 0.70

0.25 0.50

 

2

NO

O

 

Oxygen is limiting. 

 Set up an ICE table on the equilibrium, using x as the change in pressure. 

   2 2 4

bar

2 NO g N O g

0.50 0

2

0.5 2

x x

x x

 


I

C

E



 

EXERCISE 15.67 

EXERCISE 15.68 

EXAMPLE 15.69 
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 The ICE table is not solved using the equilibrium constant equation since we are trying to 
determine the equilibrium constant! All values in the ICE table must be determined by 
some other method. The total pressure at equilibrium is the sum of the partial pressures, 
including the unreacted nitrogen monoxide. 

 
NO N ONO 2 42

0.20 0.50 2 0.547 bar

0.153 bar

P PP

x x

x

   





  

 Substitute back into the ICE table to obtain the equilibrium pressures. Determine K. 

   2 2 4

bar

2 NO g N O g

0.50 0

2 0.153 0.153

0.194 0.153

 

I

C

E



 

   
2 4

2

N O 1
2 2

NO

0.153 bar
4.1 bar

0.194 bar

P
K

P
    

▼——————————————— 

Considering the equilibrium established in example 15.69, determine the total 
pressure after the addition of 

a) 0.20 bar NO 

b) 0.20 bar O2 

c) 0.20 bar N2 

Answer: see page 755. 

▼——————————————— 

Methanol is produced via the following reaction at 350 K. 

CO(g) + 2 H2(g)   CH3OH(g)   K = 100 bar–2 

While monitoring the reaction, the system was observed to contain 83 bar carbon monoxide, 110 
bar hydrogen and 6.6 bar methanol. What are the partial pressures once equilibrium is achieved? 

 Set up an ICE table on the equilibrium, using x as the change in pressure. 

     2 3

bar

CO g 2 H g CH OH g

83 110 6.6

2

83 110 2 6.6

x x x

x x x



  
  

I

C

E



 

EXERCISE 15.70 

EXAMPLE 15.71 
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In the ICE table, we could have used the initial values to calculate Q or we could have 
randomly chosen a reaction direction. Alternatively, knowing that the equilibrium favours 
the products and seeing that the initial state has more reactants than products, an educated 
guess is that the reaction proceeds to products.  

 Substituting the equilibrium values into the equilibrium constant equation allows us to 
solve for x. 

     
3

2

CH OH 2
2 2

CO H

6.6 bar
100 bar

83 bar 110 bar 2

P x
K

P P x x
 

  
 

 

The denominator is going to result in a third order polynomial. Of the solution strategies 
presented in Appendix A.4, the simplest and most robust is the Solver function on your 
calculator or spreadsheet. Most Solver algorithms require the equation to be written in the 
form f(x) = 0. Rearranging the equilibrium constant expression gives 

   
     

     

22

22

2

6.6 bar 100 bar 83 bar 110 bar 2

100 bar 83 bar 110 bar 2 6.6 bar 0

100 83 110 2 6.6 0

x x x

x x x

x x x





   

    

     

 

where the last expression is rewritten to remove the units. (Most calculators don’t accept units.) 

 There is more than one possible solution; the correct solution is the one that gives all 
positive concentrations at equilibrium. 

 
 

results in a negative concentration: 110 2 0.2

results in a negative concentration: 110 2 56

54.9 bar

55. 1 bar

83.0 bar

x

x

x   

  


 



 

 The first solution is correct. Using x = 54.93 bar, the equilibrium pressures are 

     32

bar

CH OH gCO g 2 H g

6.683 110

54.954.9 54.93

61.528. 1 0.14



 
I

C

E



 

It is also readily evident that hydrogen is the limiting reagent. 

———————————————▲ 
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Limitations of ICE tables 

When only one equilibrium exists, we can write the system in terms of one unknown and the 
necessary equations taken directly from the ICE table. It is an approximation to assume that one 
equilibrium dominates. Consider the following examples: 

• the ionization of water provides an initial hydron and hydroxide concentration that occurs 
concurrently with weak acids and/or bases 

H2O(aq)   H+(aq) + OH–(aq) 

• the solubility of AgCl is complicated by the formation of AgCl2
–. 

AgCl(s)   Ag+(aq) + Cl–(aq) 

Ag+(aq) + 2 Cl–(aq)   AgCl2
–(aq) 

• many equilibria reactions are complicated because one entity is a weak acid or base. 

Ag+(aq) + 2 NH3(aq)   Ag(NH3)2
+(aq) 

NH3(aq) + H2O(l)   NH4
+(aq) + OH–(aq) 

CuCO3(s)   Cu2+(aq) + CO3
2–(aq) 

CO3
2–(aq) + H2O(l)   HCO3

–(aq) + OH–(aq) 

HCO3
–(aq) + H2O(l)   H2CO3(aq) + OH–(aq) 

H2CO3(aq)   H2O(aq) + CO2(g) 

Ideally, we should consider all equilibria when solving a problem. Section 15.10 introduces a 
multiple equilibria method that works well when only a few equilibria need to be considered. 
Beyond this, computers must be used to consider all the equilibria, reaction rates, and the 
temperature effects on equilibrium constants and reaction rates. This detailed analysis is critical 
in commercial and industrial environments. 

15.10 Multiple equilibria systems 

Page 588 introduced the concept of concurrent and consecutive reactions. This definition applies 
to equilibria as well. 

Concurrent equilibria exist when the reactant(s) are involved in more than one 
equilibrium, one of which being the equilibrium of interest — the primary equilibrium. 

A   B primary equilibrium  

A   C secondary concurrent equilibrium involving A 

Consecutive equilibria exist when the product(s) of the primary equilibrium are reactants 
in another equilibrium. 

A   B primary equilibrium  

B   C secondary consecutive equilibrium involving B 
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Concurrent and/or consecutive equilibria exist for most chemical systems. Even if they are 
occurring, it doesn’t mean they are relevant, and this section presents a strategy for determining 
if the concurrent and/or consecutive equilibria must be considered, or if they can be ignored. The 
strategy is to  

• solve the system as if only the primary equilibrium existed, ignoring all secondary 
equilibria 

• test each secondary equilibrium to determine if it is negligible compared to the primary 
equilibrium (like the assumptions given on page 722 for assuming x is negligible) 

If the assumption fails, the system must be solved considering all equilibria (see page 742). 

For concurrent equilibria, the procedure is to  

 Solve the primary equilibrium system using an ICE table, ignoring the other equilibria. 

 solve the concurrent equilibrium system(s) using an ICE table, again ignoring the other 
equilibria.  

 If the concurrent equilibria use less than 5 % of the common entity, then the concurrent 
equilibria may be ignored and the system treated as a single equilibrium.  

If the concurrent equilibria are not negligible, then the system must be solved using the 
method outlined below for multiple equilibrium systems. (See example 15.73.) 

For consecutive equilibria, the procedure is to  

 Solve the primary equilibrium system using an ICE table, ignoring the other equilibria. 

 solve the next equilibrium in the consecutive series using the results from the primary 
equilibrium using an ICE table, again ignoring the other equilibria.  

 If less than 5 % of the common entity reacts in the consecutive reaction (step ), then the 
secondary equilibria may be ignored and the system treated as a single equilibrium.  

◦ This simplifies to determining if x is negligible in the secondary reaction.  

If the consecutive equilibria are not negligible, then the system must be solved using the 
method outlined below for multiple equilibrium systems. (See example 15.74.) 

The 5 % test is calculated as 

th
nxreactant used in n  reaction

reactant used in desired reaction x


 15.72 

If xn/x < 0.05, then the nth concurrent and/or consecutive equilibria may be ignored.  
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▼——————————————— 

A sodium hydrogen carbonate, NaHCO3, solution is prepared by adding 25.0 
g of sodium hydrogen carbonate to 1.00 L of water. Determine the 

equilibrium concentrations of all entities.  

 Sodium hydrogen carbonate is soluble, dissociating completely to ions.  

NaHCO3(s)   Na+(aq) + HCO3
–(aq)   dissolution, not an equilibrium 

The hydrogen carbonate concentration is calculated as 

325.0 g NaHCO
31.00 mol NaHCO

384.0 g NaHCO
3

3

1mol HCO

1 mol NaHCO


3mol HCO1

0.2976
1.00 L sol'n L sol'n



  

 The sodium ion is non-reactive. However, the hydrogen carbonate ion is involved in two 
concurrent equilibria. 

HCO3
–(aq) 1  H+(aq) + CO3

2–(aq)   K1 = 4.7·10–11 mol/L 

HCO3
–(aq) + H2O(l) 2  H2CO3(aq) + OH–(aq) K2 = 2.3·10–8 mol/L 

 Each equilibrium is solved ignoring the other equilibria. 

 The first equilibrium is solved as 

     1 2
3 3

mol/L

HCO aq H aq CO aq

0.2976 0 0

0.2976

x x x

x x x
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C

E



 

The equilibrium constant suggests that x is negligible. Solution for x gives 

6

5

2 2
11

assume
 is neg.

6 3.7 10
check : 1.2 10 0.05

0.298

mol
4.7 10

L 0.2976 mol L 0.2976 mol L

mol
3.74 10

L

x

change

initial

x x

x

x








 
  

  


  



valid!

 

 The second equilibrium is solved as 

   
23 H O lHCO aq

0.2976

0.2976

x

x

 




I

C

E

   2
2 3

mol/L

H CO aq OH aq

0 0

x x

x x



 



 

EXAMPLE 15.73 
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The equilibrium constant suggests that x is negligible. Solution for x gives 

5

4

2 2
8

assume
 is neg.

5 8.2 10
check : 2.8 10 0.05

0.298

mol
2.3 10

L 0.2976 mol L 0.2976 mol L

mol
8.22 10

L

x

change

initial

x x

x

x








 
  

  


  



valid!

 

 Equilibrium 1 uses 3.7·10–6 mol/L of hydrogen carbonate. 

Equilibrium 2 uses 8.2·10–5 mol/L of hydrogen carbonate. 

Applying the test in 15.72 gives 
6

5

3

3

( )

( )

HCO 1 3.7 10
check : 0.045 0.05

HCO 2 8.2 10

used the least

used the most

 in 

 in  










  


valid!  

Equilibrium 1 uses 4.5 % of the amount used in equilibrium 2, below the threshold 
established when both equilibria must be considered simultaneously.  

 Substituting back into the ICE tables gives the equilibrium concentrations of all entities as 

[CO3
2–] = 3.7·10–6 mol/L  [H2CO3] = 8.2·10–5 mol/L 

[HCO3
–] = 0.30 mol/L  [OH–] = 8.2·10–5 mol/L 

   [H+] = 3.7·10–6 mol/L 

Notice that this example calculates the hydroxide concentration as 8.2·10–5 mol/L (predicting a 
basic solution) and the hydron concentration as 3.7·10–6 mol/L (predicting an acidic solution). 
This is not possible. Example 15.89 re-examines this question using the multiple equilibria 
method presented below. 

▼——————————————— 

A sodium carbonate, Na2CO3, solution is prepared by adding 25.0 g of sodium 
carbonate to 1.00 L of water. Determine the equilibrium concentrations of all 

entities.  

 Sodium carbonate is soluble, dissociating completely to ions.  

Na2CO3(s)   2 Na+(aq) + CO3
2–(aq)   dissolution, not an equilibrium 

The carbonate concentration is calculated as 

2 325.0 g Na CO
2 31.00 mol Na CO

2 3106.0 g Na CO

2
3

2 3

1 mol CO

1 mol Na CO

 2
3mol CO1

0.2359
1.00 L sol'n L sol'n



  

 The sodium ion is non-reactive. However, the carbonate ion is involved in two consecutive 
equilibria. 

CO3
2–(aq) + H2O(l) 1  HCO3

–(aq) + OH–(aq) K1 = 2.1·10–4 mol/L 

HCO3
–(aq) + H2O(l) 2  H2CO3(aq) + OH–(aq) K2 = 2.3·10–8 mol/L 

EXAMPLE 15.74 
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 The first reaction is the only reaction involving carbonate. Solving this equilibrium system, 
ignoring all other equilibria, gives 

   2
23 H O lCO aq

0.2359

0.2359

x

x

 




I

C

E

   1
3

mol/L

HCO aq OH aq

0 0

x x

x x

 

 



 

The equilibrium constant suggests that x is not negligible. Solution for x gives 
2

4

3

3

mol
2.1 10

L 0.2359 mol L

mol
6.99 10

L
mol

7.21 10
L

x

x

x







 


  
 


  

The positive root gives all positive concentrations, thus the hydrogen carbonate and 
hydroxide concentrations are both 7.0·10–3 mol/L. 

 The second reaction involves the hydrogen carbonate from the first reaction. Solving this 
equilibrium system gives 

   
23

3

3

H O lHCO aq

6.99 10

6.99 10

x

x











 

I

C

E

   2
2 3

3
mol/L

3

H CO aq OH aq

0 6.99 10

6.99 10

x x

x x










 

 



 

The equilibrium constant suggests that x is negligible. Solution for x gives 

  33
8

3

assume
 is neg.

6.99 10 mol L6.99 10 mol Lmol
2.3 10

L 6.99 10 mol L
x

xx x

x




 

 
  

  36.99 10 mol L

8

6

3

8 2.3 10
check : 3.3 10 0.05

7.0 10

mol
2.3 10

L

change

initial

x

x






 
  





  



valid!

 

Since a negligible amount of the hydrogen carbonate reacts in the secondary reaction, 
equilibrium 2 can be ignored and the system treated as a one equilibrium system. 

 The equilibrium concentrations of all entities are  

[CO3
2–] = 0.23 mol/L  [H2CO3] = 2.3·10–8 mol/L 

[HCO3
–] = 7.0·10–3 mol/L  [OH–] = 7.0·10–3 mol/L 

———————————————▲ 
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Obviously, we are not aware of all the possible equilibria between any two entities. If one 
assumes that a single reaction dominates and develops a hypothesis based on that assumption, 
subsequent tests of that hypothesis may fail. This leads to further investigation, a discovery of 
previously unknown chemistry, and the advancement of science! 

Nuances of the carbon dioxide-carbonic acid equilibria …  

The common carbonic acid equilibrium, 

 H2CO3(aq)   H+(aq) + HCO3
–(aq)  Ka1 = 5·10–7 mol/L 

is not truthful. The actual carbonic acid dissociation equilibrium constant is 

 H2CO3(aq)   H+(aq) + HCO3
–(aq)  Ka1 = 3.4·10–4 mol/L 

But carbonic acid is also in equilibrium with dissolved carbon dioxide, CO2(aq). 

 H2CO3(aq)   CO2(aq) + H2O(l)  K = 680 

The equilibrium constant in 15.77 indicates that the equilibrium lies on the side of CO2(aq). Most 
of the carbonic acid forms dissociates to dissolved carbon dioxide. If we knew nothing about 
15.77, prepared a solution of carbonic acid, and measured the acid equilibrium constant, we 
would measure Ka1 equal to 5·10–7 mol/L. In reality, 15.77 has quietly decreased the carbonic 
acid concentration. 15.75 is an effective acid dissociation equilibrium constant. 

Why should we care? I previously commented that we often assume what reactions are relevant. 
If the assumptions are correct, the calculated answer should match the experimental result. If not, 
they don’t. Using Ka1 = 5·10–7 mol/L works just fine until the carbonic acid concentration is 
calculated from the amount of dissolved carbon dioxide, then errors arise.  
(AUTHOR’S NOTE: this essay is a direct result of preparing this text. I was working on example 15.79 and didn’t get 
the experimental answer. This resulted in me spending hours trying to figure out what is going on. On a positive 
note, reconciling this issue has led to a better understanding for both you and I.) 

▼——————————————— 

Derive a mathematical relationship between the following equilibria. 

H2CO3(aq)   CO2(aq) + H2O(l)   K = 680 

H2CO3(aq)   H+(aq) + HCO3
–(aq)   Ka1 = 3.4·10–4 mol/L 

H2CO3(aq) effective  H+(aq) + HCO3
–(aq)  Ka1eff

 = 5·10–7 mol/L 

Answer: see page 755. 

EXERCISE 15.78 

15.77 

15.76 

15.75 
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▼——————————————— 

The atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide is a constant 0.037 percent 
by volume. Rain becomes saturated with carbon dioxide. Determine the pH of 

rain at SATP. 

CO2(g) 1  CO2(aq)    
 

2

2 2
1

CO

CO mol
3.4 10

L bar
K

P
    

CO2(aq) + H2O(l) 2  H2CO3(aq)   
 
 

2 3 3
2

2

H CO
1.3 10

CO
K     

H2CO3(aq) 3  H+(aq) + HCO3
–(aq)   3 4

3

2 3

H HCO mol
3.4 10

LH CO
K

 


        
  

 

HCO3
–(aq) 4  H+(aq) + CO3

2–(aq)   
2
3 11

4

3

H CO mol
4.7 10

LHCO
K

 




        
  

 

 This appears to be a multiple equilibrium problem: equation 4 is a consecutive reaction to 
equation 3. 

 Since no volumes are given, it is impossible to convert to moles. However, the constant 
atmospheric concentration means the partial pressure is also constant. 

4
2 20.037 % CO by volume 3.7 10 L CO

100 % 1L air


  

1 1

1 1

P V

n T
2 2

2 2

P V

n T


2

1
2 1

2

4
42

CO 2

3.7 10 L CO
1.00 bar air 3.7 10 bar CO

1 L air

V
P P

V

P




 


  

 

 Equation 1 allows us to determine the dissolved carbon dioxide concentration. 

   1
2 2

4

4

CO g CO aq

3.7 10 bar 0

3.7 10 bar

x

x










I

C

E




 

   
2

2

2
1 2 1 CO

CO

CO
COK K P

P
    

  2
2

mol
CO 3.4 10

L bar
  43.7 10 bar

5 mol
1.28 10

L
 

 

EXAMPLE 15.79 
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Because the partial pressure of carbon dioxide is constant, so is the dissolved carbon 
dioxide concentration. 

 The carbonic acid concentration is determined using equation 2. 

   
22

5

5

H O lCO aq

1.28 10

1.28 10











I

C

E



 2 3

mol/L

H CO aq

0

x

x





 

 
 

2 3
2

2

H CO

CO
K   

  3 5
2 3

8

mol
H CO 1.3 10 1.28 10

L

mol
1.66 10

L

 



   

 
 

Again, because the dissolved carbon dioxide concentration is constant, so will be the 
carbonic acid concentration. 

 The pH is determined from equation 3. Equation 3 is the correct acid dissociation 
equilibrium constant, using the actual carbonic acid concentration. 

     2 3 3
8

mol/L

8

H CO aq H aq HCO aq

1.66 10 0 0

1.66 10

x x

x x

 








 



I

C

E




 

3

3

2 3

2
4

8

6

6

H HCO

H CO

mol
3.4 10

L 1.66 10 mol L

2.37 10 mol L

2.37 10 mol L

K

x

x

 








      
  

 


  
 


 

The positive root returns all positive equilibrium concentrations. 

The check to show that reaction 4 is negligible is done in exercise 15.80. 

Since [H+] = x = 62.37 10 mol L  and pH = 5.62 
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▼——————————————— 

Continuing from example 15.79, determine the carbonate ion concentration 
and show that its concentration is negligible compared to the hydrogen 

carbonate ion concentration. 

Answer: see page 755. 

▼——————————————— 

I originally used K3 = 5·10–7 mol/L in example 15.79. Repeat the above 
calculation using K3 = 5·10–7 mol/L and show that the solution pH is 7.06.  

———————————————▲ 

Acid rain 

Example 15.79 shows that normal rainfall is slightly acidic — a pH of 5.6 — because of the 
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Acid rain is defined as precipitation having a pH less than 5.6. 
Acid rain is produced when atmospheric moisture reacts with combustion and industrial 
pollutants like NOx and SOx to form acids. The pH of rain in the northeast United States is 
commonly 4.5. The lowest measured pH of rain was 1.7 (see exercise 70). 

 
???pictures 

 

 

DEMO Fill a large graduated cylinder (500 mL to 2.0 L) with warm water to about 75 % 
capacity. Add about 1 mL of universal indicator.  

 

universal indicator

pH = 2 4 6 8 10 12  
 Add several chunks of dry ice and observe that the pH drops quickly to around 4. 

This can be explained by the reaction 

  CO2(g, 1 bar) + H2O(l)   H2CO3(aq) K = 4.4·10–5 mol/(L bar) 

  H2CO3(aq)   H+(aq) + HCO3
–(aq)  K = 3.4·10–4 mol/L 

EXERCISE 15.80 

EXERCISE 15.81 

2 NO2(g) + H2O(l)   HNO2(aq) + HNO3(aq) 

N2O5(g) + H2O(l)   2 HNO3(aq) 
15.82 

2 SO2(g) + O2(g)   2 SO3(g) 

SO3(g) + H2O(l)   H2SO4(aq) 
15.83 
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 Adding 2 to 5 mL of 2 mol/L NaOH shifts the pH to around 12. Continued 
dissolution of carbon dioxide neutralizes the base and reacidifies the solution. 
However, the pH now drops to only about 6, no matter how much carbon dioxide is 
bubbled through the solution! Why? Because the addition of base created hydrogen 
carbonate. Addition of more carbonic acid from carbon dioxide creates a buffer 
centered at pH 6.3. 

▼——————————————— 

Repeat example 15.79 using PCO2
 = 1.00 bar. Show that the pH of the water in 

the demo is 3.91. 

▼——————————————— 

A pop can contains 355.0 mL of liquid and 7.1 mL of open space (head space) 
filled with an equilibrium carbon dioxide pressure of 950 mmHg and 25 °C 

and carbonic acid concentration of 3.96·10–2 mol/L. (While the equilibria in this exercise are the same as 

example 15.79, the method of solution is different. For this exercise, you must work in moles and the moles change 

because the volume is finite.) 

CO2(g) 1  CO2(aq)    K1 = 3.4·10–2 mol/(L bar) 

CO2(aq) + H2O(l) 2  H2CO3(aq)   K2 = 1.3·10–3 

H2CO3(aq) 3  H+(aq) + HCO3
–(aq)   K3 = 3.4·10–4 mol/L 

a) Assuming that carbonic acid is the only acid in solution, determine the pH of the pop. 

b) The atmosphere contains an unchanging carbon dioxide concentration of 0.037 percent by 
volume. Determine the pH of the flat pop. 

c) Determine the volume of gas that evolves into the atmosphere at 722 mmHg and 18°C. 

Answer: see page 755. 

———————————————▲ 

Solution of multiple equilibria systems 

When more than one equilibrium is important, a more robust strategy must be employed to solve 
the problem. To produce a solution, you must generate as many equations as there are unknowns. 
The possible equations include 

• an equilibrium constant equation for each equilibrium 

• auto-ionization of the solvent 

• one mass balance equation 

• one charge balance equation 

EXERCISE 15.84 

EXERCISE 15.85 
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The mass balance equates the initial amount (source) of a particular atom or conserved functional 
group of atoms and all equilibrium entities containing that particular atom. Ideally, there is a 
single source for the entity of interest. (This is an application of the law of conservation of matter.)* 

A,init A A, A,i in R n R   RA is the mole fraction within the entity 

   A A,init eq,
A A ii

R R   (if volume is constant) 
15.86 

The charge balance equates all the positive charges with all the negative charges. Every solution 
is prepared from electrically neutral chemicals and must remain electrically neutral. (This is an 

application of the law of conservation of charge.) 

A A B B A A B B0
positive negative positive negative

n q n q n q n q         

   A BA B 0
positive negative

q q     (if volume is constant) 
15.87 

▼——————————————— 

Vodka is 40 percent ethanol by volume. Ethanol is a very weak acid,  

CH3CH2OH(aq)   CH3CH2O
–(aq) + H+(aq)  Ka = 3.2·10–16 mol/L 

a) Assuming that vodka only contains ethanol and water, determine the concentration of 
vodka in moles per liter. (ρCH3CH2OH = 0.789 g/mL) 

b) Assuming that ethanol is the only contributor to the pH, determine the pH of vodka.  

Answer: see page 755. 

———————————————▲ 

The answer to exercise 15.88 is a pH of 7.33 — slightly basic. It should surprise you that a 
weakly acidic solution has a basic pH! We failed to consider that water is also a hydron source. 
(See section 16.6 for details.) 

▼——————————————— 

In example 15.73, we found that the hydrogen carbonate, HCO3
–, acid 

equilibrium accounts for 4.5 % of the reacting hydrogen carbonate, below the 
5 % threshold and could be ignored. There is, however, an inconsistency in the hydron and 
hydroxide concentrations: the solution is apparently both acidic ([H+] = 3.76·10–6 mol/L) and basic 
([OH–] = 8.22·10–5 mol/L). This is obviously impossible. Solve this multiple equilibrium system 
considering both equilibria simultaneously to determine the pH of the solution.  

HCO3
2–(aq) 1  H+(aq) + CO3

–(aq)   K1(298 K) = 4.71·10–11 mol/L 

HCO3
–(aq) + H2O(l) 2  H2CO3(aq) + OH–(aq) K2(298 K) = 2.27·10–8 mol/L 

 From example 15.73, the initial concentrations are 

                                                 
* Equations 15.86 and 15.87 are more correct if presented in terms of moles. However, dividing through by a 

constant volume converts all entities to concentration. 

EXERCISE 15.88 

EXERCISE 15.89 
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[Na+] = [HCO3
–] = 0.2976 mol/L 

 The hydrogen carbonate ion, HCO3
–, is involved in two simultaneous equilibria. 

HCO3
–(aq) 1  H+(aq) + CO3

2–(aq)   
2
3

1

3

H CO

HCO
K

 



      
  

 

      K1 = 4.71·10–11 mol/L 

HCO3
–(aq) + H2O(l) 2  H2CO3(aq) + OH–(aq) 2 3

2

3

H CO OH

HCO
K





      
  

 

      K2 = 2.27·10–8 mol/L 

 Consideration of the above reactions indicates that 

the knowns are [Na+]init and [HCO3
–]init, 

the five unknowns are [H2CO3]eq, [HCO3
–]eq, [CO3

2–]eq, [H
+]eq, and [OH–]eq. 

 There are multiple sources of hydrogen and oxygen. Sodium is non-reactive. There is a 
single source of carbon and it distributes among several equilibrium entities. The mass 
balance on carbon is 

   A A,init eq,
A A ii

R R     where A are carbon containing entities 

 3 2 3 3eqinit eq
3 2 3 3

2
3 2eq

3

1 mol C 1 mol C 1 mol C
HCO H CO HCO

1 mol HCO 1 mol H CO 1 mol HCO

1 mol C
CO

1 mol CO

 
 




        

   

 

Reducing the above equation gives the following equation. Each entry should be 
interpreted as “the concentration of carbon from <entity>” since all values have been 
converted to the concentration of carbon. 

  2
3 2 3 3 3eqinit eq eq

HCO H CO HCO CO                

  2
2 3 3 3eq eq eq

mol
0.2976 H CO HCO CO

L
            mass balance 

 The solution must also be electrically neutral. Balancing the sources of positive and 
negative charge gives 

   A BA B
positive negative

q q    

          2
3 31 Na 1 H 1 HCO 2 CO 1 OH                                 
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which reduces to the following. Each entry should be interpreted as “the concentration of 
charge from <entity>” since all values have been converted to the charge per entity. 

2
3 3Na H HCO 2 CO OH                           

2
3 3

mol
0.2976 H HCO 2 CO OH

L
                      charge balance 

 We currently have four equations but five unknowns. 
2
3

1

3

H CO

HCO
K

 



      
  

 2 3

2

3

H CO OH

HCO
K





      
  

 

  2
2 3 3 3eq eq eq

mol
0.2976 H CO HCO CO

L
            mass balance 

2
3 3

mol
0.2976 H HCO 2 CO OH

L
                      charge balance 

The fifth equation comes from the ionization of water, giving 

H2O(l)   H+(aq) + OH–(aq)    w H OHK           

      — –= 1.00·10–14 

 Solving these five equations is challenging and sometimes frustrating. Below are the steps 
to obtain a single equation with only the hydron concentration as an unknown. 

i) solve the mass balance for [H2CO3] and substitute into K2 

ii) solve the charge balance for [CO3
2–] and substitute into K2 

iii) solve the charge balance for [CO3
2–] and substitute into K1 

iv) solve K1 and K2 for [HCO3
–], giving 

 
2 2

w w

3

1 2

H 0.2976 H OH 0.2976 H
HCO

2 H 2 OH

K K

K K

   


 

                             
 

v) equate the two equations, thereby removing [HCO3
–] from the overall equation 

vi) solve Kw for [OH–] and substitute into the above equation 

The only variable in the final equation is [H+]. [H+] is determined using a successive 
approximations method. Once [H+] is known, substitute into the above equations, in order, 
to determine all the concentrations. (Good luck! Release that software exists to solve these types of 

mathematical problems.) 
2

w
2 w

w

w1
2

0.2976 H
HH 0.2976 H

2 H 2
H

K
K

K

KK K


 





                    
          

 

 The resultant hydron concentration is 1.03·10–9 mol/L, giving a pH of 8.98. 
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▼——————————————— 

Repeat exercise 15.88 accounting for the acid-base nature of water.  

 Two equilibria are important: 

CH3CH2OH(aq) 1  CH3CH2O
–(aq) + H+(aq)  Ka = 3.2·10–16 mol/L 

H2O(aq) 2  H+(aq) + OH–(aq)     Kw = 1.00·10–14 mol/L 

These equilibria give two mathematical expressions 

   
3 2

a
3 2

CH CH O H EtO H

CH CH OH EtOH
K

                    w H OHK           

 The unknowns in the system are the equilibrium EtOH, EtO–, H+, and OH– concentrations. 
Two additional equations come from the mass balance and the charge balance. 

Since there is one source of the EtO– group, a mass balance on this group gives 

   A Ainit eq
A AR R  

     init eq eq
1mol EtO 1mol EtO

EtOH EtOH EtO
1 mol EtOH 1mol EtOH

 
   

6.85 mol/L = [EtOH] + [EtO–] 

The charge balance equation is 

[H+] = [EtO–] + [OH–] 

 Solving for [H+], starting from Ka, gives 

   a substitute EtOH 6.85 mol L EtOH EtO EtOHK                

 a substitute EtO H OHH EtO 6.85 mol L EtOK                               

    w

a substitute OH
H

H H OH 6.85 mol L H OH
K

K 



                                
 

w w
aH H 6.85 mol L H

H H

K K
K  

 

                            
 

Solving for [H+] using a method from Appendix A gives 

[H+] = 1.10·10–7 mol/L pH = 6.96 

As expected, the pH is slightly acidic. 

EXAMPLE 15.90 
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▼——————————————— 

Copper(I) and chloride are involved in two equilibria 

Cu+(aq) + Cl–(aq)   CuCl(s)   K = 1/Ksp = 5.9·106 (L/mol)2 

Cu+(aq) + 2 Cl–(aq)   CuCl2
–(aq)  Kf = 1.5·105 (L/mol)3 

Determine the equilibrium concentrations and mass of solid formed in a solution initially 
containing 0.10 mol/L CuNO3 and 0.50 mol/L HCl.  

The following steps will assist you: (This exercise is simpler than 15.89.) 

• since copper(I) chloride is a solid, the mass and charge balances must be in moles; assume 
a volume of 1.0 L 

• the mass balance can be on either copper(I) or chloride 

• once you have two equilibrium constant expressions, a mass balance, and a charge balance, 

◦ solve the charge balance for nCuCl2
– and substitute into Kf 

◦ solve K for nCl– and substitute into the working expression 

◦ simplification gives  2f
2 Cu Cu

1
0.4

K
n n

K K
     

◦ solve for nCu+ , then nCl– using the K expression, then nCuCl2
– using the Kf expression, 

then nCuCl using the mass balance 

Answer: see page 755. 

———————————————▲ 

Summary 

<not developed> 

 

 

 

EXERCISE 15.91 
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Exercises 

Kinetics of equilibrium systems 

1. The rate constants for the dissolution of 
carbon dioxide in water are, k1(298 K) 
= 0.039 s−1 and k2(298 K) = 23 s−1, 
respectively. Determine the equilibrium 
constant for the overall reaction. 

 CO2(g) + H2O(l) 
1

2
  H2CO3(aq) 

2. Use the following rate constant equations 
to determine the equilibrium constant for 
the following reaction at 400 K, 600 K, 
and 800 K. 

 2 HI(g) fwd  H2(g) + I2(g) 

 H2(g) + I2(g) rev  2 HI(g) 
kJ

mol183

10
fwd

L
2.50 10 e

mol s
R Tk



    

kJ
mol171

11
rev

L
1.94 10 e

mol s
R Tk



    

3. Use the following rate constant equations 
to determine the equilibrium constant for 
the following reaction at 300 K. 

 2 NO(g) + Br2(g) fwd  2 BrNO(g) 

 2 BrNO(g) rev  2 NO(g) + Br2(g) 
kJ

mol2.392
4

fwd 2

L
2.51 10 e

mol s
R Tk



    

kJ
mol49.80

9
rev

L
1.20 10 e

mol s
R Tk



    

4. Use the following rate constant equations 
to determine the equilibrium constant for 
the following reaction at 200 K, 300 K, 
and 400 K. 

 N2O5(g) fwd  NO2(g) + NO3(g) 
kJ

mol91.463.50
17

fwd

L
8.01 10 e

mol s 298 K
R TT

k


    
 

 

 NO2(g) + NO3(g) rev  N2O5(g) 
3.502

12
rev 2

L
1.02 10

mol s 298 K

T
k


    
 

 

5. The forward rate constant for the carbon 
dioxide solubility equilibrium is 3.75· 
10–2 s–1 at 25 °C. 

a) Determine the reverse rate constant 
and the activation energy of this 
reaction. 

 CO2(aq) + H2O(l) fwd

rev

k

k
  H2CO3(aq) 

Kc = 3.7·10–3 

b) The pseudo-first-order equilibration 
rate constant is given by kfwd + krev. 
Determine the half-life for the reaction 
to reach equilibrium. 

6. Use the NIST kinetics database to 
determine the equilibrium constant at 650 
and 700 K for the reaction 

 CO(g) + Cl2(g)   COCl2(g) 

Equilibrium constants 

7. Use figure 15.15 to estimate the activity 
of the following entities at 298 K. 

a) hydroxide in a solution with 1.0 mol/L 
ionic strength 

b) calcium ions in a solution with 2.0 
mol/L ionic strength 

c) hydrogen in a solution with 3.0 mol/L 
ionic strength 

8. Consider the reaction 

 A(g)   2 B(g) 

K = 1.60·103 bar 

Determine K for the following reactions. 

a) 1/2 A(g)   B(g) 

b) 2 B(g)   A(g) 

c) B(g)   1/2 A(g) 
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9. Determine the equilibrium constant for 
the reaction 

 2 A + B   2 C 

 given equilibrium concentrations of [A] = 
0.192 mol/L, [B] = 0.00223 mol/L, and 
[C] = 0.591 mol/L. 

10. Phosphorus and chlorine exist as two 
stable entities, PCl3 and PCl5, in 
equilibrium with each other. 

 PCl3(g) + Cl2(g)   PCl5(g) 

 At 550 K, a 5.00 L reaction vessel 
contains 4.95 g PCl5, 8.24 g PCl3, and 
6.93 g Cl2. Determine KP and Kc. 

11. Use the following equilibrium constants, 

 CO2(g) + H2(g)   CO(g) + H2O(g) 

KP(600 K) = 4.0·10–2 

 SO2(g) + 1/2 O2(g)   SO3(g) 

Kc(900 K) = 58 (L/mol)0.5 

 2 H2S(g)   2 H2(g) + S2(g) 

Kc(1400 K) = 4.7·10–5 mol/L  

 to determine the equilibrium constants 
for the following reactions. 

a) CO(g) + H2O(g)   CO2(g) + H2(g) 

KP(600 K) = ? 

b) CO2(g) + H2(g)   CO(g) + H2O(g) 

Kc(600 K) = ? 

c) 2 SO2(g) + O2(g)   2 SO3(g) 

Kc(900 K) = ? 

d) SO2(g) + 1/2 O2(g)   SO3(g) 

KP(900 K) = ? 

e) 2 H2S(g)   2 H2(g) + S2(g) 

KP(1400 K) = ? 

f) H2(g) + 1/2 S2(g)   H2S(g) 

KP(1400 K) = ? 

12. For the reaction 

 2 N2O(g) + 3 O2(g)   2 N2O4(g) 

 Determine Kc and KP from the following 
298 K data 

 1/2 N2(g) + O2(g)   NO2(g) 

Kc = 5.0·10–9 (L/mol)0.5 

 N2(g) + 1/2 O2(g)   N2O(g) 

Kc = 3.3·10–18 (L/mol)0.5 

 N2O4(g)   2 NO2(g) 

Kc = 1.2·10–2 mol/L 

13. For the reaction 

 2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(g) 

 Determine Kc and KP from the following 
data 

 C(s) + 1/2 O2(g)   CO(g) 

Kc(1200 °C) = 3.5·107 (L/mol)0.5 

 C(s) + CO2(g)   2 CO(g) 

Kc(1200 °C) = 9.6 mol/L 

 CO2(g) + H2(g)   CO(g) + H2O(g) 

Kc(1200 °C) = 5.4 

14. For each of the following, determine KP 
or Kc, as necessary. 

a) N2O4(g)   2 NO2(g) 

Kc(25 °C) = 1.2·10–2 mol/L 

b) 2 NO(g)   N2(g) + O2(g) 

KP(1000 °C) = 1.6·106 

c) 2 CH4(g)   C2H2(g) + 3 H2(g) 

Kc(2500 K) = 0.10 (mol/L)2 

d) Na2S(s) + 2 H2(g)   

   Na(s) + 2 H2S(g) 

KP(1000 K) = 1.8·10–11 

15. The ammonia formation reaction has 
KP = 12.5 bar–2 at 400 °C when starting 
with 1.00 bar each of nitrogen and 
hydrogen. 

 N2(g) + 3 H2(g)   2 NH3(g) 

 What is the equilibrium constant if 3.00 
bar of hydrogen were used initially? 
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16. A pop bottle contains 2.00 L of 
carbonated pop and 82.2 mL of head 
space (open space above the pop). The 
solution contains 4.27·10-2 mol/L H2CO3 
and the head space contains an 
equilibrium CO2 pressure of 927 mmHg 
at 5 °C.  

 CO2(g) + H2O(l)   H2CO3(aq) 

 Determine Kc for this system from this 
data. 

Reaction quotient 

17. — 

18. — 

19. — 

20. — 

Equilibria involving solids, liquids, and 
solvents 

21. The vapor pressure of water is 31.8 
mmHg at 30 °C.  

a) Write the reaction for the vaporization 
of water. 

b) Determine KP for the reaction in a). 

c) If the temperature increases, does KP 
increase, decrease, or remain 
unchanged? Explain. 

22. — 

Primary factors affecting equilibria 

23. For each of the following equilibrium 
systems, state how the equilibrium will 
shift by  

a) increasing the system volume. 

b) increasing the temperature. 

i) C(s) + H2O(g)   CO(g) + H2(g) 

ΔrH° = 131.3 kJ 

ii) N2(g) + 3 H2(g)   2 NH3(g) 

ΔrH° = –91.8 kJ 

iii) 2 NO(g) <==> N2(g) + O2(g) 

ΔrH° = –182.6 kJ 

iv) CO(g) + Cl2(g)   COCl2(g) 

ΔrH° = 108.6 kJ 

v) CaO(s) + H2O(g)   Ca(OH)2(s) 

ΔrH° = –108.5 kJ 

24. For each of the following equilibrium 
systems, state how the equilibrium will 
shift by  

a) increasing the system volume. 

b) increasing the temperature. 

i) 2 SO3(g)   2 SO2(g) + O2(g) 

ΔrH° = 197.8 kJ 

ii) N2H4(g)   N2(g) + 2 H2(g) 

ΔrH° = –95.4 kJ 

iii) Ca(OH)2(s) + CO2(g)  

   CaCO3(s) + H2O(g) 

ΔrH° = –70.8 kJ 

iv) CH3OH(g)   CO(g) + 2 H2(g) 

ΔrH° = 90.5 kJ 

v) 2 NH3(g) + 2 O2(g)  

   N2O(g) + 3 H2O(g)  

ΔrH° = –552.0 kJ 

25. The formation of nitrogen monoxide 
occurs in combustion reactions and in 
lightning. 

 N2(g) + O2(g)   2 NO(g) 

ΔrH° = 181 kJ 

 How does increasing the temperature 
affect  

a) the equilibrium position? 

b) the reaction rate? 

26. Chlorine gas may be produced from 
hydrogen chloride through the reaction 

 2 HCl(g) + 1/2 O2(g)   

   H2O(g) + Cl2(g) 

ΔrH° = –57.0 kJ 

 How will the equilibrium shift if 
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a) O2 is added 

b) HCl is removed 

c) Cl2 is removed 

d) a catalyst is added 

e) the temperature is increased 

f) the reaction volume is doubled 

27. Hydrogen gas can be produced through 
the reaction of iron and water. 

 3 Fe(s) + 4 H2O(g)   

   Fe3O4(s) + 4 H2(g) 

ΔrH° = –150 kJ 

 How will the equilibrium shift when  

a) H2O is added 

b) Fe3O4 is removed 

c) argon is added 

d) a catalyst is added 

e) the temperature is increased 

f) the reaction volume is doubled 

28. For the reaction 

 C(s) + CO2(g)   2 CO(g) 

ΔrH° is 172.5 kJ.  

 How will the equilibrium shift when  

a) the container volume is increased. 

b) unreactive N2 is added 

c) the temperature is increased 

d) a catalyst is added 

e) CO is removed 

f) C(s) is added 

29. What single important factor affects the 
solubility of Ag2CO3, Ag2S, Ag2SO4, 
Ag3PO4, and AgF, but not AgCl, AgBr, 
or AgI? 

Secondary factors affecting equilibria 

30. — 

31. — 

32. Copper forms the following weakly 
bound complexes 

Cu2+(aq) + Cl–(aq) 1K  [CuCl]+(aq)  
K1 = 1.0 L/mol 

Cu2+(aq) + 3 Cl–(aq) 3K  [CuCl3]
–

(aq)  
 K3 = 0.55 (L/mol)3 

Cu2+(aq) + 4 Cl–(aq) 4K  [CuCl4]
2–(aq)  

K4 = 0.037 (L/mol)4 

a) How will the presence of copper(II) 
ions affect the solubility of silver 
chloride? 

b) Which processes are present in this 
system: secondary ion effect or the ion 
pair effect? 

ICE tables 

33. Consider a system that initially contains 
0.100 mol A and 0.100 mol C in a 1.00 L 
flask. 

 A   B + C  K = 20 mol/L 

a) Determine the initial B concentration. 

b) Determine B after the addition of 
0.020 mol B. 

c) Determine B after the addition of 
0.025 mol D, which reacts completely 
with B. 

d) Is this system buffered in A, B, or C?  

34. 1.00·10–2 mol PCl5 is placed in 500 mL 
reaction vessel and allowed to establish 
equilibrium at 175 °C.  

 PCl3(g) + Cl2(g)   PCl5(g) 

 At equilibrium, 2.16·10–3 mol Cl2 is 
present. Determine KP at 175 °C. 

35. A 5.00 L reaction vessel contains 0.0205 
mol NO2(g) and 0.755 mol N2O4(g). 

 N2O4(g)   2 NO2(g) 

Kc(273 K) = 1.8·10–3 mol/L 

a) Which direction will the reaction 
proceed to reach equilibrium? 

b) Determine the equilibrium 
concentrations of all entities. 
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36. 1.54 g H2 are added to 22.3 g I2 in a 5.00 
L flask. The mixture is heated to 500 °C 
and allowed to reach equilibrium. 

 H2(g) + I2(g)   2 HI(g) K = 59 

 Determine the equilibrium pressures of 
all entities. 

37. 25.2 g HI is put into a 5.00 L flask and 
heated to 500 °C.  

 H2(g) + I2(g)   2 HI(g) K = 59 

a) Determine the equilibrium pressures 
of all entities. 

b) Determine the mole percent HI at 
equilibrium. 

38. 20.1 g of CO and 2.86 g COCl2 are added 
to a 3.00 L flask and allowed to reach 
equilibrium at 665 K. 

 CO(g) + Cl2(g)   COCl2(g) 

KP = 22 bar–1 

a) Determine the equilibrium pressures 
of all entities. 

b) Determine the mole fraction of COCl2. 

39. 1.00 g each of CO, H2O, and H2 are 
sealed in a 1.50 L vessel and heated to 
600 K.  

 CO(g) + H2O(g)   CO2(g) + H2(g) 

KP = 25 

 What mass of CO2 is present at 
equilibrium? 

40. 15.84 g C2H5OH, 16.23 g CH3O2H, and 
58.6 g CH3CO2C2H5 are present in 1.00 L 
of water.  

 C2H5OH(aq) + CH3O2H(aq)  

   CH3CO2C2H5(aq) + H2O(l) 

K = 5.96 (L/mol) 

a) Which direction is the reaction 
proceeding to reach equilibrium? 

b) What are the equilibrium 
concentrations? 

41. Formamide, HCONH2, is used 
industrially for pharmaceuticals, dyes, 

and in agriculture. At high temperatures, 
formamide decomposes via the equation 

 HCONH2(g)   NH3(g) + CO(g) 

KP = 161 bar 

 131.7 g of formamide is placed in a 10.0 
L reaction vessel and heated to 400 K. 
Determine the final pressure inside the 
reaction vessel. 

42. Hydrogen sulfide can be produced via the 
reaction of hydrogen iodide and sulfur.  

 2 HI(g) + S(s)   H2S(g) + I2(g) 

K(350 K) = 600 L/mol 

 If 0.25 mol of hydrogen sulfide is 
needed, what minimum quantities of 
hydrogen iodide and sulfur must be used? 
Assume the reaction occurs in a 5.00 L 
reaction vessel. 

43. The addition of lead metal to a 0.250 
mol/L aqueous chromium(III) solution 
establishes the equilibrium 

 Pb(s) + 2 Cr3+(aq)   

   Pb2+(aq) + 2 Cr2+(aq) 

K = 3.2·10–10 mol/L 

 Determine the equilibrium concentrations. 

44. 250 mL of 0.450 mol/L NaOH are added 
to 1.50 L of a barium containing solution. 
12.27 grams of barium hydroxide were 
recovered through filtration. What is the 
residual concentration of barium in the 
solution? 

Ba(OH)2(s)   Ba2+(aq) + 2 OH–(aq) 

Ksp = 2.6·10–4 (mol/L)3 

45. The left flask contains an equilibrium 
NO2:N2O4 mixture at 25 °C.  

 2 NO2(g)   N2O4(g) 

 Determine the composition after the 
valve is opened and equilibrium is re-
established at 25 °C. 
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0.971 mol N2O4
0.0580 mol NO2

0.750 L 3.500 L

 

46. Air contains a nitrogen mole fraction of 
0.78 and an oxygen mole fraction of 
0.21. When air is heated to 3500 K, the 
mole fraction of nitrogen monoxide is 
found to be 0.035. Determine KP at 3500 
K. 

 N2(g) + O2(g)   2 NO(g) 

47. The intramolecular bond in iodine is so 
weak that appreciable amounts of atomic 
iodine form above room temperature. 

 I2(g)   2 I•(g) 

 At 1260 K, 5.0 % of the I2 is dissociated 
at a total pressure of 1.00 bar. Determine 
KP and Kc at 1260 K. 

48. Phosgene, COCl2, is produced through 
the equilibrium of carbon monoxide and 
chlorine gas at 1000 K. 

 CO(g) + Cl2(g)   COCl2(g) 

K = 3.2·10–2 bar–1 

 25 g of each reactant are added to a 1.00 
L reaction vessel. Determine the total 
pressure initially and after equilibrium is 
established.  

49. Starting with 1.25 bar of SO3, what will 
be the total pressure once equilibrium is 
achieved at 900 K. 

 2 SO3(g)   2 SO2(g) + O2(g) 

K = 0.022 bar 

50. 2.5·10–2 mol of oxygen is found in a 2.50 
L flask containing an equilibrium of  

 2 SO2(g) + O2(g)   2 SO3(g) 

Kc(1000 K) = 270 L/mol 

 Determine the SO2:SO3 ratio at 1000 K. 

51. An equilibrium mixture of SO2, SO3, and 
O2 is present in a 5.00 L flask at 800 K. 

 SO2(g) + 1/2 O2(g)   SO3(g) 

K = 35 bar–0.5 

` If the SO2 and SO3 partial pressures are 
equal,  

a) what is the partial pressure of O2? 

b) how many moles of each are present? 

52. For the gas phase reaction 

 2 H2S(g)   2 H2(g) + S2(g) 

K = 1.6·10–5 bar  

 calculate the partial pressure for each gas 
at equilibrium if initially 0.250 bar of 
H2S(g), 0.10 bar of H2(g) and 1.1×10–2 
bar of S2(g) are present in a closed vessel 
at 1000 K. 

53. Oxalic acid, C2H2O4, decomposes into 
CO2 and H2 at 850 K. 10 grams of 
gaseous oxalic acid are placed inside an 
evacuated 10.2 L bulb. The equilibrium 
pressure was found to be 95 kPa. 
Determine KP and Kc for oxalic acid 
decomposition at 850 K. 

54. A solution contains 0.183 mol/L lead(II) 
and 0.084 mol/L silver(I). Potassium 
iodide is slowly added. 

 PbI2(s)   Pb2+(aq) + 2 I–(aq) 

Ksp = 9.8·10–9 (mol/L)3 

 AgI(s)   Ag+(aq) + I–(aq) 

Ksp = 8.5·10–17 (mol/L)2 

a) Which salt will precipitate first? 

b) What will be the concentration of the 
first cation when the second 
precipitate begins? 

55. Determine the solubility of magnesium 
hydroxide, Mg(OH)2, in  

a) pure water 

b) 3.6·10–2 mol/L MgCl2 

56. A well is drilled into bedrock containing 
fluorspar, CaF2. Determine the fluoride 
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content of the drinking water. Report 
your answer in mol/L and in ppm. 

57. — another solubility question??? 

58. — a formation equil question??? 

59. Nitrosyl bromide, NOBr, is formed from 
nitrogen monoxide and bromine gas, 

 2 NO(g) + Br2(g)   2 NOBr(g) 

K = 1.0·102 bar–1 

 A 4.50 L flask initially contains unknown 
amounts of nitrogen monoxide and 
bromine gas. At equilibrium, the total 
pressure is 1.28 bar and the partial 
pressure of of nitrogen monoxide is 4.27 
mmHg. Determine the partial pressure of 
all entities at equilibrium. (Yes, there is 
sufficient information to answer this question.) 

Multiple equilibria systems 

 

 At this stage, I do not expect you to solve 
problems via the multiple equilibria 
method. These examples should have one 
dominant equilibrium. Please advise on 
www.ExploringChemistry.com if there is 
an error. 

  

60. One formulation of CLR® (calcium, lime, 
and rust remover) contains sodium 
dihydrogen phosphate, NaH2PO4. If the 
solution is 10 % sodium dihydrogen 
phosphate by mass in water, determine 
the solution pH. 

H2PO4
–(aq)   H+(aq) + HPO4

2–(aq) 

Ka2 = 6.2·10–8 mol/L  

 HPO4
2–(aq)   H+(aq) + PO4

3– (aq) 

Ka3 = 4.8·10–13 mol/L  

 H2PO4
–(aq) + H2O(l)   

   H3PO4(aq) + OH–(aq) 

Kb3 = 1.4·10–12 mol/L 

61. Sodium phosphate, Na3PO4, is a 
commercial cleaner sold as TSP (trisodium 
phosphate). To produce a pre-painting 
cleaning solution, 1.0·102 g of TSP is 
dissolved in 1.0 liter of water.  

a) Determine the pH of the resulting 
solution. 

b) Determine the H2PO4
– and H3PO4 

concentrations. 

62. Exercise 15.65 assumes all the cyanide is 
in the form CN–, whereas it is actually a 
weak base. 

 CN–(aq) + H2O(l)   

   HCN(aq) + OH–(aq) 

Kb = 1.6 × 10–5 mol/L 

 If 25.00 mL of 0.050 mol/L AgNO3 are 
added to 50.00 mL of 0.200 mol/L 
NaCN, determine the equilibrium 
concentrations of each entity. 

63. A solution contains 0.021 mol/L 
Ag(CN)2

– and 0.842 mol/L CN–. If 
sodium iodide is added to make an iodide 
concentration of 1.25 mol/L, will silver 
iodide precipitate? 

 Ag+(aq) + 2 CN–(aq)     
 Ag(CN)2–(aq) 

Kf = 8·1020 (L/mol)2 

 AgI(s)   Ag+(aq) + I–(aq) 

Ksp = 8.5·10–17 (mol/L)2 

INTEGRATIVE EXERCISES 

64. Use figure 15.15 to determine the activity 
of 0.10 mol/L sodium chloride in salt 
water with an ionic strength of 0.75 
mol/L. 

65. To determine the equilibrium constant 
between gaseous and dissolved carbon 
dioxide at 25 °C, a 1.000 L flask was 
filled with 100.0 mL of pure water and 
pressurized with 720.0 mmHg of carbon 
dioxide. After equilibrium is achieved, 
the pressure is 655.7 mmHg.  
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a) Determine the equilibrium constant 
for the reaction. 

  CO2(g)   CO2(dissolved) 

b) Why is this calculation not equivalent 
to determining the equilibrium 
constant for the reaction 

  CO2(g)   CO2(aq) 

66.

  

67. A 2:1 mole fraction of H2S:CH4 was 
added to a flask and allowed to reach 
equilibrium at 1300 °C and 1 bar total 
pressure.  

 2 H2S(g) + CH4(g)   

   CS2(g) + 4 H2(g) 

 At equilibrium, 5.84·10–3 mol of H2S was 
present. The carbon disulfide is 
quantitatively converted to sulfuric acid, 
H2SO4, and then to barium sulfate, 
BaSO4. 2.12 g of barium sulfate was 
recovered. Determine KP for the reaction 
at 1300 °C. 

68. Synthesis gas (syngas) is produced 
through the gasification of coal and was 
used in the street lamps of London at 
1500 K. 

 C(s) + H2O(g)   CO(g) + H2(g) 

K(1500 K) = 264 bar 

 The product of this reaction is cooled and 
additional hydrogen gas drives 
subsequent reactions 

 CO(g) + H2O(g)  

   CO2(g) + H2(g) 

K(800 K) = 3.14 

 CO(g) + 3 H2(g)  

   CH4(g) + H2O(g) 

K(800 K) = 170 bar–2 

 CO(g) + 3 H2(g)  

   CH3OH(g) + H2O(g) 

K(800 K) = 0.243 bar–2 

 Assume these are the only dominant 
equilibria in solution. 

a) If water is constant at 1.00 bar with 
excess coal, determine the equilibrium 
pressure of carbon monoxide and 
hydrogen gas. 

b) 40 bar of hydrogen is added and the 
temperature decreased to 800 K. 
Determine the equilibrium pressure of 
all entities. 

69. The Haber cycle produces ammonia from 
nitrogen and hydrogen at 500 K. 

 N2(g) + 3 H2(g)   2 NH3(g) 

IMAGE??? - reactor 

 A 10.0 L reactor has an equilibrium 
composition of 0.424 mol N2, 1.272 mol 
H2, and 1.152 mol NH3. Passing through 
the chiller removes 90 % of the 
ammonia. What is the composition once 
equilibrium is re-established? 

70. Acid rain with a pH of 1.7 was measured 
in Wheeling, West Virginia. Use 
additional resources to determine the 
cause of the acidity. 

 

Answers to in-text exercises 

15.20 Kc equals K when all entities in the chemical 
equation are aqueous. 

15.22  3

3

CH COOH

CH COO H
K

 

      

, 
 

2

2

CO H

H OC

P P
K

P
  

The ‘Fizz Keeper’ is a 
product that “Keeps 
soft drinks from going 
flat!” by repressurizing 
the pop bottle with air. 
Explain the science 
behind how the Fizz 
Keeper works. 
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3

2 2

SO

0.5

SO O

P
K

P P
 ,  

 
3

3 CO

CH COOH

CH OH
K

P
  

15.25 No. KP can only be determined for all-gaseous 
systems. 

15.30 2.22·108 bar–2 

15.31 KP equals Kc when Δngas = 0. 

15.40 a) 9.66·10–16 (L/mol)0.5; b) 1.94·10–16 bar–0.5 

15.42 shifts right 

15.49 37.0 mol NaCl/L; 17.1 mol EtOH/L 

15.53 a) shift right; b) shift left; c) no change; d) shift 
right (CH3COONH4 forms); e) shift left 

15.56 salt water 

15.57 Cu2+(aq) + CO3
2–(aq)   CuCO3(s) 

 Cu2+(aq) + 2 CO3
2–(aq)   Cu(CO3)2

2–(aq) 

15.60 a) nothing; b) must shift to products before 
setting up the ICE table 

 In both cases, the ICE table to be solve is 

 

6

mol/L

A B 1 10

0 0.1

0.1

K

x x

x x

 




I

C

E


 

15.62 a) 1.3·10–5 mol/L; b) ??? mol/L; c) ??? mol/L 

15.64 When you solve for x, you will find that it is 
0.09999988, (if it solves at all). This number is not 
negligible when compared with 0.10. 

15.65 [Ag+] = 1.4·10–20 mol/L; [CN–] = 0.080 mol/L; 
[Ag(CN)2

–] = 0.0225 mol/L 

15.68 PCO = 0.646 bar; PCl2
 = 0.646 bar; PCOCl2

 = 39.3 
bar 

15.70 a) 0.75 bar (O2 is limiting); b) 0.57 bar; c) 0.75 bar 
(equilibrium is unchanged) 

15.78 
eff

a1
a1

K
K

K
  

15.80 [CO3
2–]eq = 4.71·10–11 mol/L 

15.85 a) 3.88; b) 5.62; c) 0.329 L 

15.88 a) 6.85 mol/L; b) 7.33 
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Chapter 16. Acid-Base Equilibria 

Acids and bases are ubiquitous in the world. They play a critical role in chemical reactions, from 
creating an environment conducive to reaction to catalyzing the reaction itself. Weak acids and 
bases are critical to life itself. 

Table 16.1 A selection of acids and bases common in society. 

Chemical name (other names) Formula Use
acetic acid (vinegar) CH3COOH cleaning, cooking

acetylsalicylic acid (Aspirin™) C9H8O4 headaches, blood thinner, anti-inflammatory

ascorbic acid (vitamin C) C6H8O6 vitamin, antioxidant

calcium carbonate CaCO3 antacid (TUMS™, Rolaids™)

citric acid C6H8O7 fruit juice

hydrochloric acid (muriatic acid) HCl cleaner

magnesium hydroxide Mg(OH)2 antacid (Milk of Magnesia, Mylanta™)

salicylic acid C7H6O3 skin cream, acne treatment, wart remover

sodium hydrogen carbonate (baking soda) NaHCO3 baking, odour remover, Alka-Seltzer™

sodium hydroxide (lye) NaOH drain cleaner, soap making

sodium hypochlorite NaOCl bleach

sulfuric acid H2SO4 automotive batteries

Foods are generally acidic.Drugs and toxins are generally bases: cocaine, snake venom, nerve agents, ….  

Terminology 

Strong acids and bases ionize completely in solution. (Discussed in section 16.2.) 

Weak acids and bases do not ionize completely; they reach equilibrium in solution. 

Based on the Brønsted-Lowry definition,  





Monoprotic acids

Monobasic bases
 can 

donate

accept

 
 
 

 one proton. 





Polyprotic acids

Polybasic bases
 can 

donate

accept

 
 
 

 more than one proton.  

Conjugate acid-base pairs are two entities related 
through the exchange of a proton. 

• The stronger the 
acid

base

 
 
 

, the weaker the conjugate 
base

acid

 
 
 

. 

• The conjugate to a weak 
acid

base

 
 
 

 is another weak 
base

acid

 
 
 

. 

• The conjugate to a strong 
acid

base

 
 
 

 does not have any 
basic

acidic

 
 
 

 properties. 

based on the Brønsted Lowry definition
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Examples of conjugate acid-base pairs include 

• For weak acids and bases, both conjugates have acidic or basic properties. 

2 H2O(aq)   H3O
+(aq) + OH–(aq)   {H3O

+, H2O}, {H2O, OH–} 

NH3(aq) + H2O(l)   NH4
+(aq) + OH–(aq)  {NH3, NH4

+}, {H2O, OH–} 

CH3COO–(aq) + H2O(l)   CH3COOH(aq) + OH–(aq) {CH3COO–, CH3COOH},  

       {H2O, OH–} 
• For strong acids and bases, the conjugates do not have appreciable acidic or basic properties. 

HCl(aq)   H+(aq) + Cl–(aq)    {HCl, Cl–} 

HNO3(aq)   H+(aq) + NO3
–(aq)   {HNO3, NO3

–} 

NaOH(aq)   Na+(aq) + OH–(aq)   {NaOH, Na+} 

Chloride, nitrate, and sodium ions are neither acidic nor basic. Consider the dissolution 

NaCl(aq)   Na+(aq) + Cl–(aq) 

The solution remains neutral with a pH of 7.00. 

▼——————————————— 

Identify the conjugate acid-base pairs in the following. 

a) CH3OH(aq)   CH3O
–(aq) + H+(aq) 

b) CH3NH2(aq) + H2O(l)   CH3NH3
+(aq) + OH–(aq) 

Answer: see page 832. 

———————————————▲ 

Amphoteric entities can act as both an acid and base. 

Examples of amphoteric entities include 

 water 

H2O(aq) + X(aq)   XH+(aq) + OH– (aq)  where X is an appropriate conjugate 

H2O(aq) + X(aq)   XOH–(aq) + H+(aq) 

 aluminum hydroxide, Al(OH)3 

Al(OH)3(s) + H2O(l)   Al(OH)4
–(aq) + H+(aq) Al(OH)3 acting as acid 

Al(OH)3(aq) + 3 H+(aq)   Al3+(aq) + 3 H2O(l) Al(OH)3 acting as base 

 Ammonia is amphoteric, but in different environments 

NH3(l)   NH2
–(aq) + H+(aq)    liquid NH3 acting as acid 

NH3(aq) + H2O(l)   NH4
+(aq) + OH–(aq)  aqueous NH3 acting as base 

EXERCISE 16.2 
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▼——————————————— 

Classify the entities in the dissociation of phosphoric acid, H3PO4. 

 The dissociation of phosphoric acid proceeds via the successive loss of three protons. 

H3PO4(aq) 1  H+(aq) + H2PO4
–(aq) 

H2PO4
–(aq) 2  H+(aq) + HPO4

2–(aq) 

HPO4
2–(aq) 3  H+(aq) + PO4

3–(aq) 

 There are three acids (they lose a proton): H3PO4, H2PO4
–, and HPO4

2–. 

◦ H3PO4 and H2PO4
– are polyprotic 

◦ HPO4
2– is monoprotic 

There are three bases (they gain a proton in the reverse reaction): PO4
3–, HPO4

2–, and H2PO4
–. 

◦ HPO4
2– and PO4

3– are polybasic 

◦ H2PO4
– is monobasic 

H2PO4
– and HPO4

2– are amphoteric. 

The conjugate acid-base pairs are: {H3PO4, H2PO4
–}, {H2PO4

–, HPO4
2–}, and {HPO4

2–, 
PO4

3–}. 

▼——————————————— 

Classify the entities in the dissociation of carbonic acid, H2CO3, according to 
their acid-base properties. 

Answer: see page 832. 

———————————————▲ 

EXAMPLE 16.3 

EXERCISE 16.4 
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Table 16.5 Equilibrium constants for the dissociation of selected weak acids. For monoprotic acids, the
equilibrium constant is given the symbol Ka. For polyprotic acids, the equilibrium constants are 
numbered for each successive proton dissociation: Ka1, Ka2, Ka3, … . Additional acid 
dissociation constants are given in appendix B.1.* 

Common name Formula K a(298 K) Common name Formula K a(298 K)

acetic acid CH3COOH 1.8·10-5 hydrocyanic acid HCN 6.2·10-10

ammonium ion NH4
+ 5.6·10-10 hydrofluoric acid HF 6.3·10-4

benzoic acid C6H5COOH 6.3·10-5 hydroxylammonium ion NH3OH+ 9.1·10-7

chloroacetic acid CH2ClCOOH 1.3·10-3 hypochlorous acid HOCl 4.0·10-8

dichloroacetic acid CHCl2COOH 4.5·10-2 hypoiodous acid HOI 3.2·10-11

trichloroacetic acid CCl3COOH 2.2·10-1 iodic acid HIO3 1.7·10-1

chlorous acid HClO2 1.1·10-2 lactic acid C2H5OCOOH 1.4·10-4

ethanol CH3CH2OH 3.2·10-16 methylammonium ion H3CNH3
+ 2.2·10-11

formic acid HCOOH 1.8·10-4 nitrous acid HNO2 5.6·10-4

hydrazinium ion N2H5
+ 3.3·10-9 pyridinium ion C5H5NH+ 6.6·10-6

ascorbic acid H2C6H6O6 K a1 = 9.1·10-5 phosphoric acid H3PO4 K a1 = 6.9·10-3

HC6H6O6
– K a2 = 2.0·10-12 H2PO4

– K a2 = 6.2·10-8

carbonic acid H2CO3 K a1 = 4.5·10-7 HPO4
2– K a3 = 4.8·10-13

HCO3
– K a2 = 4.7·10-11 phosphorus acid H3PO3 K a1 = 5.0·10-2

hydrosulfuric acid H2S K a1 = 8.9·10-8 H2PO3
– K a2 = 2.0·10-7

HS– K a2 = 1.0·10-19 sulfuric acid H2SO4 K a1 >> 1

oxalic acid H2C2O4 K a1 = 5.6·10-2 HSO4
– K a2 = 1.1·10-2

HC2O4
– K a2 = 1.5·10-4 sulfurous acid H2SO3 K a1 = 1. 4·10-2

HSO3
– K a2 = 6.3·10-8

Source: CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics , CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl., 2004.

1. The dimensionality of the equilibrium constant depends on the reaction stoichiometry.

2. Most equilibrium constants are only known to two significant digits, or fewer.

polyprotic acids

monoprotic acids

Acid dissociation constants1,2

 

                                                 
* Unless stated otherwise, all reactions in this chapter are assumed to occur at 298 K and in aqueous solution. 
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16.1 Acid-base theories 

Of the many acid-base theories developed over time, three are still in use. 

Table 16.6 Common acid-base theories. 

Year Theory Acid Base Comments
fails for NH3 and similar bases; 
limited to protic solvents

limited to protic solvents

1880 Arrhenius H+ donor OH– donor

the most general theorye– pair donore– pair acceptorLewis1923

1923 H+ donor H+ acceptorBrønsted-Lowry

 
Arrhenius theory assumes that bases donate hydroxide, which is true for most bases, but not 
entities that accept a proton from the solvent.  

NaOH(aq)  Na+(aq) + OH–(aq) 

Brønsted-Lowry theory correctly accounts for all acids and bases in protic solvents, such as 
water, ammonia, and alcohols. Protic solvents are able to act as a proton donor. Nitrogen bases 
are Brønsted-Lowry bases, but not Arrhenius bases. 

NH3(aq) + H2O(l)   NH4
+(aq) + OH–(aq) 

Using the Brønsted-Lowry theory, the reaction of an acid and base forms a salt and a molecular 
covalent entity, usually water. 

HCl(aq) + NaOH(aq)   NaCl(aq) + H2O(l) 

HCl(aq) + NaOCl(aq)   NaCl(aq) + HOCl(aq) 

Lewis theory is the most general acid-base theory, and is the only acid-base theory applicable in 
non-aqueous environments. Lewis theory proposes that a base donates an electron pair to an 
acid, forming an adduct. (This was introduced as a coordination bond in Chapter 5.) Comparing to 
neutralization in the Brønsted-Lowry theory, the salt is the adduct. 


acidbase

adduct

B: A B–A 
 

16.7 

In the reaction of methylamine with boron hydride, methylamine is acting as a Lewis base, 
donating electrons to boron hydride, a Lewis acid. 

CH3NH2(aq) + BH3(aq)   CH3NH2BH3(aq) 

 –

H3C

H H

N

 —–

B

H

H H   —

H3C

H H

N B

HH

H
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Acids and bases in society 

Foods generally contain acids while cleaning products and toxins frequently contain bases. 

 Acids: acetic acid (vinegar), citric acid, ascorbic acid (vitamin C) 

 Bases: ammonia, soap, detergent, cocaine, snake and spider venom 

If you are in acids and bases, either as food or through accidental contact, 

 • acids have a sour taste. If concentrated, pain is immediate. 

 • bases have a bitter taste and feel slippery. If concentrated, pain is delayed. 

Following exposure to equal concentrations of acid and base, an individual would suffer worse 
injuries from the base exposure than the acid exposure. (This chapter explains why.) 

An excess of any chemical is detrimental to the body. This excess can be in the form of long-
term exposure to low concentrations of a chemical (breathing automobile fumes on the daily commute to 

school and work) or a single exposure to high concentration of a chemical (dropping an automobile 

battery and being splashed with concentrated acid). Combining the two — long-term exposure to high 
concentrations of an chemical — is obviously worse, and happens regularly. Not in chemical 
laboratories or factories where safety is a priority, but in homes and workplaces where 
complacency is common. 

Is the general public able to purchase hazardous and/or toxic chemicals in concentrated form? 
You bet. Suprisingly, the rigorous labelling and storage requirements seen in chemical 
laboratories for the safe shipping, storage, and use of chemicals (MSDS sheets, WHMIS labels, NFPA 

labels, DOT shipping placards, etc.) doesn’t apply when the same chemical is sold in a local hardware 
store! The vast majority of hazardous chemicals sold to the consumer fit in a single 
classification: cleaners. 

The sole purpose of cleaners is to remove or degrade other chemicals: oven cleaners, automobile 
engine cleaners, wall/floor cleaners, paint brush cleaners, etc. Cleaners are known by other 
names: nail polish remover, hot tub chemicals, hair dyes, etc. Many professions use concentrated 
cleaners regularly, yet have little understanding of the hazards of those chemicals: homemakers, 
artists, mechanics, hair stylists, and of course, custodians. 
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16.2 Solvent effects 

Strong acids and bases 

For every solvent, the strongest possible acid/base is the acid/base produced by the solvent.  

For water, the strongest acid is the hydrogen ion, H+ (sometimes called hydron), and the 
strongest base is hydroxide, OH–. Acids/bases that are stronger than the solvent react with the 
solvent, leaving the acid/base of the solvent — hence the term strong acids/bases. This reduction 
in strength to that of the solvent is known as the leveling effect of the solvent. 

The entities in table 16.10 are strong in aqueous solution, meaning that they dissociate or react to 
produce H+ or OH–.In order to rank the entities in order of strength, the solvent is changed and 
the acid tested to determine if it is strong or not. Experiments in diethyl ether, (CH3CH2)O, show 
that HClO4 is the strongest acid. 

Strong acids and bases ionize completely in solution, with [HA] ≈ 0 and [BOH] ≈ 0  

HA   H+ + A– 
 a

H A

HA
K

           16.8 

BOH   B+ + OH– 
 b

B OH

BOH
K

           16.9 

Table 16.10 Common strong acids and bases in water. 

HCl hydrochloric LiOH lithium hydroxide H– (NaH) hydride ion

HBr hydrobromic NaOH sodium hydroxide NH2
– (NaNH2) amide ion

HI hydroiodic KOH potassium hydroxide O2– (Na2O) oxide ion

HNO3 nitric RbOH rubidium hydroxide S2– (Na2S) sulfide ion

H2SO4 sulfuric CsOH cesium hydroxide Li, Na, K, … group I metals

HClO3 chloric Ca(OH)2 calcium hydroxide Al aluminum

HClO4 perchloric Sr(OH)2 strontium hydroxide R– carbanion

HBrO3 bromic Ba(OH)2 barium hydroxide

HBrO4 perbromic

HIO4 periodic

R+ carbocations

Common strong basesCommon strong acids

 
Hydrolysis is the reaction of an entity with water. Some acids and bases form through hydrolysis. 
For example, the leveling effect is evident in the reaction of sodium oxide with water. Oxide is a 
stronger base than hydroxide, so it reacts with water to form the strongest possible base in water: 
hydroxide. 

Na2O(s)   2 Na+(aq) + O2–(aq)  salt dissociates in water 

O2–(aq) + H2O(l)   2 OH–(aq)   hydrolysis of oxide anion 
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DEMO Sodium is also a strong base. Hydrolysis produces hydroxide ions and hydrogen gas. 
  Na(s) + 2 H2O(l)   2 Na+(aq) + 2 OH–(aq) + H2(g) 
 Sodium in water, petri dish, overhead projector, acid, and indicator. 

▼——————————————— 

Complete the following hydrolysis reactions 

a) R+(aq) + H2O(l)   ? 

b) R–(aq) + H2O(l)   ? 

c) Al(s) + H2O(l)   ? 

d) NaNH2(aq) + H2O(l)   ? 

Answer: see page 832. 

———————————————▲ 

Weak acids and bases 

Weak acids and bases do not completely dissociate in solution. An equilibrium is established 

where the solution contains some of the undissociated 
acid

base

 
 
 

, some of the conjugate 
base

acid

 
 
 

, 

and some 
hydron.

hydroxide.





 

HA   H+ + A– 
 a

H A

HA
K

         

B+ + H2O   BOH + H+ 
 

a

BOH H

B
K





  
  

 

16.12 

 

A– + H2O   HA + OH– 
 

b

HA OH

A
K





  
  

 

BOH   B+ + OH– 
 b

B OH

BOH
K

         

16.13 

The first reactions in 16.12 and 16.13 give the direct formation of hydron and hydroxide, 
respectively. The second reactions are the hydrolysis formation of hydron and hydroxide. 

EXERCISE 16.11 
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the Ka of H2O at 298 K. 

 Ka is defined to include the acid concentration, which is water in this example.  

 The equilibrium reaction is given by 

H2O(l)   H+(aq) + OH–(aq)  
 a

2

H OH

H O
K

         

 The equilibrium equation can be reframed as 

    
w

a
2 2

14
16

H OH

H O H O

1.00·10
1.80·10

55.56

K
K

 




       

 

 

▼——————————————— 

Write the acidic or basic reactions that occur with each of the following 

a) NH4NO3 

b) CH3CH2CH2CH2Li (butyl lithium) 

a) NH4NO3 is a salt that dissociates completely in water. 

NH4NO3(s)   NH4
+(aq) + NO3

–(aq) 

Considering the ions, 

i) the ammonium ion is not strong. It is listed in table 16.5 as a weak acid. Therefore, 
ammonium reacts further in solution. 

NH4
+(aq)   NH3(aq) + H+(aq) 

ii) the nitrate ion is the conjugate to nitric acid, a strong acid. Nitrate has no acidic or 
basic properties and does not undergo any acidic or basic reactions. 

b) Butyl lithium is an organic salt that dissociates completely in water. 

CH3CH2CH2CH2Li(l)   CH3CH2CH2CH2
–(aq) + Li+(aq) 

Considering the ions, 

i) the CH3CH2CH2CH2
– ion is in table 16.10 as a carbanion, R–, which is a strong base 

that reacts vigorously with water.  

CH3CH2CH2CH2
–(aq) + H2O(l)   CH3CH2CH2CH3(g) + OH–(aq) 

ii) the lithium ion is the conjugate to lithium hydride, a strong base. The lithium ion has 
no acidic or basic properties. 

EXAMPLE 16.14 

EXAMPLE 16.15 
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▼——————————————— 

Write the acidic or basic reactions that occur with each of the following 

a) NaOCl (household bleach)   c) NH4OCl 

b) NaCl  d) H2SO4 

Answer: see page 832. 

———————————————▲ 

Table 16.17 The relative strength of selected conjugate acid-base pairs. All strong acids react with water to 
give H+ (or H3O

+, see the essay on page 418). All strong bases react with water to give hydroxide. 

hydrochloric acid HCl chloride ion Cl–

sulfuric acid H2SO4 hydrogen sulfate ion HSO4
–

hydronium ion H3O
+ water H2O

hydrogen sulfate ion HSO4
– sulfate ion SO4

2–

hydrofluoric acid HF fluoride ion F–

ascorbic acid H2C6H6O6 hydrogen ascorbate ion HC6H6O6
–

acetic acid CH3COOH acetate ion CH3COO–

carbonic acid H2CO3 hydrogen carbonate ion HCO3
–

ammonium ion NH4
+ ammonia NH3

hydrogen carbonate ion HCO3
– carbonate ion CO3

2–

hydrogen ascorbate ion HC6H6O6
– ascorbate ion C6H6O6

2–

water H2O hydroxide ion OH–

ethanol CH3CH2OH ethoxide ion CH3CH2O
–

ammonia NH3 amide ion NH2
–

strong
bases

no acidic 
properties

no basic 
properties

strong
acids

Acid Base

in
cr

ea
si

n
g 

ac
id

 s
tr

en
gt

h

in
creasin

g b
ase stren

gth

 

The conjugate to a strong 
acid

base

 
 
 

 has no 
basic

acidic

 
 
 

 properties and gives a neutral solution.  

NaCl(s)   Na+(aq) + Cl–(aq) 

In sodium chloride: chloride is the conjugate to hydrochloric acid (a strong acid), sodium ion is the 
conjugate to sodium hydroxide (a strong base). When dissolved in water, neither sodium nor 
chloride affect the pH of water, leaving a neutral solution. 

Percent dissociation 

Another measure of acid/base strength is the amount of weak acid or base that is dissociated in 
solution, often reported as a percentage. 

100 %
Change

Percent dissociation
Initial

   
 

 16.18 

 

EXERCISE 16.16 
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the hydron concentration and percent dissociation of a 0.10 mol/L 
acetic acid solution. 

 Acetic acid, CH3COOH, is a weak acid with Ka = 1.8·10–5 mol/L. The acid dissociation 
reaction and ICE table are 

3 3

mol/L

CH COOH CH COO H

0.10 0 0

0.10

x x x

x x x

 

  


I

C

E



 
 

3

a
3

H CH COO

CH COOH
K

         

 Substitution into the Ka equation gives 

3

2 2
5

assume
 is neg.

3 1.3 10
check : 0.013 0.05

0.10

mol
1.8 10

L 0.10 mol L 0.10 mol L

mol
1.32 10

L

x

change

initial

x x

x

x






 
 

  


  



valid!

 

 [H+] = x = 1.3·10–3 mol/L 
31.3 10

100 %
0.01

1.3 %

Percent dissociation
 

  
 



 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the hydron concentration and percent dissociation of 1.0·10–2, 
1.0·10–3, and 1.0·10–4 mol/L acetic acid solutions. 

Answer: see page 832. 

———————————————▲ 

In the above example and exercise, the percent dissociation increases with increasing dilution. 
All weak acids and bases approach 100 percent dissociation with increasing dilution. 

EXAMPLE 16.19 

EXERCISE 16.20 
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16.3 Factors affecting acid and base strength 

Looking critically at aqueous acids and bases, we realize that hydron, H+, is the acid and 
hydroxide, OH–, is the base. Since hydron and hydroxide are common to all acids and bases, they 
obviously do not affect acid/base strength. The only variable between different acids and bases is 
the conjugate. 

HA(aq)   H+(aq) + A–(aq)   BOH(aq)   B+(aq) + OH–(aq) 

B+(aq) + H2O(l)   BOH(aq) + H+(aq)  A–(aq) + H2O(l)   HA(aq) + OH–(aq) 

It is the stability of the solvated 
–

+

A

B

  
 
  

 compared to 
HA

BOH

 
 
 

 that determines 
acid

base

 
 
 

 strength. 

If 
–

+

A

B

  
 
  

 is very stable compared with 
HA

BOH

 
 
 

, the 
acid

base

 
 
 

 is strong and dissociates completely. 

Three main factors control the stability of 
–

+

A

B

  
 
  

: 

• electronegativity 

• size 

• charge 

Electronegativity: the more 
electronegative

electropositive

 
 
 

 the atoms in 
A

B





  
 
  

, the stronger the 
acid

base

 
 
 

 

because the conjugate is better able to stabilize the resulting charge. Oxygen, fluorine, and/or 
chlorine atoms increase acid strength, as shown in table 16.21 for the chlorinated acetic acid 
series. Addition of electronegative bromide to ammonia decreases the base strength. 

Size: The greater the size of 
A

B





  
 
  

, the stronger the 
acid.

base.





 Increased size allows for charge to 

be delocalized over a greater region. The acid strength in the HClOx series increases with the 
increasing number of oxygen atoms. 

Charge: The greater the ion charge, the weaker the 
acid

base

 
 
 

 strength because the attraction 

between 
H  and A

B  and OH

n

n

 

 

  
 
  

 increases. The increasing charges in the phosphoric acid series in 

16.21 decreases the acid strength. 
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Table 16.21 Selected entities with systematically varying electronegativity, size, and/or charge, illustrating 
the effect of these factors on acid/base stability. The lower the pK, the greater the dissociation 
and stronger the entity. 

Size K a Charge K a

CH3COOH 1.8·10–5 HClO 4.0·10–8 H3PO4 6.9·10–3

CH2ClCOOH 1.3·10–3 HClO2 1.1·10–2 H2PO4
– 6.2·10–8

CHCl2COOH 4.5·10–2 HClO3 <strong > HPO4
2– 4.8·10–13

CCl3COOH 2.2·10–1 HClO4 <strong >

H2SO4 <strong >

NH3 1.8·10–5 HNO2 5.6·10–4 HSO4
– 1.1·10–2

CH3NH2 4.5·10–4 HNO3 <strong >

NH2Br 2.5·10–8

bases – K b

acids

Electronegativity

acids

Other oxoanion series
have the same trend.

Other polyprotic entities
have the same trend.

acids – K a

 

▼——————————————— 

In the series {HF, HCl, HBr, HI},  

a) identify the strongest acid based on  

i) electronegativity 

ii) size 

b) The answers in a) lead to different predictions. Which factor has a greater influences on the 
acid strength for this series? 

Answer: see page 832. 

———————————————▲ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXERCISE 16.22 
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16.4 Relationship between Ka and Kb 

The relationship between Ka and Kb can be determined by considering the acidic and basic 
reactions involving A–. 

HA(aq)   H+(aq) + A–(aq)    
 a

H A

HA
K

         

A–(aq) + H2O(l)   HA(aq) + OH–(aq)  
 

b

HA OH

A
K





  
  

 

————————————————————————————— 

H2O(l)   H+(aq) + OH–(aq)    a bK K K  

    

H A
K

       


 HA

 HA OH

A





  
  

w

H OH

K

        


 

a b wK K K  relationship between Ka and Kb 16.23 

▼——————————————— 

Show that 16.23 also can be derived by solving the Ka and Kb equations for 
[HA] and equating. 

———————————————▲ 

When an entity is polyprotic, the relationship is slightly more complex. Consider the dissociation 
of phosphoric acid, a triprotic acid. 

H3PO4(aq) 1  H+(aq) + H2PO4
–(aq)    Ka1 = 6.9·10–3 mol/L 

H2PO4
–(aq) 2  H+(aq) + HPO4

2–(aq)    Ka2 = 6.2·10–8 mol/L 

HPO4
–(aq) 3  H+(aq) + PO4

3–(aq)    Ka3 = 4.8·10–13 mol/L 

The complementary basic reactions involving phosphate are 

PO4
3–(aq) + H2O(l) 1  HPO4

2–(aq) + OH–(aq)  Kb1 

HPO4
2–(aq) + H2O(l) 2  H2PO4

–(aq) + OH–(aq)  Kb2
 

H2PO4
–(aq) + H2O(l) 3  H3PO4(aq) + OH–(aq)  Kb3 

EXERCISE 16.24 
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To determine the relationship between Ka and Kb, we need to find the basic reaction that, when 
combined with an acidic reaction, returns Kw. For reaction 1 with Ka1, the basic reaction must 
contain H2PO4

– and H3PO4. This is Kb3. When comparing Ka1 and Kb3, we confirm they add to 
Kw. 

H3PO4(aq) a1K  H+(aq) + H2PO4
–(aq) 

H2PO4
–(aq) + H2O(l) b3K  H3PO4(aq) + OH–(aq) 

————————————————————————— 

H2O(l)   H+(aq) + OH–(aq)   Kw = Ka1 · Kb3 

For all the acidic dissociations of phosphoric acid, 

w a1 b3K K K  ——— w a2 b2K K K  ——— w a3 b1K K K   

▼——————————————— 

Calculate all the Kb values for phosphoric acid and confirm the conjugate base 
strength is inversely proportional to the acid strength. That is, H3PO4 is the 

strongest acid and H2PO4
– is the weakest base. 

Answer: see page 832. 

———————————————▲ 

16.5 The pX scale 

Review the significant digits rules for logarithm/inverse logarithm operations on page 22 prior 
to completing this section and the remainder of this chapter. 

Logarithmic scales are convenient when a variable changes by several orders of magnitude. This 
is common in chemical systems. Consider the hydrogen ion concentration, which commonly 
ranges from 1.0 mol/L to 1.0·10–14 mol/L: fourteen orders of magnitude. Over this expanse, the 
pH ranges from 0.00 to 14.00. 

 
The penny is approximately 1.5 mm thick. A distance fourteen orders of magnitude larger is the 
distance between the Earth and the Sun: 150 million kilometers! 

pH is one common example of a pX function, where pX is defined as  

 p logX X   p10 XX   16.26 

Some pX examples include 

 

2
3 3pH log H pCO log CO

pOH log OH p logK K

 



         
     

 16.27 

EXERCISE 16.25 
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Beyond chemistry, the decibel scale (sound intensity) and richter scale (earthquake intensity) are other 
examples of logarithmic scales. 

Fluorination of drinking water 

Water treatment stations add fluoride to water as a preventative measure against tooth decay. 
Fluoride electrodes (like pH electrodes, but sensitive to fluoride ions) measure the pF in the outgoing 
water and control the input to maintain the fluoride concentration within the acceptable range. 

▼——————————————— 

The fluoride concentration in drinking water ranges from 1.0 to 8.0 ppm by 
mass. Determine the corresponding pF range. (Hint: you must convert from ppm to 

moles per liter.) 

Answer: see page 832. 

———————————————▲ 

Consider the ionization of pure water. At 298 K, Kw = 1.00·10–14 

 
2H O l

I

C

E

   
mol/L

H aq OH aq

0 0

x x

x x

 

 



  

14
w

2 14

7

H OH 1.00 10

1.00 10

1.00 10

K

x

x

  





        
 

 

 

Since [H+] = x,  7pH log 1.00 10 7.000    , and is also equal to the pOH. 

Consider the equations we have for Kw. Taking the negative logarithm of the entire equation 
leads to another equation. 

14
w

w a b w a b

H OH 1.00 10 pH pOH 14.000

p p p 14.000

K

K K K K K K

             
    

 16.29 

EXERCISE 16.28 
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▼——————————————— 

What is the range of the pH 
scale in water? 

It is common to use strong acids and strong 
bases that are 1.0 mol/L, corresponding to pH 
of 0.00 and 14.00. It is possible to estimate the 
range of the pH scale by considering the 
concentration of pure acids and bases: 15 
mol/L for nitric acid and 19 mol/L for sodium 
hydroxide, corresponding to pH of –1.17 and 
15.28. Once activities are considered, the pH 
range extends from –2 to 16 in aqueous 
solution. 

common range

absolute range

pH 2 0 7 14 16    


 

▼——————————————— 

Normal body temperature 
is 37 °C (310 K). At this 

temperature, the self-ionization equilibrium 
constant of water is 2.38·10–14 (mol/L)2. 
Determine the pH of pure water at 37 °C. 

Answer: see page 832. 

———————————————▲ 

EXAMPLE 16.31 

EXERCISE 16.32 

pH

0 battery acid

1 stomach acid

2 lemon juice, vinegar

3 soda pop, wine

4 orange & apple juice, tomatoes, beer

5 coffee, tea, natural rainwater (5.6)

6 saliva, milk

7 pure water, blood (7.3)

8 baking soda

9 borax

10 washing detergent, hand soap

11 ammonia

12 bleach

13 oven cleaner

14 drain cleaner, lye

in
cr
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n
g 

ac
id

 s
tr

en
gt

h

in
creasin

g b
ase stren

gth

Figure 16.30 The pH of common household products. 
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Examples 

These examples exemplify the range of acid-base equilibria systems that this text expects you to 
be able to understand. This understanding builds a foundation to solve more compex systems you 
may encounter in advanced chemistry courses and your career. 

▼——————————————— 

Calculate the pH of 0.15 mol/L aqueous solutions of HNO3, HOCl, HClO2, 
NH3, NaOCl, and H2SO4. 

 Nitric acid is a strong acid that completely dissociates in solution. 

     3 3

mol/L

HNO aq H aq NO aq

0.15 0 0

0.15 0.15 0.15

0 0.15 0.15

 



I

C

E

 

 pH log 0.15 0.82    

 

 Hypochlorous acid is a weak acid that reaches equilibrium in solution. 

     
mol/L

HOCl aq H aq ClO aq

0.15 0 0

0.15

x x x

x x x

 

  


I

C

E



 

Substitution into the Ka equation gives 

 
8

a

H ClOmol
4.0 10

L HOCl
K

 


          

5

4

2 2
8

assume
 is neg.

5 7.74 10
check : 5.16 10 0.05

0.15

mol
4.0 10

L 0.15 mol L 0.15 mol L

mol
7.74 10

L

x

change

initial

x x

x

x








 
  

  


  



valid!

 

Since [H+] = x, pH = 4.11 

 

EXAMPLE 16.33 
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 Chlorous acid is a weak acid that reaches equilibrium in solution. 

     2 2

mol/L

HClO aq H aq ClO aq

0.15 0 0

0.15

x x x

x x x

 

  


I

C

E



 

It is unlikely the assumption of x being negligible will work, which is confirmed: 

 
22

a
2

H ClOmol
1.1 10

L HClO
K

 


          

2 2
2

assume
 is neg.

0.0406
check : 0.27 0.05

0.15

mol
1.1 10

L 0.15 mol L 0.15 mol L

mol
0.0406

L

x

change

initial

x x

x

x





  

  






NOT VALID!

 

Solving the quadratic returns 
2

2

4.65 10 mol L

3.54 10 mol L
x





  


. The positive root returns all positive 

equilibrium concentrations. 

Since [H+] = x = 3.54·10–2 mol/L and pH = 1.45 

 

 Ammonia is a weak base that reaches equilibrium in solution. 

   
23 H O lNH aq

0.15

0.15

x

x






I

C

E

   4

mol/L

NH aq OH aq

0 0

x x

x x

 

 



 

Substitution into the Kb equation gives 

 
45w

b
a 3

NH OHmol
1.8 10

L NH

K
K

K

 


           

3

2 2
5

assume
 is neg.

3 1.63 10
check : 0.011 0.05

0.15

mol
1.8 10

L 0.15 mol L 0.15 mol L

mol
1.63 10

L

x

change

initial

x x

x

x






 
  

  


 



valid!

 

Since [OH–] = x, we can calculate pOH = 4.79 

pH = 14 – pOH = 9.21 
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 Sodium hypochlorite is a salt that completely dissociates in solution. 

NaOCl(s)   Na+(aq) + OCl–(aq) 

The sodium ion is the conjugate of a strong base and does not react with water. 
Hypochlorite is a weak base and undergoes hydrolysis, reaching equilibrium in solution. 

   
2H O lOCl aq

0.15

0.15

x

x

 




I

C

E

   
mol/L

HOCl aq OH aq

0 0

x x

x x



 



 

Substitution into the Kb equation gives 

 7w
b

a

HOCl OHmol
2.5 10

L OCl

K
K

K






     
  

 

4

3

2 2
7

assume
 is neg.

4 1.94 10
check : 1.3 10 0.05

0.15

mol
2.5 10

L 0.15 mol L 0.15 mol L

mol
1.94 10

L

x

change

initial

x x

x

x








 
  

  


  



valid!

 

Since [OH–] = x, we can calculate pOH = 3.71 

pH = 14 – pOH = 10.29 

 

 Sulfuric acid is diprotic. The first proton is strong and the second weak. For the first 
proton: 

     2 4 4

mol/L

H SO aq H aq HSO aq

0.15 0 0

0.15 0.15 0.15

0 0.15 0.15

 



I

C

E

 

For the second proton, note that there is an initial hydron concentration from the first 
dissociation. 

     2
4 4

mol/L

HSO aq H aq SO aq

0.15 0.15 0

0.15 0.15

x x x

x x x

  

  
 

I

C

E
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It is unlikely the assumption will be valid. Substitution into the Ka2 equation and solving 
the quadratic gives 

2
42

a2

4

H SOmol
1.1 10

L HSO
K

 




        
  

 

 2

1

3

0.15 mol Lmol
1.1 10

L 0.15 mol L

1.71 10 mol L

9.67 10 mol L

x x

x

x








 



 




  

The positive root returns all positive equilibrium concentrations. 

[H+] = 0.15 mol/L + x = 0.16 mol/L 

pH = 0.80 

▼——————————————— 

Calculate the pH of 0.35 mol/L aqueous solutions of HClO4, benzoic acid, 
CCl3CO2H, CH3NH2, NaF, and H2CrO4. 

Answer: see page 832. 

———————————————▲ 

Disinfecting swimming pools 

Commercial swimming pools commonly use chlorine or ozone to provide continuous low-level 
disinfection. Historically, chlorine was stored as a liquid, but chlorine is corrosive and toxic and 
requires specialized storage and handling. People have been injured and killed from accidental 
releases. New technologies allow for on-demand electrolytic production of ozone or chlorine. 

Electrolysis of air converts oxygen to ozone, which is then injected into the water. 

 3 O2(g) 0.847 V  2 O3(g) 2H O  2 O3(aq) 

An ozone generator producing 2.0 % gaseous ozone by mass produces an equilibrium aqueous 
ozone concentration of 7.0 ppm by mass. Ozone is corrosive and toxic. A pool concentration of 
0.05±0.01 ppm balances the need for disinfection with the need for minimal irritation. Ozone 
reacts with organic entities and is lost through evolution as a gas. Increased pool use increases 
the rate of ozone loss. 

Chlorine dissolves in water and then establishes equilibrium 

 Cl2(aq) + H2O(l)   HOCl(aq) + HCl(aq)  K(298 K) = 4.49·10–4 mol/L 

This reaction rapidly acidifies the pool — acidic water degrades metal components and the grout 
holding the tiles to the walls. Sodium hydroxide and buffering chemicals are added to maintain a 
pH between 7.2 and 7.6. (Section 16.8 discusses buffers.) 

EXAMPLE 16.34 
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The active disinfecting agent is hypochlorous acid, HOCl. Hypochlorous acid and hypochlorite 
(collectively called active chlorine) are corrosive and toxic. Hypochlorous acid, being neutrally 
charged, is also lost through evolution.  

 HOCl(aq)   H+(aq) + OCl–(aq)  Ka = 2.95·10–8 mol/L, pKa = 7.53 

  

0.0

0.3

0.5

0.8

1.0

6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5

pH

F
ra

ct
io

n
 in

 s
ol

u
ti

on

HOCl

ClO–

Total active chlorine = 0.5 ppm

 
by mass. Electrolysis of the saline pool water converts chloride to hypochlorous acid and 
maintains an active chlorine concentration of 0.5 ppm. 

 Cl–(aq) + H+(aq) + H2O(l) 1.482 V  HOCl(aq) + H2(g) 

16.6 Dilute solutions and very weak acids and bases 

Consider how ICE tables are completed: we routinely set the initial concentrations to zero for 
entities not obviously present. 

mol/L

HA H A

M 0 0

 
I

C

E



  
mol/L

BOH B OH

M 0 0

 
I

C

E



 

This assumption is incorrect for hydron and hydroxide given the ionization of water:  

H2O(l)   H+(aq) + OH–(aq) 

ICE tables assume that the ionization of water contributes negligibly to the 
hydron

hydroxide

 
 
 

 

concentration when other 
acids

bases

 
 
 

 are present. This assumption fails when we consider very 

dilute or very weak acidic and basic solutions. Specifically, the assumption is likely to fail when 

• Ka or Kb is less than 10–10 mol/L 

• [HA] or [BOH] is less than 10–4 mol/L 

Alternatively, realize that neutral water has a pH of 7.00. If you calculate the pH of a solution to 
be between 5.00 and 9.00, the contribution from water must be considered. For example, the 
concentrations are very dilute near the equivalence point in titrations (see section 16.10). 

The protonated form of hypochlorous acid, HOCl, 
has about 80 times greater disinfecting power 
than hypochlorite because hypochlorous acid is 
not ionic and more readily passes through 
bacterial cell walls. Maintaining the pH below 7.2 
ensures the dominant entity is hypochlorous acid. 

Alternatively, hypochlorous acid can be produced 
electrolytically. In these pools, sodium chloride 
(table salt) is added to a concentration of 3000 ppm
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To solve systems containing very dilute or very weak acidic and basic solutions, we must take 
into account the ionization of water. Often this means more than one equilibrium is dominant, 
and we must solve it as a multiple equilibria system. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the pH of a 2.8·10–8 mol/L hydrochloric acid solution. 

 As a strong acid, hydrochloric acid dissociates completely in solution. 

     
8

mol/L

8 8 8

8 8

HCl aq H aq Cl aq

2.8 10 0 0

2.8 10 2.8 10 2.8 10

0 2.8 10 2.8 10

 



  

 




   
 

I

C

E

 

 If [H+] is 2.8·10–8 mol/L, the pH is 7.55. This suggests that an acidic solution produces a 
basic pH? Obviously, this is incorrect. 

 To obtain the correct pH, we must include the ionization of water. 

 
2H O l

I

C

E

   
8

mol/L

8

H aq OH aq

2.8 10 0

2.8 10

x x

x x

 








 
  



 

Since hydrochloric acid is strong, there is only one equilibrium in this system. Solving the 
Kw equation, we find that x is not negligible and that we must use the quadratic formula. 

 8
w

8

7

2.8 10

8.70 10

1.15 10

K x x

x







  

  
 

  

The positive root returns all positive equilibrium concentrations. 

[H+] = 2.8·10–8 + 8.7·10–8 = 1.15·10–7 mol/L 

pH = 6.94 slightly acidic, as expected 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the pH of a 1.0·10–7 mol/L hydrochloric acid solution. 

Answer: see page 832. 

EXAMPLE 16.35 

EXERCISE 16.36 
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the pH of a 7.29·10–6 mol/L hydrofluoric acid solution. 

 Hydrofluoric acid is weak and the solution is very dilute. Thus, there is more than one 
equilibrium, so the multiple equilibria method must be used. 

HF(aq)   H+(aq) + F–(aq) 
 

4
a

H F mol
6.3 10

HF L
K

 


          

H2O(l)   H+(aq) + OH–(aq) w H OHK           

The unknowns in this system are the equilibrium H+, HF, F–, and OH– concentrations. Two 
equations are given above. Two other equations are mass balance and charge balance.  

Since there is one source of fluorine, a mass balance equation on fluorine gives 

   A Ainit eq
A AR R  

     init eq eq
1 mol F 1 mol F 1 mol F

HF HF F
1 mol HF 1 mol HF 1 mol F


   

7.29·10-6 mol/L = [HF] + [F–] 

The charge balance equation is 

[H+] = [F–] + [OH–] 

 Solving for [H+], starting from Ka, gives 

    6

a substitute HF 7.29 10 mol L FH F HFK                  

 mol6
a L

substitute F H OHH F 7.29 10 FK                                 

   
w

mol6
a L

substitute OH
H

H H OH 7.29 10 H OH

K

K





     



                      

     

 

mol6w w
a L

H H 7.29 10 H
H H

K K
K   

 

                             
 

 The final equation has one unknown: [H+]. Solving for [H+] using a method from 
Appendix A followed by substitution into the preceding equations gives 

[H+] = 7.2·10–6 mol/L pH = 5.14 

[OH–] = 1.4·10–9 mol/L 

[F–] = 7.2·10–6 mol/L 

[HF] = 7.9·10–8 mol/L 

EXAMPLE 16.37 
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the percent ionization of a 7.29·10–6 mol/L hydrofluoric acid 
solution in water. 

Answer: see page 832. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the pH of a 3.94·10–2 mol/L hypoiodous acid solution in water. 

Answer: see page 832. 

———————————————▲ 

16.7 Mixtures of weak acids and bases 

Acids and bases neutralize each other. But what happens when there is a mixture of weak acids 
and weak bases? For example, the dissolution of ammonium hypochlorite, NH4OCl,  

NH4OCl(s) NH4
+(aq) + OCl–(aq) 

produces a solution containing a weak acid and a weak base. These neutralize each other, but the 
product is another weak acid and weak base. Thus, there are two competing neutralization 
reactions. 

       neutralization

4 3neutra

weak acid and weak base weak base an

l

d weak 

izat

ac d

ion

i

NH aq OCl aq NH aq HOCl aq    
 

16.40 

Which neutralization reaction dominates? To answer this question, we need to calculate the 
equilibrium constant for the equilibrium in 16.40. Three reactions add up to 16.40, with the Kw 
reaction needed to remove water. 

NH4
+(aq)   NH3(aq) + H+(aq)    Ka = 5.6·10–10 mol/L 

OCl–(aq) + H2O(l)   HOCl(aq) + OH–(aq) Kb = 2.5·10–7 mol/L 

H+(aq) + OH–(aq)   H2O(l)    K = Kw
–1 

———————————————————————————————————— 

NH4
+(aq) + OCl–(aq)   NH3(aq) + HOCl(aq) 

 210 7

w

5.6 10 2.5 10 mol L
K

K

   
  

      21.4 10K    

Since the equilibrium constant is less than one, the reactants are favoured at equilibrium. That is, 

the products, NH3 and HOCl, are together stronger acids and bases than the reactants, so they 
drive the equilibrium to the left. This result also can be obtained by evaluating the Ka values: 
Ka(HOCl) is greater than Ka(NH4

+), meaning that HOCl is the stronger acid, and the stronger 
acid drives the equilibrium to the left. 

EXERCISE 16.38 

EXERCISE 16.39 
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▼——————————————— 

Conduct an assessment of Kb for NH3 and OCl– and confirm that the same 
result is obtained: NH3 is the stronger base that drives the equilibrium to the 

left. 

▼——————————————— 

A person prepares a cleaning solution by mixing ammonia and vinegar. The 
following equilibrium is eastablished.  

       neutralization +
3 3 3 4neutral

weak acid and weak base weak base and w

ization

eak acid

CH COOH aq NH aq CH COO aq NH aq    

Predict which side is favored at equilibrium by comparing Ka or Kb values. Then calculate the 
equilibrium constant. 

Answer: see page 832. 

———————————————▲ 

Determining the pH of these systems 

A system with multiple weak acids and weak bases has multiple competing equilibria. To 
dermine the pH of these multiple equilibria systems requires using the multiple equilibria 
method. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the pH and equilibrium concentrations of all entities in a solution 
of 0.100 mol/L ammonium hypochlorite. 

 This system is presented above. There are three relevant equilibria 

NH4
+(aq)   NH3(aq) + H+(aq)   

  +
3 10

a

4

NH H mol
5.6 10

LNH
K 



    
  

 

OCl–(aq) + H2O(l)   HOCl(aq) + OH–(aq) 
  –

7
b

HOCl OH mol
2.5 10

LOCl
K 



    
  

 

H2O(l)   H+(aq) + OH–(aq)   w H OHK           

 

 The unknowns in this system are the equilibrium NH4
+, NH3, OCl–, HOCl, H+, and OH– 

concentrations. Three equations are given above. Three other equations are two mass 
balances and the charge balance.  

EXERCISE 16.41 

EXERCISE 16.42 

EXAMPLE 16.43 
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Since there is one source of nitrogen, a mass balance equation on nitrogen gives 

   A Ainit eq
A AR R  

 + +
4 4 3+ +init eq eq

4 4 3

1 mol N 1 mol N 1 mol N
NH NH NH

1 mol NH 1 mol NH 1 mol NH
       

 
0.100 mol/L = [NH4

+] + [NH3] 

Since there is one source of chlorine, a mass balance equation on chlorine gives 

   A Ainit eq
A AR R  

     – –
eqinit eq– –

1 mol Cl 1 mol Cl 1 mol Cl
OCl OCl HOCl

1 mol OCl 1 mol OCl 1 mol HOCl
 

 
0.100 mol/L = [OCl–] + [HOCl] 

The charge balance equation is 

[NH4
+] + [H+] = [OCl–] + [OH–] 

 There are many ways of solving this system of equations. I start by solving for [H+], 
starting from Ka, which gives 

  +
a 4 3 3substitute the N mass balance for NHNH NH HK         

 mol +
a 4 4 4L

substitute the charge balance for NHNH 0.100 NH HK              
 

   mol +
a L

OCl OH H 0.100 OCl OH H HK                                     
 

This isn’t complete yet, but I found it easier to derive an expression for [OCl–]. 

 Solving for [OCl–], starting from Kb, gives 

 b substitute the Cl mass balance for HOClOCl HOCl OHK        
  mol –

b L
solve for OClOCl 0.100 OCl OHK              

 
mol

L

b

0.100 OH
OCl

OHK
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 The final expression from  is substituted into the final expression from . 
mol

L –
a w

b

mol

Lmol +
L

b

substitute the  expression for [OH ]
0.100 OH

OH H
OH

0.100 OH
0.100 OH H H

OH

KK
K

K


 




 



                
                      

mol w
L

w
a

w
b

mol w
L

mol +w
L

w
b

0.100
H

H
H

H

0.100
H

0.100 H H
H

H

K

K
K

K
K

K

K
K

K















 
                

 
                      

 

 Voila! an expression whose only unknown is [H+]. Solving for [H+] using a method from 
Appendix A followed by substitution into the preceding equations gives 

[H+] = 4.73·10–9 mol/L pH = 8.325 

[OH–] = 2.11·10–6 mol/L 

[NH4
+] = 8.94·10–2 mol/L 

[OCl–] = 8.94·10–2 mol/L 

[NH3] = 1.06·10–2 mol/L 

[HOCl] = 1.06·10–2 mol/L 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the pH and equilibrium concentrations of all entities in a solution 
of 0.100 mol/L acetic acid and 0.100 mol/L ammonia. 

Answer: see page 832. 

———————————————▲ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXAMPLE 16.44 
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16.8 Buffers 

Pertaining to acids and bases, a buffer is a system containing a mixture of a weak conjugate 
acid-base pair. A buffered system resists changes in pH with the addition of other acids or bases. 

HA   H+ + A– 16.45 

When applying Le Châtelier’s principle to a system containing HA and A–, because of the 
presence of HA and A–, the hydron concentration will be small, 

 

mol/L

AHA H

HA Asmall







  

I

C

E



 

adding 
acid

base

 
 
 

 to the buffered system shifts the equilibrium 
left

right

 
 
 

, consuming 
A

HA

 
 
 

 and 

most of the added 
+H

OH

  
 
  

. In either case, no dramatic change in the pH is observed provided 

that some HA and A– remain after the addition. That is, the added acid or base is the limiting 
reagent. 

▼——————————————— 

Use table 16.5 to determine if solutions created from the following entities 
could be a buffer? Explain. 

a) NH4Cl, HCl 

 No, this is a mixture of a weak acid and a strong acid. 

b) CH3COOH, CH3COONa 

 Yes, this is a mixture of a weak conjugate acid-base pair: CH3COOH, CH3COO–. 

c) NaCN, LiCN 

 No, both entities dissolve to give CN–; no HCN is present. 

d) N2H4, N2H5Cl 

 Yes, this is a mixture of a weak conjugate acid-base pair: N2H5
+, N2H4. 

e) Na2CO3, NaHCO3 

 Yes, this is a mixture of a weak conjugate acid-base pair: HCO3
–, CO3

2–. 

EXAMPLE 16.46 
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f) HNO2, NaOH 

 This is a mixture of a weak acid and a strong base. Acids and bases neutralize each 
other. Depending on which is in excess, it may or may not be a buffer. 

 If HNO2 is in excess … (For example, assume 1.0 mole HNO2 and 0.7 mole NaOH.) 

       2 22

mol

HNO aq NaNO aqH O lNaOH aq

1.0 000.7

0.7 0.70.70.7

0.700.3 0.7

 

 

I

C

E

 

The above system contains HNO2 and NaNO2, which is a weak conjugate acid-base 
pair. It is a buffer. 

 If NaOH is in excess … (For example, assume 0.3 mole HNO2 and 1.0 mole NaOH.) 

       22 2

mol

H O lHNO aq NaOH aq NaNO aq

00.3 1.0 0

0.30.3 0.3 0.3

0.30 0.7 0.3

 

 

I

C

E

 

The above system contains NaOH and NaNO2, which are a weak base and a strong 
base. It is not a buffer. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the pH when 6.5·10–3 moles of HCl are added to 100 mL of water. 

 Hydrochloric acid is strong and dissociates completely in water. 

     
3

mol

3 3 3

3 3

HCl aq H aq Cl aq

6.5 10 0 0

6.5 10 6.5 10 6.5 10

0 6.5 10 6.5 10

 



  

 




   
 

I

C

E

 

 The hydron concentration is calculated as 
3 + +6.5 10 mol H mol H

0.065 pH 1.19
0.10 L sol'n L sol'n


    

Adding a small amount of a strong acid to 100 mL of pure water changes the pH from 7.00 
to 1.19 — almost six orders of magnitude. 

EXAMPLE 16.47 
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▼——————————————— 

Consider a buffered system prepared by adding 0.850 g NaOCl to 100 mL of 
a 0.285 mol/L HOCl solution. (Assume the volume is constant.) 

a) Determine the pH of the buffer. 

 The moles of sodium hypochlorite and hypochlorous acid are 

0.850 g NaOCl
1mol NaOCl

74.5 g NaOCl
0.0114 mol NaOCl  

100 mL sol'n
1 L sol'n

1000 mL sol'n

0.285 mol HOCl

1 L sol'n
0.0285 mol HOCl  

 Sodium hypochlorite is a salt and dissociates completely in water. 

     
mol

NaOCl aq Na aq OCl aq

0.0114 0 0

0.0114 0.0114 0.0114

0 0.0114 0.0114

 



I

C

E

 

 The hydron concentration can be calculated using an ICE table. 

     
mol

HOCl aq H aq OCl aq

0.0285 0 0.0114

0.0285 0.0114

x x x

x x x

 

  
 

I

C

E



 

Because the ICE table is in moles, we convert to concentration in the equilibrium 
constant equation. 

H OCl
a

HOCl

n n V
K

n

 


2V
H OCl

HOCl

1n n

n V

 
  

Substitution into the Ka equation gives 

 
 

8

7

8

assume
 is neg.

8 1.00 10
check : 8.8 10 0.05

0.0114

0.0114 molmol 0.0114 mol
4.0 10

L 0.0285 mol 0.100 L 0.0285 mol 0.100 L

1.00 10 mol

x

change

initial

x x x

x

x








 
  

  
  

 

  



valid!

 

 

Since  
8

71.00 10 mol mol
H 1.00 10

0.100 L L

x

V


 
    , pH =7.00 

EXAMPLE 16.48 
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b) Determine the pH after 6.5·10–3 mol of HCl are added. 

 The added strong acid neutralizes the hypochlorite in the buffer. Working in moles, 
we can readily determine the remaining amounts of the reactants. Assuming the 
neutralization goes to completion, we have 

     
3

mol

33 3

HOCl aqH aq OCl aq

0.02856.5 10 0.0114

6.5 106.5 10 6.5 10

0.03500 0.0049

 



 

 


   

I

C

E

 

The buffer still exists after the acid is added since the system still contains a mixture 
of a weak conjugate acid-base pair. Repeating step  in part a), the hydron 
concentration can be calculated using an ICE table. 

     
mol

HOCl aq H aq OCl aq

0.0350 0 0.0049

0.0350 0.0049

x x x

x x x

 

  
 

I

C

E



 

Because the ICE table is in moles, we convert to concentration in the equilibrium 
constant equation. 

H OCl
a

HOCl

n n V
K

n

 


2V
H OCl

HOCl

1n n

n V

 
  

Substitution into the Ka equation gives 

 
 

8

6

8

assume
 is neg.

8 2.86 10
check : 5.83 10 0.05

0.0049

0.0049 molmol 0.0049 mol
4.0 10

L 0.0350 mol 0.100 L 0.0350 mol 0.100 L

2.86 10 mol

x

change

initial

x x x

x

x








 
  

  
  

 

  



valid!

 

 

Since  
8

72.86 10 mol mol
H 2.86 10

0.100 L L

x

V


 
    , pH = 6.54 

Adding a small amount of a strong acid to 100 mL of this buffered system changes the pH 
from 7.00 to 6.54 — a factor of 2.9!  

Without a buffer, the pH changed by 5.8. 

With a buffer, the pH changed by 0.5.  
The buffer maintains a relatively constant pH.
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▼——————————————— 

Considering the buffer prepared in 16.48 a), determine the pH after the 
addition of 0.25 grams of sodium hydroxide. 

Answer: see page 832. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the pH when 35 mL of 0.22 mol/L formic acid, HCOOH, is added 
to 65 mL of 0.29 mol/L sodium formate, HCOONa. 

Answer: see page 832. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the pH after 6.5·10–3 mol of HCl are added to the buffer in 16.50. 

Answer: see page 832. 

———————————————▲ 

Henderson-Hasselbalch equation 

The Henderson-Hasselbalch equation allows for the direct calculation of the pH of a buffered 
system without setting up and solving an ICE table. The Henderson-Hasselbalch equation 
implicitly assumes that x is negligible, which means the initial and equilibrium concentrations are 
assumed to be equal. This assumption is valid when both 

• the 
base

acid
 concentration or mole fraction is between 1/10 and 10/1 

• all reagent concentrations are at least 100 times greater than Ka 

To derive the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation, consider a system with an initial concentration of 
acid and conjugate base, [HA]0 and [A–]0. 

 

 

 

 

+

mol/L0 0

0 0

AHA H

HA 0 A

HA A

x x x

x x x









  
 

I

C
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The equilibrium constant equation is given by 

 
  

   
0

0
a

0 assume 0
 is neg.

H AH A H A

HA HA HA
x

x
K

x

    



                    


 

Taking the logarithm of both sides 

     
0 0

a a

0 0

H A H A
log log log

HA HA
K K

                                  
 

EXERCISE 16.49 

EXERCISE 16.50 

EXERCISE 16.51 
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Separate and simplify the right side 

     
0

a

0

A
log log H log

HA
K




            
 

 

realize that –log(X) equal pX 

 
0

a

0

A
p pH log

HA
K

     
 
 

 

solving for pH gives the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation: 

 
0

a

0

A
pH p log

HA
K

     
 
 

 Henderson-Hasselbalch equation 16.52 

 
0

0

A

HA

    may be easily remembered as ‘base over acid’ and are the initial acid and base 

concentrations. 

As both the acid and conjugate base are in the same volume, we find the base:acid concentration 
ratio is the same as the base:acid mole fraction. Either can be used in the Henderson-Hasselbalch 
equation. 

 

A

A

HA

n

V



   
HAn

V

A

HA

n

n


  16.53 

▼——————————————— 

Using a pKa of 4.00, determine the pH when the base:acid ratio equals 1/10, 
10/1, and 1/1. 

Answer: see page 832. 

———————————————▲ 

 

The buffered range corresponds to a pH range of pKa ± 1.00. 

Table 16.55 pH range of common buffers. Citric acid, H3C6H5O7, has two protons with pKa of 3.13 and 
4.78. Since their buffered ranges overlap, citric acid is buffered over a larger range. 

Conjugate acid-base buffered pH range Conjugate acid-base buffered pH range
H3PO4/ H2PO4

– 1.15…3.15 H2PO4
–/ HPO4

2– 6.20…8.20

H3C6H5O7/HC6H5O7
2– 2.13…5.78 NH4

+/NH3 8.25…10.25

CH3COOH/CH3COO– 3.75…5.75 HCO3
–/CO3

2– 9.33…11.33

H2CO3/HCO3
– 5.36…7.36 HPO4

2–/ PO4
3– 11.38…13.38  

EXERCISE 16.54 
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During the titration of a weak analyte (detailed in section 16.10), a buffer is created before the 
equivalence point. Figure 16.56 shows that the pH changes very little with the addition of 
significant amounts of base. After the buffer is depleted (at the equivalence point), the pH rises 
rapidly with the addition of a minute amount of base.  

0

2

4

6

8

p
H

buffered region

adding acid                        
                  adding base

all HA all A–1

1

base

acid


10

1

1

10  
Figure 16.56 A buffered region for a weak acid with pKa = 4.00. 

Buffering the body 

The pH in the human body is primarily buffered by a carbonic acid/hydrogen carbonate, 
H2CO3/HCO3

–, buffer, maintaining a 7.30 pH in the blood. We regulate the carbonic 
acid/hydrogen carbonate buffer physiologically. 

 • Carbonic acid is regulated in the lungs by the carbonic anhydrase enzyme that controls the 
amount of gaseous carbon dioxide that is released. 

 • Hydrogen carbonate is regulated in the kidneys, which collect and excrete it as necessary. 

 H2CO3(aq) 
carbonic
anhydrase  H2O(l) + CO2(g) 

Interestingly, physiological pH is at the base extreme of the carbonic acid/hydrogen carbonate 
buffer range of 5.36 to 7.36. Our bodies are very strongly buffered against acids, but weakly 
buffered against bases. Acids are more prevalent in our environment; hence the greater need to 
buffer against them. For example, foods contain acids and exercise produces acid (lactic acid). 
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H2CO3/HCO3
– buffered system

3

5

7

9

p
H

H2CO3 HCO3
–

buffered region

 
When we contact acids in our environment, the buffering capability of the body slows the rate of 
damage. Nerve cells signal the brain of the problem and we feel pain, and hopefully respond by 
removing the acid. However, contact with bases causes the pH to rise rapidly, quickly denaturing 
proteins and impairing nerve cell function. The damaged nerve cells cannot signal the brain — 
there is no pain and no indication of a problem — further complicating the problem and 
increasing cellular and tissue damage. 

Our bodies do contain a weaker phosphate buffer (H2PO4
–/HPO4

2–; pKa = 7.20) that somewhat 
helps against bases. Weaker in the sense that the phosphate buffer is easily overwhelmed; it has a 
much lower buffer capacity. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the base:acid ratio at pH = 7.30 of the carbonic acid/hydrogen 
carbonate buffer in blood. 

 The chemical equation of the carbonic acid/hydrogen carbonate buffer is 

H2CO3(aq)   H+(aq) + HCO3
–(aq)  Ka = 4.40·10–7 mol/L 

 Substituting the pKa into the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation gives 

   
A A

7.30 6.36 log log 0.94
HA HA

                
   
   

 

 
A

8.51
HA

     

The base:acid ratio of 8.51 indicates that there is a greater amount of hydrogen carbonate 
ion than carbonic acid present in blood. 

———————————————▲ 

EXAMPLE 16.57 
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In industry, buffers are used to maintain a pH range in chemical reactors. The buffer is carefully 
chosen to not interfere with the desired chemistry. In many systems, the buffer must be 
biologically safe. 

Aquaria are buffered using a sodium dihydrogen phosphate/sodium hydrogen phosphate, 
NaH2PO4/Na2HPO4, buffer (conveniently, both are salts).  

▼——————————————— 

A common aquarium buffer maintains a pH of 7.50. Determine the mass 
percentage of sodium dihydrogen phosphate in a sodium dihydrogen 

phosphate/sodium hydrogen phosphate buffer required. Sodium dihydrogen phosphate is 
available in anhydrous form; sodium hydrogen phosphate is available as the dihydrate, 
Na2HPO4•2H2O. 

aquarium picture??? 

 

 The relevant equilibrium is 

H2PO4
–(aq)   HPO4

2–(aq) + H+(aq)   Ka = 6.2·10–8 mol/L; pKa = 7.20 

The pH of 7.50 is within ± 1.0 of the pKa.  

 Using the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation, we can determine the base:acid ratio required 
to obtain a pH of 7.50. 

   a a

A A
pH p log log pH p

HA HA
K K

                 
   
   

 

 
A

log 7.50 7.20 0.30
HA

       
 
 

 

 
0.30

A
10 2.00

HA

      

 The base:acid ratio is either the concentration ratio or the mole fraction, since the volume 
is the same (see equation 16.53). The mole fraction is more convenient in this example. To 
convert from a mole fraction to a mass ratio, we need the molecular masses of the original 
salts. 

 
2 4A 2.00 mol Na HPO

2.00
HA

    
2 41 mol NaH PO

2 4 2

2 4

178.0 g Na HPO 2H O

1 mol Na HPO

 2 41 mol NaH PO

2 4

2 4 2

2 4

120.0 g NaH PO

2.97 g Na HPO 2H O

1.00 g NaH PO



 

EXAMPLE 16.58 
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 In 3.97 grams of buffer, 2.97 grams are Na2HPO4•2H2O and 1.00 gram is NaH2PO4. The 
mass percent of sodium dihydrogen phosphate is calculated as 

2 4 2
2 4

2 4 2

mass NaH PO 2H O
% NaH PO 100 %

total mass
1.00 g NaH PO 2H O

100 %
3.97 g total

25 %










 

▼——————————————— 

Aquarium buffers are also available at other pHs. Determine the mass 
percentage of sodium dihydrogen phosphate in a sodium dihydrogen 

phosphate/sodium hydrogen phosphate buffer required to obtain 

a) a pH of 6.50 

b) a pH of 8.00 

Answer: see page 832. 

———————————————▲ 

Buffer capacity 

The 
 
 
 

acid

base
 buffer capacity is the moles of 

acid

base

 
 
 

 required to change the pH by 
1

1

 
  

 per 

volume of buffer.* If the buffer is composed of equimolar amounts of acid and conjugate base, 
the acid and base buffer capacities are equal. 

ΔpH 1
acid

moles  for 
acid base

buffer capacity
base volume of  buffer

 
 

    
 


 

16.60 

Despite having units of moles per liter, buffer capacity is not a concentration. A person would 
report, “the {acid/base} buffer capacity is x moles of {acid/base} per liter of buffer.” 

To calculate the buffer capacity or the pH after the addition of acid or base, 

 complete a neutralization table 

 use the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation if still a buffer 

                                                 

* Mathematically, buffer capacity is the derivative of the titration curve, a b
d d

dpH dpH

n n
buffer capacity


  , 

 The negative sign is introduced to make the buffer capacity positive. 

EXERCISE 16.59 
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▼——————————————— 

Consider a buffer that is 0.0163 mol/L acetic acid and 0.0253 mol/L sodium 
acetate.  

a) Determine the pH of the solution. 

 Since this system contains both acetic acid and sodium acetate — a conjugate acid-
base pair — it is obviously a buffer. The Henderson-Hasselbalch equation is used to 
determine the pH. 

 a

mol

L

A
pH p log

HA

0.0253
4.74 log

K
     

 
 

 
mol

L
0.0163

4.93

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

b) Determine the acid buffer capacity. 

 Acid will decrease the pH. A ΔpH of –1 gives a target pH of 3.93.  

 We need to determine the base:acid ratio for this new pH. It is beneficial to work in 
moles. Assuming 1.00 L of buffer, we have 0.0163 moles of acetic acid and 0.0253 
moles of acetate. 

A A
a a

HA HA

A

HA

pH p log log pH p

log 3.93 4.74 0.81

n n
K K

n n

n

n

 



   
       

   
 

    
 

 

0.81A

HA

10 0.155
n

n

    

Alternatively, observe that the original base:acid ratio is 1.55. Changing this by a 
factor of ten will change the pH by 1.00, so the acid buffer capacity ratio would be 
0.155. (The base buffer capacity ratio would be 15.5.) 

 The added acid neutralizes the acetate base of the buffer. Because we still have a 
buffer, the added acid is the limiting reagent. 

+
33 added

mol/L

CH COOHCH COO H

0.01630.0253

0.01630.0253 0

x

xx x

xx
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C

E

 

EXAMPLE 16.61 
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 The amount of added acid is calculated using the mole fraction of the desired pH. 

0.0253 mol
0.155

0.0163 mol

0.0197 mol

x

x

x







  

 Since x corresponds to the moles of acid added, the buffer capacity is calculated as. 

0.020 mol acid

1.00 L buffer

 
acid buffer capacity   

▼——————————————— 

Determine the base buffer capacity of the buffer in example 16.61. 

Answer: see page 832. 

▼——————————————— 

A solution is prepared by mixing 3.52 grams of ammonia and 11.47 grams of 
ammonium chloride in 1.000 L. 

a) Determine the pH of the solution. 

b) Determine the acid buffer capacity and base buffer capacity. 

Answer: see page 832. 

———————————————▲ 

Beyond acid-base buffers 

The buffer concept is general to all equilibrium systems. In any equilibrium, the concentration of 
an entity can be controlled by maintaining the concentration of the other entities in solution. 
Consider an acid-base equilibrium involving ammonia, 

 NH4
+(aq)   NH3(aq) + H+(aq) 

We typically label a NH4
+/NH3 mixture as a buffer — and it is — capable of maintaining a pH 

between 8.3 and 10.3. But consider a NH4
+/H+ mixture (such as NH4Cl and HCl): this system will 

maintain a relatively constant ammonia concentration. 

Consider the equilibrium, 

 Fe(SCN)+ (aq)   Fe3+(aq) + SCN–(aq) 

A system containing a mixture of Fe(SCN)+/NaSCN will resist changes in Fe3+ concentration. 

EXERCISE 16.62 

EXERCISE 16.63 
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16.9 Acid-base indicators 

Acid-base indicators are nothing more than weak acids that have dramatically different colours 
in their acidic and basic forms. 

HIn(aq)   H+(aq) + In–(aq) 

The colour transition occurs at the pKa of the acid, where the base:acid ratio is unity. If an acid-
base indicator is polyprotic, it may have different colours in the different stages of deprotonation. 
Table 16.64 lists several acid-base indicators.  
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Table 16.64 Selected acid-base indicators. 

cresol red

 methyl violet

     crystal violet

     malachite green

     metacresol purple

     thymol blue

   quinaldine red

   2,4-dinitrophenol

 erythrosine

 bromophenol blue

congo red

       methyl orange

     ethyl orange

     bromocresol green

       resazurin

     ethyl red

   resorcin blue

     azolitmin (litmus)

alizarin red S

methyl red

 propyl red

     bromocresol purple

     chlorophenol red

 4-nitrophenol

 bromothymol blue

phenol red

 3-nitrophenol

 curcumin

phenolphthalein

     o-cresolphthalein

 thymolphthalein

alizarin yellow R       

alizarin

indigo carmine  

2,4,6-trinitrotoluene

8

pH

4 5 6 70 1 2 3 9 10 11 12 13

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

14

7 8 9 10 11 12 1413
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The range in 16.64 for each transition relates to base:acid ratio changing 1/10 to 10/1 (changing 
from 90 percent HIn to 90 percent In–) and corresponds to a pH change of 2.0. Because of the 
low indicator concentration, a fraction of a drop of titrant is all that is required to react with the 
indicator. (Recall the discussion of end point and equivalence point in section 7.5.) 

Constipational relief …  

Laxative refers to a wide range of foods and drugs that induce bowel movements, ranging from 
oils (make the bowels slippery: mineral oil, etc.) to osmotic agents (retain water in the bowel: sodium 

phosphate, magnesium sulfate, glycerol, sorbitol, polyethylene glycol, etc.) to peristaltic stimulants (stimulate 

smooth muscle contraction: castor oil, prune juice, aloe, senna, phenolphthalein, bisacodyl, etc.). 

Phenolphthalein was one of the original chemicals marketed specifically as a laxative; it was first 
sold in 1906 as Ex-Lax™. At the time, if a chemical didn’t cause noticeable side effects, it was  

O

O

phenolphthalein

OH

OH

 
Additional tests were done with cancer-susceptible mice and using a dose closer to the maximum 
recommended one. The mice had advanced cancers within six months. 

Novartis and other companies quickly moved to switch the formulation of their laxatives. 
Humorously, the new formulations now contain either senna or bisacodyl, neither of which has 
been tested. So they must be safe, right? 

assumed to be safe. In the 1970s, government regulators begin 
evaluating existing drugs. Phenolphthalein didn’t get tested until 1993 
and — much to everyone’s surprise — was found to be carcinogenic in 
mice. Novartis, the makers of Ex-Lax™, disputed the claim, offering 
that the mice were tested with exceptionally high doses (30 times the 

maximum recommended dose) for an extended period of time (two years). 
[Novartis’s complaint is legitimate — testing must be representative ]
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16.10 Titrations 

Section 7.5 details the titration process; the steps are summarized in 16.65. A titration curve 
provides more detail on the titration process and on the entities involved in the titration. 

initial conditions before equiv. pt. end point after equiv. pt.equivilance point 

Terminology    
 

   analyte       A
   titrant         B 
   indicator     Ind

Relevant Reactions    
 

   A + B  C 
 

   B + Ind  BInd

A, Ind
C, Ind

B

C, BInd
B, C, 
BIndA, C, Ind

 
Figure 16.65 Steps in the titration process. 

Types of titrations 

There are four common types of acid-base titrations. The sequence is in the order of 
analyte:titrant. 

• strong acid:strong base (SA/SB) 

• weak acid:strong base (WA/SB) 

• strong base:strong acid (SB/SA) 

• weak base:strong acid (WB/SA) 

The titrant is always chosen to be either a monoprotic strong acid or base because it produces the 
greatest pH change at the equivalence point and the monoprotic nature simplifies calculations. 

The nature of the analyte cannot be controlled. When the analyte is polyprotic, the complete 
titration of the analyte involves titration of each proton in the analyte. That is, titrating the 
analyte to the fully protonated form, HnA, or fully deprotonated form, An–. 

Typical monoprotic acid titration curves are given in figure 16.67 and a typical polyprotic acid 
titration in figure 16.68. There are four unique regions in all titration curves: 

 initial conditions 
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 before the equivalence point 

 at the equivalence point 

 after the equivalence point 

Figure 16.65 also illustrates an end point, which is where an indicator signals that all of A has 
reacted. This point depends on the indicator and is not a calculable point on the titration curve. 

Initial conditions: the pH is controlled by the analyte. 

• strong analyte: fully dissociates; the pH is calculated from the moles of analyte in the total 
volume 

• weak analyte: reaches equilibrium in solution; the pH is calculated using an ICE table 

Before the equivalence point: the pH is controlled by the analyte and conjugate. During the 
titration, the acid and base neutralize each other, but the titrant is the limiting reactant and the 
analyte is in excess. 

• strong analyte: the pH is calculated from the moles of excess analyte in the total volume 

• weak analyte: there exists a mixture of a weak conjugate acid-base pair — a buffer — and 
the pH determined using either an ICE table or the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation, 16.52 

At the equivalence point: the pH is controlled by the conjugate. By definition, there is a 
stoichiometric amount of analyte and titrant at the equivalence point and they neutralize each 
other. Since the titrant is strong, its conjugate is neither acidic nor basic. However, the analytes 
conjugate could be strong or weak. 

• strong analyte: its conjugate is neither acidic nor basic; the only source of hydron is water; 
the pH of a neutral solution is 7.00 (at 298 K) 

• weak analyte: the conjugate is also weak and the pH determined from the hydrolysis of the 
conjugate; the pH is determined using the equilibrium constant and an ICE table 

After the equivalence point: the pH is controlled by the titrant. The titrant is in excess after the 
equivalence point. 

• the titrant is always strong: the pH is controlled by the excess titrant in the total volume 

Although qualitatively the same, there are some fundamental differences between strong analyte 
titrations and weak analyte titrations. 

• The initial pH of a weak analyte is not that of the actual analyte concentration. It is 
dependent on the Ka or Kb of the analyte. 

• The titration between regions  and  are linear for strong analyte titrations and show 
curvature in weak analyte titrations (see figure 16.69). 

• Region  is a buffer for weak analyte titrations. 

◦ Region  is independent of concentration for weak analyte titrations. 

· At the half the equivalence volume, pH is equal to pKa. 

◦ Region  is dependent on concentration for strong analyte titrations. 

• The equivalence pH is 7.00 for strong analyte titrations and dependent on the Ka for weak 
analyte titrations. 
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Table 16.66 Summary of the steps to calculating the pH in the different regions of an acid-base titration.  

weak monoprotic analyte strong monoprotic analyte

equilibrium, equilibrium determines pH fully dissociated, analyte determines pH

HA  H+ + A– acid HA → H+ + A–

BOH  B+ + OH– base BOH → B+ + OH–

analyte in excess, pH from buffer analyte in excess, pH from excess analyte

HA  H+ + A– acid HA → H+ + A–

BOH  B+ + OH– base BOH → B+ + OH–

nothing in excess, pH from conjugate nothing in excess, pH from water

A– + H2O  HA + OH– acid

B+ + H2O  BOH + H+ base

acid :–BOH → B+ + OH–

before the 
equiv. point

after the 
equiv. point

base :–HA → H+ + A–——

titrant in excess, pH from excess titrant

at the 
equiv. point

H2O  H+ + OH–

pH during acid-base titrations

initial 
conditions
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Figure 16.67 Comparison of common monoprotic titration curves. This page shows the SA/SB and SB/SA 

titration curves, which are mirror images of each other. Two acceptable indicators are shown. 
Either indicator would work since the equivalence point is the same for both titrations. 
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  The WA/SB and WB/SA titration curves are also mirror images of each other. Additionally,

the region before the equivalence point is a buffer and, at half the equivalence volume, the pH
is equal to the pKa. Two acceptable indicators are shown. However, the indicators are not
interchangeable since the equivalence pHs are not the same.  
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Figure 16.68 Titration of a typical polyprotic acid. For each acidic proton, there is a buffer region and 

equivalence point. Because of the narrow pH range of each equivalence point, indicators 
function poorly. Polyprotic titrations are better conducted using a pH meter. Sometimes, the 
equivalence points cannot be determined because the pKa’s are too close to give an observable 
rise (citric acid, for example). Calculation of the pH during a polyprotic titration is more 
complicated because of the greater number of equilibria present. 
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Figure 16.69 Overlay of several SA/SB (top) and several WA/SB (bottom) titrations showing how the

titration profile changes with varying analyte concentration. Note that the initial pH in region 
, the transition from region  to , and the titration profiles in region , differ. 
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A detailed look at the bottom figure in 16.69 
shows that the weak acid at 1·10–3 mol/L does 
not follow the same profile as the higher 
concentrations. Figure 16.70 takes 16.69 to 
lower concentrations and shows that, at 
decreasing analyte concentration, the titration 
profile becomes more like that of a SA/SB 
titration. This observation is consistent with 
section 16.6, where it was shown that an acid 
becomes stronger with decreasing 
concentration. At infinite dilution, all acids are 
strong. 

Varying the Ka shows that the profile increments 
upwards, always with the pH equalling the pKa at half the equivalence volume. As the pKa 
decreases, the profile looks more like that of a strong acid. As the pKa increases, the initial rise 
between regions  and  becomes more pronounced and the vertical rise at the equivalence 
point becomes less pronounced. 
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Figure 16.71 Weak acid/strong base titration curves showing how the profile changes as the pKa changes. As 

the acid gets stronger, it behaves less like a buffer, as illustrated by the profile for pKa = 1.00. 
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Figure 16.70 Continuation of the WA/SB 

titrations presented in figure 16.69, 
with lower analyte concentrations.
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▼——————————————— 

Use an ICE table to determine the pH at the half equivalence point when 
pKa = 1.00 and 2.00. Compare them with the value predicted by the 

Henderson-Hasselbalch equation. 

Answer: see page 832.  

———————————————▲ 

BATE Marcin Borkowski has developed a program, Base Acid Titration and Equilibria 
(BATE), to calculate the pH of a solution and the titration pH at every step in the 
titration. In the interest of education, Marcin has also extensive details acid-base 
equilibria and the calculations involved on his website <www.ChemBuddy.com>. 

 Marcin recognizes the importance of understanding the underlying chemistry — not 
simply trusting a computer program — and has an extensive section devoted to 
explaining the underlying chemistry and the mathematics in his programs. (Some of the 

derivations in this chapter are adapted from ChemBuddy.com.) 

Calculation of a pH titration curve 

 
These calculations apply many of the principles presented earlier in this chapter. 

Because the volume is changing, it is more convenient to work in moles. When determining the 
pH during the titration process, it is best to treat the reaction as two separate steps: 

 acid-base neutralization (proceeds  to completion) 

 reaction of the excess reagent(s) to establish pH (depends on the nature of the excess reagent) 

Neutralization is assumed to go to completion. At least one of the reactants must equal zero at 
the end of the neutralization reaction. An ICE table conveniently organizes the reagents and 
determine the neutralization products. 

one must equal zer

2

o

HA BOH H O 
I

C

E

mol

B A

0 0

  

 

The state of the titration process is determined from the End of the neutralization reaction: 

• if analyte is in excess, the titration is before the equivalence point. 

• if neither analyte nor titrant are in excess, the titration is at the equivalence point. 

• if titrant is in excess, the titration is after the equivalence point. 

EXERCISE 16.72 
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The excess reactant then determines the pH of the solution. A second ICE table conveniently 
uses the end products from the first ICE table in an acid/base reaction. 

• If a strong acid or base remains, it dissociates completely and the pH determined from the 
excess acid or base in the total volume.  

◦ Assuming an excess of strong acid: 

mol

HA H A

0 0

0

A

A A A

A A

 

  

I

C

E

 

• If the remaining entity is weak, then the equilibrium constant equation must be used to 
determine the pH. 

◦ If both acid and conjugate base exist, the titration is before the equivalence point and 
a buffer has been created (the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation can be used) 

mol

HA H A

0A B

x x x

A x x B x

 

  
 

I

C

E



 

◦ if only acid or base remain, the appropriate equilibrium constant equation must be 
used. Assuming an excess of weak acid: 

mol

HA H A

0 0A

x x x

A x x x

 

  


I

C

E



 

▼——————————————— 

Consider the titration of 20.0 mL of 0.15 mol/L nitric acid with 0.20 mol/L 
sodium hydroxide. Determine the pH after the addition of 0.0, 5.0, 10.0, 15.0, 

and 20.0 mL of sodium hydroxide and graph the titration data. 

 The neutralization reaction is 

HNO3(aq) + NaOH(aq)   H2O(l) + Na+(aq) + NO3
–(aq) 

 Nitric acid is a strong acid. The moles of nitric acid analyzed are 

30.0200 L HNO 3

3

0.15 mol HNO

L HNO 30.0030 mol HNO  

Steps , and  are repeated below for each sodium hydroxide addition. 

EXAMPLE 16.73 
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0.0 mL NaOH 

 Neutralization does not occur since no sodium hydroxide is present. 

 Nitric acid is a strong acid that dissociates completely. 

     3 3

mol

HNO aq H aq NO aq

0.0030 0 0

0.0030 0.0030 0.0030

0 0.0030 0.0030

 



I

C

E

 

0.0030 mol H+ are present in 20.0 mL of solution. The concentration and pH are 

  moles H 0.0030 mol H mol
H 0.15

total volume 0.020 L L

pH 0.82

 
   



 

5.0 mL NaOH 

 Neutralization occurs to completion, and we find that sodium hydroxide is the limiting 
reactant (before the equivalence point). 

     
23 H O lHNO aq NaOH aq

0.0030 0.0010

0.0010 0.0010

0.0020 0

 

 

I

C

E

   3

mol

Na aq NO aq

0 0

0.0010 0.0010

0.0010 0.0010

  

 

 The excess nitric acid dissociates completely. 

     3 3

mol

HNO aq H aq NO aq

0.0020 0 0.0010

0.0020 0.0020 0.0020

0 0.0020 0.0030

 



I

C

E

 

0.0020 mol H+ are present in 25.0 mL of solution. The concentration and pH are 

  0.0020 mol H mol
H 0.080

0.025 L L

pH 1.10


  



 

10.0 mL NaOH 

 Neutralization occurs to completion, and we find that sodium hydroxide is the limiting 
reactant (before the equivalence point). 

     
23 H O lHNO aq NaOH aq

0.0030 0.0020

0.0020 0.0020

0.0010 0

 

 

I

C

E

   3

mol

Na aq NO aq

0 0

0.0020 0.0020

0.0020 0.0020
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 The excess nitric acid dissociates completely. 

     3 3

mol

HNO aq H aq NO aq

0.0010 0 0.0020

0.0010 0.0010 0.0010

0 0.0010 0.0030

 



I

C

E

 

0.0010 mol H+ are present in 30.00 mL of solution. The concentration and pH are 

  0.0010 mol H mol
H 0.0333

0.030 L L

pH 1.48


  



 

15.0 mL NaOH 

 Neutralization occurs to completion, and we find that both nitric acid and sodium 
hydroxide reduce to zero (at the equivalence point). 

     
23 H O lHNO aq NaOH aq

0.0030 0.0030

0.0030 0.0030

0 0

 

 

I

C

E

   3

mol

Na aq NO aq

0 0

0.0030 0.0030

0.0030 0.0030

  

 

 Neither sodium or nitrate have any acid-base properties. The only entity that produces 
hydron is water: 

H2O(l)   H+(aq) + OH–(aq) 

For a neutral solution at 298 K, pH = 7.00. 

20.0 mL NaOH 

 Neutralization occurs to completion, and we find that nitric acid is the limiting reactant 
(after the equivalence point). 

     
23 H O lHNO aq NaOH aq

0.0030 0.0040

0.0030 0.0030

0 0.0010

 

 

I

C

E

   3

mol

Na aq NO aq

0 0

0.0030 0.0030

0.0030 0.0030

  

 

 The excess reactant is sodium hydroxide, a strong base, that completely dissociates. 

     
mol

NaOH aq Na aq OH aq

0.0010 0 0

0.0010 0.0010 0.0010

0 0.0010 0.0010

 



I

C

E
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0.0010 mol OH– are present in 40.0 mL of solution. The concentration and pH are 

  0.0010 mol OH mol
OH 0.025

0.040 L L

pOH 1.60

pH 14.00 pOH 12.40


  



  

 

The data is tabulated in the graph. The 
‘best fit’ of the data is a titration profile — 
not a straight line! 

 

 

 

 

 

▼——————————————— 

Consider the titration of 60.0 mL of 0.125 mol/L benzoic acid, C6H5COOH, 
with 0.375 mol/L sodium hydroxide. Determine the pH after the addition of 

0.0, 10.0, 20.0, and 30.0 mL of sodium hydroxide. 

 The neutralization reaction is 

C6H6COOH(aq) + NaOH(aq)   H2O(l) + Na+(aq) + C6H6COO–(aq) 

 Benzoic acid is weak, with a Ka of 6.31·10–5 L/mol. The moles of benzoic acid analyzed 
are 

6 60.0600 L C H COOH 6 6

6 6

0.125 mol C H COOH

L C H COOH 6 60.00750 mol C H COOH  

Steps , and  are repeated below for each sodium hydroxide addition. 

0.0 mL NaOH 

 Neutralization does not occur since no sodium hydroxide is present. 

 The excess benzoic acid reaches equilibrium in solution. 

     6 6 6 6

mol

C H COOH aq H aq C H COO aq

0.00750 0 0

0.00750

x x x

x x x

 

  


I

C

E



 

EXAMPLE 16.74 

Nitric acid titration
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The ICE table is in moles. We must divide by the total volume to obtain concentration, 
which is required for the equilibrium constant equation. 

 

4

2

2 2
5

assume
 is neg.

4 1.69 10
check : 0.022 0.05

0.0075

mol
6.31 10

0.00750 molL 0.00750 mol 0.00750 mol 0.060 L

1.685 10 mol

x

change

initial

x
x xV

x x V
V

x






 
  

 
 
    

  
 
 

 



valid!

 

Since x equals the moles of hydron, the concentration and pH are 

 
4

3moles H 1.685 10 mol H mol
H 2.808 10

total volume 0.060 L L

pH 2.551

  
 
   



 

10.0 mL NaOH 

 Neutralization occurs to completion, and we find that sodium hydroxide is the limiting 
reactant (before the equivalence point). 

     
26 6 H O lC H COOH aq NaOH aq

0.00750 0.00375

0.00375 0.00375

0.00375 0

 

 

I

C

E

   6 6

mol

Na aq C H COO aq

0 0

0.00375 0.00375

0.00375 0.00375

  

 

 The excess benzoic acid reaches equilibrium in solution. 

     6 6 6 6

mol

C H COOH aq H aq C H COO aq

0.00375 0 0.00375

 
I

C

E



 

A mixture of a weak conjugate acid-base pair is a buffer! We could solve either the above 
ICE table or the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation. Recall from 16.53 that we can use either 
concentration or moles in the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation. 

Solving the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation gives 

A
a

HA

pH p log

0.00375
4.200 log

0.00375

n
K

n

 
   

 
    
 

 

pH 4.200  

This is at the half-equivalence point, where pH = pKa. 
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20.0 mL NaOH 

 Neutralization occurs to completion, and we find that both benzoic acid and sodium 
hydroxide reduce to zero (at the equivalence point). 

     
26 6 H O lC H COOH aq NaOH aq

0.00750 0.00750

0.00750 0.00750

0 0

 

 

I

C

E

   6 6

mol

Na aq C H COO aq

0 0

0.00750 0.00750

0.00750 0.00750

  

 

 Sodium does not have any acid-base properties, but the benzoate ion does (it is the conjugate 

base of a weak acid). 

       2 6 66 6

mol

H O l C H COOH aqC H COO aq OH aq

00.00750 0

0.00750

xx x

xx x

  

 


I

C

E



 

The above chemical equation is for Kb. From Ka Kb = Kw. Kb = 1.58·10–10 mol/L. 

 

7

2 2
10

assume
 is 

5

neg.

7 3.08 10
check : 4.11 10 0.05

0.0075

mol
1.58 10

L 0.00750 mol 0.00750 mol 0.080 L

3.079 10 mol

x

change

initial

x x

x V

x








 
  

  


  



valid!

 

Since x equals the moles of hydroxide, the concentration and pH are 

 
7

63.079 10 mol OH mol
OH 3.849 10

0.080 L L

pOH 5.415

pH 14.00 pOH 8.585

 
 
  



  

 

30.0 mL NaOH 

 Neutralization occurs to completion, and we find that benzoic acid is the limiting reactant 
(after the equivalence point). 

     
26 6 H O lC H COOH aq NaOH aq

0.00750 0.01125

0.00750 0.00750

0 0.00375

 

 

I

C

E

   6 6

mol

Na aq C H COO aq

0 0

0.00750 0.00750

0.00750 0.00750
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 The excess reactant is sodium hydroxide, a strong base, that completely dissociates. 

     
mol

NaOH aq Na aq OH aq

0.00375 0 0

0.00375 0.00375 0.00375

0 0.00375 0.00375

 



I

C

E

 

0.00375 mol OH– are present in 90.0 
mL of solution. The concentration 
and pH are 

  0.00375 mol OH
OH

0.090 L

mol
0.04167

L


 



 

pOH 1.380

pH 14.00 pOH 12.620



  
 

———————————————▲ 

The accuracy of pH calculations 

The concept of activities was introduced in section 15.2 and it was shown in figure 15.15 that 
ions have activity coefficients that vary significantly from unity. We have been calculating the 
pH assuming the concentration and activity was the same — that the activity coefficient was 
unity. From figure 15.15, we can estimate that the ion concentrations may be incorrect by a 
factor of 5, which this translates into an uncertainty in the pH of ± 0.70. 

Contrary to examples 16.73 and 16.74, ‘real’ titrations have an unknown analyte concentration. 
Determination of the analyte concentration is actually the goal of the titration! The analyte 
concentration is determined from the known concentration of titrant and volume required to 
complete the titration, the known stoichiometry, and the initial analyte volume. The next 
example is more realistic. 

▼——————————————— 

Household bleach is an aqueous solution of sodium 
hypochlorite, NaOCl. A 10.00 mL aliquot was titrated with 

24.82 mL of 0.2840 mol/L hydrochloric acid. 

EXAMPLE 16.75 

Benzoic acid titration
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a) Determine the initial concentration and mass percent concentration of sodium 
hypochlorite. Assume a solution density of 1.0176 g/mL at 298 K. 

 The neutralization reaction is 

HCl(aq) + NaOCl(aq)   HOCl(aq) + Na+(aq) + Cl–(aq) 

 The bleach concentration can be determined knowing that 24.82 mL of hydrochloric 
acid are required to reach the equivalence point. 

0.02482 L HCl
0.2840 mol HCl

L HCl

1 mol NaOCl

1 mol HCl
37.0489 10 mol NaOCl   

Since the sodium hypochlorite was in a 10.00 mL aliquot, the bleach concentration is 
37.0489 10 mol NaOCl mol NaOCl

0.7049
0.01000 L sol'n L sol'n


  

 The mass percent composition can be found from the concentration by considering 
the units that must be obtained. 

mol NaOCl mass NaOCl

L sol'n mass sol'n




 

These conversions are done below 

mol NaOCl
0.70489

L sol'n

74.44 g NaOCl

mol NaOCl

conversion to mass NaOCl

L sol'n


1000 mL sol'n

1 mL sol'n

conversion to mass solutio

2

n

1.0176 g sol'n

g NaOCl
5.156 10

g sol'n

5.156 % NaOCl by mass

 





 

b) Determine the pH after the addition of 0.00, 12.41, 15.00, 24.82, and 30.00 mL of 
hydrochloric acid. Graph the titration data. 

 The neutralization reaction is 

NaOCl(aq) + HCl(aq)   HOCl(aq) + Na+(aq) + Cl–(aq) 

 In a), we determined that 7.049·10–3 moles of sodium hypochlorite were in the 
aliquot. 

Sodium hypochlorite is a salt that completely dissociates in aqueous solution. 

     
3

mol

3 3 3

3 3

NaOCl aq Na aq OCl aq

7.049 10 0 0

7.049 10 7.049 10 7.049 10

0 7.049 10 7.049 10

 



  

 




   
 

I

C

E

 

The sodium ion does not react further with water. (It is the conjugate to a strong base.) The 
hypochlorite ion is a weak base (Kb of 3.39·10–7 mol/L) and hydrolyzes in water. 
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Steps , and  are repeated below for each sodium hydroxide addition. 

0.00 mL HCl 

 Neutralization does not occur since no sodium hydroxide is present. 

 The excess benzoic acid reaches equilibrium in solution. 

   
2

3

3

H O lOCl aq

7.0489 10

7.0489 10

x

x











 

I

C

E

   
mol

HOCl aq OH aq

0 0

x x

x x



 



 

The ICE table is in moles. We must divide by the total volume to obtain 
concentration, which is required for the equilibrium constant equation. 

 

6

3

ass

2 2
7

33

6

ume
 is neg.

44.89 10
check : 6.93 10 0.05

7.05 10

mol
3.39 10

L 7.0489 10 mol 0.010 L7.0489 10 mol

4.888 10 mol

x

change

initial

x x

x V

x












  



  
 

  



valid!

 

Since x equals the moles of hydroxide, the concentration and pH are 

 
6

44.888 10 mol OH mol
OH 4.888 10

0.010 L L

pOH 3.311

pH 14.00 pOH 10.689

 
 
  



  

 

12.41 mL HCl 

 This is the half-equivalence point, where pH = pKa. 

pH = 7.530 

15.00 mL HCl 

 Neutralization occurs to completion, and we find that hydrochloric acid is the 
limiting reactant (before the equivalence point). The sodium concentration is unchanged. 

       
33

mol

3 33 3

33 3

HCl aq HOCl aqOCl aq Cl aq

4.260 10 07.0489 10 0

4.260 10 4.260 104.260 10 4.260 10

0 4.260 102.7889 10 4.260 10

 



  

 

 


    
 

I

C

E
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 The excess hypochlorite reaches equilibrium in solution. 

   
2

3

H O lOCl aq

2.7889 10







I

C

E

   
3

mol

HOCl aq OH aq

4.260 10 0











 

Since this system is a buffer, we could solve either the above ICE table or the 
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation. Solving the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation gives 

A
a

HA

3

3

pH p log

2.789 10
7.530 log

4.260 10

n
K

n







 
   

 
 

    

 

pH 7.346  

24.82 mL HCl 

 Neutralization occurs to completion, and we find that both hypochlorite and 
hydrochloric acid reduce to zero (at the equivalence point). 

       
33

mol

3 33 3

3 3

HCl aq HOCl aqOCl aq Cl aq

7.0489 10 07.0489 10 0

7.0489 10 7.0489 107.0489 10 7.0489 10

0 7.0489 100 7.0489 10

 



  

 

 


    
 

I

C

E

 

 Chloride does not have any acid-base properties, but the hypochlorous acid does. 

     
3

mol

3

HOCl aq H aq OCl aq

7.0489 10 0 0

7.0489 10

x x x

x x x

 








  
   

I

C

E



 

Solving the Ka equation gives 

 

6

3

assume
 is

2 2
8

33

6

 neg.

42.69 10
check : 3.82 10 0.05

7.05 10

mol
2.95 10

L 7.049 10 mol 0.03482 L7.0489 10 mol

2.691 10 mol

x

change

initial

x x

x V

x












  



  
 

  



valid!

 

Since x equals the moles of hydron, the concentration and pH are 

 
6

52.691 10 mol H mol
H 7.727 10

0.03482 L L

pH 4.112
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30.00 mL HCl 

 Neutralization occurs to completion, and we find that hypochlorate is the limiting 
reactant (after the equivalence point). 

       
33

mol

3 33 3

3 3 3

HCl aq HOCl aqOCl aq Cl aq

8.520 10 07.0489 10 0

7.0489 10 7.0489 107.0489 10 7.0489 10

1.4711 10 7.0489 100 7.0489 10

 



  

  

 


    
  

I

C
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 The excess reactant is sodium hydroxide, a strong base, that completely dissociates. 

     
3

mol

3 3 3

3 3

HCl aq H aq Cl aq

1.4711 10 0 0

1.4711 10 1.4711 10 1.4711 10

0 1.4711 10 1.4711 10

 



  

 




   
 

I

C

E

 

31.4711 10  mol H+ are present 

in 40.00 mL of solution. The 
concentration and pH are 

 
31.4711 10 mol H

H
0.040 L

mol
3.6778

L

 
 




 

pH 1.4344  

▼——————————————— 

Drain cleaners are 
typically strongly bases. A 10.00 mL aliquot of a monoprotic drain cleaner 

was titrated with 28.56 mL of 1.474 mol/L hydrochloric acid. 

a) Determine the initial concentration of base in the drain cleaner. 

b) Determine the pH after the addition of 0.00, 16.48, 23.39, 28.56, and 31.06 mL of 
hydrochloric acid. Graph the titration data. 

Answer: see page 832. 

▼——————————————— 

In preparing a hydrofluoric acid solution, some concentrated acid spilled into 
an overflow container containing 2.5 liters of water. A 10.00 mL sample of 

the overflow container solution was titrated with 18.63 mL of 0.0572 mol/L sodium hydroxide. 

a) Determine the hydrofluoric acid concentration in the overflow container. 

b) Determine the volume of concentrated hydrofluoric acid (28 mol/L) that was spilt. 

c) Determine the pH after the addition of 0.00, 10.00, 18.63, and 25.00 mL of sodium 
hydroxide. 

EXERCISE 16.76 

EXERCISE 16.77 

Titration of household bleach

0

2

4

6

8
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14

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

HCl volume /mL

p
H

Volume /mL pH

0.00 10.689

12.41 7.530

15.00 7.346

24.82 4.112

30.00 1.434

V eq

pH= pK a

1/2 V eq

buffered region
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d) Graph the titration curve. 

Answer: see page 832. 

▼——————————————— 

For the titration in exercise 16.77, estimate the acid and base buffer capacity 
from the graph after the addition of 

a) 9.32 mL of base 

b) 14 mL of base 

Answer: see page 832. 

———————————————▲ 

Summary 

<not developed> 

 

When a system contains only an acid or a base, the pH is determined from the 
dissociation into the total volume

equilibrium constant expression

 
 
 

 if the analyte is
strong.

weak.





 a

b

K

K





 is used if the analyte 

produces 
H .

OH .









 

 

weak monoprotic analyte strong monoprotic analyte

equilibrium, equilibrium determines pH fully dissociated, analyte determines pH

HA  H+ + A– acid HA → H+ + A–

BOH  B+ + OH– base BOH → B+ + OH–

analyte in excess, pH from buffer analyte in excess, pH from excess analyte

HA  H+ + A– acid HA → H+ + A–

BOH  B+ + OH– base BOH → B+ + OH–

nothing in excess, pH from conjugate nothing in excess, pH from water

A– + H2O  HA + OH– acid

B+ + H2O  BOH + H+ base

acid :–BOH → B+ + OH–

before the 
equiv. point

after the 
equiv. point

base :–HA → H+ + A–——

titrant in excess, pH from excess titrant

at the 
equiv. point

H2O  H+ + OH–

pH during acid-base titrations

initial 
conditions

 
 

 

EXERCISE 16.78 
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Typical monoprotic titration curves are presented below. 

0
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Figure 16.79 Comparison of the common monoprotic titration curves. The SA/SB and SB/SA titration 
curves are mirror images as are the WA/SB and WB/SA titration curves. 
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Exercises 

Acid-base theories 

1. Give the conjugate base to each of the 
following acids. 

a) HIO3 

b) H2PO4
– 

c) NH4Cl 

d) CH3CH2COOH 

e) H2CO3 

f) B(OH)3 

2. For each of the following, determine the 
hydron and hydroxide ion concentration 
and the pH of the solution. 

a) 1.25·10–3 mol/L HCl 

b) 6.37·10–3 mol/L NaOH 

c) 3.28·10–4 mol/L HNO3 

d) 4.84·10–4 mol/L Ca(OH)2 

3. Predict if the following salts form acidic, 
basic, or neutral solutions. 

a) KOCl 

b) KCl 

c) KF 

d) MgSO4 

e) Na2CO3 

4. Predict if the following salts form acidic, 
basic, or neutral solutions. 

a) NaHCO3 

b) KClO4 

c) SrBr2 

d) (NH4)2CO3 

e) NaF 

5. Predict if the following salts form acidic, 
basic, or neutral solutions. 

a) NaHS 

b) KCN 

c) CaCl2 

e) CaO 

e) NH4CN 

6. Give the autoionization reaction for each 
of the following solvents. 

a) NH3 

b) H2SO4 

c) CH3OH 

d) CH3NH2 

7. Identify the conjugate acid-base pairs in 
the following reactions. 

a) NH4
+(aq) + OH–(aq)   

   NH3(aq) + H2O(l) 

b) CH3OH(aq) + CH3COO–(aq)   

   CH3O
–(aq) + CH3COOH(aq)  

c) CH3COOH(aq) + CO3
2–(aq)   

   HCO3
–(aq) + CH3COO–(aq)  

8. Identify the conjugate acid-base pairs in 
the following reactions. 

a) HNO2(aq) + HCOO–(aq)   

   NO2
–(aq) + HCOOH(aq) 

b) HSO4
–(aq) + NO3

–(aq)   

   HNO3(aq) + SO4
2–(aq) 

c) CH3NH3
+(aq) + NH3(aq)   

   CH3NH2(aq) + NH4
+(aq)  

9. Identify the Lewis acid, base, and adduct 
in each reaction. 

a) CH3NH2(aq) + H2O(l)  

   CH3NH3
+(aq) + OH–(aq) 

b) SO3(aq) + H2O(l)   H2SO4(aq) 

c) Pb(OH)2(s) + OH–(aq)  

   Pb(OH)3
–(aq) 

d) CO2(g) + LiOH(s)   LiHCO3(s) 

10. Identify the Lewis acid, base, and adduct 
in each reaction. 

a) H2PO4
–(aq)     

 HPO4
2–(aq) + H+(aq) 

b) Ag+(aq) + 2 NH3(aq)   

   [Ag(NH3)2]
+ 
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c) (C2H5)2O(g) + BF3(g)   
   (C2H5)2OBF3(g) 

d) H2O(g) + SO2(g)   H2SO3(g) 

11.  ‘Superacids’ are acids stronger than pure 
sulfuric acid. Two examples are 

  i) HF + SbF5   HSbF6 

  ii) HF + BF3   HBF4 

 For each, identify the Lewis acid and 
Lewis base. 

Solvent effects 

12. For the following reaction at equilibrium, 

 HOCl(aq)   H+(aq) + ClO–(aq) 

 what is the effect of adding solid sodium 
hypochlorite, NaOCl, to the system? 

i)  Increase both the hypochlorous 
acid and hydron concentration. 

ii) Decrease both the hypochlorous 
acid and hydron concentration. 

iii) Increase the hypochlorous acid 
concentration and decrease the 
hydron concentration. 

iv) Decrease the hypochlorous acid 
concentration and increase the 
hydron concentration. 

v) No change to the equilibrium 
concentrations. 

13. Given the reactions 

  HClO4(aq)   H+(aq) + ClO4
–(aq) 

  HClO2(aq)   H+(aq) + ClO2
–(aq) 

 which of the following statements are 
true? 

i)  Chlorous acid is stronger than 
perchloric acid. 

ii) The chlorite ion is a weaker base 
than the perchlorate ion. 

iii) The chlorite ion is a stronger base 
than the perchlorate ion. 

iv) The chlorite ion is more stable than 
the perchlorate ion. 

v) The chlorite ion is less stable than 
the perchlorate ion. 

14. Which of the following solutions is the 
most basic? 

i)  pure water 

ii) 0.10 mol/L acetic acid 

iii) 0.10 mol/L hydrocyanic acid 

iv) 0.10 mol/L hydrochloric acid 

v) 0.10 mol/L acetic acid and 0.10 
mol/L sodium acetate 

15. Addition of a strong acid to an 
equilibrium acetic acid solution causes 

i)  the acetate ion concentration to 
increase. 

ii) the acetate ion concentration to 
decrease. 

iii) the pH to increase. 

iv) the pH to decrease. 

v) the hydroxide ion concentration to 
increase. 

16. Table 16.17 indicates that the hydrogen 
sulfate ion is not basic, yet it is a weak 
acid. Explain. 

Factors affecting acid and base strength 

17. Predict whether trichloroacetic acid, 
CCl3COOH, or trifluoroacetic acid, 
CF3COOH, is the stronger acid. Explain? 

18. Predict the strongest acid: 

a) H2CO3 or HNO3 

b) HBrO2 or HBrO3 

c) HBrO3 or HIO3 

d) H2CO3 or H2SeO3 

19. Predict the weakest acid: 

a) CH3CH2COOH or CH3COOH 

b) CCl3COOH or CBr3COOH  

c) CH2FCH2COOH or CH3CHFCOOH  

d) CF3CH2COOH or CCl3CH2COOH 
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20. Using additional resources, rank the 
following in order of increasing acid 
strength: barbituric acid, histamine, urea, 
phenol. 

21. Using additional resources, rank the 
following in order of increasing base 
strength: sodium methanoate, sodium 
hydrogen citrate, potassium 
chloroacetate, sodium oxalate 

22. Using additional resources, rank the 
following in order of increasing acid 
strength: strychnine, boric acid, benzoic 
acid, sodium hydrogen sebaccate, selenic 
acid. 

23. Using additional resources, rank the 
following in order of increasing base 
strength: fluoride, iodoacetate, disodium 
epinephrine, trimethylamine, strontium 
ion. 

Relationship between Ka and Kb 

24. — 

25. — 

The pX scale 

26. The Earth’s diameter is 12 700 km. What 
distance is fourteen orders of magnitude 
smaller? 

27. The diameter of a hydrogen nucleus is 
1.75 fm. The electron is an average of 
5.3·10–11 m from the nucleus in atomic 
hydrogen. How many orders of 
magnitude greater is the atom diameter 
than the proton diameter? 

28. Determine the hydroxide ion 
concentration in an acetic acid solution 
with a pH of 3.659. 

29. Determine the pH of the following 
solutions. 

a) 0.250 mol/L hydrochloric acid, HCl 

b) 0.250 mol/L benzoic acid, C6H5COOH 

c) 0.250 mol/L tetrafluoroboric acid, 
HBF4 

d) 0.250 mol/L sodium nitrite, NaNO2 

e) 0.250 mol/L cyanic acid, HOCN 

30. Determine the pH of the following 
solutions. 

a) 0.50 mol/L trifluoroacetic acid, 
CF3COOH 

b) 0.50 mol/L sodium hypoiodite, NaOI 

c) 0.50 mol/L barbituric acid 

d) 0.50 mol/L oxalic acid, H2C2O4 

e) 0.50 mol/L sodium hydroxide, NaOH 

31. Determine the pH of the following 
solutions. 

a) 0.350 mol/L sodium fluoride, NaF 

b) 0.350 mol/L urea, (NH2)2CO 

c) 0.350 mol/L hydrosulfuric acid, H2S 

d) 0.350 mol/L sodium methoxide, 
CH3ONa 

e) 0.50 mol/L nicotinic acid 

32. A solution of 0.275 mol/L benzoic acid, 
C6H5COOH, has a pH of 2.38. Determine 
the Ka of benzoic acid.  

33. A solution prepared by adding 12.74 g of 
ammonium chloride, NH4Cl, to 100 mL 
of water has a pH of 4.44. Determine the 
Ka of the ammonium ion.  

34. A 0.183 mol/L sodium acetate, 
CH3COONa, solution has a pH of 9.00. 
Determine the Ka of the acetic acid.  

35. What acetic acid concentration is 3.2 % 
dissociated? 

36. What ammonia concentration is 5.4 % 
hydrolyzed? 

37. Calculate the hydrofluoric acid, HF(aq), 
concentration that is 10.0 % dissociated.  

38. Determine the acetic acid concentration 
has the same percent dissociation as 
0.150 mol/L propanoic acid. 
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39. Determine the concentration of benzoic 
acid required to produce a solution with a 
pH of 2.54. 

40. A solution prepared by adding 5.00 mL 
of 1.18 mol/L hydrofluoric acid, HF, to 
100 mL of water has a pH of 2.24. 
Determine the Ka of hydrofluoric acid.  

41. Caproic acid, C5H11CO2H, is used to 
make artificial flavours. A saturated 
solution contains 1.08 g per 100 mL of 
water and has a pH of 2.94. Determine 
the Ka of caproic acid. 

42. Coca-Cola® used to contain 0.060 % 
phosphoric acid by mass. Determine the 
pH of Coca-Cola, prior to carbonation. 

43. 1-naphthylamine, C10H7NH2 (pKb = 
10.08), is used to manufacture dyes and 
has a solubility of 0.17 gram per 100 
grams of water. Determine the pH of a 
saturated solution of 1-naphthylamine. 

44. A sample of commercial bottled water 
lists the following contents: 

 

HCO3
– 45 ppm Mg2+   4 ppm

Cl–   8 Ca2+ 19

SO4
2–   7 K+   1

Na+   2  

 What must the pH be to obtain an 
electrically neutral solution (no net charge)? 

45. A brand of household ammonia is 6.4 % 
ammonia by mass and has a density of 
0.98 g/mL. For cleaning, ammonia is 
typically diluted 1:10 by volume with 
water. Determine the pH of the cleaning 
solution. 

46. A brand of household bleach is 5.0 % 
sodium hypochlorite by mass and has a 
density of 1.08 g/mL. In washing 
machines, 10.0 L of water contains 125 
mL of bleach. Determine the pH 
assuming that the bleach is the only base 
in solution. 

47. A brand of vinegar has 4.7 % acetic acid 
by mass and a density of 1.03 g/mL. 

What volume of vinegar must be diluted 
to produce 1.50 L of solution with pH 
4.48? 

48. Given three separate solutions containing 
0.15 mol/L formic acid, 0.15 mol/L 
acetic acid, and 0.15 mol/L phenol, 

a) which has the greatest percent 
dissociation? 

b) which has the highest pH? 

49. Joseph Lister (after whom Listerine™ is 
named) introduced phenol, 
C6H5OH, as an antiseptic during 
surgery in the 1860s. This one act 
reduced the death rate from 
infection following oral surgery 
from ≈ 40 % to ≈ 3 %. Determine the pH 
of a 5.0 percent phenol solution by mass. 
(Assume a density of 1.00 g/mL. Note: phenol 
was called carbolic acid at the time.) 

50. When barium chloride is added to a 
saturated solution of barium hydroxide, 
does the pH increase or decrease? 
Explain. 

51. A solution contains 0.100 mol/L 
hydrofluoric acid and 0.085 mol/L 
hydrochloric acid. What percentage of 
the hydrofluoric acid solution is 
dissociated? 

52. Gold extraction is done using cyanide, 
CN–. Determine the pH of a solution 
prepared by adding 25 kg of sodium 
cyanide to a 500 L vat. 

Dilute solutions and very weak acids and 
bases 

53. Which Ka results in the smallest fraction 
dissociation: 

i)  1.0·10–2 mol/L 

ii) 9.0·10–2 mol/L 

iii) 1.0·10–4 mol/L 

iv) 9.0·10–4 mol/L 

OH

phenol
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54. Determine the pH and percent ionization 
of the following hydrofluoric acid 
solutions. (Ignore the autoionization of water.) 

a) 1.0·10–2 mol/L 

b) 1.0·10–4 mol/L 

c) 1.0·10–5 mol/L 

d) 1.0·10–6 mol/L 

55. Determine the pH and percent ionization 
of the following acetic acid solutions. 
(Ignore the autoionization of water.) 
a) 1.0·10–2 mol/L 

b) 1.0·10–4 mol/L 

c) 1.0·10–5 mol/L 

d) 1.0·10–6 mol/L 

56. Determine the pH and percent ionization 
of the following acetic acid solutions in 
the presence of 0.10 mol/L sodium 
acetate. 

a) 1.0·10–1 mol/L 

b) 1.0·10–2 mol/L 

c) 1.0·10–3 mol/L 

d) 1.0·10–4 mol/L 

57. Determine the pH of a 3.28·10–6 mol/L 
solution of potassium nitrite. 

58. When an aqueous solution containing a 
weak acid is concentrated by evaporation 
of the solvent, does the percent 
dissociation increase, decrease, or remain 
constant? 

59. Sugar (sucrose) is a weak acid. Determine 
the pH of a solution prepared by adding 
two teaspoons of sugar to 300 mL of 
water. (1 tsp = 5.0 g) 

60. Saccharin, C7H4NHO3S, is a weak 
monoprotic acid used as a beverage 
sweetener. A 1.00 g package of saccharin 
is dissolved in 250 mL of pure water. 
Determine the pH of the solution. 

61. When the calculated pH of a system is 
either 5.00 or 9.00, the contribution from 
water is 1.0 %. What pH range 
corresponds to a 5 % contribution? 

62. Determine the Ka where a 1 percent error 
in the pH is introduced by ignoring the 
auto-ionization of water from a 0.0100 
mol/L acid solution. 

Mixtures of weak acids and bases 

63. For each reaction, predict whether the 
reactants or products are favoured. 

a) NH4
+(aq) + OH–(aq)   

   NH3(aq) + H2O(l) 

b) CH3OH(aq) + CH3COO–(aq)   

   CH3O
–(aq) + CH3COOH(aq)  

c) CH3COOH(aq) + CO3
2–(aq)   

   HCO3
–(aq) + CH3COO–(aq)  

64. For each reaction, predict whether the 
reactants or products are favoured. 

a) NO2
–(aq) + HF(aq)   

   HNO2(aq) + F–(aq)  

b) HNO2(aq) + HCOO–(aq)   

   NO2
–(aq) + HCOOH(aq) 

c) HSO4
–(aq) + NO3

–(aq)   

   HNO3(aq) + SO4
2–(aq) 

65. For each reaction, predict whether the 
reactants or products are favoured. 

a) CH3NH3
+(aq) + NH3(aq)   

   CH3NH2(aq) + NH4
+(aq)  

b) CN–(aq) + HOCl(aq)   

   HCN(aq) + OCl–(aq)  

c) H3CCOOH(aq) + NH3(aq)   

   CH3COO–(aq) + NH4
+(aq) 

66. — 

Buffers 

67. Consider a buffered system prepared by 
adding 2.5 g NaF to 100 mL of a 0.18 
mol/L HF solution. (Assume the volume is 
constant.) 
a) Determine the pH of the buffer. 
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b) Determine the pH after 6.5·10–3 mol 
of HCl is added. 

68. A pH 2.00 buffer is required. Which 
conjugate acid-base system should be 
used: 

i)  HCOOH/HCOO– 

ii) CH3COOH/CH3COO– 

iii) CH2ClCOOH/CH2ClCOO– 

iv) HCl/Cl– 

v) HOCl/ClO– 

69. a) What conjugate acid-base pair would 
you use to prepare a buffer with a pH 
of 3.50? 

 i) HCO2H, HCO2Na 

 ii) CH3CO2H, CH3CO2Na 

 iii) H3PO4, NaH2PO4 

b) What mass ratio of the chosen buffer 
is necessary to prepare the buffer? 

70. What is the buffered range of the 
following buffer systems? 

a) C6H5CO2H, C6H5CO2Na 

b) C2H5CO2H, Ca(C2H5CO2)2 

c) CH3NH2, CH3NH3Cl 

d) NaHSO3, Na2SO3 

71. Determine the pH of a solution that is 
0.171 mol/L benzoic acid and 0.171 
mol/L sodium benzoate. 

72. What mass of sodium formate, 
HCOONa, must be added to 250 mL of 
0.125 mol/L formic acid solution to 
prepare a solution buffered at pH 4.00? 

73. Determine the pH of a buffer comprised 
of 4.684 g benzoic acid and 6.942 g 
sodium benzoate in 150.0 mL water. 
What is the pH if the solution is diluted 
to 1.000 L? 

74. What volume of 3.10 mol/L hydrochloric 
acid must be added to 750 mL of 0.357 
mol/L sodium nitrite, NaNO2, to prepare 
a buffer with a pH of 3.000? 

75. What volume of 1.50 mol/L sodium 
hydroxide must be added to 1.50 L of 
0.227 mol/L hypochlorous acid, HOCl, to 
prepare a buffer with a pH of 8.000? 

76. A reaction requires a constant aqueous 
ammonia concentration of 1.0·10–10 
mol/L. What NH4

+:H+ ratio will give this 
concentration? 

 NH4
+(aq)   NH3(aq) + H+(aq) 

77. Blood is buffered at pH 7.30. A minor 
buffer is a dihydrogen phosphate-
hydrogen phosphate buffer. Determine 
the base:acid ratio of this buffer in blood. 

78. Hydrofluoric acid is used to etch glass. 
To prepare a buffered stock solution, 
45.0 g of sodium fluoride, NaF, are 
dissolved in 60.0 mL deionized water. 
Once dissolved, 10.0 mL of 49 % 
hydrofluoric acid by mass are slowly 
added. The resultant solution has a 
volume of 78.0 mL. The density of 49 % 
HF is 1.19 g/mL. 

a) Determine the pH of the stock 
solution.  

b) A working solution is prepared by 
mixing 5.0 mL of the stock solution, 
85.0 mL water, and 10.0 mL of 12.4 
mol/L hydrochloric acid. Determine 
the pH of the working solution.  

79. Determine the acid buffer capacity and 
base buffer capacity of the buffer in the 
above question. 

80. What conjugate acid-base concentrations 
are required to prepare a pH 6.00 buffer 
using benzoic acid and sodium benzoate, 
where the acid buffer capacity is 0.25 
mol/L? 

81. a) To prepare a solution with a pH of 
9.45, what mass of ammonium sulfate, 
(NH4)2SO4, must be added to 500 mL 
of 0.285 mol/L NH3? 

b) What is the acid buffer capacity? The 
base buffer capacity? 
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82. A 500 mL solution contains 15.5 g 
nitrous acid, HNO2, and 18.5 g sodium 
nitrite, NaNO2. 

a) Determine the pH of the solution. 

b) If 100.0 mL of 0.184 mol/L sodium 
hydroxide are added, determine the 
resultant pH. 

c) What volume of 0.450 mol/L 
hydrochloric acid must be added to 
adjust the pH to 2.500? 

83. Calculate the volume of 6.0 mol/L 
ammonia and mass of ammonium 
chloride required to prepare 100 mL of a 
pH 10.00 buffer. 

a) if the final salt concentration is 0.200 
mol/L. 

b) if the total nitrogen concentration is 
0.200 mol/L. 

84. A buffer is prepared by combining 25.0 
mL of 6.00 mol/L acetic acid and 7.83 g 
of sodium acetate and diluting to 250 mL 
with water. 

a) Determine the pH. 

b) Determine the acid buffer capacity. 

c) Determine the base buffer capacity. 

85. Aquaria are commonly buffered at pH 
7.00, 7.80, or 8.50 using a sodium 
dihydrogen phosphate-sodium hydrogen 
phosphate buffer, NaH2PO4:Na2HPO4.  

a) Determine the mass ratio of salts 
required to prepare each buffers. 

b) A 5.00 gram tablet of the buffer salt 
mixture is added to an aquarium with 
10.0 gallons of water. Determine the 
acid buffer capacity and base buffer 
capacity for each buffer. 

86. Ten fish are kept in a 10.0 gallon 
aquarium. You add 5.0 grams of a 
pH 7.50 buffer composed of sodium 
dihydrogen phosphate and sodium 
hydrogen phosphate (see example 16.58). 

a) After two weeks, ammonia released 
by the fish has increased the pH to 

7.70. What mass of ammonia is 
released per fish per day? 

b) What are the acid and base buffer 
capacities of the initial buffer? 

87. Biochemists commonly use TRIS, 
(HOCH2)3CNH2, buffers in biological 
systems. TRIS is sold as the acid 
chloride, (HOCH2)3CNH3Cl. The pKa of 
the acid is 8.09. 

a) 500 mL of buffer at pH 7.50 are 
required for an experiment. Starting 
with 25.0 g of TRIS·HCl and having 
available both 1.0 mol/L HCl and 1.0 
mol/L NaOH, how could this buffer be 
prepared? 

b) What is the acid buffer capacity and 
base buffer capacity of the prepared 
buffer? 

88. Derive a Henderson-Hasselbalch-style 
equation for a basic reaction in terms of 
pOH and pKb. 

Titrations 

89. What volume of 0.472 mol/L KOH is 
needed to neutralize  

a) 200 mL of 0.185 mol/L HI 

b) 140 mL of 0.073 mol/L H3PO4 

c) 750 mL of 0.144 mol/L NH4Cl 

90. Determine the pH of the solutions: 

a) 25.0 mL 0.2853 mol/L HCl added to 
50.0 mL 0.1289 mol/L NaOH 

b) 50.0 mL 0.0375 mol/L H2SO4 added 
to 50.0 mL 0.0829 mol/L KOH 

c) 100.0 mL 0.1843 mol/L HNO3 added 
to 250.0 mL 0.02495 mol/L Sr(OH)2 

d) 25.0 mL 0.0637 mol/L CH3COOH 
added to 50.0 mL 0.0583 mol/L 
NaOH 

e) 0.155 mol/L (NH4)2SO4 and 0.275 
mol/L NH3 

91. Determine the pH of the solutions: 
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a) 25.00 mL 0.253 mol/L NH4Cl added 
to 50.00 mL 0.184 mol/L NH3 

b) 20.00 mL 0.135 mol/L NaOH added 
to 25.00 mL 0.394 mol/L CH3COOH 

c) 10.00 mL 0.0088 mol/L Ca(OH)2 
added to 25.00 mL 0.106 mol/L HCl 

d) 50.00 mL 0.327 mol/L HCl added to 
75.00 mL 0.252 mol/L NaOH 

e) 20.00 mL 0.155 mol/L NaOH added 
to 25.00 mL 0.254 mol/L HOCN 

92. Determine the pH of the solutions: 

a) 15.00 mL 0.327 mol/L HNO3 added to 
50.00 mL 0.236 mol/L HNO3 

b) 50.00 mL 0.265 mol/L HCl added to 
75.00 mL 0.302 mol/L NaNO2 

c) 20.00 mL 0.085 mol/L NH3 added to 
20.00 mL 0.194 mol/L HClO4 

d) 10.00 mL 0.418 mol/L KOH added to 
25.00 mL 0.093 mol/L H2SO4 

e) 25.00 mL 0.265 mol/L NH3 added to 
10.00 mL 0.282 mol/L HCl 

93. Determine the pH of the solutions: 

a) 75.00 mL of a HCl solution with a pH 
of 2.00 and 60.00 mL of a NaOH 
solution with a pH of 11.00. 

b) 100.00 mL of a HNO3 solution with a 
pH of 1.00 and 120.00 mL of a 
Sr(OH)2 solution with a pH of 12.00. 

94. A 10.00 mL sample of hydrochloric acid 
was titrated with 34.47 mL of 0.225 
mol/L NaOH. 

a) Determine the original hydrochloric 
acid concentration.  

b) Calculate the pH after 0.00 mL, 20.00 
mL, 30.00 mL, and 35.00 mL of 
sodium hydroxide. 

c) Determine the pH at the equivalence 
point. 

d) Draw a representative titration curve 
given the data obtained above. 

e) What indicator(s) from table 16.64 
would be best for this titration. 

95. A 15.00 mL sample a formic acid, 
HCO2H, was titrated with 22.47 mL of 
0.125 mol/L NaOH. 

a) Determine the original formic acid 
concentration.  

b) Calculate the pH after 0.00 mL, 10.00 
mL, 20.00 mL, and 25.00 mL of 
sodium hydroxide. 

c) Determine the pH at the half-
equivalence and the equivalence point. 

d) Draw a representative titration curve 
given the data obtained above. 

e) What indicator(s) from table 16.64 
would be best for this titration. 

96. A 10.00 mL sample of acetic acid was 
titrated with 37.96 mL of 0.1084 mol/L 
sodium hydroxide. (ρsoln = 1.05 g/mL) 

a) Determine the original acetic acid 
concentration. Report your answer in 
mol/L and mass percent acetic acid.  

b) Calculate the pH after 0.00 mL, 15.00 
mL, 30.00 mL, and 40.00 mL of 
sodium hydroxide. 

c) Determine the pH at the half-
equivalence and the equivalence point. 

d) Draw a representative titration curve 
given the data obtained above. 

e) What indicator(s) from table 16.64 
would be best for this titration. 

97. Commercial oven cleaners often contain 
sodium hydroxide. A 5.00 mL sample of 
oven cleaner was titrated with 29.76 mL 
of 0.955 mol/L HCl. 

a) Determine the original sodium 
hydroxide concentration.  

b) Calculate the pH after 0.00 mL, 10.00 
mL, 20.00 mL, and 30.00 mL of 
hydrochloric acid. 

c) Determine the pH at the equivalence 
point. 

d) Draw a representative titration curve 
given the data obtained above. 

e) What indicator(s) from table 16.64 
would be best for this titration. 
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98. Household ammonia, NH3, is a weak 
base. 10.00 mL of ammonia were titrated 
with 0.1683 mol/L HCl. 22.74 mL were 
required to reach the equivalence point. 

a) Determine the ammonia concentration 
in household ammonia. Report your 
answer in mol/L and mass percent 
ammonia.  

b) Calculate the pH after 0.00 mL, 6.52 
mL, 11.37 mL, and 28.28 mL of 
hydrochloric acid solution are added. 

c) Determine the pH at the equivalence 
point. 

d) Draw a representative titration curve 
given the data obtained in above. 

e) What indicator(s) from table 16.64 
would be best for this titration. 

99. Tums® contains calcium carbonate, 
CaCO3, and are advertised as a stomach 
antacid and calcium supplement. A 
regular strength Tums tablet was crushed, 
dissolved in 15 mL water, and titrated 
with 35.08 mL of 0.285 mol/L HCl. 

a) Determine the mass of calcium 
carbonate concentration in a Tums 
tablet. 

b) Calculate the pH after 0.00 mL, 10.00 
mL, 20.00 mL, 30.00 mL, and 40.00 
mL hydrochloric acid are added. 

c) Determine the pH at the half-
equivalence and equivalence points. 

d) Draw a representative titration curve 
given the data obtained above. 

e) What indicator(s) from table 16.64 
would be best for this titration. 

100. At what point in a titration curve are 
the concentrations of acid and conjugate 
base equal? 

INTEGRATIVE EXERCISES 

101. Consider a buffer with pH of 9.28. 

a) What mass of ammonium chloride, 
NH4Cl, must be added to 650 mL of 

0.186 mol/L NH3 to prepare the 
buffer? 

b) What mass of what component must 
be added to 250 mL of the buffer in a) 
to change the pH to 9.55? 

c) What volume of 0.12 ml/L HCl must 
be added to 250 mL of the buffer in a) 
change the pH to 9.00? 

102. You have 1.25 L of waste acid with an 
acid concentration of 0.026 mol/L. 

a) What volume of 0.284 mol/L NaHCO3 
is required to neutralize the acid. 

b) What mass of sodium hydroxide is 
required to neutralize the acid. 

c) Which would be a better choice: 
sodium hydrogen carbonate or sodium 
hydroxide? (Hint: what happens of you use 
slightly too much of the base?) 

103. Carabid beetles spray a formic acid 
solution as a defensive measure against 
predators. Six discharges from a carabid 
beetle were collected totalling 5.6 mg of 
solution. 

a) The solution was titrated with 14.54 
mL of 6.728·10–3 mol/L sodium 
hydroxide. Determine the mass 
percent composition of formic acid in 
the discharge. 

b) It takes 35 days to replenish the gland. 
At what rate (µg/day) does the beetle 
generate formic acid? 

104. When excess sodium carbonate is 
added to a phosphoric acid solution, the 
resulting salt is sodium hydrogen 
phosphate, Na2HPO4. Why is this the 
case? 

105. Determin if a solution of sodium 
dihydrogen citrate, NaH2C6H5O7, acidic 
or basic. 

106. Pick one equilibrium in questions 63 to 
65 and determine the pH of the system 
starting with 0.10 mol/L of each reactant. 

107. You need to prepare 500 mL of a 1.0 
mol/L lactate buffer with a pH of 4.0, 
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given sodium lactate, C3H5O3Na, and 6.0 
mol/L hydrochloric acid. What amounts 
of each reagent are required? 

108. Why is sodium hydrogen carbonate 
used to neutralize both acid and base 
spills? 

109. Why isn’t the H2CO3/HCO3
– system 

used to prepare laboratory buffers? 

110. Victims of traumatic accidents often 
require fluids to replace those lost 
because of the accident. These fluids 
need to have the same pH as the body 
and, equally importantly, they must have 
the same ionic concentration (they must be 
isotonic).  

???picture: IV bag 

a) What must the dihydrogen 
phosphate:hydrogen phosphate 
concentration ratio be to establish a 
pH of 7.30? 

b) Sodium and potassium are also 
required by the body, so the choice of 
salts conveniently adds these ions. 
Determine the dihydrogen phosphate 
:hydrogen phosphate mass ratio using 
potassium dihydrogen phosphate, 
KH2PO4, and sodium hydrogen 
phosphate dodecahydrate, 
Na2HPO4•12H2O. 

c) The ionic concentration of blood is 
equivalent to 9.2 grams of sodium 
chloride per liter. What mass of potas-
sium dihydrogen phosphate, KH2PO4, 
and sodium hydrogen phosphate 
dodecahydrate, Na2HPO4•12H2O, are 
required to make one liter of fluid with 
the same ionic concentration? 

111. A 3.12·106 L swimming pool is 
purified with calcium hypochlorite. 

a) Determine the mass of calcium 
hypochlorite needed to give a 
hypochlorite concentration of 3.0 ppm 
by mass (assume ρwater = 1.00 g/mL).  

b) Assuming that calcium hypochlorite 
and water are the only acid/base 
entities in solution, set-up the 
equations needed to determine the 
concentration of all entities in 
solution.  

c) Determine the pH of the swimming 
pool assuming that calcium 
hypochlorite is the only acid/base 
entity in solution.  

d) Determine the base/acid ratio at pH 
7.50.  

e) Determine the volume of 3.0 mol/L 
hydrochloric acid needed to reduce the 
pH to 7.50.  

f) Hypochlorous acid and the 
hypochlorite ion destroy biological 
matter and form chloride ions in the 
process. Hypochlorous acid is the 
dominant killing agent because, being 
neutrally charged, it more readily 
penetrates cell walls. Chloride ions are 
also present from HCl. Additional 
equilibria are possible in the presence 
of chloride ion: 

  HOCl(aq) + Cl–(aq) + H+(aq)  

    Cl2(g) + H2O(l) 

K = 3.89·107 

  OCl–(aq) + Cl–(aq) + 2 H+(aq)   

    Cl2(g) + H2O(l) 

K = 1.30·1012 

 Qualitatively, what effect will the 
production of chloride ions have on 
the pool? 

112. What are the hydrogen phosphate ion, 
HPO4

2–, and phosphate ion concentration 
in a 0.078 mol/L phosphoric acid 
solution? 

113. Determine the equilibrium 
concentration of all entities produced 
from an initial 0.100 mol/L NaHSO3 
solution. 

114.  ‘Cream of Tartar’, is potassium 
hydrogen tartrate, KO2C(CHOH)2CO2H, 
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and commonly used in baking to activate 
baking soda and prevent crystallization. 
A 0.10 mol/L solution of potassium 
hydrogen tartrate is prepared. Determine 
the concentration of all entities in 
solution and the pH of the solution. 

115. Tartaric acid, HO2C(CHOH)2CO2H 
with pKa1 = 2.98 and pKa2 = 4.34, is 
common in wines and commonly used in 
foods for flavour as an antioxidant. A 
0.10 mol/L solution of tartaric acid is 
prepared. Determine the concentration of 

each entity in solution and the pH of the 
solution. 

116. Quinine, C20H24O2N2, is an antimalarial 
drug and commonly used as the flavorant 
in tonic water. It is extremely bitter. 
Quinine is a diprotic base (pKb1 = 5.48, 
pKb2 = 9.87) with a solubility of 0.53 
grams per liter. For a saturated quinine 
solution, determine the concentration of 
each entity in solution and the pH of the 
solution. 

 

Answers to in-text exercises 

16.2 a) {CH3OH, CH3O
–}; b) {CH3NH3

+, CH3NH2}, 
{H2O, OH–} 

16.4 H2CO3 is a polyprotic acid; HCO3
– is 

amphoteric, a monoprotic acid, and a 
monobasic; and CO3

2– is a polybasic. The 
conjugate acid-base pairs are: {H2CO3, HCO3

–} 
and {HCO3

–, CO3
2–}. 

16.11 a) R+(aq) + H2O(l)   ROH(aq) + H+(aq) 

 b) R–(aq) + H2O(l)   RH(aq) + OH–(aq) 

 c) Al(s) + 3 H2O(l)   Al3+(aq) + 3 OH–

(aq) +3/2 H2(g) 

 d) NaNH2(aq) + H2O(l)   Na+(aq) + 
NH3(aq) + OH–(aq) 

16.16 a) Na+ <none>, ClO– undergoes hydrolysis 

 b) Na+ <none>, Cl– <none> 

 c) NH4
+ dissociates, ClO– undergoes 

hydrolysis 

 d) H+ <none>, HSO4
– undergoes hydrolysis 

16.20 4.1·10–4 mol/L, 4.1 %; 1.2·10–4 mol/L, 12 %; 
3.4·10–5 mol/L, 34 % 

16.22 a) electronegativity predicts HF to be stronger; 
size predicts HI to be stronger 

 b) size is a bigger factor than 
electronegativity, in this series  

16.25 Kb1 = 2.4·10–2 mol/L; Kb2 = 1.6·10–7 mol/L; 
Kb3 = 1.4·10–12 mol/L 

16.28 5.3·10–5 to 4.2·10–4 mol/L  

16.32 6.812 

16.34 HClO4: 0.46; C6H5COOH: 2.33; CCl3CO2H: 
0.72; CH3NH2: 12.09; NaF: 8.37; H2CrO4: 0.75 

16.36 6.79 

16.38 98.9 % 

16.39 pH = 6.02; ([H+] = 9.6·10–7 mol/L; [OH–] = 1.0·10–8 

mol/L; [IO–] = 9.5·10–7 mol/L; [HOI] = 3.9·10–2 mol/L) 

16.42 The Ka for acetic acid is larger, which will 
drive the equilibrium to the right. K = 3.2·10–4 

16.43 K = 5.9·103 

16.44 [H+] = 1.004·10–7 mol/L (pH = 6.998), [OH–

] = 9.96·10–8 mol/L, [CH3COOH] = 5.55·10–4 
mol/L, [NH3] = 5.55·10–4 mol/L , [CH3COO–

] = 9.945·10–2 mol/L , [NH4
+] =  9.945·10–2 

mol/L 

16.49 7.30 

16.50 ??? 

16.51 ??? 

16.54 5.00, 3.00, 4.00 

16.59 a) ???; b) 90 % 

16.62 
0.014 mol base

1.00 L buffer

 
base buffer capacity   

16.63 a) ???; b) ??? 

16.72 1.07 and 2.01, compared with 1.00 and 2.00 

16.76 a) 4.210 mol/L; b) answer in the graph 
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Titration of drain cleaner

0
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HCl volume /mL
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H

Volume /mL pH
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16.48 13.831

23.39 13.358

28.56 7.000

31.06 1.047

V eq

 
16.77 a) 0.1066 mol/L; b) 9.5 mL; c) and d) are 

answered in the graph. 

Hydrofluoric acid titration
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16.78 a) ???, b) ??? 
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Chapter 17. Ionic Equilibria 

Recall that solubility and complex-ion formation are related: 

Mm+(aq) + nL–(aq)   MLn
±(aq) charged (q = m – n); soluble; 

f
K K  17.1 

Mn+(aq) + nL–(aq)   MLn(s)  zero charge; insoluble; 
sp

1K K  17.2 

When a reaction forms a 
charged

neutral

 
 
 

 entity, that entity is 
soluble

insoluble

 
 
 

 and the reaction is called a 

, equation 17.1.

, equations 17.2 and 17.3.





complex - ion formation reaction

precipitation reaction
 

In these equations, M represents the central metal ion and L represents the ligand attached to the 
metal ion. 

Precipitation reactions are written as the reverse of 17.2 called solubility equilibria. (This reversal 

simplifies calculations.) 

MLn(s)   Mn+(aq) + nL–(aq)  Ksp 17.3 

17.1 Solubility equilibria 

A solubility equilibrium exists when a sparingly soluble entity is put or forms in solution. 
Solubility equilibrium constants are tabulated in 17.4 and in Appendix B.4. A general guideline 
for solubility is given in table 8.26. 
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Table 17.4 Solubility product equilibrium constants for selected entities. Appendix B.4 contains solubility 
product constants for additional entities. 

Entity K sp(298 K) Entity K sp(298 K) Entity K sp(298 K)

AgBr 5.4·10-13 FeF2 2.4·10-6 MgF2 5.2·10-11

AgCl 1.8·10-10 Fe(OH)2 4.9·10-17 Mg(OH)2 5.6·10-12

AgCN 6.0·10-17 Fe(OH)3 2.8·10-39 PbBr2 6.6·10-6

AgI 8.5·10-17 FeS‡ 6·10-19 PbCl2 1.7·10-5

Ag2CO3 8.5·10-12 HgBr2 6.2·10-20 PbCO3 7.4·10-14

Ag2S 6·10-30 HgI2 2.9·10-29 PbF2 3.3·10-8

CaCO3 3.4·10-9 HgS 4·10-33 PbI2 9.8·10-9

Ca(OH)2 5.0·10-6 Hg2Br2 6.4·10-23 Pb(OH)2 1.4·10-20

Ca3(PO4)2 2.1·10-33 Hg2Cl2 1.4·10-18 PbS‡ 3·10-28

CuBr 6.3·10-9 KClO4 1.0·10-2 PbSO4 2.5·10-8

CuC2O4 4.4·10-10 LiF 1.8·10-3 Pd(SCN)2 4.4·10-23

CuCl 1.7·10-7 Li2CO3 8.2·10-4 ZnCO3 1.5·10-10

CuCN 3.5·10-20 Li3PO4 2.4·10-11 ZnF2 3.0·10-2

FeCO3 3.1·10-11 MgCO3 6.8·10-6 Zn(OH)2 3·10-17

Source: CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics , CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl., 2004.

Source: IUPAC-NIST Solubility Database , NIST Standard Reference Database 106, version 1.0, 2007.

1. The dimensionality depends on the reaction stoichiometry.

2. Most equilibrium constants are only known to two significant digits, or fewer.

‡. Sulfide equilibria is for the reaction: Mx Sy (s) + y  H2O(l)  x  My+(aq) + y  HS–(aq) + y  OH–(aq)

Selected solubility product constants1,2

 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the solubility of iron(II) hydroxide in a) pure water and b) a system 
buffered at pH 6.00. 

Fe(OH)2(s)   Fe2+(aq) + 2 OH–(aq) 

a) In pure water, the solution method for this simple equilibrium system is as before. 

 The ICE table for this system is 

   2Fe OH s

I

C

E

   2

mol/L

Fe aq 2 OH aq

0 0

2

2

x x

x x

 

 



 

EXAMPLE 17.5 
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 The solubility equilibrium equation is solved as 
22

sp Fe OHK           

 
3

217 3

6

mol
4.9 10 2 4

L

mol
2.3 1 10

L

x x x

x





    
 

 

  

 Considering the equilibrium equation in , we find that x corresponds to the moles 
of iron hydroxide that must have been lost to produce the iron and hydroxide ions. 
Thus, x is the solubility of iron hydroxide. 

The solubility of iron hydroxide is 2.3·10–6 mol/L in pure water. 

b) In a system buffered at pH 6.00, the hydroxide ion concentration is fixed.  

 From the pH, pOH = 8.00 and [OH–] = 1.0·10–8 mol/L. 

 The ICE table for this system changes to 

   2Fe OH s

I

C

E

   2

8
mol/L

8

Fe aq 2 OH aq

0 1.0 10

1.0 10

x

x

 















 

 The solubility equilibrium equation is solved as 
22

sp Fe OHK           

 
3

217 8

1

mol
4.9 10 1.0 10

L

mol
4.9 10

L

x

x

 



    
 

 

  

 x is again the solubility of iron 
hydroxide, 0.49 mol/L in a pH 6.00 
solution. 

▼——————————————— 

Derive an equation for the solubility of lead(II) hydroxide as a function of 
hydron concentration. 

EXAMPLE 17.6 

Fe(OH)2 solubility

0

1

2

3

4 6 8 10 12 14

pH

S
ol

u
b

ili
ty

 /(
m

ol
/L

)

Soluble because of low hydroxide concentration.

   Fe(OH)2(s)  Fe2+(aq) + 2 OH–(aq)
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This requires us to convert from basic to acidic conditions. 

Pb(OH)2(s)  Pb2+(aq) + 2 OH–(aq)    spK  

2 (H+(aq) + OH–(aq)   H2O(l))    2
w

1

K
 

——————————————————————————————— 

Pb(OH)2(s) + 2 H+(aq)   Pb2+(aq) + 2 H2O(l)  

2
sp

22
w

Pb

H

K
K

K





   
  

 

 

The final equilibrium constant equation 
relates the solubility of lead(II) hydroxide as 
a function of hydron concentration. The 
solubility as a function of pH is plotted at 
right. 

 

 

▼——————————————— 

Derive an equation for p(Pb) in example 17.6. 

Answer: see page 859. 

———————————————▲ 

Any reaction involving weak acids or bases — OH–, CO3
2–, HCO3

–, C2O4
2–, F–, NH4

+, etc. — will 
have a pH dependence. Many of the entities in tables 17.4 and 17.32 contain weak acids or bases. 
The secondary acid-base equilibria must be considered simultaneously with the complex-ion 
equilibria.  

▼——————————————— 

Determine the solubility of zinc fluoride in a) pure water and b) a 0.25 mol/L 
NaF solution. (Assume all dissociated fluorine exists as fluoride, F–.) 

Answer: see page 859. 

▼——————————————— 

Why do we need to make the assumption in 17.8? 

Answer: see page 859. 

EXERCISE 17.7 

EXERCISE 17.8 

EXERCISE 17.9 

Pb(OH)2 solubility

0

1

2

3

2 4 6 8 10 12 14

pH

S
ol

u
b

ili
ty

 /(
m

ol
/L

)

Soluble because of the low hydroxide 
concentration.

   Pb(OH)2(s)  Pb2+(aq) + 2 OH–(aq)
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▼——————————————— 

Determine if a precipitate will form from the mixing of 50 mL of 0.15 mol/L 
silver nitrate and 25 mL of 0.051 mol/L sulfuric acid. 

 Once the solutions are mixed, the system contains numerous ions: H+, Ag+, NO3
–, SO4

2–, 
and HSO4

– because SO4
2– is a weak base. This leads to several possible pairings, each must 

be tested for its aqueous solubility: 

HNO3, H2SO4, AgNO3, AgHSO4, Ag2SO4 

Consulting table 17.4, table 8.26, or Appendix B.4, we find that Ag2SO4 is insoluble. 

Ag2SO4(s)   2 Ag+(aq) + SO4
2–(aq)  Ksp = 1.20·10–5 (mol/L)3 

 The ICE table for the solubility reaction is 

 
2 4Ag SO s

I

C

E

   2
4

mol/L

2 Ag aq SO aq

? ?

 

   



 

In order to determine whether a precipitate will form, we need to determine the initial 
silver ion and sulfate concentrations and then compare Q with the Ksp. 

 The silver ion concentration is a simple dilution. Its concentration may be determined 
using C1 V1 = C2 V2.  

1 1
1 1 2 2 2

2

mol 50 mL
Ag 0.15

L

C V
C V C V C

V



  

   
75 mL

mol
0.10

L


 

 Determining the sulfate concentration is not so simple. Sulfuric acid is diprotic. The first 
proton is strong and the second weak, the second dissociation produces sulfate. 

H2SO4(aq)   H+(aq) + HSO4
–(aq) 

HSO4
–(aq)   H+(aq) + SO4

2–(aq)  Ka2 = 1.11·10–2 mol/L 

 The initial sulfuric acid may be determined using C1 V1 = C2 V2. 

 2 4

mol 25 mL
H SO 0.51

L


75 mL

mol
0.17

L
  

And the hydrogen sulfate ion concentration determined from an ICE table. 

     2 4 4

mol/L

H SO aq H aq HSO aq

0.17 0 0

0.17 0.17 0.17

0 0.17 0.17

 



I

C

E
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For the second proton, note that there is an initial hydron concentration from the first 
dissociation. 

     2
4 4

mol/L

HSO aq H aq SO aq

0.17 0.17 0

0.17 0.17

x x x

x x x

  

  
 

I

C

E



 

The assumption that x is negligible is unlikely to be valid. Substitution into the Ka2 
equation and solving the quadratic gives 

2
4

a2

4

H SO

HSO
K

 



      
  

 

 2

1

3

0.17 mol Lmol
1.11 10

L 0.17 mol L

1.91 10 mol L

9.88 10 mol L

x x

x

x








 



  


  

The positive root returns all positive equilibrium concentrations. The sulfate concentration 
is 9.88·10–3 mol/L. 

 Substituting this into the ICE table and determining Q gives 

 
2 4Ag SO s

I

C

E

   2
4

3
mol/L

2 Ag aq SO aq

0.10 9.88 10

 









 

2
4 5

4

H SO mol
9.8 10

LHSO
Q

 




        
  

 

 Since Q > Ksp, the equilibrium will shift right and a precipitate will form.* 

▼——————————————— 

Will magnesium carbonate, MgCO3, precipitate from a solution that is 0.015 
mol/L magnesium chloride and 0.187 mol/L sodium hydrogen carbonate, 

NaHCO3? 

Answer: see page 859. 

                                                 
* Example 17.10 only determines if a precipitate will form. Calculation of the equilibrium concentrations requires 

simultaneous consideration of both the solubility and acid-base equilibria — a multiple equilibria system. 

EXERCISE 17.11 
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▼——————————————— 

Is it valid to ignore the other hydrogen carbonate equilibrium in 17.11? 

HCO3
–(aq) + H2O(l)   H2CO3(aq) + OH–(aq) 

Answer: see page 859. 

———————————————▲ 

In general, if 

sp

sp

sp

Q K

Q K

Q K

 
 

 
  

, the solution is 

(no precipitate forms)

(no reaction)

(precipitate forms)

.

 .

.







unsaturated

saturated

supersaturated

 

Once the precipitate forms, the solution becomes saturated. 

DEMO Under certain conditions, it is possible to maintain a supersaturated solution. 
Supersaturated sodium acetate solutions can be prepared if no impurities or seed 
crystals are present. When crystallization does occur, heat is released. Voilà! This is 
the chemical reaction in reusable heat packs. 

 Image??? 

Sulfide and oxide solubility 

Salts that contain sparingly soluble sulfide, S2–, and oxide, O2–, pose an interesting problem: both 
sulfide and oxide ions are strong bases that immediately hydrolyse in water. 

For sulfides, 

MxSy(s)   x My+ + y S2–(aq)  17.13 

y S2–(aq) + y H2O(l)   y HS–(aq) + y OH–(aq) 17.14 
——————————————————————— 

MxSy(s) + y H2O(l)   x My+ + y HS–(aq) + y OH–(aq) 17.15 

For oxides, 

MxOy(s)   x My+ + y O2–(aq) 17.16 

y O2–(aq) + yvH2O(l)   2y OH–(aq) 17.17 
——————————————————— 

MxOy(s) + y H2O(l)   x My+ + 2y OH–(aq) 17.18 

Because the hydrolysis reaction occurs simultaneously with dissolution, the equilibrium 
suggested by 17.13 and 17.16 is incorrect. The correct equilibria are given by 17.15 and 17.18.* 

                                                 
* CAUTION: there is no standard for reporting the sulfide and oxide equilibrium constants. Different resources list 

the equilibrium constants for different reactions and it is up to you, the reader, to look at the footnotes to 
determine which chemical equation is being referenced. 

EXERCISE 17.12 
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▼——————————————— 

The solubility product of copper(II) sulfide for different solubility reactions is 
given below. 

CuS(s)   Cu2+(aq) + S2–(aq)   Ksp = 5·10–63 (mol/L)2 17.20 

CuS(s) + 2 H+(aq)   Cu2+(aq) + H2S(aq) Ksp = 7·10–16 17.21 

CuS(s) + H2O(l)   Cu2+(aq) + HS–(aq) + OH–(aq)  

     Ksp = 6·10–37 (mol/L)3 
17.22 

Show that these equilibrium constants are consistent by using appropriate chemical equations to 
convert 17.20 → 17.21 → 17.22. 

Answer: see page 859. 

———————————————▲ 

Calculations involving oxides are not any more complex if 17.18 is used. However, additional 
equilibria are present in sulfide equilibria because of the reativity of hydrogen sulfide ion, HS–. 
This complex system should be solved as a multiple equilibria system. 

HS–(aq) + H2O(l)   H2S(aq) + OH–(aq) Kb2 = 1.0·10–7 mol/L 17.23 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the solubility of copper(I) oxide at pH 4.00 and 10.00. 

Cu2O(s) + H2O(l)   2 Cu+(aq) + 2 OH–(aq)  Ksp = 2·10–15 (mol/L)4 

Answer: see page 859. 

———————————————▲ 

                                                                                                                                                             

  MxSy(s)   x My+ + y S2–(aq)     MxOy(s)   x My+ + y O2–(aq) 

  MxSy(s) + y H2O(l)   x My+ + y HS–(aq) + yvOH–(aq) MxOy(s) + yH2O(l)   x My+ + 2y OH–(aq) 

  MxSy(s) + 2y H+(aq)   x My+ + y H2S(aq)   MxOy(s) + 2y H+(aq)   x My+ + y H2O(aq) 

EXERCISE 17.19 

EXERCISE 17.24 
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Multiple equilibria systems 

A strategy for determining if additional equilibria can be ignored is presented on page 733. The 
procedure is to test each additional equilibrium to determine how much of the reactant or product 
of interest is involved in the additional equilibrium. If a negligible amount is involved, the 
additional equilibria may be ignored. (This simplifies to ensuring that x is negligible in the additional 

equilibria.) Examples 15.73 and 15.74 show how this is done. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the solubility of copper(II) sulfide in a system buffered at pH 
10.00. 

 The solubility equilibrium constants tabulated in this text are for reaction 17.15. In 
addition, there is the additional acid-base equilibrium of hydrogen sulfide. 

CuS(s) + H2O(l) 1  Cu2+(aq) + HS–(aq) + OH–(aq) Ksp = 6·10–37 (mol/L)3 

HS–(aq) + H2O(l) 2  H2S(aq) + OH–(aq)   Kb2 = 1.0·10–7 mol/L 

 Assuming that only the solubility equilibrium dominates, we have a single equilibrium 
system. 

 Since this system is buffered at pH 10.00, the hydroxide ion concentration is fixed at 
1.0·10–4 mol/L. 

 CuS s

I

C

E

 
2H O l      1 2

4
mol/L

4

4

Cu aq HS aq OH aq

0 0 1.0 10

1.0 10

1.0 10

x x

x x

  







 


  





 

 The equilibrium equation is solved as 
2

sp Cu HS OHK                

3
37 2 4

17

mol mol
6 10 1.0 10

L L

mol
7 10

L

x

x

 



    
 

 

  

 To test the assumption in , we must see if the hydrogen sulfide ion concentration change 
in equilibrium 2 is negligible.  

   
2

17

17

H O lHS aq

7 10

7 10

y

y












 

I

C

E

   1
2

4
mol/L

4

4

H S aq OH aq

0 1.0 10

1.0 10

1.0 10

y

y
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 The equilibrium equation is solved as 

 2

b2

H S OH

HS
K





  
  

 

20

17

assume
 is neg

4 4
7

17

.

17

20 7 10
check : 0.001 0.05

7 10

mol 1.0 10 mol L 1.0 10 mol L
1.0 10

L 7 10 mol L 7 10 mol L

mol
7 10

L

y

change

initial

y y

y

y




 


 






 



 
  

  

  



valid!

 

 Since y is negligible in equilibrium 2, x from equilibrium 1 is valid and is the solubility of 
copper sulfide, 7·10–17 mol/L in a pH 10.00 solution. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the silver chloride solubility in a 0.10 mol/L ammonia solution. 

AgCl(s) 1  Ag+(aq) + Cl–(aq)    Ksp = 1.8·10–10 (mol/L)2 

Ag+(aq) + 2 NH3(aq) 2  Ag(NH3)2
+(aq)  Kf = 1.6·107 (mol/L)–2 

 Assuming that only the solubility equilibrium dominates, we have a single equilibrium 
system. 

 AgCl s

I

C

E

   1

mol/L

Ag aq Cl aq

0 0

x x

x x

 

 



 

Solution gives x = [Ag+] = 51.34 10  mol/L. 

 To test the assumption in , we must see if the silver concentration change in equilibrium 
2 is negligible. Since the formation constant is large, we first assume the reaction goes to 
completion. 

       2
3 3 2

5
mol/L

5 5

5

2 NH aqAg aq Ag NH aq

0.101.34 10 0

1.34 10 1.34 10

0.100 1.34 10





 



 


  


I

C

E


 

       2
3 3 2

5 mol/L

5

2 NH aqAg aq Ag NH aq

0.100 1.34 10

0.10 1.34 10

x x

x x










 

 

I

C

E




 

Solution gives x = [Ag+] = 128.38 10  mol/L. This is a substantial change, so this 

equilibrium cannot be excluded. 

EXAMPLE 17.26 
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 The unknowns are [Ag+], [Cl–], [NH3], and [Ag(NH3)2
+]. 

 Two equations are obtained from the equilibrium constant equations: 

 
sp Ag ClK       

 
 

3 2
f 2

3

Ag NH

Ag NH
K





 
 
  

 

 Two additional equations come from the mass balances of silver and nitrogen: 

[Ag+]0 = [Cl–]eq = [Ag+]eq + [Ag(NH3)2
+]eq mass balance on silver  

[NH3]0 = [NH3]eq + [Ag(NH3)2
+]eq   mass balance on nitrogen 

 This is one route to a solution, 

i) solve the nitrogen mass balance for [Ag(NH3)2
+] and substitute into Kf 

   mol
2 3L

f 3

0.1 NH
Ag NH

2
K  

     

ii) substitute silver mass balance into Ksp, replacing chlorine 

  sp 3 2
Ag Ag Ag NHK

              

iii) solve i) for [Ag+] and substitute into ii) 

 
 

 
 

 3 32 2
sp 32 2 2

f 3 f 3

Ag NH Ag NH
Ag NH

NH NH
K

K K

 


    
         

 
 

iv) solve the nitrogen mass balance for [Ag(NH3)2
+] and substitute into iii) 

 
 

 
 

 mol mol mol
3 3 3L L L

sp 2 2

f 3 f 3

0.1 NH 0.1 NH 0.1 NH

22 NH 2 NH
K

K K

   
  
 
 

 

 Solving these equations gives 

[NH3] = 9.03·10–2  mol/L 

[Ag(NH3)2
+] = 4.85·10–3  mol/L 

[Ag+] = 3.71·10–8  mol/L 

[Cl–] = 4.85·10–3  mol/L 

▼——————————————— 

The equilibria in example 17.26 are complicated by additional equilibria 

Ag+(aq) + 2 Cl–(aq) 3  AgCl2
–(aq)   Kf,3 = 1.5·105 (mol/L)–2 

NH3(aq) + H2O(l) 4  NH4
+(aq) + OH–(aq)  Kb = 1.8·10–5 mol/L 

Determine if these equilibria can truly be ignored at pH = 7.00 in example 17.26. 

Answer: see page 859. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 17.27 
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Tooth decay — an equilibrium experience 

Hydroxyapatite, Ca5(PO4)3OH, is a principal component of teeth and bones. Hydroxyapatite is 
soluble in acidic solutions. Bacteria acidify the oral cavity, causing the hydroxyapatite to 
dissolve, leaving a soft, weak residue. This is tooth decay. 

 Ca5(PO4)3OH(s) + 4 H+(aq) H

  5 Ca2+(aq) + 3 HPO4
2–(aq) + H2O(l) tooth decay 

Fluoride reacts with hydroxyapatite, producing fluorapatite, Ca5(PO4)3F, which is less soluble in 
acidic environments. Fluoride is found in toothpaste and ‘fluoridated’ drinking water. 

 Ca5(PO4)3OH(s) + F–(aq)   Ca5(PO4)3F(s) + OH–(aq) 

Because the above reaction is an equilibrium, fluoride treatment must occur regularly, like 
regular brushing using a fluoride toothpaste. In many places, tap water is fluorinated with 
between 5 and 8 ppm fluoride. 

This essay raises many questions: 

 • what is the equilibrium constant for the fluoridation reaction? 

 • at what rate is equilibrium achieved? 

 • is 5 to 8 ppm fluoride sufficient to maintain the fluorapatite equilibrium? 

Equilibrium must strongly favour fluorapatite for this treatment to be effective. Equilibrium 
should also be achieved quickly, since the toothpaste is on our teeth for less than one minute. 
However, achieving equilibrium quickly is problematic because the reverse reaction will also be 
rapid and fluoride treatment will have little lasting effect (saliva quickly and continually rinses the 

mouth). Surprisingly, the answers to these questions are not readily available. 

Why does this matter? because fluoride is poisonous, with an LD50 of 30 ppm.  

17.2 Selective precipitation 

Waste streams from industry often contain metals. Some of these metals are valuable, and there 
is a desire to recover them for sale. Other metals are toxic, and there is a desire to remove them 
to protect the environment and our health.* 

Given a mixture of entities that precipitate under similar conditions, it may be possible to 
selectively separate the entities. For example, copper(I), silver(I), mercury(II), and lead(II) ions 
all precipitate with chloride. Quantitative precipitation occurs when greater than 99.9 percent of 
an entity has precipitated before another entity begins precipitating. 

                                                 
* Some companies appear to have little interest in removing toxins from the waste stream: it reduces profit$. 

Environmental groups continually lobby governments to make laws that require companies to remove these 
toxins. While this has cleaned up the developed countries somewhat (there are still regular violators and ‘accidents’), many 
companies have simply moved their factories to countries with less stringent legislation. 
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Procedure 

To determine if quantitative precipitation occurs, consider a solution containing A and B, each 
being precipitated with C. It is very important to note that volume changes in this process! 

 Determine the volume of C needed to begin precipitation of AC and BC. 

 Say that AC is the salt that precipitates first. Determine the volume of C required to 
quantitatively precipitate A. 

 Determine the concentration of C after AC has quantitatively precipitated. 

 Determine if BC precipitates at the concentration of C calculated in . That is, calculate Q 
and determine which way the equilibrium will shift. 

 

??? 

Figure 17.28 Beaker containing A and B with second beaker pouring C into it. As C is added, there is
selective precipitation of AC followed by co-precipitation of AB and AC. 

The procedure outlined above is complicated by the changing volume. To illustrate a simplified 
process, example 17.29 analyzes a system where the precipitant, C, is added as a solid and the 
volume is assumed to be constant. In this example, x is the moles of fluoride. Example 17.30 
analyzes the same system in a more realistic process where C is added as a solution and the 
volume changes. In this example, x is the volume of fluoride solution. 

▼——————————————— 

Can barium(II) and calcium(II) be quantitatively separated from a 1.00 L 
solution containing 0.128 mol/L barium ions and 0.374 mol/L calcium ions 

through precipitation with solid NaF? (Assume the volume is constant and that all fluorine exists as fluoride, 

F–.) 

 Determine the moles of fluoride needed to begin precipitation of barium fluoride and 
calcium fluoride. The total volume is constant. 

 2CaF s

I

C

E

   2

mol

Ca aq 2 F aq

0.374 0

0.374

x

x

 






 

22
sp Ca FK           

23
11

6

mol 0.374 mol mol
3.54 10

L 1 L 1 L

9.73 10 mol

x

x
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 2BaF s

I

C

E

   2

mol

Ba aq 2 F aq

0.128 0

0.128

x

x

 






 

22
sp Ba FK           

23
7

3

mol 0.128 mol mol
1.84 10

L 1 L 1 L

1.20 10 mol

x

x





               

 

  

Comparing the values for barium and calcium fluoride, we find that calcium fluoride 
requires fewer moles of fluoride and precipitates first. 

 Determine the fluoride concentration after calcium fluoride has quantitatively precipitated. 

Quantitative precipitation reduces the calcium ion concentration to 0.001 (0.1 percent) of 
its original value:    2 2

4 2

Ca Cafinal init
0.001 3.74 10 mol Can n 

      

The fluoride ion concentration that exists at this state is 

 2CaF s

I

C

E

   2

4
mol

4

Ca aq 2 F aq

3.74 10 0

3.74 10

x

x

 















 

Repeating the procedure in , we find that x = 3.08·10–4 mol.  

 Since the moles of fluoride required for quantitative precipitation of calcium fluoride are 
lower than those required for precipitation of barium fluoride, barium fluoride does not 
precipitate. 

Calcium ions can be quantitatively precipitated from the solution. 
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▼——————————————— 

Can toxic barium(II) and calcium(II) be quantitatively separated from a 1.00 L 
solution containing 0.128 mol/L barium ions and 0.374 mol/L calcium ions 

through precipitation with 0.25 mol/L NaF? (Assume that all fluorine exists as fluoride, F–.) 

 Since the volume is changing, we must work in moles. Determine the fluoride 
concentration needed to begin precipitation of barium fluoride and calcium fluoride. Let x 
be the volume of added fluoride. 

 2CaF s

I

C

E

   2

mol

mol
L

mol
L

2 F aqCa aq

00.374

0.025

0.0250.374

x

x

 







  tot sol'n NaF

1.00 L

V V V

x

 

 
 

22
sp Ca FK           

 

4

4

assume
 is n

2 23 5mol
11

4

e

L

g.

3.9 10
check : 3.9 10 0.05

1

2.338 10 mol0.025mol 0.374 mol
3.54 10

L 1 L 1 L 1 L

3.89 10 L

x

change

initial

xx

x x

x













  

                 

  



valid!

 

 

 2BaF s

I

C

E

   2

mol

mol
L

mol
L

2 F aqBa aq

00.128

0.025

0.0250.128

x

x

 







 

 
22

sp Ba FK           

 

2

assume
 is neg.

2 23 5mol
7 L

2 4.8 10
check : 0.048 0.05

1

8.000 10 mol0.025mol 0.128 mol
1.84 10

L 1 L 1 L 1 L

4.80 10 L

x

change

initial

xx

x x

x







 
  

                 

 



valid!

 

Comparing the values for barium and calcium fluoride, we find that calcium fluoride 
requires a lower fluoride volume (lower fluoride concentration) and precipitates first. 

EXAMPLE 17.30 
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 To determine the volume of fluoride required to precipitate calcium,  

   2 2

2

Ca Cappt init
0.999 0.3736 mol Can n 

    

2

F
mol Can 

  
2ppt

2 mol F

mol Ca




0.747 mol F  

F
0.747 mol FV 


L F

0.25 mol F




 2.99 L F  

 In the total volume of 3.99 L, determine the fluoride concentration after calcium fluoride is 
quantitatively precipitated. 

The amount of calcium(II) remaining in solution is 

   2 2

4 2

Ca Cafinal init
0.001 3.74 10 mol Can n 

      

The fluoride ion concentration that exists at this state is 

 2CaF s

I

C

E

   2

4
mol

4

Ca aq 2 F aq

3.74 10 0

3.74 10

y

y

 















 

22
sp Ca FK           

23 4
11

3

mol 3.74 10 mol
3.54 10

L 3.99 L 3.99 L

2.45 10 mol F

y

x




 

              

 

  

And the fluoride ion concentration calculated as 

 
3

42.45 10 mol F mol F
F 6.15 10

3.99 L L

  
 
    

 To determine if barium fluoride precipitates with calcium fluoride, we calculate Q using 
the fluoride concentration from . 

22

22
4

3
8

Ba F

0.128 mol Ba mol F
6.15 10

3.99 L L

mol
1.21 10

L

Q  

 




       

  
     

    
 

 

Since Q < Ksp, barium fluoride does not precipitate. 
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Calcium ions can be quantitatively precipitated from the solution. 2.0 L of sodium fluoride 
solution are required to quantitatively precipitate calcium(II) from solution.  

▼——————————————— 

A solution contains 0.106 mol/L lead(II) and 0.745 mol/L copper(II). 

a) Can these ions be quantitatively separated from using 2.10 mol/L sodium carbonate. 
(Assume all carbonate exists in the basic form.) 

b) If quantitative separation is possible, what volume of sodium carbonate solution is 
required? 

Answer: see page 859. 

———————————————▲ 

17.3 Formation equilibria 

A formation equilibrium exists when a soluble entity is put into or forms in solution. Formation 
equilibrium constants are tabulated in 17.32 and Appendix B.5.* 

Table 17.32 Formation constants for selected entities. A more comprehensive list is given in Appendix B.5.

Entity K f(298 K) Entity K f(298 K) Entity K f(298 K)

[Ag(CN)2]
– 8·1020 [CuCl2]

– 1.5·105 [Hg(OH)3]
– 8·1020

[Ag(NH3)2]
+ 1.6·107 [Cu(CN)4]

2– 8·1027 [Ni(CN)4]
2– 1.1·1031

[AgCl2]
– 1.4·105 [Cu(CO3)(OH)2]

2– 1·1013 [Ni(NH3)4]
2+ 2.2·108

[AlF4]
– 4.3·1018 [Cu(NH3)4]

2+ 3.3·1012 [PbCl3]
– 52

[Al(OH)4]
– 1.4·1033 [Fe(CN)6]

3– 4·1043 [Pb(EDTA)]2– 2.1·1018

[AuCl2]
– 2.0·1046 [Fe(CN)6]

4– 4.2·108 [Pb(OH)3]
– 8.7·1013

[Au(CN)2]
– 1·1047 [Fe(SCN)]2+ 1.3·103 [Zn(CN)4]

2– 3.7·1021

[Cd(CN)4]
2– 1.6·1019 [HgCl4]

2– 1.7·1015 [Zn(EDTA)]2– 4.8·1016

[Cd(NH3)4]
2+ 1.3·107 [Hg(CO3)2]

2– 3.2·1014 [Zn(NH3)4]
2+ 2.9·109

[Co(NH3)4]
2+ 2.8·1024 [Hg(EDTA)]2– 6.3·1021 [Zn(OH)4]

2– 6·1014

Source: IUPAC Mini-SCDatabase . 

1. The dimensionality depends on the reaction stoichiometry.

2. Most equilibrium constants are only known to two significant digits, or fewer.

Selected complex-ion formation constants1,2

 

                                                 
* You are familiar with the use of square brackets, [ ], to report concentrations. Square brackets are also used to 

enclose complex-ions as shown in table 10.32 and to represent the transition state in kinetics (section 13.7). 

EXERCISE 17.31 
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Formation constants are generally large. Recall the solution 
strategy presented in section 15.9: always start with the entities 
on the side that is favoured by the equilibrium constant. 

• If the entities are on the side favoured by the equilibrium 
constant, then assume that x is negligible: A ± x ≈ A 

• If the entities are not on the side favoured by the equilibrium constant, then  

 assume reaction goes completely to the side favoured by the equilibrium constant 

 re-establish equilibrium assuming x is negligible: A ± x ≈ A 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the concentration of uncomplexed Cu2+ when 50 mL of 0.25 mol/L 
CuCl2 and 450 mL of 0.50 mol/L NaCN are mixed. 

Cu2+(aq) + 4 CN–(aq)   Cu(CN)4
2–(aq)  Kf = 2.05·1030 mol/L 

 In addition to the above reaction, cyanide is also a weak base. 

CN–(aq) + H2O(l)   HCN(aq) + OH–(aq)  Kb = 1.61·10–5 mol/L 

 The equilibrium constants show that the formation reaction proceeds almost to completion 
but the acid-base reaction favours the reactants. Assuming that only the formation 
equilibrium dominates, we have a single equilibrium system. 

The new starting concentrations are calculated using 1 1 2 2C V C V . 

Given the large equilibrium constant, the reaction is assumed to go to completion. 

       22+

4

mol L

Cu aq 4 CN aq Cu CN aq

0.025 0.45 0

0.025 0.10 0.025

0 0.35 0.025

 

 

I

C

E

 

 The end values in  are the initial values in the equilibrium: 

       22+

4

mol L

Cu aq 4 CN aq Cu CN aq

0 0.35 0.025

4

0.35 4 0.025

x x x

x x x



  
 

I

C

E



 

Which is solved as 

EXAMPLE 17.33 

R

x is small when
starting from products

equilibrium
favours products

P
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31

31

assume
 is n

4

f 42

4
30

4

e .

4

g

32 1.5 10
check : 4.4 10 0.05

0.35

check :

Cu CN

Cu CN

0.025 mol L 0.025 mol LL
2.05 10

mol 0.35 mol L 4 0.75 mol L

mol
3.9 10

L

x

change

initial

change

initial

K

x

x x x

x








 

 
  



 
 

      

    
  

  



valid!

32

303.9 10
1.5 10 0.05

0.025




   valid!

 

 Substituting x back into the ICE table gives the equilibrium concentrations: 

       22+

4

mol L

32

Cu aq 4 CN aq Cu CN aq
0 0.35 0.025

4

0.353.9 10 0.025

x x x







  



I

C

E



 

 To test the assumption that the cyanide acid:base equilibrium can be ignored, we must see 
determine if the amount of cyanide consumed in the acid-base reaction is negligible. 

   –
2H O lCN aq

0.35

0.35

x

x






I

C

E

   
mol L

HCN aq OH aq

0 0

x x

x x



 



 

Which is solved as 

 

3

3

assume
 is neg

b

2 2
5

3

.

2.4 10
check : 6.8 10 0.05

0.35

HCN OH

CN

mol
1.61 10

L 0.35 mol L 0.35 mol L

mol
2.37 10

L

x

change

initial

K

x x

x

x















  

  
  

  


 



valid!

 

 Since the amount of cyanide consumed in the acid-base equilibrium is negligible, this 
reaction can be ignored and the answer in  is correct. 

The uncomplexed copper(II) concentration is 3.9·10-32 mol/L. 
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▼——————————————— 

Gold is recovered from ore as gold(I) cyanide, Au(CN)2
–. 

a) Determine the gold concentration remaining after 1.00 kg of sodium cyanide, NaCN, is 
added to a vat containing 1000 liters of solution with a known gold(I) concentration of 
3.17·10–3 mol/L and equilibrium is achieved. 

b) What is the value of the recovered gold, assuming the price of gold is 25 dollars per gram? 

Answer: see page 859. 

———————————————▲ 

Maintaining constant concentrations 

Recall the buffer concept from section 16.8, which involves the equilibrium 

 HA   H+ + A– 

Controlling the concentration allows for more control over the reaction rate and products. It is 
possible to control more than just the hydron concentration. 

The addition of NaA shifts the equilibrium to the left and establishes a relatively constant pH. 

Applying the buffer concept to solubility and complex-ion systems, consider the equilibria 

LiF(s)   Li+(aq) + F–(aq)    solubility example 

◦ Addition of sodium fluoride, NaF, will shift the equilibrium to the left and maintain 
an approximately constant lithium ion concentration. 

◦ Addition of lithium chloride, LiCl, will shift the equilibrium to the left and maintain 
an approximately constant fluoride concentration. 

Cu(CN)4
2–(aq)   Cu2+(aq) + 4 CN–(aq)  complex-ion example 

◦ Addition of sodium cyanide, NaCN, will shift the equilibrium to the left and maintain 
an approximately constant copper(II) ion concentration. 

◦ Addition of copper(II) chloride, CuCl2, will shift the equilibrium to the left and 
maintain an approximately constant cyanide concentration. 

▼——————————————— 

Recall that the buffered pH range of an acid-base buffer is calculated as the 
range when the base:acid concentration ratio changes from 1/10 to 10/1. 

Determine the buffered range of the following systems. (See section 16.8 for more information on this.) 

a) the lithium ion range in a mixture of lithium fluoride and sodium fluoride 

b) the fluoride ion range in a mixture of lithium fluoride and lithium chloride 

c) the copper(II) range in a mixture of copper(II) cyanide and sodium cyanide 

d) the cyanide ion range in a mixture of copper(II) cyanide and copper(II) chloride 

Answer: see page 859. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 17.34 

EXERCISE 17.35 
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Controlling the concentration of a critical reactant allows for more control over the reaction rate 
and products. 

17.4 Competing equilibria 

Solubility and complex-ion equilibria have a common origin as shown in  equations 17.1 and 
17.2.  

Mm+(aq) + nL–(aq)   MLn
±(aq) 

f
K K  17.1  

Mn+(aq) + nL–(aq)   MLn(s)  
sp

1K K  17.2  

A single central atom has the potential to have a different number of associated ligands. Consider 
the silver chloride equilibria: 

AgCl(s)   Ag+(aq) + Cl–(aq)     
sp Ag ClK K        

Ag+(aq) + 2 Cl–(aq)   AgCl2
–(aq)   

 
2

f 2

AgCl

Ag Cl
K K



 

   
  

 

The dominant reaction depends on the relative chloride ion concentration.  

AgCl(s) + Cl–(aq)   AgCl2
–(aq)   2

f sp

AgCl

Cl
K K K





   
  

 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the CaCl2 concentration required to dissolve 0.133 g of AgCl in 
500 mL of solution. (Hint: what AgCl2

– concentration is required?) 

Answer: see page 859. 

———————————————▲ 

Additionally, many ligands are weak acids and/or bases. Thus, the concentration of that ligand is 
a function of pH. 

HSCN(aq)   H+(aq) + SCN–(aq) 

Comparison of tables 17.4 and 17.32 shows that equilibria involving the same entities regularly 
exist: {AgCN, AgCN2

–, HCN}, {CuCl, CuCl3
2–}, and {Pb(OH)2, Pb(OH)3

–} are a few examples. 
The relative magnitude of the solubility product and formation constant dictates whether an 
insoluble entity becomes soluble as the complex ion. If the complex ion formation constant is too 
low, then the required ion concentration is impossible to obtain. 

EXERCISE 17.36 
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PbCl2 solubility
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Soluble because of the low chloride concentration.

   PbCl2(s)  Pb2+(aq) + 2 Cl–(aq)

Soluble because of the formation of the complex ion.

   PbCl2(s) + Cl–(aq)  PbCl3
–(aq)—

 

▼——————————————— 

What is the equilibrium constant for the lead(II) chloride precipitate 
dissolution reaction? 

PbCl2(s) + Cl–(aq)   PbCl3
–(aq) 

Answer: see page 859. 

———————————————▲ 

The solubility of aluminum ions as a function of 
pH is presented in figure 17.38. 

• At low pH, the hydroxide concentration is 
low, and the solubility is high. The 
complex-ion formation reaction proceeds 
negligibly at low pH. 

• At intermediate pH, sufficient hydroxide is 
present to precipitate aluminum hydroxide, 
Al(OH)3. 

• At high pH, excess hydroxide ions react to 
form the aluminum hydroxide complex-ion, 
Al(OH)4

–, which dissolves the precipitated 
aluminum hydroxide. 

DEMO Reactivity of aluminum. Aluminum pellets are dropped into separate conical flasks 
with 5 mol/L HNO3 and 5 mol/L NaOH. After a short period where the acid/base 
reacts with the alumina layer, the water begins to vigorously react with the 
aluminum. CAUTION: the reaction is very exothermic and may boil the solution. Have 
extra water available and sodium hydrogen carbonate to neutralize any spills. 

 

EXERCISE 17.37 

DEMO Solubility of lead(II) chloride. Mix 
5.0 mL of 1.0 mol/L lead(II) and 5.0 
mL of 1.0 mol/L chloride in a 40 mL 
test tube. A precipitate forms immedi-
ately. Swirl to mix. Addition of 
saturated sodium chloride will do 
nothing at first, but after about 20 mL, 
will cause the precipitate to dissolve. 

0
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pH
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b
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 /(

m
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)

Soluble because of the low hydroxide 
concentration.

   Al(OH)3(s)  Al3+(aq) + 3 OH–(aq)

Soluble because of the formation of the complex ion.

   Al(OH)3(s) + OH–(aq)  Al(OH)4
–(aq)—

 
Figure 17.38 Solubility of aluminum ions as a 

function of pH.  
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the solubility of aluminum hydroxide in a system buffered at 

a) pH = 3.00, showing that the complex-ion equilibrium is negligible. 

b) pH = 7.00, showing that the complex-ion equilibrium is negligible. 

c) pH = 14.00, showing that the precipitation equilibrium is negligible. 

Answer: see page 859. 

———————————————▲ 

Solubility and complex ion equilibria can become complicated. Consider nickel(II) and 
hydroxide in the following equilibria 

Ni2+(aq) + OH–(aq)   Ni(OH)+(aq)  K = 1.4·104 (L/mol) 

17.40 
Ni2+(aq) + 2 OH–(aq)   Ni(OH)2(s)  K = 1.8·1012 (L/mol)3 

Ni2+(aq) + 3 OH–(aq)   Ni(OH)3
–(aq) K = 1·1015 (L/mol)3 

Ni2+(aq) + 4 OH–(aq)   Ni(OH)4
2–(aq) K = 1·1012 (L/mol)4 

The progression shown in 17.40 shows the multiple equilibria present in a nickel(II) solution. 
Appendix B.4 and B.5 show that numerous series similar to 17.40. Quite often, we ignore 
reactions because either we assume they are negligible or we aren’t aware they are occurring. 
Ignoring reactions is a major factor in the uncertainty in chemical systems. For some reactions, 
different reference texts report equilibrium constants that differ by a factor of ten! 

Summary 

<not developed> 

 

A second look at equations 17.1 and 17.2 brings the question: when considering the formation of 
MLn

0 and MLm
±, why should any one reaction be dominant over the others?  

Mm+(aq) + nL–(aq)   MLn
±(aq) 

f
K K  17.1  

Mn+(aq) + nL–(aq)   MLn(s)  
sp

1K K  17.2  

 

EXERCISE 17.39 
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Exercises 

Solubility equilibria 

1. In which of the following solutions is 
MgF2(s) more soluble than in pure water?  

i) 0.10 mol/L KF(aq) 

ii) 0.10 mol/L Mg(NO3)2(aq) 

iii) 0.10 mol/L HNO3(aq) 

 Explain your choice and calculate the 
solubility of MgF2(s) in the solution you 
have chosen. 

2. Maalox™ is an antacid whose primary 
ingredient is magnesium hydroxide, 
Mg(OH)2. Determine the pH of a 
saturated magnesium hydroxide solution. 

3. Calculate the solubility of iron(II) 
hydroxide in a pH 7.00 buffer. 

4. Determine the solubility of lead(II) 
sulfide in a) pure water and b) 0.10 mol/L 
sodium sulfide. 

5. Show that the solubility of magnesium 
phosphate, Mg3(PO4)2, is ???. 

6. How many ions are produced when 
0.2857 g of sodium dichromate are 
dissolved in 27 mL of water? in 64 mL of 
water? 

7. Determine the pH of a saturated solution 
of copper(I) oxide. 

8. Determine the pH of a saturated solution 
of mercury(II) oxide.  

9. What pH is required to increase the 
solubility of calcium phosphate, 
Ca3(PO4)2, to 0.015 mol/L? 

 Ca3(PO4)2(s)     
 3 Ca2+(aq) + 2 PO4

3–(aq) 

Ksp = 2.1·10–33 (mol/L)5 

10. Consider a system containing 0.020 
mol/L iron(II) chloride, FeCl2. 

a) Determine the maximum pH where no 
precipitation occurs. 

b) At what pH is the solution saturated? 

c) What could be used to buffer the 
system below this pH? 

11. a) Is it valid to ignore the equilibrium 
between cyanide and hydrogen 
cyanide in a 0.10 mol/L sodium 
cyanide solution buffered at pH 
12.50? 

b) Determine the pH where there are 
equal amounts of HCN and CN–. 

12. A solution is 0.262 mol/L Ag(NH3)2
+ and 

0.450 mol/L free NH3. What is the 
maximum chloride concentration that can 
exist without precipitating silver 
chloride? 

13. Will calcium oxalate precipitate when 
1.00 g of oxalic acid, H2C2O4, is 
dissolved in 200 mL of 0.175 mol/L 
calcium chloride? Ksp(CaC2O4) = 2.3·10–

4 (mol/L)2  

H2CO3(aq)   H+(aq) + HCO3
–(aq) 

Ka1 = 5·10–7 (mol/L)2 

 HCO3
–(aq)   H+(aq) + CO3

2–(aq) 

Ka2 = 4.7·10–11 (mol/L)2 

14. Hard water contains 95 ppm calcium and 
35 ppm magnesium ions, by mass. 
Assume the water is saturated with 
carbon dioxide. (The carbon dioxide equilibria 
are given in example 15.79. You must convert 
from ppm to mol/L.) 
a) Will calcium carbonate and 

magnesium carbonate precipitate from 
solution (exercise 15.80)? 

b) What percentage of the water must 
evaporate before calcium carbonate 
and magnesium carbonate precipitate 
from solution? 

 CaCO3(s)   Ca2+(aq) + CO3
2–(aq) 

Ksp = 3.4·10–9 (mol/L)2 

MgCO3(s)   Mg2+(aq) + CO3
2–(aq) 
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Ksp = 3.8·10–6 (mol/L)2 

15. Determine the equilibrium concentrations 
of Ag+, H+, HSO4

–, and SO4
2– in example 

17.10. 

16. Continuing from example 17.26 and 
exercise 17.27, determine the Ag+, Cl–, 
AgCl2

–, and Ag(NH3)2
+ concentrations by 

solving the multiple equilibria system 
with the three relevant equilibria. 

Selective precipitation 

17. Strontium and barium are both 
precipitated with chromate. Given a 
solution that is 0.127 mol/L Sr2+ and 
0.083 mol/L Ba2+, 

a) which cation precipitates first? 

b) what concentration of chromate will 
precipitate the maximum amount of 
the least soluble cation? 

c) can chromate be used to quantitatively 
separate strontium and barium? 

18. What anion could be used to separate 
silver and lead from solution? 

19. Determine the pH required to 
quantitatively precipitate iron(III) as 
Fe(OH)3 from a 0.096 mol/L Fe(NO3)3 
solution. 

20. 150 mL of a solution contains 0.227 
mol/L chromium(III) and 0.0062 mol/L 
lead(II). Determine if the solution can be 
quantitatively separated using 0.200 
mol/L sodium hydroxide. 

21. — 

 

Formation equilibria 

22. For an acid-base buffer, the pH buffered 
range is pH = pKa ± 1.0. When is this true 
for solubility and complex-ion buffered 
systems? 

23. A vat is filled with 850 kg of crushed ore 
and 1000 L of cyanide solution (500 mg 
NaCN/L) buffered at pH 12.50. Cyanide 
and gold react via the equation. 

4 Au(s) + 8 CN–(aq) + O2(g) + 2 H2O(l) 
  4 Au(CN)2

–(aq) + 4 OH–(aq) 

Ksp = ??? 

a) Determine the concentration of 
cyanide and hydrogen cyanide in a 
system. 

 After equilibrium was reached, the free 
cyanide was found to be 83 mg/L. 

b) Determine the equilibrium 
concentrations of all entities. (Assume a 
constant PO2

 = 0.21 bar; ignore the acid 
equilibrium of cyanide with hydrogen 
cyanide.) 

d) Determine the mass percent gold in 
the ore. 

 Gold recovery is an electrochemical process and 
discussed in the essay on page 999. 

24. In order to dissolve a precipitated entity 
with another ion, what characteristic 
must exist for the overall equilibrium 
constant? 

25. What ion would be needed to dissolve 

a) iron(II) hydroxide 

b) cobalt(II) carbonate 

26. — 

Competing equilibria 

27. — 

28. — 

INTEGRATIVE EXERCISES 

29. ‘Scaling’ occurs in regions where water 
is ‘hard’ with calcium and magnesium 
ions. Ksp(CaCO3, 60 °C) = ??? and 
Ksp(MgCO3, 60 °C) = ???. 

a) Determine the maximum calcium and 
magnesium ion concentrations at 20 
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°C that do not allow scaling to occur 
when the water is heated to 60 °C. 

b) If [Ca2+] = ??? mol/L and 
[Mg2+] = ??? mol/L, determine the 
mass of scale deposited per liter of 
water heated to 60 °C. 

30. Determine the base:acid ratio of a 
HPO4

2–/H2PO4
– buffer required to 

prevent precipitation of Fe(OH)3 from a 
0.020 mol/L Fe3+ from solution. 

31. City water is often fluoridated to reduce 
tooth decay. In one particular system, the 
water contains 6.5 ppm free fluoride by 
mass. If the city’s water softening system 
fails and fluoride is added to the hard 

water, with a 95 ppm calcium and 35 
ppm magnesium ions, will calcium 
fluoride or magnesium fluoride 
precipitate? (Hint: you must convert from ppm 
to mol/L.) 

 CaF2(s)   Ca2+(aq) + 2 F–(aq) 

Ksp = 3.4·10–11 (mol/L)3 

 MgF2(s)   Mg2+(aq) + 2 F–(aq) 

Ksp = 5.2·10–11 (mol/L)3 

32. Create a figure similar to 17.38 for the 
solubility of copper(I) chloride as a 
function of pCl. 

33. — 

 

Answers to in-text exercises 

17.7 p(Pb) = pK + 2 pH 

10.9 a) 0.20 mol/L; b) 0.12 mol/L 

10.10 Because fluoride is a weak base and involved 
in the equilibrium:  

 F–(aq) + H2O(l)   HF(aq) + OH–(aq) 

10.12 No. Q = 4.5·10–8 (mol/L)2 ; Q < K  

10.13 ??? 

10.20 ??? 

17.24 pH 6.00: 2.2 mol/L; pH 10.00: 2.2·10–4 mol/L  

Cu2O solubility
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Soluble at because of low hydroxide concentration.

   Cu2O(s) + H2O(l)  2 Cu+(aq) + 2 OH–(aq)

 
17.27 equilibrium 3 cannot be excluded; equilibrium 

4 can be excluded 

???. [Ag+] = ??? mol/L, [Cl–] = ??? mol/L, [AgCl2
–

] = ??? mol/L, and [Ag(NH3)2
+] = ??? mol/L 

17.31 ??? 

17.34 a) ???; b) ??? 

17.37 2.9·10–4 

17.39 a) 1.3 mol/L; b) 1.3·10–12 mol/L; c) 1.43 mol/L 

17.35 ??? 
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Summary 

<not developed> 
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Overview 

Kinetics and thermodynamics provide complementary information on chemical systems. 

Kinetics investigates the rate of chemical reactions. 

Thermodynamics investigates the direction and extent of chemical reactions. All reactions strive 
to achieve the lowest possible energy state. Thermodynamics identifies the most stable product, 
but does not provide information on the time it takes to reach the final state. 

The study of thermodynamics has uncovered three underlying principles — laws — which apply 
to all systems. 

First: energy is conserved: U q w    

Second: all spontaneous processes increase the entropy 

of the universe:  univ spon 0S   

Third: the entropy of a perfectly crystalline solid at 

zero kelvin is zero:  crystal 0 K 0S   

 

Chapter 18 (Thermochemistry) presents thermodynamic 
terminology and conventions and then introduces 
thermodynamics from the first law of thermodynamics. With 
an understanding of heat and work, Chapter 18 then explores thermochemical examples in 
everyday society. 

 

Sections 19.2 and 19.3 explore the second and third laws of thermodynamics, and focuses on 
using thermodynamics to determine if a reaction will occur, to what extent a reaction will occur, 
and the effect of reaction conditions on the reaction. 

Chapter 19 is the key chapter in this text, exploring the links between thermodynamics, 
kinetics, and equilibria. 

Chapter 20 (Electrochemistry) explores how electrical energy can be extracted from or used to 
drive chemical reactions. The links to thermodynamics, kinetics, and equilibria are explored. 

 

In these chapters, several variables are presented: 

q — heat 

w — work 

U — internal energy 

H — enthalpy 

C — heat capacity 

S — entropy (dispersal of energy) 

forms of energy
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G — Gibbs free energy (spontaneity of process) 

Numerous formulae are derived and observations made about chemical reactions. The most 
significant of these are that 

• heat, work, the surroundings’ entropy, and the universe’s entropy are not state functions 

• other thermodynamic parameters are state functions 

• entropy is absolute: it has a defined zero (like the kelvin temperature scale); U, H, G are 
relative: they have no definable zero 

• a reaction is spontaneous when r 0G   

• the free energy, ΔG, is the amount of energy that can be extracted to do work and the links 
between kinetics, equilibria, thermodynamics, and electrochemistry 
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Chapter 18. Thermochemistry 

DEMO Butane/air or ‘water bottle’ combustion as a model for internal combustion engines.  

Definitions 

Thus far, we have not needed to specifically define the system. We have taken for granted the 
nature of the reactor (beaker, flask, pressurized reactor, etc.). But now, as we consider how a system 
interacts with its surroundings, definitions are necessary. 

The universe is the system plus surroundings. 

The system is the part of the universe in which we are interested. The system usually includes the 
reactants, products, and the environment in which they are contained. For example, a solution in 
a beaker.  

The surroundings are the remainder of the universe. They are the part of the environment that 
we are not focussing on. Figure 18.1 shows how different systems can be defined, depending on 
our interest and application. 

 

——  

???new image 

Figure 18.1 A series of different systems, depending on our interest. (left) System 1 is the flask and contents 
that are being kept hot; system 2 adds the heat source (we now care about how much heat is being 

added); system 3 includes the escaping gases. The surroundings could conveniently be the 
laboratory where the experiment is conducted. 

(right) Scientists studying the environment, global warming, and weather forecasters will define
the entire Earth, or a large portion of it, as their system.  

An open system allows for the transfer of energy and matter between the system and 
surroundings. (open container: cup of coffee, beaker, etc.) 

A closed (diabatic) system allows for the transfer of energy, but not matter, between the 
system and surroundings. (sealed container: pop bottle, reflux apparatus, industrial reactor, Earth, etc.) 
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An isolated (adiabatic) system does not permit the transfer of energy or matter between the 
system and surroundings. (sealed and insulated container: thermos, automobile cylinder, universe, etc.) 

Wait! Reconsider the thermos. We know that a thermos is not a completely isolated system: a 
thermos full of coffee will cool down over a few hours. The intent of calling it an ‘isolated’ 
system is that the system is sufficiently isolated that no energy is exchanged with the 
surroundings during the course of the chemical reaction. If a reaction is over in minutes, a 
thermos is reasonably isolated. In an automobile cylinder, the reaction is complete in 
milliseconds. 

In a chemical environment, open systems usually have constant pressure (the vessel is open to the 

atmosphere), while closed and isolated systems have constant volume (the vessel is sealed). 

▼——————————————— 

Label the systems in 18.1 as open, closed, or isolated. 

Answer: see page 931. 

▼——————————————— 

You and a friend purchase coffee together. Both of you have insulated travel 
mugs, but from different manufacturers. Both hold the same amount of coffee. 

Holding both mugs, you observe that the outside of one mug has been warmed from the coffee 
but the other mug hasn’t warmed up at all. Which coffee will cool down faster? Why? 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

Heat, q, is energy transferred from a hotter to a cooler body. 

Work, w, is the scalar product of force and distance: w f d  . In chemistry, work is required to 

move the atmosphere if gases are produced in the chemical reaction (see page 887). 

Energy is the capacity to do work. Several forms of energy are relevant in chemistry: 

• thermodynamic, ΔU (this chapter!) 

• kinetic energy, Ek or T (this chapter!) 

• potential energy, Ep or V (this chapter!) 

• electric (electrochemical) (Chapter 20) 

• photonic, E h  (Chapter 3) 

• relativistic, 2E m c  (Chapter 30) 

Kinetic energy, Ek or T, is the energy of motion, 21
2kE m v , where m is mass and v is velocity. 

Chemically, kinetic energy is found in the motion of atoms and molecules, and is proportional to 
the temperature of the system. Kinetic energy is often referred to as thermal energy. Three 
distinct types of motion exist: translation, rotation, and vibration. 

EXERCISE 18.2 

EXERCISE 18.3 
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Figure 18.4 Translational, rotational, and vibrational modes of a molecular entity. 

A distinction between solids, liquids, and gases is the forms of kinetic energy they contain:  

• solids have one type of motion: vibrational 

• liquids have two: rotational and vibrational 

• gases have all three 

Potential energy, Ep or V, is the capability to do work as a result of position, condition, or 
composition. Chemically, potential energy is stored in 

• chemical bonds (Chapter 6) 

• intermolecular forces (Chapter 8) 

• electronic energy  (section 3.8) 

• nuclear energy (Chapter 30) 

FIRE! 

Fire is the rapid reaction of a fuel and oxidizer — commonly organic matter and oxygen — at 
elevated temperature producing a self-sustaining chemical reaction. Fire is characterized by the 
emission of blackbody radiation and commonly flames, with the flame color characteristic of the 
fuel and impurities therein. 

The exothermic nature of fire causes the system to heat up. The system reaches a temperature 
controlled by the equilibrium between the exothermic combustion reactions and energy lost by 
the escaping gases and through radiative emission. The blackbody radiation resulting from this  
temperature emits infrared and visible energy. (See section 3.2 for details on blackbody radiation.) Highly 
exothermic and rapid reactions, such as a welding or cutting torch, are hotter and emit more 
visible radiation than slow-burning coals. 

Flame is a feature of gaseous fuels. Most solid and liquid fuels emit combustible gases that react 
at a greater rate than the solid or liquid because the gases more readily mix with oxygen. The 
exothermicity of the reaction can create combustion products that are electronically excited. (See 

section 6.2 for details on electronic configurations.) Relaxation to the ground state produces 
electromagnetic emission unique to the fuel and combustion products. Impurities in the fuel may 
also emit and color the fuel. 

Combustion also occurs on solid fuels, such as coal and magnesium. These reactions are 
generally slower because oxygen must diffuse to the solid surface to react.  

translational rotational vibrational
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Fire is one of the first chemical reactions studied in detail. The chemistry appears trivial: fuel is 
converted to combustion products. (CHNO represents the elements common in organic matter.) 

 CHNO(s,l,g) + O2(g)   CO2(g) + H2O(g) + NO2(g) or N2(g) + …  

However, fire is a complex radical process, involving dozens to hundreds of entities involved in 
thousands of elementary reactions (reactions that occur ‘as written’). A simplified mechanism for the 
combustion of propane — home heating, cooking, BBQs, soldering — was proposed by J. Deur 
and  K. Kundu in 1992. *  (At the elevated temperatures present in combustion, many reactions reach 

equilibrium, not completion. Entities with a • are radicals and reactive.) 

                                                 
* Deur, J.M.; Kundu, K.P. A simplified reaction mechanism for propane combustion [internet] 1992 ACS Spring 

Conference, San Francisco. Available from <https://web.anl.gov/PCS/acsfuel/preprint%20archive/Files/37_2_
SAN%20FRANCISCO_04-92_0960.pdf> 

–  

–  

Figure 18.5 Examples of combustion systems: a wood fire with flame, a torch with premixed fuel and 
oxygen, coals burning without flame, and metals buring in fireworks. 
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 C3H8(g)   3 CH2•(g) + 2 H•(g)    H2(g) + OH•(g)   H2O(g) + H•(g) 

 C3H8(g) + O•(g)   3 CH2•(g) + H2O(g)   O2(g) + H•(g)   OH•(g) + O•(g) 

 CH2•(g) + O2(g)   CO2(g) + 2 H•(g)    H2(g) + O•(g)   OH•(g) + H•(g) 

 CH2•(g) + O2(g)   CH2O(g) + O•(g)    H•(g) + O2(g)   HO2•(g) 

 CH2•(g) + O•(g)   CO(g) + H2(g)    H2(g) + O2(g)   H•(g) + HO2•(g) 

 CH2O(g)   CO(g) + H2(g)     H•(g) + HO2•(g)   2 OH•(g) 

 CH2(g) + N2(g)   HCN(g) + NH•(g)    OH•(g) + HO2•(g)   H2O(g) + O2(g) 

 NH(g) + H•(g)   N•(g) + H2(g)    N2(g) + O•(g)   N•(g) + NO•(g) 

 HCN(g) + O•(g)   CO(g) + NH•(g)    N2(g) + O2(g)   2 NO•(g) 

 CO(g) + OH•(g)   CO2(g) + H•(g)    N•(g) + OH•(g)   NO•(g) + H•(g) 

 CO(g) + O2(g)   CO2(g) + O•(g)    N•(g) + O2(g)   NO•(g) + O•(g) 

Current computer capabilities allow for the analysis of thousands of elementary reactions. 
Accurate modelling of combustion reactions requires a detailed understanding of the  

 • elementary reactions occurring (section 14.1) 

 • temperature dependence of the thermodynamic data (section 19.6) 

 • kinetic rate constants and their temperature dependence (section 13.7) 

Advanced kinetics courses explore procedures for analyzing complex systems such as 
combustion (Chapter 14 introduces some of these concepts), and this is an active research area.  

18.1 Thermodynamic conventions 

Standard reaction conditions 

Standard reaction conditions exist when reactions occur using 

• pure solids and liquids (extended to solvents) 

• unit activity* (≈ 1 mol/L) solutions 

• unit fugacity (≈ 1 bar) partial pressure of gases 

Reactions conducted under standard conditions are denoted with the symbol ° or   and written 

as  x X T  . †  The notation is often simplified to ΔxX° or ΔX°, but it must always be 

remembered that thermodynamic functions are temperature dependent, some more so than 
others. 

                                                 
* Activity and fugacity are introduced in Chapter 15 (Principles of Chemical Equilibria). For the purposes of this 

chapter, assume the activity is equivalent to the concentration or pressure of the chemical entity. 
† The symbol   is more common in European textbooks. 

Observe that temperature is not specified.
There is no standard temperature.
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The world operates under non-standard conditions. For example, oxygen in air has a partial 
pressure of 0.21 bar. In an engine cylinder, air is compressed 10:1 before ignition, so PO2

 ≈ 2.1 
bar. None of the chemicals in our bodies are at 1.0 mol/L: sodium ions in blood are at ≈ 150 
mmol/L; potassium ions in cells are at ≈ 150 mmol/L; and hydrogen ions are at ≈ 5.0·10–8 mol/L 
(pH ≈ 7.30).  

Chapter 19 shows how to evaluate reactions occurring under non-standard conditions. 

Biological standard state 

For convenience and because of the unique nature of biological systems, biology has defined a 
biological standard state that is closer to physiological conditions:  

 • aqueous solutions 

 • data is tabulated at 310 K (37 °C) 

 • pH = 7.00 

To distinguish calculations done using biological standard conditions, the thermodynamic 
symbols include an apostrophe: ΔrH°', ΔrS°', ΔrG°', and ΔrH', ΔrS', ΔrG'. 

Energy 

Energy is commonly measured in joules (J), which is equivalent to N·m and kg·m2/s2. The 
historic unit of energy is the calorie (cal), which was defined as the energy required to heat one 
gram of water from 14.5 to 15.5 °C.* The calorie is now defined in terms of joules: 1 cal ≡ 4.184 
J. An interesting historical convention is the difference between ‘Calorie’ and ‘calorie’:  

1 Calorie = 1000 calories = 1 kcal (1 Cal = 4.184 kJ) 18.6 

Other units of energy include the ‘british thermal unit’ (btu), which is still commonly used to 
measure energy output of furnaces: 1 btu = 1055 J. Electricity consumption is measured in 
kilowatt-hours (kW·hr or kWh; 1 kW·hr = 3.6·106 J. 

▼——————————————— 

Are the calories in food reported as calories or Calories? 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

                                                 
* There are several definitions of ‘calorie’, which further confuses calculations and trade. 

EXERCISE 18.7 
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Sign convention 

Understanding how sign — positive and negative — is assigned to quantities is critical to 
understanding the process. Imagine you are the system and think about money or friends. 

Receiving money: happy. (positive)  Giving money away: sad. (negative) 

Receiving friends: happy.  Saying good-bye to friends: sad. 

Applying this to thermodynamics: if a system 

receives work

receives heat

receives energy

positive


 



  

does work

releases heat

releases energy

negative


 



 

▼——————————————— 

Is the freezing of water an endothermic or exothermic process? What sign is 
given to the reaction enthalpy? 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

The context of the wording also affects the sign. Assuming a reaction is exothermic, ΔH is 
negative. However, when a question asks how much heat is released from a reaction, that value 
— the amount of heat released — is positive. 

Syntax and dimensionality 

▼——————————————— 

Consider the reaction 

H2(g) + 1/2 O2(g)   H2O(l)  ΔrH°(298 K) = –286 kJ 

    ΔrH°(298 K) = –286 kJ/mol 
18.10 

Which is the correct representation for the reaction enthalpy of 18.10?  

In your deliberations, ask yourself, “per mole of what?” 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

There are many ways to explain why the correct notation is 

H2(g) + 1/2 O2(g)   H2O(l)  ΔrH°(298 K) = –286 kJ 18.11 

 As suggested in the exercise, “per mole of what?” 

 Per mole of H2? Per mole H2O? Or per mole O2? 

 If the reaction enthalpies were reported as molar quantities, we would write 

 H2(g) + 1/2 O2(g)   H2O(l) ΔrH°(298 K) = –286 kJ/mol   2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(l) ΔrH°(298 K) = –286 kJ/mol 

EXERCISE 18.8 

EXERCISE 18.9 
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 This is obviously wrong, instead we write 

 H2(g) + 1/2 O2(g)   H2O(l) ΔrH°(298 K) = –286 kJ   2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(l) ΔrH°(298 K) = –572 kJ 

 If we incorporate the enthalpy into the chemical equation, we would write  

 H2(g) + 1/2 O2(g)   H2O(l) + 286 kJ   2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(l) + 572 kJ 

 not 

 H2(g) + 1/2 O2(g)   H2O(l) + 286 kJ/mol   2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(l) + 286 kJ/mol (or 572 kJ/mol) 

From 18.11, we can produce several equalities  

1 mol H2(g) = 1/2 mol O2(g) = 1 mol H2O(l) = –286 kJ 18.12 

and can use the equalities in 18.12 in calculations. 

Thus, the enthalpy should be read as ‘–286 kilojoules for the reaction as written’ and must be 
written with the reaction to show the connection. If the quantities double, the enthalpy doubles: 

2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(l)  ΔrH°(298 K) = –572 kJ 18.13 

and the enthalpy reported as ‘–572 kilojoules for the reaction as written’. 

The enthalpy on a per mole basis (making it an intensive property) can be obtained from 18.12 
because it specifically answers the question, “per mole of what?” 

ΔrH°(298 K) = –286 kJ/mol H2 

ΔrH°(298 K) = –286 kJ/mol H2O 

ΔrH°(298 K) = –572 kJ/mol O2 

18.14 

The intensive quantities in 18.14 are independent of the reaction stoichiometry. The information 
in 18.14 can also be reported as  

ΔrH°(H2, 298 K) = –286 kJ/mol 

ΔrH°(O2, 298 K) = –572 kJ/mol 
18.15 

At first glance, the data in Appendix B appear contradictory to the above. In fact, the data in 
Appendix B are reported using the notation in 18.15 — they are specific for one mole of the 
tabulated entity. You will see this on page 895 when formation enthalpy is introduced. 

the entity being referenced by
the 'per mole'  be stated!must
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State functions 

A state is the specific conditions relating to the system: temperature, pressure, concentration, … 
.* 

A state function is any property that has a unique value at a specific state. An equally correct 
definition is that a state function is a property of a system that is independent of the path taken to 
arrive at a specified state. 

▼——————————————— 

Consider a sample of pure water at 25 °C and 1.00 bar pressure. What do we 
know for certain about that sample? 

 The sample will be clear and colourless. 

 The sample will have a density of 0.99820 g/mL. 

 The heat capacity will be 4.1813 J/(g K). 

 The vapour pressure of water will be 23.8 mmHg. 

 …  and many more properties will be identical. 

These physical properties are all ‘state functions’ of water. 

▼——————————————— 

Consider the preparation of a sample of pure water at 25 °C and 1.00 bar 
pressure via the following methods: 

 Mix an acid and a base and desalinate. 

 Combust H2 + O2 and collect the condensate. 

 Reverse osmosis of urine. 

 Dehydrate gypsum, CaSO4•2H2O (in drywall), and collect the condensate. 

What will be the density of the sample of water? 

What will be the heat capacity? 

What will be the taste (if sampled by the same person)? 

Answer: see page 931. 

Independence of path means that the property is the same no matter what path/process is taken to 
arrive at the final state. 

▼——————————————— 

How might people living in space obtain drinking water? 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

                                                 
* State or state of the system, used previously in this text, is consistent with this definition. 

EXAMPLE 18.16 

EXERCISE 18.17 

EXERCISE 18.18 
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Chemically, all physical properties (density, heat capacity, conductivity, vapour pressure, colour, etc.) and 
most thermodynamic properties are state functions. It is easier to identify the functions that are 
not state functions:*  

• heat, q  • surroundings entropy, Ssurr 

• work, w  • the universe entropy, Suniv 

▼——————————————— 

What problem would arise if thermodynamic parameters were not state 
functions? 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

18.2 Heat 

At the molecular level, thermal energy is stored as kinetic energy in the motion of the entities. 
Energy can be stored in translational, rotational, and vibrational modes of the entities (figure 18.4). 
At absolute zero, entities have zero kinetic energy. As temperature increases — energy is added 
— entities have a kinetic energy distribution illustrated by 18.20. †  When two bodies with 
different temperatures come into contact, intermolecular collisions transfer thermal energy from 
the hotter body to the cooler body. The transferred energy is heat. 

Heat, q, is energy transferred from a hotter to a cooler body. 

 

                                                 
* Entropy, S, in introduced in Chapter 19. 
† The concept of energy distributions is also explored in section 10.8 (Kinetic-molecular theory of gases).  

EXERCISE 18.19 
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Figure 18.20 Kinetic energy distribution (Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution) of a sample. As the temperature 

increases, the average kinetic energy and the breadth of kinetic energies increases. 

Microwave ovens 

Microwave ovens emit microwave radiation at 2.450 GHz. That radiation is absorbed by many 
entities, water being of primary interest. Microwave radiation interacts with the dipole moment 
of water (see section 4.2), causing the dipole moment to align with the electromagnetic (EM) field 
of the radiation. As the EM field oscillates, so do the water molecules. As water molecules 
absorb energy, they rotate faster. As they rotate, they bump into the molecules around them and 
distribute the energy to the food.  

Fats and sugars also absorb 2.450 GHz radiation. Careful observation of a heterogeneous food — 
pizza or hamburgers, for example — finds that the high-fat and high-water regions heat up faster. 
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Heat capacity 

The 
 
 
 

molar

specific
 heat capacity, C, of an entity is the amount of heat required to change the 

temperature of 
one mole

one gram

 
 
 

 of a substance by one kelvin.  

Heat capacities are commonly reported under two conditions: P

V

constant pressure, .

constant volume, .

C

C





 

 

 

VP
molarP V

VP
specificP V

J J

mol K mol K

J J

g K g K

qq
C C

n T n T

qq
C C

m T m T

             

   
          

 18.21 

18.21 can be written succinctly as 

andi i i iq n C T q m C T     18.22 

The units for heat capacity are sometimes reported as J/(mol °C) instead of J/(mol K). 
Temperature should be in kelvin. However, it is possible to use celsius because a temperature 
change, ΔT, is being calculated. Consider the ΔT calculation from an initial temperature of 19.43 
°C and a final temperature of 27.82 °C: 

f i

celsius : 27.82 C 19.43 C 8.39 C

kelvin: 300.95 K 292.58 K 8.39 K

T T T

T

T

  
      
   

 

Whether calculated in celsius or kelvin, the temperature change is the same. However, when the 
absolute temperature is required, it must be in kelvin. For consistency and simplicity, heat 
capacity should have units of kelvin. 

The choice of molar or specific heat capacity is a matter of convenience and availability.  

In frozen food, water cannot rotate freely, decreasing 
the heating efficiency. Trying to microwave a frozen 
dinner often results in a hot outer edge and a still-frozen 
center. 

Metals absorb microwave radiation in a different 
manner. The metal acts as an antenna, absorbing 
radiation, and creating an electrical potential. Because 
there is nowhere for the current to go, it builds up. 
Electric discharges occur from points or edges in the 
metal. On CDs and DVDs, the data-layer is thin and 
vaporizes during the electric discharge. 
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Table 18.23 Selected molar and specific heat capacities. Elemental heat capacities are tabulated on the
periodic table after the inside front cover. Appendix B contains heat capacities of additional 
polyatomic entities. Most of the system explored in this text occur at constant pressure.
Constant volume heat capacities are given if required. 

molar /(J/(mol K)) specific /(J/(g K)) molar /(J/(mol K)) specific /(J/(g K))

CH3CO2H(l) 123.3 2.053 CH4(g) 35.7 2.225

CH3CO2H(g) 63.4 1.056 CH3OH(l) 81.1 2.531

NH3(g) 35.1 2.061 NO2(g) 37.2 0.809

NH4NO3(s) 139.3 1.740 N2O5(g) 95.3 0.882

C6H6(l) 136.0 1.741 N2O4(g) 79.2 0.861

C(s,diamond) 6.1 0.508 O3(g) 39.2 0.817

C(s,graphite) 8.5 0.708 KI(s) 52.9 0.319

CO2(g) 37.1 0.843 CH3CH2CH3(g) 73.6 1.669

CO(g) 29.1 1.039 SiO2(s) 44.4 1.581

CH3CH3(g) 52.5 1.746 NaCH3CO2(s) 79.9 0.974

CH3CH2OH(l) 112.3 2.438 NaBr(s) 51.4 0.500

CH3CH2OH(g) 65.6 1.424 Na2CO3(s) 112.3 1.060

H2C=CH2(g) 42.9 1.529 NaCl(s) 50.5 0.864

N2H4(l) 98.9 3.086 NaHCO3(s) 87.6 1.043

N2H4(g) 48.4 1.510 NaOH(s) 59.5 1.488

HCl(g) 29.1 0.798 H2O(l) 75.5 4.191

H2O2(l) 89.1 2.619 H2O(g) 36.2 2.010

Source: CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics , CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl., 2004.

Entity
Heat capacity, C PHeat capacity, C P Entity

 

▼——————————————— 

Show the conversion between the molar and specific heat capacity for solid 
aluminum and gaseous water. 

 These are simply unit conversions: 

  
P

J
Al s : 24.4

mol Al
C

molar

1.00 mol Al

K





specific

J
0.904

26.98 g Al g Al K





 

  P 2

2

J
H O g : 36.2

mol H O
C

molar

21.00 mol H O

K





specifi

2

c

2

J
2.01

18.0 g H O g H O K





 

▼——————————————— 

When the same amount of heat is added to two samples with different heat 
capacities, which gets hotter: the sample with the larger heat capacity or the 

smaller heat capacity? 

Answer: see page 931. 

EXAMPLE 18.24 

EXERCISE 18.25 
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the amount of energy required to heat 425 g of water from 20 °C to 
95 °C. 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

Figure 18.27 shows that the heat capacity of liquid water is slightly temperature dependent, with 
a 1 % variation between the maximum and 
minimum. At 20 °C, the heat capacity is 4.184 J, 
which was the original definition of the calorie. 
The value used in this text, 4.191 J/(mol K), is 
the average heat capacity, with a uncertainty of 
± 0.011 J/(mol K). *  Using a constant heat 
capacity introduces a systematic error in the 
results. Calorimetry experiments are commonly 
done between 10 and 40 °C, where the heat 
capacity is always below 4.19 J/(mol K). In high 
precision experiments, the changing heat 
capacity must be taken into account. 

▼——————————————— 

A 3.072 g sample of tungsten is heated by a propane-air soldering torch. The 
uniformly hot metal is then quickly transferred to 100 g of water at 19.44 °C. 

The final temperature of the water and metal is 22.04 °C. Determine the temperature of the 
flame. CP(W) = 23.90 J/(mol K) (Assume the heat capacities of water and metal are constant, the container 

heat capacity is negligible, no energy is lost during the transfer, and any vaporized water returns to the solution.) 

 Consider the system to be the tungsten and the surroundings to be the water. All the heat 
lost by the tungsten is absorbed by the water. Mathematically,  

sys surr 0q q    (This equation is derived in section 18.5.) 

 Determine the heat gained by the water.† 

2P,H O

2

22.04 C 19.44 C 2.60 C 2.60 K

100 g H O

Tq m C T         


2

J
4.19

g H O


K
2.60 K  

1089 J

 

 As no energy is lost, the total energy must be a constant. 

sys surr surr sys0 1089 Jq q q q        

                                                 
* For those of you with a knowledge of statistics, the uncertainty corresponds to one standard deviation. 
† See page 864 for an explanation why ΔT in celcius and kelvin are equal. 

EXERCISE 18.26 

EXAMPLE 18.28 

4.17
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4.19
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4.21

4.22

4.23

0 20 40 60 80 100
Temperature /°C

C
P
 /(

J/
(g

 K
))

Average heat capacity          
(4.191 ± 0.011) J/(g K)

Figure 18.27 The heat capacity of water is slightly 
temperature dependent.  
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 The initial temperature of the tungsten, which is assumed to be equal to the flame 
temperature, is calculated as 

P,W f 22.04 C 295.19 K

1089 J 3.072 g W

Tq n C T    

 
1.000 mol W


183.84 g W

J
23.90

mol W


K
 

i

295.19 K

3020 K

iT

T

 




 

▼——————————————— 

A 280.4 g piece of tin at 228 °C is dropped into 1000.0 mL of water at 22 °C. 
Any evaporated water is returned to the system. Determine the final 

temperature of the water. (Assume the container’s heat capacity is negligible.)  

Answer: see page 931. 

▼——————————————— 

Hot water (for soups and hot beverages) is often provided by cafeterias, sometimes 
for free, sometimes for a fee. Determine the energy required and cost of 

heating 500 mL of water from 15 °C to 95 °C. (ρH2O = 1.00 g/ mL; energy cost: 12.50 ¢/(kW·hr); W = J/s) 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

Heat capacity of mixtures 

Given a mixture of a few non-interacting entities, it is possible to estimate the heat capacity of 
the mixture by determining the mass-weighted or mole-weighted average from the heat 
capacities of the individual entities. The mass-weighted heat capacity is given in 18.31. (Replace 

m with n to obtain the mole-weighted heat capacity.) 

avg
i i

i

m C
C

m
 


 for a mixture of non-interacting entities 18.31 

18.31 assumes that the entities are non-interacting — a reasonable assumption for gases and 
solids. 18.31 cannot be used when a phase change occurs (for example, when a solid dissolves in a 

solvent) or for solutions of liquids because the intermolecular interactions change. For the latter 
systems, the heat capacity must be measured directly by putting in a known amount of energy 
and measuring the temperature change. (This process is detailed in the Calorimetry section on page 910.) 

EXERCISE 18.29 

EXERCISE 18.30 
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▼——————————————— 

For each of the following systems, decide if 18.31 can be used to calculate the 
average specific heat capacity. If so, calculate the heat capacity for these 

systems. 

a) mixing 2.0 g SrCl2(s), 15 g KClO4(s), and 15.0 g sugar (sucrose, C12H22O11) 

b) mixing 10 g CaCl2(s) and 50 g H2O(l) 

c) mixing 25 g CH3COOH(l) and 75 g CH3CH2OH(l) 

Answer: see page 931. 

▼——————————————— 

In stoichiometric combustion reactions, the oxygen is converted completely to 
carbon dioxide and water. Natural gas (methane) is commonly used to heat 

homes, cook, and produce electricity. Determine the constant pressure heat capacity of the 
combustion products when natural gas is burned in a stoichiometric amount of air. (Air is 78.1 % 

N2, 20.9 % O2, and 1.0 % Ar.) 

 Balance the combustion reaction. 

CH4(g) + 2 O2(g)   CO2(g) + 2 H2O(g) 

 Determine the moles of products. 

Assuming 1.00 mole methane, an ICE table identifies the moles of products formed 
and of oxygen required for stoichiometric combustion.  

       4 2 2 2

mol

CH g 2 O g CO g 2 H O g

1.00 2.00 0 0

1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00

0 0 1.00 2.00

 

 

I

C

E

 

The two moles of oxygen comes from air and is converted completely to carbon 
dioxide and water. The nitrogen and argon in air are unreactive and unchanged 
through the reaction. 

22.0 mol O 2

2

0.781 mol N

0.209 mol O 27.47 mol N  

22.0 mol O
2

0.009 mol Ar

0.209 mol O
0.086 mol Ar  

Thus, 2 2 21.00 mol CO 2.00 mol H O 7.47 mol N 0.09 mol Ar 10.6 mol product     

are produced. 

EXERCISE 18.32 

EXAMPLE 18.33 
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 Determine the heat capacity of the combustion products. 

P,
P

2

 are all the combustion products

7.47 mol N

i i

i

i
n C

C
n








2

J

mol N
29.1

K
0.09 mol Ar


 J

mol Ar
20.8

K

21.00 mol CO




2

J

mol CO
37.1 2K

2.00 mol H O



2

J

mol H O
36.2

K

10.6 mol product



 

P

J
31.0

mol product K
C 


  for the combustion products. 

This heat capacity is used in example 18.90 to determine the temperature of a  

stoichiometric methane:air flame. 

▼——————————————— 

Pocket lighters and camping fuel use 2-methylpropane (isobutane, C4H10) as a 
fuel. Determine the constant pressure heat capacity of the combustion 

products when isobutane is burned in a stoichiometric amount of air.  

Answer: see page 931. 

▼——————————————— 

How would the calculation in example 18.33 differ if, instead of a 
stoichiometric mixture, 20 percent excess methane was used? 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

Fire suppression 

A cozy fire is comforting. An out of control fire in a home, office, or laboratory is dangerous. 
Common fire suppressing agents include water, carbon dioxide, dry chemical, and special foam-
ing agents. A new fire suppression chemical is perfluoro-2-methylpentane-3-one, C6F12O, made 
by 3M and called Novec 1230™. Novec 1230 is reported to be environmentally friendly, with a 
low global warming potential (GWP) and low ozone depleting potential (ODP). Novec 1230 is 
also non-toxic, non-conducting, and gaseous, which makes it ideal for electronics rooms and 
enclosed environments, such as ships and aircraft. Novec 1230 does displace oxygen, so 

 

EXERCISE 18.34 

EXERCISE 18.35 

asphyxiation is a concern for persons who are in a room when it 
is discharged. (The fire in the room should also be a concern!) Novec 
1230 is denser than air and works by displacing the 
combustible gases and oxygen from the combustion site and 
also by absorbing heat from the combustibles, bringing them 
below their flash point. 
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Phase changes 

Adding heat can 

 increase the temperature of an entity 

 changing the phase of the entity by breaking 
intermolecular bonds at a constant 
temperature 

There are three distinct phase changes as 
illustrated in figure 18.36. While each phase 
change can proceed in two different directions, 
only one needs to be tabulated since the opposite 
process is the negative of the first. For 
convenience, the tabulated reactions are all 
endothermic and, therefore, positive.* 

solid   liquid fusion enthalpy, ΔfusH 

liquid   gas vaporization enthalpy, ΔvapH 

solid   gas sublimation enthalpy, ΔsubH 

18.37 

Some examples of the processes in 18.36:  

vaporization: a boiling kettle, water evaporating off the road after a rainstorm, the smell of 
gasoline downwind from a gas station, perfumes 

condensation: rain, droplets on a mirror after a shower, fogging up of car windows 

crystallization: making ice cubes, freezing of a pond in winter, making sugar rock-candy 

fusion: ice cubes melting in your drink, melting wax, melting during soldering & welding 

deposition: snow, frost on windows, the data layer on a CD, making of integrated circuits 

sublimation: snow packs subliming in winter, freezer burn, dry ice, moth balls 

The heat capacities and phase change enthalpies of water are given below 

     

     

     

P 2 fus 2

P 2 vap 2

P 2 sub 2

J J kJ
H O s 2.09 37.7 H O s , 273 K 6.01

g K mol K mol

J J kJ
H O l 4.19 75.3 H O l , 373 K 40.66

g K mol K mol

J J kJ
H O g 2.01 36.2 H O s , 273 K 51.06

g K mol K mol

C H

C H

C H

    


    


    


 

Like heat capacities, the phase change enthalpies are slightly temperature dependent. Figure 
18.39 shows what happens to water as heat is added. 

                                                 
* Yes, the term ‘fusion’ is confusing, since it refers to the melting of a chemical entity. 

solid liquid

gas

 
Figure 18.36 Phase changes between solid, 

liquid, and gaseous entities.  
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Phase change enthalpies are slightly temperature dependent due to the changing number of 
intermolecular bonds. For water 

  vap 2H O l , 273 K 45.04 kJ molH    

  vap 2H O l , 373 K 40.66 kJ molH    

The heat required to complete a phase transition is given by* 

q = n ΔH  18.38 
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Figure 18.39 Latent heat in one mole of water. Adding heat causes either an increase in temperature or a

phase change at a constant temperature.  

▼——————————————— 

Burns are serious injuries. Sadly, many people are scalded with hot water in 
the home, usually in the bathroom or kitchen. Figure 18.39 shows that steam 

at 100 °C contains triple the energy of water at 100 °C. For this reason, steam burns are much 
more serious than boiling water burns. 

                                                 
* We see in section 18.5 (equation 18.62) that heat and enthalpy are synonymous. For tabulated enthalpies (phase 

changes, formation, etc.), enthalpy is regularly reported on a per mole basis, which explains equation 18.38. 

EXAMPLE 18.40 
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▼——————————————— 

Deduce how the heat capacities and phase change enthalpies of water affect 
the preparation of figure 18.39. 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

Fusion and vaporization enthalpies are tabulated in 18.44. The sublimation enthalpy is the sum 
of fusion and vaporization at a given temperature. 

     
sub fus vapH T H T H T     18.42 

▼——————————————— 

Deduce where the sublimation enthalpy would be in 18.39. 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

Table 18.44 Phase change enthalpies for selected entities. Data on additional entities is available in 
Appendix B.8. 

T m T b

acetic acid (ethanoic acid) CH3COOH 16.6 117.9 11.7 23.7 35.4

acetone CH3COCH3 –94.7 56.1 5.8 29.1 34.9

ammonia NH3 –77.7 –33.3 5.7 23.3 29.0

butane C4H10 –138.3 –0.5 4.7 22.4 27.1

carbon monoxide CO –205.0 –191.5 0.8 6.0 6.9

chlorine Cl2 –101.5 –34.0 6.4 20.4 26.8

dichloromethane CH2Cl2 –97.2 40.0 4.6 28.1 32.7

ethanol CH3CH2OH –114.1 78.3 4.9 38.6 43.5

hydrazine N2H4 1.4 113.6 12.6 41.8 54.4

hydrogen chloride HCl –114.2 –85.0 2.0 16.2 18.2

methane CH4 –182.5 –161.5 0.9 8.2 9.1

nitric acid HNO3 –41.6 83.0 10.5 39.1 49.6

nitrogen N2 –210.0 –195.8 0.7 5.6 6.3

dinitrogen tetroxide N2O4 –9.3 21.2 14.7 38.1 52.8

nitrous oxide N2O –90.8 –88.5 6.5 16.5 23.1

oxygen O2 –218.8 –183.0 0.4 6.8 7.3

sulfur trioxide SO3 16.8 45.0 8.6 40.7 49.3

water H2O 0.0 100.0 6.0 40.7 46.7

Source: CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics , CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl., 2004.

1. Sublimation enthalpy is the approximate sum of fusion and vaporization. Approximate because enthalpy 
    is slightly temperature dependant.

≈ ΔsubH °1     

/(kJ/mol)
Entity

Structural 
Formula

Temp. /°C ΔfusH °(T m)  

/(kJ/mol)

ΔvapH °(T b)  

/(kJ/mol)

 

EXERCISE 18.41 

EXERCISE 18.43 
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▼——————————————— 

A 10.0 gram ice cube at –12 °C is placed in a microwave. The 1.2 kW 
microwave operates for 8.00 seconds. Assuming that all the energy is 

absorbed by the ice cube, determine the final state of the system. 

 Ice (solid water) will go through several steps as energy is added: 

◦ the ice will heat from –12 °C to 0 °C 

◦ the ice will melt to form liquid water 

◦ the water will heat from 0 °C to 100 °C 

◦ the water will evaporate to form steam 

◦ the steam will increase in temperature 

We do not know where this system will be when all the energy is consumed. To answer 
this question, we determine the energy for each step and then, 

◦ if sufficient energy is available, the transition occurs to completion and the excess 
energy is calculated. 

◦ if there is insufficient energy, the system stops during the transition, the final state is 
calculated based on the available energy. 

 For the problem, the total available energy is 
J

1200
s

q P t  8.00 s W J s9600 J   

 The energy required to heat the ice from –12 °C to 0 °C is 

heat ice P 10.0 gq m C T  
J

2.09
g K

273 K 261 K  250.8 J  

The remaining energy is 

9600 J 251J 9349 Jq     

 The energy required to melt the ice is 

melt fus 10.0 gq n H   
1.00 mol

18.01 g

kJ
6.01

mol
3337 J  

The remaining energy is 

9349 J 3337 J 6012 Jq     

 The energy required to heat the water from 0 °C to 100 °C is 

heat liquid P 10.0 gq m C T  
J

4.19
g K

373 K 273 K  4190 J  

The remaining energy is 

6012 J 4190 J 1822 Jq     

EXAMPLE 18.45 
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 The energy required to boil the water is 

boil vap 10.0 gq n H   
1.00 mol

18.01 g

kJ
40.66

mol
22590 J  

More energy is required to boil the water than is available. The amount of water that will 
boil is 

boil

vap

1822 Jq
n

H
 
  kJ40.66 mol

1 kJ

1000 J
 4 0.81 g4.48 10 mol    

When all the energy is consumed, the water is at 100 °C, with 9.2 g as liquid water and 0.8 
g as water vapour. 

▼——————————————— 

A 1200 W microwave is used to heat 260 mL of water in a ceramic cup from 
18 °C to 100 °C. (CP(cup) = 480 J/K)  

a) Assuming 100 % energy transfer, how long does the microwave need to be used? (W = J/s)  

b) After the microwave was run for the time in a), the water temperature was 82 °C. 
Assuming no losses as steam, determine the percentage of energy transferred. 

c) The microwave was turned on for an additional 5.00 minutes. Determine the state of the 
water. 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 18.46 
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A nice day at the beach …  

Ever been to a sunny beach? Notice anything? (Other than the people in bathing suits!) Have you 
noticed there is a perpetual breeze? And that the breeze is blowing onshore (from the water) during 
the day and offshore at night? Why? Heat capacities! 

More specifically, the difference in heat capacity between water and land. 

 
2P,H O

J
4.19

g K
C   P,sand

J
0.80

g K
C   

—  

During the day, the sun beats down on the sea and sand. The water reflects much of the sunlight 
and heats up very slowly. The sand, with its lower heat capacity, heats up faster. Darker 
sand/rock heats up faster still. This creates a temperature differential: cold sea and hot land. The 
air above the hot land heats up and rises because it is less dense (see section 10.4). Cooler air from 
the sea moves in to replace the heated air. This process creates a constant onshore breeze as the 
incoming air is heated, rises, and is replaced by cooler air. 

At night, the process reverses. Both the sea and sand lose energy. The lower heat capacity of the 
sand means it cools off faster than the water. The temperature differential is now reversed: air 
above the sea is warmed, rises, and draws cooler air from the shore to replace the heated air. The 
result: a constant offshore breeze! 

If you spend long periods on the beach, you will note two times when there is no breeze: early 
morning and late evening. At these periods, the sea and sand are at the same temperature. 
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18.3 Work 

A common definition of work is as the product of force and distance. 

w f d   18.47 

Generally in chemistry, we are not moving a solid object. Rather, the evolution of gases from a 
chemical reaction or phase change pushes against the atmosphere. Figure 18.48 illustrates a 
balloon filling with the reaction gases. As this occurs, its volume increases and expands into a 
region previously occupied by the atmosphere. Similarly, a reaction that converts gases into 
liquids or solids decreases the system volume. 
The balloon conveniently illustrates the 
difference: any reaction where Δngas ≠ 0 will 
involve work. 

The effect of temperature on the volume of 
gases is large and must be considered in 
calculations. Temperature also affects the 
density of solids, liquids, and gases. The effect 
of temperature on the volume of solids and 
liquids is very small and is ignored in this text.  

When considering the expansion into the 
surroundings, the external pressure is often a 
constant. For example, any open reaction on a 
laboratory bench pushes against the constant 
external atmospheric pressure. Pext is a 
constant. 

To derive an equation for gaseous work from 
18.47, realize that 

recall

recall

 

 

pressure force area force pressure area

area height volume

work force distance

pressure area height

pressure volume

   

 

 
  
 

 

A system will have one volume before reaction and another volume after reaction. Firstly, since 
we are interested in the work done by the chemical reaction, we only need to consider the change 
in volume, ΔV. Secondly, if a system does work, its volume increases: ΔV is positive. However, 
the thermodynamic conventions in section 18.1 specify that, when a system does work, the work 
is negative. Consequently, a negative sign is required to give work the correct sign. 

extw P V    18.49 

 

Pext

 
Figure 18.48 When a chemical reaction evolves a 

gas, the gas moves into a region 
previously occupied by the 
atmosphere, pushing back the 
atmosphere. 
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▼——————————————— 

Show that 18.49 is equivalent to gasw n R T   for an ideal gas at constant 

temperature and pressure. 

———————————————▲ 

18.4 Internal energy and the first law of thermodynamics 

Internal energy, U, is the total kinetic and potential energy within an entity. Kinetic energy is 
stored in the translational, rotational, and vibrational modes (figure 18.4) of the entity. As the 
temperature increases, the kinetic energy increases (figure 18.20). Potential energy is stored in 
chemical bonds, intermolecular attractions, electronic excitation, etc. Potential energy is 
relatively independent of temperature. 

While it is possible to calculate the absolute internal energy of a chemical entity, chemistry is 
primarily interested in the internal energy difference between two states of the system: ΔU 

The law of conservation of energy, applied to thermodynamics, is the first law of 
thermodynamics.  

 
state not state

function functions

U q w    first law of thermodynamics 
18.51 

q and w are heat and work, respectively. While neither is a state function, their sum is. In order to 
determine the change in internal energy, we can simply measure q and w during a chemical 
reaction. 

▼——————————————— 

Consider the processes in 18.53. What is the change in internal energy, ΔU, 
between the initial and final state of the system. 

+V

hydrolysis
of water

initial state final statecombustion
of H2 + O2

condensation
of H2O

O2

O2

H2

H2

O2

O2

O2

H2

H2

H2

H2

H2

H2

H2O

H2O

H2O

H2O

H2O

H2O

H2
H2

 
Figure 18.53 A series of reactions involving water, ultimately returning to the initial state. 

EXERCISE 18.50 

EXERCISE 18.52 
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Answer: see page 931. 

▼——————————————— 

In each of the three processes of 18.53, is the heat positive or negative? is the 
work positive or negative? 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

18.5 Heat and work with varying reaction conditions 

Recall that neither heat nor work are state functions under arbitrary reaction conditions. 
However, their sum is a state function called the internal energy, U. Thus, the heat and work 
done depends on the reaction conditions. This section derives equations for heat and work under 
some common reaction conditions. 

• Adiabatic reactions occur at a constant internal energy. 

• Isochoric reactions occur at a constant volume. 

• Isothermal reactions occur at a constant temperature. 

• Isobaric reactions occur at a constant pressure. 

Adiabatic conditions (constant internal energy) 

Starting from the first law of thermodynamics,  

0U q w     no energy exchanges with surroundings  

q w   18.55 

If the adiabatic system contains multiple components,  

0i
i

U   
18.56 

18.56 is used in examples where ‘no heat is lost’. That is, the system is adiabatic. 

Isochoric conditions (constant volume) 

Starting from the first law of thermodynamics, 

VU q w    extsince 0, 0V w P V        

VU q   18.57 

ΔU is a state function. Equation 18.57 shows that the heat evolved under isochoric conditions, 
qV, is also a state function. 

EXERCISE 18.54 
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Constant volume systems give a direct determination of ΔU for a system. Isochoric conditions 
exist in sealed reaction vessels: bomb calorimeter, pressure cooker, combustion engine, 
industrial reactor, explosive shell, etc. 

Isothermal conditions (constant temperature) 

Section 18.3 derived work as ext .w P V   The calculus-based definition of work is 

extd dw P V  , which integrates to extw P V    under isobaric conditions. Under isothermal 

conditions, the pressure may vary and a different equation for work can be derived. 

extextd d

d

P n R T Vw P V

V
n R T

V

 

 
 

d
d

f

i

V
w n R T

V
    

 

f

i

ln
V

w n R T
V

 
   

 
 18.58 

Isobaric conditions (constant pressure) 

Starting from the first law of thermodynamics, 

extP

P ext

w P VU q w

q P V

    
  

  

which rearranges to 

all state funct

P ext

ions

q U P V     
18.59 

Since the right-hand side of 18.59 contains only state functions, the heat evolved under isobaric 
conditions, qP, is also a state function. Because isobaric conditions are so common — any 
experiment open to the atmosphere occurs under isobaric conditions — scientists have derived a 
function to represent qP. 

If we define a function, enthalpy, H, as  

H U P V   18.60 

then 

   
   

2 1

2 2 2 1 1 1

product rule: 

isobaric: 0

x y x y y x

P

H H H

U P V U P V

U P V

U P V V P
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H U P V      18.61 

Comparing 18.59 and 18.61, we find that the right-hand sides are equal, therefore 

PH q   18.62 

Enthalpy, H, is the heat evolved from a reaction at constant external pressure. Enthalpy is 
defined purely for convenience: ΔH and qP are synonymous.* 

▼——————————————— 

We will see in section 18.8 that calorimeters are assumed to be adiabatic, such 
that the energy of the chemical reaction (system) is absorbed by the calorimeter 

(surroundings). Applying 18.56 to calorimetry gives 

sys surr 0U U     18.64 

Derive a simplified version of 18.64 when no gases are consumed or produced by the chemical 
reaction. That is, no work is done. 

 Given that ΔU = q + w, substitute this into 18.64 

 
sys surr

sys sys surr surr 0

0

q w q

U

w

U

  

 



 

   

 Since no work is done, w = 0 

sys sysq w surr surrq w  0  

sys surr 0q q   18.65 

 This equation can be generalized as 

0iq   18.66 

 and applies to both constant volume, qV, and constant pressure, qP, systems. 

▼——————————————— 

Using 18.57, 18.61, and 18.62, determine the difference between qP and qV. 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

                                                 
* Equation 18.38 presents a subtle distinction between heat and enthalpy: enthalpies are reported on a per mole 

basis whereas heat is reported for the actual quantity of reactants used. 

EXAMPLE 18.63 

EXERCISE 18.67 
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High performance racing 

In high performance racing (Indy, Nascar, Formula 1, etc.), the vehicles use a 
nitromethane:hydrocarbon mixture for fuel. For extra power, ‘nitro’ cylinders can also be 
attached to automotive engines, but this is not good if the engine is not designed to run on 
nitromethane!). 

An automobile cylinder is a fixed volume and contains a fixed amount of oxygen. Consider a 
four cylinder, 1.5 L engine with a cylinder volume of 375 mL. Initially at SATP,  

 
1.00 bar

P V
P V n R T n

R T

n

  


0.375 L

L bar
0.08314

mol K
298 K

2

3
O air 2

1.514 mol air

0.209 3.163 10 mol On n 



  

 

Using gasoline (octane) as fuel, the amount of gasoline for stoichiometric combustion is 

 C8H18(l) + 25/2 O2(g)   8 CO2(g) + 9 H2O(g)   ΔrH° = –5074.1 kJ 

 3
23.163 10 mol O 8 181 mol C H

212.5 mol O 8 18

5074.1 kJ

1 mol C H


1.284 kJ  

Nitromethane, CH3NO2, contains oxygen within the entity and contains a high energy nitro, NO2, 
functional group. The amount of nitromethane for stoichiometric combustion is 

 2 CH3NO2(l) + 3/2 O2(g)   2 CO2(g) + 3 H2O(g) + N2(g) ΔrH° = –1350.8 kJ 

 3
23.163 10 mol O 3 21 mol CH NO

21.5 mol O 3 2

1350.8 kJ

1 mol CH NO


2.849 kJ  

Using the method outlined in 18.33, the constant volume product heat capacities are 

 octane combustion:   22.17 J/(mol K) 

 nitromethane combustion: 23.13 J/(mol K) 

Assuming a 10:1 compression ratio, the final engine temperatures and pressures are 

 
In addition to producing a greater combustion temperature and pressure, nitromethane burns 
faster, creating a greater impulse, which converts more energy into mechanical work. However, 
the greater impulse puts more stress on the automobile components. Normal automotive engines 
are not designed to handle the extreme conditions caused by nitromethane combustion.  

In addition to the above combustion reaction, nitromethane spontaneously decomposes 

 2 CH3NO2(l)   N2(g) + 3 H2O(g) + CO(g) + C(s)   ΔrH° = –563.8 kJ 

octane combustion:   3857 K  139 bar 

nitromethane combustion: 5300 K  289 bar 
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This decomposition occurs explosively, making nitromethane dangerous, but useful as a 
propellant in rocketry. 

18.6 Methods of determining the reaction enthalpy 

We explore two methods for determining the reaction enthalpy: 

• measuring using calorimetry 

• using Hess’s law 

◦ with reaction enthalpy data 

◦ with formation enthalpy data 

◦ estimate using bond energy data  

Measuring the reaction enthalpy using calorimetry is presented in section 18.8. 

Hess’s law states that the change in reaction 
enthalpy is independent of the path taken between 
reactants and products. In other words, only the start 
and end states matter to the reaction, not the 
individual steps in-between. This is true because 
enthalpy is a state function. 

When determining the reaction enthalpy, the key 
point is to realize that there is no net enthalpy 
change for a series of reactions that return to 
reactants. The goal is to find a loop where only one 
ΔrH value is unknown.* 

Consider the following loop in 18.68 

2 NH3(g)   N2(g) + 3 H2(g)  
 ΔrH° = —91.8 kJ 

N2(g) + 3 H2(g)   N2H2(g) + 2 H2(g)
 ΔrH° = –213.0 kJ 

N2H2(g) + 2 H2(g)   N2H4(g) + H2(g) ΔrH° = –117.7 kJ 

N2H4(g) + H2(g)   2 NH3(g)   ΔrH° = –187.1 kJ 

——————————————————————————— 
<null reaction>   ΔrH° ≡ 0 kJ 

                                                 
* Reversing a chemical reaction changes the sign of the reaction energy. 

N2H2(g) + 2 H2(g)

2 NH3(g)

N2H4(g) + H2(g)

N2(g) + 3 H2(g)

91
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Figure 18.68 The reaction enthalpies of selected

nitrogen and hydrogen entities
illustrating the state function
nature of enthalpy. 

specific applications of Hess's law
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With this knowledge, we commonly apply Hess’s law such that the reactions sum to the reaction 
of interest. a in 18.68 can be determined in two ways: 

Method  

2 NH3(g)   N2(g) + 3 H2(g)   ΔrH° = –91.8 kJ 

N2(g) + 3 H2(g)   N2H2(g) + 2 H2(g) ΔrH° = 213.0 kJ 

—————————————————————————— 
2 NH3(g)   N2H2(g) + 2 H2(g)   ΔrH° = 304.8 kJ 

 

Method  

2 NH3(g)   N2H4(g) + H2(g)   ΔrH° = 187.1 kJ (reverse equation and sign) 

N2H4(g) + H2(g)   N2H2(g) + 2 H2(g) ΔrH° = 117.7 kJ (reverse equation and sign) 

—————————————————————————— 
2 NH3(g)   N2H2(g) + 2 H2(g)   ΔrH° = 304.8 kJ 

▼——————————————— 

Determine b in 18.68. 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 18.69 
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Formation enthalpy 

The standard formation enthalpy, ΔfH°(T), is the enthalpy for the creation of one mole of an 
entity from elements in their standard states. For convenience, we arbitrarily define a zero for 
formation enthalpies: 

ΔfH°(T) ≡ 0 for an element in its standard state. 

ΔfH°(T) ≡ 0 for H+(aq) at unit activity ( 1 mol/L). 

Table 18.70 Formation enthalpy data for selected entities. Appendices B.6 and B.7 contain additional 
values. The greyed thermodynamic parameters are introduced in Chapter 19. 

Ag(s) 0.0 42.6 0.0 Fe2O3(s) -824.2 87.4 -742.2

AgCl(s) -127.1 96.2 -109.8 H(g) 218.0 114.7 203.2

Al(s) 0.0 28.3 0.0 H2(g) 0.0 130.7 0.0

Al2O3(s) -1676.3 50.9 -1581.9 H2O(g) -241.8 188.8 -228.6

Au(s) 0.0 47.4 0.0 H2O(l) -285.8 69.9 -237.1

Br(g) 111.9 175.0 82.4 H2SO4(aq) -909.3 20.1 -744.5

Br2(aq) -3.1 130.2 4.1 HBr(g) -36.4 198.7 -53.5

Br2(g) 30.9 245.5 3.1 HCl(aq) -167.2 56.5 -131.2

Br2(l) 0.0 152.2 0.0 HCl(g) -92.3 186.9 -95.3

C(g) 716.7 158.0 671.3 HNO3(aq) -207.4 146.4 -111.3

C(s,graphite) 0.0 5.7 0.0 N2(g) 0.0 191.6 0.0

C(s,diamond) 1.9 2.4 2.9 N2H4(g) 95.4 238.5 159.4

CH3OH(g) -200.7 239.8 -162.0 N2H4(l) 50.6 121.2 149.3

CH3OH(l) -238.7 126.8 -166.3 N2O(g) 82.1 219.9 104.2

CH4(g) -74.8 186.3 -50.7 N2O4(g) 9.2 304.3 97.9

C2H5OH(g) -235.1 282.7 -168.5 NH3(aq) -80.3 111.3 -26.5

C2H5OH(l) -277.7 160.7 -174.8 NH3(g) -46.1 192.5 -16.5

C2H6(g) -84.7 229.6 -32.8 NO(g) 90.3 210.8 86.6

Cl(g) 121.7 165.2 105.7 NO2(g) 33.2 240.1 51.3

Cl2(aq) -23.1 121.2 7.1 O(g) 249.2 161.1 231.7

Cl2(g) 0.0 223.1 0.0 O2(g) 0.0 205.1 0.0

CO(g) -110.5 197.7 -137.2 O3(g) 142.7 238.9 163.2

CO2(g) -393.5 213.7 -394.4 SO2(g) -296.8 248.2 -300.2

Fe(s) 0.0 27.3 0.0 SO3(g) -395.7 256.8 -371.1

Source: CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics , CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl., 2004.

ΔfG °(298 K) 
/(kJ/mol)

S °(298 K)   
/(J/(mol K))

Entity

Standard Thermodynamic Data

Entity
ΔfG °(298 K) 

/(kJ/mol)
ΔfH °(298 K) 

/(kJ/mol)
ΔfH °(298 K) 

/(kJ/mol)
S °(298 K)   

/(J/(mol K))
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Figure 18.71 The standard formation enthalpies of selected combustion fuels and products.  

Water is an ash, not a fuel 

Figure 18.71 shows that water and carbon dioxide have very negative formation enthalpies 
whereas fuels have less negative or positive formation enthalpies. The higher the formation 
enthalpy, the more energy in the fuel. 

As you balance combustion equations, note that water is a combustion product, not a reactant. 
Yet, a few websites promote the use of water as a fuel. (Search the internet for ‘water fuel’.) In all the 
websites I have reviewed, energy must be put into the water to convert it to something else: 
Towne gas, Brown’s gas, and others. All of these processes electrolyze the water, producing 
hydrogen (a fuel), oxygen (an oxidizer), and miscellaneous other products. Combustion then 
converts everything back to water. 

If you’re thinking this could solve the world’s energy problems, realize that inefficiencies in 
electrolysis and combustion ensure that you will get less usable energy out than you put it. The 
electrolysis method must be inexpensive and based on a renewable energy source: solar, wind, 
geothermal, etc. 
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▼——————————————— 

At which of the following temperature(s) is the formation enthalpy of nitrogen 
gas, N2(g), equal to zero? 

i) 50 K 

ii) 100 K 

iii) 200 K 

iv) 298 K 

 The formation enthalpy is zero when the entity is in its standard state. Nitrogen boils at 77 
K. Thus nitrogen as a gas has a zero formation enthalpy in ii, iii, and iv.  

 At 50 K, the standard state of nitrogen is liquid and the formation enthalpy of liquid 
nitrogen, N2(l), is zero. 

▼——————————————— 

What is the standard state of water at 

i) 200 K 

ii) 300 K 

iii) 400 K 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

Positive

Negative





 ΔfH°(298 K) values mean that the entities are 
less

more

 
 
 

 stable than elements in their 

standard state. 

The next example applies Hess’s law, using formation enthalpy reactions to determine the 
reaction enthalpy for the combustion of methane. A simple equation is then deduced that is valid 
for all reactions. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the combustion enthalpy of methane from formation enthalpy 
reactions at 298 K. 

 The combustion reaction is 

CH4(g) + 2 O2(g)   CO2(g) + 2 H2O(l) 

 Oxygen, O2, is an element in its standard state. For the other reagents, the formation 
enthalpy reactions are 

C(s, graphite) + 2 H2(g) 1  CH4(g)  ΔfH° = –74.8 kJ/mol CH4(g) 

C(s, graphite) + O2(g) 2  CO2(g)  ΔfH° = –393.5 kJ/mol CO2(g) 

H2(g) + 1/2 O2(g) 3  H2O(l)   ΔfH° = –285.8 kJ/mol H2O(g) 

EXAMPLE 18.72 

EXERCISE 18.73 

EXAMPLE 18.74 
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 To get the combustion reaction, reaction 1 must be reversed, reaction 3 must be multiplied 
by two, and then all three added together. 

CH4(g) 1  C(s, graphite) + 2 H2(g)  ΔrH° = –ΔfH° = 74.8 kJ 

C(s, graphite) + O2(g) 2  CO2(g)  ΔrH° = ΔfH° = –393.5 kJ 

2·(H2(g) + 1/2 O2(g) 3  H2O(l))   ΔrH° = 2·ΔfH° = –571.6 kJ 
—————————————————————————————— 
CH4(g) + 2 O2(g)   CO2(g) + 2 H2O(g) ΔrH° = –890.3 kJ 

———————————————▲ 

Careful analysis of the above example shows that the reactant formation enthalpies are 
subtracted from the product formation enthalpies. This procedure can be generalized to find the 
enthalpy for an arbitrary reaction.* 

     r f f
prod react

i i i iH T H T H T      o o o  
18.75 

Equation 18.75 can be remembered as products minus reactants. 

Example 18.74 can be simplified greatly using 18.75. The chemical equation is used as a data 
table to organize the data and identify unknowns. 

       
24 2 2

kJ molf

2 H O lCH g 2 O g CO g

285.874.8 0.0 393.5H

 
   

 

Equation 18.75 is then used to determine the reaction enthalpy. 

 r 21 mol COH T  
2

393.5 kJ

mol CO


22 mol H O

2

285.8 kJ

mol H O



products

41 mol CH
   
  4

74.8 kJ

mol CH



   
reactants

393.5 kJ 571.6 kJ 74.8 kJ

890.3 kJ

 
 
 

     

 



 

In future calculations, thermodynamic calculations like reaction enthalpy will not be explicitly 
shown. Instead, it will be presented using the chemical equation as a data table: 

       
24 2 2

kJ molf r

2 H O lCH g 2 O g CO g

890.3 kJ285.874.8 0.0 393.5H H

 
      

 

                                                 
* νi are the stoichiometric coefficients in the reaction. We find in section 19.6 that enthalpy is relatively 

independent of temperature. Interestingly, observe that  
r f
H H    . 
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Production of sulfuric acid: the contact process 

Sulfuric acid is one of the most important industrial chemicals. Over 180 million metric tonnes 
are produced annually and used for fertilizers, detergents, pharmaceuticals, and steel production. 
Commercial production of sulfuric acid occurs via the ‘contact’ process, so named because the 
reaction takes place when adsorbed to the vanadium(V) oxide catalyst, V2O5. 

The contact process proceeds in three steps: 

  production of sulfur dioxide 

  production of sulfur trioxide 

  production of oleum and sulfuric acid 

Sulfur dioxide is produced by combustion of sulfur or sulfur-containing ores in air. 

 1/8 S8(s) + O2(g)   SO2(g)    ΔrH° = –296.8 kJ 

 2 FeS(s) + 7/2 O2(g)   2 SO2(g) + Fe2O3(s) ΔrH° = –1214.4 kJ 

Sulfur trioxide is thermodynamically more stable than sulfur dioxide, but its production is 
kinetically slow. The reaction rate is increased by operating at 700 K, increasing the pressure, 
and using a vanadium(V) oxide catalyst. However, the increased temperature shifts the 
equilibrium left.  

 SO2(g) + 1/2 O2(g) 2 5V O  SO3(g)   ΔrH° = –98.9 kJ 

Reacting sulfur trioxide with water does produce sulfuric acid, but this reaction is very 
exothermic and generates many sulfuric acid vapours. 

 SO3(g) + H2O(l)   H2SO4(aq)    ΔrH° = –228.5 kJ (not used commercially) 

Commercially, sulfur trioxide is dissolved in sulfuric acid, forming oleum, H2S2O7. 

 H2SO4(l) + SO3(g)   H2S2O7(s)   ΔrH° = –133.2 kJ 

—   —–  

Sulfuric acid is then produced by adding water to oleum. 

 H2S2O7(l) + H2O(l)   2 H2SO4(l)   ΔrH° = –95.3 kJ 

Determining reaction enthalpy from bond energy data 

It is preferable to have data measured for each specific entity. If these are not available, a 
reaction enthalpy can be estimated from bond energy data. Experiments show that the amount of 
energy required to break a specific bond type (C–C, C=C, C–H, O–H, etc.) is approximately constant 
between gas phase entities. This bond energy is called the bond dissociation energy, ΔbondH. The 
uncertainty in the bond energy values is approximately ± 10 %. For example, the C–C bond 
energy is (348 ± 35) kJ/mol. 
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Because of the average nature of bond dissociation energies, the used of bond energy data 
should be considered a method of last resort — only to be used if no other data is available. 

Table 18.76 Average gaseous bond energies per mole of bond being broken. Accuracy is about ± 10 %. 

H B C N O F Cl Br I P S

H 436

B 377 150

C 414 490 348

N 389 500 305 250

O 464 515 359 208 180

F 565 644 486 277 190 159

Cl 431 339 200 247 256 243

Br 366 286 243 234 280 218 193

I 297 215 234 271 211 179 151

P 350 305 402 331 272 213

S 368 272 364 284 255 218 274

611 440 390 837

615 590 536 891

745 498 351 1079  

799 460 293 946

O=O

P=O N≡N

N=N

N=O

C=O

(CO2) C=O

Average Gaseous Bond Energies /(kJ/mol)

C=C

C=N

C≡O

single bonds

P=S

P=P

(SO2) S=O

S=O C≡C

C≡N

 
The main limitation with using bond energy data is that the reaction must only contain gaseous 
entities. This is because bond energy data considers only intramolecular bonding, not 
intermolecular interactions (see Chapter 8 (Intermolecular Forces) for details on intermolecular interactions). 

▼——————————————— 

Consider the O–H bond: 

H–O–H   H–O + H  ΔrH° = 499 kJ 

H–O   H + O  ΔrH° = 428 kJ 

CH3O–H   CH3O + H  ΔrH° = 450 kJ 

The average of these and several other representative O–H bond energies is (464 ± 30) kJ per 
mole of O–H bonds. 

———————————————▲ 

EXAMPLE 18.77 
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If we visualize the process 

break form
bonds bonds

reactants atoms products   
18.78 

Bond breakage is endothermic, bond formation is exothermic. The two reactions in 18.78 can be 
written as a Hess’s law problem, with i referring to each bond type. 

reactants → atoms r bond
react

i iH n H    

atoms → products r bond
prod

i iH n H     

————————————————————————————— 

reactants → products r bond bond
react prod

i i i iH n H n H       
18.79 

Equation 18.79 is ‘reversed’ from other thermodynamic calculations: reactants minus products. 

▼——————————————— 

Which is more accurate: a reaction enthalpy calculated using formation 
enthalpies or bond energy data? 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

 
Review Chapter 5 (Classical Bonding: the Electron Domain Model) if you are unsure about 
determining molecular structures. 

If one or more entities is not gaseous, reactions must be known that make all reagents gaseous. 
Often these are vaporization and/or sublimation enthalpies, which are tabulated in Appendix B.8. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the reaction enthalpy for the following reactions using i) bond 
energy data, and ii) formation enthalpy data. 

a) CH4(g) + 2 O2(g)   CO2(g) + 2 H2O(g) 

 We need the structure of each entity to determine the bond types. 

H
O

HH
H H

H

C O O O C O

CH4(g) + 2 O2(g)  CO2(g) + 2 H2O(g) 

 
 Using bond energy data: the bond energy data for the reactants and products are 

summarized in the equation. 

       
4 C–H bonds 2 C=O bonds
2 O=O bonds 4 O–H bonds

4 2 2 2CH g 2 O g CO g 2 H O g     

EXERCISE 18.80 

EXAMPLE 18.81 

 is moles of each bond type
 is energy of each bond type

i

i

n
H
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 The reaction enthalpy from bond energy data is calculated using 18.79. 

r 4 mol C–HH 
kJ

414
mol C–H

 2 mol O=O
kJ

498
mol O=O



2 mol C=O

 
 
 


kJ

799
mol C=O

 4 mol O–H
kJ

464
mol O–H



802 kJ

 
 
 

 

 

 Using formation enthalpy data: this was done in the example on page 898. 

r 802.3 kJH    

There is negligible difference in the reaction enthalpy calculated via either method. This is 
a coincidence given the uncertainty in the bond energy data. 

b) CH3CH2OH(l)   CH3CHO(g) + H2(g) 

 Ethanol is a liquid in this chemical equation. To use bond energy data, all entities 
must be gaseous. So we separate the chemical equation into two equations that sum 
to the reaction of interest. 

CH3CH2OH(l)   CH3CH2OH(g)   vaporization enthalpy 

CH3CH2OH(g)   CH3CHO(g) + H2(g)  bond energy calculation 

 The vaporization enthalpy can be looked up in Appendix B.8 or calculated from 
formation enthalpies.  

   3 2 3 2

kJ molf r

CH CH OH l CH CH OH g

42.8 kJ277.6 234.8H H


     



 We need the structure of each entity to determine the bond types. 

CH3CH2OH(g)   CH3CHO(g) + H2(g) 

H H

O

H
C

C

H
H

H

H
H

H

C
C

H H

O
H

 
 Using bond energy data: the bond energy data for the reactants and products is 

summarized in the equation. 

 3 2

1 5

CH CH OH g

 C–H bonds
1 C–C bond

   
4 C–H bonds

1 C–O bond
1 O–H bond

3 2CH CHO g H g 
1 C–C bond
1 C=O bond
1 H–H bond
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 The reaction enthalpy from bond energy data is calculated using 18.79. 

r 1 mol C–HH 
kJ

414
mol C–H

 1 mol C–O
kJ

359
mol C–O



1 mol O–H






kJ

464
mol O–H

 1 mol C=O

 



kJ
745

mol C=O


1 mol H–H






kJ

436
mol H–H



56 kJ







 

 Using formation enthalpy data, the formation enthalpy data is summarized in the 
equation: 

CH3CH2OH(l)   CH3CH2OH(g)   ΔvapH° = 42.8 kJ 

CH3CH2OH(g)   CH3CHO(g) + H2(g)  – ΔrH° = 56 kJ 

———————————————————————————— 

CH3CH2OH(g)   CH3CHO(g) + H2(g)  – ΔrH° = 99 kJ 

 Using formation enthalpy data, the formation enthalpy data is summarized in the 
equation: 

     3 2 3 2

kJ molf r

CH CH OH l CH CHO g H g

111.4 kJ277.6 166.2 0.0H H


     

 

The bond energy data is 11 percent in error in this example, emphasizing that calculations 
involving average bond energy data is approximate and should only be used as a last 
resort! 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the reaction enthalpy for the following reactions using i) bond 
energy data, and ii) formation enthalpy data. Determine the percent error. 

a) 2 N2H4(g) + N2O4(g)   3 N2(g) + 4 H2O(g) 

b) CH3OH(l) + 1/2 O2(g)   CO2(g) + 2 H2O(g) 

c) CH3OH(g)   H2CO(g) + H2(g) 

Answer: see page 931. 

EXERCISE 18.82 
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▼——————————————— 

Halogenated entities have largely replaced diethyl ether and ethene 
as inhaled anaesthetics. A starting point to understanding the 

reactivity is to estimate the formation enthalpy. Estimate the formation enthalpy of 
halothane using bond energy data, C2HBrClF3. 

2 C(s, graphite) + 1/2 H2(g) + 1/2 Br2(l) + 1/2 Cl2(g) + 3/2 F2(g)   C2HBrClF3(g) 

 The formation equation shows that not all the entities are gaseous. However, we can 
separate the formation equation into multiple equations that sum to the formation reaction. 

2 C(s,graphite) 1  2 C(g)     Δ1H° = 2·ΔsubH° = 1433.4 kJ 
1/2 Br2(l) 

2  1/2 Br2(g)     Δ2H° = 1/2·ΔvapH° = 15.5 kJ 

           
1

2
1

2
1

2
3

2

1 C–C bond H–H bond
1 C–H bond Br–Br bond
1 C–Br bond Cl–Cl bond
1 C–Cl bond F–F bon

331 1 1
2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2

3

d
3 C–F

3 bon

 b s

d

ond

2 C g H g Br g Cl g F g  C HBrClF g

2.2 10 kJH H

    

     

 

 

 The formation enthalpy is then calculated by summing reactions 1, 2, and 3. 

2 C(s,graphite) + 1/2 H2(g) + 1/2 Br2(l) + 1/2 Cl2(g) + 3/2 F2(g)   C2HBrClF3(g) 

        ΔfH° = –750 kJ 

 The formation enthalpy is then calculated by summing the reactions. 

 The formation enthalpy is then calculated by summing the reactions. 

 

▼——————————————— 

Using the formation enthalpy from example 18.83, determine if combustion of 
halothane, C2HBrClF3, is exothermic or endothermic. 

C2HBrClF3(g) + 5/2 O2(g)   2 CO2(g) + 1/2 Br2(l) + 1/2 Cl2(g) + 3/2 F2(g) + H2O(l) 

Answer: see page 931. 

▼——————————————— 

A potential anaesthetic is 1-bromo-2-chloro-
1,4,4-trifluorocyclobutane. Estimate the 

formation enthalpy of 1-bromo-2-chloro-1,4,4-
trifluorocyclobutane. 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

EXAMPLE 18.83 

EXERCISE 18.84 

EXERCISE 18.85 

C C

H

ClBrF

FF

halothane

Cl

H

H
H

F

F

Br

F

1-bromo-2-chloro-1,4,4-
trifluorocyclobutane
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18.7 Thermochemistry 

A common uncertainty when investigating combustion reactions is the state of water in the 
combustion products: is it a gas or a liquid. The answer depends on the temperature you are 
interested in: during the combustion, water is produced as a gas. As the gases cool, the water 
condenses to a liquid. The convention is to assume the reactants start at ambient temperature and 
the products return to ambient temperature. For example, methanol, CH3OH, is a liquid under 
ambient conditions. During the combustion, gaseous water forms. After the combustion, the 
water condenses to a liquid. 

CH3OH(l) + 3/2 O2(g)   CO2(g) + 2 H2O(g)  ΔrH° = –637.9 kJ —(during combustion) 

CH3OH(l) + 3/2 O2(g)   CO2(g) + 2 H2O(l)  ΔrH° = –725.9 kJ —(after cooling) 

If we are interested in determining the work done or the flame temperature, we must use the 
conditions during the combustion. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine ΔU° for the detonation of TNT at a temperature of 3800 K. 
Assume ideal gas behaviour. ΔfH°(TNT) = –59 kJ/mol 

C7H5(NO2)3(s)   3/2 N2(g) + 5/2 H2O(g) + 7/2 CO(g) + 7/2 C(s)  

 We need to calculate the reaction enthalpy. 

           73 5 7
22 2 27 5 2 2 23

kJ molf

r

C H NO s C sN g H O g CO g

59 00 241.8 110.5

932 kJ

H

H

  
    

   

 

 During decomposition, the temperature and pressure will vary rapidly. However, since 
internal energy is a state function, the pathway between reactants and products is 
irrelevant. 

 Starting from 18.62, we have ΔH and need to calculate P ΔV.

ΔH = ΔU + P ΔV——ΔU = ΔH – P ΔV  

 Pressure is constant. To determine ΔV, we look at the number of gaseous entities in the 
reactants and products: Δngas = 7.5 mol 

The easiest calculation of P ΔV is to realize 

gasP V n R T     

for a system that returns to the original pressure and temperature.* 

                                                 
* The derivation of this equation is given below. For a general change in a gaseous system 

  
 
     expand with chain rule: x y x y y x

P V n R T

P V n R T

P V V P n R T n R T

    

 

  

      

 

EXAMPLE 18.86 
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 Substituting into 18.62, we have 

gasU H P V H n R T          

   r r gas298 K 298 K

932 kJ 7.5 mol

U H n R T     

  
8.314 J

mol K
3800 K

kJ
1169

mol
 

 

———————————————▲ 

Observe the magnitude of the terms in the previous example: 

ΔrU° = –1169 kJ total internal energy 

ΔrH° = –932 kJ energy as heat 

w = –P ΔV = –237 kJ energy as work 

18.87 

20 percent of the available energy is available as work; 80 percent is released as heat. 

▼——————————————— 

In example 18.86, we assumed water would form as a gas, which it does 
during the detonation and contributes to the work. However, the gas will 

quickly cool and water will condense. Determine the net work energy after the system cools to 
25 °C and the water condenses. 

C7H5(NO2)3(s)   3/2 N2(g) + 5/2 H2O(l) + 7/2 CO(g) + 7/2 C(s) 

       ΔrH° = –1042 kJ 

Answer: see page 931. 

▼——————————————— 

During the combustion of liquid methanol, gaseous water is formed during the 
combustion that subsequently condenses. Determine the work and ΔU° for the 

combustion at 1900 °C and after it has cooled to 25 °C. Assume ideal gas behaviour.  

CH3OH(l) + 3/2 O2(g) 1900 C  CO2(g) + 2 H2O(g)  ΔrH° = –637.9 kJ 

CH3OH(l) + 3/2 O2(g) 25 C  CO2(g) + 2 H2O(l)  ΔrH° = –725.9 kJ 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

In examples 18.88 and 18.89, we see that the net work done once a system cools is small 
compared with the overall energy released as heat. Because of this, we often make the 
assumption that ΔU ≈ ΔH. 

                                                                                                                                                             
 For a system that returns to the original pressure and temperature, ΔP = 0 and ΔT = 0, and the equation reduces to  
  P V n R T    

EXERCISE 18.88 

EXERCISE 18.89 
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▼——————————————— 

In example 18.33, the heat capacity of the combustion products of a 
stoichiometric methane:air mixture was calculated to be 31.0 J/(mol K). 

Furnaces and natural gas stoves are designed to achieve these ideal combustion conditions. 
Determine the flame temperature from reactants at 20 °C. 

CH4(g) + 2 O2(g)   CO2(g) + 2 H2O(g) 

 Recall the approach taken in example 18.33 

 2 2 2

2
4

CO , N , H O, Ar

2.00 mol O
1.00 mol CH

10.6 mol products 


 


 

 Determine the combustion enthalpy 

       4 2 2 2

kJ molf r

CH g 2 O g CO g 2 H O g

802.3 kJ74.8 0.0 393.5 241.8H H

 
       

 

 As this is a constant pressure system, ΔH is the energy released as heat. From 1.00 mol 
methane, this corresponds to 

41.00 mol CH
4

802.3 kJ

1 mol CH


802.3 kJ   

 In an adiabatic system (a reasonable approximation for the flame region), the heat released in the 
combustion is contained within the combustion products. Thus, the surroundings are the 
combustion products and 

surr sys 802.3 kJq q    

 The flame temperature is calculated from the known heat capacity of the products. 

P
P P

P

q
q n C T T

n C
      

3802.3 10 J

10.6 mol
T


 

J
31.0

mol K

2441 K

 

2441 K 293 K

2730 K

f i f i

f i

T T T T T T

T T T

      

  

 



 

This temperature is approximately twenty percent too high, for reasons discussed below. 

EXAMPLE 18.90 
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▼——————————————— 

In exercise 18.34, the heat capacity of the combustion products of a 
stoichiometric 2-methylpropane:air (isobutane:air) mixture was calculated to be 

31.1 J/(mol K). Isobutane is used in lighters and pressurized camping fuels. Determine the flame 
temperature from reactants at SATP. (ΔfH°(isobutane) = –143.2 kJ/mol) 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

DEMO Model combustion using a butane-air mixture in a pop bottle with cork stopper. 

▼——————————————— 

Considering what you know about automobile engines, is the assumption that 
the gaseous system is adiabatic valid? Explain. 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

18.90 and 18.91 make two substantial assumptions:  

• that reaction enthalpies and heat capacities are independent of temperature. We estimate 
the methane:air flame temperature to be 2730 K; the actual flame temperature is 2330 K. 
The difference is due primarily to the assumption that heat capacities are independent of 
temperature. (We learn in Chapter 19 that enthalpy is relatively independent of temperature.) Accurate 
solutions require the integration of the heat capacity. For example, the gas phase heat 
capacity of carbon dioxide is given in 18.93, given for information only. The numbers are 
determined experimentally, by fitting the function to experimental data. 

  2 3 2
P 2CO 24.997 55.187 33.691 7.9484 0.13664C T T T T      18.93 

• that the reaction goes to completion. At increasing temperatures, competing chemical 
equilibria limit the extent of reaction. For fuel:air mixtures, the combustion goes 
reasonably to completion. However, for fuel:oxygen mixtures, the combustion reaction 
does not. Because of this, we cannot use the methods employed in 18.90 and 18.91 to 
calculate the temperature of fuel:oxygen systems. 

Things that go boom! 

Understanding the kinetics and thermodynamics of reactions involving pure oxygen and/or 
explosives is beyond the scope of this text. This is unfortunate since fuel:oxygen mixtures are 
found in brazing, welding, and cutting (propane:oxygen, MAPP:oxygen, and acetylene:oxygen), and in 
propellants and explosives (rocket fuels, explosives). Several institutions have made available 
software for calculating the kinetics and thermodynamics of complex systems.  

 • Colorado State University provides an online chemical equilibrium calculator to calculate 
the state of complex combustion systems. <navier.engr.colostate.edu/tools/equil.html>  

EXERCISE 18.91 

EXERCISE 18.92 
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 • CEA is a NASA-developed program to calculate equilibrium compositions and properties 
of complex chemical systems. <www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/CEAWeb/> 

 • Cantera is a free program for analyzing problems involving chemical kinetics, 
thermodynamics, and/or transport processes. <code.google.com/p/cantera/> 

Figure 18.96 illustrates the flame temperatures for some common constant pressure fuel:air 
mixtures. The maximum flame temperature is produced when the combustion mixture is not 
stoichiometric.  

Automobile cylinders, bullets, and explosives are some examples of isochoric and adiabatic 
processes: the reaction is complete before the piston, bullet, or shell moves. In exercise 10.18, 
we used this thermodynamic information to calculate the pressure inside an automobile cylinder 
immediately after combustion. 

▼——————————————— 

Explain why the temperature in figure 18.96 decreases in regions with excess 
fuel and excess oxygen. 

Answer: see page 931. 

▼——————————————— 

Thinking back to section 18.3 on work, do you expect the constant volume 
flame temperatures to be higher or lower than the constant pressure flame 

temperatures. Explain. Hint: consider ΔH = ΔU + P ΔV  

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

 

EXERCISE 18.94 

EXERCISE 18.95 
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Figure 18.96 Constant pressure adiabatic flame temperatures for fuel:air mixtures from reactants at SATP.

These values differ from those calculated in the examples as they incorporate the temperature
dependence of the heat capacity. The equivalence ratio is the stoichiometric fuel:oxygen ratio. 

18.8 Calorimetry 

A calorimeter is a device for measuring the heat of reaction. In calorimetry,  

• the system is the sample  

• the surroundings are the calorimeter. The surroundings can even include the solvent in 
which the reaction occurs. 

• the entire calorimeter is assumed to be adiabatic on the timescale of the experiment. 
Alternatively, any heat exchanged with the surroundings can be accounted for graphically. 

Two calorimeter designs are common 

• constant pressure calorimeter 

• constant volume calorimeter  
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—  

Figure 18.97 Two common types of calorimeters: (left) a constant pressure calorimeter, and (right) a constant 
volume calorimeter. 

The constant pressure calorimeter is open to the atmosphere and can be as simple as one or two 
foam cups together. Constant pressure calorimeters are used when the reaction being studied 
does not involve gases. 

When a reaction does involve gases, those gases must be contained for an accurate determination 
of the reaction energy. A constant volume calorimeter contains the gases in a sealed reaction 
vessel. Constant volume calorimeters are often called ‘bomb’ calorimeters because they 
determine combustion enthalpies. A typical experiment would pressurize the bomb to 30 
atmospheres with oxygen to ensure sufficient oxygen is available for reaction and then ignite the 
combustible material. The rapid reaction sends a shock wave through the bomb. Pressures easily 
exceed 300 atmospheres during the combustion phase, which lasts a few seconds.  

Determining the reaction enthalpy of an unknown entity is a two step process: 

1. determine the heat capacity of — calibrate — the calorimeter  

2. use the calibrated calorimeter to determine the reaction enthalpy of the unknown entity 

The calorimeter is a complex system (jacket, water, sample, gases, thermometer, etc.). The calorimeter 
heat capacity is determined by reacting a substance that produces a known amount of heat.  

cal
cal

q
C

T



  calorimeter heat capacity 18.98 
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There is one nuance when calculating the calorimeter heat capacity of constant pressure 
calorimeters: in some cases, the solvent is incorporated into the calorimeter heat capacity; in 
other cases, the solvent heat capacity is considered separately.  
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Figure 18.99 Typical calorimetry graph for an exothermic reaction. To account for any heat leakage between

the calorimeter and environment, the pre and post baselines are extrapolated as shown. 

▼——————————————— 

A constant pressure calorimeter is calibrated using hot and cold water. The 
calorimeter contains 200 mL of water at 7.3 °C. 200 mL of water at 68.5 °C is 

added and the final temperature is 32.2 °C. Determine the heat capacity of the calorimeter. 
(Assume the heat capacity of water is constant and the density of water is a constant 1.00 g/mL.) 

 Note that the calorimeter containing the cold water is also at 7.3 °C. The hot water has to 
heat both the cold water and the calorimeter to the final temperature. Because of this, the 
final temperature, 32.2 °C, is lower than the simple average of the hot and cold water, 37.9 
°C. (In this example, we consider the solvent separately from the calorimeter.) 

Since the calorimeter is adiabatic, conservation of energy gives 

hot cold cal 0q q q    

 Substituting 18.22 for water allows us to calculate the heat that entered the calorimeter. 

hot cold cal

hot P hot cold P cold cal

0

0

q q q

m C T m C T q

  
    

 

EXAMPLE 18.100 
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cal hot P hot cold P cold

200 mL

q m C T m C T    


1.00 g

1.00 mL

J
4.19

g
 

 is equal in celcius and kelvin

32.2 °C 68.5 °C
K

200 mL

T







1.00 g

1.00 mL

J
4.19

g
 

   
is equal in celcius and kelvin

32.2 °C 7.3 °C
K

838 J 36.3 838 J 24.9

9553 J

T



  
 

  

cal 9553 Jq   

 The heat capacity of the calorimeter can be determined using 18.98. 

cal
cal

9553 J

24.9 K

J
384

K

q
C

T
 



 

▼——————————————— 

The calibrated calorimeter from 18.100 is used to determine the solution 
enthalpy of ammonium nitrate, NH4NO3. 24.28 g of ammonium nitrate are 

added to 400 mL of water in the calorimeter, initially at 21.7 °C. The final solution temperature 
is 18.1 °C. Determine the solution enthalpy of ammonium nitrate. The solution density is 1.05 
g/mL and the solution heat capacity is 4.07 J/(g K). 

 Energy went into heating the solution and the calorimeter. 

4 3NH NO sol'n cal 0q q q    

 During the calibration, the solvent was considered separately from the calorimeter. This 
conveniently allows us to have a different amount of solution. 

Substituting 18.22 for the solution and 18.98 for the calorimeter, we can determine the 
energy change of ammonium nitrate. Note that the total mass of solution is 424.28 grams 
and that 18.1°C 21.7 °C 3.6 °C 3.6 KT       . 

4 3NH NO sol'n cal

424.3 g sol'n

q m C T C T    


J

4.07
g sol'n K

 3.7 K
J

384
K

  3.7 K

7817 J 

 

4 34 3NH NO for 23.28 g of NH NO7817 Jq   

 In an isobaric system, the heat, q, is proportional to the enthalpy, H. 

EXAMPLE 18.101 
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NH NO4 3

sol

7817 J

24.28 g

H H
q

q n
n

q
H

n

   

  
80.04 g kJ

25.8  
mol mol


 

sol

kJ
26

mol
H   

▼——————————————— 

The solution enthalpy of calcium chloride is –82.8 kJ/mol CaCl2. Determine 
the final solution temperature after 19.45 g of calcium chloride are added to 

400 mL of water in the calorimeter used in example 18.100, initially at 20.6 °C. The solution 
density is 1.05 g/mL and the solution heat capacity is 4.09 J/(g K). 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

DEMO Example 18.101 and exercise 18.102 make an excellent demonstration. For optimum 
heating, use 15 to 20 grams of salt and 50 mL of water in separate sealable bottles. 
Seal the bottles, shake gently to speed dissolution, and pass around the class. These 
are the same chemical reactions you find in chemical hot packs and chemical cold 
packs used in ambulances and by professional sports teams. 

▼̀——————————————— 

The calibrated calorimeter from 18.100 is used to determine the neutralization 
enthalpy of nitric acid, HNO3, and sodium hydroxide, NaOH. 250 mL of 1.38 

mol/L nitric acid are added to 150 mL of 2.11 mol/L sodium hydroxide already in the 
calorimeter. Both solutions are initially at 19.8 °C. The final solution temperature is 28.0 °C, has 
a volume of 400 mL, a density of 1.09 g/mL, and a heat capacity of 4.02 J/(g K). Determine the 
neutralization enthalpy. (Hint: start by determining the limiting reactant!) 

Answer: see page 931. 

▼——————————————— 

Combustion of benzoic acid, C6H5COOH, releases 3225.0 kJ/mol (ΔcU°(298 
K) = –3225.0 kJ/mol). In a constant volume calorimeter, 1.187 g of benzoic 

acid are combusted, increasing the calorimeter temperature from 22.56 °C to 27.84 °C.  

a) Determine the heat capacity of — calibrate — the calorimeter. 

 In a constant volume system, the heat, q, equals the internal energy, U. The amount 
of heat released by the benzoic acid (BA) is 

sys 1.187 g BAq 
1 mol BA

122.1 g BA

3225.0 kJ

1 mol BA


31.360 kJ   

EXERCISE 18.102 

EXERCISE 18.103 

EXAMPLE 18.104 
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 The surroundings are the calorimeter, which absorbs the heat 

surr cal sys 31.360 kJq q q     

 The heat capacity of the calorimeter determined from 18.98 

cal cal

cal

31.360 kJ kJ
5.939

5.28 K K

q
q C T C

T

C

   


 
 

b) 2.000 mL of methanol was combusted in the calorimeter, increasing the calorimeter 
temperature from 23.16 °C to 29.21 °C. Determine the combustion internal energy and 
combustion enthalpy of methanol. (ρMeOH = 0.792 g/mL)  

 These calculations reverse the calibration process. 

 The amount of heat absorbed by the calorimeter is 

cal cal

kJ
5.939 6.05 K 35.93 kJ

K
q C T     

 This heat comes from the combustion of the methanol 

sys cal 35.93 kJq q     

 x kJ comes from 2.000 mL. The enthalpy on a per mole basis is 

2.000 mL MeOH
0.792 g MeOH

mL MeOH

1 mol MeOH

32.04 g MeOH
0.04944 mol MeOH

 35.93 kJ

0.04944 mol

kJ
726

mol

q
q n H H

n

H

     

  

 

c) A McDonalds Big Mac™ weighing 223 g is homogenized in a blender. Combustion of 
1.492 g of the Big Mac increases the calorimeter temperature from 21.72 °C to 24.45 °C. 
Determine the number of Calories in the Big Mac.* (1 Cal = 4.184 kJ)  

 These calculations reverse the calibration process. 

 The amount of heat absorbed by the calorimeter is 

cal cal

kJ
5.939 2.73 K 16.21 kJ

K
q C T     

 This heat comes from the combustion of the hamburger 

sys cal 16.21 kJq q     

                                                 
* Yes, this is how Calories are determined! Source: <www.McDonalds.ca> 
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 16.21 kJ comes from 1.492 g. The heat from the entire hamburger is 

burger

223 g burger
16.21 kJ 2423 kJ

1.492 g burger

1 Cal
2423 kJ 579 Cal

4.184 kJ

q    

  
 

Because of variability in the nutritional value of food and of burger construction, one 
finds that the number of calories is known only to two decimal places. Thus, the 
average McDonalds Big Mac contains 580 Calories. 

▼——————————————— 

This exercise uses the calorimeter calibrated in example 18.104 a). A pack of 
six McDonalds white meat Chicken McNuggets™ weighing 114 g is 

homogenized in a blender. Combustion of 1.826 g of the Chicken McNuggets increases the 
calorimeter temperature from 20.47 °C to 23.97 °C. Determine the number of Calories in the 
Chicken McNuggets. 

Answer: see page 931. 

▼——————————————— 

The above example measures the combustion enthalpy of a hamburger — the 
conversion of the protein, sugar, starch, and fat to carbon dioxide and water 

— and states that a person would obtain the same energy from the burger. Is this a realistic 
proposition? 

Answer: see page 931. 

———————————————▲ 

Fossil fuel production 

Using energy from the sun, plants convert carbon dioxide and water to carbohydrates and oxygen 
through photosynthesis. The reaction is very endothermic. 

 6 CO2 + 6 H2O(l)   C6H12O6(s) + 6 O2(g)  ΔrH° = 2.8·103 kJ 

Coal and crude oil are produced when organic matter decomposes in an oxygen-deficient 
(anaerobic) environment. In these environments, the coal or hydrocarbon is the 
thermodynamically favoured product. In oxygen-rich environments, reaction of organic matter to 
carbon dioxide and water (digestion or combustion) is thermodynamically favoured. 

EXERCISE 18.105 

EXERCISE 18.106 
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 peat (≈ 25 mole % C)   lignite (≈ 32 % C) 

        sub-bituminous coal (≈ 40 % C)  
          bituminous coal (≈ 60 % C) 

            anthracite (≈ 80 % C) 

In aquatic environments, heat and pressure transform the organic matter into crude oil.  

<not developed> 

Higher temperatures convert the crude oil into methane (natural gas).  

 

What about other elements: N → NOx or NH3; S → SOx or H2S; H → H2O. These must be 
kinetically faster than C → CO2 with the limited available oxygen. 

 

Q: Which side is favored: CH4(g) → C2H6(g) + H2(g) → C3H8(g) + 2 H2(g) 

Plot as function of temperature. 

 

(The essay on page 654 explores the kinetics of petroleum production from biomass.) 

Summary 

<not developed> 

 

In terrestrial environments, anaerobic 
decomposition converts organic matter 
into peat. (You may have seen ‘peat moss’ 

in garden shops.) During decomposition, 
carbon is retained, while oxygen and 
hydrogen leave as water. Heat and 
pressure transform peat into coal. The 
resulting structure is a random 
arrangement of carbon, with 
decreasing residual oxygen and 
hydrogen atoms. 

There are several types of coal, each 
with increasing carbon content
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Exercises 

Thermodynamic conventions 

1. Explain why the Earth is or is not a 
closed system. (Both could be correct, 
depending on your argument.) 

2. Label the following as open, closed, or 
isolated. 

a)  water cycle d) greenhouse 

b) ocean  e) fireplace 

c) atomic nucleus f) sealed soda can 

3. Consider where you live and where your 
chemistry class is. Which of the 
following are state functions:  

i)  distance from home to class 

ii) distance travelled to class 

iii) time spent commuting 

iv) gas used commuting 

4.  — 

Heat 

5. Determine the heat evolved or absorbed 
in the following processes: 

a) heating 1.25 L of liquid water from 15 
°C to 100 °C 

b) condensing 200 g of steam at 100 °C 
to water at 80 °C. 

c) converting a 50.0 kg ingot of iron at 
17 °C to molten iron at its melting 
point. 

6. A 88.15 g sample of tungsten is heated in 
an N2O/air flame and then quickly 
transferred to 350 mL of water at 21.2 
°C, raising the water to 40.3 °C. Any 
evaporated water is returned to the 
system. (Assume the container’s heat capacity is 
negligible.) 
a) Determine the flame temperature. 

b) If some evaporated water did escape 
the system, but was not corrected for, 

how would that affect the calculated 
flame temperature? 

7. An 8.89 g ice cube, initially at –12 °C, is 
placed in a closed insulated container. A 
heater adds 600 W for 45 seconds. 
Determine the final state of the system. 
(Assume the container’s heat capacity is 
negligible.) 

8. One way of strengthening steel is to 
“quench” it by rapidly cooled it in water. 
Steel has a density of 8.05 g/cm3 and a 
specific heat capacity of 0.62 J/(g K). A 
steel piece with a volume of 182.5 cm3 at 
850 °C is dropped into an insulated 
container with 500.0 g water initially at 
36.5 °C. What will be the final 
temperature of the system? (Assume the 
container’s heat capacity is negligible and that all 
evaporated water returns to the liquid.) 

9. An electric heater supplying 23.7 W of 
energy heats 150.0 g of ethylene glycol 
from 19.7 °C to 25.3 °C in 83.0 seconds. 
Determine the heat capacity of glycol. 
(Assume the container’s heat capacity is 
negligible.) 

10. Hot water tanks typically maintain water 
at 45 – 50 °C. (Above this temperature, there is 
a risk of scalding.) 
a) If the hot water tank delivers water at 

48 °C and cold water at 11 °C to a 
washing machine, what will the water 
temperature be in a washer set to 
‘warm’, that mixes equal amounts of 
hot and cold water? 

b) If the washing machine can adjust the 
flows, determine the percentage of hot 
water required to provide water at 40 
°C. 

11. You forgot to cool a soda at 21 °C and 
wish to add sufficient ice to bring it to 2 
°C. You pour 500 mL of soda into a 310 
g glass. What mass of ice at –12 °C is 
required to cool the soda and glass? 
(CP(glass) = 0.84 J/(g K); assume the soda has the 
same thermodynamic properties as water.) 
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12. You make a drink by adding 50 g of ice 
at –7 °C, 300 mL of cola at 4 °C, and 25 
mL of rum at 20 °C into a 250 g glass 
also at 20 °C. (CP(cola) = 4.19 J/(g K); 
CP(rum) = 3.25 J/(g K); CP(glass) = 0.84 J/(g K)) 
a) What is the final state of the drink, 

assuming instant heat transfer between 
the components? 

b) You forget about the drink. By the 
time you get back to it, its temperature 
is 15 °C. Determine the amount of 
heat absorbed. (Assume the liquids retain 
their respective heat capacities.) 

13. You want a glass of ice cold water. Your 
glass at 21.2 °C has a heat capacity of 
280 J/K. You fill the glass with 370 mL 
of water from the fridge at 2.0 °C. 

a) What is the final temperature after the 
glass and water reach thermal 
equilibrium? 

b) What minimum mass of ice at –12 °C 
must be added to bring the drink (glass 
and liquid water) at 0 °C? (CP(H2O(s)) = 
2.09 J/(g K); ΔfusH° = 6.01 kJ/mol). 

c) You add 35 grams of ice and the 
system reaches equilibrium. Heat is 
absorbed at a rate of 6.8 J/s. How long 
will the water stay at 0 °C? 

14. You need 500 mL of boiling water to 
make Jell-O™. After measuring and 
placing 500 mL of 20 °C water in a 650 g 
glass bowl in a microwave, you run the 
1500 W microwave for 4.00 minutes. (W 
= J/s; CP(glass) = 0.84 J/(g K)) 
a) Determine the state of the water 

assuming 100 % energy transfer. 

b) Upon opening the microwave, you 
discover 480 mL of water remaining. 
Determine the transfer efficiency of 
the microwave. 

15. Typical household freezers are set to –18 
°C (0 °F). A 355 mL can of frozen juice 
concentrate requires three cans of water 
to make to volume. (Assume the container’s 
heat capacity is negligible and that the 

concentrate has the same thermal properties as 
pure water.) 
a) What should the water temperature be 

to end up with drinkable juice at 2 °C? 
Assume no heat is transferred to the 
surroundings. 

b) Many people use cold water at 8 °C. 
What will be the final state, again 
assuming an adiabatic system? 

c) In reality, should you use water closer 
to 8 °C or your answer in a)? Explain. 

16. An Olympic-sized swimming pool, 50.0 
m × 25.0 m × 3.0 m deep, is heated to 26 
°C. An adjoining hot tub, with an area of 
16 m2 × 1.5 m deep, is heated to 38 °C. 
Water evaporates at 1.6 mol H2O/(min 
m2) at 26 °C and 2.8 mol H2O/(min m2) 
at 38 °C. The cost of natural gas is 11.00 
$ per gigajoule.  

a) Heat is lost with the evaporation of 
water. Determine the cost of 
maintaining the pool and hot tub at 
temperature. No water is added; 
energy is lost through evaporation. 

b) The pool and hot tub are drained and 
refilled with water at 7 °C. Determine 
the cost of heating fresh water from 7 
°C to the final temperatures. 

17. a) A hockey rink has a surface area of 
16300 ft2. It is flooded with water 
initially at 7 °C to a depth of 3.0 cm 
and cooled to –8 °C. Determine the 
heat of this process. 

b) Some arenas use an ammonia 
refrigerant to remove the heat. The 
heat from a) is absorbed by liquid 
ammonia vaporizing to gaseous 
ammonia at a constant temperature. 
Determine the volume of liquid 
ammonia required to complete the 
process in a). (ΔvapH°(NH3) = 23.25 kJ/mol; 
ρ(NH3(l)) = 0.682 g/cm3) 

18. In the summer, vehicle interiors can 
become so hot they can burn skin. A 
proposed solution is misting water into 
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the vehicle, with the endothermic 
evaporation cooling the ambient air. 

a) Without doing any calculations, do 
you think that this solution will work? 

b) Calculate the final interior temperature 
after 5.0 ml of water at 55 °C are 
misted into a sedan with an interior 
volume of 2600 L. at 55 °C and 1.00 
bar. (Assume that all the water heats to 100 
°C and vaporizes. CP(air) = 1.00 J/(g K); Mair 
= 28.9 g/mol) 

c) If you consider the vehicle interior 
(seats, dash, etc.), would the final interior 
temperature be higher or lower than 
that calculated in b)? 

d) By what amount does the relative 
humidity increase at the final interior 
temperature in b)? 

19. Mixing slush (ice and water) at 0 °C with 
NaCl at 20 °C gives slush at temperatures 
down to –12 °C, but never lower. Provide 
a scientific explanation for how this 
works. 

20. Tempering of steel is done to strengthen 
the steel. Tempering is a two-step 
process. The first step involves heating to 
between 370 and 650 °C, followed by 
rapid cooling. The second step involves 
heating to between 150 and 260 °C, 
followed by slow cooling. (CP(steel) = 0.704 
J/(g K)) 

 A 1.25 kg tool, made from steel, is heated 
to 580 °C and then placed into 2.00 kg of 
water at 28 °C to rapidly drop the 
temperature. 

a) What is the final state of the system? 

b) How much energy is required to heat 
the steel from 60 °C to 210 °C? 

21. Ice-cream is produced when cream 
partially freezes. Soft ice cream is 
composed of 60 % frozen cream by mass.  

a) Determine the amount of heat released 
in the conversion of 1.0 L of cream at 
7.0 °C to soft ice cream at –2.2 °C. 
(Assume the container’s heat capacity is 

negligible. CP(cream) = 2.9 J/(g K); 
ΔfusH(cream) = 20 J/g; ρ(cream) = 0.97 g/mL) 

b) Liquid nitrogen is often used to make 
ice cream during demonstrations. If 
the heat is removed with liquid 
nitrogen, what mass of liquid nitrogen, 
at 77 K, is required to produce the ice 
cream? 77 K is the boiling point of 
liquid nitrogen. (ΔvapH(N2(l)) = 5.58 
kJ/mol) 

c) Why is CP(N2(g)) not needed in b)? 

Work 

22. For each of the following processes, 
determine the sign of the work. 

a) decomposition of calcium carbonate to 
calcium oxide and oxygen 

b) adsorption of water vapour by solid 
sodium hydroxide 

c) neutralization of sodium carbonate by 
hydrochloric acid 

d) neutralization of sodium hydroxide by 
nitric acid 

e) formation of nitrogen dioxide from 
nitrogen monoxide and oxygen 

23. Potassium chlorate decomposes with 
heating via the reaction 

 KClO3(s)   KCl(s) + 3/2 O2(g) 

 Determine the work done at SATP per 
mole of potassium chlorate. 

24.  The reaction of aluminum with water 
releases hydrogen gas.  

 Al(s) + H2O(l)     
 Al3+(aq) + 3 OH–(aq) + 3/2 H2(g) 

 Determine the amount of work done at 
SATP per mole of aluminum. 

25. Calcium oxide, CaO, is an ingredient of 
cement and produced by the thermal 
decomposition of calciuim carbonate. 
How much energy is required to produce 
one tonne of calcium oxide? 

 CaCO3(s)   CaO(s) + CO2(g) 
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26. Mortar is used to hold bricks and 
masonry together. For hundreds of years, 
mortar was a lime:sand mixture, about 
60:40 by mass. Lime is calcium oxide. 
The mortar is prepared by mixing the 
lime:sand with sufficient water to form a 
putty. During this process, the lime 
hydrates 

 CaO(s) + H2O(l)   Ca(OH)2(s) 

 This mortar was used to secure bricks in 
place. Over time, the calcium hydroxide 
reacted with atmospheric carbon dioxide, 
hardening the mortar.  

 Ca(OH)2(s) + CO2(g)   
 

2H O  CaCO3(s) 

 Determine the work done in this final 
step per kilogram of dry mortar at SATP. 

27. The primary ingredient in smokeless 
gunpowder is nitrocellulose, which 
decomposes via the reaction 

 2 C6H7O2(ONO2)3(s)    
 4 CO2(g) + 7 CO(g) + C(s) +   
 7 H2O(g) + 3 N2(g) 

a) Determine the work done at a 
combustion temperature of 5370 °C. 

b) Determine the work done after the 
combustion products cool to 298 K 
and the water condenses. 

28. Consider a rocket powered by a hydrogen 
peroxide monopropellant, using 98 % 
H2O2 (the remainder is water). The 
monopropellant reaction is 

 H2O2(l)   H2O(g) + 1/2 O2(g) 

 With a combustion temperature of 3500 
K,  

a) what gas volume is produced for every 
mL of 98 % hydrogen peroxide 
consumed? (ρH2O2

 = 1.44 g/mL) 

b) what work is done by this reaction per 
mole hydrogen peroxide? 

29. We often assume that the volume of solid 
or liquid lost during evaporation is 

negligible compared to the gas volume 
created. Determine the percent error of 
this assumption for evaporation of water 
at SATP. 

Internal energy and the first law of 
thermodynamics  

30.  What is ΔU for the global water cycle? 

  

31. A person drinks a bottle of water. Their 
urine is collected and purified using 
reverse osmosis, and the purified water 
put into the water bottle. What is ΔU for 
this process? 

32.  — 

Heat and work with varying reaction 
conditions 

33.  — 

34.  — 

Methods of determining the reaction 
enthalpy 

35. Use Hess’s law to determine the standard 
reaction enthalpy for the reaction 

 CO(g) + 1/2 O2(g)   CO2(g) 

given the reactions: 

 C(graphite) + 1/2 O2(g) 1  CO(g) 

ΔrH°1  = –110.5 kJ 

 C(graphite) + O2(g) 2  CO2(g) 

ΔrH°2  = –393.5 kJ 
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36. Use Hess’s law to determine the standard 
reaction enthalpy for the reaction 

 C3H4(g) + 2 H2(g)   C3H8(g) 

given the reactions: 

 H2(g) + 1/2 O2(g) 1  H2O(l) 

ΔrH°1  = –285.8 kJ 

 C3H4(g) + 4 O2(g) 2    
 3 CO2(g) + 2 H2O(l) 

 ΔrH°2  = –1937.0 kJ 

 C3H8(g) + 5 O2(g) 3   
 3 CO2(g) + 4 H2O(l) 

 ΔrH°3  = –2219.1 kJ 

37. Prepare an energy diagram for the system 
in question 36. 

38. Use Hess’s law to determine the standard 
reaction enthalpy for the reaction 

 N2H4(l) + 2 H2O2(l)     
 N2(g) + 4 H2O(l) 

given the reactions: 

 N2H4(l) + O2(g) 1    
 N2(g) + 2 H2O(l)ΔrH°1  = –622.2 kJ 

 H2(g) + 1/2 O2(g) 2  H2O(l) 

ΔrH°2  = –285.8 kJ 

 H2(g) + O2(g) 3  H2O2(l) 

ΔrH° = –187.8 kJ 

39. Prepare an energy diagram for the system 
in question 38. 

40. Use the reactions 

 N2(g) + 3 H2(g) 1  2 NH3(g) 

ΔrH°1  = –92.2 kJ 

 NO(g) + 5/2 H2(g) 2   

NH3(g) + H2O(g) ΔrH°2  = –378.2 kJ 

 N2(g) + O2(g) 3  2 NO(g) 

ΔrH°3  = 180.6 kJ 

 N2(g) + 2 O2(g) 4  2 NO2(g) 

ΔrH°4  = 66.4 kJ 

 2 N2(g) + O2(g) 5  2 N2O(g) 

ΔrH°5  = 164.2 kJ 

 to determine ΔH° for the following 

a) N2O(g) + 3/2 O2(g)   2 NO2(g) 

b) 2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(g) 

c) 2 NH3(g) + 2 O2(g)     
 N2O(g) + 3 H2O(g) 

41. Prepare an energy diagram for the system 
in question 40. 

42. Carbon chloride, CCl4, was an important 
industrial solvent. Its use was 
discontinued because of its toxicity. Use 
Hess’s law to determine the standard 
reaction enthalpy for the synthesis of 
carbon chloride. 

 CS2(l) + 3 Cl2(aq)     
 CCl4(l) + S2Cl2(l) 

given the reactions: 

 CS2(l) + 3 O2(g) 1    
 CO2(g) + 2 SO2(g) 

ΔrH°1  = –1077 kJ 

 S8(s) + 4 Cl2(g) 2  4 S2Cl2(l) 

ΔrH°2  = –232 kJ 

 C(s, graphite) + 2 Cl2(g) 3   
 CCl4(l)   –––ΔrH°3  = –135 kJ 

 S8(s) + 8 O2(g) 4  8 SO2(g) 

ΔrH°4  = –2376 kJ 

 SO2(g) + Cl2(g) 5  SOCl2(l) 

 ΔrH°5  = +97 kJ 

 C(s, graphite) + O2(g) 6  CO2(g) 

ΔrH°6  = –394 kJ 

 CCl4(l) + O2(g) 7   
 COCl2(g) + Cl2O(g) –– ΔrH°7  = –5 kJ 

43. Calculate the standard enthalpy of 
formation of solid anhydrous aluminum 
chloride, AlCl3, given the following data. 
All data is at 298 K.  

 2 Al(s) + 6 HCl(aq) 1    
 2 AlCl3(aq) + 3 H2(g) 

ΔH°1  = –1007 kJ 

 HCl(g) 2  HCl(aq) 
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ΔH°2  = –73 kJ 

 AlCl3(s) 3  AlCl3(aq) 

ΔH°3  = –323 kJ 

 H2(g) + Cl2(g) 4  2 HCl(g) 

ΔH°4  = –186 kJ 

44. Use formation enthalpy data to determine 
the standard reaction enthalpy of the 
reactions 

a) NH3(g) + NO2(g)     
 N2(g) + H2O(l) 

b) H2S(g) + O2(g)     
 SO2(g) + H2O(l) 

c) NH4
+(aq) + OH–(aq)     

 NH3(g) + H2O(l) 

45. Balance and determine the standard 
reaction enthalpies for the following 
chemical equations 

a) Fe2O3(s) + CO(g)    
 Fe(s) + CO2(g) 

b) combustion of liquid ethanol, 
C2H5OH, at 298 K 

c) Al3+(aq) + OH–(aq)    
 Al(OH)3(s) 

d) dissolution of solid ammonium nitrate 

46. Balance and determine the standard 
reaction enthalpies for the following 
chemical equations 

a) H+(aq) + OH–(aq)   H2O(l) 

b) evaporation of acetone, (CH3)2CO 

c) CH4(g) + Cl2(g)     
 CCl4(g) + HCl(g) 

d) decomposition of calcium carbonate to 
calcium oxide and carbon dioxide 

47. Which of the following gases provides 
more heat energy on a 

a) per mass basis 

b) per volume basis at STP 

  i) H2 

  ii) CH4 

  iii) C3H8 

48. If the combustion enthalpy of oxalic acid, 
C2H2O4, is –251 kJ/mol, use the 
formation enthalpies of carbon dioxide 
and liquid water to determine the 
formation enthalpy of oxalic acid. 

49. 1-chloro-2,3,3-trifluoro-
cyclobutane is a surgical 
anaesthetic. 

a) Write the formation 
reaction of gaseous 1-chloro-2,3,3-
trifluorocyclobutane.  

b) Estimate the formation enthalpy of 
gaseous 1-chloro-2,3,3-trifluorocyclo-
butane.  

50. Chlorofluorocarbons are banned because 
of their ozone depleting potential. Their 
replacements, fluorocarbons have less — 
but not zero — ozone-depleting potential. 
‘Canned air’, common for cleaning 
electronics, commonly contains 
tetrafluoroethane, CH2FCF3, 
also known as R-134a. 
(Properties of R-134a: b.p. = –26.3 
°c; ΔvapH°(b.p.) = 22.0 kJ/mol; 
CP(R-134a(g)) = 87 kJ/(mol K); P(20 °C) = 5.7 
bar) 

 Estimate the formation enthalpy of R-
134a. 

51. Halon’s are a class of entities used for 
industrial fire fighting. One important 
halon is halon-1201, HCF2Br. Determine 
if combustion of halon-1201 is endo or 
exothermic. 

Thermochemistry  

52. Calcium chloride is used to melt 
sidewalk ice and snow. What mass of ice, 
initially at 0 °C, can be melted with 250 g 
of calcium chloride, initially at 0 °C? 
(ΔsolH(CaCl2) = –82.8 kJ/mol) 

53. If the calcium chloride in question 52 
was at 20 °C, how would that affect the 
amount of ice that can be melted? 
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54. Chemical hot and cold packs are used to 
treat injuries where ready access to other 
equipment is not available (sports fields, 
ambulances, camping, etc.). Commonly, 
ammonium nitrate and calcium chloride 
are used as they are relatively benign and 
have high solvation enthalpies.  

a) Determine how much calcium 
chloride is required to induce a 20 °C 
temperature increase when dissolved 
in 100 mL of water. Assume that both 
calcium chloride and water are at the 
same initial temperature and that the 
heat capacity of the salt and water 
system remains constant at 4.19 J/(g 
K). (ΔsolH(CaCl2) = –82.8 kJ/mol; ρH2O = 
1.00 g/mL) 

b) Determine how much ammonium 
nitrate is required to induce a 20 °C 
temperature decrease when dissolved 
in 100 mL of water. (The same 
assumptions apply; ΔsolH(NH4NO3) = 25.7 
kJ/mol; ρH2O = 1.00 g/mL) 

55. 8.45 g of potassium hydroxide are added 
to 250 mL of water, both initially at 20.3 
°C, raising the temperature to 28.6 °C. 
Determine the solution enthalpy of 
potassium hydroxide. (Assume the 
container’s heat capacity is negligible. CP(sol’n) = 
4.19 J/(g K)) 

56. 10 mol/L sodium hydroxide is prepared 
by adding 400 g of sodium hydroxide 
into 950 g water, both initially at 20 °C. 
(the total volume will be 1.00 L). (ΔsolH°(NaOH) 
= –44.5 kJ/mol) 
a) Assuming that no energy is lost, 

determine the final temperature of a 
10 mol/L sodium hydroxide solution. 
(Assume CP = 4.19 J/(g K)) 

b) What hazards might exist in preparing 
the above solution by adding all 400 g 
at once? 

57. Adding 20.0 mL of concentrated sulfuric 
acid, 17.6 mol/L, to 180.0 mL water, 
both initially at 19.7 °C, increases the 
temperature to 43.6 °C. Determine the 
solution enthalpy of sulfuric acid. (Assume 

the container’s heat capacity is negligible. 
CP(sol’n) = 4.19 J/(g K)) 

58. How much energy is released during the 
production of 200 kg calcium hydroxide? 

 CaO(s) + H2O(l)   Ca(OH)2(s) 

59. Assuming that natural gas is pure 
methane, that burns via the equation, 

  CH4(g) + 2 O2(g)     
  CO2(g) + 2 H2O(l) 

a) How much energy is released from the 
combustion of 1.00 cubic meters of 
gas at SATP? 

b) A typical St. Petersburg, Russia, home 
uses approximately 1.0·107 kJ per 
year. What volume of gas, at SATP, is 
required to heat the home? 

60. Oxygen-acetylene combustion is often 
used in cutting and welding metals. 

  C2H2(g) + 3/2 O2(g)   
    2 CO2(g) + H2O(l) 

a) How much energy is released from the 
combustion of 1.00 cubic meters of 
acetylene at SATP? 

b) A tank contains 120 kg of acetylene. 
What volume of steel can be raised 
from 20 °C to melting at 830 °C? (ρsteel 
= 7.90 g/cm3; CP(steel) = 0.48 J/(g K)) 

c) If only 20 % of the available energy 
melts the steel and the worker is 
welding 1/4” plate steel together, the 
weld region being 4 mm × 4 mm, 
what length of weld can be completed 
by the acetylene tank in b)? 

61. a) Which of the following gas mixtures 
provides more heat energy on a per 
volume basis? 

i) syngas: 55 % CO, 33 % H2, and 12 
% CO2 

ii) coal gas: 50 % H2, 30 % CH4, 8 % 
N2, 7 % CO 

iii) swamp gas: 66 % CH4, 30 % CO2, 
4 % N2 
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b) Does it matter if the energy is 
calculated at STP, SATP, or another 
state? 

62. a) Thermite is a stoichiometric mixture 
of iron(III) oxide, Fe2O3, and 
powdered aluminum metal used to 
produce molten iron in remote 
locations. Aluminum oxide, Al2O3, is 
also produced. The reaction is 
vigorous and dangerous. If 180 mL of 
molten iron are required to weld 
railroad ties together, what mass of 
thermite is required? (ρFe(l) = 6.98 g/mL) 

b) Determine the temperature of liquid 
iron, starting at 20 °C. (Hint: calculate 
ΔrH° for the reaction to produce liquid iron, 
then determine the heat required to heat the 
solid reaction products to the melting point of 
iron, melt the iron, and heat the solid 
aluminum oxide and liquid iron.) 

63. One pound of body fat contains 
approximately 3500 Calories. If the 
conversion efficiency of body fat to 
usable energy is 70 %, what mass of fat 
is metabolized by a 65 kg person 
climbing a mountain with an elevation 
gain of 2300 m? For this calculation, 
assume the ascent is double the energy 
required to raise a 65 kg mass by 2300 m. 
(E = m g h) 

64. A sample of syngas contains 55.0 % 
carbon monoxide, 33.2 % hydrogen, and 
11.8 % carbon dioxide by volume. What 
volume of syngas at SATP is required to 
bring 1.00 kg of water from 7 °C to 50 
°C? (Both carbon monoxide and hydrogen burn.) 

65. Confirm the flame temperature given for 
the methanol:air combustion in exercise 
18.89. 

 CH3OH(l) + 3/2 O2(g)     
 CO2(g) + 2 H2O(g) 

66. Example 10.5 gives the final temperature 
of the decomposition of nitroglycerin as 
7700 K in a constant volume system. 
Confirm this value from a starting 
temperature of 293 K. (CV(CO2) = 28.8 

J/(mol K), CV(H2O) = 27.9 J/(mol K), CV(N2) = 
20.8 J/(mol K), CV(O2) = 21.9 J/(mol K)) 

67. A hot water tank operates on propane. 

a) 88 L of water at 45 °C are taken from 
a 150 L hot water tank and replaced 
with water at 7 °C. If the burner 
consumes 2.5 L of propane per minute 
at SATP, how long will it take to heat 
the water back to 45 °C? Assume the 
heat transfer is 88 % efficient and that 
no energy is lost by the water once 
heated. 

b) What is the energy output of the 
burner? Report your answer in BTUh. 

68. Propane is used in automobiles, as a 
heating gas, in outdoor barbeques, and by 
plumbers soldering copper pipes 
together. Assume an initial temperature 
of 20 °C. Determine the maximum 
temperature achievable during the 
combustion of a stoichiometric 
propane:air mixture. (Assume constant heat 
capacities.) 

69. With pure oxygen, propane can be used 
to ‘silver solder’ other metals together.  

a) Use an online resource to determine 
the flame temperature of a 
stoichiometric propane:oxygen 
mixture. 

b) Use the online resource to confirm the 
answer to question 68. 

70. A home requires 65 GJ of heat during the 
winter months. 

a) Combustion of natural gas proceeds 
via 

  CH4(g) + 2 O2(g)     
  CO2(g) + 2 H2O(l) 

 What mass of natural gas is required 
to heat the home, assuming 80 % 
efficiency? 

b) Wood provides 1.6 MJ/kg. What 
volume of wood is required, assuming 
80 % efficiency? Report your answer 
in cubic meters and cords. (ρwood = 0.78 
g/cm3; 1 cord = 128 ft3; 1 ft = 0.305 m) 
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c) Winter goes from 01 October to 30 
April. A furnace generates 70 000 
BTU per hour, with 80 % efficiency. 
On average, how many hours per day 
does the furnace operate? (1 BTU = 1055 
J) 

71. Which of the following welding/cutting 
torches would produce the most heat? 

i)  oxygen:propane 

ii) oxygen:ethyne  (acetylene) 

iii) oxygen:propyne  (methylacetylene) 

72. What other factors might influence the 
flame temperature in question 71? 

73. Use an online resource to determine the 
flame temperature of 

a) a stoichiometric oxygen:acetylene 
mixture (used in cutting and welding)  

b) a stoichiometric hydrogen and oxygen 
mixture (the space shuttle propellant) 

74. Methanol is one possible green fuel. 
Determine the flame temperature when 
methanol, initially at SATP, is combusted 
in (assume constant heat capacities) 

a) a stoichiometric methanol:oxygen 
ratio, with oxygen from air 

b) a 1:2 methanol:oxygen ratio, with 
oxygen from air  

c) a 1:1 methanol:oxygen ratio, with 
oxygen from air (incomplete combustion 
produces H2O, CO2, and CO) 

75. The NATO 5.56 × 45 mm bullet has a 
volume of 1.85 mL and contains 25.0 
grains of gunpowder. Assume the 
gunpowder to be pure nitrocellulose that 
decomposes according to 

 2 C6H7O2(ONO2)3(s)    
 4 CO2(g) + 7 CO(g) + C(s) +   
 7 H2O(g) + 3 N2(g) 

ΔrU° = –2719 kJ 

 Also assume that the reaction occurs to 
completion. 

a) Determine the heat capacity of the 
combustion products. (This is a constant 

volume system: CV(CO2) = 28.8 J/(mol K), 
CV(CO) = 20.8 J/(mol K), CV(C(s)) = 8.5 
J/(mol K), CV(H2O) = 27.9 J/(mol K), CV(N2) 
= 20.8 J/(mol K)) 

b) Determine the final flame temperature 
from an initial temperature of 20 °C.  

c) Determine the final combustion 
pressure. 

d) If the casing is rated to 55 000 psi, 
what safety factor, in percent, does the 
cartridge have? 

Calorimetry 

76. A constant pressure ‘coffee-cup’ 
calorimeter was calibrated and then used 
to determine several reaction enthalpies. 
(Unless stated, assume that the solutions have a 
density of 1.00 g/mL and heat capacity of 4.19 
J/(g K).) 
a) The final temperature, after adding 

100 mL of water at 74.28 °C to the 
cup containing 100 mL of water at 
5.80 °C, was 36.32 °C. Determine the 
heat capacity of (calibrate) the 
calorimeter. 

b) Addition of 100 mL of 0.310 mol/L 
HCl and 100 mL of 0.300 mol/L 
NaOH, both initially at 19.72 °C, 
increased the temperature by 1.68 °C. 
Determine the acid-base neutralization 
enthalpy. 

c) Adding 12.65 g of anhydrous 
potassium hydroxide to 200.0 mL 
water, both initially at 21.34 °C, 
increased the temperature to 25.46 °C. 
Determine the potassium hydroxide 
solution enthalpy.  

77. A constant pressure ‘coffee-cup’ 
calorimeter was calibrated and then used 
to determine several reaction enthalpies. 
(Unless stated, assume that the solutions have a 
density of 1.00 g/mL and heat capacity of 4.19 
J/(g K).) 
a) The final temperature, after adding 

100 mL of water at 68.73 °C to the 
cup containing 100 mL of water at 
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7.35 °C, was 31.43 °C. Determine the 
heat capacity of (calibrate) the 
calorimeter. 

b) Adding 2.85 g of metallic zinc to 200 
mL of 0.297 mol/L HCl solution, both 
initially at 18.93 °C, increased the 
temperature to 25.11 °C. Determine 
the reaction enthalpy of zinc and 
hydrochloric acid. Assume that no 
heat is lost by the escaping hydrogen 
gas. 

c) Adding 1.58 g of metallic zinc to 200 
mL of 0.118 mol/L copper(II) nitrate 
solution, both initially at 20.76 °C, 
increased the temperature to 25.54 °C. 
Determine the reaction enthalpy of 
zinc and copper(II). (You must account 
for the heat capacity of the solid formed 
separately from the solution and calorimeter.) 

  Zn(s) + Cu2+(aq)     
  Zn2+(aq) + Cu(s) 

78. A constant pressure calorimeter was used 
to measure the solution enthalpy of 
sodium carbonate, Na2CO3. The 
calorimeter consists of an insulated 
vessel containing 250 mL of water. 21.83 
g of sodium carbonate was added to the 
calorimeter, causing a temperature 
change from 22.75 °C to 27.40 °C (CP,sol’n 
= 3.97 J/g K). To calibrate the calorimeter, 
128 W of power were added to the final 
solution for 60.0 s, and increased the 
calorimeter temperature by 6.03 K. 
Determine the solution enthalpy of 
sodium carbonate. 

79. A constant pressure calorimeter was 
calibrated and then used to determine the 
weak acid dissociation enthalpy of acetic 
acid. 

 CH3COOH(aq)     
 CH3COO–(aq) + H+(aq) 

 This reaction cannot be studied in 
isolation, but the enthalpy can be 
obtained using Hess’s Law. 

Neutralization drives the dissociation of 
acetic acid 

 CH3COOH(aq)     
 CH3COO–(aq) + H+(aq) 

 H+(aq) + OH–(aq)   H2O(l) 

 —————————————— 

 CH3COOH(aq) + OH–(aq)     
 CH3COO–(aq) + H2O(l) 

 (Unless stated, assume that the solutions have a 
density of 1.00 g/mL and heat capacity of 4.19 
J/(g K).) 
a) The final temperature, after adding 

100 mL of water at 58.4 °C to the cup 
containing 100 mL of water at 8.2 °C, 
was 28.3 °C. Determine the heat 
capacity of the calorimeter. 

b) Addition of 100 mL of 0.126 mol/L 
HCl and 100 mL of 0.118 mol/L 
NaOH increased the temperature to 
??? °C. Determine the acid-base 
neutralization enthalpy. 

c) Addition of 100 mL of 0.096 mol/L 
HNO3 and 100 mL of 0.118 mol/L 
NaOH increased the temperature to 
??? °C. Determine the acid-base 
neutralization enthalpy. 

d) Is the strong acid-strong base 
neutralization enthalpy independent of 
the actual strong acid and strong base? 

e) Addition of 100 mL of 0.109 mol/L 
CH3COOH and 100 mL of 0.118 
mol/L NaOH increased the 
temperature to ??? °C. Determine the 
acid-base neutralization enthalpy. 

f) Using your answers to b), c), and e), 
determine the dissociation enthalpy of 
acetic acid. 

80. The calorimeter in question 79 was used 
to determine the weak acid dissociation 
enthalpy of sulfuric acid. 

 H2SO4(aq)   HSO4
–(aq) + H+(aq) 

 HSO4
–(aq)   SO4

2–(aq) + H+(aq) 
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 H2SO4(aq) + OH–(aq)     
 HSO4

–(aq) + H2O(l) 

 HSO4
–(aq) + OH–(aq)     

 SO4
2–(aq) + H2O(l) 

 ——————————————— 

 H2SO4(aq) + 2 OH–(aq)     
 SO4

2–(aq) + 2 H2O(l) 

a) Addition of 100 mL of 0.113 mol/L 
H2SO4 and 100 mL of 0.232 mol/L 
NaOH increased the temperature to 
??? °C. Determine the weak acid 
dissociation enthalpy of sulfuric acid. 

b) Compare your result with the weak 
acid dissociation enthalpy calculated 
from formation enthalpy data. 

81. A bomb calorimeter was calibrated and 
then used to determine the combustion 
energy of oxalic acid, C2H2O4. Assume 
ΔH = ΔU. 

a) Combustion of 0.2051 g of benzoic 
acid, C7H6O2, (ΔcU° = –3227 kJ/mol) 
increased the temperature of the 
calorimeter by 2.165 °C. Determine 
the heat capacity of the calorimeter. 

b) Combustion of 0.7022 g of solid 
oxalic acid increased the calorimeter 
temperature from 21.974 to 21.875 °C. 
Determine the combustion enthalpy of 
oxalic acid. 

82. a) Repeat 81 b), correctly calculating ΔU 
and ΔH. (Use the equation in exercise 
18.50.) 

b) What percent error is introduced 
assuming that ΔH = ΔU? 

83. Combustion of naphthalene, C10H8, in a 
bomb calorimeter releases 5150 kJ/mol 
(∆cU° = –5150 kJ/mol). 1.026 g of 
naphthalene were burned in a bomb 
calorimeter, increasing the temperature of 
the calorimeter from 22.56 °C to 26.48 
°C. 

a) Determine the heat capacity of 
(calibrate) the calorimeter.  

b) A Coffee Crisp® weighing 50.0 g was 
homogenized. Combustion of 1.837 g 
of the Coffee Crisp in the same 
calorimeter as a) increased the 
temperature of the calorimeter from 
21.73 °C to 25.38 °C. Determine ∆cU° 
of the Coffee Crisp.  

c) Assume ∆cU° = ∆cH°. Determine the 
number of Calories in the Coffee 
Crisp. 

84. A bomb calorimeter was calibrated and 
then used to determine the combustion 
energy of sucrose, C12H22O11. Assume 
ΔH = ΔU. 

a) Passing 25.0 watts of energy for 2.00 
minutes increased the calorimeter 
temperature by 3.026 K. Determine 
the heat capacity of the calorimeter. 

b) Combustion of 0.303 g of sucrose 
increased the calorimeter temperature 
by 4.927 °C, to a final temperature of 
26.847 °C. Determine the combustion 
enthalpy of sucrose. 

85. a) Repeat 84 b), correctly calculating ΔU 
and ΔH. (Use the equation in exercise 
18.50.) 

b) What percent error is introduced 
assuming that ΔH = ΔU? 

86. Combustion of benzoic acid, 
C6H5COOH, releases 3225.0 kJ/mol 
(ΔcU°(298 K) = –3225.0 kJ/mol). In a constant 
pressure calorimeter, 1.187 grams of 
benzoic acid were combusted, changing 
the calorimeter temperature from 22.56 
°C to 27.84 °C. Assume ΔH = ΔU. 

a) Determine the heat capacity of 
(calibrate) the calorimeter. 

b) A Tim Horton’s Boston Cream™ 
donut weighing 46 grams is 
homogenized in a blender. 
Combustion of 1.038 grams of the 
donut increases the calorimeter 
temperature from 19.93 °C to 23.42 
°C. Determine the number of Calories 
in the donut. 
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c) Why must we assume that ΔU = ΔH? 

d) Do you expect the assumption 
ΔcU = ΔcH is valid? Explain. 

87. Very robust bomb calorimeters measure 
the enthalpy of energetic materials 
(explosives). Sodium azide, NaN3, is the 
explosive in airbags. In a constant 
pressure calorimeter, 2.826 g of benzoic 
acid, C6H5COOH, (ΔcU°(298 K) = –
3225.0 kJ/mol) are combusted, increasing 
the calorimeter temperature from 18.93 
°C to 21.77 °C. 3.849 g of sodium azide 
are combusted, decreasing the 
calorimeter temperature from 20.09 °C to 
20.04 °C. Assume ΔH = ΔU. 

 NaN3(s)   Na(s) + 3/2 N2(g) 

a) Determine the heat capacity of the 
calorimeter. 

b) Determine the combustion enthalpy of 
sodium azide. 

88. a) Repeat 87 b), correctly calculating ΔU 
and ΔH. (Use the equation in exercise 
18.50.) 

b) What percent error is introduced 
assuming that ΔH = ΔU? 

89. Combustion of pure liquid octane, C8H18, 
in a bomb calorimeter releases 5430 
kJ/mol (ΔcU° = –5430 kJ/mol). 3.825 g of 
octane was burned in a bomb calorimeter, 
increasing the temperature of the 
calorimeter from 19.83 °C to 23.51 °C. 
Assume ΔH = ΔU. 

a) Determine the heat capacity of 
(calibrate) the calorimeter.  

b) Aviation fuel is a blend of numerous 
hydrocarbons. Combustion of 3.579 g 
of aviation fuel in the calorimeter 
increased the temperature of the 
calorimeter from 21.73 °C to 24.88 
°C. Determine ΔcH° of aviation fuel in 
kJ/g.  

90. Antoine Lavoisier was the first to use an 
ice calorimeter. Ice calorimeters measure 

reaction enthalpy by the quantity of ice 

 

INTEGRATIVE EXERCISES 

91. Some exercises ask you to “Assume the 
container’s heat capacity is negligible.” 
A glass container designed to hold 1.0 L 
of solution weighs 760 g. What is the 
percent error in the final temperature with 
this assumption, assuming the container 
holds water? (Hint: use any energy you wish; 
Cp(glass) = 0.84 J/(g K)) 

92. Water has zero calories, but some 
proponents of drinking ice cold water say 
that the body uses energy heating the 
water to body temperature, 37 °C, so cold 
water actually has ‘negative calories’. 
Determine the energy, in Calories, of 
drinking eight, 8 ounce glasses of ice 
cold water. 

93. A coffee maker uses 1500 W (W = J/s) to 
heat water. At what rate (minutes per 
degree) is 700 mL of water heated from 
20 °C to 100 °C? 

94. Surprisingly, when two uncovered 
containers are placed in the freezer, one 
filled with hot water and the other with 
cold water, the container filled with hot 
water freezes first! 

that is melted by
the reaction. This
removes all
temperature-
related problems
like the varying
heat capacity of
water and the heat
capacity of the
calorimeter. What
volume of ice will
melt from the
combustion of
1.854 g of liquid
methanol, CH3OH,
in excess oxygen? 
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a) Does this make sense from a 
thermochemistry perspective? 

b) Some groups once tried to use this 
experiment to disprove the field of 
thermodynamics. Investigate the flaws 
in the experimental design and suggest 
experimental modification(s) to 
correct the experiment.  

95. You may have heard about the 
‘anomalously’ high heat capacity of 
liquid water: 4.19 J/(g K) = 75.3 J/(mol 
K). Why might this be the case?  

96. A hot water heater uses natural gas 
(assume natural gas is CH4) to heat water. 
Determine the efficiency of the heater 
based on the following data. (Assume the 
heat capacities are constant with temperature.) 
 natural gas:   199 900 BTUh 

Combustion air 
 intake temp.:  20 °C 

 exhaust temp.: 60 °C (exhaust air has an 
8.0 % O2 concentration) 

Heated water 
 initial temp.:    7 °C 

 final temp.:  47 °C 

 water flow rate: 8.2 gpm (gallons per 
minute) 

97. A heat exchanger is being designed to 
heat a home using domestic hot water. 

a) Hot water pumped at 6.0 gpm (gallons 
per minute) enters the heat exchanger 
at 180 °F and exits at 135 °F. 
Determine the energy released by the 
water in BTU/hr.  

b) The energy lost by the water is 
absorbed by air. Air enters the heat 
exchanger at 60 °F. The desired exit 
temperature is 160 °F. Determine the 
flow rate, in cfm (cubic feet per minute), 
required to obtain the desired 
temperature. (Cp(air) = 1005 J/(kg K); 
ρ(air) = 1.13 kg/m3) 

98. A constant volume calorimeter is used to 
measure the combustion enthalpy of 
bituminous coal. The sample of 

bituminous coal is composed of 85.0 % 
carbon, 6.0 % hydrogen, and 9.0 % 
oxygen by mass. To calibrate the 
calorimeter, 1.736 g of solid benzoic 
acid, C6H5COOH, (ΔcU°(298 K) = –3225.0 
kJ/mol) are combusted in excess oxygen 
and increases the calorimeter temperature 
by 4.28 K. 1.285 g of bituminous coal, 
combusted in the same calorimeter with 
excess oxygen, increases the calorimeter 
temperature by 4.132 K. During the 
combustion, the following net processes 
occur. 

 Ccoal(s) + O2(g)   CO2(g) 

 2 Hcoal(s) + 1/2 O2(g) 298 K  H2O(l) 

 2 Ocoal(s)   O2(g) 

a) Determine ΔU° for one gram of 
bituminous coal. 

b) Determine the work done for one 
gram of bituminous coal at 298 K. 

c) Determine ΔH° for one gram of 
bituminous coal. 

d) Determine the work done at 2480 K, 
where the hydrogen reaction is 

 2 Hcoal(s) + 1/2 O2(g) 2480 K  H2O(g) 

99. Newton’s law of cooling states that the 
rate of cooling is proportional to the 
temperature difference. 

  
T

v k T
t


  


 

 (Envision a thermal reservoir at a constant 5 °C. 
An object at 500 °C will cool at a faster rate than 
an object at 10 °C.) This principle is applied 
by energy conscious homeowners as 
shown in the examples below. 

a) In Sweden during a winter period, the 
outside temperature stayed relatively 
constant at –17 °C. The homeowner 
used 11 GJ of energy maintaining the 
house at a constant 20 °C for a month. 

i)  Determine the rate constant, k, in 
Newton’s equation. 
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ii) If the homeowner installs a 
thermostat that maintains the 
following temperature program, 
how much energy will be required 
to heat the home? (Assume the 
temperature change inside the home 
occurs instantly.) 

   0600 – 0900 20 °C 

   0900 – 1400 16 °C 

   1400 – 2200 20 °C 

   2200 – 0600 12 °C 

iii) With energy costs at 32 $ per 
gigajoule, how much is the 
homeowner saving per month? 

b) In Dubai during the summer, the 
temperature averages 42 °C. A 
homeowner using an air conditioner to 
maintain the home at 20 °C uses 320 
kWh per month. 

i)  Determine the rate constant, k, in 
Newton’s equation. 

ii) If the homeowner installs a 
thermostat that maintains the 
following temperature program, 
how much energy will be required 
to cool the home? (Assume the 
temperature change inside the home 
occurs instantly.) 

   0600 – 0900 20 °C 

   0900 – 1400 32 °C 

   1400 – 0900 20 °C 

iii) With electricity costs at 9.2 ¢ per 
kWh, how much is the homeowner 
saving per month? 

 (Note: the above exercises are simplified by 
fixing the exterior temperature. The same 
calculation can be done by breaking this 
calculation into smaller time units (commonly 
one hour) where the interior and exterior 
temperatures are assumed constant for that time 
unit. Another method involves the use of 
‘heating-degree-days’ or ‘cooling-degree-days’, 
which indirectly account for Newton’s law.) 

100. Determine the temperature decrease of 
a 78 kg student, originally at 37 °C, after 
drinking a 24 oz Slurpee® containing 65 
percent ice. State all assumptions. 

101. A 84 kg student drinks a 12 oz coffee 
at 55 °C. 

a) Determine the final temperature of the 
body originally at 37 °C. State all 
assumptions. 

b) Does the drink appreciably change 
body temperature? 

c) Explain the warming sensation felt 
with hot beverages. 

 

Answers to in-text exercises 
18.2 System 1: open; system 2: open; system 3: 

closed; Earth: closed. 

18.3 The mug that is warm will cool off faster. It is 
not as insulating and is loosing heat to the 
surroundings faster. 

18.7 Calories 

18.8 exothermic; negative sign 

18.9 ΔrH°(298 K) = –286 kJ 

18.17 see example 18.16 

18.18 Step  in the exercise 18.17 is one possibility. 

18.19 Experimental results would depend on how the 
starting material was prepared. Thus, 
reproducibility of experiments would be 
impossible. That is, water prepared by one 
method would have different properties from 

water prepared by another method. Since no 
differences have ever been observed, the 
properties are state functions. 

18.25 The sample with the smaller heat capacity. ΔT 
is inversely proportional to the heat capacity: 

q
T

n C
   

 Qualitatively, one can rationalize this by 
realizing that a smaller heat capacity means 
that less heat is required to change the 
temperature by one degree. 

18.26 1.3·102 kJ 

18.30 0.58 ¢ 

18.29 298 K 
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18.32 a) yes, ??? J/(g K); b) no; c) no 

18.34 31.0 J/(mol K) 

18.35 In the simplest assumption, excess methane 
would exist, unreacted, as products. 
Alternatively, and more complexly, a whole 
host of products would form, including carbon 
monoxide and a range of hydrocarbons. 

18.41 The heat capacities control the temperature 
change rate. The temperature increases faster 
for the lower heat capacities of solid and 
gaseous water. The larger vaporization 
enthalpy means that more heat is required to 
vaporize water than to melt it. As 18.39 is for 
one mole, note that the horizontal width of 
fusion is 6 kJ wide and of vaporization 41 kJ 
wide. 

18.43 Extrapolate the ‘heating H2O(g)’ line down and 
left to 0 °C. Sublimation could be a horizontal 
line joining the solid and the extrapolated line. 

18.46 a) 147 s; b) 85 %; c) 141 g H2O(l) at 100 °C; 
119 g H2O(g) at 100 °C  

18.52 ΔU = 0 because the system returns to the initial 
state. 

18.54 hydrolysis: work is positive (must add energy to 

break chemical bonds); much smaller amount of 
negative work expanding the balloon; heat is 
negligible 

 combustion: heat is positive (combustion is 

exothermic); work is negligible 

 condensation: heat is positive (condensation is 

exothermic); work is slightly positive (balloon 

collapses) 

18.67 
P V ext

q q P V    

18.69 ??? 

18.73 i) solid; ii) liquid; iii) gas 

18.80 The calculation using formation enthalpies is 
more accurate because formation enthalpies are 
specific to the molecular entity while the bond 
energy data in table 17.43 are the average of 
many molecules. 

18.82 a) ??? kJ, ??? kJ, ??? %; b) ??? kJ, ??? kJ, ??? 
%; c) ??? kJ, ??? kJ, ??? %. 

18.84 ΔcH° = –320 kJ 

18.85 ΔfH° = –3.6·103 kJ/mol anaesthetic 

18.88 12 kJ 

18.89 1900 °C: w = –27.1 kJ; ΔrU° = –665.0 kJ 

 25 °C: w = 9.0 kJ; ΔrU° = –716.9 kJ 

18.91 2840 K 

18.92 Yes, the assumption is valid. Firstly, while the 
engine does warm up, the engine temperature is 
nowhere near the maximum flame temperature. 
Secondly, combustion occurs in a millisecond, 
but the hot combustion gases are resident in the 
cylinder for tens of milliseconds. It is the hot 
combustion gases that contribute to most of the 
engine heating. 

18.94 In the fuel-rich environment, there is 
incomplete combustion, forming products that 
are not as stable (carbon monoxide, carbon 
soot). The reaction is less exothermic. In the 
oxygen-rich environment, the excess oxygen 
must be heated. Both decrease the net flame 
temperature; the fuel-rich environment 
decreases faster. 

18.95 ΔH and ΔU will be the same under both 
conditions. Since more gaseous products are 
created than used, P ΔV will be positive, 
meaning work must be done to move the 
atmosphere in a constant pressure system. In a 
constant volume system, P ΔV = 0. The 
constant volume flame temperatures are higher 
because all the energy goes into heating the 
combustion products. No energy is required as 
work to move the atmosphere.  

18.102 27.5 °C 

18.103 55.4 kJ/mol 

18.105 310 Calories 

18.106 Of course! Enthalpy is a state function. 
Combustion converts the hamburger to carbon 
dioxide and water in a fiery process. We digest 
the hamburger, absorb the nutrients, and our 
cells extract energy converting the nutrients to 
waste projects. We breathe in oxygen and 
breathe out carbon dioxide — combustion uses 
oxygen and produces carbon dioxide. 

 The value obtained from combustion is a 
maximum value as humans may not ‘combust’ 
the entire hamburger: not all the hamburger 
may be absorbed and the amino acids may be 
used to make new proteins. 
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Chapter 19. Thermodynamics 

Envision watching a movie in reverse: a car crash, an explosion, or someone eating a hamburger. 
We laugh because these events cannot happen. All of these actions are non-spontaneous. Why? 

A spontaneous process is one that occurs if the system is left to itself: iron rusts, hot 
objects cool, water flows downhill, plants grow, etc. 

A non-spontaneous process will not occur unless external energy is input. 

In fact, a non-spontaneous process will NEVER occur. The external energy changes 
the conditions (T, P, ε (potential)) so the process — non-spontaneous under one set of 
conditions — becomes spontaneous under the new conditions. 

DEMO When making tea, the tea diffuses from the tea bag and creates a solution with 
uniform color. Why? Does the color ever concentrate in one region again? 

 Similarly, sugar dissolves in drinks. Why don’t sugar crystals spontaneously reform? 

A chemical system not at equilibrium is spontaneous in the direction towards equilibrium and 
non-spontaneous in the reverse direction. At equilibrium, the process is spontaneous in both 
directions. 

▼——————————————— 

Iron oxidizes spontaneously under ambient conditions.  

2 Fe(s) + 3/2 O2(g) 298 K  Fe2O3(s) 19.2 

The reverse reaction of 19.2 does not occur under ambient conditions. However, at high 
temperatures, in the presence of carbon, and without oxygen, the spontaneous process becomes 

Fe2O3(s) + 3/2 C(s) 1800 K  2 Fe(l) + 3/2 CO2(g) 19.3 

19.3 forms the basis for refining ore and oxidized steel into iron. (The chemistry of the formation of 

iron is detailed in the essay on page 977.) 

▼——————————————— 

The reaction of hydrogen and oxygen to form water is very spontaneous. This 
reaction proceeds so quickly and with such energy release that it is used as a 

rocket propellant.  

2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(l) 19.5 

Under ambient conditions, 19.5 proceeds to completion (see section 19.9). 

However, application of an electric potential of 1.22 volts or greater will hydrolyze water into 
hydrogen and oxygen. Finding an efficient method of generating hydrogen via the hydrolysis of 
water is critical to establishing a hydrogen fuel economy. 

2 H2O(l) 1.229 V  2 H2(g) + O2(g) 19.6 

EXAMPLE 19.1 

EXAMPLE 19.4 
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———————————————▲ 

But what determines if a chemical reaction is spontaneous? Most spontaneous reactions are 
exothermic (combustion, metabolism, etc.). But some are not: 

NH4NO3(s)   NH4NO3(aq)   sol 298 K 25.7 kJ molH    

H2O(s)   H2O(l)   fus 273 K 6.01kJ molH    

H2O(l)   H2O(g)   vap 373 K 44.66 kJ molH    

Enthalpy cannot be used to predict reaction spontaneity. 

19.1 Entropy 

Entropy, S, is a measure of the dispersal of energy within a system.* The greater the dispersal, 
the greater the entropy.  

In order to understand entropy, we need to consider how energy is distributed within individual 
molecular entities. Chapter 3 presents that the energy within entities is quantized, with only 
certain energy levels allowed for a given entity. Quantization is important in understanding 
entropy. 

[1877] Ludwig Boltzmann made the connection between the available energy levels, the number 
of ways of arranging the entities among the available energy levels, and entropy.† 

 B lnS k W  19.7 

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, 1.381·10–23 J/K and W is the number of ways of distributing 
the energy amongst the entities. Each distribution is a microstate of the system. 

To understand entropy and microstates, we first look at a classical example and then apply that 
understanding to a chemical system. 

                                                 
* A former definition of entropy — randomness — introduces misconceptions.  
† Boltzmann committed suicide in 1906 because some of the theories he beleived (notably the theory of atoms!) were 

rejected by the scientific community. Boltzmann’s contributions to science — kinetic theory of gases, Boltzmann 
distribution, Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, and entropy — form the basis for statistical mechanics and the 
equation ‘S = kB log(W)’ is written on his tombstone (‘log’ was the term given to ‘ln’ at the time).  
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Table 19.8 The possible microstates and 
probability distributions from 
tossing two, three, or four coins. 

# Heads Microstates Ways Probability

0 TT 1 0.250

1 HT, TH 2 0.500

2 HH 1 0.250

0 TTT 1 0.125

1 HTT, THT, TTH 3 0.375

2 HHT, HTH, THH 3 0.375

3 HHH 1 0.125

0 TTTT 1 0.063

1 HTTT, THTT, TTHT, TTTH 4 0.250

3 HHHT, HHTH, HTHH, THHH 4 0.250

4 HHHH 1 0.063

two coins

2
HHTT, HTHT, HTTH, 
THHT, THTH, TTHH

6 0.375

three coins

four coins

▼——————————————— 

Have everyone in class find two 
coins, shake them in their hands or 

a cup to randomize the orientation, and then dispense 
them onto their desk. The coins will be either heads-
up or tails-up. Their particular distribution is a 
microstate of the system. If everyone reports the 
number of heads showing, we can estimate the 
probability of zero, one, or two heads showing. 

Repeat with three coins, and then four coins. Each 
time counting the number of heads. 

For these simple systems, we can identify each 
microstate and determine the probability distribution. 
Your results should follow the trends in table 19.8. 
(Your data may show some deviation. This is normal and due to 

the limited number of observations.) 

———————————————▲ 

Now, envision two flasks joined by a valve: one 
is filled with gas, the other is empty. 

 
• What occurs when the valve is opened? 

• How much deviation is there from ‘equal 
pressure’? 

We can apply the principles in exercise 19.9 to 
answer these questions. Consider a system 
containing only two gaseous entities. When the 
valve is opened, the four possible microstates 
are shown in figure 19.10. There is a 50 percent 
probability of the entities distributing evenly 
and a 25 percent probability that both entities 
will be in one flask or the other. 

Real systems contain orders of magnitude more 
entities. Figure 19.11 shows how the probability 
distribution changes when the system in 19.10 
contains 10, 102, 103, and 104 entities. As the 

EXERCISE 19.9 

 
Figure 19.10 The possible arrangements of two 

gaseous entities in two flasks. 
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102 entities

10 entities

104 entities

103 entities

Figure 19.11 Probability distribution for increasing 
entities in the two-bulb system 
illustrated in 19.10. 
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number of entities increases, the probability distribution narrows to a single value: 1/2. Real 
gaseous systems contain many, many more entities and are exactly the same pressure throughout. 

▼——————————————— 

Consider the air in your classroom. What is the probability that all the gaseous 
entities will leave the classroom, leaving a vacuum in the room? 

Answer: see page 987. 

———————————————▲ 

Exercises 19.9 and 19.12 explore the probability distribution of coins and of gaseous entities in a 
system. Entropy deals with the distribution of energy within an entity and between entities. In 
addition to quantized electronic energy levels, translational, rotational, and vibrational energy 
level sare also quantized.* The relative energies of these quantized levels is illustratd below. 

Electronic

**

*

**

*

Translation
× 250

Rotation
× 50

Vibration
× 5

 
Figure 19.13  Quantization of electronic, vibrational, rotational, and translational energy levels of oxygen, 

O2. The vibrational column shows vibrational levels of the ground state and two excited states
of oxygen, denoted * and **, respectively. 

• For every electronic energy level, there is a progression of vibrational energy levels. 

• For every vibrational energy level, there is a progression of rotational energy levels. 

• For every rotational energy level, there is a progression of translational energy levels. 

Figure 19.13 shows that molecular entities have many, many energy levels. Under ambient 
conditions, there is sufficient energy to populate only the lowest electronic energy level and the 

                                                 
* Presented here without proof. These are detailed further in physical chemistry courses. 

EXERCISE 19.12 
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lowest vibrational energy level. However, several rotational and many translational energy levels 
are populated. 

Figure 19.14 considers only the first few energy levels and gives examples of the distribution of 
entities amongst energy levels. From these examples, we find that the number of microstates 
varies with  

• the number of entities 

• the available energy 

• the energy level spacing 
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d) Particles: __3__, Available Energy: __4__
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Figure 19.14 The microstates for systems with varying number of entities and total energy. The multiplier 
below a microstate indicates the permutations of that microstate.  

Comparing a) & b): entropy increases with increasing energy 

  a) & c): entropy increases with increasing available energy levels 

  a) & d): entropy increases with increasing number of particles 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the number of microstates with three particles and three units of 
energy. The energy levels are spaced at integer increments. 

Answer: see page 987. 

EXERCISE 19.15 
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▼——————————————— 

Use 19.7 to determine the entropy of the systems in 19.14 a) to d). 

Answer: see page 987. 

———————————————▲ 

The examples in figure 19.14 contain only a few entities. Chemical systems contain many, many 
more entities — 1 mole of water, 18 mL, contains 6.0·1023 entities — and there are many more 
states available. When 19.7 is applied to a chemical system, we also find that one or a few 
microstates have a much higher probability than the remainder, akin to 19.11. 

Really, really cool! 

Einstein’s theories were developed in the early 1900s. Like all good theories, they were able to 
explain observations that other theories could not explain (see section 3.2 (The development of modern 

physics)) and also allowed for the prediction of phenomena not yet observed. One such 
phenomena is the Bose-Einstein condensate. [1924] Satyendra Bose and Einstein predicted that, 
at extremely low temperatures, matter in the lowest quantum state would stop behaving as 
discrete particles and would behave like one ‘super-entity’. The individual atomic wavefunctions 
would coalesce into a single wavefunction. [1995] Eric Cornell and Carl Wieman led the team 
that cooled ≈2000 rubidium atoms to 170 nanokelvin and formed the first Bose-Einstein 
condensate. Cornell, Weiman, and Wolfgang Ketterle were awarded the 2001 Nobel Prize for 
their research.  

  

▼——————————————— 

If the system in 19.10 were 1.0 L flasks with gas at SATP, how many gaseous 
entities would be in the flask?  

Answer: see page 987. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 19.16 

EXERCISE 19.17 

In the image, the left picture shows a collection 
of normal atoms with a typical velocity 
distribution. As the temperature drops below the 
critical temperature, Tc, the majority of atoms 
adopt a single velocity. (The observed width is due to 

Heisenberg uncertainty (see section 3.2 for details).) 
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solid liquid gas  
Figure 19.18 Increasing entropy with solid → liquid → gas phases. Entities in solids have only the ability to 

vibrate in position. In liquids, entities can vibrate and rotate in position. In gases, entities can 
vibrate, rotate, and translate (move) throughout the gas. (Figures 18.4 and 19.13 detail translational, 
rotational, and vibrational modes and energy levels.) 
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Factors affecting the system entropy 

In general, entropy increases 

• when the temperature increases 

• for the phase transitions: solid → liquid → gas 

• when the system volume increases 

• when the number of entities increases 

• with increasing complexity of the entity 

Temperature affects the amount of available energy. At higher temperatures, more energy is 
available and more states are occupied. This increases the entropy of the system as shown in 
figure 19.14 a) and b) and figure 19.19. At zero kelvin, there is only one accessible state and, 
thus, only one way of distributing the entities. From 19.2, this corresponds to zero entropy. 

Phase transitions increase the number of available translational and rotational modes, illustrated 
by figure 19.18. As solids, molecular entities are fixed in position with zero translational and 
rotational modes. As liquids, entities have limited translational and rotational modes. In gases, 
each entity is independent of the others, allowing for unhindered translation, rotation, and 
vibration. 
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Figure 19.19 As the temperature increases, the number of available states increases, which increases the 

number of ways the entities can be distributed amongst the available states. (The states in figures 
19.19 and 19.21 correspond to the translational states of a hypothetical ‘particle in a box’.)  

heat added

work done

reaction occurs
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Work affects the system volume and the spacing of states. Increasing the volume decreases the 
translational energy level spacing. More states become accessible for a fixed available energy, 
thus increasing the entropy as shown in figure 19.14 a) and c) and figure 19.21. 

Increasing the number of molecular entities during a reaction increases the entropy as illustrated 
by figure 19.14 a) and d). Each of the entities also has its own translational, rotational, 
vibrational, and electronic states. 

Increasing the molecular complexity 
increases the number of electronic and 
vibrational states and decreases the 
rotational state energy spacing. Thus, more 
states are available and the entropy is 
greater. 
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Figure 19.21 A system at constant temperature but of varying volume (recall that W = –P ΔV). As the volume 

increases, the energy levels get closer together and more states become accessible. Increasing 
the volume is akin to the system doing work on the surroundings. 

Table 19.20 Increasing entropy with increasing molecular 
complexity and phase of the molecular entity.

solid liquid gas

H2O 45.1 69.9 188.8

CH3OH 115.2 126.8 239.8

CH3CH2OH 130.6 160.7 282.7

Entity
Entropy at 298 K /(J/(mol K))
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▼——————————————— 

Use thermodynamic arguments to provide another explanation why the gas in 
the bulbs on page 935 distributes itself between both flasks. 

Answer: see page 987. 

———————————————▲ 

Consider any of the following scenarios. 

• Envision two flasks joined by a valve: one is 
filled with nitrogen, the other argon, both at 
exactly the same pressure. What occurs when the 
valve is opened? 

• Envision a drop of food colouring or a tea bag 
added to a glass of water and the system left 
undisturbed. What occurs? 

• Envision a fish tank with a vertical divider. 
Water is coloured blue on one side and yellow 
on the other side. What happens when the 
divider is removed? 

The answer to all the above scenarios is the same: after sufficient time, the entities mix to 
uniform composition. It can be shown that, in all mixing scenarios, ΔU = ΔH = w = 0. These 
systems mix because the larger system has more closely spaced translational states. That is, there 
is greater entropy when an entity is able to move throughout the larger system as shown by 
19.14. 

EXERCISE 19.22 
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Table 19.23 Thermodynamic parameters of selected entities. Appendices B.6 and B.7 contain additional 
values. (Free energy, ΔG, is introduced in section 19.5.) 

Ag(s) 0.0 42.6 0.0 Fe2O3(s) -824.2 87.4 -742.2

AgCl(s) -127.1 96.2 -109.8 H(g) 218.0 114.7 203.2

Al(s) 0.0 28.3 0.0 H2(g) 0.0 130.7 0.0

Al2O3(s) -1676.3 50.9 -1581.9 H2O(g) -241.8 188.8 -228.6

Au(s) 0.0 47.4 0.0 H2O(l) -285.8 69.9 -237.1

Br(g) 111.9 175.0 82.4 H2SO4(aq) -909.3 20.1 -744.5

Br2(aq) -3.1 130.2 4.1 HBr(g) -36.4 198.7 -53.5

Br2(g) 30.9 245.5 3.1 HCl(aq) -167.2 56.5 -131.2

Br2(l) 0.0 152.2 0.0 HCl(g) -92.3 186.9 -95.3

C(g) 716.7 158.0 671.3 HNO3(aq) -207.4 146.4 -111.3

C(s,graphite) 0.0 5.7 0.0 N2(g) 0.0 191.6 0.0

C(s,diamond) 1.9 2.4 2.9 N2H4(g) 95.4 238.5 159.4

CH3OH(g) -200.7 239.8 -162.0 N2H4(l) 50.6 121.2 149.3

CH3OH(l) -238.7 126.8 -166.3 N2O(g) 82.1 219.9 104.2

CH4(g) -74.8 186.3 -50.7 N2O4(g) 9.2 304.3 97.9

C2H5OH(g) -235.1 282.7 -168.5 NH3(aq) -80.3 111.3 -26.5

C2H5OH(l) -277.7 160.7 -174.8 NH3(g) -46.1 192.5 -16.5

C2H6(g) -84.7 229.6 -32.8 NO(g) 90.3 210.8 86.6

Cl(g) 121.7 165.2 105.7 NO2(g) 33.2 240.1 51.3

Cl2(aq) -23.1 121.2 7.1 O(g) 249.2 161.1 231.7

Cl2(g) 0.0 223.1 0.0 O2(g) 0.0 205.1 0.0

CO(g) -110.5 197.7 -137.2 O3(g) 142.7 238.9 163.2

CO2(g) -393.5 213.7 -394.4 SO2(g) -296.8 248.2 -300.2

Fe(s) 0.0 27.3 0.0 SO3(g) -395.7 256.8 -371.1

Source: CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics , CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl., 2004.

S °(298 K)   
/(J/(mol K))

S °(298 K)   
/(J/(mol K))

Standard Thermodynamic Data
ΔfG °(298 K) 

/(kJ/mol)
Entity

ΔfH °(298 K) 
/(kJ/mol)

ΔfG °(298 K) 
/(kJ/mol)

Entity
ΔfH °(298 K) 

/(kJ/mol)

 

Thermodynamic connections 

Heat capacity is an indirect measure of the accessible energy levels within an entity. From the 
heat capacity, it is possible to calculate both the enthalpy and entropy of an entity. (Actual 
calculation of these values is beyond the scope of this text, but this is a standard method of 
calculating the thermodynamic values herein.) 

 

   
P

0 K

d
T

H T C T T  
 

 S°(T) = ??? 

To calculate accurate thermodynamic parameters, it is critical to have an accurate measure of the 
heat capacity as a function of temperature. A differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) measures 
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the amount of energy absorbed by a substance, which is the heat capacity, CP(T), as a function of 
temperature. The heat capacity is then fit to a mathematical function 

   2 3 2
PC T A B T C T D T E T          

which allows the other thermodynamic parameters to be calculated. 

Reaction entropy 

The entropy change during chemical reactions, ΔrS, is the difference in entropy between the 
products and reactants. It is calculated the same way as reaction enthalpy: products – reactants. 

     r
prod react

i i i iS T S T S T    o o o  
19.24 

19.2 Third law of thermodynamics 

Third law of thermodynamics: the entropy of a perfectly crystalline solid at zero kelvin is zero. 

 crystal

J
0 K 0

mol K
S    third law of thermodynamics 19.25 

The third law is based on Boltzmann’s equation for entropy,  lnS k W . At zero kelvin, there 

is zero energy available and only the lowest energy state is populated, W = 1.  

With increasing temperature, more states become accessible and the entropy increases. The 
profile in 19.26 also illustrates the heat-related factors on page 938: 

• entropy increases when the temperature increases 

• entropy increases for phase transitions: solid → liquid → gas 
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Figure 19.26 The system entropy of water as a function of temperature. With increasing temperature, there 

are more translational, rotational, and vibrational energy levels available.  

19.3 Second law of thermodynamics 

Second law of thermodynamics: all spontaneous processes increase the entropy of the universe. 

 univ spon 0S   19.27 

 
The universe entropy is our spontaneity predictor! 

Recall that ΔSuniv = ΔSsys + ΔSsurr. The universe entropy, ΔSuniv, predicts spontaneity. Since the 
universe entropy can be ‘greater than or equal to’ for a given process, it is not a state function. 
However, table 19.23 and equation 19.24 show that the system entropy  — the dispersal of 
energy within an entity — is a state function. Thus, the surrounding entropy and universe 
entropy are not state functions. 

• ΔSsys is a state function 

• ΔSsurr and ΔSuniv are not state functions 
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the sign and relative magnitude of ΔSsys, ΔSsurr, and ΔSuniv for each 
of the following reactions. 

a) H2O(s) 10 C   H2O(l) 

b) H2O(g) 25 C  H2O(l) 

c) H2O(s) 0 C  H2O(l) and H2O(l) 0 C  H2O(s) 

 

a)    
univ sys surr

10 C
2 2 negative positive negativeH O s H O l more

S S S
 

    


 

Ice does not melt at –10 °C; thus, the overall process is not spontaneous: ΔSuniv < 0. However the 
phase transition from a solid to a liquid does increase the system entropy: ΔSsys > 0. Consequently, the 
surroundings entropy must be more negative than the system entropy is positive. 

b)    
univ sys surr

25 C
2 2 positive negative positiveH O g H O l more

S S S


    


 

Water does condense at 25 °C; thus, the overall process is spontaneous: ΔSuniv > 0. However the phase 
transition from a gas to a liquid does not increase the system entropy: ΔSsys < 0. Consequently, the 
surroundings entropy must be more positive than the system entropy is negative. 

c)  
 

 
 

univ sys surr
0 C

2 2
0 C

2 2

positive negative

negative positive

0

0

H O s H O l

H O l H O s

S S S




    



 

At 0 °C, water can turn from solid to liquid (melt) with a positive system entropy, or from liquid to 
solid (freeze) with a negative system entropy. Since both these processes are spontaneous, neither can 
have a positive or negative universe entropy because the opposite reaction would have the opposite 
universe entropy. The only possible universe entropy that works for both is zero. The surroundings 
entropy must, therefore, be equal to the system entropy. This system is in equilibrium and both 
reactions occur spontaneously. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the sign and relative magnitude of ΔSsys, ΔSsurr, and ΔSuniv for each 
of the following reactions: 

a) NaCl(s) 298 K  NaCl(aq) 

b) O2(g) 298 K  O2(aq) 

c) C3H8(l) 
298 K  C3H8(g) 

d) HA(aq)   H+(aq) + A–(aq)  

Answer: see page 987. 

———————————————▲ 

EXAMPLE 19.28 

EXERCISE 19.29 
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Forming you 

Consider the system entropy during the formation of a very complex system: you. Life itself 
involves the combination of many small entities — carbon dioxide, water, and other elements — 
into a single living organism. The first step in this process is the conversion of carbon dioxide 
and water into sugars through photosynthesis. 

 
Equation 19.30 is both entropically and enthalpically prohibited.  

 • the reverse reaction is a combustion reaction 

 •many small molecules are combining into one large entity 

Yet, equation 19.30 occurs because of the increased entropy of the surroundings, which in this 
case are reactions in the sun that produced the light that drives photosynthesis. Considering all 
the reactions that culminate in a living organism, the entropy of life is very negative, yet occurs 
because the surroundings entropy is more positive. 

19.4 Reversible reactions 

A reversible reaction exists only when ΔSuniv = 0. When a reaction is reversible, 

• both forward and reverse reactions are spontaneous (the system is at equilibrium) 

• the surroundings maintain a constant temperature (are isothermal)* 

Given reversible conditions, we find 

rev
rev

q
S

T
   19.31 

Applying this to the system and considering isochoric (constant volume) and isobaric (constant 

pressure) systems, 19.31 becomes 

sys

sys,rev
sys

isochoric

isobaric

U

TS
H

T


  

 19.32 

                                                 
* In advanced courses, you will learn that there are a few additional criteria for a reaction to be reversible. 

CO2(g) + H2O(l) h  sugars + O2(g)  ΔSsys is negative 19.30 
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19.5 Gibbs free energy* 

ΔSuniv is the key to determining whether a reaction occurs spontaneously or not. However, it is 
difficult to determine the entropy of the surroundings. Thus it is desirable to derive an equation 
that depends only on the system.† 

Applied to the surroundings of an isobaric system, 19.31 becomes 

syssurr
surr

sys

T T

T

qq
S

H


  




 19.33 

Substituting 19.33 into univ sys surrS S S      gives 


universe

sys
u niv s

sy

ys

stem

H
S S

T


   


 

19.34 

which relates the properties of the system to ΔSuniv. Rearranging 19.34 gives 

univ sys sysT S H T S       19.35 

Several assumptions are required to use ΔHsys in place of ΔSsurr in 19.34: 

• isotheral conditions 

• isobaric conditions 

• reversible reaction conditions 

Since ΔHsys and ΔSsys are state functions, ΔSuniv is also a state function under these conditions. 
Because of this, we will find that the free energy, ΔG, forms an upper bound to the amount of 
free energy in a system. 

If we define a function, the Gibbs function,‡ as G = H – T S, then 

 
 

sys sys sys

sys sys sys Δ 0 for an isothermal systemT

G H T S

H T S S T 

   

     
  

sys sys sysG H T S       

                                                 
* During the early development of thermodynamics, it was proposed that the total energy was divided into ‘bound’ 

energy retained within the material and ‘free’ energy that could do work. It is now understood that the bound 
energy is the energy released as heat or, mathematically, the T dS term in the following relationship. 

   
free energy bound energy

d d dH G T S   

 This equation is another version of the first law of thermodynamics: that energy is conserved. 
† This text focuses specifically on deriving an equation for an isobaric system. A comparable derivation can be 

done for an isochoric system. 
‡ Since all the parameters now pertain to the system, the subscript ‘sys’ is often dropped. 
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G H T S      19.36 

Comparing 19.35 and 19.36, we see that ΔG = –T ΔSuniv. 

 
The Gibbs free energy is proportional to the universe entropy — a spontaneity predictor! 

The Gibbs free energy, G, is the maximum work* that can be extracted from a system and still 
have a spontaneous process, at constant pressure and temperature.†  

If r

r

Δ 0

Δ 0

G

G

 
  

, the reaction is 
spontaneous

non-spontaneous

 
 
 

 and the reaction is 
.

.





exergonic

endergonic
 

If r 0G  , the system is at equilibrium. (Both forward and reverse reactions are spontaneous.) 

19.36 can be related to a linear equation: 

b xy m
G H T S     . The change in enthalpy and 

entropy can either be positive or negative, 
leading to the four possible ΔG equations at right 
and visualized in figure 19.37. 

 

                                                 
* ΔG is the maximum work because of the assumptions made in deriving 19.35. 
† The Gibbs free energy determines the spontaneity of isobaric systems. This text uses the term ‘free energy’ to 

refer exclusively to the Gibbs free energy. For isochoric systems, such as industrial reactors, the Helmholtz free 
energy, ΔA, determines spontaneity: ΔA = ΔU – T ΔS.  

ΔrH ΔrS ΔrG
+ + spontaneous at high temp.

+ – never spontaneous

– + always spontaneous

– – spontaneous at low temp.
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Figure 19.37 Reaction spontaneity profiles for the various signs of reaction enthalpy and reaction entropy 

and the equation: ΔG = ΔH – T ΔS. The y-intercept corresponds to ΔH and the slope to –ΔS. 

Consider the following processes, spontaneous under different conditions:  

• wood burns spontaneously in a fireplace, producing heat and releasing carbon dioxide and 
water. 

◦ Plants absorb carbon dioxide and water and, with energy input from sunlight, 
produce biological matter. 

• In a rechargeable battery: 

◦ the battery spontaneously releases 1.5 V when in normal use. This is the maximum 
work that the battery is capable of doing. 

◦ if there is a high current draw, the process is not occurring reversibly and the battery 
releases less than 1.5 V. 

charged   discharged  Emax = 1.5 V 19.38 
◦ recharging the battery, reversing 19.38, requires a minimum of 1.5 V. 

discharged   charged  Emin = 1.5 V  19.39 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the sign of ΔG for the following chemical systems. 

a) H2O(l) 298 K  H2O(g, 1.00 bar) 

 At 298 K, water is not stable as a gas at 1.00 bar and will condense. Thus, the 
reaction does not occur. ΔG(298 K) is positive. 

EXAMPLE 19.40 
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b) H2O(l) 373 K  H2O(g, 1.00 bar) 

 At 373 K, water is stable as a gas at 1.00 bar. 373 K is the boiling point of water and 
the system is at equilibrium.  

H2O(l) 373 K  H2O(g, 1.00 bar)  ΔrG(298 K) = ΔrG°(298 K) =0 kJ 

c) H2O(l) 298 K  H2O(g, 0.0313 bar) 

 0.0313 bar is the vapour pressure of water at 298 K.* Thus, this system is also at 
equilibrium but not under standard conditions. 

H2O(l) 298 K  H2O(g, 0.0313 bar) ΔrG(298 K) = 0 kJ 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the sign of ΔG for the following reactions. 

a) Ag+(aq, 1 mol/L) + Cl–(aq, 1 mol/L) 298 K  AgCl(s) 

b) HNO3(aq, 1 mol/L) 298 K  H+(aq, 1 mol/L) + NO3
–(aq, 1 mol/L) 

Answer: see page 987. 

———————————————▲ 

An expensive fire! 

Carbon, as coal, is burned in coal-fired power plants. 

 C(s, graphite) + O2(g)   CO2(g)   ΔrG°(298 K) = –394.4 kJ 

Diamond is another allotrope of carbon. Like coal, diamond burns. 

 C(s, diamond) + O2(g)   CO2(g)   ΔrG°(298 K) = –397.3 kJ 

YouTube has videos of diamonds burning in pure oxygen. Theodore Gray created an impressive 
video for Popular Science magazine; that video is one of the ones on YouTube. 

                                                 
* You are not expected to know the vapour pressure of water at 298 K! 

EXERCISE 19.41 
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19.6 Temperature dependence of ΔX 

Appendix B.6 shows that the thermodynamic data is often tabulated at 298 K. *  But how 
temperature dependent is the thermodynamic data? We find that 

• reaction enthalpy, ΔH, is relatively independent of temperature 

• reaction entropy, ΔS, is relatively independent of temperature 

• reaction internal energy, ΔU, may be dependent on temperature 

• reaction Gibbs free energy, ΔG, is very dependent on temperature 

Theoretical explanation 

Internal energy, enthalpy, and entropy refer to the molecular entities themselves, not the 
environment the entities exist in. Consequently, internal energy, enthalpy, and entropy should 
only be influenced by the entities themselves. 

Enthalpy: the reaction enthalpy 
corresponds to the heat energy absorbed or 
released during bond breakage and 
formation. The available energy 
(temperature) will control the rate of 
reaction, but it does not affect the amount 
of energy involved in bond breakage and 
bond formation. 

Entropy: figure 19.19 shows that absolute 
entropy, S, is temperature dependent. 
However, the absolute entropy increases at 
approximately the same rate for reactants and products. Thus, the reaction entropy — the entropy 
difference — is approximately independent of temperature. However, the temperature 
dependence differs from reaction to reaction as illustrated by figure 19.42. In this text, we will 
assume that reaction entropy is temperature independent. 
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2 NO2(g) → N2O4(g)
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          = 82.6 J/K

ΔrS °(330 K)
          = 122.6 J/K

ΔrS °(360 K)
          = 150.8 J/K
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* There is no standard thermodynamic temperature; 298 K is a convenient temperature for most laboratory 

chemistry. Biochemists often tabulate data at 310 K because that temperature is closer to body temperature. 

Energetics of Bond Formation
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Figure 19.42 Absolute entropy for two reactions. The methane combustion reaction varies by 20 % over a 
900 K range. The dimerization of nitrogen dioxide reaction varies by 100 % over a 75 K range.

Internal energy: Equation 18.61 derived the expression, ΔU = ΔH – P ΔV, and section 18.3 
presented that work was predominantly the result of gases being produced or consumed during a 
chemical reaction. Exercise 18.50 showed that P ΔV = Δngas R T for an ideal gas, so 18.61 can 
also be represented as  

ΔU = ΔH – Δngas R T 19.43 

Internal energy is temperature dependent if gases are produced or consumed during the chemical 
reactions. 

Free energy: Free energy is explicitly temperature dependent as illustrated by 19.36. Figure 
19.37 illustrates this dependence and how it affects the spontaneity of a reaction. 

 G T H T S      19.36 

Experimental evidence 

The thermodynamic data in Appendix B.6 are tabulated at 298 K. To further reaffirm that 
reaction enthalpy and reaction entropy are relatively independent of temperature, recall the 
equation given for a reversible system under constant pressure: 

sys,rev
sys,rev

H
S

T


   19.44 

Phase transitions are a class of chemical reaction where the enthalpy and entropy of the products 
and reactants are tabulated at 298 K, yet the reaction occurs far from 298 K. The hypothesis is 
this: if reaction enthalpy and entropy are independent of temperature, then the temperature 
calculated using 298 K data should be close to the known melting and boiling points.*  

 
 

 
 

vapfus
mp bp

fus vap

298 K298 K

298 K 298 K

HH
T T

S S

  
 
   

 19.45 

 

                                                 
* Boiling is defined as the temperature when the vapour pressure of a liquid equals the external pressure — 1.0 bar. 

The reactions in 19.45 occur under standard conditions (denoted by °) because they convert a pure solid to a pure 
liquid or a pure liquid to a gas with a vapour pressure of 1.0 bar.  
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▼——————————————— 

Estimate the boiling and melting points of water using 19.45 and 
thermodynamic data at 298 K. 

   

 

 
 

2 2

kJ molf vap

J mol K vap

H O l H O g

285.8 241.8 298 K 44.0 kJ

69.9 188.7 298 K 118.8 J K

H H

S S


      

   
 

3
vap

bp
vap

44.0 10 JH
T

S

  
 
  J118.8

 
K

experimentally 373 K370 K  

 

   

 

 
 

2 2

kJ molf fus

J mol K fus

H O s H O l

291.8 285.8 298 K 6.0 kJ

48.1 69.9 298 K 21.8 J K

H H

S S


      

   
 

3
fus

mp
fus

6.0 10 JH
T

S

  
 
  J21.8

 
K

experimentally 273 K275 K  

▼——————————————— 

Using 19.45 and 298 K thermodynamic data, estimate the following phase 
transition temperatures: 

• boiling point of methanol, CH3OH (expt: 337 K) 

• boiling point of benzene, C6H6 (expt: 353 K) 

• melting point of lead (expt: 601 K) 

Answer: see page 987. 

———————————————▲ 

The above examples show that 298 K data calculates the melting and boiling points of these 
entities to within a few percent of the actual phase change temperature, experimentally verifying 
that reaction enthalpy and entropy are relatively independent of temperature. This allows the use 
of enthalpy and entropy data tabulated at one temperature to evaluate reactions occurring at 
another temperature. For high accuracy work, the thermodynamic values must be calculated at 
the working temperature. See the Thermodynamic connections story on page 943. 

• ΔrH°(T)  ΔrH°(298 K) 

• ΔrS°(T)  ΔrS°(298 K) 

However, free energy is explicitly temperature dependent,  

 r r rG T H T S        19.48 

EXAMPLE 19.46 

EXERCISE 19.47 

In this text, we simplify the notation to  and  because

of the temperature independence of these parameters.

H S   
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19.7 Standard Gibbs free energy calculations 

The standard formation Gibbs free energy,  fG T  , is the change in free energy involved in 

the creation of one mole of an entity from elements in their standard state.*  

 f f fG T H T S        19.49 

Looking specifically at elements in their standard state: 

• f 0H    

• The change in entropy is a null reaction since the reactants and products are identical: 

r 0S   . Therefore, 

◦  f 0G T     

◦  f 0G T    for hydron, H+, at unit activity 

Formation free energy data is tabulated in Appendix B. 

Reaction Gibbs free energy 

There are several ways to calculate the standard reaction Gibbs free energy. (Calculation of the 

reaction free energy under non-standard conditions is presented in section 19.8.) 

The most straight-forward method, and the worst method, is to use formation free energy data in 
an equation similar to 18.75, 

     r f f
prod react

i i i i iG T G T G T      o o o  
19.50 

To emphasize, 19.50 is one of the worst methods of calculating reaction free energies. Why? 
Because free energy is temperature dependent! The tabulated free energy data in Appendix B is 
only valid at 298 K.† 

The standard reaction free energy is best calculated using 19.48. 

 r r rG T H T S        19.48 

19.48 requires the calculation of the standard reaction enthalpy and entropy, which are relatively 
independent of temperature. But once these are calculated, the reaction free energy can be 
calculated at any temperature.  

                                                 
* Standard conditions require 

  • pure solids and liquids (extended to solvents) 

  • unit activity (≈ 1 mol/L) for solutions 

  • unit fugacity (≈ 1 bar) partial pressure of gases 

 Formation enthalpy is similarly defined on page 883. 
† If it were up to me, I would delete the formation free energy column in Appendix B. Free energy should be 

calculated using 19.48 to avoid errors associated with changing temperatures. 
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▼——————————————— 

 

a) Determine the standard reaction free energy for the combustion of methane at 298 K. 

CH4(g) + 2 O2(g)   CO2(g) + 2 H2O(l) 

 Using the chemical equation as a data table, we can tabulate the formation enthalpy 
and entropy for each entity. 

       

 

4 2 2 2

kJ molf r

J mol K r

CH g 2 O g CO g 2 H O l

74.8 0 393.5 285.8 890.3 kJ

186.3 205.1 213.7 69.9 243.0 J K

H H

S S

  
        

    
 

The standard reaction enthalpy and reaction entropy are calculated and tabulated on 
the right. 

 The standard reaction free energy is calculated using 19.48. 

 r r r

3

298 K

890.3 10 J 298 K

G H T S      

   
J

243.0
K



817.9 kJ

 
 
 

 
 

b) Determine how the free energy changes with temperature. If it changes spontaneity, 
determine the temperature it changes at. 

 Comparing the ΔrH° and ΔrS° calculated in a) with figure 19.37, we see that the 
reaction is spontaneous at low temperatures. 

 To determine the temperature where the spontaneity changes, we must calculate the 
temperature when ΔrG° = 0. 

r

s

r

et

r r
r

0
H

G H T S T
S

 
         

 
 

3890.3 10 J
T

 


J
243.0

K

3664 K

 

▼——————————————— 

For the reaction 

2 NO(g) + O2(g)   2 NO2(g) 

a) determine the standard reaction free energy at 298 K and 550 K. 

b) plot the standard reaction free energy as a function of temperature. 

c) if it changes spontaneity, determine the temperature it changes at. 

Answer: see page 987. 

EXAMPLE 19.51 

EXERCISE 19.52 
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———————————————▲ 

19.8 ΔX in standard and non-standard conditions 

Numerous equations in this and previous chapters are written with or without ° to denote 
standard and non-standard reaction conditions, respectively. But how does the reaction enthalpy, 
entropy, and free energy vary as a function of reaction conditions? We find that 

• reaction enthalpy is independent of the reaction conditions 

• reaction entropy is dependent on the reaction conditions 

and because of 

 G T H T S      19.48 

• reaction free energy is also dependent on the reaction conditions 

Enthalpy: the reaction enthalpy corresponds to the heat energy absorbed or released during bond 
breakage and formation. This process is intrinsic to the entity itself, independent of the entity 
concentration and, therefore, independent of the reaction conditions. 

Entropy: the storage of energy within different entities differs because the energy levels differ. 
Therefore, the dispersal of energy within a system depends on the concentration of entities that 
are dispersing the energy. 

Free energy: advanced thermodynamics for an isothermal closed system gives 

, iT n

G
V

P

    
 19.53 

that rearranges to 

2 2

1 1

d d

d d

G V P

G V P



 
 19.54 

For an ideal gas, P V n R T , and between states 1 and 2 

2 2

1 1

d
d

P
G n R T

P
   19.55 

which integrates to 

2
2 1

1

ln
P

G G n R T
P

 
   

 
 19.56 

If we let state 1 be the standard state and state 2 be an arbitrary non-standard state, 

2 2
2 2ln ln

P P
G G n R T G G n R T

P P
               

  19.57 
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and apply this entities A and B 

A
A A A

A

B
B B B

B

ln

ln

P
G G n R T

P

P
G G n R T

P

 
   

 
 

   
 

o
o

o
o

 19.58 

If A and B relate to the chemical reaction 

aA(g)   bB(g) 

The non-standard free energy, ΔrG, becomes 

B A
r B A B B A A

B A

B A
B A B A

B A

ln ln

ln ln

P P
G G G G n R T G n R T

P P

P P
G G R T n n

P P

      
            

      
    

       
    

o o
o o

o o
o o

 19.59 

B A rG G G   o o  and nA = a and nB = b, the stoichiometric coefficients. This simplifies 19.59 to 

B A
r r

B A

ln
b a

P P
G G R T

P P

    
        
     

o

o
 19.60 

The standard pressure is one bar: A B 1.00 barP P o o , leaving 
 
 

B

A

b

a

P

P
, which is the reaction 

quotient, Q,* at an arbitrary system state. Simplifying 19.59 gives† 

     r r lnG T G T R T Q      19.61 

▼——————————————— 

Starting with 19.61 and assuming ΔH = ΔH°, derive an equation for ΔS. 

Answer: see page 987. 

———————————————▲ 

                                                 
* We saw in 15.4 that the reaction quotient in terms of pressure is also the thermodynamic equilibrium constant. 
† The second term in 19.61 implies dimensionality of J/mol. To correct for this, consider the ‘per mol’ to be one 

‘mole reaction’ and the second term is multiplied by one mole reaction since it pertains to the reaction as written. 

EXERCISE 19.62 
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Why do we care about standard vs. non-standard conditions? Because very few chemical 
reactions occur under standard conditions, and changing reaction conditions will affect the 
spontaniety. Consider the following common reaction conditions. 

• The atmospheric partial pressure of oxygen is approximately 0.21 bar. Carbon dioxide is 
approximately 0.00037 bar. The partial pressure of water (humidity) ranges from 10–3 bar to 
0.06 bar. This affects all reactions involving oxygen and/or water: 

◦ oxidation 

◦ combustion 

◦ life 

• Within our bodies, 

◦ the pH is 7.3, corresponding to a hydron concentration of 5·10–8 mol/L 

◦ all essential ions (sodium, potassium, calcium) are much, much less than 1.00 mol/L 

• Most laboratory chemistry occurs under non-standard conditions. How often have your 
laboratory solutions been exactly 1.000 mol/L? (Even then, their activities probably weren’t exactly 
1.000.) 

In summary, r

r

Δ

Δ

G

G

 
 
 

 refers to a reaction occurring under 
standard

arbitrary

 
 
 

 conditions.  

▼——————————————— 

Sulfur is a minor contaminant in fuel. Sulfur dioxide, SO2, and small amounts 
of sulfur trioxide, SO3, are formed during combustion; both of these 

contribute to acid rain. (See the essay on page 899.) 

An aircraft flying at 8000 m produces 1.0·10–3 bar SO2 and 1.0·10–6 bar SO3. Does sulfur dioxide 
spontaneously convert to sulfur trioxide at 280 K, or does the reverse reaction occur? (Patm =  0.40 

bar) 

2 SO2(g) + O2(g) ?  2 SO3(g) 

 Referring to 19.61, we need to calculate ΔrG°(280 K) and Q. 

     

 

2 2 3

kJ molf r

J mol K r

2 SO g O g 2 SO g

296.8 0 395.7 197.8 kJ

248.2 205.1 256.8 187.7 J K

H H

S S

 
       

    
 

 r r r

3

280 K

197.8 10 J 280 K

G H T S      

      J
187.7

K
 

145.2 kJ 

 

 The partial pressure of oxygen is calculated from the composition of air 

2

2
O

2

0.209 bar O
0.40 bar air

1.00 bar air

0.00836 bar O

P 


 

EXAMPLE 19.63 
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 Q is calculated as 

     2 2 3
3 6

bar

2 SO g O g 2 SO g

1.0 10 0.00836 1.0 10 

 
 I

C

E

 

 
 

 
 

3

2 2

2 26
SO

2 23
SO O

4

1.0 10 bar

1.0 10 bar 0.00836 bar

1
1.20 10

bar

P
Q

P P








 



 

 

 The non-standard free energy, ΔrG is calculated from 19.61. 

     r r

4

ln

J 1
145.2 kJ 8.314 280 K ln 1.20 10

mol K bar

166 kJ

G T G T R T Q



    

     
 

 

 

Since ΔrG(280 K) is negative, the reaction is spontaneous under these conditions. 

▼——————————————— 

Continuing from example 19.63, how does the spontaneity change with 
temperature? If it changes spontaneity, determine the temperature it changes 

at. 

Answers: see page 987. 

▼——————————————— 

Coal is considered a dirty fuel because it is solid, leaves black dust 
everywhere, and is difficult to burn completely and quickly. Methanol is 

considered a clean fuel. Coal can be converted into methanol via the following process.  

C(s,coal) + H2O(g) 1  CO(g) + H2(g) 

CO(g) + 2 H2(g) 2  CH3OH(g) 

a) For each reaction, determine if the spontaneity changes. If it changes, determine the 
temperature it changes at. 

 becomes spontaneous. 

b) Reaction 2 is sped up by pressurizing the system to 5.0 bar CO, 10.0 bar H2, and 1.0 bar 
CH3OH. Determine ΔG under these conditions at 500 K. 

Answers: see page 987. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 19.64 

EXERCISE 19.65 
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Synthesis gas 

 
The syngas reaction is spontaneous above 710 °C, but typically carried out between 1200 and 
1400 °C for facile kinetics and to maximize the yield of synthesis gas. 

Synthesis gas was piped to streetlamps along major city routes and into the homes of the affluent 
families. Gas production would begin in the evening and continue throughout the night. 
Lamplighters were employed to traverse the streets and light the lamps at dusk, although this 
eventually became automated. Eventually, syngas was piped into people’s homes for lighting. 
Unfortunately, leaky pipes and/or valves would leak toxic carbon monoxide and explosive 
hydrogen into homes. Accidents happened. 

Synthesis gas continues to be produced commercially as a source of hydrogen and as a starting 
point for the synthesis of hydrocarbons and alcohols. Adding additional hydrogen allows other 
reactions possible, including 

 CO(g) + H2O(g)   CO2(g) + H2(g) 

 CO(g) + 2 H2(g)   CH3OH(g) 

 CO2(g) + 3 H2(g)   CH3OH(g) + H2O(g) 

 CO(g) + 3 H2(g)   CH4(g) + H2O(g) 

19.9 Thermodynamics and equilibria 

Review the significant digits rules for logarithm/inverse logarithm operations on page 22 prior 
to completing this section and the remainder of this chapter. 

The reaction free energy, ΔG, is the spontaneity of a reaction under arbitrary conditions. 

For a general reaction 

aA + bB   cC +dD 19.66 

Carbon and water — not a likely combination for 
chemistry that changed the world. But long before 
there was electricity or reliable sources of natural gas, 
a reaction between carbon and water was lighting 
streetlamps in London and other European cities.  

Carbon and steam establish the equilibrium 

 C(s) + H2O(g)      
synthesis gas

2CO g H g  

ΔrH° = 131.3 kJ; ΔrS° = 133.9 J/K 

This reaction is often called the syngas reaction and 
the products called synthesis gas, town gas, or 
producer gas.  
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If 19.66 is spontaneous with a negative free energy, the reverse reaction 

cC + dD   aA + bB 19.67 

is non-spontaneous with a positive free energy. For this reason, the free energy is also referred to 
as the ‘potential to do work’ as there is a ‘driving force’ to produce C and D. 

At equilibrium, both the forward and reverse reactions are spontaneous 

aA + bB   cC +dD 19.68 

The only possible reaction free energy is zero. At equilibrium, r 0G   and Q = K. Applying this 

to 19.61 and simplifying gives 

     r r ln 0G T G T R T K        

   r lnG T R T K     19.69 

 
Equation 19.69 relates the standard reaction free energy with equilibria!  

ΔrG — the non-standard free energy — is the driving force to equilibrium. 

ΔrG° — the standard free energy — provides information on the equilibrium constant. 

Considering ΔrG°(T), 

• if ΔrG°(T) < 0, K > 1 and the products are favoured at equilibrium 

• if ΔrG°(T) > 0, K < 1 the reactants are favoured at equilibrium 

• if ΔrG°(T) = 0, K = 1 

From another perspective, recall that  

• Chapter 3 (Quantum Theory) shows that electrons occupy orbitals to minimize the atom’s 
energy 

• Chapter 6 (Quantum Mechanical Bonding Theories) shows that chemical bonds form 
because the energy of the bound entity is lower than that of the fragments 

• Chapter 15 (Principles of Chemical Equilibria) states that reactions proceed to the point 
that minimizes the energy of the system 

Chapter 15 doesn’t detail the nature of the energy, but we are able to detail it now.  

 
Chemical reactions proceed to minimize the reaction free energy. 

Considering ΔrG(T), 

• if ΔrG(T) < 0, the forward reaction is spontaneous 

• if ΔrG(T) > 0, the reverse reaction is spontaneous 

• if ΔrG(T) = 0, the reaction is at equilibrium (both forward and reverse reactions are spontaneous) 
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Figure 19.70 illustrates how the reaction free energy varies for different chemical reactions. The 
standard reaction free energy is the difference between the reactants and products. The non-
standard reaction free energy, ΔG, is the slope of the line. 

0.0 0.5 1.0
Extent of reaction, ξ

F
re

e 
en

er
gy

, G
°

React. Prod.

complete reaction

ΔrG

r i i
prod react

G G G    o o

0.0 0.5 1.0
Extent of reaction, ξ

React. Prod.

equilibrium

ΔrG °

ΔrG  = 0

0.0 0.5 1.0
Extent of reaction, ξ

React. Prod.

doesn't react

ΔrG

ΔrG °

 
Figure 19.70 The relationship between standard reaction free energy and the extent of reaction between 

reactants and products in their standard state. The slope is ΔG. Given a starting position on the 
curve, the reaction will proceed ‘downhill’ to the minimum in the free energy path.  

• If ΔrG° is large negative, the reaction proceeds to completion. (left image) 

• If ΔrG° is small, the reaction reaches equilibrium.   (center image) 

• If ΔrG° is large positive, the reaction doesn’t proceed.  (right image) 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the overall equilibrium constant at 280 K for the formation of 
sulfuric acid from sulfur dioxide 

2 SO2(g) + O2(g) 1  2 SO3(g) 

SO3(g) + H2O(l) 2  H2SO4(aq) 
—————————————————— 

2 SO2(g) + O2(g) + 2 H2O(l) 3  2 H2SO4(aq) 

EXAMPLE 19.71 
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 The standard reaction free energy for the overall equilibrium is 

       

 

2 2 2 2 4

kJ molf

J mol K

r 3

r 3

2 SO g O g 2 H O l 2 H SO aq

296.8 0 285.8 909.3

248.2 205.1 69.9 20.1

653.4 kJ

801.1 J K

H

S

H

S

  
    


  
  





 

 r 3 r 3 r 3

3

280 K

653.4 10 J 280 K

G H T S    

   

  

  J
801.1

K
 

429 kJ 

 

 The equilibrium constant is calculated using equation 19.69.* 

   
 r

r 3 3 3ln e
G T

R TG T R T K K


      

 

3 J
mol429 10

3 280 K eK




J

mol K8.314 280 K
2

2 3

2
80

2 3

mol

L bar

mol
1.08 10

L bar
 

 

▼——————————————— 

Use thermodynamic data to determine the equilibrium constant for the 
following reaction reaction at 200 K and 280 K. 

2 SO2(g) + O2(g) 1K  2 SO3(g) 

Answer: see page 987. 

                                                 
* The addition of units in this step requires an understanding of logarithms: 

  ln(units) are added to both sides, where the appropriate units are determined from the chemical equation. 

   
       

   

r
r

2 2
r

2 3 2 3

ln ln

mol mol
ln ln ln

L bar L bar

G T
G T R T K K

R T

G T
K

R T

 
     



    
        

 

  recall that ea+b = ea·eb. So, with the units: 

   
2 2

80
2 3 2 3

mol mol
1.08 10

L bar L bar
K     

EXERCISE 19.72 
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▼——————————————— 

Recall from Chapter 15 that the reactions in example 19.71 are related 
through K3 = K1 K2. Derive the equivalent mathematical relationship in free 

energy, ΔrG°, using equation 19.69. 

Answer: see page 987. 

▼——————————————— 

Assuming that combustion is an equilibrium process, determine the 
equilibrium constant for the combustion of hydrogen at 298 K, starting from a 

stoichiometric mixture of reactants: 2.00 bar hydrogen, 1.00 bar oxygen. 

2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(l) 

Answer: see page 987. 

———————————————▲ 

H+, H3O
+, … , which is it? 

On page 418, it was argued that H+(aq) was preferred because all ions are hydrated. This essay 
presents a more scientific argument for H+(aq) over H3O

+(aq). 

The information in this section allows us to determine the equilibrium constant for the reactions: 

 

     

 

 
 

1 – +
3 3

kJ molf

J mol K

r 1
r 1

r 1
5

1

CH COOH aq CH COO aq H aq

485.8 486.0 0.0

178.7 86.6 0.0

0.2 kJ
298 K 27.2 J K

92.1 J K
298 K 1.7 10 mol L

H

S

H
G

S
K 

 
   



   
     

 







 

 

       

 

 
 

2 – +
3 2 3 3

kJ molf

J mol K

r 2
r 2

r 2
50

2

CH COOH aq H O l CH COO aq H O aq

485.8 285.8 486.0 0.0

178.7 69.9 86.6 0.0

285.6 kJ
298 K 333.9 J K

162.0 J K
298 K 3.0 10 mol L

H

S

H
G

S
K 

  
    



  
     

 







 

Experimentally, the acid dissociation equilibrium constant is 1.8·10–5 mol/L. 

Clearly, reaction 1 is consistant with the experimental rate constant. 

In fact, thermodynamic data for H3O
+(aq) does not exist, but people assume it is the same as 

H+(aq), since H+(aq) and H3O
+(aq) are the same. They’re not: H3O

+(aq) does not exist. 

EXERCISE 19.73 

EXERCISE 19.74 
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▼——————————————— 

Use thermodynamic data to confirm the following equilibrium constants at 
298 K. Compare your results with the experimental equilibrium constants. 

a) HCO2H(aq)   HCO2
–(aq) + H+(aq)     Ka = 1.8·10–4 mol/L 

 HCO2H(aq) + H2O(aq)   2 HCO2
–(aq) + H3O

+(aq) 

b) CN–(aq) + H2O(aq)   HCN(aq) + OH–(aq)   Kb = 2·10–5 mol/L 

———————————————▲ 

Dimensionality of equilibrium constants 

On page 704, it was presented that the equilibrium constant had dimension based on the standard 
thermodynamic units. This section confirms this assertion. 

A 20 °C pop bottle at equilibrium has a carbon dioxide pressure of 1.26 bar and dissolved carbon 
dioxide concentration of 0.049 mol/L. 

   
2

mol
2 2L

CO

CO 0.049 mol
293 K 3.89 10

1.26 bar L bar
K

P
     

The equilibrium constant calculated from thermodynamic data is done below.  

   

 

 

 

2 2

kJ molf r

J mol K r

r

2

CO g CO aq

393.5 413.8 20.3 kJ

213.8 117.6 96.2 J K

293 K 7.887 J K

mol
298 K 3.93 10

L bar

H H

S S

G

K 


      

   

 

 






 

Clearly, the free energy calculations returns equilibrium constants based on standard 
thermodynamic units. It is easy to show that the dimensionality of the equilibrium constant 
depends on the units used to calculate it. 

  2 2 5mol mol mol
293 K 3.89 10 3.84 10 5.19 10

L bar L atm L mmHg
K          19.76 

▼——————————————— 

Confirm the equilibrium constants in 19.76. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 19.75 

EXERCISE 19.77 
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‘Complete’ reactions 

Equilibrium implies that some reactant and some product exist at equilibrium. In an equilibrium, 
le Châtelier’s principle is applicable: changing the amount of reactants or products or energy will 
shift the equilibrium position. 

Not all reactions reach equilibrium: 

• a complete reaction is one that consumes every molecule of the limiting reactant 

• a non-reaction doesn’t produce one molecule of product 

The extreme of equilibrium corresponds to one reactant molecule remaining or one product 
molecule forming. 

▼——————————————— 

For the combustion of hydrogen in exercise 19.74,  

2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(l) 

a) Determine the equilibrium pressures starting with a stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen 
and oxygen at SATP.  

 If the total pressure is 1.00 bar, then a stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen and 
oxygen will have a hydrogen partial pressure of 0.667 bar and oxygen partial 
pressure of 0.333 bar.  

 Since the equilibrium constant is large, we assume the reaction goes to completion. 
Water will condenses to a liquid at 298 K and is not included in the equilibrium 
calculation. 

     
22 2 2 H O l2 H g O g

00.667 0.333

0.667 0.333

0 0

present

present

 

 

I

C

E

bar
 

 and solve the back equilibrium.  

     
22 2 2 H O l2 H g O g

0 0

2

2

excess

x x

x x


I

C

E


bar

 

 
2 2

2

H O

1
K

P P
  

  
95 3

2

33

1
3.57 10 bar

2

8.88 10 bar

x x

x





 

 

  

EXAMPLE 19.78 
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 The equilibrium pressure of hydrogen is 8.88·10–33 bar and oxygen is 1.78·10–32 bar. 

 

b) One mole of the original gas mixture, at SATP, occupied 24.8 L. To understand the 
magnitude of these pressures, determine the number of entities remaining. 

 Using the ideal gas law 

2

33

H

8.88 10 bar

P V
P V n R T n

R T

n


  




24.8 L
L bar

0.08314
mol K

298 K

2

23
33 9

32

O

6.022 10 entities
8.88 10 mol 5.35 10 entities

1 mol

1.78 10 bar
n

 




    




24.8 L
L bar

0.08314
mol K

298 K

23
32 86.022 10 entities

1.78 10 mol 1.07 10 entities
1 mol

 
    

 

Since less than one entity remains,  

The reaction is not in equilibrium; the reaction proceeds to completion. 

The opposite is also true: water will not establish an equilibrium with hydrogen and 
oxygen because the free energy is so positive that no product forms. This is a non-reaction: 

2 H2O(l)   2 H2(g) + O2(g)   ΔrG°(298 K) = +545.1 kJ 

▼——————————————— 

Determine if the following reaction is at equilibrium at 280 K. 

2 SO2(g) + O2(g) + 2 H2O(l)   2 H2SO4(aq) 

Answer: see page 987. 

———————————————▲ 

As a guideline, ± 400 kJ is a threshold for determining if a reaction goes to completion, is in 
equilibrium, or doesn’t react.  

• if ΔrG°(T) < –400 kJ, the reaction proceeds to completion 

• if ΔrG°(T) > +400 kJ, no reaction occurs 

• otherwise, the reaction reaches equilibrium 

EXERCISE 19.79 
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Temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant 

It is possible to derive an equation expressing the equilibrium constant as a function of 
temperature.* Recall that 

 r r rG T H T S        

   r lnG T R T K     
19.80 

Equating the two equalities and rearranging gives 

  r rlnR T K H T S       19.81 

which rearranges to  

  r rln
H S

K
R T R

   
   19.82 

From 19.82, it is evident that the reaction enthalpy and reaction entropy can be obtained by 
graphing ln(K) vs. 1/T: the slope equals –ΔH°/R and the intercept equals ΔS°/R. 

DEMO For systems that have an equilibrium constant around unity under ambient 
conditions, the temperature dependence can be observed. Any of the systems listed 
on page 707 can be used to illustrate this. 

???pictures 

▼——————————————— 

The equilibrium constant for the NO2:N2O4 
equilibrium was measured as a function of 

temperature and the following data collected. (This reaction can be 

monitored spectroscopically.) 

2 NO2(g)   N2O4(g) 

Determine the reaction enthalpy and entropy. 

 Determine ln(K) and inverse temperature (in kelvin). 

Temp. /°C K

4 39.8

15 14.4

36 2.98

60 0.63

74 0.25  

ln(K ) Temp. /K 1/T  /K–1

3.679 277.0 3.610E-03

2.674 288.3 3.469E-03

1.209 307.7 3.250E-03

-0.49 333.2 3.001E-03

-1.35 346.9 2.883E-03  

                                                 
* Section 19.6 shows that ΔH and ΔS are relatively independent of temperature. 

EXAMPLE 19.83 Temp. /°C K

4 39.8

15 14.4

36 2.98

60 0.63

74 0.25
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 Plot ln(K) versus 1/T and determine the slope and intercept. 
Temperature dependence of the NO2:N2O4 equilbrium

y = 6816.2x - 20.922

-4

-2

0

2

4

6

0.0028 0.0030 0.0032 0.0034 0.0036 0.0038

Inverse temperature /K–1

ln
( K

)

2 NO2(g)   N2O4(g) 

 
 From the slope, determine ΔrH°. 

r
r

H
m H m R

R

 
       

r 6816 KH  
J

8.314
mol K


kJ

56.7
mol

  

 From the intercept, determine ΔrS°. 

r
r

S
b S b R

R

 
      

r

J J
20.92 8.314 174

mol K mol K
S      

▼——————————————— 

The equilibrium constant for the following 
equilibrium was measured as a function of 

temperature and the following data collected. 

H2(g) + I2(g)   2 HI(g) 

Determine the reaction enthalpy and entropy. 

Answer: see page 987. 

———————————————▲ 

Equilibrium constants are often tabulated for 298 K data. If we know the equilibrium constant at 
one temperature, it is possible to derive a two-state equation calculating the equilibrium constant 
at another temperature. (Recall that ΔrH° and ΔrS° are independent of temperature.) 

EXERCISE 19.84 
Temp. /°C K

36.2 0.58

84.5 9.1

97.1 17.0

124.6 52.3

154.0 162.0
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r r r r
1 1

1 1

r r r
1 2

1 2

r r
1 2

1 2

ln ln

ln ln

ln ln

H S H S
K K

R T R R T R

H S H
K K

R T R R T

H H
K K

R T R T

   
    

  
   

 
  

o o o o

o o o

o o

  

1 r

2 2 1

1 1
ln

K H

K R T T

    
    

   
  van’t Hoff equation 19.85 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the ionization product of water (Kw) at 0, 25, 50, 75, and 100 °C. 

 Assuming that the enthalpy and entropy of reaction are independent of temperature, 
determine ΔrH° and ΔrS°. 

     

 

2

kJ molf r

J mol K r

H O l H aq OH aq

285.8 0 230.0 55.8 kJ

69.9 0 10.8 80.7 J K

H H

S S

  
      

     
 

 Either 19.69 or 19.82 may be used. Using 19.82 for 0 °C (273 K) gives* 

  r r

3 J
mol

ln

55.8 10

H S
K

R T R

   
 

 


J
mol K

8.314 273 K

J
mol K

80.7


J
mol K

8.314

34.29 

 

 
2

34.29

2
15

mol
0 C e

L

mol
1.28 10

L

K 



    
 

    
 

 

 The equilibrium constants at the remaining temperatures could be calculated similarly to  
or calculated using the van’t Hoff equation, 19.85. Using 19.85, we have 

   2 r r
2 1

1 1 2 1 2

1 1 1 1
ln ln ln

K H H
K K

K R T T R T T

        
          

     
 

     
3 J

mol
55.8 10

ln 298 K ln 273 KK K
 

 
J

mol K
8.314

1

273 K

1

298 K


32.23

 
 
 

 

 

                                                 
* Footnote * on page 953 illustrates how units are introduced into the equilibrium constant. 

EXAMPLE 19.86 
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2

32.23

2
14

mol
25 C e

L

mol
1.01 10

L

K 



    
 

    
 

 

 Tabulating all the results gives 

   

   

 

2 2
15 13

2 2
14 13

2
14

mol mol
0 C 1.28 10 75 C 2.56 10

L L

mol mol
25 C 1.01 10 100 C 9.33 10

L L

mol
50 C 5.76 10

L

K K

K K

K

 

 



           
   

           
   

     
 

 

The ionization product of water is 1.0·10–14 (mol/L)2 only at 298 K! 

▼——————————————— 

The acid dissociation equilibrium constant of acetic acid is 1.8·10–5 mol/L at 
298 K. Determine the equilibrium constant at 350 K.  

CH3COOH(aq)   CH3COO–(aq) + H+(aq)  

Answer: see page 987. 

▼——————————————— 

The Clausius-Claperyon equation relates the vapour pressure of a substance at 
two different temperatures. The Clausius-Claperyon equation is a specific 

version of the van’t Hoff equation, 19.83, for a vaporization equilibrium. 

2 r

1 1 2

1 1
ln

P H

P R T T

    
    

   
  Clausius-Claperyon equation  

Show the van’t Hoff equation simplifies to the Clausius-Claperyon equation for the reaction 

A(l)   A(g) 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 19.87 

EXERCISE 19.88 
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19.10 Thermodynamics and kinetics 

<not developed> 

 

Kinetics and thermodynamics provide complementary information on a chemical system. 

Kinetics investigates the rate of chemical reactions. 

Thermodynamics investigates the direction and 
extent of a reaction. Thermodynamics identifies the 
most stable product, but does not provide 
information on the time it takes to reach equilibrium. 

The vertical axis on the figure at right is 
ambiguously labelled ‘energy’. We are finally able 
to quantify the vertical axis: it can be either enthalpy 
or free energy. Both are commonly used; both have 
advantages and disadvantages. 

If enthalpy is plotted, the figure is 

• independent of temperature 

• representative of heat absorbed or released during the reaction 

If free energy is plotted, the figure is 

• temperature dependent 

• representative of reaction spontaneity 
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Figure 19.89 The reaction profile for the NO2:N2O4 equilibrium at selected temperatures. At low 
temperature, the products are favoured. At high temperature, the reactants are favoured. The 
barrier height is also a function of temperature, and knowledge of the barrier height allows 
calculation of the reaction rate constant. (Computed using Gaussian 98 at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level of 
theory.) 

 

???more info here 
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Thermodynamics and kinetics of ammonia synthesis 

Commercial synthesis of ammonia occurs via the Haber process. An analysis of the reaction 
thermodynamics dictates the experimental conditions where the product (ammonia) is favoured. 
Amazingly, commercial operating conditions are far from those proposed by thermodynamics. 
Why? because of the reaction kinetics!* 

 N2(g) + 3 H2(g)   2 NH3(g) 

 

Thermodynamics. Using thermodynamics, we can calculate the reaction enthalpy and entropy.  

 

     

 

2 2 3

kJ molf r

J mol K r

N g 3 H g 2 NH g

0 0 46.1 92.2 kJ

130.7 191.6 192.5 198.7 J K

H H

S S

 
      

    
 

Using figure 19.37, we find that this reaction is spontaneous at low temperatures. However, at 
low temperatures, there is insufficient energy to overcome the kinetic reaction barrier — the 
reaction may be spontaneous, but is kinetically hindered. The barrier can be lowered with a 
catalyst, but there is still a balance between spontaneity (favored at low temperatures) and kinetic 
reaction rate (favored at high temperatures). 

To understand the thermodynamics of this system, we derive an analytical equation for the 
equilibrium constant of the reaction.  
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 such that  ln K A . 

For simplicity, we constrain the derivation to the special case where stoichiometric reactant 
concentrations are used. 
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* AUTHOR’S NOTE: these derivations took me about 100 hours over several months to complete. Looking back, it is 

amazingly simple. This is common in science! Researchers struggle with a problem for months and years, 
spending hour after hour trying to resolve the problem. With success comes new understanding and advancement. 
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This equation is a function of volume. We are interested in a function where the total pressure is 
fixed. This can be calculated by summing the equilibrium row of the ICE table: 
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Substitution and simplification of the polynomial gives 
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It is evident that high ammonia yields are thermodynamically favoured at low temperatures and 
high pressures. 

 

Kinetics. Gerhard Ertl won the 1997 Nobel prize in chemistry for his pioneering research 
directed to understanding heterogeneous catalysis, including the synthesis of ammonia. The 
Haber process involves a heterogeneous iron catalyst. All of the chemistry takes place with the 
entities adsorbed on the iron surface (abbreviated ‘ads’, below). Research is ongoing to better 
understand the mechanism so that this important reaction can be improved upon.  

The overall reaction is 

 N2(g) + H2(g) Fe  2 NH3(g)   
2expt Nv k P  ΔrH° = –92.4 kJ 

with a proposed mechanism of  

 N2(g) 
1, Fe

1
  N2(ads)    H2(g) 

3, Fe

3
  H2(ads) 

Which, after taking the square root 
of the entire equation, is a quadratic 
and can be solved for x and the 
equilibrium ammonia concentra-
tions in terms of the thermody-
namic parameters ΔrH°, ΔrS°, and 
Ptot. Solution for the extent of reac-
tion is plotted at right. Extent of 
reaction, ξ, is calculated as the per-
centage of ammonia produced at 
equilibrium. 

3 3NH NH

total total

n P

n P
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 N2(ads) 
2

2
  2 N(ads)    H2(ads) 

4

4
  2 H(ads) 

    N(ads) + H(ads) 
5

5
  NH(ads) 

    NH(ads) + H(ads) 
6

6
  NH2(ads) 

    NH2(ads) + H(ads) 
7

7
  NH3(ads) 

    NH3(ads) 
8

8
  NH3(g) 

Reaction 2 is predicted to be the rate limiting step because the strong N≡N bond must be broken. 
This prediction is consistent with the experimental rate equation, which only depends on the 
nitrogen gas pressure. Breaking the N≡N bond in air requires 945 kJ/mol. On the iron catalyst, 
this barrier reduces to approximately 50 kJ/mol, resulting in the rate constant equation 

 

kJ
mol50

13 110 s e R Tk


  

and the overall rate equation 

 

kJ
mol

2

50

13 1
N10 s e R Tv P


  

The reaction rate as a function of temperature and nitrogen pressure is presented at right. 

 

<not developed> 

 

The hotter the catalyst bed, the lower the ammonia yield, but equilibrium is achieved faster. The 
trade-off is a fast cycling time and decreased ammonia yield per cycle. 

 

Commercially, ammonia is synthesized at 15–25 MPa (150–250 bar) and between 350 and 550 
°C. The reactant gases pass over a catalyst, causing approximately 15 percent conversion of 
reactants to ammonia. Cooling then condenses the ammonia to a liquid and it is removed from 
the system. Additional reactant gases are added and the cycle repeats.  

 

???image of ammonia generator. 
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19.11 Coupled chemical reactions 

Many important chemical reactions are non-spontaneous under ambient conditions: 

• ATP formation (ATP is the power source of cells) 

• building proteins from amino acids 

• conversion of Fe2O3 → Fe 

These reactions may be made to occur by coupling them to reactions that are spontaneous, such 
that the combined process is spontaneous. These are explored in the stories below. 

ATP synthesis 

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is a common energy source within our body. ATP interacts 
directly with proteins to facilitate biological function.  

 ATP4–(aq)   ADP3–(aq) + H2PO4
–(aq)   ΔrG°'(310 K) = 32.4 kJ 

Since ATP is an energy source, the reactions that produce ATP must also have an energy source. 
Glucose oxidation provides energy for ATP formation through glycolosis.* 

 2 {ADP3– + HPO4
2– + H+   ATP4– + H2O}  ΔrG°'(310 K) = 2·32.4 kJ 

 glucose   2 pyruvate– + 2H+     ΔrG°'(310 K) = –218 kJ 

 —————————————————————————————————— 

 glucose + 2 ADP3– + 2 HPO4
2–   2 pyruvate– + 2 ATP4– + 2 H2O 

           ΔrG°'(310 K) = –153 kJ 

Once synthesized, ATP is used to power other reactions. One such reaction is protein synthesis, 
where ATP binding within the ribosomes makes the process spontaneous. 

 n amino acids   protein + n H2O    ΔrG°'(310 K) = positive 

 n {ATP4– + H2O   ADP3– + HPO4
2– + H+}  ΔrG°'(310 K) = n·–32.4 kJ 

 —————————————————————————————————— 

 n amino acids + n ATP4–   protein + n ADP3– + n HPO4
2– + n H+ 

           ΔrG°'(310 K) = negative 

 

                                                 
* This is a very simplified representation of glycolosis. Biology and biochemistry textbooks explore this reaction in 

much greater detail. Recall that ΔrG°' means the free energy under biological standard state. 
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Iron production 

Under ambient conditions, the most stable form of iron is iron(III) oxide — rust. Iron is 
produced by creating an environment where an even more stable entity — carbon dioxide — 
strips the oxygen from iron(III) oxide. The overall reaction for the production of iron is 

Iron smelter (overall and stepwise mechanisms) 

 Fe2O3(s)   2 Fe(l) + 3/2 O2(g)    ΔrG°(2000 K) = 216 kJ 

 3/2·{C(s) + O2(g)   CO2(g)}    ΔrG°(2000 K) = 2/3·–400 kJ 

 ————————————————————————————————— 

 Fe2O3(s) + 3/2 C(s)   2 Fe(l) + 3/2 CO2(g)  ΔrG°(2000 K) = –330 kJ 

Iron is produced in a blast furnace, which is illuatrated in figure 19.90. Iron ore, scrap iron, and 
carbon (coke) are added at the top of the furnace. Air is added at near the bottom. Numerous 
reactions occur  as the material moves down the furnace. At the bottom is a pool of molten iron 
with the impurities (slag) floating on top.  

 

???image 

Figure 19.90 A blast furnace that converts iron(III) oxide into iron. 

 

Rust formation 

The oxidation of iron in aqueous environments proceeds via the following process. 

 Fe(s) + 3 H2O(l)   Fe3+(aq) + 3 OH–(aq) + 3/2 H2(g)  electrochemistry 

 Fe(s) + 3 OH–(aq)   Fe(OH)3(s)     equilibria 

 Fe(OH)3(s)   1/2 Fe2O3(s) + 3/2 H2O(l)    unknown 

 ———————————————————————— 

 2 Fe(s) + 3/2 O2(g)   Fe2O3(s)       known! 

 

Get deltaG for each 

 

 Fe(s) + 3 H2O(l)   Fe(OH)3(s) + 3/2 H2(g)    combination of first 2 

 Fe(OH)3(s)   1/2 Fe2O3(s) + 3/2 H2O(l)    unknown 

 ———————————————————— 

 2 Fe(s) + 3/2 O2(g)   Fe2O3(s) 

 

<not developed> 
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???more on the conversion of Fe(OH)3 to Fe2O3. 

 

 

Acetaminophen, aspirin, ibuprofen, … and grapefruit? 

okay to
take together?

 
Given this known interaction, there may be other yet undiscovered interactions and the best 
medical advice is to avoid taking aspirin & ibuprofen together unless directed by a physician. 

What about grapefruit? Grapefruit juice is known to increase the efficacy (efficiency, productiveness) 
of some drugs. Grapefruit juice inhibits the cytochrome P450 3A4 (cYP3A4) enzyme, which is 
responsible for metabolizing certain drugs. This leaves higher drug concentrations for longer 
periods of time. Drug doses assume a certain function of CYP3A4, so drinking grapefruit juice 
while taking drugs increases the possibility of overdose! Acetaminophen is metabolized by 
CYP3A4. So are benzodiazepines (a class of tranquilizers), antihistamines, and numerous other 
drugs — grapefruit juice should not be taken with these medications. Aspirin and ibuprofen are  

  

Summary 

<not developed> 

So, you’ve got a headache and the acetaminophen (paracetamol) 
you’ve taken hasn’t touched it. Can you take something else? 
Could there be complications from other drugs? Maybe. Of the 
three common pain-killers, two of the three combinations are 
okay provided that you follow the recommended dosages, but not 
aspirin and ibuprofen. If aspirin is taken as an anticoagulant (pre-

ventative treatment to reduce the risk of heart attack and strokes), ibuprofen 
has been found to reduce the anticoagulant effect of aspirin

metabolized by cytochrome P450 2C9 (CYP2C9);
grapefruit juice does not effect the efficacy of these
drugs. 

How grapefruit juice inhibits CYP3A4 is currently
unknown. Scientists are trying to deduce the
mechanism so that future drug formulations can
contain the active chemicals from grapefruit juice and
less of the drug. 

 

Source: <www.wellness.com>
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Exercises 

Entropy 

1. Compare and contrast the following 
terms  

a) system, surroundings 

b) heat, work 

c) constant volume system, constant 
pressure system 

d) enthalpy, free energy 

e) enthalpy, entropy 

2. Without doing detailed calculations, 
predict the system entropy change in the 
following unbalanced reactions 

a) H2(g)   H(g) 

b) H2S(g) + O2(g)   
   SO2(g) + H2O(g)  

c) HgO(s)   Hg(l) + O2(g) 

3. Without doing detailed calculations, 
predict the system entropy change in the 
following unbalanced reactions 

a) CCl4(l)   CCl4(g) 

b) CuSO4·3H2O(s) + H2O(g)  
   CuSO4·5H2O(s) 

c) SO3(g) + H2(g)   
   SO2(g) + H2O(g)  

4. Without doing detailed calculations, 
predict the system entropy change in the 
following unbalanced reactions 

a) SO2(g) + O2(g)   SO3(g) 

b) N2H4(g)   N2(g) + H2(g) 

c) N2(g) + Cl2(g)   NCl3(l) 

5. Without doing detailed calculations, 
predict the system entropy change in the 
following reactions 

a) formation of snow in clouds 

b) combustion of gasoline in an engine 

c) expansion of carbon dioxide upon 
discharging a fire extinguisher 

6. Determine the number of microstates 
with 

a) three particles and four units of 
energy. The energy levels are spaced 
at integer increments. 

b) four particles and four units of energy. 
The energy levels are spaced at integer 
increments. 

c) three particles and six units of energy. 
The energy levels are spaced at integer 
increments. 

d) three particles and two units of energy. 
The energy levels are spaced at half-
integer increments: 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, … 
. 

7. Use entropic arguments to explain why 
gases always expand to fill their 
container. 

8. Use entropic arguments to explain why 
heat flows from hotter to colder areas. 

Second law of thermodynamics 

9.  — 

10.  — 

Gibbs free energy 

11. Without doing detailed calculations, 
which of the following are true at all 
temperatures? 

 I2(s)   2 I(g) 

 i)  ΔH > 0 

 ii) ΔH < 0 

 iii) ΔS > 0 

 iv) ΔS < 0 

 v) ΔG > 0 

 vi) ΔG < 0 

12. Without doing detailed calculations, 
which of the following are true at all 
temperatures? 
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 NH3(g) + HCl(g)   NH4Cl(s) 

 i)  ΔH > 0 

 ii) ΔH < 0 

 iii) ΔS > 0 

 iv) ΔS < 0 

 v) ΔG > 0 

 vi) ΔG < 0 

13. Predict which is thermodynamically 
more stable at 298 K: 1,1-dichloroethene, 
cis-1,2-dichloroethene, or trans-1,2-
dichloroethene? Why? 

14.  — 

Temperature dependence of ΔX 

15. Estimate the boiling point of the 
following using thermodynamic data. 

a) methanol 

b) ethanol 

c) 1-propanol 

d) 1-butanol 

e) 1-pentanol 

16. Estimate the following phase change 
temperatures using 298 K 
thermodynamic data. 

a) the melting and boiling points of 
sodium 

b) the melting point of magnesium oxide, 
MgO 

17. Estimate the following phase change 
temperatures using 298 K 
thermodynamic data. 

a) the melting and boiling point of zinc 

b) the sublimation temperature of iodine 

18. Naphthalene, C10H8, (historically used as 
moth balls) melts, boils, and sublimes. 
Estimate the themperature of these phase 
changes, using 298 K thermodynamic 
data.  

19. Investigate the phase change properties 
of naphthalene and rationalize your 
answers to question 18.  

20.  The boiling point of nitrogen is 77 K and 
the vaporization enthalpy is 5.56 kJ/mol. 

a) determine ΔvapS°  

b) determine ΔfH°(N2(l)) and S°(N2(l)) 

Standard Gibbs free energy calculations  

21. Given the chemical equations 

 N2(g) + 3 H2(g) 1  2 NH3(g) 

ΔrG°1 (298 K) = –32.8 kJ 

 N2(g) + O2(g) 2  2 NO(g) 

ΔrG°2 (298 K) = 175.2 kJ 

 N2(g) + 2 O2(g) 3  2 NO2(g) 

ΔrG°3 (298 K) = 102.7 kJ 

 2 N2(g) + O2(g) 4  2 N2O(g) 

ΔrG°4 (298 K) = 207.4 kJ 

 4 NH3(g) + 5 O2(g)  
 5  4 NO(g) + 6 H2O(g) 

ΔrG°5 (298 K) = –955.3 kJ 

 Combine them as necessary to obtain 
ΔrG° values for each of the following 
reactions.  

a) 2 NH3(g) + 2 O2(g)    
   N2O(g) + 3 H2O(l) 

b) 2 NH3(g) + 7/2 O2(g)   
   2 NO2(g) + 3 H2O(g) 

c) N2O(g) + 3/2 O2(g)   2 NO2(g) 

22. For each of the following reactions,  

i) determine if the reaction is 
spontaneous under standard conditions 
at 298 K. 

ii) determine how the spontaneity 
changes as a function of temperature. 

iii) if the spontaneity changes, at what 
temperature does the spontaneity 
change? 

a) CO2(g) + H2(g)   
   CO(g) + H2O(g) 

b) 2 NO(g) + Cl2(g)   2 NOCl(g) 

c) in concrete curing: 
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 CaO(s) + H2O(l)   Ca(OH)2(s) 

d) in a rocket fuel: 

 2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(g) 

23. For each of the following reactions,  

i) determine if the reaction is 
spontaneous under standard conditions 
at 298 K. 

ii) determine how the spontaneity 
changes as a function of temperature. 

iii) if the spontaneity changes, at what 
temperature does the spontaneity 
change? 

a) a step in the refining of steel: 

 Fe2O3(s) + 3 CO(g)   
   2 Fe(s) + 3 CO2(g) 

b) carbonyl insertion reaction: 

 CH3OH(g) + CO(g) + 2 H2(g)   
   C2H5OH(g) + H2O(g) 

c) decomposition of ammonium nitrate: 

 NH4NO3(s)   N2O(g) + 2 H2O(l) 

d) hydrogen production …  

 3 Fe(s) + 4 H2O(l)   
   Fe3O4(s) + 4 H2(g) 

24. Carbon dioxide is a common fire 
extinguishing material. However, carbon 
dioxide cannot be used on metal fires 
(sodium, magnesium, aluminum, etc.). 
Determine the reaction conditions where 
the following reaction is spontaneous: 

 2 Mg(s) + CO2(g, 1 bar)   
   2 MgO(s) + C(s)  

25. Prove that ΔrS° = 0 for the formation of 
an element in its standard state. 

ΔX in standard and non-standard 
conditions  

26. What information do ΔG and ΔG° 
provide about a chemical system? 

27. Why is ΔG° important even though most 
chemical reactions occur under non-
standard conditions? 

28. A reaction similar to the production of 
synthesis gas is the hydrogenation of coal 
to produce methane. 

 C(s) + 2 H2(g)   CH4(g) 

 If this reaction is conducted under 
standard conditions, in what temperature 
range is the reaction spontaneous? 

29. Combustion of propane, C3H8, occurs 
under non-standard conditions. 

a) A propane torch combusts a 
stoichiometric amount of propane in 
0.209 bar oxygen, 3.7·10–4 bar carbon 
dioxide, and 0.020 bar water vapor. 
Determine the reaction free energy at 
2350 K. 

b) In an automobile using propane fuel, 
the cylinder pressurizes the 
stoichiometric fuel:air mixture in a) by 
a factor of ten. Determine the reaction 
free energy at 2350 K. 

30. Photosynthesis uses solar energy to 
convert atmospheric carbon dioxide (PCO

2
 

= 0.0355 bar) and liquid water into 
carbohydrates (for example: glucose, C6H12O6) 
and oxygen (PO

2
 = 0.209 bar). Calculate 

ΔrG, ΔrH, and ΔrS for photosynthesis of 
one mole of solid glucose at 15 °C.  

Thermodynamics and equilibria 

31. Use thermodynamic data to determine the 
equilibrium constant for the following 
reactions at 25 °C. 

a) HCl(g)   H+(aq) + Cl–(aq) 

b) HCl(g)   HCl(aq) 

32. Use thermodynamic data to determine the 
equilibrium constant of the following 
unbalanced reactions at 200, 400, and 
800 K. 

a) N2O(g) + O2(g)   NO(g) 

b) HCl(g) + O2(g)   

   H2O(g) + Cl2(g) 
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c) Fe2O3(s) + H2(g)   

   Fe3O4(s) + H2O(g) 

33. For each of the following, 

i) determine the equilibrium constant. 

ii) determine the direction the reaction 
proceeds to reach equilibrium. 

a) 2 SO2(g, 0.012 bar) + O2(g, 0.20 bar)  
 280 K  2 SO3(g, 0.15 bar) 

b) H2(g, 1.55 bar) + I2(g, 0.017 bar)  
 350 K  2 HI(g, 0.15 bar) 

c) CH3COOH(aq, 0.10 mol/L)   
 298 K  CH3COO–(aq,   
 0.074 mol/L) + H+(aq, pH 2.50)  

34. Use the solubility equilibrium constant to 
determine ΔrG°(298 K) for each of the 
following solubility reactions. 

a) AgCl 

b) Ag2SO4 

c) Sr(IO3)2 

d) Fe(OH)3 

35. The following graph of ln(K) against 1/T 
shows the dependence of the equilibrium 
constant, K, on temperature, T, for a 
reaction. Use this graph to determine the 
ΔH° and ΔS°, and if the reaction is 
spontaneous at low or high temperatures.  

-12.4

-7.9

-3.4

0.00266 0.00299 0.00332

1/T , K–1

ln
(K

p)

y  = (–1.54·104) x  + 39.85

 

36. Dinitrogen pentoxide, N2O5, sublimes 
with a vapour pressure of 100 mmHg at 
7.5 °C and 1.0 bar at 32.1 °C.  

a) Write the chemical equation for this 
process. 

b) Determine ΔH° and ΔS° for this 
reaction. 

37. Equation 19.45 can be used to determine 
when other phase change reactions have a 
unity equilibrium constant. Determine 
this temperature for the following 
reactions. 

a) the sublimation temperature of iodine 

b) the conversion of red to white 
phosphorus 

38. The equilibrium constant for the reaction  

CO(g) + 3 H2(g)   CH4(g) + H2O(g) 

 was measured to be 

 KP(200 °C) = 2.2·1011 bar–2  

 KP(260 °C) = 4.6·108 bar–2.  

 Determine ΔH° and ΔS° for this reaction. 

39. The equilibrium constant for the reaction  

 N2O4(g)   2 NO2(g) 

 was measured to be 0.113 bar at 298 K 
and 0.710 at 320 K. Determine ΔH° and 
ΔS° for this reaction. 

40. Use thermodynamic data to determine the 
vapour pressure of methanol, CH3OH, at 
0 °C and 20 °C. 

41. Use the solubility constants of sphalerite 
and wurtzite (different forms of zinc sulfide) 
to determine ΔrG° for the reaction 

 ZnS(sphalerite)   ZnS(wurtzite) 

42. ???Use thermodynamic data to determine 
the equilibrium constant for equilibrium 
between cis and trans but-2-ene at 298 K. 
How does the equilibrium constant vary 
with temperature? 

43. The boat conformer of cyclohexane is 29 
kJ higher free energy than the chair 
conformer. Determine the equilibrium 
constant between the chair and boat 
confomers of cyclohexane at 298 K.  

 chair boat
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44. Acetylene (propyne) is used industrially in 
welding and cutting. Acetylene is a very 
reactive gas and polymerizes 
spontaneously. For long term storage, 
acetylene is dissolved in acetone, with 
the gaseous vapour being used 
industrially. In the gas phase, propyne is 
in equilibrium with propa-1,2-diene  

 H3C–C≡CH(g)  

   H2C=C=CH2(g) 

 Plot the equilibrium constant for this 
reaction as a function of temperature, 
from –40 °C to 60 °C — typical storage 
and use conditions. 

45. Several metal oxides release oxygen 
during thermal decomposition. 
Determine the temperature at which the 
following must be heated to produce 
oxygen at 1.0 bar. 

a) PbO 

b) Ag2O 

c) ZnO 

46. Sodium carbonate is produced from 
sodium hydrogen carbonate via the 
reaction 

 2 NaHCO3(s)    
 Na2CO3(s) + CO2(g) + H2O(g) 

a) Determine the temperature where the 
equilibrium constant is unity. 

b) Determine the temperature where the 
total gas pressure is 10.00 bar. 

47. Antoine Lavoisier proposed the law of 
conservation of mass based on the 
thermal decomposition of mercury(II) 
oxide, HgO.  

 HgO(s)   Hg(l) + 1/2 O2(g) 

 Determine the equilibrium composition 
at 25 °C and at 1000 °C. 

48. Marble is a form of calcium carbonate. 
Marble is formed when limestone  
undergoes metamorphic changes at high 
temperature and pressure.  

 CaCO3(s,limestone)  

   CaCO3(s,marble) 

 If marble is the thermodynamically most 
stable form above ??? K and using ΔrH° 
= ???, determine the reaction entropy. 

49. Does a true equilibrium exist for the 
following solubility reactions at 298 K? 

a) CuS(s)   Cu2+(aq) + S2–(aq) 

Ksp = 1.3·10–37 (mol/L)2 

b) HgS(s)   Hg2+(aq) + S2–(aq) 

Ksp = 6.4·10–53 (mol/L)2 

c) Bi2S3(s)   2 Bi3+(aq) + 3 S2–(aq) 

Ksp = 1.8·10–99 (mol/L)5 

50.  The production of sulfuric acid essay on 
page 899 indicates that high temperature 
is required to speed up the reaction, but 
that it decreases the yield of sulfur 
trioxide. 

 SO2(g) + 1/2 O2(g) 2 5V O  SO3(g) 

a) Plot the standard free energy as a 
function of temperature and determine 
the temperature when ΔrG°(T) = 0. 

b) If the reaction barrier is ??? kJ/mol, 
??? 

51. Plot the equilibrium constant as a 
function of temperature for the reaction 

 C(s, graphite)   C(s, diamond) 

52. a) Plot the standard free energy for the 
dehydration of barium chloride 
dihydrate from 0 °C to 500 °C.   

  BaCl2•2H2O(s)  
    BaCl2(s) + 2 H2O(g) 

b) Determine the temperature at which 
the products are favored. 

53. a) Plot the standard free energy for the 
dehydration of magnesiuim hydroxide 
from 0 °C to 800 °C.   

  Mg(OH)2(s)  
    MgO(s) + H2O(g) 
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b) Determine the temperature at which 
this reaction proceeds spontaneously. 

54. Thermogravimetry is used to monitor the 
mass of a sample with increasing 
temperature. A change in the mass means 
the sample is undergoing reaction. 
Thermogravimetric analysis of a sample 
of calcium carbonate dihydrate shows 
that the sample dehydrates (loses water) 
at (180 ± 10) °C. 

 CaCO3•2H2O(s)  
 1  CaCO3(s) + 2 H2O(g) 

 Calciuim carbonate decomposes at 
around (850 ± 50) °C. 

 CaCO3 
2  CaO(s) + CO2(g) 

a) Confirm reaction 2 using 
thermodynamic data. 

b) Determine the formation enthalpy and 
entropy of calcium carbonate 
dihydrate. 

55. Determine the temperature at which 
gaseous iodine is 50 % dissociated, 
starting with 0.160 bar gaseous iodine. 

 I2(g)   2 I(g) 

56. Determine the temperature at which 1.0 
% NO is produced in air at SATP.  

 N2(g) + O2(g)   2 NO(g) 

57. In Chapter 16, we assumed that acid-base 
neutralization reactions went to 
completion. Test the validity of this 
assumption for the neutralization of 
hydrochloric acid and sodium hydroxide. 

58. At what temperature does the equilibrium 
exist: 

 H2O(l)   H2O(g, 0.75 bar) 

59. Gaseous acetic acid, CH3COOH , can be 
produced through the reaction of gaseous 
methanol, CH3OH, and carbon 
monoxide.  

a) Determine the standard free energy at 
298 K and 350 K.  

b) At what temperature does ΔG° = 0?  

c) Starting with 8.0 bar of methanol and 
15 bar carbon monoxide at 850 K, 
determine the composition after 
equilibrium is reached? 

60. Methanol can be made by the reaction of 
CO with H2.  

 CO(g) + 2 H2(g)   CH3OH(g) 

a) Determine KP for this reaction at 350 
and 500 K.  

b) At what temperature does ΔG° = 0?  

c) Is this reaction favoured at high or low 
temperature? 

d) Is this reaction favoured at high or low 
reaction pressure? 

e) Starting with 5.5 bar CO, 12 bar H2, 
determine the composition at 350 K 
after equilibrium is reached. 

f) Which way would the equilibrium 
shift if 

i) CH3OH is removed 

ii) heat is added 

iii) helium is added 

iv) H2 is added 

61. Below is a possible reaction for 
converting methanol to ethanol. 

 CO(g) + 2 H2(g) + CH3OH(g)    
 CH3CH2OH(g) + H2O(g) 

a) Determine KP for this reaction at 400 
and 600 K.  

b) At what temperature does ΔG° = 0?  

c) Is this reaction favoured at high or low 
temperature? 

d) Is this reaction favoured at high or low 
reaction pressure? 

e) Starting with 2.5 bar CO, 3 bar H2, 
and 2.0 bar CH3OH, determine the 
composition at 400 K after 
equilibrium is reached. 

f) Which way would the equilibrium 
shift if 

i) CH3OH is removed 
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i) H2O is added 

ii) heat is added 

iii) helium is added 

iv) H2 is added 

62. The Haber process produces NH3(g) from 
N2(g) and H2(g). 

 1/2 N2(g) + 3/2 H2(g)   NH3(g) 

a) Determine KP for this reaction at 500 
K.  

b) At what temperature does ΔG° = 0?  

c) Is this reaction favoured at high or low 
temperature?  

d) Is this reaction favoured at high or low 
reaction pressure? 

e) Starting with 1.4 mol N2 and 5.5 mol 
H2 at a initial pressure of 23 bar, 
determine the moles of ammonia 
produced at 500 K after equilibrium is 
reached. 

f) Determine the work done by the 
system in e).  

g) Determine ΔrU° for the system in e).  

Thermodynamics and kinetics 

63.  — 

64.  — 

65.  — 

Coupled chemical reactions 

66. Why is the reaction AB   A + B 
always spontaneous at high temperatures. 

67. Consider the production of methanol via 
the following reaction. Liquid methanol 
is produced below the boiling point of 
methanol, 64 °C, and gaseous methanol 
above. 

 CO(g) + 2 H2(g)   CH3OH(l,g) 

a) Determine ΔrH° and ΔrS° for the 
reactions above and below 64 °C and 
ΔrG° for each at 64 °C. 

b) Quantitatively plot ΔrG° for the 
standard reaction from 300 K to 
500 K.  

 
Spontaneity of a methanol synthesis reaction
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 CO(g) + 2 H2(g)   CH3OH(l,g) 

 
c) When is the standard reaction 

spontaneous?  

68. Another method of producing hydrogen 
is from hydrocarbons via the steam 
reforming reaction. Using methane as an 
example, 

 CH4(g) + H2O(g)   
   CO(g) + 3 H2(g) 

 The syngas reaction (detailed on page 961) 
also produces hydrogen via the water gas 
shift reaction 

 CO(g) + H2O(g)  
   CO2(g) + H2(g)  

 Determine the temperature range where 
these systems favour hydrogen 
production. 

69. The Ostwald process is used to oxidize 
ammonia to nitrogen monoxide. 

 4 NH3(g) + 5 O2(g)   
 Pt, Rh  4 NO(g) + 6 H2O(g) 

 The conditions must be carefully 
controlled as competing reactions can 
occur. Other reactions produce N2O, 
NO2, or N2 instead of NO. 

a) Determine which reaction is 
thermodynamically preferred under 
standard conditions and 25 °C. 
Normalize your results to one mole of 
reacting ammonia. 
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b) Plot how each reaction changes with 
temperature. 

70. One formulation of CLR® (calcium, lime, 
and rust remover) contains a 10 % sodium 
dihydrogen phosphate, NaH2PO4, 
solution by mass. One use of CLR is to 
remove scale (calcium and magnesium 
carbonate) from appliances. Consumers 
may believe that heating will improve 
performance. 

a) Assuming CLR is used full strength 
and that there is sufficient acid to 
maintain a constant pH, determine the 
solubility of calcium carbonate at 

  i) 0 °C 

  ii) 25 °C 

  iii) 60 °C 

  iv) 85 °C 

 In determining the pH, the only 
dominant reaction is the acid 
dissociation of dihydrogen phosphate. 

b) What benefit is there with increasing 
the temperature? 

c) Under what conditions is the 
assumption ‘that there is sufficient 
acid to maintain a constant pH’ valid? 

71.  — 

INTEGRATIVE EXERCISES 

72. Explain why ΔrG and ΔrG° are both equal 
zero for solid:liquid and liquid:gas phase 
changes at 1.00 bar pressure. 

73. Oil, extracted from wells, is converted to 
gasoline and lighter hydrocarbons using a 
platinum catalyst under hydrogen gas. 

a) Write the reaction for oil (assume oil is 
C30H62) being converted to C5H12, 
C7H16, C8H18, and C10H22. 

b) Predict if the reaction is spontaneous 
or not. 

c) Is the reaction enthalpically or 
entropically controlled? (Estimate the 
reaction enthalpy using bond energy data.) 

74. Iron(II) thiocyanate, FeSCN+, is coloured 
with a maximum absorbance at 547 nm. 

Fe2+(aq) + SCN–(aq)   FeSCN+(aq) 

  

Temp. /°C Abs.
3.0 0.973

12.8 0.900

22.5 0.859

42.9 0.736

58.2 0.666  

 The molar absorptivity of FeSCN+ is 
2200 L/(mol cm). 25.0 mL of both 0.100 
mol/L Fe2+ and 0.250 mol/L SCN– are 
mixed and the absorbance measured at 
several temperatures in a 1.00 cm cell at 
547 nm. Determine the reaction enthalpy 
and reaction entropy. 

75.  — 

 

Answers to in-text exercises 
19.15 there are 10: (0,0,3)×3, (0,1,2)×6, (1,1,1) 

19.12 vanishingly close to zero 

19.16 a) 2.22·10-23 J/K; b) 2.69·10-23 J/K; c) 3.03·10-

23 J/K; d) 3.74·10-23 J/K. 

19.17 ??? 

19.29 a) ΔSuniv is positive, ΔSsys is positive, ΔSsurr 
could be positive or negative, but not so 
negative that it makes ΔSuniv negative; b) ΔSuniv 

is negative, ΔSsys is negative, ΔSsurr could be 
positive or negative, but not so positive that it 
makes ΔSuniv positive; c) a) ΔSuniv is positive, 
ΔSsys is positive, ΔSsurr could be positive or 
negative, but not so negative that it makes 
ΔSuniv negative; d) ΔSuniv is zero, for the 
forward reaction, ΔSsys is positive and ΔSsurr is 
equally negative 

19.41 a) ΔG negative; b) ΔG negative 
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19.47 The calculated values are; CH3OH: b.p. = 336 
K; C6H6: b.p. = 353 K; Pb: m.p. = 619 K 

19.52 a) ΔrH° = –114.2 kJ, ΔrS° = –146.5 J/K,; b) 
ΔrG°(298 K) = –70.5 kJ kJ, ΔrG°(550 K) = –
33.6 kJ,  c) 780 K 

19.62  
r r

lnS S R Q    
 

19.64 spontaneous at low temperatures, 1054 K 

19.65 a) rxn 1: spontaneous at high temp, 980.6 K; 
spontaneous at low temp, rxn 2: 411.3 K; b) 
ΔG = –6.4 kJ 

19.72 K = 1.61·10–10 bar–1 

19.73 ΔrG°3  = ΔrG°1  + ΔrG°2  

19.74 K = 3.57·1095 bar–3 

19.79 ??? 

19.84 ΔrH° = 52.4 kJ; ΔrS° = 165 kJ 

19.87 2.3·10–4 mol/L 

19.88 For the reaction A(l) → A(g), K = PA. 
Substitution of this into 19.85 gives the 
Clausius-Claperyon equation.  
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Chapter 20. Electrochemistry 

Recall from Chapter 19 that the free energy is the 
maximum work a system can do and still have a 
spontaneous process. At constant T and P, this is 
specifically the Gibbs free energy, ΔG. 

In section 18.3, we saw that free energy can be 
converted to mechanical work (w = –P ΔV). In this 
chapter, we explore converting free energy to 
electrical energy, which is usually more efficient 
than converting to mechanical energy. 

We explore three types of electrochemical cells: 

A galvanic or voltaic cell proceeds spontaneously (battery, rusting, etc.). 

An electrolytic cell is non-spontaneous (electrolysis, electroplating, electrosynthesis, etc.). 

A concentration cell has the same electrodes and reagents in the half-cells, but at different 
concentration (ion-selective electrodes, such as the pH meter). 

Cleaning silverware 

Cutlery is manufactured by electroplating a decorative metal onto a metal blank. Nickel-plated 
cutlery is common. Expensive cutlery is plated with silver, which explains the origin of the term 
‘silverware’. However, silver tarnishes in the presence of sulfur. Air contains small amounts of 
hydrogen sulfide, H2S, and methane thiol, H3CSH, produced by bacteria. Sulfur-containing 
entities are the odorous and irritant chemicals in onions and garlic, and the odorous component 
of flatulence! 

 Ag(s) + <sulfur>   Ag2S(s) 

Polishing silverware is a slow and boring chore. However, chemistry can help! Tarnished 
silverware is placed on an aluminum plate in a dish. Table salt, NaCl, or baking soda, NaHCO3 
(sodium hydrogen carbonate), is sprinkled on top and then everything is covered with warm water.  

 

picture??? silverware half in/half out of solution? 

 

The tarnish quickly disappears from the silverware. 

 3 Ag2S(s) + 2 Al(s) + 3 H2O(l) Na  6 Ag(s) + Al2O3(s) + 3 H2S(aq) 

Sodium ions catalyze the reaction. Baking soda neutralizes the hydrogen sulfide and releases 
carbon dioxide, which is a convenient indicator of the reaction progress. 

 H2S(aq) + HCO3
–(aq)   HS–(aq) + [H2CO3(aq)]   H2O(l) + CO2(g) 

Temperature /K

G
ib

bs
 E

n
er

gy

0

The maximum work that the 
system is capable of doing and 
still be spontaneous.

The minimum work that must be 
done to the system to make it 
spontaneous.

spontaneous
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20.1 Balancing reduction-oxidation reactions 

Section 11.3 introduces the concept of reduction-oxidation (redox) reactions. In brief, a redox 
reaction occurs when the oxidation state of entities within a system change during the course of a 
chemical reaction. Each redox reaction can be 
separated into two half-reactions: a reduction half-
reaction and an oxidation half-reaction. 

Assigning oxidation states 

These rules were originally presented in section 4.3. (See that section for more examples.) The 
procedure is given in order of precedence: once a rule is applied to an atom, move to the next 
atom. 

1. The oxidation state of atoms in free or elemental form is zero. 

2. Hydrogen has an oxidation state of 
1 when combined with nonmetals.

1 when combined with metals.




 

3. Group 1 and 2 elements have +1 and +2 oxidation states, respectively. 

4. Oxygen has an –2 oxidation state, unless bonded to oxygen or fluorine. 

5. Group 17 (halogens): fluorine has a –1 oxidation state. Other halogens have a –1 oxidation 
state unless combined with oxygen or a halogen higher on the periodic table. 

6. The sum of the oxidation states equals the charge on the entity. 

Rule 6 is always true. If you can assign all the oxidation states without rule 6, rule 6 can be used 
to check the assignments. 

The overall oxidation state of a polyatomic ion equals the charge on the ion. If a polyatomic ion 
is conserved during a reaction, assign an oxidation state to the conserved entity without worrying 
about the individual atoms in the polyatomic ion. 

▼——————————————— 

Assign oxidation states to the atoms or conserved entities in the following 
unbalanced chemical equations. (Section 4.3 (Oxidation states) contains examples of 

assigning oxidation states.) 

a) MnO4
–(aq) + I–(aq) H

  Mn2+(aq) + I2(s) 

b) P4(s) OH

  H2PO4
–(aq) + PH3(g) 

c) Fe3+(aq) + NH3OH+(aq) H

  Fe2+(aq) + N2O(g) 

d) ClO2(aq) OH

  ClO3
–(aq) + Cl–(aq) 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 20.1 

Reduction Oxidation
gain of electrons loss of electrons

loss of oxygen gain of oxygen

gain of hydrogen loss of hydrogen
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Balancing via half-reactions 

Section 11.3 introduces a procedure for balancing redox reactions via the half-reaction method. 
the procedure is summarized below. 

 Assign oxidation states to all atoms or conserved entities and identify the redox couples. 

 Rewrite the separate reduction and oxidation half-reactions. 

 Balance each half-reaction. 

◦ assume acidic conditions 

◦ balance all atoms except O and H 

◦ balance O by adding H2O 

◦ balance H by adding H+ 

◦ balance charge by adding electrons 

 Combine the two half-reactions and simplify. 

◦ equalize the number of electrons in each half-reaction (multiplying one or both by the 
appropriate integer(s)) 

◦ simplify and add — the electrons must cancel completely 

◦ verify mass and charge balance 

 Convert to basic conditions (if required). 

◦ add sufficient OH– to both sides to eliminate H+ 

◦ simplify 

◦ verify mass and charge balance 

▼——————————————— 

Balance a) and b) in exercise 20.1. 

a) MnO4
–(aq) + I–(aq) H

  Mn2+(aq) + I2(s) 

 Assign oxidation states and identify redox couples. 

ox
red

       
+7   –2   1 +2

H 2
4 2

   0  

MnO aq I aq Mn aq I s



    

 
 Rewrite the separate reduction and oxidation half-reactions. (States of matter are removed 

for convenience.) 

MnO4
–   Mn2+ 

I–   I2 

 Balance each half-reaction. 

MnO4
–   Mn2+    (balance unique atoms) 

MnO4
–   Mn2+ + 4 H2O  (balance O by adding H2O) 

MnO4
– + 8 H+   Mn2+ + 4 H2O  (balance H by adding H+) 

MnO4
– + 8 H+ + 5 e–   Mn2+ + 4 H2O  (balance charge by adding e–) 

EXAMPLE 20.2 

mass balance



 charge balance
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2 I–   I2    (balance unique atoms) 

2 I–   I2 + 2 e–   (balance charge by adding e–) 

 Combine the two half-reactions and simpify. 

2 MnO4
– + 16 H+ + 10 e    2 Mn2+ + 8 H2O  (multiplied by 2) 

10 I–   5 I2 + 10 e    (multiplied by 5) 

————————————————————— 

2 MnO4
–(aq) + 10 I–(aq) + 16 H+(aq) H

  2 Mn2+(aq) + 5 I2(s) + 8 H2O(l) 

 

b) P4(s) + OH

  H2PO4
– + PH3(g) 

 Assign oxidation states and identify redox couples. 

ox
red

     
+1  +5 –2  

O
  0 –3 +1  

H –
4 2 4 3P g H PO aq PH g



 

 
 Rewrite the separate reduction and oxidation half-reactions. (States of matter are removed 

for convenience.) 

P4   4 H2PO4
– 

P4   4 PH3 

 Balance each half-reaction. 

P4   4 H2PO4
–    (balance unique atoms) 

P4 + 16 H2O   4 H2PO4
–    (balance O by adding H2O) 

P4 + 16 H2O   4 H2PO4
– + 24 H+   (balance H by adding H+) 

P4 + 16 H2O   4 H2PO4
– + 24 H+ + 20 e–  (balance charge by adding e–) 

 

P4   4 PH3    (balance unique atoms) 

P4 + 12 H+   4 PH3    (balance H by adding H+) 

P4 + 12 H+ + 12e–   4 PH3    (balance charge by adding e–) 

 Combine the two half-reactions and simplify. 

3 P4 + 48 H2O   12 H2PO4
– + 72

12

H  + 60 e  (multiplied by 3) 

5 P4 + 60 H  + 60 e    20 PH3    (multiplied by 5) 

—————————————————————————— 

8 P4 + 48 H2O OH

  12 H2PO4
– + 20 PH3 + 12 H+ 

 This can be simplified further by dividing through by 4. 

2 P4 + 12 H2O OH

  3 H2PO4
– + 5 PH3 + 3 H+ 
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 Convert to basic conditions. 

2 P4 + 12 H2O (+ 3 OH–) OH

  3 H2PO4
– + 5 PH3 + 3 H+ (+ 3 OH–) H+ + OH– → H2O 

2 P4 + 12
9

2H O  + 3 OH– OH

  3 H2PO4
– + 5 PH3 + 

23 H O  

2 P4(s) + 9 H2O(l) + 3 OH– OH

  3 H2PO4
–(aq) + 5 PH3(g) 

▼——————————————— 

Balance c) and d) in exercise 20.1. 

c) Fe3+(aq) + NH3OH+(aq) H

  Fe2+(aq) + N2O(g) 

d) ClO2(aq) OH

  ClO3
–(aq) + Cl–(aq) 

Answer: see page 1055. 

▼——————————————— 

Automotive batteries use a lead-acid electrochemical cell in the battery. 
Sulfuric acid must be used because sulfate, SO4

2–, is a reagent in the reaction. 
Balance the electrochemical reaction for a lead-acid battery: 

Pb(s) + PbO2(s) 2 4H SO  PbSO4(s) 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 20.3 

EXERCISE 20.4 
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20.2 Electrochemical cells 

The key to converting free energy to electrical energy is to have the half-reactions occur in 
spatially different locations. Once connected electrically, the free energy manifests itself as the 
electrical potential of the system, measured in volts (V). The complete system is called an 
electrochemical cell.  

 
Figure 20.5  A typical laboratory electrochemical cell. 

Electrochemical cells 

Each spatially separated half-reaction occurs in a half-cell. 

The electrode makes electrical contact with the solution and is the location for electron-entity 
reactions — the chemistry occurs at the electrodes. 

The wire provides electrical connectivity for electrons. 

The salt bridge provides electrical connectivity for ions. 
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For electrodes,* 

• 




oxidation

reduction
 occurs at the 





anode

cathode
 

• active electrodes take part in the chemistry 

• inert (passive) electrodes provide electrical connectivity but do not take part in the 
chemistry. They are needed to provide a location for electron-entity reactions when there is 
no solid reacting entity. Graphite and platinum are common inert electrodes. 

▼——————————————— 

Are the electrodes active or passive in the zinc-copper electrochemical cell in 
figure 20.5? 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

20.3 Electrochemical conventions 

Cell diagrams are a convenient, common way of representing the chemistry occurring in an 
electrochemical cell. 

anode (oxidation) cathode (reduction)

solid gas solution solution gas solid
| |
| |
| |   

20.7 

• the anode is on the left; the cathode on the right 

• only entities that are changing oxidation state are included 

• phase boundaries (s ↔ l ↔ g) are separated by ‘|’ 

• the half-cells are separated by ‘
| |
| |
| |

’ (the salt bridge) 

• conducting solids form the electrode. If no solid is part of the redox reaction, an inert 
electrode is stated, usually platinum or graphite. 

Consider the electrochemical cell in figure 20.5, the overall reaction is 

Cu2+(aq) + Zn(s)   Cu(s) + Zn2+(aq) 

which can be separated into two half-reactions 

Cu2+(aq) + 2 e– red  Cu(s) 

Zn(s) ox  Zn2+(aq) + 2 e– 

                                                 
* A mnemonic often used to remember the electrochemical convention is, “LEO the lion says GER”, where LEO 

stands for ‘Loss of Electrons, Oxidation’ and GER stands for ‘Gain of Electrons, Reduction’. 

EXERCISE 20.6 

A convenient way to remember this is that both 
oxidation and anode begin with vowels and both 
reduction and cathode begin with consonants.* 
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From the half-reactions, the cell diagram becomes 

Zn(s) | Zn2+(aq) 
| |
| |
| |

 Cu2+(aq) | Cu(s) 

▼——————————————— 

Write the cell diagram for the reactions in exercise 20.1. 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

When concentrations are known, they are also included in the cell diagram 

▼——————————————— 

Write the cell diagram for the reaction 

2 Ag(s) + Br2(aq, 1.0 mol/L)   2 Ag+(aq, 1.0 mol/L) + 2 Br–(aq, 0.25 mol/L) 

 Separate the reaction into half reactions. 

2 Ag(s) ox  2 Ag+(aq, 1.0 mol/L) + 2 e– 

Br2(aq, 1.0 mol/L) + 2 e– red  2 Br–(aq, 0.25 mol/L) 

 Write the cell diagram. 

Ag(s) | Ag+(aq, 1.0 mol/L) 
| |
| |
| |

 Br2(aq, 1.0 mol/L), Br–(aq, 0.25 mol/L) | Pt(s) 

———————————————▲ 

Conventions 

Recall that standard thermodynamic conditions exist when reactions occur using 

• pure solids and liquids (extends to solvents) 

• unit activity (≈ 1 mol/L) solutions 

• unit fugacity (≈ 1 bar) partial pressure of gases 

• there is no standard temperature 

By this stage, you should be comfortable with intensive quantities like temperature, density, 
pressure, and concentration: these quantities do not change as we change the amount of 
substance. Electric potential is the first intensive reaction quantity.* Because of this and for 
convenience, certain conventions are different from the remainder of thermodynamics. (The 

rationalization for these conventions is given in section 20.4.) 
• Half-cell potentials are tabulated for the reduction half-reaction. 

• Instead of reversing and adding potentials to calculate the cell potential, the convention is 
to use only reduction reactions: 

Ecell = Ered(cathode) – Ered(anode) 20.10 

                                                 
* All other reaction quantities, such as enthalpy, are extensive — they depend on the amount of substance reacting. 

EXERCISE 20.8 

EXAMPLE 20.9 
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This is the origin of the term ‘potential difference’. 

• Electrochemical potentials are additive only when the electrons cancel (see section 20.4). 

• Multiplying a reaction by a coefficient does not change the cell potential; it changes the 
number of electrons — the current — transferred at that potential. 

Half-cell potentials 

Half-cell potentials are measured relative to hydrogen in what is called the standard hydrogen 
electrode (SHE). (The chemistry of the standard hydrogen electrode is discussed on page 1032.) 

H+(aq, 1 mol/L) + e–   1/2 H2(g, 1 bar)  E°red = E°H+|H2
 ≡ 0 V 

Recall that aqueous enthalpies are measured relative to H+ and that ΔfH°(H+) ≡ 0 kJ/mol. 
Similarly, ΔfG°(T) = 0 kJ/mol for H+ with unit activity. 

 

???image: SHE 

 

To measure the potential of the reduction reaction of entities relative to hydrogen, it is necessary 
to represent the SHE as the oxidation reaction.  

1/2 H2(g, 1 bar)   H+(aq, 1 mol/L) + e–  E°red = 0 V 

Pt(s) | H2(g, 1 bar) | H+(aq, 1 mol/L) 
| |
| |
| |

 …   E°red = 0 V 
20.11 

Measuring the reduction of copper(II) against a SHE, we have* 

Pt(s) | H2(g, 1 bar) | H+(aq, 1 mol/L) 
| |
| |
| |

 Cu2+(aq, 1 mol/L) | Cu(s) 

H2(g) + Cu2+(aq, 1 mol/L)   2 H+(aq, 1 mol/L) + Cu(s) 

     E°cell = E°Cu+2+|Cu = 0.342 V 

20.12 

Measuring the reduction of zinc(II) with SHE gives 

Pt(s) | H2(g, 1 bar) | H+(aq, 1 mol/L) 
| |
| |
| |

 Zn2+(aq, 1 mol/L) | Zn(s) 

H2(g) + Zn2+(aq, 1 mol/L)   2 H+(aq, 1 mol/L) + Zn(s) 

     E°cell = E°Zn+2+|Zn = –0.762 V 

20.13 

 

                                                 
* The notation 

2
Cu Cu

E 

o  refers to the reaction of Cu2+(aq) + 2e–   Cu(s) 
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▼——————————————— 

What does the negative cell potential in 20.13 indicate? 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

To determine the electrochemical potential for the reaction, 

Cu2+(aq) + Zn(s)   Cu(s) + Zn2+(aq) 

we can rearrange 20.12 and 20.13, which cancels the SHE and gives 

Pt(s) | H2(g, 1 bar) | H+(1 mol/L) 
| |
| |
| |

 Cu2+(1 mol/L) | Cu(s)  E°cell = 0.342 V 

Zn(s) | Zn2+(1 mol/L) 
| |
| |
| |

 H+(1 mol/L) | H2(g, 1 bar) | Pt(s)  E°cell = 0.762 V 

————————————————————————————————— 

Zn(s) | Zn2+(1 mol/L) 
| |
| |
| |

 Cu2+(1 mol/L) | Cu(s)    E°cell = 1.104 V 

More generally, since all the redox entities are referenced to the SHE, the hydrogen reaction can 
also be removed, allowing us to only consider the half-reactions: 

Cu2+(aq) + 2 e  red  Cu(s)   E°Cu+2+|Cu = 0.342 V 

Zn(s) ox  Zn2+(aq) + 2 e    E°Zn+2+|Zn = –0.762 V 

————————————————————————————————— 

Cu2+(aq) + Zn(s)   Cu(s) + Zn2+(aq)     cell red redcathode anodeE E E o o o  

      

2 2Cu Cu Zn Zncell

0.342 V 0.762 V

1.104 V

E EE   

  


o oo

 

 

 

 

Figure 20.15 A novel battery produced by inserting copper 
(standard house wiring) and zinc (a galvanized nail)

into a potato, or other fruit or vegetable. The 
potato is the salt bridge. In this image, two 
potato batteries each produce 1.1 V, for a 
total of 2.2 V to power the clock. 

DEMO Adding zinc to a blue copper(II) solution will reduce all the copper(II) to solid 
copper, making the solution colorless. (Residual zinc can be removed by making the solution 

acidic.) 

EXERCISE 20.14 
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Thar’s gold in them thar hills! 

So, how do you extract and purify it? 

During the California and Alaska gold rushes, miners use sluices and mining pans to physically 
separate visible gold nuggets based on their density. This process is labour intensive and has a 
poor yield, limited to visible nuggets with a high gold content. Gold dust and gold embedded in 
rock is missed. But this gold can be recovered using chemical techniques. (This process works to 

extract gold, silver, and copper from ore.) 

To chemically extract gold, ore is crushed to a powder and then mixed into a basic cyanide 
solution. Air is bubbled through the solution, which oxidizes the gold and forms a soluble 
complex with cyanide.  

 4 Au(s) + 8 NaCN(aq) + O2(g) + 2 H2O(l) OH

  4 NaAu(CN)2(aq) + 4 NaOH(aq) 

The undissolved ore is removed by filtration, leaving a solution (liquor) high in dissolved gold.  

The gold can be recovered using zinc, which undergoes a redox reaction to recover the gold. 

 2 Au(CN)2
–(aq) + Zn(s)   2 Au(s) + Zn(CN)4

2–(aq)  E°cell = 0.66 V 

The metal is further refined using electrolysis, ultimately achieving purities of 99.999+ percent. 

The initial dissolution of ore is environmentally hazardous. Cyanide is extremely toxic and 
‘accidental’ releases kill downstream animals. Acidifying the cyanide solution below pH 10 
switches the equilibrium to hydrogen cyanide, a toxic gas used to kill prisoners in gas chambers. 
Done properly, however, the cyanide can be recovered and recycled back into the processing 
system.  

Table 20.16 lists the standard reduction potentials at 298 K for some common half-reactions. The 

strongest 
oxidizing

reducing

 
 
 

 agents have the most 
positive

negative

 
 
 

 potential. Since the potential is an 

indication of spontaneity, those with the most positive potential are most ‘willing’ to undergo 
reduction — they are oxidizing agents. Those with the most negative potential will be 
spontaneous in the reverse direction — they are strong reducing agents. 

Importantly, these reduction potentials are only valid at 298 K. Cell potentials are temperature 
dependent, and section 20.4 provides more information on this and provides a strategy for 
calculating the cell potential at other temperatures. 
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Table 20.16  Selected standard reduction potentials. Appendix B.7 contains a more comprehensive list. 

           Reaction    (aqueous unless specified) E red /V            Reaction    (aqueous unless specified) E red /V

F2(g) + 2e– → 2F– 2.866 Hg2Cl2(s) + 2e– → 2Hg(l) + 2Cl– 0.268

Au+ + e– → Au(s) 1.692 AgCl(s) + e– → Ag(s) + Cl– 0.222

H2O2 + 2H+ + 2e– → 2H2O(l) 1.776 Co(OH)3(s) + e– → Co(OH)2(s) + OH– 0.17

PbO2(s) + SO4
2– + 4H+ + 2e– → PbSO4(s) + 2H2O(l) 1.691 Cu2+ + e– → Cu+ 0.153

Au3+ + 3e– → Au(s) 1.498 2H+ + 2e– → H2(g) 0.000

MnO4
– + 8H+ + 5e– → Mn2+ + 4H2O(l) 1.507 AgCN(s) + e– → Ag(s) + CN– -0.017

Cl2(g) +2e– → 2Cl– 1.358 Fe3+ + 3e– → Fe(s) -0.037

MnO2(s) + 4H+ + 2e– → Mn2+ + 2H2O(l) 1.224 Pb2+ + 2e– → Pb(s) -0.126

O2(g) + 4H+ + 4e– → 2H2O(l) 1.229 Co2+ + 2e– → Co(s) -0.28

2IO3
– + 12H+ + 10e– → I2 + 6H2O(l) 1.195 Ag(CN)2

– + e– → Ag(s) + 2CN– -0.31

Br2(l) + 2e– → 2Br– 1.066 PbSO4(s) + 2e– → Pb(s) + SO4
2– -0.359

AuCl4
– + 3e– → Au(s) + 4Cl– 1.002 Fe2+ + 2e– → Fe(s) -0.447

NO3
– + 4H+ + 3e– → NO(g) + 2H2O(l) 0.957 2CO2(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → H2C2O4(aq) -0.49

Hg2+ + 2e– → Hg(l) 0.851 Fe(OH)3(s) + e– → Fe(OH)2(s) + OH– -0.56

Ag+ + e– → Ag(s) 0.800 Co(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Co(s) +2OH– -0.73

Hg2
2+ + 2e– → 2Hg(l) 0.797 Zn2+ + 2e– → Zn(s) -0.762

Fe3+ + e– → Fe2+ 0.771 2H2O(l) + 2e– → H2(g) + 2OH– -0.828

O2(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → H2O2(aq) 0.695 Al3+ + 3e– → Al(s) -1.662

MnO4
–+ 2H2O(l) + 3e– → MnO2(s) + 4OH– 0.595 Al(OH)4

– + 3e– → Al(s) + 4OH– -2.328

I2(s) + 2e– → 2I– 0.536 Mg2+ + 2e– → Mg(s) -2.372

I3
– + 2e– → 3I– 0.536 Zr(O)(OH)2(s) + H2O(l) + 4e– → Zr(s) + 4OH– -2.36

Cu+ + e– → Cu(s) 0.521 Na+ + e– → Na(s) -2.71

Ag2CO3(s) + 2e– → 2Ag(s) + CO3
2– 0.47 Ca2+ + 2e– → Ca(s) -2.868

O2(g) + 2H2O(l) + 4e– → 4OH– 0.401 Ca(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Ca(s) + 2OH– -3.02

Cu2+ + 2e– → Cu(s) 0.342 Li+ + e– → Li(s) -3.04

Source: CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics , CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl., 2004.

Standard Reduction Potentials (298 K)
° °

 
Determining the electrochemical potential is an additional step in the balancing process. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the standard electrochemical potential for the reaction: 

MnO4
–(aq) + I–(aq) H

  Mn2+(aq) + I2(s) 

 The balancing has been done in exercise 20.1 a). The resultant half-reactions are given 
below with their respective standard reduction potentials.  

MnO4
– + 8 H+ + 5 e– red  Mn2+ + 4 H2O  E°red = 1.507 V 

2 I–  ox  I2 + 2 e–   E°red = 0.536 V 

EXAMPLE 20.17 
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 Multiplying by a constant to equalize the number of electrons does not change the 
reduction potential, just the number of electrons transferred. When the reactions are added, 
the cell potential is calculated using 20.10. 

2 MnO4
– + 16 H+ + 10 e  red  2 Mn2+ + 8 H2O E°red = 1.507 V 

10 I–  ox  5 I2 + 10 e   E°red = 0.536 V 

——————————————————————————————— 

2 MnO4
–(aq) + 10 I–(aq) + 16 H+(aq) H

  2 Mn2+(aq) + 5 I2(s) + 8 H2O(l) 

    

   cell red redcathode anode

1.507 V 0.536 V

0.971 V

E E E 

 



o o o

 

▼——————————————— 

Balance each reaction and determine the standard electrochemical potential at 
298 K for the following reactions. 

a) MnO4
–(aq) + H2C2O4(aq) H

  Mn2+(aq) + CO2(g) 

b) ClO–(aq) OH

  Cl–(aq) + O2(g) 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

 

EXERCISE 20.18 
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20.4 Relating cell potentials to thermodynamics 

Sections 20.4 and 20.5 relate electrochemistry to thermodynamics and equilibria, respectively. 
The mathematical relationship between these parameters is given in figure 20.19. 

 cell

e

2.303
log

R T
E K

n F

ocellEo

G 

K
 

Figure 20.19  A concept map illustrating the mathematical relationships between electrochemistry,
thermodynamics, and equilibria. 

Relationship with free energy 

[1820s] Michael Faraday studied electrolysis and derived a relationship between work, number 
of electrons being transferred, and electrochemical cell potential for a system operating 
reversibly. Reversibly means that current is drawn infinitely slowly from the cell. 

rev celle
w n F E  20.20 

where F is Faraday’s constant and is the charge on one mole of electrons.* 

1 mol e– = 96 485 C 20.21 

which gives the equalities 

mol e 96485 C
1

96485 C mol e



   20.22 

The unit of charge is the coulomb, C.  

                                                 
* Faraday’s constant is the product of two fundamental constants: 

  
–

19
Ae

C
1.6022 10

e
F q N 


    23 e

6.0221 10


 
C

96485
mol e mol e   
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To explore the concept of ‘reversible’, consider that an automobile battery can provide 12 V to 
the lights and electronics in the vehicle. This small drain on the battery is small (approximately 
reversible) and the battery potential remains at 12 V. However, when starting the vehicle, 
hundreds of amps are drawn. This large drain on the battery is not reversible and the battery 
potential drops below 12 V. This is observed as dimming of the lights during the motor cranking. 

▼——————————————— 

Conduct a dimensional analysis on 20.20 and show that 
J

V
C

 . 

———————————————▲ 

Recall from section 19.5 that the free energy, –ΔG, is the maximum work that a system can do 
and still be spontaneous. Faraday extracted that energy as electrical work. 

–ΔG = wrev 20.24 

Combining 20.20 and 20.24, and including the temperature dependence, gives 

   
   

e

e

G T n F E T

G T n F E T





  

    
  

arbitrary conditions

standard conditions
 20.25 

 
This is the link between thermodynamics and electrochemistry. 

Since the free energy is temperature dependent, 20.25 shows that cell potentials are also 
temperature dependent. For electrochemical cells at temperatures other than 298 K, we must 
calculate the reaction free energy at the required temperature and then use 20.25 to determine the 
potential. 

▼——————————————— 

If you live in a cold climate, you know it is sometimes a challenge to start an 
automobile when the temperature dips below –20 °C in the winter. One theory 

is that the battery voltage is reduced because of the temperature. 12 volt automotive batteries 
consist of six lead-acid batteries in series. Using thermodynamic data, determine the standard 
cell potential at 25 °C and at –20 °C. 

Pb(s) + PbO2(s) 2 4H SO  PbSO4(s) 

EXERCISE 20.23 

EXAMPLE 20.26 
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 The reaction was balanced in exercise 20.4. The half-reactions and balanced chemical 
equation are 

Pb(s) + SO4
2–(aq)   2 4H SO  PbSO4(s) + 2 e– 

       E°red(298 K) = 1.690 V 

PbO2(s) + 4 H+(aq) + SO4
2–(aq) + 2 e– 2 4H SO  PbSO4(s) + 2 H2O(l) 

       E°red(298 K) = –0.356 V 
—————————————————————————————————— 
Pb(s) + PbO2(s) + 4 H+(aq) + 2 SO4

2–(aq) 2 4H SO  2 PbSO4(s) + 2 H2O(l) 

       E°cell(298 K) = 2.046 V 

 The above process will not work at 253 K since the electrochemical data is only valid at 
298 K. To determine the cell potential at 253 K, we need to determine ΔG(253 K). 

Pb(s) + PbO2(s) 2 4H SO  PbSO4(s) 

           

 

+ 2
2 4 4 2

kJ molf

J mol K

Pb s PbO s 4 H aq 2 SO aq 2 PbSO s 2 H O l

0 277.4 0 909.3 920.0 285.8

64.8 68.6 0 20.1 148.5 69.9

H

S

    
     


 

r

r

315.6 kJ

263.2 J K

H

S

   
  

 

 r r r

3

253 K

315.6 10 J 253 K

G H T S      

   
J

263.2
K



382.2 kJ 

 

 The standard cell potential can be determined from 20.25. 

       

 
 

e
e

cell

2

382.2 kJ
253 K 1.981 V

G T
G T n F E T E T

n F

E
n F







 
       




 


o

 

 The potential at –20 °C is slightly less than the potential at 25 °C (≈ 3.2 %), but not 
substantially. It is unlikely that the decreased potential is the cause of starting difficulties at 
low temperature. Other factors are responsible for poor battery performance at low 
temperature. 

(Note: this example requests you to determine the standard cell potential. In reality. the battery does not 

operate under standard conditions (the acid concentration is typically 10 mol/L), but the effect is similar at 

253 K and 298 K so it does not significantly affect the results. This will be shown in Example 20.42.) 

▼——————————————— 

Use thermodynamic data to confirm that E°cell(298 K) = 2.046 V for the lead 

acid battery in example 20.26. 
EXERCISE 20.27 
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the cell potential of the copper:zinc battery at 0, 25, and 75 °C. 

Cu2+(aq) + Zn(s)   Cu(s) + Zn2+(aq) 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

Intensive nature of the cell potential 

It was presented on page 996 that cell potential was an intensive property, independent of the 
amount reacted. We can prove this by considering the zinc-hydrogen reaction: 

Zn(s) + 2 H+(aq) 
–

|
2 e

  Zn2+(aq) + H2(g)   ΔG°(298 K) = –147 kJ 

       
 

cell

2

147 kJ
298 K 0.762 VE

n F


 


o  

Multiplying the reaction by two gives 

2 Zn(s) + 4 H+(aq) 
–

|
4 e

  2 Zn2+(aq) + 2 H2(g) ΔG°(298 K) = –294 kJ 

       
 

cell

4

294 kJ
298 K 0.762 VE

n F


 


o  

Free energy is extensive, varying with the reaction multiplier. The cell potential is intensive, 
independent of the reaction multiplier. Cell potential is made intensive by dividing by the moles 
of electrons transferred in the reaction. Increasing the quantity of reagents increases the quantity 
of electrons transferred — the current — but not the potential at which they are transferred. 

▼——————————————— 

Confirm that the above two chemical equations are 2 and 4 electron processes, 
respectively, by balancing via half-reactions. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 20.28 

EXERCISE 20.29 
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Additivity of the cell potential 

When reactions are added, free energy is additive.  

An+ + ne– 1  A  red 1 red,1e ,1
cathodeG n F E  o o  

B 2  Bn+ + ne–  ox 2 ox,2e ,2
anodeG n F E  o o  

    red,2e ,2ox 2 anoden F EG   o  

—————————————————————————— 

An+ + B 3  A + Bn+ cell 3 red 1 ox 2G G G    o o o  

Recall that the convention is to report everything as reduction. Thus, the free energy equation 
converts to 

cell 3 red,1 red,2G G G   o o o   

substituting for ΔG = –ne– F E gives 

e
n F cell,3 e

E n F o  red,1 e
cathodeE n Fo  red,2 anodeEo  20.30 

Since 
e

n   is the same for both reactions, equation 20.30 simplifies to 

E°cell = E°red(cathode) – E°red(anode)  20.31 

This derives equation 20.10, previously given without proof, and confirms that the cell potential 
is independent of the number of electrons transferred (and the stoichiometric multiplier). In the 
above example, the number of electrons transferred is a constant and cancels from the equation.  

It is impossible to tabulate reduction potentials for all half-reactions. However, it is possible to 
calculate the reduction potential if reactions add to the half-reaction of interest. When half 
reactions are added to produce another half-reaction, the electrons do not cancel. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the reduction potential for the reduction of iron(III) to solid iron. 

Fe3+(aq) + e– 1  Fe2+(aq) red,1Eo  = 0.771 V  red 1 1 0.771 VG F  o  

Fe2+(aq) + 2 e– 2  Fe(s) red,2Eo  = –0.440 V   red 2 2 0.440 VG F   o  

————————————————————————————————— 

Fe3+(aq) + 3 e– 3  Fe(s) red,3 0.331 VE  o

see below

 red 3 red 1 red 2G G G    o o o  

red 3 red 1 red 2

3

G G G

n F

    



o o o

red,3 1E n F o
red,1 2E n F o

red,2

3 red,3 1 red,1 2 red,2

1 red,1 2 red,2
red,3

3

E

n E n E n E

n E n E
E

n

 




o

o o o

o o
o

 

EXAMPLE 20.32 
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red,3

1 0.771 V 2 0.440 V

3

0.036 V

E
   



 

o

 
–0.036 V is the experimentally observed reduction potential. 

———————————————▲ 

For balanced chemical equations, the electrons in the reduction and oxidation reactions must be 
equal and cancel. When determining a half-reaction, the electrons do not cancel and potentials 
are not additive; the overall potential must be calculated using free energies. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the reduction potential for the reduction of oxygen to water. 

O2(g) + 2 H+ + 2 e– 1  H2O2(aq)   red,1Eo  = 0.68 V 

H2O2(aq) + 2 H+ + 2 e– 2  2 H2O(l)   red,2Eo  = 1.78 V 

—————————————————————————– 

O2(g) + 4 H+ + 4 e– 3  2 H2O(l)  red,3 ?E o  

Answer: see page 1055. 

▼——————————————— 

There exists a free energy for every reaction, redox and non-redox. Is there a 
cell potential for every reaction? 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

Latimer diagrams 

Latimer diagrams display the standard reduction potentials, redE  , for multiple oxidation states of 

an element in a series of entities. 

acidic

IO4
– HOI(g)

1.20 V

IO3
– 1.13 V 1.44 V1.589 V

I–0.535 VI2(s)

 

20.35 

The most stable oxidation state is the one to which all reactions are spontaneous. I– is most stable 
in 20.35. Disproportionation is the reaction of an entity to yield one with a higher and one with a 
lower oxidation state. Disproportion occurs if the potential to the right is greater than the 
potential to the left. HOI disproportionates in 20.35. 

EXERCISE 20.33 

EXERCISE 20.34 
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▼——————————————— 

In 20.35, HOI is proposed to disproportionate. Balance the reaction and 
confirm that the cell potential for the disproportionation reaction is positive. 

HOI(aq)   IO3
–(aq) + I2(aq) 

Answer: see page 1055. 

▼——————————————— 

Often, a redox reaction proceeds through multiple oxidation states in a 
chemical reaction. Under acidic conditions, permanganate is reduced directly 

to manganese(II). Determine the direct standard reduction potential, a. 

acidic

1.679 V

a

Mn
-1.185 V

MnO4
– MnO4

2– MnO2(s) Mn2+0.56 V 2.24 V 1.224 V

 
 Determine the overall reduction reaction. 

MnO4
– + 4 H+ + 3 e– 1  MnO2(s) + 2 H2O(l)  red 1 3 1.679 VG F  o  

MnO2(s) + 4 H+ + 2 e– 2  Mn2+ (aq) + 2 H2O(l)  red 2 2 1.224 VG F  o  

———————————————————————————————— 

MnO4
– + 8 H+ + 5 e– 3  Mn2+ (aq) + 4 H2O(l)  red 3 red,35G F E  o

 

 Determine the overall reduction potential from the summation of free energies. 

red 3 red 1 red 2

5

G G G

F

   



o o o

red,3 2E F  1.224 V 3 F  1.679 V
 

red,3

2 1.224 V 3 1.679 V

5

1.497 V

E
  





o

 

———————————————▲ 

DEMO Reduction of permanganate with hydrogen peroxide. In acidic conditions, the final 
solution is clear, indicating no solid manganese(IV) oxide. In basic conditions, the 
final solution contains brown manganese(IV) oxide precipitate. 

EXERCISE 20.36 

EXAMPLE 20.37 
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20.5 Relating cell potentials to equilibria 

Review the significant digits rules for logarithm/inverse logarithm operations on page 22 prior 
to completing this section and the remainder of this chapter. 

Reactions under non-standard conditions 

Both equations 19.61 and 20.25 relate to the free energy of a system. From them, an equation can 
be derived that determines the electrochemical potential under non-standard conditions. 

ΔG(T) = ΔG°(T) + R T ln(Q) 19.61 

substituting for the free energy from 20.25 gives 

     
e e

lnn F E T n F E T R T Q        

dividing through by  e
n F  gives 

     
e

ln
R T

E T E T Q
n F

    20.38 

Equation 20.38 was first proposed by Walther Nernst in 1889, except he proposed the common 

logarithm version:    ln 2.303 logQ Q  * 

     
e

2.303
log

R T
E T E T Q

n F

     Nernst equation 20.39 

substituting for R = 8.314 J/(mol K), F = 96 485 C/(mol e–), and T = 298 K. 

     
e

0.05916 V mol e
298 K 298 K logE E Q

n 


    20.40 

The Nernst calculates the cell potential in non-standard conditions. The reaction quotient, Q, 
(defined in section 15.4) is the ratio ‘products over reactants’ for an arbitrary state of the system. 
20.40 is the link between electrochemistry and equilibria. 

                                                 
* A logarithm can be calculated to any base. Base-10 and base-e logarithms are common in science. Base-10 

logarithms are often known as ‘common logarithms’, base-e as ‘natural logarithms’. To calculate the relationship 
between common and natural logarithms, realize that  xy log  is the same as yx 10 , then 

  
     

 
   

ln 10 ln ln 10

ln
log

ln 10

yx x y

x
y x

  

 
 

       ln ln 10 logx x  

    ln 2.303 logx x   

 
common (log) natural (ln)

1 0 0.000

10 1 2.303

100 2 4.605

1000 3 6.908

… … …

Number
Logarithm
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▼——————————————— 

Confirm the simplification of the pre-logarithm term in 20.39 to that in 20.40 
at 298 K. 

▼——————————————— 

This example continues from example 20.26: determine the cell potential of 
an automotive battery containing 10 mol/L sulfuric acid at 25 °C and –20 °C. 

Pb(s) + PbO2(s) 2 4H SO  PbSO4(s) 

 The balanced chemical equation and standard cell potentials were calculated in example 
20.26. 

Pb(s) + PbO2(s) + 4 H+(aq) + 2 SO4
2–(aq) 2 4H SO  2 PbSO4(s) + 2 H2O(l) 

 
 

cell

cell

298 K 2.046 V

253 K 1.981 V

E

E





o

o
 

 The balanced chemical equation also gives Q. 

 4 22
4

1

H SO
Q

 


  
 

 The hydron and sulfate concentrations must be determined from the dissociation of sulfuric 
acid. Following example 16.33 on page 776, sulfuric acid is diprotic, the first proton is 
strong and the second weak. For the first proton: 

     2 4 4

mol/L

H SO aq H aq HSO aq

10 0 0

10 10 10

0 10 10

 



I

C

E

 

For the second proton, there is an initial hydron concentration from the first dissociation. 

     2
4 4

mol/L

HSO aq H aq SO aq

10 10 0

10 10

x x x

x x x

  


 

I

C

E



 

2
4

a2

4

2

H SO

HSO

mol
1.11 10

L

K
 





      
  

 

 

It is unlikely that the assumption will be valid. Substitution into the Ka2 equation and 
solving the quadratic gives 

 2

2

10 mol Lmol
1.11 10

L 10 mol L

10.02 mol L

1.11 10 mol L

x x

x

x






 








  

EXERCISE 20.41 

EXAMPLE 20.42 
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The positive root returns all positive equilibrium concentrations 

[H+] = 10 mol/L 

[SO4
2–] = 1.1·10–2 mol/L 

 Substitution into Q gives 

 

6

4 22
4

1 L
0.815

molH SO
Q

 

    
   

 

 Substitution of the standard cell potentials and Q into 20.39 gives 

     
e

2.303
log

R T
E T E T Q

n F

    

 
J

mol K
2.303 8.314

298 K 2.046 VE


 
298 K

2 mol e C

mol e
96485 

 

 
J

mol K

log 0.815 2.043 V

2.303 8.314
273 K 1.981 VE




 

273 K

2 mol e C

mol e
96485 

 log 0.815 1.978 V

 

 The potentials under non-standard conditions differ by 0.003 V from the standard 
potentials. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the cell potential for the following reaction at 298 K. 

Zn(s) | Zn2+(0.150 mol/L) 
| |
| |
| |

 Ag+(0.100 mol/L) | Ag(s) 

 Identify the half reactions and standard reduction potential. 

Zn(s) ox  Zn2+(aq) + 2 e–     E°red(298 K) = –0.762 V 

Ag+(aq) + e– red  Ag(s)     E°red(298 K) = 0.800 V 
——————————————————————————————— 

Zn(s) + 2 Ag+(aq)   Zn2+(aq) + 2 Ag(s)  E°cell(298 K) = 1.562 V 

 Determine the reaction quotient, Q. 

 
 

2 mol
L

2 2mol
L

0.150Zn L
15.0

mol0.100Ag
Q




  
  

 

 Substitution of the standard cell potentials and Q into 20.39 gives 

     
e

2.303
log

R T
E T E T Q

n F

    

 
J

mol K
2.303 8.314

298 K 1.562 VE


 
298 K

2 mol e C

mol e
96485 

 log 15.0 1.527 V  

EXAMPLE 20.43 
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the cell potential for the oxidation of iron in air at SATP. 

Fe(s) + 3/2 O2(g)   Fe2O3(s) 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

pH effect on electrochemical potentials 

Consider the oxidation of iron in acidic and basic aqueous environments: 

• In an acidic environment, 

Fe(s)   Fe3+(aq) + 3 e–      E°red(298 K) = –0.036 V 

O2 + 4 H+(aq) + 4 e–   4 OH–(aq)    E°red(298 K) = 1.229 V 
—————————————————————————————————— 

4 Fe(s) + 3 O2(g) + 12 H+(aq) H

  4 Fe3+(aq) + 6 H2O(l)–E°cell(298 K) = 1.265 V 

• In a basic environment,  

Fe(s)   Fe3+(aq) + 3 e–      E°red(298 K) = –0.036 V 

O2(g) + 2 H2O(l) + 4 e–   4 OH–(aq)   E°red(298 K) = 0.401 V 
—————————————————————————————————— 

4 Fe(s) + 3 O2(g) + 6 H2O(l) OH

  4 Fe3+(aq) + 12 OH–(aq)–E°cell(298 K)= 0.437 V 

The difference between acidic and basic environments is 0.828 V, which corresponds to 
changing the hydron concentration from 1 to 10–14 mol/L at 298 K. 

Pt(s) | H2(g) | OH–(aq) , H2O(l) 
| |
| |
| |

 H+(aq) | H2(g) | Pt(s)  E°red(298 K) = 0.828 V 

H+(aq) + OH–(aq)   H2O(l)      E°red(298 K) = 0.828 V 

or, considering nonstandard states 

Pt(s) | H2(g, 1 bar) | H+(aq, 1·10–14 mol/L) 
| |
| |
| |

 H+(aq, 1 mol/L) | H2(g, 1 bar) | Pt(s) 

        E°red(298 K) = 0.828 V 

▼——————————————— 

Confirm the cell potential going from 1 mol/L hydron to 1 mol/L hydroxide, 
(10–14 mol/L hydron), at 298 K. 

Pt(s) | H2(g) | H+(aq, 1.0·10–14 mol/L) 
| |
| |
| |

 H+(aq, 1 mol/L) | H2(g, 1 bar) | Pt(s) 

EXERCISE 20.44 

EXAMPLE 20.45 
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 Identify the half reactions and standard reduction potential. 

H2(g) ox  2 H+(aq, 1.0·10–14 mol/L) + 2 e–   E°red(298 K) = 0.000 V 

2 H+(aq, 1 mol/L) + 2 e– red  H2(g)    E°red(298 K) = 0.000 V 
————————————————————————————————— 
H2(g) + 2 H+(aq, 1 mol/L)   2 H+(aq, 1.0·10–14 mol/L) + H2(g) 

       E°cell(298 K) = 0.000 V 

 Determine the reaction quotient, Q. 

 
 

2 214
ox 28

2 2

red

H 1.0 10 mol L L
1.0 10

mol1 mol LH
Q

 




      
  

 

 Substitution of the standard cell potentials and Q into 20.39 gives 

     
e

2.303
log

R T
E T E T Q

n F

    

 
J

mol K
2.303 8.314

298 K 0.000 VE


 
298 K

2 mol e C

mol e
96485 

 28log 1.0 10 0.828 V   

▼——————————————— 

Repeat 20.45 to determine the cell potential when the chemical equation is 
written as 

1/2 H2(g) + H+(aq, 1 mol/L)   H+(aq, 1.0·10–14 mol/L) + 1/2 H2(g) 

Answer: see page 1055. 

▼——————————————— 

Aluminum metal reacting with either strongly acidic or strongly basic 
solutions is a convenient source of hydrogen gas. Balance the reactions and 

determine the cell potentials for these reactions. 

Al(s) H

  Al3+(aq) + H2(g) 

Al(s) OH

  Al3+(aq) + H2(g) 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

Relationship between electrochemistry and equilibria 

Recall that the cell potential is the driving force to equilibrium. Thus, at equilibrium, the cell 
potential must be zero: cellE (T) = 0. This result is also obtained by realizing that ΔG(T) equals 

zero at equilibrium. Substituting this into 20.39 gives 

   cell

e

2.303
log

R T
E T K

n F

o
 20.48 

EXERCISE 20.46 

EXERCISE 20.47 
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At 298 K, equation 20.48 simplifies to  

   cell

e

0.05916 V mol e
298 K logE K

n 


o  20.49 

Equation 20.48 indicates how the equilibrium constant can be calculated by knowing the 
standard cell potential, and vice versa. 

▼——————————————— 

Derive equation 20.48. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the equilibrium constant for the reaction 

2 NO2(g)   N2O4(g) 

 Identify half reactions that sum to the desired chemical reaction. 

NO2(g) + H+(aq) + e– red  HNO2(g)   E°red(298 K) = 1.082 V 

2 HNO2(g) ox  N2O4(g) + 2 H+(aq) + 2 e–  E°red(298 K) = 1.057 V 
——————————————————————————————— 

2 NO2(g)   N2O4(g)–     E°cell(298 K) = 0.025 V 

 Substitute into 20.48 and determine the equilibrium constant.* 

       celle
cell

e

2.303
log log

2.303

n F E TR T
E T K K

n F R T





  
o

o  

 
2 mol e

log K




–

C

mol e
96485

J
mol K

0.025 V

2.303 8.314 298 K

1

0.845

7.0 barK 





 

123213123 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the equilibrium constant for the following reaction at 298 K. 

S(s) + O2(g)   SO2(g) 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

                                                 
* In taking the inverse logarithm, the correct dimensionality must be added. The dimensionality is based on the 

standards used to define the data tables: pressure in bar, concentration in moles per liter. 

EXERCISE 20.50 

EXAMPLE 20.51 

EXERCISE 20.52 
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Non-redox reactions 

There exists a free energy for every reaction, redox and non-redox. Is there a cell potential for 
every reaction? Of course there is! Equation 20.25, 

e
G n F E   , is applicable to all chemical 

reactions. The critical observation is to realize that some entities cancel when adding half-
reactions. To obtain a non-redox reaction, the redox entities cancel. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the cell potential and equilibrium constant for aluminum 
hydroxide, Al(OH)4

–, formation at 298 K 

Al3+(aq) + 4 OH–(aq)   Al(OH)4
–(aq) 

 Identify redox half-reactions that sum to the reaction of interest. 

Al3+(aq) + 3 e–   Al(s)     E°red(298 K) = –1.676 V 

Al(s) + 4 OH–(aq)   Al(OH)4
–(aq) + 3 e–  E°red(298 K) = 2.310 V 

——————————————————————————————— 

Al3+(aq) + 4 OH–(aq)   Al(OH)4
–(aq)  E°cell(298 K) = 0.634 V 

 Determine the cell potential and equilibrium constant. 

Using 20.48, the equilibrium constant is calculated to be 9.01·1032 (L/mol)4. 

▼——————————————— 

For the reaction 

H2O(l)   H+(aq) + OH–(aq)    Kw(298 K) = 1.00·10–14 (mol/L)2  

a) Determine the standard cell potential using half-reactions. 

b) Determine the standard cell potential from the equilibrium constant. 

Answer: see page 1055. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the solubility product equilibrium constant of silver chromate, 
Ag2CrO4, at 298 K using electrochemical data. Compare your value to the 

literature value of 1.1·10–12 (mol/L)3. 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

DEMO In a petri dish half filled with 0.01 mol/L acid, add a few drops of phenolphthalein 
indicator. Drop in a piece of sodium, no larger 50 mm3. The redox reaction produces 
a basic solution and hydrogen gas. The reaction is also exothermic and melts the 
sodium metal so that it reacts as a liquid. 

  Na(s) + H2O(l)   NaOH(aq) + 1/2 H2(g) 
 CAUTION: do not do this demo in any container that will trap the hydrogen gas (like a 

half-filled beaker) — an explosion may result. Do not use more than the stated 
amount of sodium.  

EXAMPLE 20.53 

EXERCISE 20.54 

EXERCISE 20.55 
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APPLICATION: voltaic cells 

Voltaic cells are those that produce electricity spontaneously. 

Batteries 

Batteries store chemical energy for release as electrical energy. Batteries are non-equilibrium 
systems; if a battery is at equilibrium, its potential is 0 V.  

There are three general classes of batteries: 

• primary cells produce electrical energy from chemical reactions that cannot be reversed. 
They are not rechargeable. 

• secondary cells produce electrical energy from chemical reactions that can be reversed by 
putting electrical energy into the cell: they are rechargeable. 

• fuel cells produce energy, as electricity or heat, from chemical reaction when the reactants 
are present. Fuel cells are not real batteries; they do not store electricity.  

Table 20.56  Chemistry of selected batteries and fuel cells. Cell potentials are stated for 298 K. 

Name Type Reaction (unbalanced) E cell /V
zinc-carbon primary Zn(s) + MnO2(s) + NH4Cl(s) —→ Mn2O3(s) + Zn(NH3)2Cl2(s) ≈1.5

zinc-chloride primary Zn(s) + MnO2(s) + ZnCl2(s) —→ MnOOH + Zn(OH)Cl(s) ≈1.5

alkaline primary Zn(s) + MnO2(s) —→ ZnO(s) + Mn2O3(s) 1.41

mercury oxide primary Zn(s) + HgO(s) —→ ZnO(s) + Hg(l) 1.36

lead-acid secondary Pb(s) + PbO2(s) + SO4
2–(aq) —→ PbSO4(s) 2.05

nickel-cadmium secondary NiO2(s) + Cd(s) —→ Ni(OH)2(s) + Cd(OH)2(s) 1.15

nickel-zinc secondary NiO2(s) + Zn(s) —→ Ni(OH)2(s) + Zn(OH)2(s) 1.74

nickel-metal hydride1 secondary NiOOH(s) + MH(s) —→ Ni(OH)2(s) + M(s) ≈1.3

lithium ion2 secondary LiM(s) —→ M(s) + C(Li)(s) ≈3.0

zinc-air fuel cell Zn(s) + O2(g) —→ Zn(OH)2(s) 1.65

iron-air fuel cell Fe(s) + O2(g) —→ Fe(OH)2(s) 1.28

aluminum-air fuel cell Al(s) + O2(g) —→ Al(OH)3(s) 2.71

methanol-air fuel cell CH3OH(aq) + O2(g) —→ CO2(aq) 1.18
1. M is an alloy, potentially containing V, Ti, Zr, Ni, Cr, Co, and/or Fe as the reactive entity.

2. M is one of many metal oxides: CoO2, NiO2, V2O5, etc. Lithium changes from +1 to 0 and becomes 

    intercalated in a carbon electrode. The metal changes oxidation state by +1.

°

OH–

OH–

OH–

H+

OH–

OH–

OH–

OH–

OH–

OH–

C

OH–

 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the potential of the aluminum-air fuel cell when oxygen is supplied 
at 2.1 bar (the system operates at 10 bar air). 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

 

EXERCISE 20.57 
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More power, longer life 

An active area of research involves developing batteries with higher energy densities and higher 
output currents. This is to satisfy consumer demands of longer life (for cellular phones) and faster 
recharge rates (for cameras with flash). Energy in batteries is often measured in amp-hours, Ah, or 
milliamp-hours, mAh. Consider the AA battery, which has a fixed size of 14.0 mm × 50.0 mm. 
The energy stored depends on the chemical process of the underlying battery, with a general 
trend to increasing energy density with newer technologies.  

Technology Type Energy /mAh
zinc-carbon primary 800 – 900

zinc-chloride primary 1200 – 1500

alkaline primary 2200 – 2500

nickel-cadmium secondary 800 – 1100

nickel-metal hydride secondary 1800 – 2900   

▼——————————————— 

An alkaline battery produces 1.50 V via the electrochemical reaction 

Zn(s) + MnO2(s) OH

  ZnO(s) + Mn2O3(s)   (not balanced) 

Identify the two half-reactions and the reduction potential for each. 

 Assigning oxidation states and identifying the half-reaction gives 

red
ox

       
0 +4  –2 +2  –2 +3      –2

2 2 3

 
OH

 

Zn s MnO s ZnO s Mn O s


  

 
 The half-reactions are balanced assuming an aqueous environment. (The environment isn’t 

aqueous, so all references to the aqueous environment must cancel.) 

Zn(s) + H2O(l) ox  ZnO(s) + 2 H+(aq) + 2 e– 

2 MnO2(s) + 2 H+(aq) + 2 e– red  Mn2O3(s) + H2O(l) 

 Appendix B.7 lists the reduction potential for the basic oxidation reaction, but nothing for 
the reduction reaction. However, the cell potential is known. Converting both to basic 
conditions, 

Zn(s) + 2 OH–(aq) ox  ZnO(s) + H2O(l) + 2 e–  E°red(298 K) = –1.26 V 

2 MnO2(s) + H2O(l) + 2 e– red  Mn2O3(s) + 2 OH–(aq) E°red(298 K) = ? 
————————————————————————————————— 

Zn(s) + 2 MnO2(s) OH

  ZnO(s) + Mn2O3(s)  E°cell(298 K) = 1.50 V 

 Using 20.31, the unknown reduction half-reaction is calculated: 

   

 

 

cell red cell

red

red

cathode anode

1.50 V cathode 1.26 V

cathode 0.24 V

E E E

E

E

 

 



o o o

o

o

 

EXAMPLE 20.58 
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▼——————————————— 

Identify the two half-reactions and the reduction potentials in a nickel-metal 
hydride battery using cobalt as the metal. 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

DEMO Batteries with different potentials can be created by inserting dissimilar metals in an 
electrolyte. These batteries will run low-current devices such as clocks. Suitable 
electrodes include copper/zinc, copper/magnesium, and iron/aluminum. Potatos, 
lemons, and soda work as electrolytes (see figure 20.15). 

 

Oceanic batteries 

If you travel on an ocean-going vessel, you may notice that some life-rings have lamps attached. 
The battery for this lamp may contain a magnesium anode and inert cathode. Salt water acts as 
the electrolyte and supplies oxygen to the cathode. When thrown overboard, salt water enters the 
battery compartment, starting the battery. 

 Mg(s) + O2(aq) OH

  Mg(OH)2(s)    E°cell(298 K) = 3.09 V 

The available current is low because of the low oxygen concentration. Consequently, the lamp 
operates in a pulsed fashion, which, conveniently, is easier to see than a steady lamp. 

EXERCISE 20.59 
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Fuel cells 

[1839] William Grove discovered that electricity dissociates water into hydrogen and oxygen. He 
further theorizes that if hydrogen and oxygen were brought together properly, electrical energy 
could be extracted. Little was done for over 100 years because of the overwhelming popularity 
of internal combustion engines and abundance of fuel. World War II jump-started the search for 

alternative fuels, especially in countries that had few 
petroleum 
resources. 

The war 
ended and 

research 
continued. In 
1959, Francis 

Bacon 
demonstrated a 5 KW fuel cell. Science hasn’t 
looked back since. Fuel cells are used to 
produce electricity in submarines and in space 
vehicles. For the past 25 years, researchers have 
been developing more powerful, more robust, 
and longer lasting fuel cells for commercial use, 
from automobiles to laptops to MP3 players. 

A fuel cell is a device that generates electricity 
when chemical reagents are present. Fuel cells 
are typically 40 – 80 percent efficient, compared 
with 30 percent for internal combustion engines. 
Fuel cells differ from batteries in that the fuel 
cell regulates the amount of energy produced by 
controlling the flow of one or more reactants 
into a fuel cell. If excess reagents are present in 
a fuel cell, the excess energy is released as heat. 
Fuel cells can be attached to a rechargeable 
battery bank to store the excess energy from the fuel cell.  

The hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell was the first fuel cell and one that is receiving a lot of public 
attention, but it is not the only fuel cell and not the best for every application. In fact, it is 
theoretically possible to make a fuel cell from any electrochemical reaction. 

• hydrogen fuel cell 

2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(l)     E°cell(298 K) = 1.229 V 

• methanol fuel cell 

CH3OH(aq) + 3/2 O2(g)   CO2(aq) + 2 H2O(l)  E°cell(298 K) = 1.18 V 

 

 
Figure 20.60 A polymer electrolyte membrane

(PEM) hydrogen fuel cell. The top 
image is of the gas flow in a single 
plate. The bottom image shows a fuel 
cell stack; each plate producing about 
1.16 V. 
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• zinc:air fuel cell 

Zn(s) + 1/2 O2(g)   ZnO(s)     E°cell(298 K) = 0.762 V 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the potential from a hydrogen:oxygen fuel cell with hydrogen at 
1.00 bar and oxygen at 0.209 bar. 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

All batteries are created equal … not! 

This isn’t an Energizer™ vs. Duracell™ debate. Nor is it an alkaline vs. NiCad vs. NiMH vs. 
LiIon debate, although that is closer. This is a the use of fuel-cells as batteries. 

In the old days — 1980s — watches were relatively expensive, so people replaced the battery 
when the watch stopped working. Batteries were also expensive, but not as much as watches. My 
watch battery had died and I was on the hunt for another. Local retailers sold the battery I needed 
for between ten and twelve dollars. Refusing to pay that much for something the size of a  

 

▼——————————————— 

Assuming 100 % efficiency, determine the amount of zinc required in a zinc-
air fuel cell to produce a current of 180 µA at 1.5 V for three months. (To 

obtain 1.5 V, two 0.76 V fuel cells are arranged in series.) 

Zn(s) + 1/2 O2(g)   ZnO(s)     E°cell(298 K) = 0.762 V 

EXERCISE 20.61 

EXAMPLE 20.62 

pea, I waited. In a local drug store, I spied the battery I needed in a six-
pack for 15 $ (2.50 $ each). These batteries were for hearing aids but the 
number, which identifies the size and voltage, was the same. 

I purchased the six-pack, installed a battery, but the watch only worked 
for three months. A dud. I installed another battery that also lasted only 
three months!? After the third three-month battery, I assumed the 
problem was with the watch, discarded the watch and batteries, and 
purchased a new watch. Problem solved. 

Years later, I learned about fuel cells, specifically that fuel cells produce 
either electricity or heat at a fixed rate. These hearing aid batteries were 
actually zinc-air fuel cells in the same size and shape as batteries. The 
watch required a fraction of the energy produced by the fuel cells; the 
remainder of the energy was wasted as heat.
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 The relationship between charge, current, and time is given by q I t . 

Using this relationship, we can calculate the total charge transferred. 

6 C
180 10

s
q I t    3 mo

30 day


1 mo

24 hr

1 day

3600 s


1 hr
31.4 10 C 

 

 The mass of zinc is calculated from the charge and balanced chemical equation. 

31.4 10 C
1 mol e

96485 C

1 mol Zn

2 mol e

65.4 g Zn

1 mol Zn
 0.47 g Zn  

This mass of zinc will produce 0.76 V. In order to obtain 1.5 V, two cells need to be 
arranged in series. Thus, 0.94 g of zinc are required, 0.47 g per cell. 

▼——————————————— 

Will turning off the hearing aid when not in use extend the battery life when 
using zinc-air ‘batteries’? 

Answer: see page 1055. 

▼——————————————— 

A watch draws 7.0 µA at 1.5 V from the zinc-air fuel cell described in 
example 20.62. 

a) How much energy is wasted as heat if the battery dies after 3 months? 

b) How long would the watch have operated if it could utilize all the energy in the zinc-air 
fuel cell? 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

“Blow into this tube until it beeps.”  

If you’ve received the above order, it was likely from a police officer and you were about to give 
a breathalyser sample and receive an immediate estimate your blood alcohol level. Isn’t 
chemistry great! Three common alcohol detection methods are used in breathalysers. 

Method 1: the breath passes through an infrared spectrometer. The transmittance corresponds to 
the amount of alcohol in the breath. (See Chapter 7 for details.) 

EXERCISE 20.63 

EXERCISE 20.64 
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Method 2: a measured amount of breath is bubbled through a vial containing potassium 
dichromate, K2Cr2O7, and sulfuric acid in the presence of a silver nitrate catalyst. Ethanol 
reduces chromium(VI) to chromium(III) and is itself oxidized to acetic acid. 

 3 CH3CH2OH(aq) +  
red-or

2
2 7

ange

2 Cr O aq

  3AgNO , H

  3 CH3COOH(aq) +  
gree

3

n

4 Cr aq

  

—  

The color change is observed either visually, through a 
window in the cell, or using a spectrometer to quantify the 
decrease in orange and/or increase in green absorption. The 
change in absorption corresponds to the amount of alcohol in 
the breath.  

Method 3: alcohol is the limiting reagent in an electrochemical 
fuel cell. A measured amount of breath flows through a plati-
num electrode where it is oxidized. The current indicates the 
amount of alcohol that has reacted and corresponds to the 
amount of alcohol in the breath. 

 CH3CH2OH(g) + 3 O2(g)   2 CO2(g) + 3 H2O(l) 

       cellE o (298 K) = 1.14 V 
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Corrosion 

Sometimes spontaneous redox reactions occur when we don’t want them to. When these redox 
reactions occur in structural materials such as iron, the reaction leads to corrosion of the metal. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the non-standard cell potential for the oxidation of iron in air, with 
an oxygen partial pressure of 0.209 bar at 298 K. 

2 Fe(s) + 3/2 O2(g)   Fe2O3(s)      E°cell(298 K) = 1.282 V  

Answer: see page 1055. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the non-standard cell potential for the oxidation of iron in natural 
rainwater at 298 K. Rainwater has a pH of 5.60 and dissolved oxygen 

concentration of 250 µmol/L. Assume that the solution contains 50 µmol/L of iron(III). 

4 Fe(s) + 3 O2(aq) + 12 H+(aq) H

  4 Fe3+(aq) + 6 H2O(l) E°cell(298 K) = 1.287 V 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

The oxidation of iron is spontaneous under ambient conditions. To prevent iron (and other metals) 
from oxidizing, the iron is put in contact with a chemical that more easily oxidizes — a metal 
that has a more negative reduction potential. Zinc, magnesium, and aluminum are common 
metals of choice for protecting iron. These metals are called sacrificial anodes because they 
preferentially oxidize instead of the iron.  

Galvanization is the process of protecting metals by coating with a sacrificial anode. 
Considering the interaction of zinc with iron(III),  

Zn(s) | Zn2+(aq) 
| |
| |
| |

 Fe3+(aq) | Fe(s)    E°red(298 K) = 0.725 V 

Since the interaction is spontaneous, zinc will preferentially oxidize instead of iron, thereby 
protecting iron. 

▼——————————————— 

Confirm that magnesium and aluminum will also protect iron by determining 
the cell potential for the following reactions. 

a) Mg(s) | Mg2+(aq) 
| |
| |
| |

 Fe3+(aq) | Fe(s) 

b) Al(s) | Al3+(aq) 
| |
| |
| |

 Fe3+(aq) | Fe(s) 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

EXERCISE 20.65 

EXERCISE 20.66 

EXERCISE 20.67 
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Zinc is commonly used as a sacrificial anode because it is readily available and inexpensive. The 
greater potential of magnesium offers greater protection, but it is more expensive. 

 

fasteners: nails, bolts, and construction hardware are 
galvanized to protect them from corroding when 
exposed to the elements. 

 

 

 

automobiles: the entire metal automobile body is 
galvanized by dipping it in a vat of molten zinc. This 
process is singularly responsible for multi-year no-
rust guarantees offered by automobile manufacturers.  

 

 

 

boat hulls: zinc anodes are bolted to metal boat hulls 
and propeller shafts. The anodes are more closely 
spaced on freshwater boats than saltwater boats 
because the water has less ions to conduct the current. 
(The water is the salt bridge.) 

 

 

 

pipelines: metal pipelines have magnesium or 
aluminum anodes. The damp ground functions as a 
salt bridge, but because the ground has limited water 
content, there is resistance that limits the 
effectiveness of the anode. Anodes must be spaced 
regularly to ensure protection of the pipeline.  

boat hull and propeller shaft 
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Rust-free automobiles 

You’ve got an old car and want to prevent it from rusting by attaching a few zinc anodes, much 
like those attached to boat hulls. It doesn’t work! In order for a sacrificial anode to function, the 
circuit must be complete. The metal provides electrical connectivity, but there is no salt bridge. 
The circuit is not complete since there is no connectivity for the ions. Aqueous environments 
(especially salt water) conveniently conduct ions. Without a conducting medium, the cathodic 
protection only exists where the sacrificial anode and metal contact. This is why fasteners and 
automobile bodies are fully coated with zinc. 

Another method to protect metals from corrosion is to apply a potential to the metal that is more 
negative than the metals’ spontaneous potential for oxidation. For iron, with an oxidation 
potential of 0.447 V, a potential less than –0.447 V will produce a reducing environment that 
protects the iron from oxidation. This is commonly done on large ships and also on pipelines.  

Pressure treated lumber 

‘Pressure treated’ lumber is impregnated with chemicals to protect the wood from biological 
decay. Until 2004, copper chromate arsenate (CCA) was the industry standard preservative. 
Chromium, copper, and arsenic ions are toxic to fungi and insects, preventing them from 
decomposing the lumber. Chromate is strongly oxidizing and arsenic is poisonous and 
carcinogenic — good for the desired function, but not good for the environment. These 
chemicals leach into the ground, into water, and are released into the air when the lumber is 
burned. They are also transferred by direct contact with the wood (as happens in playgrounds). The 
leading replacement to CCA is alkaline copper quaternary (ACQ), a preservative containing 
copper and quaternary ammonium ions. Copper functions primarily as a fungicide and 
quaternary ammonium as an insecticide. One problem with pressure-treated lumber is the 
copper. Nails and bolts are usually zinc galvanized to delay oxidation of iron. However, the 
galvanization interacts with the copper ions in a galvanic reaction: 

 Zn(s) + Cu2+(aq)   Zn2+(aq) + Cu(s)   E°cell(298 K) = 1.104 V 

ACQ has up to five times the copper as CCA, increasing the galvanization loss rate. The current 
solutions — by no means ideal — are to increase the thickness of the galvanization, which 
provides more galvanic protection but decreases the strength of the joint, or use stainless steel 
fasteners, which are expensive and still subject to corrosion in some conditions. 
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Aluminum is interesting. Aluminum has long been used for window casings, pen and flashlight 
barrels, as the ledge for chalkboards and whiteboards, and as the entire engine block in a vehicle. 
Yet, aluminum readily oxidizes. An exposed piece of aluminum oxidizes in a few minutes. 
However, the oxidation of aluminum is very different from the oxidation of iron. The oxidation 
of iron produces Fe2O3 (rust), a reddish substance that flakes off and exposes unoxidized iron. 
The oxidation of aluminum produces Al2O3 (alumina), a transparent substance that forms strong 
bonds with the underlying metal, protecting the underlying aluminum from further oxidation. 
When you look at an object made from aluminum, you are seeing the metal through a 2 – 3 µm 
layer of transparent alumina. The alumina layer is 
stable at neutral pH as shown in figure 17.38 
(reproduced at right), which shows the solubility of 
aluminum ions as a function of pH. Under low and 
high pH conditions, the alumina coating dissolves, 
exposing the underlying metal to react further with 
the environment.  

Note that Al(OH)3 is a hydrated form of alumina: 

2 Al(OH)3(s) = Al2O3•3H2O(s) 

DEMO Reactivity of aluminum in acidic or basic environments. 20 g of aluminum spheres or 
pellets (not aluminum powder) in 200 mL of 5 mol/L acid or base. There is an initial 
delay (induction period) as the alumina dissolves in the acid/base followed by vigorous 
reaction of aluminum with water. The reaction is so exothermic that the water can 
boil. 

Magnesium, titanium, chromium, and nickel also form a bound oxide layer that protects the 
underling metal from further oxidation. Some alloys contain chromium and nickel in proportions 
that produce a bound oxide layer; we call these alloys stainless steels. Slight changes in the 
composition change the environment where stainless steel is stable. Table 4.7 lists the 
composition of several types of stainless steel. 

Permanently coloured and protected metal …  

Iron rusts, forming an iron oxide layer that flakes off, continually exposing fresh metal to be 
oxidized. Some oxide layers bond to the metal, forming a hard, protective coating that protects 
the underlying metal from further reaction. Anodization is the chemical enhancement of this 
natural protective coating and allows for increased strength, increased protection, and modified 
surface properties. Anodization works well for aluminum, magnesium, titanium, niobium, and 
tantalum. 

The entity being anodized is the anode. In an acidic environment, oxygen produced at the anode 
reacts with the anode, forming an oxide. At the same time, the acidic environment removes the 
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Soluble because of the low hydroxide 
concentration.

   Al(OH)3(s)  Al3+(aq) + 3 OH–(aq)

Soluble because of the formation of the complex ion.

   Al(OH)3(s) + OH–(aq)  Al(OH)4
–(aq)—
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oxide. Careful control of these competing processes builds up a surface layer with different 
properties than the bulk metal: anodization affects the conductivity, surface roughness (smoothness 

for bearings; roughness for better paint and glue adhesion), and color of the surface. 

<image: anodized pens, flashlights???> 

 2 Al(s) + 3 H2O(l) 2 4
2

H SO , 18 V

0.3 3.0 A cm




  Al2O3(s) + 3 H2(g) 

 

Titanium does not illicit an immune response and is commonly 
used for body implants that replace teeth and joints. Anodizing 
the implants provides a surface with microscopic roughness that 
allows for site-specific drugs to be delivered to the implant area 
and facilitates bone adhesion to the implant. The result is lower 
infection rates and stronger, longer-life implants. 

 Ti(s) + 2 H2O(l) 2 4
2

H SO , 18 V

0.3 3.0 A cm




  TiO2(s) + 2 H2(g) 

Electroplating (page 989) is the opposite of anodization. In 
electroplating, the target is the cathode and a different metal is 
deposited onto the target, changing the surface properties. 
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APPLICATION: concentration cells 

Concentration cells are a unique form of electrochemical cell that have the same electrodes and 
the same reagents in each half-cell, but at different concentration. The driving force attempts to 
make the concentrations in each half-cell equal. 

 
Figure 20.68  An electrochemical cell set up as a concentration cell. 

The Nernst equation allows us to determine the concentration difference between the half-cells 
or, conversely, the expected potential given known concentrations in the half-cells. The first step 
in understanding concentration cells is to determine E°cell(T). Consider an electrochemical cell 

where both half-cells contain zinc electrodes and a zinc(II) solution. The anodic and cathodic 
half reactions are 

Zn(s) ox  Zn2+(aq, 1.00 mol/L) + 2 e–    E°red(298 K) = –0.762 V  

Zn2+(aq, 1.00 mol/L) + 2 e– red  Zn(s)    E°red(298 K) = –0.762 V  
———————————————————————————————————— 
Zn(s) + Zn2+(aq, 1 mol/L)   Zn2+(aq, 1 mol/L) + Zn(s) E°cell(298 K) = 0.000 V 

In fact, E°cell(T) = 0 V for all concentration cells at all temperatures because, by the definition of 

standard state, both half-cells are identical.  

However, when the concentrations are not equal in each half-cell, there is a driving force to 
make the concentrations equal. The magnitude of the driving force can be calculated using the 
Nernst equation. 
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   E T E T   
0 V

e

2.303
log

R T
Q

n F


  20.39 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the zinc(II) concentration, x, for the electrochemical cell in figure 
20.68 at 298 K. 

 Looking at the electrochemical cell, the two half reactions are 

Zn(s) ox  Zn2+(aq, x mol/L) + 2 e–  

Zn2+(aq, 1.00 mol/L) + 2 e– red  Zn(s)  
———————————————————————— 

Zn(s) + Zn2+(aq, 1 mol/L)   Zn2+(aq, x mol/L) + Zn(s) 

 We need to determine the unknown zinc(II) concentration. We can determine Q from the 
ICE table for the reaction. 

 Zn s

excessI

C

E




   2 Zn sZn aq

1.00 excess

 




 2

mol/L

Zn aq

x



 

2

ox
2 mol

Lred

Zn

1.00Zn

x
Q





   
  

 

 Substitution into the Nernst equation gives 

   E T E T   

 

0 V

e

2

ox
2

e red

2.303
log

Zn2.303
log

Zn

R T
Q

n F

R T
E T

n F













     
    

 

J
mol K

2.303 8.314
0.274 V

 


298 K

2 mol e C

mol e
96485 

mol
L

log
1.00

x 
 
 



 

10

mol
L

mol
log 9.267 5.41 10

1.00 L

x
x  

     
 

 

The zinc(II) concentration is 5.41·10–10 mol/L. 

EXAMPLE 20.69 
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the potential for the following electrochemical cell at 298 K. 

Ag(s) | Ag+(aq, sat’d AgCl) 
| |
| |
| |

 Ag+(aq, 1.00 mol/L) | Ag(s) 

 We need to determine the silver(I) ion concentration in a saturated silver(I) chloride 
solution. The ICE table for silver chloride dissolution is 

 AgCl s

excessI

C

E

   
mol/L

Ag aq Cl aq

0 0

x x

x x

 

 

 The solubility equilibrium equation is solved as 

sp Ag ClK           

2
10 2 5mol mol

1.8 10 1.34 10
L L

x x       
 

 

The silver(I) concentration in the saturated solution 1.34·10–5 mol/L. 

 From the cell diagram, the two half reactions are 

Ag(s) ox  Ag+(aq, 1.34·10–5 mol/L) + e–  

Ag+(aq, 1.00 mol/L) + e– red  Ag(s)  
——————————————————————————— 

Ag(s) + Ag+(aq, 1 mol/L)   Ag+(aq, 1.34·10–5 mol/L) + Ag(s) 

 The Nernst equation calculates the cell potential under non-standard conditions. 

   E T E T   
0 V

ox

e red

ox

e red

J
mol K

Ag2.303
log

Ag

Ag2.303
log

Ag

2.303 8.314

R T
Q Q

n F

R T

n F














   
  

          

 


298 K

1 mol e C

mol e
96485 

5 mol
L1.34 10

log

mol
L1.00

0.288 V

 
 
 
 



 

———————————————▲ 

EXAMPLE 20.70 
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Determining the equilibrium constant using electrochemistry 

Example 20.70 provides a convenient method for determining the concentration of very dilute 
entities. This strategy can be used to determine the equilibrium constant in example 20.71 and 
exercise 20.72.  

▼——————————————— 

An electrochemical cell is set up with two copper electrodes. One half-cell 
contains 0.100 mol/L copper(II) nitrate and the other half-cell contains a 

saturated solution of copper(II) hydroxide. The measured cell potential is 0.166 V at 18 °C. 
Determine the solubility equilibrium constant, Ksp, of copper(II) hydroxide. 

<IMAGE???> 

 The reaction of interest is the solubility product of copper(II) hydroxide. 

Cu(OH)2(s)   Cu2+(aq) + 2 OH–(aq) 

 The electrochemical cell is configured as a concentration cell: the same electrodes and the 
same ions in solutions, just at different concentrations. Recall that the concentration cell 
only detects a concentration difference, but not the reason for the difference. (In this example, 

one copper concentration is controlled by the solubility of copper(II) hydroxide.) 

Thus, the electrochemical cell is  

Cu(s) | Cu2+(aq, sat’d CuOH2) 
| |
| |
| |

 Cu2+(aq, 0.100 mol/L) | Cu(s) 

Cu(s) + Cu2+(aq, 0.100 mol/L)   Cu2+(aq, x mol/L) + Cu(s) 

 The Nernst equation relates the observed cell potential to the concentration difference. 

   E T E T   
 
 

20 V ox

2
rede

2.303 Cu
log

Cu
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Q K
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291 K

2 mol e C
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log
0.100
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EXAMPLE 20.71 
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Observe that the logarithm has three significant digits. However, recall that the digits 
before the decimal place indicate the order of magnitude and the digits after the decimal 
place represent the number. Consdequently, the answer has only two significant digits. 

 Substituting the known concentration into an ICE table allows for the calculation of the 
solubility equilibrium constant. 

   2Cu OH s

excessI

C

E




   2

mol/L

7 7

7 7

Cu aq 2 OH aq

0 0

1.78 10 3.56 10

1.78 10 3.56 10

 

 

 



 
 



 

2
22 7 7

sp

3
20

mol mol
Cu OH 1.78 10 3.56 10

L L

mol
2.26 10

L

K    



              

    
 

 

The calculated solubility is consistent with the value reported in Appendix B.4. 

▼——————————————— 

An electrochemical cell is set up with copper electrodes. One half-cell 
contains 0.500 mol/L copper(I) nitrate and the other half-cell is prepared by 

mixing 25 mL of 0.500 mol/L copper(I) nitrate and 200 mL of 0.200 mol/L hydrochloric acid. 
Copper(I) and chloride form a complex ion, CuCl2

–. Once equilibrium is established, a cell 
potential of 0.091 V was measured at 22 °C, determine the formation constant, Kf, of the 
copper(I) chloride complex ion.  

Cu+(aq) + 2 Cl–(aq)   CuCl2
–(aq)     

   
2

2

CuCl

Cu Cl
K



 

    

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

Standard hydrogen cell 

The standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) was introduced on page 997 as the reference for 
electrochemical potentials. The standard hydrogen cell is a concentration cell based on hydrogen 
reactions.  

Pt(s) | H2(g, 1.00 bar) | H+(aq, x mol/L) 
| |
| |
| |

 H+(aq, 1.00 mol/L) | H2(g, 1.00 bar) | Pt(s) 

EXERCISE 20.72 
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Written as half-reactions, 

2 H+(aq, 1.00 mol/L) + 2 e– red  H2(g, 1.00 bar)  

H2(g, 1.00 bar) ox  2 H+(aq, x mol/L) + 2 e–  
—————————————————————— 
H2(g, 1.00 bar) + 2 H+(aq, 1.00 mol/L)   
    2 H+(aq, x mol/L) + H2(g, 1.00 bar) 20.73 

 
Better image??? 

Figure 20.74  Standard hydrogen cell used to measure the pH of a solution.  

It is possible to derive an expression for the hydrogen ion (hydron) concentration, x, and/or the 
pH of the system from equation 20.73 and the Nernst equation. 
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 cell
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 20.75 

At 298 K,  

 cell

H
298 K 0.05916 V log

H

0.05916 V pH

x

ref

E




     
    

 

 20.76 

▼——————————————— 

Equations 20.75 and 20.76 present two versions of the same equation: one 
with logarithms and one with pH. Confirm that these terms are equivalent. 

▼——————————————— 

Confirm that equation 20.75 is independent of the reaction stoichiometry by 
repeating the derivation using the following chemical equations. 

H+(aq, 1.00 mol/L) + e– red  1/2 H2(g)  
1/2 H2(g) ox  H+(aq, x mol/L) + e–  
—————————————————————————————————— 
1/2 H2(g, 1.00 bar) + H+(aq, 1.00 mol/L)   H+(aq, x mol/L) + 1/2 H2(g, 1.00 bar) 

▼——————————————— 

Use equation 20.39, 20.75, or 20.76 to determine the pH in the anode half-cell 
of figure 20.74 at 298 K. 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

Ion-selective electrodes 

An ion-selective electrode (ISE) detects only one ion in solution.* The most common ISE is the 
pH electrode, but electrodes exist for many common ions: fluoride, chloride, iron(II), copper(II), 
lead(II), cyanide, etc., and gases: oxygen, carbon dioxide, ammonia, etc. The fundamental 
operating principle of ion-selective electrodes is a concentration cell. 

The following discussion focuses on the pH electrode, specifically the silver/silver chloride pH 
electrode, but the principles can be applied to all ion-selective electrodes.  

                                                 
* Electrodes may have some sensitivity to other ions, which can interfere with detection of the desired ion. 

EXERCISE 20.77 

EXERCISE 20.78 

EXERCISE 20.79 
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pH probes actually contains two electrodes: 

• a reference half-cell, with a fixed hydrogen ion concentration 

• a sensing half-cell, that is in contact with the solution through an ion-selective membrane 

• often, the reference and sensing half-cells are combined into a single probe 

to pH meter

reference half-cell

porous plug
(salt bridge)

electrolyte solution
(sat'd KCl)

glass
membrane

sensing half-cell

to pH meter

reference
half-cell

porous plug
(salt bridge)

sensing
half-cell

glass
membrane

combination probe

silver wire coated
with silver chloride

(Ag/AgCl)

 
Figure 20.80  A silver-silver chloride pH probe. The left figures show separate reference and sensing probes 

that must both be placed in solution. The right figure combines the two into a single probe.  

Features of a pH electrode: 

• a conducting and non-reactive electrolyte is chosen for convenience. Potassium chloride is 
a common choice.  

• The sensing electrode maintains a constant internal pH.  

• The reference electrode completes the electrical circuit. Both the sensing and reference 
electrodes and solutions are of the same material. 

• The key factor in pH electrodes is that only hydrogen ions can carry current through the 
glass membrane.* 

If we consider just the half reactions in the reference and sensing electrodes, 

Ag(s) + Cl–(aq, sat’d KCl) reference  AgCl(s) + e–   Ered(298 K) = 0.197 V 

AgCl(s) + e– sensing  Ag(s) + Cl–(aq, sat’d KCl)   Ered(298 K) = 0.197 V  

the overall potential is zero because the electrodes and solutions are the same. In the absence of 
the membrane, the potential will be zero. There is a potential difference across the glass bulb 

                                                 
* To a much lesser extent, sodium ions also carry current through the glass. The selectivity is around 108:1. pH 

measurements in basic solutions (low hydron concentration) and high sodium ion concentrations are prone to 
error.  
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because only hydrogen ions can carry current across the membrane and the driving force to 
current transport is related to the difference in hydrogen ion concentration in the sensing 
electrode and in solution. 

     

         
reference electrode

in solution inside sensing electrode sensing electrode

glass membrane

Ag s , AgCl s Cl aq, sat'd KCl

H aq, outside H aq, inside Cl aq, sat'd KCl AgCl s , Ag s



  

| |
| |
| |

 



 

Focusing on the factor that controls the potential (the difference in hydrogen ion concentration in the 

sensing electrode and in solution), we have 

H+(aq, sensing electrode) reference  H+(aq, solution)  

The Nernst equation predicts the potential as a function of concentration difference 
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 20.75 

The hydron concentration in the sensing half-cell needs to be constant, but does not need to be 
known. pH electrodes are calibrated with solutions of known pH. 

Biological sensors 

<not developed> 
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APPLICATION: electrolytic cells 

Recall that a non-spontaneous reaction has a positive ΔG and negative Ecell. The ΔG and Ecell 
values constitute the minimum energy required to make the process spontaneous. If we apply a 
potential equal to or greater than this potential, we can make the non-spontaneous process 
spontaneous (for example, recharging a battery). 

Electrolytic cells are those that proceed with applied electricity through electrolysis. Applying a 
potential changes the reaction conditions so that a non-spontaneous process becomes 
spontaneous: the combined cell potential becomes positive. Electrolysis manifests itself in 
several areas of industrial chemistry: 

• Electrorefining is the process of refining a metal from an mixture of metals. This concept 
is also used to electroplate metals. 

• Electrosynthesis is the synthesis of reactive chemicals: Cl2, F2, NaOH, Cr2O7
2–, MnO4

–, 
etc. 

Electrorefining 

The goal of electrorefining is to selectively deposit a specific metal at the cathode. Two different 
scenarios are common: 

• the desired metal exists as ions in solution 

• the desired metal exists as mixed-metal ore 

If the desired metal exists as ions, application of an electrical potential causes the metal to reduce 
and deposit at the cathode. The anodic reaction is often the oxidation of water on an inert 
electrode. If the solution contains many metal ions, careful control of the potential allows for 
selective and sequential deposition of metals. A solution containing silver(I), copper(II), and 
chromium(III) could remove the metals sequentially given the following electrochemical 
potentials. (This process is also called electrowinning.) 

C(s) | O2(g) | H2O(l) 
| |
| |
| |

 Ag+(aq) | Ag(s)   E°cell(298 K) = –0.429 V 

C(s) | O2(g) | H2O(l) 
| |
| |
| |

 Cu2+(aq) | Cu(s)   E°cell(298 K) = –0.887 V 

C(s) | O2(g) | H2O(l) 
| |
| |
| |

 Cr3+(aq) | Cr(s)   E°cell(298 K) = –1.973 V 

If the desired metal exists as an mixed-metal ore, the mixed-metal ore is used as the anode. The 
process involves oxidizing the metal(s) of interest from the anode and reducing them at the 
cathode. Seeding the solution with the metal ion of interest produces a concentration cell, but 
with everything in one cell (see figure 20.81). 

M(s)impure | M
n+(aq) 

| |
| |
| |

 Mn+(aq) | M(s)pure   E°cell(T) = 0 V 
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Maintaining a potential slightly above zero drives the oxidation and deposition of the metal of 
interest. This process is the basis for electroplating. 

Ag(s) | Ag+(aq) 
| |
| |
| |

 Ag+(aq) | Ag(s)    silver plating 

Cr(s) | Cr3+(aq) 
| |
| |
| |

 Cr3+(aq) | Cr(s)    chrome plating 

Electroplating 

Instead of obtaining a pure metal through refining, 
electroplating involves the deposition of a metal 
onto a substrate. In general, the substrate is less 
expensive and provides structural strength while the 
plated metal provides a decorative and protective 
finish: 

• nickel, silver, or gold plating dinnerware 

• chrome plating automotive and toy parts 

• silver plating mirrors 

The thickness of the electroplated metal is controlled 
by controlling the charge, q, passed through the cell. 
The charge is calculated as the product of the 
current, I, and time, t. 

q I t  20.82 

▼——————————————— 

A restoration company cleans, 
restores, and chrome plates 

automotive parts. A bumper with a surface area of 
10.2 ft2 must be plated with 0.25 mm of chrome 
from a solution of chromium(III).  

a) Determine the chromium cost. Chromium is valued at 8.00 dollars per kilogram. 

 Determine the volume of chromium required. 

210.2 ft
12 in.

1 ft

2
2.54 cm

1 in.

 
 
 

2

0.

2

25 m

3

m

39.476 10 cm 0.025 cm 237 cm Cr
      
    

 Determine the chromium cost. (The density of chromium is on the inside front cover.) 

3237 cm Cr
7.19 g Cr

31 cm Cr

1 kg Cr

1000 g Cr

to mass

8.00 $

1 kg Cr


to cost

13.63 $


 

EXAMPLE 20.83 

Figure 20.81 An electrochemical cell set 
up for electroplating gold.
The electroplating apparatus 
is equivalent to a concentra-
tion cell with both electrodes 
in the same solution; the 
potential drives oxidation at 
the anode and deposition at 
the cathode. 
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b) With a current of 3000 A (a current density of ≈ 2.0 A/in2), determine the electrolysis time. 
(A = C/s)  

 Starting from the volume of chromium, determine the moles of chromium, moles of 
electrons, coulombs of electrons, and electrolysis time. 

3237 cm Cr
7.19 g Cr

31 cm Cr

to mass

1 mol Cr


52.0 g Cr

to moles chromium

3 mol e


1 mol Cr

to moles electrons

96485 C

 1 mol e

to coulombs

s

3000 C


to time

3162 s


 

 The electroplating will require 53 minutes to complete. 

▼——————————————— 

Your cutlery drawer contains dozens of knives, forks, 
spoons, etc. Most likely, the cutlery is nickel plated to a 

thickness of approximately 50 µm. If a five-piece set — knife, fork, salad 
fork, tablespoon, teaspoon — has a surface area of 190 cm2,  

a) determine the mass of nickel required to plate it.  

b) determine the electrolysis time if a current of 300 A is used, from a 
solution of nickel(II). 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

DEMO pennies: copper → silver → gold 

Electrosynthesis 

Electrosynthesis involves changing the reaction conditions so that the formation of the desired 
entity becomes spontaneous. In normal conditions, these entities are very reactive. 

EXERCISE 20.84 
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Figure 20.85  An electrochemical cell set up as an electrolytic cell for the electrolysis of molten sodium 

chloride. 

▼——————————————— 

Another method of producing sodium and chlorine is via the reaction,  

NaCl(aq, 6.2 mol/L) Hg  Na(Hg) + Cl2(g, 1.00 bar) 

Determine the minimum electrochemical potential for the reaction at 298 K. (Assume the mercury 

amalgam, Na(Hg), has the same properties as solid sodium.) 

 Balancing the chemical equation and determining the standard potential gives 

Na+(aq, 6.2 mol/L) + e– Hg  Na(Hg)   E°red(298 K) = –2.71 V 

2 Cl–(aq, 6.2 mol/L)   Cl2(g, 1.00 bar) + 2 e– E°red(298 K) = 1.36 V 
————————————————————————————————— 
2 NaCl(aq, 6.2 mol/L)   Cl2(g, 1.00 bar) + 2 Na(Hg) E°cell(298 K) = –4.07 V 

 Determine the non-standard potential using the Nernst equation 

      2Cl
cell 2 2

2 303
log

Na Cl

P. R T
E T E T Q Q

n F  
   

      
 

EXAMPLE 20.86 
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mol e
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L
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6.2

3.98 V

 
 
 
 



 

???picture 

▼——————————————— 

Aluminum is found as alumina, Al2O3, which melts at 2072 °C. Much of the 
cost of producing aluminum was associated with heating and melting alumina. 

This cost can be greatly reduced by using a cryolite, Na3AlF6, bath. Alumina is soluble in 
cryolite, which melts at 1012 °C. This is still a high temperature, but significantly less than the 
melting point of alumina. The anode is carbon, which reacts to produce carbon dioxide at 1.00 
bar. 

???image 

Al2O3(s) + C(s)   Al(l) + CO2(g) 

a) Determine the minimum potential to electrolyze alumina at a temperature of 1050 °C. 

 Balancing the chemical reaction gives 

Al2O3(s) + 3/2 C(s)   2 Al(l) + 3/2 CO2(g) 

From the half-reactions, we find that six electrons are transferred. 

 We don’t have electrochemical data at 1050 °C, so we must use thermodynamics. 

       

 

 

3 3
2 22 3 2

kJ molf

J mol K

r

r

r

Al O s C s 2 Al l CO g

1675.7 0 10.6 393.5

50.9 5.7 39.6 213.8

1106.7 kJ
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 The standard cell potential is calculated as 

       

 

r
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e

1323 K
1323 K 1323 K 1323 K

1323 K 1.13 V

G
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Since all reagent concentrations are standard, 1.13 V are required. 

EXAMPLE 20.87 
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b) Another major cost is the cost of electricity. If a cell uses 250 kA at 2.00 V, determine the 
mass of aluminum produced and the electricity cost per day of operation. (kW = kA·V; the 

electricity cost is 12 cents per kilowatt-hour). 

 Determine the coulombs of charge per day. 
3250 10 C

250 kA
s




60 s

min

60 min

hr

24 hr 10 C
2.16 10

day day
   

 Determine the mass of aluminum produced. 

10 C
2.16 10

1 mol e

day



96485 C
to moles electrons

2 mol Al

 6 mol e

to moles aluminum

27.0 g Al

1 mol Al


to mass aluminum

2010 kg Al


 

 Determine the number of kilowatt-hours of power. 

: 250 kA 2.00 V 500 kWpower    

This is used for 24 hours 
4

4

: 500 kW 24 hr 1.20 10 kWh

1.20 10 kWh

energy   


12 ¢

kWh
1440 $

 

▼——————————————— 

Consider the hydrolysis of water: 

2 H2O(l)   2 H2(g) + O2(g) 

a) Determine the minimum potential required to electrolyze 
water at 1.00 bar pressure per gas at 298 K. 

b) How long must electrolysis occur to produce 1.0 L of 
products at SATP with a current of 20 A? 

Answer: see page 1055. 

———————————————▲ 

DEMO Hydrolysis of water. Use potassium nitrate as the 
electrolyte and add a few drops of universal indicator 
to the water.  

EXERCISE 20.88 

Figure 20.89 Hoffmann appa-
ratus for the elec-
trolysis of water.
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Limitations of electrolytic systems 

One challenge in electrolytic cells is to design a system that allows the desired reaction to 
proceed while minimizing competing electrochemical reactions. In aqueous media, the 
electrochemistry is limited by the redox of water. 

2 H2O(l) + 2 e– red, Pt  H2(g) + 2 OH–(aq)   E°red(298 K) = –0.828 V 

2 H2O(l) ox, Pt  O2(g) + 4 H+(aq) + 4 e–   E°red(298 K) = 1.229 V 

Overpotential is a phenomena where a chemical reaction requires a greater potential than 
expected based on the electrochemical reduction potentials. The overpotential is caused by the 
electrode material and by the nature of the reaction occurring at the electrode. Several different 
types of overpotential are observed: 

• activation overpotential: this is the influence of kinetics in electrochemistry. Activation 
overpotential occurs when the activation energy limits the rate electrons are transferred 
from the analyte to the electrode. The barrier height is controlled by the electrode material, 
with each material establishing a certain overpotential. (Section 13.7 explains how the 
activation energy controls the reaction rate.) 

—  

• concentration overpotential: as reactions proceed at the electrodes, the concentration of 
analyte decreases near the electrodes. The Nernst equation shows that the decreased 
concentration results in an increased reaction potential. Rapid mixing reduces 
concentration overpotentials. 

◦ gas-forming overpotential: when the electrode reaction produces gas, the gas bubbles 
push the analyte away from the electrode and decrease the electrode area for reaction  

<???picture: depletion region> 

E
n

er
gy reactants

products

kinetics

‡

thermodynamics

Figure 20.90  The complementary nature of kinetics and 
thermodynamics on chemical reations. 

Table 20.91 Activation overpotentials for 
various electrodes. 

hydrogen oxygen

platinum black –0.07 0.77

platinum –0.16 0.95

palladium –0.07 0.93

silver –0.22 0.91

gold –0.09 1.02

iron –0.15 0.75

lead –0.71 0.81

graphite –0.62 0.95

mercury –0.85 —

Electrode
Overpotential /V
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Electrochemistry of NO3
– and SO4

2– 

Both nitrate and sulfate have the nitrogen and sulfur in the highest possible oxidation states: N5+ 
and S6+. This means that both nitrate and sulfate can only be reduced. Possible reduction 
reactions are given below. 

 NO3
–(aq) + 4 H+(aq) + 3 e– red  NO(g) + 2 H2O(l)  E°red(298 K) = 0.957 V 

 SO4
2–(aq) + 4 H+(aq) + 2 e– red  SO2(g) + 2 H2O(l)  E°red(298 K) = 0.17 V 

A close inspection of these reactions show that nitrate and sulfate — both anions — must 
interact with the negative cathode in order to be reduced. This is not likely to occur because of 
the electrostatic repulsion between the ion and the electrode. That is, the region around the 
cathode is depleted of these ions, so other reactions occur. 

Overpotential can be used to advantage. For example, a mercury cathode inhibits the reduction 
of water by not allowing H atoms to adhere to its surface, decreasing the reduction potential of 
water from 0.00 V to ≈ –0.85 V in acidic conditions. A platinum anode inhibits the oxidation of 
water, increasing the potential from 1.229 V to ≈ 2.18 V. The net result, with the correct 
elecrodes, is an increase in the electrochemical range from 1.23 V to 3.03 V. The former is based 
on the zero-overpotential hydrolysis voltages of 0.00 V and 1.23 V. The latter on the maximum-
overpotential hydrolysis voltages of –0.85 V and 2.18 V. 

???image: depletion region 

 

Human electrochemistry 

Cells use biological ion pumps (cell surface proteins) to transport sodium and potassium ions 
into the cells. This establishes a concentration difference, resulting in a potential difference 
between the intracellular and extracellular fluids. For example, muscle cells have a resting 
potential of –95 mV. Cell activity — muscle contraction, nerve cell propagation, etc. — occurs 
when the cells allow the ions to flow out of the cell in a process called depolarization.  

Monitoring the changing polarization provides information on the muscle activity. For example, 
electrocardiography (ECG) monitors heart function, and electroencephalography (EEG) monitors 
brain activity. These are common medical diagnostic tools, which specialists using ECG and/or 
EEG graphs to deduce conditions. Even the common automatic external defibfilator (AED) 
monitors the heart to determine whether a person is in cardiac arrest and would benefit from an 
electric shock. 
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normal heart rhythm 

 

Summary 

<not developed> 
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Exercises 

Balancing reduction-oxidation reactions 

1. Explain the difference between Ecell and 
E°cell. 

2. For each of the following chemical 
equations, balance via the half-reaction 
method and determine the standard 
electrochemical cell potential. 

a) Fe2+(aq) + Ag+(aq)   
   Fe3+(aq) + Ag(s) 

b) I2(s) + Br–(aq)   
   I–(aq) + Br2(aq) 

c) O2(g) + I–(aq)   

 H

  H2O(l) + I2(s) 

d) Cr2O7
2–(aq) + I–(aq)   

 H

  Cr3+(aq) + I2(s) 

3. Write cell diagrams for the chemical 
equations in 2. 

4. Draw the electrochemical cells for the 
chemical equations in 2. 

5. Confirm the cell potentials in 2 using 
thermodynamic data at 298 K. 

6. For each of the following chemical 
equations, balance via the half-reaction 
method and determine the standard 
electrochemical cell potential. 

a) Cu+(aq) + Ag+(aq)   
   Cu2+(aq) + Ag(s) 

b) Cr2O7
2–(aq) + Sn2+(aq)   

 H

  Cr3+(aq) + Sn4+(aq) 

c) O3(g) + Cl–(aq)   

 OH

  O2(g) + OCl–(aq) 

d) Na(s) OH

  Na+(aq) + H2(g) 

7. Write cell diagrams for the chemical 
equations in 6. 

8. Draw the electrochemical cells for the 
chemical equations in 6. 

9. Confirm the cell potentials in 6 using 
thermodynamic data. 

10. For each of the following chemical 
equations, balance via the half-reaction 
method and determine the standard 
electrochemical cell potential. 

a) NO3
–(aq) H

  O2(g) + NO(g) 

b) MnO2(s) + Cl–(aq)   

 H

  Mn2+(aq) + Cl2(g) 

c) Al(s) OH

  Al(OH)4
–(aq) + H2(g) 

d) Cr2O7
2–(aq) + Ag(s)   

 H

  Cr3+(aq) + Ag+(aq) 

11. Write cell diagrams for the chemical 
equations in 10. 

12. Draw the electrochemical cells for the 
chemical equations in 10. 

13. Confirm the cell potentials in 10 using 
thermodynamic data. 

14. For each of the following chemical 
equations, balance via the half-reaction 
method and determine the standard 
electrochemical cell potential. 

a) the displacement of copper(II) with 
iron 

b) the reduction of iron(III) to iron(II) 
with aluminum 

c) the oxidation of chloride to chlorate, 
ClO3

–, by permanganate, MnO4
–, in 

acidic conditions (permanganate 
reduces to manganese(II)) 

d) the oxidation of sulfide, S2–, to sulfate 
by gaseous oxygen under basic 
conditions 

15. Write cell diagrams for the chemical 
equations in 14. 

16. For each of the following chemical 
equations, balance via the half-reaction 
method and determine the standard 
electrochemical cell potential. 
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a) Al(s) | Al3+(aq) 
| |
| |
| |

 Sn2+(aq) | Sn(s) 

b) Pt(s) | Pb2+(aq), H+(aq) | PbO2(s)   

 

| |
| |
| |

 Cl–(aq) | Cl2(g) | Pt(s) 

c) Cu(s) | Cu2+(aq) 
| |
| |
| |

 I–(aq) | I2(s), Pt(s) 

d) Mg(s) | Mg2+(aq) 
| |
| |
| |

 Al3+ | Al(s) 

17. For each of the following chemical 
equations, balance via the half-reaction 
method and determine the standard 
electrochemical cell potential. 

a) Pt(s) | O2(g) | H2O2(aq) 
| |
| |
| |

 MnO4
–(aq),  

 Mn2+(aq) | Pt(s)   (acidic) 

b) Mg(s) | Mg2+(aq) 
| |
| |
| |

 Pb2+(aq) | Pb(s) 

c) C(s) | Cl–(aq), OCl–(aq)
| |
| |
| |

 O2(g) | C(s)  

       (basic) 

18. Predict if the following processes are 
spontaneous under standard conditions at 
298 K. 

a) tin metal dissolving to tin(II) in 
hydrochloric acid 

b) sulfate oxidizing tin(II) to tin(IV) and 
sulfur dioxide gas in acidic solution 

c) aluminum metal displacing copper(II) 
from solution 

d) cobalt metal displacing nickel(II) from 
solution 

19. Is the oxidation of mercury to mercury(I), 
Hg2

2+, spontaneous in  

 i)  1.0 mol/L HCl 

 ii) 1.0 mol/L HNO3 

 iii) 1.0 mol/L NaOH 

 

???MORE LIKE THE ONE BELOW 

 

20. A 1.0 mol/L solution of CoF2(aq) was 
electrolyzed using inert electrodes. 
Assume no overpotential at the 
electrodes. 

a) What are all the possible anode half-
reactions? 

b) What are the possible cathode half-
reactions? 

c) Predict the overall reaction and 
determine the overall potential. 

21. Magnesium is produced through 
electrolysis of molten magnesium 
chloride, MgCl2. Would an aqueous 
solution of magnesium also work?  

Relating cell potentials to thermodynamics 

22. Consider the electrochemical cell, 

 Zn(s) | Zn2+(aq) 
| |
| |
| |

 Ag+(aq) | Ag(s) 

 Calculate the free energy change when 
6.20 g of silver is produced under 
standard conditions at 298 K. 

23. Determine the standard electrochemical 
cell potential for the reaction 

 2H+(aq) + SO4
2–(aq)   H2SO4(aq) 

24. Determine the reduction potential of the 
net reduction reaction.  

 ClO4
–(aq) + 2 H+(aq) + 2 e–   

   ClO3
–(aq) + H2O(l)   

E°red(298 K) = 1.201 V 

 ClO3
–(aq) + 2 H+(aq) + e–   

   ClO2(g) + H2O(l) 

E°red(298 K) = 1.175 V 

 ——————————————— 

 ClO4
–(aq) + 4 H+(aq) + 3 e–   

   ClO2(g) + 2 H2O(l) 

E°red(298 K) = ______ V  

25. The standard reduction potential for the 
reduction of permanganate to manganese 
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dioxide is 1.679 V in acidic conditions 
and 0.595 V in basic conditions. Explain 
this difference by balancing the two half-
reactions. 

26. Converting from acidic to basic 
conditions requires the following 
reaction. 

 H2O(l)   H+(aq) + OH–(aq) 

 Determine the potential for this reaction.  

27. a) Prepare a Latimer diagram for the 
following reductions in an acidic 
environment.  

  Cu2+(aq)   Cu+(aq) 

E°red(298 K) = 0.159 V 

  Cu+(aq)   Cu(s) 

E°red(298 K) = –?– V 

  Cu2+(aq)   Cu(s) 

 E°red(298 K) =0.340 V 

b) Which is the most stable oxidation 
state of copper in acidic 
environments? Why?  

28. a) Prepare a Latimer diagram for the 
following reductions in an acidic 
environment.  

  MnO4
–(aq)   Mn2+(aq) 

E°red(298 K) = 1.51 V 

  Mn2+(aq)   Mn(s) 

E°red(298 K) = –1.18 V 

  MnO4
–(aq)   Mn(s) 

E°red(298 K) = –?– V 

b) Which is the most stable oxidation 
state of manganese in acidic 
environments? Why?  

29. a) Prepare a Latimer diagram for the 
following reductions in an acidic 
environment.  

  AuCl4
–(aq)   Au+(aq) 

E°red(298 K) = –?– V 

  Au+(aq)   Au(s) 

E°red(298 K) = 1.692 V 

  AuCl4
–(aq)   Au(s) 

E°red(298 K) = 1.002 V 

b) Which is the most stable oxidation 
state of gold in acidic environments? 
Why?  

30. Given the Latimer diagram for the acidic and basic nitrogen entities, 

 

acidic

basic

c

1.77 V -1.87 V 1.35 V
NH4

+

0.01 V
NO3

–

a

c

N2O(g) N2(g)

a

NH3OH+0.94 V 1.297 V

NH3
-0.42 VNH2OH

b

NO3
– HNO2

b

0.94 V -3.04 VN2(g)0.15 V
NO2

– N2O(g)

 
a) Determine the direct reduction potentials a, b, and c for each environment. 

b) What is the most stable oxidation state of nitrogen in acidic environments? in basic 
environments? 

c) For which entities is disproportionation spontaneous? 

31. Use the Latimer diagram in question 30 to determine the acid dissociation equilibrium 

constant, Ka, for the reaction HNO2(aq)   H+(aq) + NO2
–(aq) 
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32.  Combustion is a redox process. Determine the reduction potential for  

acidic

-0.20 V 0.034 V 0.232 V 0.591 VCO2(g) HCO2H HCHO CH3OH CH4(g)

0.517 V
CO(g) C(s)

-0.106 V 0.132 V

a

b  
a) the combustion of carbon dioxide to methanol  

b) the combustion of carbon dioxide to methane 

c) Identify the stable oxidation state of carbon. 

d) For which entities is disproportionation spontaneous? 

33. In question 32, determine the redox potential between carbon and methanol. 

34. Consider the following Latimer diagram for bromine in acidic conditions. 

acidic

1.853 V 1.0652 V
BrO3

–BrO4
– 1.447 V

Br2(aq)

0.766 V

1.0874 V

1.478 V

HOBr(g) Br2(l)
1.604 V

Br–

 
a) Identify the stable oxidation state of bromine. 

b) Determine the redox potential between bromate and bromine, a.  

c) Determine the redox potential and equilibrium constant between aqueous and liquid 
bromine.  

Relating cell potentials to equilibria 

35. Determine if the following reactions are 
spontaneous at 298 K. 

a) Pt(s) | Cl2(g, 0.25 bar) | Cl–(aq,   

 0.250 mol/L) 
| |
| |
| |

 Pb2+(aq,   

 0.010 mol/L) | PbO2(s)  (acidic) 

b) Ag(s) | Ag+(aq, 0.18 mol/L) 
| |
| |
| |

 Cl–(aq,   

 0.065 mol/L) | Cl2(g, 0.25 bar)   
 | Pt(s)     (acidic) 

c) Mg(s) | Mg2+(aq, 0.023 mol/L)   

 
| |
| |
| |

 Al(OH)4
–(aq, 0.28 mol/L),   

 OH–(aq, 0.150 mol/L) | Al(s) 

36. If a zinc(II) solution is at 1.0 mol/L, what 
is the minimum copper(II) concentration 
that is still spontaneous? 

37. Will tin metal displace lead(II) from a 
solution containing 0.150 mol/L lead(II) 
and 1.0·10–3 mol/L tin(II)? 

38. Tin metal is often added to solutions of 
Sn2+ to prevent air oxidation. 

a) Confirm that tin(II) oxidizes by 
determining the non-standard cell 
potential for the reaction of 1.00 
mol/L tin(II) at pH 7.00 with air, PO2

 = 
0.209 bar, at 298 K.  

  Sn2+(aq) + O2(g)   SnO2(s) 

b) Determine the equilibrium constant 
for the following reaction 

  2 Sn2+(aq)   Sn4+(aq) + Sn(s) 
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c) Determine the tin(IV) concentration 
starting from a 0.552 mol/L solution 
of tin(II). 

39. Use the following half-reaction and 
additional data from Appendix B.9 to 
calculate the acid dissociation 
equilibrium constant, Ka, for HF(aq). 

 F2(g) + 2 H+(aq) + 2 e–   
   2 HF(aq)   E°red = +3.05 V 

40. — 

41. Dichromate, Cr2O7
2–, and permanganate, 

MnO4
–, are both strong oxidizing agents. 

Determine which is stronger by 
determining the equilibrium constant for 
the following chemical equation at 298 
K. 

 Cr2O7
2–(aq) + Mn2+(aq) 

H

   
 Cr3+(aq) + MnO4

–(aq) 

42. Aqua regia is one of the few solutions 
that can dissolve gold (and platinum). Aqua 
regia is produced by mixing three-parts 
concentrated HCl and one-part 
concentrated HNO3.  

  Au(s) + NO3
–(aq) + Cl–(aq)  

  H

  AuCl4
–(aq) + NO2(g) 

 Determine the standard cell potential for 
the dissolution of gold at 298 K. 

43. a) Use electrochemical data to determine 
the free energy, ΔrG, and equilibrium 
constant for the following reaction at 
298 K.  

  AgCN(s) + 2 CN–(aq)  
    Ag(CN)2

–(aq)  

b) Use equilibrium constants to 
determine the equilibrium constant for 
the following reaction at 298 K.  

  AgCN(s) + 2 CN–(aq)   
    Ag(CN)2

–(aq)  

c) What would you expect when 
comparing your answers for 
equilibrium constants from a) and b)? 
What do you observe? 

d) Using your answer from a), determine 
the cyanide concentration required to 
have a 1.00 mol/L solution of 
Ag(CN)2

–.  

44. Use the Latimer diagram for oxygen to 
determine the equilibrium constant for 
the reaction at 298 K: 

  3 O2(g)   2 O3(g)  

  

1.229 V

O3(g) 2.076 V

acidic

0.695 V H2O
1.776 VO2(g) H2O2

 

45. Consider the following electrochemical 
cell. 

 Zn(s) | Zn2+(aq, 0.020 mol/L)  

 
| |
| |
| |

 Cu2+(aq, 0.100 mol/L) | Cu(s) 

 Determine the formation equilibrium 
constant, Kf, for Cu(CN)4

2– if the cell 
potential is 0.348 V after 100 mL of 6.00 
mol/L NaCN are added to the copper 
half-cell, which originally contained 200 
mL of solution at 25 °C.  

46.  Explain the following observations: 

a) for some half-reactions, E°red depends 
on the pH; for others, it does not. 

b) H+ appears on the left side and OH– 
appears on the right-side of the half-
reactions. 

APPLICATION: voltaic cells 

47. The iron-chromium redox battery makes 
use of the reaction 

 Cr2+(aq) + Fe3+(aq)   
   Cr3+(aq) + Fe2+(aq) 

 occurring at a chromium anode and an 
iron cathode. 

a) Write the cell diagram for this battery.  

b) Calculate the standard cell potential of 
this battery.  
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48. Confirm the electrochemical cell 
potential for the following batteries using 
electrochemical data at 298 K. 

a) mercury oxide 

b) nickel-cadmium (NiCad)  

49. Aluminum-air batteries use oxygen at 
0.209 bar. Determine Ecell(298 K). 

50. A methanol-air fuel cell operates with 5.0 
mol/L methanol and oxygen at 0.209 bar 
at 120 °C, producing aqueous carbon 
dioxide at 2.0 mol/L and liquid water. 
Determine Ecell. 

51. Use thermodynamic data to determine the 
standard cell potential of a silver-zinc 
battery in basic conditions. 

 Zn(s), ZnO(s) 
| |
| |
| |

 Ag2O(s), Ag(s) 

52. The cathode in lithium-ion batteries 
controls the potential. Use additional 
resources to identify cathodic reactions 
and the standard cell potentials for those 
cathodes. You should be able to find cell 
potentials that range from 1.5 V to 3.7 V.  

53.  NiCad batteries are notorious for 
operating poorly at low temperatures. 
Determine if the issue is due to decreased 
electrochemical potential with decreasing 
temperature by calculating E°cell at 25 °C 
and –25 °C. (Calculation of E °cell  at these 
temperatures is sufficient to answer the question.) 

54. For the voltaic cell 

 Sn(s) | Sn2+(aq, 0.075 mol/L)   

 
| |
| |
| |

 Pb2+(aq, 0.600 mol/L) | Pb(s) 

a) Determine the initial cell potential? 

b) How will the cell potential change as 
the cell operates? 

c) Determine the cell potential when the 
lead(II) concentration has decreased to 
0.500 mol/L. Assume equal half-cell 
volumes. 

55. When solid sodium is added to seawater 
with a [Mg2+] of 0.0512 mol/L and a 
[Na+] of 0.62 mol/L, 

a) is it possible that magnesium metal 
will form? 

b) is it likely that magnesium metal will 
form? Explain. 

56. Solutions of silver(I) spontaneously react 
with air to form silver metal and were 
once used to prepare optical mirrors. 
They are still used to silver ornaments. 

 Ag+(aq) OH

  Ag(s) + O2(g) 

a) Determine Ecell at 25 °C for a 0.175 
mol/L silver(I) solution at pH 12.00. 

b) What minimum volume solution is 
required to coat a 5.00 in. diameter flat 
mirror with 20 µm of silver? (A = π r2) 

57. A laptop computer consumes an average 
of 18 watts of power. If a 55 % efficient 
methanol-air fuel cell is used, what mass 
of methanol is required to power a laptop 
computer for three hours?  

58. Envision a car with a 100 hp engine. The 
car typically requires 20 hp to cruise. 100 
hp would be used for fast accelerations. 
If the manufacturers wish to make an 
electric vehicle, 

a) How many amps at 12 V are required 
to produce 20 hp? 100 hp? (P = V I) 

b) What volume of methanol per minute 
is required to produce 20 hp? 100 hp? 
Assume the methanol fuel cell is 55 % 
efficient. (ρMeOH = 0.792 g/mL) 

59.  Iron more readily corrodes when it is 
submerged in water than in air. Explain 
this observation. 

60. When a copper and zinc plate are joined 
together and immersed in 1.0 mol/L HCl, 
gases are observed from both plates. Use 
electrochemical data to identify the gases. 

 <IMAGE???> 

61.  Automobile manufacturers offer a ‘multi-
year no rust guarantee’ on new vehicles. 
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How can they be confident rust will not 
appear during this period? 

62.  In automobiles, one terminal of the 
battery is connected to the frame to 
protect the iron from oxidation. Is the 
positive or negative terminal connected 
to the frame? Why?  

63. Telephone signals are transmitted 
through wire pairs. One of the wires is 
grounded to protect the copper wire from 
oxidation. Predict whether data sent 
down the other wire are positively or 
negatively biased. Explain? 

64. Investigate the benefits and drawbacks of 
alkaline batteries versus nickel-metal 
hydride batteries. 

65. Determine the potential of a magnesium-
oxygen sea-water battery with a pH of 
8.0, dissolved oxygen concentration of 
180 µmol/L, and magnesium ion 
concentration of 0. at 8 °C. 

APPLICATION: concentration cells 

66. A concentration cell is constructed as 

 Mg(s) | Mg2+(aq, saturated Mg(OH)2   

 
| |
| |
| |

 Mg2+(aq, 0.110 mol/L) | Mg(s) 

 If Ksp(Mg(OH)2) = 5.6·10–12 (mol/L)3, 
determine Ecell. 

67. A concentration cell is constructed as 

 Ag(s) | Ag+(aq, saturated Ag3PO4)  

 
| |
| |
| |

 Ag+(aq, 0.110 mol/L) | Ag(s)  

 If Ecell = ???, determine the solubility 
product constant, Ksp, of Ag3PO4. 

68.  — 

69. A concentration cell is constructed as 
with 0.100 lead(II) nitrate, Pb(NO3)2, as 
one electrode and a saturated solution of 
lead sulfate, PbSO4, as the other. The 
measured cell potential is –??? V at 290 

K. Determine the solubility product 
equilibrium constant, Ksp, of lead sulfate. 
(Ignore all other equilibria.) 

 

???AgCN/Ag(CN)2– <– plot solubility as a 
function of cyanide concentration? 

70.  — 

71. A silver(I) ion-selective electrode is 
based on the Ag/AgCl electrode ([Cl–] = 
1.00 mol/L). The ISE is placed into a 
saturated solution of silver(I) cyanide and 
a cell potential of –0.097 V is measured 
at 298 K. Determine the solubility 
product equilibrium constant, Ksp, of 
silver(I) cyanide. 

72. Investigate the operation of a fluoride 
ion-selective electrode. 

73. Another common reference half-cell is 
based on calomel. Investigate the 
operation of the calomel electrode. 

74.  A farm is growing organic vegetables 
down-stream from a chemical factory. 
An electrochemical concentration cell 
was used to test for mercury 
contamination. The mercury was 
extracted from 20.45 grams of 
homogenized plants into 10.93 g of 
solvent and treated to convert all the 
mercury to mercury(I), Hg2

2+. A potential 
of 157 mV at 22 °C was observed when 
the extracted solution was compared with 
a 410 ppm Hg2

2+ standard solution.  

a) Determine the mercury(I) 
concentration in the solution.  

b) Determine the mercury concentration 
in the plants. 

APPLICATION: electrolytic cells 

75. A potassium sulfate, K2SO4, solution is 
electrolyzed by inert electrodes. 

a) Which gas should form at the anode: 
O2, H2, SO2, SO3 

b) Which should form at the cathode? 
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c) What voltage is required to initiate 
this electrolysis? 

76. What mass of metal is deposited after 
1.85 A for 30 minutes are passed through 
solutions of 

a) nickel(II) 

b) copper(II) 

c) silver(I) 

77. How long must an aqueous potassium 
iodide solution be electrolyzed for at a 
current of 948 mA to obtain 225 mg of 
solid iodine at the anode? 

78. What volume of gas is produced at SATP 
from the electrolysis of a sodium sulfate, 
Na2SO4, solution? The solution was 
electrolyzed at 750 mA for 15 minutes. 

79.  What potential would need to be applied 
to shift the equilibrium so that the new 
equilibrium constant was unity? 

80. Ammonium perchlorate, NH4ClO4, used 
in the solid fuel in the booster rockets on 
the space shuttle, is prepared from 
sodium perchlorate, NaClO4, which is 
produced commercially by the 
electrolysis of a hot, stirred solution of 
sodium chloride. What charge is required 
to produce 1.00 kg of sodium 
perchlorate? 

 NaCl(aq) + 4 H2O(l)     
 NaClO4(s) + 4 H2(g) 

81. You wish to electroplate a 12 µm layer of 
copper onto a 5 ¢ coin. Consider the coin 
to be cylinder with diameter of 21.2 mm 
and a height of 1.76 mm.  

a) How many coulombs of charge must 
be passed? 

b) How long must electrolysis occur at a 
current of 250 mA? 

82. A dinner set with surface area 525 in2 (1 
in = 2.54 cm) is being coated with 0.020 
mm of silver. The electroplating system 
consists of a silver electrode and the 
silverware as an electrode in a vat filled 

with 57 L of 5.0 mol/L AgNO3. The 
current is controlled at 750 A. 

a) What material would you use for the 
other electrode? Why?  

b) Determine the minimum potential 
needed to initiate deposition. 

c) How long will deposition take? 

83. A china set is to be gold-plated and is 
placed in a electroplating apparatus with 
AuNO3 present at 8.0 mol/L and a gold 
counter-electrode. 

a) Is the china set the cathode or the 
anode? and is the china set connected 
to the positive or negative side of the 
battery?  

b) Determine E °cell  and Ecell for the 
system. 

c) The china set — a coffee pot, tea pot, 
platter, sugar & cream containers, and 
a sugar spoon — has a surface area of 
1.283 m2 and is to be plated to a 
thickness of 0.015 mm, calculate the 
electrolysis time using a current of 
1250 A. 

d) If gold sells for 1020 $ per troy ounce, 
determine the gold cost. 

84. You don’t have 21 000 $ to gold-plate the 
china set in question 83 and choose to 
plate it with silver, which costs 15 $ per 
troy ounce. Determine the silver cost. 

85. ‘Silverware’ is produced by 
electroplating silver: 

 Ag+(aq) + H2O(l)     
 Ag(s) + O2(g) + H+(aq) 

a) Use the method of half reactions to 
balance this equation. 

b) What is the standard electrochemical 
potential of this reaction? 

c) What potential is required to make the 
reaction proceed as written? 

86. The typical sodium chloride, NaCl, 
concentration in commercial swimming 
pools is 3000 ppm by mass. This is 
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electrolyzed to maintain a 0.5 ppm 
hypochlorous acid, HOCl, concentration. 
(See the essay on page 777.) 
a) What are the chloride and 

hypochlorous acid concentrations in 
mol/L? 

b) What mass of salt must be added to a 
50 000 L olympic pool to obtain 3000 
ppm? 

c) What cell potential is required to 
maintain the hypochlorous acid 
concentration at pH 7.00 and 298 K? 
Assume hydrogen ions are reduced at 
the cathode and a hydrogen pressure 
of 5·10–5 bar. (ρH2O = 1.00 g/mL) 

INTEGRATIVE EXERCISES 

87. Adults require about 2000 Calories per 
day. If a humanoid robot requires the 
same energy, but is powered electrically, 
determine how many days the robot will 
operate on a single charge of a 12 V, 100 
amp-hour battery? 

88. It is impossible to prepare a standard 
solution of silver(I) chloride. Use the 
equilibrium constant to determine the 
theoretical standard cell potential. 

89. The Latimer diagram for oxygen shows 
that hydrogen peroxide is unstable to 
disproportionation.  

  

1.229 V

O3(g) 2.076 V

acidic

0.695 V H2O
1.776 VO2(g) H2O2

 
a) Determine the equilibrium constant 

for the reaction 

  2 H2O2(aq)   2 H2O(l) + O2(g)  

b) How is it possible to produce and store 
hydrogen peroxide solutions? (Solutions 
of 3 % are used for wound care and 98 % for 
rocket fuel.) 

90. Fresh nitric acid solutions are clear, but 
become increasingly brown with time. 
Identify the chemistry responsible for this 
observation. 

91. Tin metal displaces lead(II) from solution 

 Sn(s) + Pb2+(aq)  

    Sn2+(aq) + Pb(s) 

 If a solution initially contains 0.085 
mol/L lead(II), can tin metal reduce the 
lead(II) concentration to 1.0·10–9 mol/L? 

92. The standard AgCl/Ag reaction potential 
is 0.222 V, yet the same reaction in 
saturated potassium chloride is 0.197 V. 
Use this information to determine the 
solubility of potassium chloride. 

 AgCl(s) + e–   Ag(s) + Cl–(aq) 

93. Energy:mass ratio and energy:volume 
ratio (energy density) are important 
considerations when building batteries. 
Fuel cells have a considerable advantage 
in that one reagent — oxygen — can be 
obtained from the air. Considering the 
following fuel cells: 

 i)  hydrogen-air (a 6.0 L tank with a 
mass of 1.25 kg holds 500 g of hydrogen) 

 ii) zinc-air 

 iii) aluminum-air 

 iv) methanol-air 

a) Which has the greatest energy:mass 
ratio? 

b) Which has the greatest energy density? 

94. A hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell is being 
considered for use as the power plant in 
automobiles. A 152 L tank (40 gal.) 
contains H2 at a pressure of 192 bar at 22 
°C. In the fuel cell, H2 reacts at 10.0 bar 
pressure and oxygen is supplied from the 
air at 0.209 bar, reacting to form H2O(g) 
at 1.00 bar. The power requirement of the 
vehicle is 2.1 kW. The fuel cell operates 
at 550 °C. 

a) Determine Ecell.  
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b) Determine the maximum usable 
energy stored in the H2.  

c) Determine how long the vehicle will 
operate, assume that the fuel cell is 68 
% efficient at generating electrical 
energy.  

95. Hydrogen is being touted as a next-
generation fuel. Hydrogen is difficult to 
store, difficult to transport, has a low 
energy density, and dangerous if leaking. 
A potentially better fuel is methanol. 
Methanol is a liquid, transports well, has 
a high energy density, is compatible with 
existing fuel systems, and can be used in 
fuel cells.  

 Methanol can be produced via several 
different processes 

 C(s) + 2 H2O(g)     
 CH3OH(g) + 1/2 O2(g) 

 CO(g) + 2 H2(g)   CH3OH(g) 

 CO2(g) + 2 H2(g)     
 CH3OH(g) + 1/2 O2(g) 

 CO2(g) + 2 H2O(g)     
 CH3OH(g) + 3/2 O2(g) 

For each reaction, 

a) At what temperature, if any, is the 
reaction thermodynamically 
spontaneous?  

b) What minimum potential must be used 
to make the reaction spontaneous at 
298 K? 

96. A methanol fuel cell operates via the 
reaction  

 CH3OH(aq) + O2(g) H

   
  CO2(aq) + H2O(l)  

At the cathode, oxygen is reduced. 

a) Determine the standard cell potential 
at 338 K.  

b) The system operates at 105 °C with 
methanol at 3.00 mol/L and oxygen 
from the air at 0.209 bar. Aqueous 
carbon dioxide at 1.5 mol/L is 
produced. Determine the cell 
potential. 

c) The cell is 55 % efficient. What 
methanol flow rate (moles/second) must 
be used to produce 150 W of usable 
power.  

  

98.  —

 

Answers to in-text exercises 

20.1        
+7   –2   1 +2

H 2
4 2

   0  

MnO aq I aq Mn aq I s



      

    

   

+3  –3  +1   –2 +1   

+2   

3
3

H
+1   

2
2

–2

Fe aq NH OH aq

Fe aq N O g


 





 

 

      
+1  +5 –2 

O
   0 –3 +1  

H
4 2 4 3P s H PO aq PH g

    

      
 

OH
2 3

+5  –2   –1  +4  –2  

ClO aq ClO aq Cl aq
     

20.3 Fe3+(aq) + 2 NH3OH+(aq) H


  Fe2+(aq) + 
N2O(g) + H2O(l) + 2H+(aq) 

 6 ClO2(aq) + 6 OH–(aq) OH


  5 ClO3
–(aq) 

+ Cl–(aq) + 3H2O(l) 

20.4 Pb(s) + PbO2(s) + 2 H2SO4(aq)  

 2 4
H SO  2 PbSO4(s) + 2 H2O(l) 

97.  The Statue of Liberty 
has an iron framework 
and copper skin. Over a 
100 year period, the iron 
in contact with the 
copper lost about 50 % 
of its mass while the 
copper lost about 4 % of 
its mass. Use additional 
resources and electro-
chemical equations to 
explain each of these 
observations.  
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20.8 a) Pt(s) | MnO4
2–(aq), Mn2+(aq)  

 

| |
| |
| |

 I–(aq) | I2(s), Pt(s)   (acidic) 

 b) Pt(s), P4(s) | H2PO4
–(aq)  

 
| |
| |
| |

 PH3(g) | P4(s), Pt(s) (basic) 

 c) Pt(s) | N2O(g) | NH3OH+(aq)  

 
| |
| |
| |

 Fe3+(aq), Fe2+(aq) | Pt(s)  (acidic) 

 d) Pt(s) | ClO2(aq), ClO3
–(aq)  

 
| |
| |
| |

 ClO2(aq), Cl–(aq) | Pt(s) (basic) 

20.6 a) both are active; b) zinc is active, copper is 
passive 

20.9 Ag(s) | Ag+(aq, 1.0 mol/L) 
| |
| |
| |

Br2(aq,  

 1.0 mol/L), Br–(aq, 0.25 mol/L) | Pt(s) 

20.14 The negative reduction potential indicates the 
reaction occurs opposite to that assumed by the 
chemical equation: zinc is oxidized and 
hydrogen reduced. 

20.18 a) MnO4
–(aq) + H2C2O4(aq) H

  Mn2+(aq) 
 + 2 CO2(g) E°cell(298 K) = 1.997 V 

 b) 2 ClO–(aq) OH

  2 Cl–(aq) + O2(g) 
  E°cell(298 K) = b) 0.41 V 

20.28 1.103 V 

20.34 see page 1015. 

20.36 0.276 V 

20.44 1.272 V 

20.46 0.828 V 

20.47 E°cell(298 K) = 1.662 V (acidic) 

 E°cell(298 K) = 2.490 V (basic) 

20.52 2.0·1049 

20.54 a) 1.229 V; b) 1.229 V 

20.55 Ksp(298 K) = 1.0·10–12 (mol/L)3 

20.59 ??? 

20.61 ??? 

20.62 ??? 

20.63 No. The ‘battery’ is a fuel cell. All the energy 
will be expended as heat. 

20.64 a) 96 %; b) 6.4 yrs 

20.66 0.988 V 

20.67 a) 2.319 V; b) 1.639 V 

20.72 1.4·105 (L/mol)2 

20.77 substitute the following into the original 
equation 

 

   H
log log H log H

H

pH pH

pH

x

x ref

ref

x ref



 


                
  

 

 

20.79 3.313 

20.84 a) 8.5 g; 93 s 

20.88 a) 1.229 V; b) 260 s 
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Bringing it all together: GOLD! 

 This is the story of gold, from locked in ore to recovered pure gold. It is also a story that   
requires applying numerous preceeding chapters to fully understand the chemistry. 

Gold metal is the most stable form of gold, but ore typically contains only trace amounts of gold: 
ore that contains five ppm gold is a high grade ore! (Five ppm corresponds to five grams of gold per tonne 

(1000 kg) of ore.) Since the 1890’s, cyanide, CN–, has been used to extract gold from ore. 

In the presence of oxygen, gold establishes the following equilibrium. 

 Au+(aq) + e–   Au(s)       E°red = 1.692 V 

 O2(g) + 2 H2O(l) + 4 e–   4 OH–(aq)    E°red = 0.401 V 

 ————————————————————————————————— 

 4 Au(s) + O2(g) + 2 H2O(l)   4 Au+(aq) + 4 OH–(aq)  E°cell = –1.291 V 

Using equation 20.48, the equilibrium constant is calculated as 

 K(298 K) = 4.76·10–88 (mol/L)8/bar 

The equilibrium constant indicates that very little gold(I) forms. Indeed, the gold(I) 
concentration in a solution at pH 12.00 and O2 concentration of 250 µmol/L, the dissolved gold 
concentration is 4.14·10–11 mol/L. 

However the association of gold with cyanide is very strong 

 Au+(aq) + 2 CN–(aq)   Au(CN)2
–(aq)   K(298 K) = 1·1047 (L/mol)2 

In the presence of cyanide, gold(I) complexes with cyanide, shifting the solubility of the first 
equilibrium to the right. Looking at the combined chemical equilibria, we have 

 4 Au(s) + O2(aq) + 2 H2O(l)   4 Au+(aq) + 4 OH–(aq) K(298 K) = 1.18·10–86 (mol/L)7 

 4 (Au+(aq) + 2 CN–(aq)   Au(CN)2
–(aq))   K(298 K) = (1·1047 (L/mol)2)4 

 ———————————————————————————————————— 

 4 Au(s) + O2(aq) + 2 H2O(l) + 8 CN–(aq)   4 Au(CN)2
–(aq) + 4 OH–(aq) 

           K(298 K) = 1·10102 L/mol 

Clearly, gold is very soluble in the presence of cyanide. 

To extract the gold, the ore is crushed to a powder and placed in heaps. A dilute sodium cyanide 
solution (around 0.015 percent by mass) is sprayed over the ore. In contact with air, the solution 
absorbs oxygen. As the solution percolates through the ore, the above chemistry occurs. After 
days of continuous spraying (the cyanide solution is collected and resprayed), the majority of the gold 
has dissolved.  

In addition to gold, silver, and copper also dissolve and form cyanide complexes. Recovery of 
gold (and silver and copper) is done using zinc metal. Zinc complexes cyanide better than gold and 
reduces gold(I) to gold metal. The overall reaction is given below.  

 Zn(s) + 2 Au+(aq)   Zn2+(aq) + 2 Au(s) E°cell = 2.453 V K(298 K) = 1·10192 L/mol 
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 2 (Au(CN)2
–(aq)   Au+(aq) + 2 CN–(aq))   K(298 K) = (1·10–47 (mol/L)2)2 

 Zn2+(aq) + 4 CN–(aq)   Zn(CN)4
2–(aq)   K(298 K) = 3.7·1021 (L/mol)4 

 ———————————————————————————————————— 

 Zn(s) + 2 Au(CN)2
–(aq)   Zn(CN)4

2–(aq) + 2 Au(s) K(298 K) = 4·10119 (L/mol) 

Voila! gold! Copper and silver similarly reduce as the metal. Separation of copper, silver, and 
gold may be done in an electrochemical concentration cell. 

Additional information on numerous types of mining is available at <http://mine-engineer.com>. 
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Summary 

<not developed> 
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APPLICATIONS OF CHEMISTRY 
 

Chapter 21. Atmospheric Chemistry 1062 

Chapter 22. Biochemistry 1067 

Chapter 23. Chemical Engineering 1068 

Chapter 24. Cosmetic chemistry 1069 

Chapter 25. Energetic Materials 1070 

Chapter 26. Environmental Chemistry 1095 

Chapter 27. Forensic Science 1096 

Chapter 28. Materials Engineering 1097 

Chapter 29. Nanoscience 1104 

Chapter 30. Nuclear Science 1105 

Chapter 31. Food and Nutrition Science 1139 

Chapter 32. Pharmaceutical Chemistry 1143 

 

 

 
These applied chapters explore some of the chemical applications in the world around us. I [the 

author] am not an expert in these fields. These chapters are either authored or reviewed by 
experts in the respective fields. Their contribution is greatly appreciated. 
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Chapter 21. Atmospheric Chemistry 

Students should review section 7.1 to understand infrared and UV-Vis spectroscopy and 
compete Chapter 15 (Principles of Chemical Equilibria) prior to beginning Chapter 21. Some 
of the material in this chapter is repeated in Chapter 10 (States of Matter: Gases).  

 

<not developed> 

 

If you know someone with knowledge in this area and potentially interested in writing an essay 
(without questions) or chapter (with end-of-chapter questions) on this topic, I would greatly appreciate 
being put in contact with them! 

 

 

<headings are tentative> 

21.1 Atmospheric composition 

 

21.2 Photochemical processes 

 

21.3 Chemical processes 
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Figure 21.1  Schematic showing the complexity of atmospheric processes: sources, sinks, atmospheric 

transport,  and atmospheric chemistry and photochemistry. 
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21.4 Greenhouse gases 

The Earth exists in a dynamic energy equilibrium. Earth absorbs energy from the sun and 
simultaneously radiates an equal amount of energy. Both the Earth and sun are approximately 
blackbody radiators, just at different temperatures. The average solar surface temperature is 5778 
K. The average Earth surface temperature is 286 K (13 °C).  

 
Figure 21.2  Idealized blackbody radiation profiles of the sun and Earth.  

Blackbody radiation from the sun has a maximum in the visible region. The gases surrounding 
the sun absorb some of this radiation, resulting in 340 W/m2 reaching the Earth’s atmosphere. 
Clouds, water, and  snow reflect sunlight back into space. The net result is the Earth’s 
atmosphere and surface absorbing 240 W/m2, which warms the planet. Note that varing 
absorptivity on Earth is responsible for regional temperatures and wind patterns, which generates 
weather. 

Blackbody emission from Earth is in the infrared region. Some atmospheric gases absorb some 
of this radiation and re-radiate in all directions, including back down to Earth. These gases — 
gases that absorb in the region from 100 to 2000 cm–1* — are greenhouse gases. Greenhouse 
gases form a blanket over the Earth, absorb infrared radiation from the Earth, and re-radiating it 
back to Earth, which is called the greenhouse effect. 

 

                                                 
* Wavenumbers are a unit of energy commonly used for infrared spectroscopy. See section ??? for details. 
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Figure 21.3  The greenhouse effect. 

Without an atmosphere, the Earth would radiate more energy into space and be cooler than it is 
today. It is estimated that the average Earth surface temperature would be around -17 °C — too 
cold for land-based life as we know it. Common, naturally occuring, greenhouse gases include 
water vapor, methane, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxides (NO, NO2, N2O4, N2O), 
and ozone. These greenhouse gases, at their preindustrial atmospheric concentrations, increased 
the average temperature to 13 °C. Thus, the Earth surface temperature is dynamic, controlled by 
numerous factors, including the atmospheric concentration of greenhouse gases. 
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Table 21.4  Greenhouse gases and their properties. 
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Chapter 22. Biochemistry 

 

<not developed> 

 

If you know someone with knowledge in this area and potentially interested in writing an essay 
(without questions) or chapter (with end-of-chapter questions) on this topic, I would greatly appreciate 
being put in contact with them! 
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Chapter 23. Chemical Engineering 

 

<not developed> 

 

If you know someone with knowledge in this area and potentially interested in writing an essay 
(without questions) or chapter (with end-of-chapter questions) on this topic, I would greatly appreciate 
being put in contact with them! 
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Chapter 24. Cosmetic chemistry 

 

<not developed> 

 

If you know someone with knowledge in this area and potentially interested in writing an essay 
(without questions) or chapter (with end-of-chapter questions) on this topic, I would greatly appreciate 
being put in contact with them! 
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Chapter 25. Energetic Materials 

This chapter is adapted from the essay “Flash! Bang! Whiz!” by Dr. James Calvert, Associate 
Professor Emeritus in the Engineering Department at the University of Denver. 
Students should complete Chapter 10 (States of Matter: Gases) and Chapter 18 
(Thermochemistry) prior to beginning Chapter 25 (Energetic Materials). 

Energetic materials are those that rapidly release significant amounts of energy during a 
chemical reaction. Most energetic reactions produce gaseous products. Propellants, explosives, 
and pyrotechnics are all forms of energetic materials. Energetic materials are all around us: 

• automotive fuel  • explosive in airbags 

• a match  • blasting during roadway construction 

• fireworks  • rocket propellants 

 
AUTHOR’S NOTE: this chapter presents the field of energetic materials in a logical fashion, 
emphasizing SAFE use of energetic materials, and purposely excluding synthetic pathways. All 
of this information is available from other sources. There are more chemical injuries at home 
involving household chemicals than in industry involving energetic materials and chemicals in 
general. This is because knowledge and safety are foremost in the minds of all workers using 
energetic materials. 

Propellants create high gas pressure for driving projectiles, rockets, or similar uses. Internal 
combustion engines (such as your car) are the low-energy, low speed limit of the propellants 
classification. Explosives create high gas pressure so rapidly that the expanding gases disrupt the 
surrounding structures. Explosives are used in construction, mining, warfare, and in your 
automobile. Pyrotechnics mainly produce sound and light, and are used in varied applications, 
usually on a small scale. Fireworks combine propellants and pyrotechnics as a form of 
entertainment: a show of light, noise, and motion.  

Reactions of energetic materials must be spontaneous, yet must not begin until the proper 
moment, even though all necessary ingredients are in contact. The kinetic barrier controls the 
sensitivity of the energetic material. Sensitivity ranges from exquisitely sensitive, which react 
with the slightest shock (such as the decomposition of nitrogen trichloride, NCl3), to insensitive (such as 

ammonium nitrate, NH4NO3). Energetic materials specialists search for a degree of sensitivity that 
allows for safe handling and transport, but reliably detonates when the appropriate stimulus is 
applied. 

The energy to start a reaction may be supplied by impact, friction, heat, flame, spark, radiation, 
shock wave, or deformation. Each explosive agent has its own sensitivities to the various stimuli. 
The device supplying the initiating energy is commonly called the detonator, initiator, or 
primer, which ignites the main charge.   

Energetic materials contain both an oxidizer and a fuel. When lower speed reactions are desired, 
the fuel and oxidizer are often separate entities mixed together. The highest speed reactions 
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occur when the same entity contains both the fuel and oxidizer. To illustrate this, compare the 
composition of the propellants in table 25.5 are the explosive in table 25.7. 

• common separate oxidizers include O2, H2O2, N2O4  

• common separate fuels include hydrocarbons, metals, and hydrazine, N2H4 

• in a single entity, the oxidizer is commonly NO2
–, NO3

–, N3
–, CNO–, ClO3

–, or ClO4
– 

• in a single entity, the fuel is commonly the carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen containing 
entity bonded to the oxidizer. 

All energetic material reactions produce stable (low energy) entities like nitrogen, carbon dioxide, 
and water vapour. Energetic material reactions are adiabatic: the rapid reaction and evolving 
gases occcur faster than energy transfer with the surroundings. The exothermic nature of these 
reactions means that water evolves as a gas, H2O(g), and contributes to the quantity of gases 
produced. However, the reaction mechanism of most energetic materials is either unknown or 
poorly understood. This is an active area of research and initial research has uncovered some 
interesting chemistry.  

Autocatalyic decomposition of gunpowder 

An autocatalytic reaction exists when the products of a chemical reaction catalyze the reaction. 
The decomposition of nitrocellulose — gunpowder — is autocatalytic. Nitrocellulose placed on a 
tile will burn with a flame. If placed in a hole, the reaction will proceed faster because the 
products are somewhat contained. In a sealed container like a bullet, the reaction is very fast. 

 

DEMO A 1.0 cm3 sample of gunpowder 
on a piece of tile

in a hole 1 cm diam; 3 cm deep

 
 
 

 will burn 

completely 
in a few seconds.

in less than a second.





  

25.1 Safety  

Safety must be first and foremost in the minds of anyone using an energetic material. Many 
common chemicals, like nitrates, chlorates, and peroxides are energetic materials that react 
violently in certain chemical environments. In general, the individual reactants are generally 
stable, and the finished device containing the energetic material securely for storage and 
transport and is also safe. The greatest hazards, by far, are in the manufacturing processes where 
chemicals are combined and the finished devices produced. Manufacturers are aware of these 
dangers and implement appropriate safety practices.  

 
The vast majority of accidents are attributable to lax adherence to safety requirements. 
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A person — maybe a friend of yours — wanting to experiment with energetic materials may 
well be conducting the last experiment of their life and the lives of the people around them. 
Amateurs have insufficient understanding of the chemicals they are working with and of safe-
handling procedures. Amateurs have insufficient access to appropriate reaction equipment, safety 
equipment, and a safe working environment. 

 
The first accident is often deadly. 

Manufacturing of energetic materials, including fireworks, is 
a job for experts only. 

Persons interested in learning more about energetic materials 
need specialized training in chemistry, engineering, and/or 
pyrotechnics before seeking employment with companies/
military laboratories engaged in energetic materials research, 
manufacturing, and use. Persons interested in learning more 
about pyrotechnics could volunteer to help people who 
present public fireworks displays. This would provide 
valuable safety training and experience in safe practices. If 
this appeals as a career, these professionals can also inform 
you of how to go about getting professional certification. 

When things go wrong making rocket fuel …  

In 1986, the space shuttle Challenger exploded and all space shuttles were grounded until the 
cause could be determined. A facility that manufactures ammonium perchlorate, NH4ClO4, a 
main reactant in the space shuttle’s solid rocket boosters, continued manufacturing ammonium 
perchlorate. Once the normal storage containers were filled, the manufactuer brought and filled 
plastic storage tanks. Ammonium perchlorate is an oxidizer; the plastic is a fuel. Over 4500 
tonnes of ammonium perchlorate were on site in 1988 when, likely, a welding spark caught one 
contain on fire. The resulting fire and explosions destroyed the facility. Two explosions 
registered 3.0 and 3.5 on the Richter scale. The total of all the detonations was estimated at over 
one kiloton of TNT. The workers quickly realized that they could not put out the fire and 
evacuated. However, two were caught in explosions and died. Dozens of emergency response 
personnel were injured. Property over 15 km away was damaged by the explosions. 

 

 
This is/was a persons hand. A 
commercially available 
firework detonated in his hand 

th lt
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25.2 Propellants 

Propellants are used to move objects, from bullets to rockets, by rapidly producing a gas behind 
the object. 

Table 25.5  Properties of selected propellants. 

black powder bullets, artillary, model rockets var.

single base (nitrocellulose) bullets, artillary, rockets var.

double base (nitrocellulose; nitroglycerin) bullets, artillary, rockets var.

ammonium perchlorate:aluminum rockets 2600

hydrogen peroxide, H2O2 rockets 1170

hydrazine, N2H4 rockets 1860

nitromethane, CH3NO2 rockets 2120

hydrogen:oxygen, H2:O2 rockets 3550

kerosine:oxygen, (CH2)n :O2 rockets 2510

hydrazine:oxygen, N2H4:O2 rockets 2650

hydrazine:dintrogen tetroxide, N2H4:N2O4 rockets 2440

dimethyl hydrazine:dintrogen tetroxide, (CH3)2N2H2:N2O4 rockets 2690

Source: Akhaven, J., Chemistry of Explosives , 2nd. Ed. Royal Society of Chemistry, 2004.

Use Specific Impulse
/((N s)/kg)

Propellant

liquid monopropellant

liquid bipropellant

solid propellant

 
How fast a solid propellant burns is affected by the surface area of the solid. Solids are prepared 
as grains. The larger the grain, the slower it burns. For liquids, the burn rate is controlled by the 
rate the liquid is fed into the reaction chamber. Liquid propellants have the significant benefit 
that they can be started and stopped by simply controlling a valve. Solid propellants, once 
ignited, burn to completion. 

Black powder 

Black powder was the sole propellant, explosive, and pyrotechnic agent for 500 years, from 1300 
to 1800, and is still used in certain applications. It was originally used as a pyrotechnic 
substance, then applied as a propellant in firearms, and finally used as an explosive in 
engineering and mining. The history of black powder is shrouded in mystery and 
misinformation. An egregious assertion is that Chinese alchemists invented black powder in 220 
BC. There is no evidence of black powder in China, and this is about 1200 years before nitrates 
were first discovered and used. The important Chinese invention was pure nitrates, which they 
used in pyrotechnic devices, arrow throwers and rockets. China were leaders in the development 
and use of rockets for pleasure pyrotechnics and later for war. Additionally, neither Roger Bacon 
nor Berthold Schwartz invented black powder, but they did refine its composition. 
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Black powder is not a simple mixture of nitrate, charcoal and sulfur. The composition of 
ordinary black powder is 75 – 85 percent potassium nitrate, KNO3, 5 – 15 percent carbon, and 5 
– 15 percent sulfur by mass, which is close to the ideal stoichiometric mass ratio of 84:8:8 that 
gives the reaction  

80 KNO3(s) + 64 C(s) + 3 S8(s)   16 K2CO3(s) + 24 K2SO4(s) + 48 CO2(g) + 40 N2(g) 

        ΔrH° = –32248 kJ 

The white smoke produced during black powder combustion is due to the solid combustion 
products. Black powder is considered a safe explosive:  

• insensitive to shock, friction, and electric spark 

• must be initiated by heat or flame 

• moisture renders black powder inert; drying does not restore its properties 

Black powder burns at a fixed rate determined by the grain size and the reaction temperature. 
Powdered black powder is used for blasting, small grain for firearms, and large grain for cannons 
and rockets. A thread of gunpowder, wrapped in paper or other covering, burns at a slow rate 
because heat is lost, making a delay element or fuse. When confined, such as a firecracker, the 
powder quickly becomes hot enough to burn very rapidly, releasing all the energy quickly — fast 
enough to make a loud bang (often called a report).  

Because of its safety and reliability, compressed black powder is used as the propellant in model 
rockets. The burn rate can be further adjusted with chalk, wax, and/or talc.  

Model rocketry 

  

Solid propellants 

Nitrocellulose-based propellants are discussed on page 1081. 

Model rocket engines contain propellant grain black
powder, a pyrotechnic delay, and explosive grain black
powder as the ejection charge. The delay allows the rocket
to coast to its maximum altitude before releasing the
payload, often a parachute to recover the rocket.  

permission???
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The solid rocket booster on rockets and to lift heavy aircraft during takeoff contain a 
stoichiometric ammonium perchlorate:aluminum mixture. 

6 NH4ClO4(s) + 10 Al(s)   3 N2 + 12 H2O(g) + 4 Al2O3(s) + 2 AlCl3(s) 

        ΔrH° = –??? kJ 

The reactants are mixed with an epoxy or polymer binder and packed into the rocket casing. The 
reactor is designed to provide uniform thrust while the fuel is burning. The rocket is then 
jetissoned.  

 
Figure 25.6  Rocket assisted take-off (RATO) (also referred to as jet assisted take-of  (JATO)) is used to assist heavy 

aircraft on take off. RATO is valuable when airport conditions are not ideal, such as short 
and/or dirt runways. 
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Propelling the space shuttle 

  

Liquid propellants 

Some common liquid propellant systems are ullustrated below. 

CH4(g) + 2 O2(g)   CO2(g) + 2 H2O(g)     ΔrH° = –802 kJ 

2 H2(g) + O2(g)   2 H2O(g)       ΔrH° = –484 kJ 

N2H4(l) + 2 F2(g)   4 HF(g) + N2(g)     ΔrH° = –1144 kJ 

3 N2H4(l) + 2 ClF5(g)   10 HF(g) + 2 HCl(g) + 3 N2(g)  ΔrH° = –??? kJ 

C2H4(g) + 3 F2O(g) + H2O(g)   6 HF(g) + 2 CO2(g)   ΔrH° = –2311 kJ 

2 C2H6(g) + 7 F2O(g) + H2O(g)   14 HF(g) + 4 CO2(g) ΔrH° = –5162 kJ 

C13H28(l) + 19 O2(g)   13 CO2(g) + 14 H2O(g)   ΔrH° = –??? kJ 

Fuels, when used in internal combustion engines (such as your car), use oxygen from the air. 
Combustion is slower since the fuel and oxidizer are separate entities and gaseous. This is also 
true for rocket propellants. The rocket thrust is controlled by controlling the flow of reactants 
into the combustion chamber. 

The space shuttle is powered into orbit by five engines: the 
two white booster engines and three engines on the shuttle 
itself. looking at the exhaust, it is clearly evident that these 
engines use different propellants.  

The booster exhaust is a white hot powder that is visible 
well behind the shuttle (indeed, for kilometers behind the shuttle). 
The boosters use solid ammonium perchlorate:aluminum 
rocket propellant, composed of 70 % ammonium 
perchlorate 16 %, aluminum, and 14 % polymer and epoxy 
binder, by mass. A small amount of iron(III) oxide is 
present as a catalyst to control the burn rate. Once ignited, 
the boosters cannot be shut off. 

The main engine exhaust is clear and nearly colorless. 
These engines use hydrogen:oxygen propellant in the 
launch phase. Liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen are 
stored in the central main tank. Once the booster rockets 
and the main tank are depleted, they are jettisoned. The 
shuttle main engines then operate on hydrazine:dinitrogen 
tetroxide in space for course corrections and for re-entry. 
This fuel provides less thrust, but does not need to be 
stored cryogenically.  
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For example, the Apollo rockets were powered using liquid kerosene and liquid oxygen; 
kerosene is a mixture of hydrocarbons with an average composition of C13H28 (see page 653. 

Hypergolics 

Hypergolics are a class of chemical reactions that spontaneously ignite when mixed. They are 
commonly used as rocket propellants. Common reagents are dinitrogen tetroxide as the oxidizer 
and a hydrazine derivative as the fuel. 

 2 N2H4(l) + N2O4(l)   3 N2(g) + 4 H2O(g)     ΔrH° = –1049 kJ 

 4 CH3N2H3(l) + 5 N2O4(l)   9 N2(g) + 4 CO2(g) + 12 H2O(g) ΔrH° = –??? kJ 

 4 (CH3)2N2H2(l) + 3 N2O4(l)   7 N2(g) + 4 CO2(g) + 4 H2O(g) ΔrH° = –2678 kJ 

 5 N2H4(l) + 4 HNO3(l)   7 N2(g) + 12 H2O(g)    ΔrH° = –2458 kJ 

 2 C6H5NH2(l) + 31 H2O2(l)   N2(g) + 12 CO2(g) + 38 H2O(g) ΔrH° = –??? kJ 

25.3 Explosives 

An explosive is a chemical system that, once initiated, rapidly reacts to produce gaseous 
products. The reaction occurs so rapidly that the gases are produced in substantially the same 
volume that initially contained the explosives. However, as hot gaseous products, the pressure is 
hundreds to thousands of times greater. An explosion occurs when the container ruptures and the 
gases expand violently into the surroundings. 

 

image??? 

 

Explosives are grouped into two categories based on their explosion rate: 

• high explosives detonate:  the expanding gases travel faster than the speed of sound, 
creating a shock wave that shatters the surroundings 

◦ used in military munitions 

• low explosives deflagrate:  the expanding gases travel slower than the speed of sound, 
creating a pressure wave that heaves the surroundings, causing them to heave and break 

◦ used in mining, quarrying, and as propellants 

1000 m/s is often uses as the division between a low explosive and a high explosive. 
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Table 25.7  Thermodynamic properties of selected explosives.* 

name formula use

black powder stoich. reaction low, primary — 5.70

sodium azide NaN3 high, primary 22 0.62

mercury fulminate Hg(OCN)2 high, detonator 268 7.77

lead azide Pb(N3)2 high, detonator 414 7.94

lead styphnate PbC6H(OH)2(NO2)3 high, detonator -822 5.90

nitrocellulose (11.1 % N) (NC) C6H7O2(OH)(NO3)2 high, secondary -756 3.60

nitrocellulose (14.4 % N) (NC) C6H7O2(NO3)3 high, secondary -651 7.21

nitroglycerine (NG) C3H5(NO3)3 high, secondary -371 9.84

ammonium nitrate (AN) NH4NO3 high, secondary -366 10.43

ammonium nitrate:fuel oil (ANFO) 52NH4NO3:C17H36 high, secondary -19492 6.56

picric acid C6H2(OH)(NO2)3 high, secondary -216 5.74

2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) C6H2(CH3)(NO2)3 high, secondary -59 7.02

PETN C(CH2ONO2)4 high, secondary -532 10.19

RDX C3H6N3(NO2)3 high, secondary 71 9.16

HMX C4H8N4(NO2)4 high, secondary 75 9.81

Source: Akhaven, J., Chemistry of Explosives , 2nd. Ed. Royal Society of Chemistry, 2004.

1. Values are accurate to about 2 %.

Explosive Energy density1 

/(kJ/cm3)

ΔfH °(1)      

/(kJ/mol)

 

Black powder 

Black powder is discussed in the propellants section, above. When ground to a powder, the 
reaction rate is sufficiently high that black powder is a low explosive. Black powder is safe and 
was used in mining and engineering, but has been replaced by explosives that are not moisture 
sensitive. 

Fulminate 

[1799] Edward Howard discovered the second known explosive: 
mercuric fulminate, Hg(OCN)2. The name comes from Latin fulminis, 
meaning lightning.  

Hg(ONC)2(s)   Hg(g) + N2(g) + 2 CO(g)    ΔrH° = –500 kJ 

Other fulminates are known and have varying stabilities. One is so sensitive that a fly landing on 
the dry powder has set it off. Some fulminates explode as they dry at room temperature! Because 
of their reactivity, fulminate were used as detonators and primers in bullets. A mercury 
fulminate:potassium chlorate mixture is still  used as the primer in bullets. 

                                                 
* Most energetic materials resources report reaction energies on a per mass basis because it is more convenient for 

the end user to calculate the mass of energetic material required. Values in this textbook are reported on a molar 
basis to maintain consistancy with the remainder of the textbook and because we, as chemists, understand moles 
and can readily convert to mass. 
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Azides 

The azide ion, N3
–, has the structure ~N=N=N. Azides decompose to nitrogen gas. 

2 NaN3(s)   2 Na(g) + 3 N2(g)     ΔrH° = –22 kJ 

Pb(N3)2(s)   Pb(s) + 3 N2(g)      ΔrH° = –469 kJ 

Sodium azide is the explosive in automotive airbags. It is heat and shock stable, but readily 
detonated by an electric discharge. (See the story on page 571.) Lead azide is similar in reactivity to 
mercury fulminate and also used in bullet primers and detonators. Copper 
azide is exquisitely sensitive and forms when azide-containing entities 
are in contact with copper. Thus, copper metal must be avoided in all 
apparatus that process azides. It has happened that a copper tube was 
used to flow azide solutions and normal vibrations of the apparatus has 
detonated the copper azide that formed in the copper tube. 

Lead styphnate 

Lead styphnate, the lead salt of 2,4,6-trinitro-1,3-dihydroxybenzene, 
is now used in electrical detonators, replacing mercuric fulminate. It 
is non-hygroscopic and stable, but sensitive to flame and 
exceptionally sensitive to electrical sparks, such as static electricity.  

PbC6H(OH)2(NO2)3(s)   Pb(s) + 3/2 N2(g) + 3/2 H2O(g) 

 + 1/2 CO2(g) + 11/2 CO(g)   ΔrH° = –868 kJ 

Staying alive in the bomb business 

It may seem counter-intuitive, but people working with energetic materials prefer to work with 
stable, insensitive explosives. The reason is simple: so they stay alive. Unstable explosives are 
dangerous — they could go off at anytime! Not good when being transported or stored in large 
munitions depots. The goal is to develop munitions that can be handled safely but reliably 
detonated at the appropriate time. 

As you read this chapter, you will learn that different chemical entities have different stabilities. 
Explosives are formulated with additives to increase their stability (dynamite is the classic example).  

Detonators, or blasting caps, contain more sensitive explosives that are can readily be detonated 
(often electrically or on impact). The small explosion of the detonator then sets off the main 
explosive charge. Detonators are numbered from 1 to 10 depending on their charge. #1 is the 
weakest, with 0.3 grams of lead styphnate, while #10 is the strongest, with 3.0 grams. #3 is 
adequate for dynamite, #6 for gelignite, and #8 or higher for ammonium nitrate. These 
detonators are kept electrically shorted until just before firing. 

PICTURE – detonator??? 
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 Detonators must be stored separate from explosives and few are stored in the same location. 

While 3.0 grams of an explosive will take off a finger or five, it probably won’t kill you. 

High explosives 

Brisance is the shattering power of an explosive. Brisance is a combination of a fast 
decomposition and expansion — equivalent to the creation of a strong shock front. Black powder 
has a low brisance. Guncotton, nitroglycerin, and ammonium nitrate are some explosives with 
high brisance and are called high explosives. High explosives cannot be used as propellants 
because they may shatter the gun barrel. All high explosives contain both the fuel and oxidizer in 
a single molecular entity, which allows for faster reaction. 

Munitions disposal 

It was long a mystery why detonation of some explosives would detonate other explosives some 
distance away. This effect, called ‘detonation by influence,’ was employed usefully to destroy 
old munitions, although it was not understood. It did not occur with black powder, but only with 
the newer explosives. Some investigators thought there might be resonances of molecular 
frequencies, or other arcane influences, but it was shown that the detonations were not specific to 
particular compositions. Brisant explosives, however, were more effective than less brisant. We 
now know that this effect is due to shock waves. Brisant explosives create stronger shock waves 
that detonate nearby explosives. 

Nitrocellulose 

[1845] Christian Schönbein developed a process to systematically nitrate cotton using a mixture 
of nitric and sulfuric acids, producing nitrocellulose. However, the new explosive detonated 
unpredictably and spontaneously. Finally in 1865 was a consistent 
process developed. Nitrocellulose is a much more powerful explosive 
than black powder, but it was more sensitive. Dry nitrocellulose is 
sensitive to heat and shock; moist nitrocellulose can be detonated by dry 
nitrocellulose or a detonator.  

Cellulose is a polymerized form of sugar, with the chemical formula 
(C6H7O2(OH)3)n. Nitration replaces the hydroxyl functional groups with 
nitrate groups. However, it is difficult to get 100 % nitration, which 
corresponds to 14.1 % nitrogen by mass.  

• Nitrocellulose with 
13.5 %

11.1% 13.5 %

 
  

 nitrogen is called 
.

.





guncotton

pyrocotton
 

C6H7O2(OH)(NO3)2(s, 11.1 % N)   N2(g) + 4 H2O(g) + 5 CO(g) + C(s) 
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        ΔrH° = –543 kJ 

C6H7O2(NO3)3(s, 14.1 % N)   3/2 N2(g) + 7/2 H2O(g) + 3/2 CO2(g) + 9/2 CO(g) 

        ΔrH° = –1283 kJ 

The distinction between guncotton and pyrocotton is actually based on its solubility: guncotton is 
insoluble in a 2:1 ether:alcohol mixture; pyrocotton is soluble. So the simple act of dissolving 
and filtering separates guncotton and pyrocotton. 

• guncotton is used as an explosive 

• pyrocotton has numerous surprising uses 

Evaporating the ether:alcohol solvent leaves a film of pyrocotton, which was an early plastic. 
Without additives, the plastic is called celluloid and is rigid and used as an ivory replacement to 
make piano keys (the original piano keys were made from elephant ivory). Celluloid is still used to make 
high quality ping pong balls. Adding plasticizers, the plastic is called collodion and was the 
original motion picture film. The main disadvantage of celluloid and collodion is their 
flammability. 

DEMO Flash paper, commonly used by magicians, is nitrocellulose. It is available in most 
magic shops. The slightest spark and poof, gone in a flash. The difficulty in making 
nitrocellulose is also observed in flash paper: highly nitrated (good) flash paper burns 
quickly and brightly; poor flash paper burns with smoke. 

[1886] Vielle discovered how to make a propellant from pyrocotton. Celluloid was crushed into 
a powder and the powder then formed into grains. These grains, with various additives to control 
the rate of burning, chemical properties, and stability in storage, made a propellant called 
smokeless powder that replaced gunpowder and was more powerful.  

• Smokeless powder made entirely from celluloid is a form of single-base powder. 

◦ United States Powder was single-base, formed in cylindrical perforated grains. The 
grains are of different sizes and shapes for different applications. Rifle grains have 
one perforation and burn slower. Artillery shell propellant have up to seven 
perforations.  

• Preparing smokeless powder by mixing celluloid with nitroglycerin makes a double-base 
powder. 

◦ Cordite is a famous British double-base smokeless powder, used in everything from 
small arms to naval guns until the 1930s. Cordite is composed of 55 – 65 % 
guncotton, 30 – 40 % nitroglycerin, and 5 % paraffin wax. Cordite MD, with 30 % 
nitroglycerin, was a rifle powder.  

Nitroglycerin 

[1846] Antonio Sobrero in Milan synthesized nitroglycerin, C3H5(NO3)3, 
by treating glycerol with concentrated nitric and sulfuric acids. 
Fortunately, he did not synthesize much before discovering that it was an 
unstable, powerful explosive. However, nitroglycerin is difficult to 
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detonate when frozen, below 13°C. Nitroglycerin vapour causes headaches and dilates blood 
vessel. This latter property has been used to advantage: angina is severe chest pain caused by 
constricted cardiac blood vessels and is a precursor to heart attacks. Nitroglycerin, in tablet form, 
rapidly dissolves in the blood stream and relieves the pain. 

[1866] Alfred Nobel* discovered that nitroglycerin could be rendered insensitive to shock by 
absorption of up to 60 % nitroglycerin in diatomaceous earth. Sawdust also works as an 
absorbent. This mixture made an explosive that you could use as a hammer, but would explode 
with full power when detonated using a primer: dynamite. Interestingly, dynamite burns on an 
open fire — it does not explode.  

C3H5(NO3)3(l)   3/2 N2(g) + 5/2 H2O(g) + 3 CO2(g) + 1/4 O2(g) ΔrH° = –1406 kJ 

The reaction products are completely gaseous, and there is excess oxygen, so little smoke is 
produced.  

[1875] Nobel discovered that pyrocotton dissolves in nitroglycerin to form a gel, gelignite, that 
is nearly as stable as dynamite. Gelignite is the most powerful chemical explosive known.  

Shooting wells — the original fracking 

In the 1920s and 1930s, liquid nitroglycerin was used for ‘shooting’ oil wells to increase 
production. By exploding 2 to 200 liters of nitroglycerin in the oil well, the surrounding rock 
would be fractured for a considerable distance, greatly enlarging the porosity and allowing oil to 
flow more freely. Nitroglycerin could not be commercially shipped. The ‘shooter’ would 
synthesize and pour nitroglycerin into tin tubes that were lowered into the well. A time fuse 
exploded the charge after a reasonable interval. The nitroglycerin could also explode if the tube 
hit the wall of the well too hard. Few ‘shooters’ died of old age. 

Ammonium nitrate 

[1867] Alfred Nobel also discovered that ammonium nitrate, NH4NO3, was a stable but powerful 
explosive. It is hygroscopic and must be protected against moisture.  

NH4NO3(s)   N2(g) + 2 H2O(g) + 1/2 O2(g)   ΔrH° = –484 kJ 

The excess oxygen can be used to oxidize organic material mixed with the nitrate, such as saw 
dust, starch, or diesel. Ammonium nitrate-fuel oil (ANFO) is more powerful and easier to 
detonate than pure ammonium nitrate. (Fuel oil is approximated as C17H36.) 

52 NH4NO3(s) + C17H36(l)   52 N2(g) + 122 H2O(g) + 17 CO2(g) 

        ΔrH° = –16697 kJ 

                                                 
* Alfred Nobel made his fortune by patenting dynamite and manufacturing weapons of war. However, he did not 

want to be remembered as the merchant of death, so he left his fortune to establish the Nobel Prizes for 
outstanding achievement in physics, chemistry, literature, peace, and medicine. 
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Ammonium nitrate is also an excellent nitrogen-rich fertilizer, supplying immediately usable 
nitrate and time-release ammonia. For this reason, it was readily available in bulk and its 
explosive nature was often unknown or ignored in shipping. Large shipments of ammonium 
nitrate were being sent to Europe following WWII to aid agriculture recovery. Three separate 
incidents occurred in 1947: three cargo ships loaded with ammonium nitrate exploded during 
transport. These accidents led to more careful handling of ammonium nitrate. In the 1990s, 
terrorists used ammonium nitrate fertilizer as explosives. (The 1993 World Trade Center bombing and 

the 1995 Oklahoma city bombing both used ammonium nitrate explosives.) These terrorist acts led to the 
banning of ammonium nitrate as a fertilizer in North America. Ammonium nitrate was also the 
active ingredient in chemical cold packs. Inside the bag was a bag of water that, when burst, 
would dissolve the ammonium nitrate. Dissolution of ammonium nitrate is endothermic, and the 
bag got cold. The dissolution products are conveniently non-toxic. However, ammonium nitrate 
is no longer used and the replacement is significantly less endothermic. (The bag doesn’t get as cold.) 

Picric acid 

[1771] Peter Woulfe prepared picric acid (2,4,6-trinitrophenol), 
C6H2(NO2)3OH, for use as a yellow dye and in medicine. It was not 
used as an explosive until 1830. The solid is heat and shock sensitive 
and the most sensitive high explosive in use. Many explosions and 
deaths have occurred when the lid on a bottle of dried picric acid was 
opened. Picric acid is oxygen deficient and produces a cloud of black 
smoke during detonation. 

C6H2(NO2)3(OH)(l)   3/2 N2(g) + 3/2 H2O(g) + 11/2 CO(g) + 1/2 C(s) 

        ΔrH° = –744 kJ 

TNT 

[1863] Joseph Wilbrand synthesized trinitrotoluene (TNT), 
C6H2(NO2)3(CH3), which was originally used as a yellow dye. It is 
stable and only detonated by another explosive. TNT detonation is also 
oxygen-deficient, producing in a cloud of black smoke during 
detonation. 

The explosive yield of TNT is considered to be the standard measure 
of other explosives. 

C6H2(CH3)(NO2)3(s)   3/2 N2(g) + 5/2 H2O(g) + 7/2 CO(g) + 7/2 C(s) 

        ΔrH° = –964 kJ 

Synthesis of TNT involves nitrating toluene using nitric and sulfuric acid. The successive nitro 
groups are increasingly difficult to bond to toluene, requiring higher acid concentrations with 
each step.  

C6H5(CH3)(l) 3

2

HNO
H O


  C6H4(CH3)(NO2)(l)  
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  C6H2(CH3)(NO2)3(s) 

PETN 

Pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN), C(CH2ONO2)4, is a powerful high 
explosive with a high brisance.  

C(CH2ONO2)4(s)   2 N2(g) + 4 H2O(g) + 3 CO2(g)  
 + 2 CO(g)  ΔrH° = –1831 kJ 

PETN is commonly mixed with other explosives to produce and 
explosive with specific properties. Detonating cord (det. cord) is a 
hollow tube filled with PETN and used for simultaneously detonating 
multiple explosive charges. Detcord is commonly used in mining, 
drilling, and demolitions. 

RDX 

 

C3H6N3(NO2)3(s)   3 N2(g) + 3 H2O(g) + 3 CO(g) 

    ΔrH° = –1118 kJ 

HMX 

 

C4H8N4(NO2)4(s)   4 N2(g) + 4 H2O(g) + 4 CO(g) 

    ΔrH° = –1483 kJ 

 

Explosive mixtures 

Mixing an explosive with a polymeric binder makes polymerized-binder explosives (PBX). The 
polymer binder acts like the gelling of nitroglycerin, making the explosive safer. HMX, RDX, 
and PETN are commonly used in PBX mixtures. Probably the most famous mixture is C-4, 
plastic explosive. So named because it can be molded to whatever shape is necessary, much like 
putty. C-4 is composed of 

91.0 % RDX, by mass 

 5.3  di(2-ethylhexyl) sebaccate 

 2.1  Polyisobutylene 

 1.6  20-weight motor oil 
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Amatol is a mixture of ammonium nitrate and TNT. The excess oxygen in ammonium nitrate 
nitrate oxidizes the excess carbon in TNT so that no smoke is produced. Amatol is commonly 
used in explosive heads that detonate on impact. 

21 NH4NO3(s) + 2 C7H5(NO2)3(s)   24 N2(g) + 47 H2O(g) + 14 CO2(g) 

Nitrogen explosives 

The ideal explosive produces stable, gas phase products: CO2, H2O, and N2. There has been 
extensive work on two nitrogen-only explosives: N8 and N10. 

 • N8 is composed of N3– and N5+. Both of these ions have been characterized  
in other entities, but no stable product has been formed combining them  
together. 

 • N10 is composed of N3+ and 3 N3– ions. Again, both of these ions are known, 
but no stable product has been formed combining them together. 

Computational studies suggest that there is little barrier to decomposition of both  
N8 and N10. 

 

Burning Kuwait 

On 02 August 1990, Iraq invaded Kuwait to acquire its vast oil reserves and sea ports. Iraq 
quickly overwhelmed the Kuwaiti armed forces and, within a week, declared that Kuwait was 
now a province of Iraq. After failed diplomatic efforts, the United Nations authorized military 
force to drive Iraq from Kuwait. This commenced on 16 January 1991 and the Iraqi military 
began retreating on 26 February 1991. During their retreat, the Iraqi military destroyed the 
Kuwaiti oil wells and ignited spewing oil. 837 oil wells were set on fire. An estimated six million 
barrels per day of oil was burned, spilled on the ground, and into the Persian gulf. The 
devastation was immense. 
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Capping an oil well is relatively easy — oil wells occasionally blow out and companies have 
teams trained to recap them. However, well fires were very rare and there were no established 
procedures for extinguishing them. Teams were developing and testing ideas on the fly. One 
successful strategy involved planting explosives around the burning well. The shock wave from 
the detonation drove the flame away, leaving only a spewing well that could be capped. It took 
ten months to extinguish the fires and cap the wells in Kuwait. 

Safety explosives 

Safety explosives are explosive mixtures approved for use in mines where there is a hazard of 
methane explosions. Safety explosives produce a minimum of flame and the expanding gases are 
below the temperature that will ignite the methane. The explosion is controlled by adding chalk, 
inert salts, and or wood pulp to absorb heat and slow the decomposition. Low-grade explosives 
are desired because they produce lump coal; high-grade explosives shatter the coal into powder.  
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25.4 Pyrotechnics 

In pyrotechnics we are concerned with relatively small amounts of solid oxidizer-fuel mixtures. 
The heat produced by the reaction is used to drive other chemical reactions: 

• change the physical or chemical state of some other substances 

• create some desired physical effect  

Some of the effects produced by pyrotechnic devices include  

• light: a brief, intense flash, a continued illumination of an area, or a flare to be seen, a 
signal light, perhaps coloured, a shower of sparks or stars, or an intermittent light.  

• sound: a bang, a whistle or a crackle.  

• smoke: for concealment or for signalling, and of various colors.  

• delays: to control the timing of pyrotechnic events 

• motion: the controlled motion of an object  

•  … and many other applications. 

Surprisingly, pyrotechnic mixtures often use more sensitive chemicals than those used for 
propellants or explosives, which is acceptable because of the smaller amounts involved. 
However, this introduces greater hazards during manufacturing and storage, where large 
quantities are present.  

Smoking near fireworks? What could go wrong? 

To illustrate the dangers of quantity: an explosion in a Paris toy store on 14 May 1878 killed 14 
people. The store sold caps that each contained 10 mg of explosive. However, the store had 
approximately six million caps in stock — a total of 60 kg of explosive. The explosives 
detonated because of a fire caused by careless smoking in the storeroom.  

Propellants and explosives are often used in pyrotechnics. For example, a rocket to lift a device 
to an altitude may use a black powder propellant, another black powder explosive charge to 
deploy and initiate the pyrotechnic, with a pyrotechnic delay charge between them. 

Pyrotechnics are one-time use devices. Their virtue is that they hold themselves in quiet 
readiness until needed, and then they are available instantly. 

Potassium chlorate, KClO3, is a common oxidizer in pyrotechnics because it produces low-
temperature reactions, which allow so that colors to be distinct. (Hot reaction products emit visible 

blackbody radiation and bleach other colors.) Interestingly, chlorates are considered too unstable for use 
in explosives. Care must be taken to keep chlorates away from organic matter because the 
mixture readily explodes. 

Light 

Atomic emission occurs at discrete wavelengths (see Chapter 3). Pyrotechnics that emit coloured 
light contain a low temperature pyrotechnic that burns one of several elements. That combustion 
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powers the emission and the low temperature minimizes the photobleaching by blackbody 
emission. Flares and fireworks are common lighted pyrotechnics. 

 

???Table: element, emission color 

 

Sound 

A low-grade explosive charge (usually gunpowder) produces a bang that, in the pyrotechnics field, 
is called a report or salute. 

Railways have used pyrotechnics as torpedoes for 
signalling. One or more torpedoes is secured to the rail. 
When run over by the next train, they detonate and 
signalled danger ahead. The potassium chlorate-sulfur 
reaction is commonly used in torpedoes, and produces both 
sound and smoke.  

2 KClO3(s) + 3 S(s)   2 KCl(s) + 3 SO2(g) 

A long-duration, loud, whistle is produced by packing a 
slow-burning reaction into a tube and ignited. The pitch of the whistle decreases because the 
open tube acts as a resonator. Some whistle mixtures are 70:30 potassium perchlorate and 
potassium benzoate by mass, 60:40 potassium picrate and potassium nitrate, and 72.5:27.5 
potassium perchlorate and sodium salicylate. 

Smoke & fog 

Smoke is a colloidal suspension of solid particles in air; fog is a suspension of liquid droplets in 
air. In this text, smoke is used to mean smoke and fog. Smoke has numerous applications: 

• a screening smoke is intended to be dense and obscuring  

• a signalling smoke is intended to be easily seen, and perhaps coloured  

There are numerous ways exist to make smoke: 

• Partial burning of carbonaceous matter (burning damp or green wood) that leaves carbon 
particles. This is the typical signalling fire presented in camping survival guides. 

• When the atmospheric humidity is near 100 %, 
airplane exhaust adds sufficient moisture and 
condensation nuclei (particulate matter) to initiate 
condensation, leaving a cloud trail behind the aircraft: 

contrails. 

 

• Vaporized silicon tetrachloride and ammonia 
into aircraft exhaust reacts with moisture in 
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the exhaust to create silicic acid and ammonium chloride smoke. (used in skywriting) 

 SiCl4(g) + 4 NH3(g) + 4 H2O(g)   
    4 NH4Cl(s) + Si(OH)4(s) 

• A common pyrotechnic smoke is  

2 KClO3(s) + 3 S(s)   2 KCl(s) + 3 SO2(g) 

• Burning white phosphorus makes a dense cloud of white phosphorus pentoxide, which 
combines with the moisture in air to make a phosphoric acid fog.  

• The reaction of zinc dust and hexachloroethane is used by the military to create smoke. 
The carbon makes the smoke dark gray.  

3 Zn(s) + C2Cl6(l)   3 ZnCl2(s) + 2 C(s) 

• Military smoke is also made from chlorsulfonic acid-sulfur trioxide solutions (agent FS) 
and titanium tetrachloride (agent FM). With atmospheric moisture, FM makes titanic acid 
and hydrogen chloride, and is intensified with ammonia, which forms NH4Cl.  

• In the navy, crude oil can be sprayed into the funnels of destroyers, where it is partially 
burned and produces a dense black screening smoke.  

Looking at the above reactions, it is evident that most smokes are noxious, toxic, and/or 
corrosive. 

Coloured smokes are produced by adding up to 40 % dye to the potassium chlorate-sulfur 
reaction described above. Sucrose may be used as a fuel to replace sulfur to avoid toxic sulfur 
dioxide. 

4 KClO3(s) + C6H12O6(s)   4 KCl(s) + 6 CO2(g) + 6 H2O(g) 

The low temperature of the reaction vaporizes, but minimizes decomposition of the dyes and 
minimizing thermal bleaching.  

• red smoke is produced using paranitroaniline red (para red) 

• blue smoke is produced using indigo 

• yellow smoke is produced using auramine 

Green, violet, and orange smoke the red, blue, and yellow dyes in the correct proportions. 

A flare! — someone is in trouble 

<not developed> 

Nautical flares utilize a black powder propellant to launch one or more stars that freefall or fall 
via parachute. 

A Day-Nite signal is a special pyrotechnic that emits red light from one end and orange smoke 
from the other.  

<images???> 
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Delays 

Time delays in pyrotechnics are a small layer of a delay mixture between two other pyrotechnics. 
It is very important for a delay mix to burn at a predictable rate. Gasless reactions are insensitive 
to pressure variations and are preferred in delays. 

2 KMnO4(s) + 2 Sb(s)   2 MnO2(s) + K2O(s) + Sb2O3(s) ≈ 0.5 cm/s 

2 PbO(s) + Si(s)   SiO2(s) + 2 Pb(s)     ≈ 2 cm/s 

PbO2(s) + Si(s)   SiO2(s) + Pb(s)     ≈ 6 cm/s 

The safety fuse, still used in pyrotechnics, is a hollow rope filled with black powder. The 
composition controls the burn rate from 0.5 to 30 cm/s, depending on the black powder grain. 

 

Other pyrotechnics 

Pyrotechnic devices can act as electrical switches, opening or closing an electric circuit when 
they are ignited. These reactions do not produce gases and are designed not to destroy the device.  

2 PbO(s) + Si(s)   SiO2(s) + 2 Pb(s)   non-conducting → conducting 

B(s) + Fe2O3(s)   B2O3(s) + Fe(s)   non-conducting → conducting 

Fe(s) + 3 BaO2(s)   Fe2O3(s) + 3 BaO(s)  conducting → non-conducting 

A self-heating food can was developed during World War II. It used a 50:50 iron(III) 
oxide:calcium silicide, Fe2O3:CaSi2, mix. Calcium silicide is a very reactive, so this process is 
unsuitable for commercial sales. 

[1895] Goldschmidt patented the thermite reaction. A mix of aluminum powder and iron oxide is 
packed into a crucible and ignited by a magnesium ribbon. The vigorous reaction produces 
molten iron and aluminum oxide at about 3000 °C. The thermite reaction is used to produce 
molten iron in remote locations, such as the welding of railroad rails. 

Squib is the name given to two very different pyrotechnics: 
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• a squib is a black powder charge in a small cardboard tube. The fuse is lit and the squib 
thrown. The powder burns, sending out a shower of sparks, and the gas sends the squib 
darting around on the ground.  

• a squib is an electrically ignited device that ejects a puff of flame, used for igniting rocket 
propellant, black powder, and similar materials sensitive to flame.  

Napalm is a soap of aluminum naphthenate and aluminum palmitate that can be used to thicken 
hydrocarbon liquids. The gel is not explosive, but serves to contain the hydrocarbon. The gel is 
thixotropic, meaning it flows as a liquid under force, and then gels again. Napalm is used in 
incendiary bombs. 

25.5 Fireworks 

Fire and illumination are used for entertainment and celebration. Pyrotechnics are an ideal 
medium for these festivities, combining light, sound and motion in a colourful and impressive 
way. 

VIDEO This video illustrates the dangers of creating your own fireworks. This video is the 
least that can happen to someone; death and property damage are common. 

  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EIJ1uWPD-WE  

Sparklers 

The common sparkler is a steel wire coated with a potassium 
perchlorate:aluminum mixture that makes white sparks. Strontium nitrate 
may be added for red sparks, and barium nitrate for green sparks. Adding 
iron powder produces gold sparks. The sparks burn so quickly that they 
have cooled before they contact the ground or skin. Attempts have been 
made to ban sparklers, but the most dangerous part is probably the hot 
metal wire. 

Firecracker 

The M-80 firecracker is a flash-and-sound device for army training. It is about 1.35 cm in 
diameter and 4.0 cm long, with a fuse coming out of the middle. Firecrackers generally contain a 
flash-and-sound mix, not black powder. The M-80 is filled with 2.5 g of 4:1:1 KClO4:Al:Sb2S3 
or 1:1 Sb2S3:S mix.  

Firecrackers that are sold commercially are feeble compared to the M-80, with a maximum load 
of 50 mg. With this load, accidental detonation in a persons hand will hurt a lot but probably not 
cause permanent damage to an adult hand. (AUTHOR’S NOTE: this from personal experience.) The crusade 
against fireworks is strange when so little is done to curtail guns, improve driving skills, and 
improve eating habits — each of which causes more deaths and serious injuries than firecrackers. 
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Incidentally, the original firecracker was not an explosive, but a bamboo joint that made a loud 
crack when thrown into a fire.  

Roman candle 

The Roman candle illustrates a lot about pyrotechnics. Once lit, it expels variously-coloured stars 
at intervals as it is held in the hand. There are successive modules consisting of delay mix, star, 
and expelling charge. The delay mix ignites the star and the black powder expelling charge 
behind it, which ejects the burning star. Then the next delay charge burns, and so on.  

 

 

Stick rocket 

A stick rocket (bottle rocket; moon traveller) is a small rocket with a stick attached to stabilize 
the flight. The propellant grain ignites a delay mixture, which allows the rocket to coast to the 
top of its trajectory before it ignites the bursting charge and payload, which may be a sound-and-
flash pyrotechnic or eject a star. 

 

Aerial shell 

An aerial shell is fired from a short mortar using propellant black powder. Shells are usually 5 to 
20 cm in diameter. A fuse ignites the propellant and a delay fuse, timed to detonate the bursting 
charge at the height of the trajectory. The bursting charge disperses the stars and salutes.  
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Figure 25.8 illustrates some of the common fireworks effects you may see at a display. For the 
aerial shells, it is the type and placement of the elements that controls the shape of the resulting 
effect. Any effect can be in any color. Fireworks manufacturers often combine different effects 
into the same shell. 

m

palm                          chrysanthemum            comet               willow

fountain                                    waterfall

peony                        crossette                      ring                        horsetail

 
Figure 25.8  A selection of common fireworks effects. Obviously, this image cannot present the full 

impressiveness of exploding fireworks nor can it present the sound component of these effects. 
Videos also do not do fireworks justice. Go see a fireworks display!.  

Novelty pyrotechnics 

The British cracker or American party popper contains overlapping paper or a string that, when 
pulled, makes a small report. At the overlap, there is friction sensitive explosive. Pulling causes 
friction that detonates the explosive. 

The cigarette load is a small peg coated with lead azide, Pb(N3)2. When the cigarette combustion 
reaches it, it makes a little bang and blows tobacco about.  

Candles with wicks pre-soaked in perchlorate reignite after being blown out.  
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Snakes are small pellets that expand greatly when lit.  

DANGER! in your own home 

YOU can purchase chemicals that are as concentrated as found in chemical laboratories. 
Amazingly, chemical sold for domestic (household) use have significantly less labelling 
requirements as chemicals sold to laboratories industrially.* The chemical stockroom at your 
school or your place of work is many times safer than your storage room at home, where you 
stockpile paint, cleaners, automotive chemicals, pool and hot tub chemicals, and many other 
chemicals. Many, many accidents occur at home because people are ignorant of the danger 
associated with the chemicals they are using. 

O

O O
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N
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ClCl

trichloroisocyanuric acid  
As of 2009, calcium hypochlorite and trichlor are still sold without labels warning of their 
incompatibility!  

In another investigation, Dr. Fox discovered that a mixture of calcium hypochlorite and any 
flammable organic liquid will spontaneously ignite. This occurred in the back of a minivan 
where an aerosol leaked onto the pool chemicals. Two childred died. 

Food for thought: what other chemical incompatibilities exist between the chemicals in your 
storage room? Incompatibilities that you and your family are unaware of? What chemical 
incompatibilities have yet to be discovered? 

Adapted from <www.chemaxx.com>, with permission. 

Summary 

While many chemical reactions can be done safely in a laboratory and some can even be done at 
home, reactions involving energetic materials cannot and should not be done without specialized 
training and the appropriate equipment.   

 

                                                 
* How crazy is this: the average homeowner, with little knowledge of chemistry, can purchase chemicals and is 

given less safety, storage, and handling information than laboratory and industrial chemists. 

Dr. Michael Fox of Chemical Accident Reconstruction Services 
made a startling discovery while investigating an explosion that 
launched corrosive chemicals onto a person maintaining the family 
pool, causing permanent vision loss. Dr. Fox discovered that two 
common pool chlorinating chemicals, sold side-by-side in stores, 
are explosively incompatible. Calcium hypochlorite, Ca(OCl)2, and 
trichloroisocyanuric acid (trichlor), form an unstable explosive that 
spontaneously detonates. 
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Chapter 26. Environmental Chemistry 

 

<not developed> 

 

If you know someone with knowledge in this area and potentially interested in writing an essay 
(without questions) or chapter (with end-of-chapter questions) on this topic, I would greatly appreciate 
being put in contact with them! 

 

 

 

 

Precautionary Principle 

The Precautionary Principle states when there are indications of possible adverse effects, 
though they remain uncertain, the risks from doing nothing may be far greater than the risks of 
taking action to control these exposures. The Precautionary Principle shifts the burden of proof 
from those suspecting a risk to those who discount it. 
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Chapter 27. Forensic Science 

This chapter is being prepared by Stephanie Almond, forensic scientist with ??? 

 

Soon, Stephanie will have a comprehensive 30+ page overview of forensic science! 

 

 

The television series CSI has illuminated forensic science as a critical link in understanding 
crime scenes and the events leading up to a crime. However, an artistic license is used in 
production of CSI that leads to some serious misconceptions about forensic science. Some key 
differences include: 

• you can be the person with the gun or the person in the lab, not both 

• if you are the person with the gun, your samples sent to the lab will come back in weeks (if 
you’re lucky) 

• some tests done overnight on CSI take weeks in reality 

• it would be a dream in real scientific investigations to get such conclusive evidence as on 
CSI 

This chapter explores ??? 
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Chapter 28. Materials Engineering 

This chapter was prepared by Dr. John A. Nychka, Assistant Professor in the Department of 
Chemical and Materials Engineering at the University of Alberta. Students should complete 
Chapter 4 (Molecular Entities) and Chapter 6 (Quantum Mechanical Bonding Theories) prior 
to beginning Chapter 28. 

Materials engineering is the application of scientific knowledge to the directed development of 
materials with desired properties. Chemistry plays a central role in this development. 

28.1 A brief history 

Chemistry is often defined as the field of science focusing on the composition, properties, and 
reactions of matter, with the focus on atoms, ions, or molecules. In the early 1900’s people 
started to realize that materials existed as small entities and that linking quantum structure to the 
macroscopic properties was a necessary tool for the prediction of materials’ behaviour, design of 
new materials, and selection of materials for different applications; thus came the birth of 
materials engineering. The name of the discipline itself implies science and engineering, as both 
are necessary within the discipline, making the field highly interdisciplinary. 

The proper selection and use of materials has created the world as we know it today. Being able 
to adapt to the environment by making shelters, spear points, water carriers, clothing, and even 
canoes requires problem solving ability — a cornerstone skill of the engineer — and the 
embodiment of technology development. You have learned by now what chemistry is all about, 
but what is materials engineering? While materials engineering is the oldest scientific discipline 
from the viewpoint of prehistoric people, it is one of the newest formal engineering disciplines.  

Early humans became toolmakers and masters of using natural materials for practical use — 
survival — without having any formal science knowledge. They knew how materials responded 
to stimuli, which materials should be chosen for a particular application, and how processing 
altered material properties. They did not know why, nor did they ponder the atomic properties 
governing material behaviour. Over time, knowledge grew through experiment and accident, 
which facilitated the development of more and more sophisticated technology, such as mineral 
refining and steel making. However, explaining the observed material properties and being able 
to predict the properties of complex materials requires an understanding of many formal science 
disciplines. Advances in science facilitated the evolution of materials engineering as a 
independent discipline. Some of these advances include 

• the ability to see individual atoms (electron and atomic force microscopy) 

• the ability to probe the properties of individual atoms within a larger molecular entity (pico 
and femtosecond spectroscopy) 

• the ability to probe the interaction between an atom in its chemical environment 

• the ability to probe the interaction between domains in macroscopic matter 
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The role of the atom is central to modern materials engineering; so much so that my teaching 
slogan is ‘Think like an atom’.  

But is the idea of an atom a new idea? The concept of ‘atoms’ was introduced as early as 500 
B.C. by Leucippus of Miletus and formalized by Democritus. These atomic theories were 
suppressed for almost 2000 years by Aristotle’s influence and endorsement of Empedoclean 
elemental theory, which proposed that all substances were composed of air, earth, fire, and/or 
water.*  

Materials engineering has such an effect on evolution that history is often characterized by the 
most sophisticated and important materials of the time.  

 

-5000 -4000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0 1000 1900 1960 1990 2010

BC                    AD

stone age 
(≈ 35 000 years)

bronze age 
(1800 years)

iron age 
(3300 years)

polymer age

concrete & steel age 
(80 years)

silicon age 

information age

 
Figure 28.1  The material ages through time. (???superimpose pictures from each age) 

Damascus steel: lost and found 

<not developed> 

                                                 
* Bill, Phillip “The Elements: A Very Short Introduction” Oxford University Press, New York, 2002, 8 – 15. 
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28.2 Interdisciplinary nature of materials engineering 

Materials engineering is an interdisciplinary field which integrates the scientific disciplines of 
mathematics, physics, and chemistry (and even biology, and geology) with engineering in order to 
master the design and use of materials for use in practical applications. The subtle difference 
between science and engineering is that science is the pursuit of knowledge, while engineering is 
the pursuit of a solution to a problem by using scientific principles and technology. Without 
basic scientific principles engineering can only go so far; without engineering, science can only 
go so far. Consider the following 

• Chemists develop a new epoxy resin/hardener system that chemically crosslink’s to form 
primary bonds between polymer chains. 

◦ Chemical engineers figure out how to make thousands of liters of the epoxy per day. 

• Chemists develop a reaction to make an acrylonitrile polymer. 

◦ Chemical engineers make a fiber out of the acrylonitrile-based polymer and turn it 
into carbon fiber, which can be produced by the thousands of tonnes per day. 

• Materials engineers determine how to orient the carbon fibers within the epoxy and cure it 
to make a stiff structure that exhibits minimum weight with maximum strength and 
stiffness. These engineers then specify a curing and manufacturing procedure in order to 
produce a high performance composite bicycle fork out of what you may know as a carbon 
fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP).  

 
Figure 28.2  The M5 Carbon High Rider, a high performance bicycle. The frame, forks, wheel rims, and 

seat support are made from CFRP. Complete, this bicycle weighs 7.8 kg (the lightest 
production bicycle in 2013) and sells for over 5000 $. 

Carbon fiber-reinforced polymers are one of the most promising structural materials. Different 
compositions, with different properties, are being developed for 

• aerospace  • construction 
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• automotive  • bridge reinforcing (seismic upgrading) 

• sailing  •  … and many more …  

To optimize the properties of the final product, the materials engineer must understand how the 
epoxy and carbon fiber are made and how they interact during the mixing, orienting, and curing 
process. This information is critical to being able to control the properties of the final product: 
strength, flexibility, durability, impact resistance, chemical resistance, etc. 

28.3 The materials paradigm 

The engineering of materials involves four major components: structure, properties, processing, 
and performance, with a central theme of characterization. Characterization encompasses many 
techniques to understand the chemical composition, atomic structure, defect structure, physical 
properties, mechanical properties, and electrical, magnetic, and optical properties, etc. The 
materials scientist or engineer is trained in understanding the interrelationships within the 
materials paradigm.  

Performance
  • desired functional properties
  • desired life and degredation

Properties
  • mechanical
  • electromagnetic
  • thermal
  • optical

Processing
consistant product •••

necessary scale •••

Structure
                • microscopic
                    • macroscopic
                        • electronic

Characteriza
tion

 
Figure 28.3  The paradigm of materials engineering, all focussing on characterizing the engineered material. 

Tools of the trade 

 

<not developed> 
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28.4 Classes of materials 

Engineered materials are high performance materials with defined properties and manufacturing 
requirements. Raw materials are the materials before it is processed into an engineered material. 
The goal is to design and produce a finished product knowing how the final product will perform 
based on the properties of the individual components, which could be a combination of raw and 
engineered materials. Consider making a cake:  the raw materials are the ingredients: flour, eggs, 
sugar, baking powder, water, etc., each with unique properties. The cake is the engineered 
material, which is a porous and compliant structure. Icing is another engineered material. When 
combined, the cake and icing are a third engineered material — and quite tasty! In general, many 
steps are required to prepare the raw materials and many additional steps are required to convert 
the raw materials into an engineered material. The engineering comes in to play in figuring out 
how to do the process on a large scale whilst maintaining a high quality and consistent product. 

Engineered materials can be divided into five main classes based on their properties and 
behaviour: 

• metals and alloys 

• ceramics and glasses 

• polymers 

• electronic materials (semiconductors) 

• composite materials (composed of different materials) 

Metals and alloys 

Recall Chapter 2 where the elements were grouped according to physical properties. Metals used 
in the context of materials engineering include alkali and alkaline metals, transition metals, and 
semi-metals. The classical metals — gold, silver, mercury, copper, iron, tin, lead — were 
historically used in their native state and are still used in modern applications as well: copper, 
silver, lead, and gold are used for electronic applications from circuit lines to solders for joining 
electronic components. 

An alloy is a mixture of two or more solids* that exhibit complete or partial solubility in each 
other. When elements are not completely soluble in each other, different entities with a greater 
thermodynamic stability than either of the two pure elements predominate at particular 
compositions. In some cases, the different entities that coexist have very different physical 
properties, and such materials have drastically different properties than their elemental 
components.  

Bronze is a class of alloys of copper and tin, and often minor amounts of zinc, lead, and other 
elements. The mixing of copper and tin alters the atomic arrangement and produces structures 
with unique properties. For example, if cooled quickly, a meta-stable delta, δ, phase forms that is 

                                                 
* In this context, alloys may be composed any elements that can be mixed in varying proportions; strict stoichiometric ratios are 

not required. For example, gallium-arsenide, GaAs, is an important semiconductor alloy used in light emitting diodes (LEDs) 
and hand held red laser pointers.  
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up to two times harder and more wear resistant than either pure copper or pure tin. These 
properties are important when making tools and spearheads, hence the bronze age.  

 
Figure 28.4  The copper-tin phase diagram showing the crystal structures as a function of composition. 

Other common alloys include 

• Steel: different compositions provide different characteristics, from structural strength to 
chemical resistance (stainless steels, for example) to holding a sharp edge for knives.  

• Gold: pure gold is too soft and malleable for jewellery. Alloying with copper and silver 
retains the ‘gold’ color. Alloying with palladium produces white gold. 

• Dental amalgam: silver-mercury alloys are used to create fillings for cavities (see the essay 
on page 165).  

 

 

<I recently received the following sections from Dr. Nychka and will be including them in the 
next draft edition of Exploring Chemistry.> 
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Ceramics and glasses 

 

Aerogel 

<not developed> 

  

Polymers 

 

Electronic materials 

 

Composite materials 

 

Cloaking: from Star Trek to Harry Potter to Artemis Fowl 

<not developed> 
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Chapter 29. Nanoscience 

 

<not developed> 

 

If you know someone with knowledge in this area and potentially interested in writing an essay 
(without questions) or chapter (with end-of-chapter questions) on this topic, I would greatly appreciate 
being put in contact with them! 
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Chapter 30. Nuclear Science 

This chapter was reviewed by Dr. Jeremy Whitlock, a reactor physicist at AECL laboratories, 
Fellow of the Canadian Nuclear Society, on the Board of the American Nuclear Society, and 
developer of the Canadian Nuclear FAQ website: <www.NuclearFAQ.ca>. Students should 
complete Chapter 2 (Atomic Theory) prior to beginning Chapter 30. 

In this chapter, we focus not on the outer electrons that are critical in chemical bonding, but on 
the nucleus: on the synthesis of atoms and how different isotopes are used in society. 

Recall from Chapter 2 the labelling of an element, which presents information in a convenient 
form, allowing for the unique identification of the atom 

 

A q
Z E

 

 

During nuclear reactions, the atomic number and mass number (collectively called nucleon numbers) 
change, but are conserved through the reaction: the sum of the nucleon numbers on the left and 
right sides of a chemical equation remain equal. Use of the full elemental label allows for simple 
recordkeeping of the atomic number and mass number. 

Table 30.1  Entities common in nuclear reactions.* The electron and beta particles do not actually have Z = 
±1 — the do not contain protons — but these assigned values account for how they react in 
nuclear reactions. 

/u /kg

atomic mass unit 1.000000 1.660539·10–27

proton 1.007276 1.672622·10–27

neutron 1.008665 1.674927·10–27

electron 5.485799·10–4 9.109382·10–31

negative beta 5.485799·10–4 9.109382·10–31 high energy electron from radioactive decay

positive beta (positron) 5.485799·10–4 9.109382·10–31 high energy anti-electron from radioactive decay

electron neutrino ≈ 0 ≈ 0

electron antineutrino ≈ 0 ≈ 0

alpha particle 4.001506 6.644656·10–27 high energy helium nucleus from radioactive decay

Name Sym.
Mass

Comments

1
1 p
1
0 n

0
1β




0 +
1β
0
0 eν

4
2α

0
1e

0
0 eν

 

                                                 
* Neutrino’s were proposed in 1930 to account for conservation of energy and spin in nuclear reactions. Because 

they are uncharged and unreactive, neutrinos were not experimentally observed until 1956. 

 ( ) is a one or two letter abbreviation for that element.

 ( ) is the number of protons in the atom.

 ( ) is the number of protons and neutrons in the atom.

 

E

Z

A

Element symbol

Atomic number

Mass number

Charge ( ) is the difference between the protons and electrons in the atom.q

Z p A n p q p e
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Nuclear science uses a different unit for energy: the electronvolt (eV). One electronvolt is the 
energy required to move an electron (qe– = 1.6022·10–19 C) through a one volt potential 
(ε = 1 V = 1 J/C). Substituting into the potential equation gives 

E q   

19 19J
eV 1.6022 10 C 1 1.6022 10 J

C
       

30.2 

Multiplying by Avogadro’s number gives the molar conversion. The resulting equalities are 

1 eV = 1.6022·10–19 J = 96.485 kJ/mol 30.3 

▼——————————————— 

Positrons are annihilated by their first encounter with an electron. Positron-
electron annihilation results in the release of two gamma photons with 0.511 

MeV each. (Two photons are required to conserve linear and angular momentum.) 
0 +
1β  + 0

1e    2 γ 30.5 

Confirm the positron-electron annihilation energy and report the answer in joules and 
electronvolts. 

 The mass of an electron and positron is 2 · 9.109382·10–31 kg = 1.821876·10–30 kg. 

 Using Einstein’s equation, E = m c2, we find the energy released is 
2

2
30 8

13

m
1.821876 10 kg 2.997925 10

s

1.637421 10 J

E m c







    
 

 

 

 Using the equality from 30.3, we find the energy in electronvolts to be 

131.637421 10 J
19

1 eV

1.6022 10 J



61.0220 10 eV

1.0220 MeV

 



 

 which corresponds to two 0.511 MeV photons. 

———————————————▲ 

30.1 Nucleosynthesis 

Stellar nucleosynthesis 

How are elements created? 

After the Big Bang — 13.7 billion years ago — the universe was so hot that energy and matter 
freely interconverted through E = m c2. After 400 000 years, the universe cooled and atoms 
formed. The only atoms present in this early universe were hydrogen (92.3 %) and helium (7.7 

EXAMPLE 30.4 
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%), by moles. Over time, these atoms condensed to form stars, and it is in these stars that heavier 
elements form. The universe is currently estimated to be 91.2 % hydrogen, 8.7 % helium, and the 
remainder — 0.1 % — heavier elements. 

Stars are composed primarily of 
hydrogen and helium held together by 
gravity. At the stars center, the gravity 
and temperature are so great that nuclei 
fuse together. Nuclear fusion releases a 
tremendous amount of energy and 
establishes an equilibrium between 
expansion due to fusion and contraction 
due to gravity. The dominant nuclear 
fusion processes depend on the star’s 
size and age. Below is a simplified 
overview of stellar nucleosynthesis. 

Hydrogen burning is the first dominant 
process in the life of a star, starting when 
the core temperature reaches 107 K and lasting for the first 90 percent of a star’s life. Hydrogen 
burning produces helium, which has a stable nucleus. 

1
1H  + 1

1H    2
1H  + 0 +

1β  + eν  30.7 

2
1H  + 1

1H    3
2 He  + γ 30.8 

3
2 He  + 3

2 He    4
2 He  + 2 1

1H  + γ 30.9 

▼——————————————— 

Consider reaction 30.8. The masses of the entities are given in Appendix 
B.10. Surprisingly, the product mass does not equal the reactant mass! 

 
 

3 1 2
2 1 1He H H

3.016029 u 1.007825 u 2.014102 u

0.005898 u

m m m m  

  

 

 

The mass difference represents the binding energy of the nucleus and corresponds to –5.49 MeV 
of energy.* Negative energies correspond to energy being released from the system. When the 
released energy is reported, it is a positive quantity. This binding energy can be confirmed 
experimentally: 5.49 MeV is required to break the helium-3 nucleus. Any less energy and the 
nucleus remains intact; any excess energy goes into the kinetic energy of the fragments. 

                                                 
* Direct conversion of atomic mass units to electronvolts: 1 u = 931 MeV 

EXAMPLE 30.10 

 
Figure 30.6 An artist’s rendition of the evolution of the 

universe from the Big Bang to present. 
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the energy released during the formation of helium-4 from 
hydrogen-1: the summation of reactions 30.7, 30.8, and 30.9. 

4 1
1H    4

2 He  + 2 0 +
1β  + 2 νe  

 Using the data in tables 30.1 and Appendix B.10, we determine the mass difference 

 
 

4 0 + 1
2 1 1He β H

4

2 4

4.002603 u 2 5.485799 10 u 4 1.007825 u

0.027600 u

m m m m



  

     

 

 

 Conversion to electronvolts gives 

931 MeV
0.027600 u 25.7 MeV

1 u
     

The energy released is 25.7 MeV. Additionally, the two positrons are quickly annihilated, 
releasing an additional 2.044 MeV. Thus, the total energy released is 27.7 MeV per helium-4 
atom formed. The released energy counters the gravitational pressure, maintains the size of the 
star, and finally radiates into space. 

———————————————▲ 

Once hydrogen is depleted, fusion energy decreases and the star’s core condenses, increasing the 
pressure and temperature of the core. Helium burning begins when the core temperature rises 
above 108 K. Helium burning occurs for the remaining 10 percent of a star’s life. In general, the 
helium burning rate decreases with increasing atomic number because greater amounts of energy 
are required to fuse the highly charged nuclei together. Helium burning does not progress beyond 
magnesium-24 because internuclear repulsion is too great. Large amounts of carbon-12 are 
produced because of the stability of the carbon-12 nucleus.  

2 4
2 He  + 90 keV   8

4 Be  

8
4 Be  + 4

2 He    12
6C  + γ 

12
6C  + 4

2 He    16
8 O  + γ 

16
8 O  + 4

2 He    20
10 Ne  + γ 

20
10 Ne  + 4

2 He    24
12 Mg  + γ 

30.12 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the energy released in the formation of carbon-12 from three 
helium-4 atoms. 

3 4
2 He    12

6C   

Answer: see page 1137. 

EXAMPLE 30.11 

EXERCISE 30.13 
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▼——————————————— 

Determine the energy released forming the atoms in octane, C8H18. 

Answer: see page 1137. 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the energy released in the combustion of one molecule of octane at 
SATP. 

Answer: see page 1137. 

———————————————▲ 

Comparing the above exercises, it is evident that nuclear processes provide a million times more 
energy than chemical ones. If controllable, nuclear fusion provides a near-limitless energy 
source. 

After the hydrogen and helium are depleted from the stellar core, gravity compresses the core to 
extreme temperatures and pressures, allowing for carbon burning (occurs for ≈ 1000 years), oxygen 
burning (≈ 1 year), and silicon burning (≈ 1 day). Each of these reactions requires increasing 
extremes in temperature and pressure to force the positive nuclei together and, conversely, each 
reaction produces less and less energy. The size of the star limits what nuclei can form: smaller 
stars do not have sufficient mass to produce the conditions necessary for heavier nuclei to form.  

12
6C  + 12

6C    24
12 Mg  + γ 

 ——   23
12 Mg  + 1

0 n  + γ 

 ——   23
11 Na  + 1

1H  + γ 

 ——   20
10 Ne  + 4

2 He  + γ 

 ——   16
8 O  + 2 4

2 He  + γ 

30.16 

16
8 O  + 16

8 O    32
16S  + γ 

 ——   31
16S  + 1

0 n  + γ 

 ——   31
15 P  + 1

1H  + γ 

 ——  28
14Si  + 4

2 He  + γ 

 ——   24
12 Mg  + 2 4

2 He  + γ 

30.17 

28
14Si  + n 4

2 He    32
16S , 36

18 Ar , 40
20 Ca , 44

22Ti , 48
24 Cr , 52

26 Fe , and 56
28 Ni  30.18 

The limit of exothermic nucleosynthesis is nickel-62.* Producing heavier entities is endothermic 
(see page 1113).  

                                                 
* Some texts report iron-56 as having the most stable nucleus, which is incorrect: nickel-62 is more stable. Iron-56 

is more abundant than nickel-62 because iron-56 is the decay product of nickel-56. 

EXERCISE 30.14 

EXERCISE 30.15 
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Once the fuel in the core is depleted, nothing hinders gravity from further collapsing the core. 
Temperatures and pressures increase a thousand-fold to million-fold in milliseconds. What 
happens next depends on the size of the star. Small stars, up to eight times the mass of our sun, 
die quietly. Larger stars die violently in a supernova. 

In small stars, the gravitational pressure collapses the core into a fluid-like state of neutrons, 
protons, and electrons: a white dwarf. In heavier stars, the protons and electrons fuse to form 
neutrons: a neutron star. In both cases, the core is sufficiently strong and stable that the outer 
envelope of gases literally bounces off the core and is ejected into space, forming a nebula 
around the now-naked core. With insufficient mass for nuclear fusion, the core cools slowly over 
billions of years. 

In heavier stars, the gravitational pressure is so strong and the collapse so rapid that the core 
implodes in a supernova. The events that occur during a supernova are still an active area of 
research. What is known is more energy is released during a supernova than in the entire life of a 
star. A supernova is not controlled by thermodynamics. The pressure, temperature, and energy 
density randomly fuses nuclei, even if the fusing is endothermic, and then ejects the nuclei into 
space, again forming a nebula. 

Hydrogen-1 and helium-4 were produced during the early evolution of the universe. 
All elements heavier than hydrogen-1 are produced during the life of a star. 
All elements heavier than nickel-62 are produced during the supernova of a star. 
 
The elements in your body were once at the center of a star. 

Isotopes Project. The Nuclear Science Division of Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory has 
consolidated information on the known isotopes and made it available on the 
internet: <isotopes.lbl.gov> 

You are probably familiar with the Hubble space 
telescope (HST). The HST has given us amazing 
visible images of astronomical objects. To 
complement the visible images of the HST are 
other space telescopes: Compton Gamma Ray 
Observatory, Chandra X-ray Observatory, and 
the Spitzer [infrared] Space Telescope. The 
Spitzer Space Telescope made an amazing 
discovery: the nebulae surrounding dead stars 
contained organic matter and the complexity of 
the organic matter increased with the age of the 
nebulae. While nuclear fusion produced the 
nuclei in your bodies, these nebular reactors may 
have produced the organic building blocks 
necessary for life. 

 
Figure 30.19 The Helix nebula, about 700 light 

years from Earth. Organic entities 
form in the expanding nebula. 
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Accelerators 

Physicists use particle accelerators to create new matter and explore the fundamental properties 
of matter by accelerating ions to mega and gigaelectronvolts and colliding them with other 
entities. Many of the synthetic elements (see inside front cover) on the periodic table were 
synthesized and characterized within particle accelerators. 

Neutron activation 

Neutron activation is a process of creating radioactive isotopes and elements by exposing stable 
elements to high neutron densities. Neutrons, having a zero charge, do not need to be highly 
accelerated to get close to a nucleus and interact. In fact, slow neutrons (thermal neutrons) are often 
more readily integrated into a nucleus. A moderator is used to absorb energy from the high-
energy neutrons, converting them to thermal neutrons, and sustaining the fission reaction. 

High neutron densities are found 

• inside nuclear reactors (elements that undergo spontaneous fission release neutrons) 

• in special containers containing a radioactive entity that spontaneously fissions 

• inside table-top accelerators that accelerate deuterium into a tritium target 

 2
1H  + 3

1H    4
2 He  + 1

0 n  30.20 

Radioactive entities for medical and analytical use are created through neutron activation. Most 
stable elements are capable of undergoing neutron activation, making them radioactive. The 
subsequent radioactive decay can be used to uniquely identify the elements in an object. 
Importantly, the sample is not destroyed during analysis. For example, neutron activation is used 
to analyze forensic samples, to identify the pigments used in art and pottery, to determine the 
amount of lead or copper in paint, to inspect luggage for drugs and explosives, and to find land 
mines or unexploded munitions in war-torn regions. 

6
3Li  + 1

0 n    4
2 He  + 3

1H  

23
11 Na  + 1

0 n    24
11 Na  

98
42 Mo  + 1

0 n    99
42 Mo      99m

43Tc  + 0
1β


  

130
52Te  + 1

0 n    131
52Te      131

53 I  + 0
1β


  

207
82 Pb  + 1

0 n    208
82 Pb      208

83 Bi  + 0
1β


  

30.21 

Stratospheric production 

As gamma rays pass through the upper atmosphere, they can eject protons and neutrons from 
nuclei, a process known as spallation. The dilute neutron density makes neutron activation 
possible. Several important radioactive isotopes are produced through atmospheric neutron 
activation. 
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16
8 O  + γ   10

4 Be  + 2 1
1H  + 2 1

0 n  

40
18 Ar  + γ   36

17 Cl  + 1
1H  + 3 1

0 n  
30.22 

14
7 N  + 1

0 n    14
6C  + 1

1H  30.23 

Some radioactive entities formed in the atmosphere become incorporated into biological and 
inorganic matter. They can be used to determine the time of death of the biological organism and 
the time of formation of the inorganic matter. (Discussed in detail in section 30.4.) 

30.2 Nuclear stability and radioactive decay 

[1896] Henri Becquerel discovered photographic plates (camera film) fogged (become exposed) when 
near uranium salts, even though the plates were covered. This suggested that uranium gives off 
something capable of passing through the covering — a process he called radioactivity. Marie 
Curie, once a student of Becquerel’s, and Pierre Curie discovered and characterized many 
radioactive elements. (Marie Curie was the first woman to obtain a PhD in France, the first woman to be 

awarded a Nobel Prize, and one of few people to be awarded two Nobel prizes.) 

[1899] Ernest Rutherford identified three different types of radiation being emitted from uranium 
(alpha, negatron, and gamma). 

Stable nuclei 

In a supernova, both stable and unstable isotopes form. Figure 30.24 presents the neutron and 
proton composition of stable (non-radioactive) nuclei. There exists a finite region of stability, with 
stable nuclei having slightly more neutrons than protons and the heaviest stable nuclei being 
bismuth-209. Nuclei with too many or too few neutrons and those with more protons than 
bismuth-209 are unstable and decay through one or more decay modes. In the 4.5 billion years 
since the supernova that provided the material for our solar system, only a few unstable isotopes 
remain — those with decay rates comparable to the life of the solar system. 
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Figure 30.24 The stable nuclei exist in a region of limited neutron number and atomic number, up to atomic 

number 83 (bismuth). The 1:1 line (in grey) shows that stable nuclei have slightly more 
neutrons than protons. Neutron rich isotopes predominantly undergo negatron emission, 
neutron deficient isotopes predominantly undergo positron emission or electron capture, and 
nucleon rich isotopes predominantly undergo alpha emission or spontaneous fission. 

The binding energy per nucleon provides information on the stability of the nucleus. The more 
stable the nucleus, the greater the binding energy per nucleon. Figure 30.25 shows that nickel-62 
has the most stable nucleus with the greatest binding energy per nucleon. This observation leads 
to two sources of energy: 

• nuclear fusion: if elements lighter than nickel-62 join (fuse) to produce a heavier element, 
the product will have a greater binding energy per nucleon and release energy. 

• nuclear fission: if elements heavier than nickel-62 split (fission) to produce lighter 
fragments, the products will have greater binding energy per nucleon and release energy. 
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Figure 30.25 Binding energy of stable nuclei. Several nuclei with anomalous stability — all multiples of 

4
2 He  — are identified. The inset shows that nickel-62 has the most stable nuclei, followed 

closely by iron-56. 

Decay modes 

Unstable nuclei decay via one or more decay modes. The common decay modes are 

• alpha (α) emission 

• negative beta (β–) emission 

• positive beta (β+) emission 

• electron capture (ec) 

• spontaneous fission (sf) 

Table 30.28 lists many commonly used radioactive isotopes, their half-life (discussed on page 1120), 
and their decay modes. 

Alpha emission involves the ejection of an alpha particle ( 4
2α ), which is a helium nucleus, 

4 2
2 He  . Alpha emission reduces both the mass and atomic numbers and moves heavy nuclei 

closer to the stable region. The excess energy goes into the kinetic energy of the products, with 
the alpha particle receiving most of the energy because of conservation of momentum. Being 
charged, alpha particles are very reactive and quickly lose their energy in collisions with nearby 
atoms. The collisions are capable of breaking chemical bonds. Alpha particles do not travel very 
far, but cause significant damage in their immediate vicinity. Alpha particles interacting with the 
outer layers of skin are reasonably safe — the outer layer of skin is dead — but alpha emission 

collectively 'beta' emission
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inside living tissue can cause significant damage. Because life evolved in a world with low level 
radioactive decay, living species evolved defence mechanisms to repair minor damage. 

A
Z E    4

2
A
Z E
   + 4

2α  general form for alpha emission 30.26 

222
86 Rn    218

84 Po  + 4
2α  

238
92 U    234

90Th  + 4
2α  

30.27 

For example, 

• radon-222 is a gas produced by the radioactive decay of elements found in common 
building materials, like brick, and mineral laden ground. It is heavier than air and 
concentrates in basements. (Radon detectors should be mounted close to the floor in the basement.) As 
a gas, radon-222 can be inhaled and damages lung tissue. 

• uranium-238 is the primary element in ‘depleted-uranium’ ammunition. Depleted-uranium 
bullets disintegrate upon impact, creating a cloud of uranium dust in the air. Persons in the 
area can inhale the uranium dust, which stays in the lungs and decays. Winds and walking 
will kick up the uranium dust for eons to come. 

There MAY BE an increased rate of radiation-induced cancers among soldiers using depleted-
uranium ammunition and in the civilians subsequently living in the battle area.* 

• because of its close-range effects, it is possible to treat cancer by inserting a small amount 
of radioactive material (for example, radium-226) directly into the cancerous tissue. 

• americium-241, created in nuclear reactors, is used in smoke detectors: alpha particles 
ionize the air, creating a small current. If particulate matter (smoke) is present in the air, 
there is less ionization and a decreased current. The decreased current triggers the smoke 
detector. 

• plutonium-238 is primarily an alpha emitter and used to generate electricity. The energy 
from radioactive decay is contained within the device, heats the device, and generates 
electricity via thermoelectric processes. Some early pacemakers and deep-space satellites 
have these generators. 

                                                 
* I have been advised that the World Health Organization has investigated and predict that there will be no 

observable effect of widespread DU use in warfare. I disagree. 
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Table 30.28  Selected radioactive isotopes. Decay modes: α, alpha; β–, negative beta; β+, positive beta; ec, 
electron capture; sf, spontaneous fission. If more than one decay mode is possible, they are
listed in order of increasing probability. 
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Beta emission involves the ejection of either a negative ( 0
1β


 ) or a positive beta particle ( 0

1β
 ). 

Negative beta emission converts a neutron into a proton and ejects a high energy electron 
(negative beta particle), increasing the atomic number and moving neutron-rich nuclei closer to the 
stable region. 

A
Z E    1

A
Z E   + 0

1β


  + 0
0 eν  general form for negative beta emission 30.29 

131
53 I    131

54 Xe  + 0
1β


  + 0

0 eν  

32
15 P    32

16S  + 0
1β


  + 0

0 eν  
30.30 

Beta particles penetrate several centimeters into tissue and can cause significant damage. Many 
radioactive medical treatments use negative beta emitters. The radioactive element is 
incorporated into a molecular entity that, once administered (intravenously, orally, or inhaled), 
preferentially partitions itself into a certain type of tissue (hopefully near the target tissue) where it 
decays and destroys local tissue. 

For example, 

• drugs to treat cancer generally target rapidly dividing cells. Phosphate is required to build 
the DNA backbone. Radio-labelled with phosphorus-32, phosphate will partition into 
regions where it is needed (such as cancerous cells). Unfortunately, sperm and hair follicles are 
also rapidly dividing; hence, these cells are susceptible as well. 

• hyperthyroidism — having an overactive thyroid — is treated with measured doses of 
iodine-131, which destroys some of the thyroid tissue. 

Positive beta emission converts a proton into a neutron and ejects a high energy anti-electron 
(positive beta particle), decreasing the atomic number and moving neutron-deficient nuclei closer to 
the stable region. As previously mentioned, the positron is quickly annihilated by an electron, 
releasing two 0.511 MeV gamma photons.  

A
Z E    1

A
Z E   + 0

1β
  + 0

0 eν  general form for beta positron emission 30.31 

11
6C    11

5 B  + 0
1β

  + 0
0 eν  

18
9 F    18

8 O  + 0
1β

  + 0
0 eν  

126
56 Ba    126

55 Cs  + 0
1β

  + 0
0 eν  

30.32 

For example, 

• hospitals use positron emission tomography (PET) to map activity within the body. When 
the nuclei decays, the two 0.511 MeV gamma photons are detected by the instrument and 
the instrument maps exactly where the emission occurred. Carbon-11, fluorine-18, and 
rubidium-82 are common radioactive nuclei used in PET. 

◦ Fluorodeoxyglucose (18F replacing an OH on glucose) mimics glucose and is taken up by 
active cells, like brain tissue, where it can be used to map brain activity or brain 
damage. 

◦ Barium-126 is used to map the digestive tract. 

• Radioactive atoms are incorporated into drugs that interact with specific receptors and used 
to locate and study the receptor function. 
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Electron capture involves the capture of a core s electron by the nucleus, converting a proton 
into a neutron. The capture of an electron leaves a vacancy in the K electron shell (the atom is in an 

electronically excited state); relaxation to the ground state releases an x-ray photon. Electron capture 
decreases the atomic number and moves neutron-deficient nuclei closer to the stable region.  

A
Z E  + 0

1e
    1

A
Z E   + 0

0 eν  general form for electron capture 30.33 

83
38Sr  + 0

1e
    83m

37 Rb  + 0
0 eν  

11
6 B  + 0

1e
    11

5 B  + 0
0 eν  

30.34 

Spontaneous fission involves the sudden breakage of a heavy nucleus into two lighter nuclei, and 
the emission of a few neutrons. Fission occurs when the high electrostatic repulsion between 
protons in the nucleus becomes sufficient to overcome the attraction between nucleons due (the 

strong nuclear force).* 
A
Z E    A

Z E   + A
Z E   + x 1

0 n  general form for spontaneous fission 30.35 

252
98 Cf    111

47 Ag  + 135
51Sb  + 6 1

0 n  30.36 

Spontaneous fission is a source of neutrons for neutron activation. 

Uranium-235 and plutonium-239 are two nuclei that also undergo induced fission in a nuclear 
chain reaction: these isotopes fission in the presence of neutrons and produce additional 
neutrons that then fission more uranium-235 or plutonium-239, propagating the chain. For any 
fissioning element, there are hundreds of possible fission pathways. The reactions in 30.37 show 
representative induced fission reactions from high energy (unmoderated) neutrons. 

235
92 U  + 1

0 n    97
38Sr  + 135

54 Xe  + 4 1
0 n  

239
94 Pu  + 1

0 n    103
41 Nb  + 131

53 I  + 6 1
0 n  

30.37 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the energy released in the induced fission reaction of plutonium-
239 in 30.37. 

Answer: see page 1137. 

———————————————▲ 

Gamma radiation. Often, the resulting nuclei are produced in a nuclear excited state. Some 
isotopes immediately emit a gamma photon (γ) as they relax to the ground state. Other isotopes 
are temporarily stable in the nuclear excited state. These metastable isotopes are denoted with a 
superscript ‘m’. The metastable isotopes can relax to the ground state via emission of a gamma 
photon or, if radioactive, undergo further radioactive decay.  

99m
43Tc    99

43Tc  + γ 30.39 

                                                 
* For any fissioning element, there are hundreds of possible fission pathways. The ones presented in this text are 

representative.  

EXERCISE 30.38 
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Figure 30.40 The dominant decay profile of uranium-
238.  

99m
43Tc    99

44 Ru  + 0
1β


  + 0

0 eν  

Gamma photons, like x-ray photons, penetrate matter. Gamma photons pass through soft tissue 
without being absorbed, making them useful for medical imaging. Technetium-99m is 
commonly used for medical imaging. Exposure to high intensity gamma radiation will damage 
tissue, but can be used beneficially to treat medical conditions (such as cancer) if the radiation is 
localized to the target area. Other beneficial uses of gamma radiation include 

• irradiating medical equipment after packaging to ensure it is sterile. 

• irradiating foods to kill bacteria, thereby extending the foods’ shelf life. For example, 
potatoes are irradiated to slow down bacterial decomposition and seed-eye growth. 

In all cases, no residual radioactivity remains after gamma irradiation. 

Radioactive decay pathways 

Radioactive decay continues until a stable 
isotope is produced. The common decay 
pathway of uranium-238 is presented in 
figure 30.40; the final stable is lead-206. 

Isotope identification 

Nuclear energy levels are also quantized (like 

electronic energy levels in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6). 
Alpha particles and gamma rays are emitted 
with discrete energies, allowing for the 
radioactive isotope to be uniquely identified 
by the type and energy of the emission. The 
exception is beta emission. The total energy 
change in beta emission is fixed, but beta 
particles are emitted with a range in energy 
because the energy is distributed between 
the negatron/positron and the neutrino. 
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30.3 Measuring radioactive decay 

Two common methods exist for determining the amount of radioactive material in a sample:* 

• radiation detectors measure the activity. The amount of radioactive material can be 
determined by comparing the activity with a sample containing a known amount of 
radioactive material using 30.44. 

• mass spectrometers measure the isotopic abundance of one or more elements in a sample. 
The amount produced through radioactive decay can be determined using 30.50. 

Radioactive decay is measured in becquerel (Bq), where one becquerel equal one decay per 
second. When considering absorption by a target (often human target), the absorbed radiation dose 
is measured in gray (Gy).† 

Radioactivity 

The activity, A, (also called the decay rate) is the number of radioactive decays in a given time 
interval. The activity is proportional to the number of radioactive atoms in the sample, N, with λ 
being a radioactive decay constant.‡ 

d

d

N
N

t
   differential equation 30.41 

Equation 30.41 is first order in N and is solved in the same manner as a first-order chemical 
kinetics rate equation (detailed in section 13.4). Equation 30.41 integrates§ to 

   0

0

ln ln

e t

N t N

N N 




  


 integrated equations 30.42 

Equation 30.42 gives the number of radioactive nuclei as a function of time. The commonly 
reported parameter is the half-life, t½, the time required for the concentration to drop to half (50 
%) the original amount. An equation for the half-life is obtained below. 

       
   

1
0 0 ½ 02

1
0 0 ½2

1
02

ln ln ln ln

ln ln

ln

N t N N t N

N N t

N

 



      

  

0N ½t
 

   
 

 
 

                                                 
* Mass spectrometers are faster and more accurate than radiation detectors because they measure all the relevant 

entities simultaneously and are not dependent on radioactive decay, which may be slow because of low 
concentration or long-lived isotopes. Mass spectrometers are, however, more expensive and bulky. 

† The curie is the historical unit for radioactive decay and the rem the historical unit of absorbed radiation dose.  
‡ Radiation detectors capture a fraction of the actual decays. Let A = s N, with s being a constant dependent on the 

capture angle of the detector and the detector efficiency. Substitution of A = s N in 30.41 shows that c cancels, 
meaning that A and N can be used synonymously. 

§ The integration of this first order reaction, but for chemical kinetics, is shown on page 621. 
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½

½

ln 21
ln

2
t

t
       

 
 30.43 

Substituting this into 30.42 gives 

 

     

½

ln 2

0

0
½

e

ln 2
ln ln

t

tN N

N t N
t





  

 

     

½

ln 2

0

0
½

e

ln 2
ln ln

t

tN N

N t N
t





  
 30.44 

where the natural logarithm equation is in linear form:    


 0
½

ln 2
ln ln

xy bm

N t N
t

  
 

. 

▼——————————————— 

Show that the two equations in 30.44 are equivalent. 

———————————————▲ 

Isotope measurement 

Initially, a sample contains N0 radioactive atoms. After some time, a fraction of the radioactive 
atoms will have decayed, leaving N radioactive atoms and D decay products. 

N0 = N + D 30.46 

Solving 30.44 for N0 and substituting into 30.46 gives 

 
½

ln 2

e
t

tN N D   30.47 

Solving for D gives  

  ½

ln 2

e 1
t

tD N   30.48 

Equation 30.48 calculates the amount of D produced through radioactive decay. There is the 
possibility that some D was produced primordially. Letting D0 be the primordial D, the measured 
amount of D becomes 

  ½

ln 2

0 e 1
t

tD D N    30.49 

Experimentally, it is more convenient to measure the relative amount of a radiogenic isotope to 
that of a closely related non-radiogenic isotope, D*, whose amount doesn’t change with time. 

  ½

ln 2

0
* * *

e 1
t

tDD N

D D D
  

  ½

ln 2

0
* * *

e 1
t

tDD N

D D D
    30.50 

 

EXERCISE 30.45 
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Comparing these methods 

graphical: the ratios D/D* and N/D* are plotted for a series of samples formed at various 
times. The slope is proportional to the half-life and the intercept the primordial D0/D

* ratio. 

single-point: the primordial concentration of the decay isotope is determined from the 
observed concentration of the non-decay isotope and the predicted primordial ratio of 
isotopes. The amount from radioactive decay is the difference. 

In both cases, the abundance of three isotopes are measured simultaneously using a mass 
spectrometer. A single measurement is required for a single-point calculation, while multiple 
measurements are required for the graphical method. While more involved, the graphical method 
is more accurate and allows for the identification of systematic errors and a direct calculation of 
the primordial amount, D0. In fact, the graphical method is used to determine the primordial 
ratios required for the single point calculation. 

30.4 Applications 

Several applications have been described previously: 

• neutron activation is used for non-destructive determination of the elements in a sample. 

• numerous radioactive isotopes are used in medicine. 

◦ Positron or gamma emitters are used for imaging because the gamma photons pass 
through tissue — high intensity gamma emitters can be used for treatment. 

◦ Alpha and beta emitters are used for treatment because they destroy nearby 
cancerous tissue without significantly damaging more distant normal tissue. 

◦ Technetium-99m accounts for over half of the medical procedures each year. In 
different organic entities, it is used for brain, bone, liver, spleen, lung, thyroid, and 
blood-flow imaging. Iodine-123 and iodine-131 are used for imaging and treating 
thyroid conditions, respectively. Carbon-11, fluorine-18, and rubidium-82 are 
commonly used in PET scans. Cobalt-60 is used to treat cancer. Cesium-137 is used 
as an x-ray source and to sterilize medical equipment. 

◦ Gamma emitters are used in external irradiation treatments. Cobalt-60 is used to treat 
cancer. Cesium-137 is used as an x-ray source and to sterilize medical equipment. 

Nuclear energy 

The energy released during nuclear reactions is millions of times greater than during chemical 
reactions because chemical bonds are much weaker than the strong nuclear force that binds 
nucleons.  

The nuclear fission rate can be controlled by controlling the thermal neutron density, allowing 
the reaction to proceed on the timescale of decades (the controlled operation of a nuclear power station) 
to microseconds (the detonation of a nuclear weapon). Fissionable nuclear fuel is a limited resource, 
but nuclear reactors can be configured to breed more fissile material than they consume. This 
may overcome the limited natural supply of fissionable fuel, but creates problems in the process: 
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the bred fuel can be used for nuclear weapons. Nuclear fusion has been achieved in nuclear 
weapons, but a process for controlling nuclear fusion to allow for useful energy extraction has 
not yet been developed. Hydrogen and boron are both possible candidates for fusion fuel; both 
are ubiquitous on Earth. When sustained, controlled, nuclear fusion becomes a reality, we will 
have a near-limitless power source. 

Nuclear weapons 

Fission weapons (often called atomic bombs) rely on an isotope that can sustain a nuclear chain 
reaction. Uranium-235 and plutonium-239 do this.  

▼——————————————— 

Determine the energy released by the fission of 10 percent of a 18 kilogram 
uranium-235 fission bomb. Assume the reaction proceeds solely via reaction 

30.37. Report your answer in equivalent tonnes of TNT. (One tonne (1000 kg) of TNT releases 4.184 GJ 

of energy.) 
235

92 U  + 1
0 n    97

38Sr  + 135
54 Xe  + 4 1

0 n  30.37 

 The mass defect per uranium-235 atom is 

 96.926153 u 134.907227 u 3 1.008665 u 235.043929 u

0.184554 u

m     

 
 

 The number of reacting atoms in the sample 

3 235
920.10 18 10 g UN   

235
921 mol U


235
92235.043923 g U

23 235
92

235
92

6.022 10 atoms U

1 mol U




24 235
924.61 10 atoms U 

 

 The total mass defect is 

24 235 23
92 235

92

0.184665 u
4.61 10 atoms U 8.51 10 u

atom U
m


       

 The energy released in the detonation is 
2

227
23 8

14
9

1.660539 10 kg m
8.51 10 u 2.997925 10

u s

1 tonne TNT
1.27 10 J

4.184 10 J

30354 tonne TNT 30 kilotonne TNT

E m c




      
 

   


   

 

 The detonation is equivalent to 30 kilotonnes of TNT. 

———————————————▲ 

EXAMPLE 30.51 
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Fusion weapons (often called hydrogen bombs) employ a fission reaction to start the fusion of 
deuterium and tritium.  

2
1H  + 3

1H    4
2 He  + 1

0 n  30.52 

The active chemical in the fusion weapon is lithium-6 deuteride, 6 2
3 1Li H . Tritium is produced in 

situ by neutron activation of lithium-6. 
6
3Li  + 1

0 n    4
2 He  + 3

1H  30.53 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the energy released during the fusion of one atom of deuterium 
with tritium. 

Answer: see page 1137. 

▼——————————————— 

8.0 percent of a 90 kilogram lithium-6 deuteride target is converted to tritium 
and 20 percent of the tritium fuses with the excess deuterium via reaction 

30.52. Determine the energy released in tonnes of TNT. 

Answer: see page 1137. 

———————————————▲ 

Neutron weapons employ a small fusion explosion detonated high in the atmosphere. The goal of 
the weapon is not to destroy, but to kill with minimal destruction. Neutron weapons are designed 
to produce large numbers of neutrons. These neutrons blanket a wide area, undergo neutron 
activation with whatever elements they encounter (including living tissue), and create a short-lived, 
but highly radioactive region. The result is radiation poisoning and death. 

Radiological weapons (dirty bombs) wrap radioactive material around conventional explosives. 
Detonation of the explosive distributes the radioactive material over the blast region.  

Nuclear power stations 

Nuclear power stations capture and convert the immense energy in nuclear fission into useable 
energy. All nuclear reactors have the same operating strategy: control the fission or fusion rate 
and use the energy to heat a transfer fluid that powers a turbine and generates electricity, safely. 
There are many reactor designs that achieve this, all with 30 to 35 percent efficiency in 
converting heat to electricity, but with varying safety features. (Coal fired and natural gas power 

stations have similar conversion efficiencies.) This text focuses on four nuclear reactors 

• CANadian Deuterium-Uranium (CANDU) reactors (one of the safest fission reactor designs) 

• pebble bed modular reactors (PBMR) (a next-generation fission reactor) 

• the tokamak reactor (an experimental fusion reactor) 

• the inertial-electrodynamic fusion (IEF) reactor (an experimental fusion reactor) 

EXERCISE 30.54 

EXERCISE 30.55 
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Every nuclear accident has been attributed to failure of active safety systems. The CANDU and 
PB reactors have both active and passive safety systems. If the active systems fail, they fail in a 
way that shuts down the reactor. Even if every electrical and mechanical system failed, these 
reactors would shuts down through a sequence of physical events in a manner that didn’t breach 
the core. 

The operating principle of all nuclear reactors is the same 

 nuclear reactions release energy that is absorbed by a fluid 

 the fluid powers a turbine generator, generating electricity 

 in some designs, there is an intermediate transfer fluid, often water, that powers the turbine 

The difference between fission reactor designs is in 

• the arrangement and nature of the fuel 

• how the fission rate is controlled 

• the actual transfer fluids 

• the safety systems 

Uranium-235 is 0.72 percent naturally abundant. Nuclear weapons require uranium enriched to 
greater than 90 percent uranium-235. The CANDU and PB reactors use unenriched or uranium 
enriched to between three and five percent uranium-235, saving on processing cost. 

The CANDU reactor contains the nuclear fuel in a central calandria. The arrangement of fuel in 
long tubes allows the fuel to be replaced as needed while the reactor is operating. As discussed 
above, sustained nuclear chain reaction requires thermal neutrons, because they are more readily 
absorbed.  

The CANDU reactor uses low pressure heavy water, D2O, to thermalize the neutrons and high 
pressure heavy water to act as the primary energy transfer fluid.* Energy is transferred to a 
secondary energy transfer fluid, normal water, which produces steam to power the turbines.  

The CANDU safety systems are not shown in 30.57, but include neutron absorbing control rods 
that control the fission rate. The control rods are suspended above the calandria; in the event of a 
power failure, the control rods descend via gravity into the calandria and shut down the reactor. 
Additionally, neutron absorbing aqueous gadolinium nitrate, Gd(NO3)3, can be injected into the 
heavy water moderator to shut down the reactor. Water reserves are available if either the 
primary or secondary energy transfer fluids leak. If all else fails, the primary energy transfer line 
will rupture (a rupture disk). Boiling heavy water will prevent the calandria from overheating, and 
the loss of heavy water will mean that the neutrons are not moderated and will not sustain 
nuclear fission, shutting down the reactor.† 

The PBMR reactor contains enriched-uranium fuel in sub-millimetre diameter spheres that are 
imbedded in a larger graphite fuel sphere, 6.0 cm in diameter. The graphite casing also serves as 
a moderator. The central reactor contains around 450 000 fuel spheres and the reactor constantly 

                                                 
* Heavy water sustains a higher neutron density that normal water, allowing unenriched uranium to be used. 
† More on the CANDU reactor is available at <www.AECL.ca>. 
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circulates and monitors the fuel spheres, replacing those whose nuclear fuel is exhausted. High 
pressure helium is the primary transfer fluid, which produces steam to power the turbines. 

PBMR safety features are intrinsic to its design. The fuel kernels are physically separated in the 
fuel spheres, decreasing the overall fuel density and limiting the maximum temperature in the 
event of a helium leak. Helium is chemically and nuclearly inert; the high neutron density in the 
reactor will not make the helium radioactive, so a helium leak would not distribute radioactive 
contaminants.* 

One interesting feature of nuclear fission reactors is their ability to breed fuel. In the neutron-rich 
core, there is a probability that an atom will not fission after absorbing a neutron. Plutonium-239 
— a common nuclear weapon fuel — can be produced by neutron activation of uranium-238. If 
the plutonium is left in the reactor, it will absorb another neutron, fission, and release usable 
energy. A problem arises if the plutonium is extracted from the reactor: it can potentially be 
purified and used to make nuclear weapons. 

238
92 U  + 1

0 n    239
92 U    

β
  239

93 Np    
β

  239
94 Pu  30.56 

This ability to breed fuel is why there are concerns about ‘questionable’ governments building 
nuclear reactors to ‘produce electricity’. Approximately one gram of plutonium can be produced 
per day for every megawatt of thermal energy. 

 

                                                 
* More on the PMBR reactor is available at <www.PMBR.com>. 
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Figure 30.57 Schematic of (top) the CANDU reactor, and (bottom) the pebble bed reactor. 
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Figure 30.58 Schematic of (top) the ITER tokamak reactor and an inset artistic impression of the reactor in

operation, and (bottom) an artistic impression of the inertial-electrodynamic fusion reactor.  
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Nuclear fusion powers the sun under the force of gravity from the sun’s mass. However, it is 
proving very difficult to reproduce those core-sun conditions — 107 kelvin and 1011 bar — on 
Earth. The major hurdle is in containing the plasma required for nuclear fusion. At the extreme 
conditions required for nuclear fusion, the plasma entities are very energetic and escape the 
containment. The fusion reactors discussed herein utilize two different strategies. Nuclear fusion 
power plants are not yet a reality, but not for lack of trying. Scientists have been trying to 
achieve sustained nuclear fusion since the 1950s. Gravity is a very weak force. Fusion reactors 
employ stronger electromagnetic fields to reproduce the core-sun conditions to sustain nuclear 
fusion. 

The tokamak is the most investigated fusion reactor design.  The tokamak reactor uses magnetic 
fields to heat, compress, and contain the high temperature plasma. The interaction of plasma ions 
and the magnetic field causes the plasma to rotate in a circular (torroidal) direction. The tokamak 
fusion reaction is based on a deuterium-tritium reaction.* 

2
1H  + 3

1H    4
2 He  + 1

0 n  30.52 

The inertial-electrodynamic fusion (IEF) reactor uses magnetic fields to contain the plasma, but 
these magnetic fields continually redirect the plasma back into the core, creating a high 
temperature, high density region.  Preliminary results from small scale IEF reactors show that 
fusion does occur, but the containment is not yet stable. The IEF fusion reaction is based on 
boron-11. Fusing a proton to boron-11 creates carbon-12 in a nuclear excited state, which then 
decomposes to three helium-4 nuclei.† 

11
5 B  + 1

1 p    12 *
6 C      4

2 He  + 8
4 B      2 4

2 He  30.59 

▼——————————————— 

Determine the energy released during the fusion reaction of one gram of 
boron-11. Report your answer in kJ/gram. 

Answer: see page 1137. 

———————————————▲ 

An interesting feature of the IEF reactor is that no neutrons are produced during the fusion 
reaction. Reaction 30.59 is actually the only known fusion reaction to not produce neutrons. This 
means that the IEF reactor cannot be used to produce radioactive isotopes — an excellent feature 
to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons. 

Radiodating 

Radiodating is a process where the age of a sample is determined using radioactive isotopes.  

                                                 
* More on the Tokamak reactor is available at <www.ITER.org>. 
† More on the IEF reactor is available at <www.emc2fusion.org>. 

EXERCISE 30.60 
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Table 30.61  Isotopes commonly used in radiodating. The minimum dating range depends on the product:
processes that produce a product not originally present in the sample have minimum dating
ranges of 10-4 half-lives; those that produce a product already present in the sample have
minimum dating ranges of 10-2 half-lives (≈ 1 % conversion). The maximum dating range 
corresponds to ten half-lives. 

14C 14N 5.73·103 5.7·101 – 5.7·104 1 organic matter
36Cl 36Ar 3.01·105 3.0·101 – 3.0·1061 saline sediments
235U 207Pb 7.038·108 7.0·106 – 7.0·1091 rocks and minerals
40K 40Ar 1.277·109 1.3·105 – 1.3·1010 rocks and minerals

238U 206Pb 4.468·109 4.5·107 – 4.5·1010 rocks and minerals
87Rb 87Sr 4.75·1010 4.8·108 – 4.8·1011 rocks and minerals

Parent ApplicationProduct Half life      
/years

Dating range     
/years

 
Potassium-40, rubidium-87, uranium-235, and uranium-238 are present primordially (from the time 

of the supernova that formed our solar system). Carbon-14 and chlorine-36 are produced through 
spallation. 

Carbon dating identifies an organism’s date of death. Carbon-14 formed in the stratosphere is 
converted into cyanide, CN–, and carbon dioxide, both of which plants absorb and incorporate 
into their structure. Animals (including us) eat plants. All living matter reaches equilibrium where 
the intake and decay of carbon-14 is constant. However, once the organism dies, it no longer 
ingests carbon-14 and the amount of carbon-14 decreases through radioactive decay. The carbon-
14:carbon-12 ratio in a sample indicates how long ago the entity stopped ingesting carbon-14 
(i.e., when it died). 

To show that the carbon-14:carbon-12 ratio between samples is the same as the carbon-14 ratio 
between the samples, consider a test sample and a reference sample. The carbon-14:carbon-12 
ratio between these samples is given by 

 
 

 
 

 
 

14

12

14

12

C 14 12
C test reftest

14 12C
ref testC ref

C C

C C
  30.62 

Since the decay product of carbon-14 is not carbon-12, the amount of carbon-12 in the test and 

reference samples is constant:    12 12
ref testC C . Equation 30.62 simplifies to  

 
 

 
 

14

12

14

12

C 14
C testtest

14C
refC ref

C

C
  30.63 

▼——————————————— 

Occasionally, bodies are found in the deserts of Egypt and the bogs of Europe. 
Haraldskær Woman was found in a bog in 1835. In 1977, carbon dating found 

a carbon-14:carbon-12 ratio of 0.80 ppt (parts per trillion). The current ratio is 1.08 ppt. Estimate 
the age of the body. 

EXAMPLE 30.64 
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 Equation 30.44 must be rearranged to solve for time. 

   
 

 
 

½

ln 2

0 ½
0

ln
e

ln 2

ln 0.80 1.08 5730 y
2500 y

ln 2

t

t N N t
N N t
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 30.65 

 As the analysis was conducted in 1977, the body was alive 1977 y – 2500 y ≈ –500 y, or 
about 5.0·102 BC. 

▼——————————————— 

In 1991, a body was discovered in the Alps. Carbon dating found carbon-14 
ratio to be 0.523. Estimate the age of the body. 

Answer: see page 1137. 

▼——————————————— 

Estimate the carbon-14 ratio in gasoline. Explain. 

Answer: see page 1137. 

———————————————▲ 

A few factors must be accounted for when using radiocarbon dating: 

• the wide use of petroleum has led to a detectable decrease in the cabon-14:carbon-12 ratio 
present in the atmosphere and in living organisms. 

• atmospheric nuclear tests in the 1950s released neutrons that spiked carbon-14 production 
by releasing neutrons into the atmosphere. 

• another potential problem with radiocarbon dating is ensuring that the stratospheric 
production over time is either constant or known. Records indicate that solar activity is 
cyclic. 

• the carbon-14 uptake is slightly different between plants and animals; it is best to use a 
reference that is biologically close to the sample being studied. 

• accurate radiocarbon dating requires correction for the above factors. 

Geological dating uses a variety of techniques to date inorganic objects. This information is 
valuable in determining the age of landmasses; in understanding the geological history of the 
area; and in learning when life could have started in a region. 

Potassium-argon dating. Potassium is common in minerals and ores. When an ore exists as 
molten lava, argon escapes. However, after the lava solidifies, the argon-40, from potassium-40 
decay, is trapped inside the ore. The potassium-40:argon-40 ratio is used to determine the years 
since the ore solidified and works well to date igneous and volcanic rock. There is one problem 
(or benefit) about potassium-argon dating: if a sample is heated — in a fire or kiln, for example — 
the argon escapes, resetting the clock. The obvious benefit is that anthropogenic activities — 
creating of pottery and spear points — older that 105 years can be dated, providing a tool to 
explore human evolution. Subsequent heating cycles can be identified by determining the age at 
various depths into the sample. 

EXERCISE 30.66 

EXERCISE 30.67 
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Uranium-lead dating. Two uranium-lead decay pathways exist, which allow two dates to be 
determined from the same sample. Uranium-235 decays to lead-207 and uranium-238 decays to 
lead-206. Although there are several intermediates between uranium and lead, none have half-
lives comparable to that of uranium. Dating is similar to potassium-argon dating except that the 
product isotopes — lead-206 and lead-207 — are often present primordially in the sample. To 
correct for their presence, the primordial amount is determined by comparing with lead-204. 
Lead-204 is only produced in supernovae; it is not a radioactive decay product (not a radiogenic 
isotope). 

Rubidium-strontium dating. Rubidium-strontium dating parallels uranium-lead dating: rubidium-
87 decays to strontium-87. The primordial amount of strontium-87 can be determined from 
strontium-86, which is not a radiogenic isotope. 

 

<examples???> 

 

Geological dating methods indicate the time a mineral or ore solidified from lava. The oldest age 
ever determined for meteorites and lunar rocks is 4.54 ± 0.05 billion years. Scientists have 
interpreted this as the age of the supernova that provided the material that formed the solar 
system. 

▼——————————————— 

The majority of earth’s ores date to much less than four billion years. The 
oldest known ores come from the Northwest Territories, Canada, and Jack 

Hills, Australia with dates between 4.0 and 4.4 billion years ago. Explain why this age is not 
4.54 billion years. 

Answer: see page 1137. 

———————————————▲ 

Isotope dilution 

Isotope dilution is an analytical technique that relies not on quantitative recovery of an analyte 
from a matrix,* but on the ability to separate a small amount in pure form. The latter is easier, 
making isotope dilution a valuable analytical tool. 

The goal is to determine the mass of analyte, mx, in a sample. A known mass of the isotopically 
labelled analyte (commonly called a tracer), mT, with activity AT, is added to a sample and 
homogenized. The sample now contains mx + mT analyte (mx is unknown). The sample is processed 
and mA of analyte extracted. The activity of the isolated analyte is AA. The relationship between 
the two measured activities is given by 

                                                 
* A sample is comprised of the analyte (the entity being analyzed) and the matrix (everything else). Blood, soil, 

and rock are examples of complex analytes. An aliquot is a portion of the sample taken for analysis. 

EXERCISE 30.68 
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A
A T

x T

m
A A

m m
    

 30.69 

If there is quantitative extraction of the analyte, AA will equal AT, but this does not need to be the 
case. Often, only a small fraction is extracted to monitor a process. The ratio AA/AT is the 
fraction extracted. Thus, the mass of analyte originally in the sample can be determined. 
Rearranging 30.69 to solve for mx gives 

T
x A T

A

A
m m m

A
   30.70 

▼——————————————— 

1.038 milligrams of carbon-14 labelled insulin, with an activity of 2280 
becquerel’s, is added to a production vat of insulin. After mixing, an aliquot 

was taken and purified. 22.736 milligrams of purified insulin had an activity of 144 becquerel. 
Determine the amount of insulin in the vat. 

 Using 30.70, we find that 

T
x A T

A

2280 Bq
22.736 mg 1.038 mg

144 Bq

359 mg

A
m m m

A
 

 



 

▼——————————————— 

Two days later, a second aliquot was taken and purified. 18.493 milligrams of 
purified insulin had an activity of 92 becquerel. Determine the amount of 

insulin in the vat. 

Answer: see page 1137. 

———————————————▲ 

Summary 

 

Q: not radioactive: contribution of tributaries to a main river and incorporated The 

 

 
AUTHOR’S NOTE: in preparing this chapter, I was surprised by the number of young-Earth 
creationist websites that go to great lengths to dismiss radiodating. As you peruse some of 
these sites, ask yourself 1) are the arguments dismissing radiodating logical, and 2) what 
alternative interpretation do these websites provide? 

EXAMPLE 30.71 

EXERCISE 30.72 
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Exercises 

Nucleosynthesis 

1. Prove the conversion of atomic mass 
units to electronvolts: 1 u = 931 MeV 

2. — 

3. Our sun is expected to live nine billion 
years. 

a) How many years are spent in i) 
hydrogen burning, and ii) helium 
burning? 

b) What percentage of the sun’s life is 
spent in i) carbon burning, ii) oxygen 
burning, and iii) silicon burning? 

4. The mass of the sun is 1.99·1030 kg. 

a) How many moles of hydrogen and 
helium were in the sun when it 
formed? 

b) The sun converts approximately 10 
percent of the available hydrogen to 
helium during the hydrogen burning 
phase. Determine the amount of 
energy released per year and per 
second. 

c) What percentage of helium must be 
burned to maintain the same energy 
release for the duration of carbon 
burning? 

d) How many moles of carbon must be 
burned to maintain the same energy 
release for the 1000 years of carbon 
burning? 

5. The sun produces 3.86·1026 watts of 
energy. How many moles of hydrogen-1 
per second are converted to helium-4? 

6. — 

7. What element, fusing with itself, is the 
closest to being thermoneutral? 

(calcium-48) 

8. — 

9. What is the total energy released in the 
decay of uranium-235 in figure 30.40? 

10. — 

 

Nuclear stability and radioactive decay 

11. — 

12. Identify X in the following equations. 

a) c) 214
82 Pb  → 214

83 Pb  + X 

b) 235
92 U  + 10 n → 10 n + 72

30 Zn  + X 

c) 

d) 

13. Identify X in the following equations. 

a) 68
30 Zn  + 10 n → 65

32 Ni  + X 

b) 30
15 P  → 30

14Sn  + X 

c) 130
52Te  + 2

1H  → 131
53 I  + X 

d) 64
18 Cu  + X → 64

29 Cu  

14. Determine the fraction of the following 
isotopes remaining after 36 hours. 

a) 59 Fe  

b) 99m Tc  

c) 131I  

d) 3 H  

15. — 

16. Find the minimum antineutrino energy 
required to induce the reaction 

 p +   → n + e+ 

17. Determine the nuclear binding mass, in 
amu, and nuclear binding energy for one 
atom of 

a) carbon-12   d) xenon-130 

b) copper-63   e) radon-222 

c) technetium-99  f) plutonium-244 

18. — 
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19. — 

20. Determine the half-life … .??? 

21. The first nuclear fission reactor occurred 
in a natural uranium deposit in Oklo, 
Gabon, Africa about 1.7 billion years ago 
and ran for over a million years. The 
uranium-235 concentration today (0.711 
percent by weight) is insufficient to support 
a ‘natural’ reactor, but it was then. 
Determine the weight percent of 
uranium-235 when the natural Oklo 
reactor operated. 

22. — 

23. — 

Measuring radioactive decay 

24. A sample of 222Rn has an initial 
radioactivity of 2750 cpm and a 
radioactivity of 2120 after 24 hours. 
Determine the half-life of 222Rn. 

25. — 

26. — 

Applications 

27. — 

28. — 

29. Determine the net energy released per 
kilogram of lithium deuteride during a 
fusion reaction. 

30. Show how D is obtained in equation 
30.49. 

31. — 

32. — 

33. — 

34. What volume of oil would produce the 
same energy as 10 mg of stoichiometric 
deuterium-tritium fuel reacting via 
30.52? For oil, the combustion energy is 
40 kilojoules per milliliter. 

35. Two of the best known accidents at 
nuclear power stations were at Three 
Mile Island in New York, USA in 1979 
and in Chernobyl, Ukraine in 1986. 
Explore the initial and revised reports 
into these accidents, the toll on the local 
human and animal populations, and the 
safety lessons learned (if any). 

36. — 

37. — 

38. Recently, wooden ships were discovered 
at the base of the pyramids. These ships 
are believed to be for the dead pharaoh in 
the afterlife. A sample of wood has a 
carbon-14 ratio 0.138. Estimate the time 
the ships were build. (This date coincides 
with the pyramid dates obtained by other means.) 

39. Archaeologists have found evidence of 
an earlier timber circle dating to 2800 BC 
surrounding the famous stone circle of 
Stonehenge. What would be the carbon-
14:carbon-12 ratio in the timber if local 
timber has a carbon-14:carbon-12 of 1.12 
ppt? 

 

40. At some point during the last ice age, a 
land bridge allowed homo sapiens to 
travel from Asia to North America. 
Ocean cores taken from the Bering Strait 
contained plant seeds and stems and 
insect bodies. This organic matter had 
carbon-14 ratios ranging from 0.18 to 
0.28. Determine the time interval that the 
land bridge was open. 

41. Thousands of artefacts were discovered 
near Debert, Nova Scotia in 1948. A 
sample of charcoal has a carbon-14 ratio 
0.138. 
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a) Determine the time of the fire and 
when the area was inhabited. 

b) How many carbon-14 atoms are 
decaying per second in a 1.83 gram 
sample of charcoal? 

42. In October 2004, scientists announced 
the discovery of a race of humans, 
tentatively named Homo floresiensis, that 
lived on the island of Flores in the 
Indonesian archipelago. The amazing 
thing about the discovery is that Homo 
floresiensis and Homo erectus coexisted 
in time. It is believed that a volcano 
caused the extinction of Homo 
floresiensis. Living organisms have a 
14C/12C ratio of 1.12·10-12 and 14C 
radioactivity of 0.214 Bq/g. A sample 
from Homo floresiensis has a 14C/12C 
ratio of 2.17·10-13 and 14C radioactivity 
of 4.14·10-2 Bq/g. Determine the age of 
Homo floresiensis. 

43. — 

44. — 

45. — 

INTEGRATIVE EXERCISES 

46. Nearly all of the meteorites on Earth are 
radiometrically dated to about 4.56 
billion years. Why isn’t there a bigger 
spread? 

 

47. Prove the relationship 1 u = 931 MeV. 

48. — 

49. — 

50. — 

51. Dr. Robert Bussard, known for 
conjecturing the Bussard collector for 

interstellar travel, has designed a 
radically new process to contain nuclear 
fusion: an inertial-electrodynamic fusion 
device. It won the ‘Outstanding 
Technology of the Year Award’ in 2006 
from the International Academy of 
Science. The overall reaction is 

 11
5 B  + 1

1 p    3 4
2 He  

 with carbon-12 and boron-8 
intermediates. The proof-of-concept 
reactor operated for 0.25 milliseconds 
with 1.0·109 fusions per second. 
Determine the energy produced. 

52. Continuing from the previous question, 
investigate the novel containment method 
and explain how energy is converted into 
useable electricity. 

Answer: alpha particles create a potential 
gradient as they escape the fusion 
containment region. Current is produced 
when the alpha particles accept electrons 
and are converted to helium atoms. 

53. — 

54. As a measure of dehydration or 
overhydration, the amount of free water 
in a person is measured using isotope 
dilution: a known dose of deuterated 
water, D2O, is ingested and allowed to 
equilibrate within the body water. The 
deuterium-to-hydrogen ratio in the 
exhaled breath water vapour is measured 
using a mass spectrometer. A 73 kg 
individual ingested 50 mL of D2O and 
their D:H ratio increased from 1.15:100 
to 2.07:100. Determine the percentage of 
free water in the person. 

55. — 

56. — 

 

Answers to in-text exercises 
30.13 7.27 MeV 30.14 58.2 MeV 
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30.15 56.7 eV 

30.38 171 MeV 

30.54 17.6 MeV 

30.55 52 kilotonnes 

30.60 ??? 

30.67 3350 BC 

30.66 Zero. The biological matter that converted to 
gasoline died millions of years ago. Many 
thousand half-lives have passed. 

30.68 The earth is geologically active: the core is 
molten and only the crust is solid. The dates 

correspond to the time when the crust formed 
at a tectonic plate edge. At the other side of the 
plate, the crust cedes into the molten core and 
homogenizes. 4.4 billion years is interpreted as 
the time when the major impacts between 
celestial bodies stopped, the crust cooled 
forming tectonic plates, and the scene set for 
life to begin. 

30.72 460 mg 
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Chapter 31. Food and Nutrition Science 

This chapter is being prepared by Kerrianne Ibsen.  

What happens when something ‘cooks’? 

Cooking is the application of heat to facilitate chemical reactions in food.  

 • above 50 °C, proteins denature and bacteria die: cooking begins 

 • at 100 °C, water boils: this is the maximum cooking temperature of any water-based food  

 • at 160 °C, the Maillard reactions begin: these reactions produces the unique flavour and 
aroma associated with grilling food 

 • above 180 °C, chemical reactions occur so fast that the food burns (turns to carbon), creating 
many toxic molecules in the process 

I used to ask myself how any of this chemistry applies to me? In exploring this question, I 
discovered that chemistry is all around us. It is an underlying force ebbing and flowing through 
even the smallest events in our daily lives. It is fundamentally important in the most 
commonplace task: cooking.  

• Why do we spend so much time preparing food in the way that we do?  

• Why do our methods of preparation work out in some cases and fail in others?  

We have many rules of thumb when it comes to cooking. For example,  

• boiling an egg for three to four minute results in a soft-boiled egg; boiling for 15 minutes 
results in a hard boiled egg 

• when cooking roast, cook for 15 minutes per pound plus 20 minutes extra 

These assumptions have limitations. Altitude, the egg size, and the roasts’ shape can lead to 
undercooking or overcooking. A reasonable understanding of the chemistry involved can 
mitigate these and many other problems encountered when cooking food. 

31.1 Atoms and molecules: the building blocks of food 

 

<not developed> 

 

Well done!  

Hamburger, poultry, and pork are foods you want to prepare well done.  

Hamburger is prepared by grinding meat into long strings (that are subsequently pressed into hamburger 

patties or packaged for sale). This process creates a lot of surface area on the meat and exposes the 
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meat to the air. Bacteria in the air adhere to the meat and begin replicating. In order to kill the 
bacteria, the hamburger must be heated to above 70 °C, which corresponds to cooking to well 
done. Yes, the hamburger you ate was laden with bacteria, hopefully all dead! 

Salmonella and campylobacter infections are common in poultry. Once an infection is 
introduced, it is rapidly transmitted to the entire flock and persistant in the environment. (Both 

bacteria can survive for long periods outside the host.) Consumer reports estimates that 83 % of poultry 
on the market are infected.* These bacteria permeate the meat, and the meat must be cooked well 
done to ensure the bacteria are dead and the meat is safe to eat. Both salmonella and 
campylobacter cause classic food poisoning that occurs up to five days after eating contaminated, 
undercooked food. Long-term complications are rare, but food poisoning isn’t pleasant. 

Pig and humans have similar physiologies. Pigs often harbor a parasitic roundworm called 
trichina. Pork needs to be cooked well done to kill trichina. If not killed, trichina can infect 
humans and cause trichinosis, a debilitating and often deadly disease. 

 

Q: why doesn’t steak need to be cooked well done?  

 

 

 

Cooking eggs 

Cooking an egg gives an excellent visualization of protein denaturation: 

 • in the refrigerator, around 3 °C, the egg white is clear and runny. Bacteria grow slowly 
because of the cooler temperatures. 

 • at room temperature, the egg white is clear and runny, but bacteria grow rapidly, spoiling 
the egg in a few days 

 • protein denaturation starts at around 40 °C. At 70 °C, denaturation is rapid and irreversible. 
Both the egg and bacteria protein denature, killing the bacteria. The egg white turns white 
and solidifies as the proteins randomly cross-link.  

 • above 120??? °C, the proteins decompose, forming smaller flavour and aroma molecules. 
This is observed as browning on the bottom of fried eggs. This doesn’t occur in boiled, 
microwaved, or poached eggs. 

Chemically, denaturation can occur with the addition of acid or base.  

PICTURE??? 

 

                                                 
* http://www.consumerreports.org/cro/food/food-safety/chicken-safety/chicken-safety-1-

07/overview/0107_chick_ov.htm, 27 December 2010 
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31.2 Taste, aroma, and flavour 

 

<not developed> 

 

Cooking sausages 

 Forgive the assumption, but I assume that everyone has eaten sausages of some sort. Possibly a hot dog?  

There are two common ways of cooking sausages: boiling or frying. 

If you boil sausage, the surface of the sausage gets to 100 °C. Yes, the sausage cooks, but little 
flavours form. Most aroma molecules are removed by the water. 

If you fry sausage — on a frying pan, grill, or directly over the fire — the surface get hot enough 
for maillard reactions to occur, increasing the flavour and aroma of the cooked sausage. 

Simply, from personal experience, it is amazing how improved sausages are when fried. 

31.3 Heating and eating 

 

<not developed> 

 

31.4 Cooking utensils  

 

<not developed> 

 

31.5 Food additives – flavorants & preservatives 

 

<not developed> 
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31.6 Nutrition 

 

<not developed> 

 

Summary 
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Chapter 32. Pharmaceutical Chemistry 

This chapter is being prepared byAmelia Keehn (pharmacology), University of Alberta. 
Students should review Chapter 13 (Chemical Kinetics) prior to beginning Chapter 32. 

 

Soon, Amelia will have a comprehensive 30+ page overview of pharmaceutical chemistry! 

 

 

Pharmacology is the study of drug:body interactions — how drugs effect biochemical function 
and the resultant physiological effects on the body. Drugs fall into two broad categories: 

• medicinal pharmaceuticals are drugs that have positive physiological effects -- they make 
you better -- with minimal side effects 

• recreational pharmaceuticals are drugs that have significant negative side effects that 
outweigh any positive medicinal purpose 

We have all taken drugs: 

• medicine for a headache (aspirin, acetaminophen, ibuprofen, … ) 

• cough and/or cold medication 

• medication for asthma 

• medication for more serious injuries or illnesses 

 

<not developed> 

 

32.1 Pharmacodynamics 

 

<not developed> 

 

32.2 Pharmacokinetics 

 

<not developed> 
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32.3 Medicinal pharmaceuticals 

 

<not developed> 

 

32.4 Recreational pharmaceuticals 

 

<not developed> 

 

Smoking cannabis — how stupid is that? 

Cannabis (marijuana) is one drug in the gray area. It is illegal in some countries, legal for some 
medicinal purposes in other, and completely legal (like tobacco) in others. The active ingredient in 
cannabis is delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC). THC does have positive physiological effects: it 
numbs pain, reduces nausea, and stimulates hunger. (Negatively, THC changes a persons perception 

(psychedelic), negatively effects memory, concentration, and coordination.) These effects are good for cancer 
patients undergoing therapy, which is painful, nauseating, and decreases the appetite. 

<image???> 

THC appears to be the ideal drug for cancer patients. What is utterly stupid is that patients are 
told to smoke cannabis!  

 • How is this administration method safe? 

 • How is the dose controlled? 

There is nothing safe about smoking. A person gets lungful after lungful of partially burnt 
particulate matter and combustion gases. The particulate matter coats the lung lining and causes 
irritation. The combustion gases contain harmful chemicals that the body must now handle. The 
body is deprived of oxygen. And most interestingly, the majority of the THC -- the drug -- is 
decomposed during the combustion! 

The tobacco industry has lost lawsuit after lawsuit because they suppressed data that showed 
how harmful smoking tobacco really was. And now physicians are suppose to prescribe THC to 
be taken via an administration method that itself is very dangerous!? Furthermore, depending on 
the specific strain and growing conditions, cannabis contains between 3 and 22 percent THC. 
The cancer patient has absolutely no idea what THC concentration their latest purchase contains. 
And since THC is decomposed during combustion, the amount actually inhaled is impossible to 
determine. 
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The solution: if THC is to be a viable drug, then it must be extracted and purified like every 
other medicinal pharmaceutical. It must be administered via a safe, controlled process. The 
simple asthma inhaler is an excellent possibility. Formally called a metered-dose inhaler, it 
administers a specific dose of medication to the lungs. If THC could be chemically modified to 
survive the stomach acid, then THC in pill and/or capsule form are also possible.  

<image - inhaler???> 

 

32.5 Reality check 

 

<not developed> 
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Redefining normal 

In the 1960s, makers of baby formula advertised that their product was better than breast milk. 
The medical community jumped on board the idea that science was better than evolution and 
promoted the use of formula. The claim was completely bogus, but the company made billions. 
Remnants of the ‘science is better than evolution’ philosophy still exists today, sadly. 

 

 
physician for their lack of objectivity. Pharmaceutical companies have suggested that, in general, 
up to half the worlds population has one disorder or another and needs medication for that 
disorder. Consider the potential market: three billion people buying and taking drugs daily! 

 

 

 

Consider the question, “what is the normal range of female
sexual interest (libido)?” Enter a new disorder: female sexual
dysfunction disorder (FSD) for women with too low a libido.
(Apparently, there is no such thing as a woman with too high a libido.)

One estimate is that upwards of 50 percent of the female
population have FSD and need medication to boost their
libido. Preposterous!  

A secondary concern is the soliciting of medical doctors by
pharmaceutical companies: gifts, sponsored conferences in
exotic locations, and payment for prescribing medications are
are offered to physicians. It is difficult to solely blame the

Consider the question, “what percentage of children are 
normal?” Questionably independent studies estimate that 10 – 
16 percent of children have some form of attention deficit 
hyper-activity disorder (ADHD) and need medication such 
Ritalin™. Considering evolution, activity during growth 
phase is critical to developing strong bones and muscles, 
developing coordination, and developing social skills. 

Oh the other end of the spectrum, independent(?) studies 
estimate that up to 25 % of adults have an anxiety disorder 
and need medication such as Prozac™ and Valium™. 
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Appendix A. Mathematical Review 

This review complements the material in sections 1.3 to 0. 

A.1 Scientific notation 

Scientific notation is a concise way to express a number and the precision to which that number 
is known. The scientific notation format is  

a·10b A.1 

where a is the number written with the decimal place shifted to bring a to between 1 and 9.9  and 

b is the factor of ten required to bring a to between 1 and 9.9 . The precision is inferred as the 
number of digits in a. All digits after the decimal point are significant (see section 1.5). 

To convert to scientific notation, determine the factor of ten, b, that brings the first digit in a to 
between 1 and 9. To convert from scientific notation, a is multiplied by 10b. 

Another common method is to use a prefix — kilo, milli, micro, nano, … — to indicate the order 
of magnitude. 

2g g
342.30 3.4230 10

mol mol
    molecular mass of sucrose 

 7 550 nm0.000 000 55 m 5.5 10 m    wavelength of green light 

 6 1.2 μm0.000 012 m 1.2 10 m    diameter of a white blood cell 
5101325 Pa 1.01325 10 Pa     average atmospheric pressure  

A.2 

Calculators and computers often show scientific notation with an ‘E’: 

Msucrose = 3.4230E2 g/mol 

λgreen = 5.5E–9 m 

dcell = 1.2E–6 m 

Patm = 1.01325E5 Pa 

A.3 
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A.2 Common and natural logarithms 

The logarithm, y, of a given number, x, is the power to which you need to raise the base, b, in 
order to get the number. ‘logb’ is used to represent any general base. 

 logy
bx b y x    A.4 

Two bases are common in chemistry: 

• log10(x) — common logarithms — use base 10 

• loge(x) — natural logarithms — use base e, where e ≈ 2.71828 

This appendix focuses on common logarithms to explain the concept, but all operations apply to 
natural logarithms. 

Consider the following values 

 

 

 

1
10

2
10

3
10

10 10 log 10 1

10 100 log 100 2

10 1000 log 1000 3
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When the number is not a power of the base, the logarithm is not an integer. 

 

 
 
 

10

7
10

6
10

5
10

log 342.30 2.53441

log 5.5 10 6.26

log 1.2 10 5.92

log 1.01325 10 5.005717







  

  

 

 A.6 

The characteristic (the number before the decimal) identifies the order of magnitude. 

The mantissa (the number after the decimal) identifies the number. 

Note that the number of significant digits in the original number equals the number of digits in 
the mantissa. To emphasize that the characteristic indicates the order of magnitude, observe how 
the logarithm changes in the following examples. The mantissa is constant because the numerical 
value is unchanging. 

 

 

 

 

 

10

10

10

10

10

log 3.4230 0.53441

log 34.230 1.53441

log 342.30 2.53441

log 3423.0 3.53441

log 34230 5344. 4. 1











 A.7 

The logarithmic scale is convenient when data ranges over several orders of magnitude. Many 
common measurements are made on a logarithmic scale: 

• pH (acidity of a solution)  • decibel scale (noise intensity) 

• Richter scale (earthquake intensity)  • f-stops (in photography) 
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A.3 Mathematical operations 

A good understanding of mathematical operations is critical to rearranging and simplifying 
formulae. Below are some common operations and some common errors. 

Algebraic operations 

Addition and multiplication are associative and commutative: 

   a b c a b c      associative 

   a b c a b c  
A.8 

a b c b c a c a b         commutative 

a b c b a c c b a    
A.9 

Subtraction and division are not associative nor commutative: 

   a b c a b c      

 
 

a
ab

bc
c

   
associative

 
A.10 

a b b a    

a b

b a
    

commutative
 

A.11 

Selected combined operations: 

            1 2 2 1 2 2NO NO H NO Hax bx x a b k k k k        A.12 

   a b c d a c a d b c b d       A.13 

a c a c
a

b b b
c

   
A.14 

a b a b

c c c


   A.15 

a a a

b c b c
 


 Many people err with this! A.16 
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Power operations 
0 1x   A.17 

times

4

n

nx x x x x x x x x x          A.18 

1a
a

x
x

   A.19 

a b a bx x x   A.20 

a
a b a b

b

x
x x x

x
    

A.21 

 ba a bx x  A.22 

 aa ax y xy  A.23 

Logarithmic operations 

The relationship between logarithms and powers is given in A.4. 

 
blog yy x x b    A.4 

Important logarithmic operations include 

 
blog 1 0  A.24 

     
b 10 eandlog b 1 log 10 1 log e 1     A.25 

     b b blog log logx y x y   A.26 

   b b blog log log
x

x y
y

    
 

 A.27 

   
b blog lognx n x  A.28 

The conversion between base-10 and base-e logarithms is 

       
10log ln 10 ln 2.3026 lnx x x   A.29 
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Common calculations 

There are several definitions of ‘average’. We are usually interested in the mean, which is 
calculated as  

i
i

x
mean x

n
 


 A.30 

Error and percent error are calculated as 

error experimental value expected value   A.31 

100 %

100 %

error
percent error

expected value

experimental value expected value

expected value






 A.32 

Note that error and percent error can be positive or negative. The sign indicates the deviation 
from the expected value. 

A.4 Solving polynomial equations 

Many equations require determining the roots of a polynomial. 

Second-order polynomials can be solved using the quadratic formula. With the equation in the 
form 

2 0a x b x c    A.33 

The two roots can be found using 

2 4

2

b b a c
x

a

  
   quadratic formula A.34 

Choose the root that makes physical sense: in chemistry, there cannot be a negative amount of 
substance or a negative concentration. The correct root is the one that leaves all chemical 
quantities positive! 

There are no simple expressions for solving third and higher-order polynomials. These 
polynomials must be solved iteratively. Three methods are illustrated below. 
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The SOLVER algorithm* 

Some scientific calculators are pre-programmed with an algorithm to solve mathematical 
equations. This operation is often called SOLVE or SOLVER and uses some version of Newton’s 
method to iteratively determine a value of x that satisfies the function. The general steps to using 
the SOLVER function are† 

• rearrange the function into the form f(x) = 0  

◦ I have found it best to keep the variable, x, in the numerator. 

• input f(x) into your calculator and select ‘solve’ 

◦ zero is the default starting point. If the calculation fails using zero, choose a number 
that is closer to the expected value. 

Always remember that there may be more than one mathematically correct answer, but only one 
chemically correct answer: the correct root is the one that leaves all chemical quantities positive! 

▼——————————————— 

One step in the production of sulfuric acid is the catalyzed conversion of 
sulfur dioxide to sulfur trioxide.  

2 SO2(g) + O2(g)   2 SO3(g)    KP(750 K) = 9.15·103 bar–1  

Starting with 20.00 bar each of sulfur dioxide and oxygen, determine the equilibrium 
concentrations of all entities. 

 The ICE table for this system is 

     2 2 3

bar

2 SO g O g 2 SO g

20 20 0

2 2

20 2 20 2

x x x

x x x



 
 

I

C

E



 

 The equilibrium equation is solved as 

 
   

3

2 2

2

SO

P 2

SO O

P
K

P P
  

 
   

2

3 1
2

2
9.15 10 bar

20 bar 2 20 bar

x

x x
 

 
 A.36 

The magnitude of the equilibrium constant is not extreme, so x is not negligible. The 
denominator will expand to a third-order polynomial.  

                                                 
* In mathematics, one learns the language of mathematics — the manipulation of that language and the deduction 

of truths. Calculators have no place in mathematics. Scientists need to have an good appreciation and 
understanding of mathematics. In application, it is valuable to complete a calculation by hand to understand the 
process, but then to use technology to solve repetitive calculations. This gives the scientist an understanding of 
the underlying mathematics, but does not shroud the underlying science in complex mathematics. 

† Consult the manual for your calculator on how to use its SOLVER program. 

EXAMPLE A.35 
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 To solve A.36 using SOLVER, A.36 must be rearranged in the form f(x) = 0, with x in the 
numerator. For convenience, units are removed from the expression. 

 
   

     
     

 

2

3
2

2 23

2 23

2
9.15 10

20 2 20

9.15 10 20 2 20 2

9.15 10 20 2 20 2 0

f x

x

x x

x x x

x x x

 
 

   

    

 A.37 

 Substituting f(x) into your calculator and selecting SOLVE — at least on my calculator — 
converges to x = 9.967. By changing the starting value, one can find all three roots: 

9.967

10.033

19.9996

x







 

 Substituting these into the ICE table shows that all equilibrium values are positive only for 
x = 9.967. 

     2 2 3

bar

2 SO g O g 2 SO g

20.00 20.00 0

9.9672 2

0.066 10.033 19.934

xx x x



 

I

C

E



 

———————————————▲ 
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Newton’s method of successive approximations (the Newton-Raphson method)  

Newton’s method is one of the successive approximations methods used by calculators. 
Derivation of Newton’s method requires an understanding of calculus. Newton’s method also 
requires that the function be rearranged into the form f(x) = 0. 

Starting from the equation for the slope of a line, 

     2 1

2 1

f x f x f x
slope

x x x

 
 

 
 A.38 

between any two points on a function, we let 1 = n and 2 = n + 1, giving xn+1 and xn that are 
expected to be close to each other and close to the root. 

   1

1

n n

n n

f x f x
slope

x x
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From calculus, the slope is the derivative of the function,  f x , 

     1

1

n n
n

n n

f x f x
f x

x x





 


 A.40 

Since xn+1 and xn are close to the root,  nf x  and  1nf x   should be close to zero. Setting 

 1 0nf x    gives 

   
1

0 n
n

n n

f x
f x

x x


 


 A.41 

and solving for xn+1 gives 

 
 1

n
n n

n

f x
x x

f x  


 A.42 

Equation A.42 is the formula for Newton’s method. If the initial guess for xn is good (close to the 

root), xn+1 will be closer to the root. Iteration of A.42 will reach a point where xn+1 equals xn and is 
a root of the function. Note that xn+1 may not be the correct root for a chemical system: the 
correct root is the one that leaves all chemical quantities positive! 

▼——————————————— 

Solve example A.35 using Newton’s method. 

 The equilibrium equation is rearranged into the form f(x) = 0. 

 
   

     
 

2
2 2

P P2

2
20 2 20 2 0

20 2 20
f x

x
K K x x x

x x
     

    

EXAMPLE A.43 
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 Determining  f x  gives 

        
           

 

2 2

P

2

P

2
P

d d
20 2 20 2

d d

2 20 2 20 2 20 2 1 8

12 320 2000 8

y
f x K x x x

x x

f x K x x x x

K x x x

     

          

    


 

 Substituting this into A.42 gives 

 
 

     
 

 
 

2 2

P
1 2

P

3 2
P P P P

2
P P P

20 2 20 2

12 320 2000 8

40 1 500 2000

3 2 80 500

n
n n n

n

n

f x K x x x
x x x

f x K x x x

K x K x K x K
x

K x K x K



  
   

    

   
 

  

  

 The iterations of x are shown at right. It should be apparent 
that Newton’s method is best solved using a calculator or 
computer. The solver algorithm on page A–7 uses a form of 
Newton’s method. 

 

———————————————▲ 

The Newton-Raphson method is presented to illustrate a differential method of determining roots 
— it is not expected that you apply this method to many problems. As mentioned earlier, 
variants on this method are used by calculators and software to find the roots of a function. 

x n x n +1

0.000 4.000

4.000 6.526

6.526 8.065

8.065 8.960

8.960 9.456

9.456 9.720

9.720 9.856

9.856 9.924

9.924 9.955

9.955 9.965

9.965 9.967

9.967 9.967
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Method of successive approximations 

This successive approximations method does not require a knowledge of calculus, but it is not 
the most stable. That is, this method often fails. 

This method uses the following procedure: 

 rearrange f(x) into the form x = g(x) (There may be more than one form of g(x).) 

 pick a value for x that is reasonably close to the expected answer 

 substitute x into g(x) and solve for x. Repeat until the system converges or diverges. 

 verify the root is the correct one. If not, repeat at step  using another starting value or at 
step  using another g(x). 

Note that x may not be the correct root for a chemical system: the correct root is the one that 
leaves all chemical quantities positive!  

▼——————————————— 

Solve example A.35 using the method of successive approximations. 

 The equilibrium equation is rearranged into the form x = g(x). Three possible forms of g(x) 
are possible, one for each x in f(x). 

 
   

   

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

2 2

P
P 2

2

P

2

2

P

2 20 2 20

420 2 20

21
10

2 20

2
20

20 2

g x

g x

g x

x K x x
K x

x x

x
x

K x

x
x

K x

 
  

 

  


  








 

 Select a value for x. Reviewing the ICE table, x must be less than 10 for all pressures to be 
positive. Anything from 1 to 9 is a reasonable starting value. 

 Substitute x into g(x) and solve for x. Repeat. 

 

input x output x input x output x input x output x
1.000 3752.579 1.000 9.998 1.000 20.000

3752.579 #NUM! 9.998 9.967 20.000 20.000

#NUM! #NUM! 9.967 9.967 20.000 20.000

converged to correct rootdiverged converged to wrong root

 
 
 

2

2

P

2
20

20 2

g x

x
x

K x
 



 
 

 

2

P

21
10

2 20

g x

x
x

K x
 



   

 

2

P 20 2 20

4

g x

K x x
x

 



 
 The second form of g(x) converged to the correct value. 

———————————————▲ 

EXAMPLE A.44 
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A.5 Graphical analysis 

Most people can plug numbers into a spreadsheet or their calculator and create the default graph. 
The default graph is, in a word, garbage, from a scientific perspective. Producing a graph by 
hand is a dying art, but hand-preparation is the best way to learn how to create a quality graph 
that conveys the most information possible. Once mastered by hand, it is simple to create a 
quality graph on a computer. This section focuses on preparing two-dimensional graphs, but 
once you are able to create a 2D graph properly, extrapolation into three-dimensions is simple.  

Figure A.45 illustrates the cartesian axis system, where x and y range from –∞ to +∞. The graphs 
superimposed on A.45 are illustrative of the graphs you may be required to make. 

Descriptive title (not y  vs. x )

-20

-10

0

10

20

-20 -10 0 10 20 30 40

x  axis /units

y
 a

xi
s 

/u
n

it
s

0

Graph A
 • x  ranges from zero to negative
 • y  in positive range, not zero

Graph F
 • x  ranges from zero to negative
 • y  ranges from zero to negative

Graph D
 • x  ranges from zero to positive

 • y  ranges from negative to
    positive 

Graph C
 • x  in positive range, not zero
 • y  ranges from zero to positive

Graph E
 • x  in positive range, not zero
 • y  in negative range, not zero

Graph B
 • x  ranges from zero to positive
 • y  in positive range, not zero

 
Figure A.45 Cartesian coordinate system showing possible graphs, which are subsets of the cartesian

coordinate system. 

Layout 

Select a data range that is convenient to plot on the axis and plots the data in as large an area as 
possible. The axes do not need to start at zero but the tic marks points should be whole numbers. 

The axes label should identify what is being plotted and the units. The goal is to make the 
numbers unitless by rearranging the equation mathematically. 
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3
3 5 5mol Fe concentration

Fe concentration 3.39 10 3.39 10
molL

L


        A.46 

or conveniently on a single line 

 
plotted valueaxis label

3 5Fe concentration mol L 3.39 10    
A.47 

Brackets remove any ambiguity with multiple mathematical operations. 

It should be noted that some plotted values are treated as dimensionless (pH and absorbance, for 

example). In some graphs, the numerical value is unimportant and not shown. 

The title must provide additional information about the graph: the system studied, the object of 
analysis, etc. Repeating the axis labels in the title is redundant and a waste of space. Texts and 
published work often use a caption instead of the title. Captions allow more information to be 
conveyed to the reader. 

Data labels should be used with discretion. Look at how this text uses data labels and use that as 
a guide when you prepare graphs. 

 

Determination of iron in well water

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

0.E+00 2.E-05 4.E-05 6.E-05 8.E-05

Fe3+ concentration /(mol/L)

A
b

so
rb

an
ce

Unknown 
absorbance

Unknown 
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Figure A.48 Simulated hand-drawn graph showing the data points, trendline, gridlines, slope and intercept 

calculations, and how an unknown sample was analyzed on the graph. Note the descriptive 
title! 
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Figure A.49 A graph with a 

logarithmic y axis, 
illustrating how the axis 
is numbered.  

When preparing graphs by hand, 

• use 1 mm grid graph paper to assist in pinpointing the data point and slope. 

• to draw a ‘best fit’ line: position the ruler so that the data points are evenly scattered above 
and below the line (do not draw the line between two data points). 

• watch out for data that is not linear! This can be seen as 
systematic deviations above and below a ‘best fit’ 
straight line. 

When preparing graphs on a computer, 

• do not use gridlines unless you are extracting data 
directly from the graph. 

Note that the significant digits of data read from the graph are 
based on your ability to deduce the number from the axis, 
hence the desirability of plotting the largest scale possible. In 
advanced analytical courses, you will learn that the 
uncertainty (the technical term for significant digits) is based on the 
scatter of the data about the best fit line. 

People sometimes find plotting and reading logarithmic 
graphs confusing. Figure A.49 shows the numbering of a 
logarithmic y axis. 

Slope and intercept 

The equation of a line is given by 

y = m x + b A.50 

where m and b are the slope and y-intercept, respectively. The y-intercept is the value when 
x = 0. This may or may not be on the graph. In figure A.48, the y-intercept equals 0.070 and is 
dimensionless since absorbance is dimensionless. 

If the graph does not pass through x = 0, the intercept may be calculated using the slope and a 
point x on the best-fit line. 

b = y – m x A.51 

The slope is the inclination (slant) of the line and calculated as  

2 1

2 1

y yy
m

x x x


 
 

 A.52 

To determine the slope pick two points on the line that are easy to read, one from the top half and 
one from the bottom half. (These points should not be data points as data points rarely fall exactly onto the 

line.) Then, substitution into equation A.52, with units, gives the slope. The slope in figure A.48 
equals 7800 L/mol. 
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Figure A.53 Non-linear data plotted illustrating 

linear interpolation. 

Linear interpolation 

Linear interpolation assumes that a function is 
linear between two data points, allowing for an 
intermediate data value to be determined using the 
equation of a line. Even if the data is non-linear, it 
is often sufficiently linear between two adjacent 
data points. Letting A and B be the tabulated data 
points, the value at an intermediate point, C, is 
given by 

 
distance from 

C A

B A
A C A

B A
A

slope

Ay y slope distance from 

y y
y x x

x x

  

 
      

 A.54 

 

 

▼——————————————— 

Estimate the water vapour pressure at 25.2 °C. 

 Vapour pressure is non-linear and plotted in figure A.56. The inset in A.56 zooms the 20 to 
30 °C region and the data table for this region. While the actual function is non-linear, the 
2 °C data interval is approximately linear in the 20 to 30 °C range. 

 With x being the temperature and y being the vapour pressure, A.54 becomes 

 B A
C A C A

B A

P P
P P T T

T T

 
     

 

 and the vapour pressure at 25.2 °C becomes 

 C

25.22 mmHg 22.39 mmHg
22.39 mmHg 25.2 °C 24.0 °C

26.0 °C 24.0 °C

24.09 mmHg

P
     



 

EXAMPLE A.55 
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Figure A.56 Water vapour pressure to illustrate linear interpolation. 
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Appendix B. Tabulated Scientific Data 

 

B.1 Water vapour pressure A–18 

B.2 Van der Waals coefficients A–19 

B.3 Acid dissociation constants A–22 

B.4 Aqueous solubility product constants A–26 

B.5 Complex-ion formation constants A–29 

B.6 Thermodynamic data A–31 

B.7 Aqueous thermodynamic data A–43 

B.8 Vaporization and fusion enthalpy data A–47 

B.9 Standard reduction potentials A–49 

B.10 Stable isotope data A–57 

 



A–18 Tabulated Scientific Data 

B.1 Water vapour pressure 

To interpolate the vapour pressure at other temperatures, use the method on page A–15. 

Temp. Temp.
/°C /mbar /kPa /mmHg /°C /mbar /kPa /mmHg

-40 0.1278 0.01278 0.09583 40 73.81 7.381 55.36

-35 0.2225 0.02225 0.1668 42 82.05 8.205 61.54

-30 0.3785 0.03785 0.2839 44 91.08 9.108 68.31

-25 0.6304 0.06304 0.4728 46 100.9 10.09 75.71

-20 1.029 0.1029 0.7717 48 111.7 11.17 83.78

-15 1.648 0.1648 1.236 50 123.4 12.34 92.58

-10 2.591 0.2591 1.944 55 157.5 15.75 118.1

-8 3.091 0.3091 2.318 60 199.3 19.93 149.5

-6 3.678 0.3678 2.758 65 250.2 25.02 187.7

-4 4.364 0.4364 3.273 70 311.8 31.18 233.8

-2 5.165 0.5165 3.874 75 385.6 38.56 289.2

0 6.113 0.6113 4.585 80 473.7 47.37 355.3

2 7.061 0.7061 5.295 85 578.2 57.82 433.6

4 8.136 0.8136 6.102 90 701.2 70.12 525.9

6 9.354 0.9354 7.015 95 845.3 84.53 634.0

8 10.73 1.073 8.048 96 876.9 87.69 657.7

10 12.28 1.228 9.211 97 909.5 90.95 682.1

12 14.03 1.403 10.52 98 943.0 94.30 707.3

14 15.99 1.599 11.99 99 977.6 97.76 733.2

16 18.19 1.819 13.64 100 1013. 101.3 759.9

18 20.64 2.064 15.48 101 1050. 105.0 787.4

20 23.39 2.339 17.54 102 1088. 108.8 815.8

22 26.45 2.645 19.84 103 1127. 112.7 845.0

24 29.85 2.985 22.39 104 1167. 116.7 875.0

26 33.63 3.363 25.22 105 1208. 120.8 905.9

28 37.82 3.782 28.36 100 1013. 101.3 760.0

30 42.46 4.246 31.84 110 1432. 143.2 1074.

32 47.58 4.758 35.68 120 1985. 198.5 1489.

34 53.23 5.323 39.92 130 2700. 270.0 2025.

36 59.45 5.945 44.59 140 3612. 361.2 2709.

38 66.30 6.630 49.72 150 4757. 475.7 3568.

P H2O P H2O
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B.2 Van der Waals coefficients 
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Van der Waals coefficients (cont.)  
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Van der Waals coefficients (cont.)  
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B.3 Acid dissociation constants 

Thousands of weak acids are known and there are many common solvents. Please consult 
additional resources if the required acid is not listed below and for acids in other solvents. 

If thermodynamic data is available, equation 19.69 can be used to determine the equilibrium 
constants of other reactions and/or at other temperatures. 

Entity Entity

acetaldehyde 2.7·10–14 bromocresol green 2.0·10–5

acetamide ion (ethanamide) 7.9·10–16 bromocresol purple 5.0·10–7

acetic acid 1.8·10–5 bromophenol blue 1.0·10–4

bromoacetic acid 1.3·10–3 bromothymol blue 1.0·10–7

chloroacetic acid 1.3·10–3 butanoic acid (butyric acid) 1.5·10–5

dichloroacetic acid 4.5·10–2 butanedioic acid (succinic acid) K a1 = 6.2·10–5

trichloroacetic acid 2.2·10–1 K a2 = 2.3·10–6

trifluoroacetic acid 3.0·10–1 cis-2-butenedioic acid (maleic acid) K a1 = 1.2·10–2

iodoacetic acid 6.6·10–4 K a2 = 5.9·10–7

anilinium ion 1.3·10–5 trans-2-butenedioic acid (fumaric acid) K a1 = 9.5·10–4

2-nitroaniline 1.8 K a2 = 4.2·10–5

3-nitroaniline 3.5·10–3 cis-cinnamic acid 1.3·10–4

4-nitroaniline 9.5·10–2 trans-cinnamic acid 3.6·10–5

L-ascorbic acid (vitamin C) K a1 = 9.1·10–5 citric acid K a1 = 7.4·10–4

K a2 = 2.0·10–12 K a2 = 1.7·10–5

L-aspartic acid K a1 = 1.0·10–2 K a3 = 4.0·10–7

K a2 = 1.3·10–4 o-cresol (2-methylphenol) 5.1·10–11

K a3 = 1.3·10–10 m-cresol (3-methylphenol) 8.1·10–11

barbital 3.7·10–8 p-cresol (4-methylphenol) 5.5·10–11

barbituric acid 9.8·10–5 cresol red 5.0·10–9

benzaldehyde 1.3·10–15 cyanic acid 2.0·10–4

benzoic acid 6.3·10–5 cyanuric acid K a1 = 1.3·10–7

2-chlorobenzoic acid 1.3·10–3 K a2 = 4.0·10–12

3-chlorobenzoic acid 1.4·10–4 K a3 = 3.2·10–14

4-chlorobenzoic acid 1.0·10–4 dibutylamine 5.6·10–12

2-fluorobenzoic acid 5.4·10–4 dihydroxytartaric acid 1.2·10–2

3-fluorobenzoic acid 1.4·10–4 dopamine K a1 = 1.3·10–9

4-fluorobenzoic acid 7.1·10–5 K a2 = 2.5·10–11

2-nitrobenzoic acid 6.8·10–3 D-ephedrine 7.3·10–11

3-nitrobenzoic acid 3.5·10–4 L-ephedrine 1.1·10–10

4-nitrobenzoic acid 3.7·10–4

organic acids

K a (298 K)K a (298 K)
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Acid dissociation constants (cont.) 

Entity Entity

epinephrine (D-adrenaline) K a1 = 2.2·10–9 methanol 3.2·10–16

K a2 = 1.1·10–10 methylammonium ion 2.2·10–11

1,2-ethanediol (ethylene glycol) 7.9·10–16 methyl red K a1 = 3.2·10–3

ethanol (ethyl alcohol) 3.2·10–16 K a2 = 3.2·10–10

α-D-glucose 3.5·10–13 morphine K a1 = 6.2·10–9

L-glutamic acid K a1 = 7.4·10–3 K a2 = 1.4·10–10

K a2 = 4.9·10–5 nadolol 2.1·10–10

K a3 = 2.1·10–10 1-naphthol 4.1·10–10

aminoacetic acid (glycine) K a1 = 4.5·10–3 2-naphthol 2.3·10–10

K a2 = 1.7·10–10 niacinamide 5.0·10–4

glycolic acid 1.5·10–4 L-nicotine K a1 = 9.5·10–9

1,6-hexanedioic acid (adipic acid) K a1 = 3.9·10–5 K a2 = 7.6·10–4

K a2 = 3.9·10–6 nicotinic acid K a1 = 1.0·10–2

hexanoic acid (caproic acid) 1.4·10–5 K a2 = 1.5·10–5

histamine K a1 = 9.1·10–7 nitrobenzene 1.0·10–4

K a2 = 1.8·10–10 nitroethane 3.5·10–9

L-histidine K a1 = 1.6·10–2 2-nitrophenol 5.9·10–8

K a2 = 9.1·10–7 3-nitrophenol 4.4·10–9

K a3 = 4.7·10–10 4-nitrophenol 7.1·10–8

2-hydroxybenzoic acid (salicylic acid) K a1 = 1.0·10–3 norepinephrine K a1 = 2.3·10–9

K a2 = 2.5·10–14 K a2 = 2.0·10–10

3-hydroxybenzoic acid K a1 = 8.3·10–5 octanoic acid (caprylic acid) 1.3·10–5

K a2 = 1.2·10–10 oxalic acid K a1 = 5.6·10–2

4-hydroxybenzoic acid K a1 = 2.7·10–5 K a2 = 1.5·10–4

K a2 = 3.5·10–10 pentanedioic acid (glutaric acid) K a1 = 4.8·10–5

ketamine 3.2·10–8 K a2 = 3.8·10–6

D-lactic acid 1.4·10–4 pentanoic acid (valeric acid) 1.5·10–5

L-leucine K a1 = 4.7·10–3 phenobarbital K a1 = 5.0·10–8

K a2 = 1.8·10–10 K a2 = 1.6·10–12

lysergic acid K a1 = 3.6·10–4 phenol (hydroxybenzene) 1.0·10–10

K a2 = 2.1·10–8 phenolphthalein 2.0·10–10

α-maltose 8.9·10–13 phenol red 1.3·10–8

D-mannitol 3.2·10–14 piperidine (azacyclohexane) 7.5·10–12

D-mannose 8.3·10–13 1,2,3-propanetriol (glycerol) 7.1·10–15

methanethiol (methyl mercaptan) 4.7·10–11 propanoic acid 1.3·10–5

methanal (formaldehyde) 5.4·10–14 pyridinium ion 5.9·10–6

methanoic acid (formic acid) 1.8·10–4 pyruvic acid 4.1·10–3

organic acids

K a (298 K)K a (298 K)
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Acid dissociation constants (cont.) 

Entity Entity

quinine K a1 = 7.4·10–5 DL-tartaric acid K a1 = 9.3·10–4

K a2 = 3.0·10–9 K a2 = 4.3·10–5

riboflavin K a1 = 2.0·10–2 trimethylamine 1.6·10–10

K a2 = 2.0·10–10 L-tryptophan K a1 = 3.5·10–3

saccharin 2.1·10–12 K a2 = 3.9·10–10

sebacic acid K a1 = 2.6·10–5 uracil 3.5·10–10

K a2 = 2.6·10–6 urea K b = 7.9·10–1

strychnine 5.5·10–9 uric acid 1.3·10–4

succinimide 2.4·10–10 valium 4.0·10–4

sucrose 2.0·10–13 verapamil 2.5·10–9

Source: CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics , CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl., 2004.

organic acids

K a (298 K) K a (298 K)
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Acid dissociation constants (cont.) 

ammonium ion NH4
+ 5.6·10–10 hydrotelluric H2Te K a1 = 3·10–3

arsenic acid H3AsO4 K a1 = 5.5·10–3 K a2 = 1·10–11

K a2 = 1.7·10–7 hydroxylamine H2NOH 1·10–6

K a3 = 5.1·10–12 hypoiodous acid HOI 3.2·10–11

arsenious acid H3AsO3 5.1·10–10 iodous acid HIO2 1.8·10–6

boric acid H3BO3 5.4·10–10 iodic acid HIO3 2·10–1

hypobromous acid HOBr 2.8·10–9 nitrous acid HNO2 6·10–4

bromous acid HBrO2 3.7·10–4 orthosilicic acid H4SiO4 K a1 = 1.3·10–10

carbonic acid H2CO3 K a1 = 5·10–7 K a2 = 2·10–12

K a2 = 4.7·10–11 K a3 = 1·10–12

hypochlorous acid HOCl 4.0·10–8 K a4 = 1·10–12

chlorous acid HClO2 1.1·10–2 periodic acid HIO4 2.3·10–2

chromic acid H2CrO4 K a1 = 1.8·10–1 phosphorous acid H3PO3 K a1 = 5·10–2

K a2 = 3.2·10–7 K a2 = 2.0·10–7

cyanic acid HOCN 3.5·10–4 phosphoric acid H3PO4 K a1 = 6.9·10–3

diphosphoric acid H4P2O7 K a1 = 1.2·10–1 K a2 = 6.2·10–8

K a2 = 7.9·10–3 K a3 = 4.8·10–13

K a3 = 2.0·10–7 selenic acid H2SeO4 K a2 = 2·10–2

K a4 = 4.8·10–10 selenous acid H2SeO3 K a1 = 2.4·10–3

germanic acid H2GeO3 K a1 = 9.8·10–10 K a2 = 4.8·10–9

K a2 = 5.0·10–13 sulfamic acid H2NSO3H 8.9·10–2

hydrazine N2H4 8·10–9 sulfuric acid H2SO4 K a2 = 1·10–2

hydrazoic acid HN3 3·10–5 sulfurous acid H2SO3 K a1 = 1.4·10–2

hydrocyanic HCN 6·10–10 K a2 = 6·10–8

hydrofluoric HF 6.3·10–4 telluric(VI) acid H6TeO6 K a1 = 2.1·10–8

hydrogen peroxide H2O2 2.4·10–12 K a2 = 1.0·10–11

hydroselenic H2Se K a1 = 1.3·10–4 tellurous acid H2TeO3 K a1 = 5·10–7

K a2 = 1.0·10–11 K a2 = 3.7·10–9

hydrosulfuric H2S K a1 = 9·10–8 tetrafluoroboric acid HBF4 3.2·10–1

K a2 = 1.0·10–19 water H2O 1.0·10–14

Source: CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics , CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl., 2004.

K a(298 K)

inorganic acids

K a(298 K) Entity
Structural 
Formula

Entity
Structural 
Formula
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B.4 Aqueous solubility product constants 

Solubility product and complex-ion equilibrium constants are difficult to measure because of the 
numerous competing equilibria. Consequently, values often vary between resources, sometimes 
by as much as an order of magnitude. 

For equilibrium constants of other reactions and/or at other temperatures, use thermodynamic 
data and equation 19.69. 

Entity K sp(298 K)1 Entity K sp(298 K)1 Entity K sp(298 K)1

AlAsO4 1.6·10-16 Cd(BO2)2 2.3·10-9 Ce2(SeO3)3 3.7·10-25

Al(OH)3 1.3·10-33 CdCO3 1.0·10-12 Ce2S3
‡ 6.0·10-11

AlPO4 9.8·10-21 Cd(CN)2 1.0·10-8 CsBrO3 2.0·10-2

Al2Se3 4.0·10-25 Cd2[Fe(CN)6] 3.2·10-17 CsClO3 4.0·10-2

Al2S3
‡ 2.0·10-7 CdF2 6.4·10-3 CsClO4 4.0·10-3

As2S3
‡ 2.1·10-22 Cd(OH)2 7.2·10-15 CsIO4 5.2·10-6

Ba3(AsO4)2 7.8·10-51 Cd(IO3)2 2.5·10-8 CsMnO4 8.3·10-5

Ba(BrO3)2 2.4·10-4 CdC2O4 1.4·10-8 CaCrO4 7.1·10-4

BaCO3 2.6·10-9 Cd3(PO4)2 2.5·10-33 CrAsO4 7.8·10-21

BaCrO4 1.2·10-10 CdS‡ 8.0·10-28 CrF3 6.6·10-11

BaF2 1.8·10-7 Ca(OAc)2 4.0·10-3 Cr(OH)2 2.0·10-16

BaHPO4 3.2·10-7 Ca3(AsO4)2 6.8·10-19 Cr(OH)3 6.3·10-31

Ba(OH)2 2.6·10-4 CaCO3 3.4·10-9 CrPO4 2.4·10-23

Ba(IO3)2 4.0·10-9 CaF2 3.5·10-11 Co3(AsO4)2 6.8·10-29

BaMoO4 3.5·10-8 CaHPO4 1.0·10-7 CoN3 4.9·10-9

Ba(NbO3)2 3.2·10-17 Ca(OH)2 5.0·10-6 CoCO3 1.4·10-13

Ba(NO3)2 4.6·10-3 Ca(IO3)2 6.5·10-6 Co2[Fe(CN)6] 1.8·10-15

BaC2O4 1.6·10-7 CaMoO4 1.5·10-8 CoHPO4 2.0·10-7

Ba(MnO4)2 2.5·10-10 Ca(NbO3)2 8.7·10-18 Co(OH)2 5.9·10-15

Ba3(PO4)2 3.4·10-23 CaC2O4 2.3·10-9 Co(OH)3 1.6·10-44

BaSeO4 3.4·10-8 Ca3(PO4)2 2.1·10-33 Co(IO3)2 1.0·10-4

BaSO4 1.1·10-10 CaSeO4 8.1·10-4 Co3(PO4)2 2.1·10-35

BaSO3 5.0·10-10 CaSeO3 3.0·10-6 CoSeO3 1.6·10-7

BaS2O3 1.6·10-5 CaSiO3 2.5·10-8 CoS‡ 4.0·10-21

BeCO3 1.0·10-3 CaSO4 4.9·10-5 Cu3(AsO4)2 8.0·10-36

Be(OH)2 6.9·10-22 CaSO3 6.8·10-8 Cu(N3)2 6.3·10-10

BeMoO4 3.2·10-2 Ca(C4H6O6) 7.8·10-7 CuBr 6.3·10-9

Be(NbO3)2 1.2·10-16 CeF3 7.9·10-16 CuCO3 1.4·10-10

BiAsO4 4.4·10-10 Ce(OH)3 1.6·10-20 CuCl 1.7·10-7

Bi(OH)3 4.0·10-31 Ce(OH)4 2.0·10-48 CuCN 3.5·10-20

BiPO4 1.3·10-23 Ce(IO3)3 3.2·10-10 Cu2[Fe(CN)6] 1.3·10-16

Bi2S3
‡ 1.0·10-97 Ce(IO3)4 5.0·10-17 CuOH 1.0·10-14

BiI3 7.7·10-19 Ce2(C2O4)3 3.2·10-26 Cu(OH)2 2.2·10-20

Cd3(AsO4)2 2.2·10-33 CePO4 1.0·10-23 Cu(IO3)2 6.9·10-8
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Aqueous solubility product constants (cont.) 

Entity K sp(298 K)1 Entity K sp(298 K)1 Entity K sp(298 K)1

CuI 1.3·10-12 La2S3
‡ 2.0·10-13 MgCO3 6.8·10-6

CuC2O4 4.4·10-10 Pb(OAc)2 1.8·10-3 MgF2 5.2·10-11

Cu2O
† 2.0·10-15 Pb3(AsO4)2 4.1·10-36 Mg(OH)2 5.6·10-12

Cu3(PO4)2 1.4·10-37 Pb(N3)2 2.6·10-9 Mg(IO3)2 3.2·10-3

CuSeO3 2.1·10-8 Pb(BO2)3 1.7·10-11 Mg(NbO3)2 2.3·10-17

Cu2S
‡ 2.5·10-48 Pb(BrO3)2 2.0·10-2 MgC2O4 4.8·10-6

CuS‡ 6.0·10-37 PbBr2 6.6·10-6 Mg3(PO4)2 1.0·10-24

CuSCN 1.8·10-13 PbCO3 7.4·10-14 MgSeO3 1.3·10-5

Eu(OH)3 9.4·10-27 PbCl2 1.7·10-5 MgSO3 3.2·10-3

Ga4[Fe(CN)6]3 1.5·10-34 PbClF 2.4·10-9 Mn3(AsO4)2 1.9·10-29

Ga(OH)3 7.3·10-36 Pb(ClO2)2 4.0·10-9 MnCO3 2.2·10-11

AuCl 2.0·10-13 PbCrO4 2.8·10-13 Mn2[Fe(CN)6] 7.9·10-13

AuCl3 3.2·10-25 Pb2[Fe(CN)6] 3.2·10-15 Mn(OH)2 1.9·10-13

Au(OH)3 5.5·10-46 PbF2 3.3·10-8 Mn(IO3)2 4.4·10-7

AuI 1.6·10-23 PbFI 8.5·10-9 MnC2O4 1.7·10-7

AuI3 1.0·10-46 PbHPO4 1.3·10-10 MnSeO3 1.3·10-7

Au2(C2O4)3 1.0·10-10 PbHPO3 5.8·10-7 MnS‡ 3.0·10-14

In4[Fe(CN)6]3 1.9·10-44 Pb(OH)2 1.4·10-20 Hg2(N3)2 7.1·10-10

In(OH)3 6.3·10-34 Pb(OH)4 3.2·10-66 Hg2Br2 6.4·10-23

In2(SeO3)3 2.5·10-33 Pb(OH)Br 2.0·10-15 HgBr2 6.2·10-20

In2S3
‡ 5.8·10-74 Pb(OH)Cl 2.0·10-14 Hg2CO3 3.6·10-17

FeAsO4 5.8·10-21 Pb(IO3)2 3.7·10-13 Hg2Cl2 1.4·10-18

FeCO3 3.1·10-11 PbI2 9.8·10-9 Hg2CrO4 2.0·10-9

Fe4[Fe(CN)6]3 3.0·10-41 PbMoO4 1.0·10-13 Hg2(CN)2 5.0·10-40

FeF2 2.4·10-6 Pb(NbO3)2 2.4·10-17 (Hg2)3[Fe(CN)6]2 8.5·10-21

Fe(OH)2 4.9·10-17 PbC2O4 4.8·10-10 Hg2F2 3.1·10-6

Fe(OH)3 2.8·10-39 Pd(SCN)2 4.4·10-23 Hg2HPO4 4.0·10-13

FeC2O4 3.2·10-7 Pb3(PO4)2 7.9·10-43 Hg2(OH)2 2.0·10-24

FePO4 9.9·10-16 PbSeO4 1.4·10-7 Hg(OH)2 3.0·10-26

Fe2(SeO3)3 1.7·10-31 PbSeO3 3.2·10-12 Hg2(IO3)2 1.9·10-14

FeS‡ 6.3·10-18 PbSO4 2.5·10-8 Hg(IO3)2 3.2·10-13

La(BrO3)3 3.2·10-3 PbS‡ 3.0·10-28 Hg2I2 5.2·10-29

LaF3 6.3·10-17 Pb(SCN)2 2.0·10-5 HgI2 2.9·10-29

La(OH)3 2.0·10-19 PbS2O3 4.0·10-7 Hg2C2O4 1.8·10-13

La(IO3)3 7.5·10-12 Li2CO3 8.2·10-4 HgO† 3.6·10-26

La2(MoO4)3 4.0·10-21 LiF 1.8·10-3 Hg2SeO3 6.3·10-15

La2(C2O4)3 2.5·10-27 Li3PO4 2.4·10-11 HgSeO3 1.5·10-14

LaPO4 3.7·10-23 Mg3(AsO4)2 2.1·10-20 Hg2SO4 6.5·10-7
 



A–28 Tabulated Scientific Data 

Aqueous solubility product constants (cont.) 

Entity K sp(298 K)1 Entity K sp(298 K)1 Entity K sp(298 K)1

Hg2S
‡ 1.0·10-47 Ag2CO3 8.5·10-12 TlBrO3 1.1·10-4

HgS‡ 2.0·10-53 AgCl 1.8·10-10 TlBr 3.7·10-6

Hg2SO3 1.0·10-27 AgClO2 2.0·10-4 TlCl 1.9·10-4

Hg2(SCN)2 3.2·10-20 Ag2CrO4 1.1·10-12 Tl2CrO4 8.7·10-13

Nd2(CO3)3 1.1·10-33 AgCN 6.0·10-17 Tl4[Fe(CN)6] 5.0·10-10

Nd(OH)3 3.2·10-22 Ag2Cr2O7 2.0·10-7 Tl(OH)3 1.7·10-44

Ni3(AsO4)2 3.1·10-26 Ag4[Fe(CN)6] 1.5·10-41 TlIO3 3.1·10-6

NiCO3 1.4·10-7 AgOH 1.9·10-8 TlI 5.5·10-8

Ni2[Fe(CN)6] 1.3·10-15 AgIO3 3.2·10-8 Tl2C2O4 2.0·10-4

Ni(OH)2 5.5·10-16 AgI 8.5·10-17 Tl2SeO4 1.0·10-4

Ni(IO3)2 4.7·10-5 Ag2MoO4 2.8·10-12 Tl2SeO3 2.0·10-39

NiC2O4 4.0·10-10 AgNO2 6.0·10-4 Tl2S
‡ 5.0·10-21

Ni3(PO4)2 4.7·10-32 Ag2C2O4 5.4·10-12 TlSCN 1.6·10-4

NiSeO3 1.0·10-5 Ag3PO4 8.9·10-17 Sn(OH)2 5.5·10-27

NiS‡ 3.2·10-19 Ag2SeO4 5.6·10-8 Sn(OH)4 1.0·10-56

PuF3 2.5·10-16 Ag2SeO3 1.0·10-15 SnS‡ 1.0·10-26

PuF4 6.3·10-20 Ag2SO4 1.2·10-5 Y2(CO3)3 1.0·10-31

Pu(OH)3 2.0·10-20 Ag2S
‡ 6.0·10-51 YF3 8.6·10-21

Pu(OH)4 1.0·10-55 Ag2SO3 1.5·10-14 Y(OH)3 1.0·10-22

Pu(IO3)4 5.0·10-13 AgSCN 1.0·10-12 Y(IO3)3 1.1·10-10

K2PtCl6 7.5·10-6 Sr3(AsO4)2 4.3·10-19 Zn3(AsO4)2 2.8·10-28

KClO4 1.1·10-2 SrCO3 5.6·10-10 Zn(BO2)2 6.6·10-11

KIO4 3.7·10-4 SrCrO4 2.2·10-5 ZnCO3 1.5·10-10

Pr(OH)3 3.4·10-24 SrF2 4.3·10-9 Zn2[Fe(CN)6] 4.0·10-16

Ra(IO3)2 1.2·10-9 Sr(IO3)2 1.1·10-7 ZnF2 3.0·10-2

RaSO4 3.7·10-11 SrMoO4 2.0·10-7 Zn(OH)2 3.0·10-17

RbClO4 3.0·10-3 Sr(NbO3)2 4.2·10-18 Zn(IO3)2 4.1·10-6

ScF3 5.8·10-24 SrC2O4 1.6·10-7 ZnC2O4 1.4·10-9

Sc(OH)3 2.2·10-31 Sr3(PO4)2 4.1·10-28 ZnSe 3.6·10-26

AgCH3COO 1.9·10-3 SrSeO4 8.1·10-4 ZnSeO3 1.6·10-7

Ag3AsO4 1.0·10-22 SrSeO3 1.8·10-6 ZnS‡ 3.0·10-23

AgN3 2.9·10-9 SrSO4 3.4·10-7 ZnS‡ 2.0·10-25

AgBrO3 5.4·10-5 SrSO3 4.0·10-8 Zn3(PO4)2 9.1·10-33

AgBr 5.4·10-13 TlN3 2.2·10-4

Source: CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics , CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl., 2004.

Source: IUPAC-NIST Solubility Database , NIST Standard Reference Database 106, version 1.0, 2007.

1. The dimensionality depends on the reaction stoichiometry: (mol/L)Δν

†. Oxide equilibria is for the reaction: Mx Oy (s) + y  H2O(l)  x  My+(aq) + 2 y  OH–(aq)

‡. Sulfide equilibria is for the reaction: Mx Sy (s) + y  H2O(l)  x  My+(aq) + y  HS–(aq) + y  OH–(aq)  
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B.5 Complex-ion formation constants 

Solubility product and complex-ion equilibrium constants are difficult to measure because of the 
numerous competing equilibria. Consequently, values often vary between resources, sometimes 
by as much as an order of magnitude. 

For equilibrium constants of other reactions and/or at other temperatures, use thermodynamic 
data and equation 19.69.  

Entity K f(298 K)1 Entity K f(298 K)1 Entity K f(298 K)1

[AgBr2]
– 2.4·107 [Cd(CN)]+ 4.2·105 [Co(NH3)4]

2+ 2.8·1024

[AgBr3]
2– 1.7·108 [Cd(CN)3]

– 5.0·1015 [Co(OH)]+ 2.2·104

[AgCl2]
– 1.4·105 [Cd(CN)4]

2– 1.6·1019 [Co(OH)3]
– 3·1010

[AgCl3]
2– 1.1·105 [Cd(EDTA)]2– 4.2·1016 [Co(OH)4]

2– 5·109

[AgCl4]
3– 4.4·103 [Cd(en)]2+ 4.9·105 [Cr(EDTA)]– 2.5·1023

[Ag(CN)2]
– 8·1020 [Cd(en)2]

2+ 2.3·1010 [Cr(EDTA)]2– 4.1·1013

[Ag(CN)3]
2– 6·1021 [Cd(en)3]

2+ 2.8·102 [Cr(en)]2+ 3.0·105

[Ag(EDTA)]3– 2·107 [CdI]+ 6.0·102 [Cr(en)2]
2+ 4.3·109

[Ag(en)]+ 1.1·105 [CdI3]
– 1.2·104 [Cr(OH)]+ 5·108

[Ag(en)2]
+ 1.3·1011 [CdI4]

2– 1.5·105 [Cr(OH)]2+ 1·1010

[Ag(NH3)]
+ 1.7·103 [CdI5]

3– 9.8·105 [Cr(OH)2]
+ 3·1018

[Ag(NH3)2]
+ 1.6·107 [CdI6]

4– 9.8·106 [Cr(OH)4]
– 4·1028

[Ag(OH)]+ 3.2·1013 [Cd(NH3)]
2+ 4.6·102 [CuBr2]

– 1.9·106

[Ag(OH)2]
– 1·104 [Cd(NH3)2]

2+ 5.6·104 [CuBr3]
2– 2.8·107

[Ag(S2O3)]
– 3.0·109 [Cd(NH3)3]

2+ 1.5·106 [CuBr6]
4– 2.6·108

[Ag(S2O3)2]
3– 1.4·1013 [Cd(NH3)4]

2+ 1.3·107 [CuBr7]
5– 3.8·108

[Ag(S2O3)3]
5– 2.9·1015 [Cd(NH3)5]

2+ 6.6·106 [CuCl2]
– 1.5·105

[Ag2(S2O3)3]
4– 1.0·1024 [Cd(NH3)6]

2+ 2.5·104 [Cu(CN)2]
– 5·1021

[Ag3(S2O3)4]
5– 6.5·1037 [Cd(OH)]+ 8.3·103 [Cu(CN)3]

2– 5·1026

[Al(EDTA)]– 5.0·1016 [Cd(OH)3]
– 5·108 [Cu(CN)4]

3– 8·1027

[AlF]2+ 2.8·106 [Cd(OH)4]
2– 4.5·108 [Cu(CO3)(OH)2]

2– 1·1013

[AlF2]
+ 4.6·1011 [Cd(SCN)]+ 20 [Cu(CO3)2]

2– 1.0·1010

[AlF4]
– 4.3·1018 [Cd(S2O3)2]

2– 5.0·103 [Cu(EDTA)]2– 7.9·1018

[Al(OH)]2+ 1.1·109 [Cd(S2O3)3]
4– 1.4·106 [Cu(en)]2+ 4.0·1010

[Al(OH)2]
+ 2.8·1017 [Co(CN)3]

– 5·1013 [Cu(en)2]
+ 4.3·1010

[Al(OH)4]
– 1.4·1033 [Co(CN)5]

3– 1·1023 [Cu(en)2]
2+ 5.6·1019

[Au(CN)2]
– 1·1047 [Co(EDTA)]– 3·1041 [CuI2]

– 4.8·108

[Au(SCN)2]
– 9.5·1016 [Co(EDTA)]2– 3.1·1016 [CuI3]

2– 2.7·1010

[CdBr]+ 62 [Co(en)]2+ 4.0·105 [CuI4]
3– 2.5·109

[CdBr3]
– 1.1·103 [Co(en)2]

2+ 1.7·1010 [Cu(NH3)]
2+ 1.5·104

[CdBr4]
2– 7.98·103 [Co(NH3)]

2+ 1.0·107 [Cu(NH3)2]
+ 2.9·1010

[CdCl]+ 21 [Co(NH3)2]
2+ 2.2·1013 [Cu(NH3)2]

2+ 5.0·107

[CdCl3]
– 3·101 [Co(NH3)3]

2+ 1.4·1019 [Cu(NH3)3]
2+ 2.9·1010

 



A–30 Tabulated Scientific Data 

Complex-ion formation constants (cont.) 

Entity K f(298 K)1 Entity K f(298 K)1 Entity K f(298 K)1

[Cu(NH3)4]
2+ 3.3·1012 [Fe(S2O3)]

+ 1.3·102 [Ni(OH)4]
2– 1·1012

[Cu(OH)]+ 2·106 [Fe(SCN)]+ 2.6·102 [Ni(S2O3)2]
2– 2·101

[Cu(OH)3]
– 2·1014 [Fe(SCN)]2+ 1.3·103 [PbBr]+ 22

[Cu(OH)4]
2– 3·1016 [HgBr3]

– 1.7·102 [PbBr3]
– 1.3·103

[Cu(S2O3)]
– 7.9·108 [HgBr4]

2– 25 [PbBr4]
2– 1.1·103

[Cu(S2O3)2]
2– 3.6·104 [HgCl]+ 5.98·106 [PbBr5]

3– 1.4·103

[Cu(S2O3)2]
3– 2.0·109 [HgCl3]

– 1.5·1014 [PbBr6]
4– 1.4·102

[Cu(S2O3)3]
5– 2.2·1010 [HgCl4]

2– 1.7·1015 [PbCl3]
– 52

[Cu(S2O3)4]
7– 3.2·1011 [Hg(CO3)2]

2– 3.2·1014 [Pb(CO3)2]
2– 6·109

[Cu(SCN)]+ 5·101 [Hg(EDTA)]2– 6.3·1021 [Pb(EDTA)]2– 2.1·1018

[Cu(SCN)3]
– 1·103 [Hg(en)]2+ 2·1014 [Pb(en)]2+ 1.1·105

[Cu(SCN)3]
– 4.0·1011 [Hg(en)2]

2+ 2·1023 [PbF]+ 28

[Cu(SCN)4]
2– 1.0·1012 [Hg(HCO3)]

– 1.2·1015 [PbI3]
– 1.4·103

[Cu2(SCN)6]
4– 2.2·1024 [Hg(NH3)2]

2+ 6·1017 [PbI4]
2– 6·104

[Fe(CN)6]
3– 4·1043 [Hg(NH3)4]

2+ 2·1019 [Pb(NH3)]
2+ 35

[Fe(CN)6]
4– 2.0·108 [Hg(OH)]+ 4.0·1010 [Pb(OH)(CO3)]

– 1·103

[Fe(CO3)2]
– 2.5·107 [Hg(OH)3]

– 8·1020 [Pb(OH)]+ 1.9·106

[Fe(CO3)2]
2– 5.4105 [Hg(S2O3)2]

2– 7.2·1029 [Pb(OH)3]
– 8.7·1013

[Fe(EDTA)]– 1·1025 [Hg(S2O3)3]
4– 2.5·102 [Zn(CN)]+ 2·105

[Fe(EDTA)]2– 2.1·1014 [Hg(S2O3)4]
6– 22 [Zn(CN)3]

– 4.8·1016

[Fe(en)]2+ 2.2·104 [Hg(SCN)2]
+ 3.4·1016 [Zn(CN)4]

2– 3.7·1021

[Fe(en)2]
2+ 4.5·107 [Hg2Cl]+ 2·101 [Zn(CO3)2]

2– 1.3·105

[Fe(en)3]
2+ 5.0·109 [Hg2(OH)]+ 1.3·109 [Zn(EDTA)]2– 4.8·1016

[FeF]2+ 2.0·105 [Ni(CN)]+ 1.1·107 [Zn(en)]2+ 5.9·105

[FeF2]
+ 3.4·109 [Ni(CN)4]

2– 1.1·1031 [Zn(en)2]
2+ 6.8·1010

[FeI]2+ 7.1·102 [Ni(EDTA)]2– 3.3·1018 [Zn(NH3)]
2+ 2.2·102

[FeI2]
+ 3.7·101 [Ni(en)]2+ 3.5·107 [Zn(NH3)2]

2+ 6.3·104

[Fe(NH3)]
2+ 25 [Ni(en)2]

2+ 8.7·1013 [Zn(NH3)3]
2+ 2.0·107

[Fe(NH3)]
3+ 6.3·103 [Ni(en)3]

2+ 2.5·1018 [Zn(NH3)4]
2+ 2.9·109

[Fe(OH)]+ 3·104 [Ni(NH3)]
2+ 4.1·102 [Zn(OH)]+ 1.1·105

[Fe(OH)]2+ 6.5·1011 [Ni(NH3)2]
2+ 5.8·104 [Zn(OH)3]

– 4·1013

[Fe(OH)2]
+ 2.1·1022 [Ni(NH3)3]

2+ 6.2·106 [Zn(OH)4]
2– 6·1014

[Fe(OH)3]
– 1·1011 [Ni(NH3)4]

2+ 2.2·108 [Zn(S2O3)2]
2– 89

[Fe(OH)4]
– 3·1034 [Ni(OH)]+ 1.4·104 [Zn(SCN)3]

– 1.47·102

[Fe(OH)4]
2– 1·1010 [Ni(OH)3]

– 1·1012 [Zn(SCN)4]
2– 3.27·102

1. The dimensionality depends on the reaction stoichiometry: (mol/L)Δν

Source: IUPAC Mini-SCDatabase , available for free from <www.acadsoft.co.uk>. 
The values reported above are the β n values for the known complex ions with K f > 20. Some formation constants were measured at elevated 

ionic strengths, which will affect the activities. Consult the database for details.
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B.6  Thermodynamic data 

If the required thermodynamic data is not tabulated below, consult the references at the end of 
the table or another reputable resource. 

ethanal (acetaldehyde) CH3CHO l -192.2 160.2 -127.6 89.0

acetic acid CH3CO2H l -484.3 159.8 -389.9 123.3

g -432.2 283.5 -374.2 63.4

acetone CH3COCH3 g -217.1 295.3 -152.7 74.5

l -248.4 199.8 0.0 126.3

acetonitrile CH3CN l 40.6 149.6 86.5 91.5

g 74.0 243.4 91.9 52.2

actinium Ac s 0.0 56.5 0.0 27.2

g 406.0 188.1 366.0 20.8

aluminum Al s 0.0 28.3 0.0 24.4

l 10.6 39.6 7.2 31.8

aluminum trichloride AlCl3 s -704.2 109.3 -628.8 91.1

aluminum hydroxide Al(OH)3 s -1276.0 — — —

aluminum oxide Al2O3 s -1675.7 50.9 -1582.3 79.0

aluminum sulfide Al2S3 s -724.0 116.9 0.0 105.1

ammonia NH3 g -45.9 192.8 -16.4 35.1

ammonium chloride NH4Cl s -314.4 94.6 -202.9 84.1

ammonium hydroxide NH4OH l -361.2 165.6 -254.0 154.9

ammonium nitrate NH4NO3 s -365.6 151.1 -183.9 139.3

antimony Sb s 0.0 45.7 0.0 25.2

g 262.3 180.3 222.1 20.8

argon Ar g 0.0 154.8 0.0 20.8

barium Ba s 0.0 62.5 0.0 28.1

g 180.0 170.2 146.0 20.8

barium bromide BaBr2 s -757.3 146.0 -736.8 —

barium chloride BaCl2 s -855.0 123.7 -806.7 75.1

barium chloride dihydrate BaCl2•2H2O s -1456.9 203.0 -1293.2 —

barium nitrate Ba(NO3)2 s -988.0 214.0 -792.6 151.4

barium sulfate BaSO4 s -1473.2 132.2 -1362.2 101.8

benzene C6H6 l 49.1 173.4 124.5 136.0

g 82.9 269.2 129.7 82.4

beryllium Be s 0.0 9.5 0.0 16.4

g 324.0 136.3 286.6 20.8

bismuth Bi s 0.0 56.7 0.0 25.5

S °(298 K)   
/(J/(mol K))

ΔfG °(298 K) 
/(kJ/mol)

C P

/(J/(mol K))

Structural 
Formula

State
ΔfH °(298 K) 

/(kJ/mol)
Entity
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Thermodynamic data (cont.) 

g 207.1 187.0 168.2 20.8

borane BH3 g 89.2 188.2 93.3 36.0

boric acid B(OH)3 s -1094.3 90.0 -968.9 86.1

diborane B2H6 g 36.4 232.1 87.6 56.7

boron nitride BN s -254.4 14.8 -228.4 19.7

g 647.5 212.3 614.5 29.5

boron trifluoride BF3 g -1136.0 254.4 -1119.4 —

bromine Br2 l 0.0 152.2 0.0 75.7

g 30.9 245.5 3.1 36.0

bromine (atomic) Br g 111.9 175.0 82.4 20.8

bromine chloride BrCl g 14.6 240.1 -1.0 35.0

bromine fluoride BrF g -93.8 229.0 -109.2 33.0

bromine trifluoride BrF3 l -300.8 178.2 -240.5 124.6

g -255.6 292.5 -229.4 66.6

bromine pentafluoride BrF5 l -458.6 225.1 -351.8 —

g -428.9 320.2 -350.6 99.6

bromine dioxide BrO2 g 152.0 271.1 155.0 45.4

bromoethane CH3CH2Br l -90.5 198.7 -25.8 100.8

g -61.9 286.7 -23.9 64.5

bromomethane CH3Br g -35.4 246.4 -26.3 42.4

butane C4H10 g -125.7 — — —

1-butanol C4H9OH l -327.3 225.8 -72.5 177.2

g -277.0 362.0 -152.8 —

2-butanol C4H9OH l -342.6 214.9 -174.5 196.9

g -292.8 359.5 -167.8 —

cis -2-butene C4H8 l -29.8 219.9 67.3 127.0

trans -2-butene C4H8 l -33.3 163.5 80.9 125.0

cadmium Cd s 0.0 51.8 0.0 26.0

cadmium bromide CdBr2 s -316.2 137.2 -296.3 76.7

cadmium chloride CdCl2 s -391.5 115.3 -343.9 74.7

cadmium hydroxide Cd(OH)2 s -560.7 96.0 -473.6 0.0

calcium Ca s 0.0 41.6 0.0 25.9

g 177.8 154.9 144.0 20.8

calcium bromide CaBr2 s -682.8 130.0 -663.6 —

calcium carbide CaC2 s -59.8 70.0 -64.9 62.7

calcium carbonate CaCO3 s -1207.6 91.7 -1129.1 83.5

calcium chloride CaCl2 s -795.4 108.4 -748.8 72.9

calcium fluoride CaF2 s -1228.0 68.5 -1175.6 67.0

State
ΔfH °(298 K) 

/(kJ/mol)

S °(298 K)   
/(J/(mol K))

ΔfG °(298 K) 
/(kJ/mol)

C P

/(J/(mol K))
Entity

Structural 
Formula
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Thermodynamic data (cont.) 

calcium hydride CaH2 s -181.5 41.4 -142.5 41.0

calcium hydroxide Ca(OH)2 s -985.2 83.4 -897.5 87.5

calcium nitrate Ca(NO3)2 s -938.2 193.2 -742.8 149.4

calcium oxide CaO s -634.9 38.1 -603.3 42.0

carbon (diamond) C s 1.9 2.4 2.9 6.1

carbon (graphite) s 0.0 5.7 0.0 8.5

g 716.7 158.1 671.3 20.8

carbon dioxide CO2 g -393.5 213.8 -394.4 37.1

carbon monoxide CO g -110.5 197.7 -137.2 29.1

carbon disulfide CS2 l 89.0 151.3 64.6 76.4

g 116.7 237.8 67.1 45.4

carbonyl chloride COCl2 g -219.1 283.5 -204.9 57.7

cerium Ce s 0.0 72.0 0.0 26.9

g 423.0 191.8 385.0 23.1

chlorine Cl2 g 0.0 223.1 0.0 33.9

chlorine (atomic) Cl g 121.3 165.2 105.3 21.8

chlorine dioxide ClO2 g 102.5 256.8 120.5 42.0

chlorine fluoride ClF g -50.3 217.9 -51.8 32.1

chlorine monoxide Cl2O g 80.3 266.2 97.9 45.4

chlorine oxide ClO g 101.8 226.6 98.1 31.5

chlorine superoxide (ClOO) ClO2 g 89.1 263.7 105.0 46.0

chlorine trifluoride ClF3 g -163.2 281.6 -123.0 63.9

chloroacetic acid CH2ClCOOH g -427.6 325.9 -368.5 78.8

1,1-dichloroethene C2H2Cl2 l -23.9 201.5 24.9 111.3

g 2.8 289.0 25.5 67.1

cis -1,2-dichloroethene C2H2Cl2 l -26.4 198.4 23.3 116.4

g 4.6 289.6 27.1 65.1

trans -1,2-dichloroethene C2H2Cl2 l -24.3 195.9 26.2 116.8

g 5.0 290.0 27.4 66.7

chloromethane CH3Cl g -81.9 234.6 -58.4 40.8

chromium Cr s 0.0 23.8 0.0 23.4

g 396.6 174.5 351.8 20.8

chromium(II) chloride CrCl2 s -395.4 115.3 -356.0 71.2

chromium(III) chloride CrCl3 s -556.5 123.0 -486.1 91.8

chromium(III) oxide Cr2O3 s -1139.7 81.2 -1058.1 118.7

cobalt Co s 0.0 30.0 0.0 24.8

g 424.7 179.5 380.3 23.0

cobalt(II) chloride CoCl2 s -312.5 109.2 -269.8 78.5

S °(298 K)   
/(J/(mol K))

ΔfG °(298 K) 
/(kJ/mol)
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A–34 Tabulated Scientific Data 

Thermodynamic data (cont.) 

cobalt(II) fluoride CoF2 s -692.0 82.0 -647.2 68.8

cobalt(II) hydroxide Co(OH)2 s -539.7 79.0 -454.3 —

copper Cu s 0.0 33.2 0.0 24.4

g 337.4 166.4 297.7 20.8

copper(I) bromide CuBr s -104.6 96.1 -100.8 54.7

copper(I) chloride CuCl s -137.2 86.2 -119.9 48.5

copper(II) chloride CuCl2 s -220.1 108.1 -175.7 71.9

copper(I) cyanide CuCN s 96.2 84.5 111.3 —

copper(I) oxide Cu2O s -168.6 93.1 -146.0 63.6

copper(II) oxide CuO s -157.3 42.6 -129.7 42.3

cyanide CN g 437.6 202.6 407.5 29.2

dichloromethane CH2Cl2 g -95.4 270.2 -68.8 51.0

l -124.2 177.8 -46.7 101.2

dimethyl sulfoxide (CH3)2SO l -204.2 188.3 -99.9 153.0

ethane CH3CH3 g -84.0 229.2 -32.0 52.5

ethanethiol CH3CH2SH l -73.6 207.0 -5.5 117.9

g -46.1 296.2 -4.8 72.7

ethanol CH3CH2OH l -277.6 160.7 -174.8 112.3

g -234.8 281.6 -167.9 65.6

ethylamine CH3NH2 g -47.5 283.8 36.3 71.5

ethene H2C=CH2 g 52.4 219.3 68.4 42.9

ethyne (acetylene) C2H2 g 227.4 200.9 209.9 44.0

fluorine F2 g 0.0 202.8 0.0 31.3

fluorine (atomic) F g 79.4 158.8 62.3 22.7

fluorine dioxide F2O2 g 19.2 277.2 58.2 62.1

fluorine monoxide F2O g 24.5 247.5 41.8 43.3

formaldehyde H2CO g -108.6 218.8 -102.5 35.4

formic acid CHOOH l -425.0 129.0 -361.4 99.0

gallium Ga s 0.0 40.8 0.0 26.1

g 272.0 169.0 233.7 25.3

germanium Ge s 0.0 31.1 0.0 23.3

g 372.0 167.9 331.2 30.7

glucose C6H12O6 s -1273.3 209.2 -908.3 —

helium He g 0.0 126.2 0.0 20.8

hexane C6H14 l -198.7 296.1 -159.9 195.6

hydrazine N2H4 l 50.6 121.2 149.3 98.9

g 95.4 238.5 159.4 48.4

1,1-dimethylhydrazine (CH3)2NNH2 l 48.9 198.0 206.4 164.1

S °(298 K)   
/(J/(mol K))

State
ΔfH °(298 K) 

/(kJ/mol)

ΔfG °(298 K) 
/(kJ/mol)

C P

/(J/(mol K))
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  B.6: Thermodynamic data A–35 

Thermodynamic data (cont.) 

hydrazoic acid HN3 l 264.0 140.6 327.3 —

g 294.1 239.0 328.1 43.7

hydrogen H2 g 0.0 130.7 0.0 28.8

hydrogen (atomic) H g 218.0 114.7 203.3 20.8

hydrogen bromide HBr g -36.3 198.7 -53.4 29.1

hydrogen chloride HCl g -92.3 186.9 -95.3 29.1

hydrogen cyanide HCN l 108.9 112.8 125.0 70.6

g 135.1 201.8 124.7 35.9

hydrogen fluoride HF g -273.3 173.8 -275.4 —

hydrogen iodide HI g 26.5 206.6 1.7 29.2

hydrogen peroxide H2O2 l -187.8 109.6 -120.4 89.1

g -136.3 232.7 -105.6 43.1

hydrogen selenide H2Se g 29.7 219.0 15.9 34.7

hydrogen sulfide H2S g -20.6 205.8 -33.4 34.2

hydroxyl OH g 39.0 183.7 34.2 29.9

hypochlorous acid HOCl g -78.7 236.7 -66.1 37.2

imidogen NH g 351.5 181.2 345.6 29.2

indium In s 0.0 57.8 0.0 26.7

g 243.3 173.8 208.7 20.8

iodine I2 s 0.0 116.1 0.0 54.4

g 62.4 260.7 19.3 36.9

iodine (atomic) I g 106.8 180.8 70.2 20.8

iodine monobromide IBr g 40.8 258.8 3.7 36.4

iodine monochloride ICl l -23.9 135.1 -13.6 —

g 17.8 247.6 -5.5 35.6

iodine monofluoride IF g -95.7 236.2 -118.5 33.4

iodine pentafluoride IF5 g -822.5 327.7 -751.7 99.2

iodoethane CH3CH2I l -40.0 211.7 14.7 115.1

g -8.1 306.0 19.2 66.9

iron Fe s 0.0 27.3 0.0 25.1

l 12.4 34.8 10.2 46.0

g 416.3 180.5 370.7 25.7

iron(II) bromide FeBr2 s -249.8 140.6 -238.1 —

iron(II) chloride FeCl2 s -341.8 118.0 -302.3 76.7

iron(III) chloride FeCl3 s -399.5 142.3 -334.0 96.7

iron(II) oxide FeO s -272.0 60.7 -251.4 49.9

iron(II) sulfate FeSO4 s -928.4 107.5 -820.8 100.6

iron(II) sulfide FeS s -100.0 60.3 -100.4 50.5

ΔfG °(298 K) 
/(kJ/mol)

Entity
ΔfH °(298 K) 

/(kJ/mol)
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S °(298 K)   
/(J/(mol K))
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A–36 Tabulated Scientific Data 

Thermodynamic data (cont.) 

iron(II,III) oxide Fe3O4 s -1118.4 146.4 -1015.4 143.4

iron(III) oxide Fe2O3 s -824.2 87.4 -742.2 103.9

lead Pb s 0.0 64.8 0.0 26.4

l 4.3 71.7 2.2 30.7

g 195.2 175.4 162.2 20.8

lead(II) bromide PbBr2 s -278.7 161.5 -261.9 80.1

lead(II) carbonate PbCO3 s -699.1 131.0 -625.5 87.4

lead(II) chloride PbCl2 s -359.4 136.0 -314.1 —

lead(II) fluoride PbF2 s -664.0 110.5 -617.1 —

lead(II) iodide PbI2 s -175.5 174.9 -173.6 —

lead(II) oxide PbO s -217.3 68.7 -187.9 45.8

lead(IV) oxide PbO2 s -277.4 68.6 -217.3 64.6

lead(II) sulfate PbSO4 s -920.0 148.5 -813.0 103.2

lead(II) sulfide PbS s -100.4 91.2 -98.7 49.5

lithium Li s 0.0 29.1 0.0 24.8

g 159.3 138.8 126.6 20.8

lithium aluminum hydride LiAlH4 s -116.3 78.7 -44.7 83.2

lithium bromide LiBr s -351.2 74.3 -342.0 —

lithium carbonate Li2CO3 s -1215.9 90.4 -1132.1 99.1

lithium chloride LiCl s -408.6 59.3 -384.4 48.0

lithium fluoride LiF s -616.0 35.7 -587.7 41.6

lithium hydride LiH s -90.5 20.0 -68.3 27.9

lithium hydroxide LiOH s -487.5 42.8 -441.5 49.6

g -229.0 214.4 -234.2 46.0

lithium nitrate LiNO3 s -483.1 90.0 -381.1 —

lithium oxide Li2O s -597.9 37.6 -561.2 54.1

magnesium Mg s 0.0 32.7 0.0 24.9

g 147.1 148.6 112.5 20.8

magnesium bromide MgBr2 s -524.3 117.2 -503.8 —

magnesium carbonate MgCO3 s -1095.8 65.7 -1012.1 75.5

magnesium chloride MgCl2 s -641.3 89.6 -591.8 71.4

magnesium fluoride MgF2 s -1124.2 57.2 -1071.1 61.6

magnesium hydride MgH2 s -75.3 31.1 -35.9 35.4

magnesium hydroxide Mg(OH)2 s -924.5 63.2 -833.5 77.0

magnesium nitrate Mg(NO3)2 s -790.7 164.0 -589.4 141.9

magnesium oxide MgO s -601.6 27.0 -569.3 37.2

magnesium sulfate MgSO4 s -1284.9 91.6 -1170.6 96.5

magnesium sulfide MgS s -346.0 50.3 -341.8 45.6

State
ΔfH °(298 K) 

/(kJ/mol)

S °(298 K)   
/(J/(mol K))
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  B.6: Thermodynamic data A–37 

Thermodynamic data (cont.) 

manganese Mn s 0.0 32.0 0.0 26.3

g 280.7 173.7 238.5 20.8

manganese(II) chloride MnCl2 s -481.3 118.2 -440.5 72.9

manganese(II) oxide MnO s -385.2 59.7 -362.9 45.4

manganese(III) oxide Mn2O3 s -959.0 110.5 -881.1 107.7

manganese(IV) oxide MnO2 s -520.0 53.1 -465.1 54.1

mercury Hg l 0.0 75.9 0.0 28.0

g 61.4 175.0 31.8 20.8

mercury(I) bromide Hg2Br2 s -206.9 218.0 -181.1 —

mercury(II) bromide HgBr2 s -170.7 172.0 -153.1 —

mercury(I) chloride Hg2Cl2 s -265.4 191.6 -210.7 —

mercury(II) chloride HgCl2 s -224.3 146.0 -178.6 —

mercury(I) iodide Hg2I2 s -121.3 233.5 -111.0 —

mercury(II) iodide HgI2 s -105.4 180.0 -101.7 —

mercury(II) oxide HgO s -90.8 70.3 -58.5 44.1

mercury(I) sulfate Hg2SO4 s -743.1 200.7 -625.8 132.0

methane CH4 g -74.6 186.3 -50.5 35.7

methanethiol CH3SH l -46.7 169.2 -7.7 90.5

g -22.9 255.2 -9.3 50.3

methanol CH3OH l -239.2 126.8 -166.6 81.1

g -201.0 239.9 -162.3 44.1

methylamine CH3NH2 l -47.3 150.2 35.7 102.1

CH3NH2 g -22.5 242.9 32.7 50.1

methyl nitrate CH3NO3 g -122.0 305.8 0.0 76.6

2-methylpropane (isobutane) C4H10 l -154.2 200.8 -12.5 131.0

g -134.2 — — 96.6

2-methylpropene (isobutene) (CH3)2C=CH2 l -37.5 — — 121.3

g -16.9 293.6 58.2 88.1

naphthalene C10H8 s 78.5 167.4 201.6 165.7

l 108.6 217.6 138.3 196.1

g 150.6 333.1 224.1 131.9

neon Ne g 0.0 146.3 0.0 20.8

nickel Ni s 0.0 29.9 0.0 26.1

g 429.7 182.2 384.5 23.4

nickel carbonyl Ni(CO)4 l -633.0 313.4 -588.2 204.6

g -602.9 410.6 -587.2 145.2

nickel(II) chloride NiCl2 s -305.3 97.7 -259.0 71.7

nickel(II) fluoride NiF2 s -651.4 73.6 -604.1 64.1

Structural 
Formula
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A–38 Tabulated Scientific Data 

Thermodynamic data (cont.) 

nickel(II) hydroxide Ni(OH)2 s -529.7 88.0 -447.2 —

nickel(II) peroxide* NiO2 s -240 70 — —

nitric acid HNO3 l -174.1 155.6 -80.7 109.9

g -133.9 266.9 -73.5 54.1

nitric oxide NO g 91.3 210.8 87.6 29.9

nitrogen N2 g 0.0 191.6 0.0 29.1

nitrogen (atomic) N g 472.7 153.3 455.5 20.8

nitrogen dioxide NO2 g 33.2 240.1 51.3 37.2

dinitrogen monoxide N2O g 81.6 220.0 103.7 38.6

dinitrogen pentoxide N2O5 s -43.1 178.2 113.9 143.1

g 13.3 355.7 117.1 95.3

dinitrogen tetraoxide N2O4 l -19.5 209.2 97.5 142.7

g 11.1 304.4 99.8 79.2

nitrogen fluoride NF3 g -132.1 260.8 -90.6 53.4

dinitrogen trioxide N2O3 g 86.6 314.7 142.4 72.7

nitromethane CH3NO2 g -80.8 282.9 -15.3 55.5

nitrosyl bromide NOBr g 82.2 273.7 82.4 45.5

nitrosyl chloride NOCl g 51.7 261.7 66.1 44.7

nitrosyl fluoride NOF g -66.5 248.1 -51.0 41.3

nitrous acid HNO2 g -79.5 254.1 -46.0 45.6

nitryl chloride NO2Cl g 12.6 272.2 54.4 53.2

octane C8H18 l -250.1 361.2 6.4 254.6

oxalic acid (COOH)2 g -731.8 320.6 -662.7 86.2

ethylene oxide O(CH2)2 l -78.0 153.9 -11.8 88.0

g -52.6 242.5 -13.0 47.9

oxygen O2 g 0.0 205.2 0.0 29.4

oxygen O g 249.2 161.1 231.7 21.9

ozone O3 g 142.7 238.9 163.2 39.2

palladium Pd s 0.0 37.6 0.0 26.0

g 378.2 167.1 339.7 20.8

pentane C5H12 l -173.5 263.5 -9.8 167.2

g -146.9 347.8 -8.4 120.1

1-pentanol C5H11OH l -351.6 258.9 -156.0 208.2

g -312.7 392.0 -156.8 —

phosphine PH3 g 5.4 210.2 13.5 37.1

phosphoric acid H3PO4 s -1284.4 110.5 -1124.3 106.1

l -1271.7 150.8 -1123.6 145.0

phosphoric trichloride POCl3 l -597.1 222.5 -520.8 138.8

C P

/(J/(mol K))

S °(298 K)   
/(J/(mol K))
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  B.6: Thermodynamic data A–39 

Thermodynamic data (cont.) 

g -558.5 325.5 -512.9 84.9

phosphoric trifluoride POF3 g -1254.3 285.4 -1205.8 68.8

phosphorus (white) P4 s 0.0 164.4 0.0 95.2

g 1266.0 652.8 1120.4 83.2

phosphorus (red) P s -17.6 22.8 -12.1 21.2

phosphorus dioxide PO2 g -279.9 252.1 -281.6 39.5

phosphorus nitride PN g 171.5 211.1 149.4 29.7

phosphorus(III) bromide PBr3 l -184.5 240.2 -175.7 —

g -139.3 348.1 -162.8 76.0

phosphorus(III) chloride PCl3 l -319.7 217.1 -272.3 —

g -287.0 311.8 -267.8 71.8

phosphorus(V) chloride PCl5 g -374.9 364.6 -305.0 112.8

phosphorus(III) fluoride PF3 g -958.4 273.1 -936.9 58.7

phosphorus(V) fluoride PF5 g -1594.4 300.8 -1520.7 84.8

platinum Pt s 0.0 41.6 0.0 25.9

g 565.3 192.4 520.5 25.5

potassium K s 0.0 64.7 0.0 29.6

g 89.0 160.3 60.5 20.8

potassium carbonate K2CO3 s -1151.0 155.5 -1063.5 114.4

potassium chlorate KClO3 s -397.7 143.1 -296.3 100.3

potassium chloride KCl s -436.5 82.6 -408.5 51.3

g -214.6 239.1 -233.3 36.5

potassium cyanide KCN s -113.0 128.5 -101.9 66.3

potassium dihydrogen phosphate KH2PO4 s -1568.3 134.9 -1415.9 116.6

potassium hydrogen carbonate KHCO3 s -963.2 115.5 -863.5 —

potassium hydroxide KOH s -424.6 81.2 -379.4 68.9

g -232.0 238.3 -229.7 49.2

potassium iodate KIO3 s -501.4 151.5 -418.4 106.5

potassium iodide KI s -327.9 106.3 -324.9 52.9

potassium nitrate KNO3 s -494.6 133.1 -394.9 96.4

potassium perchlorate KClO4 s -432.8 151.0 -303.1 112.4

potassium periodate KIO4 s -467.2 175.7 -361.4 0.0

potassium permanganate KMnO4 s -837.2 171.7 -737.6 117.6

potassium peroxide K2O2 s -494.1 102.1 -425.1 0.0

potassium sulfide K2S s -380.7 105.0 -364.0 0.0

potassium superoxide KO2 s -284.9 116.7 -239.4 77.5

propane CH3CH2CH3 l -120.9 171.0 -11.0 119.6

g -103.8 270.3 -23.4 73.6
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A–40 Tabulated Scientific Data 

Thermodynamic data (cont.) 

1-propanol C3H7OH l -302.6 193.6 -168.8 143.9

g -255.1 322.6 -159.8 85.6

propene CH3CH=CH2 g 20.4 — — 64.3

1,2-propadiene C3H4 g 190.9 243.8 201.3 59.0

methylacetylene C3H4 g 184.9 248.2 194.0 60.7

propylamine CH3(CH2)2NH2 g -70.1 325.4 39.9 91.2

radon Rn g 0.0 176.2 0.0 20.8

silane SiH4 g 34.3 204.6 56.9 42.8

silicon Si s 0.0 18.8 0.0 20.0

g 450.0 168.0 405.5 22.3

silicon carbide (cubic) SiC s -65.3 16.6 -62.8 26.9

silicon dioxide (quartz) SiO2 s -910.7 41.5 -856.3 44.4

silver Ag s 0.0 42.6 0.0 25.4

g 284.9 173.0 246.0 20.8

silver(I) bromate AgBrO3 s -10.5 151.9 71.3 0.0

silver(I) bromide AgBr s -100.4 107.1 -96.9 52.4

silver(I) chlorate AgClO3 s -30.3 142.0 64.5 —

silver(I) chloride AgCl s -127.0 96.3 -109.8 50.8

silver(I) chromate Ag2CrO4 s -731.7 217.6 -641.8 142.3

silver(I) cyanide AgCN s 146.0 107.2 156.9 66.7

silver(I) iodate AgIO3 s -171.1 149.4 -93.7 102.9

silver(I) iodide AgI s -61.8 115.5 -66.2 56.8

silver(I) nitrate AgNO3 s -124.4 140.9 -33.4 93.1

silver(I) oxide Ag2O s -31.1 121.3 -11.2 65.9

silver(I) sulfate Ag2SO4 s -715.9 200.4 -618.4 131.4

silver(I) sulfide Ag2S s -32.6 144.0 -40.7 76.5

sodium Na s 0.0 51.3 0.0 28.2

l 2.4 57.9 0.4 32.2

g 107.5 153.7 77.0 20.8

sodium acetate NaC2H3O2 s -708.8 123.0 -607.2 79.9

sodium amide NaNH2 s -123.8 76.9 -64.0 66.2

sodium azide NaN3 s 21.7 96.9 93.8 76.6

sodium borohydride NaBH4 s -188.6 101.3 -123.9 86.8

sodium bromate NaBrO3 s -334.1 128.9 -242.6 —

sodium bromide NaBr s -361.1 86.8 -349.0 51.4

g -143.1 241.2 -177.1 36.3

sodium carbonate Na2CO3 s -1130.7 135.0 -1044.4 112.3

sodium chlorate NaClO3 s -365.8 123.4 -262.3 —

ΔfG °(298 K) 
/(kJ/mol)
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  B.6: Thermodynamic data A–41 

Thermodynamic data (cont.) 

sodium chloride NaCl s -411.2 72.1 -384.1 50.5

sodium cyanate NaCNO s -405.4 96.7 -358.1 86.6

sodium cyanide NaCN s -87.5 115.6 -76.4 70.4

sodium fluoride NaF s -576.6 51.1 -546.3 46.9

sodium formate CHOONa s -666.5 103.8 -599.9 82.7

sodium hydride NaH s -56.3 40.0 -33.5 36.4

sodium hydrogen carbonate NaHCO3 s -950.8 101.7 -851.0 87.6

sodium hydrogen fluoride NaHF2 s -920.3 90.9 -852.2 75.0

sodium hydrogen phosphate Na2HPO4 s -1748.1 150.5 -1608.2 135.3

sodium hydrogen sulfate NaHSO4 s -1125.5 113.0 -992.8 —

sodium hydroxide NaOH s -425.8 64.4 -379.7 59.5

g -191.0 229.0 -193.9 48.0

sodium iodide NaI s -287.8 98.5 -286.1 52.1

sodium nitrate NaNO3 s -467.9 116.5 -367.0 92.9

sodium nitrite NaNO2 s -358.7 103.8 -284.6 —

sodium oxide Na2O s -414.2 75.1 -375.5 69.1

sodium perchlorate NaClO4 s -383.3 142.3 -254.9 —

sodium periodate NaIO4 s -429.3 163.0 -323.0 —

sodium peroxide Na2O2 s -510.9 95.0 -447.7 89.2

sodium sulfate Na2SO4 s -1387.1 149.6 -1270.2 128.2

sodium sulfide Na2S s -364.8 83.7 -349.8 —

sodium sulfite Na2SO3 s -1100.8 145.9 -1012.5 120.3

sodium superoxide NaO2 s -260.2 115.9 -218.4 72.1

strontium chloride SrCl2 s -828.9 114.9 -781.1 75.6

strontium nitrate Sr(NO3)2 s -978.2 194.6 -780.0 149.9

sucrose C12H22O11 s -2226.1 392.4 -2096.9 424.3

sulfur (rhombic) S8 s 0.0 256.8 0.0 180.8

g 2217.6 1342.4 1893.6 189.6

sulfur dioxide SO2 g -296.8 248.2 -300.1 39.9

sulfur monoxide SO g 6.3 222.0 -19.9 30.2

sulfur trioxide SO3 s -454.5 70.7 -374.2 —

g -395.7 256.8 -371.1 50.7

carbon chloride CCl4 l -128.2 214.4 0.0 130.7

g -95.7 309.6 0.0 83.3

tetramethylsilane (CH3)4Si l -264.0 277.3 -100.0 204.1

g -239.1 359.0 -99.9 143.9

tin (white) Sn s 0.0 51.2 0.0 27.0

g 301.2 168.5 266.2 21.3

C P

/(J/(mol K))
Entity

Structural 
Formula

State
ΔfH °(298 K) 

/(kJ/mol)

S °(298 K)   
/(J/(mol K))

ΔfG °(298 K) 
/(kJ/mol)
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Thermodynamic data (cont.) 

tin(IV) chloride SnCl4 l -511.3 258.6 -440.1 165.3

g -471.5 365.8 -432.2 98.3

trichloromethane CHCl3 l -134.1 201.7 -73.7 114.2

g -102.7 295.7 6.0 65.7

water H2O s -291.8 48.1 -306.1 37.6

l -285.8 69.9 -237.1 75.5

g -241.8 188.8 -228.6 36.2

xenon Xe g 0.0 169.7 0.0 20.8

zinc Zn s 0.0 41.6 0.0 25.4

l 6.5 50.8 3.8 31.4

g 130.4 161.0 94.8 20.8

zinc bromide ZnBr2 s -328.7 138.5 -312.1 —

zinc carbonate ZnCO3 s -812.8 82.4 -731.5 79.7

zinc chloride ZnCl2 s -415.1 111.5 -369.4 71.3

zinc hydroxide Zn(OH)2 s -641.9 81.2 -553.5 —

zinc oxide ZnO s -350.5 43.7 -320.5 40.3

zinc sulfate ZnSO4 s -982.8 110.5 -871.5 99.2

Source: CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics , CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl., 2004.

Source: NIST Chemistry webbook , <webbook.nist.gov>.

Source: NIST Web Thermo Tables , <wtt-pro.nist.gov>.

*. No reputable data on this entity could be found. The values were estimated from secondary sources.

S °(298 K)   
/(J/(mol K))

ΔfG °(298 K) 
/(kJ/mol)

C P

/(J/(mol K))
Entity

Structural 
Formula

State
ΔfH °(298 K) 

/(kJ/mol)
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B.7 Aqueous thermodynamic data 

If the required thermodynamic data is not tabulated below, consult the references at the end of 
the table or another reputable resource.  

• Care must be taken when reading the data in other sources. For entities at equilibrium in 
solution (for example, weak acids and bases), the reader must be wary whether the data is for the 
ionized (A–) or unionized entity (HA).  

• The aqueous thermodynamic data of fully dissociating entities (soluble salts, strong acids and 
bases, etc.) is the sum of the individual ions.  

ΔX(AB(aq)) = ΔX(B+(aq)) + ΔX(A–(aq)) 

acetate ion CH3COO– -486.0 86.6 -369.3

acetic acid CH3COOH -485.8 178.7 -396.5

aluminum ion Al3+ -531.0 -321.7 -485.0

aluminum hydroxide ion Al(OH)4
– — — -694.1

ammonia NH3 -80.3 111.3 -26.5

ammonium ion NH4
+ -132.5 113.4 -79.3

ammonium chloride NH4Cl -299.7 169.9 -210.5

ammonium dichromate (NH4)2Cr2O7 -1755.2 488.7 -1459.5

ammonium hydroxide NH4OH -362.5 102.5 -236.5

ammonium nitrate NH4NO3 -339.9 259.8 -190.6

azide ion N3
– 275.1 107.9 348.2

barium ion Ba2+ -537.6 9.6 -560.8

barium carbonate BaCO3 -1214.8 -47.3 -1088.6

barium chloride BaCl2 -872.0 122.6 -823.2

barium nitrate Ba(NO3)2 -952.4 302.5 -783.3

beryllium ion Be2+ -382.8 -129.7 -379.7

bromate ion BrO3
– -67.1 161.7 18.6

bromide ion Br– -121.6 82.4 -104.0

bromine Br2 -2.6 130.5 3.9

calcium carbonate CaCO3 -1220.0 -110.0 -1081.4

calcium ion Ca2+ -542.8 -53.1 -553.6

carbon dioxide CO2 -413.8 117.6 -386.0

carbonate ion CO3
2– -677.1 -56.9 -527.8

chlorate ion ClO3
– -104.0 162.3 -8.0

chloride ion Cl– -167.2 56.5 -131.2

chlorine Cl2 -23.4 121.0 6.9

chlorite ion ClO2
– -66.5 101.3 17.2

chlorous acid HClO2 -51.9 188.3 5.9

ΔfG °(298 K)  

/(kJ/mol)

S °(298 K)    
/(J/(mol K))

Entity
ΔfH °(298 K)  

/(kJ/mol)

Structural 
Formula
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Aqueous thermodynamic data (cont.)  

chromate ion CrO4
– -881.2 50.2 -727.8

chromium(II) ion Cr2+ -143.5 — —

chromium(III) ion Cr3+ — — —

cobalt(II) ion Co2+ -58.2 -113.0 -54.4

cobalt(III) ion Co3+ 92.0 -305.0 134.0

cobalt(II) chloride CoCl2 -392.5 — -316.7

cobalt(II) nitrate Co(NO3)2 -472.8 180.0 -276.9

copper(I) ion Cu+ 71.7 40.6 50.0

copper(II) ion Cu2+ 64.8 -99.6 65.5

cyanate ion NCO– -146.0 106.7 -97.4

cyanic acid HOCN -154.4 144.8 -117.1

cyanide ion CN– 150.6 94.1 172.4

dichromate ion Cr2O7
2– -1490.3 261.9 -1301.1

dihydrogen phosphate ion H2PO4
– -1296.3 90.4 -1130.2

ethanol CH3CH2OH -288.3 148.5 -181.6

fluoride ion F– -332.6 -13.8 -278.8

formaldehyde H2CO -141.8 — —

formate ion CHOO– -425.6 92.0 -351.0

formic acid HCOOH -425.4 163.0 -372.3

hydrazinium ion N2H5
+ -7.5 151.0 82.5

hydrogen ion H+ 0.0 0.0 0.0

hydrobromic acid HBr -121.6 82.4 -104.0

hydrogen carbonate ion HCO3
– -692.0 91.2 -586.8

hydrochloric acid HCl -167.2 56.5 -131.2

hydrocyanic acid HCN 107.1 124.7 119.7

hydrofluoric acid HF -320.1 88.7 -296.8

hydroiodic acid HI -55.2 111.3 -51.6

hydrosulfuric acid H2S -39.7 121.0 -27.8

hydrogen oxalate ion HC2O4
– -818.4 149.4 -698.3

hydrogen peroxide H2O2 -191.2 143.9 -134.0

hydrogen phosphate ion HPO4
2– -1292.1 -33.5 -1089.2

hydrogen sulfate ion HSO4
– -887.3 131.8 -755.9

hydroxide ion OH– -230.0 -10.8 -157.2

hypobromite ion BrO– -94.1 42.0 -33.4

hypobromous acid HOBr -113.0 142.0 -82.4

hypochlorite ion ClO– -107.1 42.0 -36.8

hypochlorous acid HOCl -120.9 142.0 -79.9

iodate ion IO3
– -221.3 118.4 -128.0

Entity
Structural 
Formula

ΔfH °(298 K)  

/(kJ/mol)

S °(298 K)    
/(J/(mol K))

ΔfG °(298 K)  

/(kJ/mol)
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Aqueous thermodynamic data (cont.) 

iodide ion I– -55.2 111.3 -51.6

triiodide ion I3
– -51.5 239.3 -51.4

iodine I2 22.6 137.2 16.4

iron(II) ion Fe2+ -89.1 -137.7 -78.9

iron(III) ion Fe3+ -48.5 -315.9 -4.7

iron(II) chloride FeCl2 -423.4 -24.7 -341.3

iron(III) chloride FeCl3 -550.2 -146.4 -398.3

iron(III) fluoride FeF3 -1046.4 -357.3 -840.9

iron(II) hydroxide ion FeOH+ -324.7 -29.0 -277.4

iron(III) hydroxide ion FeOH2+ -290.8 -142.0 -229.4

iron(II) nitrate Fe(NO3)2 -670.7 123.4 -338.3

iron(II) sulfate FeSO4 -998.3 -117.6 -823.4

iron(III) sulfate Fe2(SO4)3 -2825.0 -571.5 -2242.8

lead(II) ion Pb2+ -1.7 10.5 -24.4

lead(II) chloride PbCl2 -336.0 123.4 -286.9

lead(II) iodide PbI2 -112.1 233.0 -127.6

lithium ion Li+ -278.5 13.4 -293.3

lithium carbonate Li2CO3 -1234.1 -29.7 -1114.6

magnesium ion Mg2+ -466.9 -138.1 -454.8

magnesium chloride MgCl2 -801.2 -25.1 -717.1

magnesium nitrate Mg(NO3)2 -881.6 154.8 -677.3

manganese ion Mn2+ -653.0 59.0 -500.7

methanol CH3OH -245.9 133.1 -175.3

methylamine CH3NH2 -70.2 123.4 20.8

methylammonium ion CH3NH3
+ -124.9 142.7 -39.9

nitrate ion NO3
– -207.4 146.4 -111.3

nitric acid HNO3 -207.4 146.4 -111.3

nitrite ion NO2
– -104.6 123.0 -32.2

oxalate ion C2O4
2– -825.1 45.6 -673.9

oxygen O2 -11.7 110.9 16.4

perchlorate ion ClO4
– -129.3 182.0 -8.5

permanganate ion MnO4
– -541.4 191.2 -447.2

persulfate ion S2O8
2– -1344.7 244.3 -1114.9

phosphate ion PO4
3– -1277.4 -222.0 -1018.7

potassium ion K+ -252.4 102.5 -283.3

potassium chloride KCl -419.5 159.0 -414.5

potassium fluoride KF -585.0 88.7 -562.1

silver ion Ag+ 105.6 72.7 77.1

ΔfG °(298 K)  

/(kJ/mol)

ΔfH °(298 K)  

/(kJ/mol)

S °(298 K)    
/(J/(mol K))

Entity
Structural 
Formula
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Aqueous thermodynamic data (cont.) 

silver(I) bromide AgBr — — -51.0

silver(I) chloride AgCl -72.8 154.0 -72.8

silver(I) fluoride AgF -238.9 25.9 -203.7

silver(I) nitrate AgNO3 -101.8 219.2 -34.2

sodium ion Na+ -240.1 59.0 -261.9

sodium acetate NaCH3COO -726.1 145.6 -631.2

sodium carbonate Na2CO3 -1157.4 61.1 -1051.6

sodium chloride NaCl -407.3 115.5 -393.1

sodium hydrogen carbonate NaHCO3 -932.1 150.2 -848.7

sodium hydrogen sulfate NaHSO4 -1127.5 190.8 -1017.8

sodium nitrate NaNO3 -447.5 205.4 -373.2

sodium sulfate Na2SO4 -1389.5 138.1 -1268.4

sodium sulfide Na2S -447.3 103.3 -438.1

sulfate ion SO4
2– -909.3 20.1 -744.5

sulfide ion S2– 33.1 -14.6 85.8

sulfite ion SO3
2– -635.5 -29.0 -486.5

sulfuric acid H2SO4 -887.3 131.8 -755.9

thiosulfate ion S2O3
2– -652.3 67.0 -522.5

tin(II) ion Sn2+ -8.8 -17.0 -27.2

trichloroacetic acid CCl3COOH -516.3 — —

water H2O -285.8 69.9 -237.1

zinc ion Zn2+ -153.9 -112.1 -147.1

zinc bromide ZnBr2 -397.0 52.7 -355.0

zinc chloride ZnCl2 -488.2 0.8 -409.5

zinc fluoride ZnF2 -819.1 -139.7 -704.6

zinc nitrate Zn(NO3)2 -568.6 180.7 -369.6

zinc sulfate ZnSO4 -1063.2 -92.0 -891.6

Source: CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics , CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl., 2004.

Source: Wagman, et al., NBS Tables of Chemical Thermodynamic Properties, J. Phys. Chem. 
Source: Ref. Dat., 11, Supplement 2, 1982.

Entity
Structural 
Formula

ΔfH °(298 K)  
/(kJ/mol)

S °(298 K)    
/(J/(mol K))

ΔfG °(298 K)  
/(kJ/mol)

 
 

???Problem: we should we be able to determine the reaction enthalpy between acetic acid and 
acetate from the neutralization reaction. 

 AcOH <==> AcO- + H+ 

 H+ + OH- –> H2O 

compared with a strong acid neutralization 

 H+ + OH- –> H2O 
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B.8 Vaporization and fusion enthalpy data 

T m T b

acetaldehyde (ethanal) CH3CHO 44.05 –123.4 20.1 2.3 25.8

acetic acid (ethanoic acid) CH3COOH 60.05 16.6 117.9 11.7 23.7

acetone CH3COCH3 58.08 –94.7 56.1 5.8 29.1

aluminum Al 26.98 660.3 2519.0 10.8 294.0

ammonia NH3 17.03 –77.7 –33.3 5.7 23.3

argon Ar 39.95 –189.4 tp –185.8 1.2 6.4

benzene C6H6 78.11 5.5 80.1 9.9 30.7

bromine Br2 159.81 –7.2 58.8 10.6 30.0

butane C4H10 58.12 –138.3 –0.5 4.7 22.4

butanoic acid C3H7CO2H 88.11 –5.1 163.8 11.6 40.5

cis-2-butene C4H8 56.11 –138.9 3.7 7.3 23.3

trans-2-butene C4H8 56.11 –105.5 0.9 9.8 22.7

carbon monoxide CO 28.01 –205.0 –191.5 0.8 6.0

carbon dioxide CO2 44.01 –56.6 tp 9.0

carbon disulfide CS2 76.14 –112.1 46.0 4.4 26.7

chlorine Cl2 70.91 –101.5 –34.0 6.4 20.4

chlorine dioxide ClO2 67.45 11.0 30.0

chloromethane CH3Cl 50.49 –97.7 –24.1 6.4 21.4

cyclohexane C6H12 84.16 6.6 80.7 2.7 30.0

cyclohexene C6H10 82.14 –103.5 83.0 3.3 30.5

cyclopropane C3H6 42.08 –127.6 –32.8 5.4 20.1

decane C10H22 142.28 –29.6 174.2 28.7 39.6

dichloromethane CH2Cl2 84.93 –97.2 40.0 4.6 28.1

diethyl ether (C2H5)2O 74.12 –116.2 34.5 7.2 26.5

dimethyl ether CH3OCH3 46.07 –141.5 –24.8 4.9 21.5

dimethyl sulfoxide (CH3)2SO 78.13 17.9 189.0 14.4 43.1

ethane CH3CH3 30.07 –182.8 –88.6 2.7 14.7

1,2-ethanediol (ethylene glycol) (CH2OH)2 62.07 –12.7 197.3 10.0 50.5

ethanethiol CH3CH2SH 62.13 –147.9 35.1 5.0 26.8

ethanol CH3CH2OH 46.07 –114.1 78.3 4.9 38.6

ethyl acetate C4H8O2 88.11 –83.8 77.1 10.5 31.9

ethylene H2C=CH2 28.05 –169.2 –103.8 3.4 13.5

fluorine F2 38.00 –219.7 tp –188.1 0.5 6.6

formamide HCONH2 45.04 2.5 220.0 8.4 60.2

formic acid CHOOH 46.03 8.3 101.0 12.7 22.7

1,2,3-propanetriol (glycerol) C3H5(OH)3 92.09 18.1 290.0 18.3 61.0

heptane C7H16 100.20 –90.6 98.4 14.0 31.8

ΔvapH °(T b)  

/(kJ/mol)
Temp. /°C ΔfusH °(T m)  

/(kJ/mol)
Structural 
Formula

Entity
Molecular 

Mass
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Vaporization and fusion enthalpy data (cont.) 

T m T b

hexane C6H14 86.18 –95.4 68.7 13.1 28.9

hydrazine N2H4 32.05 1.4 113.6 12.6 41.8

hydrogen H2 2.02 –259.3 –252.9 0.1 0.9

hydrogen bromide HBr 80.91 –86.8 –66.4 2.4 12.7

hydrogen chloride HCl 36.46 –114.2 –85.0 2.0 16.2

hydrogen cyanide HCN 27.03 –13.3 8.4

hydrogen sulfide H2S 34.08 –85.5 –59.6 2.4 18.7

iodine I2 253.81 113.7 184.4 15.5 41.6

2-methylpropane C4H10 58.12 –159.4 –11.7 4.5 21.3

lithium Li 6.94 180.5 3.0

mercury Hg 200.59 –38.8 tp 356.7 2.3 59.1

methane CH4 16.04 –182.5 –161.5 0.9 8.2

methanol CH3OH 32.04 –97.5 64.6 3.2 35.2

2-methyl-2-propanol (CH3)3COH 74.12 25.7 82.4 6.7 39.1

naphthalene C10H8 128.17 80.3 217.9 19.0 43.2

nitric acid HNO3 63.01 –41.6 83.0 10.5 39.1

nitric oxide NO 30.01 –163.6 –151.7 2.3 13.8

nitrogen N2 28.01 –210.0 –195.8 0.7 5.6

dinitrogen tetroxide N2O4 92.01 –9.3 21.2 14.7 38.1

nitromethane CH3NO2 61.04 –28.4 101.2 9.7 34.0

nitrous oxide N2O 44.01 –90.8 –88.5 6.5 16.5

oxygen O2 32.00 –218.8 –183.0 0.4 6.8

pentane C5H12 72.15 –129.7 36.1 8.4 25.8

phosphorus P4 123.90 44.2 280.5 2.6 49.6

propane C3H8 44.10 –187.6 –42.1 3.5 19.0

1-propanol CH3CH2CH2OH 60.10 –124.4 97.2 5.4 41.4

2-propanol (CH3)2CHOH 60.10 –87.9 82.3 5.4 39.9

propene CH3CH=CH2 42.08 –185.2 –47.7 3.0 18.4

pyridine C5H5N 79.10 –41.7 115.2 8.3 35.1

sodium Na 22.99 97.8 2.6

sulfur S8 256.52 115.2 444.6 13.8 360.0

sulfur dioxide SO2 64.07 –10.1 24.9

sulfur hexafluoride SF6 146.06 –50.7 tp –63.8 5.0 9.0

sulfur trioxide SO3 80.06 16.8 45.0 8.6 40.7

tin(IV) chloride SnCl4 260.52 –34.1 114.2 9.2 34.9

toluene C6H5CH3 92.14 –95.0 110.6 6.6 33.2

water H2O 18.02 0.0 100.0 6.0 40.7

Source: CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics , CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl., 2004.

Entity
Structural 
Formula
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Mass

Temp. /°C ΔfusH °(T m)  
/(kJ/mol)
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B.9 Standard reduction potentials 

Cell potential for the standard reaction in aqueous solutions at 298 K. Unless explicitly stated, 
reagents exist in their standard state in an aqueous environment. E.g., NaCl as NaCl(aq) and 
AgCl as AgCl(s). 

Reaction Potential /V Reaction Potential /V

Ag+ + e– → Ag(s) 0.7996 AuCl2
– + e– → Au(s) + 2Cl– 1.15

AgBr(s) + e– → Ag(s) + Br– 0.07133 AuCl4
– + 3e– → Au(s) + 4Cl– 1.002

AgBrO3(s) + e– → Ag(s) + BrO3
– 0.546 AuI2

– + e– → Au(s) + 2I– 0.58

AgCl(s) + e– → Ag(s) + Cl– 0.22233 AuI4
– + 3e– → Au(s) + 4I– 0.56

AgCN(s) + e– → Ag(s) + CN– -0.017 Au(OH)3(s) + 3H+ + 3e– → Au(s) + 3H2O 1.45

Ag(CN)2
– + e– → Ag(s) + 2CN– -0.31 Au(CN)2

– + e– → Au(s) + 2CN– -0.60

AgF(s) + e– → Ag(s) + F– 0.779 H3BO3 + 3H+ + 3e– → B(s) + 3H2O -0.8698

AgI(s) + e– → Ag(s) + I– -0.15224 H3BO3 + 7H+ + 8e– → BH4
– + 3H2O -0.481

AgIO3(s) + e– → Ag(s) + IO3
– 0.354 Ba2+ + 2e– → Ba(s) -2.912

AgO(s) + 2H+ + e– → Ag+ + H2O 1.77 Ba2+ + 2e– → Ba(Hg) -1.570

2AgO(s) + H2O + 2e– → Ag2O(s) + 2OH– 0.607 Ba(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Ba(s) + 2OH– -2.99

AgSCN(s) + e– → Ag(s) + SCN– 0.08951 Be2+ + 2e– → Be(s) -1.847

Ag2C2O4(s) + 2e– → 2Ag(s) + C2O4
2– 0.4647 Br2(aq) + 2e– → 2Br– 1.0873

Ag2CO3(s) + 2e– → 2Ag(s) + CO3
2– 0.47 Br2(l) + 2e– → 2Br– 1.066

Ag2CrO4(s) + 2e– → 2Ag(s) + CrO4
2– 0.4470 HOBr + H+ + 2e– → Br– + H2O 1.331

Ag2O(s) + 2H+ + 2e– → 2Ag(s) + H2O 1.17 HOBr + H+ + e– → 1/2Br2(aq) + H2O 1.574

Ag2O(s) + H2O + 2e– → 2Ag(s) + 2OH– 0.342 BrO– + H2O + 2e– → Br– + 2OH– 0.761

Ag2O2(s) + 4H+ + e– → 2Ag(s) + 2H2O 1.802 HOBr + H+ + e– → 1/2Br2(l) + H2O 1.596

Ag2S(s) + 2e– → 2Ag(s) + S2– -0.691 BrO– + 2H2O(l) + 2e– → Br2(l) + 4OH– 0.455

Ag2S(s) + 2H+ + 2e– → 2Ag(s) + H2S(g) -0.0366 BrO3
– + 6H+ + 6e– → Br– + 3H2O 1.423

Al3+ + 3e– → Al(s) -1.662 BrO3
– + 3H2O + 6e– → Br– + 6OH– 0.61

Al(OH)3(s) + 3e– → Al(s) + 3OH– -2.31 BrO3
– + 6H+ + 5e– → 1/2Br2(aq) + 3H2O 1.482

Al(OH)4
– + 3e– → Al(s) + 4OH– -2.328 BrO3

– + 5H+ + 4e– → HOBr + 2H2O 1.45

AlF6
3– + 3e– → Al(s) + 6F– -2.069 CO(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → C(s) + H2O 0.52

As(s) + 3H+ + 3e– → AsH3(g) -0.608 CO2(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → HCOOH -0.199

As(s) + 3H2O(l) + 3e– → AsH3(g) + 3OH– -1.21 2CO2(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → H2C2O4 -0.49

H3AsO3 + 3H+ + 3e– → As(s) + 3H2O 0.24 CO2(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → CO(g) + H2O -0.11

H3AsO4 + 2H+ + 2e– → HAsO2 + 2H2O 0.560 C(s) + 4H+ + 4e– → CH4(g) 0.13

AsO4
3– + 2H2O + 2e– → AsO2

– + 4OH– -0.71 CH3OH + 2H+ + 2e– → CH4(g) + H2O 0.50

Au+ + e– → Au(s) 1.692 H2CO + 2H+ + 2e– → CH3OH 0.13

Au3+ + 2e– → Au+ 1.401 H2CO + 2H2O(l) + 2e– → CH3OH + 2OH– -0.59

Au3+ + 3e– → Au(s) 1.498 HCOOH + 2H+ + 2e– → CH2O + H2O -0.03

AuBr2
– + e– → Au(s) + 2Br– 0.959 (CN)2 + 2H+ + 2e– → 2HCN(g) 0.373

AuBr4
– + 3e– → Au(s) + 4Br– 0.854 Ca2+ + 2e– → Ca(s) -2.868

alphabetical order
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Standard reduction potentials (cont.) 

Reaction Potential /V Reaction Potential /V

Ca(OH)2 + 2e– → Ca(s) + 2OH– -3.02 CuI2
– + e– → Cu + 2I– 0.00

calomel electrode, saturated KCl (SCE) 0.2412 Cu(NH3)4
2+ + e– → Cu(NH3)2

+ + 2NH3 0.10

Cd2+ + 2e– → Cd(s) -0.403 Cu(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Cu(s) + 2OH– -0.222

Cd2+ + 2e– → Cd(Hg) -0.3521 Cu2O(s) + H2O + 2e– → 2Cu(s) + 2OH– -0.360

Cd(OH)2 + 2e– → Cd(Hg) + 2OH– -0.809 F2(g) + 2e– → 2F– 2.866

Cd(OH)2 + 2e– → Cd(s) + 2OH– -0.860 F2(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → 2HF 3.053

Cd(OH)4
2– + 2e– → Cd(s) + 4OH– -0.658 Fe2+ + 2e– → Fe(s) -0.447

CdSO4(s) + 2e– → Cd(s) + SO4
2– -0.246 Fe3+ + e– → Fe2+ 0.771

Cl2(g) + 2e– → 2Cl– 1.35827 Fe3+ + 3e– → Fe(s) -0.037

HOCl + H+ + 2e– → Cl– + H2O 1.482 [Fe(bipy)2]
3+ + e– → Fe(bipy)2]

2+ 0.78

ClO– + H2O + 2e– → Cl– + 2OH– 0.81 [Fe(bipy)3]
3+ + e– → Fe(bipy)3]

2+ 1.03

HOCl + H+ + e– → 1/2Cl2(g) + H2O 1.611 [Fe(CN)6]
3– + e– → [Fe(CN)6]

4– 0.358

ClO2(g) + e– → ClO2
– 0.954 Fe(OH)3(s) + e– → Fe(OH)2(s) + OH– -0.56

ClO2(g) + H+ + e– → HClO2 1.277 Fe(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Fe(s) + 2 OH–(aq) -0.88

HClO2 + 2H+ + 2e– → HOCl(g) + H2O 1.645 Fe2O3(s) + 4H+ + 2e– → 2FeOH+ + H2O 0.16

HClO2 + 3H+ + 3e– → 1/2Cl2(g) + 2H2O 1.628 Fe3O4(s) + 8 H+ + 8 e– → 3Fe(s) + 4H2O 0.085

HClO2 + 3H+ + 4e– → Cl– + 2H2O 1.570 Fr+ + e– → Fr(s) -2.9

ClO2
– + 2H2O + 4e– → Cl– + 4OH– 0.76 Ga+ + e– → Ga(s) -0.2

ClO3
– + 3H+ + 2e– → HClO2 + H2O 1.214 Ga3+ + 3e– → Ga(s) -0.549

ClO3
– + 6H+ + 5e– → 1/2Cl2(g) + 3H2O 1.47 Ge2+ + 2e– → Ge(s) 0.24

ClO3
– + 6H+ + 6e– → Cl– + 3H2O 1.451 Ge4+ + 4e– → Ge(s) 0.124

ClO3
– + 3H2O + 6e– → Cl– + 6OH– 0.62 2H+ + 2e– → H2(g) 0.00000

ClO4
– + 8H+ + 7e– → 1/2Cl2(g) + 4H2O 1.39 H2(g) + 2e– → 2H– -2.23

ClO4
– + 8H+ + 8e– → Cl– + 4H2O 1.389 Hg2+ + 2e– → Hg(l) 0.851

Co2+ + 2e– → Co(s) -0.28 2Hg2+ + 2e– → Hg2
2+ 0.920

Co3+ + e– → Co2+ 1.92 HgCl2(s) + 2e– → Hg(l) + 2Cl– 0.2676

Co(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Co(s) + 2OH– -0.73 HgO(s) + H2O + 2e– → Hg(l) + 2OH– 0.0977

Co(OH)3(s) + e– → Co(OH)2(s) + OH– 0.17 Hg(OH)2(s) + 2H+ + 2e– → Hg(l) + 2H2O 1.034

Cr2+ + 2e– → Cr(s) -0.913 Hg2
2+ + 2e– → 2Hg(l) 0.7973

Cr3+ + 3e– → Cr(s) -0.744 Hg2Br2 + 2e– → 2Hg(l) + 2Br– 0.13923

CrO4
2– + 4H2O + 3e– → Cr(OH)3(s) + 5OH– -0.13 Hg2Cl2 + 2e– → 2Hg(l) + 2Cl– 0.26808

Cr(OH)3(s) + 3e– → Cr(s) + 3OH– -1.48 Hg2I2 + 2e– → 2Hg(l) + 2I– -0.0405

Cr2O7
2– + 14H+ + 6e– → 2Cr3+ + 7H2O 1.232 Hg2O(s) + H2O + 2e– → 2Hg(l) + 2OH– 0.123

Cs+ + e– → Cs(s) -3.026 Hg2SO4(s) + 2e– → 2Hg(l) + SO4
2– 0.6125

Cu+ + e– → Cu(s) 0.521 I2(s) + 2e– → 2I– 0.5355

Cu2+ + e– → Cu+ 0.153 I3
– + 2e– → 3I– 0.536

Cu2+ + 2e– → Cu(s) 0.3419 IO– + H2O + 2e– → I– + 2OH– 0.485

Cu2+ + 2e– → Cu(Hg) 0.345 IO– + 2H2O(l) + 2e– → I2(s) + 4OH– 0.42

alphabetical order

 



  B.9: Standard reduction potentials A–51 

Standard reduction potentials (cont.) 

Reaction Potential /V Reaction Potential /V

HOI(g) + H+ + 2e– → I– + H2O 0.987 NO3
– + 4H+ + 3e– → NO(g) + 2H2O 0.957

2HOI(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → I2(s) + 2H2O 1.439 NO3
– + 2H+ + e– → NO2(g) + H2O 0.81

IO3
– + 5H+ + 4e– → HOI + 2H2O 1.13 2NO3

– + 4H+ + 2e– → N2O4(g) + 2H2O 0.803

IO3
– + 6H+ + 6e– → I– + 3H2O 1.085 Na+ + e– → Na(s) -2.71

2IO3
– + 12H+ + 10e– → I2(s) + 6H2O 1.195 Nd2+ + 2e– → Nd(s) -2.1

In+ + e– → In(s) -0.14 Nd3+ + 3e– → Nd(s) -2.323

In3+ + 3e– → In(s) -0.3382 Ni2+ + 2e– → Ni(s) -0.257

In2O3(s) + 3H2O + 6e– → 2In(s) + 6OH– -1.034 Ni(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Ni(s) + 2OH– -0.72

K+ + e– → K(s) -2.931 Ni(OH)3(s) + e– → Ni(OH)2(s) + OH– 0.48

La3+ + 3e– → La(s) -2.379 NiO2(s) + 2H2O + 2e– → Ni(OH)2(s) + 2OH– -0.490

La(OH)3(s) + 3e– → La(s) + 3OH– -2.90 O(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → H2O 2.421

Li+ + e– → Li(s) -3.0401 OH(g) + e– → OH– 2.02

Mg2+ + 2e– → Mg(s) -2.372 O2(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → H2O2 0.695

Mg(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Mg(s) + 2OH– -2.690 O2(g) + 4H+ + 4e– → 2H2O 1.229

MnO4
– + H+ + e– → HMnO4

– 0.90 O2(g) + 2H2O + 2e– → H2O2 + 2OH– -0.146

Mn2+ + 2e– → Mn(s) -1.185 O2(g) + 2H2O + 4e– → 4OH– 0.401

MnO2(s) + 4H+ + 2e– → Mn2+ + 2H2O 1.224 O3(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → O2(g) + H2O 2.076

MnO2(s) + H2O + 2e– → Mn2O3(s) + 2OH– 0.146 O3(g) + H2O + 2e– → O2(g) + 2OH– 1.24

Mn(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Mn(s) + 2OH– -1.56 2H2O + 2e– → H2 + 2OH– -0.8277

MnO4
– + 4H+ + 3e– → MnO2(s) + 2H2O 1.679 H2O2 + 2H+ + 2e– → 2H2O 1.776

MnO4
– + 8H+ + 5e– → Mn2+ + 4H2O 1.507 P(s, white) + 3H+ + 3e– → PH3(g) -0.063

MnO4
– + 2H2O + 3e– → MnO2(s) + 4OH– 0.595 P(s, red) + 3H+ + 3e– → PH3(g) -0.111

3N2(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → 2HN3(g)| -3.09 PO4
3– + 2H2O + 2e– → HPO3

2– + 3OH– -1.05

N2(g) + 2H2O(l) + 4H+ + 2e– → 2NH3OH+ -1.87 Pb2+ + 2e– → Pb(s) -0.1262

N2(g) + 4H2O + 2e– → 2NH2OH + 2OH– -3.04 Pb4+ + 2e– → Pb2+ 1.69

N2(g) + 2H2O + 6H+ + 6e– → 2NH4OH 0.092 PbBr2(s) + 2e– → Pb(s) + 2Br– -0.284

2NO(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → N2O(g) + H2O 1.591 PbCl2(s) + 2e– → Pb(s) + 2Cl– -0.2675

2NO(g) + H2O + 2e– → N2O(g) + 2OH– 0.76 PbF2(s) + 2e– → Pb(s) + 2F– -0.3444

NO2(g) + H+ + e– → HNO2 1.082 PbI2(s) + 2e– → Pb(s) + 2I– -0.365

N2O(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → N2(g) + H2O 1.766 PbO(s) + H2O + 2e– → Pb(s) + 2OH– -0.580

N2H5
+ + 3H+ + 2e– → 2NH4

+ 1.249 PbO2(s) + 2H+ + 2e– → PbO(s) + H2O(l) 0.28

NO2(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → NO(g) + H2O(l) 1.03 PbO2(s) + 4H+ + 2e– → Pb2+ + 2H2O 1.455

N2O4(g) + 2e– → 2NO2
– 0.867 PbO2(s) + H2O + 2e– → PbO(s) + 2OH– 0.247

N2O4(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → 2NHO2 1.057 PbO2(s) + HSO4
– + 3H+ + 2e– → 1.685

N2O4(g) + 4H+ + 4e– → 2NO(g) + 2H2O 1.035 PbO2(s) + SO4
2– + 4H+ + 2e– → PbSO4(s) + 2H2O 1.6913

HNO2 + H+ + e– → NO(g) + H2O 0.983 PbSO4(s) + 2e– → Pb(s) + SO4
2– -0.3588

NO2
– + H2O + e– → NO(g) + 2OH– -0.46 Pt2+ + 2e– → Pt(s) 1.18

NO3
– + 3H+ + 2e– → HNO2 + H2O 0.934 PtCl4

2– + 2e– → Pt(s) + 4Cl– 0.755

alphabetical order

 



A–52 Tabulated Scientific Data 

Standard reduction potentials (cont.) 

Reaction Potential /V Reaction Potential /V

PtO2(s) + 2H+ + 2e– → PtO(s) + H2O 1.01 TiO2(s) + 4H+ + 2e– → Ti2+ + 2H2O -0.502

PtO2(s) + 4H+ + 4e– → Pt(s) + 2H2O 1.00 Ti2O3(s) + 2H+ + 2e– → 2TiO(s) + H2O -1.23

Pt(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Pt(s) + 2OH– 0.14 Tl+ + e– → Tl(s) -0.336

Pu3+ + 3e– → Pu(s) -2.031 Tl3+ + 3e– → Tl(s) 0.741

Ra2+ + 2e– → Ra(s) -2.8 TlBr(s) + e– → Tl(s) + Br– -0.658

S(s) + 2e– → S2– -0.47627 TlCl(s) + e– → Tl(s) + Cl– -0.5568

2S(s) + 2e– → S2
2– -0.42836 TlI(s) + e– → Tl(s) + I– -0.752

S(s) + 2H+ + 2e– → H2S(g) 0.142 TlOH(s) + e– → Tl(s) + OH– -0.34

S(s) + H2O + 2e– → SH– + OH– -0.478 Tl(OH)3(s) + 2e– → TlOH(s) + 2OH– -0.05

SO2(g) + 4H+ + 4e– → S(s) + 2H2O 0.50 U3+ + 3e– → U(s) -1.798

2SO3
2– + 2H2O + 2e– → S2O4

2– + 4OH– -1.12 U4+ + e– → U3+ -0.607

SO3
2– + 3H2O(l) + 4e– → S(s) + 6OH– -0.66 U4+ + 4e– → U(s) -1.40

SO4
2– + H2O + 2e– → SO3

2– + 2OH– -0.93 UO2
+ + 4H+ + e– → U4+ + 2H2O 0.612

2SO4
2– + 4H+ + 2e– → S2O6

2– + H2O -0.22 UO2
2+ + 4H+ + 2e– → U4+ + 2H2O 0.327

SO4
2– + 4H+ + 2e– → SO2(g) + 2H2O(l) 0.17 UO2

2+ + 4H+ + 6e– → U(s) + 2H2O -1.444

SO4
2– + 4H2O + 8e– → S2–(aq) + 8OH– 0.17 V2+ + 2e– → V(s) -1.175

S2O3
2– + 6H+ + 4e– → 2S(s) + 3H2O(l) 0.50 V3+ + e– → V2+ -0.255

S2O8
2– + 2e– → 2SO4

2– 2.010 VO2
+ + 2H+ + e– → VO2+ + H2O 0.991

S2O8
2– + 2H+ + 2e– → 2HSO4

– 2.123 V2O5(s) + 6H+ + 2e– → 2VO2
+ + 3H2O 0.957

SiO2(s, quartz) + 4H+ + 4e– → Si(s) + 2H2O 0.857 XeF(g) + e– → Xe(g) + F– 3.4

Sn2+ + 2e– → Sn(s) -0.1375 XeO3(g) + 6H+ + 6e– → Xe(g) + 3H2O 2.10

Sn4+ + 2e– → Sn2+ 0.151 H4XeO6 + 2H+ + 2e– → XeO3(g) + 3H2O 2.42

Sn(s) + 4H+ + 4e– → SnH4(g) -1.07 Zn2+ + 2e– → Zn(s) -0.7618

SnO2(s) + 4H+ + 2e– → Sn2+ + 2H2O -0.094 Zn2+ + 2e– → Zn(Hg) -0.7628

SnO2(s) + 4H+ + 4e– → Sn(s) + 2H2O -0.117 Zn(CN)4
2– + 2e– → Zn(s) + 4CN– -1.26

SnO2(s) + 2H2O + 4e– → Sn(s) + 4OH– -0.945 ZnO(s) + H2O + 2e– → Zn(s) + 2OH– -1.260

Sr2+ + 2e– → Sr(s) -2.899 Zn(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Zn(s) + 2OH– -1.249

Sr(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Sr(s) + 2OH– -2.88 Zn(OH)4
2– + 2e– → Zn(s) + 4OH– -1.199

Ti2+ + 2e– → Ti(s) -1.630 Zr4+ + 4e– → Zr(s) -1.45

Ti3+ + e– → Ti2+ -0.9 ZrO(OH)2(s) + H2O + 4e– → Zr(s) + 4OH– -2.36

2TiO2(s) + 2H+ + 2e– → Ti2O3(s) + H2O -0.56 ZrO2(s) + 4H+ + 4e– → Zr(s) + 2H2O -1.553

alphabetical order

 



  B.9: Standard reduction potentials A–53 

Standard reduction potentials (cont.) 

Reaction Potential /V Reaction Potential /V

XeF(g) + e– → Xe(g) + F– 3.4 Au3+ + 2e– → Au+ 1.401

F2(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → 2HF 3.053 ClO4
– + 8H+ + 7e– → 1/2Cl2(g) + 4H2O 1.39

F2(g) + 2e– → 2F– 2.866 ClO4
– + 8H+ + 8e– → Cl– + 4H2O 1.389

O(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → H2O 2.421 Cl2(g) + 2e– → 2Cl– 1.35827

H4XeO6 + 2H+ + 2e– → XeO3(g) + 3H2O 2.42 HOBr + H+ + 2e– → Br– + H2O 1.331

S2O8
2– + 2H+ + 2e– → 2HSO4

– 2.123 ClO2(g) + H+ + e– → HClO2 1.277

XeO3(g) + 6H+ + 6e– → Xe(g) + 3H2O 2.10 N2H5
+ + 3H+ + 2e– → 2NH4

+ 1.249

O3(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → O2(g) + H2O 2.076 O3(g) + H2O + 2e– → O2(g) + 2OH– 1.24

OH(g) + e– → OH– 2.02 Cr2O7
2– + 14H+ + 6e– → 2Cr3+ + 7H2O 1.232

S2O8
2– + 2e– → 2SO4

2– 2.010 O2(g) + 4H+ + 4e– → 2H2O 1.229

Co3+ + e– → Co2+ 1.92 MnO2(s) + 4H+ + 2e– → Mn2+ + 2H2O 1.224

Ag2O2(s) + 4H+ + e– → 2Ag(s) + 2H2O 1.802 ClO3
– + 3H+ + 2e– → HClO2 + H2O 1.214

H2O2 + 2H+ + 2e– → 2H2O 1.776 2IO3
– + 12H+ + 10e– → I2(s) + 6H2O 1.195

AgO(s) + 2H+ + e– → Ag+ + H2O 1.77 Pt2+ + 2e– → Pt(s) 1.18

N2O(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → N2(g) + H2O 1.766 Ag2O(s) + 2H+ + 2e– → 2Ag(s) + H2O 1.17

Au+ + e– → Au(s) 1.692 AuCl2
– + e– → Au(s) + 2Cl– 1.15

PbO2(s) + SO4
2– + 4H+ + 2e– → PbSO4(s) + 2H2O 1.6913 IO3

– + 5H+ + 4e– → HOI + 2H2O 1.13

Pb4+ + 2e– → Pb2+ 1.69 Br2(aq) + 2e– → 2Br– 1.0873

PbO2(s) + HSO4
– + 3H+ + 2e– → 1.685 IO3

– + 6H+ + 6e– → I– + 3H2O 1.085

MnO4
– + 4H+ + 3e– → MnO2(s) + 2H2O 1.679 NO2(g) + H+ + e– → HNO2 1.082

HClO2 + 2H+ + 2e– → HOCl(g) + H2O 1.645 Br2(l) + 2e– → 2Br– 1.066

HClO2 + 3H+ + 3e– → 1/2Cl2(g) + 2H2O 1.628 N2O4(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → 2NHO2 1.057

HOCl + H+ + e– → 1/2Cl2(g) + H2O 1.611 N2O4(g) + 4H+ + 4e– → 2NO(g) + 2H2O 1.035

HOBr + H+ + e– → 1/2Br2(l) + H2O 1.596 Hg(OH)2(s) + 2H+ + 2e– → Hg(l) + 2H2O 1.034

2NO(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → N2O(g) + H2O 1.591 [Fe(bipy)3]
3+ + e– → Fe(bipy)3]

2+ 1.03

HOBr + H+ + e– → 1/2Br2(aq) + H2O 1.574 NO2(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → NO(g) + H2O(l) 1.03

HClO2 + 3H+ + 4e– → Cl– + 2H2O 1.570 PtO2(s) + 2H+ + 2e– → PtO(s) + H2O 1.01

MnO4
– + 8H+ + 5e– → Mn2+ + 4H2O 1.507 AuCl4

– + 3e– → Au(s) + 4Cl– 1.002

Au3+ + 3e– → Au(s) 1.498 PtO2(s) + 4H+ + 4e– → Pt(s) + 2H2O 1.00

BrO3
– + 6H+ + 5e– → 1/2Br2(aq) + 3H2O 1.482 VO2

+ + 2H+ + e– → VO2+ + H2O 0.991

HOCl + H+ + 2e– → Cl– + H2O 1.482 HOI(g) + H+ + 2e– → I– + H2O 0.987

ClO3
– + 6H+ + 5e– → 1/2Cl2(g) + 3H2O 1.47 HNO2 + H+ + e– → NO(g) + H2O 0.983

PbO2(s) + 4H+ + 2e– → Pb2+ + 2H2O 1.455 AuBr2
– + e– → Au(s) + 2Br– 0.959

ClO3
– + 6H+ + 6e– → Cl– + 3H2O 1.451 NO3

– + 4H+ + 3e– → NO(g) + 2H2O 0.957

Au(OH)3(s) + 3H+ + 3e– → Au(s) + 3H2O 1.45 V2O5(s) + 6H+ + 2e– → 2VO2
+ + 3H2O 0.957

BrO3
– + 5H+ + 4e– → HOBr + 2H2O 1.45 ClO2(g) + e– → ClO2

– 0.954

2HOI(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → I2(s) + 2H2O 1.439 NO3
– + 3H+ + 2e– → HNO2 + H2O 0.934

BrO3
– + 6H+ + 6e– → Br– + 3H2O 1.423 2Hg2+ + 2e– → Hg2

2+ 0.920

potential order

 



A–54 Tabulated Scientific Data 

Standard reduction potentials (cont.) 

Reaction Potential /V Reaction Potential /V

MnO4
– + H+ + e– → HMnO4

– 0.90 Ag2CO3(s) + 2e– → 2Ag(s) + CO3
2– 0.47

N2O4(g) + 2e– → 2NO2
– 0.867 Ag2C2O4(s) + 2e– → 2Ag(s) + C2O4

2– 0.4647

SiO2(s, quartz) + 4H+ + 4e– → Si(s) + 2H2O 0.857 BrO– + 2H2O(l) + 2e– → Br2(l) + 4OH– 0.455

AuBr4
– + 3e– → Au(s) + 4Br– 0.854 Ag2CrO4(s) + 2e– → 2Ag(s) + CrO4

2– 0.4470

Hg2+ + 2e– → Hg(l) 0.851 IO– + 2H2O(l) + 2e– → I2(s) + 4OH– 0.42

ClO– + H2O + 2e– → Cl– + 2OH– 0.81 O2(g) + 2H2O + 4e– → 4OH– 0.401

NO3
– + 2H+ + e– → NO2(g) + H2O 0.81 (CN)2 + 2H+ + 2e– → 2HCN(g) 0.373

2NO3
– + 4H+ + 2e– → N2O4(g) + 2H2O 0.803 [Fe(CN)6]

3– + e– → [Fe(CN)6]
4– 0.358

Ag+ + e– → Ag(s) 0.7996 AgIO3(s) + e– → Ag(s) + IO3
– 0.354

Hg2
2+ + 2e– → 2Hg(l) 0.7973 Cu2+ + 2e– → Cu(Hg) 0.345

[Fe(bipy)2]
3+ + e– → Fe(bipy)2]

2+ 0.78 Ag2O(s) + H2O + 2e– → 2Ag(s) + 2OH– 0.342

AgF(s) + e– → Ag(s) + F– 0.779 Cu2+ + 2e– → Cu(s) 0.3419

Fe3+ + e– → Fe2+ 0.771 UO2
2+ + 4H+ + 2e– → U4+ + 2H2O 0.327

BrO– + H2O + 2e– → Br– + 2OH– 0.761 PbO2(s) + 2H+ + 2e– → PbO(s) + H2O(l) 0.28

ClO2
– + 2H2O + 4e– → Cl– + 4OH– 0.76 Hg2Cl2 + 2e– → 2Hg(l) + 2Cl– 0.26808

2NO(g) + H2O + 2e– → N2O(g) + 2OH– 0.76 HgCl2(s) + 2e– → Hg(l) + 2Cl– 0.2676

PtCl4
2– + 2e– → Pt(s) + 4Cl– 0.755 PbO2(s) + H2O + 2e– → PbO(s) + 2OH– 0.247

Tl3+ + 3e– → Tl(s) 0.741 calomel electrode, saturated KCl (SCE) 0.2412

O2(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → H2O2 0.695 H3AsO3 + 3H+ + 3e– → As(s) + 3H2O 0.24

ClO3
– + 3H2O + 6e– → Cl– + 6OH– 0.62 Ge2+ + 2e– → Ge(s) 0.24

Hg2SO4(s) + 2e– → 2Hg(l) + SO4
2– 0.6125 AgCl(s) + e– → Ag(s) + Cl– 0.22233

UO2
+ + 4H+ + e– → U4+ + 2H2O 0.612 Co(OH)3(s) + e– → Co(OH)2(s) + OH– 0.17

BrO3
– + 3H2O + 6e– → Br– + 6OH– 0.61 SO4

2– + 4H+ + 2e– → SO2(g) + 2H2O(l) 0.17

2AgO(s) + H2O + 2e– → Ag2O(s) + 2OH– 0.607 SO4
2– + 4H2O + 8e– → S2–(aq) + 8OH– 0.17

MnO4
– + 2H2O + 3e– → MnO2(s) + 4OH– 0.595 Fe2O3(s) + 4H+ + 2e– → 2FeOH+ + H2O 0.16

AuI2
– + e– → Au(s) + 2I– 0.58 Cu2+ + e– → Cu+ 0.153

H3AsO4 + 2H+ + 2e– → HAsO2 + 2H2O 0.560 Sn4+ + 2e– → Sn2+ 0.151

AuI4
– + 3e– → Au(s) + 4I– 0.56 MnO2(s) + H2O + 2e– → Mn2O3(s) + 2OH– 0.146

AgBrO3(s) + e– → Ag(s) + BrO3
– 0.546 S(s) + 2H+ + 2e– → H2S(g) 0.142

I3
– + 2e– → 3I– 0.536 Pt(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Pt(s) + 2OH– 0.14

I2(s) + 2e– → 2I– 0.5355 Hg2Br2 + 2e– → 2Hg(l) + 2Br– 0.13923

Cu+ + e– → Cu(s) 0.521 C(s) + 4H+ + 4e– → CH4(g) 0.13

CO(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → C(s) + H2O 0.52 H2CO + 2H+ + 2e– → CH3OH 0.13

CH3OH + 2H+ + 2e– → CH4(g) + H2O 0.50 Ge4+ + 4e– → Ge(s) 0.124

SO2(g) + 4H+ + 4e– → S(s) + 2H2O 0.50 Hg2O(s) + H2O + 2e– → 2Hg(l) + 2OH– 0.123

S2O3
2– + 6H+ + 4e– → 2S(s) + 3H2O(l) 0.50 Cu(NH3)4

2+ + e– → Cu(NH3)2
+ + 2NH3 0.10

IO– + H2O + 2e– → I– + 2OH– 0.485 HgO(s) + H2O + 2e– → Hg(l) + 2OH– 0.0977

Ni(OH)3(s) + e– → Ni(OH)2(s) + OH– 0.48 N2(g) + 2H2O + 6H+ + 6e– → 2NH4OH 0.092

potential order

 



  B.9: Standard reduction potentials A–55 

Standard reduction potentials (cont.) 

Reaction Potential /V Reaction Potential /V

AgSCN(s) + e– → Ag(s) + SCN– 0.08951 PbSO4(s) + 2e– → Pb(s) + SO4
2– -0.3588

Fe3O4(s) + 8 H+ + 8 e– → 3Fe(s) + 4H2O 0.085 Cu2O(s) + H2O + 2e– → 2Cu(s) + 2OH– -0.360

AgBr(s) + e– → Ag(s) + Br– 0.07133 PbI2(s) + 2e– → Pb(s) + 2I– -0.365

CuI2
– + e– → Cu + 2I– 0.00 Cd2+ + 2e– → Cd(s) -0.403

2H+ + 2e– → H2(g) 0.00000 2S(s) + 2e– → S2
2– -0.42836

AgCN(s) + e– → Ag(s) + CN– -0.017 Fe2+ + 2e– → Fe(s) -0.447

HCOOH + 2H+ + 2e– → CH2O + H2O -0.03 NO2
– + H2O + e– → NO(g) + 2OH– -0.46

Ag2S(s) + 2H+ + 2e– → 2Ag(s) + H2S(g) -0.0366 S(s) + 2e– → S2– -0.47627

Fe3+ + 3e– → Fe(s) -0.037 S(s) + H2O + 2e– → SH– + OH– -0.478

Hg2I2 + 2e– → 2Hg(l) + 2I– -0.0405 H3BO3 + 7H+ + 8e– → BH4
– + 3H2O -0.481

Tl(OH)3(s) + 2e– → TlOH(s) + 2OH– -0.05 2CO2(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → H2C2O4 -0.49

P(s, white) + 3H+ + 3e– → PH3(g) -0.063 NiO2(s) + 2H2O + 2e– → Ni(OH)2(s) + 2OH– -0.490

SnO2(s) + 4H+ + 2e– → Sn2+ + 2H2O -0.094 TiO2(s) + 4H+ + 2e– → Ti2+ + 2H2O -0.502

CO2(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → CO(g) + H2O -0.11 Ga3+ + 3e– → Ga(s) -0.549

P(s, red) + 3H+ + 3e– → PH3(g) -0.111 TlCl(s) + e– → Tl(s) + Cl– -0.5568

SnO2(s) + 4H+ + 4e– → Sn(s) + 2H2O -0.117 Fe(OH)3(s) + e– → Fe(OH)2(s) + OH– -0.56

Pb2+ + 2e– → Pb(s) -0.1262 2TiO2(s) + 2H+ + 2e– → Ti2O3(s) + H2O -0.56

CrO4
2– + 4H2O + 3e– → Cr(OH)3(s) + 5OH– -0.13 PbO(s) + H2O + 2e– → Pb(s) + 2OH– -0.580

Sn2+ + 2e– → Sn(s) -0.1375 H2CO + 2H2O(l) + 2e– → CH3OH + 2OH– -0.59

In+ + e– → In(s) -0.14 Au(CN)2
– + e– → Au(s) + 2CN– -0.60

O2(g) + 2H2O + 2e– → H2O2 + 2OH– -0.146 U4+ + e– → U3+ -0.607

AgI(s) + e– → Ag(s) + I– -0.15224 As(s) + 3H+ + 3e– → AsH3(g) -0.608

CO2(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → HCOOH -0.199 Cd(OH)4
2– + 2e– → Cd(s) + 4OH– -0.658

Ga+ + e– → Ga(s) -0.2 TlBr(s) + e– → Tl(s) + Br– -0.658

2SO4
2– + 4H+ + 2e– → S2O6

2– + H2O -0.22 SO3
2– + 3H2O(l) + 4e– → S(s) + 6OH– -0.66

Cu(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Cu(s) + 2OH– -0.222 Ag2S(s) + 2e– → 2Ag(s) + S2– -0.691

CdSO4(s) + 2e– → Cd(s) + SO4
2– -0.246 AsO4

3– + 2H2O + 2e– → AsO2
– + 4OH– -0.71

V3+ + e– → V2+ -0.255 Ni(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Ni(s) + 2OH– -0.72

Ni2+ + 2e– → Ni(s) -0.257 Co(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Co(s) + 2OH– -0.73

PbCl2(s) + 2e– → Pb(s) + 2Cl– -0.2675 Cr3+ + 3e– → Cr(s) -0.744

Co2+ + 2e– → Co(s) -0.28 TlI(s) + e– → Tl(s) + I– -0.752

PbBr2(s) + 2e– → Pb(s) + 2Br– -0.284 Zn2+ + 2e– → Zn(s) -0.7618

Ag(CN)2
– + e– → Ag(s) + 2CN– -0.31 Zn2+ + 2e– → Zn(Hg) -0.7628

Tl+ + e– → Tl(s) -0.336 Cd(OH)2 + 2e– → Cd(Hg) + 2OH– -0.809

In3+ + 3e– → In(s) -0.3382 2H2O + 2e– → H2 + 2OH– -0.8277

TlOH(s) + e– → Tl(s) + OH– -0.34 Cd(OH)2 + 2e– → Cd(s) + 2OH– -0.860

PbF2(s) + 2e– → Pb(s) + 2F– -0.3444 H3BO3 + 3H+ + 3e– → B(s) + 3H2O -0.8698

Cd2+ + 2e– → Cd(Hg) -0.3521 Fe(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Fe(s) + 2 OH–(aq) -0.88

potential order

 



A–56 Tabulated Scientific Data 

Standard reduction potentials (cont.) 

Reaction Potential /V Reaction Potential /V

Ti3+ + e– → Ti2+ -0.9 N2(g) + 2H2O(l) + 4H+ + 2e– → 2NH3OH+ -1.87

Cr2+ + 2e– → Cr(s) -0.913 Pu3+ + 3e– → Pu(s) -2.031

SO4
2– + H2O + 2e– → SO3

2– + 2OH– -0.93 AlF6
3– + 3e– → Al(s) + 6F– -2.069

SnO2(s) + 2H2O + 4e– → Sn(s) + 4OH– -0.945 Nd2+ + 2e– → Nd(s) -2.1

In2O3(s) + 3H2O + 6e– → 2In(s) + 6OH– -1.034 H2(g) + 2e– → 2H– -2.23

PO4
3– + 2H2O + 2e– → HPO3

2– + 3OH– -1.05 Al(OH)3(s) + 3e– → Al(s) + 3OH– -2.31

Sn(s) + 4H+ + 4e– → SnH4(g) -1.07 Nd3+ + 3e– → Nd(s) -2.323

2SO3
2– + 2H2O + 2e– → S2O4

2– + 4OH– -1.12 Al(OH)4
– + 3e– → Al(s) + 4OH– -2.328

V2+ + 2e– → V(s) -1.175 ZrO(OH)2(s) + H2O + 4e– → Zr(s) + 4OH– -2.36

Mn2+ + 2e– → Mn(s) -1.185 Mg2+ + 2e– → Mg(s) -2.372

Zn(OH)4
2– + 2e– → Zn(s) + 4OH– -1.199 La3+ + 3e– → La(s) -2.379

As(s) + 3H2O(l) + 3e– → AsH3(g) + 3OH– -1.21 Mg(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Mg(s) + 2OH– -2.690

Ti2O3(s) + 2H+ + 2e– → 2TiO(s) + H2O -1.23 Na+ + e– → Na(s) -2.71

Zn(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Zn(s) + 2OH– -1.249 Ra2+ + 2e– → Ra(s) -2.8

Zn(CN)4
2– + 2e– → Zn(s) + 4CN– -1.26 Ca2+ + 2e– → Ca(s) -2.868

ZnO(s) + H2O + 2e– → Zn(s) + 2OH– -1.260 Sr(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Sr(s) + 2OH– -2.88

U4+ + 4e– → U(s) -1.40 Sr2+ + 2e– → Sr(s) -2.899

UO2
2+ + 4H+ + 6e– → U(s) + 2H2O -1.444 Fr+ + e– → Fr(s) -2.9

Zr4+ + 4e– → Zr(s) -1.45 La(OH)3(s) + 3e– → La(s) + 3OH– -2.90

Cr(OH)3(s) + 3e– → Cr(s) + 3OH– -1.48 Ba2+ + 2e– → Ba(s) -2.912

ZrO2(s) + 4H+ + 4e– → Zr(s) + 2H2O -1.553 K+ + e– → K(s) -2.931

Mn(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Mn(s) + 2OH– -1.56 Ba(OH)2(s) + 2e– → Ba(s) + 2OH– -2.99

Ba2+ + 2e– → Ba(Hg) -1.570 Ca(OH)2 + 2e– → Ca(s) + 2OH– -3.02

Ti2+ + 2e– → Ti(s) -1.630 Cs+ + e– → Cs(s) -3.026

Al3+ + 3e– → Al(s) -1.662 N2(g) + 4H2O + 2e– → 2NH2OH + 2OH– -3.04

U3+ + 3e– → U(s) -1.798 Li+ + e– → Li(s) -3.0401

Be2+ + 2e– → Be(s) -1.847 3N2(g) + 2H+ + 2e– → 2HN3(g)| -3.09

Source: CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics , CRC Press, Boca Raton, Fl., 2004.

Source: Standard electrode potential, Wikipedia , <en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrochemical_series>, June 2008.

Source: some reduction potentials found through internet searches.

potential order

 



  B.10: Stable isotope data A–57 

B.10 Stable isotope data 

Information on selected radioactive nuclei is given in table 30.28. 

Abundances are reported as mole percent. 

Isotope Abundance /% mass /u Isotope Abundance /% mass /u
1H 99.9885 1.007825 36Ar 0.3365 35.967546
2H 0.0115 2.014102 38Ar 0.0632 37.962732
3He 0.000137 3.016029 40Ar 99.6003 39.962383
4He 99.999863 4.002603 39K 93.2581 38.963707
6Li 7.59 6.015122 40K 0.0117 39.963999
7Li 92.41 7.016004 41K 6.7302 40.961826
9Be 100. 9.012182 40Ca 96.941 39.962591
10B 19.9 10.012937 42Ca 0.647 41.958618
11B 80.1 11.009306 43Ca 0.135 42.958767
12C 98.93 12.000000 44Ca 2.086 43.955481
13C 1.07 13.003355 46Ca 0.004 45.953693
14N 99.632 14.003074 48Ca 0.187 47.952534
15N 0.368 15.000109 45Sc 100. 44.955910
16O 99.757 15.994915 46Ti 8.25 45.952630
17O 0.038 16.999132 47Ti 7.44 46.951764
18O 0.205 17.999160 48Ti 73.72 47.947947
19F 100. 18.998403 49Ti 5.41 48.947871
20Ne 90.48 19.992440 50Ti 5.18 49.944792
21Ne 0.27 20.993847 50V 0.25 49.947163
22Ne 9.25 21.991386 51V 99.75 50.943964
23Na 100. 22.989770 50Cr 4.345 49.946050
24Mg 78.99 23.985042 52Cr 83.789 51.940512
25Mg 10. 24.985837 53Cr 9.501 52.940654
26Mg 11.01 25.982593 54Cr 2.365 53.938885
27Al 100. 26.981538 55Mn 100. 54.938050
28Si 92.2297 27.976927 54Fe 5.845 53.939615
29Si 4.6832 28.976495 56Fe 91.754 55.934942
30Si 3.0872 29.973770 57Fe 2.119 56.935399
31P 100. 30.973762 58Fe 0.282 57.933281
32S 94.93 31.972071 58Ni 68.0769 57.935348
33S 0.76 32.971459 60Ni 26.2231 59.930791
34S 4.29 33.967867 61Ni 1.1399 60.931060
36S 0.02 35.967081 62Ni 3.6345 61.928349
35Cl 75.78 34.968853 64Ni 0.9256 63.927970
37Cl 24.22 36.965903 — — —  



A–58 Tabulated Scientific Data 

Stable isotope data (cont.) 

Isotope Abundance /% mass /u Isotope Abundance /% mass /u
63Cu 69.17 62.929601 92Zr 17.15 91.905040
65Cu 30.83 64.927794 94Zr 17.38 93.906316
64Zn 48.63 63.929147 96Zr 2.80 95.908276
66Zn 27.90 65.926037 93Nb 100. 92.906378
67Zn 4.10 66.927131 92Mo 14.84 91.906810
68Zn 18.75 67.924848 94Mo 9.25 93.905088
70Zn 0.62 69.925325 95Mo 15.92 94.905842
69Ga 60.108 68.925581 96Mo 16.68 95.904679
71Ga 39.892 70.924705 97Mo 9.55 96.906021
70Ge 20.84 69.924250 98Mo 24.13 97.905408
72Ge 27.54 71.922076 100Mo 9.63 99.907477
73Ge 7.73 72.923459 96Ru 5.54 95.907598
74Ge 36.28 73.921178 98Ru 1.87 97.905287
76Ge 7.61 75.921403 99Ru 12.76 98.905939
75As 100. 74.921596 100Ru 12.60 99.904220
74Se 0.89 73.922477 101Ru 17.06 100.905582
76Se 9.37 75.919214 102Ru 31.55 101.904350
77Se 7.63 76.919915 104Ru 18.62 103.905430
78Se 23.77 77.917310 103Rh 100. 102.905504
80Se 49.61 79.916522 102Pd 1.02 101.905608
82Se 8.73 81.916700 104Pd 11.14 103.904035
79Br 50.69 78.918338 105Pd 22.33 104.905084
81Br 49.31 80.916291 106Pd 27.33 105.903483
78Kr 0.35 77.920386 108Pd 26.46 107.903894
80Kr 2.28 79.916378 110Pd 11.72 109.905152
82Kr 11.58 81.913485 107Ag 51.839 106.905093
83Kr 11.49 82.914136 109Ag 48.161 108.904756
84Kr 57.00 83.911507 106Cd 1.25 105.906458
86Kr 17.30 85.910610 108Cd 0.89 107.904183
85Rb 72.17 84.911789 110Cd 12.49 109.903006
87Rb 27.83 86.909184 111Cd 12.80 110.904182
84Sr 0.56 83.913425 112Cd 24.13 111.902757
86Sr 9.86 85.909262 113Cd 12.22 112.904401
87Sr 7.00 86.908879 114Cd 28.73 113.903358
88Sr 82.58 87.905614 116Cd 7.49 115.904755
89Y 100. 88.905848 113In 4.29 112.904061
90Zr 51.45 89.904704 115In 95.71 114.903878
91Zr 11.22 90.905645 112Sn 0.97 111.904821

— — — 114Sn 0.66 113.902782  
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Stable isotope data (cont.) 

Isotope Abundance /% mass /u Isotope Abundance /% mass /u
115Sn 0.34 114.903346 138Ce 0.251 137.905986
116Sn 14.54 115.901744 140Ce 88.450 139.905434
117Sn 7.68 116.902954 142Ce 11.114 141.909240
118Sn 24.22 117.901606 141Pr 100. 140.907648
119Sn 8.59 118.903309 142Nd 27.2 141.907719
120Sn 32.58 119.902197 143Nd 12.2 142.909810
122Sn 4.63 121.903440 144Nd 23.8 143.910083
124Sn 5.79 123.905275 145Nd 8.3 144.912569
121Sb 57.21 120.903818 146Nd 17.2 145.913112
123Sb 42.79 122.904216 148Nd 5.7 147.916889
120Te 0.09 119.904020 150Nd 5.6 149.920887
122Te 2.55 121.903047 144Sm 3.07 143.911995
123Te 0.89 122.904273 147Sm 14.99 146.914893
124Te 4.74 123.902820 148Sm 11.24 147.914818
125Te 7.07 124.904425 149Sm 13.82 148.917180
126Te 18.84 125.903306 150Sm 7.38 149.917271
128Te 31.74 127.904461 152Sm 26.75 151.919728
130Te 34.08 129.906223 154Sm 22.75 153.922205
127I 100. 126.904468 151Eu 47.81 150.919846
124Xe 0.09 123.905896 153Eu 52.19 152.921226
126Xe 0.09 125.904269 152Gd 0.20 151.919788
128Xe 1.92 127.903530 154Gd 2.18 153.920862
129Xe 26.44 128.904780 155Gd 14.80 154.922619
130Xe 4.08 129.903508 156Gd 20.47 155.922120
131Xe 21.18 130.905082 157Gd 15.65 156.923957
132Xe 26.89 131.904155 158Gd 24.84 157.924101
134Xe 10.44 133.905395 160Gd 21.86 159.927051
136Xe 8.87 135.907220 159Tb 100. 158.925343
133Cs 100. 132.905447 156Dy 0.06 155.924278
130Ba 0.106 129.906310 158Dy 0.10 157.924405
132Ba 0.101 131.905056 160Dy 2.34 159.925194
134Ba 2.417 133.904503 161Dy 18.91 160.926930
135Ba 6.592 134.905683 162Dy 25.51 161.926795
136Ba 7.854 135.904570 163Dy 24.90 162.928728
137Ba 11.232 136.905821 164Dy 28.18 163.929171
138Ba 71.698 137.905241 165Ho 100. 164.930319
138La 0.09 137.907107 162Er 0.14 161.928775
139La 99.91 138.906348 164Er 1.61 163.929197
136Ce 0.185 135.907140 166Er 33.61 165.930290  



A–60 Tabulated Scientific Data 

Stable isotope data (cont.) 

Isotope Abundance /% mass /u Isotope Abundance /% mass /u
167Er 22.93 166.932045 186Os 1.59 185.953838
168Er 26.78 167.932368 187Os 1.96 186.955748
170Er 14.93 169.935460 188Os 13.24 187.955836
169Tm 100. 168.934211 189Os 16.15 188.958145
168Yb 0.13 167.933894 190Os 26.26 189.958445
170Yb 3.04 169.934759 192Os 40.78 191.961479
171Yb 14.28 170.936322 191Ir 37.3 190.960591
172Yb 21.83 171.936378 193Ir 62.7 192.962924
173Yb 16.13 172.938207 190Pt 0.014 189.959930
174Yb 31.83 173.938858 192Pt 0.782 191.961035
176Yb 12.76 175.942568 194Pt 32.967 193.962664
175Lu 97.41 174.940768 195Pt 33.832 194.964774
176Lu 2.59 175.942682 196Pt 25.242 195.964935
174Hf 0.16 173.940040 198Pt 7.163 197.967876
176Hf 5.26 175.941402 197Au 100. 196.966552
177Hf 18.60 176.943220 196Hg 0.15 195.965815
178Hf 27.28 177.943698 198Hg 9.97 197.966752
179Hf 13.62 178.945815 199Hg 16.87 198.968262
180Hf 35.08 179.946549 200Hg 23.10 199.968309
180Ta 0.012 179.947466 201Hg 13.18 200.970285
181Ta 99.988 180.947996 202Hg 29.86 201.970626
180W 0.12 179.946706 204Hg 6.87 203.973476
182W 26.50 181.948206 203Tl 29.524 202.972329
183W 14.31 182.950225 205Tl 70.476 204.974412
184W 30.64 183.950933 204Pb 1.4 203.973029
186W 28.43 185.954362 206Pb 24.1 205.974449
185Re 37.4 184.952956 207Pb 22.1 206.975881
187Re 62.6 186.955751 208Pb 52.4 207.976636
184Os 0.02 183.952491 209Bi 100. 208.980383

Source: Isotopic Compositions of the Elements 1989, Pure and Applied Chemistry , 1998, 70 , 217.  
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Appendix C. Answers 

<While the questions are being finalized and the answer key developed, please see the answer key.> 

Chapter 1. Foundations 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 2. Atomic Theory 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 3. Quantum Theory 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 4. Molecular Entities 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 5. Classical Bonding: the Electron Domain Model 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 6. Quantum Mechanical Bonding Theories 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 7. Instrumental and Chemical Analysis 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 8. Intermolecular Forces 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 9. States of Matter: Condensed Phases 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 10. States of Matter: Gases 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 11. Chemical Reactions 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 12. Synthetic Chemistry 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  



A–62 Answers 

Chapter 13. Chemical Kinetics 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 14. Multistep Kinetics 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 15. Principles of Chemical Equilibria 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 16. Acid-Base Equilibria 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 17. Ionic Equilibria 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 18. Thermochemistry 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 19. Thermodynamics 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 20. Electrochemistry 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 21. Atmospheric Chemistry 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 22. Biochemistry 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  

Chapter 23. Chemical Engineering 
1. —; 2. —; 3. —; 4. —; 5. —; 6. —  
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MODULE 3: Molecular Interactions 
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MODULE 4: Reaction Rates  
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MODULE 5: Chemical Equilibria  
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MODULE 6: Reaction Energetics 
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Physical constants 

Name Symbol Value Name Symbol Value
Avogadro constant N A 6.02214·1023 mol–1 h 6.62607·10–34 J s

Boltzmann constant k B 1.38065·10–23 J/K ħ 1.05457·10–34 J s

R 8.31447 J/(mol K) speed of light c 2.99792·108 m/s

molar gas constant R 8.31447·10–2 (L bar)/(mol K) gravity acceleration g 9.80665 m/s2

R 8.20575·10–2 (L atm)/(mol K) pi π 3.14159

Faraday constant F 96485.3 C/mol atomic mass unit u 1.66054·10–27 kg

Coulomb constant k e 8.98755·109 (N m2)/C2 neutron mass m n 1.67493·10–27 kg

Bohr radius a 0 5.29177·10–11 m proton mass m p 1.67262·10–27 kg

Rydberg constant R ∞ 1.09737·107 m–1 electron mass m e 9.10938·10–31 kg

electron charge q e 1.60218·10–19 C

Planck constant

 

Non-metric conversion factors 

Conversion Comments Conversion Comments
length pressure

1 Å = 1·10–10 m = 0.1 nm 1 bar = 105 Pa = 750 mmHg = 14.504 psi

1 in. = 2.54 cm (only unit with decimal pt.) 1 atm = 1.01325·105 Pa = 760 mmHg = 14.696 psi

1 ft = 12 in. = 30.48 cm 1 torr = 1 mmHg

1 yd = 3 ft = 0.9144 m

1 mi = 5280 ft = 1.6093 km energy

1 cal = 4.184 J        1 Cal = 4.184 kJ

volume 1 eV = 1.60218·10–19 J = 96.485 kJ/mol

1 tsp = 5 mL 1 L atm = 101.325 J

1 tbsp = 15 mL 1 BTU = 1.05506 kJ

1 cup = 250 mL 1 kWh = 3.6 MJ

1 fl oz = 29.573 mL W = J/s

1 gal (US) = 3.7854 L

1 gal (UK) = 4.5641 L power

1 bl = 42 gal (US) = 158.99 L (petrochemical barrel) 1 BTUh = 0.29307 W (actually BTU/hr)

1 hp = 745.70 W

mass

1 gr = 64.799 mg (grain, used in pharmacy) radioactivity

1 kt = 205.20 mg (carat, used in jewelry) 1 Ci = 3.7·1010 Bq

1 oz = 1/16 lb = 28.350 g

1 oz t = 1/15 lb = 31.103 g (troy ounce, used in jewelry)

1 lb = 16 oz = 453.59 g

1 tonne = 1000 kg

All values are accurate to at least five significant digits.  
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